INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

1999 (REVIEW)
Farewell to all that (reviews major 1999 SCS events) (edit), Jan 7, 1900, p.6

2000 (REVIEW)
Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains; New village board contemplates zoning modification, Dec 29, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains; Scarsdale Schools prepare for future budget, bond, Dec 29, 1900, p.1
Little League, field study, are recreation headliners, Dec 29, 1900, p.3
Business comings, goings in village, Dec 29, 1900, p.4
Headliners 2000: people in the news (photo), Dec 29, 1900, p.4
Auto theft continues to be No. 1 crime in village, Dec 29, 1900, p.5
Dubious Distinctions (humorous review of year 2000 highlights in SCS) (edit), Dec 29, 1900, p.6
Another Year Is Waning (review of past year in verse) (edit), Dec 29, 1900, p.6
Village mulls parking, traffic problems (cont), Dec 29, 1900, p.8
Village trustees contemplate zoning changes (cont), Dec 29, 1900, p.9
Scarsdale Schools prepare for future with new budget and bond (photo) (cont), Dec 29, 1900, p.12
Auto theft No. 1 crime (cont), Dec 29, 1900, p.16

AARONSON, MANDY
(Shs girls picnic on Spencer's expanded sidewalk) (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

ABBE, JULIE
Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12

ABEL, STANLEY (AU)
Writer doesn't practice tolerance he preaches (response to 1/21 edit by Bill Jacobs) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6

ABELSON, DAN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
Well done! (J Cohen gets congratulatory handshake from Henry Kaiser at SHS commencement) (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.1

ABELSON, JON
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

ABELSON, MATT
Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

ABELSON, MICHELLE
Earth Day (photo), May 5, 1900, p.4

ABELSON, MICHELLE (AU)
Garden tour highlighted hidden backyard treasures (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6

ABINANTI, THOMAS J (AU)
More cuts for taxpayers in Westchester (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.13

ABINANTI, TOM
Bradley, Gore fans compare candidates' merits (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.3
There's nothing wrong with partisan politics (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.7
Abinanti, Ploski are heading for Sept. primary showdown, Aug 25, 1900, p.1
Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
Abinanti has been a leader in gun control (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
Abinanti is a pro-choice leader (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
Tom Abinanti will make a difference (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
Spano, Abinanti run campaigns via fax, Sep 15, 1900, p.3
Strong choices in 35th (district) (no endorsement of either Nick Spano or Tom Abinanti) (edit), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
Spano avoids L(eague of ) W(omen) V(oters) debates; Abinanti participates (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7

ABORTION
Abinanti is a pro-choice leader (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

ABRAMS, MARILYN
Marilyn Abrams (dies), Sep 1, 1900, p.15
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ABT, JOHN H

John H Abt (dies), Apr 7, 1900, p.14

ACCIDENTS

Gas main rupture causes road closings, evacuations (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.3
Woman killed by train, Jun 23, 1900, p.1
Why we call the family when tragedy strikes (re 6/23 Inquirer report of a tragic death) (edit), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
Callous reporting of a tragic loss (re 6/23 Inquirer report of a tragic death) (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
What justifies call to grieving family? (re 6/23 Inquirer report of a tragic death) (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
Sad news not a 'breaking story' (response to 6/23 Inquirer report of a tragic death) (ltr), Jul 7, 1900, p.6
Heads-up (safety concerns about razor scooters), Sep 8, 1900, p.1

SEE ALSO TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

ACEVEDO, DANIEL

Talkin' baseball (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.21

ACTIONS AND DEFENSES

Kids' BASE sues former auditors, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
Kids' BASE sues former auditors for Tymus fraud (cont), Jan 14, 1900, p.9
Brothers settle Harry Winston estate after 12-year dispute (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.1
Harry Winston dispute is settled (cont), Jul 28, 1900, p.9
Police officer files suit against Edgewood man, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
Officer sues Edgewood man in state Supreme Court (cont), Sep 8, 1900, p.10
Police civil suits may insulate municipalities (response to Inquirer article from 9/8/00) (ltr), Sep 15, 1900, p.6
Resolution elusive in McCreary case, Nov 17, 1900, p.1
Resolution elusive in year-old McCreary case (cont), Nov 17, 1900, p.17
End in sight (re the" People vs. Andrew McCreary" and McCreary law suit against the village), Dec 22, 1900, p.1
McCready case still unresolved, Dec 29, 1900, p.16

ADAMS, JOAN (AU)

Trustees must not allow teardowns to continue (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6

ADAMS, JOHN QUINCY

Former history teacher casts vote for E. Fountain House (response to 9/15 edit by Nikki Usher)(edit), Sep 22, 1900, p.7

ADAMS, PETER (AU)

Trustees must not allow teardowns to continue (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6

ADEFOPE, JOHN

Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1

ADEL, HAROLD (OR)

Make the water flow again on county parkland (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6

ADIMORA, ZAM-ZAM

Day camp fun for counselors too (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.1
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

ADLER, LES

Democrats select Horowitz, Adler for judiciary (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.1
Spano, Aminanti run campaigns via fax, Sep 15, 1900, p.3

ADLERSTEIN, JACOB

Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT-SCS

Let's not reinvent the wheel (re downtown development) (edit), Apr 28, 1900, p.7
Movie house, restaurants would revitalize downtown (edit), May 19, 1900, p.7
Dear Mr. Kligerman: (re proposed purchase of Depot Place) (edit), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION-SCS

Historic preservation committee to examine 4 tear-down requests (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.1
Preservation committee says it needs teeth (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.3
The teardown crisis (discusses several approaches to save old SCS neighborhoods) (edit), Dec 15, 1900, p.6

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON CABLE TV-SCS

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION-SCS

Open space map, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
Civic help wanted (to serve on village board's advisory council on environmental conservation), Oct 27, 1900, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATIONS-SCS

(Advisory) Council (on Human Relations) has a new hotline (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
Advisory council tackles diversity issues (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.3
Council tackles diversity issues (cont), Apr 14, 1900, p.17
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION-SCS

Soccer problems? (re SCS soccer programs), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
P(arks and) R(ecreation) C(ommittee) sets sights on leaf transfer station, Feb 4, 1900, p.1
Tryouts anathema to some soccer moms and dads, Feb 25, 1900, p.1
Lemle has been a fine leader (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6
P(arks and) R(ecreation) C(ouncil) mulls playing field needs (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.1
P(arks and) R(ecreation) C(ouncil) finds itself in the limelight (photo), May 5, 1900, p.1
Advisory council chairs wish to 'move forward' (cont), May 5, 1900, p.9
Village to help schools fix field, Jun 30, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
Village board puts off Little League decision, Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Ward report (to take stock of playing fields) completed, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
Trustees go to bat: Hear concerns but endorse Little League's 2001 plans, Sep 15, 1900, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SENIOR CITIZENS-SCS

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON TECHNOLOGY-SCS

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON THE DISABLED-SCS

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON YOUTH-SCS

Trustees go to bat: Hear concerns but endorse Little League's 2001 plans, Sep 15, 1900, p.1

AGING

Scarsdale MD demystifies anti-aging treatments (photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.3
Growing old gracefully (edit), May 12, 1900, p.7

AIDS (DISEASE)

A son remembered as the AIDS epidemic continues (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6
SHS club, community raise $600 for AIDS (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.28

AINSWORTH, LILA

Concert (at SHS) was a source of pride and pleasure (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6

AKABAS, SHARON AND MYLES (AU)

An alternative for teenagers (the Westchester Jewish Teen Center at the YM/YWHA) (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6
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AKEJO, USMAN
  Aux armes! (King Charlemagne rallies his troops in production of “Pippin”) (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.1

ALBANESE, NANETTE
  Tax breaks, Feb 11, 1900, p.1
  Deadline extended (for applying for a STAR property tax exemption), Jun 30, 1900, p.1

ALCOHOL AND YOUTH
  Task force offers tips for parents of teens (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7
  Is the SHS athletic code fair? (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7
  New look at teen drinking, drugging, Mar 31, 1900, p.13
  Task force takes a new look at teen drinking, drugging (cont), Mar 31, 1900, p.29
  A promising start to tackling drug/alcohol problem (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.7
  Community responds to teen drug, alcohol use, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
  Community responds to teen drug, alcohol use (cont), Apr 14, 1900, p.17
  No one stung (local merchants who sell beer and alcohol targets of undercover operation), Apr 21, 1900, p.1
  Talk about teen substance use continues, May 12, 1900, p.13
  Parents, kids, school officials continue dialogue on drugs, May 19, 1900, p.1
  Parental interest is encouraging (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6
  How much is enough for parents? (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
  Look in the mirror, take responsibility (response to 5/26 letter by Phillip Jacobs) (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6
  Task force to continue its anti-drug, alcohol initiative, Sep 15, 1900, p.10
  Task force begins year with vigor (cont), Sep 15, 1900, p.11
  High school students act to prevent drunk driving (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

ALECSON, DEBORAH
  Community rallies round SHS family (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.1

ALECSON, DEBORAH (AU)
  Challenge in a crisis is to live in the moment (re outreach to Lowell Alecson and his family) (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
  Kids should learn to face mortality (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

ALECSON, LOWELL
  Community rallies round SHS family (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.1
  Community rallies around Alecson family (cont), Jun 2, 1900, p.9
  Challenge in a crisis is to live in the moment (re outreach to Lowell Alecson and his family) (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
  How to help a family in need (ltr), Jun 23, 1900, p.6
  Kids should learn to face mortality (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6
  Lowell Alecson to conduct (the SHS winter choral concert), Dec 8, 1900, p.11
  Singing together (Lowell Alecson directed SHS concert choir last Tuesday) (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.13

ALEXANDER, JANE
  Jane Alexander: backstage in Washington (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.3

ALEXANDER, WENDY
  Broker honored (Ellen Lawton) (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.4

ALKALAY, LORETTA
  E'mont sets $15M school bond vote, Feb 18, 1900, p.1

ALLISON, ANDREW
  Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

ALLISON, CHRIS
  On the stump (extended 4th of July celebration) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.3

ALPERT, DAVE
  Into the ring (Amy Paulin intends to run for Audrey Hochberg's seat in state Assembly) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.1

ALTIZIO, THOMAS
  Injured police officer has back surgery, May 26, 1900, p.5
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Y 2 K ALERT! Substitute year 2000 for 1900

AMALFITANO, LOUIS
Louis Amalfitano (appointed director of leasing of Mack-Cali Realty Corp), Feb 25, 1900, p.4

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
American Cancer Society sponsors race in October (ltr), Aug 18, 1900, p.6

AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE
A(mERICAN) J(EWISH) C(COMMITTEE) honors Hochberg, Jun 16, 1900, p.1
A(mERICAN) J(EWISH) C(COMMITTEE) applauds hate crimes legislation (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

AMERICAN LEGION
Past commanders honored by American Legion Post (photo), Dec 29, 1900, p.4

AMERICAN PREMIER UNDERWRITERS
A(mERICAN) P(REMIER) U(NDERWRITERS) to seek zoning change on Depot, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
A(mERICAN) P(REMIER) U(NDERWRITERS) to seek zoning change on Depot Place (cont), Jan 14, 1900, p.9
New candidates supported the A(mERICAN) P(REMIER) U(NDERWRITERS) proposal (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6
Decorum prevails at SCS N(EIGHBORHOOD) A(SSOCIATION) P(RESIDENTS), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
Architect says A(mERICAN) P(REMIER) U(NDERWRITERS) no longer interested in Freightway (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
The horse's mouth (American Premier Underwriters acknowledges no interest in developing Freightway), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Let's not reinvent the wheel (re downtown development) (edit), Apr 28, 1900, p.7
Special zoning may hold key to downtown future, Jul 21, 1900, p.1
History is repeating itself as another 'secret deal' is being hatched in village hall (ltr), Aug 11, 1900, p.6
Sale of Depot Place property pending, Sep 22, 1900, p.1
(Metro North electrical) Towers may go, Dec 8, 1900, p.1

AMIRAPU, AMRIT
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

AMORY, VENETTA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

AMRON, ZACH
Running with 'Attitude' (photo) (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.25

ANASTAS, MICHAEL
A(mERICAN) P(REMIER) U(NDERWRITERS) to seek zoning change on Depot, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
Christie Place parking garage is challenged, Nov 24, 1900, p.1

ANASTAS, MICHAEL P (AU)
History is repeating itself as another 'secret deal' is being hatched in village hall (ltr), Aug 11, 1900, p.6

ANDERS, MARJORIE
Woman killed by train, Jun 23, 1900, p.1

ANDERSON, JOHN
The horse's mouth (American Premier Underwriters acknowledges no interest in developing Freightway), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Special zoning may hold key to downtown future, Jul 21, 1900, p.1
Downtown development back to square 1, again, Jul 28, 1900, p.1

APCAR, DEBBIE
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.36

APCAR, LEN
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.36

APCAR, NATALIE
Creativity, athleticism rewarded on Fourth (of July) (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.10

APOSTLE, BASIL
Apostle nominated in E'mont - again, Feb 11, 1900, p.1

APOSTLE, BASIL N (AU)
Edgemont school bond issue is not comprehensive (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.7
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APPEL, JACOB M (AU)
   Send a message to Philip Morris by boycotting Kraft (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.6

ARCHAEOLOGY
   Opportunity for all aficionados of ancient history (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6
   Scarsdale native is a real-life Indiana Jones (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.3

ARNOLD, MAUREEN
   Swimming and diving teams congratulated (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

ARRON, EDWARD
   Arts Council opens with chamber concert (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.3

ARSHAM, MARGERY
   U(nited)-way helps with homework (photo), May 12, 1900, p.4
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

ART
   From Russia, with love, Feb 18, 1900, p.11
   ‘Scrap’ is artist’s jumping-off place (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.7

ARTISTS
   Cho is artist of the month (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.12
   Florence Grazi is artist of the month (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.11
   Friends; Grandview portraits on exhibit at library (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.15
   ‘Scrap’ is artist’s jumping-off place (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.7
   Diaferia watercolor earns bouquet of blue ribbons (illus), Jun 9, 1900, p.31
   In praise of women (SCS artist Frank Rusciano presents a canvas to Dr. S. Wandira Kazibwe) (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.15
   Friedland watercolor judged best in Scarsdale Art Assn. show (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.17

ASCHER, ROBIN (AU)
   Take action to keep village ‘bedrock’ (urges Scarsdalians to vote yes on school bond issue) (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6

ASH, ARTHUR (AU)
   The view from the Ponte Vecchio (edit), Feb 4, 1900, p.7
   The other man in the class (edit), Apr 21, 1900, p.7
   Growing old gracefully (edit), May 12, 1900, p.7
   Cellular phone? Big deal (edit), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
   The emperor’s new clothes (edit), Jul 14, 1900, p.6
   More than you wanted to know about the genome (edit), Aug 11, 1900, p.7
   A mulligan for Florida (comments on recent presidential election) (edit), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
   Another Year Is Waning (review of past year in verse) (edit), Dec 29, 1900, p.6

ASHER, BECKY
   Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
   The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

ASLANIAN, JOHN
   The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

ASLANIAN, KIM
   The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

ASSATLY, HELENE
   Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

ATHLETES
   2 athletes (Paul Weir and Natasha Imai) compete at State meets (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.21
   Paralympic athletes visit Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.11

ATHLETIC FIELDS
   P(arks and) R(ecreation) C(mmittee) sets sights on leaf transfer station, Feb 4, 1900, p.1
   Search for fields rages on (cont), Feb 4, 1900, p.19
   P(arks and) R(ecreation) C(mmittee) mills playing field needs (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.1
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ATHLETIC FIELDS  continued
  Parks and Recreation Council mulls future field needs (cont), Apr 28, 1900, p.18
  Park not suitable for playing fields (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6
  District, village share improvements, Jun 23, 1900, p.11
  Village to help schools fix field, Jun 30, 1900, p.1
  Quaker Ridge field (renovation will begin next week), Jul 21, 1900, p.1
  Ward report (to take stock of playing fields) completed, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
  Athletic field report completed (cont), Aug 11, 1900, p.9
  Parks and Recreation Council: More playing fields needed now, Aug 25, 1900, p.1
  Forever wild? (re George Field Park) (photo), Aug 25, 1900, p.1
  Keep George Field park a 'pastoral island' (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6
  Neighbors: No diamonds at George Field Park, Oct 27, 1900, p.1
  Do not turn beautiful meadow into yet another ball field (ltr), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
  Leafy place (transfer station recommended for construction of additional athletic field), Dec 15, 1900, p.1

AUCTIONS
  Businesses make auction successful (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7

AUDUBON SOCIETY
  Environmental Groups (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.8
  Audubon honors (SCS residents Jane Bedichek and Martha Creamer), Jun 23, 1900, p.4

AUGARTEN, DEBBIE
  It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

AUGARTEN, DEBBIE (AU)
  A vote for school bond will benefit all our children (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.6
  Trustees vote changes team sports in Scarsdale forever (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6

AUTHORS
  Scarsdale MD demystifies anti-aging treatments (photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.3
  Doctor demystifies anti-aging treatments (cont), Jan 7, 1900, p.8
  Read-a-thon readers learn about writers (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.10
  Scarsdale man reveals suppressed Nazi massacre in memoirs (photo), Feb 11, 1900, p.1
  Nitsch reveals suppressed Nazi massacre (cont), Feb 11, 1900, p.8
  Visiting author at Heathcote (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.11
  Young Writers' Conference gets rave reviews (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.11
  It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7
  SMS Writers' Conference is a hit - again Conference") (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.12
  New book by local author (photo), May 26, 1900, p.4
  SMS grad(uate) writes auto book (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.4
  Name Dropping: Scarsdale native finds her niche as writer of comic romances (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.31
  (S)MS grad(uate) tackles salty topic in 3 media (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.3
  Collapse of community: is it happening here? (edit), Jul 7, 1900, p.6
  Potter fever strikes again! (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1
  Representative democracy is the American way (edit), Oct 6, 1900, p.7
  Jane Alexander: backstage in Washington (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.3
  'Get a Life!' says decorating expert (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.3
  Author visits Greenacres (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.11
  Book offers guidance on coping with cancer (photo), Dec 29, 1900, p.3

AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
  Confessions of a defensive speeder (edit), Jan 14, 1900, p.7
  Dangerous pick-up, drop-offs at schools, Jan 28, 1900, p.1
  Kindergarten lessons (urges courtesy when dropping off and picking up school children) (edit), Jan 28, 1900, p.6
  Pick-ups, drop-offs at schools dangerous (cont), Jan 28, 1900, p.12
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AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS  continued
Buckle up (GBH will selectively enforce state seat belt and child safety restraint laws), Feb 18, 1900, p.1
Signs would help reduce horn noise (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
Rumors swirl around proposed Heathcote (five corners) rotary (illus), Dec 29, 1900, p.1

AUTOMOBILE DRIVING
Drivers' education resumed, Feb 4, 1900, p.10
Driver didn't take responsibility (re incident at SHS) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6

AUTOMOBILE PARKING
R(equest) F(or) P(roposals) out for Christie Lot, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
Proposals sought for Christie Lot (cont), Jan 7, 1900, p.8
How much downtown parking do we really need? (ltr), Jan 14, 1900, p.6
To a healthy downtown in Y2k (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
Town sets fines in Hartsdale (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
The village is no longer a pleasant place to shop (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6
Downtown streets shut, Jul 14, 1900, p.1
The emperor's new clothes (edit), Jul 14, 1900, p.6
Streets to close (this weekend), Jul 21, 1900, p.1
Space needed - now (edit) (re need for automobile parking in Scarsdale), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
No relief in sight for village that squanders parking space (ltr), Aug 4, 1900, p.6
Is Scarsdale soft on parking scofflaws? (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.1
Is Scarsdale soft on parking scofflaws? (individual names noted) (illus) (cont), Sep 8, 1900, p.3
Parking consultants hear from (SCS) chamber (of commerce), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Christie Place parking garage is challenged, Nov 24, 1900, p.1
Parking permits, Nov 24, 1900, p.9
New garage opens at 2 Overhill (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.9
Christie Place parking structure is challenged (cont), Nov 24, 1900, p.14
Garage proposal is dangerous (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
Proposed garage continues to gather steam, Dec 1, 1900, p.15
Free parking (6 a.m. to 6 p.m Saturdays and Sundays during December in lower levels of Freightway), Dec 8, 1900, p.1
Village must get accurate numbers on parking needs (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6
Phase 1 is critical in planning parking on Christie Place (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6
A gift of time (shoppers will get two hours of free parking from village of SCS), Dec 15, 1900, p.1
Online group to discuss garage (ltr), Dec 15, 1900, p.6
Reader concurs with Inquirer (response to 12/15 Inquirer edit and letter by Simon Breines) (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6
Drivers undermine good intentions (re Freightway rush-hour congestion and limited parking ban) (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6

AUTOMOBILES
Preventing auto theft (SCS Police Dept has announced a Watch Your Car Program), Jun 2, 1900, p.1

AUTUMN
Learning to love fall's last hurrah (edit), Nov 17, 1900, p.7

AWARDS
SEE REWARDS (PRIZES, ETC)
BACAL, GLENN SPENCER (AU)
Origin of bygone junior high alma mater revealed (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
BACAL, HARVEY
Origin of bygone junior high alma mater revealed (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
BACAL, MELANIE
Origin of bygone junior high alma mater revealed (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
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BADURSKI, CHARLIE
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

BAGLIEBTER, JAMIE
(Erica Seader, Jamie Bagliebter and Lauren Katzberg keep warm at the SHS hockey sectional) (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.6

BAGLIEBTER, MICHELLE
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

BAILEY, DANIELLA
A perfect ending to a perfect season (SHS girls' soccer team) (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.1

BAIM, ELISSA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

BAKER-CARR, SAMANTHA
Young artists pick up prizes for window paintings (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.17

BALL, JACKIE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

BALL, LINDA
Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

BALLEN, FRANCINE
The Pledge of Allegiance: Means but ont end (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.1

BALLET
A man at work in a woman's world (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.22

BALZAC, HONORE
Coffee was a fatal attraction for Balzac (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6

BANEKJEE, DEBRA
3 join the Inquirer staff, Sep 8, 1900, p.4

BANKSTON, ARCHIE
Missing teenager found, Jan 21, 1900, p.1
Archie Bankston (has received the Bracebridge H. Young Distinguished Service Award) (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.4

BANKSTON, EMMA
Missing teenager found, Jan 21, 1900, p.1

BANKSTON, LOUIS
Missing teenager found, Jan 21, 1900, p.1

BANISTER-NEWHOUSE, HOLLY
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

BAR MITZVAH
Bar and bat mitzvah, past and present (photo), May 26, 1900, p.3
Bar, bat mitzvah, past and present (cont), May 26, 1900, p.29
The ghost at the bar mitzvah (edit), Jun 9, 1900, p.7

BARASCH, AMY
New program helps victims of domestic violence (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.3

BARBERA, JULIE
(Julie Barbera found Santa Claus' familiar face in Boniface Circle on Sunday) (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.6

BARBIER, QUENTIN
Friendly competition (J. Stein, A. Stein and Q. Barbier play hockey with T. Beckford) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.9

BARLOMN, HELEN
(Helen) Barlow joins Houlihan/(Lawrence Inc) (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.4

BARSKY, BERNARD
A good and sweet year (Bernard Barsky rings in Rosh Hashanah 5761) (photo), Oct 6, 1900, p.1
Festival of Lights (Rabbi Bernard Barsky kindles the lights of Hanukkah) (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.1
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BARST, LINDSAY
Middle school S(tudent) O(rganization) attends conference in Pittsburgh (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.12

BARTELME, TONY
Tony Bartelme (co-author of book "Into the Wind"), May 12, 1900, p.4
(S)HS grad(uate) tackles salty topic in 3 media (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.3

BARTEN, HARVEY H (AU)
Argument by invective is insulting (response to edit from 9/22/00) (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6

BASEBALL
Why do we let outsiders tell us how to run our programs? (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6
Age-based competition works better than grade-based (response to 1/28 letter by P Friedman) (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
Little League separating children from classmates (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.7
Scarsdale is following national Little League policy (response to 3/10 letter by M Carlin) (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Ballparks USA: Cohen family makes the grand tour (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.25
Baseball stadiums and the American experience (photo) (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.30
Late birthday woes (re Little Leaguers not allowed to play with their grade level), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Little League strikes out at board meeting, Mar 31, 1900, p.1
Little League should consider what's best for Scarsdale kids (edit), Mar 31, 1900, p.7
Little League strikes out at board meeting (cont), Mar 31, 1900, p.9
Little League teams in order, Apr 7, 1900, p.1
Little League off to a great start (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6
Board rescinded prior agreements with Little League (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6
Safety is the rationale for age-based baseball teams (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6
Little League worked hard responding to 11th-hour protest (edit), Apr 7, 1900, p.7
Talkin' baseball (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.21
Baseball in the air for young pitchers and writers (photo) (cont), Apr 7, 1900, p.24
Strategy session (kindergarten Red Sox huddle as they bond during opening ceremonies) (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.1
The blame game (re Little League problems) (edit), Apr 14, 1900, p.6
Little League safety concerns cuts both ways (response to 4/7/00 letter by Richard Novitch) (ltr), Apr 21, 1900, p.6
Little League proposes changes, Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Little League board proposes changes in program (cont), Jun 2, 1900, p.8
Little League meeting, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
Baseball and a boy's 'wishing flower' (photo) (edit), Jun 16, 1900, p.7
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
Skill- and grade-based Little Leagues planned, Jun 30, 1900, p.1
Little League (cont), Jun 30, 1900, p.9
Village board puts off Little League decision, Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Village trustees postpone decision on Little League (cont), Jul 14, 1900, p.12
Minor and major baseball leagues not appropriate (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
Ability-based teams would damage children's self-esteem (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
More community input needed before changing format (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
New Little League proposal is premature (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
Letter to explain Little League's 2001 plans, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
Little League talk set, Aug 18, 1900, p.1
Step up to the plate (urges village board to approve Little League's next year operating plan)(edit), Aug 25, 1900, p.6
Chris Young: Following his dreams (photo), Aug 25, 1900, p.15
Little League Board never asked for input (ltr), Sep 1, 1900, p.6
Majority likes the Little League program as is (ltr), Sep 1, 1900, p.6
Scarsdale doesn't track students, academically or athletically (ltr), Sep 1, 1900, p.7
Board meets Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
Little League controversy misrepresented (response to 9/1 letter by Craig Lemle) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
BASEBALL  continued
Trustees go to bat: Hear concerns but endorse Little League's 2001 plans, Sep 15, 1900, p.1
Village trustees failed us by not waiting for survey (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
Little League plan is the best for our kids (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
Little League thanks village trustees for accepting plan (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
Trustees vote changes team sports in Scarsdale forever (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
Board demonstrated 'astounding disregard' of community (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
Were trustees intimidated by Little League Board? (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.7
Not just your everyday trip to the ballpark (part 1 of 2) (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.26
Got tickets? (Two scarecrows on Paddington Road hoping to catch the Mets and the Yankees) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.1
Long tour of ballparks ends in San Francisco for Cohens (part 2 of 2 part article) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.22
Little League invite, Nov 24, 1900, p.1
Little League holds sparsely attended open meeting, Dec 15, 1900, p.3
Little League holds sparsely attended meeting (cont), Dec 15, 1900, p.16
Little League, field study, are recreation headliners, Dec 29, 1900, p.3

BASKETBALL
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Off court (NBA commissioner David Stern) (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
All children should be treated equally in recreation basketball (edit), Mar 24, 1900, p.7
He loves this game! (Commissioner David Stern discusses Scarsdale and the NBA) (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.23
Commissioner big on NBA and village life (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.24
Stern (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.25
In sports, winning is all that counts (ltr), Oct 13, 1900, p.6
Driving to the hoop; New tri-captains prepared to lead Scarsdale to sectionals (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.25
High hoops; Raiders ready to rumble after losing eight to graduation (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.26

BASSIN, CLAUDIA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

BASU, TARA
Greenacres cares (Greenacres Brownie Troop 1432 plant spring flowers at the school) (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.13

BAT MITZVAH
Bar and bat mitzvah, past and present (photo), May 26, 1900, p.3
Bar, bat mitzvah, past and present (cont), May 26, 1900, p.29

BATCHelor, KENNETH
Fertilizer days (fertilizer and weed control will be applied to some parks and fields), Apr 14, 1900, p.1
Indoor pool idea keeps resurfacing, Oct 20, 1900, p.3
Rec(reation) supervisor thanked for park (re renovation of Corell Park) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

BATHER, ADAM
SHS class at the scene of the crime (photo), Oct 6, 1900, p.11

BATISTA, RAY
New look curb to curb (photo) (cont), Jul 21, 1900, p.8

BAYER, DANIELLE
Local teenagers take community service break from academia (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.1
We should take pride in our unselfish young people (edit), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

BAYLOR, SUE
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

BEAUREGARD, BOB
Caddie master honored (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.20

BECKFORD, THEO
Friendly competition (J. Stein, A. Stein and Q. Barbier play hockey with T. Beckford) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.9
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BEDICHEK, JANE
  Earth Day (photo), May 5, 1900, p.4
  Audubon honors (SCS residents Jane Bedichek and Martha Creamer), Jun 23, 1900, p.4
BEDICHEK, JANE (AU)
  Opportunity for all aficionados of ancient history (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6
  Don't let assets go down the drain (praise for 9/29 letter by Cherbuliez re George Field Park) (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6
BEECE, MILDRED
  Town board does not discuss decisions in public (ltr), Aug 18, 1900, p.6
  County Democrats more cost-conscious than Republicans (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6
BEECE, MILDRED L (AU)
  Democratic Committee does not run Greenburgh (ltr), Aug 11, 1900, p.6
BEHR, HENRY
  Trustees hear pros and cons of sprinklers, Nov 24, 1900, p.1
BEHR, RICHARD
  Neighbors say doggie park not good for F(cox) M(eadow), May 5, 1900, p.1
  Bids on S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) H(ead) Q(quarters) rejected, May 26, 1900, p.1
  Sprinkler lau delay, Oct 27, 1900, p.1
  Rumors swirl around proposed Heathcote (five corners) rotary (illus), Dec 29, 1900, p.1
BEHR, RICHARD (AU)
  Come show support for an indoor pool at high school (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6
  Pool committee supports bond (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7
  Experts say pool at high school would cost $1million (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6
BEHR, RICHARD HENRY
  Proposed sprinkler law criticized; hearing Tuesday, Nov 10, 1900, p.1
BEIZER, WENDY
  Aides care for (SCS school) children 'as if they were their own' (ltr), Oct 13, 1900, p.6
BELASCO, FRAN
  Singer, Glickstein nominated for Edgemont board, Jan 28, 1900, p.1
BELASCO, STEVEN
  Singer, Glickstein nominated for Edgemont board, Jan 28, 1900, p.1
BELDENGREEN, ALICIA
  Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
BELL, DAVID
  David Bell (dies), Dec 22, 1900, p.16
BELL, JANET
  Citizens' candidates mull joining forum, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
  Candidates from both parties to air their views at S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) forum, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
  Public hearing on proposed watercourse law, Dec 15, 1900, p.1
  Rumors swirl around proposed Heathcote (five corners) rotary (illus), Dec 29, 1900, p.1
BELLANTONI, ORAZIO
  Winston subdivision is upheld, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
BELLER, JEFF
  Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
BELLINO, STEPHANIE
  Committee supports officials, but does not make decisions (re 7/28 Pohlmann & Bellino letters) (ltr), Aug 11, 1900, p.6
BELLINO, STEPHANIE W (AU)
  As usual, procedure was not followed in Greenburgh (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
BENCH, MARK
  White Hat award (presented annually by Volunteer Company No. 3 of the SCS Fire Dept) (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.4
  Trustees split on election referendum, Jan 21, 1900, p.1
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BENCH, MARK continued

Trustees agree to hold vote (on changing the date of local elections from March to November), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Metz trying to evict Mimi (Cleaners), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Board slates hearing on new moratorium (cont), Feb 25, 1900, p.9
Channel protest (SCS Mayor Mark Bench is protesting Cablevision’s proposal for channel change), Mar 3, 1900, p.1
McCreary supporters take case to board, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
Neighbors say doggie park not good for F(ox) M(eadow), May 5, 1900, p.1
Earth Day (photo), May 5, 1900, p.4
Trustee insurance may be dead issue (re village health insurance for unpaid elected officials), May 19, 1900, p.1
Resolution withdrawn (re health insurance for unpaid elected SCS officials), May 26, 1900, p.1
Village volunteers should not receive any compensation (response to 5/19 letter by A Stillman) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
Little League proposes changes, Jun 2, 1900, p.1
State moves ahead with cell tower plans, Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Memorial Day recalls familiar themes (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.1
The glut of gab (re SCS residents addressing trustees at village board meetings) (edit), Jun 2, 1900, p.6
Winston estate up for sale, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
Neighborhoods 101, Jun 16, 1900, p.1
(SCS Railroad) Station on (New York) register (of Historic Places), Jun 30, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
Creativity, athleticism rewarded on Fourth (of July) (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.10
Roundabout answer (to Heathcote five corners traffic congestion), Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Special zoning may hold key to downtown future, Jul 21, 1900, p.1
Antenna by antenna, Scarsdale cell phone users get connected (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.1
Posting tax information is privacy violation (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
Ability-based teams would damage children’s self-esteem (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
New Little League proposal is premature (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
Downtown development back to square 1, again, Jul 28, 1900, p.1
Village tries again to amend sprinkler law, Aug 4, 1900, p.1
Traffic, pedestrian safety improvements urged in Fox Meadow (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.1
Ward report (to take stock of playing fields) completed, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
Letter to explain Little League’s 2001 plans, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
Village hall burglarized, Aug 18, 1900, p.1
Flowers from hizzoner (Joan Giampoli receives flowers from Mark Bench in Manhattan hospital), Aug 18, 1900, p.1
Parks and Recreation (Council) More playing fields needed now, Aug 25, 1900, p.1
Historic preservation committee to examine 4 tear-down requests (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.1
Police officer files suit against Edgewood man, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
New guys on the team (village’s newest firefighters) (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.5
Best wishes, Audrey! (Audrey Hochberg recuperating after heart surgery), Sep 15, 1900, p.1
Trustees go to bat: Hear concerns but endorse Little League’s 2001 plans, Sep 15, 1900, p.1
New village Web policy spells Scarsdale. trouble (cont), Sep 22, 1900, p.15
Zoning change draws criticism, Sep 29, 1900, p.1
Homeowners: let the town maintain its streams, Oct 13, 1900, p.1
Pedestrian safety a worry in Fox Meadow, Oct 13, 1900, p.1
Community forum (and member reception will be held by The Town and Village Civic Club Oct. 18), Oct 13, 1900, p.1
Historical society race/walk a success (ltr), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
Celeb reader (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.12
Parking consultants hear from (SCS) chamber (of commerce), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Proposed sprinkler law criticized; hearing Tuesday, Nov 10, 1900, p.1
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BENCH, MARK  continued

New sidewalks handsome, unsafe (ltr), Nov 10, 1900, p.6
Scarsdale enters superstore fray (re proposed IKEA store in New Rochelle), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
In memory and gratitude (wreath laid at war memorial at Boniface Circle by mayor and W. Bua) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.3
Trustees hear pros and cons of sprinklers, Nov 24, 1900, p.1
Zoning laws do not preserve our quality of life (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
New garage opens at 2 Overhill (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.9
Trustees must not allow teardowns to continue (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
This Santa says 'be safe' (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.3
Holiday festivities in village are off to a rousing start (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6
David Kroenlein is committee's pick for mayor (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.1
Rumors swirl around proposed Heathcote (five corners) rotary (illus), Dec 29, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains; New village board contemplates zoning modification, Dec 29, 1900, p.1

BENDHEIM, JOHN
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.36

BEN!, MICHELLE
Cooper House counselor approaches job with zeal, Oct 6, 1900, p.1

BENSCHOP, HUGO  (AU)
Brodsky story belonged on opinion page (response to 12/1 article on elections) (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6

BENSIMON, ALBERT
Gourmet shop opens (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.4

BERDON, BARBARA
Long walk (Lisa Haber and Barbara Berdon walked 55 miles for NY Avon Breast Cancer Walk) (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.4

BEREAVEMENT
SEE GRIEF

BEREY, JUSTIN
League of W(omen) V(oters) Presidential Pursuit begins for 5th, 6th-graders (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.11

BERG, PAUL
Biased letter gave inaccurate picture about indoor pool (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

BERG, REGINA
Healthcote Girl Scouts clean up park (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.12

BERGEN, BARRY
Commitment to athletics: beyond the field of play (cont), Jul 7, 1900, p.14

BERGER, VIVIAN
New program helps victims of domestic violence (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.3

BERKELEY, BETH
Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1

BERKELEY, BETH EHRICH
It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

BERKIN, ADAM
'Time for Kids' at Edgewood (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.11

BERKOVITS, LESLIE
Town and Village Civic Club to meet (Feb. 10), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
PT Council power luncheon (photo), May 19, 1900, p.11
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BERLIN, BRIAN
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Maroon and White Winter Sports Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.27

BERLIN, MARTIN
Labor day games, Sep 1, 1900, p.1

BERMAN, AL
Al Berman (has launched Media Street Productions Inc) (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.4

BERMINGHAM, AMY G
Letter accurately portrays sports (praise for 10/13 letter by Amy G Bermingham) (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6

BERMINGHAM, AMY G (AU)
In sports, winning is all that counts (ltr), Oct 13, 1900, p.6

BERMINGHAM, JOHN H (AU)
Is McCreary fracas headed for Supreme Court? (re October 1999 McCreary incident at IHM) (ltr), Apr 21, 1900, p.6

BERNSTEIN, E (AU)
Zoning laws do not preserve our quality of life (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

BERNSTEIN, ELIOT
Proposed (Fox Meadow) subdivision a 'horror', Nov 24, 1900, p.1

BERNSTEIN, ELIOT (AU)
Trustees must not allow teardowns to continue (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6

BERNSTEIN, MATT
Edgemont Panthers 3-peat (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.1

BERRY, DAVID
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

BERNANGER, PAT
It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

BESCH, CLAYTON
Experts say pool at high school would cost $1 million (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

BESCHLOSS, MICHAEL
Scholars put presidential crisis in a historical light (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.1

BESON, CLAIRE
New S(CS-EMT) Family S(counseling) S(ervice) youth counselors take crash course about Scarsdale, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
New S(CS-EMT) Family S(counseling) S(ervice) youth counselors take crash course (photo) (cont), Aug 11, 1900, p.9

BEYERSDORF, JOHN
John Beyersdorf (awarded the 2000 World Ambassador Award from Cross-Cultural Solutions), Dec 22, 1900, p.4

BICKNELL, JUDY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36

BICKNELL, NEIL
Citizens' Party wins resounding victory (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36
Neil Bicknell vows to energize the Town and Village C(lub) (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.3
Town and Village C(lub) to do pool study, Jul 28, 1900, p.1
Town and Village C(lub) panel mulls the allure of Scarsdale (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.3
David Kroenlein is committee's pick for mayor (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.1

BICKNELL, NEIL (AU)
All are welcome to participate in civic organizations (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6

BICKNELL, NEIL C (AU)
Spread the word on the merits of the nonpartisan system (ltr), Jan 14, 1900, p.6
Scarsdale involves all its citizens in careful planning (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
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BICYCLING
SEE CYCLING

BIDWELL, BOB
Octogenarian helps keep SHS alumni connected, Nov 10, 1900, p.3

BIEN, RUTH FISCH
Ruth Fisch Bien (dies), Jan 7, 1900, p.12

BIERMAN, ELLEN (AU)
Discover a superb market in Scarsdale (ltr), Jul 14, 1900, p.6

BIERS, ELISABETH (AU)
Grange is test case for village (edit), Dec 8, 1900, p.7

BIERS, MARTIN (AU)
Grange is test case for village (edit), Dec 8, 1900, p.7

BINDER, MARGERY
Changing of the guard: 12 faculty members retire; 7 are hired, May 5, 1900, p.11

Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

BIODINI, EVA
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.4

BIODINI, PIETRO
SHS cast tackles Neil Simon (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.15

BISHOP, LLOYD
Bond will provide schools with resources they need (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6

BITON, YANIV UTHEIM
From Russia, with love, Feb 18, 1900, p.11

BLACK, GARY
Notes on a 30th reunion (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.11

BLACK, JORDAN
20 are vying for positions on S(hool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Dec 8, 1900, p.1

BLACKS
When is race designation necessary? (edit), Feb 18, 1900, p.7
Existence of major black Republican vote highly unlikely (response to 12/15 edit by Hugh Price)(ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6

BLAGG, ELIZABETH (AU)
Lunchtime safety should be priority (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6

BLAIR, LINDA (AU)
Mourning beauty that 'didn't go' (L Blair bids farewell to SCS downtown Japanese cherry tree) (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.7

BLANCO, PAMELA
McCreary lawyer seeks dismissal of charges, Mar 31, 1900, p.1
McCreary supporters take case to board, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
Deadline is set in McCreary case, Jun 16, 1900, p.1
Police officer files suit against Edgewood man, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
End in sight (re the People vs. Andrew McCreary and McCreary law suit against the village), Dec 22, 1900, p.1

BLANN, CAROL (AU)
Organizers did a great job on Edgemont writer's conference (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6

BLESSING, GEORGE
Bouchier's job is divided in 2 (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.1
Menna, Blessing to fill Bouchier's shoes (photo) (cont), Sep 1, 1900, p.22

BLITMAN, HOWARD (AU)
Volunteers sought to study water course issue (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.7

BLOOD-DONATION
Blood donors to 'grab' gifts, Feb 11, 1900, p.4
Community responded generously to blood drive (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6
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BLOOD-DONATION continued
  Giving it up (Eric Kuhn donates blood at the high school) (photo), May 5, 1900, p.1
  Blood needed, Jul 7, 1900, p.1
  Out for blood (blood will be collected Oct. 11 at SCS Village Hall), Oct 6, 1900, p.1

BLOOD, ARTHUR
  Wind on water (water samples taken outside SHS) (photo), May 12, 1900, p.13

BLOOD, JACK (AU)
  'Scrap' is artist's jumping-off place (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.7

BLOOD, MITCH
  Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
  The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

BLOOMINGDALE, EILEEN CRUTCHLOW
  Eileen Crutchlow Bloomingdale, Ph.D. (dies), Apr 14, 1900, p.19

BLUM, ELLEN
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

BLUM, LINDA
  $100,000 theft, Apr 7, 1900, p.1

BLUMBERG, GUS AND JANE (AU)
  Driver didn't take responsibility (re incident at SHS) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6

BLUMENTHAL-LANE, MARY
  Honor thy teachers (recognition luncheons throughout SCS school district) (photo), May 26, 1900, p.11

BLYE, JOSH
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS
  B(oard) O(f) A(ppeals) grants 4 variances, Jan 21, 1900, p.4
  Owners feel 'forced' to tear down house, Feb 25, 1900, p.1
  Board claims property subdivision out of their hands (cont), Feb 25, 1900, p.8
  B(oard) O(f) A(ppeals) denies variance, Mar 17, 1900, p.3
  B(oard) O(f) A(ppeals) grants variances for pools, Jun 23, 1900, p.2
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
  B(oard) O(f) A(ppeals) grants variances for pool, tennis court, Aug 18, 1900, p.2
  Board of Appeals puts plans on hold, Oct 20, 1900, p.5
  Things go swimmingly at board of appeals, Nov 17, 1900, p.10
  Appeals board grants 7 variances and permits, Dec 22, 1900, p.5

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS
  Windows dominate the B(oard of ) A(rchitectural) R(eview) agenda, Jan 21, 1900, p.4
  B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) regulates window sizes, shape, alignment, Feb 18, 1900, p.3
  B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) rules on flood of additions, new houses, Mar 3, 1900, p.8
  B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) would like to see tree removal law changed, Mar 24, 1900, p.9
  Home expansions keep B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) very busy, Apr 28, 1900, p.9
  Proportion of land to house matters (ltr), May 12, 1900, p.6
  Additions, new houses, sprinklers occupy B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview), May 19, 1900, p.3
  Board architectural review OKs 4 additions, May 26, 1900, p.3
  16 variances for sprinkler systems OKd by B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview), Jun 16, 1900, p.3
  B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) OKs pool house, awning, fence, Jun 23, 1900, p.2
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
  Board of architectural review OK's houses, additions, Jul 14, 1900, p.2
  Village tries again to amend sprinkler law, Aug 4, 1900, p.1
  Scarsdalians expand as B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves additions, Aug 11, 1900, p.3
  B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) grants 2 requests, Sep 22, 1900, p.5
Y 2 K ALERT! Substitute year 2000 for 1900
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BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS continued

Everything's all right with B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(review) applications, Oct 6, 1900, p.9
Hearing set on new sprinkler law, Oct 20, 1900, p.1
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(review) considers plans for 3 new houses, Oct 27, 1900, p.4
Residents are busy with home improvements, Nov 17, 1900, p.10
Neighbors weigh in with design suggestions, complaints, Dec 8, 1900, p.5
The teardown crisis (discusses several approaches to save old SCS neighborhoods) (edit), Dec 15, 1900, p.6
Some neighbors comment favorably on new homes, Dec 22, 1900, p.2

BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

B(oard of) C(cooperative) E(ducational) S(ervices)'s Scarsdale connection, May 19, 1900, p.11

BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT

Singer, Glickstein nominated for Edgemont board, Jan 28, 1900, p.1
School board candidates answer questions, Apr 28, 1900, p.1
School budget vote, elections Tuesday, May 12, 1900, p.1
David Glazer to head E'mont school board, Jul 7, 1900, p.1
Edgemont school board establishes goals (cont), Jul 7, 1900, p.3
Wanted: Public interest (for EMT school board meetings ) (edit), Sep 29, 1900, p.6

BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT-BUDGET

Yes for school budgets (urges SCS and EMT residents to vote yes to proposed school budgets) (edit), May 12, 1900, p.6

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS

First meeting of Y2K is short and swift (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.12
Board presents plans to expand SMS, SHS, Jan 21, 1900, p.1
School board presents expansion plans (cont), Jan 21, 1900, p.8
Role of teachers-in-charge still evolving, Jan 28, 1900, p.11
After evaluation, school board finds role of teachers-in-charge is still evolving (cont), Jan 28, 1900, p.12
Scarsdale schools embark on new course of improvements (cont) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.19
School facilities forum helpful (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
Cut to the chase (re lengthy SCS Board of Education meeting) (edit), Feb 18, 1900, p.6
School board mulls students' futures, district's strategic plan, Feb 18, 1900, p.11
Board of education meeting summary; Nothing definite for bond, budget, Feb 18, 1900, p.12
School taxes may go up 10 percent, Mar 10, 1900, p.1
S(school) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommitee) picks Cohen and Samuelson (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
S(school) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommitee) picked 2 fine candidates for school board (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
Overheard (conversation re upcoming SCS election), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
Cohen and Samuelson tapped for school board (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.13
Board proposes $58.8 million bond issue for middle, high schools, Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Budget, bond merit study (re 2000-01 budget and proposed bond for SMS and SHS construction) (edit), Mar 24, 1900, p.6
School budget increases are off the chart (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6
Board proposes $58.8 million bond issue for SMS, SHS (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.15
Bond explained as community yawns, Mar 31, 1900, p.13
Board willing to bond, but no one seems interested (cont), Mar 31, 1900, p.29
Smaller classes create best learning environment (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6
Schools OK $70 million budget plan, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
$70M school budget is adopted by board (cont), Apr 14, 1900, p.9
District prepares for May 16 budget vote, Apr 14, 1900, p.12
School board rejects indoor pool proposal, May 5, 1900, p.1
Come show support for an indoor pool at high school (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6
Board nixes pool, with sympathy this time, May 12, 1900, p.1
School budget vote, elections Tuesday, May 12, 1900, p.1
Board nixes pool, with sympathy this time (illus) (cont), May 12, 1900, p.17
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS continued

School budgets pass in Scarsdale, E'mont (photo), May 19, 1900, p.1
An educational pool would be a good investment for Scarsdale (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6
Indoor pool would be valuable community asset (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6
SHS alumni support school bond as times change (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6
Village, school boards may join to discuss shared indoor pool, May 26, 1900, p.1
Board bids farewell to middle, high school teachers, May 26, 1900, p.11
Pool talk (re possible committee to explore feasibility of an indoor swimming pool), Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Preparing for bond, Jun 9, 1900, p.12
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26
Parents urge more special education administrators, Jun 23, 1900, p.1
Macy says school board wants pool, Jun 23, 1900, p.1
A rare blend of talents (praise for Robert Macy at end of his Board of Education 6 year term) (edit), Jun 23, 1900, p.6
District, village share improvements, Jun 23, 1900, p.11
Bob Macy gathers praise and kudos (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.12
Parents urge more special educators (cont), Jun 23, 1900, p.15
Retirements and appointments OK’d, Jun 30, 1900, p.11
Irwin to lead school board (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.1
More change for SMS (P Luisi has accepted an appointment as principal of Bronxville Middle School), Jul 7, 1900, p.1
Jackie Irwin named to lead Scarsdale board (cont), Jul 7, 1900, p.3
A perfect choice (to name the new SCS Middle School house after Elizabeth Fountain) (edit), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
Scarsdale still filling recent vacancies, Jul 28, 1900, p.11
S(CS) I(ndoor) P(ool) E(ducational) C(ommittee) to petition for pool referendum, Sep 1, 1900, p.1
Indoor pool referendum nixed by school board, Sep 15, 1900, p.1
A study in civility (re Monday evening's SCS Board of Education meeting) (edit), Sep 15, 1900, p.7
School board nixes indoor pool referendum: SIPEC will appeal (cont), Sep 15, 1900, p.8
School board approves new appointments, Sep 15, 1900, p.10
School board approves new appointments (individual names noted), Sep 15, 1900, p.10
Elementary school parents dispute district maximum class size practice, Sep 15, 1900, p.11
Indoor pool referendum nixed by school board, Sep 15, 1900, p.1
School board not listening to indoor pool advocates (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.7
Board to authorize cost estimates for indoor pool at SHS, Sep 29, 1900, p.1
Board to authorize cost estimates for indoor pool (cont), Sep 29, 1900, p.8
Lunch supervision called 'lax', Sep 29, 1900, p.11
Experts say SHS is poor site for an indoor pool, Oct 13, 1900, p.1
Aides care for SCS school children 'as if they were their own' (ltr), Oct 13, 1900, p.6
Board sets protocol for problem solving, Oct 13, 1900, p.11
Lunchtime safety should be priority (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
Board to set guidelines on bond construction projects (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.11
State lifts stay on SHS projects, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
School board to S(CS) I(ndoor) P(ool) E(ducational) C(ommittee): Enough pool talk, Nov 10, 1900, p.1
It's time for the Scarsdale school board to shift focus (ltr), Nov 10, 1900, p.6
Board of education adopts district goals, Nov 10, 1900, p.11
Board: business-as-usual, for a change, Nov 24, 1900, p.11
Calendar year ends with annual reviews, Dec 15, 1900, p.11
School board holds last meeting in '00 (cont), Dec 15, 1900, p.24
Reaction to T(owner and) V(illage) C(lubb) C(ivic) C(over) proposal covered incompletely (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-BUDGET

Yes for school budgets (urges SCS and EMT residents to vote yes to proposed school budgets) (edit), May 12, 1900, p.6
PT Council urges yes vote on budget (ltr), May 12, 1900, p.6
Y 2 K ALERT! Substitute year 2000 for 1900

BOARD OF REGENTS

SEE NEW YORK STATE. BOARD OF REGENTS

BOCES

SEE BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

BODENHEIMER, ALISON

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

BONDS

E'mont sets $15M school bond vote, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
Bond projects under way at elementary schools, Feb 18, 1900, p.12
April 4 set for $15M school bond vote (cont), Feb 18, 1900, p.15
Edgemont school bond issue is not comprehensive (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.7
New bond (re preliminary plans for SCS schools construction projects to be funded by new bond), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Board proposes $58.8 million bond issue for middle, high schools, Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Budget, bond merit study (re 2000-01 budget and proposed bond for SMS and SHS construction) (edit), Mar 24, 1900, p.6
Bond, budget, enrollment are touchstones of board (of Education) (illus), Mar 24, 1900, p.11
Board proposes $58.8 million bond issue for SMS, SHS (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.15
Vote yes for E'mont (bond proposition) (edit), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
Bond explained as community yawns, Mar 31, 1900, p.13
Board willing to bond, but no one seems interested (cont), Mar 31, 1900, p.29
Edgemont passes $15M school bond, Apr 7, 1900, p.1
Proposed bond issue may awaken dormant group (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.6
Board nixes pool, with sympathy this time, May 12, 1900, p.1
SHS alumni support school bond as times change (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6
School expansions are needed to maintain standards (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
A vote for school bond will benefit all our children (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.6
Longtime residents urge yes vote on school bond (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.6
Why we need more space for the same number of students (edit), Jun 2, 1900, p.7
Seniors should support needs of the next generation (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.7
School, civic groups urge yes on bond, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
(Vote) Yes for school bond (June 15) (edit), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
Quality schools up property values (urges Scarsdalians to vote yes for school bond) (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
Let's take advantage of state support for bond (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
We must take ownership of our children's future (urges support for the new bond issue) (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
Bond will provide schools with resources they need (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
Take action to keep village 'bedrock' (urges Scarsdalians to vote yes on school bond issue) (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
School projects must be undertaken (urges support for new bond issue) (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7
Pool committee supports bond (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7
'Yes' vote urged on $58 million school construction bond (cont), Jun 9, 1900, p.17
$58M school bond passed, Jun 16, 1900, p.1
Bond will provide schools with resources they need (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6
Loyal opposition (SCS voters approve $58 million school bond by 868 to 278), Jun 23, 1900, p.1
Bond issue, Nov 10, 1900, p.1

BONI, VICTOR

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

BONIFACE CIRCLE (SCS)

Old World skills give town a new look (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.1
This Santa says 'be safe' (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.3
(Julie Barbera found Santa Claus' familiar face in Boniface Circle on Sunday) (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.6
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BONSIGNORE, FRANCIS
Francis Bonsignore (awarded the 2000 Judge William B Groat Alumni Award), May 19, 1900, p.4

BOOK FAIRS
Book donations sought (for upcoming book fairs at the SCS Public Library), Mar 31, 1900, p.1
Books wanted (for Friends of Scarsdale Library book fair), Aug 11, 1900, p.1
Reading heads (student generated advertisements for Greenacres book fair) (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.11

BOOKMAN, ABBY
Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

BOOKS
Scarsdale MD demystifies anti-aging treatments (photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.3
Doctor demystifies anti-aging treatments (cont), Jan 7, 1900, p.8
Honoring Frederick Law Olmsted's legacy (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.3
Scarsdale man reveals suppressed Nazi massacre in memoirs (photo), Feb 11, 1900, p.1
Nitsch reveals suppressed Nazi massacre (cont), Feb 11, 1900, p.8
Waiting for Harry IV (4th volume in series on Harry Potter by J.K. Rowling), Mar 24, 1900, p.12
Book donations sought (for upcoming book fairs at the SCS Public Library), Mar 31, 1900, p.1
Pop-up lady, books delight Greenacres kids (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.11
Tony Bartelme (co-author of book "Into the Wind"), May 12, 1900, p.4
New book by local author (photo), May 26, 1900, p.4
SHS graduate writes auto book (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.4
Name Dropping: Scarsdale native finds her niche as writer of comic romances (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.31
(SH)S graduate tackles salty topic in 3 media (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.3
Collapse of community: Is it happening here? (edit), Jul 7, 1900, p.6
Potter fever strikes again (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Children's librarians boost summer reading, Jul 28, 1900, p.11
Books wanted (for Friends of Scarsdale Library book fair), Aug 11, 1900, p.1
Representative democracy is the American way (edit), Oct 6, 1900, p.7
Jane Alexander: backstage in Washington (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.3
Celeb reader (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.12
'Get a Life! says decorating expert (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.3
Reading heads (student generated advertisements for Greenacres book fair) (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.11
Book offers guidance on coping with cancer (photo), Dec 29, 1900, p.3

BORDONI, ANNE
3 join Coldwell Doernberg (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.4

BORKIN, DANI
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

BORNSTEIN, JOE
Wrestle mania; Losses to graduation, rugged schedule to test Raider wrestlers (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.24

BORNSTEIN, ROBYN
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

BORONKAY, SERENA
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) mothers (of SCS) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.11

BOUCHIER, RONALD
Changing of the guard: 12 faculty members retire; 7 are hired, May 5, 1900, p.11
Bouchier; Nice guys finish first (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.21
Bouchier: Scarsdale coach, teacher, administrator, friend retires (photo) (cont), Jun 9, 1900, p.28
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26
In a league of their own (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.14
Ward report (to take stock of playing fields) completed, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
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BOUCHIER, RONALD continued
  Bouchier's job is divided in 2 (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.1

BOWMAN, EMILY
  Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

BOYER, LINNAE
  It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

BRADLEY, BILL
  Bradley, Gore fans compare candidates' merits (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.3

BRADY, FLORA M
  Flora M Brady (dies), Dec 29, 1900, p.14

BRAMLEY, PAGE
  Octogenarian helps keep SHS alumni connected, Nov 10, 1900, p.3
  Octogenarian helps keep alumni connected (cont), Nov 10, 1900, p.8

BRANDT, JAMES AND KATHRYN (AU)
  More community input needed before changing format (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6

BRANDT, KATHY
  Annual increase in turnout sought (for selecting members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6

BRANDT, LINDSAY
  Next stop, Scarsdale High (eighth graders enjoy their final days as middle schoolers) (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.11

BRANDWEIN, ROGER
  Nominators to be elected (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
  (Citizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee) reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1

BRAUNSTEIN, RITA
  Parents play important role in interscholastic sports (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.19

BREAST-CANCER
  Mastectomy patients have new options (edit), Oct 27, 1900, p.7

BREIDBART, SETH
  Seth Breidbart (has received a White Hat of the Month Award), Mar 24, 1900, p.4

BREIDBART, SIDNEY (AU)
  Stop signs (on Boulevard) may increase cancer risk (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6

BREIDBART, SONYA (AU)
  Friday night is not movie night (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6

BREINES, SIMON
  Architect's recommendations visionary, practical (response to 6/23 edit by Simon Breines) (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6

BREINES, SIMON (AU)
  To a healthy downtown in Y2k (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
  1 man's vision for downtown Scarsdale (edit), Jun 23, 1900, p.7
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BREINES, SIMON (AU) continued
An alternative to the multilevel parking garage (ltr), Dec 15, 1900, p.6

BREININ, RAYMOND
Raymond Breinin (dies), Apr 14, 1900, p.19

BRENNAN, ANDREW
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.4

BRETT, JOHN
White Hat award (presented annually by Volunteer Company No. 3 of the SCS Fire Dept) (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.4

BRIDGES
Trustees commit to single-span bridge, Feb 4, 1900, p.1
Single-span bridge OKd (cont), Feb 4, 1900, p.19
Board to play active role in bridge design, Feb 11, 1900, p.1

BRIDGMAN, LISA (AU)
Wrong initial (given for Harry Potter author in 7/14 Inquirer article) (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6

BRIGANDI, BEVERLEY
Volunteers and curators win awards (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4

BRODSKY, ISABEL
From Russia, with love, Feb 18, 1900, p.11

BRODSKY, RICHARD
No one takes responsibility for upkeep of Central Avenue (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
Democrats honor Audrey Hochberg (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.6
Richard Brodsky for Assembly (endorsement) (edit), Nov 3, 1900, p.6
Democrats win Westchester contests, Nov 10, 1900, p.1
Brodsky observes Florida recount; says election 'stolen', Dec 1, 1900, p.1
Rantings of assemblyman (Brodsky) not 'news' (response to 12/1 article on elections) (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6
Brodsky story belonged on opinion page (response to 12/1 article on elections) (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6

BRODSKY, RICHARD L (AU)
State Assembly improves life for New Yorkers (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.13

BRODSKY, STACEY
PT Council power luncheon (photo), May 19, 1900, p.11

BRODY, ERIN
Festive flutes (Hoff-Barthelson's annual holiday music festival) (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.19

BRONLEY, JUDITH
Deadline is set in McCreary case, Jun 16, 1900, p.1

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY
Bicycle Sundays (opening day of bike and skate Sundays is May 7), May 5, 1900, p.1
Bicycle the parkway (through Oct 1), Sep 15, 1900, p.1
They don't care a honk (the Westchester county highway department) (edit), Sep 29, 1900, p.6
(Bronx) R(iver) P(arkway) delays ahead, Oct 27, 1900, p.1

BRONX ZOO
Bronx Zoo vet: animals were harbingers of human disease, May 19, 1900, p.9

BRONZ, LOIS
County caught in the middle between state and town, Apr 21, 1900, p.3
Roundabout answer (to Heathcote five corners traffic congestion), Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Exhibit opening ("In Search of the Lenape at SCS Historical Society) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.10
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BROOKS, BRIAN
Brian Brooks (has been awarded the rank of Eagle Scout) (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.4
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

BROOKS, CREEKS, ETC
Backyard stream law to get airing, Oct 6, 1900, p.1
Homeowners: let the town maintain its streams, Oct 13, 1900, p.1
Public hearing on proposed watercourse law, Dec 15, 1900, p.1
Hearing on proposed watercourse diversion law (cont), Dec 15, 1900, p.5

BROOKS, LORRAINE
Changing of the guard: 12 faculty members retire; 7 are hired, May 5, 1900, p.11
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

BROTHERHOOD, DOROTHY J
Dorothy J Brogherhood (dies), Jun 2, 1900, p.10

BROWN, GABBY
Troop 1972 serves community (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.4

BROWNELL, SHIRLEE
Friends; Grandview portraits on exhibit at library (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.15

BROWNING, JACKSON
Scarsdale real estate: Seller’s market drive up prices (photo), Oct 6, 1900, p.1

BROWNSTEIN, MICHAEL (AU)
Little League thanks village trustees for accepting plan (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6

BRUMBERGER, DARA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

BRUNELLE, TIM
SHS seniors recognized for physical fitness (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.24

BRUNO, JOHN
Chance to build an indoor pool (ltr), Jan 14, 1900, p.6

BRUSATI, SARABETH
Scouts sleep over at zoo (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.4

BRYANT, CYNTHIA RAMSEY
Cynthia Ramsey Bryant (dies), Sep 1, 1900, p.15

BUA, WILLIAM
In memory and gratitude (wreath laid at war memorial at Boniface Circle by mayor and W. Bua) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.3

BUCHEHANN, JAMES
Popular vote majority eluded 11 (presidents) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

BUCHEN, DAVID
Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

BUCHEN, DAVID (AU)
System responsive to change, challenge (edit), Mar 31, 1900, p.7

BUCHEN, NICHOLAS
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.4

BUCK, JANE
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

BUCK, JANE (AU)
School Board Nominating Committee election Tuesday (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6

BUDGET-SCS
School budget calendar, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Village budget, 3% tax hike win support, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
Village budget, 3% tax hike win support (cont), Apr 14, 1900, p.17
$26 budget adopted, Apr 28, 1900, p.1
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BUILDING
Kreisler Borg Florman posts record year (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.5

BURGESS, ALEXANDER C
Alexander C Burgess (dies), Mar 31, 1900, p.15

BURGLARY AND BURGLARS
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

BURLAT, HOWARD (AU)
How much downtown parking do we really need? (ltr), Jan 14, 1900, p.6
Come show support for an indoor pool at high school (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6
Pool committee supports bond (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7
Christie proposal likened to IKEA threat in New Rochelle (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.10
Garage proposal is dangerous (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6

BURLAT, IRIS
School board nominators needed, Sep 29, 1900, p.1

BURLAT, IRIS (AU)
High school band enhances community pride (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.7

BURKE, FRANK
Police officer files suit against Edgewood man, Sep 8, 1900, p.1

BURKE, JEANE (AU)
Mediation should be reconsidered (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6

BURSON, BETTE F (AU)
Newspaper editors should keep their opinions to themselves (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7

BUSES
A good idea (re the reduction of the distance requirement for public school transportation) (edit), Apr 14, 1900, p.6
Passing a stopped camp bus: dangerous, illegal (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.3

BUSH, GEORGE W
Bush must go beyond his platitudes (edit), Sep 8, 1900, p.7
Professor feels justified in commenting on ex-student (response to 9/15 letter by W. Sullivan) (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.7
Life of candidate open to scrutiny (response to 9/15 letter by Neil Sullivan) (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.6
Letter did not prove George W. Bush has character flaws (response to 9/8 edit by Y. Tsurumi) (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.6
Gore, Lieberman: a better choice (ltr), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
Election 2000; The death of apathy (edit), Nov 10, 1900, p.6
Mara Liasson speaks on election, Dec 15, 1900, p.1
Agenda for 2004: Getting the black vote out (edit), Dec 15, 1900, p.6
How Rehnquist got to vote twice (edit), Dec 22, 1900, p.7

BUSKIN, JASON
Surf city at Heathcote (kindergartner Jason Buskin simulates swimming on small scooter) (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.1

BUTLER, CHARLES
Rotary Club announces grants (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.4

BUTMAN, VELVEL
Passover: ancient holiday made modern (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.1

BYRNE, MICHAEL
Firefighters honored at annual ceremony May 15 (photo), May 19, 1900, p.5

CABLE TELEVISION
On cable (two important meetings of the Village Board), Jan 21, 1900, p.1
Channel protest (SCS Mayor Mark Bench is protesting Cablevision's proposal for channel change), Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Cablevision: In new lineup, public access will stay accessible, Mar 24, 1900, p.3
Channel switch tunes out old sets (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
Y 2 K ALERT! Substitute year 2000 for 1900
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CABLE TELEVISION continued
  Cable TV survey, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
  Cable TV channel changes are unwelcome (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

CABRERA, LOUISA
  I'm oie, you're oie (International Day at SCS Middle School) (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.12

CAFFENTZIS, ELENA
  Stuttering Foundation can help those with the disorder (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

CALAMARI, PETER
  The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

CALENDARS
  Sponsors and volunteers thanked for calendar (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.14

CALLAGHAN, MATTHEW
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
  Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1
  School board nominators needed, Sep 29, 1900, p.1

CALLAGHAN, MICHAEL
  Scarsdale native is a real-life Indiana Jones (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.3

CALLERY, JEAN GRANT
  Jean Grant Callery (dies), Jul 28, 1900, p.19

CAMPAIGN DEBATES
  Bradley, Gore fans compare candidates' merits (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.3
  Lowey, Vonglis debate issues (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.1
  Congressional candidates Lowey, Vonglis see things in a different light (cont), Oct 20, 1900, p.12

CAMPAIGN FUNDS
  Campaign finance is no. 1 issue (edit), Nov 3, 1900, p.7

CAMPBELL, CURTIS
  Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

CAMPS AND CAMPING
  Littlest laxman (at Hudson Valley Lacrosse Camp) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1
  Day camp fun for counselors too (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.1
  No counselor shortage at Scarsdale Day Camp (cont), Aug 4, 1900, p.14

CAMPUS, CELINA
  Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
  The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

CANCER
  Community rallies round SHS family (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.1
  Community rallies around Alecson family (cont), Jun 2, 1900, p.9
  Challenge in a crisis is to live in the moment (re outreach to Lowell Alecson and his family) (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
  American Cancer Society sponsors race in October (ltr), Aug 18, 1900, p.6
  Men's cancer needs more attention (edit), Aug 18, 1900, p.7
  Mastectomy patients have new options (edit), Oct 27, 1900, p.7
  Book offers guidance on coping with cancer (photo), Dec 29, 1900, p.3

SEE ALSO BREAST-CANCER

CANIZARES, STEPHANIE
  Friends; Grandview portraits on exhibit at library (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.15

CANTATORE, NICK
  Earth Day (photo), May 5, 1900, p.4

CANTOR, PAUL (AU)
  Soldier's letter: 'Good-bye for now' (edit), May 26, 1900, p.7
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CANTOR, RICHARD
Trustees hear pros and cons of sprinklers, Nov 24, 1900, p.1
CANTOR, RICHARD H (AU)
Sprinklers are good, proposed law not (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.9
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
A call to conscience (edit), Sep 1, 1900, p.6
CAPONE, MATT
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.4
Maroon and White Awards Dinner (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.35
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42
CARAS, EMANUEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
CARAS, MANNY
Fate of 76-year-old Fox Meadow Road home still in limbo (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.1
CARDILLO, TARA
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12
CARDIOLOGISTS
Local doctors' efforts help make a saint (photo), May 12, 1900, p.1
Dayan Naik, M.D. (named president of the American Association of Physicians of Indian Origin)(photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.4
CAREER EDUCATION
Sophomores sample careers (photo), May 26, 1900, p.11
CAREY, ANNA
Pool days (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.3
CARLIN, CARLY
Into the jaws of fun (PTA fair at Heathcote) (photo), May 19, 1900, p.1
CARLIN, MICHAEL
Scarsdale is following national Little League policy (response to 3/10 letter by M Carlin) (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Little League strikes out at board meeting, Mar 31, 1900, p.1
CARLIN, MICHAEL (AU)
Little League separating children from classmates (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.7
CARLOS, LOUIS
New look curb to curb (photo) (cont), Jul 21, 1900, p.8
CARNEVALE, ARMAND V
Armand V Carnevale (dies), Jan 21, 1900, p.10
CARNEY, JOAN
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26
CARNEY, TON
A promising start to tackling drug/alcohol problem (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.7
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service(photo), May 19, 1900, p.34
New S(CS-EMT) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) youth counselors take crash course about Scarsdale, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
CARNICELLI, ELAINE
Voters') (Party) candidates agree to disagree at forum, Feb 11, 1900, p.1
CARNICELLI, EVELYN
Evelyn's choice (Voters Party candidates will take Row A on village election ballot) (photo), Feb 25, 1900, p.1
CARR, ASHTON
PT Council Sports Swap set for Sept. 9 (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.4
CARR, CHARLOTTE
PT Council Sports Swap set for Sept. 9 (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.4
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CARR, RICK
Little League proposes changes, Jun 2, 1900, p.1
CARR, RICK (AU)
Little League thanks village trustees for accepting plan (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
CARROLL, ROBERT
(Robert Carroll got the children all fired up at the Bike and Blade night in downtown SCS) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.6
CARSKY, KATHERINE
County caught in the middle between state and town, Apr 21, 1900, p.3
Carsky's economic predictions are unscientific, unbelievable (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6
Roundabout answer (to Heathcote five corners traffic congestion), Jul 14, 1900, p.1
CARSKY, KATHERINE S (AU)
Letter to my successor - year 2025 (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.13
CARTER, LIANE
It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7
CARTER, LIANE KUPFERBERG (AU)
How to wreck your vacation: a crash course (edit), Aug 18, 1900, p.6
CARTER, MARC
Nominators to be elected (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Citizens' N(ominating) C(ommittee) reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1
10 elected to Citizens' Committee, Nov 17, 1900, p.1
CASALE, TONY
Old World skills give town a new look (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.1
New look curb to curb (photo) (cont), Jul 21, 1900, p.8
Downtown bids let; new curbing afoot, Aug 18, 1900, p.1
New Wayside walks, Nov 24, 1900, p.1
CASDEN, ANDREW
Orthopedist (Andrew Casden) opens Westchester office (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.4
CASDEN, JARED
SMS scores food drive record (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.10
CASE, SIDNEY
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26
CASE, WILL
Going with the flow (Will Case tests his watering can at the Scarsdale Pool) (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.1
CASEY, HANORIA
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26
CASLIN, WILLIAM
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26
CASS, WILL
Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32
CASSON, CHRIS
Exploring the world (Geography Night at Edgewood) (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.10
CASTIELLO, DOMINICK
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26
CATECHIS, GUS
New family restaurant opens on Scarsdale Ave(nue) (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.4
CATS
And ye shall know me by my cat hair (edit), Sep 15, 1900, p.6
CAVANAUGH, JIM
   DiFabio challenges Paulin for state Assembly seat (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.1

CEDAR, ANDREW
   High school students act to prevent drunk driving (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

CEDARBAUM, BERNARD
   The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
   Paulin heads to Assembly With a little help from her friends (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.1

CEDARBAUM, BERNARD (AU)
   (Voter) Apathy is the greatest danger (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7
   Village volunteers should not receive any compensation (response to 5/19 letter by A Stillman) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
   School projects must be undertaken (urges support for new bond issue) (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7

CEDARBAUM, MIRIAM
   New program helps victims of domestic violence (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.3

CHAE, ALEX
   Who said it was easy? (Scarsdale Wrestling Tournament) (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.1

CHAIT, ALANNA
   Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS
   Chamber of Commerce promotes business, attracts visitors (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.5
   Blood donors to 'grab' gifts, Feb 11, 1900, p.4
   Sidewalk sale (is now in progress), Aug 4, 1900, p.1
   Shoppers paradise (annual sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.2
   Parking consultants hear from (SCS) chamber of commerce, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
   This Santa says 'be safe' (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.3
   Holiday festivities in village are off to a rousing start (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6
   (Julie Barbera found Santa Claus' familiar face in Boniface Circle on Sunday) (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.6

CHAMBERLIN, ELEANOR W
   Eleanor W Chamberlin (dies), Jan 7, 1900, p.12

CHAN, CONNIE
   Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12
   Clintons come to town (cont), Sep 15, 1900, p.8
   High school students act to prevent drunk driving (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

CHAN, MELODY
   Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

CHAPNICK, ALISTAIR
   Veterinarian-inventor tackles a muddy problem (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.3

CHARITIES
   Biking for humanity (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.14

CHARLES, SHARON
   It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

CHARLTON, EILEEN
   Junior League: making a difference (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.8

CHARREN, PEGGY
   Voices from a state visit (President Bill Clinton and candidate Hillary Clinton) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.15

CHASE PARK (SCS)
   Touch and smell herb garden delights the senses, Jun 30, 1900, p.3
   (Hilda Simons brings a few of her watercolor paintings for SCS Art Assn’s show) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.6

CHATEAUVERT, BETTY
   Friedland watercolor judged best in Scarsdale Art Assn. show (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.17
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CHAYES, JESSICA
   Customs and ceremonies in spotlight at international fair (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.11

CHAYES, LINDA
   Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
   10 new school board nominators elected, Jan 14, 1900, p.1

CHECKI, MATTHEW
   Ice, ice, baby; Raider hockey determined to fight for section crown (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.26

CHEEMA, YASMEEN
   Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

CHEERLEADING
   Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
   Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

CHEN, MARINA
   The Pilates Method energizes Scarsdale (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.3

CHERBULIEZ, SUSAN
   Don't let assets go down the drain (praise for 9/29 letter by Cherbuliez re George Field Park) (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6

CHERBULIEZ, SUSAN (AU)
   Preserve the park as a flood plain (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.6
   Thanks to trustees for saving George Field Park (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

CHERTOK, MARK
   Winston subdivision is upheld, Mar 3, 1900, p.1

CHESS
   Making a move (M Tahir of St Pius X at school's First Annual Scholastic Chess Tournament) (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.12

CHILDREN
   (Supplement) Kids (photo), Apr 7, 1900
   Listen to the children (edit), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
   Identifying, handling stress in kids (edit), Dec 1, 1900, p.7
   Identifying and handling stress in children (cont), Dec 1, 1900, p.9

CHIODO, RITA, VINCE, VINCENT & CHRIS (AU)
   Elizabeth Fountain was the model Scarsdale mom (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.7

CHIROPRACTORS
   Shire Chiropractic opens (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.4

CHO, ANNIE
   Cho is artist of the month (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.12

CHOI, CAROL
   Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

CHOI, JASON
   Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

CHOICE PROGRAM
   SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL-CHOICE PROGRAM

CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY (SCS)
   R(equest) F(or) P(roposals) out for Christie Lot, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
   Proposals sought for Christie Lot (cont), Jan 7, 1900, p.8
   Christie proposal likened to IKEA threat in New Rochelle (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.10
   Christie proposal, Nov 10, 1900, p.1

CHRISTIE, KATHLEEN
   Kathleen Christie (dies), Mar 17, 1900, p.20

CHRISTMAS
   Scrooge doesn't live in Scarsdale (edit), Jan 21, 1900, p.7
   Christmas is part of the fabric of American society (response to 1/21 edit by Bill Jacobs) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6
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CHRISTMAS continued
Adopt-a-family program keeps on growing (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.3
Shopping and wrapping for my 'other family', Dec 22, 1900, p.3
Ghost of Christmas Presents (sic) pays a call (edit), Dec 22, 1900, p.7
Herald angels sing (residents of EMT at the EMT-Assn's annual carol sing at Crane Pond) (photo), Dec 29, 1900, p.1

CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
Don't turn Scarsdale into Scroogedale (re 12/17 and 12/24/99 letters by Toskaner & Marafioti) (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
Tastefulness run amok (edit), Jan 7, 1900, p.7

CHRISTMAS TREES
Holiday festivities in village are off to a rousing start (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6

CHURCHES
Community Baptist Church establishes new vision (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.20
St. James to celebrate its 150th year (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.20
Trinity Lutheran Church observes double anniversaries (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.20
Fatima begins its next 50 years (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.20
Greenville Church reaches out (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.20
An innovative year planned at Hitchcock (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.20
Fr. (Thomason L) Newcomb new rector at St. James, Mar 17, 1900, p.20
Rev. (erend) Murray joins St(CS)C(ongregational) C(Church) (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.10
New pastor in pulpit at Asbury (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.10
New St. James rector on mission of fellowship (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.3

CHYN, LISA
Enthusiastic response to Mosaic of music, dance, art (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.12

CIARDULLO, JOHN
Architect moving ahead on Edgemont school plans (photo), May 5, 1900, p.1

CICCONE, LAURIE
Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12

CICCONE, RITA
Pick-ups, drop-offs at schools dangerous (cont), Jan 28, 1900, p.12

CICERO, JOANN
Woman's Exchange kicks off holiday season (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.3

CIGARETTES
Spano and the law of unintended consequences (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6

CISCO, TOM
Many contributed to E-Day Success (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6

CITIZENS' NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
SEE NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS

CIVETTA, CHRISTIE
(Christie Civetta sports a new fashion: maple tree seed pods) (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

CIVETTA, CLAIRE
Broker honored (Ellen Lawton) (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.4

CIVIL RIGHTS
Should individual rights prevail? (first article in a two part series) (edit), Jul 21, 1900, p.7
Hierarchy of rights remains elusive (second article of a two part series) (edit), Jul 28, 1900, p.7
Rights are easy, their implementation is difficult (re 7/21 and 7/28 edits by Dr Schoenfeld) (ltr), Aug 4, 1900, p.6

CLAESSENS, CHRISTIAN
Scarsdale, Purchase Youth ballets form company for gifted students (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.27
A man at work in a woman's world (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.22
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CLAPMAN, BARBARA
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

CLARK, BRYANT
   Police pay homage to past and present officers (photo), May 19, 1900, p.3
   Students arrested for instrument thefts (photo), May 26, 1900, p.1
   Burglary wave hits Greenacres, Fox Meadow, Aug 4, 1900, p.1

CLARK, LOUISE
   Chronicler of Edgemont history (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.1
   Louise Clark chronicles Edgemont history (photo) (cont), Jun 30, 1900, p.9

CLARK, LYNNE
   The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
   Paulin heads to Assembly With a little help from her friends (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.1

CLARK, LYNNE AND MERRELL (AU)
   Vote Row B to continue Scarsdale's success story (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8

CLARK, MERRELL
   Paulin heads to Assembly With a little help from her friends (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.1

CLARKIN, AUDREY
   Personal best should be goal (of any school district) (response to 4/14 edit by Audrey Clarkin)(ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6
   We must strengthen our ties (edit), Apr 14, 1900, p.7
   Identifying, handling stress in kids (edit), Dec 1, 1900, p.7
   Identifying and handling stress in children (cont), Dec 1, 1900, p.9

CLASS, WILL
   The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

CLEVELAND, GROVER
   Popular vote majority eluded 11 (presidents) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

CLINTON, BILL
   SHS grad receives Albert Rees fellowship (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.4
   The President is coming!, Sep 15, 1900, p.1
   President, First Lady visit J(ewish) C(ommunity) C(enter) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.1
   Clintons come to town (cont), Sep 15, 1900, p.8
   President makes debut at SHS campus (photo) (cont), Sep 15, 1900, p.9
   Presidential prep(aration) (practice landing at SHS track) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.11
   Voices from a state visit (President Bill Clinton and candidate Hillary Clinton) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.15
   President's example is poor support for wife's agenda (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.6
   Election 2000; The death of apathy (edit), Nov 10, 1900, p.6
   Popular vote majority eluded 11 (presidents) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

CLINTON, HILLARY
   President, First Lady visit J(ewish) C(ommunity) C(enter) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.1
   Clintons come to town (cont), Sep 15, 1900, p.8
   President makes debut at SHS campus (photo) (cont), Sep 15, 1900, p.9
   Voices from a state visit (President Bill Clinton and candidate Hillary Clinton) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.15
   President's example is poor support for wife's agenda (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.6
   Clinton is the clear choice for choice, gun control, schools (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.6
   Democrats win Westchester contests, Nov 10, 1900, p.1
   I want Rick! (baby in SCS shows no interest in being kissed when first lady visits SCS) (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.1
   Election (photo) (cont), Nov 10, 1900, p.15
   Hillary Clinton's recipe for strife (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6
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CLOCKS
Hartsdale needs a street clock (ltr), Sep 15, 1900, p.6

CLOTHING AND DRESS
KDM (line of) maternity (clothing designed and produced by Kim De Young), Jan 7, 1900, p.4
Adolescent fashion (edit), Mar 3, 1900, p.7
Spring cleaning -- holding on, letting go (edit), May 12, 1900, p.6
Shopping in his own closet (edit), Oct 13, 1900, p.7

COACHES (ATHLETICS)
Coaches should let all the kids play (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6
A career remembered: Kaminer taking his show on the road (photo), May 26, 1900, p.23
Kaminer retires after 21 years of coaching and teaching at SHS (photo) (cont), May 26, 1900, p.28
A Career Remembered: Sallinger; Forging winning teams for 30 years (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.17
Sallinger retires after 30 years of teaching, coaching (cont), Jun 2, 1900, p.21
School's out, but the coaches are in (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.17
Bouchier's job is divided in 2 (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.1

COACHING (ATHLETICS)
All children should be treated equally in recreation basketball (edit), Mar 24, 1900, p.7
Brilliant satire, astonishing commentary on coaching (response to 3/24 edit by Alan Goldberg) (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6

COAPE-ARNOLD, LAUREN
SHS student to attend leadership conference (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.12

COBELL, KATIE
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

COBERT, STUART (AU)
Little League should consider what's best for Scarsdale kids (edit), Mar 31, 1900, p.7

COFFEE
Coffee was a fatal attraction for Balzac (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6

COGGIN, DAN
Puck on Duck (Pond) (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.1

COHEN, BARBARA
It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

COHEN, BARRIE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

COHEN, DAVID
Baseball stadiums and the American experience (photo) (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.30
Not just your everyday trip to the ballpark (part 1 of 2) (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.26
Long tour of ballparks ends in San Francisco for Cohens (part 2 of 2 part article) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.22

COHEN, ED
Baseball stadiums and the American experience (photo) (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.30
Commitment to athletics: beyond the field of play (cont), Jul 7, 1900, p.14
Not just your everyday trip to the ballpark (part 1 of 2) (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.26
Long tour of ballparks ends in San Francisco for Cohens (part 2 of 2 part article) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.22

COHEN, ELANA
3 Scarsdale performers among leads in 'Pippin' (illus), Jul 21, 1900, p.15
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28
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COHEN, ELLEN
  Parents urge more special education administrators, Jun 23, 1900, p.1
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

COHEN, JONATHAN
  Well done! (J Cohen gets congratulatory handshake from Henry Kaiser at SHS commencement) (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.1

COHEN, JUDD
  Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
  10 new school board nominators join committee (cont), Jan 14, 1900, p.10
  Baseball stadiums and the American experience (photo) (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.30
  Not just your everyday trip to the ballpark (part 1 of 2) (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.26
  Long tour of ballparks ends in San Francisco for Cohens (part 2 of 2 part article) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.22

COHEN, JUDY
  Baseball stadiums and the American experience (photo) (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.30
  Not just your everyday trip to the ballpark (part 1 of 2) (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.26
  Long tour of ballparks ends in San Francisco for Cohens (part 2 of 2 part article) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.22

COHEN, MARCIA HOROWITZ
  (Citizens') Nominating Committee reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1

COHEN, STEPHANIE KAPLAN (AU)
  Surviving the ravenous hordes of spring (edit), May 19, 1900, p.7

COHEN, SUSAN
  School Board Nominating Committee picks Cohen and Samuelson (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
  Cohen and Samuelson tapped for school board (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.13
  Board nixes pool, with sympathy this time, May 12, 1900, p.1
  School budget vote, elections Tuesday, May 12, 1900, p.1
  School budgets pass in Scarsdale, E'mont (photo), May 19, 1900, p.1
  The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34
  Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26
  Indoor pool committee continues quest, Jul 14, 1900, p.1

COLAVITO, DINA
  Weaver St. work to start, Sep 1, 1900, p.1

COLDICK, DAVID
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

COLEMAN, ALICE
  It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNEST
  Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNIE
  The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

COLLAZO, ABIGAIL-LEIGH (AU)
  How can young people emulate the heroes of the past? (edit), Feb 18, 1900, p.7

COLLEGE STUDENTS
  College kids an curfews: Who makes the rules?, Jan 14, 1900, p.3

COLLEGE TEACHERS
  Edward W Ryan (named Ryan-Bacardi professor of economics at Manhattanville College) (photo), May 12, 1900, p.4

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
  (Supplement) 2000 Graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1900

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-GRADUATION
  Graduation edition (will be published June 30), May 19, 1900, p.1
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COLUCCI, PATRICK
Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1

COLUMBUS DAY
Columbus Day (SCS Village Hall will be closed Columbus Day and Yom Kippur Monday Oct. 9), Oct 6, 1900, p.1

COMBE, CHRISTOPHER
Christopher Combe (recipient of Distinguished Eagle Scout Award), Aug 11, 1900, p.4

COMBE, IVAN D
Ivan D Combe (dies), Jan 21, 1900, p.10

COMMUNICATION
Welcome to the age of all-in-one communications, Jul 7, 1900, p.2

COMMUNITY SERVICE
Local teenagers take community service break from academia (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.1

COMMUTERS AND COMMUTING
Down by the station, Bonnie’s Boys bond at dawn (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.3

COMPETITION
6th grader takes 2d in state geography bee (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.10

COMPUTERS
Money in the air: Investing on line, Jan 14, 1900, p.4
Money in the air: Investing on line, Jan 21, 1900, p.4
Money in the air, Feb 18, 1900, p.4
Money in the air, Feb 25, 1900, p.4
PC TV: Ready for prime time? (Part 1), Apr 14, 1900, p.4
Adventures with a 29.95 video camera, May 19, 1900, p.4
How shall I reach thee? All-in-one communications, Jul 14, 1900, p.4
How shall I reach thee? All-in-one communications, Jul 21, 1900, p.4
How shall I reach thee? All-in-one communications, Aug 18, 1900, p.4
After the ball (demise of many .coms), Nov 3, 1900, p.4
After the ball 2: The big oops, Nov 17, 1900, p.4
Computerized giving, Dec 15, 1900, p.4
Computerized giving, Dec 22, 1900, p.4

CONCERTS
Concert (at SHS) was a source of pride and pleasure (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6
Memorial Day concert enjoyed (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
Lowell Alecson to conduct (the SHS winter choral concert), Dec 8, 1900, p.11
Singing together (Lowell Alecson directed SHS concert choir last Tuesday) (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.13

CONDUCTORS (MUSIC)
Stuart Malina to lead Hartford Symphony (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.15

CONFERENCES
Organizers did a great job on Edgemont writer’s conference (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
SHS student to attend leadership conference (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.12

CONKLIN, AUBREY ROBERT
Aubrey Robert Conklin (dies), Nov 3, 1900, p.22

CONNELLY, KYLE
Millennium revue (at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.11

CONNELLY, SEAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28
‘Pippin’ is musical magic, ‘70s style (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.13
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CONNELLY, SEAN continued
  Aux armes! (King Charlemagne rallies his troops in production of "Pippin") (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.1

CONNOR, PETER J
  Peter J Connor (dies), Jul 14, 1900, p.17

CONNORS, JIM
  High praise for local firefighters (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6

CONRAD, THOMAS
  A-School grads take flight (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.12

CONSTANTINIDES, MARTI (AU)
  Don't take away one of few remaining open spaces (ltr), Nov 10, 1900, p.6

CONTE, JESSICA
  Maroon and White Winter Sports Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.27
  (Car washers at SHS) (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
  Driving to the hoop; New tri-captains prepared to lead Scarsdale to sectionals (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.25

CONTESTS
  League of W(omen) V(oters) sponsors high school essay contest, Dec 15, 1900, p.11

CONTINO-PHILLIPS, SHIRLEY
  Scholars put presidential crisis in a historical light (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.1

COOKE, FARRELL
  Greenacres cares (Greenacres Brownie Troop 1432 plant spring flowers at the school) (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.13

COOKIES
  Tradition never tasted this good (edit), Apr 21, 1900, p.7

COOKS, BRANDY
  Student T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) student celebrates end of high school (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.3

COOPER, ALEXANDER
  Count 'em! (annual candy counting contest at sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.2

COOPER, SUSAN
  Potter fever strikes again! (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1

COOPERMAN, LEAH (AU)
  Girls should also march in (Memorial Day) parade (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6

CORBALIS, ANNE MARIE
  Recent SHS graduates in drug arrest, Jul 21, 1900, p.1

CORDOARO, CHRISTOPHER
  For local use only (SCS Fire Dept's fire training house), Nov 17, 1900, p.1

CORN
  Corn on the cob . . . and then some (edit), Sep 29, 1900, p.7

COTTER, CHRIS
  PT Council Sports Swap set for Sept. 9 (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.4
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COTTER, JOHN (AU)
Something for everyone at historical society race (ltr), Oct 13, 1900, p.6

COTTER, KERRY
PT Council Sports Swap set for Sept. 9 (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.4
Turkey time (Junior Girl Scout Troop 1951 show off miniature turkey decorations) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.12

COUGHLIN III, THOMAS
Mandatory drug penalties under scrutiny, still, Aug 4, 1900, p.1

COUNSELORS
S(CS) M(iddle) School) house counselors reassigned, Jun 9, 1900, p.11
Day camp fun for counselors too (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.1
No counselor shortage at Scarsdale Day Camp (cont), Aug 4, 1900, p.14
New S(CS-EMT) Family Counseling Service youth counselors take crash course about Scarsdale, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
Cooper House counselor approaches job with zeal, Oct 6, 1900, p.1
Najac approaches counselor job with zeal (photo) (cont), Oct 6, 1900, p.9

COUNTRY CLUBS
Caddie master honored (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.20
S(CS) G(olf) C(lub) honors caddie master (cont), Jan 28, 1900, p.22
Golf club's proposed fence would ruin view (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.14
Odd duck at golf club evades rescuers (photo), Oct 6, 1900, p.3

COURNIOTES, ANNETTE
Local doctors' efforts help make a saint (photo) (cont), May 12, 1900, p.11

COURNIOTES, HARRY
Local doctors' efforts help make a saint (photo) (cont), May 12, 1900, p.11

COURTESY
Kindergarten lessons (urges courtesy when dropping off and picking up school children) (edit), Jan 28, 1900, p.6

COURTS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Winston subdivision is upheld, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Supreme Court upholds Winston subdivision (cont), Mar 3, 1900, p.9

COVER, SEAN
New village Web policy spells Scarsdale trouble, Sep 22, 1900, p.1
New village Web policy spells Scarsdale trouble (cont), Sep 22, 1900, p.15

COWEN, Z. Z.
Middle school S(tudent) O(rganization) attends conference in Pittsburgh (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.12

COWS
... with a moo-moo there (a collection of bovine beauties is on parade in the halls of SMS) (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.11

CRAY, JOHN
Tree protection proposal shelved, May 12, 1900, p.1
Village hall burglarized, Aug 18, 1900, p.1
A crosswalk more kind (extra-long crosswalk on Popham Road), Aug 18, 1900, p.1
Call it Scarsdale gone (village's web site has been off line all week), Aug 25, 1900, p.1
Streets closed Sunday (Spencer Place, Harwood Court and Boniface Circle to be "micro-surfaced"), Sep 22, 1900, p.1

CRATTY, GAYLE
Rotary Club announces grants (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.4

CREAMER, MARTHA
Audubon honors (SCS residents Jane Bedichek and Martha Creamer), Jun 23, 1900, p.4

CREAMER, THOMAS F
Thomas F Creamer (dies), Mar 3, 1900, p.19

CRESCE, KATHERINE
Owners feel 'forced' to tear down house, Feb 25, 1900, p.1
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CRIME AND CRIMINALS

$100,000 theft, Apr 7, 1900, p.1
Students arrested for instrument thefts (photo), May 26, 1900, p.1
Injured police officer has back surgery, May 26, 1900, p.5
Preventing auto theft (SCS Police Dept has announced a Watch Your Car Program), Jun 2, 1900, p.1
A(mERICAN) J(EWISH) C(OMMITTEE) applauds hate crimes legislation (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6
(Dalewood) Shopping center must hire security guards (edit), Jul 14, 1900, p.6
Recent SHS grad(uate)s in drug arrest, Jul 21, 1900, p.1
Burglary wave hits Greenacres, Fox Meadow, Aug 4, 1900, p.1
Burglary wave hits Greenacres, Fox Meadow (cont), Aug 4, 1900, p.3
Commuter bandits go on night-long rampage, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
Commuter bandits go on night-time robbery spree (cont), Aug 11, 1900, p.4
Village hall burglarized, Aug 18, 1900, p.1
Self-help and common sense ("Read the police report and learn your lessons") (edit), Aug 18, 1900, p.6
Commuter bandits ride again, Aug 25, 1900, p.1
Auto theft continues to be No. 1 crime in village, Dec 29, 1900, p.5
Auto theft No. 1 crime (cont), Dec 29, 1900, p.16

CROEN, ELIZA
(Car washers at SHS) (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.6

CROEN, LAURENCE
Indoor pool idea keeps resurfacing, Oct 20, 1900, p.3

CROEN, LAURENCE S (AU)
Men's cancer needs more attention (edit), Aug 18, 1900, p.7

CROOKE, NANCY
Pool days (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.3

CRUZ, ARIELLE
(A Cruz give serious consideration to picking a pumpkin at American Legion pumpkin sale) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.6

CRYSTAL, LES
TV news veteran: Audiences face hard choices (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.3

CRYSTAL, LESTER
Scholars put presidential crisis in a historical light (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.1

CUSICK, TOM
Farewell to all that (reviews major 1999 SCS events) (edit), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
Trustees split on election referendum, Jan 21, 1900, p.1
Trustees should decide (if local elections should change from March to November) (edit), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
Trustees agree to hold vote (on changing the date of local elections from March to November), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Reevaluation (village board approves resolution calling for countywide reevaluation), Feb 25, 1900, p.1
(Stop) Signs (at the corner of Madison and Boulevard) are already making a difference (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
Trustee insurance may be dead issue (re village health insurance for unpaid elected officials), May 19, 1900, p.1
Little League proposes changes, Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Pool talk, cell towers busy Scarsdale board, Jun 16, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
Village board puts off Little League decision, Jul 14, 1900, p.1
New guys on the team (village's newest firefighters) (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.5
Trustees go to bat: Hear concerns but endorse Little League's 2001 plans, Sep 15, 1900, p.1
Village trustees failed us by not waiting for survey (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
Civic help wanted (to serve on village board's advisory council on environmental conservation), Oct 27, 1900, p.1
Secret committee, Inquirer disparage school pool idea (ltr), Dec 15, 1900, p.7
Rumors swirl around proposed Heathcote (five corners) rotary (illus), Dec 29, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains; New village board contemplates zoning modification, Dec 29, 1900, p.1
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CUSICK, TOM (AU)
Fewer times at polls may not broaden participation (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.6

CYCLING
On tour with the wayfarers, May 5, 1900, p.20
The other bike parkways (illus), Jun 2, 1900, p.18
The French connection: The Yurackos bike the Loire Valley (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.21
Wanna go biking this summer? Head for the slopes (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.18
Biking for humanity (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.14
The safety dance - for bikers, Jul 14, 1900, p.18
Let others plan your bike holiday, Jul 28, 1900, p.22
For the love of biking (and helping), Aug 11, 1900, p.20
Bicycle the parkway (through Oct 1), Sep 15, 1900, p.1
Bicycle Scarsdale ("Bike and Blade Night" Sept 23), Sep 15, 1900, p.1
Tour de USA?, Sep 15, 1900, p.36
Skate Scarsdale (bike and blade night tomorrow in downtown Scarsdale), Sep 22, 1900, p.1
(Robert Carroll got the children all fired up at the Bike and Blade night in downtown SCS) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.6
Who needs rickshaws, we've got bikes (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.21

D'INCELLI, STEVE
Maroon and White Awards Dinner (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.35
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

DALTON, KURT
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
SHS cast tackles Neil Simon (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.15
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

DAMIANO, TONY
Old World skills give town a new look (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.1

DANCE SCHOOLS
Steffi Nossen dancers to present spring concert at high school, Apr 28, 1900, p.15
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 25, 1900

DANCING
Scarsdale, Purchase Youth ballets form company for gifted students (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.27

DANIEL, JOSEPH
Owners feel 'forced' to tear down house, Feb 25, 1900, p.1

DANTZIG, PAUL
Doc(tor) offers bride bounty (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1

DANZIG, JOSHUA
Passover: ancient holiday made modern (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.1

DARROW, DICK
Nelda Darrow was former 'first lady' (ltr), May 12, 1900, p.6

DARROW, NELDA
Nelda Darrow was former 'first lady' (ltr), May 12, 1900, p.6

DARROW, NELDA DARLING
Nelda Darling Darrow (dies), May 5, 1900, p.27

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
DAR focuses on history, education and national patriotism (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.11

DAVID, FLORENCE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36

DAVIDSON, JAMIE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42
DAVIDSON, JULIA
Troop 1972 serves community (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.4

DAVIS, CRISTIN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

DAVIS, ROCHELLE
3 join Coldwell Doernberg (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.4

DAWSON, SARAH
Dawson is interim teen center director, Jul 28, 1900, p.1

DAY, CHRIS
Day, Kilbridge win 20th Fall Foliage Run (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.9

DE NUNZIO, INGA
Breakfast Club 2000 is prom finale (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.11

DE YOUNG, KIM
KDM (line of) maternity (clothing designed and produced by Kim De Young), Jan 7, 1900, p.4

DEAN, CAROLINE
Tears, smiles at teacher’s send-off (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.11

DEAN, SONIA (AU)
No one takes responsibility for upkeep of Central Avenue (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6

DEAN, TOM
Maroon and White Awards Dinner (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.35

DEATH
Kids should learn to face mortality (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

DEATH PENALTY
SEE CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

DEBEAR, CAROL & ELLIOT (AU)
Indoor pool would be valuable community asset (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6

DEBRY, DEANNA (AU)
Memorial Day concert enjoyed (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6

DECKER, ANNA
Town and Village Civic Club to meet (Feb. 10), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
PT Council power luncheon (photo), May 19, 1900, p.11

DECKER, ANNA S (AU)
Parental interest is encouraging (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6
High school students act to prevent drunk driving (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

DECKER, RACHEL (AU)
Keep George Field Park natural for those who don’t play soccer (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.14

DEFABIO, MAX
John Vonglis to challenge Nita Lowey, Jul 28, 1900, p.1

DEHAAS, JORAM
Running with ‘Attitude’ (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.23

DEKEYSER, CLAUDE
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

DELANEY, BOB
Trustees need many experiences (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6

DELFA, SCOTT
Crime, education, campaign finance are topics (photo) (cont), Nov 3, 1900, p.12

DELL, JENNIFER
Memorial Day 2000; "a celebration of liberty and a commemoration of death" (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.32
DELLEI, RACHEL
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

DELVECCHIO, GLORIA
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

DEMARCO, JOHN
Weaver St. work to start, Sep 1, 1900, p.1

DEMAS, JOSEPH (AU)
Dubious reason to oppose assault weapons ban (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6

DEMATTEO, GIANNI
Young artists pick up prizes for window paintings (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.17

DEMITRIEUS, JAMES M
James M Demetrius (named president and chief operating officer of IXnet and IPC) (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.4

DEMITRIEUS, LYNN
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

DEMOCRACY
Representative democracy is the American way (edit), Oct 6, 1900, p.7
Lessons in democracy - Russia and Albany, Nov 3, 1900, p.3
Lessons in democracy - in Russia and Albany (cont), Nov 3, 1900, p.21

DENTISTS
Elliot Feinberg, D.D.S. (dies) (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.19
Steve Kantor (appointed to Board of Directors of Beth Abraham Family of Health Services) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.4
Dr. Edward Feinberg (awarded a fellowship in the American College of Dentists) (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.4
Dr. Elliot Feinberg (has received Distinguished Service award posthumously by NY State Dental Assn), Dec 22, 1900, p.4

DENUNZIO, INGA
Ready for summer? (Lifeguard Inga DeNunzio) prepares the SCS Pool for opening day 5/27) (photo), May 26, 1900, p.1

DEPASQUALE, MARISA
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

DEPOT PLACE PROPERTY (SCS)
(American) P(remier) U(nderwriters) to seek zoning change on Depot, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
(American) P(remier) U(nderwriters) to seek zoning change on Depot Place (cont), Jan 14, 1900, p.9
Downtown development back to square 1, again, Jul 28, 1900, p.1
History is repeating itself as another 'secret deal' is being hatched in village hall (ltr), Aug 11, 1900, p.6
Sale of Depot Place property pending, Sep 22, 1900, p.1
Dear Mr. Kligerman: (re proposed purchase of Depot Place) (edit), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
Kligerman an optimist, Sep 29, 1900, p.1

DERMATOLOGISTS
Scarsdale MD demystifies anti-aging treatments (photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.3
Doctor demystifies anti-aging treatments (cont), Jan 7, 1900, p.8
Doc(tor) offers bride bounty (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Local physicians named to 'Best Doctors' list, Aug 4, 1900, p.4
Dr. Rhoda Narins (promoted to clinical professor of dermatology at NY University School of Medicine), Dec 22, 1900, p.4

DESMONE, JESSICA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

DESCOUSA, GREG
White Hat award (presented annually by Volunteer Company No. 3 of the SCS Fire Dept) (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.4
New recruit (Mike Wilson) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.4

DESCOUSA, GREGORY
New guys on the team (village's newest firefighters) (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.5
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DEVELOPERS, REAL ESTATE

SEE REAL ESTATE DEVELOPERS

DHANRAJ, GRACE

A musical valentine (Kindergartner Grace Dhanraj performs at Girl Scout House) (photo), Feb 11, 1900, p.1

DHAWAN, KEESHA

Doernberg honors associates (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.4

DIAFERIA, PETER

Diaferia watercolor earns bouquet of blue ribbons (illus), Jun 9, 1900, p.31

DIBBLE, EARL L

Earl L Dibble (dies) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.17

DIETZ, LINDA

Traffic, pedestrian safety improvements urged in Fox Meadow (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.1
Pedestrian safety a worry in Fox Meadow, Oct 13, 1900, p.1
20 are vying for positions on School Board Nominating Committee, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
Hearing on 1-way street draws praise and criticism for plan, Dec 22, 1900, p.1

DIETZ, LINDA H (AU)

Were trustees intimidated by Little League Board? (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.7
Fox Meadow addition looks spectacular (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.10

DIFABIO, MAX

Amy Paulin seeks Hochberg's seat in state Assembly, Jun 2, 1900, p.1
DiFabio challenges Paulin for state Assembly seat (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.1
Max DiFabio vows to fight for environment, kids (cont), Jun 16, 1900, p.15
On the stump (extended 4th of July celebration) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.3
Candidates stake out positions (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.1
Assembly candidates stake out positions (cont), Oct 13, 1900, p.3
Candidates air their views; State candidates debate crime, education, campaign finance, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Paulin heads to Assembly With a little help from her friends (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.1

DIFALCO, CHRIS

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

DIMAO, JOE

Teen center to open, Jan 14, 1900, p.1

DIMARTINO, DIANA

Historians for a day (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.11

DIONELLO, RAFAEL

In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.4
Pool sharks; Scarsdale's swim/diver team spends its time underwater (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.24

DIRENZO, MATTHEW

Puck on Duck (Pond) (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.1

DISEASES

Bronx Zoo vet: animals were harbingers of human disease, May 19, 1900, p.9
(West) Nile (virus) spraying tonight, Jul 21, 1900, p.1
West Nile fever? (regarding the Anvil spraying for the West Nile virus) (edit), Jul 21, 1900, p.6

DISICK, LAURIE (AU)

Praise for essay (response to 6/9 edit by Sam Witchel) (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

DISICK, MICHAEL (DR)

Dr. Michael Disick (dies), Sep 15, 1900, p.14

DISIMONE, JESSICA

Beaming with pride; Scarsdale ready for bars, beam, floor, vault (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.27
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DITKOFF, REBECCA
Troop 1972 serves community (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.4

DITZIAN, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

DIVING
Swimming and diving teams congratulated (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

DIXON, LINDA
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

DOBBS, BARBARA ADDINGTON
Candidates air their views; GOP Vonglis, RTL’s O’Grady have the floor to themselves, Nov 3, 1900, p.1

DOBRYNIO, ELAINE
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

DOCUMENTARY FILMS
SHS graduate’s documentary to air on Discovery Channel (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.3

DOEPPER, PEGGY
Doernberg Real Estate joins Coldwell Banker (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.4
Sales associates honored (Ellen Lawton, Robin Servidio and Simone Englander) (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.4
Sales associates honored (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.4
Broker honored (Ellen Lawton) (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.4
Doernberg honors associates (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.4
Merger anniversary (of Coldwell Banker for New York/Connecticut) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.4

DOESCHER, BILL (AU)
Sved, Pforzheimer and Weisberg belong on the (village) board (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6

DOESCHER, LINDA BLAIR
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

DOESCHER, WILLIAM
William Doescher (has joined the board of Public Relations Society of America Foundation) (photo), May 19, 1900, p.4

DOGS
Teenager creates gourmet treats for pups (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.3
Max taught me to stop and smell the roses (edit), Oct 27, 1900, p.7
Remembering Molly (author’s dog) (photo) (edit), Dec 29, 1900, p.7

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
SEE FAMILY VIOLENCE

DONAT, ELLEN
Broker honored (Ellen Lawton) (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.4

DONAT, ROBERT AN GEORGIA (AU)
Sved is open, thorough and financially skilled (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.9

DONATI, GEORGIA
Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

DONATI, GRACE FOX
Grace Fox Donati (dies), May 5, 1900, p.27

DONATO, SARAH
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

DONIGI, CAITLIN
Dawson is interim teen center director, Jul 28, 1900, p.1

DONSKY, HARRY (AU)
Graduation stirs a flood of memories (edit), Jun 30, 1900, p.7

DOTORATOS, RAY
Concert (at SHS) was a source of pride and pleasure (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6
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DOUGLASS, CHRISTOPHER W (AU)

New state tests have dubious value (edit), Jun 23, 1900, p.7

DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS

Request Proposals out for Christie Lot, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
Time to look at another proposal (edit), Jan 7, 1900, p.7
Proposals sought for Christie Lot (cont), Jan 7, 1900, p.8
American P(remier) U(nderwriters) to seek zoning change on Depot, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
Down by the station, Bonnie's Boys bond at dawn (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.3
Hello to all this (predictions for Scarsdale in the coming year) (edit), Jan 14, 1900, p.6
How much downtown parking do we really need? (ltr), Jan 14, 1900, p.6
American P(remier) U(nderwriters) to seek zoning change on Depot Place (cont), Jan 14, 1900, p.9
To a healthy downtown in Y2K (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
Village prepared to meet challenges in the new millennium (photo) (cont) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.19
Downtown upgrades: signs of progress (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Downtown needs beautification, not buildings (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
The village is no longer a pleasant place to shop (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6
Architect says American P(remier) U(nderwriters) no longer interested in Freightway (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
The horse's mouth. (American Premier Underwriters acknowledges no interest in developing Freightway), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Let's not reinvent the wheel (re downtown development) (edit), Apr 28, 1900, p.7
Mourning beauty that 'didn't go' (L Blair bids farewell to SCS downtown Japanese cherry tree) (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.7
Tree protection proposal shelved, May 12, 1900, p.1
Movie house, restaurants would revitalize downtown (edit), May 19, 1900, p.7
Pazzam to open 2d store, Tuesday's Child expands, May 26, 1900, p.4
Let's not bring Central Avenue into the village (response to 5/19 letter by Abbott Stillman) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
Are traditional movie theaters still viable investments? (response to 5/19 letter by Stillman) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.7
1 man's vision for downtown Scarsdale (edit), Jun 23, 1900, p.7
Architect's recommendations visionary, practical (response to 6/23 edit by Simon Breines) (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
Downtown streets shut, Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Discover a superb market in Scarsdale (ltr), Jul 14, 1900, p.6
The emperor's new clothes (edit), Jul 14, 1900, p.6
Old World skills give town a new look (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.1
New look curb to curb (photo) (cont), Jul 21, 1900, p.8
Downtown development back to square 1, again, Jul 28, 1900, p.1
Downtown (cont), Jul 28, 1900, p.9
Sidewalk sale (is now in progress), Aug 4, 1900, p.1
No relief in sight for village that squanders parking space (ltr), Aug 4, 1900, p.6
Shoppers paradise (annual sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.2
Downtown bids let; new curbing afoot, Aug 18, 1900, p.1
A crosswalk more kind (extra-long crosswalk on Popham Road), Aug 18, 1900, p.1
Downtown bids are let; new curbing afoot (cont), Aug 18, 1900, p.10
1-way sign needed (by Boniface Circle) (photo) (edit), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
Skate Scarsdale (bike and blade night tomorrow in downtown Scarsdale), Sep 22, 1900, p.1
Streets closed Sunday (Spencer Place, Harwood Court and Boniface Circle to be "micro-surfaced"), Sep 22, 1900, p.1
New family restaurant opens on Scarsdale Avenue (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.4
Dear Mr. Kligerman: (re proposed purchase of Depot Place) (edit), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
Streets closed Sunday (for "micro-surfacing"), Sep 29, 1900, p.1
(Robert Carroll got the children all fired up at the Bike and Blade night in downtown SCS) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.6
Construction company's dream, resident's nightmare (re installation of new sidewalks) (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.8
Popham-Chase mess (ought to clear up soon), Oct 6, 1900, p.1
Argument by invective is insulting (response to edit from 9/22/00) (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

Tuesday's Child expands (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.4
Signs would help reduce horn noise (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
Christie proposal likened to IKEA threat in New Rochelle (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.10
(Metro North electrical) Towers may go, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
Lehr opens new jewelry store (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.4

DOZIER, DOMINIQUE

U(nited)-way helps with homework (photo), May 12, 1900, p.4

DRAINAGE

Shrubs saved in drain pact, Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Residents learn good drains make good neighbors (cont), Jul 14, 1900, p.9

DRAPER, ROBERT

Wind on water (water samples taken outside SHS) (photo), May 12, 1900, p.13

DREYFUS, DIANA

Scarsdale students to compete in tennis nationals (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.21
State champs! A dream come true for Scarsdale duo (Diana Dreyfus and Eavan Kennedy) (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.23
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

DRUCKER, JASON

Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

DRUCKER, JONATHAN D (AU)

Lemle has been a fine leader (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6

DRUCKER, KATIE

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

DRUCKER, LEE

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

DRUG TRAFFIC

SEE NARCOTICS TRADE

DRUGS

Mandatory drug penalties under scrutiny, still, Aug 4, 1900, p.1
For sensible penalties (re Rockefeller drug laws), Aug 4, 1900, p.6
Prosecutors with sense of justice needed, too (ltr), Aug 11, 1900, p.6

DRUGS AND YOUTH

Task force offers tips for parents of teens (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7
Is the SMS athletic code fair? (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7
Teens and abuse (town meeting slated for March 30 concerned with teenage substance abuse), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Town meeting to address teenage drug abuse problem, Mar 24, 1900, p.11
A promising start to tackling drug/alcohol problem (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.7
Community responds to teen drug, alcohol use, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
Community responds to teen drug, alcohol use (cont), Apr 14, 1900, p.17
Talk about teen substance use continues, May 12, 1900, p.13
Parents, kids, school officials continue dialogue on drugs, May 19, 1900, p.1
Parental interest is encouraging (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6
How much is enough for parents? (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
Look in the mirror, take responsibility (response to 5/26 letter by Phillip Jacobs) (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6
Task force to continue its anti-drug, alcohol initiative, Sep 15, 1900, p.10
Task force begins year with vigor (cont), Sep 15, 1900, p.11

DUARTE, JACQUELINE

From Russia, with love, Feb 18, 1900, p.11
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DUBIN, RICHARD (AU)
Cable TV channel changes are unwelcome (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

DUBNER, STEPHANIE
Heathcote Girl Scouts clean up park (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.12

DUCKS
Odd duck at golf club evades rescuers (photo), Oct 6, 1900, p.3

DUFFIELD, GORDAN
Gordan Duffield (appointed a general manager of Focal Communications Corporation) (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.4

DUGGER, RONNIE
Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1

DULIT, EVERETT P (DR) (AU)
Key aspect of girl’s death was not mentioned (re death of Lauren Eales) (ltr), Jul 7, 1900, p.6

DUNAU, MARK
Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1

DUNCAN, CAROL
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

DWINELL, DAVID C (AU)
G’burgh tax receiver thanks residents (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

DwyER, MICHAEL
Public safety workers respond to high winds, Dec 15, 1900, p.1

EALES, LAUREN
Woman killed by train, Jun 23, 1900, p.1

EARTH DAY
Condition: still critical (reflections on the 30th anniversary of the first Earth Day) (edit), Apr 21, 1900, p.6

EASTER
Easter eggcitement (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.1

ECONOMOS, ANDREA (AU)
Tolerance doesn’t prohibit beliefs (response to 1/21 edit by Bill Jacobs) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6

EDUCATION
Smaller classes create best learning environment (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6
Personal best should be goal (of any school district) (response to 4/14 edit by Audrey Clarkin) (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6
Study pointers, from a master, Jun 2, 1900, p.11

EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
School may be rated by exam results, Feb 11, 1900, p.9
State Education (Dept) report cards are out, some results challenged, Mar 10, 1900, p.11
Regents rating plan is advised, McGill says, May 12, 1900, p.13
Scarsdale 4th graders ace English Language Arts test, May 26, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale, Edgemont 4th graders are state standard bearers, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale and Edgemont 4th graders are state test standard bearers (illus) (cont), Jun 9, 1900, p.1
Maintaining standards (re recent English language arts exams) (edit), Jun 16, 1900, p.6
New state tests have dubious value (edit), Jun 23, 1900, p.7
Get Ready! (college admission prep program) continues to grow (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.1
Get Ready! SAT tutoring program continues to expand (cont), Aug 18, 1900, p.12
Local students ace state tests - again, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Local 4th and 8th grade students ace state math tests (illus) (cont), Nov 3, 1900, p.21

EDWARDS, JEAN VAN NAME
Edgewood kindergartner continues family tradition (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.1

EDWARDS, JO-ANN
Edgewood kindergartner continues family tradition (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.1
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EDWARDS, LIZ
   Edgewood kindergartner continues family tradition (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.1
EDWARDS, NED
   Edgewood kindergartner continues family tradition (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.1
EHRET, DAVID
   Notes on a 30th reunion (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.11
EHRlich, JIM (OR)
   Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.36
EICHENWALD, KURT
   Journalist’s descent into corporate hell (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.3
   Eichenwald’s descent into corporate hell (cont), Dec 15, 1900, p.16
EISENBERG, FREDA
   Christie Place parking garage is challenged, Nov 24, 1900, p.1
EISENBERG-LEVER, DEBORAH
   Annual increase in turnout sought (for selecting members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
EISENMAN, KATHERINE
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
EISENMAN, KAY
   Neighbors: No diamonds at George Field Park, Oct 27, 1900, p.1
EISERT, STEVE
   Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
EISNER, KATHERINE J (AU)
   Valley Road woman supports open space protection (ltr), Dec 29, 1900, p.6
EKMAN, GARY
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
EKMAN, LAURA
   Sharpe campers (Heathcote Troop 1577 attended camping trip at Sharpe Reservoir 9/9-9/10) (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.4
EKMAN, SALLY
   Sharpe campers (Heathcote Troop 1577 attended camping trip at Sharpe Reservoir 9/9-9/10) (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.4

ELECTIONS
   An election proposal voters will love (edit), May 26, 1900, p.7
   Conundrums aplenty for the next president (edit), Aug 11, 1900, p.7
   Stock discusses election traditions and trends, Oct 27, 1900, p.3
   Stock discusses election (cont), Oct 27, 1900, p.4
   League of Women Voters urges voters to stay informed (ltr), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
   Election 2000: The death of apathy (edit), Nov 10, 1900, p.6
   Shut up and go to work (re recent election) (edit), Nov 10, 1900, p.7
   ’Amy’s Army’ victorious in Assembly contest (cont), Nov 10, 1900, p.9
   Election (photo) (cont), Nov 10, 1900, p.15
   Hillary Clinton’s recipe for strife (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6
   Popular vote majority eluded 11 (presidentes) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6
   Real-life civics lessons come to the Scarsdale classrooms (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.1
   A mulligan for Florida (comments on recent presidential election) (edit), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
   Real-life civics lessons come to the classroom (cont), Nov 24, 1900, p.9
   Brodsky observes Florida recount; says election ‘stolen’, Dec 1, 1900, p.1
   Scholars put presidential crisis in perspective (cont), Dec 1, 1900, p.18
   Rantings of assemblyman (Brodsky) not ‘news’ (response to 12/1 article on elections) (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6
   Brodsky story belonged on opinion page (response to 12/1 article on elections) (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6
   Mara Liasson speaks on election, Dec 15, 1900, p.1
   Agenda for 2004: Getting the black vote out (edit), Dec 15, 1900, p.6
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ELECTIONS continued

Mara Liasson speaks on presidential election (photo) (cont), Dec 15, 1900, p.9
The lesson of 2000 (re election procedures and technology) (edit), Dec 22, 1900, p.6
Land use issues preoccupy the village board (photo) (cont), Dec 29, 1900, p.16

ELECTIONS-NEW YORK STATE

Paulin heads to Assembly With a little help from her friends (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.1
'Amy's Army' victorious in Assembly contest (cont), Nov 10, 1900, p.9

ELECTIONS-SCS

Village board should not hold referendum (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
Trustees split on election referendum, Jan 21, 1900, p.1
Trustees should decide (if local elections should change from March to November) (edit), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
Village board split on election referendum (cont), Jan 21, 1900, p.36
Trustees agree to hold vote (on changing the date of local elections from March to November), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Referendum less likely to succeed in March (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.7
Village to hold referendum on election date change (cont), Jan 28, 1900, p.9
Would we switch school elections to November too? (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
Keep the national parties out of local elections (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
November switch would destroy nonpartisan system (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
March elections keep us unique (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6
Use of major party politician in ad is questioned (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6
Keep the focus on volunteers in local government (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7
Why are so many problems going unsolved? (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
(Voter) Apathy is the greatest danger (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7
Fewer times at polls may not broaden participation (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.6
Don't let village become unglued! (encourages voting for Citizens' Party candidates) (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Vote for people not for a system (urges voting for Voters' Party candidates) (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Voters campaign relies on repetition of misleading statements (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Vote no on election date change (edit), Mar 10, 1900, p.7
Turning point (re upcoming SCS elections) (edit), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Issues determine voter turnout (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Partisan election process would end open citizen participation (edit), Mar 17, 1900, p.7
Voters Party flier called 'outrageously false' (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.7
A clarion call to the silent majority: Vote the (Citizens') P(arty) line (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.7
3 examples of good land use planning by the village (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
Vote Row B to continue Scarsdale's success story (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
How's that, again? High tax rate no concern? (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
Village's Freightway proposal was fiscally responsible (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
1-party system has poor record in village center (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
Overheard (conversation re upcoming SCS election), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
Issues should get attention they deserve (re changing SCS election date to September) (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
Citizens' Party wins resounding victory (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Beaten but unbowed (Voters' Party), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
All are welcome to participate in civic organizations (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6
Election dramatized the issues (edit), Mar 24, 1900, p.7
System responsive to change, challenge (edit), Mar 31, 1900, p.7
Election was fair; constructive purpose served (ltr), Apr 21, 1900, p.6
School budget vote, elections Tuesday, May 12, 1900, p.1
Nominators to be elected (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains; New village board contemplates zoning modification, Dec 29, 1900, p.1
ELLIS, JAMES H (AU)
Setback change would discourage improvements (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6

ELLIS, JIM
Preservation setback? (re asking residents of oversized lots to give up subdivision rights) (edit), Oct 6, 1900, p.6

ELLIS, MARY
Sharpe campers (Heathcote Troop 1577 attended camping trip at Sharpe Reservoir 9/9-9/10) (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.4

ELLIS, RICHARD AND VERONICA (AU)
Village fortunate to have Ellis on police force (response to criticism of Ellis' lawsuit) (ltr), Oct 13, 1900, p.6

ELLIS, SAMANTHA
Sharpe campers (Heathcote Troop 1577 attended camping trip at Sharpe Reservoir 9/9-9/10) (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.4

ELLIS, TERRENCE
McCreary lawyer seeks dismissal of charges, Mar 31, 1900, p.1
McCreary supporters take case to board, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
Deadline is set in McCreary case, Jun 16, 1900, p.1
Police officer files suit against Edgewood man, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
Officer sues Edgewood man in state Supreme Court (cont), Sep 8, 1900, p.10
Village fortunate to have Ellis on police force (response to criticism of Ellis' lawsuit) (ltr), Oct 13, 1900, p.6
Resolution elusive in McCreary case, Nov 17, 1900, p.1
End in sight (re the "People vs. Andrew McCreary" and McCreary law suit against the village), Dec 22, 1900, p.1

ELSEVIER, EVA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

EMANUELLI, ALBERT
Brothers settle Harry Winston estate after 12-year dispute (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.1
Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1

EMDIN, GINA
Passing a stopped camp bus: dangerous, illegal (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.3

EMERGENCY SERVICES
SOS from S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orp), Apr 28, 1900, p.1
Emergency line (problem with pager system associated with Westchester's emergency phone line), Jun 23, 1900, p.1

EMERSON, ALISSA
Tuesday's Child expands (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.4

EMPLOYEES-SCS
Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12
Special education director (Judith Hirschhorn) to resign (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.1
Director of special education to resign (cont), Jun 9, 1900, p.9
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

EMPLOYEES-SCS-RETIREMENT
Greenacres' Ed Grossman to retire after 40 years in the classroom (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12
A career remembered: Kaminer taking his show on the road (photo), May 26, 1900, p.23
Kaminer retires after 21 years of coaching and teaching at SHS (photo) (cont), May 26, 1900, p.28
Edgewood's Sylvia Nissen to retire (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.11
Bouchier; Nice guys finish first (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.21
Bouchier: Scarsdale coach, teacher, administrator, friend retires (photo) (cont), Jun 9, 1900, p.28
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26
Hearing early Tuesday (comments on a local law to establish a "2000 Retirement Incentive Program"), Aug 25, 1900, p.1

EMT
Apostle nominated in E'mont - again, Feb 11, 1900, p.1
Edgemont must preserve its fine educational heritage (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.7
Many contributed to E-Day Success (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6
Organizers did a great job on Edgemont writer's conference (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
Y 2 K ALERT! Substitute year 2000 for 1900
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EMT continued
Some Edgemont families need help in paying college tuition (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
Wanted: Public interest (for EMT school board meetings) (edit), Sep 29, 1900, p.6
In favor of competition, still against long season (edit), Sep 29, 1900, p.7
New Residents Club helps make 10583 feel like home (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.19
Doomed (A giant claw prepares to demolish the Old Army road tower in Edgemont) (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.1

EMT-HISTORY
Chronicler of Edgemont history (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.1
Louise Clark chronicles Edgemont history (photo) (cont), Jun 30, 1900, p.9

ENG, JON
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

ENGEL, MARCY (AU)
Little League should consider what’s best for Scarsdale kids (edit), Mar 31, 1900, p.7

ENGELMAN, IRIS
Friends; Grandview portraits on exhibit at library (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.15

ENGLAND
The more things stay the same ... (edit), Sep 15, 1900, p.3

ENGLANDER, SIMONE
Sales associates honored (Ellen Lawton, Robin Servidio and Simone Englander) (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.4
Sales associates honored (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.4
Broker honored (Ellen Lawton) (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.4

ENGLE, JOYCE W (AU)
The village is no longer a pleasant place to shop (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6

ENVIRONMENT
Environmental Groups (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.8
Condition: still critical (reflections on the 30th anniversary of the first Earth Day) (edit), Apr 21, 1900, p.6
Heathcote students celebrate Earth Week, May 5, 1900, p.12
Right decision, questionable reason (re George Field Park) (edit), Nov 24, 1900, p.7

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS
Subdivision hearing (SCS Planning Board will review Greenacres environmental impact statement), Dec 8, 1900, p.1
Winfair group blast D(raft) E(nvironmental) I(mpact) S(tatement), Dec 22, 1900, p.1
Winfair group says D(raft) E(nvironmental) I(mpact) S(tatement) falls 'woefully short' (cont), Dec 22, 1900, p.11
Group stands by judgment of developer's D(raft) E(nvironmental) I(mpact) S(tatement) (ltr), Dec 29, 1900, p.6

ESANNASON, WAYNE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
Shrubs saved in drain pact, Jul 14, 1900, p.1
New village Web policy spells Scarsdale. trouble, Sep 22, 1900, p.1
copyright. gone (SCS government web site is copyrighted no more), Sep 29, 1900, p.1

ESCHER, DORIS J W (DR) (AU)
Natural beauty of George Field Park remembered fondly (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7

ESCHER, JEFFREY E (DR) (AU)
Keep George Field park a ‘pastoral island’ (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

ESPOSITO, JACK
Special delivery (little red mailbox on Chase Road is child’s direct line to the North Pole) (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.1

ESPOSITO, LORRAINE
Special delivery (little red mailbox on Chase Road is child’s direct line to the North Pole) (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.1

ESTERSOHN, MATTHEW
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12
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EVANS, MARY BETH (AU)
Elementary school class-size limits need another look (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6

EXERCISE
The Pilates Method energizes Scarsdale (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.3

FAILLA, SANDY
Teaching traditions (Sandy Failly shows novices how to carve a turkey) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
Time for turkey talk with Thanksgiving tyros (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.3

FAIRS
Into the jaws of fun (PTA fair at Heathcote) (photo), May 19, 1900, p.1
Country fair owes success to many {ltr}, Sep 15, 1900, p.6
Customs and ceremonies in spotlight at international fair (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.11

FALKENBERG, EDWARD (AU)
Terrible thing (response to 3/31 letter by Bob Harrison) (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6

FALKOWITZ, JOSH
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

FALL
SEE AUTUMN

FAMILY
Surviving the ravenous hordes of spring (edit), May 19, 1900, p.7

FAMILY VIOLENCE
New program helps victims of domestic violence (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.3

FARMERS' MARKETS
The best is yet to come on East Hartsdale Avenue (ltr), Jul 7, 1900, p.7

FARREN, JERI
The Pledge of Allegiance: Means but ont end (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.1

FASHION
(Supplement) (photo), Sep 15, 1900

FASTOV, MELISSA
It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

FATIGATE, RICHARD
Advisory council tackles diversity issues (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.3
No one stung (local merchants who sell beer and alcohol targets of undercover operation), Apr 21, 1900, p.1
Operation C(ellular) A(ccess to) R(eport) E(mergencies) (to be initiated May 15 by SCS Police Dept), May 19, 1900, p.1
Police pay homage to past and present officers (photo), May 19, 1900, p.3
Heads-up (safety concerns about razor scooters), Sep 8, 1900, p.1
This Santa says 'be safe' (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.3
Holiday festivities in village are off to a rousing start (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6

FATIGATE, RICHARD (AU)
Impartial jury should decide if compromise impossible (re October 1999 McCreary incident) (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.6

FATIZZI, BOB
High praise for local firefighters (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6

FAUST, ANN R STAINER
Error in S(chool) B(oard) W(ominating) C(ommittee) brochure in candidate's biography (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6

FAUST, MICHAEL (AU)
Ramifications of zoning law not carefully considered (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6

FEINBERG, EDWARD (DR)
Dr. Edward Feinberg (awarded a fellowship in the American College of Dentists) (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.4

FEINBERG, ELLIOT
Elliot Feinberg, D.D.S. (dies) (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.19
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FEINBERG, ELLIOT (DR)
Dr. Elliot Feinberg (has received Distinguished Service award posthumously by NY State Dental Asso.), Dec 22, 1900, p.4

FEINER, PAUL
Town sets fines in Hartsdale (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
Paul Feiner is off and running, Mar 31, 1900, p.1
Mediation should be reconsidered (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6
Assessments do not belong on the Internet (edit), Jul 14, 1900, p.6
Feiner should shut down GIS Web site (ltr), Aug 4, 1900, p.6
Town board does not discuss decisions in public (ltr), Aug 18, 1900, p.6
Feiner makes 2d bid to unseat Gilman (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.1
Gilman, for now (endorsement of Benjamin Gilman for US Congress) (edit), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
Paul Feiner seeks to unseat Ben Gilman (cont), Oct 27, 1900, p.9
Newspaper editors should keep their opinions to themselves (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7
Democrats win Westchester contests, Nov 10, 1900, p.1

FEINER, PAUL J (AU)
Supervisor lists the best of '99 (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Supervisor lists the best of '99 (Progress Edit), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Fire victims need help to start over (ltr), May 12, 1900, p.6
The best is yet to come on East Hartsdale Avenue (ltr), Jul 7, 1900, p.7
Send prerecorded messages on county spraying (Westchester County government urged by P. Feiner) (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.8
Gilman's voting record is reason enough to replace him (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.6
Candidate appreciates support (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6
Greenburgh supervisor seeks input (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.9

FEINGOLD, STEPHEN
20 are vying for positions on School Board Nominating Committee, Dec 8, 1900, p.1

FEINSTEIN, ROBERT
Nominators to be elected (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Citizens' Nominating Committee reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1

FEINTUCH, JASON
High hoops; Raiders ready to rumble after losing eight to graduation (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.26

FEINTUCH, MERRY
Sponsors and volunteers thanked for calendar (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.14

FEIST, SUSAN
Clintons come to town (cont), Sep 15, 1900, p.8

FELDINGER, PHYLLIS
Friends; Grandview portraits on exhibit at library (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.15

FELDMAN, DAVID
Parting shot (SCS Middle School 8th graders launch a tour of SHS with a celebration) (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.11

FELDMAN, EMILIE
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

FELDMAN, JARETT
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

FELDSHUH, LILLIAN K (AU)
Tax increase is a heavy burden for elderly widows (ltr), Apr 21, 1900, p.6

FELDSHUH, TOVAH
Tovah is Tallulah at the Bendheim (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.17

FELICE, WALTER
Public safety workers respond to high winds, Dec 15, 1900, p.1
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FENNELLY, KEITH
Garth Road fire leaves 87 families homeless (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.1

FERNANDES, TATIANA
Pool days (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.3

FERRARA, JESSICA
Ounce of prevention (Lori Ferrara rubs sunscreen on daughter Jessica at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.1

FERRARA, LORI
Ounce of prevention (Lori Ferrara rubs sunscreen on daughter Jessica at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.1

FERRARA, LORI (AU)
Pool committee supports bond (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7

FERRARO, DONALD
McCreary supporters take case to board, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
Car 4 wins best in show (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.5
New police officers recruited from New York Police Department (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.5
New guys on the team (village's newest firefighters) (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.5

FERRARO, DONALD (AU)
Police work a balancing act (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6

FERRI, LINDA
School board nominators needed, Sep 29, 1900, p.1

FERRIS, FRED IRVING ELDREDGE
The Rev. Fred Irving Eldridge Ferris (dies), Mar 31, 1900, p.15

FERRITER, JUDITH COOK
Judith Cook Ferriter (dies), Mar 10, 1900, p.19

FERRONE, DANIEL
Police pay homage to past and present officers (photo), May 19, 1900, p.3

FESTIVALS
All-state music festival rehearsals underway (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.11

FIBEL, HARRIET
Several singing groups participate in Summer Sings (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.7

FIBEL, JOSEPH L JR (AU)
Several singing groups participate in Summer Sings (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.7

FIELDS, MAXINE (AU)
Callous reporting of a tragic loss (re 6/23 Inquirer report of a tragic death) (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6

FIERSTEIN, MICAH
Notes on a 30th reunion (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.11

FILANCIA, ANTHONY
Police pay homage to past and present officers (photo), May 19, 1900, p.3
Students arrested for instrument thefts (photo), May 26, 1900, p.1
Commuter bandits ride again, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

FINGER, DOROTHY
Trustees split on election referendum, Jan 21, 1900, p.1
Trustees agree to hold vote (on changing the date of local elections from March to November), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Trustees commit to single-span bridge, Feb 4, 1900, p.1
Board slates hearing on new moratorium (cont), Feb 25, 1900, p.9
2 exceptional trustees (praise for David Kroenlein and Dorothy Finger) (edit), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
(Stop) Signs (at the corner of Madison and Boulevard) are already making a difference (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6

FINGER, DOROTHY M (AU)
Issues should get attention they deserve (re changing SCS election date to September) (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
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FINNERTY, MARGARET
Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12

FIRE DEPT-SCS
Time for caution (check all pipes that are subject to freezing), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
Firefighters honored at annual ceremony May 15 (photo), May 19, 1900, p.5
New guys on the team (village's newest firefighters) (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.5
New recruit (Mike Wilson) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.4
High praise for local firefighters (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
Where's the fire? (Michael Zucker practices using a fire extinguisher with his daughters) (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale fireman by day, magician by night (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.3
For local use only (SCS Fire Dept's fire training house), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
Public safety workers respond to high winds, Dec 15, 1900, p.1
Public safety departments respond to high winds (cont), Dec 15, 1900, p.16

FIREARMS
Local moms mobilize for May 14 march (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.3
Dubious reason to oppose assault weapons ban (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6
Gun legislation passes, Jun 16, 1900, p.1
New gun law, Aug 11, 1900, p.1

FIRES
Fire victims need help to start over (ltr), May 12, 1900, p.6
Garth Road fire leaves 87 families homeless (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.1
Fire leaves residents homeless (cont), Jul 28, 1900, p.9
Blaze rips through house (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.1

FISHER, BOB
Rotary Club announces grants (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.4

FISHER, ERIC
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

FISHER, JUDY
Forever wild? (re George Field Park) (photo), Aug 25, 1900, p.1

FISHER, NOREEN
School Board Nominating Committee picks Cohen and Samuelson (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
Count 'em! (annual candy counting contest at sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.2
Warnken and Fisher to lead United Way (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.4
United Way addresses need and empowerment (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.9
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.36
Volunteers and curators win awards (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4
League of Women Voters Presidential Pursuit begins for 5th, 6th-graders (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.11
Board expected to extend moratorium (on certain subdivisions), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
20 are vying for positions on School Board Nominating Committee, Dec 8, 1900, p.1

FISHER, NOREEN (AU)
School Board Nominating Committee picked 2 fine candidates for school board (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
Memorial Day parade was meaningful for Girl Scouts (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.7
Error in School Board Nominating Committee brochure in candidate's biography (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6

FISHER, NOREEN AND RIP (AU)
Scarsdale Middle School is bursting at the seams (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.6
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FISHMAN, JOANNE
20 are vying for positions on S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommitee), Dec 8, 1900, p.1

FISHMAN, ROBERT
Middle school S(tudent) O(rganization) attends conference in Pittsburgh (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.12

FISHMAN, ROBERT (AU)
Eighth graders got a taste of teen center (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6

FITE, MELPO
It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

FITZGERALD, JAMES
James Fitzgerald (honored by Irish American Building Society) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.4

FITZGERALD, JAMES (AU)
Scarsdale residents taking advantage of 'slave labor' (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.14

FITZGERALD, JANICE
Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12

FITZGERALD, JIM (AU)
Inquirer and N.Y. Times practice 'incendiary journalism' (ltr), Oct 13, 1900, p.6

FIVE, CORA
'Time for Kids' at Edgewood (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.11

FIX, RACHEL
(J Geremia, R Fix and B Jacobs carry a cooler to the sidelines during a Raider football game (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.6

FLAGG, BARBARA
Adopt-a-family program keeps on growing (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.3

FLAGG, GRIFFIN
Kids' BASE & The Little School provide quality progranvning (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.14

FLAGG, NOEL
Adopt-a-family program keeps on growing (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.3

FLAXER, JONATHAN
Jonathan Flaxer (named partner in Golenbock, Eiseman Assor & Bell), Jan 28, 1900, p.4

FLISSER, HARVEY
New leadership, new courses at Scarsdale Adult School (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.14

FLYER, JAMES
Snow men and women; Old faces, new coach, new faces expected to lift skiers (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.29

FOLTMAN, BARNEY
School's out, but the coaches are in (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.17
Wrestle mania; Losses to graduation, rugged schedule to test Raider wrestlers (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.24

FOOD
SMS scores food drive record (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.10
Open Arms says 'thanks' for success of Gourmet Galaxy (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6
Thanksgiving redux (edit), Nov 24, 1900, p.7
Holiday decorations - and food at Fox Meadow celebrations (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.13

FOOTBALL
Ready to rumble (Bob Keith gets youngsters pumped up at recreation department football camp) (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale Football: Raiding the gridiron (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.18
Football is worth the hard work it requires (edit), Sep 8, 1900, p.7
Edgemont Panthers 3-peat (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.1
We can share Edgemont's football glory (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

FORECASTING
Hello to all this (predictions for Scarsdale in the coming year) (edit), Jan 14, 1900, p.6
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FORMICOLA, ALBERT
Albert Formicola (dies), Oct 20, 1900, p.19

FORSETER, ELLIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28
‘Pippin’ is musical magic, ’70s style (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.13

FORTINO, DENISE
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

FORTUNA, DOMENICK
(Crossing guard Domenick Fortuna braves sleet and snow) (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.4

FORUMS
Community forum (and member reception will be held by The Town and Village Civic Club Oct. 18), Oct 13, 1900, p.1

FORUMS (DISCUSSION AND DEBATE)
School facilities forum helpful (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
Voters’ Party candidates agree to disagree at forum, Feb 11, 1900, p.1
Voters Party forum was not broadcast as scheduled (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7
Citizens' candidates mild joining forum, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
Candidates from both parties to air their views at SCS N(neighborhood) A(ssociation) P(residents) forum, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Decorum prevails at SCS N(neighborhood) A(ssociation) P(residents), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
Candidates air priorities at calm SCS N(neighborhood) A(ssociation) P(residents) forum (cont), Mar 10, 1900, p.8
Candidates spar at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Trustee candidates spar at the L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.21

FOUNTAIN, ELIZABETH
New SMS house should be named for Elizabeth Fountain (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.3
Name for SMS house (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.9
A perfect choice (to name the new SCS Middle School house after Elizabeth Fountain) (edit), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
‘Fountain’ has other associations (to proposed name for new SCS Middle School house) (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
OK, then, let’s call it ‘Elizabeth Fountain House’ (edit), Aug 18, 1900, p.7
Elizabeth Fountain was the model Scarsdale mom (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.7

FOX, MARK L (DR)
Mark L Fox, M.D. (elected vice speaker of House of Delegates of Medical Society of State of NY), Jun 16, 1900, p.4

FOX, SYLVIA (AU)
Life of candidate open to scrutiny (response to 9/15 letter by Neil Sullivan) (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.6
Reader concurs with Inquirer (response to 12/15 Inquirer edit and letter by Simon Breines) (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6

FRANKEL, JOSH (AU)
Trustees should make public information available online (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
Drivers undermine good intentions (re Freightway rush-hour congestion and limited parking ban) (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6

FRANTZ, STEVE
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

FRASER, JANE (AU)
Stuttering Foundation can help those with the disorder (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

FRATT, LAURA
Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

FRATT, LAURA (AU)
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) urges voters to stay informed (ltr), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
Campaign finance is no. 1 issue (edit), Nov 3, 1900, p.7

FREEDMAN, MAURICE J (DR)
Library luminary (Stephanie Sarnoff has received a library luminary award) (photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.13

FREIGHTWAY GARAGE (SCS)
Downtown back on front burner (cont), Jul 21, 1900, p.9
Drivers undermine good intentions (re Freightway rush-hour congestion and limited parking ban) (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6
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FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY (SCS)

Architect says American Premier Underwriters no longer interested in Freightway (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
The horse’s mouth (American Premier Underwriters acknowledges no interest in developing Freightway), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Let’s not bring Central Avenue into the village (response to 5/19 letter by Abbott Stillman) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
Are traditional movie theaters still viable investments? (response to 5/19 letter by Stillman) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.7
Consolidation is aim on Freightway (edit), Aug 25, 1900, p.7
Sale of Depot Place property pending, Sep 22, 1900, p.1
Dear Mr. Kligerman: (re proposed purchase of Depot Place) (edit), Sep 22, 1900, p.6

FREIMAN, MARC
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.4

FRENCH LANGUAGE-COMPETITION
Ici on parle francais, May 26, 1900, p.12

FRESH AIR FUND
Friendly competition (J. Stein, A. Stein and Q. Barbier play hockey with T. Beckford) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.9

FREUND, SYDNEY
Edgemont man is Dobbs schools chief, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
Freund (cont), Jan 7, 1900, p.8

FRIEDEL, JAMES R
James R Friedel (dies) (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.10

FRIEDEL, RUTH
Friends; Grandview portraits on exhibit at library (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.15

FRIEDLAND, HOPE
Friedland watercolor judged best in Scarsdale Art Assn. show (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.17

FRIEDMAN, ALLIE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

FRIEDMAN, DAVID
New moratorium to be debated Tuesday, Apr 21, 1900, p.1

FRIEDMAN, GARY WILLIAM
Angel with a microphone; Stevie Holland sings with divine inspiration (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.27

FRIEDMAN, KRISTEN
Dangerous pick-up, drop-offs at schools, Jan 28, 1900, p.1

FRIEDMAN, KRISTIN
PT Council power luncheon (photo), May 19, 1900, p.11

FRIEDMAN, KRISTINE
School board nominators needed, Sep 29, 1900, p.1

AGE-BASED COMPETITION WORKS BETTER THAN GRADE-BASED (Response to 1/28 letter by P Friedman) (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
Little League strikes out at board meeting, Mar 31, 1900, p.1

FRIEDMAN, PAUL
Why do we let outsiders tell us how to run our programs? (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6

FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS-SCS
Friends of Music and the Arts reinforces schools’ cultural offerings (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.3
Music and dance at ‘Friends’ presentation, Mar 17, 1900, p.11
Enthusiastic response to Mosaic of music, dance, art (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.12
Thanks to those who helped make concert successful (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.7
School, civic groups urge yes on bond, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
Take action to keep village ‘bedrock’ (urges Scarsdallians to vote yes on school bond issue) (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6

FRIENDS OF SCS PARKS
Garden tour highlighted hidden backyard treasures (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
Y 2 K ALERT! Substitute year 2000 for 1900
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FRIENDS OF SCS PUBLIC LIBRARY
Friday night is not movie night (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
Friends of Library enjoy an eventful year (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.4

FRIJLING, MAARTEN
6th grader designs ultimate robot (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.12

FRISCHETTI, REGINA
Crime, education, campaign finance are topics (photo) (cont), Nov 3, 1900, p.12

FRISHMAN, WILLIAM H (DR)
William H Frishman, M.D. (recipient of Heart of Distinction Award from American Heart Assn), May 12, 1900, p.4

FROELICH, SALLY (AU)
American Cancer Society sponsors race in October (ltr), Aug 18, 1900, p.6

FROMMER, SANDY
Annual increase in turnout sought (for selecting members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6

FRUMESS, GREGORY
Proposed (Fox Meadow) subdivision a 'horror', Nov 24, 1900, p.1

FRYER, CRAIG
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

FRYER, TARYN
(SHS girls picnic on Spencer's expanded sidewalk) (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

FULLER, ROBERT GARFIELD
Robert Garfield Fuller (dies), Jan 7, 1900, p.12

FUNABIKI, MADOKA
Pool days (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.3

FUND RAISING
SHS club, community raise $600 for AIDS (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.28
Boutique to hold holiday fundraiser, Dec 1, 1900, p.4

GABEL, ALEXIS
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

GAFFNEY, SHAUN
Shoppers paradise (annual sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.2

GAGE, ALLISON
Young Writers' Conference gets rave reviews (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.11

GAISER, BRADLEY
Holiday festivities in village are off to a rousing start (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6

GALARZA, OLGA
I'm ole, you're ole (International Day at SCS Middle School) (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.12

GALE, BERNICE
Shoppers paradise (annual sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.2

GALEF, SANDRA
Democrats honor Audrey Hochberg (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4

GALLAGHER, MONICA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

GALLOWAY, JOHN
(Citizens') Nominating Committee nominates Pforzheimer, Weisberg, Sved, Galloway (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.1
(Citizens') Nominating Committee nominates Pforzheimer, Weisberg, Sved, Galloway (cont), Jan 21, 1900, p.36
Do we really want party politics here? (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.6
Don't let village become unglued! (encourages voting for Citizens' Party candidates) (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Citizens' Party wins resounding victory (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Deadline is set in McCreary case, Jun 16, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
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GALLOWAY, JOHN continued
  Doctor offers bride bounty (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1
  End in sight (re the People vs. Andrew McCreary and McCreary law suit against the village), Dec 22, 1900, p.1
  Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains; New village board contemplates zoning modification, Dec 29, 1900, p.1

GALVANI, ANN
  Trustees split on election referendum, Jan 21, 1900, p.1
  Trustees agree to hold vote (on changing the date of local elections from March to November), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
  Trustees commit to single-span bridge, Feb 4, 1900, p.1
  Local laws passed (regulating the size of satellite dish antennas), Feb 11, 1900, p.1
  Citizens' candidates mull joining forum, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
  Board slates hearing on new moratorium, Feb 25, 1900, p.1
  A cooperative effort (urges limit in size and scale of new construction) (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
  Candidates from both parties to air their views at SC S(Neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) forum, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
  Residents clamor to be included in subdivision moratorium, Mar 17, 1900, p.1
  Board passes subdivision moratorium, Mar 31, 1900, p.1
  New moratorium to be debated Tuesday, Apr 21, 1900, p.1
  Arthur Manor moratorium is unlikely, Apr 28, 1900, p.1
  Self-zoning for profit and preservation, Apr 28, 1900, p.1
  Trustee insurance may be dead issue (re village health insurance for unpaid elected officials), May 19, 1900, p.1
  Police pay homage to past and present officers (photo), May 19, 1900, p.3
  Village, school boards may join to discuss shared indoor pool, May 26, 1900, p.1
  Pool talk (re possible committee to explore feasibility of an indoor swimming pool), Jun 2, 1900, p.1
  Little League proposes changes, Jun 2, 1900, p.1
  Pool talk, cell towers busy Scarsdale board, Jun 16, 1900, p.1
  Upzoning recommendations under study by village board, Jun 23, 1900, p.1
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
  Zoning change draws criticism, Sep 29, 1900, p.1
  copyright. gone (SCS government web site is copyrighted no more), Sep 29, 1900, p.1
  Amendments pending for zoning code, Oct 6, 1900, p.1
  Zoning amendments the work of many, Oct 27, 1900, p.1
  Board calls off study of field development (re George Field Park), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
  Scarsdale enters superstore fray (re proposed IKEA store in New Rochelle), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
  Public hearing on proposed watercourse law, Dec 15, 1900, p.1
  Secret committee, Inquirer disparage school pool idea (ltr), Dec 15, 1900, p.7

GALVANI, ANN (AU)
  Issues determine voter turnout (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6

GAMIELLO, CHRIS
  Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

GANNON, MICHAEL
  Nominators to be elected (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
  C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee) reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1

GANNON, MIKE
  Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

GARA, JENNIFER
  A promising start to tackling drug/alcohol problem (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.7

GARCIA, ASTRID
  Advisory council tackles diversity issues (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.3

GARDELLA, RICHARD
  Trustee insurance may be dead issue (re village health insurance for unpaid elected officials), May 19, 1900, p.1
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
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GARDELLA, RICHARD continued
League of Women Voters panel ponders strategies to curb big-house mania, Dec 8, 1900, p.1

GARDENS AND GARDENING
7 glorious gardens on July 15 tour (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.3
Touch and smell herb garden delights the senses, Jun 30, 1900, p.3
Garden tour highlighted hidden backyard treasures (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6

GARDNER, JOEL B (AU)
Rantings of assemblyman (Brodsky) not 'news' (response to 12/1 article on elections) (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6

GARFIELD, JAMES
Popular vote majority eluded 11 (presidents) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

GARTH WOODS CONSERVANCY
Environmental Groups (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.8

GARVEY, KEVIN (AU)
Water purity must be preserved (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6

GARY, HEATHER
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

GASKIN, JEFFREY
Firefighters honored at annual ceremony May 15 (photo), May 19, 1900, p.5

GATTA, ALFRED
Request for proposals out for Christie Lot, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
AOK on Y2K, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
Metz trying to evict Mimi (Cleaners), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Board to play active role in bridge design, Feb 11, 1900, p.1
Reevaluation (village board approves resolution calling for countywide reevaluation), Feb 25, 1900, p.1
Board slates hearing on new moratorium (cont), Feb 25, 1900, p.9
Residents clamor to be included in subdivision moratorium, Mar 17, 1900, p.1
The horse's mouth (American Premier Underwriters acknowledges no interest in developing Freightway), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36
The Bank of New York salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
Clean your own (re proposed local law requiring property owners to clean streams of their properties), Apr 28, 1900, p.1
Tree protection proposal shelved, May 12, 1900, p.1
Police pay homage to past and present officers (photo), May 19, 1900, p.3
Bids on SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (quarter) rejected, May 26, 1900, p.1
Village board busy (full plate night for Village Board June 27), Jun 23, 1900, p.1
Village to help schools fix field, Jun 30, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale meets the Internet, Jul 7, 1900, p.1
Special zoning may hold key to downtown future, Jul 21, 1900, p.1
Village tries again to amend sprinkler law, Aug 4, 1900, p.1
Traffic, pedestrian safety improvements urged in Fox Meadow (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.1
Downtown bids let; new curbing afoot, Aug 18, 1900, p.1
New guys on the team (village's newest firefighters) (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.5
Sale of Depot Place property pending, Sep 22, 1900, p.1
(SCS property records back online soon, Oct 6, 1900, p.1
Homeowners: let the town maintain its streams, Oct 13, 1900, p.1
Pedestrian safety a worry in Fox Meadow, Oct 13, 1900, p.1
(SCS) Info on line (by Monday), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Parking consultants hear from (SCS) chamber (of commerce), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Board calls off study of field development (re George Field Park), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
For local use only (SCS Fire Dept's fire training house), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
Rumors swirl around proposed Heathcote (five corners) rotary (illus), Dec 29, 1900, p.1
GAVRIN, DAVID
School budgets pass in Scarsdale, E'mont (photo), May 19, 1900, p.1

GBH
Rosenberg: Greenburgh Court is better off without Judge Asher Katz (ltr), Jan 14, 1900, p.6
Town sets fines in Hartsdale (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
Supervisor lists the best of '99 (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Supervisor lists the best of '99 (Progress Edit), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Buckle up (GBH will selectively enforce state seat belt and child safety restraint laws), Feb 18, 1900, p.1
Greenburgh is defaced by ugly posters (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.7
$100,000 theft, Apr 7, 1900, p.1
Greenburgh needs an architectural review board (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7
Mediation should be reconsidered (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6
Greenburgh Democratic Committee has too much power (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
As usual, procedure was not followed in Greenburgh (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
Feiner should shut down GIS Web site (ltr), Aug 4, 1900, p.6
Greenburgh critics offer solution to nonexistent problem (response to 7/28 letter by Pohlmann) (ltr), Aug 4, 1900, p.6
Democratic Committee does not run Greenburgh (ltr), Aug 11, 1900, p.6
Committee supports officials, but does not make decisions (re 7/28 Pohlmann & Bellino letters) (ltr), Aug 11, 1900, p.6
Town board does not discuss decisions in public (ltr), Aug 18, 1900, p.6
G'burgh tax receiver thanks residents (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6
Greenburgh supervisor seeks input (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.9

GBH NATURE CENTER
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 25, 1900

GEDDES, RANDY
Gourmet shop opens (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.4

GELFMAN, PETER
School, civic groups urge yes on bond, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
Neighbors: No diamonds at George Field Park, Oct 27, 1900, p.1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) studies class size reduction, Dec 15, 1900, p.1

GELFMAN, PETER (AU)
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) invites participation (ltr), Sep 15, 1900, p.6
Thanks to trustees for saving George Field Park (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
Reaction to T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) proposal covered incompletely (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6

GENATOWSKI, ELIZABETH
Heathcote Girl Scouts clean up park (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.12

GENATOWSKI, EMILY
Model scouts (Girl Scouts Emily Genatowski and Tiara Upadhya) (photo), May 5, 1900, p.12

GENEROSITY
Adopt-a-family program keeps on growing (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.3
Shopping and wrapping for my 'other family', Dec 22, 1900, p.3

GENOVA, JAY
New S(SCS·EMT) FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE youth counselors take crash course about Scarsdale, Aug 11, 1900, p.1

GEORGE FIELD PARK (SCS)
Forever wild? (re George Field Park) (photo), Aug 25, 1900, p.1
Keep George Field park a 'pastoral island' (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6
Keep George Field Park natural for those who don't play soccer (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.14
Preserve the park as a flood plain (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.6
Don't let assets go down the drain (praise for 9/29 letter by Cherbuliez re George Field Park) (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6
GEORGE FIELD PARK (SCS) continued

Neighbors: No diamonds at George Field Park, Oct 27, 1900, p.1
Do not turn beautiful meadow into yet another ball field (ltr), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
Natural beauty of George Field Park remembered fondly (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7
Don't take away one of few remaining open spaces (ltr), Nov 10, 1900, p.6
Board calls off study of field development (re George Field Park), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
Park proposal = over-development (re George Field Park) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6
Thanks to trustees for saving George Field Park (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
Drainage and flooding problems are about to get worse (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

GERARDI, ROB
Village tries again to amend sprinkler law, Aug 4, 1900, p.1

GEREMIA, CHRISTINA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

GEREMIA, JONATHAN
(J Geremia, R Fix and B Jacobs carry a cooler to the sidelines during a Raider football game (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.6

GERMAIN, EMILY
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

GERMAK, NICHOLAS
Doernberg Real Estate joins Coldwell Banker (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.4
Sales associates honored (Ellen Lawton, Robin Servidio and Simone Englander) (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.4
Sales associates honored (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.4
Broker honored (Ellen Lawton) (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.4

GERMAK, NICK
Doernberg honors associates (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.4
Merger anniversary (of Coldwell Banker Connecticut) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.4

GESTENBLATT, JULIE
Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12

GETMAN, HEATHER
Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12

GIAMPOLI, JOAN
Evelyn's choice (Voters Party candidates will take Row A on village election ballot) (photo), Feb 25, 1900, p.1
Citizens' Party is hypocritical, paper is biased (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
Citizens', voters tally their expenses, Apr 21, 1900, p.1
New police officers recruited from N(ew) Y(ork) P(olice) D(epartment) (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.5
Flowers from hizzoner (Joan Giampoli receives flowers from Mark Bench in Manhattan hospital), Aug 18, 1900, p.1
Chad-free voting machines do the job (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.1

GIANGRANDE, ANTONIA
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

GIBBON, PETER (DR)
How can young people emulate the heroes of the past? (edit), Feb 18, 1900, p.7

GIBBS, IRVING S (AU)
S(SCS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) could move to supply building (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6

GIBRALTA, SUSAN F (AU)
Many contributed to E-Day Success (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6

GIBRALTER, SUSAN
Parents play important role in interscholastic sports (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.19

GIDDON, KEN (AU)
Rothman's mens store is flourishing (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
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GILBERG, ANNE
  Image is everything (for local precision skaters) (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.20
  Over the top (Michael Kissner puts final strokes on United Way thermometer) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.4

GILBERT, NANCY
  Honor thy teachers (recognition luncheons throughout SCS school district) (photo), May 26, 1900, p.11

GILDEN, LORRAINE
  The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34
  Businesses make auction successful (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7
  Every donation to S(CS-EMT) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) makes a difference (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

GILDESGAME, JULIANA
  High school students act to prevent drunk driving (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

GILDESGAME, JULIE
  Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

GILMAN, BENJAMIN
  Paul Feiner is off and running, Mar 31, 1900, p.1
  Dubious reason to oppose assault weapons ban (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6
  Feiner makes 2nd bid to unseat Gilman (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.1
  Gilman, for now (endorsement of Benjamin Gilman for US Congress) (edit), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
  Paul Feiner seeks to unseat Ben Gilman (cont), Oct 27, 1900, p.9
  Gilman's voting record is reason enough to replace him (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.6
  Democrats win Westchester contests, Nov 10, 1900, p.1
  The lesson of 2000 (re election procedures and technology) (edit), Dec 22, 1900, p.6

GILPIN, EDWARD
  20 are vying for positions on S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Dec 8, 1900, p.1

GILPIN, TED (AU)
  Elementary school class-size limits need another look (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6

GINDICK, MARK
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

GINBERG, BARRY
  Edgemont man is Dobbs schools chief, Jan 7, 1900, p.1

GINBERG, NEIL
  High school students act to prevent drunk driving (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

GINSBURG, MARTIN
  Farewell to all that (reviews major 1999 SCS events) (edit), Jan 7, 1900, p.6

GIORDANO, JANINE
  Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

GIORDANO, THOMAS
  Village budget, 3% tax hike win support, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
  Thomas Giordano (appointed a managing director of American Express Tax and Business Services)(photo), Oct 6, 1900, p.4

GIORDANO, THOMAS (AU)
  Diverse group makes Scarsdale work (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.6

GIRARDI, KATIE
  Scouts sleep over at zoo (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.4

GIRL SCOUTS
  Girl Scouts enjoy an eventful year (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.4
  Car 54, where are you? (Girl scouts test the intercom in a police car during visit) (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.1
  Greenacres cares (Greenacres Brownie Troop 1432 plant spring flowers at the school) (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.13
  Troop 1972 serves community (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.4
  Sharing and caring (First grade Brownie Troop 1968 from Greenacres poses for a picture) (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.4
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GIRL SCOUTS continued

Model scouts (Girl Scouts Emily Genatowski and Tiara Upadhya) (photo), May 5, 1900, p.12
Scouts sleep over at zoo (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.4
Westhab Girl Scouts need new leaders (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.1
Heathcote Girl Scouts clean up park (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.12
Sharpe campers (Heathcote Troop 1577 attended camping trip at Sharpe Reservoir 9/9-9/10) (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.4
It's a keeper (Girl Scout scavenger hunt) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.12
Turkey time (Junior Girl Scout Troop 1951 show off miniature turkey decorations) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.12

GISOLFI, PETER
T(villages) C(ivic) C(lubs) to meet (Feb. 10), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
'Most ambitious' school expansion is explained at T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) COUNCIL meeting, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
New bond (preliminary plans for SCS schools construction projects to be funded by new bond), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Bond will provide schools with resources they need (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
S(CS) I(ndoor) P(ool) E(ducational) C(ommittee) says school board deliberately nixed pool (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6

GITLER, STEFANIE

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

GITLIN, ELIZABETH

Historic preservation committee to examine 4 tear-down requests (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.1

GIULIANI, RUDY

Democrats should not take Rick Lazio lightly (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.6

GIVING

SEE GENEROSITY

GLADSTONE, MADGE

Madge Gladstone (dies), Jul 21, 1900, p.10

GLASSMAN, DEBBIE

It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

GLAZER, DAVID

Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; E'mont SBNC to meet Jan. 26, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
E'mont sets $15M school bond vote, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34
David Glazer to head E'mont school board, Jul 7, 1900, p.1

GLENDON, BILL

Former village trustee Ed Hand is dead at 92, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

GLENDON, WILLIAM R (AU)

Terrible thing (response to 3/31 letter by Bob Harrison) (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6

GLENN, JEFF

In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.4
Snow men and women; Old faces, new coach, new faces expected to lift skiers (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.29

GLICK, RANDY (AU)

Many contributed to E-Day Success (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6

GLICKSTEIN, CAROLYN

Singer, Glickstein nominated for Edgemont board, Jan 28, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34
Open Arms says 'thanks' for success of Gourmet Galaxy (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

GLICKSTEIN, CAROLYN (AU)

S(CS) Family S(Counseling) S(ervice) 'Gourmet Galaxy' benefit drew a supportive crowd (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6

GLICKSTEIN, DEBRA ELLEN

Singer, Glickstein nominated for Edgemont board, Jan 28, 1900, p.1
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GLICKSTEIN, MICHAEL
  Singer, Glickstein nominated for Edgemont board, Jan 28, 1900, p.1

GLICKSTEIN, RICHARD
  Singer, Glickstein nominated for Edgemont board, Jan 28, 1900, p.1
  School board candidates answer questions, Apr 28, 1900, p.1
  David Glazer to head E'mont school board, Jul 7, 1900, p.1
  Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.36

GLOVEN, KATHLEEN
  Kathleen Gloven (dies), Aug 18, 1900, p.12

GOFF, TEDDY (AU)
  Story did not do justice to teacher (response to 6/23 Inquirer article on Rona Roth) (ltr), Jul 7, 1900, p.6

GOLDBERG, ALAN
  Brilliant satire, astonishing commentary on coaching (response to 3/24 edit by Alan Goldberg) (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6

GOLDBERG, ALAN J (AU)
  All children should be treated equally in recreation basketball (edit), Mar 24, 1900, p.7

GOLDBERG, FRED
  This year's 'senior slump' is virulent, Apr 14, 1900, p.12
  Students arrested for instrument thefts (photo), May 26, 1900, p.1

GOLDBERG, VICTOR
  The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
  Winfair group blasts D(raft) E(nvironmental) I(mpact) S(tatement), Dec 22, 1900, p.1

GOLDBERG, VICTOR J (AU)
  Citizens' campaign has received many small donations (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8

GOLDEN, EILEEN
  It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

GOLDEN, RITA
  School board rejects indoor pool proposal, May 5, 1900, p.1
  Indoor pool would be valuable community asset (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6
  The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34
  Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26
  Indoor pool committee continues quest, Jul 14, 1900, p.1

GOLDEN, STEVE
  The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

GOLDSMITH, ARLENE
  Arlene Goldsmith (elected president of clinical division of Westchester County Psychological Assn), Nov 10, 1900, p.4

GOLDSMITH, DOREEN
  Woman's Exchange kicks off holiday season (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.3

GOLDSMITH, IAN
  We should take pride in our unselfish young people (edit), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

GOLDSMITH, IAN (DR)
  Ian Goldsmith, M.D. (has joined the faculty of Baylor College of Medicine), Aug 4, 1900, p.4

GOLDSMITH, JEREMY
  23 Alternative School graduates take flight (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.15

GOLDSMITH, BETTY
  Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
  Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

GOLDSMITH, HELYN (AU)
  Board demonstrated 'astounding disregard' of community (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
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GOLDSTEIN, MERVYN
  Zoning change draws criticism, Sep 29, 1900, p.1
GOLDSTEIN, RUTH
  Zoning change draws criticism, Sep 29, 1900, p.1
GOLDSTEIN, RUTH (AU)
  Do we really want party politics here? (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.6
GOLDSTEIN, STANLEY H (AU)
  Town sets fines in Hartsdale (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
GOLDSTEIN, RUTH (AU)
  Do we really want party politics here? (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.6
GOLF
  Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
  Golf provides mental test for SHS graduate (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.13
GOMEZ, JULIA
  Julia Gomez (dies), Jun 23, 1900, p.16
GOMOLIN, RAILEY
  Boxing their way to fitness (photo) (cont), Nov 10, 1900, p.23
GOMPRT, ZACHARY
  Young Writers’ Conference gets rave reviews (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.11
GOMPRTZ, JULIAN
  Young Scarsdale singers and dancers hit Broadway (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.37
GOMPRTZ, ZACHARY
  Young Scarsdale singers and dancers hit Broadway (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.37
GONZALEZ, ELIAN
  Inquirer contributed to victimization of Elian (ltr), Apr 21, 1900, p.6
GOOD, MEGHAN
  Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12
GOOD, JOHN (AU)
  Construction company’s dream, resident’s nightmare (re installation of new sidewalks) (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.8
GOOD, MEG
  Scarsdale, E’mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
  10 new school board nominators join committee (cont), Jan 14, 1900, p.10
  It’s been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7
GOODMAN, RACHEL
  Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12
  High school students act to prevent drunk driving (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
GOODMAN, SUZANNE (AU)
  How to help a family in need (ltr), Jun 23, 1900, p.6
GOODWIN, CAROL
  Scarsdale, E’mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
  10 new school board nominators join committee (cont), Jan 14, 1900, p.10
GOODWIN, DORIS KEARNS
  Scholars put presidential crisis in a historical light (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.1
GOODWIN, EMILY
  Scarsdale, E’mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
  20 are vying for positions on School Board Nominating Committee, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
GOODWIN, EMILY (AU)
  PT Council urges yes vote on budget (ltr), May 12, 1900, p.6
  Community thanked for supporting school budget (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.7
GOPAUL, SHELLY
  Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
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GORDON, FRANK
Frank Gordon, former trustee, is dead at 88 (photo), Feb 11, 1900, p.18

GORDON, PATTI
Honour thy teachers (recognition luncheons throughout SCS school district) (photo), May 26, 1900, p.11

GORE, AL
Bradley, Gore fans compare candidates’ merits (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.3
Gore, Lieberman: a better choice (ltr), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
Democrats win Westchester contests, Nov 10, 1900, p.1
Election 2000; The death of apathy (edit), Nov 10, 1900, p.6
Mara Liasson speaks on election, Dec 15, 1900, p.1

GOSE, MARY BETH
Town and) Village Civic Club studies class size reduction, Dec 15, 1900, p.1

GOSE, MARY BETH (AU)
Town and) Village Civic Club invites participation (ltr), Sep 15, 1900, p.6
Reaction to Town and Village Civic Club proposal covered incompletely (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6

GOTTLEIB, DAVID (AU)
When is race designation necessary? (edit), Feb 18, 1900, p.7
I had to know: Do Israeli women like the army? (edit), Apr 28, 1900, p.7
In favor of competition, still against long season (edit), Sep 29, 1900, p.7

GOULD, BONNIE AND JOHN (AU)
Closing of Mimi is a failure of common sense (response to 3/3 Inquirer edit) (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.7

GRABEL, DAN
Museum patrons (Patricia and Dan Grabel) (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.15
Voters Party remains committed to change (photo) (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.15

GRABEL, DAN (AU)
Channel switch tunes out old sets (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6

GRABEL, PATRICIA
Museum patrons (Patricia and Dan Grabel) (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.15

GRAFF, HENRY
Scholars put presidential crisis in a historical light (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.1

GRAHAM, JEFFREY
Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1

GRANT, EMILY
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

GRAY, BRIAN
In sports, winning is all that counts (ltr), Oct 13, 1900, p.6

GRAZI, EILEEN
Blaze rips through house (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.1

GRAZI, EILEEN AND KEN (AU)
Many helped make the post-prom breakfast special (ltr), Jul 14, 1900, p.6

GRAZI, FLORENCE
Florence Grazi is artist of the month (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.11

GRAZI, RAQUEL
Blaze rips through house (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.1

GREEN, ARIEL
Young artists pick up prizes for window paintings (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.17

GREEN, GERALDINE
Rotary Club announces grants (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.4
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GREEN, GLEN K
Glen K Green (dies), Nov 10, 1900, p.20

GREEN, IRIS (AU)
Pool committee supports bond (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7
Experts say pool at high school would cost $1 million (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

GREEN, KEVIN
Kevin Green (appointed president of Lillian Vernon Corporation), Jul 14, 1900, p.4

GREENAWALT, BILL
Town board does not discuss decisions in public (ltr), Aug 18, 1900, p.6

GREENBAUM, GREG
Police pay homage to past and present officers (photo), May 19, 1900, p.3

GREENBAUM, GREGORY
High school years - a different perspective (edit), Jun 23, 1900, p.6

GREENBERG, ALANA
Police pay homage to past and present officers (photo), May 19, 1900, p.3

GREENBURGH NATURE CENTER
GNC extols conservation, education, research and enrichment (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.4

GREENE, DAVE
Maroon and White Awards Dinner (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.35

GREENE, GERALDINE
SFCS meets the changing needs of our community (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.10
A promising start to tackling drug/alcohol problem (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.7
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

GREENE, LINDSEY
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

GREENEBAUM, BETTY
Volunteers and curators win awards (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4

GREENES, BOB
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36

GREENES, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

GREENLEAF, MARTA
Teenager creates gourmet treats for pups (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.3

GREENLEAF, RANDI
Teenager creates gourmet treats for pups (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.3

GREENVILLE COMMUNITY THEATRE
GCT welcomes the millennium with top-notch entertainment (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.3

GREENWOOD, TRUDI (AU)
Angels helped make 'Pippin' a success (ltr), Aug 18, 1900, p.6

GRENLEY, FRAN (AU)
Memorial Day parade was meaningful for Girl Scouts (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.7
Residents' generosity continues Scarsdale's commitment (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.7

GRENLEY, FRANCES
Annual increase in turnout sought (for selecting members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6

GRIEF
In an undiscovered country (re coping with the loss of one's parents) (edit), May 12, 1900, p.7
Why we call the family when tragedy strikes (re 6/23 Inquirer report of a tragic death) (edit), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
What justifies call to grieving family? (re 6/23 Inquirer report of a tragic death) (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
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GRIEF continued

Sad news not a 'breaking story' (response to 6/23 Inquirer report of a tragic death) (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6

GRIFFEN, JONATHAN

Name that new house! (SCS Middle School's new house), Jul 21, 1900, p.1

GRIMM, THOMAS

Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1

GRISWOLD, STEPHEN M

Vice president announced (S Griswold at Kreisler Borg Florman General Construction Co of SCS)(photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.4

GRONER, SUSAN

PT Council power luncheon (photo), May 19, 1900, p.11

GROOT, MARY

School board nominators needed, Sep 29, 1900, p.1

GROSS, MARJORIE

Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

GROSSMAN, ED

Greenacres's Ed Grossman to retire after 40 years in the classroom (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

GROSSMAN, EDWARD

Changing of the guard: 12 faculty members retire; 7 are hired, May 5, 1900, p.11

Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

GROSSMAN, MARTY (AU)

Police civil suits may insulate municipalities (response to Inquirer article from 9/8/00) (ltr), Sep 15, 1900, p.6

GROSSMAN, TOM

Metz trying to evict Mimi (Cleaners), Jan 28, 1900, p.1

Mimi (Cleaners) calls it quits, Mar 3, 1900, p.1

Sad ending to conflict (between Mimi Cleaners and SCS Teen Center) (edit), Mar 3, 1900, p.6

Mimi Cleaners closes its doors after 47 years in Scarsdale (cont), Mar 3, 1900, p.9

Closing of Mimi is a failure of common sense (response to 3/3 Inquirer edit) (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.7

Mimi Cleaners was treated unfairly by Scarsdale (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.7

GRUBER, DAVID

From Russia, with love, Feb 18, 1900, p.11

GSSELL, FREYA

Freya Gsell (dies), Apr 28, 1900, p.25

GUARINO, ANNETTE

Difabio challenges Paulin for state Assembly seat (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.1

On the stump (extended 4th of July celebration) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.3

John Vonglis to challenge Nita Lowey, Jul 28, 1900, p.1

Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1

Spano, Abinanti run campaigns via fax, Sep 15, 1900, p.3

GUATEMALA

Scarsdale native is a real-life Indiana Jones (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.3

GUGGENHEIMER, RANDY (AU)

T(own and) V(illage) C(livic) C(lub) provides opportunities to influence village board (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6

GUN CONTROL

Local moms mobilize for May 14 march (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.3

Spano should support gun control laws (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6

Million Mom March establishes local chapter, Jul 21, 1900, p.2

Abinanti, Ploski are heading for Sept. primary showdown, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

Abinanti has been a leader in gun control (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
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GUNS
SEE FIREARMS

GUPTA, ANKUSH
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

GURCIULLO, AMANDA
Turkey time (Junior Girl Scout Troop 1951 show off miniature turkey decorations) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.12

GURIN, ALISON
SHS cast tackles Neil Simon (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.15

GURIN, JOANNA
Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

GYMNASTICS
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Beaming with pride; Scarsdale ready for bars, beam, floor, vault (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.27

HABER, LISA
Long walk (Lisa Haber and Barbara Berdon walked 55 miles for NY Avon Breast Cancer Walk) (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.4

HACKETT, BOB
The village needs watchdogs - not attack dogs (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6

HAGERTY, JOHN
John Hagerty (recently presented with the Wireless Communications Assn Golden Eagle trophy), Aug 4, 1900, p.4

HAGERTY, PAT
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

HALLOWEEN
Got tickets? (Two scarecrows on Paddington Road hoping to catch the Mets and the Yankees) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.1
Halloween’s coming! (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.1
Some pumpkin! (Laura Morse inside her jack o’lantern costume at SCS parade) (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.1

HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST
Boo-tiful! (J Newman and J Loft put finishing touches on their Halloween window painting) (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.1
Young artists pick up prizes for window paintings (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.17

HALPERN, SETH A (AU)
Confessions of a defensive speeder (edit), Jan 14, 1900, p.7
The Voters Party must show that it is reliable (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6
Are traditional movie theaters still viable investments? (response to 5/19 letter by Stillman) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.7
Why does Sprint want 65 ‘monopole’ (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
Letter did not prove George W. Bush has character flaws (response to 9/8 edit by Y. Tsurumi) (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.6
Jews are urged not to vote for Green Party’s Nader (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.6
Existence of major black Republican vote highly unlikely (response to 12/15 edit by Hugh Price)(ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6

HALPERN, SETH A (AU)
Hillary Clinton’s recipe for strife (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

HAMBLEY, MARGARET
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

HAMILTON, GORDON
Gordon Hamilton (attended 27th annual National Order of the Arrow Conference in Tenn.) (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.4
Hanley wins history award of excellence (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4

HAMLET, PENNY
A new challenge for veteran teacher (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.11

HAMLIN, BART
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
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HAMM, KELLEY
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

HAMMONT, GARY
Concert (at SHS) was a source of pride and pleasure (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6

HAND, ED
Former village trustee Ed Hand is dead at 92, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
Former village trustee Ed Hand is dead at 92 (photo) (cont), Jan 14, 1900, p.8

HANDELMAN, JOY (AU)
Keep the national parties out of local elections (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6

HANDELMAN, WALTER
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
Audrey Hochberg’s career in state Assembly comes to a close (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.1
Paulin heads to Assembly With a little help from her friends (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.1
Village to mark its tercentenary, Dec 29, 1900, p.1

HANKIN, CAROLE (DR)
Scholars put presidential crisis in a historical light (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.1

HANKIN, JOSEPH (DR)
Scholars put presidential crisis in a historical light (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.1

HANLEY, JOHN
Neighbors: No diamonds at George Field Park, Oct 27, 1900, p.1
Hanley wins history award of excellence (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4

HANLEY, LAURENE
Hanley wins history award of excellence (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4

HANLEY, PAT
Hanley wins history award of excellence (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4

HANNON, KEVIN
Memorial Day 2000; "a celebration of liberty and a commemoration of death" (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.32

HANUDDAH
Festival of Lights (Rabbi Bernard Barsky kindles the lights of Hanukkah) (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.1

HARDEN, RICHARD
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

HARDY, ED
Bowl goes to a ‘gracious, tenacious’ leader (Eda Newhouse) (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.1

HARDY, EDWARD
Newhouse to get Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

HARE, DUDLEY (DR)
Purvis brings varied experience to schools (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.1

HARPER, ESTELLA ARMSTRONG
Estella Armstrong Harper (dies), Dec 8, 1900, p.28

HARRIS, KATHERINE
News media manipulates readers (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6

HARRISON, BENJAMIN
Popular vote majority eluded 11 (presidents) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

HARRISON, BOB
4 to run in Voters Party primary Feb. 9 (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
Local laws passed (regulating the size of satellite dish antennas), Feb 11, 1900, p.1
Resident asks: Where's my Voters Party ballot? (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6
3 winners in Voters primary (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.1
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HARRISON, BOB continued

Levin, Harrison, Lonner win VP primary (cont), Feb 18, 1900, p.15
Board slates hearing on new moratorium (cont), Feb 25, 1900, p.9
Harrison: Downtown is still the major issue (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Candidates from both parties to air their views at S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) forum, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Downtown is still the major issue for Harrison (cont), Mar 3, 1900, p.10
Decorum prevails at S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssociation) P(residents), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
For village trustee (endorsement of Citizens' Party candidates Pforzheimer, Weisberg and Sved)(edit), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Architect says A(merican) P(remier) U(nderwriters) no longer interested in Freightway (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Candidates spar at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Trustee candidates spar at the L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.21
Citizens' Party wins resounding victory (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Voters Party remains committed to change (photo) (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.15
The people have spoken (edit), Mar 31, 1900, p.7
Terrible thing (response to 3/31 letter by Bob Harrison) (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6
School board rejects indoor pool proposal, May 5, 1900, p.1
Bob Harrison fought previous indoor pool effort (ltr), May 12, 1900, p.6
School budgets pass in Scarsdale, E'mont (photo), May 19, 1900, p.1
Village, school boards may join to discuss shared indoor pool, May 26, 1900, p.1
Indoor pool should be at outdoor complex (edit), Jun 2, 1900, p.7
Writer stands by his letter on past indoor pool proposal (response to 6/2 letter by B Harrison)(ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7
Biased letter gave inaccurate picture about indoor pool (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6
Indoor pool committee continues quest, Jul 14, 1900, p.1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivics) C(lub) to do pool study, Jul 28, 1900, p.1
S(CS) I(ndoor) P(ool) E(ducational) C(ommittee) to petition for pool referendum, Sep 1, 1900, p.1
S(CS) I(ndoor) P(ool) E(ducational) C(ommittee) appeals to state for vote, Oct 27, 1900, p.1
State lifts stay on SHS projects, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
School board to S(CS) I(ndoor) P(ool) E(ducational) C(ommittee): Enough pool talk, Nov 10, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains;New village board contemplates zoning modification, Dec 29, 1900, p.1

HARRISON, BOB (AU)

Chance to build an indoor pool (ltr), Jan 14, 1900, p.6
Voters Party primary to be held Feb. 8 (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
Vote for people not for a system (urges voting for Voters' Party candidates) (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Citizens' Party is hypocritical, paper is biased (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
Original indoor pool proposal was for Butler Field (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.6
Pool committee supports bond (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7
Indoor pool would fit perfectly at H(igh) S(chool) (ltr), Jun 23, 1900, p.6
Committee seeks support for a pool at SHS (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.7
Experts say pool at high school would cost $1million (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6
Indoor pool group gathers signatures for referendum (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
School board unresponsive to desire for indoor pool (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.7
S(CS) I(ndoor) P(ool) E(ducational) C(ommittee) says school board deliberately nixed pool (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
It's time for the Scarsdale school board to shift focus (ltr), Nov 10, 1900, p.6
Secret committee, Inquirer disparage school pool idea (ltr), Dec 15, 1900, p.7

HARRISON, HELEN TERRI (AU)

Village campaign was disheartening, disillusioning (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6

HARRISON, JOHN

Real-life civics lessons come to the Scarsdale classrooms (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.1
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HARRISON, JOHN (AU)
   Senior AP students 'engaged, informed' (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.9

HARRISON, ROBERT
   Voters') Party candidates agree to disagree at forum, Feb 11, 1900, p.1
   Macy says school board wants pool, Jun 23, 1900, p.1
   Commissioner should reject referendum bid (on building an indoor pool at SHS) (edit), Nov 3, 1900, p.6

HART, SUSAN (AU)
   PT Council urges yes vote on budget (ltr), May 12, 1900, p.6
   Community thanked for supporting school budget (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.7

HART, TOMMY
   Maroon and White Winter Sports Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.27

HARTNETT, PEGGY ANHALT
   Peggy Anhalt Hartnett (dies), Oct 20, 1900, p.19

HARTZELL, ANDREW C JR (AU)
   Don't turn Scarsdale into Scroogedale (re 12/17 and 12/24/99 letters by Toskaner & Marafioti) (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
   Christmas is part of the fabric of American society (response to 1/21 edit by Bill Jacobs) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6
   'Dishonorable Citizen Award' would serve as lesson (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6

HASKINS, KATIE
   Aux armes! (King Charlemagne rallies his troops in production of 'Pippin') (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.1

HASSAN, LYDIA
   PT Council Sports Swap set for Sept. 9 (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.4
   20 are vying for positions on School Board Nominating Committee, Dec 8, 1900, p.1

HASSAN, NORAH
   Fox Meadow puppeteers (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.11

HATE
   American Jewish Committee applauds hate crimes legislation (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

HAUBNER, JAMES
   Cooper House counselor approaches job with zeal, Oct 6, 1900, p.1
   Nominators to be elected (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
   (Citizens') Nominating Committee reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1

HAUSER, DAVID
   Kids' BASE & The Little School provide quality programming (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.14

HAYES, RUTHERFORD B
   Popular vote majority eluded 11 (presidents) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

HAYLES, SPENCER
   Millennium revue (at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.11

HAYMAN, JOSH
   The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

HEADLEY, FRANK
   The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

HEADLEY, FRANK, JR
   Frank Headley, Jr. (re-elected treasurer of New York State Bar Association), Jan 28, 1900, p.4

HEALTH
   (Supplement) Health and Fitness (photo), Jan 21, 1900

HEALTH INSURANCE
   SEE INSURANCE, HEALTH

HEAPHY, JULIE
   SHS seniors recognized for physical fitness (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.24
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HEAPHY, MARGARET
(Car washers at SHS) (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.6

HECHT, MICHELLE
Holiday festivities in village are off to a rousing start (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6

HECHT, RANDY (AU)
Lonner represents young families (response to 2/25 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.6

HECHT, SALLY
Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

HEILBRON, WARREN
Octogenarian helps keep SHS alumni connected, Nov 10, 1900, p.3

HELLER, HERBERT C (AU)
Edgemont must preserve its fine educational heritage (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.7

HELLER, JANE
Name Dropping; Scarsdale native finds her niche as writer of comic romances (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.31

HEMEL, DEBORAH
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

HEMLEY, CHARLOTTE
3 join Coldwell Doernberg (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.4

HENANDEZ, ANTONIO
(Harvest time at Ramsey Farm) (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.6

HENDERSON, STEPHANIE
Fox Meadow puppeteers (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.11

HENDLEY, SUSAN
Celeb reader (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.12

HENNESSY, JOHN J
John J Hennessy (dies), Apr 7, 1900, p.14

HERMAN, RACHEL
A perfect ending to a perfect season (SHS girls' soccer team) (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.1
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

Hernandez, Martin
(Harvest time at Ramsey Farm) (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.6

HEROES
How can young people emulate the heroes of the past? (edit), Feb 18, 1900, p.7

HEROLD, WARREN
SHS grad receives Albert Rees fellowship (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.4

HERSHEY, MICHAEL
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

HERSHEY, SAM
High school students act to prevent drunk driving (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

HERTZIG, MEL
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

HERTZOG, ADAM
Documenting a passion for sports (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.19

HEYER, NELSON
Girls should also march in (Memorial Day) parade (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
Past commanders honored by American Legion Post (photo), Dec 29, 1900, p.4

HICKS, BRIAN
(9)HS grad(uate) tackles salty topic in 3 media (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.3
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HIGHTOWER, STEVEN (AU)
An election proposal voters will love (edit), May 26, 1900, p.7

HILL, FRANKLIN
Bond will provide schools with resources they need (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6

HILLMAN, RACHEL A
Rachel A Hillman (dies), Mar 10, 1900, p.19

HIRSCH, MARK
Nominators to be elected (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Citizens' Nominating Committee reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1
10 elected to Citizens' Committee, Nov 17, 1900, p.1

HIRSCHHORN, JUDITH
Special education director (Judith Hirschhorm) to resign (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.1
Director of special education to resign (cont), Jun 9, 1900, p.9
Parents urge more special education administrators, Jun 23, 1900, p.1

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMITTEE-SCS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

HITLER, ADOLF
When Hitler's nephew came to Scarsdale, Jul 21, 1900, p.3

HO, KENNY
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

HO, KEVIN
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

HOCHBERG, AUDREY
Hochberg won't seek another term for state Assembly, Mar 10, 1900, p.1
Well-deserved rest for dedicated assemblywoman (Audrey Hochberg) (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
League to honor Hochberg (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.2
Hochberg honored (photo), May 12, 1900, p.1
Audrey Hochberg honored at League of Women Voter's spring luncheon (cont), May 12, 1900, p.17
Amy Paulin seeks Hochberg's seat in state Assembly, Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Paulin running for Hochberg's Assembly seat (cont), Jun 2, 1900, p.8
American Jewish Committee honors Hochberg, Jun 16, 1900, p.1
Audrey Hochberg's career in state Assembly comes to a close (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.1
Hochberg's career in Assembly comes to a close (cont), Jun 16, 1900, p.15
Mandatory drug penalties under scrutiny, still, Aug 4, 1900, p.1
Best wishes, Audrey! (Audrey Hochberg recuperating after heart surgery), Sep 15, 1900, p.1
Amy Paulin: a worthy successor to Hochberg (edit), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
Candidates air their views; State candidates debate crime, education, campaign finance, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Democratic honor Audrey Hochberg (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4
Paulin's knowledge of local government would be an asset (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7
(Metro North electrical) Towers may go, Dec 8, 1900, p.1

HOCHBERG, AUDREY (AU)
Village board should not hold referendum (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
A progress report on 1999 (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.13

HOCHBERG, AUDREY G (AU)
Clinton is the clear choice for choice, gun control, schools (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.6

HOCKEY
Puck on Duck (Pond) (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Maroon and White Winter Sports Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.27
Scarsdale ice hockey recognizes accomplishments, Mar 17, 1900, p.25
HOCKEY  continued
Scarsdale ice hockey recognizes accomplishments (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.29
(Erica Seader, Jamie Bagliebter and Lauren Katzberg keep warm at the SHS hockey sectional) (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.6
Ice, ice, baby; Raider hockey determined to fight for section crown (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.26
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42
HOODMAN, CEDRIC
Doernberg Real Estates/ Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
HOCK- BARThELSON SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Hoff-Barthelson appoints new steward, continuing leadership (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.3
Festive flutes (Hoff-Barthelson's annual holiday music festival) (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.19
HOFFHEIMER, NATALIE AND JOSEPH (AU)
Longtime residents urge yes vote on school bond (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.6
HOFFMAN, JANE C (AU)
Ikea will alter the terrain and transform our region (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
HOFSETTER, DINA
Changing of the guard; new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12
HOFFHEIMER, GERTRUDE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
HOFFHEIMER, GERTRUDE (AU)
Seniors should support needs of the next generation (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.7
HOFFHEIMER, JOE
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
HOLBROOKE, RICHARD
Pride should translate into financial support (edit), Apr 21, 1900, p.6
HOLDER, AL
Crime, education, campaign finances are topics (photo) (cont), Nov 3, 1900, p.12
HOLIDAYS
Don't turn Scarsdale into Scroogedale (re 12/17 and 12/24/99 letters by Toskaner & Marafioti) (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
Scrooge doesn't live in Scarsdale (edit), Jan 21, 1900, p.7
Christmas is part of the fabric of American society (response to 1/21 edit by Bill Jacobs) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6
HOLAND, JIMMIE (DR)
Book offers guidance on coping with cancer (photo), Dec 29, 1900, p.3
HOLLAND, STEVIE
Angel with a microphone; Stevie Holland sings with divine inspiration (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.27
HOLMES, REBECCA
20 are vying for positions on School Board Nominating Committee, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
HOLOCAUST, JEWISH (1939-1945)
Scarsdale man reveals suppressed Nazi massacre in memoirs (photo), Feb 11, 1900, p.1
Nitsch reveals suppressed Nazi massacre (cont), Feb 11, 1900, p.8
The ghost at the bar mitzvah (edit), Jun 9, 1900, p.7
Inquirer oped to get wider audience (re 6/9 edit by Sam Witchel) (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
HOMELESS
Feeding the hungry (Fox Meadow students pack sack lunches for the homeless in New York City) (photo), May 5, 1900, p.11
HON, PETER
Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
HONG, ALBERT
Littlest laxman (at Hudson Valley Lacrosse Camp) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1
HORNER, JUNE
Board expected to extend moratorium (on certain subdivisions), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
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**HOROWITZ, HAYLEY**
- Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

**HOROWITZ, JULIE**
- Sallinger, 6 seniors bid farewell to Scarsdale (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.19
- In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.4

**HOROWITZ, NATASHA**
- The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28
- 'Pippin' is musical magic, '70s style (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.13

**HOROWITZ, NILDA**
- Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
- Spano, Abinanti run campaigns via fax, Sep 15, 1900, p.3

**HOROWITZ, NILDA MORALES**
- Democrats select Horowitz, Adler for judiciary (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.1
- Judge is sworn in (photo), Dec 29, 1900, p.4

**HOROWITZ, DAVID**
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

**HOSPITALS**
- Scarsdale Auxiliary serves White Plains Hospital (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.10
- Businesses make auction successful (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7

**HOUSES-GBH**
- Greenburgh needs an architectural review board (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

**HOUSES-SCS**
- Open space: an issue that resonates here, too (edit), Jan 21, 1900, p.7
- Board slates hearing on new moratorium, Feb 25, 1900, p.1
- Owners feel 'forced' to tear down house, Feb 25, 1900, p.1
- A cooperative effort (urges limit in size and scale of new construction) (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
- Board claims property subdivision out of their hands (cont), Feb 25, 1900, p.8
- Residents clamor to be included in subdivision moratorium, Mar 17, 1900, p.1
- Residents clamor to be included in subdivision moratorium (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.10
- Board passes subdivision moratorium, Mar 31, 1900, p.1
- Board passes 6 month moratorium on subdivisions (cont), Mar 31, 1900, p.9
- New moratorium to be debated Tuesday, Apr 21, 1900, p.1
- New village moratorium to be considered (cont), Apr 21, 1900, p.9
- Arthur Manor moratorium is unlikely, Apr 28, 1900, p.1
- It's up to you (re zoning and Arthur Manor and Secor Farms neighborhoods) (edit), Apr 28, 1900, p.6
- Special benefit district may help Arthur Manor (cont), Apr 28, 1900, p.8
- Mini-moratorium set for Secor Farms lots, May 26, 1900, p.1
- Mini-moratorium imposed in Secor Farms (cont), May 26, 1900, p.29
- Planning board needs help with 'character' study (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
- Firm to study problem of 'bulky houses', Aug 18, 1900, p.1
- Historic preservation committee to examine 4 tear-down requests (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.1
- Scarsdale real estate: Seller' market drive up prices (photo), Oct 6, 1900, p.1
- Seller's market drives up local real estate prices (illus) (cont), Oct 6, 1900, p.3
- Preservation setback? (re asking residents of oversized lots to give up subdivision rights) (edit), Oct 6, 1900, p.6
- Setback change would discourage improvements (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6
- If you're selling: tackle legal issues first, Oct 20, 1900, p.1
- If you're selling your home: tackle legal issues first (cont), Oct 20, 1900, p.15
- Zoning change should not encourage destruction of houses (ltr), Nov 10, 1900, p.6
- Proposed (Fox Meadow) subdivision a 'horror', Nov 24, 1900, p.1
- Proposed Fox Meadow subdivision is a 'horror'(cont), Nov 24, 1900, p.3
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HOUSES-SCS  continued
Trustees must not allow teardowns to continue (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
Windmill Lane resident asks: Quo vadis, Scarsdale? (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
League of Women Voters panel ponders strategies to curb big-house mania, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
Panel ponders strategies to curb big houses (cont), Dec 8, 1900, p.29
Fate of 76-year-old Fox Meadow Road home still in limbo (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.1
The teardown crisis (discusses several approaches to save old SCS neighborhoods) (edit), Dec 15, 1900, p.6
Houses: When is bigger not better? (edit), Dec 15, 1900, p.7
Fate of Fox Meadow home in limbo (cont), Dec 15, 1900, p.24
Reader concurs with Inquirer (response to 12/15 Inquirer edit and letter by Simon Breines) (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6
New laws are needed to ban outsize development (response to 12/22 edit by Irving J Sloan (ltr), Dec 29, 1900, p.6
Valley Road woman supports open space protection (ltr), Dec 29, 1900, p.6
Village trustees contemplate zoning changes (cont), Dec 29, 1900, p.9

HOUSING-SCS
Winston subdivision is upheld, Mar 3, 1900, p.1

HOWARD, CIERA
Pool days (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.3

HOWARD, ED
Neighbors: No diamonds at George Field Park, Oct 27, 1900, p.1

HOWARD, SPENCER
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28
"Pippin" is musical magic, '70s style (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.13
Aux armes! (King Charlemagne rallies his troops in production of "Pippin") (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.1

HOWEY, KATIE
Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

HOWEY, LAURA
Trustees hear pros and cons of sprinklers, Nov 24, 1900, p.1

HSIEH, BETTY
Blaze rips through house (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.1

HTS
Town sets fines in Hartsdale (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
(Dalewood) Shopping center must hire security guards (edit), Jul 14, 1900, p.6
Hartsdale needs a street clock (ltr), Sep 15, 1900, p.6

HUANG, ADA (DR)
Experts plot West Nile strategies, May 19, 1900, p.1

HUFNAGEL, ALEC
Maroon and White Awards Dinner (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.35

HUFNAGEL, YANNI
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

HUM, CHRISTINE
Hum receives award from Junior League (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.4
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

HUMPHREY, HUBERT
Former history teacher casts vote for E. Fountain House (response to 9/15 edit by Nikki Usher) (edit), Sep 22, 1900, p.7

HUNERSEN, CHELSEA
Turkey time (Junior Girl Scout Troop 1951 show off miniature turkey decorations) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.12

HUNERSEN, KARA
It's a keeper (Girl Scout scavenger hunt) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.12
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HYLER, JONATHAN
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

HYMAN, LAUREN
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

IDONI, TIM
Scarsdale enters superstore fray (re proposed IKEA store in New Rochelle), Nov 17, 1900, p.1

IETAKA, BONNIE
Friends; Grandview portraits on exhibit at library (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.15

ILES, AMANDA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

ILES, AMY COHEN
Homeowners: let the town maintain its streams, Oct 13, 1900, p.1

ILES, RON
Homeowners: let the town maintain its streams, Oct 13, 1900, p.1

IMAI, NATASHA
2 athletes (Paul Weir and Natasha Imai) compete at State meets (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.21

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
Spirits come to life (Lenape Indians exhibit at the SCS Historical Society) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.17

INDOOR POOL EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE-SCS
Chance to build an indoor pool (ltr), Jan 14, 1900, p.6
School board rejects indoor pool proposal, May 5, 1900, p.1
Come show support for an indoor pool at high school (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6
Board nixes pool, with sympathy this time, May 12, 1900, p.1
Board nixes pool, with sympathy this time (illus) (cont), May 12, 1900, p.17
An educational pool would be a good investment for Scarsdale (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6
Original indoor pool proposal was for Butler Field (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.6
Pool committee supports bond (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7
Biased letter gave inaccurate picture about indoor pool (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6
Indoor pool would fit perfectly at H(igh) S(chool) (ltr), Jun 23, 1900, p.6
Indoor pool committee continues quest, Jul 14, 1900, p.1
T(own and) V(illage) C(lub) to do pool study, Jul 28, 1900, p.1
Committee seeks support for a pool at SHS (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.7
Experts say pool at high school would cost $1 million (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6
S(CS) I(ndoor) P(ooll) E(ducational) C(ommitee) to petition for pool referendum, Sep 1, 1900, p.1
Pool committee to petition for voter referendum (cont), Sep 1, 1900, p.14
Indoor pool group gathers signatures for referendum (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
Residents who favor winter activities should sign (referendum) petition (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
A study in civility (re Monday evening's SCS Board of Education meeting) (edit), Sep 15, 1900, p.7
Indoor pool referendum nixed by school board, Sep 15, 1900, p.1
School board unresponsive to desire for indoor pool (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.7
Board to authorize cost estimates for indoor pool (cont), Sep 29, 1900, p.8
Experts say SHS is poor site for an indoor pool, Oct 13, 1900, p.1
Experts say SHS is poor site for indoor pool (cont), Oct 13, 1900, p.3
If you build it, do it right (re proposed indoor swimming pool) (edit), Oct 13, 1900, p.6
S(CS) I(ndoor) P(ooll) E(ducational) C(ommitee) says school board deliberately nixed pool (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
S(CS) I(ndoor) P(ooll) E(ducational) C(ommitee) appeals to state for vote, Oct 27, 1900, p.1
S(CS) I(ndoor) P(ooll) E(ducational) C(ommitee) appeals to state for indoor pool vote (cont), Oct 27, 1900, p.16
Pool input sought, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Commissioner should reject referendum bid (on building an indoor pool at SHS) (edit), Nov 3, 1900, p.6
Indoor pool: time to shift focus (edit), Nov 3, 1900, p.6
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INDOOR POOL EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE-SCS continued
School board to S(CS) I(ndoor) P(ool) E(ducational) C(ommittee): Enough pool talk, Nov 10, 1900, p.1
It's time for the Scarsdale school board to shift focus (ltr), Nov 10, 1900, p.6
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) committee: Indoor pool should be inclusive facility, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
Has the time come? (Town and Village Civic Club will soon unveil proposal for an indoor pool) (edit), Dec 8, 1900, p.6
Secret committee, Inquirer disparage school pool idea (ltr), Dec 15, 1900, p.7
Scarsdale Schools prepare for future with new budget and bond (photo) (cont), Dec 29, 1900, p.12

INELLO, CATHY
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

INGERMAN, MILTON
Historic preservation committee to examine 4 tear-down requests (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.1

INGRISELLI, ELIZABETH
Scouts sleep over at zoo (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.4
INGRISELLI, MARY
Scouts sleep over at zoo (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.4

INNES, EILEEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

INNES, RICHARD O
Richard O Innes (dies), Jan 7, 1900, p.4

INOUE, SCOTT
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

INSURANCE AGENTS
Ruth Whaley (recognized as one of the top 100 women in the insurance industry) (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.4

INSURANCE, HEALTH
Trustee insurance may be dead issue (re village health insurance for unpaid elected officials), May 19, 1900, p.1
Resolution withdrawn (re health insurance for unpaid elected SCS officials), May 26, 1900, p.1
Health insurance 'aberrant notion' (re free health insurance for village board members) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
Village volunteers should not receive any compensation (response to 5/19 letter by A Stillman) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6

INTERIOR DECORATION
(Supplement) Home; Art and Antiques (photo), Apr 28, 1900
'Get a Life!' says decorating expert (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.3

INTERNET
Nonpartisan Citizens party has a new Web site (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7
Adult school announces Web site for catalog, Mar 31, 1900, p.2
Scarsdale native puts steel market online (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.3
Scarsdale meets the Internet, Jul 7, 1900, p.1
Call it Scarsdale.gone (village's web site has been off line all week), Aug 25, 1900, p.1
New village Web policy spells Scarsdale. trouble, Sep 22, 1900, p.1
New village Web policy spells Scarsdale. trouble (cont), Sep 22, 1900, p.15
Copyright. gone (SCS government web site is copyrighted no more), Sep 29, 1900, p.1
(Village of SCS) Property records back online soon, Oct 6, 1900, p.1
Trustees should make public information available online (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
(SCS) Info on line (by Monday), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Octogenarian helps keep SHS alumni connected, Nov 10, 1900, p.3
Octogenarian helps keep alumni connected (cont), Nov 10, 1900, p.8
After the ball 2: The big oops, Nov 17, 1900, p.4
Get permits online, Nov 24, 1900, p.1
Online group to discuss garage (ltr), Dec 15, 1900, p.6
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INTERNERSHIP PROGRAMS
A-School internships preview life's options, Jan 21, 1900, p.9
Village internships, Feb 25, 1900, p.1

INVENTORS
Legacy of African American inventors on exhibit (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.3
Veterinarian-inventor tackles a muddy problem (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.3

INVESTMENTS
Money in the air: Investing online, Jan 14, 1900, p.4
Money in the air: Investing online, Jan 21, 1900, p.4
Money in the air, Feb 25, 1900, p.4

IP, HIN YU
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

IRWIN, ANDREW
Name that new house! (SCS Middle School's new house), Jul 21, 1900, p.1
Cooper House counselor approaches job with zeal, Oct 6, 1900, p.1

IRWIN, DAVID
David Irwin (elected to the board of directors of United Way), Mar 17, 1900, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36
The Bank of New York Salutes the recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
Nominators to be elected (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
(Citizens') Nominating Committee reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1
10 elected to Citizens' Committee, Nov 17, 1900, p.1

IRWIN, DAVID (AU)
Unprecedented increase in funds for United Way (ltr), Jun 23, 1900, p.6

IRWIN, JACKIE
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36
Board nixes pool, with sympathy this time, May 12, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34
Irwin to lead school board (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.1
Jackie Irwin named to lead Scarsdale board (cont), Jul 7, 1900, p.3
Clintons come to town (cont), Sep 15, 1900, p.8
Board to authorize cost estimates for indoor pool at SHS, Sep 29, 1900, p.1
Experts say SHS is poor site for an indoor pool, Oct 13, 1900, p.1
If you build it, do it right (re proposed indoor swimming pool) (edit), Oct 13, 1900, p.6
State lifts stay on SHS projects, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
School board to SC Indoor Pool Educational Committee: Enough pool talk, Nov 10, 1900, p.1

IRWIN, JACQUELINE
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

ISHIGURO, SHINNOSUKE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

ISHIGURO, YUNOSUKE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

ISRAEL
I had to know: Do Israeli women like the army? (edit), Apr 28, 1900, p.7
Retirees vacation as 'temps' in Israel (photo), May 5, 1900, p.3

ISSEMBERT, JULIA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

ITAKURA, HIDEYUKI
League of Women Voters Presidential Pursuit begins for 5th, 6th-graders (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.11
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ITO, KOKI
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

IVER, CINDY (AU)
Recreation supervisor thanked for park (re renovation of Corell Park) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

IVER, MICHAEL (AU)
Residents who favor winter activities should sign (referendum) petition (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

IWAMURA, YUMI
Friends; Grandview portraits on exhibit at library (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.15

JACKSON, DOUG AND JOAN (AU)
26 years of great experiences in Scarsdale schools (ltr), Jun 23, 1900, p.6

JACKSON, STEPHEN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

JACOBS, BEN
(J Geremia, R Fix and B Jacobs carry a cooler to the sidelines during a Raider football game (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.6

JACOBS, BILL
Writer doesn't practice tolerance he preaches (response to 1/21 edit by Bill Jacobs) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6
Christmas is part of the fabric of American society (response to 1/21 edit by Bill Jacobs) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6
Tolerance doesn't prohibit beliefs (response to 1/21 edit by Bill Jacobs) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6

JACOBS, BILL (AU)
Scrooge doesn't live in Scarsdale (edit), Jan 21, 1900, p.7

JACOBS, LEA
Scarsdale senior class presents 'Pirates of Penzance' (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.23
3 Scarsdale performers among leads in 'Pippin' (illus), Jul 21, 1900, p.15
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28
‘Pippin' is musical magic, '70s style (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.13
Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

JACOBS, MARGE
A promising start to tackling drug/alcohol problem (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.7

JACOBS, MIRIAM
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

JACOBS, PHILLIP
Look in the mirror, take responsibility (response to 5/26 letter by Philip Jacobs) (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

JACOBS, PHILLIP (AU)
How much is enough for parents? (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6

JACOBS, WILLIAM
School board nominators needed, Sep 29, 1900, p.1

JACOBSON, NORMAN S (AU)
Old friends bring new insights (edit), Aug 11, 1900, p.7

JACOBSON, SANDRA
Sandra Jacobson (reappointed chairman of By-Laws Committee of Women's Bar Assn of State of New York), Aug 4, 1900, p.4

JACOBSON, SANDRA W (AU)
Inquirer contributed to victimization of Elian (ltr), Apr 21, 1900, p.6

JACOB, BRIAN
Potter fever strikes again! (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1

JAFFE, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
Arthur Manor moratorium is unlikely, Apr 28, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
Board expected to extend moratorium (on certain subdivisions), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
League of Women Voters panel ponders strategies to curb big-house mania, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
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JAFFE, BARBARA continued
Winfair group blasts D(raft) E(nvironmental) I(mpact) S(tatement), Dec 22, 1900, p.1

JAFFE, BARBARA (AU)
Planning board needs help with 'character' study (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6

JANIAK, ANNE (AU)
Many volunteers participate in Scarsdale government (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6

JANIAK, RICHARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36
Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

JAPAN
Scarsdale student reports back from Nara, Japan (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.10

JARDIM, ELLA
The Pilates Method energizes Scarsdale (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.3

JASON, PAUL
Owners feel 'forced' to tear down house, Feb 25, 1900, p.1
Winfair group blasts D(raft) E(nvironmental) I(mpact) S(tatement), Dec 22, 1900, p.1
Group stands by judgment of developer's D(raft) E(nvironmental) I(mpact) S(tatement) (ltr), Dec 29, 1900, p.6

JENSEN, AL
On the stump (extended 4th of July celebration) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.3

JENSEN, GRADY
Citizens' campaign has received many small donations (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

JENSEN, GRADY E (AU)
Performance, not politics, is Citizens' Party credo (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.6
Overheard (conversation re upcoming SCS election), Mar 17, 1900, p.9

JENSEN, JAY
On the stump (extended 4th of July celebration) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.3

JENSEN, JOEY
On the stump (extended 4th of July celebration) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.3

JENSON, JAMES
Shoppers paradise (annual sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.2

JEONG, JASON
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER (MID-WESTCHESTER)
Voices from a state visit (President Bill Clinton and candidate Hillary Clinton) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.15
President, First Lady visit J(ewish) C(o11V11unity) C(enter) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.1

JOHNSON, ASHLEY
Image is everything (for local precision skaters) (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.20

JOHNSON, BOINE
Voters Party primary ballot was sent to everyone (response to 2/11 letter by Boine Johnson) (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
Trustee insurance may be dead issue (re village health insurance for unpaid elected officials), May 19, 1900, p.1
Resolution withdrawn (re health insurance for unpaid elected SCS officials), May 26, 1900, p.1
Neighbors: No diamonds at George Field Park, Oct 27, 1900, p.1
Paulin heads to Assembly With a little help from her friends (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.1

JOHNSON, BOINE (AU)
Resident asks: Where's my Voters Party ballot? (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6
Nelda Darrow was former 'first lady' (ltr), May 12, 1900, p.6
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JOHNSON, ELIZABETH
   Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12

JOHNSON, STEVEN
   Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

JOHNSTON, ELIZABETH K
   Elizabeth K Johnston (dies), May 19, 1900, p.27

JONAS, ALISON
   The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28
   Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

JONES, CHARISSA
   Feeding the hungry (Fox Meadow students pack sack lunches for the homeless in New York City) (photo), May 5, 1900, p.11

JORDAN, PAUL
   Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
   The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

JOSSELSOHN, BARBARA AND BENNETT (AU)
   Sloan column on Lonner was a personal attack (response to 2/25 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.6

JOURNALISTS
   Why we call the family when tragedy strikes (re 6/23 Inquirer report of a tragic death) (edit), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
   Journalist's descent into corporate hell (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.3
   Elchenwald's descent into corporate hell (cont), Dec 15, 1900, p.16

JUDGES
   Letter-writer misrepresented judge controversy (response to 12/24/99 letter by H Rosenberg) (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
   Nominee sought (for acting village justice), Jan 21, 1900, p.1
   Nominee sought (for consideration for the position of acting village justice), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
   Democrats select Horowitz, Adler for judiciary (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.1
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
   Judge is sworn in (photo), Dec 29, 1900, p.4

JUDSON, LISA
   Lisa Judson (will have responsibility for programming and creative areas of Nickelodeon) (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.4

JULY 4TH
   Fourth fun, fireworks, Jun 30, 1900, p.1
   (July 4th) Holiday schedule, Jun 30, 1900, p.1
   The Big Bang! Scarsdale plans a bang-up Fourth with parade, games, music and fireworks (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.15
   (July 4th) Parade spans generations (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.1
   Ounce of prevention (Lori Ferrara rubs sunscreen on daughter Jessica at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.1
   Liberty's hard road (edit), Jul 7, 1900, p.6
   Scarsdale kids splash their way to victory (Milennium Olympics at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.9
   Creativity, athleticism rewarded on Fourth (of July) (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.10
   On the stump (extended 4th of July celebration) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.3

JUNG, SOKNAN
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER
   Junior League: making a difference (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.8
   Hum receives award from Junior League (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.4

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF
   Group wrestles with inadequacies of justice system, Mar 10, 1900, p.3
   Group wrestles with justice system (cont), Mar 10, 1900, p.8

KAARIANEN, KAAROLINA
   Fox Meadow puppeteers (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.11
Y 2 K ALERT! Substitute year 2000 for 1900
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KADIN, ELIZABETH (AU)
Max taught me to stop and smell the roses (edit), Oct 27, 1900, p.7

KAGAN, STEWART
Zoning change draws criticism, Sep 29, 1900, p.1

KAGEN, CAROLYN
New program helps victims of domestic violence (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.3

KAHL, ANNE
Driving to the hoop; New tri-captains prepared to lead Scarsdale to sectionals (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.25

KAISER, HENRY
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Scarsdale ice hockey recognizes accomplishments (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.29
Well done! (J Cohen gets congratulatory handshake from Henry Kaiser at SHS commencement) (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.1

KAITZ, MATT
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

KALB, BESS
Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

KALISCH, BETH
Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

KALT, IRIS
Iris Kalt (recently attended Prudential Summit Conference in Toronto) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.4

KALT, STEVEN
Inquirer practices bad journalism, poor citizenship (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6

KALT, STEVEN W (AU)
Downtown needs beautification, not buildings (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
Why are so many problems going unsolved? (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
1-party system has poor record in village center (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.9

KAMINER, JACK
Changing of the guard: 12 faculty members retire; 7 are hired, May 5, 1900, p.11
A career remembered: Kaminer taking his show on the road (photo), May 26, 1900, p.23
Kaminer retires after 21 years of coaching and teaching at SHS (photo) (cont), May 26, 1900, p.28
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

KANIVAS, DAN
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12
Wrestle mania; Losses to graduation, rugged schedule to test Raider wrestlers (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.24
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

KANTOR, STEVE
Steve Kantor (appointed to Board of Directors of Beth Abraham Family of Health Services) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.4

KAPICA, JOHN
Buckle up (GBH will selectively enforce state seat belt and child safety restraint laws), Feb 18, 1900, p.1

KAPLAN, COURTNEY
Coming to America (Heathcote students as Chinese, Russian and Irish immigrants) (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.12

KAPLAN, FRED
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

KAPLAN, HARVEY
Harvey Kaplan (awarded medal of valor by Forsyth County Sheriff's Office, Georgia), Feb 25, 1900, p.4

KAPLAN, MAX
All-state music festival rehearsals underway (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.11
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KAPLAN, REBECCA
   Heathcote Girl Scouts clean up park (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.12

KARAMCHAND, SAVITA
   Lehr opens new jewelry store (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.4

KARDON, JAMES
   Shrubs saved in drain pact, Jul 14, 1900, p.1

KARDON, JOE
   Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
   The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

KARDON, NANCY
   A child of the 60s finally finds her guru (photo), Aug 25, 1900, p.3
   20 are vying for positions on S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Dec 8, 1900, p.1

KARDON, ZAC
   Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

KARESH, LINDA
   Linda Karesh (elected to board of directors of Westchester County Association), Jul 21, 1900, p.4
   Linda Karesh (will serve on board of directors of Association for Women in Communications), Nov 24, 1900, p.4

KARIN, RACHEL
   Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

KAROTKIN, NANCY
   It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

KASAKAITAS, KYLE
   The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

KASNER, KAREN
   6th grade parents' worries unallayed (re proposed fourth "house" at the middle school), Mar 31, 1900, p.1

KASOV, JANE
   Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1

KATZ, ALEX
   Neighbors: No diamonds at George Field Park, Oct 27, 1900, p.1

KATZ, ARLENE
   Nominee sought (for acting village justice), Jan 21, 1900, p.1
   Nominee sought (for consideration for the position of acting village justice), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

KATZ, ASCHER
   Rosenberg has a chip on each shoulder (response to 12/24/99 letter by H Rosenberg) (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
   Rosenberg: Greenburgh Court is better off without Judge Asher Katz (ltr), Jan 14, 1900, p.6
   Letter makes gratuitous allegations of impropriety (response to 1/14 letter by H Rosenberg) (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
   Judge Katz has an enviable record; didn't deserve insult (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6

KATZ, ASCHER (AU)
   Letter-writer misrepresented judge controversy (response to 12/24/99 letter by H Rosenberg) (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6

KATZ, ELLEN
   20 are vying for positions on S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Dec 8, 1900, p.1

KATZ, EMILY
   Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

KATZ, KUNIKO
   Katz joins Doernberg (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.4

KATZ, KUNIKO (AU)
   (Advisory) Council (on Human Relations) has a new hotline (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
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KATZ, MARTY (AU)
Age-based competition works better than grade-based (response to 1/28 letter by P Friedman) (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6

KATZ, NANCY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

KATZBERG, LAUREN
(Erica Seader, Jamie Bagliebter and Lauren Katzberg keep warm at the SHS hockey sectional) (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.6

KATZMAN, MEREDITH
3 join the Inquirer staff, Sep 8, 1900, p.4

KAUFMAN, MARTINS (AU)
Inquirer practices bad journalism, poor citizenship (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6

KAUFMAN, SUSAN
New program helps victims of domestic violence (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.3
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.36

KAUFMANN, CHERYL
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.36

KAUFMANN, NICHOLAS
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.36

KAY, CAROLYN
Customs and ceremonies in spotlight at international fair (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.11
20 are vying for positions on S(bchool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommitee), Dec 8, 1900, p.1

KAY, JESSICA
Beaming with pride; Scarsdale ready for bars, beam, floor, vault (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.27

KAY, WILLIAM
Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1

KAZIBWE, SPECIOZA WANDIRA (DR)
In praise of women (SCS artist Frank Rusciano presents a canvas to Dr S. Wandira Kazibwe) (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.15

KEATING, MICHAEL
Chad-free voting machines do the job (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.1

KEHOE, OLIVIA
Scouts sleep over at zoo (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.4

KEITEL, CRAIG
Police pay homage to past and present officers (photo), May 19, 1900, p.3

KEITH, BOB
Ready to rumble (Bob Keith gets youngsters pumped up at recreation department football camp) (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.1
Maroon and White Awards Dinner (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.35

KELLERS, JIM
Octogenarian helps keep SHS alumni connected, Nov 10, 1900, p.3

KELLY, BRIAN
New guys on the team (village's newest firefighters) (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.5

KELLY, CHRISTOPHER
New police officers recruited from N(ew) Y(ork) P(olice) D(epartment) (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.5

KELLY, CONNOR
(July 4th) Parade spans generations (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.1

KELLY, JAN
Memorial Day 2000; "a celebration of liberty and a commemoration of death" (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.32

KELLY, MARIAN
(July 4th) Parade spans generations (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.1

KELLY, SHANNON
Edgewood kindergartner continues family tradition (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.1
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KELLY, SUZANNE
Edgewood kindergartner continues family tradition (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.1

KELLY-NEWHOUSE, STEPHANIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

KELSTON, LAUREN
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

KEMP, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36

KEMP, DAVID
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

KEMP, GILES
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

KEMP, REBECCA
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Memorial Day 2000; "a celebration of liberty and a commemoration of death" (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.32
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
Westhab Girl Scouts need new leaders (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.1

KENNEDY, EAVAN
State champs! A dream come true for Scarsdale duo (Diana Dreyfus and Eavan Kennedy) (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.23
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

KENNEDY, JOHN F
Popular vote majority eluded 11 (presidents) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

KENNEDY, NIALL
Niall Kennedy (has completed a cadet basic training program at U.S. Military Academy at Westpoint), Dec 8, 1900, p.4

KESSLER, TERRY
Dancing Trees (Terry Kessler among artists in exhibit "Executive Suite 2000") (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.17

KETCHAM, R C
A perfect ending to a perfect season (SHS girls' soccer team) (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.1

KHIMM, MIA
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.4
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

KHIMM, SUZY
Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

KIDS BASE
Kids' BASE sues former auditors for Tymus fraud (cont), Jan 14, 1900, p.9
Ice age (pipes froze in one wing at Kids' BASE) (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.1
Families patient in emergency (re recent cold wave at Kids BASE) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6
Kids' BASE & The Little School provide quality programming (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.14
Waiting for Harry IV (4th volume in series on Harry Potter by J.K. Rowling), Mar 24, 1900, p.12
Kids' BASE (registration), Jul 21, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale community has been warm, supportive (re birth of Hunter Jay Madison) (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 25, 1900

KIELL, JOSEPH (AU)
Greenburgh needs an architectural review board (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

KILBRIDGE, VALERIE
Day, Kilbridge win 20th Fall Foliage Run (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.9
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KIM, DALE
Fresh food, great prices (Scarsdale Milk Farm on Scarsdale Avenue) (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.4

KIM, JOHN
Young artists pick up prizes for window paintings (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.17

KIM, LAURA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

KIM, STEPHEN
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

KINDRED, BROOK
Tree protection proposal shelved, May 12, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
Fate of 76-year-old Fox Meadow Road home still in limbo (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.1
The teardown crisis (discusses several approaches to save old SCS neighborhoods) (edit), Dec 15, 1900, p.6

KINDRED, G ESTABROOK
Historic preservation committee to examine 4 tear-down requests (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.1
Proposed (Fox Meadow) subdivision a 'horror', Nov 24, 1900, p.1

KING, WILLIAM
2 join Julia B. Fee (Marilyn Krizansky and William King) (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.4

KIRCHOFF, COLLEEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

KIRSHENBAUM, DAVID
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

KISO, TERESA
Friedland watercolor judged best in Scarsdale Art Assn. show (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.17

KISSNER, DIANE
Over the top (Michael Kissner puts final strokes on United Way thermometer) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.4
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.36
20 are vying for positions on S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Dec 8, 1900, p.1

KISSNER, MICHAEL
Over the top (Michael Kissner puts final strokes on United Way thermometer) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.4

KISSNER, ROBERT
Over the top (Michael Kissner puts final strokes on United Way thermometer) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.4

KIVELL, MELISSA
Coming to America (Heathcote students as Chinese, Russian and Irish immigrants) (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.12

KLAMPERT, ARTHUR
Annual increase in turnout sought (for selecting members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6

KLEIN, DAVID
Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
Spano, Abinanti run campaigns via fax, Sep 15, 1900, p.3

KLEIN, GERRY
Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
Spano, Abinanti run campaigns via fax, Sep 15, 1900, p.3

KLEIN, HOWARD
Nominators to be elected (for Citizens’ Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee) reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1

KLEIN, LYDIA
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) mothers (of SCS) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.11
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KLEMME, JOHN
Board presents plans to expand SMS, SHS, Jan 21, 1900, p.1
Town and Village Civic Club to meet (Feb. 10), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
Challenge factor (Newsweek magazine survey of public high schools ranks SHS 38th best in the nation), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
New bond (re preliminary plans for SCS schools construction projects to be funded by new bond), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Community responds to teen drug, alcohol use, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
Parents, kids, school officials continue dialogue on drugs, May 19, 1900, p.1
Students arrested for instrument thefts (photo), May 26, 1900, p.1
High school years - a different perspective (edit), Jun 23, 1900, p.6
In a league of their own (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.14
Clintons come to town (cont), Sep 15, 1900, p.8
Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains; Scarsdale Schools prepare for future budget, bond, Dec 29, 1900, p.1
KLEMME, JOHN (AU)
Time of sentiment and promise (adapted from Klemme's address to SHS A-School graduates 6/16) (edit), Jun 30, 1900, p.7

KLEPPER, LORI
PT Council power luncheon (photo), May 19, 1900, p.11

KLESTDADT, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

KLIGERMAN, DANA
Kligerman an optimist, Sep 29, 1900, p.1

KLIGERMAN, ROBERT
Sale of Depot Place property pending, Sep 22, 1900, p.1
Dear Mr. Kligerman: (re proposed purchase of Depot Place) (edit), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
Kligerman an optimist, Sep 29, 1900, p.1
Parking consultants hear from (SCS) chamber of commerce, Nov 3, 1900, p.1

KLUBACK, RACHEL
Westhab Girl Scouts need new leaders (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

KOBELT, NORA
Biased letter gave inaccurate picture about indoor pool (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

KOCH, JUDITH
Doernberg Real Estate joins Coldwell Banker (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.4
Merger anniversary (of Coldwell Banker for New York/Connecticut) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.4

KOFF, SOPHIE
Turkey time (Junior Girl Scout Troop 1951 show off miniature turkey decorations) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.12

KOFFLER, EILEEN
It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

KOMEN, SUSAN B
American Cancer Society sponsors race in October (ltr), Aug 18, 1900, p.6

KOPBEL, BARBARA
Bond issue, Nov 10, 1900, p.1

KORNSTEIN, ISRAEL
Israel Kornstein (has joined the law firm of Harris Beach & Wilcox) (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.4

KORZEC, SARAH
Middle school Student Organization attends conference in Pittsburgh (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.12

KOTTLER, KAYLA
Bar and bat mitzvah, past and present (photo), May 26, 1900, p.3
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KOURAKOS, LISA
   SMS scores food drive record (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.10

KOWALCZUK, ANNA
   Scouts sleep over at zoo (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.4

KOWALSKA, MARIA FAUSTINA
   Local doctors' efforts help make a saint (photo), May 12, 1900, p.1

KOZLOV, ELISSA
   Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
   The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

KOZLOV, MATTHEW
   Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

KOZLOVA, VALENTINA
   Scouts sleep over at zoo (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.4

KRAMER, MOLLY
   Back in business (SCS Teen Center) (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.1
   Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

KRASNOW, ROSALYN
   Rosalyn Krasnow (dies), Sep 29, 1900, p.17

KRUAUS, ED "YESTRAJANUS" (AU)
   Carsky's economic predictions are unscientific, unbelievable (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6

KRUAUS, EDWARD
   Rosenberg: Greenburgh Court is better off without Judge Asher Katz (ltr), Jan 14, 1900, p.6
   Truth is defense against libel (response to 1/21 letter by Edward Krauss) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6

KRUAUS, EDWARD R (AU)
   Rosenberg has a chip on each shoulder (response to 12/24/99 letter by H Rosenberg) (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
   Letter makes gratuitous allegations of impropriety (response to 1/14 letter by H Rosenberg) (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
   New nomenclature needed (re presidential candidates) (edit), Feb 4, 1900, p.7
   There's nothing wrong with partisan politics (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.7
   Well-deserved rest for dedicated assemblywoman (Audrey Hochberg) (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
   Democrats should not take Rick Lazio lightly (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.6
   Greenburgh critics offer solution to nonexistent problem (response to 7/28 letter by Pohlmann) (ltr), Aug 4, 1900, p.6
   County Democrats more cost-conscious than Republicans (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

KREY, ADRIENNE (AU)
   Police report reveals racism (edit), Feb 11, 1900, p.7

KRIZANSKY, MARYLIN
   2 join Julia B. Fee (Marilyn Krizansky and William King) (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.4

KROENLEIN, DAVID
   Trustees agree to hold vote (on changing the date of local elections from March to November), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
   Board to play active role in bridge design, Feb 11, 1900, p.1
   Scarsdale involves all its citizens in careful planning (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
   Late birthday woes (re Little Leaguers not allowed to play with their grade level), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
   2 exceptional trustees (praise for David Kroenlein and Dorothy Finger) (edit), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
   Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1
   Kroenlein to chair bowl committee (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.4
   David Kroenlein is committee's pick for mayor (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.1
   David Kroenlein is Citizens' Committee pick for mayor (cont), Dec 22, 1900, p.3
   Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains; New village board contemplates zoning modification, Dec 29, 1900, p.1

KROLL, LOIS (AU)
   Mimi Cleaners was treated unfairly by Scarsdale (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.7
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KROLL, RACHEL
Heathcote Girl Scouts clean up park (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.12

KROLL, SARAH
From Russia, with love, Feb 18, 1900, p.11

KROPP, NI EL
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

KRYS TOFI A K, DONNA
The Pilates Method energizes Scarsdale (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.3

KULE, JACLYN
Young Writers’ Conference gets rave reviews (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.11

KULHAN, DARLINE
Local doctors’ efforts help make a saint (photo), May 12, 1900, p.1

KULHAN, DARLINE (DR)
Local doctors’ efforts help make a saint (photo) (cont), May 12, 1900, p.11

KULICK, LEE R (DR)
Dr. Lee R. Kulick (dies), Sep 8, 1900, p.14

KULICK, MARGARET
Margaret Kulick (dies), Jul 28, 1900, p.19

KUMAR, NICOLE
Fox Meadow puppeteers (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.11

KUNHARDT, PHILIP
Scholars put presidential crisis in a historical light (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.1

KURLAN, BRYNN
Young artists pick up prizes for window paintings (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.17

KURTZ, NORMAN (AU)
Thanks to trustees for saving George Field Park (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

KURZNER, DANIEL
Running with ‘Attitude’ (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.23

KUSHNER, RON (AU)
Little League thanks village trustees for accepting plan (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6

KUSNETZ, MARCIA
Village budget, 3% tax hike win support, Apr 14, 1900, p.1

KUTNER, MARJORIE
Owners feel ‘forced’ to tear down house, Feb 25, 1900, p.1

KUTTNER, SOL (AU)
Park not suitable for playing fields (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6

LABOR DAY
Labor day games, Sep 1, 1900, p.1

LACHAR, DARREN
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

LACHAR, MIKE
Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12

LACROSSE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

Littlest laxman (at Hudson Valley Lacrosse Camp) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1
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LAGAPA, DEBRA
Primary education (Debra Lagapa gives her son a hands-on lesson in democracy in voting booth) (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.1

LAGAPA, JAKE
Primary education (Debra Lagapa gives her son a hands-on lesson in democracy in voting booth) (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.1

LAGONIA, GENE
Snowmen and women; Old faces, new coach, new faces expected to lift skiers (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.29
New era of SHS skiing: Lagonia rules the slopes (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.29

LAM, LAI-YET (AU)
Pool committee supports bond (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7

LANDE, BETTE
10, 1900,
10, 1900,
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
Bette Landes to be honored by W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) (photo), May 12, 1900, p.33

LANDES, BETTE (AU)
Donations enable L(league of) W(omen) V(oter)'s work (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6

LANDI, PETER J
New Wayside walks, Nov 24, 1900, p.1

LANE, KIM
Troop 1972 serves community (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.4

LANE, WILLIAM
Scout awards (Dean Thompson and William Lane display their Eagle Scout plaques) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.3
William Lane (installed as Eagle Scout) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.4

LANE, WILLIAM E
Memorial Day 2000; "a celebration of liberty and a commemoration of death" (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.32

LANG, EUGENIE
Get Ready! (college admission prep program) continues to grow (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.1
We should take pride in our unselfish young people (edit), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

LANG, EUGENIE (AU)
Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

LANGE, ANN-MARIE
2 join Claire D. Leone (Real Estate as sales associates) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.4

LANGENKAMP, ERIC
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
Scarsdale students to compete in tennis nationals (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.21

LANGENKAMP, KATE (AU)
Thanks to trustees for saving George Field Park (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

LANGMAN, MONA
PT Council power luncheon (photo), May 19, 1900, p.11

LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES
Getting some SFX into our language, Dec 1, 1900, p.9

LANZET, JOSH
Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32
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LARGE, INGRID
Paulin receives award (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.4

LASSE, JAMES
Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; E'mont SBNC to meet Jan. 26, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

LASSE, JAMES F (AU)
On our way: Schools move into the 21st century; Edgemont Schools (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.1

LASSER, JESSE
United-way helps with homework (photo), May 12, 1900, p.4

LASSER, JIM
Edgemont passes $15M school bond, Apr 7, 1900, p.1

LASSETER, VICKI
E'mont sets $15M school bond vote, Feb 18, 1900, p.1

LATIMER, GEORGE
There's nothing wrong with partisan politics (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.7
County caught in the middle between state and town, Apr 21, 1900, p.3
Roundabout answer (to Heathcote five corners traffic congestion), Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Antenna by antenna, Scarsdale cell phone users get connected (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.1
Exhibit opening ("In Search of the Lenape at SCS Historical Society) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.10
Scardsalians add voices to Ikea protest, Dec 8, 1900, p.1

LATIMER, GEORGE (AU)
Reason and reality in politics (edit), Feb 18, 1900, p.7

LAWSUITS
SEE ACTIONS AND DEFENSES

LAWTON, ELLEN
Sales associates honored (Ellen Lawton, Robin Servadio and Simone Engleander) (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.4
Sales associates honored (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.4
Broker honored (Ellen Lawton) (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.4
Top producer (Ellen Lawton honored by Coldwell Banker Real Estate Corp) (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.4
Doernberg honors associates (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.4

LAWYERS
Jonathan Flaxer (named partner in Golenbock, Eiseman Assor & Bell), Jan 28, 1900, p.4
Frank Headley, Jr. (re-elected treasurer of New York State Bar Association), Jan 28, 1900, p.4
Israel Kornstein (has joined the law firm of Harris Beach & Wilcox) (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.4
Lawrence Zweifach (has joined law firm of Heller Ehrman White & McAuliffe LLP) (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.4
Joanne Soslow (invited to become partner in Morgan Lewis law firm in Philadelphia) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.4
Edna Sussman (appointed executive director of Federated Conservationists of Westchester) (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.4

LAYTON, MARCY (DR)
Experts plot West Nile strategies, May 19, 1900, p.1

LAZAR, ALEX
Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

LAZIO, RICK
Democrats should not take Rick Lazio lightly (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.6
Demos, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
Clinton is the clear choice for choice, gun control, schools (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.6
Democrats win Westchester contests, Nov 10, 1900, p.1

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
League of (Women) V(oters) searching for ways to 'balance justice', Feb 25, 1900, p.3
Group wrestles with inadequacies of justice system, Mar 10, 1900, p.3
League of (Women) V(oters) sponsors highschool essay contest, Dec 15, 1900, p.11
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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-SCS

League of Women Voters: A nonpartisan voice for change (Progress Ed 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.8
Candidates spar at League of Women Voters forum (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Consensus is not achieved through partisan dissension (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
How's that, again? High tax rate no concern? (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
League's Freightway proposal was fiscally responsible (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
Issues should get attention they deserve (re changing SCS election date to September) (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
Trustee candidates spar at the League of Women Voters forum (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.21
Ball tickets available, Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Village budget, 3% tax hike win support, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
It's time for new leaders to step forward (edit), Apr 28, 1900, p.7
Audrey Hochberg honored at League of Women Voters' spring luncheon (cont), May 12, 1900, p.17
Amy Paulin seeks Hochberg's seat in state Assembly, Jun 2, 1900, p.1
School, civic groups urge yes on bond, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
Candidate forum will be hosted Monday, Oct. 30, Oct 20, 1900, p.1
League of Women Voters urges voters to stay informed (ltr), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
Candidates air their views; GOP Vonglis, RTL's O'Grady have the floor to themselves, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Spano avoids League of Women Voters debates; Abinanti participates (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7
League of Women Voters Presidential Pursuit begins for 5th, 6th-graders (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.11
League of Women Voters panel ponders strategies to curb big-house mania, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
Chad-free voting machines do the job (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.1
Donations enable League of Women Voters' work (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6
Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains; Scarsdale Schools prepare for future budget, bond, Dec 29, 1900, p.1

LEAVES

Leafblower ban is ignored by most gardeners (ltr), Aug 11, 1900, p.6
Leaf pickup will continue til Dec 15), Dec 1, 1900, p.1
Leafy place (transfer station recommended for construction of additional athletic field), Dec 15, 1900, p.1

LEAVITT, DEAN

Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
20 are vying for positions on School Board Nominating Committee, Dec 8, 1900, p.1

LEAVITT, DICK (AU)

Spano and the law of unintended consequences (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6

LEAVITT, LINDA (AU)

30 years after Vietnam: a reunion (edit), May 5, 1900, p.7

LEE, BRIAN

Sophomores write the Dickens (3 students have swept International Dickens Fellowship essay contest), Jun 9, 1900, p.11
All-state music festival rehearsals underway (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.11

LEE, CHRISTINE (AU)

Little League should consider what's best for Scarsdale kids (edit), Mar 31, 1900, p.7

LEE, GLADYS

Candidates spar at League of Women Voters forum (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.1

LEE, LINDA YOON (DR)

Linda Yoon Lee, M.D. (is a new associate with Westchester Gynecologists and Obstetricians P.C., WHP), Oct 6, 1900, p.4

LEE, MARIE

Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

LEE, STEPHANIE

Sophomores write the Dickens (3 students have swept International Dickens Fellowship essay contest), Jun 9, 1900, p.11

LEE, TEGAN

Nominators to be elected (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Citizens' Nominating Committee reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1
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LEE, TEGAN continued
  10 elected to Citizens' Committee, Nov 17, 1900, p.1

LEEK, TOM
  Inquirer hires associate editor (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.4
  Why we call the family when tragedy strikes (re 6/23 Inquirer report of a tragic death) (edit), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
  Key aspect of girl's death was not mentioned (re death of Lauren Eales) (ltr), Jul 7, 1900, p.6

LEFF, MADELEINE
  It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

LEFKOWITZ, JOAN
  Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1

LEHR, CHRISTINE
  Lehr opens new jewelry store (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.4

LEHR, JARED
  Lehr opens new jewelry store (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.4

LEISURE
  Family activities offer Rx for 'I'm bored' syndrome (photo), Aug 25, 1900, p.1

LELLA, CHRIS
  Residents clamor to be included in subdivision moratorium, Mar 17, 1900, p.1

LEMLE, AMY
  Community responds to teen drug, alcohol use, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
  Parents, kids, school officials continue dialogue on drugs, May 19, 1900, p.1

LEMLE, AMY (AU)
  Films are also shown Thursday (at SCS Public Library) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6
  Task force offers tips for parents of teens (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7

LEMLE, CRAIG
  Soccer problems? (re SCS soccer programs), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
  Tryouts anathema to some soccer moms and dads, Feb 25, 1900, p.1
  Late birthday woes (re Little Leaguers not allowed to play with their grade level), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
  Lemle has been a fine leader (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6
  Parks and Recreation Council finds itself in the limelight (photo), May 5, 1900, p.1
  Advisory council chairs wish to move forward (cont), May 5, 1900, p.9
  Biking for humanity (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.14
  Little League controversy misrepresented (response to 9/1 letter by Craig Lemle) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
  Trustees go to bat: Hear concerns but endorse Little League's 2001 plans, Sep 15, 1900, p.1
  Nominators to be elected (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
  Citizens' Nominating Committee reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1

LEMLE, L CRAIG (AU)
  New Little League proposal is premature (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
  Majority likes the Little League program as is (ltr), Sep 1, 1900, p.6

LEONZIO, JAMES
  Golf provides mental test for SHS grad(uate) (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.13

LEONZIO, JAMES
  Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

LERNER, ELINOR
  Fox Meadow puppeteers (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.11

LERNER, LISA
  Sales agents build skills (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.4

LETTERS
  Soldier's letter: 'Good-bye for now' (edit), May 26, 1900, p.7
  Special delivery (re letters for Santa), Dec 1, 1900, p.1
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LETTERS continued
Special delivery (little red mailbox on Chase Road is child's direct line to the North Pole) (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.1
LEVIN, DOTTIE
Voters Party remains committed to change (photo) (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.15
The people have spoken (edit), Mar 31, 1900, p.7
LEVIN, JUDY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34
LEVIN, LES
Voters (Party's) primary, Jan 28, 1900, p.1
4 to run in Voters Party primary Feb. 9 (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
V(oters') P(arty) candidates agree to disagree at forum, Feb 11, 1900, p.1
3 winners in Voters primary (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.1
Levin, Harrison, Lonner win VP primary (cont), Feb 18, 1900, p.15
Evelyn's choice (Voters Party candidates will take Row A on village election ballot) (photo), Feb 25, 1900, p.1
Levin: Voters should have a choice (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Candidates from both parties to air their views at S(CS) N(ighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) forum, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Les Levin says voters should have a choice (cont), Mar 3, 1900, p.10
Decorum prevails at S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssociation) P(residents), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
For village trustee (endorsement of Citizens' Party candidates Pforzheimer, Weisberg and Sved) (edit), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Vote for people not for a system (urges voting for Voters' Party candidates) (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Candidates spar at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Village's Freightway proposal was fiscally responsible (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
Trustee candidates spar at the L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.21
Citizens' Party wins resounding victory (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Citizens' Party is hypocritical, paper is biased (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains; New village board contemplates zoning modification, Dec 29, 1900, p.1
LEVIN, LESTER (AU)
Voters Party primary ballot was sent to everyone (response to 2/11 letter by Boine Johnson) (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
Phase 1 is critical in planning parking on Christie Place (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6
LEVIN, MICHAEL
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Maroon and White Winter Sports Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.27
Scarsdale ice hockey recognizes accomplishments (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.29
Scarsdale native puts steel market online (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.3
LEVINE, ADAM
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12
LEVINE, EDITH
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.36
LEVINE, ELEANOR
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26
LEVINE, JOE (AU)
Little League thanks village trustees for accepting plan (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
LEVINE, SUSAN (AU)
Leafblower ban is ignored by most gardeners (ltr), Aug 11, 1900, p.6
LEVITT, MORT
Retirees vacation as 'temps' in Israel (photo), May 5, 1900, p.3
LEVITT, RENE
Retirees vacation as 'temps' in Israel (photo), May 5, 1900, p.3
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LEW, PETER (DR)
Pool committee supports bond (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7

LEWIS, AL
Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1

LEWIS, FREDERICK HOWELL
Frederick Howell Lewis (dies), Jul 21, 1900, p.10

LEWIS, JEFF
Hearing on 1-way street draws praise and criticism for plan, Dec 22, 1900, p.1

LEWITAS, ROBIN (AU)
Rec(reation) supervisor thanked for park (re renovation of Corell Park) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

LIAN, ANN
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) mothers (of SCS) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.11

LIASSON, MARA
Mara Liasson speaks on presidential election (photo) (cont), Dec 15, 1900, p.9
Mara Liasson speaks on election, Dec 15, 1900, p.1

LIBRARY-SCS
Library luminary (Stephanie Sarnoff has received a library luminary award) (photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.13
Library's Dickinson Room in state of decrepitude (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
Many library improvements have come from generous (response to 1/21 letter by H Reynolds) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6
Bradley, Gore fans compare candidates' merits (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.3
Book donations sought (for upcoming book fairs at the SCS Public Library), Mar 31, 1900, p.1
Library has DVDs, May 12, 1900, p.1
Preventing auto theft (SCS Police Dept has announced a Watch Your Car Program), Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Potter fever strikes again! (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Children's librarians boost summer reading, Jul 28, 1900, p.11
Books wanted (for Friends of Scarsdale Library book fair), Aug 11, 1900, p.1

LIBRARY-SCS-BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Many library improvements have come from generous (response to 1/21 letter by H Reynolds) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

LICHTENBERG, MICHELLE
Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
10 new school board nominees join committee (cont), Jan 14, 1900, p.10

LICHTINGER, IRACILDA
I'm ole, you're ole (International Day at SCS Middle School) (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.12

LIEBER, MOLLY
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

LIEBERMAN, AMY
Customs and ceremonies in spotlight at international fair (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.11

LIEBERMAN, JOE
Democrats win Westchester contests, Nov 10, 1900, p.1

LIEBERMAN, JOSEPH
Gore, Lieberman: a better choice (ltr), Oct 27, 1900, p.6

LIEBERMAN, LINA
Annual increase in turnout sought (for selecting members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6

LIEBERMAN, LINDA
Scarsdalians add voices to Ikea protest, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
Rumors swirl around proposed Heathcote (five corners) rotary (illus), Dec 29, 1900, p.1

LIEBERMAN, STEPHANIE
Winners galore on a steamy Labor Day at the pool (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.15
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LIEBMANN, BILL (AU)
Little League thanks village trustees for accepting plan (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6

LIEBOWITZ, RICHARD
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

LIN, CHIOU-LING
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

LIN, ED
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.4
Clinton's come to town (cont), Sep 15, 1900, p.8
High school students act to prevent drunk driving (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

LINDEN, EMILY
New S(CS-EMT) Family Service youth counselors take crash course about Scarsdale, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
New S(CS-EMT) Family Counseling Service youth counselors take crash course (photo) (cont), Aug 11, 1900, p.9

LINCOLN, ABRAHAM
Popular vote majority eluded 11 (presidents) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

LINDEN, EMILY
New S(CS-EMT) Family Counseling Service youth counselors take crash course about Scarsdale, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
New S(CS-EMT) Family Counseling Service youth counselors take crash course (photo) (cont), Aug 11, 1900, p.9

LINDBERG, JESSICA
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.4

LINDSAY, SHARON
Annual increase in turnout sought (for selecting members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6

LINDSAY, SHARON W (AU)
Environmental solutions must precede development (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6

LINDFIELD, MICOL
Pool days (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.3

LINKER, JACQUES
Jacques Linker (dies), Jan 14, 1900, p.20

LIPMANN, MARVIN M
Marvin M Lipman (elected to board of trustees of U.S. Pharmacopeia as trustee representative)(photo), May 12, 1900, p.4

LIPMANN, PATTI
PT Council Sports Swap set for Sept. 9 (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.4

LISA, MICHAEL
Kids' BASE sues former auditors, Jan 14, 1900, p.1

LITMAN, SARAH
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

LITTLE, EARLENE U (AU)
Club continues proud tradition of volunteerism (response to 7/7 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6

LITTMAN, SARAH
Indoors, really; Winter indoor track team will actually practice indoors (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.30

LIVINGSTON, SUSAN
Dangerous pick-up, drop-offs at schools, Jan 28, 1900, p.1
PT Council power luncheon (photo), May 19, 1900, p.11

LIVOTI, CRAIG
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

LO, ESTHER (AU)
News media manipulates readers (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6

LOASE, GRETCHEN AND JOHN (AU)
(Stop) Signs (at the corner of Madison and Boulevard) are already making a difference (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6

LOASE, JOHN F (AU)
Little League off to a great start (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6
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LOBENFELD, MARGOT
League of Women Voters Presidential Pursuit begins for 5th, 6th-graders (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.1

LOBO, ROSS
Doernbarg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

LOCASSIO, JOE
Fate of 76-year-old Fox Meadow Road home still in limbo (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.1

LOCICERO, AMANDA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

LOCICERO, MINDY
Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1

LOEB, KATE
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

LOEB, KATIE
Tears, smiles at teacher's send-off (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.11

LOEB, MARSHALL
Marshall Loeb (named one of top 100 business journalists and business news executives) (photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.4

LOFT, JORDANA
Boo-tiful! (J Newman and J Loft put finishing touches on their Halloween window painting) (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.1

LOFTUS, BETH
Doernbarg honors associates (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.4

LOFTUS, JACK
New recruit (Mike Wilson) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.4
20 are vying for positions on School Board Nominating Committee, Dec 8, 1900, p.1

LOHMANN, ROBERT P (DR)
Robert P. Lohmann, Ph. D. (dies), Mar 10, 1900, p.19

LONG, LISA
Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12

LONGO, MICHAEL
Michael Longo (has joined the Scarsdale office of Houlihan/Lawrence Real Estate) (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.4

LONNER, ALEXANDRA
Lonner: Looking ahead to Scarsdale's future (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.1

LONNER, CHRISTOPHER
4 to run in Voters Party primary Feb. 9 (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
4 candidates agree to disagree at forum, Feb 11, 1900, p.1
3 winners in Voters primary (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.1
Levin, Harrison, Lonner win VP primary (cont), Feb 18, 1900, p.15
Volunteer experience necessary (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7
Board slates hearing on new moratorium (cont), Feb 25, 1900, p.9
Lonner: Looking ahead to Scarsdale's future (cont), Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Candidates from both parties to air their views at SCS Neighborhood Association forum, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Lonner represents young families (response to 2/25 edit by Irving Sloan) (letter), Mar 3, 1900, p.6
Sloan column on Lonner was a personal attack (response to 2/25 edit by Irving Sloan) (letter), Mar 3, 1900, p.6
Chris Lonner: Looking ahead to Scarsdale's future (cont), Mar 3, 1900, p.8
Decorum prevails at SCS Neighborhood Association forum (cont), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
For village trustee (endorsement of Citizens' Party candidates Pforzheimer, Weisberg and Sved) (edit), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Vote for people not for a system (urges voting for Voters' Party candidates) (letter), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Candidates spar at League of Women Voters forum (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Trustee candidates spar at the League of Women Voters forum (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.21
Citizens' Party wins resounding victory (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Beaten but unbowed (Voters' Party), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
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LONNER, CHRISTOPHER continued
Citizens' Party is hypocritical, paper is biased (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains; New village board contemplates zoning modification, Dec 29, 1900, p.1

LONNER, CHRISTOPHER (AU)
Board rescinded prior agreements with Little League (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6
Little League thanks village trustees for accepting plan (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6

LONNER, DANIEL
Lonner: Looking ahead to Scarsdale's future (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.1

LONNER, MEREDITH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

LONNER, MEREDITH (AU)
Little League plan is the best for our kids (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6

LONNER, TAYLOR
Lonner: Looking ahead to Scarsdale's future (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.1

LOWENFELS, HENRY
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

LOWEY, NITA
Nita Lowey documents record of accomplishment (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.13
Paul Feiner is off and running, Mar 31, 1900, p.1
Experts plot West Nile strategies, May 19, 1900, p.1
John Vonglis to challenge Nita Lowey, Jul 28, 1900, p.1
President, First Lady visit J(ewish) C(ommunity) C(enter) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.1
Voices from a state visit (President Bill Clinton and candidate Hillary Clinton) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.15
Lowey, Vonglis debate issues (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.1
Nita Lowey, Amy Paulin (endorsed as candidates for Congress and state Assembly) (edit), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
Congressional candidates Lowey, Vonglis see things in a different light (cont), Oct 20, 1900, p.12
Candidates air the pitch; GOP Vonglis, RTL's O'Grady have the floor to themselves, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Dem(Cocrat)s honor Audrey Hochberg (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4
Democrats win Westchester contests, Nov 10, 1900, p.1

LOZADA, ANGELICA
Concert (at SHS) was a source of pride and pleasure (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6

LU, ANNE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

LUBARSKY, NEIL
Paul Feiner is off and running, Mar 31, 1900, p.1

LUBLIN, EMILY LANGLEY
Emily Langley Lublin (dies), May 5, 1900, p.27

LUBY, KEVIN
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

LUFTMAN, SUSAN
2 join Fee office (Andrea Price and Susan Luftman) (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.4

LUFTMAN, SUSAN (AU)
Susan Snyder made a lasting impression (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6

LUISSI, PHYLLIS
New house rationale placement described, Apr 7, 1900, p.1
More change for SMS (P Luisi has accepted an appointment as principal of Bronxville Middle School), Jul 7, 1900, p.1

LUKE, HEATHER
A perfect ending to a perfect season (SHS girls' soccer team) (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.1
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LUNA, BILL
   Puck on Duck (Pond) (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.1

LUPO, JACKIE (AU)
   Tastefulness run amok (edit), Jan 7, 1900, p.7
   In an undiscovered country (re coping with the loss of one's parents) (edit), May 12, 1900, p.7

LUSKIN, RACHEL
   Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

LYNCH, JEANNETTE G
   Jeannette G Lynch (dies) (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.25

LYONS, ANNE
   20 are vying for positions on School Board Nominating Committee, Dec 8, 1900, p.1

LYONS, DOUG
   (Doug and Nancy Lyons walk their son Tony to the second grade at Edgewood) (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.11

LYONS, MARGARET
   Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

LYONS, NANCY
   (Doug and Nancy Lyons walk their son Tony to the second grade at Edgewood) (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.11
   20 are vying for positions on School Board Nominating Committee, Dec 8, 1900, p.1

LYONS, TONY
   (Doug and Nancy Lyons walk their son Tony to the second grade at Edgewood) (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.11

MAAS, ELYSE
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

MACKLIN, LEO (AU)
   Golf club's proposed fence would ruin view (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.14

MACNAUGHTON, DONALD
   Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1

MACPHAIL, BRYAN
   Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

MACY, BILL
   Reese to resign as schools Chief Financial Officer, Apr 7, 1900, p.1

MACY, ROBERT
   Board presents plans to expand SMS, SHS, Jan 21, 1900, p.1
   Parents ask about middle, high school plans, Jan 21, 1900, p.9
   Town and Village Civic Club to meet (Feb. 10), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
   State Education Dept report cards are out, some results challenged, Mar 10, 1900, p.11
   School Budget increases are off the chart (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6
   Schools OK $70 million budget plan, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
   School board rejects indoor pool proposal, May 5, 1900, p.1
   School budget vote, elections Tuesday, May 12, 1900, p.1
   The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34
   School, civic groups urge yes on bond, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
   Special education director (Judith Hirschhorn) to resign (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.1
   Macy says school board wants pool, Jun 23, 1900, p.1
   A rare blend of talents (praise for Robert Macy at end of his Board of Education 6 year term) (edit), Jun 23, 1900, p.6
   Rob Macy gathers praise and kudos (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.12
   Rob Macy to head Town and Village Civic Club's ad hoc pool study (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.3
   Pool input sought, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
   Town and Village Civic Club committee: Indoor pool should be inclusive facility, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
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MACY, ROBERT continued
Has the time come? (Town and Village Civic Club will soon unveil proposal for an indoor pool) (edit), Dec 8, 1900, p.6
Secret committee, Inquirer disparage school pool idea (ltr), Dec 15, 1900, p.7
Focus widens (TVCC's SCS Indoor Pool Study Committee is now SCS Recreation Center Study Committee), Dec 29, 1900, p.1

MACY, ROBERT JR
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

MACK, ROBERT V (AU)
On our way: Schools move into the 21st century; Scarsdale Schools (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.1

MADISON, HUNTER JAY
Scarsdale community has been warm, supportive (re birth of Hunter Jay Madison) (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6

MADISON, JAMES
Wrong president (response to 9/15 edit by Nikki Usher) (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.7

MADISON, JIMMY (AU)
Coaches should let all the kids play (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6
Scarsdale community has been warm, supportive (re birth of Hunter Jay Madison) (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6

MADISON, STEPHANIE (AU)
Scarsdale community has been warm, supportive (re birth of Hunter Jay Madison) (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6

MAETZENER, RUTH
Holiday decorations - and food at Fox Meadow celebrations (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.13

MALETTI, JOHN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

MAGEE, TONY
Scarsdale Hardware lays its bats to rest (photo), May 26, 1900, p.26

MADORADO, ROGER
Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

MALINA, STUART
Stuart Malina to lead Hartford Symphony (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.15

MALKAMES, D KARL (AU)
Degenerate films contaminate minds (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6

MALKAMES, JUNE VIRGINIA DOUGHERTY
June Virginia Dougherty Malkames (dies), Jun 2, 1900, p.10

Mallonzo, CHRISTINE
Troop 1972 serves community (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.4

MANNIX, RICHARD
Hearing on 1-way street draws praise and criticism for plan, Dec 22, 1900, p.1

MANSELL, LESLIE
Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12
MARAFIOTI, MARCIA
Don't turn Scarsdale into Scroogedale (re 12/17 and 12/24/99 letters by Toskaner & Marafioti) (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
Scrooge doesn't live in Scarsdale (edit), Jan 21, 1900, p.7

MARAFIOTI, MARCIA (AU)
Holiday festivities in village are off to a rousing start (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6

MARMANTZ, RONNE
Scarsdale, Edgemont 4th graders are state standard bearers, Jun 9, 1900, p.1

MARATHON RUNNING
Taking it all in stride; 5-year old son inspires father to run marathon (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.23
Taking it in stride; 5-year old son inspires dad to run marathon (photo) (cont), Nov 3, 1900, p.26

MARAVEGIAS, STEVE
New family restaurant opens on Scarsdale Ave(nue) (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.4

MARCHIONY, STEPHEN (AU)
School Board Nominating Committee election Tuesday (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
Annual increase in turnout sought (for selecting members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
Posting tax info(rmation) is privacy violation (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6

MARCUS, SARAH-ROSE
Troop 1972 serves community (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.4

MARDER, JO ANN
Original indoor pool proposal was for Butler Field (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.6
Writer stands by his letter on past indoor pool proposal (response to 6/2 letter by B Harrison)(ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7

MARDER, JOANN
Biased letter gave inaccurate picture about indoor pool (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

MARDER, STEVEN
Writer stands by his letter on past indoor pool proposal (response to 6/2 letter by B Harrison)(ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7

MARDER, STEVEN S (AU)
Biased letter gave inaccurate picture about indoor pool (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

MARFIOTI, MARCIA (AU)
Community responded generously to blood drive (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6

MARGOLIS, CARYN
Scarsdale, Ed'mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1

MARGOLIS, HARRISON
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

MARGOLIS, JENNA
Sharpe campers (Heathcote Troop 1577 attended camping trip at Sharpe Reservoir 9/9-9/10) (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.4

MARGULIES, MARCEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

MARINELLO, JAMES
New guys on the team (village's newest firefighters) (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.5

MARINO, JANE
Potter fever strikes again! (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Children's librarians boost summer reading, Jul 28, 1900, p.11

MARK, RAMONA
Car 54, where are you? (Girl scouts test the intercom in a police car during visit) (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.1

MARKEL, JULIENNE
Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

MARKEY, AUDREY S
Audrey S Markey (dies), Jan 28, 1900, p.10
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MARKEY, MAUREEN
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

MARKOWITZ, ALFRED (DR)
Alfred Markowitz, M.D. (dies), Jun 30, 1900, p.17

MARKOWITZ, SYDELL (AU)
High praise for local firefighters (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6

MARKS, JUSTIN
Young filmmaker beginning to make his marks (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.15

MAROON AND WHITE
Maroon and White supports athletics (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.14
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Maroon and White Winter Sports Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.27
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
( Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 25, 1900
Maroon and White Awards Dinner (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.35
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

MAROTKY, EDWINA
Shoppers paradise (annual sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.2

MARRINAN, ELIZABETH
Owners feel ‘forced’ to tear down house, Feb 25, 1900, p.1
Planners ponder zoning challenges past and future (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.1
Planners ponder zoning challenges past and future (cont), Apr 7, 1900, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
Does it fit in? (re size of houses in SCS), Jul 7, 1900, p.1
Upzoning hearing (re proposed re-zoning of sections of Fox Meadow, Crane-Berkley and Vernon Road), Sep 22, 1900, p.1
(League of Women Voters) panel ponders strategies to curb big-house mania, Dec 8, 1900, p.1

MARSHALL, BETTY
A promising start to tackling drug/alcohol problem (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.7
It’s been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7
Sponsors and volunteers thanked for calendar (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.14
(League of Women Voters) Presidential Pursuit begins for 5th, 6th-graders (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.11

MARSHALL, ELIZABETH
School board nominators needed, Sep 29, 1900, p.1

MARTIN, ANNE MARIE
Shrubs saved in drain pact, Jul 14, 1900, p.1

MARTIN, DAVID
Paulin receives award (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.4

MARTIN, MICHAEL
Police pay homage to past and present officers (photo), May 19, 1900, p.3

MARTIN, PHILIP
Shrubs saved in drain pact, Jul 14, 1900, p.1

MARTIN, RITA
Holiday festivities in village are off to a rousing start (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6

MARTIN, TOM
Fate of 76-year-old Fox Meadow Road home still in limbo (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.1

MARTINEZ, LAURA
I’m ole, you’re ole (International Day at SCS Middle School) (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.12
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MARTONE, GIANNIPEIRO
Middle school S(tudent) Organization attends conference in Pittsburgh (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.12

MARX, EVE (AU)
- Teen open houses are nothing new, Jan 14, 1900, p.7
- Missing the luxury liner (edit), Jan 21, 1900, p.7
- Cabin fever (edit), Feb 4, 1900, p.7
- Adolescent fashion (edit), Mar 3, 1900, p.7
- Tradition never tasted this good (edit), Apr 21, 1900, p.7
- Getting in touch with the inner goddess (edit), Sep 1, 1900, p.7
- And ye shall know me by my cat hair (edit), Sep 15, 1900, p.6
- Corn on the cob... and then some (edit), Sep 29, 1900, p.7
- Shopping in his own closet (edit), Oct 13, 1900, p.7
- Will the real Eve Marx please stand up? (edit), Oct 20, 1900, p.7

MATTHEWS, JAY
- Challenge factor (Newsweek magazine survey of public high schools ranks SHS 38th best in the nation), Mar 10, 1900, p.1

MATURRO, ANDREW
- Operation C(ellular) A(ccess to) R(eport) E(mergencies) (to be initiated May 15 by SCS Police Dept), May 19, 1900, p.1
- Police pay homage to past and present officers (photo), May 19, 1900, p.3
- Weaver St. work to start, Sep 1, 1900, p.1

MAY, LINDA (DR)
- Winston subdivision is upheld, Mar 3, 1900, p.1

MAYO, MARGARET
- Resolution elusive in McCready case, Nov 17, 1900, p.1

MAYORS-SCS
- Nelda Darrow was former ‘first lady’ (ltr), May 12, 1900, p.6
- David Kroenlein is committee’s pick for mayor (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.1
- David Kroenlein is Citizens’ Committee pick for mayor (cont), Dec 22, 1900, p.3

MAZARAKIS, NICOLE
- Image is everything (for local precision skaters) (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.20

MCALLISTER, BEVERLY
- Ice age (pipes froze in one wing at Kids’ BASE and the Little School), Jan 21, 1900, p.1

MCALLISTER, BEVERLY (AU)
- Families patient in emergency (re recent cold wave at Kids BASE) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6

MCCARTHY, DON
- Recent SHS grad(uate)s in drug arrest, Jul 21, 1900, p.1

MCCARTHY, MICHAEL P
- Michael P McCarthy (dies), Nov 24, 1900, p.20

MCCARTHY, TRACY
- Edgewood teacher wins national certification (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.9

MCCLINTOCK, DREW
- Shoppers paradise (annual sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.2

MCCLINTOCK, WILLIAM
- Trinity Lutheran Church observes double anniversaries (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.20

MCCORMACK, EVELYN
- Special education director (Judith Hirschhorn) to resign (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.1
- Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

MCCOURT, BARBARA (AU)
- PT Council urges yes vote on budget (ltr), May 12, 1900, p.6
- Community thanked for supporting school budget (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.7
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MCCOURT, ELIZABETH
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12
Memorial Day 2000; "a celebration of liberty and a commemoration of death" (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.32

MCCOURT, LIZ
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

MCcreary, Andrew
Pre-trial conference for McCreary next week (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.3
McCreary lawyer seeks dismissal of charges, Mar 31, 1900, p.1
McCreary lawyer seeks dismissal of charges (photo) (cont), Mar 31, 1900, p.8
McCreary supporters take case to board, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
Work needed to find out what happened at IHM (re October 1999 McCreary incident) (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.6
Incident has assumed greater importance than it deserves (re October 1999 McCreary incident) (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.6
Impartial jury should decide if compromise impossible (re October 1999 McCreary incident) (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.6
McCreary supporters appeal to board (cont), Apr 14, 1900, p.9
Is McCreary fracas headed for Supreme Court? (re October 1999 McCreary incident at IHM) (ltr), Apr 21, 1900, p.6
Deadline is set in McCreary case, Jun 16, 1900, p.1
Police officer files suit against Edgewood man, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
Officer sues Edgewood man in state Supreme Court (cont), Sep 8, 1900, p.10
Resolution elusive in McCreary case, Nov 17, 1900, p.1
Resolution elusive in year-old McCreary case (cont), Nov 17, 1900, p.17
End in sight (re the "People vs. Andrew McCreary" and McCreary lawsuit against the village), Dec 22, 1900, p.1
McCreary case still unresolved, Dec 29, 1900, p.16

MCcreery, Gay
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36
Gay McCreery installed as woman's club president (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.15

MCcreery, William
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36
Bowl goes to a 'gracious, tenacious' leader (Eda Newhouse) (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

MCcully, Emily Arnold
Visiting author at Heathcote (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.11

MCDermott, Michael
Board presents plans to expand SMS, SHS, Jan 21, 1900, p.1
New bond (re preliminary plans for SCS schools construction projects to be funded by new bond), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
New house rationale placement described, Apr 7, 1900, p.1
16 ways to say thank you at multicultural luncheon (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.11
... with a moo-moo there (a collection of bovine beauties is on parade in the halls of SMS) (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.11

MCgee, Alyson
Image is everything (for local precision skaters) (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.20

MCgill, Michael (Dr)
Board presents plans to expand SMS, SHS, Jan 21, 1900, p.1
The Pledge of Allegiance: Means but not end (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
T(own and) V(ilage) C(lub) C(lub) to meet (Feb. 10), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
Challenge factor (Newsweek magazine survey of public high schools ranks SHS 38th best in the nation), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
State Education Dept report cards are out, some results challenged, Mar 10, 1900, p.1
New bond (re preliminary plans for SCS schools construction projects to be funded by new bond), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Board proposes $58.8 million bond issue for middle, high schools, Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Changing of the guard: 12 faculty members retire; 7 are hired, May 5, 1900, p.11
Board nixes pool, with sympathy this time, May 12, 1900, p.1
Yes for school budgets (urges SCS and EMT residents to vote yes to proposed school budgets) (edit), May 12, 1900, p.6
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MCGILL, MICHAEL (DR) continued
  School budgets pass in Scarsdale, E'mont (photo), May 19, 1900, p.1
  School, civic groups urge yes on bond, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
  Scarsdale, Edgemont 4th graders are state standard bearers, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
  Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26
  Parents urge more special educators (cont), Jun 23, 1900, p.15
  Village to help schools fix field, Jun 30, 1900, p.1
  S(CS) I(ndoor) P(ool) E(ducational) C(ommittee) to petition for pool referendum, Sep 1, 1900, p.1
  Clintons come to town (cont), Sep 15, 1900, p.8
  Elementary school class-size limits need another look (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6
  Local students ace state tests - again, Nov 3, 1900, p.1

MCGILL, MICHAEL V (DR)
  The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

MCGINNESS, TREVOR
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

MCGOWAN, BRIAN J
  Brian J McGowan (dies), Jun 23, 1900, p.16

MCKENNA, EMILY
  Sharpe campers (Heathcote Troop 1577 attended camping trip at Sharpe Reservoir 9/9-9/10) (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.4

MCKENNA, VIRGINIA
  3 join the Inquirer staff, Sep 8, 1900, p.4

MCGLAUGHLIN, NANCY
  Nancy McLaughlin (recently awarded Girl Scouts Outstanding Leader national recognition), Aug 4, 1900, p.4

MCNICHOLAS, VERONICA
  The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

MCQUADE, NICOLE
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

MEALS ON WHEELS
  Meals on Wheels (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.10
  Meals on wheels needs volunteers (ltr), Nov 10, 1900, p.6

MEANEY, TOM
  Holiday festivities in village are off to a rousing start (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6

MEDIATION
  Mediation should be reconsidered (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6

MEIER, DEBORAH
  Maintaining standards (re recent English language arts exams) (edit), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

MEIMAN, JANET
  Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
  10 new school board nominators elected, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
  It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

MELIKIAN, STEPHANIE AND MIKE (AU)
  Drainage and flooding problems are about to get worse (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
  Group stands by judgment of developer's Draft Environmental Impact Statement (ltr), Dec 29, 1900, p.6

MELO, JOSE
  New look curb to curb (photo) (cont), Jul 21, 1900, p.8

MEMORIAL DAY
  Memorial Day (Memorial Day Parade will take place Monday, May 29), May 26, 1900, p.1
  Remembering (photo) (edit), May 26, 1900, p.6
  Girls should also march in (Memorial Day) parade (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
  Soldier's letter: 'Good-bye for now' (edit), May 26, 1900, p.7
MEMORIAL DAY continued
  Memorial Day recalls familiar themes (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.1
  Memorial Day 2000 recalls familiar themes (photo) (cont), Jun 2, 1900, p.3
  Memorial Day parade was meaningful for Girl Scouts (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.7
  Memorial Day 2000: "A celebration of liberty and a commemoration of death" (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.32
  Memorial Day concert enjoyed (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
  Rescheduling Memorial Day parade would boost attendance (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.8

MENDELSON, MICHAEL (DR)
  Special ed(ucation) chief champions underdog, Sep 22, 1900, p.1
  Special ed(ucation) chief is champion of underdog (photo) (cont), Sep 22, 1900, p.15

MENKE, BETTE
  The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

MENNA, MIKE
  In a league of their own (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.14
  Bouchier's job is divided in 2 (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.1
  Bouchier's job is divided in 2 (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.1

MENNA, MIKE (AU)
  Little League thanks village trustees for accepting plan (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6

MENNA, PAT
  Bouchier's job is divided in 2 (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.1

MERAHN, ALEXANDER
  Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

MERCHANT, KATHERINE
  Katherine Merchant (dies), Jun 30, 1900, p.17

MERCHANTS-SCS
  Down by the station, Bonnie's Boys bond at dawn (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.3
  Family businesses thrive in the village (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.3
  Metz trying to evict Mimi (Cleaners), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
  Wilsons to be honored (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.4
  Chamber of Commerce promotes business, attracts visitors (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.5
  Thoughts on Valentine's Day, past and present (illus), Feb 11, 1900, p.3
  The village is no longer a pleasant place to shop (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6
  Mimi (Cleaners) calls it quits, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
  Fresh food, great prices (Scarsdale Milk Farm on Scarsdale Avenue) (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.4
  Sad ending to conflict (between Mimi Cleaners and SCS Teen Center) (edit), Mar 3, 1900, p.6
  Mimi (Cleaners) thanks customers for patronage, friendship (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.7
  Mimi Cleaners closes its doors after 47 years in Scarsdale (cont), Mar 3, 1900, p.9
  Closing of Mimi is a failure of common sense (response to 3/3 Scarsdale Inquirer edit) (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.7
  Mimi Cleaners was treated unfairly by Scarsdale (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.7
  (Mimi) Cleaner did not pose real risk to teens (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.7
  Rothman's mens store is flourishing (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
  Madison Avenue beauty spa to open on Chase Road, Apr 7, 1900, p.4
  No one stung (local merchants who sell beer and alcohol targets of undercover operation), Apr 21, 1900, p.1
  Pazzam to open 2d store, Tuesday's Child expands, May 26, 1900, p.4
  Scarsdale Hardware lays its bats to rest (photo), May 26, 1900, p.26
  Discover a superb market in Scarsdale (ltr), Jul 14, 1900, p.6
  Tuesday's Child expands (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.4
  (Supplement) Read All About Us (photo), Oct 27, 1900
  Woman's Exchange kicks off holiday season (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.3
  'Winter Wonderland' (SCS stores will be open Sundays Dec 10 and 17), Dec 1, 1900, p.1
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MERCHANTS-SCS continued

Boutique to hold holiday fundraiser, Dec 1, 1900, p.4
Gourmet shop opens (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.4
Lehr opens new jewelry store (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.4

MEREDITH, MORLEY

Morley Meredith (dies) (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.19

MERKSMER, GREG

SHS grad(uate) writes auto book (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.4

MERNER, DAVID

In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.4

MESTAL, BRIAN

Winners galore on a steamy Labor Day at the pool (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.15

MESZAROS, JANIS

Changing of the guard: 12 faculty members retire; 7 are hired, May 5, 1900, p.11
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

METRO NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO

Woman killed by train, Jun 23, 1900, p.1
(Metro North electrical) Towers may go, Dec 8, 1900, p.1

METZ, DOUGLAS

Metz trying to evict Mimi (Cleaners), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Mimi (Cleaners) calls it quits, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Sad ending to conflict (between Mimi Cleaners and SCS Teen Center) (edit), Mar 3, 1900, p.6

MEYER, ALI

It’s a keeper (Girl Scout scavenger hunt) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.12

MEYER, DAVID (AU)

Police report reveals racism (edit), Feb 11, 1900, p.7

MEYER, LUCAS J (AU)

Parents are out of control at games (ltr), Nov 10, 1900, p.6

MEYERS, EDWARD

Evelyn Stock applies for regents position, Feb 25, 1900, p.1

MICHAELI, ALICE

It’s been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

MICHAELS, NANCY

A promising start to tackling drug/alcohol problem (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.7
It’s been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7
Sponsors and volunteers thanked for calendar (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.14

MILLENNIUM

Time travelers look to 3d millennium (photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.1
AOK on Y2K, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
2000 is no joke (edit), Jan 7, 1900, p.7
First meeting of Y2K is short and swift (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.12
Y2K + 1 (edit), Dec 8, 1900, p.7

MILLER, BERENICE

In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.4

MILLER, BILL

Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.36

MILLER, CAROL

10 elected to Citizens’ Committee, Nov 17, 1900, p.1
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MILLER, CLAIRE
    SMS standout Miller earns, athletic, academic honors, Jun 9, 1900, p.21
    Claire Miller earns athletic, academic honors (photo) (cont), Jun 9, 1900, p.27
    Merril Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
    In a league of their own (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.14

MILLER, DEBRA
    Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
    10 new school board nominees join committee (cont), Jan 14, 1900, p.10

MILLER, EDITH
    Friendship; Grandview portraits on exhibit at library (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.15

MILLER, H ROBERT (AU)
    Youthful idealism is alive and well in Scarsdale (ltr), Apr 21, 1900, p.6

MILLER, IAN
    The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

MILLER, JAY
    The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

MILLER, JOELLE
    Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

MILLER, KAREN
    Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

MILLER, KATHLEEN
    Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

MILLER, MARY
    Mary Miller (dies), Dec 22, 1900, p.16

MILLER, MARY-CAROL
    Nominators to be elected (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
    (Citizens') Nominating Committee reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1

MILLER, STEPHANIE
    Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.36

MILLER, WILLIAM
    The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
    Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

MILLER-WACHTEL, ELLEN
    Nominators to be elected (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
    (Citizens') Nominating Committee reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1

MILLS, RICHARD
    Commissioner should reject referendum bid (on building an indoor pool at SHS) (edit), Nov 3, 1900, p.6

MINCBERG, ELLIOTT
    Panel weighs threats to church-state separation (photo), May 12, 1900, p.3

MINCEOLA, MIKE
    'Pippin' is musical magic, '70s style (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.13
    Aux armes! (King Charlemagne rallies his troops in production of "Pippin") (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.1

MIRACLES
    Local doctors' efforts help make a saint (photo), May 12, 1900, p.1
    Local doctors' efforts help make a saint (photo) (cont), May 12, 1900, p.11

MIRAGLIA, MATTHEW
    Matthew Miraglia (will receive a B.S. degree in criminal justice from Mercy College June 30), Jun 16, 1900, p.4

MISARTI, TRAVIS
    Easter eggcitement (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.1
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MITCHELL, ED
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

MOLLEN, IRIS
Doernberg honors associates (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.4

MONCARZ, JUDITH
It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

MONROE, JAMES
Former history teacher casts vote for E. Fountain House (response to 9/15 edit by Nikki Usher) (edit), Sep 22, 1900, p.7
Wrong president (response to 9/15 edit by Nikki Usher) (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.7

MORADIAN, JOSEPH
Scarsdale, Purchase Youth ballets form company for gifted students (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.27

MORATIORUM
Board slates hearing on new moratorium, Feb 25, 1900, p.1
Board slates hearing on new moratorium (cont), Feb 25, 1900, p.9
Residents clamor to be included in subdivision moratorium, Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Residents clamor to be included in subdivision moratorium (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.10
New moratorium to be debated Tuesday, Apr 21, 1900, p.1
New village moratorium to be considered (cont), Apr 21, 1900, p.9
Arthur Manor moratorium is unlikely, Apr 28, 1900, p.1
Special benefit district may help Arthur Manor (cont), Apr 28, 1900, p.8
Mini-moratorium set for Secor Farms lots, May 26, 1900, p.1
Mini-moratorium imposed in Secor Farms (cont), May 26, 1900, p.29
Moratoria hearings, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
Board expected to extend moratorium (on certain subdivisions), Nov 17, 1900, p.1

MORONE, CARLOTA
Winners galore on a steamy Labor Day at the pool (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.15

MORETTI, ANNE
Sales agents build skills (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.4

MORETTI, MARY EVANS
A study in civility (re Monday evening's SCS Board of Education meeting) (edit), Sep 15, 1900, p.7

MORGAN, EDWARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

MORGAN, EDWARD A (AU)
Voters Party seeks to impose adversarial system (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6

MORIARTY, RYAN
Scarsdale Football: Raiding the gridiron (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.18

MORIS, AIMÉE
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

MORIN, WENDY
Sponsors and volunteers thanked for calendar (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.14

MORISSEY, BILL
Adopt-a-family program keeps on growing (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.3

MORITZ-BRODSKY, STACEY
Annual increase in turnout sought (for selecting members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6

MORRISON, REBECCA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42
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MORRISSEY, SANDY
- 7 glorious gardens on July 15 tour (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.3

MORSE, ALAN
- Alan Morse (elected to serve on Vision Care Council of American Public Health Association), Dec 8, 1900, p.4
- Alan Morse, J.D., Ph.D. (to be honored by American Jewish Congress), May 19, 1900, p.4
- Trustees must not allow teardowns to continue (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6

MORSE, LAURA
- Some pumpkin! (Laura Morse inside her jack o’lantern costume at SCS parade) (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.1

MORSE, RANDI (AU)
- Police report reveals racism (edit), Feb 11, 1900, p.7

MORSE, SUSAN (AU)
- Trustees must not allow teardowns to continue (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6

MORTON, MARSHA
- Late birthday woes (re Little Leaguers not allowed to play with their grade level), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
- Village board puts off Little League decision, Jul 14, 1900, p.1

MORVANT, RUSSELL
- Police pay homage to past and present officers (photo), May 19, 1900, p.3
- Car 4 wins best in show (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.5
- Commuter bandits go on night-long rampage, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
- Commuter bandits ride again, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

MOSCA, KATHY
- Dangerous pick-up, drop-offs at schools, Jan 28, 1900, p.1
- Scouts sleep over at zoo (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.4

MOSCATELLO, JUSTINE
- Winners galore on a steamy Labor Day at the pool (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.15

MOSER, DAVID
- Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

MOSES, TRUDY
- Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

MOSKOWITZ, CAROL
- Doernberg honors associates (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.4

MOSKOWITZ, CARRIE (AU)
- News item (from police report) belonged in ‘Scarsdale racist report’ (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6

MOSQUITOES
- Village gets ready for attack on mosquito larvae, Apr 28, 1900, p.3
- Experts plot West Nile strategies, May 19, 1900, p.1
- Experts plot West Nile causes, strategies (cont), May 19, 1900, p.9
- West Nile (virus) spraying tonight, Jul 21, 1900, p.1
- West Nile fever? (regarding the Anvil spraying for the West Nile virus) (edit), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
- Spraying again tonight (aimed at killing mosquitoes carrying the West Nile virus), Jul 28, 1900, p.1
- Spraying (for mosquitoes) completed, Aug 4, 1900, p.1
- Reflections on insecticide spraying (edit), Aug 4, 1900, p.7
- Bug spraying tonight, Sep 1, 1900, p.1
- Send prerecorded messages on county spraying (Westchester County government urged by P. Feiner)(ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.8
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MOSSE, ANITA
Honor thy teachers (recognition luncheons throughout SCS school district) (photo), May 26, 1900, p.11

MOST, BERNARD
Read-a-thon readers learn about writers (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.10

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS AND DIRECTORS
Filmmaker Picker learns discipline from characters in 'the neighborhood' (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.15
Picker's 'Arthur Avenue' celebrates ordinary people living ordinary lives (photo) (cont), Apr 7, 1900, p.16
Documenting a passion for sports (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.19

MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
SEE THEATER BUILDINGS

MOTION PICTURES
Friday night is not movie night (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
Films are also shown Thursday (at SCS Public Library) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6
Degenerate films contaminate minds (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6

MOUCHA, REMUS S
Remus S Moucha, M.D. (recent recipient of two major professional awards), Jul 14, 1900, p.4

MOVIES
SEE MOTION PICTURES

MOYNIHAN, PATRICK
Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
President, First Lady visit J(eewish) C(ommunity) C(enter) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.1

MUCAHY, STEVEN
New guys on the team (village's newest firefighters) (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.5

MUGGEO, STEPHEN
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

MULDOON, CAITLIN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

MULDOON, JULIA
Shoppers paradise (annual sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.2

MUNOZ, DANIEL
Heritage Day project brings appreciation for past to students (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.11

MUNOZ, KARA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

MURPHY, EDWARD
Car 4 wins best in show (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.5

MURPHY, LIAM
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

MURPHY, LIAM ST. J (AU)
Rights are easy, their implementation is difficult (re 7/21 and 7/28 edits by Dr Schoenfeld) (ltr), Aug 4, 1900, p.6

MURPHY, LINDA LEAVITT
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

MURRAY, STEPHEN
Rev.(erend) Murray joins S(CS) C(ongregational) C(hurch) (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.10

MUSEUMS
Family activities offer Rx for 'I'm bored' syndrome (photo), Aug 25, 1900, p.1
Family activities offer Rx for 'I'm bored' syndrome (photo) (cont), Aug 25, 1900, p.4

MUSIC
Millennium revue (at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.11
A musical valentine (Kindergartner Grace Dhanraj performs at Girl Scout House) (photo), Feb 11, 1900, p.1
All-state music festival rehearsals underway (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.11
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MUSIC  continued

Elementary musicians serenade shoppers (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.11

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Students arrested for instrument thefts (photo), May 26, 1900, p.1

MUSICALS

Angel with a microphone; Stevie Holland sings with divine inspiration (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.27
S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) seeks business sponsors for production of 'Pippin', Apr 21, 1900, p.17
3 Scarsdale performers among leads in 'Pippin' (illus), Jul 21, 1900, p.15
‘Pippin’ is musical magic, ’70s style (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.13
Aux armes! (King Charlemagne rallies his troops in production of "Pippin") (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.1
Angels helped make ‘Pippin’ a success (ltr), Aug 18, 1900, p.6

MUSICIANS

Elementary musicians serenade shoppers (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.11

MUTTERPERL, DONALD (AU)

School budget increases are off the chart (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6

MYERS, DOUGLAS

Kids' BASE & The Little School provide quality programming (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.14

NADEL, GILLIAN

Teens team up on tour to Nepal and Tibet (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.3
High school students act to prevent drunk driving (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

NADER, RALPH

Jews are urged not to vote for Green Party’s Nader (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.6
Democrats win Westchester contests, Nov 10, 1900, p.1

NAIB, PIA

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
(Car washers at SHS) (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.6

NAIK, DAYAN

Dayan Naik, M.D. (named president of the American Association of Physicians of Indian Origin)(photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.4

NAJAC, MARJORIE

Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12
Cooper House counselor approaches job with zeal, Oct 6, 1900, p.1
Najac approaches counselor job with zeal (photo) (cont), Oct 6, 1900, p.9

NAKAMURA, MASAHITO

Int’l students learn the ropes at retreat (photo), Oct 6, 1900, p.11

NAKOS, EFFIE

Rotary Club announces grants (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.4

NARCOTICS TRADE

Recent SHS grad(cuate)s in drug arrest, Jul 21, 1900, p.1
Mandatory drug penalties under scrutiny, still, Aug 4, 1900, p.1
For sensible penalties (re Rockefeller drug laws), Aug 4, 1900, p.6
Mandatory drug law penalties under scrutiny, still (cont), Aug 4, 1900, p.8
Prosecutors with sense of justice needed, too (ltr), Aug 11, 1900, p.6

NARINS, RHODA

Local physicians named to ‘Best Doctors’ list, Aug 4, 1900, p.4

NARINS, RHODA (DR)

Dr. Rhoda Narins (promoted to clinical professor of dermatology at NY University School of Medicine), Dec 22, 1900, p.4

NASSAU, DAN

Middle school S(tudent) O(rganization) attends conference in Pittsburgh (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.12
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NASSAU, JUNE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

NASSAU, LAURA
Annual increase in turnout sought (for selecting members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6

NATHANSON, STEPHEN (AU)
Little League controversy misrepresented (response to 9/1 letter by Craig Lemle) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
Little League thanks village trustees for accepting plan (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6

NATHANSON, STEVE
Little League teams in order, Apr 7, 1900, p.1
Skill- and grade-based Little Leagues planned, Jun 30, 1900, p.1
Village board puts off Little League decision, Jul 14, 1900, p.1

NATHANSON, STEVE (AU)
Scarsdale is following national Little League policy (response to 3/10 letter by M Carlin) (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6

NAUGHTON, VIRGINIA (AU)
Make the water flow again on county parkland (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6

NEALE, J HENRY JR (AU)
Partisan election process would end open citizen participation (edit), Mar 17, 1900, p.7

NEALE, SUE
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

NECHAMKIN, ILENE
Story did not do justice to teacher (response to 6/23 Inquirer article on Rona Roth) (ltr), Jul 7, 1900, p.6
Ilene Nechamkin named Inquirer associate editor, Nov 17, 1900, p.4

NECHAMKIN, ILENE (AU)
2000 is no joke (edit), Jan 7, 1900, p.7
Pray for snow delays, not days (edit), Feb 18, 1900, p.7
Rocking the generation gap (edit), Mar 24, 1900, p.7
Remembering Molly (author's dog) (photo) (edit), Dec 29, 1900, p.7

NEIRA, MARISA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

NEPAL
Teens team up on tour to Nepal and Tibet (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.3

NEW ROCHELLE
Village trustees commended for taking stand on Ikea (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
Ikea will alter the terrain and transform our region (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
Scarsdalians add voices to Ikea protest, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
Scarsdalians protest Ikea plan at SMS meeting (cont), Dec 8, 1900, p.9

NEW YORK STATE. ASSEMBLY
State Assembly improves life for New Yorkers (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.13
A progress report on 1999 (photo) (Progress Edit), Jan 28, 1900, p.13
Hochberg won't seek another term for state Assembly, Mar 10, 1900, p.1
Amy Paulin seeks Hochberg's seat in state Assembly, Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Into the ring (Amy Paulin intends to run for Audrey Hochberg's seat in state Assembly) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Paulin running for Hochberg's Assembly seat (cont), Jun 2, 1900, p.8
Difabio challenges Paulin for state Assembly seat (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.1
Audrey Hochberg's career in state Assembly comes to a close (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.1
Hochberg's career in Assembly comes to a close (cont), Jun 16, 1900, p.15
Candidates stake out positions (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.1
Assembly candidates stake out positions (cont), Oct 13, 1900, p.3
Nita Lowey, Amy Paulin (endorsed as candidates for Congress and state Assembly) (edit), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
Strong choices in 35th (district) (no endorsement of either Nick Spano or Tom Abinanti) (edit), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
Y 2 K ALERT! Substitute year 2000 for 1900
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NEW YORK STATE. ASSEMBLY continued

Richard Brodsky for Assembly (endorsement) (edit), Nov 3, 1900, p.6
Paulin heads to Assembly With a little help from her friends (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.1
'Amy's Army' victorious in Assembly contest (cont), Nov 10, 1900, p.9

NEW YORK STATE. BOARD OF REGENTS
Evelyn Stock applies for regents position, Feb 25, 1900, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. SENATE
Progress made on health care and education (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.13

NEW YORK TIMES
Inquirer and N.Y. Times practice 'incendiary journalism' (ltr), Oct 13, 1900, p.6

NEWBAUER, LAUREN
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

NEWBURGER, AMY (DR)
Scarsdale MD demystifies anti-aging treatments (photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.3
Doctor demystifies anti-aging treatments (cont), Jan 7, 1900, p.8

NEWCOMB, CHRISTOPHER
New St. James rector on mission of fellowship (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.3

NEWCOMB, JONATHAN
New St. James rector on mission of fellowship (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.3

NEWCOMB, LEE ANN
New St. James rector on mission of fellowship (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.3

NEWCOMB, MARY
New St. James rector on mission of fellowship (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.3

NEWCOMB, THOMASON
New St. James rector on mission of fellowship (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.3

NEWCOMB, THOMASON L
Fr. (Thomason L) Newcomb new rector at St. James, Mar 17, 1900, p.20

NEWHOUSE, DOUGLAS
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

NEWHOUSE, EDA
Newhouse to get Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.1
Eda Newhouse to receive the Scarsdale Bowl (cont), Jan 14, 1900, p.10
Bowl tickets available, Mar 24, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36
Bowl goes to a 'gracious, tenacious' leader (Eda Newhouse) (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.1
Eda Newhouse, historical society leader, receives Scarsdale Bowl (cont), Apr 21, 1900, p.13
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
Volunteers and curators win awards (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4
Headliners 2000: people in the news (photo), Dec 29, 1900, p.4

NEWHOUSE, EDA L (AU)
Country fair owes success to many (ltr), Sep 15, 1900, p.6
Historical society race/walk a success (ltr), Oct 27, 1900, p.6

NEWHOUSE, JAMES
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

NEWMAN, ANITA
Doernberg Real Estate joins Coldwell Banker (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.4
Merger anniversary (of Coldwell Banker for New York/Connecticut) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.4
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NEWMAN, JENNY

Boo-tiful! (J Newman and J Loft put finishing touches on their Halloween window painting) (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.1

NEWMAN, RANDI

Forever wild? (re George Field Park) (photo), Aug 25, 1900, p.1

NEWMAN, STEVE

New moratorium to be debated Tuesday, Apr 21, 1900, p.1

NEWMAN, SUSAN

It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

NG, JEREMY

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

NGUYEN, TONY

Swimming and diving teams congratulated (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

NINGAILE, FREDDA (AU)

High school band enhances community pride (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.7

Learning to love fall's last hurrah (edit), Nov 17, 1900, p.7

NISSEN, SYLVIA

Changing of the guard: 12 faculty members retire; 7 are hired, May 5, 1900, p.11

Edgewood's Sylvia Nissen to retire (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.11

Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

Power Pals and pizza (Edgewood Power Pals program students) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.12

NITSCH, FREDERICK

Scarsdale man reveals suppressed Nazi massacre in memoirs (photo), Feb 11, 1900, p.1

NITSCH, GUNTER

Scarsdale man reveals suppressed Nazi massacre in memoirs (photo), Feb 11, 1900, p.1

Nitsch reveals suppressed Nazi massacre (cont), Feb 11, 1900, p.8

NITSCH, MARY

Scarsdale man reveals suppressed Nazi massacre in memoirs (photo), Feb 11, 1900, p.1

NITSCH, MICHAEL

Scarsdale man reveals suppressed Nazi massacre in memoirs (photo), Feb 11, 1900, p.1

NIXON, RICHARD

Popular vote majority eluded 11 (presidents) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

NOISE POLLUTION

Neighborliness 101, Jun 16, 1900, p.1

Leafblower ban is ignored by most gardeners (ltr), Aug 11, 1900, p.6

Signs would help reduce horn noise (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6

NOLAN, JOHN

Leage of W(omen) V(oters) panel ponders strategies to curb big-house mania, Dec 8, 1900, p.1

NON-PARTISAN CITIZEN'S COMMITTEE-SCS

Citizens') Nominating C(ommittee) nominates Pforzheimer, Weisberg, Sved, Galloway (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.1

Citizens') Nominating C(ommittee) nominates Pforzheimer, Weisberg, Sved, Galloway (cont), Jan 21, 1900, p.36

Voters Party mailings offended electoral tradition (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6

Citizens' candidates uphold high standards (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7

Nonpartisan Citizens party has a new Web site (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7

Many volunteers participate in Scarsdale government (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6

Levin: Voters should have a choice (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.1

Diverse group makes Scarsdale work (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.6

Decorum prevails at S(CS) N(ighborhood) A(ssociation) P(residents), Mar 10, 1900, p.1

Trustees need many experiences (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6

Citizens', Voters tally their expenses, April 21, 1900, p.1

Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1
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NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS’ COMMITTEE-SCS continued

10 elected to Citizens' Committee, Nov 17, 1900, p.1
Citizens' Committee begins search for candidates, Dec 8, 1900, p.3
David Kroenlein is committee's pick for mayor (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.1
David Kroenlein is Citizens' Committee pick for mayor (cont), Dec 22, 1900, p.3

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS’ PARTY-SCS

Voters (Party's) primary, Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Referendum less likely to succeed in March (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.7
Use of major party politician in ad is questioned (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6
Nonpartisan Citizens party has a new Web site (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7
3 winners in Voters primary (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.1
Citizens' candidates mull joining forum, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
New candidates supported the American Premier Underwriters proposal (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6
Citizens candidates mull participation in SCS Neighborhood Association Forum (cont), Feb 18, 1900, p.15
Evelyn's choice (Voters Party candidates will take Row A on village election ballot) (photo), Feb 25, 1900, p.1
The village needs watchdogs - not attack dogs (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
Political terms need definition (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7
Candidates from both parties to air their views at SCS Neighborhood Association Forum, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Performance, not politics, is Citizens' Party credo (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.6
Citizens' Party Candidates; Pforzheimer: extensive board experience (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
Citizens' Party Candidates; Weisberg: seeking creative solutions (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
Citizens' Party Candidates; Sved: Land use is top concern (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
For village trustee (endorsement of Citizens' Party candidates Pforzheimer, Weisberg and Sved) (edit), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Don't let village become unglued! (encourages voting for Citizens' Party candidates) (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Citizens' Party best serves village sense of community (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.7
Citizens' events (street campaign by Non-Partisan Citizens' Party candidates for village board), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Trustees need many experiences (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Sved, Pforzheimer and Weisberg belong on the (village) board (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Consensus is not achieved through partisan dissension (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Vote Row B to continue Scarsdale's success story (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
Citizens' campaign has received many small donations (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
Village's Freightway proposal was fiscally responsible (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
Citizens' Party violates its own principles (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
Citizens' Party wins resounding victory (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Election dramatized the issues (edit), Mar 24, 1900, p.7
Citizens’ Party sweeps village elections (photo) (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.15
Citizens’ Party is hypocritical, paper is biased (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
System responsive to change, challenge (edit), Mar 31, 1900, p.7

NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM-SCS

Spread the word on the merits of the nonpartisan system (ltr), Jan 14, 1900, p.6
November switch would destroy nonpartisan system (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
Voters Party mailing offended electoral tradition (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6
Voters Party seeks to impose adversarial system (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6
Why are so many problems going unsolved? (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
The village needs watchdogs - not attack dogs (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
Do we really want party politics here? (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.6
For village trustee (endorsement of Citizens' Party candidates Pforzheimer, Weisberg and Sved) (edit), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Voters campaign relies on repetition of misleading statements (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
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NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM-SCS continued
   System is flexible, responsible (edit), Mar 17, 1900, p.7
   A clarion call to the silent majority: Vote the Citizens Party line (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.7
   1-party system has poor record in village center (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.9

NOSCHESE, DANIEL
   Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1

NOVEMBER, ROBERT
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

NOVEMBER, ROBERT S (AU)
   Quality schools up property values (urges Scarsdalians to vote yes for school bond) (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6

NOVITCH, RICHARD
   Little League safety concerns cuts both ways (response to 4/7/00 letter by Richard Novitch) (ltr), Apr 21, 1900, p.6

NOVITCH, RICHARD (AU)
   Little League thanks village trustees for accepting plan (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6

NOWAK, EVE (AU)
   Resident grateful for stop signs (on Boulevard) (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6

NURSERY SCHOOLS
   (Supplement) Kids (photo), Apr 7, 1900

NURSES
   School nurses change with times (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.11

NUSSBAUM, LINDA
   20 are vying for positions on School Board Nominating Committee, Dec 8, 1900, p.1

NUZZI, JERRY
   Edgewood kindergartner continues family tradition (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.1

NYGREEN, GLEN
   Glen Nygreen (elected a vice chairman of board of directors of United Way of Westchester and Putnam), Mar 24, 1900, p.4

O'BRIEN, GERALD
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

O'BRIEN, JOSEPH
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

O'CONNOR, BRIDGET
   Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

O'CONNOR, JAY
   Running with 'Attitude' (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.23

O'CONNOR, BRIDGET
   Bridget O'Conner wins Lahey Trophy (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.19

O'CONNOR, CAROL A
   Assistant principal (Carol O’Conner) was a credit to SMS (edit), Jul 14, 1900, p.7

O'CONNOR, JUSTINE
   Scarsdale student reports back from Nara, Japan (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.10

O'DONNELL, RAYMOND
   Changing of the guard: 12 faculty members retire; 7 are hired, May 5, 1900, p.11
   Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

O'GRADY, FLORENCE
   Candidates air their views; GOP Vonglis, RTL’s O’Grady have the floor to themselves, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
   Vonglis, O’Grady have the floor to themselves (cont), Nov 3, 1900, p.9
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O'HANLON, PAULINE
Annual increase in turnout sought (for selecting members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6

O'HAARA, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

O'KEEFE, MEGAN
Scouts sleep over at zoo (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.4

O'LEARY, ED
Weaver St. work to start, Sep 1, 1900, p.1

O'LEARY, RICHARD
Richard O'Leary (dies), Sep 29, 1900, p.17

O'MANSKY, MATT
Scarsdale native is a real-life Indiana Jones (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.3

O'NEILL, MARY JANE
Mary Jane O'Neill (has retired as executive director/CEO of Eye Bank for Sight Restoration) (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.4

OBITUARIES
Abrams, Marilyn (dies), Sep 1, 1900, p.15
Abt, John K (dies), Apr 7, 1900, p.14
Bell, David (dies), Dec 22, 1900, p.16
Bien, Ruth Fisch (dies), Jan 7, 1900, p.12
Bloomingdale, Eileen Crutchlow (Dr) (dies), Apr 14, 1900, p.19
Brady, Flora M (dies), Dec 29, 1900, p.14
Breinin, Raymond (dies), Apr 14, 1900, p.19
Brotherhood, Dorothy J (dies), Jun 2, 1900, p.10
Bryant, Cynthia Ramsey (dies), Sep 1, 1900, p.15
Burgess, Alexander C (dies), Mar 31, 1900, p.15
Callery, Jean Grant (dies), Jul 28, 1900, p.19
Carnevaile, Armand V (dies), Jan 21, 1900, p.10
Chamberlin, Eleanor W (dies), Jan 7, 1900, p.12
Christie, Kathleen (dies), Mar 17, 1900, p.20
Combe, Ivan D (dies), Jan 21, 1900, p.10
Conklin, Aubrey Robert (dies), Nov 3, 1900, p.22
Connor, Peter J (dies), Jul 14, 1900, p.17
Cory, Sara P (dies), Oct 20, 1900, p.19
Creamer, Thomas F (dies), Mar 3, 1900, p.19
Darrow, Nelda Darling (dies), May 5, 1900, p.27
Dibble, Earl L (dies) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.17
Disick, Michael (Dr) (dies), Sep 15, 1900, p.14
Donati, Grace Fox (dies), May 5, 1900, p.27
Feinberg, Elliot (dies) (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.19
Ferris, Fred Irving Eldridge (dies), Mar 31, 1900, p.15
Ferriter, Judith Cook (dies), Mar 10, 1900, p.19
Formicola, Albert (dies), Oct 20, 1900, p.19
Friedel, James R (dies) (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.10
Fuller, Robert Garfield (dies), Jan 7, 1900, p.12
Gladstone, Madge (dies), Jul 21, 1900, p.10
Gloven, Kathleen (dies), Aug 18, 1900, p.12
Gomez, Julia (dies), Jun 23, 1900, p.16
Gordon, Frank, former trustee, is dead at 88 (photo), Feb 11, 1900, p.18
Green, Glen K (dies), Nov 10, 1900, p.20
Gsell, Freya (dies), Apr 26, 1900, p.25
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OBITUARIES continued
Hand, Ed; Former village trustee Ed Hand is dead at 92, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
Hand, Ed; Former village trustee Ed Hand is dead at 92 (photo) (cont), Jan 14, 1900, p.8
Harper, Estella Armstrong (dies), Dec 8, 1900, p.28
Hartnett, Peggy Anhalt (dies), Oct 20, 1900, p.19
Hennessey, John J (dies), Apr 7, 1900, p.14
Hillman, Rachel A (dies), Mar 10, 1900, p.19
Innes, Richard O (dies), Jan 7, 1900, p.12
Johnston, Elizabeth K (dies), May 19, 1900, p.27
Krasnow, Rosalyn (dies), Sep 29, 1900, p.17
Kulick, Lee R (Dr) (dies), Sep 8, 1900, p.14
Kulick, Margaret (dies), Jul 28, 1900, p.19
Landau, Edward A (dies), Mar 10, 1900, p.19
Lewis, Frederick Howell (dies), Jul 21, 1900, p.10
Linker, Jacques (dies), Jan 14, 1900, p.20
Lohmann, Robert P (Dr) (dies), Mar 10, 1900, p.19
Lublin, Emily Langley (dies), May 5, 1900, p.27
Lynch, Jeannette G (dies) (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.25
Malkames, June Virginia Dougherty (dies), Jun 2, 1900, p.10
Markey, Audrey S (dies), Jan 28, 1900, p.10
Markowitz, Alfred (Dr) (dies), Jun 30, 1900, p.17
McCarthy, Michael P (dies), Nov 24, 1900, p.20
McGowan, Brian J (dies), Jun 23, 1900, p.16
Merchant, Katherine (dies), Jun 30, 1900, p.17
Meredith, Morley (dies) (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.19
Miller, Mary (dies), Dec 22, 1900, p.16
O'Leary, Richard (dies), Sep 29, 1900, p.17
Olde, Jack S (dies), Jan 14, 1900, p.20
Olson, Mary Elizabeth Taylor (dies) (photo), May 26, 1900, p.15
Ortner, Jane Ellen (dies) (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.21
Parker, Herbert M (Dr) (dies), Mar 3, 1900, p.19
Parnell, Jasper B (dies), Jun 16, 1900, p.30
Pernice, Thomas G (dies), Feb 18, 1900, p.19
Pitofsky, Mary Linn (dies), Apr 21, 1900, p.14
Quinn, Helen J (dies), Jan 7, 1900, p.12
Reese, Gomer David Jr (dies), Apr 7, 1900, p.14
Rembar, Charles (dies), Nov 3, 1900, p.22
Roberts, Nanette M (dies), Jan 28, 1900, p.10
Robertson, Leocadia (dies), Mar 3, 1900, p.19
Scheinberg, Louise Goldman (dies), Jan 14, 1900, p.20
Schiffman, Elaine (dies), Mar 31, 1900, p.15
Schneider, Katherine E (dies), Jan 14, 1900, p.20
See, Joseph M Jr (dies), Apr 7, 1900, p.14
Singer, Donald (dies), Sep 1, 1900, p.15
Smith, Richard Franklin (dies), Dec 15, 1900, p.30
Snyder, Susan (dies), Jan 7, 1900, p.12
Spengler, Mary K (dies), Dec 15, 1900, p.30
Stern, Priscilla Rudin (dies), May 19, 1900, p.27
Stubbings, Suzanne F (dies), Apr 28, 1900, p.25
Szaniawski, Edward (dies), Sep 1, 1900, p.15
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OBITUARIES continued
- Tatti, Mary E (dies), Apr 21, 1900, p.14
- Viccari, Peter (dies), May 19, 1900, p.27
- Waldrup, Bernard L (dies), Feb 11, 1900, p.18
- Walsh, Thomas J Sr (dies), Oct 6, 1900, p.19
- Wetmore, J Stuart (dies), Jan 7, 1900, p.12

ODELL, KATHERINE
- Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

OEHLER, DENNIS
- Paralympics at Fox Meadow (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.11
- Paralympic athletes visit Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.11

OESTREICHER, DAVID
- Exhibit opening (“In Search of the Lenape at SCS Historical Society) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.10

OEKEYO, OGUNDA
- Advisory council tackles diversity issues (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.3

OLANDER, PAUL
- Memorial Day concert enjoyed (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
- Past commanders honored by American Legion Post (photo), Dec 29, 1900, p.4

OLP SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN
- Old Scarsdale (Neighborhood Assn) to meet (June 26), Jun 23, 1900, p.1

OLDER, JACK S
- Jack S Older (dies), Jan 14, 1900, p.20

OLDER, SONDRA
- Paulin heads to Assembly With a little help from her friends (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.1

OLMSTED, FREDERICK LAW
- Honoring Frederick Law Olmsted’s legacy (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.3
- His (F.L. Olmsted’s) profession was not so new (response to 1/28 letter by Irving J Sloan) (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6

OLSON, MARY ELIZABETH TAYLOR
- Mary Elizabeth Taylor Olson (dies) (photo), May 26, 1900, p.15

OMIDYA, PIERRE
- It’s time for new leaders to step forward (edit), Apr 28, 1900, p.7

OPHALMOLOGISTS
- Dr. Jeffrey Spitzer (elected to the board of trustees of the Jewish Braille Institute of America), Oct 20, 1900, p.4

OPOLINSKY, CHARLES (AU)
- Experts say pool at high school would cost $1 million (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI
- Mandatory drug penalties under scrutiny, still, Aug 4, 1900, p.1
- Candidates air their views; State candidates debate crime, education, campaign finance, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
- Democrat’s honor Audrey Hochberg (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI (AU)
- Progress made on health care and education (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.13

ORCE, BRIAN
- The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.:

ORCE, HELENE
- Orces to receive S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) Open Door Award (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.4
- E’mont sets $15M school bond vote, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
- The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.

ORCE, KEN
- Orces to receive S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) Open Door Award (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.4
- The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.
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ORDEN, BONNIE
E'mont sets $15M school bond vote, Feb 18, 1900, p.1

ORDEN, STEWART L (AU)
Prosecutors with sense of justice needed, too (ltr), Aug 11, 1900, p.6

ORRINGER, RICHARD H (AU)
A short history of the popular @ (edit), Jan 28, 1900, p.7

ORTHOPEDIC SURGEONS
Orthopedist (Andrew Casden) opens Westchester office (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.4

ORTNER, JANE ELLEN
Jane Ellen Ortner (dies) (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.21

OSBORN, LIN (AU)
Spano avoids League of Women Voters debates; Abinanti participates (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7

OSBORN, MICHAEL V (DR) (AU)
Spano should support gun control laws (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6

OSORIO, JAMES
Crime, education, campaign finance are topics (photo) (cont), Nov 3, 1900, p.12

OTOLARYNGOLOGISTS
Mark L Fox, M.D. (elected vice speaker of House of Delegates of Medical Society of State of NY), Jun 16, 1900, p.4

OXMAN, MARK
Bradley, Gore fans compare candidates' merits (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.3

PAGET, DANIEL
Several singing groups participate in Summer Sings (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.7

PAINTINGS
The view from the Ponte Vecchio (edit), Feb 4, 1900, p.7
Diaferia watercolor earns bouquet of blue ribbons (illus), Jun 9, 1900, p.31
Boo-tiful! (J Newman and J Loft put finishing touches on their Halloween window painting) (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.1
Young artists pick up prizes for window paintings (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.17
Friedland watercolor judged best in Scarsdale Art Assn. show (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.17

PANESSA, EUGENE
McCreary supporters take case to board, Apr 14, 1900, p.1

PANESSA, HEATHER (AU)
Voters Party forum was not broadcast as scheduled (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7
Elementary school class-size limits need another look (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6
Sprinkler law vague, ill-conceived (edit), Dec 8, 1900, p.7

PANKE, CLAIRE
SHS grad(uate)'s documentary to air on Discovery Channel (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.3

PANKOW, JULIANA
(SHS girls picnic on Spencer's expanded sidewalk) (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

PAPANTONIO, BRIAN
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

PAPPALARDO, STEPHEN
Earth Day (photo), May 5, 1900, p.4
Tree protection proposal shelved, May 12, 1900, p.1
Bids on SC(S) Volunteer Ambulance Head Quarters rejected, May 26, 1900, p.1
Roundabout answer (to Heathcote five corners traffic congestion), Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Downtown bids let; new curbing afoot, Aug 18, 1900, p.1
Weaver St. work to start, Sep 1, 1900, p.1

PARADES
Memorial Day (Memorial Day Parade will take place Monday, May 29), May 26, 1900, p.1
Girls should also march in (Memorial Day) parade (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
Y 2 K ALERT! Substitute year 2000 for 1900
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PARADES continued

Memorial Day parade was meaningful for Girl Scouts (letter), Jun 2, 1900, p.7

(July 4th) Parade spans generations (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.1

Some pumpkins! (Laura Morse inside her jack o’lantern costume at SCS parade) (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.1

PARADISE, ROBERT

Life members (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.9

PARENTING

College kids an curfews: Who makes the rules?, Jan 14, 1900, p.3

Rocking the generation gap (edit), Mar 24, 1900, p.7

We must strengthen our ties (edit), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

An empty nest: The preview (edit), Apr 21, 1900, p.7

Look in the mirror, take responsibility (response to 5/26 letter by Phillip Jacobs) (letter), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

High school years - a different perspective (edit), Jun 23, 1900, p.6

Tunick’s column is a wake-up call to parents (response to 6/23 edit by Carole Tunick) (letter), Jul 7, 1900, p.6

Parents are out of control at games (letter), Nov 10, 1900, p.6

Identifying, handling stress in kids (edit), Dec 1, 1900, p.7

Identifying and handling stress in children (cont), Dec 1, 1900, p.9

PARENTS

In an undiscovered country (re coping with the loss of one’s parents) (edit), May 12, 1900, p.7

PARKER, HERBERT M (DR)

Herbert M Parker, D.D.S. (dies), Mar 3, 1900, p.19

PARKS

Neighbors say doggie park not good for f(ox) M(eadow), May 5, 1900, p.1

Park not suitable for playing fields (letter), May 5, 1900, p.6

Forever Wild? (re George Field Park) (photo), Aug 25, 1900, p.1

Keep George Field park a ‘pastoral island’ (letter), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

Keep George Field Park natural for those who don’t play soccer (letter), Sep 22, 1900, p.14

Preserve the park as a flood plain (letter), Sep 29, 1900, p.6

Don’t let assets go down the drain (praise for 9/29 letter by Cherbuliez re George Field Park) (letter), Oct 6, 1900, p.1

Neighbors: No diamonds at George Field Park, Oct 27, 1900, p.1

Do not turn beautiful meadow into yet another ball field (letter), Oct 27, 1900, p.6

Natural beauty of George Field Park remembered fondly (letter), Nov 3, 1900, p.7

Don’t take away one of few remaining open spaces (letter), Nov 10, 1900, p.6

Park proposal = over-development (re George Field Park) (letter), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

Recreation supervisor thanked for park (re renovation of Corell Park) (letter), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

Thanks to trustees for saving George Field Park (letter), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

Right decision, questionable reason (re George Field Park) (edit), Nov 24, 1900, p.7

PARNELL, JASPER B

Jasper B Parnell (dies), Jun 16, 1900, p.30

PARTIES

Teen open houses are nothing new, Jan 14, 1900, p.7

PASSOVER

Passover: ancient holiday made modern (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.1

Tradition never tasted this good (edit), Apr 21, 1900, p.7

Passover: an ancient holiday made modern (cont), Apr 21, 1900, p.13

PATAKI, GEORGE

Chance to build an indoor pool (letter), Jan 14, 1900, p.6

Water purity must be preserved (letter), May 5, 1900, p.6
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PATEL, BHAVIT
Scarsdale senior class presents 'Pirates of Penzance' (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.23

PATTERSON, JANET
Friends; Grandview portraits on exhibit at library (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.15

PATTIZ, EMMA
Young Writers' Conference gets rave reviews (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.11

PATTIZ, KEITH
(Town and) V(Illage) C(Ivicy) C(ubic) C(lub) panel mulls the allure of Scarsdale (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.3

PAUL, AMY
Rotary Club announces grants (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.4

PAULIN, AMY
Farewell to all that (reviews major 1999 SCS events) (edit), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
Bradley, Gore fans compare candidates' merits (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.3
Amy Paulin (recipient of Myron S Isaacs Community Service Award) (photo), May 12, 1900, p.4
Amy Paulin seeks Hochberg's seat in state Assembly, Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Into the ring (Amy Paulin intends to run for Audrey Hochberg's seat in state Assembly) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Paulin running for Hochberg's Assembly seat (cont), Jun 2, 1900, p.8
Difabio challenges Paulin for state Assembly seat (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.1
On the stump (extended 4th of July celebration) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.3
Paulin receives award (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.4
Candidates stake out positions (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.1
Assembly candidates stake out positions (cont), Oct 13, 1900, p.3
Nita Lowey, Amy Paulin (endorsed as candidates for Congress and state Assembly) (edit), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
Amy Paulin: a worthy successor to Hochberg (edit), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
Candidates air their views; State candidates debate crime, education, campaign finance, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Paulin's knowledge of local government would be an asset (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7
Crime, education, campaign finance are topics (photo) (cont), Nov 3, 1900, p.12
Democrats win Westchester contests, Nov 10, 1900, p.1
Paulin heads to Assembly With a little help from her friends (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.1
'Amy's Army' victorious in Assembly contest (cont), Nov 10, 1900, p.9
(Metro North electrical) Towers may go, Dec 8, 1900, p.1

PECK, RICHARD
Author visits Greenacres (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.11

PECKHAM, SHARON
Sharon Peckham (has joined Calgi Construction Company as project manager), Feb 25, 1900, p.4

PEDESTRIANS-SAFETY
Traffic, pedestrian safety improvements urged in Fox Meadow (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.1
Perilous crossings (in Scarsdale) (edit), Aug 11, 1900, p.6
Crosswalk work delay (re Popham Road crosswalk), Aug 25, 1900, p.1
School's open Wednesday. Drive carefully! (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.3
Pedestrian safety a worry in Fox Meadow, Oct 13, 1900, p.1
Trustees consider safety, set hearings (cont), Oct 13, 1900, p.3
Hearing on 1-way street draws praise and criticism for plan, Dec 22, 1900, p.1
Rumors swirl around proposed Heathcote (five corners) rotary (illus), Dec 29, 1900, p.1

PELEKIS, LISA
Changing of the guard; new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12

PEPCHINSKI, LINDSAY
Scouts sleep over at zoo (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.4
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PERETZ, ASHER
Bar and bat mitzvah, past and present (photo), May 26, 1900, p.3

PERETZ, BARRY (AU)
Letter accurately portrays sports (praise for 10/13 letter by Amy G Bermingham) (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6

PERETZ, DANNY
(Danny Peretz tests the durability of his mountain bike on steps at SHS) (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.6

PEREZ, GONZALO
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Maroon and White Winter Sports Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.27

PERKINS, BRADFORD
(American) P(remier) U(nderwriters) to seek zoning change on Depot, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
Sale of Depot Place property pending, Sep 22, 1900, p.1

PERKINS, L BRADFORD (AU)
Architect says A(mERICAN) P(remier) U(nderwriters) no longer interested in Freighterway (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6

PERL, DARA
From Russia, with love, Feb 18, 1900, p.11

PERL, JOANNA
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

PERRI, JOHN
Time for caution (check all pipes that are subject to freezing), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
Firefighters honored at annual ceremony May 15 (photo), May 19, 1900, p.5

PEROTTI, ADELINE
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

PERSEGATI, WALTER (OR)
Friends of Music and the Arts reinforces schools' cultural offerings (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.3

PESTICIDES
(West) Nile (Virus) spraying tonight, Jul 21, 1900, p.1
West Nile fever? (regarding the Anvil spraying for the West Nile virus) (edit), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
Spraying again tonight (aimed at killing mosquitoes carrying the West Nile virus), Jul 28, 1900, p.1
Spraying (for mosquitoes) completed, Aug 4, 1900, p.1
Reflections on insecticide spraying (edit), Aug 4, 1900, p.7
Bug spraying tonight, Sep 1, 1900, p.1
Send prerecorded messages on county spraying (Westchester County government urged by P. Feiner) (ltr), Sep 29, 1900,

PETERSON, LYN
'Get a Life!' says decorating expert (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.3

PFORZHEIMER, CARL
C(itizen's) N ominating C(ommittee) nominates Pforzheimer, Weisberg, Sved, Galloway (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.1
C(itizen's) N ominating C(ommittee) nominates Pforzheimer, Weisberg, Sved, Galloway (cont), Jan 21, 1900, p.36
Referendum less likely to succeed in March (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.7
4 to run in Voters Party primary Feb. 9 (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
Would we switch school elections to November too? (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
Citizens' candidates uphold high standards (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7
Citizens' candidates null joining forum, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
New candidates supported the (American) P(remier) U(nderwriters) proposal (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6
The village needs watchdogs - not attack dogs (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
(Voter) Apathy is the greatest danger (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7
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PFORZHEIMER, CARL continued

Candidates from both parties to air their views at S(CS) N(eighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) forum, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Do we really want party politics here? (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.6
Decorum prevails at S(CS) N(eighborhood) A(ssociation) P(residents), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
Citizens' Party Candidates; Pforzheimer: extensive board experience (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
For village trustee (endorsement of Citizens' Party candidates Pforzheimer, Weisberg and Sved), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Don't let village become unglued! (encourages voting for Citizens' Party candidates) (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Voters campaign relies on repetition of misleading statements (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Citizens' Party best serves village sense of community (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.7
Pforzheimer relies on his extensive board experience (cont), Mar 10, 1900, p.22
Candidates spar at L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Citizens' events (street campaign by Non-Partisan Citizens' Party candidates for village board), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale involves all its citizens in careful planning (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Sved, Pforzheimer and Weisberg belong on the (village) board (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Consensus is not achieved through partisan dissension (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Voters Party flier called 'outrageously false' (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.7
A clarion call to the silent majority: Vote the C(itizens') P(arty) line (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.7
3 examples of good land use planning by the village (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
Vote Row B to continue Scarsdale's success story (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
Trustee candidates spar at the L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.21
Citizens' Party wins resounding victory (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Citizens' Party sweeps village elections (photo) (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.15
Tree protection proposal shelved, May 12, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale meets the Internet, Jul 7, 1900, p.1
Posting tax information is privacy violation (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
Copyright. gone (SCS government web site is copyrighted no more), Sep 29, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains; New village board contemplates zoning modification, Dec 29, 1900, p

PHILLIPS, JULIE

Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12

PHILLIPS, LAURA

SMS scores food drive record (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.10

PHOON, JANET

Phoon joins Houlihan/Lawrence (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.4

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Dancing Trees (Terry Kessler among artists in exhibit "Executive Suite 2000") (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.17

PHYSICIANS

Randy Stevens, M.D. (assistant director of radiation oncology at White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), Jan 28, 1900, David Scheinberg, M.D. (awarded a national fellowship from the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation), Feb 11, 1900, p.4
Local doctors' efforts help make a saint (photo), May 12, 1900, p.1
Marvin L Lipman (elected to board of trustees of U.S. Pharmacopeia as trustee representative) (photo), May 12, 1900, William H Frishman, M.D. (recipient of Heart of Distinction Award from American Heart Assn), May 12, 1900, p.4
Local doctors' efforts help make a saint (photo) (cont), May 12, 1900, p.11
Mark L Fox, M.D. (elected vice speaker of House of Delegates of Medical Society of State of NY), Jun 16, 1900, p.4
Dayan Naik, M.D. (named president of the American Association of Physicians of Indian Origin) (photo), Jun 16, 1900
Alfred Markowitz, M.D. (dies), Jun 30, 1900, p.17
Doc(octor) offers bride bounty (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Remus R Moucha, M.D. (recent recipient of two major professional awards), Jul 14, 1900, p.4
Ian Goldsmith, M.D. (has joined the faculty of Baylor College of Medicine), Aug 4, 1900, p.4
Linda Yoon Lee, M.D. (is a new associate with Westchester Gynecologists and Obstetricians P.C., WHP), Oct 6, 1900
Dr. David Scheinberg (named to Vincent Astor Chair) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.4
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PHYSICIANS continued

Dr. Labe Scheinberg (awarded Lifetime Achievement Award 2000 by National Multiple Sclerosis Society), Nov 24, 1900, p.4
Rachel Saunders-Pullman (honored by the Dystonia Medical Research Foundation), Dec 22, 1900, p.4

PICARD, IRVING
Nominators to be elected (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Citizens' Nominating Committee reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1

PICKELLE, PAUL
McCreary lawyer seeks dismissal of charges, Mar 31, 1900, p.1
McCreary lawyer seeks dismissal of charges (photo) (cont), Mar 31, 1900, p.8
McCreary supporters take case to board, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
Deadline is set in McCreary case, Jun 16, 1900, p.1
Police officer files suit against Edgewood man, Sep 8, 1900, p.1

PICKER, RICHARD
Filmmaker Picker learns discipline from characters in 'the neighborhood' (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.15
Picker's 'Arthur Avenue' celebrates ordinary people living ordinary lives (photo) (cont), Apr 7, 1900, p.16

PIEKARSKY, JAMES
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

PIERO, CHRIS
Maroon and White Awards Dinner (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.35

PIHA, TOVA
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12
Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

PING, JENNY
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

PISANO, LAURA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

PITOFSKY, MARY LINN
Mary Linn Pitofsky (dies), Apr 21, 1900, p.14

PLANNING BOARD-SCS
Winston hoping for another environmental review, Feb 4, 1900, p.3
Planning board gives thumbs up to 2 subdivisions, Feb 4, 1900, p.3
Owners feel 'forced' to tear down house, Feb 25, 1900, p.1
Residents clamor to be included in subdivision moratorium, Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Demolition on Murray Hill Road OK'd by board, Mar 17, 1900, p.3
Scarsdale involves all its citizens in careful planning (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Planners ponder zoning challenges past and future (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.1
Arthur Manor moratorium is unlikely, Apr 28, 1900, p.1
Special benefit district may help Arthur Manor (cont), Apr 28, 1900, p.8
Board puts plans on hold, Apr 28, 1900, p.9
Neighbors protest proposed rerouting of Rock Creek, May 5, 1900, p.3
Mini-moratorium set for Secor Farms lots, May 26, 1900, p.1
Subdivision OK's on Corell, Jun 2, 1900, p.4
Upzoning recommendations under study by village board, Jun 23, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
Does it fit in? (re size of houses in SCS), Jul 7, 1900, p.1
Board of architectural review OK's houses, additions, Jul 14, 1900, p.2
PLANNING BOARD-SCS  continued
Planning board needs help with 'character' study (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
Planning board gives 4 approvals, Aug 11, 1900, p.3
Amendments pending for zoning code, Oct 6, 1900, p.1
Planners say yes, Oct 6, 1900, p.9
Zoning amendments the work of many, Oct 27, 1900, p.1
Developers Draft Impact Statement complete in Fairview subdivision, Nov 3, 1900, p.5
Zoning amendments the work of many, Oct 27, 1900, p.1
Development hearing (SCS Planning Board will review Greensprings environmental impact statement), Dec 8, 1900, p.1
League of Voters panel ponders strategies to curb big-house mania, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
Winfair group blasts Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Dec 22, 1900, p.1
Environmental solutions must precede development (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6
New laws are needed to ban outsize development (response to 12/22 edit by Irving J Sloan (ltr), Dec 29, 1900, p.6
Valley Road woman supports open space protection (ltr), Dec 29, 1900, p.6

PLATT, LINDA JO
Edgemont man is Dobbs schools chief, Jan 7, 1900, p.1

PLAYING FIELDS
SEE ATHLETIC FIELDS
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
The Pledge of Allegiance: Means but not end (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
Pledge of Allegiance should be voluntary (edit), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
The Pledge of Allegiance in school: Means but not end (cont), Feb 4, 1900, p.8

PLOSIKI, STEVE
Akinati, Ploski are heading for Sept. primary showdown, Aug 25, 1900, p.1
Dema, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
Spano, Akinanti run campaigns via fax, Sep 15, 1900, p.3

PLUMER, WILLIAM
Former history teacher casts vote for E. Fountain House (response to 9/15 edit by Nikki Usher)(edit), Sep 22, 1900, p.

POACHING
Resident suspects poaching in county park (photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.3

POHLMANN, WILLIAM H
Greenburgh critics offer solution to nonexistent problem (response to 7/28 letter by Pohlmann) (ltr), Aug 4, 1900, p.4
Committee supports officials, but does not make decisions (re 7/28 Pohlmann & Bellino letters) (ltr), Aug 11, 1900, p.6
County Democrats more cost-conscious than Republicans (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

POHLMANN, WILLIAM H (AU)
Greenburgh Democratic Committee has too much power (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
Town board does not discuss decisions in public (ltr), Aug 18, 1900, p.6

POLICE-GBH
Buckle up (GBH will selectively enforce state seat belt and child safety restraint laws), Feb 18, 1900, p.1

POLICE-SCS
Opinions, anyone? (re assessors from Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies), Jan 7, 1900, p.1
Community leaders praise police at hearing, Jan 28, 1900, p.3
Pre-trial conference for McCreary next week (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.3
Police work a balancing act (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
Car 54, where are you? (Girl scouts test the intercom in a police car during visit) (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.1
McCreary lawyer seeks dismissal of charges, Mar 31, 1900, p.1
McCreary lawyer seeks dismissal of charges (photo) (cont), Mar 31, 1900, p.8

POLICE-SCS
Opinions, anyone? (re assessors from Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies), Jan 7, 1900, p.1
Community leaders praise police at hearing, Jan 28, 1900, p.3
Pre-trial conference for McCreary next week (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.3
Police work a balancing act (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
Car 54, where are you? (Girl scouts test the intercom in a police car during visit) (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.1
McCreary lawyer seeks dismissal of charges, Mar 31, 1900, p.1
McCreary lawyer seeks dismissal of charges (photo) (cont), Mar 31, 1900, p.8

POACHING
Resident suspects poaching in county park (photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.3

POHLMANN, WILLIAM H
Greenburgh critics offer solution to nonexistent problem (response to 7/28 letter by Pohlmann) (ltr), Aug 4, 1900, p.4
Committee supports officials, but does not make decisions (re 7/28 Pohlmann & Bellino letters) (ltr), Aug 11, 1900, p.6
County Democrats more cost-conscious than Republicans (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

POHLMANN, WILLIAM H (AU)
Greenburgh Democratic Committee has too much power (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
Town board does not discuss decisions in public (ltr), Aug 18, 1900, p.6

POLICE-GBH
Buckle up (GBH will selectively enforce state seat belt and child safety restraint laws), Feb 18, 1900, p.1

POLICE-SCS
Opinions, anyone? (re assessors from Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies), Jan 7, 1900, p.1
Community leaders praise police at hearing, Jan 28, 1900, p.3
Pre-trial conference for McCreary next week (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.3
Police work a balancing act (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
Car 54, where are you? (Girl scouts test the intercom in a police car during visit) (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.1
McCreary lawyer seeks dismissal of charges, Mar 31, 1900, p.1
McCreary lawyer seeks dismissal of charges (photo) (cont), Mar 31, 1900, p.8

Incident has assumed greater importance than it deserves (re October 1999 McCreary incident) (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.6
Impartial jury should decide if compromise impossible (re October 1999 McCreary incident) (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.1
POLICE-SCS continued

McCreary supporters appeal to board (cont), Apr 14, 1900, p.9
Is McCreary fracas headed for Supreme Court? (re October 1999 McCreary incident at IHM) (ltr), Apr 21, 1900, p.6
SCS Police D(epartment) awards, May 12, 1900, p.1
Operation C(ellular) A(ccess to) R(eport) E(mergencies) (to be initiated May 15 by SCS Police Dept), May 19, 1900, p.1
Police pay homage to past and present officers (photo), May 19, 1900, p.3
Suburban challenge (re attitude towards SCS Police) (edit), May 19, 1900, p.6
Injured police officer has back surgery, May 26, 1900, p.5
Deadline is set in McCreary case, Jun 16, 1900, p.1
Matthew Miraglia (will receive a B.S. degree in criminal justice from Mercy College June 30), Jun 16, 1900, p.4
Car 4 wins best in show (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.5
New police officers recruited from N(ew) Y(ork) P(olice) D(epartment) (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.5
One more thing... (praise for SCS Police Dept) (edit), Jun 30, 1900, p.7
Self-help and common sense ("read the police report and learn your lessons") (edit), Aug 18, 1900, p.6
Police officer files suit against Edgewood man, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
The President is coming!, Sep 15, 1900, p.1
Police civil suits may insulate municipalities (response to Inquirer article from 9/8/00) (ltr), Sep 15, 1900, p.6
Village fortunate to have Ellis on police force (response to criticism of Ellis' lawsuit) (ltr), Oct 13, 1900, p.6
Resolution elusive in year-old McCreary case (cont), Nov 17, 1900, p.17

POLIN, KEN & CATHY (AU)

Concert (at SHS) was a source of pride and pleasure (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS

New nomenclature needed (re presidential candidates) (edit), Feb 4, 1900, p.7
Harrison: Downtown is still the major issue (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Levin: Voters should have a choice (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Lonner: Looking ahead to Scarsdale's future (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Candidates from both parties to air their views at SCS Neighborhood Association Residents forum, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Decorum prevails at SCS Neighborhood Association Residents forum, Mar 10, 1900, p.1
Citizens' Party Candidates; Pforzheimer: extensive board experience (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
Citizens' Party Candidates; Weisberg: seeking creative solutions (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
Citizens' Party Candidates; Sved: Land use is top concern (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
Voters campaign relies on repetition of misleading statements (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Pforzheimer relies on his extensive board experience (cont), Mar 10, 1900, p.22
Land use is top concern for incumbent Sved (cont), Mar 10, 1900, p.22
Anne Weisberg is seeking creative solutions (cont), Mar 10, 1900, p.9
Candidates spar at League of Women Voters forum (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Citizens' events (street campaign by Non-Partisan Citizens' Party candidates for village board), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Trustee candidates spar at the League of Women Voters forum (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.21
Citizens' Party wins resounding victory (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Paul Feiner is off and running, Mar 31, 1900, p.1
Village campaign was disheartening, disillusioning (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6
Into the ring (Amy Paulin intends to run for Audrey Hochberg's seat in state Assembly) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Amy Paulin seeks Hochberg's seat in state Assembly, Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Difabio challenges Paulin for state Assembly seat (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.1
Max Difabio vows to fight for environment, kids (cont), Jun 16, 1900, p.15
On the stump (extended 4th of July celebration) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.3
Abinanti, Ploski are heading for Sept. primary showdown, Aug 25, 1900, p.1
Bush must go beyond his platitudes (edit), Sep 8, 1900, p.7
President, First Lady visit Jewish Community Center (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.1
Spano, Abinanti run campaigns via fax, Sep 15, 1900, p.3
POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS continued

Clintons come to town (cont), Sep 15, 1900, p.8

Candidates stake out positions (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.1

Assembly candidates stake out positions (cont), Oct 13, 1900, p.3

Lowey, Vonglis debate issues (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.1

Congressional candidates Lowey, Vonglis see things in a different light (cont), Oct 20, 1900, p.12

Feiner makes 2d bid to unseat Gilman (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.1

Gilman, for now (endorsement of Benjamin Gilman for US Congress) (edit), Oct 27, 1900, p.6

Paul Feiner seeks to unseat Ben Gilman (cont), Oct 27, 1900, p.9

Candidates air their views; GOP Vonglis, RTL's O'Grady have the floor to themselves, Nov 3, 1900, p.1

Candidates air their views; State candidates debate crime, education, campaign finance, Nov 3, 1900, p.1

Campaign finance is no. 1 issue (edit), Nov 3, 1900, p.7

Crime, education, campaign finance are topics (photo) (cont), Nov 3, 1900, p.12

News media manipulates readers (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6

POLTARAK, MAX

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

POOL-SCS

Ready for summer? (Lifeguard Inga DeNunzio) prepares the SCS Pool for opening day 5/27 (photo), May 26, 1900, p.1

(Chris Shannon finds the water a bit brisk at the SCS Pool on opening day) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.6

Biased letter gave inaccurate picture about indoor pool (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

Donnie's dive (Fox Meadow 5th grade pool party) (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.11

The Big Bang! Scarsdale plans a bang-up Fourth with parade, games, music and fireworks (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.15

Ounce of prevention (Lori Ferrara rubs sunscreen on daughter Jessica at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.1

Scarsdale kids splash their way to victory (Millennium Olympics at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.9

Going with the flow (Will Case tests his watering can at the Scarsdale Pool) (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.1

Pool days (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.3

Pool group to meet, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

Winners galore on a steamy Labor Day at the pool (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.15

POPLES

Person of the year: My vote (edit), Jan 28, 1900, p.7

POPHAM, WILLIAM

Memorial Day recalls familiar themes (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.1

Name that new house (SCS Middle School's new house), Jul 21, 1900, p.1

PONDER, DEBORAH

Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

PORPRAPUTSON, MARISSA

Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12

The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

PORPORA, JANE

SOS from S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps), Apr 28, 1900, p.1

POSEY, ROBERT M (M/A)

Rescheduling Memorial Day parade would boost attendance (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.8

POSTER, EMILY

Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

POSTERS

Greenburgh is defaced by ugly posters (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.7

POTTER, HARRY

Potter fever strikes again! (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1

Wrong initial (given for Harry Potter author in 7/14 Inquirer article) (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
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POTTER, LYNN
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

PREDICTIONS
SEE FORECASTING

PREJUDICE
News item (from police report) belonged in 'Scarsdale racist report' (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
Advisory council tackles diversity issues (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.3

PRESCCHOOL CHILDREN
Preschool special education: Never too young to get help (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.1
Early diagnosis, intervention for preschoolers (cont), Sep 22, 1900, p.15

PRESIDENTS
Popular vote majority eluded 11 (presidents) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6
Real-life civics lessons come to the Scarsdale classrooms (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.1
A mulligan for Florida (comments on recent presidential election) (edit), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
Real-life civics lessons come to the classroom (cont), Nov 24, 1900, p.9
Scholars put presidential crisis in a historical light (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.1
Scholars put presidential crisis in perspective (cont), Dec 1, 1900, p.18

PRESIDENTS-ELECTION
Mara Liasson speaks on election, Dec 15, 1900, p.1
Agenda for 2004: Getting the black vote out (edit), Dec 15, 1900, p.6
Mara Liasson speaks on presidential election (photo) (cont), Dec 15, 1900, p.9
The lesson of 2000 (re election procedures and technology) (edit), Dec 22, 1900, p.6

PRETLOW, GARY
Dem(ocrat)s honor Audrey Hochberg (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4

PRICE, ADRIENNE
Nominators to be elected (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
(Citizens') Nominating Committee reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale enters superstore fray (re proposed IKEA store in New Rochelle), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
10 elected to Citizens' Committee, Nov 17, 1900, p.1

PRICE, ANDREA
2 join Fee office (Andrea Price and Susan Luttman) (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.4

PRICE, ELLEN
Biased letter gave inaccurate picture about indoor pool (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

PRICE, HUGH
Existence of major black Republican vote highly unlikely (response to 12/15 edit by Hugh Price)(ltr), Dec 22, 1900,

PRICE, HUGH B (AU)
Agenda for 2004: Getting the black vote out (edit), Dec 15, 1900, p.6

PRIMARIES
Primary deadline, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
Voters (Party's) primary, Jan 28, 1900, p.1
4 to run in Voters Party primary Feb. 9 (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
Voters Party primary to be held Feb. 8 (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
4 to run in Voters Party primary Feb. 8 (cont), Feb 4, 1900, p.8
3 winners in Voters primary (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.1
Levin, Harrison, Lonner win VP primary (cont), Feb 18, 1900, p.15
Voters Party primary ballot was sent to everyone (response to 2/11 letter by Boone Johnson) (ltr), Feb 25, 1900,
Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
Tom Abinanti will make a difference (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
Spano, Abinanti run campaigns via fax, Sep 15, 1900, p.3
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PRINCE, BECKY
   Bouchier; Nice guys finish first (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.21
   High school students act to prevent drunk driving (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
PRINCE, LIZZY
   Young Scarsdale singers and dancers hit Broadway (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.37
PRITULA, MIKE (AU)
   Age-based competition works better than grade-based (response to 1/28 letter by P Friedman) (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
   Little League thanks village trustees for accepting plan (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
PRIZES
   SEE REWARDS (PRIZES, ETC)
PRO-CHOICE
   SEE ABORTION
PROCEDURE COMMITTEE-SCS
   Decorum prevails at S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(association) P(residents), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
   Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1
PT COUNCIL-SCS
   PT Council aims to enhance education (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
   It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7
   PT Council urges yes vote on budget (ltr), May 12, 1900, p.6
   PT Council power luncheon (photo), May 19, 1900, p.11
   School, civic groups urge yes on bond, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
   Parents urge more special education administrators, Jun 23, 1900, p.1
   PT Council Sports Swap set for Sept. 9 (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.4
PUBLIC OPINION POLLS
   Challenge factor (Newsweek magazine survey of public high schools ranks SHS 38th best in the nation), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
   Cable TV survey, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
PUCHALSKY, DAVID
   Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42
PUPKIN, CLAUDE AND LAURIE (AU)
   Ability-based teams would damage children's self-esteem (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
PUPPETS AND PUPPET PLAYS
   Fox Meadow puppeteers (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.11
PURSER, MICHAEL
   Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12
PURVIS, LINDA
   Purvis brings varied experience to schools (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.1
   Purvis brings range of experience to schools (cont), Sep 22, 1900, p.11
PUSZKIN-CHEVLIN, ANA
   League of Women Voters panel ponders strategies to curb big-house mania, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
   The teardown crisis (discusses several approaches to save old SCS neighborhoods) (edit), Dec 15, 1900, p.6
PUSZKIN-CHEVLIN, ANA (AU)
   Houses: When is bigger not better? (edit), Dec 15, 1900, p.7
PUTNAM, ROBERT D
   Collapse of community: Is it happening here? (edit), Jul 7, 1900, p.6
PUTZIGER, IVAN
   Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
PYTEL, RON
   Local doctors' efforts help make a saint (photo) (cont), May 12, 1900, p.11
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QUANDT, DIANE
Who needs rickshaws, we've got bikes (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.21

QUINN, HELEN J
Helen J Quinn (dies), Jan 7, 1900, p.12

QUISKENBERRY, DANIELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

RABBAN, ELANA (AU)
Former librarian: 2-level (High) school library is a bad idea (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.6

RABIN, IAN
Kids' BASE & The Little School provide quality programming (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.14

RABINA, TALYA
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

RACE DISCRIMINATION
News item (from police report) belonged in 'Scarsdale racist report' (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
Suspicious people (edit), Feb 11, 1900, p.6
Police report reveals racism (edit), Feb 11, 1900, p.7
Scarsdale is not above racial categorizing (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6
When is race designation necessary? (edit), Feb 18, 1900, p.7
Police work a balancing act (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6

RACHLIN, DOUG
Board nixes pool, with sympathy this time, May 12, 1900, p.1
Macy says school board wants pool, Jun 23, 1900, p.1
S(CS) I(indoor) P(ool) E(ducational) C(ommittee) to petition for pool referendum, Sep 1, 1900, p.1

RACHLIN, DOUG (AU)
Come show support for an indoor pool at high school (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6
An educational pool would be a good investment for Scarsdale (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6
Pool committee supports bond (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7
Committee seeks support for a pool at SHS (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.7
Experts say pool at high school would cost $1million (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6
Indoor pool group gathers signatures for referendum (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

RADOV, DEBBIE
Into the ring (Amy Paulin intends to run for Audrey Hochberg's seat in state Assembly) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.1

RAFAJAC, MONICA
PT Council Sports Swap set for Sept. 9 (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.4

RAFAJAC, NICOLE
PT Council Sports Swap set for Sept. 9 (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.4

RAFAJAC, SPENCER
PT Council Sports Swap set for Sept. 9 (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.4

RAFELED, MARVIN (AU)
Pool committee supports bond (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7
Experts say pool at high school would cost $1million (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

RAHIMI, MICHAEL
20 are vying for positions on school board Nominating Committee, Dec 8, 1900, p.1

RAILROAD STATION-SCS
(SCS Railroad) Station on (New York) register of Historic Places, Jun 30, 1900, p.1

RAKOFF, DIANE
Family activities offer Rx for 'I'm bored' syndrome (photo), Aug 25, 1900, p.1
Y 2 K ALERT! Substitute year 2000 for 1900
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RAMBONE, STEVE
I'm ole, you're ole (International Day at SCS Middle School) (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.12

RAPAPORT, DEBBIE
A promising start to tackling drug/alcohol problem (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.7
RAPAPORT, DEBBIE (AU)
Task force offers tips for parents of teens (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7

RAPAPORT, HANNA
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

RAPE
(Dalewood) Shopping center must hire security guards (edit), Jul 14, 1900, p.6

RASANNY, DANA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

RASKIN, RUTH
School, civic groups urge yes on bond, Jun 9, 1900, p.1

RAVISHANKAR, PRIYA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

RAWLING, J D
Potter fever strikes again! (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1

RAYMOND, CINDY
E'mont sets $15M school bond vote, Feb 18, 1900, p.1

READING
Read-a-thon readers learn about writers (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.10
Children's librarians boost summer reading, Jul 28, 1900, p.11
Celeb reader (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.12

REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS
Schaeffer joins Doernberg (photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.4
Susan Snyder made a lasting impression (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
Katz joins Doernberg (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.4
Doernberg Real Estate joins Coldwell Banker (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.4
Another record year at Doernberg Real Estate (illus) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.5
Phoon joins Houlihan/Lawrence (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.4
2 join Fee office (Andrea Price and Susan Luftman) (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.4
(Helen) Barlow joins Houlihan/Lawrence Inc (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.4
2 join Julia B. Fee (Marilyn Krziansky and William King) (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.4
(Amy) Saland joins Doernberg (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.4
Sales associates honored (Ellen Lawton, Robin Servidio and Simone Englander) (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.4
Sales associates honored (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.4
Stempler joins Houlihan/Lawrence (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.4
Wolfer joins Claire D. Leone, Apr 28, 1900, p.4
Wendy Rowden (named a Woman Real Estate Leader for the 21st Century) (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.4
Broker honored (Ellen Lawton) (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.4
Sales agents build skills (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.4
Houlihan Lawrence ranks in sales, Aug 11, 1900, p.4
Top producer (Ellen Lawton honored by Coldwell Banker Real Estate Corp) (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.4
Doernberg honors associates (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.4
2 join Claire D. Leone (Real Estate as sales associates) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.4
Scarsdale real estate: Seller's market drive up prices (photo), Oct 6, 1900, p.1
Seller's market drives up local real estate prices (illus) (cont), Oct 6, 1900, p.3
Susan Seal (appointed to the board of the Westchester Historical Society) (photo), Oct 6, 1900, p.4
If you're selling: tackle legal issues first, Oct 20, 1900, p.1
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REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS continued
Iris Kalt (recently attended Prudential Summit Conference in Toronto) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.4
If you're selling your home: tackle legal issues first (cont), Oct 20, 1900, p.15
Michael Longo (has joined the Scarsdale office of Houlihan/Lawrence Real Estate) (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.4
Merger anniversary (of Coldwell Banker for New York/Connecticut) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.4
3 join Coldwell Dornberg (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.4
Paulette Talley (recently attended the National Association of Realtors Conference) (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.4

REAL ESTATE DEVELOPERS
Winfair group blasts Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Dec 22, 1900, p.1
Environmental solutions must precede development (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6
Village should not fear developers' lawsuits (edit), Dec 22, 1900, p.7
Winfair group says Draft Environmental Impact Statement falls 'woefully short' (cont), Dec 22, 1900, p.11
New laws are needed to ban outsize development (response to 12/22 edit by Irving J Sloan (ltr), Dec 29, 1900, p.6
Valley Road woman supports open space protection (ltr), Dec 29, 1900, p.6

RECREATION DEPT·SCS
It's permit time, Apr 7, 1900, p.1
Fertilizer days (fertilizer and weed control will be applied to some parks and fields), Apr 14, 1900, p.1
Ready to rumble (Bob Keith gets youngsters pumped up at recreation department football camp) (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.1
Recreation supervisor thanked for park renovation of Corell Park (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

RECYCLING OF WASTE
Recycling winner (SCS receives third place Earth Day Recycling Award), Apr 21, 1900, p.1

REDA, JOHN
John Reda (honored by New York City chapter of Financial Executives Institute) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.4

REESE, GOMER DAVID JR
Gomer David Reese Jr (dies), Apr 7, 1900, p.14

REESE, JIM
Reese to resign as schools Chief Financial Officer, Apr 7, 1900, p.1
Special education director (Judith Hirschhorn) to resign (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.1
$58M school bond passed, Jun 16, 1900, p.1

REETZ, GAY
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

REFERENDUM
Commissioner should reject referendum bid (on building an indoor pool at SHS) (edit), Nov 3, 1900, p.6

REHM, LOIS
School budgets pass in Scarsdale, E'mont (photo), May 19, 1900, p.1
$58M school bond passed, Jun 16, 1900, p.1
Irwin to lead school board (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.1
SCS Indoor P(ooll) E(ducational) C(ommitttee) appeals to state for vote, Oct 27, 1900, p.1

REHM, MERLIN D (DR)
Trinity Lutheran Church observes double anniversaries (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.20

REHNQUIST, WILLIAM
Now Rehnquist got to vote twice (edit), Dec 22, 1900, p.7

REICHENBACH, NOELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

REIDEL, JAY
New moratorium to be debated Tuesday, Apr 21, 1900, p.1

REIN, ALAN
Nominators to be elected (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Citizens' Nominating Committee reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1
Y 2 K ALERT! Substitute year 2000 for 1900
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REINGOLD, ABBY
Annual increase in turnout sought (for selecting members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6

REINO, NIKKI
Family businesses thrive in the village (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.3

RELIGION
Panel weighs threats to church-state separation (photo), May 12, 1900, p.3

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
Scrooge doesn't live in Scarsdale (edit), Jan 21, 1900, p.7
Writer doesn't practice tolerance he preaches (response to 1/21 edit by Bill Jacobs) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6
Tolerance doesn't prohibit beliefs (response to 1/21 edit by Bill Jacobs) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6

REMBAR, CHARLES
Charles Rembar (dies), Nov 3, 1900, p.22

REMINISCING
Graduation stirs a flood of memories (edit), Jun 30, 1900, p.7
Old friends bring new insights (edit), Aug 11, 1900, p.7

RENO, TOM
Tom Reno (hired by GCI Group as executive vice president and managing director of NY office) (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.

REPORTERS AND REPORTING
Why we call the family when tragedy strikes (re 6/23 Inquirer report of a tragic death) (edit), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
Callous reporting of a tragic loss (re 6/23 Inquirer report of a tragic death) (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
One more thing... (praise for SCS Police Dept) (edit), Jun 30, 1900, p.7

REPTON, HUMPHREY
His (F.L. Olmsted's) profession was not so new (response to 1/28 letter by Irving J Sloan) (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6

RESNICK, ART (AU)
Former soccer coach takes pride in youth programs (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.8

RESTAURANTS
Movie house, restaurants would revitalize downtown (edit), May 19, 1900, p.7
New family restaurant opens on Scarsdale Ave(nue) (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.4

REWARDS (PRIZES, ETC)
White Hat award (presented annually by Volunteer Company No. 3 of the SCS Fire Dept) (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.4
Hum receives award from Junior League (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.4
SHS alum(na) wins literary prize, Feb 11, 1900, p.9
Inquirer wins 21 awards, Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Inquirer wins 21 awards (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.13
Maroon and White Winter Sports Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.27
Recycling winner (SCS receives third place Earth Day Recycling Award), Apr 21, 1900, p.1
6th grader takes 2d in state geography bee (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.10
SC(PS) P(olice) D(epartment) awards, May 12, 1900, p.1
Amy Paulin (recipient of Myron S Isaacs Community Service Award) (photo), May 12, 1900, p.4
Bette Landes to be honored by Westchester Reform Temple (photo), May 12, 1900, p.33
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12
Scout awards (Dean Thompson and William Lane display their Eagle Scout plaques) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.3
Sophomores write the Dickens (3 students have swept International Dickens Fellowship essay contest), Jun 9, 1900
SHS seniors recognized for physical fitness (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.24
In a league of their own (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.14
Paulin receives award (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.4
Archie Bankston (has received the Bracebridge H. Young Distinguished Service Award), Aug 4, 1900, p.4
Bridget O'Connor wins Lahey Trophy (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.19
'Dishonorable Citizen Award' would serve as lesson (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6
Volunteers and curators win awards (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4
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REWARDS (PRIZES, ETC) continued
Hanley wins history award of excellence (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4
Maroon and White Awards Dinner (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.35
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42
Dubious Distinctions (humorous review of year 2000 highlights in SCS) (edit), Dec 29, 1900, p.6

REYNOLDS, CAROL
Richard Brodsky for Assembly (endorsement) (edit), Nov 3, 1900, p.6

REYNOLDS, ERICA
Sharpe campers (Heathcote Troop 1577 attended camping trip at Sharpe Reservoir 9/9-9/10) (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.4

REYNOLDS, HAROLD
Many library improvements have come from generous (response to 1/21 letter by H Reynolds) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6
Library's Dickinson Room in state of decrepitude (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
Coffee was a fatal attraction for Balzac (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6
Health insurance 'aberrant notion' (re free health insurance for village board members) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
What justifies call to grieving family? (re 6/23 Inquirer report of a tragic death) (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
Popular vote majority eluded 11 (presidents) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6
How Rehnquist got to vote twice (edit), Dec 22, 1900, p.7

REYNOLDS, MAX
SMS scores food drive record (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.10

REYNOLDS, MONICA (DR)
Local doctors' efforts help make a saint (photo), May 12, 1900, p.1

RIBOWSKY, ANGIE
(ANGIE RIBOWSKY windowshops at Waterworks) (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.6

RICCIO, KRISTIE
Boxing their way to fitness (photo) (cont), Nov 10, 1900, p.23

RICH, JON
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

RICHMAN, ELISE
Local moms mobilize for May 14 march (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.3
President, First Lady visit J(ewish) C(ommunity) C(enter) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.1
Bond will provide schools with resources they need (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

RICHMAN, JEANNE
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
Would we switch school elections to November too? (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
Voters campaign relies on repetition of misleading statements (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Paulin's knowledge of local government would be an asset (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7

RICHMAN, JESSICA
SHS seniors recognized for physical fitness (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.24

RICKS, CHRISTIAN
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

RICKS, KATRINA
It's a keeper (Girl Scout scavenger hunt) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.12

RIES, JENNIE LIFRIERI (AU)
Abinanti is a pro-choice leader (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
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ROBINSON, SALLY (AU)
- League of Women Voters urges voters to stay informed (ltr), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
- Donations enable League of Women Voters' work (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6

ROBINSON, REBECCA
- Running with 'Attitude' (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.23
- Running with 'Attitude' (photo) (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.25

ROCCO, JIMMY
- Caddie master honored (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.20
- SCS Golf Club honors caddie master (cont), Jan 28, 1900, p.22

ROCKETS
- Edgewood students design ultimate rocket (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.11

RODEN, PAMELA
- Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12

RODIN, JUDITH
- It's time for new leaders to step forward (edit), Apr 28, 1900, p.7

RODMAN, LISA
- It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

RODRIGUEZ, SERVANDO
- The President is coming!, Sep 15, 1900, p.1

RODRIGUEZ, THELMA
- United-ways helps with homework (photo), May 12, 1900, p.4

ROGALSKI, CHRIS
- Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

ROGERS, STEVE
- Commitment to athletics: beyond the field of play (cont), Jul 7, 1900, p.14

ROGLIANO, EUGENE
- A Cruz give serious consideration to picking a pumpkin at American Legion pumpkin sale (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.6

ROGLIANO, PAUL
- Memorial Day concert enjoyed (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6

ROMAN, JENNIFER
- Aux armes! (King Charlemagne rallies his troops in production of "Pippin") (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.1

RONCALLI, ANGELO
- Person of the year: My vote (edit), Jan 28, 1900, p.7

ROSA, BILLY
- The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28
- 'Pippin' is musical magic, '70s style (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.13

ROSE, DAVID
- Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

ROSE, DOUGLAS
- Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

ROSE, ELLIOT (DR)
- 6th grade parents' worries unallayed (re proposed fourth "house" at the middle school), Mar 31, 1900, p.1

ROSE, EMMA
- Tears, smiles at teacher's send-off (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.11

ROSE, MARY
- (July 4th) Parade spans generations (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.1

ROSE, SUSAN
- 20 are vying for positions on School Board Nominating Committee, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
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ROSEMARIN, ALISSA
SHS cast tackles Neil Simon (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.15

ROSE, DANIELLE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

ROSEN, JARED
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Scarsdale ice hockey recognizes accomplishments (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.29

ROSEN, JUDY
Community responds to teen drug, alcohol use, Apr 14, 1900, p.1

ROSEN, MARTHA
Changing of the guard: 12 faculty members retire; 7 are hired, May 5, 1900, p.11
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

ROSEN, RICHARD
Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

ROSENBERG, HERBERT
Letter-writer misrepresented judge controversy (response to 12/24/99 letter by H Rosenberg) (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
Rosenberg has a chip on each shoulder (response to 12/24/99 letter by H Rosenberg) (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
Letter makes gratuitous allegations of impropriety (response to 1/14 letter by H Rosenberg) (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6

ROSENBERG, HERBERT (AU)
Rosenberg: Greenburgh Court is better off without Judge Asher Katz (ltr), Jan 14, 1900, p.6
Truth is defense against libel (response to 1/21 letter by Edward Krauss) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6

ROSENBLUM, PAULINE (AU)
Do not turn beautiful meadow into yet another ball field (ltr), Oct 27, 1900, p.6

ROSH HASHANAH
A good and sweet year (Bernard Barsky rings in Rosh Hashanah 5761) (photo), Oct 6, 1900, p.1

ROSS, PATRICIA LAHRMER (AU)
Spring cleaning -- holding on, letting go (edit), May 12, 1900, p.6
Reflections on insecticide spraying (edit), Aug 4, 1900, p.7

ROSS, SETH (AU)
(Town and) Village Civic Club provides opportunities to influence village board (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6

ROSSETTI, GINA
School’s open Wednesday. Drive carefully! (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.3

ROSSETTI, MICHAEL
School’s open Wednesday. Drive carefully! (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.3

ROSSETTI, MICHAEL JR
School’s open Wednesday. Drive carefully! (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.3

ROTARY CLUB-SCS
Rotary Club announces grants (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.4

ROTH, MICHAEL
Baseball in the air for young pitchers and writers (photo) (cont), Apr 7, 1900, p.24

ROTH, RONA
Changing of the guard: 12 faculty members retire; 7 are hired, May 5, 1900, p.11
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26
Tears, smiles at teacher’s send-off (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.11
Story did not do justice to teacher (response to 6/23 Inquirer article on Rona Roth) (ltr), Jul 7, 1900, p.6

ROTH, STEPHANIE
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26
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ROTHENBERG, LARAIN
New program helps victims of domestic violence (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.3

ROTHSCHILD, ERIC
Former history teacher casts vote for E. Fountain House (response to 9/15 edit by Nikki Usher) (edit), Sep 22, 1900, p.7
Town and Village C(Civic) C(lub) panel mulls the allure of Scarsdale (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.3

ROTHSCHILD, ERIC (AU)
Former history teacher casts vote for E. Fountain House (response to 9/15 edit by Nikki Usher) (edit), Sep 22, 1900, p.7

ROWDEN, WENDY
Wendy Rowden (named a Woman Real Estate Leader for the 21st Century) (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.4

ROWIN, MICHAEL
Stuttering Foundation can help those with the disorder (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

ROWLING, J K
Waiting for Harry IV (4th volume in series on Harry Potter by J.K. Rowling), Mar 24, 1900, p.12
Potter fever strikes again (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Wrong initial (given for Harry Potter author in 7/14 Inquirer article) (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6

ROYCE, ELAINE
Thrill of the fight; Scarsdale women turn to boxing for fitness, relief (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.21

ROYCE, JEANINE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

RUBENS, BETH (AU)
New candidates supported the A(merican) P(remier) U(nderwriters) proposal (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6

RUBIN, ASHLEY
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

RUBIN, ELLEN
Pop-up lady, books delight Greenacres kids (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.11

RUBIN, ELLEN (AU)
His (F.L. Olmsted's) profession was not so new (response to 1/28 letter by Irving J Sloan) (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6

RUBIN, MATT
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Advisory council tackles diversity issues (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.3

RUBIN, MATTHEW
Memorial Day 2000 recalls familiar themes (photo) (cont), Jun 2, 1900, p.3
Memorial Day 2000; "a celebration of liberty and a commemoration of death" (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.32

RUBINI-ANKS, NANCY
Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1

RUBINSTEIN, FALL
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.36

RUCCOLO, FRANK
Chad-free voting machines do the job (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.1

RUFEN, MARK
Fate of 76-year-old Fox Meadow Road home still in limbo (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.1

RUNNING
Running with 'Attitude' (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.23
Running with 'Attitude' (photo) (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.25
Not as antique as you think (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.1
Roads closed (there will be limited access to streets in Arthur Manor this Sunday, Oct. 15), Oct 13, 1900, p.1
Something for everyone at historical society race (ltr), Oct 13, 1900, p.6
Having fun (15th annual 2.5K Walk for Fun and the 20th annual 5k Fall Foliage Run) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.1
Day, Kilbridge win 20th Fall Foliage Run (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.9
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RUNNING continued
Historical society race/walk a success (ltr), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
Taking it all in stride; 5-year old son inspires father to run marathon (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.23
Taking it in stride; 5-year old son inspires dad to run marathon (photo) (cont), Nov 3, 1900, p.26
3 seniors, 1 freshman compete in cross country state finals in Utica (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.23
Scherf, Vogl compete at x-country states (photo) (cont), Nov 17, 1900, p.26
Freshman Scherf’s running success continues at Federations, Nov 24, 1900, p.27
Indoors, really; Winter indoor track team will actually practice indoors (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

RUSCIANO, FRANK
In praise of women (SCS artist Frank Rusciano presents a canvas to Dr S. Wandira Kazibwe) (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.15

RUSSIA
Lessons in democracy - Russia and Albany, Nov 3, 1900, p.3
Lessons in democracy - in Russia and Albany (cont), Nov 3, 1900, p.21

RUSSO, ANTHONY
Anthony J Russo, Jr. (appointed divisional retirement planning director for Paine Webber) (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.4

RYAN, EDWARD W (DR)
Edward W Ryan (named Ryan-Bacardi professor of economics at Manhattanville College) (photo), May 12, 1900, p.4

RYAN, FRED (AU)
Susan Snyder had a character (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6

RYAN, SHARON
State lifts stay on SHS projects, Nov 3, 1900, p.1

SAAL, VANESSA
Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

SAGIV, DONNIE
Donnie’s dive (Fox Meadow 5th grade pool party) (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.11

SAILING
Native sailor is now a coach of champions (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.3

SALAND, AMY
(Amy) Saland joins Doernberg (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.4

SALAVERRY, DAVID
The waterboys; Scarsdale graduates take Xtreme swimming to the max(imum) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.18
SHS graduates take Xtreme swimming to the max(imum) (cont), Sep 29, 1900, p.23

SALAVERRY, PETER
The waterboys; Scarsdale graduates take Xtreme swimming to the max(imum) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.18
SHS graduates take Xtreme swimming to the max(imum) (cont), Sep 29, 1900, p.23

SALLINGER, PENNY
Changing of the guard: 12 faculty members retire; 7 are hired, May 5, 1900, p.11
A Career Remembered: Sallinger: Forging winning teams for 30 years (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.17
Sallinger retires after 30 years of teaching, coaching (cont), Jun 2, 1900, p.21
Sallinger, 6 seniors bid farewell to Scarsdale (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.19
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26
In a league of their own (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.14

SALVATORI, HOPE PURDY
Octogenarian helps keep SHS alumni connected, Nov 10, 1900, p.3

SAMUEL, AMANDA
Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

SAMUELSON, JEFFREY
School Board Nominating Committee picks Cohen and Samuelson (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Cohen and Samuelson tapped for school board (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.13
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SAMUELS, JEFFREY continued
School budget vote, elections Tuesday, May 12, 1900, p.1
School budgets pass in Scarsdale, E'mont (photo), May 19, 1900, p.1
SAN MARCO, JIM
Many contributed to E-Day Success (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6
SANchez, ISAMAIL
New look curb to curb (photo) (cont), Jul 21, 1900, p.8
SANovIAN, CHRIS
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
SANTA CLAU
Santa's coming, Nov 24, 1900, p.1
Special delivery (re letters for Santa), Dec 1, 1900, p.1
This Santa says 'be safe' (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.3
Holiday festivities in village are off to a rousing start (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6
Special delivery (little red mailbox on Chase Road is child's direct line to the North Pole) (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.
SANTANGELO, MIKE
If you're selling: tackle legal issues first, Oct 20, 1900, p.1
SANTOs, JOSE
Police pay homage to past and present officers (photo), May 19, 1900, p.3
SARNOFF, STEPHANIE
Library luminary (Stephanie Sarnoff has received a library luminary award) (photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.13
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
SARRAF, BRYNA
Singer, Glickstein nominated for Edgemont board, Jan 28, 1900, p.1
E'mont sets $15M school bond vote, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900,
SARULLO, AARON
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
SAUNDERS-PULLMAN, RACHEL
Rachel Saunders-Pulman (honored by the Dystonia Medical Research Foundation), Dec 22, 1900, p.4
SAVARESE, JOHN
Scarsdale fireman by day, magician by night (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.3
SAVARESE, WILDA
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26
SAVIANO, JOHN
High praise for local firefighters (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
Blaze rips through house (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.1
SAVIGNANO, PETER
Historic preservation committee to examine 4 tear-down requests (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.1
Proposed (Fox Meadow) subdivision a 'horror', Nov 24, 1900, p.1
Fate of 76-year-old Fox Meadow Road home still in limbo (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.1
SAX-BOLDER, EVA
Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12
SAYLAK, LAURIE
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.36
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SAYLAK, TOM
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.36

SCAGNELL, DAVE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

SCARPINO, ANTHONY
Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1

SCHACK, ROBERT
Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

SCHACTER, AMANDA
Over the top (Michael Kissner puts final strokes on United Way thermometer) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.4

SCHACTER, BRIAN
Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

SCHAFFER, SHIRLEY
Schaeffer joins Doernberg (photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.4

SCHAFFER, ANN V (AU)
American Jewish Committee applauds hate crimes legislation (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

SCHAFFER, ROBIN
David Glazer to head E-mont school board, Jul 7, 1900, p.1

SCHAFFHAUSER, TODD
Paralympics at Fox Meadow (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.11
Paralympic athletes visit Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.11

SCHAPIRO, DICK
Biking for humanity (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.14

SCHAPIRO, RICHARD M (AU)
Minor and major baseball leagues not appropriate (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6

SCHIFANO, ANTHONY
Recent SHS graduates in drug arrest, Jul 21, 1900, p.1

SCHIFF, STEVEN
Bridge Fund to honor Schiff (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.4

SCHIFFMAN, ELAINE
Elaine Schiffman (dies), Mar 31, 1900, p.15
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SCHLEHLEIN, THOMAS
  Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

SCHLESINGER, SUE
  Doernberg honors associates (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

SCHMITZ, EVELINA
  Show time! (SCS Art Society show in Chase Park) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.3

SCHNEIDER, AMY
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

SCHNEIDER, BRETT
  Baseball in the air for young pitchers and writers (photo) (cont), Apr 7, 1900, p.24

SCHNEIDER, ELI
  Back in business (SCS Teen Center) (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.1

SCHNEIDER, KATHERINE E
  Katherine E Schneider (dies), Jan 14, 1900, p.20

SCHNUR, NANCIE AND STEVEN (AU)
  SHS alumni support school bond as times change (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6

SCHNUR, STEVEN
  New book by local author (photo), May 26, 1900, p.4

SCHOFIELD, MYRON R (DR) (AU)
  The American Foreign Legion now! (edit), Jun 16, 1900, p.7
  Should individual rights prevail? (first article in a two part series) (edit), Jul 21, 1900, p.7
  Hierarchy of rights remains elusive (second article of a two part series) (edit), Jul 28, 1900, p.7
  Estate taxes should be abolished (edit), Oct 13, 1900, p.7

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
  Scholarship funds (SCS college students invited to apply to SCS Foundation for tuition assistance), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
  SHS grad receives Albert Rees fellowship (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.4
  Some Edgemont families need help in paying college tuition (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
  Residents' generosity continues Scarsdale's commitment (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.7

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-EMT
  Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; E'mont SBNC to meet Jan. 26, Jan 7, 1900, p.1

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
  Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
  School Board Nominating Committee election Tuesday (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
  10 new school board nominators elected, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
  10 new school board nominators join committee (cont), Jan 14, 1900, p.10
  Annual increase in turnout sought (for selecting members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 21, 1900,
  Many volunteers participate in Scarsdale government (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6
  S(chool) B(oard) N ominating C(ommittee) picks Cohen and Samuelson (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
  S(chool) B(oard) N ominating C(ommittee) picked 2 fine candidates for school board (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
  Cohen and Samuelson tapped for school board (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.13
  Bowl tickets available, Mar 24, 1900, p.1
  School board candidates answer questions, Apr 28, 1900, p.1
  School budgets pass in Scarsdale, E'mont (photo), May 19, 1900, p.1
  School board nominators needed, Sep 29, 1900, p.1
  Change in S(chool) B(oard) N ominating C(ommittee) election procedure to be aired, Oct 20, 1900, p.1
  S(chool) B(oard) N ominating C(ommittee) seeks candidates, Nov 3, 1900, p.11
  20 are vying for positions on S(chool) B(oard) N ominating C(ommittee), Dec 8, 1900, p.1
  Error in S(chool) B(oard) N ominating C(ommittee) brochure in candidate's biography (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6
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SCHOOL BUSES
- A good idea (re the reduction of the distance requirement for public school transportation) (edit), Apr 14, 1900, p.6
- Passing a stopped camp bus: dangerous, illegal (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.3

SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS
- Assistant principal brings enthusiasm (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.1

SCHOOL TAX RELIEF PROGRAM
- Tax breaks, Feb 11, 1900, p.1
- School taxes may go up 10 percent, Mar 10, 1900, p.1
- Deadline extended (for applying for a STAR property tax exemption), Jun 30, 1900, p.1

SCHOOLS
- The Pledge of Allegiance: Means but not end (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
- The Pledge of Allegiance in school: Means but not end (cont), Feb 4, 1900, p.8

SCHOOLS-EMT
- Edgemont schools recognized for excellence in education (cont) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.19
- On our way: Schools move into the 21st century; Edgemont Schools (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
- Seeley Place building concepts refined, Feb 4, 1900, p.1
- School may be rated by exam results, Feb 11, 1900, p.9
- E'mont sets $15M school bond vote, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
- April 4 set for $15M school bond vote (cont), Feb 18, 1900, p.15
- Edgemont school bond issue is not comprehensive (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.7
- Vote yes for E'mont (bond proposition) (edit), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
- Edgemont passes $15M school bond, Apr 7, 1900, p.1
- Yes for school budgets (urges SCS and EMT residents to vote yes to proposed school budgets) (edit), May 12, 1900, p.6
- Scarsdale, Edgemont 4th graders are state standard bearers, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
- Scarsdale and Edgemont 4th graders are state test standard bearers (illus) (cont), Jun 9, 1900, p.17
- (Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 25, 1900

SCHOOLS-SCS
- Board presents plans to expand SMS, SHS, Jan 21, 1900, p.1
- School board presents expansion plans (cont), Jan 21, 1900, p.8
- Dangerous pick-up, drop-offs at schools, Jan 28, 1900, p.1
- Kindergarten lessons (urges courtesy when dropping off and picking up school children) (edit), Jan 28, 1900, p.6
- Pick-ups, drop-offs at schools dangerous (cont), Jan 28, 1900, p.12
- Scarsdale schools embark on new course of improvements (cont) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.19
SCHOOLS-SCS continued

On our way: Schools move into the 21st century; Scarsdale Schools (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
School facilities forum helpful (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
School may be rated by exam results, Feb 11, 1900, p.9
Building boom, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
'Most ambitious' school expansion is explained at Town and Village Civic Council meeting, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
Pray for snow delays, not days (edit), Feb 18, 1900, p.7
Bond projects under way at elementary schools, Feb 18, 1900, p.12
State Education Department report cards are out, some results challenged, Mar 10, 1900, p.11
New bond (re preliminary plans for SCS schools construction projects to be funded by new bond), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Bond, budget, enrollment are touchstones of board (of Education) (illus), Mar 24, 1900, p.11
Enthusiastic response to Mosaic of music, dance, art (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.12
Reese to resign as schools Chief Financial Officer, Apr 7, 1900, p.1
A good idea (re the reduction of the distance requirement for public school transportation) (edit), Apr 14, 1900, p.6
Yes for school budgets (urges SCS and EMT residents to vote yes to proposed school budgets) (edit), May 12, 1900, p.6
Scarsdale 4th graders ace English Language Arts test, May 26, 1900, p.1
School expansions are needed to maintain standards (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
Board bids farewell to middle, high school teachers, May 26, 1900, p.11
A vote for school bond will benefit all our children (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.6
Longtime residents urge yes vote on school bond (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.6
Why we need more space for the same number of students (edit), Jun 2, 1900, p.7
Seniors should support needs of the next generation (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.7
Education report: Technology in the schools, Jun 2, 1900, p.11
School, civic groups urge yes on bond, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
(Vote) Yes for school bond (June 15) (edit), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
Quality schools up property values (urges Scarsdalians to vote yes for school bond) (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
Let's take advantage of state support for bond (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
We must take ownership of our children's future (urges support for the new bond issue) (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
Bond will provide schools with resources they need (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
Take action to keep village 'bedrock' (urges Scarsdalians to vote yes on school bond issue) (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
School projects must be undertaken (urges support for new bond issue) (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7
Pool committee supports bond (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7
Scarsdale and Edgemont 4th graders are state test standard bearers (illus) (cont), Jun 9, 1900, p.17
Scarsdale, Edgemont 4th graders are state standardbearers, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
'Yes' vote urged on $58 million school construction bond (cont), Jun 9, 1900, p.17
$58M school bond passed, Jun 16, 1900, p.1
Maintaining standards (re recent English language arts exams) (edit), Jun 16, 1900, p.6
Bond will provide schools with resources they need (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6
Loyal opposition (SCS voters approve $58 million school bond by 868 to 278), Jun 23, 1900, p.1
26 years of great experiences in Scarsdale schools (ltr), Jun 23, 1900, p.6
( Supplement) 2000 Graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1900
( Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 25, 1900
35 new teachers on board in district (individual names noted) (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.4
First day (of a new school year) (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.1
Another school year off to great start (cont), Sep 8, 1900, p.11
A study in civility (re Monday evening's SCS Board of Education meeting) (edit), Sep 15, 1900, p.7
Elementary school parents dispute district maximum class size practice, Sep 15, 1900, p.11
Purvis brings varied experience to schools (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.1
Special education chief champions underdog, Sep 22, 1900, p.1
Teachers asked to relieve parents' back-to-school nightmare (re buying school supplies) (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.7
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SCHOOLS-SCS continued
- Purvis brings range of experience to schools (cont), Sep 22, 1900, p.11
- Elementary school class-size limits need another look (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6
- Lunchtime safety should be priority (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
- Local students ace state tests - again, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
- Local 4th and 8th grade students ace state math tests (illus) (cont), Nov 3, 1900, p.21
- Bond issue, Nov 10, 1900, p.1
- Streets around schools are a village concern (edit), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
- Parents bring traffic worries to trustees, Dec 1, 1900, p.1
- School traffic concerns (cont), Dec 1, 1900, p.15
- (Town and) Village C lub studies class size reduction, Dec 15, 1900, p.1
- (Town and) Village C lub recommends class size reduction for K-5 (cont), Dec 15, 1900, p.9
- Reaction to (Town and) Village C lub C lub proposal covered incompletely (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6
- Kids learn spirit of giving all year long, Dec 22, 1900, p.13
- Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains; Scarsdale Schools prepare for future budget, bond, Dec 29, 1900, p.1
- Scarsdale Schools prepare for future with new budget and bond (photo) (cont), Dec 29, 1900, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
- A-School internships preview life's options, Jan 21, 1900, p.9
- A-School is unique, Feb 11, 1900, p.9
- 23 Alternative School graduates take flight (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL-GRADUATION
- A-School grads take flight (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.12
- Time of sentiment and promise (adapted from Klemme's address to SHS A- School graduates 6/16) (edit), Jun 30, 1900, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-BUDGET
- Budget, bond merit study (re 2000-01 budget and proposed bond for SMS and SHS construction) (edit), Mar 24, 1900, p.6
- School budget increases are off the chart (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6
- Bond, budget, enrollment are touchstones of board (of Education) (illus), Mar 24, 1900, p.11
- Schools OK $70 million budget plan, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
- $70M school budget is adopted by board (cont), Apr 14, 1900, p.9
- School budget is praised by civic groups, Apr 14, 1900, p.11
- District prepares for May 16 budget vote, Apr 14, 1900, p.12
- School budgets pass in Scarsdale, E'mont (photo), May 19, 1900, p.1
- Community thanked for supporting school budget (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.7
- School budgets pass in Scarsdale, E'mont (cont), May 19, 1900, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD
- Time travelers look to 3d millennium (photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.1
- Edgewood teacher wins national certification (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.9
- 'Time for Kids' at Edgewood (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.11
- Exploring the world (Geography Night at Edgewood) (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.10
- Edgewood's Sylvia Nissen to retire (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.11
- Scarsdale, Edgemont 4th graders are state standard bearers, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
- Construction: Edgewood on time; Fox Meadow delayed, Jul 14, 1900, p.11
- Power Pals and pizza (Edgewood Power Pals program students) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.12
- Busy, busy! (photo) (construction projects in Scarsdale), Jul 28, 1900, p.4
- Doug and Nancy Lyons walk their son Tony to the second grade at Edgewood (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.11
- Edgewood kindergartner continues family tradition (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.1
- Edgewood kindergartner continues family tradition (cont), Sep 29, 1900, p.10
- League of W(omen) V(oters) Presidential Pursuit begins for 5th, 6th-graders (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.11
- Edgewood students design ultimate rocket (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.11
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SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD-GRADUATION
(Supplement) 2000 Graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1900

SCHOOLS-SCS-EMT
Architect moving ahead on Edgemont school plans (photo), May 5, 1900, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW
Millennium revue (at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.11
Read-a-thon readers learn about writers (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.10
Paralympics at Fox Meadow (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.11
Work in progress (work continues on the 10 classroom addition funded by December 1998 bond) (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.1
Neighbors say doggie park not good for F(ox) M(eadow), May 5, 1900, p.1
Feeding the hungry (Fox Meadow students pack sack lunches for the homeless in New York City) (photo), May 5, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale, Edgemont 4th graders are state standard bearers, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
Music teacher's original works celebrated (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.11
Donnie's dive (Fox Meadow 5th grade pool party) (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.11
Construction: Edgewood on time; Fox Meadow delayed, Jul 14, 1900, p.11
Pedestrian safety a worry in Fox Meadow, Oct 13, 1900, p.1
Trustees consider safety, set hearings (cont), Oct 13, 1900, p.3
K-5 lunchtimes continued concern, Oct 13, 1900, p.12
Fox Meadow addition looks spectacular (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.10
Teaching traditions (Sandy Failly shows novices how to carve a turkey) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
Elementary musicians serenade shoppers (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.11
Hearing on 1-way street draws praise and criticism for plan, Dec 22, 1900, p.1
Hearing draws praise and criticism for plan (illus) (cont), Dec 22, 1900, p.11
Holiday decorations - and food at Fox Meadow celebrations (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.13

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-GRADUATION
(Supplement) 2000 Graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1900

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-PTA
K-5 lunchtimes continued concern, Oct 13, 1900, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS
Many contributed to success of music and arts Mosaic (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6
Enthusiastic response to Mosaic of music, dance, art (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES
Greenacres future magnates at N ew Y ork S tock E xchange (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.12
Students teach students at Greenacres (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.11
Historians for a day (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.11
Sharing and caring (First grade Brownie Troop 1968 from Greenacres poses for a picture) (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.4
Pop-up lady, books delight Greenacres kids (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.11
The earth moves at Greenacres (construction on the north side of the school), Sep 29, 1900, p.11
Reading heads (student generated advertisements for Greenacres book fair) (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.11
Author visits Greenacres (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.11
Heritage Day project brings appreciation for past to students (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-GRADUATION
(Supplement) 2000 Graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1900

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE
Surf city at Heathcote (kindergartner Jason Buskin simulates swimming on small scooter) (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.1
From Russia, with love, Feb 18, 1900, p.11
Visiting author at Heathcote (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.11
Coming to America (Heathcote students as Chinese, Russian and Irish immigrants) (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.12
Heathcote students celebrate Earth Week, May 5, 1900, p.12
Into the jaws of fun (PTA fair at Heathcote) (photo), May 19, 1900, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE continued
Scarsdale, Edgemont 4th graders are state standard bearers, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
Elementary musicians serenade shoppers (photo), Dec 15, 1900, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-GRADUATION
(Supplement) 2000 Graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1900

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL
Cho is artist of the month (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.12
Board presents plans to expand SMS, SHS, Jan 21, 1900, p.1
School board presents expansion plans (cont), Jan 21, 1900, p.8
Parents ask about middle, high school plans, Jan 21, 1900, p.9
High school students 'shake the slump', Jan 28, 1900, p.12
Hum receives award from Junior League (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.4
Is the SHS athletic code fair? (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7
Florence Grazi is artist of the month (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.11
Challenge factor (Newsweek magazine survey of public high schools ranks SHS 38th best in the nation), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
(Danny Peretz tests the durability of his mountain bike on steps at SHS) (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Board proposes $58.8 million bond issue for middle, high schools, Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Budget, bond merit study (re 2000-01 budget and proposed bond for SMS and SHS construction) (edit), Mar 24, 1900, p.6
Board proposes $58.8 million bond issue for SMS, SHS (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.15

SHS principal postpones Al Sharpton visit, Mar 31, 1900, p.13
A promising start to tackling drug/alcohol problem (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.7
This year's 'senior slump' is virulent, Apr 14, 1900, p.12
Concert (at SHS) was a source of pride and pleasure (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6
Come show support for an indoor pool at high school (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6
Board not convinced indoor pool belongs at high school (cont), May 5, 1900, p.17
Wind on water (water samples taken outside SHS) (photo), May 12, 1900, p.13
Talk about teen substance use continues, May 12, 1900, p.13
Parents, kids, school officials continue dialogue on drugs, May 19, 1900, p.1
SHS alumni support school bond as times change (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6
Students arrested for instrument thefts (photo), May 26, 1900, p.1
Driver didn't take responsibility (re incident at SHS) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
Board bids farewell to middle, high school teachers, May 26, 1900, p.11
Sophomores sample careers (photo), May 26, 1900, p.11
Health, happiness at high school, May 26, 1900, p.11
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12
A career remembered: Kaminer taking his show on the road (photo), May 26, 1900, p.23
Kaminer retires after 21 years of coaching and teaching at SHS (photo) (cont), May 26, 1900, p.28
Community rallies round SHS family (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Community rallies around Alecson family (cont), Jun 2, 1900, p.9
Scarsdale senior class presents 'Pirates of Pemnance' (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.23
A Career Remembered: Sallinger; Forging winning teams for 30 years (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.17
Sallinger retires after 30 years of teaching, coaching (cont), Jun 2, 1900, p.21
A perfect ending to a perfect season (SHS girls' soccer team) (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.1
School, civic groups urge yes on bond, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
Parting shot (SCS Middle School 8th graders launch a tour of SHS with a celebration) (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.11
Sophomores write the Dickens (3 students have swept International Dickens Fellowship essay contest), Jun 9, 1900, p.21
Bouchier; Nice guys finish first (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.21
SHS standout Miller earns, athletic, academic honors, Jun 9, 1900, p.21
Claire Miller earns athletic, academic honors (photo) (cont), Jun 9, 1900, p.27
SHS seniors recognized for physical fitness (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.24
Y 2 K ALERT! Substitute year 2000 for 1900
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL  continued

Bouchier; Nice guys finish first (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.21
Bouchier: Scarsdale coach, teacher, administrator, friend retires (photo) (cont), Jun 9, 1900, p.28
High school years - a different perspective (edit), Jun 23, 1900, p.6
Parents play important role in interscholastic sports (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.19
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
Commitment to athletics: Beyond the field of play (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.13
In a league of their own (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.14
Commitment to athletics: beyond the field of play (cont), Jul 7, 1900, p.14
SHS student to attend leadership conference (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.12
Scarsdale Football: Raiding the gridiron (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.18
Scarsdale students to compete in tennis nationals (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.21
Recent SHS graduates in drug arrest, Jul 21, 1900, p.1
'Pippin' is musical magic, '70s style (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.13
Scarsdale student reports back from Nara, Japan (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.10
Angels helped make 'Pippin' a success (ltr), Aug 18, 1900, p.6
Experts say pool at high school would cost $1 million (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6
S(CS) l(ndoor) P(ool) E(ducational) C(ommittee) to petition for pool referendum, Sep 1, 1900, p.1
The President is coming!, Sep 15, 1900, p.1
President makes debut at SHS campus (photo) (cont), Sep 15, 1900, p.9
Presidential preparation (practice landing at SHS track) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.11
Voices from a state visit (President Bill Clinton and candidate Hillary Clinton) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.15
(Car washers at SHS) (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
School board not listening to indoor pool advocates (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.7
Board to authorize cost estimates for indoor pool at SHS, Sep 29, 1900, p.1
SHS class at the scene of the crime (photo), Oct 6, 1900, p.11
Int'l students learn the ropes at retreat (photo), Oct 6, 1900, p.11
Experts say SHS is poor site for an indoor pool, Oct 13, 1900, p.1
High school students explore the American Dream (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.11
All-state music festival rehearsals underway (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.11
SHS club, community raise $600 for AIDS (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.28
State lifts stay on SHS projects, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
French students get Scarsdale experience (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.11
State champs! A dream come true for Scarsdale duo (Diana Dreyfus and Eavan Kennedy) (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.23
Kids should learn to face mortality (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6
Customs and ceremonies in spotlight at international fair (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.11
Students experience Storm (King Art Center) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.12
Soccer dad, soccer son (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.23
Real-life civics lessons come to the Scarsdale classrooms (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.1
(Shs girls picnic on Spencer's expanded sidewalk) (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
High school students act to prevent drunk driving (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
Real-life civics lessons come to the classroom (cont), Nov 24, 1900, p.9
SHS, SMS celebrate Thanksgiving, Nov 24, 1900, p.11
Senior AP students 'engaged, informed' (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.9
Singing together (Lowell Alecson directed SHS concert choir last Tuesday) (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.13

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ALUMNI

Stuart Malina to lead Hartford Symphony (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.15
SHS alumna wins literary prize, Feb 11, 1900, p.9
Young filmmaker beginning to make his marks (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.15
SHS grad receives Albert Rees fellowship (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.4
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ALUMNI continued
Michelle Sosin (appointed director of operations for Greenridge Management Corporation), Apr 21, 1900, p.4
Tony Bartelme (co-author of book “Into the Wind”), May 12, 1900, p.4
SHS grad(uate) writes auto book (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.4
(S)HS grad(uate) tackles salty topic in 3 media (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.3
Golf provides mental test for SHS grad(uate) (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.13
Veterinarian-inventor tackles a muddy problem (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.3
Ian Goldsmith, M.D. (has joined the faculty of Baylor College of Medicine), Aug 4, 1900, p.4
Documenting a passion for sports (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.19
A child of the 60s finally finds her guru (photo), Aug 25, 1900, p.3
We should take pride in our unselfish young people (edit), Aug 25, 1900, p.6
Chris Young: Following his dreams (photo), Aug 25, 1900, p.15
Origin of bygone junior high alma mater revealed (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
SHS grad(uate)’s documentary to air on Discovery Channel (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.3
The waterboys; Scarsdale grad(uate) take Xtreme swimming to the max (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.18
SHS grad(uate) take Xtreme swimming to the max (cont), Sep 29, 1900, p.23
Alumni information needed for reunion (names of missing classmates noted), Oct 13, 1900, p.12
Joanne Soslow (invited to become partner in Morgan Lewis law firm in Philadelphia) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.4
Notes on a 30th reunion (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.11
Octogenarian helps keep SHS alumni connected, Nov 10, 1900, p.3
Octogenarian helps keep alumni connected (cont), Nov 10, 1900, p.8
Alumni (cont), Nov 10, 1900, p.15
Mara Liasson speaks on election, Dec 15, 1900, p.1
Mara Liasson speaks on presidential election (photo) (cont), Dec 15, 1900, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-BAND
High school band enhances community pride (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DRAMA CLUB
SHS drama club spoofs ‘Greater Tuna’ (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.15
SHS cast tackles Neil Simon (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
(Supplement) 2000 Graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1900
S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) student celebrates end of high school (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.3

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION-PROM
Many helped make the post-prom breakfast special (ltr), Jul 14, 1900, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-LIBRARY
Former librarian: 2-level (High) school library is a bad idea (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PROM
(Silk, satin and flowers: SHS girls pose for prom photos) (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
Breakfast Club 2000 is prom finale (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Money for graduating seniors available through scholarships (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.14
Residents’ generosity continues Scarsdale’s commitment (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REUNIONS
Notes on a 30th reunion (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SIGNIFER (HONOR SOCIETY)
Scholars named, Signifer inducts members, Dec 8, 1900, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Scarsdale ice hockey recognizes accomplishments, Mar 17, 1900, p.25
Scarsdale ice hockey recognizes accomplishments (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.29
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS continued
Fans missing at high school games (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
(Erica Seader, Jamie Bagliebter and Lauren Katzberg keep warm at the SHS hockey sectional) (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.6
Maroon and White Awards Dinner (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.35
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

SCHOOLS-SCS-1MH-GRADUATION
(Supplement) 2000 Graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1900

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL
Board presents plans to expand SMS, SHS, Jan 21, 1900, p.1
School board presents expansion plans (cont), Jan 21, 1900, p.8
Parents ask about middle, high school plans, Jan 21, 1900, p.9
Middle school student wins geography bee (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.10
Board proposes $58.8 million bond issue for middle, high schools, Mar 24, 1900, p.1
New SMS house should be named for Elizabeth Fountain (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.3
Budget, bond merit study (re 2000-01 budget and proposed bond for SMS and SHS construction) (edit), Mar 24, 1900, p.6
Middle School short-term plan breeds discontent, Mar 24, 1900, p.9
Name for SMS house (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.9
Bond, budget, enrollment are touchstones of board (of Education) (illus), Mar 24, 1900, p.11
Board proposes $58.8 million bond issue for SMS, SHS (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.15
6th grade parents' worries unallayed (re proposed fourth "house" at the middle school), Mar 31, 1900, p.1
New house rationale placement described, Apr 7, 1900, p.1
House-keeping (re proposed new middle school "house") (edit), Apr 7, 1900, p.6
Smaller classes create best learning environment (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6
School upheavals: another perspective (edit), Apr 7, 1900, p.7
Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
New house rationale (cont), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32
Proposed bond issue may awaken dormant group (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.6
Give peace a chance (SMS Choice students at "World Conference") (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.11
SMS Writers' Conference is a hit - again Conference") (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.12
Middle school fashion news, Apr 14, 1900, p.12
Middle school S(tudent) O(rganization) attends conference in Pittsburgh (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.12
Easter eggciment (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.1
Youthful idealism is alive and well in Scarsdale (ltr), Apr 21, 1900, p.6
SMS scores food drive record (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.10
Set the tone (re reorganization of SCS Middle School) (edit), May 5, 1900, p.6
Middle school 'house' idea: Smaller is better, May 5, 1900, p.9
Reassignments are under way at SMS, May 5, 1900, p.11
Board bids farewell to middle, high school teachers, May 26, 1900, p.11
Scarsdale Middle School is bursting at the seams (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.6
No tennis, anyone (modular classrooms will be delivered to SCS Middle School June 17), Jun 9, 1900, p.1
SCS Middle School house counselors reassigned, Jun 9, 1900, p.11
Parrot shot (SCS Middle School 8th graders launch a tour of SHS with a celebration) (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.11
I'm ole, you're ole (International Day at SCS Middle School) (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.12
Next stop, Scarsdale High (eighth graders enjoy their final days as middle schoolers) (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.11
SMS hosts 'Academy Awards' ceremony, Jun 30, 1900, p.11
Assistant principal (Carol O'Connor) was a credit to SMS (edit), Jul 14, 1900, p.7
Name that new house! (SCS Middle School's new house), Jul 21, 1900, p.1
A perfect choice (to name the new SCS Middle School house after Elizabeth Fountain) (edit), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
Give kids a chance to make history (re name for new SCS Middle School house) (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
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SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL continued

'Fountain' has other associations (re proposed name for new SCS Middle School house) (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
OK, then, let's call it 'Elizabeth Fountain House' (edit), Aug 10, 1900, p.7
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 25, 1900
Origin of bygone junior high alma mater revealed (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
SMS house should be named for U.S. veep (edit), Sep 15, 1900, p.7
Former history teacher casts vote for E. Fountain House (response to 9/15 edit by Nikki Usher)(edit), Sep 22, 1900, p.7
The times, they are a changin' (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.11
Assistant principal brings enthusiasm (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.1
New assistant principal brings enthusiasm (cont), Sep 29, 1900, p.10
Cooper House counselor approaches job with zeal, Oct 6, 1900, p.1
Najac approaches counselor job with zeal (photo) (cont), Oct 6, 1900, p.9
16 ways to say thank you at multicultural luncheon (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.11
... with a moo-moo there (a collection of bovine beauties is on parade in the halls of SMS) (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.11
6th grader designs ultimate robot (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.12
SMS, SMS celebrate Thanksgiving, Nov 24, 1900, p.11
New club challenges middle school spellers, Nov 24, 1900, p.11
Young Scarsdale singers and dancers hit Broadway (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.37
Scarsdalians add voices to Ikea protest, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL-CHOICE PROGRAM

CHOICE students take an educational vacation (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.12
Breaking the barriers on the Choice trip, Dec 8, 1900, p.11
SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE

Village to help schools fix field, Jun 30, 1900, p.1
Village to help schools fix field, Jun 30, 1900, p.1
Quaker Ridge field (renovation will begin next week), Jul 21, 1900, p.1
A new challenge for veteran teacher (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.11
Celeb reader (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.12
Paralympic athletes visit Q(uaker) R(idge) (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.11
Winter Wishland is holiday tradition in Quaker Ridge (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.11
SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-GRADUATION

(Supplement) 2000 Graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1900
SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X

Making a move (M Tahir of St Pius X at school's First Annual Scholastic Chess Tournament) (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.12
New principal at St. Pius X School, Sep 1, 1900, p.4
SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X-GRADUATION

(Supplement) 2000 Graduation (photo), Jun 30, 1900
SCHOOLS-WESTCHESTER

Building boom, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
Elementary school class-size limits need another look (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6
SCHOZER, CHRISTINE
League of W(omen) V(oters) Presidential Pursuit begins for 5th, 6th-graders (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.11
SCHREIBER, LAUREN
Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
SCHROEDER, ELAINE
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
Paulin heads to Assembly With a little help from her friends (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.1
SCHULTZ, JILL (DR)
Thanks to those who helped make concert successful (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.7
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SCHUMAN, JOSEPH
Into the ring (Amy Paulin intends to run for Audrey Hochberg's seat in state Assembly) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.1

SCHUMER, CHARLES
The lesson of 2000 (re election procedures and technology) (edit), Dec 22, 1900, p.6

SCHUSTACK, AMY
New (SCS-EMT) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) youth counselors take crash course about Scarsdale, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
New (SCS-EMT) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) youth counselors take crash course (photo) (cont), Aug 11, 1900, p.9

SCHUTZBANK, DAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

SCHWAB, JULIE
It's a keeper (Girl Scout scavenger hunt) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.12

SCHWAB, STEVEN
T(own and) V(illage) C(livic) C(lub) panel mulls the allure of Scarsdale (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.3

SCHWARBE, ILANA
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) mothers (of SCS) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.11

SCHWARBE, JOSEF
Annual increase in turnout sought (for selecting members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6

SCHWARBE, LAURA
Snow men and women; Old faces, new coach, new faces expected to lift skiers (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.29
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

SCHWARBE, RACHEL
Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

SCHWAM, NICOLE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

SCHWARTZ, ALEX
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

SCHWARTZ, AMY
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

SCHWARTZ, ARIEL
Thorpy, Schwartz finish HS careers at the top (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.21
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens In Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

SCHWARTZ, BARBARA (AU)
Teachers asked to relieve parents' back-to-school nightmare (re buying school supplies) (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.7

SCHWARTZ, ERNEST
Life members (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.9

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

SCHWARTZ, MIKE
High hoops; Raiders ready to rumble after losing eight to graduation (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.26

SCHWARTZ, RYAN
Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

SCHWARTZ, S BARBARA (AU)
Nonpartisan Citizens party has a new Web site (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7

SCHWARTZ, SIMEON (AU)
Scarsdale doesn't track students, academically or athletically (ltr), Sep 1, 1900, p.7
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SCHWARZ, PAUL
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

SCHWARZBAUM, RENA (AU)
Rec(reation) supervisor thanked for park (re renovation of Corell Park) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

SCHWEITZER, LINDA
Family activities offer Rx for 'I'm bored' syndrome (photo), Aug 25, 1900, p.1

SCHWEITZER, PHILIP E (DR) (AU)
Scarsdale is not above racial categorizing (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6

SCHWEITZER, ULRICH (AU)
(Mimi) Cleaner did not pose real risk to teens (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.7

SCHWER, ERIC
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

SCIARPELLETTI, JENNIFER
Deep breath (SCS senior Jenn Sciarpelletti places in top ten in sectional swimming events) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

SCOFFLAWS
Is Scarsdale soft on parking scofflaws? (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.1
Is Scarsdale soft on parking scofflaws? (individual names noted) (illus) (cont), Sep 8, 1900, p.3

SCOOTERS
Heads-up (safety concerns about razor scooters), Sep 8, 1900, p.1

SCRUGGS, PATRICIA
Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12

SCS
Village prepared to meet challenges in the new millennium (photo) (cont) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.19
Downtown upgrades: signs of progress (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Downtown needs beautification, not buildings (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
All are welcome to participate in civic organizations (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6
Diversity in Scarsdale (town meeting), Mar 31, 1900, p.1
Recycling winner (SCS receives third place Earth Day Recycling Award), Apr 21, 1900, p.1
Pride should translate into financial support (edit), Apr 21, 1900, p.6
Proportion of land to house matters (ltr), May 12, 1900, p.6
Scarsdale meets the internet, Jul 7, 1900, p.1
Collapse of community: Is it happening here? (edit), Jul 7, 1900, p.6
Antenna by antenna, Scarsdale cell phone users get connected (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.1
Busy, busy! (photo) (construction projects in Scarsdale), Jul 28, 1900, p.4
Space needed - now (edit) (re need for automobile parking in Scarsdale), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
Scarsdale community has been warm, supportive (re birth of Hunter Jay Madison) (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
Let's give esthetic values their due (edit), Aug 4, 1900, p.6
Call it Scarsdale.gone (village's web site has been off line all week), Aug 25, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale residents taking advantage of 'slave labor' (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.14
Copyright. gone (SCS government web site is copyrighted no more), Sep 29, 1900, p.1
'Dishonorable Citizen Award' would serve as lesson (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6
In sports, winning is all that counts (ltr), Oct 13, 1900, p.6
We residents must do our part (edit), Oct 27, 1900, p.7
New Residents Club helps make 10583 feel like home (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.19
Chad-free voting machines do the job (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.1
Village to mark its tercentenary, Dec 29, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains; New village board contemplates zoning modification, Dec 29, 1900, p.1
Business comings, goings in village, Dec 29, 1900, p.4
Village malls parking, traffic problems (cont), Dec 29, 1900, p.8
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SCS ADULT SCHOOL
New leadership, new courses at Scarsdale Adult School (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.14
SCS Adult School elects new board (photo), Feb 25, 1900, p.4
Adult school announces Web site for catalog, Mar 31, 1900, p.2
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 25, 1900

SCS ANTIQUES
Not as antique as you think (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.1

SCS ART ASSN
Scarsdale Art Association posts record membership (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.3
A happening weekend, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
(Hilda Simons brings a few of her watercolor paintings for SCS Art Assn’s show) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.6
Friedland watercolor judged best in Scarsdale Art Assn. show (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.17

SCS ART SOCIETY
Show time! (SCS Art Society show in Chase Park) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.3

SCS ARTS COUNCIL
Arts Council opens with chamber concert (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.3

SCS AUDUBON SOCIETY
SEE AUDUBON SOCIETY

SCS AUXILIARY OF WHITE PLAINS HOSPITAL
SEE HOSPITALS

SCS BOWL (2000)
Newhouse to get Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.1
Eda Newhouse to receive the Scarsdale Bowl (cont), Jan 14, 1900, p.10
Bowl tickets available, Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Bowl goes to a ‘gracious, tenacious’ leader (Eda Newhouse) (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.1
Eda Newhouse, historical society leader, receives Scarsdale Bowl (cont), Apr 21, 1900, p.13
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

SCS BOWL (2001)
Kroenlein to chair bowl committee (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.4

SCS DEMOCRACY PROJECT
Voters (Party’s) primary, Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Referendum less likely to succeed in March (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.7
Political terms need definition (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7
Levin: Voters should have a choice (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.1

SCS DEPOT ASSOCIATES
American Premier Underwriters to seek zoning change on Depot, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
Special zoning may hold key to downtown future, Jul 21, 1900, p.1
Downtown development back to square 1, again, Jul 28, 1900, p.1
Consolidation is aim on Freightway (edit), Aug 25, 1900, p.7
Sale of Depot Place property pending, Sep 22, 1900, p.1
Kligerman an optimist, Sep 29, 1900, p.1

SCS FOUNDATION
Scarsdale Foundation (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.10
Scholarship funds (SCS college students invited to apply to SCS Foundation for tuition assistance), Mar 10, 1900, p.

SCS GOLF CLUB
SEE COUNTRY CLUBS

SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Historical Society celebrates 25th year of Cudner-Hyatt purchase (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.11
Bowl tickets available, Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Legacy of African American inventors on exhibit (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.3
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SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY continued
Couple of the hour (honorees at SCS Historical Society dinner dance and fundraising auction) (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36
Eda Newhouse, historical society leader, receives Scarsdale Bowl (cont), Apr 21, 1900, p.13
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 25, 1900
A happening weekend, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
Country fair owes success to many (ltr), Sep 15, 1900, p.6
Exhibit opening ("In Search of the Lenape at SCS Historical Society) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.10
Roads closed (there will be limited access to streets in Arthur Manor this Sunday, Oct. 15), Oct 13, 1900, p.1
Something for everyone at historical society race (ltr), Oct 13, 1900, p.6
Having fun (15th annual 2.5K Walk for Fun and the 20th annual 5K Fall Foliage Run) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.1
Spirits come to life (Lenape Indians exhibit at the SCS Historical Society) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.17
Historical society race/walk a success (ltr), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
Volunteers and curators win awards (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4

SCS INDOOR POOL EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE
SEE INDOOR POOL EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE-SCS

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)
New phones coming (in the offices of the SCS Inquirer), Jan 7, 1900, p.1
New phones coming, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
New e-mail (and telephone system), Feb 25, 1900, p.1
Closing of Mimi is a failure of common sense (response to 3/3 Inquirer edit) (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.7
Inquirer wins 21 awards, Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Inquirer wins 21 awards (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.13
Inquirer practices bad journalism, poor citizenship (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6
Citizens' Party is hypocritical, paper is biased (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
Inquirer contributed to victimization of Elian (ltr), Apr 21, 1900, p.6
Inquirer hires associate editor (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.4
Graduation edition (will be published June 30), May 19, 1900, p.1
Graduation edition (will be published June 30), Jun 9, 1900, p.1
(July 4th) Holiday schedule, Jun 30, 1900, p.1
Tunick leaves Inquirer, Jun 30, 1900, p.4
Why we call the family when tragedy strikes (re 6/23 Inquirer report of a tragic death) (edit), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
Callous reporting of a tragic loss (re 6/23 Inquirer report of a tragic death) (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
What justifies call to grieving family? (re 6/23 Inquirer report of a tragic death) (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
Sad news not a 'breaking story' (response to 6/23 Inquirer report of a tragic death) (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
Key aspect of girl's death was not mentioned (re death of Lauren Eales) (ltr), Jul 7, 1900, p.6
Inquirer op ed to get wider audience (re 6/9 edit by Sam Witchel) (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
3 join the Inquirer staff, Sep 8, 1900, p.4
Be a part of the paper ("do's and don'ts" when submitting material to the Inquirer) (edit), Sep 15, 1900, p.6
Argument by invective is insulting (response to edit from 9/22/00) (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6
Inquirer and N.Y. Times practice 'incendiary journalism' (ltr), Oct 13, 1900, p.6
Fans missing at high school games (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
Newspaper editors should keep their opinions to themselves (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7
Ilene Nechamkin named Inquirer associate editor, Nov 17, 1900, p.4
Progress ahead (SCS Inquirer will publish its annual Progress Edition on Jan. 26), Dec 1, 1900, p.1
Progress ahead (SCS Inquirer will publish its annual Progress Edition on Friday, Jan. 26), Dec 15, 1900, p.1
Secret committee, Inquirer disparage school pool idea (ltr), Dec 15, 1900, p.7

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)-PERSONAL NOTES
2000 is no joke (edit), Jan 7, 1900, p.7
Teen open houses are nothing new, Jan 14, 1900, p.7
SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)-PERSONAL NOTES continued

Missing the luxury liner (edit), Jan 21, 1900, p.7
Person of the year: My vote (edit), Jan 28, 1900, p.7
A short history of the popular @ (edit), Jan 28, 1900, p.7
Cabin fever (edit), Feb 4, 1900, p.7
New nomenclature needed (re presidential candidates) (edit), Feb 4, 1900, p.7
The view from the Ponte Vecchio (edit), Feb 4, 1900, p.7
Pray for snow delays, not days (edit), Feb 18, 1900, p.7
All children should be treated equally in recreation basketball (edit), Mar 24, 1900, p.7
Rocking the generation gap (edit), Mar 24, 1900, p.7
An empty nest: The preview (edit), Apr 21, 1900, p.7
The other man in the class (edit), Apr 21, 1900, p.7
Spring cleaning -- holding on, letting go (edit), May 12, 1900, p.6
Frames of reference (re generation gaps) (edit), May 12, 1900, p.7
Surviving the ravenous hordes of spring (edit), May 19, 1900, p.7
The ghost at the bar mitzvah (edit), Jun 9, 1900, p.7
The American Foreign Legion now! (edit), Jun 16, 1900, p.7
Graduation stirs a flood of memories (edit), Jun 30, 1900, p.7
One more thing... (praise for SCS Police Dept) (edit), Jun 30, 1900, p.7
The Garage Olympics (edit), Jul 7, 1900, p.7
The emperor's new clothes (edit), Jul 14, 1900, p.6
Reflections on insecticide spraying (edit), Aug 4, 1900, p.7
Saturday afternoon at the grocery store (edit), Aug 4, 1900, p.7
Conundrums aplenty for the next president (edit), Aug 11, 1900, p.7
Old friends bring new insights (edit), Aug 11, 1900, p.7
More than you wanted to know about the genome (edit), Aug 11, 1900, p.7
Picture this (look not at name or business cards but rather at the office and its furnishings)(edit), Sep 1, 1900, p.
Getting in touch with the inner goddess (edit), Sep 1, 1900, p.7
And ye shall know me by my cat hair (edit), Sep 15, 1900, p.6
Corn on the cob ... and then some (edit), Sep 29, 1900, p.7
The cabbage war (edit), Oct 6, 1900, p.7
Shopping in his own closet (edit), Oct 13, 1900, p.7
Let's Go, Lugnuts! (edit), Oct 20, 1900, p.7
Will the real Eve Marx please stand up? (edit), Oct 20, 1900, p.7
Max taught me to stop and smell the roses (edit), Oct 27, 1900, p.7
Shut up and go to work (re recent election) (edit), Nov 10, 1900, p.7
Learning to love fall's last hurrah (edit), Nov 17, 1900, p.7
A mulligan for Florida (comments on recent presidential election) (edit), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
Ghost of Christmas Presents (sic) pays a call (edit), Dec 22, 1900, p.7
Another Year Is Waning (review of past year in verse) (edit), Dec 29, 1900, p.6
Remembering Molly (author's dog) (photo) (edit), Dec 29, 1900, p.7

SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN PRESIDENTS

SCS (Neighborhood) A(ssoсiation) P(residents) works toward timely solutions (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Citizens' candidates null joining forum, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
Citizens candidates mull participation in S(CS) N(ighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) forum (cont), Feb 18, 1900, p.15
Candidates from both parties to air their views at S(CS) N(ighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) forum, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Decorum prevails at S(CS) N(ighborhood) A(ssoсiation) P(residents), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
Candidates air priorities at calm S(CS) N(ighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) forum (cont), Mar 10, 1900, p.8
Proposed bond issue may awaken dormant group (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.6
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SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN PRESIDENTS continued
Public hearing on proposed watercourse law, Dec 15, 1900, p.1

SCS RESPONSIBLE CITIZENS
History is repeating itself as another ‘secret deal’ is being hatched in village hall (ltr), Aug 11, 1900, p.6

SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE
S(NS) SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE seeks business sponsors for production of ‘Pippin’, Apr 21, 1900, p.17
S(NS) SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE to conduct series of classes and seminars, May 5, 1900, p.29
3 Scarsdale performers among leads in ‘Pippin’ (illus), Jul 21, 1900, p.15
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28
‘Pippin’ is musical magic, '70s style (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.13
Aux armes! (King Charlemagne rallies his troops in production of ‘Pippin’) (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.1
Angels helped make ‘Pippin’ a success (ltr), Aug 18, 1900, p.6

SCS TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL
SEE TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS

SCS TEACHERS’ INSTITUTE
S(NS) TEACHERS’ INSTITUTE: Helping teachers help students, Jan 7, 1900, p.9
19 teachers win mini-grants from S(NS) TEACHERS’ INSTITUTE, Jan 14, 1900, p.11
S(NS) TEACHERS’ INSTITUTE welcomes community, Feb 18, 1900, p.12
S(NS) TEACHERS’ INSTITUTE offers fall, winter courses, Sep 29, 1900, p.11

SCS TEEN CENTER
Teen center to open, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
Back in business (SCS Teen Center) (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.1
Metz trying to evict Mimi (Cleaners), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
An alternative for teenagers (the Westchester Jewish Teen Center at the YM/YWHA) (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6
Good news! Teen center now focusing on activities (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7
Mimi (Cleaners) calls it quits, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Harrison: Downtown is still the major issue (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Sad ending to conflict (between Mimi Cleaners and SCS Teen Center) (edit), Mar 3, 1900, p.6
Teen center gears up for second wind, Mar 17, 1900, p.3
Teen center making a comeback (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.14
Eighth graders got a taste of teen center (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6
Teen center report: Obstacles overcome, May 12, 1900, p.13
(SCS Teen Center) Out of Bounds gears up, Jun 16, 1900, p.11
Dawson is interim teen center director, Jul 28, 1900, p.1
New director hired for Out of Bounds (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.11

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS
SOS from S(NS) VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS, Apr 28, 1900, p.1
Bids on S(NS) VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS H(ead) Q(quarters) rejected, May 26, 1900, p.1
S(NS) VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS could move to supply building (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6
Whither S(NS) VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS?, Jul 7, 1900, p.1
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.4
Resident shows appreciation for S(NS) VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS (ltr), Dec 15, 1900, p.6

SCS WOMAN’S CLUB
(Annual party of Romance languages section of SCS Woman’s Club) (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.6
Woman’s Club celebrates 80 years of service (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.8
Citizens’ Party wins resounding victory (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Gay Mccreery installed as woman's club president (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.15
Club continues proud tradition of volunteerism (response to 7/7 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
Woman's club to open grounds for tour of trees (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.17
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SCS-EMT FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
Orches to receive S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) Open Door Award (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.4
SCS meets the changing needs of our community (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34
S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) 'Gourmet Galaxy' benefit drew a supportive crowd (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
Open Arms says 'thanks' for success of Gourmet Galaxy (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
New S(CS-EMT) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) youth counselors take crash course about Scarsdale, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
Manelis is new director of older adult services (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.4
New S(CS-EMT) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) youth counselors take crash course (photo) (cont), Aug 11, 1900, p.9
We residents must do our part (edit), Oct 27, 1900, p.7
Every donation to S(CS-EMT) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) makes a difference (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

SCS-EMT NEW RESIDENTS CLUB
New Residents Club helps make 10583 feel like home (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.19

SCS-HISTORY
Honoring Frederick Law Olmsted's legacy (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.3
When the village was known as 'Thunderbolt Town' (photo), Feb 25, 1900, p.3
New SMS house should be named for Elizabeth Fountain (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.3
Name for SMS house (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.9
Advisory council tackles diversity issues (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.3
When Hitler's nephew came to Scarsdale, Jul 21, 1900, p.3
The more things stay the same ... (edit), Sep 15, 1900, p.3

SCS-HTS-NEWCOMERS CLUB
Newcomers Club (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.11

SCS-PLANNING
Time to look at another proposal (edit), Jan 7, 1900, p.7
Hello to all this (predictions for Scarsdale in the coming year) (edit), Jan 14, 1900, p.6
American Premier Underwriters to seek zoning change on Depot Place (cont), Jan 14, 1900, p.9
To a healthy downtown in Y2k (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
Residents clamor to be included in subdivision moratorium, Mar 17, 1900, p.1
The horse's mouth (American Premier Underwriters acknowledges no interest in developing Freightway), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Scarsdale involves all its citizens in careful planning (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Residents clamor to be included in subdivision moratorium (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.10
Planners ponder zoning challenges past and future (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.1
Planners ponder zoning challenges past and future (cont), Apr 7, 1900, p.9
Let's not reinvent the wheel (re downtown development) (edit), Apr 28, 1900, p.7
Mini-moratorium set for Secor Farms lots, May 26, 1900, p.1
Let's not bring Central Avenue into the village (response to 5/19 letter by Abbott Stillman) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.4
Are traditional movie theaters still viable investments? (response to 5/19 letter by Stillman) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.29
1 man's vision for downtown Scarsdale (edit), Jun 23, 1900, p.7
Architect's recommendations visionary, practical (response to 6/23 edit by Simon Breines) (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
Downtown back on front burner (cont), Jul 21, 1900, p.9
Downtown development back to square 1, again, Jul 28, 1900, p.1
Downtown (cont), Jul 28, 1900, p.9
Dear Mr. Kligerman: (re proposed purchase of Depot Place) (edit), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
Construction company's dream, resident's nightmare (re installation of new sidewalks) (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.8
Argument by invective is insulting (response to edit from 9/22/00) (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6
Christie proposal likened to IKEA threat in New Rochelle (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.10
Board expected to extend moratorium (on certain subdivisions), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
SCS-PLANNING continued
Park proposal = over-development (re George Field Park) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6
Proposed (Fox Meadow) subdivision a 'horror', Nov 24, 1900, p.1
Proposed Fox Meadow subdivision is a 'horror'(cont), Nov 24, 1900, p.3
Zoning laws do not preserve our quality of life (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
Drainage and flooding problems are about to get worse (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
Trustees must not allow teardowns to continue (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
Windmill Lane resident asks: Quo vadis, Scarsdale? (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
Subdivision hearing (SCS Planning Board will review Greenacres environmental impact statement), Dec 8, 1900, p.1
L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) panel ponders strategies to curb big-house mania, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
Grange is test case for village (edit), Dec 8, 1900, p.7
Panel ponders strategies to curb big houses (cont), Dec 8, 1900, p.29
Houses: When is bigger not better? (edit), Dec 15, 1900, p.7
Winfair group blasts D(raft) E(nvironmental) I(mpact) S(tatement), Dec 22, 1900, p.1
Environmental solutions must precede development (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6
Winfair group says D(raft) E(nvironmental) I(mpact) S(tatement) falls 'woefully short' (cont), Dec 22, 1900, p.11
New laws are needed to ban outsize development (response to 12/22 edit by Irving J Sloan (ltr), Dec 29, 1900, p.6
Valley Road woman supports open space protection (ltr), Dec 29, 1900, p.6

SCULPTURE
Students experience Storm (King Art Center) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.12

SEADER, ERICA
(Erica Seader, Jamie Bagliebter and Lauren Katzberg keep warm at the SHS hockey sectional) (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.6

SEAL, SUSAN
Susan Seal (appointed to the board of the Westchester Historical Society) (photo), Oct 6, 1900, p.4

SEE, JOSEPH M JR
Joseph M See Jr (dies), Apr 7, 1900, p.14

SEGALL, MICHAEL
Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

SEIDEN, JOEL
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

SEIDMAN, EVELYN
Former village trustee Ed Hand is dead at 92, Jan 14, 1900, p.1

SEIDMAN, EVELYN (AU)
Voters Party flyer called 'outrageously false' (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.7

SEIDMAN, EVELYN H (AU)
Voters Party flyer called 'outrageously false' (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.7

SEIFE, BURTON (AU)
No relief in sight for village that squanders parking space (ltr), Aug 4, 1900, p.6

SEIFE, DONNA
First day (of a new school year) (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.1

SEIFE, MATTHEW
First day (of a new school year) (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.1

SEIFE, TAMÁ
Primary deadline, Jan 14, 1900, p.1

SELTZER, BRAD
Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

SELTZER, DORYCE (AU)
'Fountain' has other associations (re proposed name for new SCS Middle School house) (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
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SEMAU, RON
  Taking it all in stride; 5-year old son inspires father to run marathon (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.23

SENIORS-SCS
  Scarsdale Seniors (Progress Ed 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.11
  A musical valentine (Kindergartner Grace Dhanraj performs at Girl Scout House) (photo), Feb 11, 1900, p.1

SEPTEMBER
  September timing (edit), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

SERAFIN, PATRICIA
  Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

SERBY, BEN
  Middle school student wins geography bee (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.10
  6th grader takes 2d in state geography bee (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.10

SERNAU, BEN
  Taking it all in stride; 5-year old son inspires father to run marathon (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.23
  Taking it in stride; 5-year old son inspires dad to run marathon (photo) (cont), Nov 3, 1900, p.26

SERNAU, RON
  Taking it all in stride; 5-year old son inspires father to run marathon (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.23
  Taking it in stride; 5-year old son inspires dad to run marathon (photo) (cont), Nov 3, 1900, p.26

SERUYA, TARA
  Young Scarsdale singers and dancers hit Broadway (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.37

SERVIDIO, ROBIN
  Sales associates honored (Ellen Lawton, Robin Servidio and Simone Englander) (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.4
  Sales associates honored (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.4

SERWATKA, JOY
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28
  'Pippin' is musical magic, '70s style (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.13

SHAH, ASHNA
  Fox Meadow puppeteers (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.11

SHAH, HUMA
  Heritage Day project brings appreciation for past to students (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.11

SHAMES, JODI (AU)
  Rec(reation) supervisor thanked for park (re renovation of Corell Park) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

SHANAHAN, GERARD
  For local use only (SCS Fire Dept's fire training house), Nov 17, 1900, p.1

SHANER, JON
  Notes on a 30th reunion (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.11

SHANNON, CHRIS
  (Chris Shannon finds the water a bit brisk at the SCS Pool on opening day) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.6

SHAPIRO, BECKY A
  Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
  The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

SHAPIRO, DAVID M (AU)
  Tom Abinanti will make a difference (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

SHAPIRO, SHERYL
  Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

SHARPTON, AL
  SHS principal postpones Al Sharpton visit, Mar 31, 1900, p.13

SHATZKIN, ELLEN
  In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.4
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SHAW, JOE
Maroon and White Winter Sports Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.27

SHAW, PETER
Maroon and White Winter Sports Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.27

SHEEHAN, FRANCIS (AU)
Assessments do not belong on the Internet (edit), Jul 14, 1900, p.6
Feiner should shut down GIS Web site (ltr), Aug 4, 1900, p.6

SHELENGIAN, CONSTANCE
Music teacher’s original works celebrated (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.11
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

SHEMIN, LIZ
(SHS girls picnic on Spencer’s expanded sidewalk) (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

SHEPARD, MICHAEL
Doenrbert Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Maroon and White Winter Sports Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.27
Scarsdale ice hockey recognizes accomplishments (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.29

SHERDING, RON
Puck on Duck (Pond) (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.1

SHERWOOD, EMILY
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
Board nixes pool, with sympathy this time, May 12, 1900, p.1
Indoor pool would be valuable community asset (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.3
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

SHERWOOD, MARK
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

SHERWOOD, RICH
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

SHERWOOD, RICHARD
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

SHIELDS, REBECCA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28
(Car washers at SHS) (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.6

SHIMADA, TAK
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

SHINOHARA, HONOKA
Edgewood students design ultimate rocket (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.11

SHIRE, EMILY
Troop 1972 serves community (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.4

SHIRE, ROBERT (DR)
Shire Chiropractic opens (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.4

SHMERLER, EDWIN
Octogenarian helps keep SHS alumni connected, Nov 10, 1900, p.3

SHMERLER, ERICA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.62

SHMERLER, SUSAN
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) mothers (of SCS) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.11
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SHOPPING

Sidewalk sale (is now in progress), Aug 4, 1900, p.1
Saturday afternoon at the grocery store (edit), Aug 4, 1900, p.7
Shoppers paradise (annual sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.2
Shopping in his own closet (edit), Oct 13, 1900, p.7
Woman's Exchange kicks off holiday season (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.3
Scarsdale enters superstore fray (re proposed IKEA store in New Rochelle), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
After the ball 2: The big oops, Nov 17, 1900, p.4
Scarsdale enters the IKEA superstore fray (cont), Nov 17, 1900, p.17
'Winter Wonderland' (SCS stores will be open Sundays Dec 10 and 17), Dec 1, 1900, p.1
Boutique to hold holiday fundraiser, Dec 1, 1900, p.4
Village trustees commended for taking stand on IKEA (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
IKEA will alter the terrain and transform our region (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
Scarsdalians add voices to IKEA protest, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
Scarsdalians protest IKEA plan at SMS meeting (cont), Dec 8, 1900, p.9
Adopt-a-family program keeps on growing (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.3
Shopping and wrapping for my 'other family', Dec 22, 1900, p.3

SHOPPING CENTERS

(Dalewood) Shopping center must hire security guards (edit), Jul 14, 1900, p.6

SHORE, ADIE
Hum receives award from Junior League (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.4

SHORES, CATE
Scouts sleep over at zoo (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.4

SHORES, CATHERINE (AU)
Give kids a chance to make history (re name for new SCS Middle School house) (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6

SHUE, CEI CEI
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

SHUGAR, AMANDA
Heathcote Girl Scouts clean up park (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.12

SHVETZ, BRENDON
Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

SIANO, ANTHONY
Kids' BASE sues former auditors, Jan 14, 1900, p.1

SIDEWALKS

Old World skills give town a new look (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.1
New look curb to curb (photo) (cont), Jul 21, 1900, p.8
Sidewalk sale (is now in progress), Aug 4, 1900, p.1
Shoppers paradise (annual sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.2
Count 'em! (annual candy counting contest at sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.2
New sidewalks handsome, unsafe (ltr), Nov 10, 1900, p.6
New Wayside walks, Nov 24, 1900, p.1
(SHS girls picnic on Spencer's expanded sidewalk) (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

SIEGEL, MARVIN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

SIERRA, FRANCISCO
PT Council Sports Swap set for Sept. 9 (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.4

SIFF-KORPI, MARNI
Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12
Y 2 K ALERT! Substitute year 2000 for 1900
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SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS
1-way sign needed (by Boniface Circle) (photo) (edit), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
Signs of wear (street signs in village showing their age (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.10

SILBER, ABBY
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Scarsdale ice hockey recognizes accomplishments (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.29

SILBERSTEIN, SYLVIA
Businesses make auction successful (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7

SILBERSTEIN, WILLIAM
Businesses make auction successful (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7

SILVER, DAN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

SILVER, DANIEL K (AU)
November switch would destroy nonpartisan system (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6

SILVER, SHELDON
Chance to build an indoor pool (ltr), Jan 14, 1900, p.6

SILVER, SUSAN
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

SILVERMAN, CAROL
Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

SILVERMAN, VALERIE
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

SILVERSTEIN, MATT
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

SIMON, ANN ROSE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36
Board nixes pool, with sympathy this time, May 12, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.3
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

SIMON, HENRY (AU)
Keep the focus on volunteers in local government (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7

SIMON, JOHN (AU)
Meals on wheels needs volunteers (ltr), Nov 10, 1900, p.6

SIMON, NANCY
It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

SIMON, SANDY
Not as antique as you think (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.1

SIMON, TERRI
Annual increase in turnout sought (for selecting members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.20

SIMON, TERRI (AU)
PT Council urges yes vote on budget (ltr), May 12, 1900, p.6
Community thanked for supporting school budget (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.7

SIMONS, HILDA
(Hilda Simons brings a few of her watercolor paintings for SCS Art Assn's show) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.6

SINGER, DONALD
Donald Singer (dies), Sep 1, 1900, p.15

SINGER, LARRY
Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; E'mont SBNC to meet Jan. 26, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
Singer, Glickstein nominated for Edgemont board, Jan 28, 1900, p.1
E'mont sets $15M school bond vote, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
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SINGER, LARRY continued
School board candidates answer questions, Apr 28, 1900, p.1

SINGER, TERRY
School board nominators needed, Sep 29, 1900, p.1

SINGING
Several singing groups participate in Summer Sings (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.7
Young Scarsdale singers and dancers hit Broadway (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.37
Herald angels sing (residents of EMT at the EMT-Assn's annual carol sing at Crane Pond) (photo), Dec 29, 1900, p.1

SIPEC
SEE INDOOR POOL EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE-SCS

SITLER, DAVID
Angel with a microphone; Stevie Holland sings with divine inspiration (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.27

SKATING
Image is everything (for local precision skaters) (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.20
Local synchronized skaters head to Nationals (cont), Mar 3, 1900, p.22
Skate Scarsdale (bike and blade night tomorrow in downtown Scarsdale), Sep 22, 1900, p.1

SKIN
Scarsdale MD demystifies anti-aging treatments (photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.3
Doctor demystifies anti-aging treatments (cont), Jan 7, 1900, p.8

SKIS AND SKIING
Ski 2000: Conditions from around the country, Jan 7, 1900, p.17
There is snow, just not here (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.24
The weather outside is frightful, Jan 21, 1900, p.27
Mountain Creek and more, Feb 4, 1900, p.24
Women head for the mountains, Feb 11, 1900, p.23
The cost of skiing, Feb 18, 1900, p.20
President's snow, good skiing, Feb 25, 1900, p.18
Mid-week skiing: no lift lines, cheaper lift tickets, Mar 3, 1900, p.20
Thorpy, Schwartz finish HS careers at the top (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.21
Cyber ski, Mar 10, 1900, p.21
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Closing time: the best of the rest, Mar 17, 1900, p.29
It's always ski season for innovators, manufacturers (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.28
Snow men and women; Old faces, new coach, new faces expected to lift skiers (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.29
New era of SHS skiing: Lagonia rules the slopes (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.29
Where the flakes are, Dec 1, 1900, p.34
Ski teaching: a profession in short supply, Dec 22, 1900, p.21
Ski instructors in short supply around the slopes, Dec 22, 1900, p.24

SOLONICK, KATE
Teens team up on tour to Nepal and Tibet (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.3

SKORKA, IRVING (AU)
Park proposal = over-development (re George Field Park) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

SLAIGHT, BARBARA (AU)
Many library improvements have come from generous (response to 1/21 letter by H Reynolds) (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.6

SLOAN, ESTHER
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

SLOAN, IRVING J
His (F.L. Olmsted's) profession was not so new (response to 1/28 letter by Irving J Sloan) (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6
Life members (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.9
Board slates hearing on new moratorium (cont), Feb 25, 1900, p.9
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SLOAN, IRVING J continued
Lonner represents young families (response to 2/25 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.6
Sloan column on Lonner was a personal attack (response to 2/25 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.6
Diversity in Scarsdale (town meeting), Mar 31, 1900, p.1
Advisory council tackles diversity issues (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
Name that new house! (SCS Middle School's new house), Jul 21, 1900, p.1
A perfect choice (to name the new SCS Middle School house after Elizabeth Fountain) (edit), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
Club continues proud tradition of volunteerism (response to 7/7 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
'Fountain' has other associations (re proposed name for new SCS Middle School house) (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1
Elizabeth Fountain was the model Scarsdale mom (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.7
Amy Paulin: a worthy successor to Hochberg (edit), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
Election (photo) (cont), Nov 10, 1900, p.15

SLOAN, IRVING J (AU)
Time to look at another proposal (edit), Jan 7, 1900, p.7
Open space: an issue that resonates here, too (edit), Jan 21, 1900, p.7
Referendum less likely to succeed in March (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.7
When the village was known as 'Thunderbolt Town' (photo), Feb 25, 1900, p.3
Volunteer experience necessary (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7
Vote no on election date change (edit), Mar 10, 1900, p.7
New SMS house should be named for Elizabeth Fountain (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.3
The people have spoken (edit), Mar 31, 1900, p.7
Pride should translate into financial support (edit), Apr 21, 1900, p.6
It's time for new leaders to step forward (edit), Apr 28, 1900, p.7
Middle school 'house' idea: Smaller is better, May 5, 1900, p.9
Indoor pool should be at outdoor complex (edit), Jun 2, 1900, p.7
Collapse of community: Is it happening here? (edit), Jul 7, 1900, p.6
Assistant principal (Carol O'Connor) was a credit to SMS (edit), Jul 14, 1900, p.7
When Hitler's nephew came to Scarsdale, Jul 21, 1900, p.3
Let's give esthetic values their due (edit), Aug 4, 1900, p.6
OK, then, let's call it 'Elizabeth Fountain House' (edit), Aug 18, 1900, p.7
We should take pride in our unselfish young people (edit), Aug 25, 1900, p.6
The more things stay the same ... (edit), Sep 15, 1900, p.3
A study in civility (response to Monday evening's SCS Board of Education meeting) (edit), Sep 15, 1900, p.7
Representative democracy is the American way (edit), Oct 6, 1900, p.7
Indoor pool idea keeps resurfacing, Oct 20, 1900, p.3
Indoor pool idea keeps resurfacing (cont), Oct 20, 1900, p.15
Commissioner should reject referendum bid (on building an indoor pool at SHS) (edit), Nov 3, 1900, p.6
Right decision, questionable reason (re George Field Park) (edit), Nov 24, 1900, p.7
Village should not fear developers' lawsuits (edit), Dec 22, 1900, p.7

SMALLENS, MEREDITH
Lonner: Looking ahead to Scarsdale's future (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.1

SMITH, BARBARA (AU)
Sad news not a 'breaking story' (response to 6/23 Inquirer report of a tragic death) (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6

SMITH, BARBARA S (AU)
Open Arms says 'thanks' for success of Gourmet Galaxy (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6
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SMITH, BOB
If you're selling: tackle legal issues first, Oct 20, 1900, p.1

SMITH, MICHAEL
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

SMITH, RICHARD FRANKLIN
Richard Franklin Smith (dies), Dec 15, 1900, p.30

SMITH, SUSAN
If you're selling: tackle legal issues first, Oct 20, 1900, p.1

SMITH, WILSON
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.4

SMITTLE, VICKI
E'mont sets $15M school bond vote, Feb 18, 1900, p.1

SMOKING
Spano and the law of unintended consequences (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6

SMOLER, ELISIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

SMOLER, IRWIN
New moratorium to be debated Tuesday, Apr 21, 1900, p.1
Original indoor pool proposal was for Butler Field (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.6
Village to help schools fix field, Jun 30, 1900, p.1
Nominees to be elected (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee) reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1
10 elected to Citizens' Committee, Nov 17, 1900, p.1

SMOLER, IRWIN C (AU)
Village's Freightway proposal was fiscally responsible (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
Bob Harrison fought previous indoor pool effort (ltr), May 12, 1900, p.6
Writer stands by his letter on past indoor pool proposal (response to 6/2 letter by B Harrison)(ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7
Indoor pool could be funded by special assessment (ltr), Jul 7, 1900, p.6

SMOLOVER, DEBORAH
D.C. post for Smolover (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.4

SNAP
SEE SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN PRESIDENTS

SNOW
Pray for snow delays, not days (edit), Feb 18, 1900, p.7

SNOWSTORMS
Cabin fever (edit), Feb 4, 1900, p.7

SNYDER, SUSAN
Susan Snyder made a lasting impression (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
Susan Snyder (dies), Jan 7, 1900, p.12
Susan Snyder had a character (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6

SO, MAUREEN
Advisory council tackles diversity issues (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.3

SOBOL, HARRIET
Nominees to be elected (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee) reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1

SOCCER
Soccer problems? (re SCS soccer programs), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Tryouts anathema to some soccer moms and dads, Feb 25, 1900, p.1
Tryouts anathema to soccer moms and dads (cont), Feb 25, 1900, p.8
All in the family: Zayac attack, May 12, 1900, p.23
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SOCcER continued
Father and daughter, coach and player (cont), May 12, 1900, p.28
A perfect ending to a perfect season (SHS girls’ soccer team) (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.1
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
Former soccer coach takes pride in youth programs (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.8
Parents are out of control at games (ltr), Nov 10, 1900, p.6
Soccer dad, soccer son (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.23
Zayac’s coach together (cont), Nov 17, 1900, p.26
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

SOFTBALL
Scarsdale Hardware lays its bats to rest (photo), May 26, 1900, p.26
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

SOKOL, LINDSEY
On the stump (extended 4th of July celebration) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.3

SOKOL, STEPHANIE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

SOLIMANO, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

SOMMERFELD, GEORGE
Not as antique as you think (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.1

SONA, CHRISTINA
It’s a keeper (Girl Scout scavenger hunt) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.12

SONGS
Origin of bygone junior high alma mater revealed (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

SONKIN, MATT
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.4

SONNENSHINE, ZACHARY
Millennium revue (at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.11

SooTone, KAZUYO
Teaching traditions (Sandy Failly shows novices how to carve a turkey) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.1

SORAVILLA, AMY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36

SORAVILLA, DANIEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36

SORREL, WILLIAM E (DR) (AU)
Tunick’s column is a wake-up call to parents (response to 6/23 edit by Carole Tunick) (ltr), Jul 7, 1900, p.6

SOSA, ANDREW
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.4

SOSIN, MICHELLE
Michelle Sosin (appointed director of operations for Greenridge Management Corporation), Apr 21, 1900, p.4

SOSLOW, JOANNE
Joanne Soslow (invited to become partner in Morgan Lewis law firm in Philadelphia) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.4

SOUTHER, CATHERINE
Board proposes $58.8 million bond issue for middle, high schools, Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Community responds to teen drug, alcohol use, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
PT Council power luncheon (photo), May 19, 1900, p.11
School, civic groups urge yes on bond, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
Parents bring traffic worries to trustees, Dec 1, 1900, p.1
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SOUTHER, CATHERINE C (AU)
- School facilities forum helpful (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
- A promising start to tackling drug/alcohol problem (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.7
- It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7
- PT Council urges yes vote on budget (ltr), May 12, 1900, p.6
- Sponsors and volunteers thanked for calendar (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.14

SOVEREIGN, MARIE FEARING
- Octogenarian helps keep SHS alumni connected, Nov 10, 1900, p.3

SPADACCINI, TARA
- Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

SPAGNA, JOHN
- No one stung (local merchants who sell beer and alcohol targets of undercover operation), Apr 21, 1900, p.1
- Police pay homage to past and present officers (photo), May 19, 1900, p.3

SPANO, ANDREW
- Paul Feiner is off and running, Mar 31, 1900, p.1

SPANO, ANDY
- Recycling winner (SCS receives third place Earth Day Recycling Award), Apr 21, 1900, p.1
- County caught in the middle between state and town, Apr 21, 1900, p.3
- Earth Day (photo), May 5, 1900, p.4
- Bond will provide schools with resources they need (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6
- (West) Nile (virus) spraying tonight, Jul 21, 1900, p.1
- President, First Lady visit J(ewish) C(ommunity) C(enter) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.1

SPANO, JOSEPH
- Crime, education, campaign finance are topics (photo) (cont), Nov 3, 1900, p.12

SPANO, LEONARD
- Judge is sworn in (photo), Dec 29, 1900, p.4

SPANO, NICK
- Spano and the law of unintended consequences (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6
- Spano should support gun control laws (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6
- No one takes responsibility for upkeep of Central Avenue (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
- Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
- Spano, Abinanti run campaigns via fax, Sep 15, 1900, p.3
- Strong choices in 35th (district) (no endorsement of either Nick Spano or Tom Abinanti) (edit), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
- Spano avoids L(eague of ) W(omen) V(oters) debates; Abinanti participates (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7

SPARROW, KATHY (AU)
- Personal best should be goal (of any school district) (response to 4/14 edit by Audrey Clarkin)(ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6

SPECIAL EDUCATION
- Preschool special education: Never too young to get help (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.1
- Special education chief champions underdog, Sep 22, 1900, p.1
- Special education chief is champion of underdog (photo) (cont), Sep 22, 1900, p.15
- Early diagnosis, intervention for preschoolers (cont), Sep 22, 1900, p.15

SPEECHES, ADDRESSES, ETC
- Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
- The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32
- Time of sentiment and promise (adapted from Klemme's address to SHS A-School graduates 6/16) (edit), Jun 30, 1900, p.7

SPEER, EDWARD I (AU)
- Proposed bond issue may awaken dormant group (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.6

SPELLING
- New club challenges middle school spellers, Nov 24, 1900, p.11
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SPELLING-COMPETITIONS
Middle school student wins geography bee (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.10

SPENGLER, MARY K
Mary K Spengler (dies), Dec 15, 1900, p.30

SPIALIERI, RICKY
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

SPIDALIERI, RICKY
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Maroon and White Winter Sports Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.27
Scarsdale ice hockey recognizes accomplishments (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.29

SPIEGEL, KIMBERLY
Recent SHS graduates in drug arrest, Jul 21, 1900, p.1

SPIEBERG, LEONARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

SPIeler, JILL
P(arks and) R(creation) C(council) finds itself in the limelight (photo), May 5, 1900, p.1
Advisory council chairs wish to 'move forward' (cont), May 5, 1900, p.9
Trustees go to bat: Hear concerns but endorse Little League's 2001 plans, Sep 15, 1900, p.1

SPIeler, JILL (AU)
3 examples of good land use planning by the village (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8

SPITZER, JEFFREY (DR)
Dr. Jeffrey Spitzer (elected to the board of trustees of the Jewish Braille Institute of America), Oct 20, 1900, p.4

SPITZER, JEFFREY A (DR) (AU)
Central Taxi driver's behavior was abusive and reckless (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6

SPIVAK, GABBY
Car 54, where are you? (Girl scouts test the intercom in a police car during visit) (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.1

SPIVAK, MELANIE
PT Council power luncheon (photo), May 19, 1900, p.11

SPORTS
Is the SHS athletic code fair? (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7
An athletic code for parents?, Mar 10, 1900, p.20
Bouchier: Nice guys finish first (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.21
Bouchier: Scarsdale coach, teacher, administrator, friend retires (photo) (cont), Jun 9, 1900, p.28
Bouchier's job is divided in 2 (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.1
Menna, Blessing to fill Bouchier's shoes (photo) (cont), Sep 1, 1900, p.22
In sports, winning is all that counts (ltr), Oct 13, 1900, p.6
Letter accurately portrays sports (praise for 10/13 letter by Amy G Bermingham) (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
Let's Go, Lugnuts! (edit), Oct 20, 1900, p.7

SPRAGUE, RICHARD (DR)
Scarsdale 4th graders ace E(nglish) L(anguage) A(rts) test, May 26, 1900, p.1

SPRAYREGEN, FREDRICA
Doernberg honors associates (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.4

SPRINKLERS
Hearing set on new sprinkler law, Oct 20, 1900, p.1
Sprinkler law delay, Oct 27, 1900, p.1
Proposed sprinkler law criticized; hearing Tuesday, Nov 10, 1900, p.1
Proposed sprinkler law criticized; hearing Tuesday (cont), Nov 10, 1900, p.9
Trustees hear pros and cons of sprinklers, Nov 24, 1900, p.1
An onerous law (re proposed law mandating sprinklers in renovated homes) (edit), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
SPRINKLERS continued
Village trustees hear pros and cons of sprinklers (cont), Nov 24, 1900, p.9
Sprinklers are good, proposed law not (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.9
Sprinkler talk (meeting scheduled at village hall to hear comments on proposed sprinkler law), Dec 8, 1900, p.1
Sprinkler law vague, ill-conceived (edit), Dec 8, 1900, p.7

STACKPOLE, ROBERT
Hanley wins history award of excellence (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4

STAMP, PAULA
Teen center to open, Jan 14, 1900, p.1

STANGER, RICHARD
School board nominators needed, Sep 29, 1900, p.1

STAMSOVA, NATALIA
Resident suspects poaching in county park (photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.3

STAR PROGRAM
SEE SCHOOL TAX RELIEF PROGRAM

STARR, ANN
20 are vying for positions on School Board Nominating Committee, Dec 8, 1900, p.1

STARR, ANN (AU)
Ramifications of zoning law not carefully considered (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6

STARR, ANN
Board expected to extend moratorium (on certain subdivisions), Nov 17, 1900, p.1

STARR, JANICE
Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
10 new school board nominators elected, Jan 14, 1900, p.1

STAUTD, JIM
Downtown development back to square 1, again, Jul 28, 1900, p.1

STAUFFER, AMANDA
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

STANICK, HANNA
Creativity, athleticism rewarded on Fourth (of July) (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.10

STECKEL, GEORGE
Electric slide (Isabel and George Steckel on playground slide at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.1

STECKEL, ISABEL
Electric slide (Isabel and George Steckel on playground slide at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.1

STEELLE, DONALD
Advisory council tackles diversity issues (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.3

STEELLE, MATTHEW
Sophomores write the Dickens (3 students have swept International Dickens Fellowship essay contest), Jun 9, 1900, p.

STEIN, ALEXANDER
Friendly competition (J. Stein, A. Stein and Q. Barbier play hockey with T. Beckford) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.9

STEIN, JULIAN
Friendly competition (J. Stein, A. Stein and Q. Barbier play hockey with T. Beckford) (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.9

STEIN, LAURA
Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

STEINBERG, JENNY
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42
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STEINTHAL, ELISE
SMS scores food drive record (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.10
Young Scarsdale singers and dancers hit Broadway (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.37

STEMPEL, HELEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

STEMPLER, SHEILA
Stempler joins Houlihan/Lawrence (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.4

STEP
SEE STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN

STEPHENS, DWIGHT (AU)
Brilliant satire, astonishing commentary on coaching (response to 3/24 edit by Alan Goldberg) (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6

STERN, DAVID
Off court (NBA commissioner David Stern) (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
He loves this game! (Commissioner David Stern discusses Scarsdale and the NBA) (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.23
Commissioner big on NBA and village life (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.24
Stern (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.25

STERN, HENRY (AU)
Judge Katz has an enviable record; didn't deserve insult (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6

STERN, PETER
High hoops; Raiders ready to rumble after losing eight to graduation (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.26

STERN, PRISCILLA RUDIN
Priscilla Rudin Stern (dies), May 19, 1900, p.27

STERN, SARAH
Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; E'mont SBNC to meet Jan. 26, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
School board candidates answer questions, Apr 28, 1900, p.1

STERN, WILLIAM
Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

STEUER, AUDREY
S(CS) A(dult) S(chool) elects new board (photo), Feb 25, 1900, p.4

STEVENS, RANDY (DR)
Randy Stevens, M.D.(assistant director of radiation oncology at White Plains Hospital Center)(photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.4

STEVES, BOB
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36

STEVES, KATHLEEN
School board nominators needed, Sep 29, 1900, p.1

STEVES, KATHY (AU)
Swimming and diving teams congratulated (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

STEVES, ROBERT
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

STEWART-COUSINS, ANDREA
There's nothing wrong with partisan politics (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.7

STILLMAN, ABBOTT
Let's not bring Central Avenue into the village (response to 5/19 letter by Abbott Stillman) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
Are traditional movie theaters still viable investments? (response to 5/19 letter by Stillman) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.

STILLMAN, ABBOTT LEE (AU)
Movie house, restaurants would revitalize downtown (edit), May 19, 1900, p.7

STILLMAN, DIANNE B (AU)
Sound of brakes is music to my ears (re stop signs at corner of Boulevard and Nelson streets) (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
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STILLMAN, LILA

The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

STILLMAN, LILA (AU)

Residents’ generosity continues Scarsdale’s commitment (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.7

STIX, CAROL

Carol Stix (elected president of board of directors of Planned Parenthood Hudson Peconic, Inc), Feb 11, 1900, p.4

The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

STOCK, EVELYN

Life members (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.9

Evelyn Stock applies for regents position, Feb 25, 1900, p.1

Evelyn’s choice (Voters Party candidates will take Row A on village election ballot) (photo), Feb 25, 1900, p.1

Citizens’ Party wins resounding victory (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.1

The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

Stock discusses election traditions and trends, Oct 27, 1900, p.3

Stock discusses election (cont), Oct 27, 1900, p.4

Winfair group blasts D(raft) E(nvironmental) I(mpact) S(tatement), Dec 22, 1900, p.1

STOCK, EVELYN (AU)

All are welcome to participate in civic organizations (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6

Let’s take advantage of state support for bond (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6

STOCK, EVELYN H (AU)

The village needs watchdogs - not attack dogs (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6

STOCK, EVELYN M (AU)

New laws are needed to ban outsize development (response to 12/22 edit by Irving J Sloan (ltr), Dec 29, 1900, p.6

STOCK, EVELYN M (AU)

Evelyn Stock applies for regents position, Feb 25, 1900, p.1

STOCKS

Money in the air: Investing on line, Jan 14, 1900, p.4

Money in the air: Investing on line, Jan 21, 1900, p.4

Money in the air, Feb 25, 1900, p.4

STOFFEL, LAURA

Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12

The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

STONE, HELEN

Scarsdale couple to head Mormon mission in Athens (photo), May 26, 1900, p.15

STONE, JEAN

Stone to be honored for volunteer work (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.4

The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

STONE, JEAN L (AU)

System is flexible, responsible (edit), Mar 17, 1900, p.7

STONE, JOHN

Scarsdale couple to head Mormon mission in Athens (photo), May 26, 1900, p.15

STONE, SALLIE

The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.4

STONENHILL, JEFF

New assistant on village professional staff (Jeff Stonehill, assistant to village manager) (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.3

STORES

Scarsdale enters superstore fray (re proposed IKEA store in New Rochelle), Nov 17, 1900, p.1

Scarsdale enters the IKEA superstore fray (cont), Nov 17, 1900, p.17

‘Winter Wonderland’ (SCS stores will be open Sundays Dec 10 and 17), Dec 1, 1900, p.1

Gourmet shop opens (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.4
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STORES continued

- Village trustees commended for taking stand on Ikea (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
- Ikea will alter the terrain and transform our region (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
- Scarsdalians add voices to Ikea protest, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
- Scarsdalians protest Ikea plan at SMS meeting (cont), Dec 8, 1900, p.9

STRAUSS, PETER (AU)

- How's that, again? High tax rate no concern? (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
- Let's not reinvent the wheel (re downtown development) (edit), Apr 28, 1900, p.7

STREAMS

SEE BROOKS, CREEKS, ETC

STREET SIGNS

SEE SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS

STREETS

- No one takes responsibility for upkeep of Central Avenue (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6

STREETS-SCS

- Honoring Frederick Law Olmsted’s legacy (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.3
- Resident grateful for stop signs (on Boulevard) (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6
- Sound of brakes is music to my ears (re stop signs at corner of Boulevard and Nelson streets) (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
- Stop signs (on Boulevard) may increase cancer risk (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
- Streets to close (this weekend), Jul 21, 1900, p.1
- A crosswalk more kind (extra-long crosswalk on Popham Road), Aug 18, 1900, p.1
- Crosswalk work delay (re Popham Road crosswalk), Aug 25, 1900, p.1
- Weaver St. work to start, Sep 1, 1900, p.1
- Weaver Street work to start next week (cont), Sep 1, 1900, p.22
- 1-way sign needed (by Boniface Circle) (photo) (edit), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
- Streets closed Sunday (Spencer Place, Harwood Court and Boniface Circle to be “micro-surfaced”), Sep 22, 1900, p.1
- Streets closed Sunday (for “micro-surfacing”), Sep 29, 1900, p.1
- Popham-Chase mess (ought to clear up soon), Oct 6, 1900, p.1
- Roads closed (there will be limited access to streets in Arthur Manor this Sunday, Oct. 15), Oct 13, 1900, p.1
- New Wayside walks, Nov 24, 1900, p.1
- Streets around schools are a village concern (edit), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
- Hearing on 1-way street draws praise and criticism for plan, Dec 22, 1900, p.1
- Rumors swirl around proposed Heathcote (five corners) rotary (illus), Dec 29, 1900, p.1

STRESS

- Identifying, handling stress in kids (edit), Dec 1, 1900, p.7
- Identifying and handling stress in children (cont), Dec 1, 1900, p.9

STROM, BARBARA

- Doc( tor) offers bride bounty (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1

STROM, MILTON

- Doc( tor) offers bride bounty (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1

STRONG, HANNA

- Doernberg honors associates (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.4

STRUMWASSER, JARED

- Maroon and White Awards Dinner (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.35

STUART, AMANDA

- Back in business (SCS Teen Center) (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.1
- Aux armes! (King Charlemagne rallies his troops in production of "Pippin") (photo), Aug 11, 1900, p.1
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STUBBINGS, SUZANNE F
Suzanne F Stubbings (dies), Apr 28, 1900, p.25

STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN
S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) widens educational opportunities (photo)(Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.14
S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) student celebrates end of high school (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.3

STUDY, METHOD OF
Study pointers, from a master, Jun 2, 1900, p.11

STUTTERING
Stuttering Foundation can help those with the disorder (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

SUH, HANNAH
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Commitment to athletics: Beyond the field of play (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.13
Commitment to athletics: beyond the field of play (cont), Jul 7, 1900, p.14

SUH, SAM
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

 SUUKPOKKIJ, ROBIN
3 Scarsdale performers among leads in 'Pippin' (illus), Jul 21, 1900, p.15

SULLIVAN, LAURETTE J (AU)
An empty nest: The preview (edit), Apr 21, 1900, p.7

SULLIVAN, LAURIE (AU)
American Cancer Society sponsors race in October (ltr), Aug 18, 1900, p.6
Thanksgiving redux (edit), Nov 24, 1900, p.7

SULLIVAN, NEIL (AU)
Professor feels justified in commenting on ex-student (response to 9/15 letter by N. Sullivan) (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.7
Life of candidate open to scrutiny (response to 9/15 letter by Neil Sullivan) (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.6
Letter did not prove George W. Bush has character flaws (response to 9/8 edit by Y. Tsurumi) (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.6
Let's not bring Central Avenue into the village (response to 5/19 letter by Abbott Stillman) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
Architect's recommendations visionary, practical (response to 6/23 edit by Simon Breines) (ltr), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
Professor's essay is breach of trust (response to 9/8 edit by Yoshi Tsurumi) (ltr), Sep 15, 1900, p.6

SUMMER
Shine on, bright disc (edit), Aug 11, 1900, p.6

SUMMERSVILLE, SCOTT
New pastor in pulpit at Asbury (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.10

SURVEYS
SEE PUBLIC OPINION POLLS

SUSSMAN, EDNA
New program helps victims of domestic violence (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.3
Nominators to be elected (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Nov 3, 1900, p.1
C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee) reminder (election will be held Nov. 15), Nov 10, 1900, p.1
10 elected to Citizens' Committee, Nov 17, 1900, p.1
Edna Suissman (appointed executive director of Federated Conservationists of Westchester) (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.4

SUSSMAN, HAROLD (DR)
Signs would help reduce horn noise (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6

SUTTON, ETHEL (AU)
Wrong president (response to 9/15 edit by Nikki Usher) (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.7
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SVED, BEVERLEY
C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee) nominates Pforzheimer, Weisberg, Sved, Galloway (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.1
Trusted split on election referendum, Jan 21, 1900, p.1
Trusted should decide if local elections should change from March to November (edit), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee) nominates Pforzheimer, Weisberg, Sved, Galloway (cont), Jan 21, 1900, p.36
Trusted agree to hold vote (on changing the date of local elections from March to November), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Referendum less likely to succeed in March (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.7
4 to run in Voters Party primary Feb. 9 (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
Would we switch school elections to November too? (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
Board to play active role in bridge design, Feb 11, 1900, p.1
5 winners in Voters primary (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.1
C(itizens') candidates mull joining forum, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
Evelyn's choice (Voters Party candidates will take Row A on village election ballot) (photo), Feb 25, 1900, p.1
Reevaluation (village board approves resolution calling for countywide reevaluation), Feb 25, 1900, p.1
The village needs watchdogs - not attack dogs (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
(Voter) Apathy is the greatest danger (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7
Do we really want party politics here? (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.6
C(itizens') Party Candidates; Sved: Land use is top concern (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
For village trustee (endorsement of Citizens' Party candidates Pforzheimer, Weisberg and Sved)(edit), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Don't let village become unglued (encourages voting for Citizens' Party candidates) (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Voters campaign relies on repetition of misleading statements (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
C(itizens') Party best serves village sense of community (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.7
Land use is top concern for incumbent Sved (cont), Mar 10, 1900, p.22
C(itizens') candidates join forum (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale involves all its citizens in careful planning (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Sved, Pforzheimer and Weisberg belong on the (village) board (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Consensus is not achieved through partisan dissension (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
投票 Party flier called 'outrageously false' (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.7
A clarion call to the silent majority: Vote the C(itizens') P(arty) line (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.7
3 examples of good land use planning by the village (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
Vote Row B to continue Scarsdale's success story (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
Sved is open, thorough and financially skilled (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
C(itizens') Party wins resounding victory (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
(Stop) Signs (at the corner of Madison and Boulevard) are already making a difference (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
Village budget, 3% tax hike win support, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
U(nited)-way helps with homework (photo), May 12, 1900, p.6
Trustee insurance may be dead issue (re village health insurance for unpaid elected officials), May 19, 1900, p.1
Pool talk, cell towers busy Scarsdale board, Jun 16, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
Copyright. gone (SCS government web site is copyrighted no more), Sep 29, 1900, p.1
Board calls off study of field development (re George Field Park ), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
Right decision, questionable reason (re George Field Park) (edit), Nov 24, 1900, p.7
Secret committee, Inquirer disparage school pool idea (ltr), Dec 15, 1900, p.7
Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains; New village board contemplates zoning modification, Dec 29, 1900, p.1
SVED, PAUL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
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SWEENEY, JOHN

Not as antique as you think (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.1

SWEENEY, JOHN

The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36

SWEENEY, MIKE

We should take pride in our unselfish young people (edit), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

SWERSKY, LARA

The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

SWIMMING

Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

Bridget O’Connor wins Lahey Trophy (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.19

Swimming and diving teams congratulated (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

The waterboys; Scarsdale graduates take Xtreme swimming to the max(imum) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.18

Deep breath (SCS senior Jenn Sciarpelletti places in top ten in sectional swimming events) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.1

Pool sharks; Scarsdale’s swim/diver team spends its time underwater (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.24

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

SWIMMING POOLS

Chance to build an indoor pool (ltr), Jan 14, 1900, p.6

School board rejects indoor pool proposal, May 5, 1900, p.1

Come show support for an indoor pool at high school (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6

Board not convinced indoor pool belongs at high school (cont), May 5, 1900, p.17

Board nixes pool, with sympathy this time, May 12, 1900, p.1

Bob Harrison fought previous indoor pool effort (ltr), May 12, 1900, p.6

Board nixes pool, with sympathy this time (illus) (cont), May 12, 1900, p.17

An educational pool would be a good investment for Scarsdale (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6

Indoor pool would be valuable community asset (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6

Village, school boards may join to discuss shared indoor pool, May 26, 1900, p.1

Pool talk (re possible committee to explore feasibility of an indoor swimming pool), Jun 2, 1900, p.6

Original indoor pool proposal was for Butler Field (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.6

Indoor pool should be at outdoor complex (edit), Jun 2, 1900, p.7

Writer stands by his letter on past indoor pool proposal (response to 6/2 letter by B Harrison)(ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.7

Biased letter gave inaccurate picture about indoor pool (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

Indoor pool might fit perfectly at H(igh) S(chool) (ltr), Jun 23, 1900, p.6

Indoor pool could be funded by special assessment (ltr), Jul 7, 1900, p.6

Indoor pool committee continues quest, Jul 14, 1900, p.1

T(own and) V(illage) C(ivics) C(lub) to do pool study, Jul 28, 1900, p.1

Committee seeks support for a pool at SHS (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.7

Indoor pool study, Aug 11, 1900, p.1

Experts say pool at high school would cost $1 million (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.6

The indoor pool educational committee to petition for pool referendum, Sep 1, 1900, p.1

Pool committee to petition for voter referendum (cont), Sep 1, 1900, p.14

Indoor pool group gathers signatures for referendum (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

Residents who favor winter activities should sign (referendum) petition (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

Indoor pool referendum mixed by school board, Sep 15, 1900, p.1

A study in civility (re Monday evening’s SCS Board of Education meeting) (edit), Sep 15, 1900, p.7

Bob Macy to head T(own and) V(illage) C(ivics) C(lub’s) ad hoc pool study (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.3

School board not listening to indoor pool advocates (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.7

Board to authorize cost estimates for indoor pool at SHS, Sep 29, 1900, p.1

School board unresponsive to desire for indoor pool (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.7

Board to authorize cost estimates for indoor pool (cont), Sep 29, 1900, p.8
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SWIMMING POOLS  continued
Experts say SHS is poor site for indoor pool (cont), Oct 13, 1900, p.3
If you build it, do it right (re proposed indoor swimming pool) (edit), Oct 13, 1900, p.6
Indoor pool idea keeps resurfacing, Oct 20, 1900, p.3
S(CS) I(Indoor) P(oool) E(ducational) C(ommitee) says school board deliberately nixed pool (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
Indoor pool idea keeps resurfacing (cont), Oct 20, 1900, p.15
S(CS) I(Indoor) P(oool) E(ducational) C(ommitee) appeals to state for vote, Oct 27, 1900, p.1
S(CS) I(Indoor) P(oool) E(ducational) C(ommitee) appeals to state for indoor pool vote (cont), Oct 27, 1900, p.16
Pool input sought, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Indoor pool: time to shift focus (edit), Nov 3, 1900, p.6
Commissioner should reject referendum bid (on building an indoor pool at SHS) (edit), Nov 3, 1900, p.6
It's time for the Scarsdale school board to shift focus (ltr), Nov 10, 1900, p.6
T(Town and) V(village) C civic C(ommitee) committee: Indoor pool should be inclusive facility, Dec 8, 1900, p.1
Has the time come? (Town and Village Civic Club will soon unveil proposal for an indoor pool) (edit), Dec 8, 1900, p.6
Indoor pool should be inclusive facility for village residents (cont), Dec 8, 1900, p.26
Secret committee, Inquirer disparage school pool idea (ltr), Dec 15, 1900, p.7
Scarsdale Schools prepare for future with new budget and bond (photo) (cont), Dec 29, 1900, p.12

SYLVESTRI, SANTO
Car 4 wins best in show (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.5

SYNAGOGUES
Shaarei Tikvah celebrates 1st anniversary (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.21

SZANIAWSKI, EDWARD
Edward Szaniawski (dies), Sep 1, 1900, p.15

SZKOLAR, THOR
Wind on water (water samples taken outside SHS) (photo), May 12, 1900, p.13

TADDIKEN, NANCY
E'mont sets $15M school bond vote, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
Edgemont passes $15M school bond, Apr 7, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service(photo), May 19, 1900, p.34
Scarsdale, Edgemont 4th graders are state standard bearers, Jun 9, 1900, p.1

TADDIKEN, NANCY C (AU)
On our way: Schools move into the 21st century; Edgemont Schools (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.1

TAFET, ANDREW
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

TAHIR, MERCEDES
Making a move (M Tahir of St Pius X at school's First Annual Scholastic Chess Tournament) (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.12

TAKAMOTO, MASATSUGU
Reaction to T(Town and) V(village) C civic C(ommitee) proposal covered incompletely (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6

TALLEVI, LEN
Real-life civics lessons come to the Scarsdale classrooms (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.1

TALLEY, PAULETTE
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service(photo), May 19, 1900, p.34
Paulette Talley (recently attended the National Association of Realtors Conference) (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.4

TALLEY, PAULETTE (AU)
We can share Edgemont's football glory (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6

TAMURA, TAKA
Show time! (SCS Art Society show in Chase Park) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.3
TANENHAUS, ALLISON
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

TANG, WILFRED
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS
Task force offers tips for parents of teens (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7
New look at teen drinking, drugging, Mar 31, 1900, p.13
Task force takes a new look at teen drinking, drugging (cont), Mar 31, 1900, p.29
Community responds to teen drug, alcohol use, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
Parents, kids, school officials continue dialogue on drugs, May 19, 1900, p.1
Task force to continue its anti-drug, alcohol initiative, Sep 15, 1900, p.10
Task force begins year with vigor (cont), Sep 15, 1900, p.11

TATTI, MARY E
Mary E Tatti (dies), Apr 21, 1900, p.14

TATTI, STEVE (AU)
Little League thanks village trustees for accepting plan (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6

TATZ, STEVEN
Little League strikes out at board meeting, Mar 31, 1900, p.1

TAUBERT, BETTY (AU)
Memorial Day parade was meaningful for Girl Scouts (ltr), Jun 2, 1900, p.7

TAXATION
Reevaluation (village board approves resolution calling for countywide reevaluation), Feb 25, 1900, p.1
Assessments do not belong on the Internet (edit), Jul 14, 1900, p.6
Posting tax information is privacy violation (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
Estate taxes should be abolished (edit), Oct 13, 1900, p.7
Campaign finance is no. 1 issue (edit), Nov 3, 1900, p.7

TAXATION-SCS
School taxes may go up 10 percent, Mar 10, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale school tax may rise by 10 percent (cont), Mar 10, 1900, p.14
How’s that, again? High tax rate no concern? (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
Tax increase is a heavy burden for elderly widows (ltr), Apr 21, 1900, p.6
(SCS) Info on line (by Monday), Nov 3, 1900, p.1

TAXATION-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
More cuts for taxpayers in Westchester (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.13

TAXICAB DRIVERS
Central Taxi driver’s behavior was abusive and reckless (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6

TAYLOR, ANITA
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

TEACHERS
Teachers learn to write from the heart, Jul 14, 1900, p.12
Jane Waals (listed in 6th edition of “Who’s Who Among America’s Teachers, 2000”) (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.4

TEACHERS-SCS
Committee sets professional development plan for district teachers, Jan 28, 1900, p.11
Role of teachers-in-charge still evolving, Jan 28, 1900, p.11
After evaluation, school board finds role of teachers-in-charge is still evolving (cont), Jan 28, 1900, p.12
Changing of the guard: 12 faculty members retire; 7 are hired, May 5, 1900, p.11
Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12
Board bids farewell to middle, high school teachers, May 26, 1900, p.11
Honor thy teachers (recognition luncheons throughout SCS school district) (photo), May 26, 1900, p.11
Greenacres’s Ed Grossman to retire after 40 years in the classroom (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12
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TEACHERS·SCS continued
Community rallies round SHS family (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Edgewood's Sylvia Nissen to retire (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.11
Bouchier; Nice guys finish first (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.21
Bouchier: Scarsdale coach, teacher, administrator, friend retires (photo) (cont), Jun 9, 1900, p.28
Music teacher's original works celebrated (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.11
Story did not do justice to teacher (response to 6/23 Inquirer article on Rona Roth) (ltr), Jul 7, 1900, p.6
35 new teachers on board in district (individual names noted) (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.4
A new challenge for veteran teacher (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.11
Real-life civics lessons come to the Scarsdale classrooms (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.1
Real-life civics lessons come to the classroom (cont), Nov 24, 1900, p.9
Scarsdale Schools prepare for future with new budget and bond (photo) (cont), Dec 29, 1900, p.12

TEACHERS·SCS·RETIREMENT
Tears, smiles at teacher's send-off (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.11

TECHNOLOGY
Education report: Technology in the schools, Jun 2, 1900, p.11
Must-see TV (edit), Dec 29, 1900, p.7

TEENAGERS
Teen open houses are nothing new, Jan 14, 1900, p.7
Parental interest is encouraging (ltr), May 19, 1900, p.6
Look in the mirror, take responsibility (response to 5/26 letter by Phillip Jacobs) (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

TEENAGERS·SCS
Teen center to open, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
Missing teenager found, Jan 21, 1900, p.1
Back in business (SCS Teen Center) (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.1
Metz trying to evict Mimi (Cleaners), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
An alternative for teenagers (the Westchester Jewish Teen Center at the YM/YWHA) (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6
Good news! Teen center now focusing on activities (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7
(Mimi) Cleaner did not pose real risk to teens (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.7
Teen center gears up for second wind, Mar 17, 1900, p.3
Teens and abuse (town meeting slated for March 30 concerned with teenage substance abuse), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Town meeting to address teenage drug abuse problem, Mar 24, 1900, p.11
Psychologist says troubled students on the rise, Mar 31, 1900, p.14
Teen center making a comeback (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.14
Eighth graders got a taste of teen center (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6
Community responds to teen drug, alcohol use, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
Community responds to teen drug, alcohol use (cont), Apr 14, 1900, p.17
Talk about teen substance use continues, May 12, 1900, p.13
Teen center report: Obstacles overcome, May 12, 1900, p.13
Parents, kids, school officials continue dialogue on drugs, May 19, 1900, p.1
How much is enough for parents? (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
(SCS Teen Center) Out of Bounds gears up, Jun 16, 1900, p.11
High school years - a different perspective (edit), Jun 23, 1900, p.6
Tunick's column is a wake-up call to parents (response to 6/23 edit by Carole Tunick) (ltr), Jul 7, 1900, p.6
Dawson is interim teen center director, Jul 28, 1900, p.1
Task force to continue its anti-drug, alcohol initiative, Sep 15, 1900, p.10
New director hired for Out of Bounds (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.11

TELEPHONE
New phones coming (in the offices of the SCS Inquirer), Jan 7, 1900, p.1
Operation C(ellular) Access to R(eport) E(mergencies) (to be initiated May 15 by SCS Police Dept), May 19, 1900, p.
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TELEPHONE continued
State moves ahead with cell tower plans, Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Cellular phone? Big deal! (edit), Jun 30, 1900, p.6
How shall I reach thee? All-in-one communications, Jul 14, 1900, p.4
Antenna by antenna, Scarsdale cell phone users get connected (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.1
How shall I reach thee? All-in-one communications, Jul 21, 1900, p.4
Cell antennas dotting village (cont), Jul 21, 1900, p.9
Why does Sprint want 65 'monopole' (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6
Telephone troubles (at Village Hall), Oct 6, 1900, p.1

TELEPHONE SERVICE, EMERGENCY
SEE EMERGENCY SERVICES

TELEVISION
Must-see TV (edit), Dec 29, 1900, p.7

TEMPLES
Scarsdale Synagogue sets course for the future (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.20
Westchester Reform Temple: A center of Jewish life (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.21

TEMPLETON, RICHARD
Who said it was easy? (Scarsdale Wrestling Tournament) (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.1

TENNIS
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
Scarsdale students to compete in tennis nationals (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.21
State champs! A dream come true for Scarsdale duo (Diana Dreyfus and Eavan Kennedy) (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.23
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

TENOR, JANET
Candidates air their views; State candidates debate crime, education, campaign finance, Nov 3, 1900, p.1

TENZER, MARK
Singer, Glickstein nominated for Edgemont board, Jan 28, 1900, p.1

TENZER, MARK (AU)
Greenburgh is defaced by ugly posters (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.7
Hartsdale needs a street clock (ltr), Sep 15, 1900, p.6

TEPPER, BRIAN
New director hired for Out of Bounds (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.11

TERDOINAN, ANDREA
It's been a great month for young writers (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.7

TESSLER, ROB
Young filmmaker beginning to make his marks (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.15

TESTING
School may be rated by exam results, Feb 11, 1900, p.9
S(tate) E(ducation) D(epartment) report cards are out, some results challenged, Mar 10, 1900, p.11
Regents rating plan ill advised, McGill says, May 12, 1900, p.13
Scarsdale 4th graders ace E(nglish) L(anguage) A(rts) test, May 26, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale, Edgemont 4th graders are state standard bearers, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale and Edgemont 4th graders are state test standard bearers (illus) (cont), Jun 9, 1900, p.17
Maintaining standards (re recent English language arts exams) (edit), Jun 16, 1900, p.6
New state tests have dubious value (edit), Jun 23, 1900, p.7
Get Ready! (college admission prep program) continues to grow (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.1
Get Ready! SAT tutoring program continues to expand (cont), Aug 18, 1900, p.12
Police exam deadline, Sep 22, 1900, p.1
Local students ace state tests - again, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Local 4th and 8th grade students ace state math tests (illus) (cont), Nov 3, 1900, p.21
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TEWARI, KIRTI
Teaching traditions (Sandy Failly shows novices how to carve a turkey) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.1

TEWARI, LATA
Teaching traditions (Sandy Failly shows novices how to carve a turkey) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.1

THANKSGIVING
Teaching traditions (Sandy Failly shows novices how to carve a turkey) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
Time for turkey talk with Thanksgiving tyros (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.3
All-American gratitude (edit), Nov 17, 1900, p.6
Thanksgiving redux (edit), Nov 24, 1900, p.7
SHS, SMS celebrate Thanksgiving, Nov 24, 1900, p.11

THEATER
Tovah is Tallulah at the Bendheim (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.17

THEATER BUILDINGS
Movie house, restaurants would revitalize downtown (edit), May 19, 1900, p.7
Are traditional movie theaters still viable investments? (response to 5/19 letter by Stillman) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.7

THOBEN, AL
Kids' BASE sues former auditors, Jan 14, 1900, p.1

THOMAS, MARK
Police pay homage to past and present officers (photo), May 19, 1900, p.3
Commuter bandits ride again, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

THOMPSON, CORKY
Evelyn’s choice (Voters Party candidates will take Row A on village election ballot) (photo), Feb 25, 1900, p.1
Couple of the hour (honorees at SCS Historical Society dinner dance and fundraising auction) (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
Exhibit opening (“In Search of the Lenape at SCS Historical Society) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.10
Volunteers and curators win awards (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4
Village to mark its tercentenary, Dec 29, 1900, p.1

THOMPSON, CORKY (AU)
Voters Party mailing offended electoral tradition (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6
Trustees need many experiences (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Why we need more space for the same number of students (edit), Jun 2, 1900, p.7

THOMPSON, DEAN
Scout awards (Dean Thompson and William Lane display their Eagle Scout plaques) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.3

THOMPSON, GREG
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36

THOMSON, DANIEL
Memorial Day 2000; “a celebration of liberty and a commemoration of death” (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.32

THORPY, ANDREW
Thorpy, Schwartz finish HS careers at the top (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.21
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

TIAO, JESSLYN
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

TIBET
Teens team up on tour to Nepal and Tibet (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.3

TIRSCH, ALEX
(SHS girls picnic on Spencer’s expanded sidewalk) (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

TIRSCH, ANGELA M (AU)
Little League safety concerns cuts both ways (response to 4/7/00 letter by Richard Novitch) (ltr), Apr 21, 1900, p.6
Aides care for (SCS school) children 'as if they were their own' (ltr), Oct 13, 1900, p.6
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TOLEDO, BARBARA
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

TOLL, OLGA (AU)
March elections keep us unique (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6

TOMBINI, MICHELLE
If you're selling: tackle legal issues first, Oct 20, 1900, p.1

TOMMASO, RICHARD
Sophomores sample careers (photo), May 26, 1900, p.11

TOMITORSI, KANTO
Talkin' baseball (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.21

TOMPKINS, DANIEL D
SMS house should be named for U.S. veep (edit), Sep 15, 1900, p.7

TOMASSI, MICHELLE
If you're selling: tackle legal issues first, Oct 20, 1900, p.1

TOMPKINS, DANIEL
Wrong president (response to 9/15 edit by Nikki Usher) (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.7

TOMPKINS, DANIEL D
Name that new house! (SCS Middle School's new house), Jul 21, 1900, p.1
Former history teacher casts vote for E. Fountain House (response to 9/15 edit by Nikki Usher) (edit), Sep 22, 1900, p.7

TOMPKINS, JONATHAN GRIFFIN
Former history teacher casts vote for E. Fountain House (response to 9/15 edit by Nikki Usher) (edit), Sep 22, 1900, p.7

TONDO ANGELO
Weaver St. work to start, Sep 1, 1900, p.1

TORRES, PATRICIA
Legacy of African American inventors on exhibit (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.3
Volunteers and curators win awards (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4

TOSKANER, TED
Don't turn Scarsdale into Scroogedale (re 12/17 and 12/24/99 letters by Toskaner & Marafioti) (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6

TOSTANOSKI, NANCY
Parks and Recreation Council: More playing fields needed now, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

TOSTANOSKI-HOGAN, NANCY (AU)
Thanks to trustees for saving George Field Park (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

TOWERS
Doomed (A giant claw prepares to demolish the Old Army road tower in Edgemont) (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.1

TOWLE, CRISTIN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB
Town and Village Civic Club: Volunteers devoted to Scarsdale, Jan 28, 1900, p.10
TOWN and VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB to meet (Feb. 10), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
Use of major party politician in ad is questioned (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6
'Most ambitious' school expansion is explained at (town and) VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB meeting, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
Expansion options for TOWN and VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB reviewed (cont), Feb 18, 1900, p.9
Life members (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.9
Don't let village become unglued! (encourages voting for Citizens' Party candidates) (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
TOWN and VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB provides opportunities to influence village board (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Consensus is not achieved through partisan dissension (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
"Bowl tickets available, Mar 24, 1900, p.1
TOWN and VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB committee report supports 00-01 school budget, Apr 7, 1900, p.3
Village budget, 3% tax hike win support, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
Schools OK $70 million budget plan, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
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TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB continued

A good idea (re the reduction of the distance requirement for public school transportation) (edit), Apr 14, 1900, p.6
County caught in the middle between state and town, Apr 21, 1900, p.3
Tax increase is a heavy burden for elderly widows (ltr), Apr 21, 1900, p.6
Parks and Recreation Council playing field needs (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.1
It's time for new leaders to step forward (edit), Apr 28, 1900, p.7
School, civic groups urge yes on bond, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
Neil Bicknell vows to energize the Town and Village Civic Club (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.3
Town and Village Civic Club to do pool study, Jul 28, 1900, p.1
Indoor pool study, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
Town and Village Civic Club invites participation (ltr), Sep 15, 1900, p.6
Bob Macy to head Town and Village Civic Club's ad hoc pool study (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.3
Board to authorize cost estimates for indoor pool at SHS, Sep 29, 1900, p.1
New date for Town and Village Civic Club (photo), Oct 6, 1900, p.1
Experts say SHS is poor site for an indoor pool, Oct 13, 1900, p.1
If you build it, do it right (re proposed indoor swimming pool) (edit), Oct 13, 1900, p.6
High school students explore the American Dream (photo), Oct 13, 1900, p.11
Volunteers sought to study water course issue (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.7
Indoor pool idea keeps resurfacing, Oct 20, 1900, p.3
Town and Village Civic Club panel mulls the allure of Scarsdale (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.3
Indoor pool: time to shift focus (edit), Nov 3, 1900, p.6
School board to SCIS Indoor Educational Committee: Enough pool talk, Nov 10, 1900, p.1
Indoor pool should be inclusive facility for village residents (cont), Dec 8, 1900, p.26
Highlights from the Town and Village Civic Club meeting, Dec 8, 1900, p.26
Public hearing on proposed watercourse law, Dec 15, 1900, p.1
Mara Liasson speaks on election, Dec 15, 1900, p.1
Secret committee, Inquirer disparage school pool idea (ltr), Dec 15, 1900, p.7
Town and Village Civic Club recommends class size reduction for K-5 (cont), Dec 15, 1900, p.9
Reaction to Town and Village Civic Club proposal covered incompletely (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6
Focus widens (TVCC's SCS Indoor Pool Study Committee is now SCS Recreation Center Study Committee), Dec 29, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains;Scarsdale Schools prepare for future budget, bond, Dec 29, 1900, p.1

TRACK ATHLETICS

Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
Commitment to athletics: Beyond the field of play (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.13

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

Heads-up (safety concerns about razor scooters), Sep 8, 1900, p.1
'Dishonorable Citizen Award' would serve as lesson (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6

TRAFFIC CONGESTION

Roundabout answer (to Heathcote five corners traffic congestion), Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Drivers undermine good intentions (re Freightway rush-hour congestion and limited parking ban) (ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6

TRAFFIC SAFETY

Traffic, pedestrian safety improvements urged in Fox Meadow (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.1
Parents bring traffic worries to trustees, Dec 1, 1900, p.1
Streets around schools are a village concern (edit), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
School traffic concerns (cont), Dec 1, 1900, p.15
Rumors swirl around proposed Heathcote (five corners) rotary (illus), Dec 29, 1900, p.1
TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS

Resident grateful for stop signs (on Boulevard) (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6
(Stop) Signs (at the corner of Madison and Boulevard) are already making a difference (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
Sound of brakes is music to my ears (re stop signs at corner of Boulevard and Nelson streets) (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
Stop signs (on Boulevard) may increase cancer risk (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6

TRAUB, JAMES

Pride should translate into financial support (edit), Apr 21, 1900, p.6

TREES

Mourning beauty that 'didn't go' (L Blair bids farewell to SCS downtown Japanese cherry tree) (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.7
Tree protection proposal shelved, May 12, 1900, p.1

TREIBER, JON

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

TRENT, BRUCE

Homeowners: let the town maintain its streams, Oct 13, 1900, p.1

TRESSLER, CLIVE

Honor thy teachers (recognition luncheons throughout SCS school district) (photo), May 26, 1900, p.11

TRUMAN, HARRY S

Popular vote majority eluded 11 (presidents) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

TSAO, PERRY

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

TSE, JOYCE

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

TSE, PHOENIX

(Youth) Employment Service mothers (of SCS) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.11

TSURUMI, ANDREA

Young artists pick up prizes for window paintings (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.17

TSURUMI, YOSHI

Professor's essay is breach of trust (response to 9/8 edit by Yoshi Tsurumi) (ltr), Sep 15, 1900, p.6
Life of candidate open to scrutiny (response to 9/15 letter by Neil Sullivan) (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.6
Letter did not prove George W. Bush has character flaws (response to 9/8 edit by Y. Tsurumi (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.6

TSURUMI, YOSHI (AU)

Bush must go beyond his platitudes (edit), Sep 8, 1900, p.7
Professor feels justified in commenting on ex-student (response to 9/15 letter by N. Sullivan) (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.7

TUCKER, MELISSA

Winners galore on a steamy Labor Day at the pool (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.15

TULCIN, ANDREA

A perfect ending to a perfect season (SHS girls' soccer team) (photo), Jun 9, 1900, p.1

TULLO, TERRY ERSKINE

Terry Erskine Tullo (promoted president of Dallas-based New Benefits, Inc.), Mar 24, 1900, p.4

TUNICK, CAROLE

Tunick leaves Inquirer, Jun 30, 1900, p.4
Tunick's column is a wake-up call to parents (response to 6/23 edit by Carole Tunick) (ltr), Jul 7, 1900, p.6

TUNICK, CAROLE (AU)

School upheavals: another perspective (edit), Apr 7, 1900, p.7
High school years - a different perspective (edit), Jun 23, 1900, p.6
One more thing... (praise for SCS Police Dept) (edit), Jun 30, 1900, p.7

TUNIS, ARIELLE

(SHS girls picnic on Spencer's expanded sidewalk) (photo), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
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TURLEY, LYNNE
  Sponsors and volunteers thanked for calendar (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.14

TURNER, RITA (DR)
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

TUSHMAN, EMMA
  Troop 1972 serves community (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.4

TUSSING, JAMES
  Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
  The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

TUSSING, MAUREEN
  Turkey time (Junior Girl Scout Troop 551 show off miniature turkey decorations) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.12

TUTORS AND TUTORING
  (Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 25, 1900

TUTORS AND TUTORING
  Get Ready! (college admission prep program) continues to grow (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.1
  Get Ready! SAT tutoring program continues to expand (cont), Aug 18, 1900, p.12

TYBERG, AMY
  Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

TYBERG, TARA
  Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
  10 new school board nominators elected, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
  Breakfast Club 2000 is prom finale (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.11

TYBERG, TARA AND TED (AU)
  School expansions are needed to maintain standards (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6

TYBERG, TARA SMITH (AU)
  Citizens' candidates uphold high standards (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7

TYMUS, JOHN
  Kids' BASE sues former auditors, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
  Kids' BASE sues former auditors for Tymus fraud (cont), Jan 14, 1900, p.9

U.S. CONGRESS
  Candidate appreciates support (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

UCHITELLE, JOAN
  Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1

UEHARA, NAOKO
  Junior League: making a difference (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.8

UGLIAROLO, SUZY
  Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

ULLMAN, JOSEPH
  The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

ULLMAN, JOSEPH B (AU)
  A clarion call to the silent majority: Vote the C(itizens') P(arty) line (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.7

UNDERWEISER, BEATRICE
  Paulin heads to Assembly With a little help from her friends (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.1
  Public hearing on proposed watercourse law, Dec 15, 1900, p.1

UNDERWEISER, BEATRICE (AU)
  Consensus is not achieved through partisan dissension (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
  Volunteers sought to study water course issue (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.7

UNITED WAY
  United Way nears goal for 1999-2000 campaign (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.5
  David Irwin (elected to the board of directors of United Way), Mar 17, 1900, p.4
UNITED WAY continued
Local presence grants announced by U(nited) W(ay), Mar 24, 1900, p.4
U(nited)-way helps with homework (photo), May 12, 1900, p.4
Over the top (Michael Kissner puts final strokes on United Way thermometer) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.4
United Way surpasses goal, Jun 2, 1900, p.4
Unprecedented increase in funds for United Way (ltr), Jun 23, 1900, p.6
Count 'em! (annual candy counting contest at sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.2
Warnken and Fisher to lead United Way (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.4
United Way to launch campaign (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.4
United Way addresses need and empowerment (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.9
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.36

UPADHYA, TIARA
Model scouts (Girl Scouts Emily Genatowski and Tiara Upadhya) (photo), May 5, 1900, p.12

US CONGRESS
Nita Lowey, Amy Paulin (endorsed as candidates for Congress and state Assembly) (edit), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
Feiner makes 2d bid to unseat Gilman (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.1
Gilman, for now (endorsement of Benjamin Gilman for US Congress) (edit), Oct 27, 1900, p.6
Paul Feiner seeks to unseat Ben Gilman (cont), Oct 27, 1900, p.9

USHER, NIKKI
Former history teacher casts vote for E. Fountain House (response to 9/15 edit by Nikki Usher) (edit), Sep 22, 1900, p.7

USHER, NIKKI (AU)
SMS house should be named for U.S. veep (edit), Sep 15, 1900, p.7

VACATIONS
How to wreck your vacation: a crash course (edit), Aug 18, 1900, p.6

VACCARO, JUSTIN
Family businesses thrive in the village (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.3

VACCARO, LUKE
Family businesses thrive in the village (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.3

VALENTINE’S DAY
Thoughts on Valentine’s Day, past and present (illus), Feb 11, 1900, p.3

VALLIADIES, GEORGE
Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32
Give peace a chance (SMS Choice students at “World Conference”) (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.11

VALLIADIES, MARIA
Honor thy teachers (recognition luncheons throughout SCS school district) (photo), May 26, 1900, p.11

VALVANO, JOSEPH
Merger anniversary (of Coldwell Banker for New York/Connecticut) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.4

VALVANO, THERESE
Merger anniversary (of Coldwell Banker for New York/Connecticut) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.4

VAN DE WATER, PETER
Planners ponder zoning challenges past and future (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.1
Peter Van De Water (honored by Westchester Municipal Planning Federation), Jun 16, 1900, p.4

VAN GUNDY, ERIKA
Fox Meadow puppeteers (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.11
Young artists pick up prizes for window paintings (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.17

VAN GUNDY, GREGORY (AU)
Trustees must not allow teardowns to continue (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
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VAN GUNDY, LISA (AU)
Trustees must not allow teardowns to continue (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6

VARAS, CECILIA
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

VAUGHN, JOSEPH
Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12

VAUGHN, MICHAEL
Caddie master honored (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.20

VAVAL, PEARL
President, First Lady visit Jewish Community Center (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.1

VAZQUEZ, CARMEN
Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1

VEITH, SUSANAH
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

VERO, FEDELE
Rotary Club announces grants (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.4

VERON, JANE
Candidates from both parties to air their views at SCNS (Neighborhood Association) President (residents) forum, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
A promising start to tackling drug/alcohol problem (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.7
Neighbors say doggie park not good for Fox Meadow, May 5, 1900, p.1
Traffic, pedestrian safety improvements urged in Fox Meadow (photo), Aug 4, 1900, p.1
Rumors swirl around proposed Heathcote (five corners) rotary (illus), Dec 29, 1900, p.1

VERON, JANE (AU)
We must take ownership of our children's future (urges support for the new bond issue) (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6

VETERANS DAY
In memory and gratitude (wreath laid at war memorial at Boniface Circle by mayor and W. Bua) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.3

VETERINARIANS
Veterinarian-inventor tackles a muddy problem (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.3

VICCARI, PETER
Peter Viccari (dies), May 19, 1900, p.27

VIETNAM
30 years after Vietnam: a reunion (edit), May 5, 1900, p.7

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS
Village board should not hold referendum (ltr), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
On cable (two important meetings of the Village Board), Jan 21, 1900, p.1
Trustees split on election referendum, Jan 21, 1900, p.1
Trustees should decide (if local elections should change from March to November) (edit), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
Library's Dickinson Room in state of decrepitude (ltr), Jan 21, 1900, p.6
Village board split on election referendum (cont), Jan 21, 1900, p.36
Trustees agree to hold vote (on changing the date of local elections from March to November), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Metz trying to evict Mimi (Cleaners), Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Referendum less likely to succeed in March (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.7
44 openings on boards and councils (includes detailed descriptions), Jan 28, 1900, p.8
Village to hold referendum on election date change (cont), Jan 28, 1900, p.9
Trustees commit to single-span bridge, Feb 4, 1900, p.1
Would we switch school elections to November too? (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
Board to play active role in bridge design, Feb 11, 1900, p.1
Local laws passed (regulating the size of satellite dish antennas), Feb 11, 1900, p.1
March elections keep us unique (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6
Cut to the chase (re lengthy SCS Board of Education meeting) (edit), Feb 18, 1900, p.6
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

Board slates hearing on new moratorium, Feb 25, 1900, p.1
Reevaluation (village board approves resolution calling for countywide reevaluation), Feb 25, 1900, p.1
(Advisory) Council (on Human Relations) has a new hotline (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
Board slates hearing on new moratorium (cont), Feb 25, 1900, p.9
Decorum prevails at S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssociation) P(residents), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
For village trustee (endorsement of Citizens' Party candidates Pforzheimer, Weisberg and Sved) (edit), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Don't let village become unglued! (encourages voting for Citizens' Party candidates) (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Vote for people not for a system (urges voting for Voters' Party candidates) (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Town and Village C(ivic) C(lub) provides opportunities to influence village board (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Residents clamor to be included in subdivision moratorium, Mar 17, 1900, p.1
The horse's mouth (American Premier Underwriters acknowledges no interest in developing Freightway), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Citizens' events (street campaign by Non-Partisan Citizens' Party candidates for village board), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Trustees need many experiences (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Scarsdale involves all its citizens in careful planning (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Sved, Pforzheimer and Weisberg belong on the (village) board (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Consensus is not achieved through partisan dissension (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Voters Party flier called 'outrageously false' (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.7
A clarion call to the silent majority: Vote the Citizens' (party) line (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.7
3 examples of good land use planning by the village (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
Vote Row B to continue Scarsdale's success story (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
Village's Freightway proposal was fiscally responsible (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
1-party system has poor record in village center (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
Overheard (conversation re upcoming SCS election), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
Trustee candidates spar at the L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.21
Board passes subdivision moratorium, Mar 31, 1900, p.1
2 exceptional trustees (praise for David Kroenlein and Dorothy Finger) (edit), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
Little League strikes out at board meeting (cont), Mar 31, 1900, p.9
Board passes 6 month moratorium on subdivisions (cont), Mar 31, 1900, p.9
Winston Fields (Village Board resolved to rename Boulder Brook Fields Harry Winston Fields), Apr 14, 1900, p.1
McCreary supporters take case to board, Apr 14, 1900, p.1
New moratorium to be debated Tuesday, Apr 21, 1900, p.1
Self-zoning for profit and preservation, Apr 21, 1900, p.28
Clean your own (re proposed local law requiring property owners to clean streams of their properties), Apr 28, 1900, p.1
Let's not reinvent the wheel (re downtown development) (edit), Apr 28, 1900, p.7
Boards and councils gain new members (individual names noted), Apr 28, 1900, p.8
Self zoning (re donation of subdivision rights for private property), May 5, 1900, p.1
Tree protection proposal shelved, May 12, 1900, p.1
Trustee insurance may be dead issue (re village health insurance for unpaid elected officials), May 19, 1900, p.1
Full plate (village board agenda), May 19, 1900, p.1
Mini-moratorium set for Secor Farms lots, May 26, 1900, p.1
Resolution withdrawn (re health insurance for unpaid elected SCS officials), May 26, 1900, p.1
Village, school boards may join to discuss shared indoor pool, May 26, 1900, p.1
Health insurance 'aberrant notion' (re free health insurance for village board members) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
Village volunteers should not receive any compensation (response to 5/19 letter by A Stillman) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
Pool talk (re possible committee to explore feasibility of an indoor swimming pool), Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Little League proposes changes, Jun 2, 1900, p.1
The glut of gab (re SCS residents addressing trustees at village board meetings) (edit), Jun 2, 1900, p.6
Pool talk, cell towers busy Scarsdale board, Jun 16, 1900, p.1
Neighborliness 101, Jun 16, 1900, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD - SCS continued

Pool talk, cell towers busy Scardale board (cont), Jun 16, 1900, p.9
Upzoning recommendations under study by village board, Jun 23, 1900, p.1
Village board busy (full plate night for Village Board June 27), Jun 23, 1900, p.1
Macy says school board wants pool, Jun 23, 1900, p.1
District, village share improvements, Jun 23, 1900, p.11
Village to help schools fix field, Jun 30, 1900, p.1
Village board (cont), Jun 30, 1900, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
Scarsdale meets the Internet, Jul 7, 1900, p.1
Village board puts off Little League decision, Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Shrubs saved in drain pact, Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Residents learn good drains make good neighbors (cont), Jul 14, 1900, p.9
Village trustees postpone decision on Little League (cont), Jul 14, 1900, p.12
Special zoning may hold key to downtown future, Jul 21, 1900, p.1
Ability-based teams would damage children's self-esteem (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
New Little League proposal is premature (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
Downtown development back to square 1, again, Jul 28, 1900, p.1
Town and Village Civic Club to do pool study, Jul 28, 1900, p.1
Ward report (to take stock of playing fields) completed, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
Moratoria hearings, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
Letter to explain Little League's 2001 plans, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
Firm to study problem of 'bulky houses', Aug 18, 1900, p.1
Downtown bids let; new curbing afoot, Aug 18, 1900, p.1
Board hires contractor for pool parking, Corell work, Aug 18, 1900, p.3
Downtown bids are let; new curbing afoot (cont), Aug 18, 1900, p.10
Hearing early Tuesday (comments on a local law to establish a "2000 Retirement Incentive Program"), Aug 25, 1900, p.1
Step up to the plate (urges village board to approve Little League's next year operating plan) (edit), Aug 25, 1900, p.6
Historic preservation committee to examine 4 tear-down requests (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.1
Board meets Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1
Village trustees failed us by not waiting for survey (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
Little League plan is the best for our kids (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
Little League thanks village trustees for accepting plan (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
Trustees vote changes team sports in Scarsdale forever (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
Board demonstrated 'astounding disregard' of community (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
Zoning change draws criticism, Sep 29, 1900, p.1
Backyard stream law to get airing, Oct 6, 1900, p.1
Preservation setback? (re asking residents of oversized lots to give up subdivision rights) (edit), Oct 6, 1900, p.6
Pedestrian safety a worry in Fox Meadow, Oct 13, 1900, p.1
Trustees consider safety, set hearings (cont), Oct 13, 1900, p.3
Hearing set on new sprinkler law, Oct 20, 1900, p.1
Neighbors: No diamonds at George Field Park, Oct 27, 1900, p.1
Civic help wanted (to serve on village board's advisory council on environmental conservation), Oct 27, 1900, p.1
Paulin's knowledge of local government would be an asset (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7
Proposed sprinkler law criticized; hearing Tuesday, Nov 10, 1900, p.1
Board calls off study of field development (re George Field Park), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
Village board expected to extend moratorium (cont), Nov 17, 1900, p.9
Trustees hear pros and cons of sprinklers, Nov 24, 1900, p.1
Proposed (Fox Meadow) subdivision a 'horror', Nov 24, 1900, p.1
An onerous law (re proposed law mandating sprinklers in renovated homes) (edit), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued
Drainage and flooding problems are about to get worse (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
Village trustees hear pros and cons of sprinklers (cont), Nov 24, 1900, p.9
Parents bring traffic worries to trustees, Dec 1, 1900, p.1
Trustees must not allow teardowns to continue (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
Sprinkler talk (meeting scheduled at village hall to hear comments on proposed sprinkler law), Dec 8, 1900, p.1
Village must get accurate numbers on parking needs (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6
Phase 1 is critical in planning parking on Christie Place (ltr), Dec 8, 1900, p.6
Public hearing on proposed watercourse law, Dec 15, 1900, p.1
Leafy place (transfer station recommended for construction of additional athletic field), Dec 15, 1900, p.1
Hearing on 1-way street draws praise and criticism for plan, Dec 22, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains; new village board contemplates zoning modification, Dec 29, 1900, p.1
Village trustees contemplate zoning changes (cont), Dec 29, 1900, p.9
Land use issues preoccupy the village board (photo) (cont), Dec 29, 1900, p.16

VILLAGE CODE-SCS
Village tries again to amend sprinkler law, Aug 4, 1900, p.1

VILLAGE HALL (SCS)
Village hall burglarized, Aug 18, 1900, p.1
New village Web policy spells Scarsdale trouble, Sep 22, 1900, p.1
New village Web policy spells Scarsdale trouble (cont), Sep 22, 1900, p.15
Trustees should make public information available online (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.6
Get permits online, Nov 24, 1900, p.1
New assistant on village professional staff (Jeff Stonehill, assistant to village manager) (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.3

VILLANUEVA, DENISE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

VOGEL, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

VOGEL, MARCY J (AU)
Smaller classes create best learning environment (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.6

VOGEL, SCOTT
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes, Jun 23, 1900, p.34

VOGEL, TOM (AU)
Little League Board never asked for input (ltr), Sep 1, 1900, p.6

VOGL, TOM
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
3 seniors, 1 freshman compete in cross country state finals in Utica (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.23
Scherf, Vogl compete at x-country states (photo) (cont), Nov 17, 1900, p.26
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

Volleyball
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

Volunteers
Many volunteers participate in Scarsdale government (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6
Volunteer experience necessary (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7
Stone to be honored for volunteer work (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.6
It's time for new leaders to step forward (edit), Apr 28, 1900, p.7
Village volunteers should not receive any compensation (response to 5/19 letter by A Stillman) (ltr), May 26, 1900, p.6
Pool talk (re possible committee to explore feasibility of an indoor swimming pool), Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Club continues proud tradition of volunteerism (response to 7/7 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jul 21, 1900, p.6
Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
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VOLUNTEERS continued
Volunteers and curators win awards (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.4

VONGLIS, JOHN
John Vonglis to challenge Nita Lowey, Jul 28, 1900, p.1
Lowey, Vonglis debate issues (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.1
Congressional candidates Lowey, Vonglis see things in a different light (cont), Oct 20, 1900, p.12
Candidates air their views; GOP Vonglis, RTL's O'Grady have the floor to themselves, Nov 3, 1900, p.1
Vonglis, O'Grady have the floor to themselves (cont), Nov 3, 1900, p.9
Democracy wins Westchester contests, Nov 10, 1900, p.1

VONICK, BOB
Rotary Club announces grants (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.4

VOTERS' PARTY-SCS
Primary deadline, Jan 14, 1900, p.1
Voters (Party's) primary, Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Referendum less likely to succeed in March (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.7
4 to run in Voters Party primary Feb. 9 (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
Keep the national parties out of local elections (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
Voters Party primary to be held Feb. 8 (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
4 to run in Voters Party primary Feb. 8 (cont), Feb 4, 1900, p.8
Voters' (Party) candidates agree to disagree at forum, Feb 11, 1900, p.1
Voters Party mailing offended electoral tradition (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6
Resident asks: Where's my Voters Party ballot? (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6
Voters Party forum was not broadcast as scheduled (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7
Voters Party candidates agree to disagree (photo) (cont), Feb 11, 1900, p.8
3 winners in Voters primary (photo), Feb 18, 1900, p.1
The Voters Party must show that it is reliable (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6
Levin, Harrison, Lonner win VP primary (cont), Feb 18, 1900, p.15
Evelyn's choice (Voters Party candidates will take Row A on village election ballot) (photo), Feb 25, 1900, p.1
The village needs watchdogs - not attack dogs (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
(Voter) Apathy is the greatest danger (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7
Political terms need definition (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7
Board gives hearing on new moratorium (cont), Feb 25, 1900, p.9
Harrison: Downtown is still the major issue (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Levin: Voters should have a choice (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Lonner: Looking ahead to Scarsdale's future (photo), Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Candidates from both parties to air their views at S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) forum, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Do we really want party politics here? (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.6
For village trustee (endorsement of Citizens' Party candidates Pforzheimer, Weisberg and Sved) (edit), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Vote for people not for a system (urges voting for Voters' Party candidates) (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Candidates spar at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale involves all its citizens in careful planning (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Voters Party flier called 'outrageously false' (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.7
Citizens' campaign has received many small donations (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
Overheard (conversation re upcoming SCS election), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
Beaten but unbowed (Voters' Party), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Inquirer practices bad journalism, poor citizenship (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6
Election dramatized the issues (edit), Mar 24, 1900, p.7
Voters Party remains committed to change (photo) (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.15
Citizens' Party is hypocritical, paper is biased (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
Citizens', Voters tally their expenses, Apr 21, 1900, p.1
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VOTERS' PARTY-SCS continued

Election was fair; constructive purpose served (ltr), Apr 21, 1900, p.6

VOTING

(Voter) Apathy is the greatest danger (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7
Issues determine voter turnout (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Sved, Pforzheimer and Weisberg belong on the (village) board (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
An election proposal voters will love (edit), May 26, 1900, p.7
Absentee ballots, Oct 20, 1900, p.1
League of Women Voters Presidential Pursuit begins for 5th, 6th-graders (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.11
Hillary Clinton's recipe for strife (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6
Popular vote majority eluded 11 (presidents) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6
Agenda for 2004: Getting the black vote out (edit), Dec 15, 1900, p.6
Chad-free voting machines do the job (photo), Dec 22, 1900, p.1
The lesson of 2000 (re election procedures and technology) (edit), Dec 22, 1900, p.6
Existence of major black Republican vote highly unlikely (response to 12/15 edit by Hugh Price)(ltr), Dec 22, 1900, p.6
How Rehnquist got to vote twice (edit), Dec 22, 1900, p.7

WABECK, BARBARA (AU)

Windmill Lane resident asks: Quo vadis, Scarsdale? (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6

WABECK, HANS (AU)

Windmill Lane resident asks: Quo vadis, Scarsdale? (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6

WACHTEL, ALAN (DR)

United Way to launch campaign (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.4
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 22, 1900, p.36

WACHTENHEIM, FLORIE

Bowl tickets available, Mar 24, 1900, p.1
A promising start to tackling drug/alcohol problem (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.7
Advisory council tackles diversity issues (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

WACHTENHEIM, FLORIE (AU)

Good news! Teen center now focusing on activities (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.7
Bond will provide schools with resources they need (ltr), Jun 9, 1900, p.6

WAITKER, LAURA

Memorial Day recalls familiar themes (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.1

WALD, SUE

Scarsdale, Edgemont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
10 new school board nominators join committee (cont), Jan 14, 1900, p.10

WALDRUP, BERNARD L

Bernard L Waldrup (dies), Feb 11, 1900, p.18

WALKER, JENNIFER (AU)

Identifying, handling stress in kids (edit), Dec 1, 1900, p.7
Identifying and handling stress in children (cont), Dec 1, 1900, p.9

WALKER, LUXA

Young artists pick up prizes for window paintings (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.17

WALKING

Having fun (15th annual 2.5K Walk for Fun and the 20th annual 5K Fall Foliage Run) (photo), Oct 20, 1900, p.1
Long walk (Lisa Haber and Barbara Berdon walked 55 miles for N Y Avon Breast Cancer Walk) (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.4

WALLACE, PHILIP V G (AU)

Work needed to find out what happened at IHM (re October 1999 McCreary incident) (ltr), Apr 14, 1900, p.6
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WALS, AVIS AND ROBERT (AU)
  Drainage and flooding problems are about to get worse (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
  Group stands by judgment of developer's D(raft) E(nvironmental) I(mpact) S(atement) (ltr), Dec 29, 1900, p.6

WALS, BOB
  Neighbors: No diamonds at George Field Park, Oct 27, 1900, p.1

WALS, JANE
  Jane Wals (listed in 6th edition of "Who's Who Among America's Teachers, 2000") (photo), Sep 15, 1900, p.4

WALSH, THOMAS J SR
  Thomas J. Walsh Sr. (dies), Oct 6, 1900, p.19

WANG, RACHEL
  Young Scarsdale singers and dancers hit Broadway (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.37

WARE, MARY LEE
  Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

WARGACKI, RICH
  Telephone troubles (at Village Hall), Oct 6, 1900, p.1

WARGACKI, RICHARD
  Christie Place parking garage is challenged, Nov 24, 1900, p.1

WARNKEN, WAYNE
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36
  The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28
  Warnken and Fisher to lead United Way (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.4

WARREN, DIANA
  Pool days (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.3

WARREN, EMMA
  Pool days (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.3

WASICZKO, DENNIS
  Firefighters honored at annual ceremony May 15 (photo), May 19, 1900, p.5

WATER
  Flushing time, Mar 17, 1900, p.1
  Flushing time, Apr 21, 1900, p.1
  More flushing, Apr 28, 1900, p.1
  More flushing, May 5, 1900, p.1
  Water purity must be preserved (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6
  Make the water flow again on county parkland (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6
  Village tries again to amend sprinkler law, Aug 4, 1900, p.1
  Volunteers sought to study water course issue (ltr), Oct 20, 1900, p.7

WATERS, STEPHANIE
  Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16

WATSON, ANNE
  Sale of Depot Place property pending, Sep 22, 1900, p.1

WAX, ANDREY (AU)
  School board not listening to indoor pool advocates (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.7

WAX, LAURIE
  SHS alumna wins literary prize, Feb 11, 1900, p.9

WEATHER
  Cabin fever (edit), Feb 4, 1900, p.7
  Shine on, bright disc (edit), Aug 11, 1900, p.6

WEBER, JOAN
  Changing of the guard: 12 faculty members retire: 7 are hired, May 5, 1900, p.11
  Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26
WEBER, JOAN (DR)
More change for SMS (P Luisi has accepted an appointment as principal of Bronxville Middle School), Jul 7, 1900, p.1

WEIL, MARC
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

WEIN, LOUIS
Dems, 4 others hold primaries Tuesday, Sep 8, 1900, p.1

WEINBERG NATURE CENTER
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 25, 1900

WEINBERG, HAL
Car 4 wins best in show (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.5

WEINBERG, MICHAEL (AU)
Abinanti has been a leader in gun control (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

WEINBERG, STEVEN
Procedure Committee seeks nominators, Aug 25, 1900, p.1
10 elected to Citizens' Committee, Nov 17, 1900, p.1

WEINBERG, STUART (AU)
Look in the mirror, take responsibility (response to 5/26 letter by Phillip Jacobs) (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

WEINER, ALICE MOONEY
2 join Claire D. Leone (Real Estate as sales associates) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.4

WEINER, TOM
The Bank of New York Salutes The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl Eda Newhouse (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.28

WEINREB, LARRY
In favor of competition, still against long season (edit), Sep 29, 1900, p.7

WEINREB, MARGIE
In favor of competition, still against long season (edit), Sep 29, 1900, p.7

WEINREB, MARGIE AND LARRY (AU)
Football is worth the hard work it requires (edit), Sep 8, 1900, p.7

WEIR, PAUL
2 athletes (Paul Weir and Natasha Imai) compete at State meets (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.21
Pool sharks; Scarsdale's swim/dive team spends its time underwater (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.24

WEISBERG, ANNE
(Citizens') Nominating C(ommittee) nominates Pforzheimer, Weissberg, Sved, Galloway (photo), Jan 21, 1900, p.1
(Citizens') Nominating C(ommittee) nominates Pforzheimer, Weissberg, Sved, Galloway (cont), Jan 21, 1900, p.36
Referendum less likely to succeed in March (ltr), Jan 28, 1900, p.7
4 to run in Voters Party primary Feb. 9 (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
Would we switch school elections to November too? (ltr), Feb 4, 1900, p.6
Citizens' candidates null joining forum, Feb 18, 1900, p.1
New candidates supported the A(merican) P(remier) U(nderwriters) proposal (ltr), Feb 18, 1900, p.6
The village needs watchdogs - not attack dogs (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
(Voter) Apathy is the greatest danger (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7
Do we really want party politics here? (ltr), Mar 3, 1900, p.6
Decorum prevails at SCS) (Neighborhood A(sociation) P(residents), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
Citizens' Party Candidates; Weissberg: seeking creative solutions (photo), Mar 10, 1900, p.1
For village trustee (endorsement of Citizens' Party candidates Pforzheimer, Weissberg and Sved)(edit), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Don't let village become unglued! (encourages voting for Citizens' Party candidates) (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Voters campaign relies on repetition of misleading statements (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.6
Citizens' Party best serves village sense of community (ltr), Mar 10, 1900, p.7
Anne Weisberg is seeking creative solutions (cont), Mar 10, 1900, p.9
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WEISBERG, ANNE continued
Candidates spar at L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Citizens’ events (street campaign by Non-Partisan Citizens’ Party candidates for village board), Mar 17, 1900, p.1
Sved, Pforfzheimer and Weisberg belong on the (village) board (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Consensus is not achieved through partisan dissension (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.6
Voters Party flier called ‘outrageously false’ (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.7
A clarion call to the silent majority: Vote the Citizens’ Party line (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.7
3 examples of good land use planning by the village (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
Vote Row B to continue Scarsdale’s success story (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
Trustee candidates spar at the L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (cont), Mar 17, 1900, p.21
Citizens’ Party wins resounding victory (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
Citizens’ Party sweeps village elections (photo) (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.15
Trustee insurance may be dead issue (re village health insurance for unpaid elected officials), May 19, 1900, p.1
Bids on S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) H(ead) Q(uarters) rejected, May 26, 1900, p.1
Pool talk (re possible committee to explore feasibility of an indoor swimming pool), Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Little League proposes changes, Jun 2, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24
Village board puts off Little League decision, Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Village tries again to amend sprinkler law, Aug 4, 1900, p.1
Trustees go to bat: Hear concerns but endorse Little League’s 2001 plans, Sep 15, 1900, p.1
Village trustees failed us by not waiting for survey (ltr), Sep 22, 1900, p.6
copyright. gone (SCS government web site is copyrighted no more), Sep 29, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale enters superstore fray (re proposed IKEA store in New Rochelle), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
Right decision, questionable reason (re George Field Park) (edit), Nov 24, 1900, p.7
Leafy place (transfer station recommended for construction of additional athletic field), Dec 15, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains; New village board contemplates zoning modification, Dec 29, 1900, p.1

WEISBERG, RACHEL
Citizens’ Party sweeps village elections (photo) (cont), Mar 24, 1900, p.15

WEISFELD, DANIELLE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

WEISLER, ADAM
Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont), May 5, 1900, p.12

WEISS, ANITA
Doernberg honors associates (photo), Sep 8, 1900, p.4

WEISS, JANE
Honor thy teachers (recognition luncheons throughout SCS school district) (photo), May 26, 1900, p.11

WEISS, LINDA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

WEISS, LOIS
State moves ahead with cell tower plans, Jun 2, 1900, p.1

WEISS, PAUL R (DR) (AU)
Mastectomy patients have new options (edit), Oct 27, 1900, p.7

WELLS, BRUCE (AU)
Online group to discuss garage (ltr), Dec 15, 1900, p.6

WEMPLE, BILL
The village needs watchdogs - not attack dogs (ltr), Feb 25, 1900, p.6

WENDORF, ROBERT (AU)
Election was fair; constructive purpose served (ltr), Apr 21, 1900, p.6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index to the Scarsdale Inquirer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WENTWORTH, JEAN (AU)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political terms need definition (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A son remembered as the AIDS epidemic continues (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village trustees commended for taking stand on Ikea (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WENTWORTH, JONATHAN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A son remembered as the AIDS epidemic continues (ltr), Apr 28, 1900, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WERBE, SUSAN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Werbe (promoted to vice president, historical programming at the History Channel) (photo), Apr 28, 1900, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WERBLOW, ADAM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native sailor is now a coach of champions (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WESELY, YOLANDA T (AU)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New sidewalks handsome, unsafe (ltr), Nov 10, 1900, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WESTCHESTER COUNTY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County caught in the middle between state and town, Apr 21, 1900, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County in the middle between state and town (cont), Apr 21, 1900, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They don't care a honk (the Westchester county highway department) (edit), Sep 29, 1900, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter to my successor - year 2025 (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reason and reality in politics (edit), Feb 18, 1900, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WESTCHESTER COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Seal (appointed to the board of the Westchester Historical Society) (photo), Oct 6, 1900, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WESTLAKE, REBECCA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Festive flutes (Hoff-Barthelson's annual holiday music festival) (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WETMORE, J STUART</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Stuart Wetmore (dies), Jan 7, 1900, p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WEXLER, ADRIENNE PRICE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumors swirl around proposed Heathcote (five corners) rotary (illus), Dec 29, 1900, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHALEY, RUTH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Whaley (recognized as one of the top 100 women in the insurance industry) (photo), Nov 10, 1900, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHITE, DIANA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarsdale, Purchase Youth ballets form company for gifted students (photo), Mar 31, 1900, p.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHITE, MAGGIE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon &amp; White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHITE, MARY JO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCreary lawyer seeks dismissal of charges, Mar 31, 1900, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHITE, PHIL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difabio challenges Paulin for state Assembly seat (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHITMAN, GABE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon &amp; White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHITNEY, LIZ</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior League: making a difference (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WIECZOREK, BOB</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WIENER, DAVID (AU)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President's example is poor support for wife's agenda (ltr), Sep 29, 1900, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WIENER, VICTORIA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troop 1972 serves community (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WILSON, BARBARA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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WILSON, IRA
Wilson's to be honored (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.4
Couple of the hour (honorees at SCS Historical Society dinner dance and fundraising auction) (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36
Gay McCreery installed as women's club president (photo), Apr 21, 1900, p.15
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

WILSON, LYNNE
Wilson's to be honored (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.4
Couple of the hour (honorees at SCS Historical Society dinner dance and fundraising auction) (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34
Businesses make auction successful (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7

WILSON, MATTHEW
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36

WILSON, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36

WILSON, MIKE
New recruit (Mike Wilson) (photo), Sep 29, 1900, p.4

WILSON, TARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1900, p.36

WILSON, WOODROW
Popular vote majority eluded 11 (presidents) (ltr), Nov 17, 1900, p.6

WINDS
Public safety workers respond to high winds, Dec 15, 1900, p.1
Public safety departments respond to high winds (cont), Dec 15, 1900, p.16

WINGATE, RICHARD
Scarsdale, E'mont school board nominating committees gear up; SBNC elections Tuesday, Jan 7, 1900, p.1
Voters' Party candidates agree to disagree at forum, Feb 11, 1900, p.1

WINGATE, RICHARD (AU)
Citizens' Party violates its own principles (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
Sprinkler law vague, ill-conceived (edit), Dec 8, 1900, p.7

WINGATE, RICK
4 to run in Voters Party primary Feb. 9 (photo), Feb 4, 1900, p.1
Inquirer practices bad journalism, poor citizenship (ltr), Mar 24, 1900, p.6

WINGATE, RICK (AU)
Use of major party politician in ad is questioned (ltr), Feb 11, 1900, p.6
Election dramatized the issues (edit), Mar 24, 1900, p.7

WINSTON ESTATE (SCS)
Winston estate up for sale, Jun 9, 1900, p.1

WINSTON PROPERTY (SCS)
Winston subdivision is upheld, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Supreme Court upholds Winston subdivision (cont), Mar 3, 1900, p.9

WINSTON, ALLAN & DIANA (AU)
Thanks to trustees for saving George Field Park (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

WINSTON, BRUCE
Brothers settle Harry Winston estate after 12-year dispute (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.1

WINSTON, DIANA
Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6
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WINSTON, EDNA

Winston estate up for sale, Jun 9, 1900, p.1

WINSTON, HARRY

Farewell to all that (reviews major 1999 SCS events) (edit), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
Citizens’ Party violates its own principles (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.9
Winston Fields (Village Board resolved to rename Boulder Brook Fields Harry Winston Fields), Apr 14, 1900, p.1
Winston estate up for sale, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
Brothers settle Harry Winston estate after 12-year dispute (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.1
Harry Winston dispute is settled (cont), Jul 28, 1900, p.9

WINSTON, LOGAN

Local teenagers take community service break from academia (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.1
Teens take community service break from academia (photo) (cont), Aug 18, 1900, p.9

WINSTON, MELISSA

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

WINSTON, RONALD

Farewell to all that (reviews major 1999 SCS events) (edit), Jan 7, 1900, p.6
Winston hoping for another environmental review, Feb 4, 1900, p.3
Winston subdivision is upheld, Mar 3, 1900, p.1
Supreme Court upholds Winston subdivision (cont), Mar 3, 1900, p.9
3 examples of good land use planning by the village (ltr), Mar 17, 1900, p.8
Winston Fields (Village Board resolved to rename Boulder Brook Fields Harry Winston Fields), Apr 14, 1900, p.1
Winston estate up for sale, Jun 9, 1900, p.1
Brothers settle Harry Winston estate after 12-year dispute (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.1

WISE, LIZ

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

WISSING, LINDA

A promising start to tackling drug/alcohol problem (ltr), Apr 7, 1900, p.7

WITCHEL, SAM

Praise for essay (response to 6/9 edit by Sam Witchel) (ltr), Jun 16, 1900, p.6

WITCHEL, SAM (AU)

Person of the year: My vote (edit), Jan 28, 1900, p.7
The ghost at the bar mitzvah (edit), Jun 9, 1900, p.7
Inquirer op ed to get wider audience (re 6/9 edit by Sam Witchel) (ltr), Jul 28, 1900, p.6

WITTLIN, MAGGIE

Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

WOLF, TINA

Junior League: making a difference (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.8

WOLFF, MICHELLE

Winter Wishland is holiday tradition in Quaker Ridge (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.11

WOLFF, DEENA

Winter Wishland is holiday tradition in Quaker Ridge (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.11

WOLFFSON, TAMÁ

Troop 1972 serves community (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.4

WOLFFSON, TAMA

Frames of reference (re generation gaps) (edit), May 12, 1900, p.7
The Garage Olympics (edit), Jul 7, 1900, p.7
It's all in the release (edit), Aug 4, 1900, p.7
WOLLIN, MARC (AU) continued
Conundrums aplenty for the next president (edit), Aug 11, 1900, p.7
Picture this (look not at name or business cards but rather at the office and its furnishings) (edit), Sep 1, 1900, p.6
The cabbage war (edit), Oct 6, 1900, p.7
Let's Go, Lugnuts! (edit), Oct 20, 1900, p.7
Shut up and go to work (re recent election) (edit), Nov 10, 1900, p.7
Y2K + 1 (edit), Dec 8, 1900, p.7
Ghost of Christmas Presents (sic) pays a call (edit), Dec 22, 1900, p.7
Must-see TV (edit), Dec 29, 1900, p.7

WOODSIDE, LYNDON
Several singing groups participate in Summer Sings (ltr), Aug 25, 1900, p.7

WOOLFALK, MIYA
High school students act to prevent drunk driving (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6

WOOLFALK, SHIGEKO
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards And Council Reception (photo), Jun 30, 1900, p.24

WOOLNER, JAMES
James Woolner (awarded Westchester Jewish Conference Distinguished Service Award for 2000) (photo), Jul 21, 1900, p.4

WORKMAN, ELISE (AU)
Come show support for an indoor pool at high school (ltr), May 5, 1900, p.6

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945
When the village was known as 'Thunderbolt Town' (photo), Feb 25, 1900, p.3
Soldier's letter: 'Good-bye for now' (edit), May 26, 1900, p.7

WRESTLING
Who said it was easy? (Scarsdale Wrestling Tournament) (photo), Jan 14, 1900, p.1
Bornstein, Robyn Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Wrestle mania; Losses to graduation, rugged schedule to test Raider wrestlers (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.24

WRIGHT, LOUISE
Women's Exchange kicks off holiday season (photo), Nov 3, 1900, p.3

WRITERS
SEE AUTHORS

WROBLEWSKY, DIANE
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.26

WU, EDDY
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

WYNN, JARED
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

YAGASAH, KOJIRO
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

YAGASAKI, YUICHIRO
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 33 Years of Magic - (photo), Jul 28, 1900, p.28

YAGHObI, SOnIA
Sophomores sample careers (photo), May 26, 1900, p.11

YAMADA, YOSHIO
Teaching traditions (Sandy Failly shows novices how to carve a turkey) (photo), Nov 17, 1900, p.1

YAMAKAWA, HIROKo
Festive flutes (Hoff-Barthelson's annual holiday music festival) (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.19

YANG, MARVIN
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 17, 1900, p.16
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YANKOWITZ, LAURA
Broker honored (Ellen Lawton) (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.4

YANKOWSKI, STEVEN
Puck on Duck (Pond) (photo), Jan 28, 1900, p.1

YANO, ANNE
Scarsdale High School students honored for excellence (photo), May 26, 1900, p.12

YATES, OLIVER (AU)
Zoning change should not encourage destruction of houses (ltr), Nov 10, 1900, p.6

YEE, JONG-DUK
Historic preservation committee to examine 4 tear-down requests (photo), Sep 1, 1900, p.1

YELLEN, BRIAN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

YELLEN, ELAINE
Elaine Yellen (now president of NY Botanical Garden Landscape Design Student & Alumni Assn) (photo), Mar 24, 1900, p.4

YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER
The Mid-Westchester Y: The year in review; the year ahead (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.4

YOGA
A child of the 60s finally finds her guru (photo), Aug 25, 1900, p.3

YOKOTA, BETTY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

YOLEN, JANE
Potter fever strikes again! (photo), Jul 14, 1900, p.1

YOM KIPPUR
Columbus Day (SCS Village Hall will be closed Columbus Day and Yom Kippur Monday Oct. 9), Oct 6, 1900, p.1

YOUDEIN, JESSICA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

YOUNG, CHRIS
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34
In a league of their own (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.14
In a league of their own (photo), Jul 7, 1900, p.14
Chris Young: Following his dreams (photo), Aug 25, 1900, p.15

YOUNG, TRACY
Locks of love: Scarsdale teen shares hair to share (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.3
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 23, 1900, p.34

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) matches jobs with workers (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 28, 1900, p.14
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) mothers (of SCS) (photo), Jun 2, 1900, p.11

YUBAS, SUSAN (AU)
Businesses make auction successful (ltr), Nov 3, 1900, p.7

YUDIN, ERIC
Local businesses, volunteers helped Get Ready (programs) (ltr), Sep 8, 1900, p.6

YUNEZ, JESSICA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1900, p.34

YURACKO, BILL
The French connection: The Yurackos bike the Loire Valley (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.21

YURACKO, ELLEN
The French connection: The Yurackos bike the Loire Valley (photo), Jun 16, 1900, p.21

ZACHARIA, BENJAMIN
Time travelers look to 3d millennium (photo), Jan 7, 1900, p.1
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ZACHARIA, JEFF
Jeff Zacharia (will be honored as "Entrepreneur of the Year"). Apr 28, 1900, p.4

ZACHARY, JORDAN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo). Jun 23, 1900, p.34

ZACHARY, ROSS
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo). Jun 23, 1900, p.34

ZACHMANN, CURT
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo). May 19, 1900, p.34

ZADEK, BETH
Board slates hearing on new moratorium. Feb 25, 1900, p.1

ZAKLIN, LOU
Historians for a day (photo). Apr 7, 1900, p.11

ZARKIN, MICHAEL
Baseball in the air for young pitchers and writers (photo) (cont). Apr 7, 1900, p.24

ZARNIN, CHRIS
Sallinger, 6 seniors bid farewell to Scarsdale (photo). Jun 16, 1900, p.19
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps inducts new members) (photo). Jul 14, 1900, p.4

ZARUSKIE, ANDREW
Democrats win Westchester contests. Nov 10, 1900, p.1

ZAYAC, ANDREW
Recent SHS grad(uate)s in drug arrest. Jul 21, 1900, p.1

ZAYAC, BOB
Father and daughter, coach and player (cont). May 12, 1900, p.28
All in the family: Zayac attack. May 12, 1900, p.23
In a league of their own (photo). Jul 7, 1900, p.14
Soccer dad, soccer son (photo). Nov 17, 1900, p.23
Zayacs coach together (cont). Nov 17, 1900, p.26

ZAYAC, BOBBY
Soccer dad, soccer son (photo). Nov 17, 1900, p.23
Zayacs coach together (cont). Nov 17, 1900, p.26

ZAYAC, LINDY
Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White (photo). Mar 17, 1900, p.16
Father and daughter, coach and player (cont). May 12, 1900, p.28
All in the family: Zayac attack. May 12, 1900, p.23
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo). Jun 23, 1900, p.34

ZIAVRA, KATHERINE
Changing of the guard: new faculty members hired (cont). May 5, 1900, p.12
Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Long-time District Employees and Retirees (photo). Jun 16, 1900, p.26

ZIPF, BOB
John Vonglis to challenge Nita Lowey. Jul 20, 1900, p.1

ZIPF, ROBERT
Di Fabio challenges Paulin for state Assembly seat (photo). Jun 16, 1900, p.1

ZOCK, JOSEPH
Farewell to all that (reviews major 1999 SCS events) (edit). Jan 7, 1900, p.6
Trustees split on election referendum. Jan 21, 1900, p.1
Trustees should decide (if local elections should change from March to November) (edit). Jan 21, 1900, p.6
Trustees agree to hold vote (on changing the date of local elections from March to November). Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Voters (Party's) primary. Jan 28, 1900, p.1
Board to play active role in bridge design. Feb 11, 1900, p.1
Citizens' candidates mull joining forum. Feb 18, 1900, p.1
Y 2 K ALERT! Substitute year 2000 for 1900

INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

ZOCK, JOSEPH continued
Volunteer experience necessary (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.7
Beaten but unbowed (Voters’ Party), Mar 24, 1900, p.1
(Stop) Signs (at the corner of Madison and Boulevard) are already making a difference (ltr), Mar 31, 1900, p.6
Pool talk (re possible committee to explore feasibility of an indoor swimming pool), Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Little League proposes changes, Jun 2, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale meets the Internet, Jul 7, 1900, p.1
Village board puts off Little League decision, Jul 14, 1900, p.1
Downtown development back to square 1, again, Jul 28, 1900, p.1
Trustees go to bat: Hear concerns but endorse Little League's 2001 plans, Sep 15, 1900, p.1
Scarsdale enters superstore fray (re proposed IKEA store in New Rochelle), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
Secret committee, Inquirer disparage school pool idea (ltr), Dec 15, 1900, p.7
Scarsdale struggles with millennial growing pains; New village board contemplates zoning modification, Dec 29, 1900, p.1

ZONING-SCS
Board slates hearing on new moratorium, Feb 25, 1900, p.1
A cooperative effort (urges limit in size and scale of new construction) (edit), Feb 25, 1900, p.6
Planners ponder zoning challenges past and future (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.1
Self-zoning for profit and preservation, Apr 28, 1900, p.1
It’s up to you (re zoning and Arthur Manor and Secor Farms neighborhoods) (edit), Apr 28, 1900, p.6
Self zoning (re donation of subdivision rights for private property), May 5, 1900, p.1
Donating rights (re donation of subdivision rights for private property), May 12, 1900, p.1
Mini-moratorium set for Secor Farms lots, May 26, 1900, p.1
Mini-moratorium imposed in Secor Farms (cont), May 26, 1900, p.29
Upzoning recommendations under study by village board, Jun 23, 1900, p.1
Special zoning may hold key to downtown future, Jul 21, 1900, p.1
Moratoria hearings, Aug 11, 1900, p.1
Firm to study problem of ‘bulky houses’, Aug 18, 1900, p.1
Upzoning hearing (re proposed re-zoning of sections of Fox Meadow, Crane-Berkley and Vernon Road), Sep 22, 1900, p.1
Zoning change draws criticism, Sep 29, 1900, p.1
Proposed zoning change draws criticism (cont), Sep 29, 1900, p.9
Amendments pending for zoning code, Oct 6, 1900, p.1
Preservation setback? (re asking residents of oversized lots to give up subdivision rights) (edit), Oct 6, 1900, p.6
Setback change would discourage improvements (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6
Ramifications of zoning law not carefully considered (ltr), Oct 6, 1900, p.6
Amendments pending for zoning code (cont), Oct 6, 1900, p.9
Zoning amendments the work of many, Oct 27, 1900, p.1
Zoning amendments are the work of many (cont), Oct 27, 1900, p.9
Zoning change should not encourage destruction of houses (ltr), Nov 10, 1900, p.6
Board expected to extend moratorium (on certain subdivisions), Nov 17, 1900, p.1
Village board expected to extend moratorium (cont), Nov 17, 1900, p.9
Proposed (Fox Meadow) subdivision a ‘horror’, Nov 24, 1900, p.1
Proposed Fox Meadow subdivision is a ‘horror’ (cont), Nov 24, 1900, p.3
Zoning laws do not preserve our quality of life (ltr), Nov 24, 1900, p.6
Trustees must not allow teardowns to continue (ltr), Dec 1, 1900, p.6
Village trustees contemplate zoning changes (cont), Dec 29, 1900, p.9

ZORNOW, SAM
Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

ZUCKER, JULIA
- Where's the fire? (Michael Zucker practices using a fire extinguisher with his daughters) (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.1

ZUCKER, MICHAEL
- Where's the fire? (Michael Zucker practices using a fire extinguisher with his daughters) (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.1

ZUCKER, NICOLE
- Where's the fire? (Michael Zucker practices using a fire extinguisher with his daughters) (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.1

ZUCKER, SHELBY
- Where's the fire? (Michael Zucker practices using a fire extinguisher with his daughters) (photo), Oct 27, 1900, p.1

ZUCKERMAN, JANET RIVKIN (AU)
- Baseball and a boy's 'wishing flower' (photo) (edit), Jun 16, 1900, p.7

ZUCKERMAN, SCOTT
- Lots of winners in the annual speech contest (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.12
- The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 2000 (photo), Apr 7, 1900, p.32

ZUCKERWISE, GAIL
- Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

ZUCKERWISE, LISA
- Beaming with pride; Scarsdale ready for bars, beam, floor, vault (photo), Dec 1, 1900, p.27
- Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1900, p.42

ZWIEFACH, LAWRENCE
- Lawrence Zweifach (has joined law firm of Heller Ehrman White & McAuliffe LLP) (photo), Aug 18, 1900, p.4
2000 (YEAR IN REVIEW)
More! More! Less! Less! (editorial) (The Inquirer focuses on the highlights of the year 2000 in Scarsdale, with particular attention to the construction of overscaled new houses and elaborate renovations of existing homes.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6

ABATEMARCO, ANDREW
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

ABATEMARCO, JENNIFER
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

ABBE, NANCY
Spring art sprouts in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association's Spring Art Show opened March 4 at the Scarsdale Library and will run until March 30.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 27

ABELSON, MATT (AUTHOR)
View from the other side of the tracks (editorial) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Matt Abelson, describes his experiences as an SAT tutor in Mount Vernon for a program called Let's Get Ready.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7

ABELSON, MICHELLE
Garage isn't needed, says OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) (The Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association objects strenuously to the proposed Christie Place indoor garage as described in the Desman Report.), June 8, 2001, p. 1
Christie Place: village gets more flack (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 1
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center's first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

ABELSON, MICHELLE (AUTHOR)
Park beautifiers are thanked for their efforts (letter) (Michelle Abelson thanks Girl Scout Troop 2093, the High School Ecosavers and Jane Bedichek for planting Spring bulbs at the Library Pond Park.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 6
Thanks to many for teen center brunch (letter) (Michelle Abelson thanks the community for the great turnout for the Scarsdale Teen Center's Visions of Community Award presentation and brunch.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7

ABINANTI, THOMAS J
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (continued) (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 4
Village est omnis divisa in partes tres no more (photo) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators; at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
12th district rivals hold collegial debate (photo) (Candidates for the District 12 seat on the Westchester County Board of Legislators addressed issues of the day at an October 23 debate.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 3
Endorsements (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Bill Ryan in District 5, Tom Abinanti in District 12 and Lois Branz in District 8 in the race for the Westchester County Board of Legislators.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6
Incumbents easily take county seats (photo) (Redistricting may have motivated incumbents to work harder for re-election to the Westchester County Board of Legislators; if so, they succeeded.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1

ABINANTI, THOMAS J (AUTHOR)
County budget enhances services (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 14A
Legislator appreciates editorial support (letter) (Tom Abinanti, District 12 County Legislator, thanks the Inquirer for supporting his re-election.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 6

ABRAMS, ALAN
Chess champs (photo) (Fox Meadow School won the third place trophy at the National Scholastic Chess Foundation chess tournament held on October 21.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 11

ABRAMS, CLIFTON EARL
2 off primary ballot (The Westchester County Board of Elections has invalidated the petition of Democratic candidates Michael Lynch and Clifton Earl Abrams for Greenburgh town board seats.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
Francis Sheehan is the best candidate for town board (letter) (William S. Greenawalt endorses Francis Sheehan as the Democratic candidate for the four year Greenburgh Town Council seat.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 7

ABSGARTEN, MARIAN
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
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ABUSED WIVES
Abuse survivor to speak at family violence forum (Brooke McMurray will share her experiences as an abused spouse at a conference on family violence on October 30.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 2

ACADEMY AWARDS (MOTION PICTURES)
Focal Points: Are you interested in the upcoming Academy Awards? (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses an interesting question to his subjects.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 7

ACCIDENTS
Girl killed in Bronx River Parkway crash (Christina Maldonado, a seventeen year old Yonkers girl, died March 14 in a car crash on the Bronx River Parkway near Crane Road.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 5

ACTIONS AND DEFENSES
Charges against McCreary dropped; civil cases continue (At the request of the Westchester District Attorney, Scarsdale Village Justice, John Galloway III, dismissed charges against Andrew McCreary at a brief hearing on January 31.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

Keeping the peace (editorial) (With reference to the 1999 Andrew McCreary case, the Inquirer urges the Scarsdale Police Department to defuse rather than exacerbate tension when dealing with the public.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

McCreary case: no profiles in courage (editorial) (Paul W. Pickelle, who was Andrew McCreary's criminal attorney, wonders why it took such a massive effort by the McCreary family and the Edgewood community to clear him of criminal charges.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7

Charges against McCreary dropped; civil cases continue (continued) (At the request of the Westchester District Attorney, Scarsdale Village Justice, John Galloway III, dismissed charges against Andrew McCreary at a brief hearing on January 31.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 8

161 people were 'sucked into the morass' of McCreary case (letter) (Robert McCreary tallies up the economic and emotional cost of the endless Police case against Andrew McCreary.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6

Police make hundreds of arrests, hear few complaints (letter) (Donald W. Ferraro, Scarsdale Chief of Police, defends the Police Department's decision to sue Andrew McCreary after charges against him had been dismissed.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6

A regret (editorial) (The Inquirer urges a peaceful and speedy resolution to the ongoing legal dispute between Andrew McCreary and the Scarsdale Police Department and apologizes for the Inquirer's part in possibly fanning the flames of animosity.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6

Anti-Catholic bigotry suspected in McCreary case (letter) (John F. O'Rourke, conjectures that anti-Catholic bias might have factored into the criminal case filed against Andrew McCreary by the Scarsdale Police Department.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

Neighbor seeks injunction against FM teardown (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane filed an Article 78 proceeding in State Supreme Court, Westchester County, enjoining the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

Attorney is honored for public service (photo) (On May 1, the New York State Bar Association awarded attorney and former Scarsdale resident, Andrew Tomback, the 2001 Pro Bono Service Award.), June 8, 2001, p. 3

ACTRESSSES
'Actress's actress' from Greenacres wins Helen Hayes award (photo) (Greenacres resident and actress, Alice Cannon, received the Helen Hayes Award for her performance as Aunt Julia in James Joyce's "The Dead" at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D. C.), June 1, 2001, p. 17

ADAWA, HANIFA
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

ADELMANN, RICHARD
Committee of 100 presents program (photo) (Greenburgh resident, Richard Adelmann, will address the Scarsdale Woman's Club Committee of One Hundred on March 28.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 14

Halloween at the village (photo) (Scarsdale Rotary President, Richard Adelmann, and member, Andy Staal, celebrate Halloween with boys at the Children's Village in Dobbs Ferry.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4

ADIMORA, ZAM ZAM
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

ADLER, LES
In stunning upset, GB Dems pick Sheehan (photo) (Francis Sheehan, a persistent critic of the Feiner administration in Greenburgh, came in second in a three way Democratic contest for two seats on the Town Board.), June 1, 2001, p. 1

ADLER, THEODORE W
Theodore W. Adler (dies) (Theodore W. Adler, longtime Scarsdale resident, died on October 22, 2001. He was 95.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 18

ADVERTISING
Hey, Chief Justice, got a light? (editorial) (Bruce J. Bloom wonders if it is appropriate to mandate a separate set of rules for a single industry because we disapprove of what it sells.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 7
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT - SCARSDALE

Garage won't improve Christie Place (editorial) (Abbott Stillman, member of the Advisory Committee on Downtown Development, opposes anything other than a very modest parking facility at Christie Place.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 7

State reinforces strength of system (letter) (Evelyn Stock urges residents to support the Citizens Party slate in the upcoming Village elections for Mayor and for Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION - SCARSDALE

SNAP (Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents) mulls need to protect open space (Illustration) (At a meeting on April 3 at the Village Hall, representatives of SNAP addressed the issue of dwindling open space in Scarsdale.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 3

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATIONS - SCARSDALE

Human relations council stands ready to help (letter) (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Human Relations works to maintain respect and peaceful relations among members of the community.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION - SCARSDALE

Little League throws 1st pitch of new year (Registration for Scarsdale Little League will take place on January 20 and 27; it remains to be seen if the conflicts from the previous season have been resolved.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 9

Little League throws 1st pitch of new year (photo) (continued) (Registration for Scarsdale Little League will take place on January 20 and 27; it remains to be seen if the conflicts from the previous season have been resolved.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 9

PRC (Parks and Recreation Council) opens meeting, Scarsdalians stay at home (Not a single resident showed up for last month's open meeting of the Parks and Recreation Council.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 3

PRC (Parks and Recreation Council) chairman looks for new era of cooperation in sports (letter) (Jill Spieler clarifies a statement attributed to her in an article in the February 9 Inquirer covering the Parks and Recreation Council's January open meeting.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

Coalition drafts rec proposals (Youth Athletic Coalition drafts three proposals to replace the outdated Mansfield Code, which details audience behavior during athletic events.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

Coalition drafts rec proposals (continued) (Youth Athletic Coalition drafts three proposals to replace the outdated Mansfield Code, which details audience behavior during athletic events.), May 18, 2001, p. 4

Rec mission statement, conduct codes adopted (The Scarsdale Village Board endorsed the establishment of a Youth Athletic Sports Council and a Code of Conduct for players, coaches and spectators.), May 25, 2001, p. 4


Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (The proposed expansion of the small soccer field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

Indoor Pool (The Scarsdale Parks and Recreation Advisory Council will meet on November 7 to evaluate a proposal for an indoor pool and recreation center.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

Entire community should have a say on indoor pool (letter) (Henry J. Landau believes the whole Scarsdale community should be consulted about the scope and placement of the proposed indoor pool.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 6

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

More remain to be done to ensure access for all (letter) (James Michels, Chairman of the Advisory Council on People with Disabilities, seeks to advise the Village on ways it could further improve accessibility for the handicapped.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6

AFGHANISTAN

G'acres (Greenacres) families raised money for Afghan children (letter) (Greenacres families ran a bake sale and sold lemonade to raise money for children in Afghanistan.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

U.S. should stop bombing Afghanistan (letter) (Roxane Yaghoubi urges the United States Government to stop bombing Afghanistan.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 6


Producer, back from Afghanistan, speaks to middle school students (Bert Rudman, an ABC News producer, addressed Scarsdale Middle School students about his two month experience filming 'Inside Afghanistan.'), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11

Producer, back from Afghanistan, speaks to middle school students (continued) (Bert Rudman, an ABC News producer, addressed Scarsdale Middle School students about his two month experience filming 'Inside Afghanistan.'), Dec 14, 2001, p. 12

Focal Points: Do you feel that victory in Afghanistan is contingent upon the capture of Osama bin Laden? (photo) (editorial) (Ira N. Toft poses questions of the day to passers by.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7

Glancing Askance: Name your poison (editorial) (Marc Wollin describes the arsenal of advanced weaponry that would be employed in a war in Afghanistan.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7
AFRICAN AMERICANS
African-Americans have been here since the beginning (letter) (Phyllis C. Murray attests that the African-American presence in Scarsdale is as old as the Village itself and their contributions should be commemorated along with the celebrations of the Village's 300th anniversary.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6

AGATI, JASMINE
Focal Points: Do you generally agree or disagree with entertainment and art critics (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks newsworthy questions of local residents.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7

AGED
Scarsdale Seniors exercise mind and body (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9A
Hearing on assisted living (letter) (Marsha Jamil urges residents to attend a public hearing on March 21 concerning the environmental impact statement for the proposed Assisted Living Project on Saxon Woods Road.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Senior housing survey will be meeting topic (Article reports on results of a survey to Scarsdale seniors by Scarsdale Citizens for Senior Housing.), June 1, 2001, p. 2

AGED - HOUSING
Hearing Wednesday on proposed senior facility (On March 21 there will be a hearing on an environmental impact statement for the proposed Scarsdale Assisted Living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 3
Seniors have their say on housing (Of nearly 450 respondents to a Scarsdale Citizens for Senior Housing survey, 58.9 percent said that they would like to remain in Scarsdale if they had to move out of their current homes.), July 27, 2001, p. 7
Survey shows demand for senior housing (Scarsdale seniors are willing to pay market rate for manageable space in order to remain in the community according to a survey completed last June.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
Survey shows demand for senior housing (continued) (Scarsdale seniors are willing to pay market rate for manageable space in order to remain in the community according to a survey completed last June.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 10
Senior housing (Six units of senior housing are likely at the Depot Place site.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1
Trustees mull options for Depot Place (photo) (continued) (Plans are finally being nailed down for development of the Depot Place location.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 9

AGING
Immortality is for the birds (editorial) (Arthur Ash muses on the losses inherent in old age.), May 25, 2001, p. 7
Growing older with Bob Dylan (editorial) (Ruth Obembreit reflects on Bob Dylan's recent 60th birthday.), June 1, 2001, p. 7

AIDS (DISEASE)
AIDS crisis is not over; walkers keep up the fight (letter) (Jean Wentworth asks the community to support the 16th annual AIDS walk on May 20 in Central Park.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
Local doc raises $20K for AIDS research (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Dr. Steven J. Katz, biked 400 miles from Fairbanks to Anchorage, Alaska, and raised $20,000 for the development of an AIDS vaccine.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 4
Scarsdale residents ride for the cure (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Dick Schapiro and Craig Lemle, participated in a 400 mile AIDS Vaccine Ride on September 5-9.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 27

AINSWORTH, LILA
Connie Chan, SHS musicians to perform (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Symphony Orchestra and Chamber Orchestra will perform on May 8 at the High School.), May 4, 2001, p. 11

AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
U.S. should be on receiving end of an apology (letter) (Edward R. Krauss demands an apology from China for a recent, wreckless aeronautical mishap perpetrated by a Chinese pilot.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7

AIRPORTS
Focal Points: How do you think security at airports can be improved? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks locals questions of the day.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 7

AIR TRAVEL
Room to move (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the challenges of modern air travel.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 7
The lowdown on upgrades (editorial) (Arthur Ash's humorous take on the art of obtaining travel upgrades), Oct 19, 2001, p. 7

AKABAS, LEOR (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale signs not welcoming (letter) (Leor Akabas, a Scarsdale third grader, thinks that upon entering Scarsdale Village, signs should include the word "welcome."), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

AKST, ALISA
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 1A-15A

ALAM, NURUL
Human relations council stands ready to help (letter) (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Human Relations works to maintain respect and peaceful relations among members of the community.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6
ALBERT, LOUISE
Louise Albert to speak at woman's club (photo) (Writer and teacher, Louise Albert, will address the Scarsdale Woman's Club Literature Section on November 29.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 21

ALBERT, SAM
Cashier proves honesty still pays (photo) (Cali Laspina, a 16 year old cashier at Stew Leonard's, returns hefty amount of cash to customer Sam Albert of Edgemont.), July 13, 2001, p. 1

ALDERMAN, NANCY
Book group celebrates 10th anniversary (photo) (Scarsdale Public Library's Nancy Zachary recently celebrated the 10th anniversary of her popular book group.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 2

ALDERMAN, PETER CRAIG
Peter Alderman (dies) (photo) (Peter Craig Alderman, a former Scarsdale resident, died on September 11, 2001, at the World Trade Center while attending a business seminar. He was 25.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 20

ALECSON, DEBORAH (AUTHOR)
Many helped in her husband's last months (letter) (Deborah Alecson, widow of recently deceased High School choral director, Lowell Alecson, thanks the Scarsdale community for its help and support.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

Music makes the unbearable bearable (letter) (Deborah Alecson lauds the sustaining quality of music and thanks the community for the June 8 concert in memory of her late husband, Scarsdale High School music teacher Lowell Alecson.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

ALECSON, LOWELL
Alecson enriched families’ lives (letter) (Alice and James Levinson mourn the loss of Scarsdale High School choral director, Lowell Alecson.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

Many helped in her husband's last months (letter) (Deborah Alecson, widow of recently deceased High School choral director, Lowell Alecson, thanks the Scarsdale community for its help and support.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

When, talented teacher shared his soul with us (letter) (Robin Ascher, of the Friends of Music and the Arts in the Scarsdale Schools, mourns the loss of Scarsdale High School choral director, Lowell Alecson.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

Lowell Alecson (Dies) (Beloved Scarsdale High School choral and drama teacher, Lowell Alecson, died on January 28 following an eight month long battle with pancreatic cancer. He was 53.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 14

Music makes the unbearable bearable (letter) (Deborah Alecson lauds the sustaining quality of music and thanks the community for the June 8 concert in memory of her late husband, Scarsdale High School music teacher Lowell Alecson.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

ALECSON, SKYLAR
Music makes the unbearable bearable (letter) (Deborah Alecson lauds the sustaining quality of music and thanks the community for the June 8 concert in memory of her late husband, Scarsdale High School music teacher Lowell Alecson.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

ALLEN, FRANCES
MHA (Mental Health Association) honors volunteers (photo) (In June, the Mental Health Association of Westchester honored 116 community volunteers with a breakfast of recognition.), July 13, 2001, p. 4

ALPERT, DAVID
Greenburgh primary candidates square off on cable TV (photo) (With twelve days to go before Primary elections for two Greenburgh town board seats, candidates debated each other on August 30 on Public Access Channel 71.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1

ALTIERI, CARRIE (AUTHOR)
KBLS (Kids' BASE/Little School) expansion deserves the village's support (letter) (Carrie Altieri supports the proposed basement expansion for Kids' BASE and the Little School.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

ALTRUISM
Worthy causes engage student altruists at high school (photo) (In an awards ceremony on May 1, Scarsdale High School Principal, John Klemme, paid tribute to student altruism.), May 4, 2001, p. 11

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE
Memory Walk was a success (photo) (Three Scarsdale children are shown participating in the September 16 Alzheimer's Association Memory Walk.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 4

AMERICAN
Is America really indivisible? (editorial) (George Latimer reflects on the recent Presidential inauguration and the need for the country as well as the community to accommodate a variety of opinions.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION
Police do not respond to BRP (Bronx River Parkway) accidents (letter) (Terri Brooks reports that if your car breaks down on the Bronx River Parkway, neither the AAA nor the police will respond to calls for help.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 5

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
(Longtime Scarsdale resident, Jeffrey Volk, will be honored by the American Cancer Society at its annual Diamond Gala in May.) (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4

Richie and Tony's excellent adventure (photo) (Scarsdale Police officers, Richard Fatigate and Tony Barreira, raised $14,000 for the American Cancer Society by biking 270 miles to Washington, D.C., for "Cops Against Cancer."), May 18, 2001, p. 1
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY (Continued)
Amy Paulin (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin was honored at the American Cancer Society’s Great American Smokeout for her anti-smoking advocacy work.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 4

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
SHS student government hosts symposium on terrorism (photo) (A team of experts, sponsored by the Scarsdale High School student government, held a symposium with the student body on November 29 on the September 11 attacks and the subsequent war on terrorism.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 11

AMERICAN LEGION
Memorial Day (The Memorial Day parade, sponsored by American Legion Post 52, will be held on May 28.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
Memorial Day ’01: An inclusive celebration (photo) (Scarsdale’s American Legion Post 52 sponsored a lively Memorial Day Parade through the downtown area.), June 1, 2001, p. 3
Board lowers Kids’ BASE lease payments, June 15, 2001, p. 1
Legion makes sure we have flags (letter) (Nelson O. Heyer commends the American Legion for placing American flags throughout the downtown area.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6
Legion builds memorial (The American Legion, Post #52, will be giving away pumpkins in exchange for a donation; proceeds will go toward a memorial in honor of victims of the September 11 World Trade Center attacks.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 4
Pumpkins for Patriots (photo) (American Legion Post #52 in Scarsdale will be giving out pumpkins in front of the HSBC Bank on Popham Road to honor victims of the 9/11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 2
Veterans’ message: Freedom isn’t free; Ceremony speakers link past wars, present challenge (Veterans from American Legion Post 52 gathered at Boniface Circle on November 11 to honor the war dead and the victims of the September 11 attacks.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
Veterans’ message: Freedom isn’t free; Enhanced memorial will include victims of Sept. 11, Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
Veterans’ message: Freedom isn’t free; Ceremony speakers link past wars, present challenge (continued) (Veterans from American Legion Post 52 gathered at Boniface Circle on November 11 to honor the war dead and the victims of the September 11 attacks.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 9
Veterans’ message: Freedom isn’t free; Enhanced memorial will include victims of Sept. 11 (continued), Nov 16, 2001, p. 9

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
ALA (American Library Association) president elected (Maurice J. Freedman, Director of the Westchester Library System, has been elected President of the American Library Association for 2002-03.), May 18, 2001, p. 4

AMES, EUGENIA
From mother to daughter: Legacy of giving strengthens family bond (photo) (The late Luella Slaner and her daughters cooperated in various philanthropic efforts.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 2
From mother to daughter: Legacy of giving strengthens family bond (photo) (continued) (The late Luella Slaner and her daughters cooperated in various philanthropic efforts.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 9

AMIRAPU, AMRIT
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

AMOA, SAM
A street story (Sanitation worker, Sam Amoa, called the police about a rude woman who shoveled cigarette butts onto downtown streets.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1

ANASTAS, MICHAEL
Speakers urge village to go ahead with Christie Garage (photo) (Several dozen Village residents turned out to a meeting on January 18 to urge the Village to proceed with the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1
Christie Place Lot debate continues (At a Town and Village Club meeting on June 7, Village Manager Al Gatta pressed the Village’s support of the proposed indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), June 15, 2001, p. 1
Christie Place: village gets more flack (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 1

ANASTAS, MICHAEL (AUTHOR)
Les showed us how to achieve our goals (letter) (Mike Anastas describes the late Lester Levin as "the wise older brother I always wished I had and the brother who helped me be a better person."), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7
Scarsdale Responsible Citizens group reorganizing (letter) (Michael Anastas, Chairman of Scarsdale Responsible Citizens, announces the reorganization of his group and demands details on plans for future expansion of the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

ANDERSON, KENNETH RICHARD
Diverse third grade shares family stories at Edgewood (photo) (Edgewood School third graders are interviewing older relatives for a history unit on ancestry.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 11

ANDRADE, CHRIS
Waiting for the big one (photo) (Young boys are shown fishing at the Scarsdale Library Pond on a day off from school.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
ANDREASSI, GINA M
Claire D. Leone appointments (photo) (The Claire D. Leone Real Estate Agency welcomes three new agents: Gina M. Andreassi, Terri Geary and Deborah B. Maxwell.), May 18, 2001, p. 4

ANIMAL WELFARE
Abandoned beagle evades rescuers (letter) (Jill R. Mayer accuses the driver of a red Jeep of animal cruelty because he tossed a small beagle out of his car on Artillery Lane in Edgemont the day before a storm; the fate of the dog is unknown.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6

ANTHONY, JASON
Matlilk, Anthony (wed) (photo) (Jessica Matlick and Jason Anthony were wed on September 2, 2001, at Le Chateau in South Salem, New York.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 15

ANTHRAX
Fear of Anthrax spreads: Cipro hoarding creates temporary shortage (Ilene Nechamkin addresses the temporary shortage of Cipro resulting from the current Anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

Fear of Anthrax spreads: fears are real, but is the danger? (Ilene Nechamkin squelches the panic over the possible scarcity of Cipro in the wake of the anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

Precautions (Greenburgh police chief, John Kapica, has advised a number of anti-anthrax precautions for his clerical personnel.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

Fear of Anthrax spreads: Cipro hoarding creates temporary shortage (continued) (Ilene Nechamkin addresses the temporary shortage of Cipro resulting from the current Anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 10

Fear of Anthrax spreads: fears are real, but is the danger? (continued) (Ilene Nechamkin squelches the panic over the possible scarcity of Cipro in the wake of the anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 10

Morale remains high in local post offices (Article discussed measures taken by local Post Offices to reassure the public in light of the recent anthrax scare.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

Doctors should not write unwarranted prescriptions (letter) (Despite the fears brought on by the recent anthrax scare, Dr. Paul R. Weiss cautions physicians against writing excessive antibiotic prescriptions.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

Morale remains high in local post offices (continued) (Article discussed measures taken by local Post Offices to reassure the public in light of the recent anthrax scare.), Oct 28, 2001, p. 8

A home for the advice on anthrax (letter) (Audrey Ronning Topping suggests coating mailbox interiors with bleach to avoid anthrax contamination.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

ANTIARIS, ANNA
Focal Points: How do you feel about the Super Bowl? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks residents how they spend Super Bowl Sunday.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7

ANTIBIOTICS
Fear of Anthrax spreads: Cipro hoarding creates temporary shortage (Ilene Nechamkin addresses the temporary shortage of Cipro resulting from the current Anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

Fear of Anthrax spreads: fears are real, but is the danger? (Ilene Nechamkin squelches the panic over the possible scarcity of Cipro in the wake of the anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

Fear of Anthrax spreads: Cipro hoarding creates temporary shortage (continued) (Ilene Nechamkin addresses the temporary shortage of Cipro resulting from the current Anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 10

Fear of Anthrax spreads: fears are real, but is the danger? (continued) (Ilene Nechamkin squelches the panic over the possible scarcity of Cipro in the wake of the anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 10

Doctors should not write unwarranted prescriptions (letter) (Despite the fears brought on by the recent anthrax scare, Dr. Paul R. Weiss cautions physicians against writing excessive antibiotic prescriptions.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

ANQUINES
'Collectibles' at adult school (photo) (Carol Mencher, owner of Treasure Hunters, will teach a Scarsdale Adult School course on collectibles.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 2

ANTISEMITISM
Bigotry rests in the eyes of the beholder (letter) (Robert M. Kelly refutes charges of anti-Semitism made by Harry Reynolds against John O'Rourke in a letter to the Inquirer on February 23.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6

Peaceful village not immune from slights, slanders (letter) (David Buchen disagrees with Harry Reynolds letter of February 23 accusing letter writer, John F. O'Rourke, of anti-Semitism vis a vis the Andrew McCreary case.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6

Writer's honest questions were not slanders (letter) (John F. O'Rourke defends himself against charges of anti-Semitism leveled by Harry Reynolds in a letter to the Inquirer on February 23.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6

Some good gleaned from painful episode (editorial) (Village historian, Irving Sloan, recounts the painful episode of the 1960 Holly Ball, when a young man was refused entry as an escort because his father was Jewish.), May 4, 2001, p. 15

Scarsdale was his sanctuary (editorial) (Stephen Schnur recalls how his father, a Jewish refugee from Nazi Germany, found a second and more welcoming home in Scarsdale.), May 18, 2001, p. 7
ANTRIM, LUCINDA
(Residents hold a silent vigil at Chase Park on August 4 to commemorate the 1945 bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.) (photo), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6

APARTMENT HOUSES - EASTCHESTER
Is it curtains for the Plaza? Eastchester considers new luxury apartment proposal (photo) (After more than 80 years, the Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater may never reopen and instead may be turned into a luxury apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 1
Is it curtains for the Plaza? Eastchester considers new luxury apartment proposal (continued) (After more than 80 years, the Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater may never reopen and instead may be turned into a luxury apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 9
Traffic on Garth doesn't bode well for development (letter) (In light of the traffic on Garth Road, A. F. Lazzara criticizes the planned construction of a 49 unit apartment dwelling on the site of the recently closed Scarsdale Plaza movie theater.), July 27, 2001, p. 6

APPLE, ANDY
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

APPLE, SAMMY
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

ARANOW, NANCY
Librarians answer questions from cyberspace (photo) (Article describes the Greenburgh Library's new "Cyber Reference" service and profiles the capable librarians providing answers from behind their computers), Jan 5, 2001, p. 3

ARBOR DAY
Dig they must (photo) (Various residents are shown planting a Cleveland Flowering Pear Tree at Village Hall in honor of Arbor Day.), May 4, 2001, p. 9

ARCHAEOLOGISTS
Edgewood School's 'Indiana Jones' comes home (photo) (Archaeologist Michael Callaghan, Edgewood School alumnus, Class of '86, addressed Edgewood School fifth graders about his adventures unearthing a Mayan palace.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 11

ARCHITECTURE
'Monumental' night at Greenacres (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Greenacres School reception topping off the month long artist in resident program about architecture.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9

ARCHITECTURE, DOMESTIC - DESIGNS AND PLANS
Board pans plans for 270 Fox Meadow (At its January 8 meeting, the Board of Architectural Review declined to vote on preliminaries for Peter Savignano's subdivision plans for the property at 270 Fox Meadow Road; board members were outraged by poorly designed drawings.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 2

ARISON, PAMELA
Arison, Patterson (wed) (photo) (Pamela Arison and James Patterson were wed on June 24, 2001, in Ridgefield, Connecticut.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 17

ARIZONA
Snowbirds on the wing (editorial) (Arthur Ash bemoans paying exhorbitantly high Con Edison bills for his empty Scarsdale home while he wintered in Arizona.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 7

ARIN, SAMUEL
Got snow? (photo) (Three photos depict local kids enjoying the aftermath of a snowstorm on December 31, 2000.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 10

ARMSTRONG, NEIL
Astronaut honored (photo) (Neil Armstrong, the first person to walk on the moon in 1969, met Scarsdale resident John Gould at an American Geographical Society reception at the Wings Club in New York City.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 15

ARONOW, JUDITH
(Scarsdale resident and artist, Judy Aronow, has a show of her botanical paintings and drawings at the Gutman Gallery.) (photo), May 18, 2001, p. 26
Natural Inspiration (photo) (Scarsdale resident and artist, Judith Aronow, will display her botanical paintings at the Greenburgh Town Hall.), June 8, 2001, p. 22
Natural Inspiration (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale resident and artist, Judith Aronow, will display her botanical paintings at the Greenburgh Town Hall.), June 8, 2001, p. 28

ARRIGO, MARIE
Make-A-Wish officers (photo) (Marie Arrigo, Steven Yanovsky, Debbie Yaciuk and Fredric Green are the newly elected officers of the Hudson Valley chapter of the Make-A-Wish Foundation.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 4
ARSHAM, MARGERY
Community reaps 'interest' from Bowl honorees' 'investment' (photo) (Eleanor and Robert November, winners of the 2001 Scarsdale Bowl, enjoy an evening in the spotlight on April 26.), May 4, 2001, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36
ART
Fall for Art in the Park with SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) (photo) (On September 15 and 16, the Scarsdale Art Association will display the works of over 40 artists at its annual outdoor art show at Chase Park.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 15
ART, AFRICAN
A personal journey shared; Scarsdale art collector, Lawrence Gussman, donates African art and artifacts to the Neuberger (Museum) (photo), Oct 5, 2001, p. 19
A personal journey shared; Scarsdale art collector, Lawrence Gussman, donates African art and artifacts to the Neuberger (Museum) (photo) (continued), Oct 5, 2001, p. 21
ART - AWARDS
'Best in Show' at SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) awards (photo) (Peter Krusko's watercolor, "Hudson River North of Bear Mountain," won Best in Show from the Scarsdale Art Association.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 17
ART - EXHIBITIONS
Historical society exhibit focuses on Scarsdale (The Scarsdale Historical Society, in cooperation with the Scarsdale Art Association, will present an exhibit titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists.")., Apr 6, 2001, p. 2
Lecture this Sunday at Historical Society (photo) (Anna Richards Brewster's painting, "Brook in Fox Meadow," will be discussed by Jessica Matthews at the Scarsdale Historical Society on May 20.), May 18, 2001, p. 14
(Scarsdale resident and artist, Judy Aronow, has a show of her botanical paintings and drawings at the Gutman Gallery.) (photo), May 18, 2001, p. 26
One hot photo collection to Weber Fine Art (photo) (Weber Fine Art Gallery will display 56 vintage prints from the collection of Michael Mattis and Judy Hochberg.), June 1, 2001, p. 17
Natural Inspiration (photo) (Scarsdale resident and artist, Judith Aronow, will display her botanical paintings at the Greenburgh Town Hall.), June 8, 2001, p. 22
Fall for Art in the Park with SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) (photo) (On September 15 and 16, the Scarsdale Art Association will display the works of over 40 artists at its annual outdoor art show at Chase Park.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 15
Fall for Art in the Park with SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) (photo) (continued) (On September 15 and 16, the Scarsdale Art Association will display the works of over 40 artists at its annual outdoor art show at Chase Park.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 16
Scarsdalian in art show (photo) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Michael Priest, will exhibit his photographs at the annual Armonk outdoor art festival on September 29 and 30.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 15
Father and son collaborate in joint art exhibit (photo) (Arthur and Andrew Mantis collaborated on a photography and mixed media exhibit running from this weekend through October 30 at the Mount Kisco Library.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 19
Father and son collaborate in joint art exhibit (photo) (continued) (Arthur and Andrew Mantis collaborated on a photography and mixed media exhibit running from this weekend through October 30 at the Mount Kisco Library.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 20
Scarsdale artists exhibits (photo) (Helen Pasternak, art teacher at Edgewood Elementary School, will have a solo exhibit of her paintings at the Mamaroneck Artists Guild from October 23- November 10.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 17
Cabrini art exhibit (photo) (Mary Ellen Wallace admires a painting by her son, Phil, on display at the art gallery of the Cabrini Nursing Home in Dobbs Ferry.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 18
ARTHUR MANOR NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
Rain can't keep patriots away (photo) (Pictured are children in costume celebrating the Fourth of July at the annual Arthur Manor Association parade.), July 6, 2001, p. 1
Edgewood marks Fourth with patriotic parade; prizes (photo) (The Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association weathered threatening skies to hold its annual July 4th celebration.), July 6, 2001, p. 3
Where's Rudolph? (photo) (Photo of the Arthur Manor Christmas celebration at Davis Park.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1
ARTISTS
Going going gone: Art portrays Scarsdale of past, present (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society is presenting an exhibition titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists.")., Apr 27, 2001, p. 15
Going going gone: Art portrays Scarsdale of past, present (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Historical Society is presenting an exhibition titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists.")., Apr 27, 2001, p. 16
Natural Inspiration (photo) (Scarsdale resident and artist, Judith Aronow, will display her botanical paintings at the Greenburgh Town Hall.), June 8, 2001, p. 22
Natural Inspiration (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale resident and artist, Judith Aronow, will display her botanical paintings at the Greenburgh Town Hall.), June 8, 2001, p. 28
A time to paint; Scarsdale artist recreates Noah's Ark timeline at Hitchcock Church (photo) (Rose Caras is pictured working on her colorful timeline in the halls of the Hitchcock Church.), July 20, 2001, p. 15
ARTISTS (Continued)
A time to paint; Scarsdale artist recreates Noah's Ark timeline at Hitchcock Church (photo) (continued) (Rose Caras is pictured working on her colorful timeline in the halls of the Hitchcock Church.), July 20, 2001, p. 16
Scarsdale artists join 'Roster' (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Betsy Hooper and Esther Kong have joined the Westchester Arts Council's Artist Roster.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 13
'Best in Show' at SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) awards (photo) (Peter Krukowski's watercolor, "Hudson River North of Bear Mountain," won Best in Show from the Scarsdale Art Association.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 17

ARTUSIO, MARIANNE
SHS student government hosts symposium on terrorism (photo) (A team of experts, sponsored by the Scarsdale High School student government, held a symposium with the student body on November 29 on the September 11 attacks and the subsequent war on terrorism.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 11

ASCHER, ROBIN SADEK
Wind Ensemble puts on All-American show (The Friends of Music and the Arts in the Scarsdale Schools sponsored an "All-American Musical Send-Off" to celebrate the upcoming trip that the Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble will be taking to England.), May 4, 2001, p. 9
Wind Ensemble's trip to England did Scarsdale proud (letter) (Craig P. Sherman, Scarsdale High School Band Director, thanks those who made possible a very successful trip and performances in England by the High School Wind Ensemble.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

ASCHER, ROBIN SADEK (AUTHOR)
Warm, talented teacher shared his soul with us (letter) (Robin Ascher, of the Friends of Music and the Arts in the Scarsdale Schools, mourns the loss of Scarsdale High School choral director, Lowell Alecson.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6
The British are coming to Scarsdale High School Oct. 22 (letter) (Robin Sadek Ascher invites the community to attend concerts at Scarsdale High School on October 21 and 22 performed by Derbyshire's Youth Orchestra.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7
Building boom is affecting quality of life here (editorial) (Robin Sadek Ascher bemoans the construction of massive houses in her formerly charming village.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

ASH, ARTHUR (AUTHOR)
Snowbirds on the wing (editorial) (Arthur Ash bemoans paying exorbitantly high Con Edison bills for his empty High School home while he wintered in Arizona.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 7
The center of attraction (editorial) (Arthur Ash confesses to having fewer aches and pains since trying advanced magnetic technology on various spots of his body.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7
Immortality is for the birds (editorial) (Arthur Ash muses on the losses inherent in old age.), May 25, 2001, p. 7
Around and around we go (editorial) (Arthur Ash applies a dose of humor to the chronic parking shortage in downtown Scarsdale.), June 15, 2001, p. 7
Christmas is coming! (editorial) (Arthur Ash discusses his holiday gift giving philosophy.), July 13, 2001, p. 7
The ways and whys of appliance cookery (editorial) (Arthur Ash writes with tongue in cheek about using household appliances - other than ovens - for food preparation.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 7
The lowdown on upgrades (editorial) (Arthur Ash's humorous take on the art of obtaining travel upgrades), Oct 19, 2001, p. 7
'Twas the night before New Year's: 2001 in review (A poem by Arthur Ash reflecting back on the high and low points of 2001), Dec 28, 2001, p. 6

ASHANY, DALIT (AUTHOR)
Parents: obey traffic regulations (letter) (Various authors commend Carole Tunic for her January 19 letter to the Inquirer, which highlighted unsafe conditions on Chesterfield Road at the Fox Meadow School.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

ASIANS - UNITED STATES
Photographer thanks library for exhibit (letter) (Esther Lo thanks all the people who made the Asian Heritage Month photography exhibit at the Greenburgh Library a success.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

ASSAULT AND BATTERY
Man charged in stabbing of health worker (A 32 year old home health care worker was stabbed repeatedly at her employer's Elm Road home by her boyfriend, Almamy-Mamah Timite.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1

ASSISTED LIVING
See CONGREGATE HOUSING

ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
Harry Reynolds (Scarsdale resident Harry Reynolds has been appointed to the Professional Discipline Committee of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 4
ASTRONAUTS
Astronaut honored (photo) (Neil Armstrong, the first person to walk on the moon in 1969, met Scarsdale resident John Gould at an American Geographical Society reception at the Wings Club in New York City.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 15
Astronaut urges girls to reach for the stars (photo) (Writer and space enthusiast, Marianne Dyson, addressed Girl Scouts and their leaders on April 2 about the role of women in the space program.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 3

ATHLETES
Focal Points: Do you think professional athletes are worth the salaries they are paid? (Subjects respond the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: Does the off-court behavior of a professional athlete affect your loyalty to his or her team? (photo)
(Inquiring photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions to residents and locals.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7
SHS (Scarsdale High School) athletes honored (photo) (Three Scarsdale High School athletes and their coaches were honored June 6 at Con Edison's 50th annual scholar athlete awards dinner.), June 15, 2001, p. 21

ATHLETIC FIELDS
Greenburgh to hold meeting on need for more fields (letter) (Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul J. Fain, invites readers to attend a meeting on March 12 relating to the need for more athletic fields in Greenburgh.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 7
Please leave Drake Field Park as it is! (letter) (Dr. Jeffrey E. Escher requests that, with little open space in Scarsdale, Drake Field should be left as it is.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6
Drake Field is not Drake Park by another name (photo) (Neighbors of Drake Park vehemently oppose the proposal to turn a portion of the Park into playing fields.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1
Parents: instill respect for the environment (letter) (Jeffery A. Spitzer urges parents to clean up litter on playing fields following games.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8
Village does not need another soccer field (letter) (Richard Schechner's open letter to the Scarsdale Village Board is against construction of a soccer field on Drake Park property.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8
Drake Field is not Drake Park by another name (continued) (Neighbors of Drake Park vehemently oppose the proposal to turn a portion of the Park into playing fields.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 10
To Scarsdale, with pride (Todd Sliss suggests that the anonymous playing field at the Scarsdale Middle School be named after long time Scarsdale Middle School physical education teacher, Penny Salling.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 21

Native American festival at Weinberg (photo), Jan 5, 2001, p. 2

Focal Points: Do you think professional athletes are worth the salaries they are paid? (photo)
Focal Points: Does the off-court behavior of a professional athlete affect your loyalty to his or her team? (photo)
Subjects respond the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 7

ATOMIC BOMB VICTIMS
(Residents hold a silent vigil at Chase Park on August 4 to commemorate the 1945 bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.), (photo), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6

AUDUBON SOCIETIES - SCARSDALE
Audubon field trip (The Scarsdale Audubon Society will go bird watching on Montauk Point on January 14, 2001; John Moyle and Doug Bloom will lead the expedition.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 2
Scarsdale Audubon Society continues vigilance on environmental issues (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9
Nature American festival at Weinberg (photo) (The Scarsdale Audubon Society and the Weinberg Nature Center presented the Native American Heritage Festival on May 20 at the Nature Center.), May 18, 2001, p. 2
Seeking Ken and Nora Uyeda (Ken Uyeda, a former Fox Meadow teacher and Scarsdale Audubon President, is honored in the May/June issue of the Audubon magazine according to Jane Bedichcek.), May 18, 2001, p. 11
Honored by Audubon (photo) (Esther Enrich and Marjorie Spiro were honored by the Scarsdale Audubon Society for their enduring commitment to environmental protection and education.), July 6, 2001, p. 4
Night creatures featured (photo) (The Weinberg Nature Center will offer a "Halloween Bat Owl Prowl," on October 27.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 2
Scarsdale Audubon to hold Christmas bird count (photo) (On December 23, the Scarsdale Audubon Society will once again hold its annual Christmas bird count.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 2
AUERBACH, HELEN
(Residents hold a silent vigil at Chase Park on August 4 to commemorate the 1945 bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.) (photo), Aug 10, 2001, p. 5

AUGARTEN, DEBBIE
PRC (Parks and Recreation Council) opens meeting, Scarsdalians stay at home (Not a single resident showed up for last month's open meeting of the Parks and Recreation Council.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 3


AURICHO, JOSEPH
Focal Points: How useful do you find TV as a news source? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions passers by about newsworthy issues.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 7

AUTHORS
Ode to the 60's: Local author writes a love song disguised as a love story (photo) (Scarsdale author, Stephanie Gerlier, has recently published an evocative ode to the sixties titled "Jimmy's Girl."). Jan 19, 2001, p. 25

Authors wow elementary students (photo) (Authors Paula Danziger and David Wisniewski wowed attentive parents at the Fox Meadow School.) Jan 26, 2001, p. 4

Authors are coming (Two writers with Scarsdale connections will speak at the Scarsdale Public Library over the next two months: David Kessler, former head of the Food and Drug Administration, and Frank Rich, New York Times columnist.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1

Former FDA (Food and Drug Administration) chief writes a thrilling memoir (photo) (David Kessler, former resident and former Commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration, will speak at the Scarsdale Public Library on March 29 about his book, "A Question of Intent."). Mar 23, 2001, p. 3

Talkin' baseball: local author redefines baseball's records (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Douglas Lyons, and his brother, Jeffrey, have co-authored a book on baseball called, "Curveballs and Screwballs."). Apr 13, 2001, p. 20

Frank Rich: home was a horror, theater a haven (photo) (Author and theater critic, Frank Rich, will discuss his new book, "Ghost Light," at the Scarsdale Library on April 29.). Apr 27, 2001, p. 3

Frank Rich: home was a horror, theater a haven (continued) (Author and theater critic, Frank Rich, will discuss his new book, "Ghost Light," at the Scarsdale Library on April 29.). Apr 27, 2001, p. 4

Young Writer's Conference continues wonderful tradition (letter) (Catherine C. Souther, President of the Scarsdale PT Council, thanks the organizers and participants involved in the fifth annual Young Writers Conference, held at the High School on April 21.). Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

5th Young Writers' Conference celebrates communication (Over 460 third, fourth and fifth graders attended 41 workshops at the fifth annual Young Writers' Conference on April 21.). Apr 27, 2001, p. 11

And the winner is... (photo) (Charles Seife, author of "Zero: the Biography of a Dangerous Idea," has won the Penn/Martha Albrand 2001 Award for first nonfiction.). June 8, 2001, p. 4


New parents' guide to life after high school (photo) (Scarsdale native, Joel Epstein, has written a book titled, "A Parent's Guide to Sex, Drugs and Flunking Out: Answers to the Questions Your College Student Doesn't Want You to Ask."). Aug 24, 2001, p. 3

Author grapples with the loss of her homeland (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Gillian Katz, has written a book of reflections about her childhood in South Africa titled, "Witness to the Birth and Death of My Country."). Sep 7, 2001, p. 3

The producer: Brian Brown takes a look at TV with new novel (photo) (Scarsdale author, Stephanie Gerlier, has recently published an evocative ode to the sixties titled "Jimmy's Girl."). Jan 19, 2001, p. 25

The producer: Brian Brown takes a look at TV with new novel (continued) (Scarsdale author, Stephanie Gerlier, has recently published an evocative ode to the sixties titled "Jimmy's Girl."). Jan 19, 2001, p. 25

AUTHOR DRIVING
Parents are not exempt from rules (letter) (Carole Tunick writes that parents who refuse to obey traffic regulations are directly responsible for safety issues at the Fox Meadow School.). Jan 19, 2001, p. 6

Parents: obey traffic regulations (letter) (Various authors commend Carole Tunick for her January 19 letter to the Inquirer, which highlighted unsafe conditions on Chesterfield Road at the Fox Meadow School.). Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

At Greenacres, selfish parents outnumber the considerate (letter) (Gerrie Jaffe urges greater cooperation from Greenacres parents in adhering to drop off and pick up rules at the elementary school.). Feb 9, 2001, p. 7

How to make the Bronx River Parkway safer for all (letter) (Seth A. Halpem suggests raising the Bronx River Parkway speed limit to 50 mph and installing cameras to catch those speeding over 60 mph.). Feb 9, 2001, p. 7

Shut up and drive (editorial) (The Inquirer heartily supports the ban on cellphone use while driving.). Apr 20, 2001, p. 6

Focal Points: Do you think the high price of gasoline has altered people's driving habits? (photo) (Question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, to passers by), May 18, 2001, p. 7
AUTOMOBILE DRIVING (Continued)

Cell-phone ban is the right thing (letter) (Seth Halpern congratulates the State Legislature for banning the use of hand held cellular phones by drivers.), July 6, 2001, p. 6

More action, less talk (editorial) (Marc Wollin writes that hands free speaking on a cell phone while driving is still a dangerous distraction.), July 6, 2001, p. 7

Licensing story was a ‘punch in the gut’ to teens (letter) (Daniel Hemel comments on David Naylor’s June 22 letter on proposed graduated licensing restrictions.), July 13, 2001, p. 9

Focal Points: How do you feel about suggested Legislation that would place a minimum miles-per-gallon limit on car engines? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the community.), July 27, 2001, p. 7

Restore bygone charm: ban the automobile (letter) (Dr. Mervyn L. Goldstein’s tongue in cheek letter suggests that automobiles in downtown Scarsdale be replaced with horse drawn carriages.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6

AUTOMOBILE PARKING

Village will get tougher on parking near schools (The Village will step up enforcement of parking restrictions on side streets near elementary schools announced Village Manager Alfred Gatta at a meeting of Trustees on December 28, 2000.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

Village will get tougher on parking near schools (continued) (The Village will step up enforcement of parking restrictions on side streets near elementary schools announced Village Manager Alfred Gatta at a meeting of Trustees on December 28, 2000.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 9

Christie Place lot (Anne Weisberg announced a public meeting on January 18 concerning the proposed Christie Place parking lot.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

Christie Place Garage proposal invites confrontation (letter) (Richard Henry Behr is firmly against a parking garage on Christie Place; he describes alternatives to the construction of a multi-level parking facility in the Village.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6

Speakers urge village to go ahead with Christie Garage (photo) (Several dozen Village residents turned out to a meeting on January 18 to urge the Village to proceed with the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1

Speakers urge village to go ahead with Christie Garage (photo) (continued) (Several dozen Village residents turned out to a meeting on January 18 to urge the Village to proceed with the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Jan 28, 2001, p. 1

Attractiveness of new downtown garage is important (letter) (Boine Johnson supports the construction of the new Christie Place garage and urges that it be attractive, unlike the thirty year old Freightway Parking construction.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

Police create atmosphere of alienation, confrontation (letter) (John R. Wisdom criticizes the Scarsdale Police for ticketing him because he left his car parked for thirty seconds in front of the Greenacres School while he picked up his child.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

Village should reduce parking need, not accommodate it (letter) (David Buchen suggests ways of reducing the need for cars in the Village Center, thus alleviating congestion.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

Employees should use Christie Garage; shoppers won’t (letter) (Lynette Wilson, Scarsdale resident for sixty years, feels that shoppers will be resistant to parking at the new Christie Place Garage.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7

Garage won’t improve Christie Place (editorial) (Abbott Stillman, member of the Advisory Committee on Downtown Development, opposes anything other than a very modest parking facility at Christie Place.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 7

Scarsdale Responsible Citizens group reorganizing (letter) (Michael Anastas, Chairman of Scarsdale Responsible Citizens, announces the reorganization of his group and demands details on plans for future expansion of the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

Surface parking is what we need (letter) (Jennie Schlesinger supports the idea of surface parking rather than construction of an additional parking garage and thus she recommends voting for anti-parking garage advocate, Bob Harrison.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

Vote for Harrison, a candidate who opposes new garage (letter) (Toni Tiberi urges residents to vote for Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village trustee, because he is the only one running who opposed the construction of a new downtown garage.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

Save consultant fees, read the Inquirer (editorial) (Irving Sloan urges Village Trustees to read Abbott Stillman’s recent op-ed article, “Garage Won’t Improve Christie Place.”), Mar 9, 2001, p. 7

Christie Place lot proposal unveiled (The Village released the plans for the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage and police substation at Christie Place.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

Christie Place lot proposal unveiled (continued) (Illustration) (The Village released the plans for the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage and police substation at Christie Place.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 10

Parking alternatives (Opponents to the Christie Place parking structure pitched an alternative proposal for increased Village center parking.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

Garage would jeopardize Chateaux quality of life (letter) (Janet W. Dubin, a Scarsdale Chateaux resident, is concerned that the proposed parking structure on Christie Place will adversely affect her quality of life.), May 4, 2001, p. 6
OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) promotes parking structure alternative (photo) (The Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association sponsored an alternative design to the proposed Christie Place parking facility.), May 11, 2001, p. 3

Parking proposal not supported by Chateaux owners (letter) (Alan Eckstein writes that the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Chateaux Owners Corporation agreed unanimously not to support the proposed parking garage on Christie Place.), May 11, 2001, p. 6

Trustees Mull Christie Place Garage (The Village Center Committee held an open meeting on May 14 to discuss the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage at Christie Place.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

Desman proposal is out of character with village center (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer urges the Village Board to seek less costly and less intrusive solutions to the downtown parking problem.), May 18, 2001, p. 6

Christie Place parking garage would pose safety hazards (letter) (Anne Mylon suggests that the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility would pose a hazard to children and pedestrians.), May 25, 2001, p. 6

Neighborhood association wants alternative to garage (letter) (Elaine Taylor-Gordon suggests alternatives to the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), May 25, 2001, p. 6

OSNA's 'green master plan' would help solve parking (letter) (The Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association objects strenuously to the proposed Christie Place indoor garage as described in the Desman Report.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

Desman proposal will destroy Scarsdale as we know it (letter) (John and Adriana Dillon of Scarsdale Chateaux argue that the construction of a 420 car indoor garage at Christie Place will forever ruin the parklike quality of the Village.), June 8, 2001, p. 6

Garage isn't needed, says OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) (The Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association objects strenuously to the proposed Christie Place indoor garage as described in the Desman Report.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

OSNA's 'green master plan' would help solve parking (letter) (Bruce Wells of the Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association, offers 'greener' alternatives to the downtown parking problem.), June 8, 2001, p. 6

Christie Place Lot debate continues (At a Town and Village Club meeting on June 7, Village Manager Al Gatta pressed the Village's support of the proposed indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), June 15, 2001, p. 1

A parking garage doesn't belong on Christie Place (letter) (Gerry Whifelder, a long time Quaker Ridge resident, is opposed to the creation of an indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

Christie Place: village gets more flack (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 1

Christie Place: village gets more flack (continued) (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 8

Parking survey: More employees use metered spaces (A survey taken by the Scarsdale Inquirer indicates that employees of Village businesses exceed Village estimates in terms of parking spaces utilized.), June 7, 2001, p. 1

The common good (editorial) (Contrary to the stance of the Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association, the Inquirer agrees that parking spaces are needed east of the Scarsdale railroad tracks.), July 6, 2001, p. 6

Parking survey: More employees use metered spaces (continued) (A survey taken by the Scarsdale Inquirer indicates that employees of Village businesses exceed Village estimates in terms of parking spaces utilized.), July 7, 2001, p. 13

Christie options (A Village Center Committee meeting on July 17 will present options for the Christie Place parking facility and four alternatives to create additional off street parking.), July 13, 2001, p. 1

Build a 3-story parking garage on Scarsdale Avenue (letter) (John M. Dillon suggests that a three story parking facility be built on Scarsdale Avenue rather than at the proposed Christie Place location.), July 13, 2001, p. 6

Christie Garage anathema to village-in-a-park ideal (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer responds to the July 6 editorial in the Inquirer titled, "The Common Good.").), July 13, 2001, p. 6

Don't indulge 'trivial desires' for parking (letter) (Anne Hintermeister writes that a multilevel parking structure does not belong in the backyard of any Village resident.), July 13, 2001, p. 6

Last chance to speak (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to voice their opinions to the Village Board on the parking crisis in the downtown area.), July 13, 2001, p. 6
AUTOMOBILE PARKING (Continued)
Put garage on hold while seeking alternatives (letter) (Gerry Uhfelder suggests putting the idea of a downtown parking garage on hold until all alternative ideas have been examined and exhausted.), July 13, 2001, p. 6
Real trick is how to free up spaces in village core (letter) (David Buchen suggests that the Inquirer was "serving its own table" by supporting the proposed Christie Place Garage in its July 7 editorial.), July 13, 2001, p. 6
Put long-term parking on Freightway (editorial) (Simon Breines writes that there should be no building construction at Christie Place.), July 13, 2001, p. 7
Some trustees reject Christie garage proposal, July 20, 2001, p. 1
Parking problem is chronic, more study required (letter) (Dr. Myron Schoenfeld opines that the parking problem in the downtown Village area is not new and does not call for urgent, irrevocable action.), July 20, 2001, p. 6
Some trustees reject Christie garage proposal (continued), July 20, 2001, p. 8
Parking rates up (Parking rates are being increased on July 30 for the Hartsdale Public Parking District.), July 27, 2001, p. 1
OSNA parking study was professional, not amateur (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer questions the methodology of the Desman report in determining the feasibility of constructing a multi-level parking facility at Christie Place.), July 27, 2001, p. 6
Vibrant downtown keeps property values high (letter) (Carole Tunick takes issue with Village Trustee Joseph Zock's proposal for 25 minute meters in the center of town.), July 27, 2001, p. 6
Sign of Summer (photo) (Downtown area is the scene of hardhats and backhoes as a landscaped island and mid-block U-turn are constructed on East Parkway), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
Unhandicapped take advantage of reserved spaces in pool parking lot (letter) (Beth Weiler addresses the issue of able bodied residents abusing the handicapped parking privilege at the Scarsdale pool.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 6
Downtown does not need more retail, garage (editorial) (Irving Sloan does not think the Village needs more retail stores along with the additional parking they would require.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7
Planning's not the problem, deciding is (editorial) (Jeanne Richman suggests that it is time to just accept the results of the expensive parking plan studies for the Christie Place/Robison Property.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7
Eliminating some parking could ease Garth jams (letter) (John R. Byers suggests limiting parking on Garth Road from the exit road from Freightway to 7-Eleven as a way of relieving congestion.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6
Past studies show parking need (Three Village Board trustees voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place parking lot at a Village Center Committee meeting on July 17.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
Past studies show parking need (continued) (Three Village Board trustees voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place parking lot at a Village Center Committee meeting on July 17.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 2
The village issue is not parking, it's esthetics (letter) (Joel Binn encourages the construction of a level surface parking area rather than a multi level parking facility.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6
Plenty of Parking (photo) (Photo of East Parkway at 7 am on the last week of summer vacation shows ample parking places), Sep 7, 2001, p. 13
Keep charming stone garage on Christie Place (letter) (Vincent Mastellone urges the Village Board to keep the existing stone parking structure as part of the plan for Christie Place.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6
WP (White Plains) garage closed (Due to heightened security concerns since the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the underground parking facility serving the courthouses and the library has been closed indefinitely.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
Which meter goes with which space? (letter) (David Rothberg bemoans the confusing positioning of the parking meters in the downtown area.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6
Free holiday parking (The Village of Scarsdale will provide two hours of free parking in the downtown area from December 8-10 and December 22-25), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1
Disability-only spaces should not be used by others (letter) (James Michels criticizes nondisabled drivers who park at the spots for disabled patrons on the New Rochelle side of the Golden Horseshoe shopping mall.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6
Resident's recommendations would benefit busy intersection (letter) (Garth Road resident, Barry Kramer, feels that traffic congestion at the intersection of Garth and Popham Roads intensified following the Village's widening of the sidewalk in front of 7-Eleven.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7
Free holiday parking (The Village of Scarsdale will provide two hours of free parking in the downtown area from December 22-25), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1
Garage reopens (Library patrons who present photo ID and a White Plains library card may park in the recently reopened White Plains Library Garage.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1

AUTOMOBILES
Drive, he/she said (editorial) (Marc Wollin, who drives a Dodge Durango, indulges in new car dreams for Spring.), May 18, 2001, p. 7
Watch your car (The Scarsdale Police Department will hold its third annual "Watch Your Car" program at the Crossway Firehouse on June 9.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

AUTOMOBILES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Focal Points: How do you feel about possible legislation concerning SUVs? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the community.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 7
AUTOMOBILES - LICENSES
Licensing story was a 'punch in the gut' to teens (letter) (Daniel Hemel comments on David Naylor's June 22 letter on proposed graduated licensing restrictions.), July 13, 2001, p. 9

AUTOMOBILES - TOWING
Police do not respond to BRP (Bronx River Parkway) accidents (letter) (Terri Brooks reports that if your car breaks down on the Bronx River Parkway, neither the AAA nor the police will respond to calls for help.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

AUTOMOBILE THEFT
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 19

AUTUMN
On your mark, get set ... for fall (editorial) (Fredda Nightingale reflects on the rites of passage of Autumn, including sending her youngest child away to college.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 7

Fall Fashion 2001: A special section (supplement) (photo), Sep 21, 2001, pp. 15 – 28

(Kuniko Katz wins top prize from arts council (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Kuniko Katz, won the Westchester Arts Council's Tradition Bearers Award.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4

(Awards and Promotions - Dr. William Frishman (photo) (Cardiologist and Scarsdale resident, Dr. William Frishman, has been elected to the highest level of membership by the American College of Physicians-American Society of Internal Medicine.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 4

Tennis pro honored (photo) (Steve Cobb, head tennis pro at the Scarsdale Golf Club, has been named Coach of the Year by the Eastern Section of the professional tennis registry of the USTA.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 22

Inquirer wins 6 firsts (The Scarsdale Inquirer won 15 awards in the New York Press Association Better Newspaper Contest, including six first place awards.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

Awards and Promotions (photo) (Dr. Marcus Reidenberg received the Alumnus of the Year Award from the Temple University School of Medicine.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4

Awards and Promotions (photo) (Town Judge J. Radley Herold was elected President of the Westchester County Bar Association at its annual meeting on March 26.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4

Kids win prizes in rec programs (Article announces winners of two programs sponsored by the Scarsdale Recreation Department: the safety poster and egg painting contests.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4

Kuniko Katz wins top prize from arts council (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Kuniko Katz, won the Westchester Arts Council's Tradition Bearers Award.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 3

Awards and Promotions: Amy Stern (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Amy Stern, was presented with the Verizon Excellence Gold Award, the most prestigious form of recognition given to a Verizon employee.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

Awards and Promotions: Scott Newman, M.D. (Scarsdale resident, plastic surgeon Dr. Scott Newman, will receive the best scientific exhibit award from the American Society of Aesthetic Plastic Surgery and the Aesthetic Society Education & Research Foundation.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

Clarion awards (The Association for Women in Communications presented Clarion awards to Scarsdale residents Roberta Hershenson, Joe Lawrence and Andrea Lublinski.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4
AWARDS (Continued)

Ellen Lawton (Real estate agent, Ellen Lawton of Coldwell Banker Doernberg in Scarsdale, was honored at the 2000 awards celebration held at the Neuberger Museum of Art.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

Peacemaker award (photo) (Actor Ossie Davis will accept the Yitzhak Rabin Peacemaker Award on May 2 at the New Rochelle City Hall.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 8

Goulds to be honored by SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) (photo) (Diana and Chet Gould will be the honorees at the Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service’s annual fundraiser, Gourmet Galaxy, on May 10.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 21

Abbe Raven (Abbe Raven of Scarsdale has won the 2001 Distinguished Alumni Award from the University of Buffalo for her work as General Manager of the History Channel.), May 4, 2001, p. 4

Paul Harris Fellow (photo) (President Joseph Damin of the Scarsdale Rotary Club is shown receiving the Paul Harris Fellow Award on April 18.), May 4, 2001, p. 4

Worthy causes engage student altruists at high school (photo) (In an awards ceremony on May 1, Scarsdale High School Principal, John Klemme, paid tribute to student altruism.), May 4, 2001, p. 11

New to Merritt (photo) (Mimi Papantonio joins Merritt Associates, a real estate agency, in Scarsdale.), May 25, 2001, p. 4

Many are honored at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

Ascher Katz (photo) (Ascher Katz installed as Commander of White Plains Post 191 of the Jewish War Veterans of the United States), June 1, 2001, p. 4

SCORE chapter of the year (photo) (Leonard Gugick wins National SCORE Chapter of the Year Award on behalf of the Westchester Chapter of SCORE, Counselors to America’s Small Business), June 1, 2001, p. 4

SMS teachers win prestigious ComputerWorld award (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School teachers, Ken Holvig and Andy Verboys, received an award from ComputerWorld magazine for the creation of their 'Middle School News Center.'), June 1, 2001, p. 11

'Actress's actress' from Greenacres wins Helen Hayes award (photo) (Greenacres resident and actress, Alice Cannon, received the Helen Hayes Award for her performance as Aunt Julia in James Joyce's 'The Dead' at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D. C.), June 1, 2001, p. 17

Biltman named president of n'atf (national) engineers group (photo) (Howard N. Biltman, former Scarsdale Deputy Mayor, has been selected President elect for 2001-02 of the National Society of Professional Engineers.), June 8, 2001, p. 4

Service award (photo) (Mara Bonfeld was honored for her volunteer work at the Crohn's & Colitis Foundation's anniversary luncheon on May 5.), June 8, 2001, p. 4

Slaners and Larkins are FSW's (Family Service of Westchester's) 'Family of the Year' (photo) (Luella Slaner, John and Deborah Slaner Larkin and Margaret Slaner Larkin will receive the Family Service of Westchester's 'Family of Year Award' on June 14.), June 8, 2001, p. 4

And the winner is... (photo) (Charles Seife, author of "Zero: the Biography of a Dangerous Idea," has won the Penn/Martha Albrand 2001 Award for nonfiction.), June 8, 2001, p. 4

2001 Minerva Award (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Bradley Brehm, has won the 2001 Minerva Award from the State University of New York at Potsdam.), June 15, 2001, p. 4

Scarsdale grad earns ultimate Frisbee honor (Lindsay Thompson Goldsmith, Scarsdale High School graduate and recent graduate from Swarthmore College, won the Callahan Trophy - college Frisbee's ultimate honor.), June 15, 2001, p. 17

Scarsdale grad earns ultimate Frisbee honor (photo) (continued) (Lindsay Thompson Goldsmith, Scarsdale High School graduate and recent graduate from Swarthmore College, won the Callahan Trophy - college Frisbee's ultimate honor.), June 15, 2001, p. 21

SHS (Scarsdale High School) athletes honored (photo) (Three Scarsdale High School athletes and their coaches were honored June 6 at Con Edison's 50th annual scholar athlete awards dinner.), June 15, 2001, p. 21

Waller P. Stern (photo) (Walter P. Stern was awarded the Hudson Institute Medal of Honor for Outstanding Leadership.), June 29, 2001, p. 4

Awards (Rita Golden and Jackie Irwin won awards for leadership and commitment from the Westchester-Putnam School Boards Association.), June 29, 2001, p. 9

Dr. Richard E. Lane (Scarsdale resident, Dr. Richard E. Lane, will receive the Professional Service Award at the 40th anniversary celebration dinner of the Mount St. Ursula Speech Center for Communication and Learning.), July 6, 2001, p. 4

Honor by Audubon (photo) (Esther Enrich and Marjorie Spiro were honored by the Scarsdale Audubon Society for their enduring commitment to environmental protection and education.), July 6, 2001, p. 4

Yoko Masunaga (photo) (Yoko Masunaga, Boy Scout Troop 80 treasurer, was awarded the 2001 John Rossi plaque.), July 6, 2001, p. 4

Ernest Collazo (Scarsdale resident, Ernest Collazo, has been elected to the New York Committee and the Board of Directors of Community Funds, Inc.), July 13, 2001, p. 4

Evelyn Stock (photo) (Evelyn Stock of Scarsdale was honored by the Westchester Community College Foundation at its 27th Medallion Awards Dinner.), July 13, 2001, p. 4
AWARDS (Continued)

Steven Binder (Photo) (Scarsdale resident, Steven Binder, has been named Senior Vice President, Publisher, of Golf Digest Magazine.), July 13, 2001, p. 4

40 years of service (photo) (Dr. Gary Raizes is pictured presenting his colleague, Dr. Marvin Lipman, with a trophy in honor of his fortieth anniversary with the Scarsdale Medical Group.), July 20, 2001, p. 4

Bonnie Allen Gottlieb (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Bonnie Allen Gottlieb, has been chosen capital campaign coordinator for the Ronald McDonald House of Long Island.), July 20, 2001, p. 4

Dr. Phillip Calenda (photo) (Dr. Phillip Calenda of Scarsdale received the American Medical Association’s Physician Recognition Award for his outstanding efforts in medical education.), July 20, 2001, p. 4

Kathleen McDonough (photo) (Ambac Insurance Corporation has awarded Kathleen McDonough the Irish America’s Wall Street Top 50 Award.), July 20, 2001, p. 4

Leonard Tanzer (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Leonard Tanzer, has been chosen to serve on the board of the Visiting Nurse Services in Westchester.), July 20, 2001, p. 4

Leslie Schwartz (Scarsdale resident, Leslie Schwartz, was honored by the Brain Injury Association of New York for her efforts to prevent head injuries in children in the Bronx.), July 20, 2001, p. 4

Eileen Chisari (photo) (Eileen Chisari of Edgemont appointed new administrator of St. Mary’s Rehabilitation Center in Ossining.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 4

Gilbert Botvin, Ph.D. (photo) (Dr. Gilbert Botvin has been elected the President of the Society for Prevention Research.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 4

Howard Givner (photo) (Scarsdale resident Howard Givner’s short story, “The Meeting,” won third place in Westchester Wag’s short story competition.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 4

James Boyle (photo) (Scarsdale resident, James Boyle, was recently inducted into the Manhattan College chapter of Delta Mu Delta, the national honor society for business students.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 4

Randy Stevens (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Dr. Randy Stevens, has been appointed director of radiation oncology at the White Plains Hospital’s Dickstein Cancer Treatment Center.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 4

Her own patron: If award-winning poet Ann Cefola follows her designs, the days of struggling artists may be on the way out (photo) (Ann Cefola’s poem “Express” wins the Robert Penn Warren Award for free verse poetry), Aug 31, 2001, p. 13

Her own patron: If award-winning poet Ann Cefola follows her designs, the days of struggling artists may be on the way out (photo) (continued) (Ann Cefola’s poem “Express” wins the Robert Penn Warren Award for free verse poetry), Aug 31, 2001, p. 14

Make-A-Wish officers (photo) (Marie Arriga, Steven Yanovsky, Debbie Yaciuk and Fredric Green are the newly elected officers of the Hudson Valley chapter of the Make-A-Wish Foundation.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 4

Claire D. Leone (photo) (Roseann Ciand has joined the Claire D. Leone real estate office as a new sales associate.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 4

Ruderman honored (photo) (Judge Terry Jane Ruderman of Scarsdale was honored by the Pace University School of Law on November 8.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4

Amy Paulin (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin was honored at the American Cancer Society’s Great American Smokeout for her anti-smoking advocacy work.), Nov 18, 2001, p. 4

Douglas McClintock (Scarsdale resident, Douglas McClintock, will chair the Executive Board of Family Service of Westchester.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 4

Irving Sloan to receive teen center award, Nov 16, 2001, p. 4

Accepting scouting award hypocritically (letter) (Roger Brandwein accuses the former mayor of Scarsdale of hypocrisy for accepting a scouting award and then railing against the organization’s homophobic tenets.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7

St. Agnes Hospital to honor Scarsdale couple (photo) (Dr. Ludovit and Maria Sevcik will be honored by the Auxiliary of St. Agnes Hospital and Children’s Rehabilitation Center on December 1.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 21

Ellis, Newburger honored (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Dr. Amy Newburger and Ellie Ellis were honored by the Institute of Applied Human Dynamics-St. Jude Habilitation Institute.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

JCC president, board elected (photo) (The JCC of Mid-Westchester elected a new board for a one-year term; Nancy Raizen is President and Ellen Lazarus is Chairman.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

Teen center brunch to honor Irving Sloan (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, will receive the first Visions of Community award at a fundraiser brunch on December 2 to benefit the Scarsdale Teen Center, Out of Bounds.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 31

Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center’s first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

David Spiegelman (Scarsdale resident, David Spiegelman, has been named senior executive vice president of domestic TV distribution and marketing for New Line Television.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 4

Leslie Louise Rogers (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Leslie Louise Rogers, has been named president of Telecapital Solutions, Inc.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 4

Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center’s first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9
AWARDS (Continued)

Thanks to many for teen center brunch (letter) (Michelle Abelson thanks the community for the great turnout for the Scarsdale Teen Center's Visions of Community Award presentation and brunch.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7

Scarsdalians honored at benefit (photo) (Denise Rothberg and Kim Meyers were presented with awards at the Center for Preventive Psychiatry's annual dinner held on November 15.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 27

Christopher Taylor (Scarsdale resident, Christopher Taylor, has been elected Chairman of the New York Business Development Corporation's board of directors.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 4

Jerry Massone receives White Hat Award (photo) (Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 3 presented its annual White Hat Award for excellence to Jerry Massone.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 4

Miriam Levitt-Flisser (photo) (Dr. Miriam Levitt-Flisser, Director of Pediatrics at Lawrence Hospital, has been elected President of the Medical Board.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 4

AXELROD, MATTHEW

Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (continued), July 13, 2001, p. 12

AZERAD, DORIN

Celebrating the miracle (photo) (Children are shown lighting the Hanukkah menorah at Shaarei Tikvah Hebrew School.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1

BABY BOOM GENERATION

Ode to the 60's: Local author writes a love song disguised as a love story (photo) (Scarsdale author, Stephanie Gertler, has recently published an evocative ode to the sixties titled "Jimmy's Girl."). Jan 19, 2001, p. 25

BABYSITTING

Ready for work (photo) (Sixteen middle school students completed the babysitting and first aid course offered by the Scarsdale Recreation and Fire Departments.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 4

BACATAN, SEBASTIAN

St. Pius X (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students who graduated from the St. Pius X School on June 15.), June 29, 2001, p. 25A

BACKPACKS

Back to school means back to backpacks (photo) (Article discusses health risks associated with students carrying around heavy backpacks.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 3

BADURSKI, CHARLES

(Charles Badurski watches over the Scarsdale Pool while lifeguard Josh Falkowitz grabs a nap.) (photo), Aug 31, 2001, p. 6

BAGLIEBTER, LYNN (AUTHOR)

Need is greater this year for college scholarships (letter) (Lila Stillman and Lynn Bagliebter thank the community for their contributions to the Scarsdale High School PTA Scholarship Fund.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7

BAILEY, C LLOYD

C. Lloyd Bailey (Dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, C. Lloyd Bailey, died on January 23 at his home at the Foulkeways Retirement Community in Gwynedd, Pennsylvania. He was 82.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 14

BAILEY, DANIELA

Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

Senior Options: There's always a catch (photo) (Various Scarsdale High School students describe their Senior Options projects.), June 29, 2001, p. 3

BAILEY, DANIELA (AUTHOR)

STEP raffle raised $1,000 for program (letter) (STEP Club co-Presidents, Andrew Wachtenheim and Daniela Bailey, thank the merchants who made possible a very successful fundraising raffle on March 8.), June 1, 2001, p. 6

BAIONE, DON

Tuesday with Don: A reporter's afternoon with the mystery biker (photo), Oct 19, 2001, p. 19

Tuesday with Don: A reporter's afternoon with the mystery biker (photo) (continued), Oct 19, 2001, p. 24

BAKERS AND BAKERIES

New Garth bakers learn secrets of an old master (photo) (Green Island Bakery has opened on Garth Road; its offerings include traditional fare as well as Asian delicacies.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 4

BALDWIN, SUSAN

SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 3

BALL, JUSTIN

'Crazy for You' (photo) (The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre's production of the hit musical, "Crazy for You," will open on August 2.), July 20, 2001, p. 16

'Crazy for You' shapes up to be another hit for Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo) ("Crazy for You' opened last night to rave reviews.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 13

'Crazy for You' (photo) (The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre's production of the hit musical, "Crazy for You," will continue it's second week on August 10 and 11.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
BALL, LINDA (AUTHOR)
CST (Cancer Support Team) is grateful for support of Emily and Jim Lasser (letter) (Linda Ball of the Cancer Support Team thanks Emily and Jim Lasser for fundraising on behalf of cancer related charities through the sale of their "Been There, Done That" pin.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

BALLAN, FRANCINE
Greenacres book jacket parade (photo) (Greenacres first grader, Jack Lyons, is shown holding the banner at the head of the Greenacres annual Read-Aloud "book jacket parade."), June 1, 2001, p. 11
Board considers early foreign language study (The benefits of foreign language instruction for elementary school students were discussed at the December 10 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1

BALLEN, FRANCINE
'Monumental' night at Greenacres (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Greenacres School at a reception topping off the month long artist in resident program about architecture.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9

BALLETT
Dancing with the pros; Scarsdale Ballet Students rise to a challenge (photo) (Students from the Scarsdale Ballet Studio performed on March 23 and 24 at the dance theater lab of SUNY Purchase.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 31

BALLISTIC MISSILES
Should we still worry about ballistic missiles? (photo) (Richard Garwin addressed the Scarsdale League of Women Voters on the relevancy of ballistic missiles as a defense against terrorism.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 9

BALLS (DANCES)
Some good gleaned from painful episode (editorial) (Village historian, Irving Sloan, recounts the painful episode of the 1960 Holly Ball, when a young man was refused entry as an escort because his father was Jewish.), May 4, 2001, p. 15

BANDES, HERBERT
Focal Points: Are you interested in the upcoming Academy Awards? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses an interesting question to his subjects.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 7

BANDLER, DAVE
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held its fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28

BANDS (MUSIC)
Introducing a new band: Basket Full of Puppies (editorial) (Marc Wollin describes the challenges of the heavy metal band with the unfortunate moniker, "Anthrax."), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7

BANERJEE, DEBRA
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2

BANERJEE, DEBRA (AUTHOR)
How to get along in India's sunny clime (editorial) (Debra Banerjee gives travelers to India, particularly Bill Clinton, tips on mastering travel in India.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7

BANG, CHRISTINE
10 awards for debaters (The Scarsdale High School Speech and Debate Team took home ten awards from the New York State Championships; held on April 28 and 29.), May 11, 2001, p. 12

BANGA, KIRSTEN
Focal Points: How do you feel about the Super Bowl? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks residents how they spend Super Bowl Sunday.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7

BANKART, BEV
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held its fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 3

BANKS, ELIZABETH
Banks, Crouch (engaged) (photo) (Elizabeth Banks and Woodrow Crouch are engaged.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 16

BANKS AND BANKING
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34
Graham Broyd (photo) (The Royal Bank of Scotland has appointed Graham Broyd as its new head of financial markets for North America.), June 29, 2001, p. 4
BANKSTON, ARCHIE
Archie Bankston (Scarsdale resident, Archie Bankston, received the corporate award at the Second Annual Dr. Jerome Holland "Power of Humanity" Dinner.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 4

BANNER, MARCIA
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

BANNER, MARCIA (AUTHOR)
Vote for Citizens Party candidates on Row B (letter) (Marcia Banner urges Scarsdale residents to vote Row B, Citizens Party, at the Mayoral and Village Board elections on March 20.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

BAPTISTE, GERARD
Firefighters participated in memorial (letter) (Burton and Helaine Fendelman thank the Scarsdale Fire Department for attending the memorial service for their son's friend, a fire fighter who perished at the World Trade Center on 9/11.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

BARNOW, MIKE
(The Westchester Puma Track Club finished third in the 15K Women's Master Team Run.) (photo), Apr 6, 2001, p. 36

BART, JACK
Focal Points: Snow affects people differently. Is your view of snow positive or negative? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the public.), June 15, 2001, p. 7

BARROW, HELEN (AUTHOR)
Inquirer coverage of field issue 'evenhanded' (letter) (Helen Barlow thanks the Inquirer for its ongoing, objective coverage of the proposed expansion at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

BARTLETT, DEDE
Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims (The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

BARREIRA, TONY
Richie and Tony's excellent adventure (photo) (Scarsdale Police officers, Richard Fatigate and Tony Barreira, raised $14,000 for the American Cancer Society by biking 270 miles to Washington, D.C., for "Cops Against Cancer.")., May 18, 2001, p. 1

BARREIRA, TONY (continued)
(Scarsdale Police officers are shown with gifts collected in their Toys for Tots drive.) (photo), Dec 21, 2001, p. 5

BARRINEAU, SARA
Toss up: 2d place finish sparks Scarsdale cheerleaders (photo), Dec 7, 2001, p. 27

BARROS, DANA
Hobish realizes his dream in summer camp (photo) (Rick Hobish and Deb Berman, founders of Camp Starfish, which focuses on children with emotional and developmental issues, are shown being honored by the Boston Celtics on November 26, 2000.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 3

BART, JACK
Focal Points: Snow affects people differently. Is your view of snow positive or negative? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions subjects on their reactions to snow.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 7

BARTLETT, DEDE
Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims (The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

BARTON, GABI
Focal Points: Snow affects people differently. Is your view of snow positive or negative? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions subjects on their reactions to snow.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 7

BARTON, LAUREN MICHELLE
Barton, Fink (wed) (photo) (Lauren Michelle Barton and Daniel Fink were wed on August 4, 2001, at Tappan Hill in Tarrytown.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 13
BARTON, WES
Steppin' out (photo) (Scarsdale High School students are pictured dressed up for their June 23 prom at the Roosevelt Hotel in Manhattan.), June 29, 2001, p. 13

BASEBALL
Little League throws 1st pitch of new year (Registration for Scarsdale Little League will take place on January 20 and 27; if it remains to be seen if the conflicts from the previous season have been resolved.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
Little League throws 1st pitch of new year (photo) (continued) (Registration for Scarsdale Little League will take place on January 20 and 27; if it remains to be seen if the conflicts from the previous season have been resolved.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 9
LL (Little League) registration (Little League registration was cancelled on January 20 due to a snowstorm; new registration days will run from January 27-February 1.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale Little League fosters enthusiasm for baseball (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19A
Awards & Promotions (photo) (Orthopedic surgeon and Scarsdale resident, Dr. Andrew Rokito, has been named physician for the New York Mets baseball team.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 4
Blitz pitched in with enthusiasm (letter) (Dr. Herbert M. Wyman mourns the death of Alan Blitz, who was ubiquitous at High School baseball games and many other local events.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6
Talkin' baseball; local author redefines baseball's records (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Douglas Lyons, and his brother, Jeffrey, have co-authored a book on baseball called, "Curveballs and Screwballs."), Apr 13, 2001, p. 20
Local businessmen hit home run with Last Licks (photo) (Baseball great Yogi Berra is shown signing a baseball for young John Recupero at Last Licks ice cream shop in the Golden Horseshoe.), May 4, 2001, p. 25
Local businessmen hit home run with Last Licks (photo) (continued) (Baseball great Yogi Berra is shown signing a baseball for young John Recupero at Last Licks ice cream shop in the Golden Horseshoe.), May 4, 2001, p. 28
 Ahead of the game; Scarsdale resident Brian Cashman has helped rebuild a sports dynasty (photo) (Brian Cashman, General Manager of the Yankees, has resided in Scarsdale since 1999.), May 18, 2001, p. 17
 Ahead of the game; Scarsdale resident Brian Cashman has helped rebuild a sports dynasty (photo) (continued) (Brian Cashman, General Manager of the Yankees, has resided in Scarsdale since 1999.), May 18, 2001, p. 23
 From the Booth: Scarsdale resident Ed Coleman makes the call (photo) (Profile of Greenacres resident, Ed Coleman, who is the WFAN sports commentator for the New York Mets Baseball team.), May 25, 2001, p. 22
 Little League meeting (The Scarsdale Little League will vote on its constitution on June 6.), June 1, 2001, p. 1
 Dr. Met: Dr. Andrew Rokito heads up the medical care of the New York Mets (photo). June 1, 2001, p. 20
 Dr. Met: Dr. Andrew Rokito heads up the medical care of the New York Mets (photo) (continued), June 1, 2001, p. 25
 Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34
 Scout Day at Shea (photo) (Members of Scarsdale Cub Scout packs 60 and 440 were part of the color guard at Shea Stadium on June 24, which was Scout Jamboree Day.), July 6, 2001, p. 4

BASKETBALL
Battle at the boards (photo) (Photo shows Scarsdale High School's Mike Detmer getting a shot over Edgemont seniors Rich Cohen and Matt Bernstein in the 3rd annual match up of the teams.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1
It's time to show appreciation for 2 who gave so much (letter) (Scarsdale High School Junior, Jessica Conte, sings the praises of High School basketball coaches, Luke Vaccaro and Larry Holten, and invites the community to a dinner in their honor on May 9.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6
Community honors local basketball coaches (photo) (Almost 450 people attended a benefit held May 9 at the Lake Isle Country Club to honor the late basketball coach, Larry Holten, and his friend and current basketball coach, Luke Vaccaro.), May 25, 2001, p. 24
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) lecture salutes local luminaries (photo) (NBA commissioner, David J. Stern, a Scarsdale resident, will discuss "The NBA Today, Tomorrow and the Year 2010," at a TVCC lecture at the Scarsdale Public Library on September 25.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 2
David Stern: NBA inside stuff with the man who knows best (photo) (National Basketball Commissioner and Scarsdale resident, David Stern, addressed the community on September 25.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 3
David Stern: NBA inside stuff with the man who knows best (photo) (continued) (National Basketball Commissioner and Scarsdale resident, David Stern, spoke at the Scarsdale Library on September 25.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 11
Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 15
Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22
The dotted line: Conte signs letter of intent for Holy Cross (photo), Nov 23, 2001, p. 27
In recreation sports, it's who your parents are that counts (letter) (Barry Cohen decryes the favoritism exhibited by parents in choosing athletes for the "A" teams in Recreation Department sponsored sports.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6
BASKETBALL (Continued)
In retirement, Jack Kaminer continues to focus on his workshop (photo) *(Jack Kaminer retired from his basketball coaching position at Scarsdale High School and is taking his Focus Workshop on the road.)*, Dec 14, 2001, p. 34
In retirement, Jack Kaminer continues to focus on his workshop (continued) *(Jack Kaminer retired from his basketball coaching position at Scarsdale High School and is taking his Focus Workshop on the road.)*, Dec 14, 2001, p. 38
Beyond basketball: Boys' coaches bring communities together for annual character builder (photo), Dec 21, 2001, p. 26

BASKIN, SEAN
All was fair in Scarsdale (photo) *(The Scarsdale Historical Society and the Scarsdale Library both held fairs on September 8.)*, Sep 14, 2001, p. 3

BASS, STEVE
In stunning upset, GB Dems pick Sheehan (photo) *(Francis Sheehan, a persistent critic of the Feiner administration in Greenburgh, came in second in a three way Democratic contest for two seats on the Town Board.)*, June 1, 2001, p. 1

BASSETT, WILLIAM
State admonishes Scarsdale schools *(A letter from the New York State Education Department accused the district of not trying hard enough to end the boycott of state mandated eighth grade standardized tests.)*, Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

BASSOFF, ALLISON
Quaker Ridge - Moving Up (photo) *(Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Quaker Ridge School on June 19; the theme of the day was "End of Year Memories.")*, June 29, 2001, p. 23A

BASU, NEIL
Got snow? (photo) *(Three photos depict local kids enjoying the aftermath of a snowstorm on December 31, 2000.)*, Jan 5, 2001, p. 10

BASU, TARA
Got snow? (photo) *(Three photos depict local kids enjoying the aftermath of a snowstorm on December 31, 2000.)*, Jan 5, 2001, p. 10

BATCHelor, KEN
Rec superintendent says good-bye to a busy career (photo) *(Ken Batchelor is retiring as Scarsdale Parks and Recreation Superintendent after 28 years of service.)*, May 25, 2001, p. 1
Rec superintendent says good-bye to a busy career (photo) (continued) *(Ken Batchelor is retiring as Scarsdale Parks and Recreation Superintendent after 28 years of service.)*, May 25, 2001, p. 6

BATCHelor, KEN (AUTHOR)
Retiring recreation supervisor requests gifts to consortium (letter) *(Retiring Scarsdale Recreation Department Supervisor, Ken Batchelor, asks that in lieu of gifts, donations be made to the scholarship fund of the South East Consortium for Special Services.)*, May 25, 2001, p. 7

BATHER, ADAM
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34
Way cool! (photo) *(Matt Capone is shown catching a breeze in front of a fan prior to his graduation on June 22 from Scarsdale High School.)*, June 29, 2001, p. 1

BATHER, BARBARA
Young Writer's Conference continues wonderful tradition (letter) *(Catherine C. Souther, President of the Scarsdale PT Council, thanks the organizers and participants involved in the fifth annual Young Writers Conference, held at the High School on April 21.)*, Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

BATTISToni, TOM
New members (photo) *(Two new members have been welcomed into Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company 3: Isaac Schinazi and Tom Battistoni.)*, Apr 6, 2001, p. 4

BAUER, SHERYLEEE F (AUTHOR)
Enthusiastic support for re-election of Feiner team (letter) *(Sherylee F. Bauer enthusiastically supports the re-election of Timmy Weinberg and Diana Juettner for Greenburgh Town Board.)*, Sep 7, 2001, p. 12

BAUERSFELD, PENNY
Focal Points: Do you think the high price of gasoline has altered people's driving habits? (photo) *(Question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, to passers by.)*, May 18, 2001, p. 7

BAUMGARTNER, MARK
Focal Points: In view of recent tragic events, do you view 2002 with pessimism or optimism? (editorial) (photo) *(Ira N. Toff poses timely questions to passers by.)*, Dec 28, 2001, p. 7

BAXTER, RHONDA
*(Rhonda Baxter's photograph of "snowy symmetry" in Chase Park)*, Jan 5, 2001, p. 6
BAXTER, RHONDA  (Continued)
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo)
(Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2

BAYLOR, RENEE
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 3

BEACH, ARTHUR
(Pictured is a painting by Arthur Beach titled "Ramsey Farm.") (photo), Apr 6, 2001, p. 2

BECK, JON
Love of the game unites father and son (photo) (Scarsdale High School freshman, Jon Beck, called on his father, network news sportscaster Bruce Beck, to help him do color commentary on a JV Girls Lacrosse game for Scarsdale Schools Cable Channel 72.), May 4, 2001, p. 3

BECKER, ISABEL
Merritt holds open house (photo) (Merritt Associates Inc. held a seminar on March 4 to discuss local home selling requirements; some participants are pictured.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4

BEDICHEK, JANE
Seeking Ken and Nora Uyeda (Ken Uyeda, a former Fox Meadow teacher and Scarsdale Audubon President, is honored in the May/June issue of the Audubon magazine according to Jane Bedichek.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

BEDICH, JANE
Friends' hold nature walk at Harwood Pond (Led by Jan Bedichek, the Friends of Scarsdale Parks is offering a nature walk around the Harwood Pond at the Scarsdale Library on October 20.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 2

BEGG, MELISSA (AUTHOR)
Kids' Base needs village's help to reach full potential (letter) (Melissa Begg asks that Scarsdale Village recognize the need for additional private investments for the much needed renovation of the facility of Kids' Base/Little School.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6

BEHR, RICHARD HENRY
Speakers urge village to go ahead with Christie Garage (photo) (continued) (Several dozen Village residents turned out to a meeting on January 18 to urge the Village to proceed with the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 8

BEHNEN, PAUL
Focal Points: Do you think the computer has changed people's behavior? (photo) (Roving photographer Ira N. Toff questions locals about newsworthy issues.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 7

BEHR, RICHARD HENRY
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the recent incident involving a Little League baseball team? (photo) (Roving photographer Ira N. Toff questions locals about newsworthy issues.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 8

OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) promotes parking structure alternative (photo) (The Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association sponsored an alternative design to the proposed Christie Place parking facility.), May 11, 2001, p. 3

Garage isn't needed, says OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) (The Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association objects strenuously to the proposed Christie Place indoor garage as described in the Desman Report.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

Christie Place: village gets more flack (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 1
BEHR, RICHARD HENRY (Continued)
The common good (editorial) (Contrary to the stance of the Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association, the inquirer agrees that parking spaces are needed east of the Scarsdale railroad tracks.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
Moratorium dropped; no action on FAR cap (illustration) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously voted down a proposed 90 day moratorium on some Scarsdale Village construction.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 18

BEHR, RICHARD HENRY (AUTHOR)
Christie Place Garage proposal invites confrontation (letter) (Richard Henry Behr is firmly against a parking garage on Christie Place; he describes alternatives to the construction of a multi-level parking facility in the Village.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
How about free limo service for all? (letter) (Richard Henry Behr sardonically suggests that instead of a costly new garage at Christie Place, the money would be better spent providing free limo service for residents!), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

BEIZER, MORDECHAI (AUTHOR)
How to browse the Web at warp speed (part 1) (photo) (Mordechai Beizer writes about installing high speed DSL lines for surfing the internet.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 11
Browsing the World Wide Web at warp speed, part II (This is the second of three articles about setting up a shared high-speed internet connection in your home.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 4

BELDENGREEN, GILBERT (DR)
Focal Points: What do you think of the Supreme Court decision permitting tobacco ads near schools? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, asks passers by pertinent questions of the day.), Jul 6, 2001, p. 7

BELDENGREEN, JOYCE
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

BELL, JANET
Scarsdalians rejoice over Ikea withdrawal (Swedish retail giant, IKEA, announced on January 31 that it would not be building a super-store in the City Park area of New Rochelle.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1
Leaf site relocation sparks debate (There is a controversial proposal afoot to relocate the Scarsdale leaf transfer station from Crossway to the public works facility at Ramsey Road.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

BELL, LARRY
Athletic report (Larry Bell, Recreation Chairman of the Town and Village Civic Club, delivered a report on youth athletic programs at the Club’s meeting on February 8.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (continued) (The proposed expansion of the small soccer field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28

BELL, LAURA
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District’s 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

BELL, MARY
Focal Points: How do you feel about proposed changes in the immigration laws for Mexicans? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the community.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 7

BELLANTONI, ORAZIO
270 Fox Meadow on hold until Wednesday (Westchester County Supreme Court Judge Orazio Bellantoni issued a temporary restraining order forbidding demolition and “staying any further proceedings” at 270 Fox Meadow Road until August 22.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1

BELLINO, STEPHANIE
6% tax hike draws ire in Greenburgh (If passed on December 12, the proposed 2002 Greenburgh Town budget would result in a tax increase of 6.02 percent.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

BELLIS, JEFF
Boy Scouts hike strenuous trek ‘32’ in Colorado (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale joined with other troops to hike strenuous trek No. 32 at Philmont Scout Ranch in Colorado.), July 27, 2001, p. 4

BELLSEY, RUTH
Associates honored (photo) (Top Coldwell Banker sales associates for the fourth quarter were recently honored at a breakfast in Mount Kisco: Robin Servidio, Rena Herz, Simone Englander, Barbara Clamer, Ruth Bellsey, Claire Civetta, Ellen Donat, Eve Weinstein and Anita Weiss.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4

BENCH, CRAIG MARKHAM
Cleverley, Bench (photo) (Craig Markham Bench and Amanda Jane Cleverley were wed December 14, 2000, at the Salt Lake Temple of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Salt Lake City, Utah.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 13
**BENCH, MARK**

Woman's club launches village tercentennial celebration (photo) *(The Scarsdale Woman's Club kicked off the celebration of Scarsdale's 300th birthday with a coffee reception on January 6.)*, Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

Birthday wishes (editorial) *(The Inquirer reflects on Scarsdale's illustrious past and exciting future on the occasion of its 300th year; various celebrations will mark the anniversary of the Village.)*, Jan 12, 2001, p. 6

**BERDOV, BARBARA**

Woman's club launches village tercentennial celebration (photo) *(The Scarsdale Woman's Club kicked off the celebration of Scarsdale's 300th birthday with a coffee reception on January 6.)*, Jan 12, 2001, p. 9

Scarsdale Woman's Club builds foundation (photo) *(Progress Edition)*, Jan 26, 2001, p. 7A

**BERGER, PAM**

Save our Scarsdale, speakers implore village *(Four out of five speakers at the Scarsdale Village Board meeting on February 27 protested Village wide tear downs and subdivisions.)*, Mar 2, 2001, p. 1

Village board meeting summary: Chesterfield Road stays 2-way, Mar 16, 2001, p. 1

Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) *(Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.)*, Mar 23, 2001, p. 1

Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) *(Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.)*, Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

**BERGER, GREG**

Village board meeting summary: Trustees mull allowing sidewalk cafes in village (continued) *(Police Officer Matthew Miraglia and Ambulance Corps paramedic, Greg Berger, were given the Life Saving Award by the Village Board.)*, May 11, 2001, p. 9

**BERGER, LESLIE**

Joint concert *(The combined string orchestras of Scarsdale and Mamaroneck High Schools will perform with world famous conductor, Yakov Bergman, on March 9 at the Mamaroneck High School.)*, Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

**BERKOVITS, LESLIE**

8th-grade state tests boycott seems likely *(An overwhelming majority of Scarsdale Middle School parents support a boycott of the state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.)*, Apr 20, 2001, p. 1

**BERKOVITS, LESLIE**

Stop (State Tests Opposed by Parents) in national spotlight *(STOP gained the attention of nationwide news media when it announced its boycott of State mandated standardized tests for Scarsdale Middle School eighth graders.)*, Apr 20, 2001, p. 1

**BERKOVITS, LESLIE**

Save our Scarsdale, speakers implore village *(Four out of five speakers at the Scarsdale Village Board meeting on February 27 protested Village wide tear downs and subdivisions.)*, Mar 2, 2001, p. 1

Village board meeting summary: Chesterfield Road stays 2-way, Mar 16, 2001, p. 1

Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) *(Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.)*, Mar 23, 2001, p. 1

Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) *(Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.)*, Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) *(Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.)*, Jun 8, 2001, p. 34

The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) *(The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.)*, Oct 5, 2001, p. 14

Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) *(Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center's first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.)*, Dec 7, 2001, p. 9

**BENEVERTO, TOM**

Maroon and White Winter Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 24

**BERDOW, BARBARA**

Prudential walks to fight cancer (photo) *(Scarsdale residents participated in the annual Avon Breast Cancer three day walk to raise money to help defeat breast cancer.)*, Nov 2, 2001, p. 4

**BERGEN, BARRY**

Beyond basketball: Boys' coaches bring communities together for annual character builder (photo), Dec 21, 2001, p. 26

**BERGER, GREG**

Village board meeting summary: Trustees mull allowing sidewalk cafes in village (continued) *(Police Officer Matthew Miraglia and Ambulance Corps paramedic, Greg Berger, were given the Life Saving Award by the Village Board.)*, May 11, 2001, p. 9

**BERGER, PAM**

Shockwaves; Witnesses recount horror of terrorist attack on New York (photo) *(Account of the terrorist attacks that destroyed the twin towers of the World Trade Center on September 11.)*, Sep 14, 2001, p. 19

**BERGMAN, JOAN BEHRENS**

Hoff-Barthelson honors Wadsworth (photo) *(On May 19, the Hoff-Barthelson Music School hosted "Dawn at Dusk," a recital featuring renowned soprano Dawn Upshaw.)*, Jun 15, 2001, p. 4

**BERGMAN, YAKOV**

Joint concert *(The combined string orchestras of Scarsdale and Mamaroneck High Schools will perform with world famous conductor, Yakov Bergman, on March 9 at the Mamaroneck High School.)*, Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

**BERKELEY, BETH EHRICH**

Young Writer's Conference continues wonderful tradition (letter) *(Catherine C. Souther, President of the Scarsdale PT Council, thanks the organizers and participants involved in the fifth annual Young Writers Conference, held at the High School on April 21.)*, Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

**BERKOVITS, LESLIE**

8th-grade state tests boycott seems likely *(An overwhelming majority of Scarsdale Middle School parents support a boycott of the state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.)*, Apr 20, 2001, p. 1

**BERKOVITS, LESLIE**

Stop (State Tests Opposed by Parents) in national spotlight *(STOP gained the attention of nationwide news media when it announced its boycott of State mandated standardized tests for Scarsdale Middle School eighth graders.)*, Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
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BERKOVITS, LESLIE (Continued)
8th-grade state tests boycott seems likely (continued) (An overwhelming majority of Scarsdale Middle School parents support a boycott of the state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 10
STOP (State Tests Opposed by Parents) in national spotlight (continued) (STOP gained the attention of nationwide news media when it announced its boycott of State mandated standardized tests for Scarsdale Middle School eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15
STOP explains test boycott for parents (Parents of Scarsdale eighth graders met at Village Hall on April 23 to learn how to boycott five state-mandated standardized tests scheduled to begin May 3.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1
STOP explains test boycott for parents (continued) (Parents of Scarsdale eighth graders met at Village Hall on April 23 to learn how to boycott five state-mandated standardized tests scheduled to begin May 3.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 4
Testing issues (The parent led boycott of state-mandated tests for eighth graders continued on May 1 and May 2.), May 11, 2001, p. 1
Power Lunch (photo) (The new and outgoing PT Council gathered at the Heathcote School on May 15 for its annual luncheon.), May 18, 2001, p. 11
State admonishes Scarsdale schools (continued) (A letter from the New York State Education Department accused the District of not trying hard enough to end the boycott of state mandated eighth grade standardized tests.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 11

BERKOWITZ, MARK
Beyond basketball: Boys’ coaches bring communities together for annual character builder (photo), Dec 21, 2001, p. 26

BERLIN, BRIAN
(Photograph of a chilly opening day at the Scarsdale Pool.) (photo), June 1, 2001, p. 6

BERLSTEIN, ANN
You don't need a farm...to host a Fresh Air kid (photo) (Three host families met their Fresh Air kids at the Scarsdale train station on July 6.), July 13, 2001, p. 1
You don't need a farm...to host a Fresh Air kid (photo) (continued) (Three host families met their Fresh Air kids at the Scarsdale train station on July 6.), July 13, 2001, p. 9

BERMAN, BARBARA
Focal Points: What effect would it have on your lifestyle if your computer had to go out for repair? (photo) (Roving photographer Ira N. Taff poses questions to residents.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

BERMAN, DEB
Hobish realizes his dream in summer camp (photo) (Rick Hobish and Deb Berman, founders of Camp Starfish, which focuses on children with emotional and developmental issues, are shown being honored by the Boston Celtics on November 26, 2000.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 3

BERMAN, ERIC
All fun and games (photo) (Photo montage of fun activities at the Scarsdale Recreation Department’s day camps.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 3

BERMAN, GREG
Focal Points: What effect would it have on your lifestyle if your computer had to go out for repair? (photo) (Roving photographer Ira N. Toff poses questions to residents.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

BERNARD, ANDREA
Focal Points: How do you feel about the advertising of prescription drugs in the various media (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to community members.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 7

BERNARD, KAIA
(Photograph of Kaia Bernard and her brother, Paul, as she stops to pick a flower while walking along a wall on Crane Road.) (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 6

BERNARD, PAUL
(Photograph of Kaia Bernard and her brother, Paul, as she stops to pick a flower while walking along a wall on Crane Road.) (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 6

BERNEO, THERESA
St. Plus X (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students who graduated from the St. Plus X School on June 15.), June 29, 2001, p. 25A

BERNSTEIN, ELLIOT
Neighbor seeks injunction against FM teardown (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane filed an Article 78 proceeding in State Supreme Court, Westchester County, enjoining the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 10
Demolition of 270 Fox Meadow on hold (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane obtained a temporary restraining order against the Board of Architectural Review and the Scarsdale Village Board to halt the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 1, 2001, p. 1
Demolition of 270 Fox Meadow on hold (continued) (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane obtained a temporary restraining order against the Board of Architectural Review and the Scarsdale Village Board to halt the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 1, 2001, p. 9
BERNSTEIN, ELLIOT (Continued)
270 Fox Meadow given reprieve by Supreme Court (Westchester County Judge, John LaCava, has halted demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road indefinitely.), June 8, 2001, p. 1
Goliath Stumbles (editorial) (The Inquirer acknowledges the efforts of Elliot Bernstein and the Supreme Court of Westchester County for keeping the bulldozers at bay at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 8, 2001, p. 6
270 Fox Meadow given reprieve by Supreme Court (continued) (photo) (Westchester County Judge, John LaCava, has halted demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road indefinitely.), June 8, 2001, p. 10
Preparations OK (The Westchester County Supreme Court ruled on June 11 that pre-demolition preparations may proceed for the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 1
Village fills in blanks on 270 Fox Meadow (Village Attorney, Wayne Esannason, explains the trustee's unanimous decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 1
Village's decision on teardown is a disgrace (editorial) (Irving Sloan takes issue with the Village Board's decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 6
Village fills in blanks on 270 Fox Meadow (continued) (Village Attorney, Wayne Esannason, explains the trustee's unanimous decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 9
270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (Judge John LaCava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees' May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 1
270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (continued) (Judge John LaCava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees' May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 8
Discussing the decision (Following a directive from the Westchester County Supreme Court, the Scarsdale Village Board is reconsidering its decision to allow the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), July 27, 2001, p. 1
Neighbor seeks new injunction on teardown (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane has asked the Supreme Court of Westchester for a week long delay in the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
270 Fox Meadow Road still in court (Still no word from Westchester County Supreme Court about Elliot Bernstein's request to halt the wrecking ball aimed at 270 Fox Meadow Road), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
270 Fox Meadow Road still in court (continued) (Still no word from Westchester County Supreme Court about Elliot Bernstein's request to halt the wrecking ball aimed at 270 Fox Meadow Road), Aug 10, 2001, p. 8
270 Fox Meadow on hold until Wednesday (Westchester County Supreme Court Judge Orazio Bellantoni issued a temporary restraining order forbidding demolition and "staying any further proceedings" at 270 Fox Meadow Road until August 22.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
'T270' continues to elude demolition (The house at 270 Fox Meadow Road has been spared demolition for yet another week; the hearing on the house has been adjourned until August 29.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1
'T270' continues to elude demolition (continued) (The house at 270 Fox Meadow Road has been spared demolition for yet another week; the hearing on the house has been adjourned until August 29.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 9
270 pending in State Supreme Court (The temporary restraining order prohibiting the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road remains in effect.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
270 pending in State Supreme Court (continued) (The temporary restraining order prohibiting the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road remains in effect.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 8
Trustees should be ashamed of record on 270 (letter) (Sol Kuttner thanks Elliot Bernstein for his legal efforts to halt the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
Still standing (The Appellate Division, Second Department Court will postpone demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road while it reviews the case brought by Elliot Bernstein.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1
The battle is over: 270 Fox Meadow likely to fall soon (The long courtroom battle to save 270 Fox Meadow Road from the wrecker's ball has failed as the result of a September 25 decision by the four judge panel of the Appellate Division, Second Department.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
Focus on prevention (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that 270 Fox Meadow Road activists should now invest their energies in helping to formulate new zoning laws and to influencing the floor area ratio cap for new houses in the Village.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6
The battle is over: 270 Fox Meadow likely to fall soon (continued) (The long courtroom battle to save 270 Fox Meadow Road from the wrecker's ball has failed as the result of a September 25 decision by the four judge panel of the Appellate Division, Second Department.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 10
Irresponsible litigation is a worse peril than poor taste (letter) (Rona Robinson cautions against excessive litigation and frivolous lawsuits, as in the case of the protracted dispute over the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6
BERNSTEIN, ELLIOT (AUTHOR)
Neighbors don't support tear down (letter) (Elliot Bernstein corrects a misquote of his in the January 26 Inquirer pertaining to the possible tear down at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7
Trustees are making secret decisions on 270 Fox Meadow (letter) (Elliot Bernstein recaps the controversy over the proposed demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), July 13, 2001, p. 7
BERNSTEIN, MATT
Battle at the boards (photo) (Photo shows Scarsdale High School's Mike Detmer getting a shot over Edgemont seniors Rich Cohen and Matt Bernstein in the 3rd annual match up of the teams.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1

BERNSTEIN, PAMELA
Librarians answer questions from cyberspace (photo) (Article describes the Greenburgh Library's new "Cyber Reference" service and profiles the capable librarians providing answers from behind their computers), Jan 5, 2001, p. 3

BERRA, YOGI
Local businessmen hit home run with Last Licks (photo) (Baseball great Yogi Berra is shown signing a baseball for young John Recupero at Last Licks ice cream shop in the Golden Horseshoe.), May 4, 2001, p. 25
Local businessmen hit home run with Last Licks (photo) (continued) (Baseball great Yogi Berra is shown signing a baseball for young John Recupero at Last Licks ice cream shop in the Golden Horseshoe.), May 4, 2001, p. 28

BERRY, DAVID
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

BESEN, CLAIRE
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

BETHEL, PHIL
Teens care (photo) (Nine eighth graders and three staff members from Scarsdale Middle School participated in the Americas Homefront America program on May 5.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

BETHEL, FLORENCE
Club News - Woman's club (photo) (George and Carl Newlin will discuss their grandparents, Florence and Frank Bethell, at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on May 10.), May 4, 2001, p. 22

BETHEL, FRANK
Club News - Woman's club (photo) (George and Carl Newlin will discuss their grandparents, Florence and Frank Bethell, at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on May 10.), May 4, 2001, p. 22

BEVERIDGE, MIRIAM
Junior League projects reflect commitment to education (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7A

BEY, ALAN
10 nominators elected: Heathcote run-off set (Eleven members of the Citizens Nominating Committee were elected on November 14.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

BI, RUOSHANG
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 19

BICKNELL, JUDY (AUTHOR)
Consensus builders are needed on the village board (letter) (Neil and Judy Bicknell urge their friends and fellow residents to cast their ballots on March 20 for the Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates, Row B.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

BICKNELL, NEIL
3 candidates tapped for village board (photo) (The Citizen's Committee has nominated Peter Strauss of Greenacres and incumbent trustees Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock to run for Village Trustee in the March 20 Village Election.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

BICKNELL, NEIL (AUTHOR)
Consensus builders are needed on the village board (letter) (Neil and Judy Bicknell urge their friends and fellow residents to cast their ballots on March 20 for the Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates, Row B.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

BIEGELSTEIN, KEN
Incumbents easily take county seats (photo) (Redistricting may have motivated incumbents to work harder for reelection to the Westchester County Board of Legislators; if so, they succeeded.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1

BIENENFELD, DAVID A
Julia B. Fee: Congratulations! Hats off to our graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement: Julia B. Fee Real Estate Agency salutes the graduating classes of 2001.), June 29, 2001, p. 28A

BIERBAUER, BARBARA
District-wide technology plan reviewed at school board meeting (Technology Coordinator, Gerry Crisci, and computer teachers William Yang, Ken Holvig and Barbara Bierbauer discussed new technology projects in a report to the School Board on May 7.), May 18, 2001, p. 11
BIERMAN, ELLEN
Quest for quiet mornings, smooth streets now (Ellen Bierman of 50 Popham Road told the Village Board that repair work in the garage and renovation at 2 Overhill Road have made it impossible for nearby residents to obtain any rest.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1

Quest for quiet mornings, smooth streets now (continued) (Ellen Bierman of 50 Popham Road told the Village Board that repair work in the garage and renovation at 2 Overhill Road have made it impossible for nearby residents to obtain any rest.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 15

BILLINGS, ROBERT
Immaculate Heart of Mary (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students graduating from the Immaculate Heart of Mary School on June 9.), June 29, 2001, p. 25A

BILLS, JULIE
Focal Points: Would you be interested, sometime in the future, in visiting Afghanistan? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks residents newsworthy questions.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 7

BINDER, CAROLYN
Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 15

BINDER, DAN
Focal Points: What do you think of the Supreme Court decision permitting tobacco ads near schools? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks passers by pertinent questions of the day.), July 6, 2001, p. 7

Focal Points: How do you feel about possible legislation concerning SUVs? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the community.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 7

BINDER, STEPHANIE
Sprucing up (photo) (Edgewood School Brownie Troop 1941 came to their school on Columbus Day to spruce up the garden around the school sign.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 9

Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 15

BINDER, STEVEN
Steven Binder (Photo) (Scarsdale resident, Steven Binder, has been named Senior Vice President, Publisher, of Golf Digest Magazine.), July 13, 2001, p. 4

Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 15

Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22

BINN, JOEL (AUTHOR)
The village issue is not parking, it's esthetics (letter) (Joel Binn encourages the construction of a level surface parking area rather than a multi level parking facility.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6

BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY
Biotechnology is threatening biodiversity (editorial) (Thomas Godfrey alleges that biotechnology and large scale agriculture will threaten the biological diversity of our food supply.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6

BIONDI, EVA
Worthy causes engage student altruists at high school (photo) (In an awards ceremony on May 1, Scarsdale High School Principal, John Klemme, paid tribute to student altruism.), May 4, 2001, p. 11

BIOTECHNOLOGY
Biotechnology is threatening biodiversity (editorial) (Thomas Godfrey alleges that biotechnology and large scale agriculture will threaten the biological diversity of our food supply.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6

BIRDS
Red American beauty nursed back to health (photo) (Brian and Stephanie Ro nursed a Northern Cardinal back to health after it flew into their house and banged against a wall.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11

BIRNBAUM, SHERRY
Managing family decisions, new series begins at WRT (Westchester Reform Temple) (photo) (Westchester Reform Temple is sponsoring a series of workshops on provocative contemporary issues.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 22

BIRTHDAY PARTIES
A moveable feast on the 7:58 out of Hartsdale (photo) (Danielle Menache Gompertz throws a birthday party for her husband, Mark, on the 7:48 am Metro North train out of Hartsdale.), May 25, 2001, p. 3

BLACK, BARBARA B (AUTHOR)
New village clerk was helpful to downeaster (letter) (Barbara B. Black expresses gratitude to Village employee Donna Conkling for help rendered.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

BLACK, JORDAN
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (continued) (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 10

BLACK HISTORY
African-Americans have been here since the beginning (letter) (Phyllis C. Murray attests that the African-American presence in Scarsdale is as old as the Village itself and their contributions should be commemorated along with the celebrations of the Village's 300th anniversary.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
BLACKLEY, MARILYN
Diverse third grade shares family stories at Edgewood (photo) (Edgewood School third graders are interviewing older relatives for a history unit on ancestry.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 11

BLAIR, LINDA
Board overturns BAR on 270 Fox Meadow Road (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees decided that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road is not of historic value and may be demolished.), May 18, 2001, p. 9
Dickenson Room gets a makeover (photo) (Photo of newly renovated Dickenson Room at the Scarsdale Library), Sep 14, 2001, p. 4

BLANCO, PAMELA
Charges against McCreary dropped; civil cases continue (At the request of the Westchester District Attorney, Scarsdale Village Justice, John Galloway III, dismissed charges against Andrew McCreary at a brief hearing on January 31.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1
Charges against McCreary dropped; civil cases continue (continued) (At the request of the Westchester District Attorney, Scarsdale Village Justice, John Galloway III, dismissed charges against Andrew McCreary at a brief hearing on January 31.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6
Village’s only policewoman back on job (photo) (Scarsdale Policewoman, Pam Blanco, describes her battle to overcome Hodgkin’s disease and her return to work after a six month leave.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 3

BLANK, ANDREW (AUTHOR)
Parents: obey traffic regulations (letter) (Various authors commend Carole Tunick for her January 19 letter to the Inquirer, which highlighted unsafe conditions on Chesterfield Road at the Fox Meadow School.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

BLANN, CAROL (AUTHOR)
Edgemont Community Council able to assist more students (letter) (Vicki LePage and Carol Blann, co-Presidents of the Edgemont Scholarship Council, thank all who donated to the scholarship fund last year.), July 20, 2001, p. 6

BLATT, JEFF
Focal Points: How do you feel about the possibility of national identification cards? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, questions locals on pertinent issues of the day.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7

BLAUSTEIN, SHARI
Heathcote 5th-graders take 3-hour trip back in time (Heathcote School fifth graders stepped back in time when they visited the Thomas Paine Cottage in New Rochelle on January 11.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 10

BLESSING, GEORGE
Maroon and White Winter Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 24
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District’s 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

BLISS, GEORGE (AUTHOR)
Taxi fare increases range from 10 to 51% - not 65% (letter) (George Bliss of Central Taxi notes that the fare increase approved by the Scarsdale Village Board will top out at 51% and not 65%, as stated in the January 26 Inquirer.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

BLITZ, ALAN I
Blitz pitched in with enthusiasm (letter) (Dr. Herbert M. Wyman mourns the death of Alan Blitz, who was ubiquitous at High School baseball games and many other local events.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6
Among Other Things - Alan Blitz: Embracing the community (editorial) (Irving Sloan memorializes the late Alan Blitz, who was a tireless community volunteer and exemplary father.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 7
Living next door to Alan Blitz was a memorable experience (letter) (Helen and Joe Shaw, former Scarsdale residents, recall happy days as neighbors of the late Alan Blitz, former Mayor and community volunteer.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 8

BLOCH, JEAN F
Jean F. Bloch (dies) (Jean F. Bloch, former Scarsdale resident, died on October 6, 2001, in South Dennis, Massachusetts. She was 75.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 16

BLOOD DONATION
Blood drive Saturday (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce will hold its third annual blood drive on February 10 at the Bank of New York; donors may pick from a grab bag of donated gifts.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1
Raising a pint (photo) (Matthew Wilson is shown donating blood at the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce blood drive on February 10.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
BLOOD DONATION (Continued)
SHS (Scarsdale High School) draws blood (photo) (Jillian Roth is pictured donating blood at the Scarsdale High School blood drive on May 2.), May 4, 2001, p. 12

BLOOM, BRUCE J (AUTHOR)
Hey, Chief Justice, got a light? (editorial) (Bruce J. Bloom wonders if it is appropriate to mandate a separate set of rules for a single industry because we disapprove of what it sells.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 7

BLOOM, DEBORAH T (AUTHOR)
Greenburgh needs change on the town board (letter) (Deborah T. Bloom urges Democrats to vote for Francis Sheehan in the primary for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12

BLOOM, DOUG
Audubon field trip (The Scarsdale Audubon Society will go bird watching on Montauk Point on January 14, 2001; John Moyle and Doug Bloom will lead the expedition.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 2

BLOOM, ELEANOR
Focal Points: What effect would it have on your lifestyle if your computer had to go out for repair? (photo) (Roving photographer Ira N. Toff poses questions to residents.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 7

BLOOM, MARILYN
Awards & Promotions (Marilyn Bloom, President of Scarsdale Art and Frame, was recognized in the "National Register's Who's Who in Executives and Professionals, 2000-2002."), Mar 2, 2001, p. 4

BLOOM, SARA
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 14

BLUM, MARY
Focal Points: How do you think the law should treat people who threaten the safety of schools? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions locals about pertinent current events.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 7

BLUM, SUSAN
Parents learn the value of networking (editorial) (Tom Carney discusses the importance of parent support groups.), June 15, 2001, p. 7

BLUMBERG, IRA
Connie Chan, SHS musicians to perform (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Symphony Orchestra and Chamber Orchestra will perform on May 8 at the High School.), May 4, 2001, p. 11

Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

BLUMSTEIN, JONAH
Teens care (photo) (Nine eighth graders and three staff members from Scarsdale Middle School participated in the Americares Homefront America program on May 5.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

BOARD OF APPEALS - SCARSDALE
Omnipoint gets antenna at SCC (The Scarsdale Congregational Church was granted a variance by the Board of Appeals to install a public utility wireless facility at the Church.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 3

Appeals granted and denied (At the Scarsdale Board of Appeal meeting on February 14, three applications were approved and two were denied.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 5

Variances granted and denied by board of appeals (The Scarsdale Board of Appeals heard nine applications at its June 13 meeting.), June 29, 2001, p. 3

FAR cap hearing (Public meeting to be held on July 10 to change the zoning code to establish a FAR (floor area ratio) cap for all houses in Residence A zones), July 6, 2001, p. 1

Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap, July 13, 2001, p. 1

Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (continued), July 13, 2001, p. 12

BOA (Board of Appeals) denies Garth real estate office proposal (At its August 1 meeting, the Scarsdale Board of Appeals denied John Dadakis's application for a variance to open a real estate office at 14 Garth Road.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 8

Board of Appeals decrees lots are separate (Board of Appeals meeting on September 24 determines that lots at 56 Cushman Road and 0 Sheldrake Road have not been merged), Sep 28, 2001, p. 3

Short Agenda for BOA (The Scarsdale Board of Appeals had only three applications on the agenda at its October 10 meeting.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 4

Board of appeals meets twice in 1 week (Seven applications were discussed at meetings on November 14 and November 20.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 3

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW - SCARSDALE
BAR gives final nod to 2 new houses, many renovations (Reviews the proceedings and decisions of the Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review meeting on December 11, 2000), Jan 5, 2001, p. 3

Board pares plans for 270 Fox Meadow (At its January 8 meeting, the Board of Architectural Review declined to vote on preliminary for Peter Savignano's subdivision plans for the property at 270 Fox Meadow Road; board members were outraged by poorly designed drawings.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 2
BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW - SCARSDALE  (Continued)

Demolition on hold (The Committee on Historic Preservation decided not to give demolition permits to builders planning to tear down homes at 270 Fox Meadow Road and 17 Cooper Road; the Board of Architectural Review will rule on February 5.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

BAR approves Corell Road house, additions (At its January 22 meeting, the Board of Architectural Review gave Joseph Daniels final approval for a house on Corell Road.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 4

Neighbors don't support tear down (letter) (Elliot Bernstein corrects a misquote of his in the January 26 Inquirer pertaining to the possible tear down at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7

BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve 'gateway' (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1

Guns and roses (editorial) (Regarding the fractious February 12 meeting of the Board of Architectural Review, the Inquirer notes that Village procedures involving building approvals are sorely in need of clarification and reform.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

Preserving our heritage is up to us (editorial) (In light of the plans to tear down and subdivide the property at 270 Fox Meadow Road, Anne S. Crossman presents a three pronged plan for preserving the architectural integrity of Scarsdale Village.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 7

BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve 'gateway' (continued) (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8

Lessons well learned (editorial) (Irving Sloan reflects on the performance of his former student, Susan Miller Morse, before the Board of Architectural Review regarding the subject of open space and land use.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

BAR approves several additions and renovations (Report on the Board of Architectural Review meeting on the evening of February 12.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 5

Village board meeting summary: Chesterfield Road stays 2-way, Mar 16, 2001, p. 1

Village board meeting summary: Chesterfield Road stays 2-way (continued), Mar 16, 2001, p. 10

BAR votes to save 270 Fox Meadow, 17 Cooper (photo) (The Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review voted to prohibit the demolition of two homes: the colonial at 270 Fox Meadow Road and the Walter Collett home at 17 Cooper Road.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 3

BAR reviews application for 4 new house plans (The Board of Architectural Review discussed several preliminary house plans at its March 12 meeting.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 3

BAR reverses teardown decision on 17 Cooper (The Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review is allowing the demolition of a home at 17 Cooper Road based on a hardship plea by the owner.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 3

Cap FAR (Floor Area Ratio), offer design bonus consultant says (The Scarsdale Planning Board came up with a plan to put a cap on a new house's floor area ratio, or FAR.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

Cap FAR (Floor Area Ratio), offer design bonus consultant says (continued) (The Scarsdale Planning Board came up with a plan to put a cap on a new house's floor area ratio, or FAR.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 9

Developers appeal demolition (Non-resident owners of 270 Fox Meadow Road appealed to the Scarsdale Village Board for permission to demolish the house and subdivide the lot.), May 4, 2001, p. 1

Plan for 3 new houses pass muster with the BAR (The Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review, May 4, 2001, p. 9

Developers appeal demolition (continued) (Non-resident owners of 270 Fox Meadow Road appealed to the Scarsdale Village Board for permission to demolish the house and subdivide the lot.), May 4, 2001, p. 19

Board overturns BAR on 270 Fox Meadow Road (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees decided that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road is not of historic value and may be demolished.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

Board failed electorate in 270 Fox Meadow Road decision (letter) (Anne S. Crossman is disappointed with the Village Board's decision to deny historic status to the home at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 18, 2001, p. 6

Decision at 270 is politically expedient but shameful (letter) (John McRae decries the Village Board's decision to deny historic status to the home at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 18, 2001, p. 6

Village losing its charm, character (letter) (Deana Schiffer faults the Village Board and the Board of Architectural Review for allowing the destruction of the picturesque charm of Scarsdale by greedy developers.), May 18, 2001, p. 6

Board overturns BAR on 270 Fox Meadow Road (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees decided that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road is not of historic value and may be demolished.), May 18, 2001, p. 9

Citizens assail village board's BAR reversal (At the Village Board meeting on May 22, residents criticized the trustees' decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 1

BAR approves houses on Heathcote, Cooper roads (Proposed new construction at 404 Heathcote Road and 17 Cooper Road), May 25, 2001, p. 3

Sorry outcome should inspire zoning reform (editorial) (In light of the controversy over the proposed demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road, the Inquirer urges amendments to the Zoning Laws.), May 25, 2001, p. 6

Citizens assail village board's BAR reversal (continued) (At the Village Board meeting on May 22, residents criticized the trustees' decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 10
BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW - SCARSDALE
(Continued)

Neighbor seeks injunction against FM teardown (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane filed an Article 78 proceeding in Westchester County Supreme Court, Westchester County, enjoining the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road), May 25, 2001, p. 10

Demolition of 270 Fox Meadow on hold (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane obtained a temporary restraining order against the Board of Architectural Review and the Scarsdale Village Board to halt the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 1, 2001, p. 1

Village board gave no explanation for 270 decision (letter) (Josh Frankel writes that the Village Board's four page letter justifying its decision to demolish 270 Fox Meadow Road was lacking in content.), June 1, 2001, p. 6

Demolition of 270 Fox Meadow on hold (continued) (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane obtained a temporary restraining order against the Board of Architectural Review and the Scarsdale Village Board to halt the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 1, 2001, p. 9

270 Fox Meadow given reprieve by Supreme Court (Westchester County Judge, John LaCava, has halted demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road indefinitely.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

Goliath Stumbles editorial) (The Inquirer acknowledges the efforts of Elliot Bernstein and the Supreme Court of Westchester County for keeping the bulldozers at bay at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 8, 2001, p. 6

270 Fox Meadow given reprieve by Supreme Court (photo) (continued) (Westchester County Judge, John LaCava, has halted demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road indefinitely.), June 8, 2001, p. 10

Village fills in blanks on 270 Fox Meadow (Village Attorney, Wayne Esannason, explains the trustee's unanimous decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 1

Village's decision on teardown is a disgrace editorial (Irving Sloan takes issue with the Village Board's decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

Village fills in blanks on 270 Fox Meadow (continued) (Village Attorney, Wayne Esannason, explains the trustee's unanimous decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 9

270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (Judge John LaCava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees' May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 1

Tell us why, too editorial) (The Inquirer urges the Village Board to be more transparent about its decision to allow demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 6

270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (continued) (Judge John LaCava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees' May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 9

FAR cap hearing (Public meeting to be held on July 10 to change the zoning code to establish a FAR (floor area ratio) cap for all houses in Residence A zones), July 6, 2001, p. 1

New house on Walworth Avenue approved by BAR (At its June 18 meeting, the Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review approved construction of a new house at 79 Walworth Avenue.), July 6, 2001, p. 5

Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap, July 13, 2001, p. 1

Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (continued), July 13, 2001, p. 12

Discussing the decision (Following a directive from the Westchester County Supreme Court, the Scarsdale Village Board is reconsidering its decision to allow the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), July 27, 2001, p. 1

House size regulations discussed at WQRA (West Quaker Ridge Association) meeting, July 27, 2001, p. 3

House size regulations discussed at WQRA (West Quaker Ridge Association) meeting (continued), July 27, 2001, p. 13

Neighbor seeks new injunction on teardown (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane has asked the Supreme Court of Westchester for a week long delay in the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1

BAR OKs new house on Walworth, many additions, Aug 10, 2001, p. 4

270 Fox Meadow on hold until Wednesday (Westchester County Supreme Court Judge Orazio Bellantoni issued a temporary restraining order forbidding demolition and "staying any further proceedings" at 270 Fox Meadow Road until August 22.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1; Aug 17, 2001, p. 4

Let the sun shine in editorial) (The Inquirer feels the Village Board's decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road reflects public opinion.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6

'270' continues to elude demolition (The house at 270 Fox Meadow Road has been spared demolition for yet another week; the hearing on the house has been adjourned till August 29.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1

270 pending in State Supreme Court (The temporary restraining order prohibiting the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road remains in effect.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1

BAR discusses plans for 8 new houses at August meeting, Aug 31, 2001, p. 3

Damage Control editorial) (The Inquirer re-examines the convoluted history and fate of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 6

Trustees should be ashamed of record on 270 (letter) (Sol Kuttner thanks Elliot Bernstein for his legal efforts to halt the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6

The battle is over: 270 Fox Meadow likely to fall soon (The long courtroom battle to save 270 Fox Meadow Road from the wrecker's ball has failed as the result of a September 25 decision by the four judge panel of the Appellate Division, Second Department.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW - SCARSDALE  (Continued)
League of Women Voters mulls proposed FAR cap and bonus law (The Scarsdale Planning Board and the Board of Architectural Review debated a floor area ratio [FAR] cap at a League of Women Voters consensus meeting on October 2.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

The battle is over: 270 Fox Meadow likely to fall soon (continued) (The long courtroom battle to save 270 Fox Meadow Road from the wrecker's ball has failed as the result of a September 25 decision by the four judge panel of the Appellate Division, Second Department.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 10

Going, Going, Gone (photo) (The hotly contested decision to demolish the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road ended with the bulldozers bringing down the house on October 5.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

BAR OKs new houses on Boulevard, Paddington (Report on September 24 meeting of Board of Architectural Review, Oct 12, 2001, p. 3)

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues FAR cap + bonus debate (Limits on house sizes were debated at a panel discussion sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

FAR hearing closes: revisions to come (continued) (A public hearing was held on October 23 on a proposed amendment to the Village zoning code that would affect the maximum square footage of every home relative to its lot size.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 11

BAR discusses 270 Fox Meadow Road applications (Final plans for 270 Fox Meadow Road subdivision were discussed at the October 15 meeting of the Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 3

No property safe from tear-downs and huge houses (letter) (Lynette Willson alleges the Village Board is motivated by tax revenues and accuses the Board of Architectural Review of "design dictatorship.").), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

Second house at 270 Fox Meadow Road OK'd by BAR, Nov 16, 2001, p. 3

FAR cap draws fire, qualified support of BAR (At a public hearing on November 27, residents overwhelmingly expressed outrage at the revised zoning law amendment designed to regulate house sizes relative to property size.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1

BAR OKs several applications (Report on the November 12 Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review meeting), Nov 30, 2001, p. 31

FAR cap draws fire, qualified support of BAR (continued) (At a public hearing on November 27, residents overwhelmingly expressed outrage at the proposed zoning law amendment designed to regulate house sizes relative to property size.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 31

BAR favors quick implementation of FAR (The ongoing discussion on the "FAR cap + bonus" program will continue at a public hearing on December 11; the revised draft of the law has earned the BAR's approval.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

Let's not be ruled by those in business of selling, building (letter) (Betsy Picket criticizes the construction of McMansions on blocks where the majority of homes are of more modest size.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

Those with a financial stake cry the loudest (letter) (Lynette Willson alleges that preservationists are always over ruled by financial interests in matters of new house construction in Scarsdale.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

BAR favors quick implementation of FAR (continued) (The ongoing discussion on the "FAR cap + bonus" program will continue at a public hearing on December 11; the revised draft of the law has earned the BAR's approval.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9

Moratorium dropped; no action on FAR cap (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously voted down a proposed 90 day moratorium on some Scarsdale Village construction.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1

Front and center FAR (editorial) (The Inquirer agrees with the Village Board decision to vote down the 90 day moratorium on larger scale residential construction in the Village while it re-examines the FAR cap + bonus zoning amendment.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

Applications keep BAR busy last 2 weeks (Board of Architectural Review discussed eight items each at meetings on November 26 and December 3), Dec 14, 2001, p. 9

Moratorium dropped; no action on FAR cap (illustration) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously voted down a proposed 90 day moratorium on some Scarsdale Village construction.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 18

Unfettered greed will scar our village in a park (editorial) (Irving Sloan suggests applying a reasonable brake on the size of residential development in Scarsdale Village.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7

EDGEMONONT

E'mont (Edgemont) SBNC meeting (The Edgemont School Board Nominating Committee will hold an open meeting on January 24.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

Edgemont, Scarsdale school boards will meet (The Scarsdale and Edgemont school boards will meet to discuss "mutual concerns" with New York State's testing program and the State's approach to student assessment.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 11

Incumbents nominated in Edgemont (photo) (Three incumbent candidates were nominated for second terms as members of the Edgemont Board of Education.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

Incumbents nominated in Edgemont (photo) (continued) (Three incumbent candidates were nominated for second terms as members of the Edgemont Board of Education.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 12

School districts join to challenge state mandates (The Scarsdale Board of Education will meet with the Edgemont Board of Education to discuss joint strategies for dealing with state testing mandates.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
BOARD OF EDUCATION - EDGEMONT  (Continued)
School districts join to challenge state mandates (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education will meet with the Edgemont Board of Education to discuss joint strategies for dealing with state testing mandates.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 18

E’mont (Edgemont) says no to cops, yes to crisis teams (At an Edgemont School Board meeting on April 17, parents and school board members voted down having a uniformed police presence in the schools; however, crisis teams will be trained in the summer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1

E’mont (Edgemont) says no to cops, yes to crisis teams (continued) (At an Edgemont School Board meeting on April 17, parents and school board members voted down having a uniformed police presence in the schools; however, crisis teams will be trained in the summer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15

E’mont (Edgemont) forum (The Edgemont School Board Nominating Committee invites the community to an open candidates forum on May 1.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (E’mont holds few surprises; incumbents run unopposed; residents to vote on proposed school budget of $26,275,522), May 11, 2001, p. 1

Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (continued) (E’mont holds few surprises; incumbents run unopposed; residents to vote on proposed school budget of $26,275,522), May 11, 2001, p. 14

Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

BOARD OF EDUCATION - GREENBURGH
Edgemont, Scarsdale school boards will meet (The Scarsdale and Edgemont school boards will meet to discuss “mutual concerns” with New York State’s testing program and the State’s approach to student assessment.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

BOARD OF EDUCATION - SCARSDALE
Harrison’s appeal to state on school pool referendum in last stage (Bob Harrison has submitted legal papers in his appeal to have Richard Mills, the State Education Commissioner, require the School Board to call a referendum on a $1.3 million bond for an indoor pool at Scarsdale High School.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

Special Meeting (The Scarsdale Board of Education will hold a special meeting on January 12 at 7:30 am to award a bid for the Quaker Ridge School boiler project.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (continued) (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 10

November to receive ‘01 Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (Robert and Eleanor November of Greenacres will receive the ‘01 Scarsdale Bowl at a dinner at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in White Plains on April 26.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) has new members (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee elected ten new members at an election held on January 9, 504 votes were cast according to Administrative Committee Chairman Noreen Fisher.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

Rothschild presents hiring strategy (Eric Rothschild gave a brief presentation to the Scarsdale Board of Education on January 8 on the subject of hiring policies amid concerns over teacher shortages.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 10

Edgemont, Scarsdale school boards will meet (The Scarsdale and Edgemont school boards will meet to discuss “mutual concerns” with New York State’s testing program and the State’s approach to student assessment.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 11

In-house assessments for math, language arts (At the first school board meeting of the year on Monday January 8, Jim Sullivan and Anne Schaefer discussed developing a plan for assessing student progress.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 11

Candidates are sought for school board (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will begin deliberations to name three candidates for the Scarsdale Board of Education.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1

Residents should get involved in class size debate (letter) (Peter Gelfman and Mary Beth Gose of the TVCC Education Committee encourage residents to attend the Scarsdale Board of Education’s open forum on class size on January 30.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

NY State assessments challenged by McGill (At the January 22 Board of Education meeting, Dr. Michael McGill questioned the state’s authority to remove control from local boards over their own educational programs.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12

Committee advocates smaller class sizes (Over 150 people attended a meeting at the Scarsdale High School on January 30 to discuss the findings of a district advisory committee on class size.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

Committee advocates smaller class size (continued) (Over 150 people attended a meeting at the Scarsdale High School on January 30 to discuss the findings of a district advisory committee on class size.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 10

Lowering class sizes is an investment in Scarsdale’s future (letter) (The four writers of this letter are in full support of the District Advisory Committee’s report in favor of lowering class sizes in the elementary schools.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

Small is better (editorial) (The Inquirer supports the plan supplied by the Class Size Advisory Committee to reduce Scarsdale elementary school class size, including an additional $740,000 in next year’s budget for more teachers.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
BOARD OF EDUCATION - SCARSDALE  (Continued)

Business as usual for school board (The education report on class size dominated discussions at the Board of Education meeting on February 12.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11

Elementary teachers tout small class size (Discussions of class size continued at the Board of Education meeting on February 12, including recommendations from three teachers.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11

School districts join to challenge state mandates (The Scarsdale Board of Education will meet with the Edgemont Board of Education to discuss joint strategies for dealing with state testing mandates.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1

School board nominations close March 4 (Completed biographical information forms for potential Scarsdale School Board candidates are due on March 4.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 5

Board, public weigh in on maximum class size policy (The February 12 Scarsdale School Board meeting featured a lengthy and animated discussion of class size.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 11

School districts join to challenge state mandates (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education will meet with the Edgemont Board of Education to discuss joint strategies for dealing with state testing mandates.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 18

State aid drought (Governor Pataki's proposed cuts in building aid and proposed cap on budget increases are worrying the Scarsdale Board of Education.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1

$76M school budget proposed by board (The Scarsdale Board of Education presented a budget of $76.4 million for 2001-02, an 8.9 percent increase from last year.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

School board agrees to reduce class size (After months of debate, the Scarsdale Board of Education has decided to reduce elementary school class sizes.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1

School board agrees to reduce class size (continued) (After months of debate, the Scarsdale Board of Education has decided to reduce elementary school class sizes.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 17

Architects detail school construction projects (At the Scarsdale Board of Education meeting on March 19, District architects Peter Gisolfi and Ken Pojman described current and upcoming school building projects.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1

Scarsdale parents protest state testing (The Scarsdale Board of Education rejected a petition signed by over 100 district parents protesting state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1

Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) is proud to present excellent candidates (letter) (Richard Stanger announces the three candidates for the 2001 Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee: Bob Steves, Terri Simon and Florie Wachtenheim.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6

Scarsdale parents protest state testing (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education rejected a petition signed by over 100 district parents protesting state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 9

Sprague's service praised by colleagues (Colleagues and friends sang the praises of soon-to-be-retired Superintendent of Instruction, Dr. Richard Sprague, at the Board of Education meeting on March 19.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 11

Architects detail school construction projects (continued) (At the Scarsdale Board of Education meeting on March 19, District architects Peter Gisolfi and Ken Pojman described current and upcoming school building projects.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

Greenacres wants classroom back (Greenacres School parents are distressed that the Scarsdale Board of Education is not going keep its promise to build at least one new classroom at the school.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

Emergency response, long and short term (Recent school shootings in California have prompted a two pronged review of the District's crisis response policies according to Schools Superintendent, Michael McGill.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10

Greenacres wants classroom back (continued) (Greenacres School parents are distressed that the Scarsdale Board of Education is not going keep its promise to build at least one new classroom at the school.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 15

School budget wins endorsements (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum held on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

School budget wins endorsements (continued) (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum held on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 9

$76.7M school budget adopted (The Scarsdale Board of Education formally adopted its proposed budget of $76.69 million for 2001-02.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

District seeks dialogue about testing/standards (Summary of the Scarsdale Board of Education meeting on the subject of the standards initiative of the state Education Department and the formation of STOP, State Tests Opposed by Parents.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 11

$76.7M school budget adopted (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education formally adopted its proposed budget of $76.69 million for 2001-02.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 17

No pool referendum (Richard Mills, State Commissioner of Education, dismissed Robert Harrison's appeal to require the school board to hold a special referendum on the indoor pool at the High School.), May 4, 2001, p. 1

Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
BOARD OF EDUCATION - SCARSDALE (Continued)

New SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) house is named for Fountain (The Scarsdale Board of Education named the new house at the Middle School after Elizabeth Caldwell Fountain; Fountain House will be the fourth house at the Middle School.), May 11, 2001, p. 1

Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (Scarsdale set to vote after much debate and discussion on $76.7 million 2001-02 school budget), May 11, 2001, p. 1

Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (continued) (Scarsdale set to vote after much debate and discussion on $76.7 million 2001-02 school budget), May 11, 2001, p. 3

New SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) house is named for Fountain (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education named the new house at the Middle School after Elizabeth Caldwell Fountain; Fountain House will be the fourth house at the Middle School.), May 11, 2001, p. 4

Bond projects nearing completion (Completed and ongoing school construction projects were reviewed at the Scarsdale School Board meeting held on May 7.), May 11, 2001, p. 11

Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

District-wide technology plan reviewed at school board meeting (Technology Coordinator, Gerry Crisci, and computer teachers William Yang, Ken Holvig and Barbara Sierbauer discussed new technology projects in a report to the School Board on May 7.), May 18, 2001, p. 11

School sexual harassment policy debated (At the School Board meeting on May 21, four Scarsdale High School seniors offered their opinions on sexual harassment and intimidation.), May 25, 2001, p. 1

Demographics irrelevant to classroom decision (letter) (Carrie Fishman, Laura Fratt and Meredith Lonner urge a re-opening of the discussion on the promised additional classroom at the Greenacres School.), May 25, 2001, p. 6

School sexual harassment policy debated (continued) (At the School Board meeting on May 21, four Scarsdale High School seniors offered their opinions on sexual harassment and intimidation.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

After the Boycott (The Scarsdale Board of Education is holding a public forum on June 12 on "State Assessments, Local Autonomy and Quality Education: What Direction for Scarsdale?") (The Inquirer hopes that the recent boycott of state mandated standardized tests will result in outreach to all segments of the community, not just the affected Middle School parents and children.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

The 2001-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

Retiring teachers are gone, but not forgotten (Five veteran Scarsdale teachers have announced their impending retirements.), June 29, 2001, p. 9

Susan Cohen elected school board president (photo) (Susan Cohen and Bob Steves were unanimously elected President and Vice President of the Scarsdale Board of Education.), June 7, 2001, p. 1

Opinions sought on school code (letter) (Mary Beth Gose, TVCC Education Committee, encourages Scarsdale residents to voice their opinions on the Code of Conduct recently proposed by the School District.), July 6, 2001, p. 6

Code of Conduct, safety plan presented to the board (Assistant Superintendent, Joan Weber, proposed revisions to the District's sexual harassment policy.), June 8, 2001, p. 13

School Board approves goals for next year (The Scarsdale Board of Education approved six District goals for the 2001-02 school year at a meeting on June 4.), June 8, 2001, p. 14

Testing values (editorial) (The Inquirer hopes that the recent boycott of state mandated standardized tests will result in outreach to all segments of the community, not just the affected Middle School parents and children.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

Retiring teachers are gone, but not forgotten (Five veteran Scarsdale teachers have announced their impending retirements.), June 29, 2001, p. 9

Susan Cohen elected school board president (photo) (Susan Cohen and Bob Steves were unanimously elected President and Vice President of the Scarsdale Board of Education.), June 7, 2001, p. 13

New faces on the school board (Terri Simon and Flore Wachtenheim were welcomed to the School Board on July 9, filling the vacancies left by Jackie Irwin and Rita Golden.), July 13, 2001, p. 10

School board reviewing new Project SAVE code of conduct (new code of conduct is a verbatim codification of a long-standing set of standards that students, school personnel and parents must follow.), July 13, 2001, p. 10

SIPEC reviving efforts to get pool built at high school (letter) (Bob Harrison announces that SIPEC, Scarsdale Indoor Pool Education Committee, is starting a new petition drive to allow taxpayers to vote on how their school tax dollars are being spent.), July 20, 2001, p. 6

Conduct suggestions (The Town and Village Club has suggested modifications to the Scarsdale Board of Education's proposed Code of Conduct.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1

Pressuring Albany tops school district's to-do list (Dr. Michael McGill, Superintendent of Scarsdale Schools, urged residents to pressure Albany for adequate state funding.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1

Construction underway, but delayed (At the Scarsdale School Board meeting on September 10, architects Peter Gisolfi and Ken Pajman gave an update on various school construction projects.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 8

Pressuring Albany tops school district's to-do list (continued) (Dr. Michael McGill, Superintendent of Scarsdale Schools, urged residents to pressure Albany for adequate state funding.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 9
ELECTIONS

BOARD OF EDUCATION - SCARSDALE  (Continued)
Local science teachers develop alternative to state tests (Scarsdale Middle School science teachers have created their own assessment test, customized to the Scarsdale curriculum.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1
District is strong in the face of tragedy (The September 24 Scarsdale School Board meeting emphasized the strength and pride of the community in the wake of the 9/11 terrorist events.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 11
Local science teachers develop alternative to state tests (continued) (Scarsdale Middle School science teachers have created their own assessment test, customized to the Scarsdale curriculum.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 11
New 8th-grade social studies test: Scarsdale-made, Scarsdale-approved (At a meeting on October 22, the Scarsdale Board of Education previewed its own version of the state mandated social studies standardized test.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
New 8th-grade social studies test: Scarsdale-made, Scarsdale-approved (continued) (At a meeting on October 22, the Scarsdale Board of Education previewed its own version of the state mandated social studies standardized testing.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9

Steve urges board member to join legislative committee (Scarsdale School Board President, Bob Steve, suggests that the Board should join a New York State Education committee to study mandated standardized testing.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9

Greenacres needs another classroom to bring it up to par (letter) (Carrie Fishman, Laura Fratt and Meredith Lonner urge the construction of an additional classroom at the crowded Greenacres School.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6

Board to discuss: Is Greenacres bursting at the seams? (Discussions at the November 5 Scarsdale School Board meeting centered around additional space at the Greenacres School), Nov 9, 2001, p. 11

Board OKs adding Greenacres classroom (In a special meeting on November 13, the Scarsdale School Board unanimously decided to add a classroom to the Greenacres School.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 11

Classroom addition at Greenacres needed, appreciated (The writers applaud the Board of Education's decision to reinstate the one classroom construction project at the Greenacres School.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 6

Budget meeting (The Scarsdale Board of Education will hold an open meeting on December 12 to discuss budget parameters.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

Board considers early foreign language study (The benefits of foreign language instruction for elementary school students were discussed at the December 10 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1

Board considers early foreign language study (continued) (The benefits of foreign language instruction for elementary school students were discussed at the December 10 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11

Kids talk to school board about cliques and courtesy at SHS (Scarsdale High School), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11

Thrif is focus of preliminary school budget (Predictions for the 2002-03 Scarsdale School budget indicate that there will be more kids in the schools and less money to spend on them.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1

Thrif is focus of preliminary school budget (continued) (Predictions for the 2002-03 Scarsdale School budget indicate that there will be more kids in the schools and less money to spend on them.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 13

BOARD OF EDUCATION - SCARSDALE - BUDGET
Budget meeting (The Scarsdale Board of Education will hold an open meeting on December 12 to discuss budget parameters.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

BOARD OF EDUCATION - SCARSDALE - ELECTIONS
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

Involvement needed to keep Scarsdale schools strong (letter) (Norreen Fisher and Elizabeth Marshall urge qualified residents to vote for School Board candidates from their district in the upcoming January 9 elections.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6

School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (continued) (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 10

SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) taps Steves, Simon, Wachtenheim (photo) (Bob Steves, Florie Wachtenheim and Terri Simon have been nominated for the Scarsdale Board of Education School Board Nominating Committee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1

SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) taps Steves, Simon, Wachtenheim (photo) (continued) (Bob Steves, Florie Wachtenheim and Terri Simon have been nominated for the Scarsdale Board of Education School Board Nominating Committee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 8

BOARD OF ELECTIONS - WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Feiner Team prevails in primary (photo) (The "Feiner team," Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg, prevailed over challenger Francis Sheehan in the Democratic Primary for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1

BOCK, SVENGA
Focal Points: Do you think the computer has changed people's behavior? (photo) (Subjects respond to a question posed by Ira N. Toff, Scarsdale's roving photographer.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 7
BOHRER, BETSY
The Bank of New York and Kids' B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids' Base and Little School's 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 32

BOIES, DAVID
Galvani joins David Boies' law firm (photo) (Village trustee and deputy mayor, Ann Galvani, has joined the prestigious, high profile law firm, Boies, Schiller & Flexner; her term of office with the Village will expire in April.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

BONDS - SCARSDALE
Cancellation of Greenacres project was unjustified (letter) (Carrie Fishman, Laura Fratt and Meredith Lonner would like to know what happened to the additional classroom promised for the Greenacres School pursuant to the 1998 elementary school bond issue.), May 11, 2001, p. 6
Bond projects nearing completion (Completed and ongoing school construction projects were reviewed at the Scarsdale School Board meeting held on May 7.), May 11, 2001, p. 11
Good rate (Al Gatta announced that the Village got an excellent rate on $5,650,000 worth of municipal bonds to finance improvements downtown and at the Scarsdale pool.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1

BONFELD, MARA
Service award (photo) (Mara Bonfeld was honored for her volunteer work at the Crohn's & Colitis Foundation's anniversary luncheon on May 5.), June 8, 2001, p. 4

BONNEY, JEAN
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 3

BONOINO, JOHN
Hidden charges: phone cramping on the increase (continued) (Article discusses hidden telephone charges), Aug 10, 2001, p. 9

BONSIGNORE, SUSAN

BOOK CLUBS
Book group celebrates 10th anniversary (photo) (Scarsdale Public Library's Nancy Zachary recently celebrated the 10th anniversary of her popular book group.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 2

BOOK DONATIONS
CARE book drive benefits hospital (Scarsdale Community Youth Service Project's CARE Club donated four boxes of books to the pediatric unit at White Plains Hospital), May 4, 2001, p. 12
Books wanted (The Friends of the Scarsdale Public Library are seeking donations for the annual book fair, to be held the weekend of September 8 and 9.), July 6, 2001, p. 1

BOOK FAIRS
Books wanted (The Friends of the Scarsdale Public Library are seeking donations for the annual book fair, to be held the weekend of September 8 and 9.), July 6, 2001, p. 1
All was fair in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society and the Scarsdale Library both held fairs on September 8.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 3

BOOKS
Decadence for skinflints: Internet shopping on the cheap (Bob Reiser describes his purchases of reasonably priced books through various Internet sites.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 4
And the winner is... (photo) (Charles Seife, author of "Zero: the Biography of a Dangerous Idea," has won the Penn/Martha Albrand 2001 Award for first nonfiction.), June 8, 2001, p. 4
Author grapples with the loss of her homeland (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Gillian Katz, has written a book of reflections about her childhood in South Africa titled, "Witness to the Birth and Death of My Country."), Sep 7, 2001, p. 3
The producer: Brian Brown takes a look at TV with new novel (photo), Nov 23, 2001, p. 25
The producer: Brian Brown takes a look at TV with new novel (photo) (continued), Nov 23, 2001, p. 30
Melville foresaw it all 150 years ago (letter) (Harold J. Reynolds describes the prescience of Herman Melville.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6
Book group celebrates 10th anniversary (photo) (Scarsdale Public Library's Nancy Zachary recently celebrated the 10th anniversary of her popular book group.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 2

BOR, ROBERT F
Images from Cuba today (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Robert F. Borg, will display his photos of Cuba at the Scarsdale Library during the month of June.), May 25, 2001, p. 17
More donations needed for Garth Woods project (Work has started on the reconstruction of the wooden foot bridge over the Bronx River in the Bronx Woods Conservancy area of the Bronx River Parkway.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 2

BORGES, BRUNO
'Crazy for You' shapes up to be another hit for Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo) ('Crazy for You' opened last night to rave reviews.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 13
BORKO, SETH
Julia B. Fee: Congratulations! Hats off to our graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement: Julia B. Fee Real Estate Agency salutes the graduating classes of 2001.), June 29, 2001, p. 28A

BORONKAY, SERENA
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

BORTECK, JAMIE
Julia B. Fee: Congratulations! Hats off to our graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement: Julia B. Fee Real Estate Agency salutes the graduating classes of 2001.), June 29, 2001, p. 28A

BOSCARINO, JAKE
Anticipation (photo) (Children are pictured awaiting the arrival of the Easter bunny.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

BOSCARINO, LEIGH ANN
Rock the cradle; SHS grad splits time between lax team, new son (photo) (Profile of 1989 Scarsdale High School graduate, Leigh Ann Boscarino, who is the coach of the Scarsdale girls' lacrosse team.), May 11, 2001, p. 19
Rock the cradle; SHS grad splits time between lax team, new son (photo) (continued) (Profile of 1989 Scarsdale High School graduate, Leigh Ann Boscarino, who is the coach of the Scarsdale girls' lacrosse team.), May 11, 2001, p. 25

BOSCARINO, LEIGH ANN (AUTHOR)
Edgemont needs a playground for preschoolers (letter) (Edgemont residents write that the site of the former tennis courts on Ardsley Road would be the perfect location for a much needed playground for preschoolers.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

BOSS, DON
(Scarsdale Police officers are shown with gifts collected in their Toys for Tots drive.) (photo), Dec 21, 2001, p. 5

BOSSES, DAVID
Mutterperl, Bosses (wed) (photo) (Lori Mutterperl and David Bosses were wed on May 20, 2001, at the Rainbow Room in Manhattan.), July 13, 2001, p. 15

BOTVIN, GILBERT (DR)
Gilbert Botvin, Ph.D. (photo) (Dr. Gilbert Botvin has been elected the President of the Society for Prevention Research.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 4

BOUDREAU, SUSAN

BOWEN, JOSE (DR)
Klezmer service (photo) (Award winning composer, conductor and musician, Dr. Jose Bowen, will conduct a Klezmer service at Westchester Reform Temple on May 4.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 8

BOWLING
The Scarsdale Bowl; High school bowling club raises funds, spirits at season finale (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 18

BOWMAN, MATTHIAS
Focal Points: Do you think professional athletes are worth the salaries they are paid? (photo) (Subjects respond the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 7

BOYCOTTS
How to boycott state exams (Instructions on how to boycott the following state mandated exams: science performance, ELA, math, written science, social studies and technology), Apr 27, 2001, p. 11
Middle school parents choose boycott 2 to 1 (Two thirds of Scarsdale Middle School parents kept their children home during the administration of the state mandated standardized test on May 3.), May 4, 2001, p. 1
Middle school parents choose boycott 2 to 1 (continued) (Two thirds of Scarsdale Middle School parents kept their children home during the administration of the state mandated standardized test on May 3.), May 4, 2001, p. 21

BOYER, CHRISTINE
Heathcote 5th-graders debate the issues (photo) (Christine Boyer's Heathcote School fifth grade class joined County Board of Legislators chairman, George Latimer, at his White Plains chambers for some debating pointers.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 11

BOYER, DEREK
Flagwavers (photo) (Derek and Meghan Boyer watch for marchers at the Village's Memorial Day Parade.), June 1, 2001, p. 1

BOYER, LINNUE
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkhat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

BOYER, MEGHAN
Flagwavers (photo) (Derek and Meghan Boyer watch for marchers at the Village's Memorial Day Parade.), June 1, 2001, p. 1

BOYER, STEVE
Ready...headset...coach! Technology helps revolutionize the art of coaching football (photo) (continued), Nov 9, 2001, p. 24
BOYER, TEDDY
Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22

BOYLE, JAMES
James Boyle (photo) (Scarsdale resident, James Boyle, was recently inducted into the Manhattan College chapter of Delta Mu Delta, the national honor society for business students.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 4

BOY SCOUTS
Boy Scouts learn skills and develop character (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19A
Scouts shredded slopes (photo) (Pictured are nine members of Scarsdale Boy Scout Troop 60, their chaperones and family members, skiing in Massachusetts on Martin Luther King Day.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 4
Scouts compete (photo) (Pictured is Boy Scout Troop 60 attending the Algonquin District Klondike Derby at the Camp Smith Army National Guard base in Peekskill on January 27-28.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 4
Forum on Boy Scout discrimination at WRT (photo) (A community forum, "Contesting Discrimination in the Boy Scouts of America," will be held on April 22 at the Westchester Reform Temple.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 2
Scouts must be protected from perverts (letter) (Karl Malkames writes that Boy Scouts need to be protected from the influence of homosexual Scout leaders.), May 25, 2001, p. 7

Supporters of scouts' anti-gay policy are ignorant (letter) (Barry Peretz responds to May 25 letters by Andrew C. Hartzell, Jr., and Karl Malkames relating to the Boy Scouts' policy against openly gay scout leaders.), June 1, 2001, p. 6
Education can counter ignorance (editorial) (Referencing the Boy Scouts' anti-gay policy, Phyllis Finkelstein writes that education and public discussions are an effective way to counter bigotry against homosexuals.), June 15, 2001, p. 7
Gays preach 'false creed contrary to our natural structure' (letter) (Andrew C. Hartzell, Jr., defends his position that homosexuals should not be boy scout leaders.), June 29, 2001, p. 6
Scout Day at Shea (photo) (Members of Scarsdale Cub Scout packs 60 and 440 were part of the color guard at Shea Stadium on June 24, which was Scout Jamboree Day.), July 6, 2001, p. 4
Yoko Masunaga (photo) (Yoko Masunaga, Boy Scout Troop 60 treasurer, was awarded the 2001 John Rossi plaque.), July 6, 2001, p. 4
No correlation between morality and sexuality/preference (letter) (Edward Krauss argues that the Boy Scouts of America should revisit their criteria for scout leaders and allow homosexuals to be troop leaders.), July 6, 2001, p. 6

Remembering Archie Bunker (letter) (Phyllis Finkelstein compares Andrew C. Hartzell, Jr., to television character, Archie Bunker, based on Mr. Hartzell's June 29 letter to the Inquirer on the topic of homosexual scout leaders.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
Boy Scouts hike strenuous trek '32' in Colorado (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale joined with other troops to hike strenuous trek No. 32 at Philmont Scout Ranch in Colorado.), July 27, 2001, p. 4

Boy Scouts participate in international jamboree (photo) (Ten scouts from Boy Scout Troop 60 in Scarsdale participated in the National Boy Scout Jamboree in Fredricksburg, Virginia.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 4
Boy Scouting instills strong values, character (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 13A

Boy Scouts hold 'Ordeal Weekend' (photo) (The Ktemaque Lodge #31 of the Westchester-Putnam Council, Boy Scouts of America, held its Ordeal Weekend at Clear Lake Scout Reservation over the weekend of September 21-22.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 4

Boy Scouts must stop discriminating (editorial) (Walter Handelman takes issue with the discriminatory policy of the National Council with respect to men, women and children with different sexual orientations.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 7

Firekeeper (photo) (Photo of Tom Levine, fire warden, on Boy Scout Troop 60's trip to Mountain Lakes in North Salem the weekend of October 27-28.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 28

Accepting scouting award hypocritical (letter) (Roger Brandwein accuses the former mayor of Scarsdale of hypocrisy for accepting a scouting award and then railing against the organization's homophobic tenents.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7
BRABART, LORI
The Bank of New York and Kids’ B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids’ Base and Little School’s 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 32

BRACKEEN, CHRIS
Caleb Heathcote Day is celebrated (photo) (Caleb Heathcote Day was observed at the Heathcote School on April 20.), May 11, 2001, p. 11

BRACKEN, GENEVIEVE M
Bracken, Jaffe (wed) (photo) (Genevieve M. Bracken and Matthew Samuel Jaffe were wed on July 14, 2001, at the home of the bride’s grandfather in Deal, New Jersey.), July 20, 2001, p. 13

BRAMSON, SHERRY
Focal Points: When you vote, do you cast your ballot for a candidate or a party? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, poses timely questions to passers by.), June 1, 2001, p. 7

BRANDT, SKYLAR
'Suite' inspiration; Scarsdale Ballet Studio dancers learn the art of performance in holiday classics (photo), Dec 21, 2001, p. 17

BRANDWEIN, HARVEY
Focal Points: How do you feel about the Super Bowl? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, asks residents how they spend Super Bowl Sunday.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7

BRANDWEIN, ROGER (AUTHOR)
Accepting scouting award hypocritical (letter) (Roger Brandwein accuses the former mayor of Scarsdale of hypocrisy for accepting a scouting award and then railing against the organization’s homophobic tenets.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7

BRAUNSTEIN, RITA (AUTHOR)
Hard work and energy made E Day a success (letter) (Susan F. Gibraller and Rita Braunstein thank Edgemont parents, students and vendors for their contributions to the success of the 45th annual E Day, held on May 12.), May 25, 2001, p. 6

BRECKMAN, BERNICE
Village est omnis divisa in partes Ires no more (photo) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 1

BREGSTEIN, JOHN
Focal Points: How do you feel the negotiations with China for the release of the U.S. plane crew should be concluded? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, poses newsworthy questions to subjects.), May 25, 2001, p. 1

BREINES, NESI
Nesi Breines (Dies) (Nesi Breines dies on February 16, 2001, at the age of 91. She had lived in Scarsdale since 1949.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 14

BREINES, SIMON
Christie Place Lot debate continues (At a Town and Village Club meeting on June 7, Village Manager Al Gatta pressed the Village's support of the proposed indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), June 15, 2001, p. 1

BREINES, SIMON (AUTHOR)
Taxes should not fund Kids’ Base (letter) (Andrew E. Brennan disagrees with an earlier editorial by Irving Sloan and writes that Kids’ Base, while worthwhile, should not be supported by increased taxes.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
BRENNAN, ANDREW E (AUTHOR)  (Continued)
Greater respect for neighbors would help (letter) (With reference to 270 Fox Meadow Road, Andrew E. Brennan urges sellers to be aware of the intended fate of their homes before they clinch the deal), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6

BRENNAN, FRANCES
Pumpkins for Patriots (photo) (American Legion Post #52 in Scarsdale will be giving out pumpkins in front of the HSBC Bank on Popham Road to honor victims of the 9/11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 2

BRENNAN, JOHN
Pumpkins for Patriots (photo) (American Legion Post #52 in Scarsdale will be giving out pumpkins in front of the HSBC Bank on Popham Road to honor victims of the 9/11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 2
Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Ceremony speakers link past wars, present challenge (Veterans from American Legion Post 52 gathered at Boniface Circle on November 11 to honor the war dead and the victims of the September 11 attacks.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
American pride (photo) (Veteran John Brennan lunched with Quaker Ridge students during the school's American Pride Week, which was held the week of Veteran's Day.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 11

BRENNERMAN, ELSIE H
Elsie Brenneman (Dies) (Elsie H. Brenneman, a former Scarsdale elementary school teacher, died on February 3, 2001, in Bridgewater Corners, Vermont.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 12

BREWSTER, ANNA RICHARDS
Going going gone: Art portrays Scarsdale of past, present (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society is presenting an exhibition titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists."), Apr 27, 2001, p. 15
Going going gone: Art portrays Scarsdale of past, present (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Historical Society is presenting an exhibition titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists."), Apr 27, 2001, p. 16
Lecture this Sunday at Historical Society (photo) (Anna Richards Brewster's painting, "Brook in Fox Meadow," will be discussed by Jessica Matthews at the Scarsdale Historical Society on May 20.), May 18, 2001, p. 14

BRICKER, DALE
Focal Points (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by Ira N. Toft: "Irrespective of the president-elect's nominees, which Cabinet position is of greatest concern to you?"). Jan 5, 2001, p. 7

BRICKER, WILLIAM R
William R. Bricker (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, William R. Bricker, died on July 15, 2001, of heart failure. He was 78.), July 27, 2001, p. 18

BRIDGES
Bridge work resumes (Work on two Bronx River Parkway bridges, north and south of Leewood Drive, will begin on September 7.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Traffic improvements hinge on bridge redo (editorial) (Deputy Village Manager, John Crary, weighs in on the issue of traffic congestion in downtown Scarsdale.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 9

BRIGGS, CORTLANDT P
Cortlandt P. Briggs (dies) (Cortlandt P. Briggs of Scarsdale and Niantic, Connecticut, died on May 28, 2001. He was 84.), June 1, 2001, p. 19

BROADCASTING
From the Booth; Scarsdale resident Ed Coleman makes the call (photo) (Profile of Greenacres resident, Ed Coleman, who is the WFAN sports commentator for the New York Mets Baseball team.), May 25, 2001, p. 22

BRODERICK, ROBERT
Proposed rule of 4' firefighters may prove costly, controversial (Local fire districts in Greenburgh may consolidate to avoid a steep tax increase.), June 1, 2001, p. 1
Proposed rule of 4' firefighters may prove costly, controversial (continued) (Local fire districts in Greenburgh may consolidate to avoid a steep tax increase.), June 1, 2001, p. 9

BRODMAN, HAROLD R (DR) (AUTHOR)
Village response to request for help was unsatisfactory at best (letter) (Dr. Harold R. Brodman was disappointed in the Village's lackluster response to his complaint about flooding on his property.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 6

BRODSKY, NELL
Caleb Heathcote Day is celebrated (photo) (Caleb Heathcote Day was observed at the Heathcote School on April 20.), May 11, 2001, p. 11

BRODSKY, RICHARD
Brodsky to NYC: District, heal thyself (Greenburgh Assemblyman, Richard Brodsky, calls on New York City school officials to "share the responsibility" and cost of educating its youth, and to do so "to the same extent as other communities" in New York State.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Brodsky to NYC: District, heal thyself (continued) (Greenburgh Assemblyman, Richard Brodsky, calls on New York City school officials to "share the responsibility" and cost of educating its youth, and to do so "to the same extent as other communities" in New York State.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 9
BRODSKY, RICHARD  (Continued)
Calls grow louder to close Indian Point (in light of the recent September 11 terrorist attacks, many are calling for the closing of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan, New York.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
Delay puts firefighters at risk (editorial) (David Gottlieb wonders what happened to the $30,000 grant promised to Greenburgh Fire Fighters by Assemblyman Richard Brodsky.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7

BRODSKY, VALERIE
Incumbents nominated in Edgemont (photo) (Three incumbent candidates were nominated for second terms as members of the Edgemont Board of Education.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1
Incumbents nominated in Edgemont (photo) (continued) (Three incumbent candidates were nominated for second terms as members of the Edgemont Board of Education.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 12

BROGAN, JOHN
Village, county plan for emergencies (Scarsdale Police Department Chief, Donald Ferraro, reports on the Village’s preparedness for emergencies.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
Village, county plan for emergencies (continued) (Scarsdale Police Department Chief, Donald Ferraro, reports on the Village’s preparedness for emergencies.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28

BROKAW, TOM
Veterans’ message: Freedom isn’t free; Ceremony speakers link past wars, present challenge (Veterans from American Legion Post 52 gathered at Boniface Circle on November 11 to honor the war dead and the victims of the September 11 attacks.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

BRONSON, GREG
10 awards for debaters (The Scarsdale High School Speech and Debate Team took home ten awards from the New York State Championships, held on April 28 and 29.), May 11, 2001, p. 12

BRONSON, WES
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY
How to make the Bronx River Parkway safer for all (letter) (Seth A. Halpern suggests raising the Bronx River Parkway speed limit to 50 mph and installing cameras to catch those speeding over 60 mph.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7
Police do not respond to BRP (Bronx River Parkway) accidents (letter) (Terri Brooks reports that if your car breaks down on the Bronx River Parkway, neither the AAA nor the police will respond to calls for help.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
Bike, skate Sundays begin (photo) (Bike and skate Sundays on the Bronx River Parkway begin on May 6.), May 4, 2001, p. 2
Bridge work resumes (Work on two Bronx River Parkway bridges, north and south of Leewood Drive, will begin on September 7.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Bike, skate Sundays begin (photo) (Under the able supervision of Scarsdale Parks advocate and naturalist, Jane Bedichek, young and old worked to clean up the Bronx River Parkway near the train station on November 4.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 15

BRONZ, LOIS
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (continued) (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 4
1 village, 1 district, 1 legislator (editorial) (The Inquirer agrees with the redistricting plan that would unite Scarsdale in one, single election district; the paper encourages the community to support the plan at the Westchester County Board public hearing on May 21.), May 18, 2001, p. 6
Village est omnis divisa in partes tres no more (photo) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
Village est omnis divisa in partes tres no more (continued) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 9
Candidates ready to run in newly united county district; Bill Ryan: incumbent legislator, new turf (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 1
Challenger on the attack in 5th District (Candidates for the District 5 seat of the County Board of Legislators have been engaging in rancorous debate.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Endorsements (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Bill Ryan in District 5, Tom Abinanti in District 12 and Lois Bronz in District 8 in the race for the Westchester County Board of Legislators.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6
Incumbents easily take county seats (photo) (Redistricting may have motivated incumbents to work harder for re-election to the Westchester County Board of Legislators; if so, they succeeded.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1
Incumbents easily take county seats (photo) (continued) (Redistricting may have motivated incumbents to work harder for re-election to the Westchester County Board of Legislators; if so, they succeeded.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 19
County cuts revenue projections (Westchester County got a $1.3 billion budget for 2002, resulting in a 3.8 percent tax increase.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1
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BRONZ, LOIS (AUTHOR)
Making a difference (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 14A

BROOKS, BRIAN
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

BROOKS, CAMERON
Panthers run away with title (photo) (The Edgemont Panthers won their fourth straight Section 1 Class C football title with a win over Briarcliff on November 10.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

BROOKS, JESSE
Big helmet to fill (photo) (Jesse Brooks replaces Matt Bernstein as fullback as the Edgemont Panthers resume their quest for glory.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
Season finale: Missed opportunities, tough call ends EHS's run (photo) (The Edgemont Panthers football team ended their 31 game winning streak in a stunning loss to the Cambridge Indians on November 24.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1

BROOKS, TERRI (AUTHOR)
Police do not respond to BRP (Bronx River Parkway) accidents (letter) (Terri Brooks reports that if your car breaks down on the Bronx River Parkway, neither the AAA nor the police will respond to calls for help.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

BROTHERHOOD, G ROY
G. Roy Brotherhood (dies) (photo) (G. Roy Brotherhood, former Scarsdale resident, died on September 8, 2001. He was 85.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19

BROTHERLINESS
Hands across the rainbow (photo) (Heathcote School students are pictured holding their hands up before the school's "Rainbow of Interdependence" display.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 10

BROWN, AMANDA
Brown, Hack (photo) (Amanda Brown and Jeff Hack are engaged; the couple plan to have a Fall wedding.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 13

BROWN, BETTY
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

BROWN, JONATHAN
Focal Points: How do you think security at airports can be improved? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks locals questions of the day.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 7

BROWN, KAREN
Homework: A parents' guide to gentle supervision (Karen Brown, Chair of the Scarsdale High School Special Education Department, offers helpful hints for maximizing homework benefits.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 11
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

BROWN, LORRIN (AUTHOR)
Weinberg petition an affront to democratic process (letter) (Lorrin Brown challenged Timmy Weinberg's rogue petition and is offended by comments from Greenburgh Supervisor Paul Feiner.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6

BROWN, MARJORIE WARREN
Marjorie Warren Brown (Dies) (Marjorie Warren Brown, a longtime Scarsdale resident, author and active community volunteer, died on February 1, 2001, following a long illness. She was 92.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 14

BROWNELL, SHIRLEE
Spring art sprouts in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association's Spring Art Show opened March 4 at the Scarsdale Library and will run until March 30.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 27

BROWNIE GIRL SCOUTS
Greenacres Brownies have big hearts (letter) (Greenacres third grade Brownie Troop 1432 sent handmade Valentines Day cards to senior citizens at the Nathan Miller Nursing Home in White Plains.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
Brownies in bloom (photo) (Heathcote second grade Brownie troop 2094 won the youth award for horticulture at the Scarsdale Woman's Club flower show.), July 13, 2001, p. 10
Dressing the part (photo) (Scarsdale/Edgemont brownie troop 1971B visited the Scarsdale Historical Society and dressed in era appropriate clothing.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 4

BROWNING, JACKSON
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

BROYD, GRAHAM
Graham Broyd (photo) (The Royal Bank of Scotland has appointed Graham Broyd as its new head of financial markets for North America.), June 29, 2001, p. 4
BRUMBAUGH, DAVID W
David W. Brumbaugh (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, David W. Brumbaugh, died on November 10, 2001, in Glen Cove, Long Island. He was 93.), Nov 18, 2001, p. 18

BRUNI, FRANK
New board at SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) (photo) (Pictured are the new members of the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Golf Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 17

BRUNO, HOWARD
Howard Bruno (dies) (Howard Bruno of Scarsdale died on March 29, 2001, in Palm Beach, Florida, following a long illness. He was 86.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 14

BRUNO, JOSEPH
Pressuring Albany tops school district's to-do list (Dr. Michael McGill, Superintendent of Scarsdale Schools, urged residents to pressure Albany for adequate state funding.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1

BRUNWASSER, MATT
Bronx River Parkway cleanup (photo) (Under the able supervision of Scarsdale Parks advocate and naturalist, Jane Bedichek, young and old worked to clean up the Bronx River Parkway near the train station on November 4.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 15

BRUNWASSER, MICHELLE
Fox Meadow - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; lists the 63 students having their moving up ceremony on June 21 from the Fox Meadow School.), June 29, 2001, p. 19A

BRUNWASSER, NICOLE
Bronx River Parkway cleanup (photo) (Under the able supervision of Scarsdale Parks advocate and naturalist, Jane Bedichek, young and old worked to clean up the Bronx River Parkway near the train station on November 4.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 15

BRYANT, EMMA BLANFORD
Bryant, Dhamee (wed) (photo) (Emma Blanford Bryant and Saleem Saeed Dhamee were wed on July 7, 2001, at Promontory Point Park in Chicago, Illinois.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 14

BUCHBINDER, HUGH
Truck talk (photo) (Patrolman Tom Meany tells Little School students about the equipment used by Scarsdale Police and Firefighters.), June 8, 2001, p. 5

BUCHEN, DAVID
Speakers urge village to go ahead with Christie Garage (photo) (continued) (Several dozen Village residents turned out to a meeting on January 18 to urge the Village to proceed with the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 8
FAR hearing closes: revisions to come (continued) (A public hearing was held on October 23 on a proposed amendment to the Village zoning code that would affect the maximum square footage of every home relative to its lot size.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 11
Story on Saudi Arabia 'most interesting' (letter) (Gunter Nitsch praises the November 30 Inquirer article by David Buchen about his experiences living in the Middle East.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7
Zoning changes to allow Depot development (The Scarsdale Village Board approved a local law to alter zoning and allow development of the Depot Place parcel, currently owned by Robert Kligerman.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1

BUCHEN, DAVID (AUTHOR)
Village should reduce parking need, not accommodate it (letter) (David Buchen suggests ways of reducing the need for cars in the Village Center, thus alleviating congestion.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6
Peaceful village not immune from slights, slanders (letter) (David Buchen disagrees with Harry Reynolds letter of February 23 accusing letter writer, John F. O'Rourke, of anti-Semitism vis a vis the Andrew McCready case.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6
Real trick is how to free up spaces in village core (letter) (David Buchen suggests that the Inquirer was "serving its own table" by supporting the proposed Christie Place Garage in its July 7 editorial.), July 13, 2001, p. 6
Mix of ancient ways, modern money makes fertile ground for terrorism (editorial) (photo) (David Buchen, who resided in Saudi Arabia for four years, expresses no surprise that 15 of the 19 September 11 hijackers were Saudis.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 7

BUCHEN, NICHOLAS
Scarsdale Frisbee tops in New York (photo) (The Scarsdale High School ultimate frisbee team, the Hellfish, won its home tournament again this year.), June 15, 2001, p. 17
SHS (Scarsdale High School) celebrates its 84th commencement (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 graduates on June 22), June 29, 2001, p. 3A
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A--15A

BUCK, JANE
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36
BUCK, MARY BETH
Hoff-Barthelson honors Wadsworth (photo) (On May 19, the Hoff-Barthelson Music School hosted "Dawn at Dusk," a recital featuring renowned soprano Dawn Upshaw.), June 15, 2001, p. 4

BUCK, WALTER
Hoff-Barthelson honors Wadsworth (photo) (On May 19, the Hoff-Barthelson Music School hosted "Dawn at Dusk," a recital featuring renowned soprano Dawn Upshaw.), June 15, 2001, p. 4

BUDGET - GREENBURGH
6% tax hike draws ire in Greenburgh (If passed on December 12, the proposed 2002 Greenburgh Town budget would result in a tax increase of 6.02 percent.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

BUDGET - NEW YORK (STATE)
Delayed state budget raises little concern, July 27, 2001, p. 1

The budget battle is not over (editorial) (New York State Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin, reflects on the impact of New York State's bare bones budget.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 7

BUDGET - SCARSDALE
$27M village budget would raise taxes 3.2% (At a public hearing on April 10, Village Board trustee, Beverly Sved, introduced the proposed 2001-02 village budget.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

$27M village budget would raise taxes 3.2% (continued) (At a public hearing on April 10, Village Board trustee, Beverly Sved, introduced the proposed 2001-02 village budget.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 18

Village board adopts new $27M budget (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously adopted the $27 million tentative budget for 2001-02 at its meeting on April 24.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

'02 budget issues already cropping up (Beverly Sved, Village Board Finance Committee Chair, expressed concern about the 2002 budget at the September 25 Village Board meeting.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1

'02 budget issues already cropping up (continued) (Beverly Sved, Village Board Finance Committee Chair, expressed concern about the 2002 budget at the September 25 Village Board meeting.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8

BUDGET - WESTCHESTER COUNTY (N.Y.)
County cuts revenue projections (Westchester County got a $1.3 billion budget for 2002, resulting in a 3.8 percent tax increase.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1

BUILDING DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE
Sprinkler law in effect (Beginning June 1, 2001, all applications received by the Scarsdale Building Department must be in accordance with the sprinkler requirements contained in the newly enacted Chapter 133 of the Village Code.), May 11, 2001, p. 1

BUILDINGS
Proposal for Plaza site is bad for Garth Road (letter) (Garth Road resident, Jay Shulman, chimes in against converting the defunct Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater into a 49 unit apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 6

The sun also sets (editorial) (Inquirer editor, Linda Levitt, ponders the possible future of the now defunct Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater.), July 20, 2001, p. 6

BULLYING
To avert tragedy, teach kindness (letter) (Judith A. Young, a retired elementary school teacher, suggests that "kindness" and "compassion" are every bit as important as academic subjects in a school curriculum.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

BURGWEGER, SEPH
Boy Scouts hike strenuous trek '32' in Colorado (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale joined with other troops to hike strenuous trek No. 32 at Philmont Scout Ranch in Colorado.), July 27, 2001, p. 4

BURKAT, HOWARD (AUTHOR)
Zoning should not be changed on Depot Place (letter) (Howard Burkat chimes in against the development plan proposed by Robert Kligerman for Depot Place.), July 20, 2001, p. 6

BURKAT, IRIS
Wind Ensemble puts on All-American show (The Friends of Music and the Arts in the Scarsdale Schools sponsored an "All-American Musical Send-Off" to celebrate the upcoming trip that the Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble will be taking to England.), May 4, 2001, p. 9

Wind Ensemble's trip to England did Scarsdale proud (letter) (Craig P. Sherman, Scarsdale High School Band Director, thanks those who made possible a very successful trip and performances in England by the High School Wind Ensemble.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

BURKAT, IRIS (AUTHOR)
Wind Ensemble to celebrate Scarsdale's 300th, April 27 (letter) (Iris Burkat invites the Scarsdale community to join the Wind Ensemble at the High School on April 27 as it kicks off the celebration of Scarsdale's 300th Anniversary.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6

Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
BURKE, CAROL
Focal Points: How do you feel about the Super Bowl? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks residents how they spend Super Bowl Sunday.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7

BURKE, LEE
Scout Day at Shea (photo) (Members of Scarsdale Cub Scout packs 60 and 440 were part of the color guard at Shea Stadium on June 24, which was Scout Jamboree Day.), July 6, 2001, p. 4
Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (The proposed expansion of the small soccer field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

BUSBY, SUZANNE
Busby to be rec department chief (photo) (Suzanne Busby was named Superintendent of Recreation at the Village Board meeting on February 13, replacing Kenneth Batchelor, who will retire in the Spring.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 9
Media presents narrow view of recreation code (The Scarsdale Recreation Department's Code of Conduct for sports has attracted enormous media attention.), June 8, 2001, p. 21
Media presents narrow view of recreation code (continued) (The Scarsdale Recreation Department's Code of Conduct for sports has attracted enormous media attention.), June 8, 2001, p. 24

BUSSEY, SUZANNE
Busby to be rec department chief (photo) (continued) (Suzanne Busby was named Superintendent of Recreation at the Village Board meeting on February 13, replacing Kenneth Batchelor, who will retire in the Spring.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 9

BUSES
Back to work (Phase 3 of the village center streetscape improvement project is scheduled to begin on June 11.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

BUSH, BETSY HILLS
Nutcrackers galore: direct from Santa's workshop (photo) (Betsy Hills Bush displays some pieces from her vast collection of nutcrackers, which she sourced from the tiny village of Seiffen, Germany.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 3

BUSH, GEORGE W
The age of excess (editorial) (The Inquirer laments Village-wide "affluenza," which causes residents to turn a blind eye to those in need while they blithely and blindly spend; President George Bush's estate tax policies in particular seem to encourage the concentration of wealth in the hands of a few.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6

BUSHIN PROPERTY (SCARSDALE)
Rec center update (The Thomas Group consulting firm will release a report on the suitability of the Bushin property for a pool and recreation center.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

BUTLER, CHARLIE
Halloween at the village (photo) (Scarsdale Rotary President, Richard Adelmann, and member, Andy Staal, celebrate Halloween with boys at the Children's Village in Dobbs Ferry.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4

BUTLER, JAIME
Fatima's parish school begins 50th year of Catholic education (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 18A

BYERS, JOHN R (AUTHOR)
Eliminating some parking could ease Garth jams (letter) (John R. Byers suggests limiting parking on Garth Road from the exit road from Freightway to 7-Eleven as a way of relieving congestion.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6

BYRNE, MICHAEL
How they cope (Village employees worked round the clock to deal with the six inches of snow that fell March 6-7.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

CABLE TELEVISION
Love of the game unites father and son (photo) (Scarsdale High School freshman, Jon Beck, called on his father, network news sportscaster Bruce Beck, to help him do color commentary on a JV Girls Lacrosse game for Scarsdale Schools Cable Channel 72.), May 4, 2001, p. 3

CALDERON, DIANE
(Photo of a chilly opening day at the Scarsdale Pool.) (photo), June 1, 2001, p. 6

CALDERON, DIANE (AUTHOR)
Lowering class sizes is an investment in Scarsdale's future (letter) (The four writers of this letter are in full support of the District Advisory Committee's report in favor of lowering class sizes in the elementary schools.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

Caldwell, Joanne
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

CALENDA, PHILLIP (DR)
Dr. Phillip Calenda (photo) (Dr. Phillip Calenda of Scarsdale received the American Medical Association's Physician Recognition Award for his outstanding efforts in medical education.), July 20, 2001, p. 4
Halloween at the village (photo) (Scarsdale Rotary President, Richard Adelmann, and member, Andy Staal, celebrate Halloween with boys at the Children's Village in Dobbs Ferry.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4
CALLAGHAN, MICHAEL
Edgewood School's 'Indiana Jones' comes home (photo) (Archaeologist Michael Callaghan, Edgewood School alumnus, Class of '86, addressed Edgewood School fifth graders about his adventures unearthing a Mayan palace.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 11
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

CAMBY, MARCUS
Open gym at Scarsdale (photo) (Scarsdale students gathered at the High School on January 27 for Open Gym Night; Senior Dan Sosnay won the raffle prize, a Knicks jersey signed by Marcus Camby.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 11

CAMCORDERS
'Candid Camera' comes to patrol cars (photo) (The Scarsdale Police have a new law enforcement tool; all police cruisers are now equipped with video cameras.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 3
Camper get basic training in video tech (photo) (The Scarsdale Recreation Department is sponsoring a Digital Video Boot Camp for elementary and middle school students.), July 27, 2001, p. 3

CAMPAIGN DEBATES
Candidate debate (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters will sponsor a candidates forum on October 30.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
Challenger on the attack in 5th District (Candidates for the District 5 seat of the County Board of Legislators have been engaging in rancorous debate.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
12th district rivals hold collegial debate (photo) (Candidates for the District 12 seat on the Westchester County Board of Legislators addressed issues of the day at an October 23 debate.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 3
Challenger on the attack in 5th District (photo) (continued) (Candidates for the District 5 seat of the County Board of Legislators have been engaging in rancorous debate.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 10

CAMPBELL, CURTIS PRICE
Farewell service will honor local missionary (photo) (Curtis Price Campbell will be honored with a farewell sacrament service at the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints prior to his departure on a two year mission to Las Vegas, Nevada.), July 13, 2001, p. 14

CAMPBELL, LAURA
AmeriCorps/Vista volunteer (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Laura Campbell, will serve as a volunteer for one year with AmeriCorps/Vista with the Amendela Project in Richmond, California.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 4

CAMPS
Hobish realizes his dream in summer camp (photo) (Rick Hobish and Deb Berman, founders of Camp Starfish, which focuses on children with emotional and developmental issues, are shown being honored by the Boston Celtics on November 26, 2000.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 3
Kids - A Special Section of the Scarsdale Inquirer (This annual section of the Scarsdale Inquirer features the winning photos submitted to the "Cover Kids Contest."), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1A--43A
Special camp deserves broad support from community (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, writes about Morry's Camp, which provides a summer camp experience to inner city and disadvantaged youth.), May 25, 2001, p. 8
Sports camps are FUN-damental; Scarsdale scores big with summer baseball and softball camps (photo), July 13, 2001, p. 20
Campers get basic training in video tech (photo) (The Scarsdale Recreation Department is sponsoring a Digital Video Boot Camp for elementary and middle school students.), July 27, 2001, p. 3
All fun and games (photo) (Photo montage of fun activities at the Scarsdale Recreation Department's day camps.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 3
Taking the plunge (photo) (Three Patthunke campers are shown jumping together into the Scarsdale pool.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
Goodbye Finsilver...& bravo; JCC's Summer Arts Center's director says goodbye after 18 years of successful leadership (photo) (Elaine Finsilver retires as director of the Summer Arts Center at the JCC.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 15
Goodbye Finsilver...& bravo; JCC's Summer Arts Center's director says goodbye after 18 years of successful leadership (Elaine Finsilver retires as director of the Summer Arts Center at the JCC.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 16

CANCER
M.D. directs new breast cancer study (photo) (continued) (White Plains Hospital Center is launching ESP, or Enhanced Screening Program, a study which will explore the advantages of using multiple diagnostic methods to increase early breast cancer detection.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1
M.D. directs new breast cancer study (White Plains Hospital Center is launching ESP, or Enhanced Screening Program, a study which will explore the advantages of using multiple diagnostic methods to increase early breast cancer detection.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1
Village's only policewoman back on job (photo) (Scarsdale Policewoman, Pam Blanco, describes her battle to overcome Hodgkin's disease and her return to work after a six month leave.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 3
Cops vs. cancer (photo) (On May 7, two Scarsdale Police Officers will bike from Scarsdale Police Quarters to Washington, D.C. to raise money and awareness in the fight against cancer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
CANCER (Continued)
Cops vs. cancer (photo) (continued) (On May 7, two Scarsdale Police Officers will bike from Scarsdale Police
Quarters to Washington, D.C. to raise money and awareness in the fight against cancer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15
Richie and Tony's excellent adventure (photo) (Scarsdale police officers, Richard Fatigate and Tony Barreira,
raised $14,000 for the American Cancer Society by biking 270 miles to Washington, D.C., for "Cops Against
Cancer."), May 18, 2001, p. 1
Real estate brokers form 'Team Colleen' (photo) (Coldwell Banker Connecticut/Westchester's Team Colleen will
participate in the October 13 Step by Step Walk/Run to raise research money to fight childhood cancer.), Aug
24, 2001, p. 4
Be aware of the risk of ovarian cancer (letter) (Emily Lasser reminds readers that September is Ovarian Cancer
Awareness Month.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 8
Pediatric Cancer supporters (photo) (Patti Grabel of Scarsdale chaired last month's fund raising luncheon for the
Pediatric Cancer Foundation.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 13
Prudential walks to fight cancer (photo) (Scarsdale residents participated in the annual Avon Breast Cancer three
day walk to raise money to help defeat breast cancer.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 4
Team spirit (photo) (The women of Julia B. Fee's Scarsdale office participated in the "Making Strides against
Breast Cancer" fundraiser on October 14.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4
Breast cancer event celebrated survival, raised funds (letter) (Amy Hyman and Nona Snyder thank residents for
their generosity and support of the "Strides Against Breast Cancer" fundraiser.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8
The silver and gold badge of courage: Pin designed for wife now helps others (photo) (Emily and Jim Lasser of
Edgemont wear the "been there, done that" pin that Jim designed when Emily was striken with ovarian
cancer.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 3
CST (Cancer Support Team) is grateful for support of Emily and Jim Lasser (letter) (Linda Ball of the Cancer
Support Team thanks Emily and Jim Lasser for fundraising on behalf of cancer related charities through the
sale of their "Been There, Done That" pin.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6
Remembering cancer victim as 'spunky kid' (letter) (George Damashek recalls cancer survivor, Emily Lasser, as a
spunky and enthusiastic kid when he coached her in softball forty years earlier.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6
CANCER - FUNDRAISING
Resident establishes cancer foundation (photo) (Scarsdale resident and cancer survivor, Charles Reinwald, has
founded The Cancer Cure Coalition to advocate for new and promising treatments for cancer patients.), Mar
23, 2001, p. 4
The silver and gold badge of courage: Pin designed for wife now helps others (photo) (Emily and Jim Lasser of
Edgemont wear the "been there, done that" pin that Jim designed when Emily was striken with ovarian
cancer.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 3
CANDLES
Candles in the night (editorial) (The Inquirer encourages residents to remember the true meaning of the Christmas
and Hanukkah holidays in the wake of the terrorist attacks on 9/11.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6
CANNELL, DINA
Cannell, Cohen (photo) (Dina Cannell and Jason A. Cohen are engaged; an August wedding is planned.), Jan 26,
2001, p. 19
CANELSTEIN, CANDACE
Incumbents easily take county seats (photo) (Redistricting may have motivated incumbents to work harder for re-
election to the Westchester County Board of Legislators; if so, they succeeded.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1
CANNISTRARO, CAROLYN
Focal Points: How do you feel about the possibility of national identification cards? (photo) (Roving photographer,
Ira N. Toff, questions locals on pertinent issues of the day.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7
CANNON, ALICE
'Astrress's actress' from Greenacres wins Helen Hayes award (photo) (Greenacres resident and actress, Alice
Cannon, received the Helen Hayes Award for her performance as Aunt Julia in James Joyce's "The Dead" at
the Kennedy Center in Washington, D. C.), June 1, 2001, p. 17
CANTATORE, NICK
Dig they must (photo) (Various residents are shown planting a Cleveland Flowering Pear Tree at Village Hall in
honor of Arbor Day.), May 4, 2001, p. 9
CANTOR, RICHARD H (AUTHOR)
We are united; we will persevere (letter) (In the aftermath of the 9/11 World Trade Center attacks, Richard H.
Cantor urges intensified efforts against terrorism.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6
CAPONE, MATT
Setting the tempo; SHS senior leads by example on football, lacrosse fields (photo) (Scarsdale High School
senior, Matt Capone, excels at both football and lacrosse.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 21
Setting the tempo; SHS senior leads by example on football, lacrosse fields (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High
School senior, Matt Capone, excels at both football and lacrosse.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 22
CAPONE, MATT (Continued)
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34
Way cool! (photo) (Matt Capone is shown catching a breeze in front of a fan prior to his graduation on June 22 from Scarsdale High School.), June 29, 2001, p. 1

CAPPucci, Roger
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District’s 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
Scarsdale’s Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22

CARAS, EMANUEL
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve ‘gateway’ (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
Question of the year (editorial) (The Inquirer wonders why the Village has been so slow to put out holiday decorations in the downtown area.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

CARAS, ROSE
Tercentenary festivities (Scarsdale’s 300th birthday will be celebrated on June 9 at Scarsdale High School.), June 8, 2001, p. 1
A time to paint; Scarsdale artist recreates Noah’s Ark timeline at Hitchcock Church (photo) (Rose Caras is pictured working on her colorful timeline in the halls of the Hitchcock Church.), July 20, 2001, p. 15
A time to paint; Scarsdale artist recreates Noah’s Ark timeline at Hitchcock Church (photo) (continued) (Rose Caras is pictured working on her colorful timeline in the halls of the Hitchcock Church.), July 20, 2001, p. 16
Question of the year (editorial) (The Inquirer wonders why the Village has been so slow to put out holiday decorations in the downtown area.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

CARDELLI, MARCY
Friends’ group protects and enriches local open spaces (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9

CAREY, CORA
6% tax hike draws ire in Greenburgh (If passed on December 12, the proposed 2002 Greenburgh Town budget would result in a tax increase of 6.02 percent.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

CARLSSON, ARVID
Edgemont girls share Nobel experience with grandfather (photo) (Libby and Allison Kandel, Seely Place students, had the honor of joining their grandfather, Dr. Eric Kandel, in Stockholm in December as he accepted the Nobel Prize in Medicine.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1

CARMODY, JOHN
Toward a less toxic lawn: Panelists consider alternatives to pesticides (On May 3, the PT Council sponsored a forum titled, "Pesticide Reduction for a Healthier Environment.")., May 18, 2001, p. 3
Toward a less toxic lawn: Panelists consider alternatives to pesticides (continued) (On May 3, the PT Council sponsored a forum titled, "Pesticide Reduction for a Healthier Environment.")., May 18, 2001, p. 9

CARNEVALE, ESTHER S
Esther S. Carnevale (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Esther S. Carnevale, died on August 28, 2001, in San Diego, California. She was 83.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 32

CARNEY, JOAN
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District’s 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

CARNEY, PATRICK
Giving thanks (The Scarsdale community interfaith Thanksgiving service will be held on November 21 at the Scarsdale Community Baptist Church.)., Nov 9, 2001, p. 1
We need Thanksgiving more than ever this year (photo) (editorial) (Msgr. Patrick Carney urges the community to remain thankful in the face of tragedy.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 6

CARNEY, TOM
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

CARNEY, TOM (AUTHOR)
Parents learn the value of networking (editorial) (Tom Carney discusses the importance of parent support groups.), June 15, 2001, p. 7

CARNICELLI, EVELYN
 Voters Party nominations are still open (Voters Party Chairman, Richard Wingate announced that the nomination process for the Village Board remains open despite the fact that the January 12 deadline has passed.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1

CARNICELLI, EVELYN (AUTHOR)
Vote for Harrison, Zock and Cusick (letter) (Evelyn Carnicelli urges residents to vote for trustees who will limit downtown development and preserve open space.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
CARNIVALS
Carnival time (The annual Carnival sponsored by the Scarsdale High School senior class will be held April 20-21.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
Up, up, and away (photo) (Photo of three children on a ride at the carnival sponsored by the Scarsdale High School Student Government.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1
Organizers of first community carnival thank supporters (letter) (Elissa Kozlov, President of the Scarsdale High School Class of 2004, thanks the merchants and residents who made possible last weekend's Carnival.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7
What's so funny? (photo) (Scarsdale High School senior, David Godfrey, scoffs at danger at the dunk tank at the Scarsdale High School Carnival on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 17
Many contributed to the success of first SHS carnival (letter) (Connie Chan reports on the success of the Scarsdale High School carnival on April 20 and 21 and thanks all the event's contributors and supporters.), May 4, 2001, p. 6

CARO, SAMMIE
Quaker Ridge - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Quaker Ridge School on June 19; the theme of the day was "End of Year Memories."), June 29, 2001, p. 23A

CAROLS
O Holy Night (photo) (Carolers raise their voices in song at the annual carol sing on Christmas Eve at Crane Pond in Edgemont.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1

CARPENTER, JO
'Fable, Fact and Fiction' was theme of flower show (photo) (The Garden Section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club held its annual Flower Show on May 4 and 5.), May 11, 2001, p. 17
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 15

CARR, RICK
Little League throws 1st pitch of new year (Registration for Scarsdale Little League will take place on January 20 and 27; it remains to be seen if the conflicts from the previous season have been resolved.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
Little League throws 1st pitch of new year (photo) (continued) (Registration for Scarsdale Little League will take place on January 20 and 27; it remains to be seen if the conflicts from the previous season have been resolved.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 9
Mayor-elect defines goals (Article profiles Scarsdale's recently elected Mayor, David Kroenlein, with particular attention to his policies and programs.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
Mayor-elect defines goals (continued) (Article profiles Scarsdale's recently elected Mayor, David Kroenlein, with particular attention to his policies and programs.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

CARRANO, KATHLEEN
After 3 years of decline, county taxes to rise (County Executive, Andy Spano, proposed a $1.3 billion budget for 2002, increasing expenditures by $8.94 million and raising property taxes by 9.5 percent.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1
After 3 years of decline, county taxes to rise (continued) (County Executive, Andy Spano, proposed a $1.3 billion budget for 2002, increasing expenditures by $8.94 million and raising property taxes by 9.5 percent.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 13

CARROLL, ANN
Focal Points: How do you feel about the media coverage of the McVeigh execution? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, poses timely questions to the public.), June 15, 2001, p. 7

CARROLL, JENNY
Sidewalk sale days: Bargain-hunters flock to Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's annual sidewalk sale benefited from sunny weather on August 3-5.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 9

CARROLL, JOE (AUTHOR)
Fire fair was a learning opportunity for village residents (letter) (The Scarsdale Fire Department and its volunteers thank the Inquirer and the community for the success of its open house and fire fair on October 20.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7

CARROLL, ROBERT
Party time! (photo) (Photos of the tercentennial celebration of the Village of Scarsdale, held on June 9 at the Scarsdale High School.), June 15, 2001, p. 3

CARROLL, VICKI
Sidewalk sale days: Bargain-hunters flock to Scarsdale (photo) (Scarsdale's annual sidewalk sale benefited from sunny weather on August 3-5.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 9
CARSKY, KATHERINE S
Carsky: Board of legislators needs downsizing (photo) (Kay Carsky, Republican senior member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, proposes shrinking the Board from 17 to 9 Legislators.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 3
Board's not too big, but it does have too many committees (letter) (Edward R. Krauss disagrees with Legislator Kay Carsky's suggestion to shrink the Westchester County Board of Legislators but agrees with her that there are too many committees.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (continued) (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 4
1 village, 1 district, 1 legislator (editorial) (The Inquirer agrees with the redistricting plan that would unite Scarsdale in one, single election district; the paper encourages the community to support the plan at the Westchester County Board public hearing on May 21.), May 18, 2001, p. 6
Village est omnis divisa in partes tres no more (photo) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
Village est omnis divisa in partes tres no more (photo) (continued) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 9
Students explore local government at LWV (League of Women Voters) Legislative Day (photo) (Local high school students attended the ninth annual League of Women Voters County Legislative Day on April 23.), June 1, 2001, p. 12
Candidates ready to run in newly united county district; Bill Ryan: incumbent legislator, new turf (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 1
Challenger on the attack in 5th District (Candidates for the District 5 seat of the County Board of Legislators have been engaging in rancorous debate.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Calls grow louder to close Indian Point (photo) (continued) (In light of the recent September 11 terrorist attacks, many are calling for the closing of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan, New York.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 9
CARSKY, KATHERINE S (AUTHOR)
Little things mean a lot (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 14A
CARTER, MARC
Focal Points: How do you feel the negotiations with China for the release of the U.S. plane crew should be concluded? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses newsworthly questions to subjects.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 7
CAR THEFT
Watch your car (The Scarsdale Police Department will holds its third annual "Watch Your Car" program at the Crossway Firehouse on June 9.), June 8, 2001, p. 1
CARTON, PAM
Toss up: 2d place finish sparks Scarsdale cheerleaders (photo), Dec 7, 2001, p. 27
CASE, SIDNEY
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
Wind Ensemble's trip to England did Scarsdale proud (letter) (Craig P. Sherman, Scarsdale High School Band Director, thanks those who made possible a very successful trip and performances in England by the High School Wind Ensemble.), June 15, 2001, p. 6
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
Derbyshire orchestra visits SHS (Scarsdale High School) (The Youth Orchestra of Derbyshire, England, will visit Scarsdale the week of October 21.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 17
Across-the-pond musicians join SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (On October 22, the Scarsdale community was enchanted by a student performance by the North East Derbyshire Chamber Orchestra from Chesterfield, England.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9
CASEY, MARGARET
Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (continued), July 13, 2001, p. 12
CASHMAN, BRIAN
Ahead of the game; Scarsdale resident Brian Cashman has helped rebuild a sports dynasty (photo) (Brian Cashman, General Manager of the Yankees, has resided in Scarsdale since 1999.), May 18, 2001, p. 17
Ahead of the game; Scarsdale resident Brian Cashman has helped rebuild a sports dynasty (photo) (continued) (Brian Cashman, General Manager of the Yankees, has resided in Scarsdale since 1999.), May 18, 2001, p. 23
CASHMAN, MARY
Ahead of the game; Scarsdale resident Brian Cashman has helped rebuild a sports dynasty (photo) (continued) (Brian Cashman, General Manager of the Yankees, has resided in Scarsdale since 1999.), May 18, 2001, p. 23

CASS, SAM
Grand opening (photo) (Author Bernard Most watches Sam Cass on the computer at the opening of the Greenacres School Library on November 2.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 11

CASSIDY, MIMI
(Photo of Mimi Cassidy shielding herself and her ice cream cone from a sudden summer shower.) (photo), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6

CATANIA, ROGER
Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22

CATHERRALL, PAUL
Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1

CATS
7 pounds of black, beige and gray fur (editorial) (Laurie Sullivan muses on how a tiny mackerel tabby won over her formerly cat-hating husband.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

Rabies alert (The Westchester County Health Department has issued a rabies alert to residents of Scarsdale who may have had contact with a stray kitten.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1

CAVANAUGH, JAMES
Village est omnis divisa in partes tres no more (photo) (continued) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 9

Is it curtains for the Plaza? Eastchester considers new luxury apartment proposal (photo) (After more than 80 years, the Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater may never reopen and instead may be turned into a luxury apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 1

CECERE, JODI
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2

CEDAR, ANDREW
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

CEDARBAUM, BERNARD
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

CEDARBAUM, BERNARD (AUTHOR)
P.D. (Police Department) wins praise from ex-officials (letter) (Six former elected officials write to acknowledge the fine work the Scarsdale Police Department performs in the community.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

CEFOLA, ANN
Her own patron: If award-winning poet Ann Cefola follows her designs, the days of struggling artists may be on the way out (photo) (Ann Cefola's poem "Express" wins the Robert Penn Warren Award for free verse poetry), Aug 31, 2001, p. 13

Her own patron: If award-winning poet Ann Cefola follows her designs, the days of struggling artists may be on the way out (photo) (continued) (Ann Cefola's poem "Express" wins the Robert Penn Warren Award for free verse poetry), Aug 31, 2001, p. 14

Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims (The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

Focal Points: Would you be interested, sometime in the future, in visiting Afghanistan? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toof, asks residents newsworthy questions.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 7

CEFOLA, ANN (AUTHOR)
Inquirer delights (letter) (Ann Cefola thanks the Inquirer for its profile of her in the August 31 issue.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8

CELENTANO, DIANE
Elementary teachers tout small class size (Discussions of class size continued at the Board of Education meeting on February 12, including recommendations from three teachers.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11

CELENTANO, PAUL
Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22

CELLULAR TELEPHONES
County to motorists: Starting Monday, don't touch that dial (Starting April 23, the county will ban the use of cellular phones not equipped with a hands-free device by motorists.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
CELLULAR TELEPHONES  (Continued)
Shut up and drive (editorial) (The Inquirer heartily supports the ban on cellphone use while driving.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6
County to motorists: Starting Monday, don’t touch that dial (continued) (Starting April 23, the county will ban the use of cellular phones not equipped with a hands-free device by motorists.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15
Cell-phone ban is the right thing (letter) (Seth Halpern congratulates the State Legislature for banning the use of hand held cellular phones by drivers.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
More action, less talk (editorial) (Marc Wollin writes that hands free speaking on a cell phone while driving is still a dangerous distraction.), July 6, 2001, p. 7
Cell phones wanted (State Senator, Suzi Oppenheimer, seeks donated cell phones to help domestic violence victims reach emergency assistance.), July 20, 2001, p. 1
SCARSDALE
CENSUS
Opportunity knocks (The Westchester County Board of Legislators will meet April 24 at Greenburgh Town Hall to discuss redrawing district lines in response to the recent Government census.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICTS - SCARSDALE
Depot developer asks trustees for guidance (On August 13, developer Robert Kligerman presented the Village Center Committee with a "modest proposal" for development at Depot Place.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
CERNIGLIA, MARC
Scarsdale’s Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22
CHAE, ALEX
Host Scarsdale takes 2d in tourney (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Raiders wrestling team powered their way to a runner-up finish in a revamped version of the Scarsdale Wrestling Tournament on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 18
CHAIT, DANIEL
Kids talk to school board about cliques and courtesy at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (continued), Dec 14, 2001, p. 12
The music man; Scarsdale High School junior Daniel Chait lets music into every corner of his life (photo) (Scarsdale High School junior, Daniel Chait, has won a spot in the prestigious Manhattan School of Music’s Select Choir.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 21
CHALCHINSKY, RACHEL
Honor thy teachers (photo) (As the school year draws to a close, staff appreciation luncheons abound.), June 8, 2001, p. 14
CHALFIN, DAVID
Kids BASE elects trustees (David Chalfin, Tami Morachnick and Edward Irwin have been elected to serve on the Board of Trustees of Kids’ BASE for 2001-2003.), June 15, 2001, p. 4
CHALMERS, RUTH JR
Second ‘t’ gone (letter) (Ruth Chalmers, Jr., corrects the Inquirer’s spelling of Walter Collett’s name: it has two ‘t’s.), May 11, 2001, p. 6
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE - SCARSDALE
Chamber of Commerce broadens participation (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 3A
Blood drive Saturday (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce will hold its third annual blood drive on February 10 at the Bank of New York; donors may pick from a grab bag of donated gifts.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1
Raising a pint (photo) (Matthew Wilson is shown donating blood at the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce blood drive on February 10.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
Open minds needed (editorial) (The Inquirer urges the Village to utilize the work of organizations, such as the Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association, in making a decision on the proposed Christie Place Garage.), June 1, 2001, p. 6
Parking survey: More employees use metered spaces (A survey taken by the Scarsdale Inquirer indicates that employees of Village businesses exceed Village estimates in terms of parking spaces utilized.), July 6, 2001, p. 1
Sidewalk sale days: Bargain-hunters flock to Scarsdale (photo) (Scarsdale’s annual sidewalk sale benefited from sunny weather on August 3-5.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1; Aug 10, 2001, p. 9
Painting pumpkins (photo) (The Scarsdale Halloween window painting contest, sponsored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, was held on October 21.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
Tree to be lit (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce will hold its annual tree lighting ceremony in Boniface Circle on December 14.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1
Question of the year (editorial) (The Inquirer wonders why the Village has been so slow to put out holiday decorations in the downtown area.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6
CHAN, CONNIE
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28
CHAN, CONNIE  (Continued)
Connie Chan, SHS musicians to perform (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Symphony Orchestra and Chamber Orchestra will perform on May 8 at the High School.), May 4, 2001, p. 11
Together SHS (Scarsdale High School) seniors discover 'How to Succeed' (photo) (Graduation Supplement; the 2001 Scarsdale High School graduating class performed the musical, "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying."). June 29, 2001, p. 5A
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A
CHAN, CONNIE (AUTHOR)
Many contributed to the success of first SHS carnival (letter) (Connie Chan reports on the success of the Scarsdale High School carnival on April 20 and 21 and thanks all the event's contributors and supporters.), May 4, 2001, p. 6
CHARDE, MAUREEN
Hartsdale's farmer's market brings the country to town (photo) (Farmers market to be held every Saturday from late June to mid-October in front of the Hartsdale train station), July 20, 2001, p. 1
CHARITY
S. O. Santas (photo) (The Scarsdale Middle School Student Organization brought toys and gifts to children at Blythedale Hospital and the new children's hospital at Westchester County Medical Center.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 10
The age of excess (editorial) (The Inquirer laments Village-wide "affluenza," which causes residents to turn a blind eye to those in need while they blithely and blindly spend; President George Bush's estate tax policies in particular seem to encourage the concentration of wealth in the hands of a few.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6
Food, glorious canned food (photo) (The Scarsdale Middle School community collected a record 4,693 pounds of food during the annual Student Organization food drive.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9
'Compassionate community' asked to remember SFCS (Scarsdale Family Counseling Service) (letter) (Geraldine Greene and Lorraine Gilden asks the community to remember the Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service this holiday season.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6
Season of sharing (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to give generously to a wide range of charities, and not solely to the ones dedicated to 9/11 relief.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6
Cyber-giving (editorial) (Robert Reiser lists a variety of cyber-giving websites.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 11
SHS (Scarsdale High School) clothing drive brings avalanche of donations, Dec 21, 2001, p. 13
Charitable giving is mixed bag post 9/11 (photo) (Donations to September 11 charitable funds have deflected giving from other needy charitable institutions.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 3
CHASE, CAROL
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
CHASE, ROBERT
Focal Points: How do you feel about possible legislation concerning SUVs? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the community.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 7
CHASE PARK (SCARSDALE)
(Rhonda Baxter's photograph of "snowy symmetry" in Chase Park) (photo). Jan 5, 2001, p. 6
(Residents hold a silent vigil at Chase Park on August 4 to commemorate the 1945 bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.) (photo). Aug 10, 2001, p. 6
Fall for Art in the Park with SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) (photo) (On September 15 and 16, the Scarsdale Art Association will display the works of over 40 artists at its annual outdoor art show at Chase Park.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 15
Fall for Art in the Park with SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) (photo) (continued) (On September 15 and 16, the Scarsdale Art Association will display the works of over 40 artists at its annual outdoor art show at Chase Park.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 16
Halloween festivities (Sponsored by the Recreation Department, the Village's annual window painting contest will be held on October 21.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
CHATTMAN, JON
Movie reviewer gave bad advice (letter) (Mark and Jill Hirsch do not concur with the glowing review Jon Chattman gave to the film, "Memento."). May 25, 2001, p. 8
Calls grow louder to close Indian Point (In light of the recent September 11 terrorist attacks, many are calling for the closing of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan, New York.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
CHECKI, MATT
Winter Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Nov 30, 2001, p. 17
CHEEMA, ZACH
Focal Points: Do you think results on standardized reading and math tests indicate the quality of a school? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions subjects about the value of standardized testing in schools.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7
CHEERLEADING
Raider pride (photo) (Scarsdale varsity cheerleaders are pictured winning their second place performance prize at the annual Westchester County Cheerleading Championships on November 28.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9
Toss up: 2d place finish sparks Scarsdale cheerleaders (photo), Dec 7, 2001, p. 27
Toss up: 2d place finish sparks Scarsdale cheerleaders (photo) (continued), Dec 7, 2001, p. 31

CHEN, MARINA
Foods, glorious foods, at SMS luncheon (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School students enjoyed a fabulous lunch hosted by the Multicultural Committee on June 1.), June 8, 2001, p. 13

CHENG, MEI YAU
New Garth bakers learn secrets of an old master (photo) (Green Island Bakery has opened on Garth Road; its offerings include traditional fare as well as Asian delicacies.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 4

CHEPAK, JOHN A
Focal Points: When you vote, do you cast your ballot for a candidate or a party? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, poses timely questions to passers by.), June 1, 2001, p. 7

CHERR, DIANE
Tile mural helps make connections at Quaker Ridge school (photo) (Quaker Ridge students are creating a massive ceramic tile mural that will represent their connections to one another and to the school.), June 1, 2001, p. 12
Colors and connections: New mural unveiled at QR (Quaker Ridge) (photo) (Huge mural, composed of 4 by 4 inch tiles created by students, is unveiled outside the Quaker Ridge School auditorium.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 8

CHESLER, DAVID
For SVC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (continued) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 9

CHESS
Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (continued) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 9
Chess champs galore (photo) (Pictured with their chess coach are student winners of local chess tournaments.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10
Chess champs (photo) (Fox Meadow School won the third place trophy at the National Scholastic Chess Foundation chess tournament held on October 21.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 11

CHIANESE, DOMINIC
Ellis, Newburger honored (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Dr. Amy Newburger and Ellie Ellis were honored by the Institute of Applied Human Dynamics-St. Jude Habilitation Institute.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

CHILDHOOD
A farewell to childhood (editorial) (Laurie Sullivan feels the impact of her husband dismantling their children's outdoor play gym.), July 27, 2001, p. 7

CHILDREN
KIDS - A Special Section of the Scarsdale Inquirer (This annual section of the Scarsdale Inquirer features the winning photos submitted to the "Cover Kids Contest.") Mar 23, 2001, p. 1A-43A

CHILDREN HAVING INDIVIDUAL LEARNING DIFFERENCES (C.H.I.L.D.)
C.H.I.L.D. helps parents of kids with learning differences (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 19A

CHILDREN'S VILLAGE - DOBBS FERRY
(The Cub Scouts of Greenacres Troop 440 are shown wrapping presents for boys at Children's Village in Dobbs Ferry for Christmas, 2000.) (photo), Jan 26, 2001, p. 4

CHILDREN WITH MENTAL DISABILITIES
Hobish realizes his dream in summer camp (photo) (Rick Hobish and Deb Berman, founders of Camp Starfish, which focuses on children with emotional and developmental issues, are shown being honored by the Boston Celtics on November 26, 2000.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 3

CHILDREN WITH SOCIAL DISABILITIES
Hobish realizes his dream in summer camp (photo) (Rick Hobish and Deb Berman, founders of Camp Starfish, which focuses on children with emotional and developmental issues, are shown being honored by the Boston Celtics on November 26, 2000.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 3

CHINA
Focal Points: How do you feel the negotiations with China for the release of the U.S. plane crew should be concluded? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, poses newsworthy questions to subjects.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 7
U.S. should be on receiving end of an apology (letter) (Edward R. Krauss demands an apology from China for a recent, wreckless aeronautical mishap perpetrated by a Chinese pilot.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7
CHINA (Continued)
Focal Points: What action should the United States take to secure the return of our aircraft from China? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks local residents their opinions of various political and cultural events.), May 11, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about the selection of China as the site for the 2008 Olympic games? (photo), July 20, 2001, p. 7
Toppings to lecture on China (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Audrey Ronning Topping and Seymour Topping will speak about China on October 16 at the Scarsdale Library as part of Scarsdale’s tercentenary celebration.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
Topping lecture (Scarsdale residents Audrey and Seymour Topping will speak on “China: Past, Present and Future,” on October 16 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
Toppings: China’s Past, Present and Future (Audrey Ronning Topping and Seymour Topping urged patience with China’s slow movement toward Democracy in a lecture at the Scarsdale Library on October 19.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 3
Toppings: China’s Past, Present and Future (photo) (continued) (Audrey Ronning Topping and Seymour Topping urged patience with China’s slow movement toward Democracy in a lecture at the Scarsdale Library on October 19.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 8

CHINESE LANGUAGE
Bridging the language barrier; Locals help Chinatown 9/11 victims get aid (photo), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1
Bridging the language barrier; Locals help Chinatown 9/11 victims get aid (continued), Dec 28, 2001, p. 8

CHISARI, EILEEN
Eileen Chisari (photo) (Eileen Chisari of Edgemont appointed new administrator of St. Mary’s Rehabilitation Center in Ossining.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 4

CHOCHEK, NANCY SHAW
4 join Julia B. Fee (photo) (Four local women have joined Julia B. Fee Real Estate: Nancy Shaw Chochrek, Linda H. Dietz, Leslie Dorf, and Linda Schutz Janssen.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 4

CHOCOLATE
A sweet memory: my first taste of chocolate (editorial) (Kuniko Katz recalls the first time she tasted chocolate, at the conclusion of World War II in Japan.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 7

CHOIRS (MUSIC)
Transcending the sorrow of 9/11 (editorial) (Steven Sohn reflects on the power of music to console victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7

CHONIGMAN, PHILIP
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (continued) (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 4
Village est omnis divisa in partes tres no more (photo) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
Paulin sponsors bill to prevent gerrymandering (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin wants to introduce a bill to the Albany legislature that would prevent “spiteful” political actions like gerrymandering.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

CHOW, POI SON
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 8, 2001, p. 1
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 19

CHRISTIANITY
Islam’s ardor is seductive, radiant (editorial) (Seth Halpert contrasts and compares Islam, Christianity and Judaism.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7

CHRISTIE, ROBERT
Village trustees must address important esthetic issues (editorial) (Irving Sloan writes that the efforts of all community organizations are directed at eliminating “visual pollution.”), Aug 17, 2001, p. 7

CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY (SCARSDALE)
Christie Place lot (Anne Weisberg announced a public meeting on January 18 concerning the proposed Christie Place parking lot.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Christie Place Garage proposal invites confrontation (letter) (Richard Henry Behr is firmly against a parking garage on Christie Place; he describes alternatives to the construction of a multi-level parking facility in the Village.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
Village board not interested in preserving open space (letter) (Steven Kalt alleges that the Village seeks to develop rather than preserve open space, using the Winston property and Christie Place as examples.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6
CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY (SCARSDALE)  (Continued)
Speakers urge village to go ahead with Christie Garage (photo) (Several dozen Village residents turned out to a meeting on January 18 to urge the Village to proceed with the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1

Speakers urge village to go ahead with Christie Garage (photo) (continued) (Several dozen Village residents turned out to a meeting on January 18 to urge the Village to proceed with the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 8

Attractiveness of new downtown garage is important (letter) (Baine Johnson supports the construction of the new Christie Place garage and urges that it be attractive, unlike the thirty year old Freighway Parking construction.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

Employees should use Christie Garage; shoppers won't (letter) (Lynette Wilson, Scarsdale resident for sixty years, feels that shoppers will be resistant to parking at the new Christie Place Garage.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7

Garage won't improve Christie Place (editorial) (Abbott Stillman, member of the Advisory Committee on Downtown Development, opposes anything other than a very modest parking facility at Christie Place.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 7

Scarsdale Responsible Citizens group reorganizing (letter) (Michael Anastas, Chairman of Scarsdale Responsible Citizens, announces the reorganization of his group and demands details on plans for future expansion of the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

Surface parking is what we need (letter) (Jennie Schlessinger supports the idea of surface parking rather than construction of an additional parking garage and thus she recommends voting for anti-parking garage advocate, Bob Harrison.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

Vote for Harrison, a candidate who opposes new garage (letter) (Toni Tiberi urges residents to vote for Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, because he is the only one running who opposed the construction of a new downtown garage.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

Save consultant fees, read the Inquirer (editorial) (Irving Sloan urges Village Trustees to read Abbott Stillman's recent op-ed article, "Garage Won't improve Christie Place.").), Mar 9, 2001, p. 7

How about free limo service for all? (letter) (Richard Henry Behr sardonically suggests that instead of a costly new garage at Christie Place, the money would be better spent providing free limo service for residents.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

Harrison, Zock, Cusick will keep the village in Scarsdale (letter) (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, promises to maintain the character of the Village by limiting development in the downtown area.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Vote for Harrison, Zock and Cusick (letter) (Evelyn Camicelli urges residents to vote for trustees who will limit downtown development and preserve open space.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Christie Place lot proposal unveiled (The Village released the plans for the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage and police substation at Christie Place.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

Christie Place lot proposal unveiled (continued) (illustration) (The Village released the plans for the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage and police substation at Christie Place.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 10

Parking alternatives (Opponents to the Christie Place parking structure pitched an alternative proposal for increased Village center parking.), May 4, 2001, p. 1

Garage would jeopardize Chateaux quality of life (letter) (Janet W. Dubin, a Scarsdale Chateaux resident, is concerned that the proposed parking structure on Christie Place will adversely affect her quality of life.), May 4, 2001, p. 6

OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) promotes parking structure alternative (photo) (The Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association sponsored an alternative design to the proposed Christie Place parking facility.), May 11, 2001, p. 3

Parking proposal not supported by Chateaux owners (letter) (Alan Eckstein writes that the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Chateaux Owners Corporation agreed unanimously not to support the proposed parking garage on Christie Place.), May 11, 2001, p. 6

Trustees mull Christie Place Garage (The Village Center Committee held an open meeting on May 14 to discuss the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage at Christie Place.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

Desman proposal is out of character with village center (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer urges the Village Board to seek less costly and less intrusive solutions to the downtown parking problem.), May 18, 2001, p. 6

Trustees mull Christie Place Garage (continued) (The Village Center Committee held an open meeting on May 14 to discuss the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage at Christie Place.), May 18, 2001, p. 9

Christie proposals to be discussed by TVCC (The annual meeting of the TVCC will be held on June 7 at the Scarsdale Public Library; featured will be a discussion of the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), May 25, 2001, p. 2

Christie Place parking garage would pose safety hazards (letter) (Anne Mylon suggeststhat the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility would pose a hazard to children and pedestrians.), May 25, 2001, p. 6

Neighborhood association wants alternative to garage (letter) (Elaine Taylor-Gordon suggests alternatives to the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), May 25, 2001, p. 6

"Monstrous" garage would take away from charm of village (letter) (Scarsdale Chateaux residents, Vincent and Susan Mastellone, oppose the Village Board plan to construct a 420 car parking garage on Christie Place.), June 1, 2001, p. 6
CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY (SCARSDALE) (Continued)

Open minds needed (editorial) (The Inquirer urges the Village to utilize the work of organizations, such as the Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association, in making a decision on the proposed Christie Place Garage.), June 1, 2001, p. 6

Garage isn't needed, says OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) (The Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association objects strenuously to the proposed Christie Place indoor garage as described in the Desman Report.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

Desman proposal will destroy Scarsdale as we know it (letter) (John and Adriana Dillon of Scarsdale Chateaux argue that the construction of a 420 car indoor garage at Christie Place will forever ruin the parklike quality of the Village.), June 8, 2001, p. 6

OSNA's 'green master plan' would help solve parking (letter) (Bruce Wells, of the Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association, offers 'greener' alternatives to the downtown parking problem.), June 8, 2001, p. 6

Garage isn't needed, says OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) (continued) (The Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association objects strenuously to the proposed Christie Place indoor garage as described in the Desman Report.), June 8, 2001, p. 8

Christie Place Lot debate continues (At a Town and Village Club meeting on June 7, Village Manager Al Gatta pressed the Village's support of the proposed indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), June 15, 2001, p. 1

A parking garage doesn't belong on Christie Place (letter) (Gerry Whifelder, a long time Quaker Ridge resident, is opposed to the creation of an indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

Around and around we go (editorial) (Arthur Ash applies a dose of humor to the chronic parking shortage in downtown Scarsdale.), June 15, 2001, p. 7

Christie Place Lot debate continues (continued) (At a Town and Village Club meeting on June 7, Village Manager Al Gatta pressed the Village's support of the proposed indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), June 15, 2001, p. 14

Christie Place: village gets more flack (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 1

Christie Place: village gets more flack (continued) (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 8

Parking survey: More employees use metered spaces (A survey taken by the Scarsdale Inquirer indicates that employees of Village businesses exceed Village estimates in terms of parking spaces utilized.), July 6, 2001, p. 1

The common good (editorial) (Contrary to the stance of the Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association, the Inquirer agrees that parking spaces are needed east of the Scarsdale railroad tracks.), July 6, 2001, p. 6

Parking survey: More employees use metered spaces (continued) (A survey taken by the Scarsdale Inquirer indicates that employees of Village businesses exceed Village estimates in terms of parking spaces utilized.), July 6, 2001, p. 13

Christie options (A Village Center Committee meeting on July 17 will present options for the Christie Place parking facility and four alternatives to create additional off street parking.), July 13, 2001, p. 1

Build a 3-story parking garage on Scarsdale Avenue (letter) (John M. Dillon suggests that a three story parking facility be built on Scarsdale Avenue rather than at the proposed Christie Place location.), July 13, 2001, p. 6

Don't indulge 'trivial desires' for parking (letter) (Anne Hintermeister writes that a multilevel parking structure does not belong in the backyard of any Village resident.), July 13, 2001, p. 6

Last chance to speak (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to voice their opinions to the Village Board on the parking crisis in the downtown area.), July 13, 2001, p. 6

Put garage on hold while seeking alternatives (letter) (Gerry Uhlfelder suggests putting the idea of a downtown parking garage on hold until all alternative ideas have been examined and exhausted.), July 13, 2001, p. 6

Real trick is how to free up spaces in village core (letter) (David Buchen suggests that the Inquirer was "serving its own table" by supporting the proposed Christie Place Garage in its July 7 editorial.), July 13, 2001, p. 6

Put long-term parking on Freightway (editorial) (Simon Breines writes that there should be no building construction at Christie Place.), July 13, 2001, p. 7

Engineer's report (Consulting engineer, Bernard Grossfield, inspected the existing garage at Christie Place and found that the structure needs "major rehabilitation."), July 20, 2001, p. 1

Some trustees reject Christie garage proposal, July 20, 2001, p. 1

Parking problem is chronic, more study required (letter) (Dr. Myron Schoenfeld opines that the parking problem in the downtown Village area is not new and does not call for urgent, irrevocable action.), July 20, 2001, p. 6

Some trustees reject Christie garage proposal (continued), July 20, 2001, p. 8

OSNA parking study was professional, not amateur (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer questions the methodology of the Desman report in determining the feasibility of constructing a multi-level parking facility at Christie Place.), July 27, 2001, p. 6

Downtown does not need more retail, garage (editorial) (Irving Sloan does not think the Village needs more retail stores along with the additional parking they would require.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7

Planning's not the problem, deciding is (editorial) (Jeanne Richman suggests that it is time to just accept the results of the expensive parking plan studies for the Christie Place/Robison Property.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7
CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY (SCARSDALE) (Continued)
Past studies show parking need (Three Village Board trustees voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place parking lot at a Village Center Committee meeting on July 17.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
Past studies show parking need (continued) (Three Village Board trustees voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place parking lot at a Village Center Committee meeting on July 17.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 2
Stone garage on Christie Place could be saved (editorial) (Irving Sloan recommends that the stone structure that is currently serving as the garage at Christie Place be re-purposed and not demolished.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 7
Keep charming stone garage on Christie Place (letter) (Vincent Mastellone urges the Village Board to keep the existing stone parking structure as part of the plan for Christie Place.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6
How to relieve Garth Road congestion (editorial) (Bruce Wells offers alternatives to the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 7

CHRISTMAS
Christmas is coming! (editorial) (Arthur Ash discusses his holiday gift giving philosophy.), July 13, 2001, p. 7
Tree to be lit (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce will hold its annual tree lighting ceremony in Boniface Circle on December 14.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1
Ringing in the season (photo) (Josh and Sophie Kimerling admire jewelry at the Hoff-Barthelson Music School holiday sale.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 2
Nutcrackers galore: direct from Santa’s workshop (photo) (Betsy Hills Bush displays some pieces from her vast collection of nutcrackers, which she sourced from the tiny village of Seiffen, Germany.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 3
Music to shop by (photo) (Musicians play festive tunes outside Daniele Trissi Jewelers on Spencer Place.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 4
Glancing Askance: It’s mobilization time for the soldiers of retail (editorial) (Marc Wollin urges Americans to keep the economy going by doing a lot of Christmas shopping.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7
Season’s Greetings; Festivals of light in many holiday traditions featured in Scarsdale Historical Society’s exhibit (photo), Dec 7, 2001, p. 17
Season’s Greetings; Festivals of light in many holiday traditions featured in Scarsdale Historical Society’s exhibit (photo) (continued), Dec 7, 2001, p. 21
Santa’s deadline (All Recreation Department mailboxes holding letters to Santa will be picked up on December 14.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale Audubon to hold Christmas bird count (photo) (On December 23, the Scarsdale Audubon Society will once again hold its annual Christmas bird count.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 2
Free holiday parking (The Village of Scarsdale will provide two hours of free parking in the downtown area from December 22-25.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1
Holiday schedule (Village schedule for the Christmas holiday week), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1
Where’s Rudolph? (photo) (Photo of the Arthur Manor Christmas celebration at Davis Park.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1
Candles in the night (editorial) (The Inquirer encourages residents to remember the true meaning of the Christmas and Hanukkah holidays in the wake of the terrorist attacks on 9/11.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6
O Holy Night (photo) (Carolers raise their voices in song at the annual carol sing on Christmas Eve at Crane Pond in Edgemont.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
Christmas is coming! (editorial) (Arthur Ash discusses his holiday gift giving philosophy.), July 13, 2001, p. 7
It’s mobilization time for the soldiers of retail (editorial) (Marc Wollin previews offbeat holiday gift items.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7

CHRISTMAS TREES
Tree to be lit (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce will hold its annual tree lighting ceremony in Boniface Circle on December 14.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

CHU, DAN
Fighting Hellfish (photo) (Scarsdale’s Ultimate Frisbee team proves itself at the Nationals.), May 25, 2001, p. 20
Fighting Hellfish (photo) (Scarsdale High School’s Ultimate Frisbee team proves itself at the Nationals.), May 25, 2001, p. 22

CHU, DANIEL
In memorium (photo) (The Student Government of Scarsdale High School organized a vigil at Chase Park on September 14 in honor of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1

CHU, PETER
All fun and games (photo) (Photo montage of fun activities at the Scarsdale Recreation Department’s day camps.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 3

CHUDD, MARY LOUISE
Focal Points: How do you feel about possible legislation concerning SUVs? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the community.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 7

CHURCHES
Omnipoint gets antenna at SCC (The Scarsdale Congregational Church was granted a variance by the Board of Appeals to install a public utility wireless facility at the Church.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 3
Asbury welcomes new pastor (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 16A
Celebrations and acts of faith at IHM (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 16A
CHURCHES  (Continued)
Community Baptist Church moves into the new century (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 16A
Scarsdale Congregational Church focuses on family-oriented events (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 16A
Outreach is a focus at Trinity Church (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 17A
Charges against McCreary dropped; civil cases continue (At the request of the Westchester District
Attorney, Scarsdale Village Justice, John Galloway III, dismissed charges against Andrew McCreary at a brief
hearing on January 31.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1
Charges against McCreary dropped; civil cases continue (continued) (At the request of the Westchester District
Attorney, Scarsdale Village Justice, John Galloway III, dismissed charges against Andrew McCreary at a brief
hearing on January 31.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 8
St. James the Less celebrates sesquicentennial (photo) (John Furniss is pictured in the historic St. James the
Less churchyard, filled with the names of historic Scarsdalians.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 3
Giant garage sale at SCC (photo) (The Scarsdale Congregational Church is holding a giant garage sale on May
19.), May 11, 2001, p. 16
SHS grad to serve overseas (photo) (Scott Inouye, a 2000 Scarsdale High School graduate, will serve as a
missionary for two years for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints in Phnom Penh, Cambodia.), May
25, 2001, p. 19
Farewell service will honor local missionary (photo) (Curtis Price Campbell will be honored with a farewell
sacrament service at the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints prior to his departure on a two year
mission to Las Vegas, Nevada.), Jul 13, 2001, p. 14
A time to paint; Scarsdale artist recreates Noah's Ark timeline at Hitchcock Church (photo) (Rose Caras is pictured
working on her colorful timeline in the halls of the Hitchcock Church.), Jul 20, 2001, p. 15
Giving thanks (The Scarsdale community interfaith Thanksgiving service will be held on November 21 at the
Scarsdale Community Baptist Church.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1
New twist to sale proved enticing to buyers (letter) (Erin Ryan-Pazienza thanks donors and volunteers for the
success of the Church of St. James the Less' annual rummage sale, Treasures and Trifles.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8
Hoff-Barthelson honors Wadsworth (photo) (On May 19, the Hoff-Barthelson Music School hosted "Dawn at
Dusk," a recital featuring renowned soprano Dawn Upshaw.), Jun 15, 2001, p. 4
Claire D. Leone (photo) (Roseann Cianci has joined the Claire D. Leone real estate office as a new sales
associate.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 4
Landmark rhododendron will be celebration's focus (photo) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club will celebrate its
beautiful hundred year old rhododendron bush at a luncheon on June 6.), Jun 1, 2001, p. 15
Cicero, McCormick (wed) (photo) (Caron Cicero and Charles Michael McCormick were wed on November 10,
2001, in New York City.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 20
Kimberly Pyskaty, Cicero (engaged) (photo) (Kimberly Pyskaty and Michael Cicero are engaged; a June 2002 wedding is
planned.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 15
Cimac, Ron (Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (continued) (The proposed expansion of the small soccer
field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28
Cioffi, Susan (Focal Points: How do you think security at airports can be improved? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff,
asks locals questions of the day.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 7
Ciotti, Jack (Scenes from yesteryear (photo) (Photo of two residents dressed as Revolutionary soldiers during the Village's
tercentennial celebration at Scarsdale High School on June 9.), Jun 15, 2001, p. 1
Ciricillo, Yolanda (Yolanda Ciricillo (Dies) (Yolanda Ciricillo, retired Seely Place School teacher, died on January 24, 2001, at her
home in Hartsdale. She was 88.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 14
CIRINO, NICOLE
School sexual harassment policy debated (At the School Board meeting on May 21, four Scarsdale High School seniors offered their opinions on sexual harassment and intimidation.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
School sexual harassment policy debated (continued) (At the School Board meeting on May 21, four Scarsdale High School seniors offered their opinions on sexual harassment and intimidation.), May 25, 2001, p. 10
Students explore local government at LWV (League of Women Voters) Legislative Day (photo) (Local high school students attended the ninth annual League of Women Voters County Legislative Day on April 23.), June 1, 2001, p. 12

CITRON, KENNETH
New board at SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) (photo) (Pictured are the new members of the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Golf Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 17

CIVETTA, ALEXANDER
Teens care (photo) (Nine eighth graders and three staff members from Scarsdale Middle School participated in the Americares Homefront America program on May 5.), May 25, 2001, p. 10
Congratulations to the Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Coldwell Banker and Dudley Doernberg salute graduates), June 29, 2001, p. 2A

CIVETTA, CLAIRE
Associates honored (photo) (Top Coldwell Banker sales associates for the fourth quarter were recently honored at a breakfast in Mount Kisco: Robin Servidio, Rena Herz, Simone Englander, Barbara Clamer, Ruth Bellsey, Claire Civetta, Ellen Donat, Eve Weinstein and Anita Weiss.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4

CLAESSENS, CHRISTIAN
Ballet Mafia: Thirteen dancers create their own company and give inspirational performance (photo) (The Scarsdale Ballet Studio's Ballet Mafia performed 12 original works on May 12.), May 25, 2001, p. 17

CLAPMAN, BARBARA
Spring art sprouts in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association's Spring Art Show opened March 4 at the Scarsdale Library and will run until March 30.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 27

CLARE, CHRISTIAN
Focal Points: Do you think the high price of gasoline has altered people's driving habits? (photo) (Question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, to passers by), May 18, 2001, p. 7

CLARK, BRYANT
Village's only policewoman back on job (photo) (Scarsdale Policewoman, Pam Blanco, describes her battle to overcome Hodgkin's disease and her return to work after a six month leave.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 3
SHS (Scarsdale High School) junior arrested for giving vodka to a freshman (A sixteen year old Scarsdale High School junior was arrested on February 13 after supplying a 14 year old girl with vodka during a weekend night of binge drinking.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 5
How they cope (Village employees worked round the clock to deal with the six inches of snow that fell March 6-7.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Police arrest suspect in rash of car break-ins (Scarsdale Police arrested 28 year old Trevor Frederick, the man they believe is responsible for a spate of car break-ins.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
Robbery update (Scarsdale police continue to pursue leads in the armed robberies on July 21 at Daniele Trissi and Wilson & Sons jewelers.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
2 teens stabbed in fight at Heathcote (A disagreement among teens turned violent in the rear parking lot of the Heathcote School on the night of August 4, resulting in two stab wounds.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
Robbery update (Scarsdale Police Lt., Bryant Clark, says there is nothing new to report on the July 21 robberies of Daniel Trissi and Wilson and Son jewelry stores.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale police nab auto-theft trio after midday chase (photo) (The Scarsdale Police nabbed three auto thieves on September 26 in the vicinity of the Freighthouse Garage.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
Conference to address domestic abuse issues (The Coalition Against Family Violence will host a conference on domestic violence on October 30 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
Conference to address domestic abuse issues (continued) (The Coalition Against Family Violence will host a conference on domestic violence on October 30 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28
Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims (The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Still on robbers' trail (Scarsdale Police are still pursuing the robbers who held up jewelry stores in the Village in July.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1

CLARK, JIMMY
Ready...headset...coach! Technology helps revolutionize the art of coaching football (photo), Nov 9, 2001, p. 21

CLARK, LYNNE
Cops vs. cancer (photo) (On May 7, two Scarsdale Police Officers will bike from Scarsdale Police Quarters to Washington, D.C. to raise money and awareness in the fight against cancer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
Cops vs. cancer (continued) (On May 7, two Scarsdale Police Officers will bike from Scarsdale Police Quarters to Washington, D.C. to raise money and awareness in the fight against cancer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15
CLARK, LYNNE BUTCHER

CLARK, RICK
Maroon and White Winter Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 24

CLARKE, LYNNE
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 14

CLARKIN, AUDREY
School psychologists, outreach workers advocate sharing (Audrey Clarkin, Director of Psychologists in the Scarsdale School District, shares coping strategies for students in the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 11

CLARNE, BARBARA
Associates honored (photo) (Top Coldwell Banker sales associates for the fourth quarter were recently honored at a breakfast in Mount Kisco: Robin Servidio, Rena Herz, Simone Englander, Barbara Clamer, Ruth Bellsey, Claire Civetta, Ellen Donat, Eve Weinstein and Anita Weiss.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4

CLASS REUNIONS
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held its fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 3
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held its fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28

CLASS SIZE
Class size discussion (The District-wide Class Size Study Committee will present its findings at a meeting on January 30.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
Lowering class sizes is an investment in Scarsdale's future (letter) (The four writers of this letter are in full support of the District Advisory Committee's report in favor of lowering class sizes in the elementary schools.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
Small is better (editorial) (The Inquirer supports the plan supplied by the Class Size Advisory Committee to reduce Scarsdale elementary school class size, including an additional $740,000 in next year's budget for more teachers.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
Business as usual for school board (The education report on class size dominated discussions at the Board of Education meeting on February 12.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11
Elementary teachers tout small class size (Discussions of class size continued at the Board of Education meeting on February 12, including recommendations from three teachers.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11
Board, public weigh in on maximum class size policy (The February 12 Scarsdale School Board meeting featured a lengthy and animated discussion of class size.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 11
School board agrees to reduce class size (After months of debate, the Scarsdale Board of Education has decided to reduce elementary school class sizes.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
School board agrees to reduce class size (continued) (After months of debate, the Scarsdale Board of Education has decided to reduce elementary school class sizes.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 17

CLEVERLEY, AMANDA JANE
Cleverley, Bench (photo) (Craig Markham Bench and Amanda Jane Cleverley were wed December 14, 2000, at the Salt Lake Temple of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Salt Lake City, Utah.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 13

CLINTON, BILL
Administration seen as 'foxtrotting' around Africa's dead (letter) (Harry Reynolds criticizes the Clinton administration for its delayed reaction to the genocide in Rwanda.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
How to get along in India's sunny clime (editorial) (Debra Banerjee gives travelers to India, particularly Bill Clinton, tips on mastering travel in India.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7
Should we still worry about ballistic missiles? (photo) (Richard Garwin addressed the Scarsdale League of Women Voters on the relevancy of ballistic missiles as a defense against terrorism.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 9

CLONING

CLOTHING AND DRESS
Make you own feet (editorial) (Marc Wollin talks about Customatix, a company that creates personalized sneakers.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7

COACHES (ATHLETICS)
It's time to show appreciation for 2 who gave so much (letter) (Scarsdale High School Junior, Jessica Conte, sings the praises of High School basketball coaches, Luke Vaccaro and Larry Holten, and invites the community to a dinner in their honor on May 9.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6
COACHES (ATHLETICS)  (Continued)
Coach appreciates warmth, emotion of tribute dinner (letter) (Basketball coach, Luke Vaccaro, thanks all who attended the May 9 dinner honoring him and his friend and fellow coach, the late Larry Holten.), June 8, 2001, p. 6

Pool Party! New coaches make swimming, diving fun for summer team (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 19
Pool Party! New coaches make swimming, diving fun for summer team (photo) (continued), June 29, 2001, p. 21
Coach inspired team effort, was great role model (letter) (Bonnie Allen Gottlieb thanks Bill Donnell, coach of the Scarsdale Strikers U-14 traveling soccer team.), July 6, 2001, p. 7

A mom finds her place: on the field (editorial) (Lendy Muller reflects on her experiences as a soccer coach for her children's teams.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7

Ready...headset...coach! Technology helps revolutionize the art of coaching football (photo), Nov 9, 2001, p. 21
Ready...headset...coach! Technology helps revolutionize the art of coaching football (photo) (continued), Nov 9, 2001, p. 24

COAPE-ARNOLD, KAREN

COBB, MILTON
Focal Points (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by Ira N. Toft: "Irrespective of the president-elect's nominees, which Cabinet position is of greatest concern to you?"); Jan 5, 2001, p. 7

COBB, STEVE
Tennis pro honored (photo) (Steve Cobb, head tennis pro at the Scarsdale Golf Club, has been named Coach of the Year by the Eastern Section of the professional tennis registry of the USTA.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 22

COCO, ANGELA
Anticipation (photo) (Children are pictured awaiting the arrival of the Easter bunny.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

COCO, DOROTHY
Anticipation (photo) (Children are pictured awaiting the arrival of the Easter bunny.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

COHANE, CULLEN
Memory Walk was a success (photo) (Three Scarsdale children are shown participating in the September 16 Alzheimer's Association Memory Walk.), Sep 29, 2001, p. 4

COHANE, QUINN
Memory Walk was a success (photo) (Three Scarsdale children are shown participating in the September 16 Alzheimer's Association Memory Walk.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 4

COHANE, RYAN
Memory Walk was a success (photo) (Three Scarsdale children are shown participating in the September 16 Alzheimer's Association Memory Walk.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 4

COHEN, ALLISON
Maroon and White Winter Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 24

COHEN, ANNE
(Anne Cohen enjoys the Memorial Day parade perched on the shoulders of her dad, Jay Cohen.) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 6

COHEN, BARRY (AUTHOR)
In recreation sports, it's who your parents are that counts (letter) (Barry Cohen decry the favoritism exhibited by parents in choosing athletes for the "A" teams in Recreation Department sponsored sports.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

COHEN, BESSIE
Another fire witness turned grief to activism (letter) (Sam Witchel pays homage to Bessie Cohen, who survived the Triangle Shirtwaist fire and died in 1999 at the age of 107.), May 4, 2001, p. 6

COHEN, DAN
Maroon and White Winter Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 24
Next year... Forced to choose between SATs and state semifinals, Cohen forfeits (photo), June 8, 2001, p. 21
Next year... Forced to choose between SATs and state semifinals, Cohen forfeits (photo) (continued), June 8, 2001, p. 24

COHEN, ELANA
'Crazy for You' (photo) (The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre's production of the hit musical, "Crazy for You," will open on August 2.), July 20, 2001, p. 16
'Crazy for You' (photo) (The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre's production of the hit musical, "Crazy for You," will continue it's second week on August 10 and 11.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1

COHEN, JASON A
Cannell, Cohen (photo) (Dina Cannell and Jason A. Cohen are engaged; an August wedding is planned.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19

COHEN, JAY
(Anne Cohen enjoys the Memorial Day parade perched on the shoulders of her dad, Jay Cohen.) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 6
COLEMAN, ED
From the Booth: Scarsdale resident Ed Coleman makes the call (photo) (Profile of Greenacres resident, Ed
Coleman, who is the WFAN sports commentator for the New York Mets Baseball team.), May 25, 2001, p. 22

COLEMAN, JULIA
Ready for the hunt (photo) (Two Scarsdale children are shown participating in the Easter Egg Hunt at the
Greenburgh Nature Center on April 14.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15

COLES, CHERYL
Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A.
Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a
volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1

COLLA, ALESSANDRO
'Crazy for You' (photo) (The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre's production of the hit musical, "Crazy for You," will
open on August 2.), July 20, 2001, p. 16
'Crazy for You' shapes up to be another hit for Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo) ('Crazy for You' opened
last night to rave reviews.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 13

COLLABETTA, ERNIE
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family
Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May
18, 2001, p. 36

COLLAZO, ERNEST
Ernest Collazo (Scarsdale resident, Ernest Collazo, has been elected to the New York Committee and the Board
of Directors of Community Funds, Inc.), July 13, 2001, p. 4

COLLEGE GRADUATES
Congratulations to the Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Coldwell Banker and Dudley Doemberg
salute graduates), June 29, 2001, p. 2A
College and University Graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement; includes names and photographs of 2001
college graduates from Scarsdale and Greenburgh.), June 29, 2001, p. 26A-27A

COLLEGE STUDENTS
New parents' guide to life after high school (photo) (Scarsdale native, Joel Epstein, has written a book titled, "A
Parent's Guide to Sex, Drugs and Flunking Out: Answers to the Questions Your College Student Doesn't
Want You to Ask.")., Aug 24, 2001, p. 3
On your mark, get set ... for fall (editorial) (Fredda Nightingale reflects on the rites of passage of Autumn, including
sending her youngest child away to college.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 7

COLLETT, WALTER
Demolition on hold (The Committee on Historic Preservation decided not to give demolition permits to builders
planning to tear down homes at 270 Fox Meadow Road and 17 Cooper Road; the Board of Architectural
Review will rule on February 5.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve 'gateway' (On February 5, the Committee on Historic
Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox
Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve 'gateway' (continued) (On February 5, the Committee
on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on
Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8
BAR votes to save 270 Fox Meadow, 17 Cooper (photo) (The Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review voted to
prohibit the demolition of two homes: the colonial at 270 Fox Meadow Road and the Walter Collett home at 17
Cooper Road.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 3
Second 't' gone (letter) (Ruth Chalmers, Jr., corrects the Inquirer's spelling of Walter Collett's name: it has two
't's.), May 11, 2001, p. 6

COLLINS, MICHAEL
Primary rescheduled (The Greenburgh Primary has been rescheduled for September 25, brought to a halt by the
September 11 attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1

COLNER, ALAN
JCC president; board elected (photo) (The JGC of Mid-Westchester elected a new board for a one-year term;
Nancy Raizen is President and Ellen Lazarus is Chairman.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

COLQUITT, KATE
Books on Islam, disaster, in high demand (photo) (Following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, librarians in Scarsdale and
Greenburgh report their roles have expanded to include aid and comfort to those seeking consolation.), Oct 5,
2001, p. 3

COLUMBUS DAY
Columbus Day (Scarsdale Village Hall and the public works department will be closed on October 8 for Columbus
Day.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

COMBE, JULIETTE
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth
reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 3
COMMANDMENTS (JUDAISM)
Mitzvah Day: From our hearts to our hands (photo) (Over 600 members of Westchester Reform Temple gathered for the seventh annual Mitzvah Day on October 28.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 3

COMMITTEE FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION - SCARSDALE
Demolition on hold (The Committee on Historic Preservation decided not to give demolition permits to builders planning to tear down homes at 270 Fox Meadow Road and 17 Cooper Road; the Board of Architectural Review will rule on February 5.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve 'gateway' (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
Preserving our heritage is up to us (editorial) (In light of the plans to tear down and subdivide the property at 270 Fox Meadow Road, Anne S. Crossman presents a three-pronged plan for preserving the architectural integrity of Scarsdale Village.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 7
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve 'gateway' (continued) (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8
Save our Scarsdale, speakers implore village (Four out of five speakers at the Scarsdale Village Board meeting on February 27 protested Village wide tear downs and subdivisions.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Save our Scarsdale, speakers implore village (continued) (Four out of five speakers at the Scarsdale Village Board meeting on February 27 protested Village wide tear downs and subdivisions.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 3
Decision at 270 is politically expedient but shameful (letter) (John McRae decries the Village Board's decision to deny historic status to the home at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 18, 2001, p. 6
Citizens assail village board's BAR reversal (At the Village Board meeting on May 22, residents criticized the trustees' decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
Sorry outcome should inspire zoning reform (editorial) (In light of the controversy over the proposed demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road, the Inquirer urges amendments to the Zoning Laws.), May 25, 2001, p. 6
Citizens assail village board's BAR reversal (continued) (At the Village Board meeting on May 22, residents criticized the trustees' decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 10
Village board gave no explanation for 270 decision (letter) (Josh Frankel writes that the Village Board's four page letter justifying its decision to demolish 270 Fox Meadow Road was lacking in content.), June 1, 2001, p. 6
Case for preservation ignored (editorial) (Brook Kindred asserts that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road meets criteria to be considered of historic significance and should not be demolished.), June 1, 2001, p. 7
Goliath Stumbles (editorial) (The Inquirer acknowledges the efforts of Elliot Bernstein and the Supreme Court of Westchester County for keeping the bulldozers at bay at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 8, 2001, p. 6
Village fills in blanks on 270 Fox Meadow (Village Attorney, Wayne Esannason, explains the trustee's unanimous decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 1
Village's decision on teardown is a disgrace (editorial) (Irving Sloan takes issue with the Village Board's decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 6
Village fills in blanks on 270 Fox Meadow (continued) (Village Attorney, Wayne Esannason, explains the trustee's unanimous decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 9
Tell us why, too (editorial) (The Inquirer urges the Village Board to be more transparent about its decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 6
Discussing the decision (Following a directive from the Westchester County Supreme Court, the Scarsdale Village Board is reconsidering its decision to allow the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), July 27, 2001, p. 1
Neighbor seeks new injunction on teardown (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane has asked the Supreme Court of Westchester for a week long delay in the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
270 Fox Meadow on hold until Wednesday (Westchester County Supreme Court Judge Orazio Bellantoni issued a temporary restraining order forbidding demolition and "staying any further proceedings" at 270 Fox Meadow Road until August 22.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1; Aug 17, 2001, p. 4
Let the sun shine in (editorial) (The Inquirer feels the Village Board's decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road flouts public opinion.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6
Trustees should be ashamed of record on 270 (letter) (Sol Kutner thanks Elliot Bernstein for his legal efforts to halt the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
The battle is over: 270 Fox Meadow likely to fall soon (The long courtroom battle to save 270 Fox Meadow Road from the wrecker's ball has failed as the result of a September 25 decision by the four judge panel of the Appellate Division, Second Department.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
Going, Going, Gone (photo) (The hotly contested decision to demolish the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road ended with the bulldozers bringing down the house on October 5.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
COMMUNITY SERVICE (EDUCATION)
Community service forges connections (In the post-9/11 world, community service has become an integral part of the Middle School experience.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7

COMMUTERS
A moveable feast on the 7:58 out of Hartsdale (photo) (Danielle Menache Gompertz throws a birthday party for her husband, Mark, on the 7:48 am Metro North train out of Hartsdale.), May 25, 2001, p. 3

COMMUTERS - ANECDOTES
Iron horse anthropology (editorial) (Marc Wollin describes the idiosyncracies of railroad commuters.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 7

COMMUTING
Iron horse anthropology (editorial) (Marc Wollin describes the idiosyncracies of railroad commuters.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 7
A moveable feast on the 7:58 out of Hartsdale (photo) (Danielle Menache Gompertz throws a birthday party for her husband, Mark, on the 7:48 am Metro North train out of Hartsdale.), May 25, 2001, p. 3

COMPUTERS
Focal Points: Do you think the computer has changed people's behavior? (photo) (Subjects respond to a question posed by Ira N. Toff, Scarsdale's roving photographer.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 7
Information overload (editorial) (Marc Wollin encourages internet users to diminish the volume of information saved on their computers since much of it is worthless or of ephemeral value only.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 7
Decadence for skinflints: Search engines and music (Robert Reiser investigates online sites for purchasing reasonably priced CDs.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 4
A night of technology at Quaker Ridge School (photo) (For two nights, February 27 and 28, Quaker Ridge School students gave impromptu presentations of their ongoing computer projects.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 11
Focal Points: What effect would it have on your lifestyle if your computer had to go out for repair? (photo) (Roving photographer Ira N. Toff poses questions to residents.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
SMS teachers win prestigious ComputerWorld award (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School teachers, Ken Holvig and Andy Verboys, received an award from ComputerWorld magazine for the creation of their "Middle School News Center."), June 1, 2001, p. 11
The Commuter Computer: All the news; Part I in a series (Robert Reiser's first in a series of articles on computer skills discusses useful sites for news and current events.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 4
The Commuter Computer: All the news (Part II) (Robert Reiser evaluates internet news sites.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 4
Cyber-Spending, part 1 - the agony (Robert Reiser examines the world of cyber spending on the infant internet.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 4
Cyber-Spending, part 2: ecstasy (editorial) (Robert Reiser provides tips for surfing the net for bargains.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 4
Focal Points: Has the increased use of home computers affected interpersonal relationships? (photo) (Roving photographer Ira N. Toff poses questions to residents.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7
Cyber-giving (editorial) (Robert Reiser lists a variety of cyber-giving websites.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 11
How to browse the Web at warp speed (part 1) (photo) (Mordechai Beizer writes about installing high speed DSL lines for surfing the internet.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 11
Browsing the World Wide Web at warp speed, part II (This is the second of three articles about setting up a shared high-speed internet connection in your home.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 4

CONBOY, BOB

CONCERTS
Joint concert (The combined string orchestras of Scarsdale and Mamaroneck High Schools will perform with world famous conductor, Yakov Bergman, on March 9 at the Mamaroneck High School.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Baroque and Beyond (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School will present its 36th annual Baroque and Beyond Music Festival from March 10-18.), June 1, 2001, p. 17
SHS (Scarsdale High School) wind ensemble to perform in England (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble will perform in Derbyshire, England, in May.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10
Wind Ensemble to celebrate Scarsdale's 300th (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble will perform an all-American program on April 27 in honor of the 300th anniversary of the founding of Scarsdale.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 19
Wentworth concert helped Bridge Fund to help homeless (letter) (Stanley Schear and Veronica Parks thank Jean and Kenneth Wentworth for their contribution to the benefit concert for the Bridge Fund of Westchester.), June 8, 2001, p. 9
Hoff-Barthelson honors Wadsworth (photo) (On May 19, the Hoff-Barthelson Music School hosted "Dawn at Dusk," a recital featuring renowned soprano Dawn Upshaw.), June 15, 2001, p. 4
Music makes the unbearable bearable (letter) (Deborah Alecson lauds the sustaining quality of music and thanks the community for the June 8 concert in memory of her late husband, Scarsdale High School music teacher Lowell Alecson.), June 15, 2001, p. 6
CONCERTS (Continued)
The British are coming to Scarsdale High School Oct. 22 (letter) (Robin Sadek Ascher invites the community to attend concerts at Scarsdale High School on October 21 and 22 performed by Derbyshire’s Youth Orchestra.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7
Derbyshire orchestra visits SHS (Scarsdale High School) (The Youth Orchestra of Derbyshire, England, will visit Scarsdale the week of October 21.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 17
Across-the-pond musicians join SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (On October 22, the Scarsdale community was enchanted by a student performance by the North East Derbyshire Chamber Orchestra from Chesterfield, England.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9
WP (White Plains) Library to honor volunteer with chamber concert (letter) (Sol Kuttner writes that the White Plains Library is honoring 92 year old volunteer, Robert Lee Mills, with a chamber music concert on November 18.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

CONFERENCES
5th Young Writers’ Conference celebrates communication (Over 460 third, fourth and fifth graders attended 41 workshops at the fifth annual Young Writers’ Conference on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 11
Conference to address domestic abuse issues (The Coalition Against Family Violence will host a conference on domestic violence on October 30 at the Scarsdale Woman’s Club.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
Conference to address domestic abuse issues (continued) (The Coalition Against Family Violence will host a conference on domestic violence on October 30 at the Scarsdale Woman’s Club.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28

CONGREGATE HOUSING
Planning board rejects DEIS on assisted living plan (At its December 20, 2000, meeting the Scarsdale Planning Board rejected the draft of the environmental impact statement submitted by Realm LLC for a 115 unit assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 4
Hearing Wednesday on proposed senior facility (On March 21 there will be a hearing on an environmental impact statement for the proposed Scarsdale Assisted Living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 3
Hearing on assisted living (letter) (Marsha Jamil urges residents to attend a public hearing on March 21 concerning the environmental impact statement for the proposed Assisted Living Project on Saxon Woods Road.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Realm DEIS complete; comments still accepted (The meeting of the Scarsdale Planning Board on April 25 included a discussion of the draft environmental impact study of Realm LLC’s proposed Assisted Living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), May 4, 2001, p. 9
Senior housing survey will be meeting topic (Article reports on results of a survey to Scarsdale seniors by Scarsdale Citizens for Senior Housing.), June 1, 2001, p. 2

CONKLING, DONNA
New village clerk was helpful to downeaster (letter) (Barbara B. Black expresses gratitude to Village employee Donna Conkling for help rendered.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6
New village clerk brings enthusiasm and experience, Dec 28, 2001, p. 1
New village clerk brings enthusiasm and experience (continued), Dec 28, 2001, p. 8

CONLAN, JAMES F (AUTHOR)
Boycotting tests teaches students very bad lessons (letter) (James F. Conlan agrees with former letter writer, Alan Friedman, that boycotting the state mandated standardized tests will only teach students that it is “OK” to skip classes, tests or homework assignments they don’t like.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6
New soccer field will create a parking problem (letter) (James F. Conlan believes the creation of a new soccer field at Drake Park will cause an unacceptable parking problem in the area.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6

CONLEY, DANIEL
New counselors make their mark at Popham, Fountain houses; Conley combats peer conflict with creativity (photo) (Profile of Daniel Conley, the new Fountain House counselor at the Middle School), Oct 5, 2001, p. 11

CONNOLLY, BRIAN
Ready...headset...coach! Technology helps revolutionize the art of coaching football (photo), Nov 9, 2001, p. 21
Ready...headset...coach! Technology helps revolutionize the art of coaching football (photo) (continued), Nov 9, 2001, p. 24

CONNORS, VALERIE
Books on Islam, disaster, in high demand (photo) (Following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, librarians in Scarsdale and Greenburgh report their roles have expanded to include aid and comfort to those seeking consolation.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 3

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
Snowbirds on the wing (editorial) (Arthur Ash bemoans paying exhorbitantly high Con Edison bills for his empty Scarsdale home while he wintered in Arizona.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 7

CONSTANTIN JENNIFER
Focal Points: Do you think the high price of gasoline has altered people’s driving habits? (photo) (Question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, to passers by), May 18, 2001, p. 7

CONSTANTINIDES, MICHAEL
Boys take cooking challenge in Greenacres (photo) (For his tenth birthday, Greenacres School fourth grader, Joshua Seiden, held a cooking competition based on the “Iron Chef” TV show.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 3
CONTE, JESSICA
The dotted line: Conte signs letter of intent for Holy Cross (photo), Nov 23, 2001, p. 27

CONTE, JESSICA (AUTHOR)
It's time to show appreciation for 2 who gave so much (letter) (Scarsdale High School Junior, Jessica Conte, sings the praises of High School basketball coaches, Luke Vaccaro and Larry Holten, and invites the community to a dinner in their honor on May 9.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6

CONTESTS
Choice student wins SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) geography bee (Jessica Davidson, Scarsdale Middle School Choice Program eighth grader, was the school wide winner in the National Geographic geography bee.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 10

CONTRATA, EUGENIE
Librarians answer questions from cyberspace (photo) (Article describes the Greenburgh Library's new "Cyber Reference" service and profiles the capable librarians providing answers from behind their computers), Jan 5, 2001, p. 3

COOKERY
Cookin' (editorial) (Marc Wollin conducts a survey of contemporary cookbooks.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 7
The ways and whys of appliance cookery (editorial) (Arthur Ash writes with tongue in cheek about using household appliances - other than ovens - for food preparation.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6
After-school chefs whip up 'awesome' treats (photo) (The Fox Meadow and Edgewood Schools include a "Chef's Club" in their after school activities program.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 12
Creative latkes win taste test at Fox Meadow holiday party (photo) (The Fox Meadow Multicultural Committee held a Festival of Lights celebration on December 10 featuring the annual contest for best latke recipe.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 13

COOKS
Boys take cooking challenge in Greenacres (photo) (For his tenth birthday, Greenacres School fourth grader, Joshua Seiden, held a cooking competition based on the "Iron Chef" TV show.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 3
The ways and whys of appliance cookery (editorial) (Arthur Ash writes with tongue in cheek about using household appliances - other than ovens - for food preparation.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6
After-school chefs whip up 'awesome' treats (photo) (The Fox Meadow and Edgewood Schools include a "Chef's Club" in their after school activities program.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 12

COOPER, JEANNE
Civic education trip fosters cooperation and community (Sixty-four Scarsdale ninth graders bonded in the upstate woods last week during a day and a half long civic education retreat.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 9

COOPERMAN, M JAMES (AUTHOR)
Recording copyrights must be protected (editorial) (M. James Cooperman defends the record industry's efforts to protect itself from infringements on its musical copyright.), July 20, 2001, p. 7

COOPERMAN, NINA
Taking the plunge (photo) (Three Patthunke campers are shown jumping together into the Scarsdale pool.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1

COPYRIGHT
Recording copyrights must be protected (editorial) (M. James Cooperman defends the record industry's efforts to protect itself from infringements on its musical copyrights.), July 20, 2001, p. 7

CORCORAN, CANDYCE CANELSTEIN
Village est omnis divisa in partes tres no more (photo) (continued) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 9
Candidates ready to run in newly united county district; Corcoran vows to 'put people before politics' (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 1
Candidates ready to run in newly united county district; Corcoran vows to 'put people before politics' (continued), June 29, 2001, p. 13
Candidate debate (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters will sponsor a candidates forum on October 30.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
Challenger on the attack in 5th District (Candidates for the District 5 seat of the County Board of Legislators have been engaging in rancorous debate.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Challenger on the attack in 5th District (photo) (continued) (Candidates for the District 5 seat of the County Board of Legislators have been engaging in rancorous debate.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 10
A life and death matter (editorial) (The Inquirer stresses that exercising the right to vote is integral to the preservation of our democracy.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

CORLIN, JUDY
Focal Points: How do you feel the negotiations with China for the release of the U.S. plane crew should be concluded? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, poses newsworthy questions to subjects.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 7

CORRADO, MATT
Teens care (photo) (Nine eighth graders and three staff members from Scarsdale Middle School participated in the Americas Homefront America program on May 5.), May 25, 2001, p. 10
CORSUN, ALEX
Boy Scouts hike strenuous trek ’32’ in Colorado (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale joined with other troops to hike strenuous trek No. 32 at Philmont Scout Ranch in Colorado.), July 27, 2001, p. 4
Scouts hold ‘Ordeal Weekend’ (photo) (The Ktemaque Lodge #31 of the Westchester-Putnam Council, Boy Scouts of America, held its Ordeal Weekend at Clear Lake Scout Reservation over the weekend of September 21-22.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 4

CORTEN, SYLVIE
Au revoir to all that (photo) (Thirteen Scarsdale High School students left on February 9 for a two week visit to Luynes, France, as part of a foreign language exchange program.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 11

CORTES, HELENA
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28

COTTER, JOHN
Hundreds enjoyed Fall Foliage Run Oct. 14 (letter) (Eda N. Newhouse, President of the Scarsdale Historical Society, thanks the community and local merchants for the success of the Fall Foliage Run and 16th Walk for Fun on October 14.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6
Historical society gearing up for Fall Foliage Run (letter) (John Cotter invites Scarsdale runners and walkers to register for the Scarsdale Historical Society’s 21st annual Fall Foliage Run to be held on October 14.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 8

COUNTRY CLUBS
New board at SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) (photo) (Pictured are the new members of the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Golf Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 17
Annual tourney a classic as always (photo) (The Fox Meadow Tennis Club was the venue for the national championships in platform tennis.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 23
Some good gleaned from painful episode (editorial) (Village historian, Irving Sloan, recounts the painful episode of the 1960 Holly Ball, when a young man was refused entry as an escort because his father was Jewish.), May 4, 2001, p. 15
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34
Fore! (Glickenhaus Westchester Development to address screening concerns on its subdivision lots adjacent to the Quaker Ridge Golf Club.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1

COURTS - WESTCHESTER COUNTY (N.Y.)
Preparations OK (The Westchester County Supreme Court ruled on June 11 that pre-demolition preparations may proceed for the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 1

COUSE, KRISTEN
Couse, Schwarz (wed) (photo) (Stephen Wile Schwarz and Kristen Couse were wed on September 2 at Studio 450 in New York City.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 16; Oct 12, 2001, p. 12

COUSINS, ANDREA STEWART
Village est omnis divisa in partes tres no more (photo) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 1

COVER, SEAN
Anticipation (photo) (Children are pictured awaiting the arrival of the Easter bunny.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

COVER, SHANNON
Anticipation (photo) (Children are pictured awaiting the arrival of the Easter bunny.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

COWAN, MARVIN
Woman’s club launches village tercentennial celebration (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Woman’s Club kicked off the celebration of Scarsdale’s 300th birthday with a coffee reception on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 9

CRANDALL, LENA
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve ‘gateway’ (continued) (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8

CRANE POND (EDGEMONT)
O Holy Night (photo) (Carolers raise their voices in song at the annual carol sing on Christmas Eve at Crane Pond in Edgemont.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1

CRARY, JOHN
Is it curtains for the Plaza? Eastchester considers new luxury apartment proposal (continued) (After more than 80 years, the Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater may never reopen and instead may be turned into a luxury apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 9
A stream runs through it (photo) (On July 27, Mayor Kroenlein and esteemed guests cut the ribbon in front of the newly landscaped stream bed created by the Village at Popham and Chase Roads.), July 27, 2001, p. 9
Scarsdale trustees, shed that Attitude (editorial) (David Gottlieb accuses the Scarsdale Village Board of displaying an arrogant attitude, particularly on issues of cooperation with Greenburgh.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 6
CRARY, JOHN (Continued)
Removal of tower is next downtown improvement (photo) (Former Scarsdale Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, helped obtain state funding to demolish two unsightly and obsolete towers near the Scarsdale Metro North train station.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

Removal of tower is next downtown improvement (photo) (continued) (Former Scarsdale Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, helped obtain state funding to demolish two unsightly and obsolete towers near the Scarsdale Metro North train station.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 10

Trustees mull options for Depot Place (Plans are finally being nailed down for development of the Depot Place location.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1

Trustees mull options for Depot Place (photo) (continued) (Plans are finally being nailed down for development of the Depot Place location.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 9

CRARY, JOHN (AUTHOR)
Traffic improvements hinge on bridge redo (editorial) (Deputy Village Manager, John Crary, weighs in on the issue of traffic congestion in downtown Scarsdale.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 9

CREAN, ALEX
Back to the future (photo) (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, visited Cora Five's fifth grade class at the Edgewood School to discuss Scarsdale's role during the Revolutionary War.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 10

CREWS, ANDY
(Photo depicts teens mixing bubbles with snowflakes outside Child's Play, the toy store on Spencer Place.) (photo), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6

CREWS, MARIAN
Beautifying an island (photo) (The Schlesingers of Huntington Avenue in Scarsdale organize neighbors every year to plant impatiens on the traffic island at Brewer and Kingston Roads.), June 1, 2001, p. 2

CRIME
SHS (Scarsdale High School) junior arrested for giving vodka to a freshman (A sixteen year old Scarsdale High School junior was arrested on February 13 after supplying a 14 year old girl with vodka during a weekend night of binge drinking.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 5

Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 19

Armed bandits rob 2 Scarsdale jewelers; $15,000 reward offered by village and victims (photo) (Wilson and Sons Jewelers and Daniel Trissi Jewelers were both victims of armed robbers on July 21.), July 27, 2001, p. 1

Armed bandits rob 2 Scarsdale jewelers; $15,000 reward offered by village and victims (photo) (continued) (Wilson and Sons Jewelers and Daniel Trissi Jewelers were both victims of armed robbers on July 21.), July 27, 2001, p. 11

Police arrest suspect in rash of car break-ins (Scarsdale Police arrested 28 year old Trevor Frederick, the man they believe is responsible for a spate of car break-ins.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1

Robbery update (Scarsdale police continue to pursue leads in the armed robberies on July 21 at Daniele Trissi and Wilson & Sons jewelers.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1

2 teens stabbed in fight at Heathcote (A disagreement among teens turned violent in the rear parking lot of the Heathcote School on the night of August 4, resulting in two stab wounds.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1

Teens, parents offer differing accounts of Heathcote stabbing (Following a stabbing on August 4 at the Heathcote School, both sides of the dispute are coming forward with differing versions of what transpired.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1

Teens, parents offer differing accounts of Heathcote stabbing (continued) (Following a stabbing on August 4 at the Heathcote School, both sides of the dispute are coming forward with differing versions of what transpired.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 9

Edgewood woman victim of carjackers (On August 26, an Edgewood woman was the victim of carjackers in the parking lot of Pathmark on Central Avenue in Yonkers.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1

Man charged in stabbing of health worker (A 32 year old home health care worker was stabbed repeatedly at her employer's Elm Road home by her boyfriend, Almamy-Mamah Timita.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1

Robbery update (Scarsdale Police Lt., Bryant Clark, says there is nothing new to report on the July 21 robberies of Daniel Trissi and Wilson and Son, jewelry stores.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

Scarsdale police nab auto-theft trio after midday chase (photo) (The Scarsdale Police nabbed three auto thieves on September 26 in the vicinity of the Freightsway Garage.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

Still on robbers' trail (Scarsdale Police are still pursuing the robbers who held up jewelry stores in the Village in July.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1

Still on robbers' trail (continued) (Scarsdale Police are still pursuing the robbers who held up jewelry stores in the Village in July.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 13
CRIME (Continued)
Quebec man pleasds guilty to attempted murder (Almamy-Mamah Timite of Quebec, Canada, pleaded guilty on December 17 to attempted murder in the second degree; Timite stabbed his girlfriend on August 29 prior to attempting suicide.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1

CRIMINALS
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 19
Police arrest suspect in rash of car break-ins (Scarsdale Police arrested 28 year old Trevor Frederick, the man they believe is responsible for a spate of car break-ins.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale police nab auto-theft trio after midday chase (photo) (The Scarsdale Police nabbed three auto thieves on September 26 in the vicinity of the Freightway Garage.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
Quebec man pleasds guilty to attempted murder (Almamy-Mamah Timite of Quebec, Canada, pleaded guilty on December 17 to attempted murder in the second degree; Timite stabbed his girlfriend on August 29 prior to attempting suicide.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1

CRISCI, GERRY
District-wide technology plan reviewed at school board meeting (Technology Coordinator, Gerry Crisci, and computer teachers William Yang, Ken Holvig and Barbara Bierbauer discussed new technology projects in a report to the School Board on May 7.), May 18, 2001, p. 11

CROEN, ELIZA
The Scarsdale Bowl; High School bowling club raises funds, spirits at season finale (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 18

CROEN, LARRY
Life stories wanted (editorial) (The Inquirer regrets that it never got to publish an obituary for Scarsdale resident and Town and Village Club volunteer, Larry Croen, and beseeches residents to submit obituaries when neighbors pass away.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 8

CRONIN, ROSEMARY
Focal Points: Do you think results on standardized reading and math tests indicate the quality of a school? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions subjects about the value of standardized testing in schools.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7

CROSMAN, ANNE S
Save our Scarsdale, speakers implore village (Four out of five speakers at the Scarsdale Village Board meeting on February 27 protested Village wide tear downs and subdivisions.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Village board meeting summary: Chesterfield Road stays 2-way, Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
Village board meeting summary: Chesterfield Road stays 2-way (continued), Mar 16, 2001, p. 10
Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (continued), July 13, 2001, p. 12
New roof on order for 2 Drake Road (photo) (The Village owned home at 2 Drake Road, which is used for transitional housing for homeless families, is slated for a new roof.), July 27, 2001, p. 1
Focal Points: Do you think the recent tragic events will affect our civil liberties (photo) (Ira N. Toff questions the community on the impact of the 9/11 attacks on our civil liberties.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7

CROSMAN, ANNE S (AUTHOR)
Preserving our heritage is up to us (editorial) (In light of the plans to tear down and subdivide the property at 270 Fox Meadow Road, Anne S. Crosman presents a three pronged plan for preserving the architectural integrity of Scarsdale Village.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 7
Board failed electorate in 270 Fox Meadow Road decision (letter) (Anne S. Crosman is disappointed with the Village Board's decision to deny historic status to the home at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 18, 2001, p. 6
Attack on U.S.: Views from abroad (editorial) (In the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, Anne S. Crosman reflects on the perception of the United States abroad.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7

CROSSWAY FIELD (SCARSDALE)
Create a scarecrow at Scarecrow Festival (photo) (The third annual Scarecrow Festival, sponsored by the Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital, will be held on October 14 at Crossway Field.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 2

CROUCH, WOODROW
Banks, Crouch (engaged) (photo) (Elizabeth Banks and Woodrow Crouch are engaged.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 16

CROWTHER, PAIGE
Dancing with the pros; Scarsdale Ballet Students rise to a challenge (photo) (Students from the Scarsdale Ballet Studio performed on March 23 and 24 at the dance theater lab of SUNY Purchase.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 31
Dancing with the pros; Scarsdale Ballet Students rise to a challenge (photo) (continued) (Students from the Scarsdale Ballet Studio performed on March 23 and 24 at the dance theater lab of SUNY Purchase.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 32

CROWTHER, WELLES REMY
Welles Remy Crowther (missing, presumed dead) (photo) (Welles Remy Crowther of Upper Nyack is missing and unaccounted for in the World Trade Center tragedy of September 11. He was 24.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 20
CUB SCOUTS
(The Cub Scouts of Greenacres Troop 440 are shown wrapping presents for boys at Children's Village in Dobbs Ferry for Christmas, 2000.) (photo), Jan 26, 2001, p. 4
Scout Day at Shea (photo) (Members of Scarsdale Cub Scout packs 60 and 440 were part of the color guard at Shea Stadium on June 24, which was Scout Jamboree Day.), July 6, 2001, p. 4

CUDDY, FEDER & WORBY
The Bank of New York and Kids' B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids' Base and Little School's 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 32

CUDNER-HYATT HOUSE (SCARSDALE)
Holiday candlelight tours of Cudner-Hyatt House (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society will conduct candlelight tours on some Sundays in December.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 2

CUGINI, GIANNARCO
Truck talk (photo) (Patrolman Tom Meany tells Little School students about the equipment used by Scarsdale Police and Firefighters.), June 8, 2001, p. 5

CUGINI, TONI
The Bank of New York and Kids' B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids' Base and Little School's 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 32

CUKRAS, ROGER
Focal Points: What do you think of the Supreme Court decision permitting tobacco ads near schools? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks passers by pertinent questions of the day.), July 6, 2001, p. 7

CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY
Group home on Foxhall now a success (letter) (Constance Farnham responds to Charles Cunningham's November 9 letter which referenced the controversy surrounding the Group Home on Foxhall Road.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 6

CUNNINGHAM, CAMILLE
Focal Points: Do you think the recent tragic events will affect our civil liberties (photo) (Ira N. Toff questions the community on the impact of the 9/11 attacks on our civil liberties.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7

CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES
Group home on Foxhall now a success (letter) (Constance Farnham responds to Charles Cunningham's November 9 letter which referenced the controversy surrounding the Group Home on Foxhall Road.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 6

CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES (AUTHOR)
Addendum to Scarsdale history of group home (letter) (Charles Cunningham adds to David Kirkwood's earlier article by citing the turbulent history of group homes in Scarsdale.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

CUNNINGHAM, MELISSA
Charitable giving is mixed bag post 9/11 (photo) (Donations to September 11 charitable funds have deflected giving from other needy charitable institutions.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 3

CURRAN, BRENDAN
SHS (Scarsdale High School) athletes honored (photo) (Three Scarsdale High School athletes and their coaches were honored June 6 at Con Edison's 50th annual scholar athete awards dinner.), June 15, 2001, p. 21

CURRENT EVENTS
Focal Points: How useful do you find TV as a news source? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions passers by about newsworthy issues.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 7

CURRY, JOHN
Is it curtains for the Plaza? Eastchester considers new luxury apartment proposal (photo) (After more than 80 years, the Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater may never reopen and instead may be turned into a luxury apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 1

CURWIN, EDWARD
Is it curtains for the Plaza? Eastchester considers new luxury apartment proposal (photo) (After more than 80 years, the Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater may never reopen and instead may be turned into a luxury apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 1

CUSICK, TOM
Voters Party nominations are still open (Voters Party Chairman, Richard Wingate announced that the nomination process for the Village Board remains open despite the fact that the January 12 deadline has passed.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
Voters Party nominations are still open (continued) (Voters Party Chairman, Richard Wingate announced that the nomination process for the Village Board remains open despite the fact that the January 12 deadline has passed.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 9
CUSICK, TOM  (Continued)
3 candidates tapped for village board (photo) (The Citizen's Committee has nominated Peter Strauss of
Greencroes and incumbent trustees Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock to run for Village Trustee in the March 20
Village Election.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1
3 candidates tapped for village board (photo) (continued) (The Citizen's Committee has nominated Peter Strauss
of Greencroes and incumbent trustees Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock to run for Village Trustee in the March 20
Village Election.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6; Jan 26, 2001, p. 9
Scarsdallians rejoice over Ikea withdrawal (Swedish retail giant, IKEA, announced on January 31 that it would not
be building a super-store in the City Park area of New Rochelle.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1
Harrison to run for trustee - again, maybe (Longtime community activist, Bob Harrison, may be running for Village
Trustee on the Voters Party ticket.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
Harrison to run for trustee - again, maybe (continued) (Longtime community activist, Bob Harrison, may be
running for Village Trustee on the Voters Party ticket.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 9
Changes in fire code, property tax are ahead (Village Trustee, Tom Cusick, announced changes to a proposed
local law on fire-dousing sprinkler systems at a public hearing on February 27; Cusick also redefined the
terms "alteration" and "repair" as applied to Village structures.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: Citizens nominees say they're ready to serve (photo) (Profile of Tom Cusick, who is running for
his second term as Village Trustee on the Nonpartisan Citizens Party line but also with the endorsement of
the Voters Party.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: Citizens nominees say they're ready to serve (photo) (continued) (Profile of Tom Cusick, who is
running for his second term as Village Trustee on the Nonpartisan Citizens Party line but also with the
endorsement of the Voters Party.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 9
Changes in fire code, property tax are ahead (continued) (Village Trustee, Tom Cusick, announced changes to a
proposed local law on fire-dousing sprinkler systems at a public hearing on February 27; Cusick also redefined the
terms "alteration" and "repair" as applied to Village structures.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 15
LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters and Scarsdale Neighborhood
Association Presidents will sponsor a candidates forum on March 12 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Mar 9,
2001, p. 1
Candidate urges support for Voters Party nominees (letter) (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village
Trustee, urges residents to back Voters Party candidates in the upcoming elections.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Citizens slate is worthy of broad support (letter) (Mark B. Hirsch is proud of his participation on the Non-Partisan
Citizens' Committee and is pleased with the candidates they selected: David Kroenlein, Tom Cusick, Joseph
Zock and Peter Strauss.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
For impressive candidates, vote Row A (letter) (Adrienne Price, Citizens Committee member, urges the
community to vote for David Kroenlein, Tom Cusick, Joe Zock and Peter Strauss, the Citizens' Party
candidates.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Vote for Citizens Party candidates on Row B (letter) (Marcia Banner urges Scarsdale residents to vote Row B,
Citizens Party, at the Mayoral and Village Board elections on March 20.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Vote for Harrison, a candidate who opposes new garage (letter) (Toni Tiberi urges residents to vote for Bob
Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village trustee, because he is the only one running who opposed the
construction of a new downtown garage.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo) (At the candidates forum held on March 12 at
the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
Citizens continue outstanding tradition (letter) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin asks residents to join her in voting on
March 20 for Citizens Non-Partisan candidates for Mayor and Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Let's work to improve Scarsdale (letter) (Tegan Lee, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee, urges
residents to vote Row B in the upcoming Village Board elections.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Slate reinforces strength of system (letter) (Evelyn Stock urges residents to support the Citizens Party slate in the
upcoming Village elections for Mayor and for Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Support the nonpartisan system (letter) (Joy Handelman, member of the 2000-2001 Citizens Committee, endorses
David Kroenlein for Mayor and Tom Cusick, Joe Zock and Peter Strauss for Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
For village trustee: Zock, Cusick, Strauss (editorial) (The Scarsdale Inquirer urges residents to vote Row B in the
upcoming elections for Village Board: Joseph Zock, Tom Cusick, and Peter Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Citizens candidates have records of achievement (letter) (Linda R. Killian, former President of Kids' BASE, urges
Scarsdale residents to vote on March 20 for the Citizens Party nominees for the Village Board and Mayor.),
Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
Consensus builders are needed on the village board (letter) (Neil and Judy Bicknell urge their friends and fellow
residents to cast their ballots on March 20 for the Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates, Row B.), Mar 16,
2001, p. 7
Harrison, Zock, Cusick will keep the village in Scarsdale (letter) (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village
Trustee, promises to maintain the character of the Village by limiting development in the downtown area.), Mar
16, 2001, p. 7
Vote for Harrison, Zock and Cusick (letter) (Evelyn Camnicelli urges residents to vote for trustees who will limit
downtown development and preserve open space.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
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CUSICK, TOM (Continued)
Peter Strauss belongs on the board of trustees (letter) (Bill Doescher supports nominee Peter Strauss for Village Board trustee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9

Strauss and colleagues offer wisdom, experience (letter) (Walter J. Handelman cast an absentee ballot for the Citizens Party candidates on Row B: Kroenlein, Cusick, Zock and Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9

Vote Row B for candidates with impressive records (letter) (Adrienne A. Price, Citizens Committee member, asks voters to support candidates on Row B on Election Day: Kroenlein, Cusick, Zock and Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9

At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo) (continued) (At the candidates forum held on March 12, 2001, at the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 15

Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1

Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) (continued) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

New committees (At a recent meeting of the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents, Mayor David Kroenlein announced a changed array of Village Board committees.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

New mayor to mine village’s social capital (photo) (Scarsdale Mayor, David Kroenlein, proposed sweeping changes to Village Government at his first Village Board meeting on April 10.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

New mayor to mine village’s social capital (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Mayor, David Kroenlein, proposed sweeping changes to Village Government at his first Village Board meeting on April 10.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13

Christie Place lot proposal unveiled (The Village released the plans for the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage and police substation at Christie Place.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

Board adopts new watercourse diversion law, Apr 27, 2001, p. 5

Christie Place lot proposal unveiled (continued) (illustration) (The Village released the plans for the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage and police substation at Christie Place.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 10

Five neighborhood associations meet (Five neighborhood associations are meeting this week to update residents on issues of the day.), May 11, 2001, p. 2

Trustees mull Christie Place Garage (continued) (The Village Center Committee held an open meeting on May 14 to discuss the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage at Christie Place.), May 18, 2001, p. 9

The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

Board lowers Kids’ BASE lease payments, June 15, 2001, p. 1

Zoning hearing set (The Scarsdale Village Board has scheduled a hearing on proposed amendments to the zoning code to establish a cap on floor area ratio, or “FAR.”), June 15, 2001, p. 1

Board lowers Kids’ BASE lease payments (continued), June 15, 2001, p. 8

Christie Place Lot debate continues (continued) (At a Town and Village Club meeting on June 7, Village Manager Al Gatta pressed the Village’s support of the proposed indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), June 15, 2001, p. 14

Christie Place: village gets more flack (continued) (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 8

Some trustees reject Christie garage proposal (continued), July 20, 2001, p. 8

New roof on order for 2 Drake Road (photo) (The Village owned home at 2 Drake Road, which is used for transitional housing for homeless families, is slated for a new roof.), July 27, 2001, p. 1

FAR vetting decelerated (Trustee Tom Cusick announced that the Village Board had been asked to “slow down” the review process on proposed legislation to establish a floor area ratio (FAR) for new construction and additions.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1

Past studies show parking need (Three Village Board trustees voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place parking lot at a Village Center Committee meeting on July 17.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1

Board is handling Drake Road controversy well (letter) (Josh Frankel commends Village Board members for their transparent discussions of the future of Drake Road Park.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6

Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (continued) (The proposed expansion of the small soccer field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28

There is no need to enlarge Drake Road Field (letter) (Daniel L. Rosensweig registers his strong disapproval of the $80,000 proposal to enlarge the soccer field at Drake Park and add a 20 spot parking area.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6

Trustees shouldn’t rush to approve Drake Field expansion (letter) (Carole Schechner urges the Village Board to take time to address traffic, safety, environmental and quality of life concerns before rushing to expand the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6

Drake Field to be improved, not expanded (A divided Village Board approved scaled down improvements for the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
CUSICK, TOM (Continued)
Inquirer coverage of field issue 'evenhanded' (letter) (Helen Barlow thanks the Inquirer for its ongoing, objective coverage of the proposed expansion at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6
FAR cap + bonus hearing to reopen (A public hearing on a proposed zoning law change regulating house size relative to property size is scheduled for November 27.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1
FAR cap draws fire, qualified support of BAR (At a public hearing on November 27, residents overwhelmingly expressed outrage at the proposed zoning law amendment designed to regulate house sizes relative to property size.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1

CYCLING
Bike, skate Sundays begin (photo) (Bike and skate Sundays on the Bronx River Parkway begin on May 6.), May 4, 2001, p. 2
Riche and Tony’s excellent adventure (photo) (Scarsdale Police officers, Richard Fatigote and Tony Barreira, raised $14,000 for the American Cancer Society by biking 270 miles to Washington, D.C., for "Cops Against Cancer."), May 18, 2001, p. 1
The wheel deal; Bike tutor Aresh Mohit takes over for parents in need (photo) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Aresh Mohit, teaches safe bicycle riding.), June 15, 2001, p. 17
The wheel deal; Bike tutor Aresh Mohit takes over for parents in need (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Aresh Mohit, teaches safe bicycle riding.), June 15, 2001, p. 22
Local rider to participate in PMC (Pan-Massachusetts Challenge) bike challenge (Jayne Trott is riding in the PMC bike-a-thon on August 4-5; the 200 mile trek across Massachusetts benefits the Jimmy Fund.), July 6, 2001, p. 4
Tuesday with Don; A reporter’s afternoon with the mystery biker (photo), Oct 19, 2001, p. 19
Tuesday with Don; A reporter’s afternoon with the mystery biker (photo) (continued), Oct 19, 2001, p. 24

CYNAMON, SCOTT
Focal Points: What action should the United States take to secure the return of our aircraft from China? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks local residents their opinions of various political and cultural events.), May 11, 2001, p. 7

DABBAR, ANDREA
Resident establishes cancer foundation (photo) (Scarsdale resident and cancer survivor, Charles Reinwald, has founded The Cancer Cure Coalition to advocate for new and promising treatments for cancer patients.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 4

DADAKIS, JOHN
BOA (Board of Appeals) denies Garth real estate office proposal (At its August 1 meeting, the Scarsdale Board of Appeals denied John Dadakis’s application for a variance to open a real estate office at 14 Garth Road.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 8

D’AGOSTINO, ROBERT
How about this one? (photo) (Robert D’Agostino shows off a Christmas wreath at Sprainbrook Nursery’s open house on December 1.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

DAKS, ALEXANDRA
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28

DALBY, JOSH
Across-the-pond musicians join SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (On October 22, the Scarsdale community was enchanted by a student performance by the North East Derbyshire Chamber Orchestra from Chesterfield, England.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9

DALE, JAMES
Boy Scout anti-gay policy creates dilemma for local supporters (The Men’s Group of Westchester Reform Temple held a panel discussion on April 22 on the topic, "Contesting Discrimination in the Boy Scouts of America."), May 4, 2001, p. 1
Boy Scout anti-gay policy creates dilemma for local supporters (continued) (The Men’s Group of Westchester Reform Temple held a panel discussion on April 22 on the topic, "Contesting Discrimination in the Boy Scouts of America."), May 4, 2001, p. 10

DALY, JOHN
Longevity rewarded (photo) (The Village honored long time employees at a ceremony on August 7.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 4

DAMASHEK, GEORGE (AUTHOR)
Remembering cancer victim as 'spunky kid' (letter) (George Damashek recalls cancer survivor, Emily Lasser, as a spunky and enthusiastic kid when he coached her in softball forty years earlier.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

DAMAST, MARILYN
3 join CB/Doernberg (photo) (Marilyn Damast, Hody Gensler and Else Nofelt have joined the staff of professionals at Coldwell Banker/Doernberg Real Estate in Scarsdale.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 4
DAMIN, JOSEPH
Paul Harris Fellow (photo) (President Joseph Damin of the Scarsdale Rotary Club is shown receiving the Paul Harris Fellow Award on April 18.), May 4, 2001, p. 4
Fear of Anthrax spreads: Cipro hoarding creates temporary shortage (Ilene Nechamkin addresses the temporary shortage of Cipro resulting from the current Anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
Fear of Anthrax spreads: Cipro hoarding creates temporary shortage (continued) (Ilene Nechamkin addresses the temporary shortage of Cipro resulting from the current Anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 10

DANCERS
Indian dancer at Greenacres school (photo) (Choreographer/teacher/dancer, Nalini Rau, performed ritual dances at the Greenacres School on February 16.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 11
Foreign Language shapes an interdependent world (photo) (The Flamenco Vivo Carlota Santana Spanish Dance Company performed at Scarsdale High School to help raise student multicultural awareness and appreciation.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 9

DANCE SCHOOLS
Steffi Nossen has dance classes at Scarsdale, new White Plains studio (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 30A
'Suite' inspiration; Scarsdale Ballet Studio dancers learn the art of performance in holiday classics (photo), Dec 21, 2001, p. 17
'Suite' inspiration; Scarsdale Ballet Studio dancers learn the art of performance in holiday classics (photo) (continued), Dec 21, 2001, p. 18

DANZIGER, MARLIES K
Parents: obey traffic regulations (letter) (Various authors commend Carole Tunick for her January 19 letter to the Inquirer, which highlighted unsafe conditions on Chesterfield Road at the Fox Meadow School.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

DANZIGER, PAULA
Authors wow elementary students (photo) (Authors Paula Danziger and David Wisniewski wowed attentive students at the Fox Meadow and Heathcote Schools.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12

DARGER, HAILEY
Charitable giving is mixed bag post 9/11 (photo) (Donations to September 11 charitable funds have deflected giving from other needy charitable institutions.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 3

DATTA, MOITRI
Girl Scouts go to D.C. (photo) (Scarsdale Girl Scout Cadet Troup 1945 visited Washington, D. C.; the troop is shown on March 22 in the office of Congresswoman, Nita Lowey.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 15

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
DAR promotes interest in American history (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9A

DAVID, FLORENCE
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

DAVID, MILES
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

DAVIDSON, JAMIE
Choice student wins SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) geography bee (Jessica Davidson, Scarsdale Middle School Choice Program eighth grader, was the school wide winner in the National Geographic geography bee.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 10
Congratulations to the Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Coldwell Banker and Dudley Doernberg salute graduates), June 29, 2001, p. 2A

DAVIS, OSSIE
Peacemaker award (photo) (Actor Ossie Davis will accept the Yitzhak Rabin Peacemaker Award on May 2 at the New Rochelle City Hall.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 8

DAWSON, JOHN
12th district rivals hold collegial debate (photo) (Candidates for the District 12 seat on the Westchester County Board of Legislators addressed issues of the day at an October 23 debate.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 3
Incumbents easily take county seats (photo) (Redistricting may have motivated incumbents to work harder for re-election to the Westchester County Board of Legislators; if so, they succeeded.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1

DAY, EVELYN
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 18th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
DEANE, MONICA
Ballet Mafia: Thirteen dancers create their own company and give inspirational performance (photo) (The Scarsdale Ballet Studio's Ballet Mafia performed 12 original works on May 12.), May 25, 2001, p. 17

DEATHS
Adler, Theodore W. (dies) (Theodore W. Adler, longtime Scarsdale resident, died on October 22, 2001. He was 95.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 18
Alderman, Peter (dies) (photo) (Peter Craig Alderman, a former Scarsdale resident, died on September 11, 2001, at the World Trade Center while attending a business seminar. He was 25.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 20
Alecson, Lowell (dies) (Beloved Scarsdale High School choral and drama teacher, Lowell Alecson, died on January 28 following an eight month long battle with pancreatic cancer. He was 53.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 14

Blitz, Alan dies at 57 (Alan I. Blitz, former Scarsdale Mayor and Scarsdale Bowl winner, died of cardiac arrest on March 13, 2001, in Denver, Colorado. He was 57.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 8
Breines, Nesi (dies) (Jean F. Bloch, former Scarsdale resident, died on February 16, 2001, at the age of 91. She had lived in Scarsdale since 1949.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 14
Brenneman, Elsie (dies) (Elsie H. Brenneman, a former Scarsdale elementary school teacher, died on February 3, 2001, in Bridgewater Corners, Vermont.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 12
Bricker, William R. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, William R. Bricker, died on July 15, 2001, of heart failure. He was 78.), July 27, 2001, p. 18
Briggs, Cortiand (dies) (Cortiand P. Briggs of Scarsdale and Niantic, Connecticut, died on May 28, 2001. He was 84.), June 1, 2001, p. 19
Brotherhood, G. Roy (dies) (G. Roy Brotherhood, former Scarsdale resident, died on September 8, 2001. He was 85.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19
Brown, Marjorie Warren (dies) (Marjorie Warren Brown, a longtime Scarsdale resident, author and active community volunteer, died on February 1, 2001, following a long illness. She was 92.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 14
Brumbaugh, David W. (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, David W. Brumbaugh, died on November 10, 2001, in Glen Cove, Long Island. He was 93.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 18
Bruno, Howard (dies) (Howard Bruno of Scarsdale died on March 29, 2001, in Palm Beach, Florida, following a long illness. He was 86.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 14
Carnevale, Esther S. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Esther S. Carnevale, died on August 28, 2001, in San Diego, California. She was 83.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 32
Ciricillo, Yolanda (dies) (Yolanda Ciricillo, retired Seely Place School teacher, died on January 24, 2001, at her home in Hartsdale. She was 88.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 14
Crowther, Welles Remy (missing, presumed dead) (photo) (Welle Remy Crowther of Upper Nyack is missing and unaccounted for in the World Trade Center tragedy of September 11. He was 24.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 20
Dotoratos, Nicholas J. (dies) (Nicholas J. Dotoratos, a Scarsdale resident for 36 years, died on January 6, 2001, at the White Plains Hospital Center.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 14
Dowling, Anne Chisholm (dies) (Anne Chisholm Dowling, a Scarsdale resident since 1936, died on January 3, 2001. She was 92.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 17
Dudley, William F. (dies) (William Francis Dudley, successful Scarsdale realtor, died at his Chappaqua home on August 7, 2001; he was 86.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 12
Dumke, William Edner Sr. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, William Edner Dumke, Sr., died on April 12, 2001, at his home in Stonington, Connecticut, following a short illness. He was 71.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 8; Apr 20, 2001, p. 14
Dybing, Patricia B. (dies) (Patricia B. Dybing died at United Hospital in Port Chester on August 30, 2001, following a brief illness. She was 75.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 32
Eisner, Eugene (dies) (Former longtime Scarsdale resident, Dr. Eugene Eisner, died on February 27, 2001, at St. Luke's Hospital in St. Louis, Missouri. He was 92.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 20
Ferry, Carol Bernstein (dies) (Former Edgemont resident, Carol Bernstein Ferry, peacefully ended her life on June 9, 2001, after suffering from cancer and lung disease. She was 76.), July 13, 2001, p. 14
Fischman, DeWitt (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, DeWitt Fischman, died on December 27, 2000, in Tucson, Arizona. He was 83.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 22
Fisher, Martha C. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Martha Corbin Fisher, died on June 7, 2001, at her Vero Beach, Florida, home. She was 81.), June 15, 2001, p. 27
DEATHS

Freeman, Edwin M. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Edwin Freeman, died on February 13, 2001, in Cambridge, Massachusetts, where he lived. He was 69.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 19

Frese, Elizabeth Butler (dies) (Elizabeth Butler Frese died on July 6, 2001, following a long battle with cancer. She was 72.), July 13, 2001, p. 14

Ginorio, Felix Mauro Jr. (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Felix Mauro Ginorio, Jr., died on January 6, 2001, in Miami, Florida. He was 83.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 17

Greenebaum, Betty (dies) (Betty Greenebaum, longtime Scarsdale resident, died on February 16, 2001, in Phoenix, Arizona. She was 75.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 19

Greene, Margaret Kluge (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Margaret Kluge Greene, died on January 27 in Youngstown, Ohio. She was 91.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 14

Greenebaum, Betty (dies) (Betty Greenebaum, history buff and pioneer member of the Scarsdale Historical Society, died on February 16, 2001, in Phoenix, Arizona. She was 75.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 14

Hammond, Ella May (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Ella May Hammond, died on May 10, 2001, at a Care Center in Hilton Township, New Jersey. She was 104.), May 18, 2001, p. 28

Hayward, Howard Boynton (dies) (Howard Boynton Hayward died on May 26, 2001, at the Indian River Estates Medical Center in Florida following a long illness. He was 85.), June 1, 2001, p. 19

Hedges, Margaret Elizabeth (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Margaret Elizabeth Hedges, died on February 9, 2001 in Rye. She was 100.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 19

Henstenburg, Charles W. Jr. (dies) (Charles W. Henstenburg, Jr., died at his West Hartford, CT., home on March 10. He was 75.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 19

Herrmann, Judy (dies) (photo) (Judy Herrmann died at her Great Falls, Virginia, home on May 11, 2001. She was 86.), May 25, 2001, p. 19

Holliday, Ruth (dies) (Ruth Holliday died on November 17, 2001, at the age of 78.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 30

Juster, Howard H. (dies) (photo) (Howard H. Juster, longtime Scarsdale resident, died on November 18, 2001, of a heart attack at his home in Rancho Bernardo, California. He was 76.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 30

Kahle, Robert Vinton (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Robert Vinton Kahle, died in a plane accident on April 28, 2001. He was 69.), June 15, 2001, p. 27

Kahn, Peter S. (dies) (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Peter S. Kahn, died on December 14, 2001, at the New Milford, Connecticut home of his daughter. He was 86.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 20

Kaplan, Dolores Mae (dies) (Dolores Mae Kaplan, former Scarsdale resident, died on August 24, 2001. She was 69.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 15

Kerrigan, Mercedes (dies) (Mercedes Kerrigan died on April 21, 2001 in Wewahitchka, Florida. The former Scarsdale resident was 78.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 8

Kinstlinger, Joseph Nathan (dies) (Joseph Nathan Kinstlinger, former Scarsdale resident, died of cardiac arrest on May 27, 2001, in Boulder, Colorado. He was 33.), June 1, 2001, p. 19

Kletter, Lauren Elise (dies) (Scarsdale resident Lauren Elise Kletter died at home on December 1, 2001. She was 46.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 14

Klineberg, Selma G. (dies) (Selma G. Klineberg, who had resided in Scarsdale for 25 years, died on December 23, 2000, in her Chevy Chase home following a year long battle with cancer. She was 91.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 12

Kretschmann, Wolfgang G. (dies) (Wolfgang G. Kretschmann, a 44 year resident of Scarsdale, died on December 25, 2000. He was 70.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 14

LaGreca, Mary (dies) (Mary LaGreca, longtime Scarsdale resident and award winning artist, died on March 24, 2001, at her home in Wellington Beach. She was 67.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 14

Laidhold, Susan (dies) (Former resident, Susan Laidhold, died unexpectedly of cardiac arrest on March 14. She was 63.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 8

Levin, Lester dies at 73; founder of Voters Party (continued) (Lester Levin, founder of the Scarsdale Democracy Project and Voters Party, died of cancer on February 1 at White Plains Hospital. The twenty year resident of Scarsdale was 73.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 14

Levin, Lester dies at 73; founder of Voters Party (Lester Levin, founder of the Scarsdale Democracy Project and Voters Party, died of cancer on February 1 at White Plains Hospital. The twenty year resident of Scarsdale was 73.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1

Levitt, Milton J. (dies) (Milton J. Levitt of Scarsdale died on March 30, 2001. He was 96.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 14

Lilly, Robert Hugh (dies) (Robert Hugh Lilly of Scarsdale died on August 29, 2001, in Lawrence Hospital following a short illness. He was 75.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 32

Lindow, Barbara Wright (dies) (photo) (Edgemont resident, Barbara Wright Lindow, died on April 17, 2001, following a long illness. She was 54.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 14

Linville, Clarence Edwin (dies) (Clarence Edwin Linville died on July 13, 2001, at the Osborn Pavillion in Rye on his 92 birthday.), July 20, 2001, p. 9


Lytle, Ida B. (dies) (Former resident, Ida B. Lyttle, died on October 24, 2001, at an assisted living facility in Mentor, Ohio. She was 96.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 18
DEATHS (Continued)
Mallett, Errol Charles Jr. (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Errol Charles Mallett, Jr., died on November 30, 2001, at Sound Shore Hospital in New Rochelle. He was 24.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 20
Mandell, Elizabeth Lundy (dies) (Elizabeth Lundy Mandell died suddenly on July 27, 2001, while visiting her sister in Bethesda, Maryland. She was 91.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 12
Mastroianni, Irma Giallorenzi (dies) (Irma Giallorenzi Mastroianni, a Scarsdale resident from 1958-1997, died on April 8 following an extended illness. She was 95.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 8
McDonald, Eleanor Ann (dies) (Long time Scarsdale resident, Eleanor Ann McDonald, died on October 11, 2001, following a brief illness.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 16
Minter, Bobby (dies) (Edgemont resident, Bobby Minter, died on December 6, 2001, of gastric cancer. He was 46.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 24
Murphy, Christopher J. (dies) (Christopher J. Murphy, longtime Scarsdale resident, died on December 11, 2001, from complications of juvenile diabetes. He was 41.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 24
Myles, Nancy Roeser (dies) (Nancy Roeser Myles, a resident of Scarsdale for 35 years, died on January 7, 2001, at the Fairhaven Nursing Home in Sykesville, Maryland. She was 90.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 17
Olifiers, Robert (dies) (Robert Olifiers, former Scarsdale resident, died on January 2, 2001, at Vernon Hall in Vernon, Vermont. He was 91.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 14
Penny, Helen (dies) (Scarsdale resident Helen Laycock Penny died on March 5, 2001. She was 92.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 19
Pohl, Henry (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Henry Pohl, died on March 1, 2001, at his Meadow Road home. He was 86.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 20
Preter, Esther Rebecca (dies) (Esther Rebecca Preter died on April 6, 2001. She was 75.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 14
Price, Jean Witwer (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Jean Witwer Price died on June 13, 2001, in Tucson, Arizona. She was 99.), July 27, 2001, p. 18
Ramsey, John A. (dies) (Lifelong Scarsdale resident, John A. Ramsey, died on January 5, 2001, in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. His family owned and operated the iconic farm stand between Secor Road and Palmer Avenue. Mr. Ramsey was 85.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 27
Reed, Robert Wallace (dies) (Geologist Robert Wallace Reed, a resident for over 30 years, died on January 17, 2001, at his Scarsdale home. He was 83.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 22
Richards, Roderick Clark (Dr.) (dies) (Dr. Roderick Clark Richards, former Scarsdale resident, died on May 26, 2001, at a nursing home in Savannah, Georgia. He was 77.), June 1, 2001, p. 19
Riemer, Joseph III (dies) (Joseph George Reimer, Ill, died on November 22, 2001, of pancreatic cancer. He was 53.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 30
Roys, Helen Elizabeth (dies) (Helen Elizabeth Roys, a forty year resident of Scarsdale, died on January 10, 2001, at Wayside Hospice in Wayland, Massachusetts. She was 93.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 27
Schaffer, Geraldine (dies) (Geraldine Schaffer died on May 21, 2001, following a long illness. She was 89.), June 8, 2001, p. 20
Shay, Robert (dies) (Robert Paul Shay, 1994 winner of the Scarsdale Bowl, died on January 21, 2002, in Blue Hill, Maine. He was 78.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1
Slaner, Luella dies (continued) (Luella LaMer Slaner, former Scarsdale Village trustee, deputy mayor and philanthropist, died at her Barker Lane home in Scarsdale on November 3. She was 82.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 28
Slaner, Luella dies (photo) (Luella LaMer Slaner, former Scarsdale Village trustee, deputy mayor and philanthropist, died at her Barker Lane home in Scarsdale on November 3. She was 82.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1
Steger, Dr. Thomas G. (dies) (Dr. Thomas G. Steger died suddenly on October 23, 2001, in Durham, North Carolina. He was 32.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 18
Steger, Dr. Thomas G. memorial (A memorial service for Dr. Thomas G. Steger, who died on October 23, will be held on November 17 at the St. Plus Church in Scarsdale.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 20
Synowiez, Joanne Rowe (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Joanne Rowe Synowiez died of throat cancer on November 16, 2001, in Poughkeepsie. She was 63.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 20
Toll, Wilbur (dies) (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Wilbur Toll, died on October 15, 2001. He was 82.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 16
Treacy, Margaret McKinney (dies) (Margaret McKinney Treacy, a resident of Scarsdale for over fifty years, died on January 6, 2001, at the Andrus Retirement Community in Hastings-on-Hudson, where she had lived for the past nine years.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 17
Voor, Florine Vander (dies) (Florine Elizabeth Storey Vander Voor died on April 9, 2001, at her home in Asheville, North Carolina. She was 78.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 14
Wilde, David M. (dies) (David M. Wilde died on May 22, 2001, at his Scarsdale home. He was 84.), June 8, 2001, p. 20
Wills, Barbara P. (dies) (Barbara P. Willis, a Scarsdale resident for over 55 years, died on May 27, 2001. She was 86.), June 1, 2001, p. 19
Wood, Helen Manning (dies) (Helen Manning Wood, a Scarsdale resident for many years, died on September 25, 2001, at her home in Winter Park, Florida. She was 94.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 20
DEATHS (Continued)
Woolf, Leopold (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Leopold Woolf, died on July 24, 2001, following a kidney transplant. He was 77.), July 27, 2001, p. 18
Girl killed in Bronx River Parkway crash (Christina Maldonado, a seventeen year old Yonkers girl, died March 14 in a car crash on the Bronx River Parkway near Crane Road.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 5

DEBATES AND DEBATING
10 awards for debaters (The Scarsdale High School Speech and Debate Team took home ten awards from the New York State Championships, held on April 28 and 29.), May 11, 2001, p. 12
Heathcote 5th-graders debate the issues (photo) (Christine Boyer's Heathcote School fifth grade class joined County Board of Legislators chairman, George Latimer, at his White Plains chambers for some debating pointers.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 11

DECARLO, JOSEPH
6-car crash at A & P (There was a six car pile up in the south bound lane on Central Avenue on November 18.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1

DECKER, ANNA
Power Lunch (photo) (The new and outgoing PT Council gathered at the Heathcote School on May 15 for its annual luncheon.), May 18, 2001, p. 11

DEDRICK, IAN
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 19

DEDYO, JOANN
Rotary funds art outing (photo) (The Scarsdale Rotary Club funded an outing for St. Cabrini Nursing Home residents to the Metropolitan Museum of Art.), June 8, 2001, p. 4

DE ECHEVARRIA, MARIA
Spring art sprouts in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association's Spring Art Show opened March 4 at the Scarsdale Library and will run until March 30.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 27

DEFIBRILLATORS
SMS staff learn about AEDs (Automated External Defibrillators) (photo) (The Maroon and White purchased two AEDs, or automated external defibrillators, for use at Middle and High School athletic events.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 11

DEGAETANO, NOEL
Woman's club (Gallery owner and artist, Noel DeGaetano, will discuss "Taking Care of Your Art," on January 10 at the first business meeting of the Scarsdale Woman's Club for the year 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 13

DEGRAFF, GARRETT
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held its fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28

DEGRASSE, LELAND
Paulin starts new career with 'a bang' (photo) (Since her swearing in on January 3, Democratic Assemblywoman Amy Paulin has kicked off her Albany career "with a bang."), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
Paulin starts new career with 'a bang' (photo) (continued) (Since her swearing in on January 3, Democratic Assemblywoman Amy Paulin has kicked off her Albany career "with a bang."), Jan 19, 2001, p. 8
Brodsky to NYC: District, heal thyself (Greenburgh Assemblyman, Richard Brodsky, calls on New York City school officials to "share the responsibility" and cost of educating its youth, and to do so "to the same extent as other communities in New York State."), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Brodsky to NYC: District, heal thyself (continued) (Greenburgh Assemblyman, Richard Brodsky, calls on New York City school officials to "share the responsibility" and cost of educating its youth, and to do so "to the same extent as other communities in New York State."), Feb 23, 2001, p. 9

DEIN-ZELNIKER, MEGAN
Focal Points: How do you feel about the advertising of prescription drugs in the various media (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to community members.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 7

DEITZ, DENISE
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

DEKEYSER, CLAUDE
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36
DELAND, THORNDIKE
Focal Points: If other presidents were to be honored on Presidents' Day, who would you most want to be included? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions locals on various topics.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 7

DELORENZO, SHARON
Heathcote hunt yields many valuable lessons (First graders at the Heathcote School searched for "treasure" during the school's multicultural, independent scavenger hunt on April 2.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9

DELORENZO, ANANYA
Sprucing up (photo) (Edgewood School Brownie Troop 1941 came to their school on Columbus Day to spruce up the garden around the school sign.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 9

DEMASCIO, CAROLE
Singing for the trees; 'Magic Garden' musicians work and play to help preserve Taxter Ridge (photo) (Paula Janis and Carole Demas team up to host a cabaret that will benefit the Committee to Preserve Taxter Ridge and the Westchester Land Trust.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 29

DEMOCRACY
A life and death matter (editorial) (The Inquirer stresses that exercising the right to vote is integral to the preservation of our democracy.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

DENHERTOG, CAROLINA
Teens care (photo) (Nine eighth graders and three staff members from Scarsdale Middle School participated in the Americas Homefront America program on May 5.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

DEPOT PLACE PROPERTY (SCARSDALE)
Birthday wishes (editorial) (The Inquirer reflects on Scarsdale's illustrious past and exciting future on the occasion of its 300th year; various celebrations will mark the anniversary of the Village.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
Scarsdale Responsible Citizens group reorganizing (letter) (Michael Anastas, Chairman of Scarsdale Responsible Citizens, announces the reorganization of his group and demands details on plans for future expansion of the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Zoning should not be changed on Depot Place (letter) (Howard Burk chimes in against the development plan proposed by Robert Kligerman for Depot Place.), July 20, 2001, p. 6
Depot developer asks trustees for guidance (On August 13, developer Robert Kligerman presented the Village Center Committee with a "modest proposal" for development at Depot Place.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
Depot developer asks trustees for guidance (continued) (photo) (On August 13, developer Robert Kligerman presented the Village Center Committee with a "modest proposal" for development at Depot Place.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 2
Depot Place zoning may be changed (A public hearing was held on November 27 on the subject of changing the zoning for the Depot Place property in the Village Center.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1
Senior housing (Six units of senior housing are likely at the Depot Place site.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1
Zoning changes to allow Depot development (The Scarsdale Village Board approved a local law to alter zoning and allow development of the Depot Place parcel, currently owned by Robert Kligerman.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1
Planning board OK's Depot zoning change (At its last meeting on November 28, the Scarsdale Planning Board approved a proposed zoning change in the downtown area adjacent to Depot Place.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 9
Trustees mull options for Depot Place (Plans are finally being nailed down for development of the Depot Place location.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1
A new opportunity (editorial) (The Inquirer is optimistic about Robert Kligerman's proposals for development at Depot Place.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 6
Trustees mull options for Depot Place (photo) (continued) (Plans are finally being nailed down for development of the Depot Place location.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 9

DEPRESSION - 1929
Depression years: Discreet help for those in need (Irving Sloan describes the impact of the Great Depression of 1929 on local residents and businesses.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 10
Depression budgeting: residents save, staff pays (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, discusses stresses to the status quo in Scarsdale during the Great Depression of the 1930's.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 31
Depression budgeting: residents save, staff pays (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, discusses retrenchment policies in Scarsdale during the Great Depression of the 1930's.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 31
Scarsdale turns fiercely anti-Roosevelt (This latest installment in Irving Sloan's depiction of Scarsdale in the mid to late thirties describes the Village's fierce opposition to some of President Roosevelt's policies.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 2

DERBY, SARAH JEAN GILLESPIE
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28

DERMATOLOGISTS
Amy Newburger (Dr. Amy Newburger, Scarsdale resident and dermatologist, has been appointed consultant to the FDA's general and plastic surgery devices panel.), June 29, 2001, p. 4
Rhoda Narins (Scarsdale resident and dermatologist, Dr. Rhoda Narins, was cited in New York Magazine's June 4 issue featuring "The Best Doctors in New York.")., June 29, 2001, p. 4
DESOUSA, GREG
New members (photo) (Two new members have been welcomed into Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company 3: Isaac Schinazi and Tom Battistoni.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4

DETMER, MIKE
Battle at the boards (photo) (Photo shows Scarsdale High School’s Mike Detmer getting a shot over Edgemont seniors Rich Cohen and Matt Bernstein in the 3rd annual match up of the teams.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1

DEUTSCH, JON
Local businessmen hit home run with Last Licks (photo) (Baseball great Yogi Berra is shown signing a baseball for young John Recupero at Last Licks ice cream shop in the Golden Horseshoe.), May 4, 2001, p. 25
Local businessmen hit home run with Last Licks (photo) (continued) (Baseball great Yogi Berra is shown signing a baseball for young John Recupero at Last Licks ice cream shop in the Golden Horseshoe.), May 4, 2001, p. 28

DEUTSCH, JULIA
Brownies in bloom (photo) (Heathcote second grade Brownie troop 2094 won the youth award for horticulture at the Scarsdale Woman’s Club flower show.), July 13, 2001, p. 10

DEVARAJ, VIVEK
Boy Scouts hike strenuous trek ‘32’ in Colorado (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale joined with other troops to hike strenuous trek No. 32 at Philmont Scout Ranch in Colorado.), July 27, 2001, p. 4

DE VEL MULLER, LOUISE
Lawmakers praised at redistrict parley (Plan for reshaping New York State election districts meets with local approval.), July 20, 2001, p. 1

DE VITO, MARIE
Wind Ensemble’s trip to England did Scarsdale proud (letter) (Craig P. Sherman, Scarsdale High School Band Director, thanks those who made possible a very successful trip and performances in England by the High School Wind Ensemble.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

DHAMEE, SALEEM SAEED
Bryant, Dhamee (wed) (photo) (Emma Blanford Bryant and Saleem Saeed Dhamee were wed on July 7, 2001, at Promontory Point Park in Chicago, Illinois.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 14

Dhanraj, Andrew
Focal Points: How do you feel about the Supreme Court decision to allow a disabled player to use a golf cart in the PGA tournament? (photo) (Question of the day posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Taff), June 8, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about the selection of China as the site for the 2008 Olympic games? (photo), July 20, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about proposed changes in the immigration laws for Mexicans? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the community.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 7

DIAFIERA, PETER
Focal Points: What effect would it have on your lifestyle if your computer had to go out for repair? (photo) (Roving photographer Ira N. Toff poses questions to residents.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Going going gone: Art portrays Scarsdale of past, present (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society is presenting an exhibition titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists."), Apr 27, 2001, p. 15

Cabrini Exhibit (photo) (Mary Ellen Wallace admires a painting by her son, Phil, on display at the art gallery of the Cabrini Nursing Home in Dobbs Ferry.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 18

DIAMOND, SUSAN
Winter Wonderland at woman's club (photo) (The garden section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club welcomed the holiday season early on December 5 with a "Winter Wonderland" open house and flower show.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 28A

DICKERSON, CLAIRE
Garcia, Dickerson win Fall Foliage Run (photo) (Carlos Garcia and Claire Dickerson won the Scarsdale Historical Society's 21st annual 5K Fall Foliage Run, held on October 14.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 3

DIETZ, DONNY
Julia B. Fee: Congratulations! Hats off to our graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement: Julia B. Fee Real Estate Agency salutes the graduating classes of 2001.), June 29, 2001, p. 28A

DIETZ, LINDA H
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) has new members (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee elected ten new members at an election held on January 9; 504 votes were cast according to Administrative Committee Chairman Noreen Fisher.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

4 join Julia B. Fee (photo) (Four local women have joined Julia B. Fee Real Estate: Nancy Shaw Chochrek, Linda H. Dietz, Leslie Dorf, and Linda Schutz Janssen.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 4
Planning for spring (photo) (Volunteers plant bulbs in the Fox Meadow Neighborhood Association garden.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 2
DIKKERS, DERRICK
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

DILLER, STEVE
Abandoned beagle is on the road to recovery (photo) (This article is an update on Corkey, the beagle who was flung from an SUV during a snow storm on December 29, 2000, and rescued and lovingly cared for by Ellen Lewit, a police officer with the town of Greenburgh.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 3

DILLON, ADRIANA (AUTHOR)
Desman proposal will destroy Scarsdale as we know it (letter) (John and Adriana Dillon of Scarsdale Chateaux argue that the construction of a 420 car indoor garage at Christie Place will forever ruin the parklike quality of the Village.), June 8, 2001, p. 6

DILLON, JOHN M (AUTHOR)
Desman proposal will destroy Scarsdale as we know it (letter) (John and Adriana Dillon of Scarsdale Chateaux argue that the construction of a 420 car indoor garage at Christie Place will forever ruin the parklike quality of the Village.), June 8, 2001, p. 6
Build a 3-story parking garage on Scarsdale Avenue (letter) (John M. Dillon suggests that a three story parking facility be built on Scarsdale Avenue rather than at the proposed Christie Place location.), July 13, 2001, p. 6
Letter writer insulted sanitation workers, stable hands (letter) (John M. Dillon found Dr. Mervyn L. Goldstein's Inquirer letter of last week to be offensive and insulting to both sanitation workers and stable hands.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6

DIMARTINO, NICK
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

D'INCELLI, STEPHEN
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

DIODONET, MAXIMINO
Scarsdale police nab auto-theft trio after midday chase (photo) (The Scarsdale Police nabbed three auto thieves on September 26 in the vicinity of the Freeway Garage.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

DIODONET, WILLIAM
Scarsdale police nab auto-theft trio after midday chase (photo) (The Scarsdale Police nabbed three auto thieves on September 26 in the vicinity of the Freeway Garage.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

DIONELLO, RAF
Fighting Hellfish (photo) (Scarsdale's Ultimate Frisbee team proves itself at the Nationals.), May 25, 2001, p. 22
Scarsdale Frisbee tops in New York (photo) (The Scarsdale High School ultimate frisbee team, the Hellfish, won its home tournament again this year.), June 15, 2001, p. 17

DIPILATO, MICHAEL
Longevity rewarded (photo) (The Village honored long time employees at a ceremony on August 7.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 4

DISABILITY EVALUATION - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Municipalities worry about new disability law (Greenburgh Police Chief, John Kapica, urges Governor Pataki to veto union backed legislation broadening disability entitlements.), July 6, 2001, p. 1
Municipalities worry about new disability law (continued) (Greenburgh Police Chief, John Kapica, urges Governor Pataki to veto union backed legislation broadening disability entitlements.), July 6, 2001, p. 8

DISASTERS
Earthquake relief (The Indian American Cultural Association of Westchester is collecting funds to assist earthquake victims in Western India.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

DISCIULLO, MIKE
A day in the life (photo) (Inquirer photographer, Mike DiSciullo, follows Patrolman Michael Siciliano on his shift on February 20.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 3
Inquirer wins 6 firsts (The Scarsdale Inquirer won 15 awards in the New York Press Association Better Newspaper Contest, including six first place awards.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
(Photo by Mike DiSciullo of tulips) (photo), May 18, 2001, p. 6
Scenes from yesteryear (photo) (Photo of two residents dressed as Revolutionary soldiers during the Village's tercentennial celebration at Scarsdale High School on June 9.), June 15, 2001, p. 3
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
Inquirer delights (letter) (Ann Cefola thanks the Inquirer for its profile of her in the August 31 issue.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8
DISCIULLO, MIKE
(Photograph by Mike Disciullo of early blooming witch hazel blossoms at the Greenburgh Nature Center) (photo), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

DISCRIMINATION
Forum on Boy Scout discrimination at WRT (photo) (A community forum, "Contesting Discrimination in the Boy Scouts of America," will be held on April 22 at the Westchester Reform Temple.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 2
Boy Scout anti-gay policy creates dilemma for local supporters (The Men's Group of Westchester Reform Temple held a panel discussion on April 22 on the topic, "Contesting Discrimination in the Boy Scouts of America.")., May 4, 2001, p. 1
Boy Scout anti-gay policy creates dilemma for local supporters (photo) (continued) (The Men's Group of Westchester Reform Temple held a panel discussion on April 22 on the topic, "Contesting Discrimination in the Boy Scouts of America.")., May 4, 2001, p. 10
Boy Scouts must stop discriminating (editorial) (Walter Handelman takes issue with the discriminatory policy of the National Council with respect to men, women, and children with different sexual orientations.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 7

DISEASES
SI (Scarsdale Inquirer) discovers a new disease (Dick Leavitt questions the diagnosis of a woman transported by ambulance as mentioned in David Naylor's Village Incident report; is it a "tibovicular attack" another word for "scam?")., Jan 5, 2001, p. 6
AIDS crisis is not over; walkers keep up the fight (letter) (Jean Wentworth asks the community to support the 16th annual AIDS walk on May 20 in Central Park.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
Fear of Anthrax spreads: Cipro hoarding creates temporary shortage (Ilene Nechamkin addresses the temporary shortage of Cipro resulting from the current Anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
Fear of Anthrax spreads: fears are real, is the danger? (Ilene Nechamkin squelches the panic over the possible scarcity of Cipro in the wake of the anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
Fear of Anthrax spreads: Cipro hoarding creates temporary shortage (continued) (Ilene Nechamkin addresses the temporary shortage of Cipro resulting from the current Anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 10
Fear of Anthrax spreads: fears are real, is the danger? (continued) (Ilene Nechamkin squelches the panic over the possible scarcity of Cipro in the wake of the anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 10

DITZIAN, BARBARA
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

DITZIAN, MICHAEL
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

DIXON, LINDA
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

DIXON, MARY

DJILANI, JESSICA
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28

DOCUMENTARY FILMS
Grandson makes film (The life of Henry Samton, a resident of Scarsdale for fifty years, has been turned into a one hour video portrait by his grandson, Matthew Samton.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 15

DOEPPE, PEGGY
Real estate brokers form 'Team Colleen' (photo) (Coldwell Banker Connecticut/Westchester's Team Colleen will participate in the October 13 Step by Step Walk/Run to raise research money to fight childhood cancer.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 4

DOERNBERG, DUDLEY JR
CB/Doernberg celebrates (photo) (Coldwell Banker Doernberg Real Estate marked its 75th year of business in January and the one year anniversary of its affiliation with Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4

DOESCHER, BILL
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) lecture salutes local luminaries (photo) (NBA commissioner, David J. Stern, a Scarsdale resident, will discuss "The NBA Today, Tomorrow and the Year 2010," at a TVCC lecture at the Scarsdale Public Library on September 25.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 2
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 14
DOESCHER, BILL (AUTHOR)
Peter Strauss belongs on the board of trustees (letter) (Bill Doescher supports nominee Peter Strauss for Village Board trustee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9

DOESCHER, LINDA BLAIR
BAR votes to save 270 Fox Meadow, 17 Cooper (photo) (The Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review voted to prohibit the demolition of two homes: the colonial at 270 Fox Meadow Road and the Walter Collett home at 17 Cooper Road.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 3
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 14

DOGS
Abandoned beagle evades rescuers (letter) (Jill R. Mayer accuses the driver of a red Jeep of animal cruelty because he tossed a small beagle out of his car on Artillery Lane in Edgemont the day before a storm; the fate of the dog is unknown.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6
Happy ending to sad beagle story (letter) (Jill R. Mayer commends Edgemont Police Officer, Ellen Lewit, who painstakingly stalked and caught a beagle puppy that was abandoned in the aftermath of last week's snowstorm; contributions and a good home are now sorely needed.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
Top dog: Scarsdale pooch claims blue ribbon at Westminster (photo) (Eleanor McDonald's 3-year-old bichon frise, JR, took the top prize at the 125th Westminster Dog show last week.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Top dog: Scarsdale pooch claims blue ribbon at Westminster (photo) (continued) (Eleanor McDonald's 3-year-old bichon frise, JR, took the top prize at the 125th Westminster Dog show last week.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 15
Abandoned beagle is on the road to recovery (photo) (This article is an update on Corkey, the beagle who was flung from an SUV during a snow storm on December 29, 2000, and rescued and lovingly cared for by Ellen Lewit, a police officer with the town of Greenburgh.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 3

DOG SHOWS
Top dog: Scarsdale pooch claims blue ribbon at Westminster (photo) (Eleanor McDonald's 3-year-old bichon frise, JR, took the top prize at the 125th Westminster Dog show last week.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Top dog: Scarsdale pooch claims blue ribbon at Westminster (photo) (continued) (Eleanor McDonald's 3-year-old bichon frise, JR, took the top prize at the 125th Westminster Dog show last week.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 15

DOLINS, DANIEL
Ready, set, spit! (photo) (Daniel Dolins gets ready for the watermelon seed spitting contest at the Greenacres Association's Fourth of July celebration.), July 13, 2001, p. 2

DOLINS, KAREN REZNIK (DR)
Health nutritionist; Dr. Dolins helps athletes break through diet misinformation (photo), Nov 2, 2001, p. 19
Health nutritionist; Dr. Dolins helps athletes break through diet misinformation (photo) (continued), Nov 2, 2001, p. 25

DOLLS
Hello dolly! Ughetta dolls live in timeless world in historical society exhibit (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society will be displaying 69 of the collectible dolls donated to them by the late Mary Alice Ughetta.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 15
Hello dolly! Ughetta dolls live in timeless world in historical society exhibit (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Historical Society will be displaying 69 of the collectible dolls donated to them by the late Mary Alice Ughetta.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 16

DOMINI, ANTHONY
Good old days (photo) (The proprietors of Lange's Deli celebrated 29 years of business on November 24 by rolling back prices to what they were in 1972.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 4

DOMINI, BILL
Good old days (photo) (The proprietors of Lange's Deli celebrated 29 years of business on November 24 by rolling back prices to what they were in 1972.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 4

DOMINI, VINNY
Good old days (photo) (The proprietors of Lange's Deli celebrated 29 years of business on November 24 by rolling back prices to what they were in 1972.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 4

DOMONKOS, JULIE
Conference to address domestic abuse issues (The Coalition Against Family Violence will host a conference on domestic violence on October 30 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
Conference to address domestic abuse issues (continued) (The Coalition Against Family Violence will host a conference on domestic violence on October 30 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28

DONAHOE, MARY
(The Westchester Puma Track Club finished third in the 15K Women's Master Team Run.) (photo), Apr 6, 2001, p. 36

DONAT, ELLEN
Associates honored (photo) (Top Coldwell Banker sales associates for the fourth quarter were recently honored at a breakfast in Mount Kisco: Robin Servidio, Rena Herz, Simone Englander, Barbara Glarner, Ruth Belfsey, Claire Civetta, Ellen Donat, Eve Weinstein and Anita Weiss.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4
DONATI, GEORGIA
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

DONATI, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

DONATIONS
Teen center wish list (The Scarsdale Teen Center, "Out of Bounds," requests donations of recreational and practical items.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

DONIGI, CAITLIN
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

DONNELL, BILL
Coach inspired team effort, was great role model (letter) (Bonnie Allen Gottlieb thanks Bill Donnell, coach of the Scarsdale Strikers U-14 traveling soccer team.), July 6, 2001, p. 7

DONNELL, GLORIA
Coach inspired team effort, was great role model (letter) (Bonnie Allen Gottlieb thanks Bill Donnell, coach of the Scarsdale Strikers U-14 traveling soccer team.), July 6, 2001, p. 7

DONOHOE, THOMAS JR
G’burgh GOP picks Pulle, Donohoe (photo) (Greenburgh Republican Party Chairman, Tim Hays, announces two candidates for seats for the Greenburgh Town Board - Frances Pulle and Thomas Donohoe, Jr.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

DONOVAN, DEVIN
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

DONOVAN, DIANE
Donovan, Kieman (engaged) (photo) (Diane Donovan and Timothy Kieman are engaged.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 14

DONOVAN, JOHN (DR)
Accused FBI spy lived here - briefly (photo) (Robert Hanssen, senior FBI agent and accused spy for the Russians, spent a few years in the seventies living at 150 Webster Road in Scarsdale.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1

DONOVAN, LORETTA
Accused FBI spy lived here - briefly (photo) (Robert Hanssen, senior FBI agent and accused spy for the Russians, spent a few years in the seventies living at 150 Webster Road in Scarsdale.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1

DONOVAN, MAGGIE
Ready for the hunt (photo) (Two Scarsdale children are shown participating in the Easter Egg Hunt at the Greenburgh Nature Center on April 14.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15

DOOCHIN, BRIAN
Greenville - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Greenville School), June 29, 2001, p. 24A

DORF, LESLIE
4 join Julia B. Fee (photo) (Four local women have joined Julia B. Fee Real Estate: Nancy Shaw Chochrek, Linda H. Dietz, Leslie Dorf, and Linda Schutz Janssen.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 4

DORF, MITCHELL
Soccer tournament was enjoyable (letter) (David Wald thanks those made the third annual Micro-Soccer 3 v 3 Festival Tournament such an enjoyable event.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7

D'ORTONA, JEFF
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

DOTORATOS, NICHOLAS J
Nicholas J. Dotoratos (Dies) (Nicholas J. Dotoratos, a Scarsdale resident for 36 years, died on January 6, 2001, at the White Plains Hospital Center.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 14

DOTY, JOYCE
Scarsdale Woman’s Club builds foundation (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7A

DOUGLASS, CHRIS
‘Midsummer Night’s Dream’ comes true at high school (photo) (As part of its Shakespeare festival, Scarsdale High School ninth-graders performed “A Midsummer Night’s Dream.”), June 8, 2001, p. 13

DOWLING, ANNE CHISHOLM
Anne Chisholm Dowling (Dies) (Anne Chisholm Dowling, a Scarsdale resident since 1936, died on January 3, 2001. She was 92.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 17

DOWNTOWN AREA - SCARSDALE
(Photo depicts teens mixing bubbles with snowflakes outside Child’s Play, the toy store on Spencer Place.)

PHOTO, Feb 9, 2001, p. 6
High-maintenance sidewalks in village are impractical (letter) (Bruce M. Freyer can not understand why Scarsdale installed costly, high maintenance stone sidewalks in the downtown area.), May 4, 2001, p. 6
DOWNTOWN AREA - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Back to work (Phase 3 of the village center streetscape improvement project is scheduled to begin on June 11.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

Desman proposal will destroy Scarsdale as we know it (letter) (John and Adriana Dillon of Scarsdale Chateaux argue that the construction of a 420 car indoor garage at Christie Place will forever ruin the parklike quality of the Village.), June 8, 2001, p. 6

Paving Sunday (The paving of the downtown business district will begin on Sunday, July 1.), June 29, 2001, p. 1

Parking survey: More employees use metered spaces (A survey taken by the Scarsdale Inquirer indicates that employees of Village businesses exceed Village estimates in terms of parking spaces utilized.), July 6, 2001, p. 1

The common good (editorial) (Contrary to the stance of the Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association, the Inquirer agrees that parking spaces are needed east of the Scarsdale railroad tracks.), July 6, 2001, p. 6

Parking survey: More employees use metered spaces (continued) (A survey taken by the Scarsdale Inquirer indicates that employees of Village businesses exceed Village estimates in terms of parking spaces utilized.), July 6, 2001, p. 13

Christie options (A Village Center Committee meeting on July 17 will present options for the Christie Place parking facility and four alternatives to create additional off street parking.), July 13, 2001, p. 1

Station repairs (Construction for phase 1 of the Scarsdale Station restoration is scheduled to begin on July 16.), July 13, 2001, p. 1

Build a 3-story parking garage on Scarsdale Avenue (letter) (John M. Dillon suggests that a three story parking facility be built on Scarsdale Avenue rather than at the proposed Christie Place location.), July 13, 2001, p. 6

Christie Place Garage anathema to village-in-a-park ideal (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer responds to the July 6 editorial in the Inquirer titled, "The Common Good."). July 13, 2001, p. 6

Don't indulge 'trivial desires' for parking (letter) (Anne Hintermister writes that a multilevel parking structure does not belong in the backyard of any Village resident.), July 13, 2001, p. 6

Last chance to speak (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to voice their opinions to the Village Board on the parking crisis in the downtown area.), July 13, 2001, p. 6

Celebration will honor Hochberg's downtown aid (A ceremony to recognize former Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, for her efforts to obtain state money for downtown renovation, will be held on July 24 in the Village.), July 20, 2001, p. 2

The scoop on pigeon poop; Shoppers, store owners complain, but where does the buck stop (photo), July 20, 2001, p. 3

Zoning should not be changed on Depot Place (letter) (Howard Burkart chimes in against the development plan proposed by Robert Kligerman for Depot Place.), July 20, 2001, p. 6

Vibrant downtown keeps property values high (letter) (Carole Tunick takes issue with Village Trustee Joseph Zock's proposal for 25 minute meters in the center of town.), July 27, 2001, p. 6

Good rate (Al Gatta announced that the Village got an excellent rate on $5,650,000 worth of municipal bonds to finance improvements downtown and at the Scarsdale pool.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1

Sign of Summer (photo) (Downtown area is the scene of hardhats and backhoes as a landscaped island and mid-block U-turn are constructed on East Parkway.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1

Eliminating some parking could ease Garth jams (letter) (John R. Byers suggests limiting parking on Garth Road from the exit road from Freighway to 7-Eleven as a way of relieving congestion.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6

Depot developer asks trustees for guidance (On August 13, developer Robert Kligerman presented the Village Center Committee with a "modest proposal" for development at Depot Place.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1

Deport developer asks trustees for guidance (continued) (photo) (On August 13, developer Robert Kligerman presented the Village Center Committee with a "modest proposal" for development at Depot Place.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 2

(Photography of vegetation atop the stone garage at Christie Place) (photo), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6

Restore bygone charm: ban the automobile (letter) (Dr. Mervyn L. Goldstein's tongue in cheek letter suggests that automobiles in downtown Scarsdale be replaced with horse drawn carriages.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6

Letter writer insulted sanitation workers, stable hands (letter) (John M. Dillon found Dr. Mervyn L. Goldstein's Inquirer letter of last week to be offensive and insulting to both sanitation workers and stable hands.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6

The village issue is not parking, it's esthetics (letter) (Joel Binn encourages the construction of a level surface parking area rather than a multi level parking facility.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6

Plenty of Parking (photo) (Photo of East Parkway at 7 am on the last week of summer vacation shows ample parking places), Sep 7, 2001, p. 13

East Parkway closing (East Parkway will be closed for repaving from October 27-October 28.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

Removal of tower is next downtown improvement (photo) (Former Scarsdale Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, helped obtain state funding to demolish two unsightly and obsolete towers near the Scarsdale Metro North train station.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

Village must have a master plan for the downtown (letter) (Bruce Wells expresses surprise that Scarsdale does not have a master plan for the development of the downtown area.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6
DOWNTOWN AREA - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Removal of tower is next downtown improvement (photo) (continued) (Former Scarsdale Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, helped obtain state funding to demolish two unsightly and obsolete towers near the Scarsdale Metro North train station.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 10
Which meter goes with which space? (letter) (Davida Rothberg bemoans the confusing positioning of the parking meters in the downtown area.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6
Still on robbers' trail (Scarsdale Police are still pursuing the robbers who held up jewelry stores in the Village in July.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1
Tower to fall (The electrical tower north of the taxi stand on East Parkway will be taken down on November 25.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1
How to relieve Garth Road congestion (editorial) (Bruce Wells offers alternatives to the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 7
Still on robbers' trail (continued) (Scarsdale Police are still pursuing the robbers who held up jewelry stores in the Village in July.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 13
1 down, 10 to go (photo) (One of eleven obsolete railway towers was dismantled on November 25.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1
Depot Place zoning may be changed (A public hearing was held on November 27 on the subject of changing the zoning for the Depot Place property in the Village Center.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1
Traffic improvements hinge on bridge redo (editorial) (Deputy Village Manager, John Crary, weighs in on the issue of traffic congestion in downtown Scarsdale.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 9
Free holiday parking (The Village of Scarsdale will provide two hours of free parking in the downtown area from December 8-10 and December 22-25.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1
Music to shop by (photo) (Musicians play festive tunes outside Daniele Trissi Jewelers on Spencer Place.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 4
Question of the year (editorial) (The Inquirer wonders why the Village has been so slow to put out holiday decorations in the downtown area.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6
Resident's recommendations would benefit busy intersection (letter) (Garth Road resident, Barry Kramer, feels that traffic congestion at the intersection of Garth and Popham Roads intensified following the Village's widening of the sidewalk in front of 7-Eleven.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7
Admit it, it's better (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds recent improvements that increase pedestrian safety in the downtown area.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6
All involved in village redesign deserve congratulations (letter) (Joseph A. Ilardo and Carole R. Rothman applaud the recent sidewalk redesign in the downtown area.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6
Planning board OK's Depot zoning change (At its last meeting on November 28, the Scarsdale Planning Board approved a proposed zoning change in the downtown area adjacent to Depot Place.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 9
Trustees mull options for Depot Place (Plans are finally being nailed down for development of the Depot Place location.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1
A new opportunity (editorial) (The Inquirer is optimistic about Robert Kligerman's proposals for development at Depot Place.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 6
Trustees mull options for Depot Place (photo) (continued) (Plans are finally being nailed down for development of the Depot Place location.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 9

DRAKE PARK (SCARSDALE)
Drake Field is not Drake Park by another name (photo) (Neighbors of Drake Park vehemently oppose the proposal to turn a portion of the Park into playing fields.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1
Village does not need another soccer field (letter) (Richard Schechner writes an open letter to the Scarsdale Village Board to voice his disapproval of the construction of a soccer field on Drake Park property.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8
Drake Field is not Drake Park by another name (photo) (Neighbors of Drake Park vehemently oppose the proposal to turn a portion of the Park into playing fields.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 10
New soccer field will create a parking problem (letter) (James F. Conlan believes the creation of a new soccer field at Drake Park will create an unacceptable parking problem in the area.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6
Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (The proposed expansion of the small soccer field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
Board is handling Drake Road controversy well (letter) (Josh Frankel commends Village Board members for their transparent discussions of the future of Drake Road Park.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6
Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (continued) (The proposed expansion of the small soccer field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28
There is no need to enlarge Drake Road Field (letter) (Daniel L. Rosensweig registers his strong disapproval of the $80,000 proposal to enlarge the soccer field at Drake Park and add a 20 spot parking area.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6
Trustees shouldn't rush to approve Drake Field expansion (letter) (Carole Schechner urges the Village Board to take time to address traffic, safety, environmental and quality of life concerns before rushing to expand the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6
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DRAKE PARK (SCARSDALE) (Continued)
Village staff should not set policy for community (editorial) (Irving Sloan questions the influence of Scarsdale Village staff members, who may not even be residents, over Board members.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 7
Drake Field to be improved, not expanded (A divided Village Board approved scaled down improvements for the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
Inquirer coverage of field issue 'evenhanded' (letter) (Helen Barlow thanks the Inquirer for its ongoing, objective coverage of the proposed expansion at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6
The process works (editorial) (The Inquirer agrees with Peter Strauss that the small gain derived from expanding the Drake Park soccer field would not be worth the amount of upset to the neighborhood.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6
Idiot's Guide to a village meeting (editorial) (Howard Givner recounts his experience attending his first Village Board meeting.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7
Drake Field to be improved, not expanded (continued) (A divided Village Board approved scaled down improvements for the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 8
Sloan column was misinformed, demeaning (letter) (Boine Johnson responds to Irving Sloan's October 19 "Among other things" column dealing with the proposed Drake Park expansion.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

DRAMA
'Tartuffe' on stage at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present Moliere's Tartuffe on March 29, 30 and 31.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 11
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad's trip to Russia inspires off-off Broadway play (photo) (Article describes the artistic path of Scarsdale playwright, Adam Mantell.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 19
SHS seniors to present "How to Succeed" (photo) (On May 31, the Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 will premiere its production of "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying."), May 25, 2001, p. 11
"How to Succeed" (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 premiered its production of "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying," on May 31; performances will continue through June 2.), June 1, 2001, p. 17
'Midsummer Night's Dream' comes true at high school (photo) (As part of its Shakespeare festival, Scarsdale High School ninth-graders performed "A Midsummer Night's Dream.", June 8, 2001, p. 13
'SURVIVAL' Collection (photo) (Playwright and Scarsdale resident, Joan Ross Sorkin, will have her series of eight 10-minute plays called 'The SURVIVAL Collection' presented off Broadway from September 7-12.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 13

DREYFUS, DIANA
SHS (Scarsdale High School) athletes honored (photo) (Three Scarsdale High School athletes and their coaches were honored June 6 at Con Edison's 50th annual scholar athlete awards dinner.), June 15, 2001, p. 21

DROZD, MIKE
Boy Scouts hike strenuous trek '32' in Colorado (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale joined with other troops to hike strenuous trek No. 32 at Philmont Scout Ranch in Colorado.), July 27, 2001, p. 4

DRUGS
Focal Points: How do you feel about the advertising of prescription drugs in the various media (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, poses timely questions to community members.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 7

DUBBS, HEATHER
Dubbs, Harrison (engaged) (photo) (Heather Dubbs and Zachary Harrison announced their engagement; a July wedding is planned.), May 11, 2001, p. 16

DUBIN, JANET W
Garage would jeopardize Chateaux quality of life (letter) (Janet W. Dubin, a Scarsdale Chateaux resident, is concerned that the proposed parking structure on Christie Place will adversely affect her quality of life.), May 4, 2001, p. 6

DUBIN, RICHARD
GCT (Greenville Community Theater) provides entertainment, community service (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 11A
GCT (Greenville Community Theater) provides entertainment, community service (photo) (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12A

DUBIN, RICHARD (AUTHOR)
Focus on Garth intersection to improve pedestrian safety (letter) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Richard Dubin, describes the many challenges to pedestrian safety on Garth Road and East Parkway.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

DUDLEY, KYLE
Teens care (photo) (Nine eighth graders and three staff members from Scarsdale Middle School participated in the Americares Homefront America program on May 5.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

DUDLEY, WILLIAM FRANCIS
William F. Dudley (Dies) (William Francis Dudley, successful Scarsdale realtor, died at his Chappaqua home on August 7, 2001; he was 86.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 12

DUFFY, MAUREEN
Focal Points: How useful do you find TV as a news source? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, questions passers by about newsworthy issues.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 7
DULIT, EVERETT P (DR)
Focal Points: Do you think results on standardized reading and math tests indicate the quality of a school? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions subjects about the value of standardized testing in schools.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7

DUMKE, HALEY
Charitable giving is mixed bag post 9/11 (photo) (Donations to September 11 charitable funds have deflected giving from other needy charitable institutions.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 3

DUMKE, WILLIAM EDNER SR
William Edner Dumke Sr. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, William Edner Dumke, Sr., died on April 12, 2001, at his home in Stonington, Connecticut, following a short illness. He was 71.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 14; Apr 27, 2001, p. 8

DUMONT, PAUL
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28

DUNBAR, JACQUELINE
Focal Points: What are your suggestions for coping with the potential shortage of electricity? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions residents on timely topics.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

DUNCAN, CAROL
Ancient Inca artifacts come to 6th grade (photo) (Dr. Orlando Olcese visited his grandson's Scarsdale Middle School sixth grade class with a treasure trove of priceless Peruvian artifacts.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 11

DUPRE, ANNE MARIE
IHM music teacher sings at inauguration lunch (photo) (Anne Marie Dupre, the music teacher for the Immaculate Heart of Mary School, sang at George W. Bush's inauguration luncheon.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 2

DURST, STEVE
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held its fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 3

DWINELL, DAVID
In stunning upset, GB Dems pick Sheehan (photo) (Francis Sheehan, a persistent critic of the Feiner administration in Greenburgh, came in second in a three way Democratic contest for two seats on the Town Board.), June 1, 2001, p. 1

DWINNELL, DAVID C (AUTHOR)
Official looks forward to service (letter) (David C. Dwinell, Town of Greenburgh Receiver of Taxes, thanks all who voted for him in the past election.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7

DWORK, NEIL
Mendel, Dwork (to wed) (photo) (Amy Mendel and Neil Dwork will be married on September 30, 2001, at Harvest-on-Hudson in Hastings, New York.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 15

DYBING, PATRICIA B
Patricia B. Dybing (dies) (Patricia B. Dybing died at United Hospital in Port Chester on August 30, 2001, following a brief illness. She was 75.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 32

DYLAN, BOB
Growing older with Bob Dylan (editorial) (Ruth Oberbreit reflects on Bob Dylan's recent 60th birthday.), June 1, 2001, p. 7

DYSON, MARIANNE
Astronaut urges girls to reach for the stars (photo) (Writer and space enthusiast, Marianne Dyson, addressed Girl Scouts and their leaders on April 2 about the role of women in the space program.), Apr 8, 2001, p. 3

EAGLE SCOUTS
Awards and Promotions (Eagle Scout William Lane of Boy Scout Troop 60 has fulfilled the requirements for the Bronze Palm.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4

EARTH DAY
Treasure trove of trash (photo) (Garth Road resident, Jan Gordon, won a prize for "most unusual trash find" when she discovered a circular saw blade at the 10th annual Earth Day Cleanup of Garth Woods on April 22.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 2

Hard work and energy made E Day a success (letter) (Susan F. Gibralter and Rita Braustein thank Edgemont parents, students and vendors for their contributions to the success of the 45th annual E Day, held on May 12.), May 25, 2001, p. 6

EARTHQUAKES
Earthquake relief (The Indian American Cultural Association of Westchester is collecting funds to assist earthquake victims in Western India.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

EASTCHESTER
Is it curtains for the Plaza? Eastchester considers new luxury apartment proposal (photo) (After more than 80 years, the Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater may never reopen and instead may be turned into a luxury apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 1
EASTCHESTER (Continued)
Is it curtains for the Plaza? Eastchester considers new luxury apartment proposal (continued) (After more than 80 years, the Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater may never reopen and instead may be turned into a luxury apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 9

EASTER
Anticipation (photo) (Children are pictured awaiting the arrival of the Easter bunny.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
Bunnies & eggs (photo) (Cindy Gao and Thomas and Fiona Flanagan are shown participating in the Scarsdale Recreation Department's Spring Eggstravaganza.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 2

EASTER EGG HUNTS
Ready for the hunt (photo) (Two Scarsdale children are shown participating in the Easter Egg Hunt at the Greenburgh Nature Center on April 14.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15

EAST SCARSDALE ASSOCIATION
Five neighborhood associations will meet (Five neighborhood associations are meeting this week to update residents on issues of the day.), May 11, 2001, p. 2
House size regulations discussed at WQRA (West Quaker Ridge Association) meeting (continued), July 27, 2001, p. 13

ECKSTEIN, ALAN (AUTHOR)
Parking proposal not supported by Chateaux owners (letter) (Alan Eckstein writes that the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Chateaux Owners Corporation agreed unanimously not to support the proposed parking garage on Christie Place.), May 11, 2001, p. 6

ECKSTEIN, LAUREN SUZANNE
Eckstein, Forman (wed) (photo) (Lauren Suzanne Eckstein and Todd Jeremy Forman were wed on October 20, 2001, at the Puck Building in Manhattan.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 12

ECONOMIC FORECASTING
Business Week exec peers round the economic corner (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Bill Kupper, President and publisher of Business Week, spoke at the Scarsdale Library on November 15 in a lecture sponsored by the Town and Village Club.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 3
Business Week exec peers round the economic corner (continued) (Former Scarsdale resident, Bill Kupper, President and publisher of Business Week, spoke at the Scarsdale Library on November 15 in a lecture sponsored by the Town and Village Club.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 9
We're 'all on the front lines,' says trade VIP (photo) (Kenneth Juster, Undersecretary of Commerce for Export Administration, addressed the Town and Village Civic Club at its December 6 meeting.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 3

EDDELSOEN, JAN
Winner's Circle (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Waddall and Jan Edelson, are pictured at the November 10 Winner's Circle Ball, proceeds of which go to benefit the Katonah Museum of Art.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 22

EDDELSOEN, WADDALL
Winner's Circle (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Waddall and Jan Edelson, are pictured at the November 10 Winner's Circle Ball, proceeds of which go to benefit the Katonah Museum of Art.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 22

EDGEMONT
Snowy Stroll (photo) (Sixteen inches of snow fell on Central Westchester on Saturday, December 30; pictured are two Edgemont residents and their dog strolling between snowbanks on Walbrooke Road.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1
We have a town code - let's use it! (editorial) (Edgemont resident, Hugh A. Schwartz, decries the preponderance of non-compliant construction in Old Edgemont.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7
Nominations closed (The Edgemont School Board Nominating Committee closed nominations on February 6.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1
Edgemont needs a playground for preschoolers (letter) (Edgemont residents write that the site of the former tennis courts on Ardsley Road would be the perfect location for a much needed playground for preschoolers.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

EDGEGOOD
Edgewood marks Fourth with patriotic parade, prizes (photo) (The Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association weathered threatening skies to hold its annual July 4th celebration.), July 6, 2001, p. 3

EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
Focal Points: Do you think results on standardized reading and math tests indicate the quality of a school? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, questions subjects about the value of standardized testing in schools.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7
High stakes state testing: Is there anything good about it? (The impact of high stakes state testing was discussed by a panel of experts at a meeting on February 8 sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
High stakes state testing: Is there anything good about it? (continued) (The impact of high stakes state testing was discussed by a panel of experts at a meeting on February 8 sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8
School districts join to challenge state mandates (The Scarsdale Board of Education will meet with the Edgemont Board of Education to discuss joint strategies for dealing with state testing mandates.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS (Continued)
Test-ban entreaty (editorial) (The Inquirer expresses its agreement with the prevailing sentiment amongst Scarsdale parents who oppose state mandated standardized testing in the schools.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
School districts join to challenge state mandates (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education will meet with the Edgemont Board of Education to discuss joint strategies for dealing with state testing mandates.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 18
Speaker urges boycott of state tests (Alfie Kohn, guest speaker at the PT Council meeting on March 1, described the standards movement as "dastardly" and urged parents and teachers to challenge State Education Department mandates.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Time for change (editorial) (The Inquirer urges Scarsdale parents to think "outside the box" and take a critical look at the standardized tests that have been mandated for Village schools.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
PT Council offers protest letter for parents (The PT Council offers the template of a letter parents can use to register their objections to the State Education Department's standards initiative.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 11
Speaker urges boycott of state tests (continued) (Alfie Kohn, guest speaker at the PT Council meeting on March 1, described the standards movement as "dastardly" and urged parents and teachers to challenge State Education Department mandates.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 19
Let's hear the other side of the story (letter) (In response to Alfie Kohn's recent anti-testing presentation, Andrew R. Heyer suggests that it would be useful to hear an opposing, pro-testing position.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Middle school principal criticizes state testing mandate (Scarsdale Middle School Principal, Mike McDermott, questions and criticizes the New York State Education Department's well publicized standards initiative and its rigorous testing schedule.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 11
Edgemont meeting (The Edgemont PTA and PTSA will sponsor a panel meeting titled "State Assessments - Burden or Benefit?" on March 27.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale parents protest state testing (The Scarsdale Board of Education rejected a petition signed by over 100 district parents protesting state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
Testing our values (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that it is time for the State Education Department to propose meaningful alternatives to the mandated standardized tests.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6
Scarsdale parents protest state testing (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education rejected a petition signed by over 100 district parents protesting state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 9
Schools rated by SED (The State Education Department report cards issued last week placed Scarsdale Schools at or among the highest rated schools in Westchester County.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 11
Education commissioner is jeopardizing school excellence (letter) (Gail Tulcin presents her opposition to state mandated standardized testing in the public schools.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6
Our tests, ourselves (editorial) (The Inquirer questions the logic and need for the standardized school tests mandated by the State Education Department.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6
Seeking feedback (Scarsdale School Board President Jackie Irwin announced that the schools were required by law to administer five state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders, despite the objections of parents.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
8th-grade state tests boycott seems likely (An overwhelming majority of Scarsdale Middle School parents support a boycott of the state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
STOP (State Tests Opposed by Parents) in national spotlight (STOP gained the attention of nationwide news media when it announced its boycott of State mandated standardized tests for Scarsdale Middle School eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
Civil disobedience is not the proper response to test issue (letter) (Alan Friedman suggests that rather than boycotting the mandated eighth grade standardized science tests, 15 additional hours should be built into the academic year to compensate for time lost to test preparation.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6
Informed conscience (editorial) (The Inquirer believes that the proposed boycott of the state mandated science performance examination for eighth graders sends the message that the direction of public education needs to change course.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6
Boycotting tests seems likely (continued) (An overwhelming majority of Scarsdale Middle School parents support a boycott of the state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 10
STOP (State Tests Opposed by Parents) in national spotlight (continued) (STOP gained the attention of nationwide news media when it announced its boycott of State mandated standardized tests for Scarsdale Middle School eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15
STOP explains test boycott for parents (Parents of Scarsdale eighth graders met at Village Hall on April 23 to learn how to boycott five state-mandated standardized tests scheduled to begin May 3.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1
STOP explains test boycott for parents (continued) (Parents of Scarsdale eighth graders met at Village Hall on April 23 to learn how to boycott five state-mandated standardized tests scheduled to begin May 3.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 4
Boycotting tests teaches students very bad lessons (letter) (James F. Conlan agrees with former Jetter writer, Alan Friedman, that boycotting the state mandated standardized tests will only teach students that it is "OK" to skip classes, tests or homework assignments they don't like.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6
EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS (Continued)

State turned deaf ear to requests for test moderation (letter) (Dr. Alan J. Hecht writes that Albany should not determine Scarsdale school policy or curriculum; he opposes the restrictions imposed by state mandated standardized tests.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

Students should set good example by taking tests (letter) (Neil Sullivan feels that Scarsdale students should lead the way by setting a good example and cooperating with the mandate to participate in the eighth grade standardized tests.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

Support for test boycott, with a caveat or 2 (letter) (Seth A. Halpern expresses mixed feelings about the STOP boycott of state mandated standardized tests.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

District seeks dialogue about testing/standards (Summary of the Scarsdale Board of Education meeting on the subject of the standards initiative of the state Education Department and the formation of STOP, State Tests Opposed by Parents.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 11

How to boycott state exams (Instructions on how to boycott the following state mandated exams: science performance, ELA, math, written science, social studies and technology), Apr 27, 2001, p. 11

Middle school parents choose boycott 2 to 1 (Two thirds of Scarsdale Middle School parents kept their children home during the administration of the state mandated standardized test on May 3., May 4, 2001, p. 1

Children should not be taught to lie (letter) (Stephen Hochhauser is appalled that children boycotting the state mandated standardized tests were told to lie and bring in notes claiming they had "family obligations."), May 4, 2001, p. 6

Stop whining about state tests (letter) (Marina London wants parents to stop whining about the state mandated standardized tests and move on to more important issues.), May 4, 2001, p. 6

Middle school parents choose boycott 2 to 1 (continued) (Two thirds of Scarsdale Middle School parents kept their children home during the administration of the state mandated standardized test on May 3., May 4, 2001, p. 21

Testing issues (The parent led boycott of state-mandated tests for eighth graders continued on May 1 and May 2.), May 11, 2001, p. 1

Why I support the test boycott (editorial) (Irene Nechamkin explains why she supports the boycott of the state mandated standardized tests for middle schoolers.), May 11, 2001, p. 7

STOP the testing (The parent boycott of eighth-grade state mandated standardized tests continued this past week.), May 15, 2001, p. 1

Focal Points: Do you think the statewide reading tests will improve reading instruction? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks questions of passers by.), May 25, 2001, p. 7

Local 4th-graders ace state ELA tests (Scarsdale fourth graders were top performers in the state on the 2001 English language arts examinations.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

After the Boycott (The Scarsdale Board of Education is holding a public forum on June 12 on "State Assessments, Local Autonomy and Quality Education: What Direction for Scarsdale?"), June 1, 2001, p. 1

Limit 4th- and 8th- grade tests to struggling districts (letter) (David Glazer, President of the Edgemont Board of Education, proposes that only fourth and eighth graders in low performing school districts be required to take state mandated standardized tests.), June 1, 2001, p. 6

Beyond the boycott: What's next? (editorial) (Lillian Hecht encourages parents to restore Scarsdale's independence in determining curriculum and selecting assessment standards.), June 8, 2001, p. 7

State checks test compliance (State Education Department representatives met with Scarsdale school officials to ascertain compliance with state mandated assessment procedures.), June 15, 2001, p. 1

Testing values (editorial) (The Inquirer hopes that the recent boycott of state mandated standardized tests will result in outreach to all segments of the community, not just the affected Middle School parents and children.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

State checks test compliance (continued) (State Education Department representatives met with Scarsdale school officials to ascertain compliance with state mandated assessment procedures.), June 15, 2001, p. 11

Local science teachers develop alternative to state tests (Scarsdale Middle School science teachers have created their own assessment test, customized to the Scarsdale curriculum.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1

Local science teachers develop alternative to state tests (continued) (Scarsdale Middle School science teachers have created their own assessment test, customized to the Scarsdale curriculum.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 11

New 8th-grade social studies test: Scarsdale-made, Scarsdale-approved (At a meeting on October 22, the Scarsdale Board of Education previewed its own version of the state mandated social studies standardized test.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

New 8th-grade social studies test: Scarsdale-made, Scarsdale-approved (continued) (At a meeting on October 22, the Scarsdale Board of Education previewed its own version of the state mandated social studies standardized test.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9

Steves urges board member to join legislative committee (Scarsdale School Board President, Bob Steves, suggests that the Board should join a New York State Education committee to study mandated standardized testing.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9

State admonishes Scarsdale schools (A letter from the New York State Education Department accused the district of not trying hard enough to end the boycott of state mandated eighth grade standardized tests.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS (Continued)
State admonishes Scarsdale schools (continued) (A letter from the New York State Education Department accused the District of not trying hard enough to end the boycott of state mandated eighth grade standardized tests.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 11
Cohen, Sobol respond to state's mandate for testing compliance (Scarsdale responds to State Commissioner of Education Richard Mills' reprimand that the district failed to halt the boycott of the eighth grade standardized tests last Spring.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1
Who do we think we are? (editorial) (The Inquirer addresses Commissioner Mills' reproachful letter to Scarsdale Schools Superindendent, Dr. Michael McGill, on the boycott of state mandated standardized tests.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6
Cohen, Sobol respond to state's mandate for testing compliance (continued) (Scarsdale responds to State Commissioner of Education Richard Mills' reprimand that the district failed to halt the boycott of the eighth grade standardized tests last Spring.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 10
"One size fits all" testing mentality is idiotic (letter) (Leslie Rogers sends an open letter to Commissioner Mills on the many failings of the state mandated eighth grade tests.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6
Efforts to halt testing continue (editorial) (Ellen J. Golden defends the decision of many Scarsdale parents to have their children boycott the state mandated standardized tests.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7
Superintendent responds to SED scolding (In a November 28 letter, School Superintendent Michael McGill claims that Scarsdale did nothing wrong in disagreeing with New York State's standardized testing program.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1
We're responsible for improving level of education (letter) (Neil Sullivan defends New York State's right to monitor educational standards through standardized tests.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6
Superintendent responds to SED scolding (continued) (In a November 28 letter, School Superintendent Michael McGill claims that Scarsdale did nothing wrong in disagreeing with New York State's standardized testing program.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9

EDWARDS, PAUL
Getto superstar: 7-year-old Scarsdalian wins national Tae Kwon Do title (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Erica Getto, won a gold medal in sparring in the 6- to 7-year old category at the Junior Olympics in Tampa, Florida.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 17
Getto superstar: 7-year-old Scarsdalian wins national Tae Kwon Do title (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale resident, Erica Getto, won a gold medal in sparring in the 6- to 7-year old category at the Junior Olympics in Tampa, Florida.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 18

EFFRON, BARRY J
2 honored by UJA (United Jewish Appeal) (photo) (Stuart Kolbert and Donald Fleishaker were praised by Barry J. Effron at the annual luncheon of the UJA-Federation on May 16 at Brae Burn Country Club.), June 15, 2001, p. 4

EGAN, KEITH
Focal Points: How do you feel about the advertising of prescription drugs in the various media (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to community members.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 7

EGAN, KRAIG
Focal Points: How do you feel about possible legislation concerning SUVs? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the community.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 7

EHRENREICH, ZACHARY

EIDELBERG, ILANA SUSAN
Eidelberg, Spector (photo) (Ilana Susan Eidelberg and Andrew Martin Spector were wed on October 28, 2000, at the Water's Edge in New York City.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 13

EISEMAN, SUZI
Debate continues over school safety measures (continued) (A regular police presence at the Fox Meadow School to direct morning and afternoon traffic was urged by Fox Meadow residents attending a meeting of the Village Municipal Services Committee on January 8.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 8

EISEMAN, KATHERINE
SNAP (Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents) mulls need to protect open space (illustration) (At a meeting on April 3 at the Village Hall, representatives of SNAP addressed the issue of dwindling open space in Scarsdale.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 3

EISNER, EUGENE (DR)
Eugene Eisner (dies) (Former longtime Scarsdale resident, Dr. Eugene Eisner, died on February 27, 2001, at St. Luke's Hospital in St. Louis, Missouri. He was 92.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 20

EKMAN, GARY (AUTHOR)
Human relations council stands ready to help (letter) (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Human Relations works to maintain respect and peaceful relations among members of the community.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6
EKMAN, KATE
Up, up, and away (photo) (Photo of three children on a ride at the carnival sponsored by the Scarsdale High School Student Government.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

EKMAN, LAURA
Time travel (photo) (Scarsdale Girl Scout troop 1577 tried out toys and games from the 1800s at Sturbridge Village, MA.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 31

ELECTION DISTRICTS
Lawmakers praised at redistrict parley (Plan for reshaping New York State election districts meets with local approval), July 20, 2001, p. 1
Lawmakers praised at redistrict parley (continued) (Plan for reshaping New York State election districts meets with local approval), July 20, 2001, p. 9
Paulin sponsors bill to prevent gerrymandering (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin wants to introduce a bill to the Albany legislature that would prevent "spiteful" political actions like gerrymandering.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Redistricting info (The state task force studying redistricting issues has opened a website to give information to the public.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Paulin sponsors bill to prevent gerrymandering (continued) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin wants to introduce a bill to the Albany legislature that would prevent "spiteful" political actions like gerrymandering.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 13
Who will take the hit as N.Y. redistricts? (Starting January 2003, New York will send just 29 representatives to Washington, D. C., down from 31.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1
Who will take the hit as N.Y. redistricts? (photo) (continued) (Starting January 2003, New York will send just 29 representatives to Washington, D. C., down from 31.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 21

ELECTION INSPECTORS
Wanted: Party loyalists, long hrs, low pay (When Scarsdale Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, retires next month, the arduous task of recruiting election inspectors will fall to Democratic and Republican town committees.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Wanted: Party loyalists, long hrs, low pay (continued) (When Scarsdale Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, retires next month, the arduous task of recruiting election inspectors will fall to Democratic and Republican town committees.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 13
Inspectors Needed (Openings remain for polling place inspectors for the November 6 general elections.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

ELECTIONS
Focal Points: When you vote, do you cast your ballot for a candidate or a party? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to passers by.), June 1, 2001, p. 7
Challenger on the attack in 5th District (Candidates for the District 5 seat of the County Board of Legislators have been engaging in rancorous debate.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Endorsements (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Bill Ryan in District 5, Tom Abinanti in District 12 and Lois Bronz in District 8 in the race for the Westchester County Board of Legislators.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6
Judge Friia: distinguished on and off bench (letter) (Mark Lewis urges voters to re-elect Judge Jo Ann Friia for Supreme Court Justice in Westchester, Rockland, Orange, Putnam, and Dutchess Counties.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6
A life and death matter (editorial) (The Inquirer stresses that exercising the right to vote is integral to the preservation of our democracy.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

ELECTIONS DISTRICTS
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (continued) (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 4
1 village, 1 district, 1 legislator (editorial) (The Inquirer agrees with the redistricting plan that would unite Scarsdale in one, single election district; the paper encourages the community to support the plan at the Westchester County Board public hearing on May 21.), May 18, 2001, p. 6
Village est omnis divisa in partes tres no more (photo) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
Village est omnis divisa in partes tres no more (photo) (continued) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 9
Scarsdale reunited: why it matters (editorial) (George Latimer praises the reunification of Scarsdale into one election district.), June 1, 2001, p. 7

ELECTIONS - GREENBURGH
G'burgh GOP picks Pulle, Donohoe (photo) (Greenburgh Republican Party Chairman, Tim Hays, announces two candidates for seats for the Greenburgh Town Board - Frances Pulle and Thomas Donohoe, Jr.), June 8, 2001, p. 1
Deception is the issue, not Weinberg's right to run (letter) (Francis Sheehan discusses Timmy Weinberg's right to challenge the Greenburgh Democratic Party's endorsed candidates.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
A reason to support Juettner, Weinberg (letter) (Gert Kahn supports the re-election of Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg to the Greenburgh Town Council.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
ELECTIONS - NEW YORK (STATE) - NEW YORK
Latimer eyes lieutenant governor's job (George Latimer, Scarsdale's current county legislator in District 17, may announce a bid for the Democratic nomination for Lieutenant Governor in 2002.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1

ELECTIONS - SCARSDALE
3 candidates tapped for village board (photo) (The Citizen's Committee has nominated Peter Strauss of Greenacres and incumbent trustees Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock to run for Village Trustee in the March 20 Village Election.), Jan 28, 2001, p. 1
3 candidates tapped for village board (photo) (continued) (The Citizen's Committee has nominated Peter Strauss of Greenacres and incumbent trustees Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock to run for Village Trustee in the March 20 Village Election.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9
Voters get Row A (The Voters Party will get the top line on the ballot for the Village election on Tuesday, March 20.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
School board nominations close March 4 (Completed biographical information forms for potential Scarsdale School Board candidates are due on March 4.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 5
Village elections: Citizens nominees say they're ready to serve (photo) (Profile of Peter Strauss, Citizens Party candidate for trustee.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: Citizens nominees say they're ready to serve (photo) (Profile of Tom Cusick, who is running for his second term as Village Trustee on the Nonpartisan Citizens Party line but also with the endorsement of the Voters Party.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: Citizens nominees say they're ready to serve (photo) (continued) (Profile of Peter Strauss, Citizens Party candidate for trustee.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6
Village elections: Citizens nominees say they're ready to serve (photo) (continued) (Profile of Tom Cusick, who is running for his second term as Village Trustee on the Nonpartisan Citizens Party line but also with the endorsement of the Voters Party.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 9
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (Harrison wants a more open government), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (Zock is running on Citizens and Voters lines), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (continued) (Zock is running on Citizens and Voters lines), Mar 9, 2001, p. 3
Candidate urges support for Voters Party nominees (letter) (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, urges residents to back Voters Party candidates in the upcoming elections.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Citizens slate is worthy of broad support (letter) (Mark B. Hirsch is proud of his participation on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee and is pleased with the candidates they selected: David Kroenlein, Tom Cusick, Joseph Zock and Peter Strauss.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
For impressive candidates, vote Row A (letter) (Adrienne Price, Citizens Committee member, urges the community to vote for David Kroenlein, Tom Cusick, Joe Zock and Peter Strauss, the Citizen's Party candidates.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Surface parking is what we need (letter) (Jennie Schlesinger supports the idea of surface parking rather than construction of an additional parking garage and thus she recommends voting for anti-parking garage advocates, Bob Harrison.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Vote for Citizens Party candidates on Row B (letter) (Marcia Banner urges Scarsdale residents to vote Row B, Citizens Party, at the Mayoral and Village Board elections on March 20.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Vote for Harrison, a candidate who opposes new garage (letter) (Toni Tiberi urges residents to vote for Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, because he is the only one running who opposed the construction of a new downtown garage.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (continued) (Harrison wants a more open government), Mar 9, 2001, p. 9
Citizens continue outstanding tradition (letter) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin asks residents to join her in voting on March 20 for Citizens Non-Partisan candidates for Mayor and Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
League thanked for sharing forum (letter) (Jane Vernon, Chairman of SNAP - Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents - thanks the Scarsdale League of Women Voters for inviting SNAP to co-sponsor the candidate forum on March 12.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Let's work to improve Scarsdale (letter) (Tegan Lee, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee, urges residents to vote Row B in the upcoming Village Board elections.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Slate reinforces strength of system (letter) (Evelyn Stock urges residents to support the Citizens Party slate in the upcoming Village elections for Mayor and for Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Support the nonpartisan system (letter) (Joy Handelman, member of the 2000-2001 Citizens Committee, endorses David Kroenlein for Mayor and Tom Cusick, Joe Zock and Peter Strauss for Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
For village trustee: Zock, Cusick, Strauss (editorial) (The Scarsdale Inquirer urges residents to vote Row B in the upcoming elections for Village Board: Joseph Zock, Tom Cusick, and Peter Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Citizens candidates have records of achievement (letter) (Linda R. Killian, former President of Kids' BASE, urges Scarsdale residents to vote on March 20 for the Citizens Party nominees for the Village Board and Mayor.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
ELECTIONS - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Confidence in others' voting is false confidence (letter) (Harriet L. Sobol, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee, urges residents to vote for the Citizens Party - Row B - in the elections on March 20 for Scarsdale Mayor and Village Board trustees.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Consensus builders are needed on the village board (letter) (Neil and Judy Bicknell urge their friends and fellow residents to cast their ballots on March 20 for the Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates, Row B.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Harrison, Zock, Cusick and will keep the village in Scarsdale (letter) (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, promises to maintain the character of the Village by limiting development in the downtown area.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

There was no primary: Bob Harrison nominated himself (letter) (Randy Guggenheimer alleges that Bob Harrison nominated himself for Village Board trustee with a personally solicited petition.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Vote for Harrison, Zock and Cusick (letter) (Evelyn Camicielli urges residents to vote for trustees who will limit downtown development and preserve open space.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Vote Row B for candidates chosen democratically (letter) (Carolyn B. Stevens, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee for three years, urges voters to select Row B in the upcoming elections on March 20 for Village Trustee and Mayor.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Vote Row B for candidates with impressive records (letter) (Adrienne A. Price, Citizens Committee member, asks voters to support candidates on Row B on Election Day: Kroenlein, Cusick, Zack and Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9

Mayor-elect defines goals (Article profiles Scarsdale's recently elected Mayor, David Kroenlein, with particular attention to his policies and programs.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1

Mayor-elect defines goals (continued) (Article profiles Scarsdale's recently elected Mayor, David Kroenlein, with particular attention to his policies and programs.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

Harrison received fewest votes in contested elections (letter), Apr 6, 2001, p. 7

Carl Finger seeks to replace Carsky (photo) (Democrat Carl Finger to run for District 17 seat on the Westchester County Board of Legislators), May 4, 2001, p. 3

Candidates ready to run in newly united county district; Bill Ryan: incumbent legislator, new turf (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 1

Ex-candidate is encouraged by local support (letter) (In light of issues created by the reunification of Scarsdale into one election district, Carl L. Finger announces that he is withdrawing as a candidate for county legislator.), June 29, 2001, p. 6

Candidates ready to run in newly united county district; Bill Ryan: incumbent legislator, new turf (continued), June 29, 2001, p. 8

Susan Cohen elected school board president (photo) (Susan Cohen and Bob Steves were unanimously elected President and Vice President of the Scarsdale Board of Education.), July 6, 2001, p. 1

Susan Cohen elected school board president (photo) (continued) (Susan Cohen and Bob Steves were unanimously elected President and Vice President of the Scarsdale Board of Education.), July 6, 2001, p. 13

Nonpartisan village elections, 101: a brief overview (letter) (Thomas Giordano, Citizen's Committee Chairman, provides an overview of Scarsdale's nonpartisan system.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 6

ELECTIONS - WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Candidates ready to run in newly united county district; Corcoran vows to 'put people before politics' (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 1

Candidates ready to run in newly united county district; Corcoran vows to 'put people before politics' (continued), June 29, 2001, p. 13

Incumbents easily take county seats (photo) (Redistricting may have motivated incumbents to work harder for re-election to the Westchester County Board of Legislators; if so, they succeeded.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1

Incumbents easily take county seats (photo) (continued) (Redistricting may have motivated incumbents to work harder for re-election to the Westchester County Board of Legislators; if so, they succeeded.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 19

ELECTIONS - WHITE PLAINS

Candidates ready to run in newly united county district; Corcoran vows to 'put people before politics' (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 1

Candidates ready to run in newly united county district; Corcoran vows to 'put people before politics' (continued), June 29, 2001, p. 13
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ELECTRICITY
Focal Points: What are your suggestions for coping with the potential shortage of electricity? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions residents on timely topics.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

ELKIN, BEN
Focal Points: What action should the United States take to secure the return of our aircraft from China? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks local residents their opinions of various political and cultural events.), May 11, 2001, p. 7

ELKIN, MILTON (AUTHOR)
Firefighters help is appreciated (Milton Elkin warmly thanks the Scarsdale Fire Department for their helpful intervention when his basement flooded.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

ELLENBOGEN, MILT
Focal Points: Do you generally agree or disagree with entertainment and art critics (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks newsworthy questions of local residents.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7

ELLIS, ELLIE
Ellis, Newburger honored (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Dr. Amy Newburger and Ellie Ellis were honored by the Institute of Applied Human Dynamics-St. Jude Habilitation Institute.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

ELLIS, GARY

ELLIS, JUSTIN
Open wide (photo) (Justin Ellis is pictured eating a Japanese rice ball at the Scarsdale Middle School multicultural luncheon on June 1.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

ELLIS, SAMANTHA
Astronaut urges girls to reach for the stars (photo) (Writer and space enthusiast, Marianne Dyson, addressed Girl Scouts and their leaders on April 2 about the role of women in the space program.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 3

Time travel (photo) (Scarsdale Girl Scout troop 1977 tried out toys and games from the 1800s at Sturbridge Village, MA.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 31

ELLIS, TERRENCE
Charges against McCreary dropped; civil cases continue (At the request of the Westchester District Attorney, Scarsdale Village Justice, John Galloway III, dismissed charges against Andrew McCreary at a brief hearing on January 31.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

Keeping the peace (editorial) (With reference to the 1999 Andrew McCreary case, the Inquirer urges the Scarsdale Police Department to defuse rather than exacerbate tension when dealing with the public.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

Charges against McCreary dropped; civil cases continue (continued) (At the request of the Westchester District Attorney, Scarsdale Village Justice, John Galloway III, dismissed charges against Andrew McCreary at a brief hearing on January 31.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 8

Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Village, county plan for emergencies (Scarsdale Police Department Chief, Donald Ferraro, reports on the Village’s preparedness for emergencies.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

Village, county plan for emergencies (continued) (Scarsdale Police Department Chief, Donald Ferraro, reports on the Village’s preparedness for emergencies.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28

EMIGRATON AND IMMIGRATION
Focal Points: How do you feel about proposed changes in the immigration laws for Mexicans? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the community.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 7

EMMERMAN, HILARY
The Bank of New York and Kids’ B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids’ Base and Little School’s 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 32

EMMERMAN, TODD
The Bank of New York and Kids’ B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids’ Base and Little School’s 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 32

EMOND, DANIEL
All was fair in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society and the Scarsdale Library both held fairs on September 8.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 3

EMPIRE STATE GAMES (2001)
32 years of coaching gymnastics and Hartog still can’t get enough (photo) (Article profiles coach Jack Hartog, who is the gymnastics coordinator for the Empire State games and who coaches the varsity girls gymnastics team at Scarsdale High School), Aug 3, 2001, p. 19

EMPLOYEES - SCARSDALE
Pickup resigns (Scott Pickup, the Village’s Director of Human Resources, has resigned; he will be taking a job as Village Manager in Germantown, Ohio.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
EMPLOYEES - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Sprague fete (Assistant School Superintendent Dr. Richard Sprague's retirement dinner will be held on June 11 at the Bronx Botanical Gardens.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

Deputy Treasurer Heslop learns the ropes at Village Hall (photo) (Profile of new Deputy Village Treasurer, James Heslop.), July 27, 2001, p. 4

Longevity rewarded (photo) (The Village honored long time employees at a ceremony on August 7.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 4

PEO bears abuse with gentlemanly equanimity (letter) (Harry Reynolds praises the calm efficiency of Village Parking Enforcer, Manikyalarao Garcia.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6

Staff need not live here to provide top service (editorial) (Irving Sloan retracts an earlier editorial suggesting that Village Staff cannot relate to Scarsdale values because they are not Village residents.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 7

EMPLOYEES - SCARSDALE - RETIREMENT

Retiring ass't superintendent looks back (Retiring Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, Dr. Richard Sprague, reflects back on his 23 year tenure in the Scarsdale School District.), June 1, 2001, p. 1

Retiring ass't superintendent looks back (continued) (Retiring Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, Dr. Richard Sprague, reflects back on his 23 year tenure in the Scarsdale School District.), June 1, 2001, p. 12

The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

Retiring teachers are gone, but not forgotten (Five veteran Scarsdale teachers have announced their impending retirements.), June 29, 2001, p. 9

Keeper of village milestones reaches 1 of her own (photo) (Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, is retiring after fifteen years of service.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1

Keeper of village milestones reaches 1 of her own (photo) (continued) (Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, is retiring after fifteen years of service.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 9

ENDE, ARLENE

Focal Points: How do you feel about the selection of China as the site for the 2008 Olympic games? (photo), July 20, 2001, p. 7

ENGAGEMENTS

Brown, Hack (photo) (Amanda Brown and Jeff Hack are engaged; the couple plan to have a Fall wedding.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 13

Cannell, Cohen (photo) (Dina Cannell and Jason A. Cohen are engaged; an August wedding is planned.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19

Stone, Pynes (photo) (Sahara Stone and Jordan Pynes are engaged; a Fall wedding is planned.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19

Verna, Mahoney (Christine Noelle Verna and Thomas John Mahoney are engaged; an August wedding is planned.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19

Donovan, Kiernan (engaged) (photo) (Diane Donovan and Timothy Kiernan are engaged.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 14

Verna, Mahoney (engaged) (photo) (Dr. Christine Noelle Verna and Thomas John Mahoney are engaged; an August wedding is planned.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 14

Banks, Crouch (engaged) (photo) (Elizabeth Banks and Woodrow Crouch are engaged.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 16

Sammartano, Flint (engaged) (Lynd Sammartano is engaged to Alexander Flint; a July wedding is planned.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 20

Dubbs, Harrison (engaged) (photo) (Heather Dubbs and Zachary Harrison announced their engagement; a July wedding is planned.), May 11, 2001, p. 16

Moskowitz, O'Donnell (engaged) (photo) (Alison Moskowitz and Chris O'Donnell are engaged.), May 11, 2001, p. 16

Tola, Thompson (engaged) (photo) (Yvette Karen Tola and Allyn Rainsford Thompson are engaged.), June 1, 2001, p. 14

Vaughan, Maanavi (engaged) (Jennifer Vaughan and Dariush Maanavi are engaged; a March, 2002, wedding is planned.), June 1, 2001, p. 14

O'Brien, Hanley (engaged) (photo) (An October wedding is planned), July 20, 2001, p. 13

Thomas, Mirabelli (engaged) (photo) (Dr. Robert Mirabelli and Dr. Jennifer Thomas are engaged.), July 27, 2001, p. 12

Meyer, Ganem (engaged) (photo) (Sherry Meyer and Dr. Jacques Ganem are engaged; a March, 2002, wedding is planned.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 20

Pyskaty, Cicero (engaged) (photo) (Kimberly Pyskaty and Michael Cicero are engaged; a June 2002 wedding is planned.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 15

Roth, Jurist (engaged) (Melissa Roth and Brett Jurist are engaged.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 22

ENGELMANN, IRIS

Spring art sprouts in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association's Spring Art Show opened March 4 at the Scarsdale Library and will run until March 30.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 27
ENGINEERS
Blitman named president of nat'l (national) engineers group (photo) (Howard N. Blitman, former Scarsdale Deputy Mayor, has been selected President elect for 2001-02 of the National Society of Professional Engineers.), June 8, 2001, p. 4

ENGELANDER, SIMONE
Associates honored (photo) (Top Coldwell Banker sales associates for the fourth quarter were recently honored at a breakfast in Mount Kisco: Robin Servidio, Rena Herz, Simone Englelander, Barbara Clamer, Ruth Bellsey, Claire Civetta, Ellen Donat, Eve Weinstein and Anita Weiss.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4

ENGLISH LANGUAGE - STUDY AND TEACHING
Living in America celebrates 25th year (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7A

ENGLISH LANGUAGE - USAGE
Living in America celebrates 25th year (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7A

ENRICH, ESTHER
Honored by Audubon (photo) (Esther Enrich and Marjorie Spiro were honored by the Scarsdale Audubon Society for their enduring commitment to environmental protection and education.), July 6, 2001, p. 4

ENSLEY, JOANNE
New mural at Fox Meadow School (photo) (Pictured is the one-of-a-kind mural created by Fox Meadow School third graders to celebrate the addition of a new wing to the school; art teacher JoAnne Ensley supervised.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11

ENVIRONMENT
SNAP (Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents) mulls need to protect open space (illustration) (At a meeting on April 3 at the Village Hall, representatives of SNAP addressed the issue of dwindling open space in Scarsdale.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 3
High school students gather for the environment (photo) (Students from Scarsdale High School attended the Westchester Earth Service Corps training retreat on October 21 in Croton.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 11
Butchering trees is business as usual (letter) (Rosalie S. Wolff fears that nature will suffer as a result of the Village Board's decision to overturn the moratorium on new Village construction.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS
Realm DEIS complete; comments still accepted (The meeting of the Scarsdale Planning Board on April 25 included a discussion of the draft environmental impact study of Realm LLC's proposed Assisted Living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), May 4, 2001, p. 9

EPET, JENNIFER
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2

EPSTEIN, BARRY (AUTHOR)
Parents: obey traffic regulations (letter) (Various authors commend Carole Tunick for her January 19 letter to the Inquirer, which highlighted unsafe conditions on Chesterfield Road at the Fox Meadow School.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

EPSTEIN, DIANE (AUTHOR)
Parents: obey traffic regulations (letter) (Various authors commend Carole Tunick for her January 19 letter to the Inquirer, which highlighted unsafe conditions on Chesterfield Road at the Fox Meadow School.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

EPSTEIN, JOEL
New parents' guide to life after high school (photo) (Scarsdale native, Joel Epstein, has written a book titled, "A Parent's Guide to Sex, Drugs and Flunking Out: Answers to the Questions Your College Student Doesn't Want You to Ask."), Aug 24, 2001, p. 3

ERBSEN, HEDY
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

ERDE, PAULETTE BERND
Paulette Bernd Erde (Paulette Bernd Erde of Scarsdale has been promoted to Professor of Anatomy and Cell Biology at SUNY/Downstate Medical School.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 4

ERNST, BONNIE
Sidewalk sale days: Bargain-hunters flock to Scarsdale (photo) (Scarsdale's annual sidewalk sale benefited from sunny weather on August 3-5.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1

ESANNASON, WAYNE
Board overrules BAR on 270 Fox Meadow Road (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees decided that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road is not of historic value and may be demolished.), May 18, 2001, p. 1
Demolition of 270 Fox Meadow on hold (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane obtained a temporary restraining order against the Board of Architectural Review and the Scarsdale Village Board to halt the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 1, 2001, p. 1
Demolition of 270 Fox Meadow on hold (continued) (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane obtained a temporary restraining order against the Board of Architectural Review and the Scarsdale Village Board to halt the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 1, 2001, p. 9
ESANNASON, WAYNE  (Continued)
Village fills in blanks on 270 Fox Meadow (Village Attorney, Wayne Esannason, explains the trustee's unanimous decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 1
Village fills in blanks on 270 Fox Meadow (continued) (Village Attorney, Wayne Esannason, explains the trustee's unanimous decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 9
270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (Judge John LaCava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees' May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 1
270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (continued) (Judge John LaCava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees' May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 8
270 Fox Meadow Road still in court (Still no word from Westchester County Supreme Court about Elliot Bernstein's request to halt the wrecking ball aimed at 270 Fox Meadow Road), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
270 Fox Meadow Road still in court (continued) (Still no word from Westchester County Supreme Court about Elliot Bernstein's request to halt the wrecking ball aimed at 270 Fox Meadow Road), Aug 10, 2001, p. 8
270 pending in State Supreme Court (The temporary restraining order prohibiting the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road remains in effect.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
The battle is over: 270 Fox Meadow likely to fall soon (continued) (The long courtroom battle to save 270 Fox Meadow Road from the wrecker's ball has failed as the result of a September 25 decision by the four judge panel of the Appellate Division, Second Department.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 10

ESCHER, JEFFREY E (DR)
Please leave Drake Field Park as it is! (letter) (Dr. Jeffrey E. Escher requests that, with little open space in Scarsdale, Drake Field should be left as it is.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6

ESPIONAGE
Accused FBI spy lived here - briefly (photo) (Robert Hanssen, senior FBI agent and accused spy for the Russians, spent a few years in the seventies living at 150 Webster Road in Scarsdale.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1

ESSAYS
Essay Contest (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters is sponsoring the third annual "Students Inside Albany" essay contest for students in grades 10-12.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 11

ETHICS
Media presents narrow view of recreation code (The Scarsdale Recreation Department's Code of Conduct for sports has attracted enormous media attention.), June 8, 2001, p. 21
Media presents narrow view of recreation code (continued) (The Scarsdale Recreation Department's Code of Conduct for sports has attracted enormous media attention.), June 8, 2001, p. 24

EURIE, DEBORAH
Picture perfect: Photo albums tell Eurie's story (photo) (Profile of Deborah Eurie, physical education teacher and volleyball coach for twenty years at Scarsdale High School), Sep 28, 2001, p. 21
Picture perfect: Photo albums tell Eurie's story (photo) (continued) (Profile of Deborah Eurie, physical education teacher and volleyball coach for twenty years at Scarsdale High School), Sep 28, 2001, p. 22

EUTHANASIA
Doctors dilemma: Who shall live and who shall die? (editorial) (Dr. Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses the complex ethical issues confronting doctors on the topic of euthanasia.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 6
Doctors dilemma: Who shall live and who shall die? (editorial) (continued) (Dr. Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses the complex ethical issues confronting doctors on the topic of euthanasia.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7

EVANS, BETSY
Power Lunch (photo) (The new and outgoing PT Council gathered at the Heathcote School on May 15 for its annual luncheon.), May 18, 2001, p. 11

EVANS, MARY BETH
Board considers early foreign language study (continued) (The benefits of foreign language instruction for elementary school students were discussed at the December 10 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11

EVANS, MARY BETH (AUTHOR)
Lowering class sizes is an investment in Scarsdale's future (letter) (The four writers of this letter are in full support of the District Advisory Committee's report in favor of lowering class sizes in the elementary schools.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

EXAMINATIONS
Focal Points: Do you think results on standardized reading and math tests indicate the quality of a school? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions subjects about the value of standardized testing in schools.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7

EXHIBITIONS
Season's Greetings; Festivals of light in many holiday traditions featured in Scarsdale Historical Society's exhibit (photo), Dec 7, 2001, p. 17
Season's Greetings; Festivals of light in many holiday traditions featured in Scarsdale Historical Society's exhibit (photo) (continued), Dec 7, 2001, p. 21
FADEM, LEROY
JCC president; board elected (photo) (The JCC of Mid-Westchester elected a new board for a one-year term; Nancy Raizen is President and Ellen Lazarus is Chairman.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

FAILLA, SANDY
Fox Meadow shares holiday traditions (photo) (Fox Meadow School faculty and international parents shared a traditional Thanksgiving meal at Wayside Cottage on November 6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 11
Creative latkes win taste test at Fox Meadow holiday party (photo) (The Fox Meadow Multicultural Committee held a Festival of Lights celebration on December 10 featuring the annual contest for best latke recipe.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 13

FAIRS
All was fair in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society and the Scarsdale Library both held fairs on September 8.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 3

FALCONER, RUSSELL
New board at SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) (photo) (Pictured are the new members of the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Golf Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 17

FALKENBERG, CHRIS
Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center's first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

FALKOWITZ, JOSH
(Charles Badurski watches over the Scarsdale Pool while lifeguard Josh Falkowitz grabs a nap.) (photo), Aug 31, 2001, p. 6

FALLER, ELLERY
(Heathcote first graders are shown at the multicultural scavenger hunt.) (photo), Apr 20, 2001, p. 10

FAMILY SERVICE OF WESTCHESTER
Slaners and Larkins are FSWs (Family Service of Westchester's) "Family of the Year" (photo) (Luella Slaner, John and Deborah Slaner Larkin and Margaret Slaner Larkin will receive the Family Service of Westchester's 'Family of Year Award' on June 14.), June 8, 2001, p. 4

FAMILY VIOLENCE
Cell phones wanted (State Senator, Suzi Oppenheimer, seeks donated cell phones to help domestic violence victims reach emergency assistance.), July 20, 2001, p. 1
Conference to address domestic abuse issues (The Coalition Against Family Violence will host a conference on domestic violence on October 30 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
Conference to address domestic abuse issues (continued) (The Coalition Against Family Violence will host a conference on domestic violence on October 30 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28
Abuse survivor to speak at family violence forum (Brooke McMurray will share her experiences as an abused spouse at a conference on family violence on October 30.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 2
Abuse victims must aid in prosecution (editorial) (Harold Reynolds urges passage of legislation that would compel an abused woman to criminally prosecute her spouse.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7
Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims (The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims (continued) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 8; Nov 2, 2001, p. 9
Harassment bill signed (On October 30, Governor George Pataki signed a bill enhancing protection for victims of domestic violence.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

FAN, CURTIS
JCC (Jewish Community Center) launches a new name, look, logo and program offerings (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 18A

FANE, SHEILA
Fall for Art in the Park with SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) (photo) (On September 15 and 16, the Scarsdale Art Association will display the works of over 40 artists at its annual outdoor art show at Chase Park.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 15

FANG, ALEX
New faces in town (photo) (Edgemont and Scarsdale young people wear creative costumes on Halloween.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

FARAGO, JASON
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11
SHS seniors to present "How to Succeed" (photo) (On May 31, the Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 will premiere its production of "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying.")., May 25, 2001, p. 11
Focal Points: What are your plans for your immediate and distant future? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions recent Scarsdale and Edgemont High School graduates about their futures.), June 29, 2001, p. 7
FARAGO, JASON (Continued)
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

FARKAS, GABRIEL D (AUTHOR)
Troublesome issues in proposed Edgemont budget (letter) (Gabriel D. Farkas questions certain lines in the proposed Edgemont school budget.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6

FARMERS’ MARKETS
Hartsdale’s farmer’s market brings the country to town (photo) (Farmers market to be held every Saturday from late June to mid-October in front of the Hartsdale train station), July 20, 2001, p. 1
Hartsdale’s farmer’s market brings the country to town (continued) (Farmers market to be held every Saturday from late June to mid-October in front of the Hartsdale train station), July 20, 2001, p. 11

FARM PRODUCE
Hartsdale’s farmer’s market brings the country to town (photo) (Farmers market to be held every Saturday from late June to mid-October in front of the Hartsdale train station), July 20, 2001, p. 1
Hartsdale’s farmer’s market brings the country to town (photo) (continued) (Farmers market to be held every Saturday from late June to mid-October in front of the Hartsdale train station), July 20, 2001, p. 11

FARNHAM, CONSTANCE (AUTHOR)
Group home on Foxhall now a success (letter) (Constance Farnham responds to Charles Cunningham’s November 9 letter which referenced the controversy surrounding the Group Home on Foxhall Road.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 6

FARRELL, EILEEN
Inquirer wins 6 firsts (The Scarsdale Inquirer won 15 awards in the New York Press Association Better Newspaper Contest, including six first place awards.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2

FARREN, JERILYN
Committee advocates smaller class size (Over 150 people attended a meeting at the Scarsdale High School on January 30 to discuss the findings of a district advisory committee on class size.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1
Committee advocates smaller class size (continued) (Over 150 people attended a meeting at the Scarsdale High School on January 30 to discuss the findings of a district advisory committee on class size.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 10

A night of technology at Quaker Ridge School (photo) (For two nights, February 27 and 28, Quaker Ridge School students gave impromptu presentations of their ongoing computer projects.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 11

Colors and connections: New mural unveiled at QR (Quaker Ridge) (photo) (Huge mural, composed of 4 by 4 inch tiles created by students, is unveiled outside the Quaker Ridge School auditorium.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 8

FASHION
Fall Fashion 2001: A special section (supplement) (photo), Sep 21, 2001, pp. 15–28

FATIGATE, RICHARD
SHS (Scarsdale High School) junior arrested for giving vodka to a freshman (A sixteen year old Scarsdale High School junior was arrested on February 13 after supplying a 14 year old girl with vodka during a weekend night of binge drinking.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 5
Cops vs. cancer (photo) (On May 7, two Scarsdale Police Officers will bike from Scarsdale Police Quarters to Washington, D.C. to raise money and awareness in the fight against cancer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
Cops vs. cancer (photo) (continued) (On May 7, two Scarsdale Police Officers will bike from Scarsdale Police Quarters to Washington, D.C. to raise money and awareness in the fight against cancer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15

Richie and Tony’s excellent adventure (photo) (Scarsdale Police officers, Richard Fatigate and Tony Barreira, raised $14,000 for the American Cancer Society by biking 270 miles to Washington, D.C., for “Cops Against Cancer.”), May 18, 2001, p. 1

2 teens stabbed in fight at Heathcote (A disagreement among teens turned violent in the rear parking lot of the Heathcote School on the night of August 4, resulting in two stab wounds.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
Teens, parents offer differing accounts of Heathcote stabbing (Following a stabbing on August 4 at the Heathcote School, both sides of the dispute are coming forward with differing versions of what transpired.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1
Teens, parents offer differing accounts of Heathcote stabbing (continued) (Following a stabbing on August 4 at the Heathcote School, both sides of the dispute are coming forward with differing versions of what transpired.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 9
Man charged in stabbing of health worker (A 32 year old home health care worker was stabbed repeatedly at her employer’s Elm Road home by her boyfriend, Almamy-Mamah Timite.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1

SHS student government hosts symposium on terrorism (photo) (A team of experts, sponsored by the Scarsdale High School student government, held a symposium with the student body on November 29 on the September 11 attacks and the subsequent war on terrorism.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 11

(Scarsdale Police officers are shown with gifts collected in their Toys for Tots drive) (photo), Dec 21, 2001, p. 5
FAUST, ANN STARER
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) has new members (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee elected ten new members at an election held on January 9; 504 votes were cast according to Administrative Committee Chairman Noreen Fisher.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

FEAR, ROBERT JR
Kimtis, Fear (wed) (photo) (Karin Beverly Kimtis and Robert Fear, Jr., were wed on May 19, 2001, at the Church of St. James the Less in Scarsdale.), June 8, 2001, p. 17

FEDERMAN, SARAH
Focal Points: How do you feel about the questioning and detention of Middle-Eastern residents? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, questions passers by on issues of the day.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7

FEE, JULIA B

FEIGN, GLENN
Soccer tournament was enjoyable (letter) (David Wald thanks those made the third annual Micro-Soccer 3 v 3 Festival Tournament such an enjoyable event.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7

FEINBAUM, MILLIE
Focal Points: How do you feel about the President's proposal to provide government funds for faith-based social service programs? (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toft.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7

FEINER, PAUL J
MSG North? (Greenburgh may soon be providing the training grounds for three New York major league sports teams: Rangers hockey, Knicks basketball and Liberty women's basketball.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

Starting over (editorial) (The Inquirer examines the factors delaying the construction of the new Greenburgh Public Library.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

Feiner ignores important questions on town hall/library (letter) (Hal Samis alleges that Paul Feiner was unresponsive to his questions and comments regarding the construction of the new Greenburgh Town Hall and Library.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6

Horns of the dilemma (editorial) (Using Greenburgh as an example, the Inquirer urges more civil and open town hall meetings, particularly concerning access to the lectern.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6

Cops in schools plan proposed (Responding to a March 23 internet threat that closed Edgemont schools for a day, Greenburgh Town Supervisor Paul Feiner and Police Chief John Kapica suggest having a police presence in the schools.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

Cops in schools plan proposed (continued) (Responding to a March 23 internet threat that closed Edgemont schools for a day, Greenburgh Town Supervisor Paul Feiner and Police Chief John Kapica suggest having a police presence in the schools.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4

Village est omnis divisa in partes tres no more (photo) (continued) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 9


Feiner should not have allowed his name on party petition (letter) (Edward R. Krauss wonders why Paul J. Feiner would lend his name and imprimatur to a primary candidate he opposes.), June 29, 2001, p. 6

Municipalities worry about new disability law (Greenburgh Police Chief, John Kapica, urges Governor Pataki to veto union backed legislation broadening disability entitlements.), July 6, 2001, p. 1

A reason to support Juettner, Weinberg (letter) (Gert Kahn supports the re-election of Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg to the Greenburgh Town Council.), July 6, 2001, p. 6

Municipalities worry about new disability law (continued) (Greenburgh Police Chief, John Kapica, urges Governor Pataki to veto union backed legislation broadening disability entitlements.), July 6, 2001, p. 8

Hartsdale village gets new clock from Scarsdale jeweler (photo) (Sol Refael, owner of Daniele Trissi jewelry store in Scarsdale, donated a large clock from a Swiss manufacturer to the town of Hartsdale.), July 6, 2001, p. 10

Scarsdale trustees, shed that Attitude (editorial) (David Gottlieb accuses the Scarsdale Village Board of displaying an arrogant attitude, particularly on issues of cooperation with Greenburgh.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 6

Why is Feiner still focusing on unsuitable SCI building? (letter) (Hal Samis comments on David Gottlieb's article 'New Approach for Town Hall.'), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6

Greenburgh Democratic petition challenge was justified (letter) (Joseph Kiell feels elected Democratic town officials ignored the will of the Democratic Party Committee.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6

Weinberg petition an affront to democratic process (letter) (Lorrin Brown challenged Timmy Weinberg's rogue petition and is offended by comments from Greenburgh Supervisor Paul Feiner.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6

Fairness is more ardently wished than seriously expected (letter) (Ed Krauss addresses irregularities and instances of favoritism in the upcoming Greenburgh elections for Town Council.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6
FEINER, PAUL J (Continued)
Timmy Weinberg should have the right to run for office (letter) (Adele Grossman supports Timmy Weinberg's right to have her name appear on the ballot in the September primary.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6
Candidates face off before primary in Greenburgh race (photo) (At the September 11 primary, three candidates will compete for two four year seats on the Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Sheehan for town board (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Francis Sheehan in the Democratic primary for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
Candidate appreciates loyalty, support (letter) (Timmy Weinberg thanks supporters for their loyalty during petition season.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12
It would be a mistake to vote against Paul Feiner's team (letter) (Gert Kahn, former Chair of the Greenburgh Democratic Town Committee, endorses Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg in the September 11 primaries for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12
Feiner Team prevails in primary (photo) (The "Feiner team," Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg, prevailed over challenger Francis Sheehan in the Democratic Primary for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1
Feiner Team prevails in primary (photo) (continued) (The "Feiner team," Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg, prevailed over challenger Francis Sheehan in the Democratic Primary for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 10
Primary post-mortem: Feiner Sheehan analyze campaign issues (photo) (Inquirer reporter, David Gottlieb, discusses Greenburgh's recent hotly contested Democratic Primaries for Town Board with Paul Feiner and Francis Sheehan.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 11
Calls grow louder to close Indian Point (In light of the recent September 11 terrorist attacks, many are calling for the closing of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan, New York.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
6% tax hike draws ire in Greenburgh (If passed on December 12, the proposed 2002 Greenburgh Town budget would result in a tax increase of 6.02 percent.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1
It's time for the supervisor to have a time limit, too (letter) (Hal Samis comments on earlier article by David Gottlieb, "6 % tax hike draws ire in Greenburgh.")., Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

FEINER, PAUL J (AUTHOR)
A call for help for family of leukemia victim (letter) (Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul J. Feiner, urges residents to support the efforts of Irvington resident, Nancy Lockwood, who is fundraising on behalf of ten year old leukemia patient, Chris Reinhardt.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6
Supervisor vows to seek input from residents on town hall (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, responds to a February 2 editorial in the Inquirer concerning the new Greenburgh town hall/library.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
Greenburgh to hold meeting on need for more fields (letter) (Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul J. Feiner, invites readers to attend a meeting on March 12 relating to the need for more athletic fields in Greenburgh.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 7
Cell phone ban's passed, drowsy driver laws changed (letter) (Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner, urges residents to contact their Government representatives in support of a law which will prevent impaired or drowsy drivers from operating vehicles.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6
Special camp deserves broad support from community (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, writes about Morry's Camp, which provides a summer camp experience to inner city and disadvantaged youth.), May 25, 2001, p. 8
Sheehan's energies go toward kicking Weinberg off ballot (letter) (Paul Feiner alleges that Francis Sheehan's campaign for Greenburgh Town Council has devoted its energies to preventing incumbent Timmy Weinberg's name from appearing on the ballot.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6
Supervisor is reviewing options for town hall (letter) (Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner, writes that he is still looking into alternatives for the town hall/library before recommending action to the town board.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6
Supervisor thanks Dems for votes (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, thanks Greenburgh Democrats for nominating Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg for re-election to the Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8
Indian Point evacuation drill urged by Feiner (letter) (Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul J. Feiner, urges a drill to check on the effectiveness of the current Indian Point evacuation plans.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

FEINGOLD, STEPHEN
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

FEINTUCH, JASON
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

FEIRSTEIN, PAULA
Focal Points: What are your suggestions for coping with the potential shortage of electricity? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions residents on timely topics.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
FELDMAN, LISA (AUTHOR)
Edgemont needs a playground for preschoolers (letter) (Edgemont residents write that the site of the former tennis courts on Ardsley Road would be the perfect location for a much needed playground for preschoolers.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

FELDMAN, MINDY
Honor thy teachers (photo) (As the school year draws to a close, staff appreciation luncheons abound.), June 8, 2001, p. 14

FELDSHUH, DAVID
SHS ’61 - Still upbeat after all these years (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28

FELICE, WALTER
Proposed 'rule of 4' firefighters may prove costly, controversial (Local fire districts in Greenburgh may consolidate to avoid a steep tax increase.), June 1, 2001, p. 1

FELIX, JAMES
10 nominators elected: Heathcote run-off set (Eleven members of the Citizens Nominating Committee were elected on November 14.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

FELL, GAIL
Librarians answer questions from cyberspace (photo) (Article describes the Greenburgh Library's new "Cyber Reference" service and profiles the capable librarians providing answers from behind their computers), Jan 5, 2001, p. 3

FENDELMAN, BARTON
Firefighters participated in memorial (letter) (Burton and Helaine Fendelman thank the Scarsdale Fire Department for attending the memorial service for their son's friend, a fire fighter who perished at the World Trade Center on 9/11.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

FENDELMAN, BARTON (AUTHOR)
Firefighters participated in memorial (letter) (Burton and Helaine Fendelman thank the Scarsdale Fire Department for attending the memorial service for their son's friend, a fire fighter who perished at the World Trade Center on 9/11.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

FENDELMAN, HELAINE
Tours of historic Rowsley house to debut (photo) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club will hold an open house on December 8 to introduce their stately mansion headquarters, once known as Rowsley, to the public.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 23

FENDELMAN, HELAINE (AUTHOR)
Firefighters participated in memorial (letter) (Burton and Helaine Fendelman thank the Scarsdale Fire Department for attending the memorial service for their son's friend, a fire fighter who perished at the World Trade Center on 9/11.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

FERGUISON, CAROL
Hartsdale's farmer's market brings the country to town (photo) (Farmers market to be held every Saturday from late June to mid-October in front of the Hartsdale train station), July 20, 2001, p. 1

FERRARO, DONALD
'Candid Camera' comes to patrol cars (photo) (The Scarsdale Police have a new law enforcement tool; all police cruisers are now equipped with video cameras.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 3

Village's only policewoman back on job (photo) (Scarsdale Policewoman, Pam Blanco, describes her battle to overcome Hodgkin's disease and her return to work after a six month leave.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 3

Residents ask: What can we do to help? Village comes to aid of those affected by trade center disaster (photo), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1

Village, county plan for emergencies (Scarsdale Police Department Chief, Donald Ferraro, reports on the Village's preparedness for emergencies.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

Village, county plan for emergencies (continued) (Scarsdale Police Department Chief, Donald Ferraro, reports on the Village's preparedness for emergencies.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28

FERRARO, DONALD (AUTHOR)
Police make hundreds of arrests, hear few complaints (letter) (Donald W. Ferraro, Scarsdale Chief of Police, defends the Police Department's decision to sue Andrew McCreary after charges against him had been dismissed.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6

FERRY, CAROL BERNSTEIN
Carol Bernstein Ferry (dies) (Former Edgemont resident, Carol Bernstein Ferry, peacefully ended her life on June 9, 2001, after suffering from cancer and lung disease. She was 76.), July 13, 2001, p. 14

FESTIVALS
Blossom bash (The Scarsdale Historical Society, the Japan American Community Outreach and the Friends of the Parks will co-sponsor a Cherry Blossom Cultural Arts Festival on April 29 at the Scarsdale Library Pond.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
FEUER, CHARLES
Fore! (Glickenhaus Westchester Development to address screening concerns on its subdivision lots adjacent to the Quaker Ridge Golf Club.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1

FEYER, TOM (AUTHOR)
Edgewood kids send best wishes to injured teacher (letter) (On behalf of the Edgewood School community, Tom Feyer and Cathy Friedman send get well wishes to first-grade teacher, Emily Reidel.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6

FIALK, MARK (DR)
M.D. directs new breast cancer study (White Plains Hospital Center is launching ESP, or Enhanced Screening Program, a study which will explore the advantages of using multiple diagnostic methods to increase early breast cancer detection.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1

FIALK, REBECCA J
Real world journey for A-Schoolers (photo) (Article describes the Scarsdale Alternative School’s annual career internship program; student Rebecca Wein is pictured with attorney Rebecca J. Fialk.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 11

FIELD HOCKEY
Clash of the titans; Claire Miller and Sarah Luskin matched up in Ivy League field hockey action last fall - this year they'll do it again (photo), Aug 24, 2001, p. 17

FIELDS, LISA
Fields, Lewis (wed) (photo) (Lisa Fields and Jeffrey Lewis were wed on April 28, 2001, at the Rainbow Room in Manhattan.), May 4, 2001, p. 22

FILARDI, FRANK
Longevity rewarded (photo) (The Village honored long time employees at a ceremony on August 7.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 4

FILARDO, CHRISTOPHER
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

FILARDO, RONALD (AUTHOR)
Ramsey Road leaf transfer location is unsafe (letter) (Ronald Filardo considers the suggestion to relocate leaf transfer operations to the Ramsey Road public work site a potential hazard.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

FILONDZ, YURA
Focal Points: Snow affects people differently. Is your view of snow positive or negative? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, asks local residents pertinent questions of the day.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 7

FINANCE - WESTCHESTER COUNTY
County cuts revenue projections (Westchester County got a $1.3 billion budget for 2002, resulting in a 3.8 percent tax increase.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1

FINE, ANN
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2

FINGER, CARL L
Carl Finger seeks to replace Carsky (photo) (Democrat Carl Finger to run for District 17 seat on the Westchester County Board of Legislators), May 4, 2001, p. 3

FINELLI, NICHOLAS
Scenes from yesteryear (photo) (Photo of two residents dressed as Revolutionary soldiers during the Village’s tercentennial celebration at Scarsdale High School on June 9.), Jun 15, 2001, p. 1

FINGER, CARL L (AUTHOR)
Ex-candidate is encouraged by local support (letter) (In light of issues created by the reunification of Scarsdale into one election district, Carl L. Finger announces that he is withdrawing as a candidate for county legislator.), June 29, 2001, p. 6
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FINGER, DOROTHY
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

FINGERORTH, ABRAHAM
Focal Points: How do you feel about stem cell research? (photo) (Inquiring photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks people their opinions on stem cell research.), July 13, 2001, p. 7

FINGEROTH, SYLVIA
Focal Points: How do you feel the negotiations with China for the release of the U.S. plane crew should be concluded? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses newsworthy questions to subjects.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think the statewide reading tests will improve reading instruction? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks questions of passers by.), May 25, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: What do you think of the Supreme Court decision permitting tobacco ads near schools? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks passers by pertinent questions of the day.), July 6, 2001, p. 7

FINIGAN, CAROLINE
London calling: Scarsdale's Finigan returns to U.S. (photo) (Caroline Finigan returns from a year in London and plays number 2 singles for the Raiders.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 35

FINK, DANIEL
Barton, Fink (wed) (photo) (Lauren Michelle Barton and Daniel Fink were wed on August 4, 2001, at Tappan Hill in Tarrytown.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 13

FINK, LINDA (AUTHOR)
SCC outreach thanks its many supporters (letter) (Linda Fink thanks those who stopped by the Scarsdale Congregational Church's table at the Sidewalk Sale to sample free watermelon and chat about hunger.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6

FINKELSTEIN, FRANK B (DR)
Education can counter ignorance (editorial) (Referencing the Boy Scouts' anti-gay policy, Phyllis Finkelstein writes that education and public discussions are an effective way to counter bigotry against homosexuals.), June 15, 2001, p. 7

FINKELSTEIN, PHYLLIS (AUTHOR)
Education can counter ignorance (editorial) (Referencing the Boy Scouts' anti-gay policy, Phyllis Finkelstein writes that education and public discussions are an effective way to counter bigotry against homosexuals.), June 15, 2001, p. 7
Remembering Archie Bunker (letter) (Phyllis Finkelstein compares Andrew C. Hartzell, Jr., to television character, Archie Bunker, based on Mr. Hartzell's June 29 letter to the Inquirer on the topic of homosexual scout leaders.), July 6, 2001, p. 6

FINSILVER, ELAINE
Goodbye Finsilver... & bravo; JCC's Summer Arts Center's director says goodbye after 18 years of successful leadership (photo) (Elaine Finsilver retires as director of the Summer Arts Center at the JCC.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 15
Goodbye Finsilver... & bravo; JCC’s Summer Arts Center’s director says goodbye after 18 years of successful leadership (Elaine Finsilver retires as director of the Summer Arts Center at the JCC.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 16

FIREARMS
Million Moms (letter) (Elise Richman, Co-President of the Million Mom March, Westchester, invites everyone to join their Westchester County Family Rally on Mother's Day, May 13, to protest the proliferation of guns.), May 11, 2001, p. 6

FIRE CODE - SCARSDALE
Changes in fire code, property tax are ahead (Village Trustee, Tom Cusick, announced changes to a proposed local law on fire-dousing sprinkler systems at a public hearing on February 27; Cusick also redefined the terms "alteration" and "repair" as applied to Village structures.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Changes in fire code, property tax are ahead (continued) (Village Trustee, Tom Cusick, announced changes to a proposed local law on fire-dousing sprinkler systems at a public hearing on February 27; Cusick also redefined the terms "alteration" and "repair" as applied to Village structures.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 15

FIRE DEPARTMENT - GREENBURGH
Proposed rule of 4 firefighters may prove costly, controversial (Local fire districts in Greenburgh may consolidate to avoid a steep tax increase.), June 1, 2001, p. 1
Proposed rule of 4 firefighters may prove costly, controversial (continued) (Local fire districts in Greenburgh may consolidate to avoid a steep tax increase.), June 1, 2001, p. 9
Greenville fire company stands by at disaster scene (Greenville Fire Company Chief, Dan Raftery, led nine Greenville Firefighters to lower Manhattan following the September 11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Greenville fire company stands by at disaster scene (continued) (Greenville Fire Company Chief, Dan Raftery, led nine Greenville Firefighters to lower Manhattan following the September 11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19
FIRE DEPARTMENT - GREENBURGH (Continued)
Dispatch system continues to put residents at risk (letter) (Helene M. Orce is concerned that the Greenville Fire Department does not have a dispatcher and that the firefighters have been without a contract for almost two years.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 6
Delay puts firefighters at risk (editorial) (David Gottlieb wonders what happened to the $30,000 grant promised to Greenburgh Fire Fighters by Assemblyman Richard Brodsky.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7

FIRE DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE
Help keep snow away from hydrants (letter) (Tom Koster, Vice-President of Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company 1, commends the work of the Scarsdale Fire Department in digging out fire hydrants following a recent snowstorm.), Jan 28, 2001, p. 7
Firefighters participated in memorial (letter) (Burton and Helaine Fendelman thank the Scarsdale Fire Department for attending the memorial service for their son's friend, a fire fighter who perished at the World Trade Center on 9/11.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1
New members (photo) (Two new members have been welcomed into Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company 3: Isaac Schinazi and Tom Battistoni.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4
Firefighters help is appreciated (Milton Elkin warmly thanks the Scarsdale Fire Department for their helpful intervention when his basement flooded.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6
Proposed 'rule of 4' firefighters may prove costly, controversial (Local fire districts in Greenburgh may consolidate to avoid a steep tax increase.), June 1, 2001, p. 1
4th celebration was enjoyable (letter) (Eleanor November thanks and congratulates the people and organizations behind the successful July 4th celebration at the Scarsdale Pool.), July 13, 2001, p. 7
How to help the widows and children (letter) (Bradley P. Gaiser, President of the Uniformed Firefighters Association, tells residents where to direct contributions for the families of the 9/11 victims.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6
Get the fire smarts (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to attend the fire fair at Crossway Field on October 20 to learn methods of fire prevention.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6
Fire fair was a learning opportunity for village residents (letter) (The Scarsdale Fire Department and its volunteers thank the Inquirer and the community for the success of its open house and fire fair on October 20.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7
Firefighters participated in memorial (letter) (Burton and Helsine Fendelman thank the Scarsdale Fire Department for attending the memorial service for their son's friend, a fire fighter who perished at the World Trade Center on 9/11.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6
Jerry Massone receives White Hat Award (photo) (Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 3 presented its annual White Hat Award for excellence to Jerry Massone.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 4
Ready for work (photo) (Sixteen middle school students completed the babysitting and first aid course offered by the Scarsdale Recreation and Fire Departments.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 4

FIRE FIGHTERS
Salvation Army provided coffee for firefighters (letter) (On behalf of the Volunteer Firefighters of Scarsdale, Tom Koster thanks the Salvation Army for providing hot coffee and cold water during a long night of fighting a fire at 24 Heathcote Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
Proposed 'rule of 4' firefighters may prove costly, controversial (Local fire districts in Greenburgh may consolidate to avoid a steep tax increase.), June 1, 2001, p. 1
Proposed 'rule of 4' firefighters may prove costly, controversial (continued) (Local fire districts in Greenburgh may consolidate to avoid a steep tax increase.), June 1, 2001, p. 9
How to help the widows and children (letter) (Bradley P. Gaiser, President of the Uniformed Firefighters Association, tells residents where to direct contributions for the families of the 9/11 victims.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6
Firefighters thank contributors to widows/children's fund (letter) (Bradley Gaiser thanks all who contributed to fund raising efforts on behalf of the FDNY UFA Widows and Children's Fund.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6
Fan club (photo) (Students at the Heathcote School demonstrate their gratitude to Scarsdale's first responders.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9

FIRE PREVENTION
Get the fire smarts (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to attend the fire fair at Crossway Field on October 20 to learn methods of fire prevention.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6

FIRES
Fire damages Heathcote home (photo) (An electrical short in an icemaker caused a fire which resulted in over a million dollars in damages to a home at 24 Heathcote Road.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1
They also suffer who only watch (editorial) (Sam Witchel describes the lasting impact the Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire had on his father, who, as a young man, witnessed the tragedy.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7
Another fire witness turned grief to activism (letter) (Sam Witchel pays homage to Bessie Cohen, who survived the Triangle Shirtwaist fire and died in 1993 at the age of 107.), May 4, 2001, p. 6
Witchel piece on Triangle fire 'very moving' (letter) (A. F. Lazzara writes that Sam Witchel's March 25 article on the 1911 Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire was very moving and informative.), May 11, 2001, p. 6
FISCELLA, MONIKA
All was fair in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society and the Scarsdale Library both held fairs on September 8.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 3

FISCHMAN, DEWITT
DeWitt Fischman (Dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, DeWitt Fischman, died on December 27, 2000, in Tucson, Arizona. He was 83.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 22

FISHER, DARIUS
Focal Points: How do you think security at airports can be improved? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, asks locals questions of the day.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 7

FISHER, GRETA
Hello dolly! Ughetta dolls live in timeless world in historical society exhibit (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society will be displaying 69 of the collectible dolls donated to them by the late Mary Alice Ughetta.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 15

Hello dolly! Ughetta dolls live in timeless world in historical society exhibit (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Historical Society will be displaying 69 of the collectible dolls donated to them by the late Mary Alice Ughetta.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 16
Museum shop is open (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society museum shop is having an open house from November 15-17.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 21

FISHER, MARTHA CORBIN
Martha C. Fisher (Dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Martha Corbin Fisher, died on June 7, 2001, at her Vero Beach, Florida, home. She was 81.), June 15, 2001, p. 27

FISHER, NANCY
Paulin starts new career with "a bang" (photo) (continued) (Since her swearing in on January 3, Democratic Assemblywoman Amy Paulin has kicked off her Albany career "with a bang."). Jan 19, 2001, p. 8

FISHER, NOREEN
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) has new members (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee elected ten new members at an election held on January 9; 504 votes were cast according to Administrative Committee Chairman Noreen Fisher.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Thank yous from the Tercentenary Committee (letter) (Corky Thompson and Walter Handelman thank the tireless volunteers who made the June 9 Tercentenary celebration of Scarsdale such a success.), June 29, 2001, p. 6
Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap. July 13, 2001, p. 1
United Way sees greater need in 9/11 aftermath (photo) (George Latimer spoke at a leadership event on Richbell Road on September 23 honoring major contributors to United Way.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 4
Noreen Fisher to chair bowl award committee (photo) (Noreen Fisher named Chairman of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Committee.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

FISHER, NOREEN (AUTHOR)
Involvement needed to keep Scarsdale schools strong (letter) (Noreen Fisher and Elizabeth Marshall urge qualified residents to vote for School Board candidates from their district in the upcoming January 9 elections.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6
United Way campaign raises record amount of money (letter) (Wayne Warnken and Noreen Fisher thank the community members who contributed to a very successful 2000-01 United Way fundraising campaign.), July 20, 2001, p. 6
Young athletes are contributing to victim's assistance fund (letter) (Noreen Fisher, Campaign Chairman of the Scarsdale/Edgemont United Way, notes many contributions by student athletes to families of victims of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6

FISHER, RIP
Soccer tournament was enjoyable (letter) (David Wald thanks those made the third annual Micro-Soccer 3 v 3 Festival Tournament such an enjoyable event.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7

FISHMAN, ADRIENNE (AUTHOR)
G'acres (Greenacres) families raised money for Afghan children (letter) (Greenacres families ran a bakesale and sold lemonade to raise money for children in Afghanistan.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

FISHMAN, CARRIE
Greenacres wants classroom back (Greenacres School parents are distressed that the Scarsdale Board of Education is not going keep its promise to build at least one new classroom at the school.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Greenacres wants classroom back (continued) (Greenacres School parents are distressed that the Scarsdale Board of Education is not going keep its promise to build at least one new classroom at the school.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 15
Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

FISHMAN, CARRIE (AUTHOR)
Greenacres must rally for fair share of school funds (letter) (Carrie Fishman and Laura Fratt, co-heads of GIN, aka Greenacres in Need, encourage Greenacres parents to join in their campaign to obtain the school's fair share of plant improvement funds from the school budget.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6
FISHMAN, CARRIE (AUTHOR)  (Continued)
Cancellation of Greenacres project was unjustified (letter) (Carrie Fishman, Laura Fratt and Meredith Lonner would like to know what happened to the additional classroom promised for the Greenacres School pursuant to the 1998 elementary school bond issue.), May 11, 2001, p. 6
Demographics irrelevant to classroom decision (letter) (Carrie Fishman, Laura Fratt and Meredith Lonner urge a re-opening of the discussion on the promised additional classroom at the Greenacres School.), May 25, 2001, p. 6
Greenacres needs another classroom to bring it up to par (letter) (Carrie Fishman, Laura Fratt and Meredith Lonner urge the immediate construction of an additional classroom at the crowded Greenacres School.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6
Classroom addition at Greenacres needed, appreciated (The writers applaud the Board of Education’s decision to reinstate the one classroom construction project at the Greenacres School.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 6
FISHMAN, JOANNE
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1
FITE, MELPO
Young Writer’s Conference continues wonderful tradition (letter) (Catherine C. Souther, President of the Scarsdale PT Council, thanks the organizers and participants involved in the fifth annual Young Writers Conference, held at the High School on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6
FITZGERALD, ALEX
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the recent incident involving a Little League baseball team? (photo) (Roving photographer Ira N. Taff questions locals about newsworthy issues.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 7
FITZGERALD, HELEN (AUTHOR)
To the village: hands off our castles! (letter) (Jim and Helen Fitzgerald support the subdivision at Brambach Road.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7
FITZGERALD, JIM (AUTHOR)
To the village: hands off our castles! (letter) (Jim and Helen Fitzgerald support the subdivision at Brambach Road.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7
Sprinkler law is an example of too much government (letter) (Jim Fitzgerald feels that a sprinkler law in Scarsdale would be an example of "too much government.")., May 25, 2001, p. 7
Bulk housing laws may be a knee-jerk reaction (letter) (Jim Fitzgerald submits an open letter to Mayor David Kroenlein requesting that he "go easy" on bulk housing laws.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
FITZHUGH, BARBARA
Focal Points: How do you feel about the selection of China as the site for the 2008 Olympic games? (photo), July 20, 2001, p. 7
FITZSIMMONS, MARK
Focal Points: If other presidents were to be honored on Presidents’ Day, who would you most want to be included? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions locals on various topics.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 7
FIVE, CORA
Edgewood School’s ‘Indiana Jones’ comes home (photo) (Archaeologist Michael Callaghan, Edgewood School alumnus, Class of ‘86, addressed Edgewood School fifth graders about his adventures unearthing a Mayan palace.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 11
FLAGG, KEVIN
New board at SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) (photo) (Pictured are the new members of the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Golf Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 17
FLAGG, LINDSAY
Great balls of fire (photo) (The under-11 Scarsdale Fireball Soccer Team went undefeated to win the 2001 Iona Spring Fever Classic Soccer Tournament.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24
FLAGS
Bonnie Mitchell’s world flag urges a more peaceful coexistence (photo), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6
Legion makes sure we have flags (letter) (Nelson O. Heyer commends the American Legion for placing American flags throughout the downtown area.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6
World flag sends message of unity (letter) (Bonnie Mitchell creates and flies a world flag because she considers herself to be a citizen of the world first and an American second.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6
FLAGS - UNITED STATES
How to display the flag (photo) (Guide to the proper way to display the American flag), Oct 5, 2001, p. 4
FLAKS, ELLEN
Focal Points: When you vote, do you cast your ballot for a candidate or a party? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to passers by.), June 1, 2001, p. 7
FLANAGAN, FIONA
Bunnies & eggs (photo) (Cindy Gao and Thomas and Fiona Flanagan are shown participating in the Scarsdale Recreation Department’s Spring Eggstravaganza.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 2
FLANAGAN, THOMAS
Bunnies & eggs (photo) (Cindy Gao and Thomas and Fiona Flanagan are shown participating in the Scarsdale Recreation Department's Spring Eggstravaganza.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 2

FLANDERS, MARTHA J
Focal Points: How do you feel about the President's proposal to provide government funds for faith-based social service programs? (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Taff.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7

FLEISHAKER, DONALD
2 honored by UJA (United Jewish Appeal) (photo) (Stuart Kolbert and Donald Fleishaker were praised by Barry J. Effron at the annual luncheon of the UJA-Federation on May 16 at Brae Burn Country Club.), June 15, 2001, p. 4

FLINT, ALEXANDER
Sammartano, Flint (Engaged) (Lynn Sammartano is engaged to Alexander Flint; a July wedding is planned.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 20

FLOOD, MICHELLE
3 attend 'Elite Retreat' (photo) (Local real estate agents are pictured at Coldwell Banker/Country Properties' annual Elite Retreat in Toronto, Canada, on August 17-18.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 4

FLOOD CONTROL
Board adopts new watercourse diversion law, Apr 27, 2001, p. 5

FLOODING
Village response to request for help was unsatisfactory at best (letter) (Dr. Harold R. Brodman was disappointed in the village's lackluster response to his complaint about flooding on his property.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 6

FLOWER GARDENING
Landmark rhododendron will be celebration's focus (photo) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club will celebrate its beautiful hundred year old rhododendron bush at a luncheon on June 6.), June 1, 2001, p. 15


FLUM, JERRY
Focal Points: How useful do you find TV as a news source? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions passers by about newsworthy issues.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 7

FLYING DISCS (GAME)
Fighting Hellfish (photo) (Scarsdale's Ultimate Frisbee team proves itself at the Nationals.), May 25, 2001, p. 20

Fighting Hellfish (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's Ultimate Frisbee team proves itself at the Nationals.), May 25, 2001, p. 22

Scarsdale Frisbee tops in New York (photo) (The Scarsdale High School ultimate frisbee team, the Hellfish, won its home tournament again this year.), June 15, 2001, p. 17

Scarsdale grad earns ultimate Frisbee honor (Lindsay Thompson Goldsmith, Scarsdale High School graduate and recent graduate of Swarthmore College, won the Callahan Trophy - college Frisbee's ultimate honor.), June 15, 2001, p. 17

Scarsdale grad earns ultimate Frisbee honor (photo) (continued) (Lindsay Thompson Goldsmith, Scarsdale High School graduate and recent graduate of Swarthmore College, won the Callahan Trophy - college Frisbee's ultimate honor.), June 15, 2001, p. 21

FOGEL, BARBARA
Robert Shay dies at 78 (Robert Paul Shay, 1994 winner of the Scarsdale Bowl, died on January 21 in Blue Hill, Maine. He was 78.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1

Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (continued) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 9

United Way awards grant (photo) (United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont has given a Local Presence grant to the Women's Enterprise Project.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

FOGEL, EDWARD A
Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 9
FOGEL, JIM
Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (continued) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 9

FOGELMAN, MITCHELL
Focal Points: How do you feel about the questioning and detention of Middle-Eastern residents? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions passers by on issues of the day.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7

FOLEY, EDNA
Focal Points: What are your suggestions for coping with the potential shortage of electricity? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions residents on timely topics.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

FOLKEMER, PAUL
Local science teachers develop alternative to state tests (Scarsdale Middle School science teachers have created their own assessment test, customized to the Scarsdale curriculum.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1
New 8th-grade social studies test: Scarsdale-made, Scarsdale-approved (At a meeting on October 22, the Scarsdale Board of Education previewed its own version of the state mandated social studies standardized test.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
Folkemer glad to be back at school (photo) (Paul Folkemer is the new Assistant Superintendent for Instruction for the Scarsdale Schools.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1
Folkemer glad to be back at school (photo) (continued) (Paul Folkemer is the new Assistant Superintendent for Instruction for the Scarsdale Schools.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 11
Board considers early foreign language study (The benefits of foreign language instruction for elementary school students were discussed at the December 10 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1

FOLTMAN, BARNEY
Host Scarsdale takes 2d in tourney (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Raiders wrestling team powered their way to a runner-up finish in a revamped version of the Scarsdale Wrestling Tournament on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 18
Host Scarsdale takes 2d in tourney (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Raiders wrestling team powered their way to a runner-up finish in a revamped version of the Scarsdale Wrestling Tournament on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 21

FONTANA, LUCILLE
Lucille Fontana (Scarsdale resident Lucille Fontana received a distinguished service award from Pace University Law School for her accomplishments in the practice of law.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 4

FOOD BANKS
Food, glorious canned food (photo) (The Scarsdale Middle School community collected a record 4,693 pounds of food during the annual Student Organization food drive.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9

FOOTBALL
Setting the tempo; SHS senior leads by example on football, lacrosse fields (photo) (Scarsdale High School senior, Matt Capone, excels at both football and lacrosse.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 21
Setting the tempo; SHS senior leads by example on football, lacrosse fields (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School senior, Matt Capone, excels at both football and lacrosse.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 22
Big helmet to fill (photo) (Jesse Brooks replaces Matt Bernstein as fullback as the Edgemont Panthers resume their quest for glory.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
Ready...headset...coach! Technology helps revolutionize the art of coaching football (photo), Nov 9, 2001, p. 21
Ready...headset...coach! Technology helps revolutionize the art of coaching football (photo) (continued), Nov 9, 2001, p. 24
Panthers run away with title (photo) (The Edgmont Panthers won their fourth straight Section 1 Class C football title with a win over Briarcliff on November 10.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
Season finale: Missed opportunities, tough call ends EHS's run (photo) (The Edgemont Panthers football team ended their 31 game winning streak in a stunning loss to the Cambridge Indians on November 24.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1
Season finale: Missed opportunities, tough call ends EHS's run (photo) (continued) (The Edgmont Panthers football team ended their 31 game winning streak in a stunning loss to the Cambridge Indians on November 24.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 32

FORECASTING

FORMAN, TODD JEREMY
Eckstein, Forman (wed) (photo) (Lauren Suzanne Eckstein and Todd Jeremy Forman were wed on October 20, 2001, at the Puck Building in Manhattan.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 12

FORTE, LISA
Puppet show at Edgewood celebrates tri-culturalism (photo) (On March 15, Edgewood School third graders held a Tri-Cultural Puppet Show featuring puppets representing Mexico, Japan and Egypt.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 11
FORTINO, DENISE
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

FORTUNE, PHILIP R
Philip R. Fortune (dies) *(Philip R. Fortune died on October 16, 2001, at the Osborn in Rye, New York. He was 88).*, Oct 19, 2001, p. 16

FORUMS (DISCUSSION AND DEBATE)
At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo) *(At the candidates forum held on March 12 at the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.)*, Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
League thanked for sharing forum (letter) *(Jane Vernon, Chairman of SNAP - Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents - thanks the Scarsdale League of Women Voters for inviting SNAP to co-sponsor the candidate forum on March 12.)*, Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo) *(continued) (At the candidates forum held on March 12, 2001, at the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.)*, Mar 16, 2001, p. 15
Candidate debate *(The Scarsdale League of Women Voters will sponsor a candidates forum on October 30.)*, Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims *(The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.)*, Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims *(continued) *(The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.)*, Nov 2, 2001, p. 8; Nov 2, 2001, p. 9

FOUNTAIN, ELIZABETH CALDWELL
New SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) house is named for Fountain *(The Scarsdale Board of Education named the new house at the Middle School after Elizabeth Caldwell Fountain; Fountain House will be the fourth house at the Middle School.)*, May 11, 2001, p. 1
New SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) house is named for Fountain *(photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education named the new house at the Middle School after Elizabeth Caldwell Fountain; Fountain House will be the fourth house at the Middle School.)*, May 11, 2001, p. 4

FOUNTAIN, HENRY
New SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) house is named for Fountain *(photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education named the new house at the Middle School after Elizabeth Caldwell Fountain; Fountain House will be the fourth house at the Middle School.)*, May 11, 2001, p. 4

FOURTH OF JULY
Scarsdale's Fourth festivities fire up *(Schedule of July 4 festivities to be held at the Scarsdale Pool, Arthur Manor and Greenacres)*, June 29, 2001, p. 2
Rain can't keep patriots away (photo) *(Pictured are children in costume celebrating the Fourth of July at the annual Arthur Manor Association parade.)*, July 6, 2001, p. 1
Edgewood marks Fourth with patriotic parade, prizes (photo) *(The Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association weathered threatening skies to hold its annual July 4th celebration.)*, July 6, 2001, p. 3
Ready, set, spittl (photo) *(Daniel Dolins gets ready for the watermelon seed spitting contest at the Greenacres Association's Fourth of July celebration.)*, July 13, 2001, p. 2
4th celebration was enjoyable (letter) *(Eleanor November thanks and congratulates the people and organizations behind the successful July 4th celebration at the Scarsdale Pool.)*, July 13, 2001, p. 7
Unhandicapped take advantage of reserved spaces in pool parking lot (letter) *(Beth Weiler addresses the issue of able bodied residents abusing the handicapped parking privilege at the Scarsdale pool.)*, Aug 3, 2001, p. 6

FOX, MARK (AUTHOR)
'Good friend' will be missed (letter) *(Friends of Geraldine King mourn her recent death and describe her many contributions to the community.)*, Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

FOX, MARK L (DR)
Dr. Fox re-elected *(Dr. Mark L. Fox, an otolaryngologist from Scarsdale, was re-elected Vice Speaker to the House of Delegates of the Medical Society of the State of New York.)*, May 18, 2001, p. 4

FOX, MARY

FOX, STEVEN
Scarsdale Adult School business is booming (photo) *(Progress Edition)*, Jan 26, 2001, p. 19A

FOX, SYLVIA (AUTHOR)
'Good friend' will be missed (letter) *(Friends of Geraldine King mourn her recent death and describe her many contributions to the community.)*, Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

FOX MEADOW
Debate continues over school safety measures *(A regular police presence at the Fox Meadow School to direct morning and afternoon traffic was urged by Fox Meadow residents attending a meeting of the Village Municipal Services Committee on January 8.)*, Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Debate continues over school safety measures (continued) (A regular police presence at the Fox Meadow School to direct morning and afternoon traffic was urged by Fox Meadow residents attending a meeting of the Village Municipal Services Committee on January 8.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 8

FOX MEADOW NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
Five neighborhood associations will meet (Five neighborhood associations are meeting this week to update residents on issues of the day.), May 11, 2001, p. 2
Planning for spring (photo) (Volunteers plant bulbs in the Fox Meadow Neighborhood Association garden.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 2

FRANCE - DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Pouvez-vous me dire? (editorial) (Advice for the traveler to France), Aug 31, 2001, p. 7

FRANK, BRUCE
JCC president; board elected (photo) (The JGC of Mid-Westchester elected a new board for a one-year term; Nancy Raizen is President and Ellen Lazarus is Chairman.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

FRANK, ERICA
Tile mural helps make connections at Quaker Ridge school (photo) (Quaker Ridge students are creating a massive ceramic tile mural that will represent their connections to one another and to the school.), June 1, 2001, p. 12

FRANKEL, JOSH (AUTHOR)
More info needed on demographics (letter) (Josh Frankel commends the Advisory Committee on Class Size and the Town and Village Civic Club for their recommendations on class size in Scarsdale schools but he would like more detailed information on demographics.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7
Village board gave no explanation for 270 decision (letter) (Josh Frankel writes that the Village Board's four page letter justifying its decision to demolish 270 Fox Meadow Road was lacking in content.), June 1, 2001, p. 6
Secrecy fosters sense of illegitimacy (editorial) (Josh Frankel finds that there was a lack of transparency on the part of the Village Board regarding the future of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 7
Board is handling Drake Road controversy well (letter) (Josh Frankel commends Village Board members for their transparent discussions of the future of Drake Road Park.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6
FAR: Focus on what you can do (editorial) (Josh Frankel writes that the FAR proposal will have virtually no impact on the oversize home issue it was designed to address.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 7

FRANKLIN, MARY
Sidewalk sale days: Bargain-hunters flock to Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's annual sidewalk sale benefited from sunny weather on August 3-5.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 9

FRANTZ, STEVEN
Scarsdale schools map course for future (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1A
Scarsdale schools map course for future (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12A
Fox Meadow - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; lists the 63 students having their moving up ceremony from the Fox Meadow School.), June 29, 2001, p. 19A
Creative latkes win taste test at Fox Meadow holiday party (photo) (The Fox Meadow Multicultural Committee held a Festival of Lights celebration on December 10 featuring the annual contest for best latke recipe.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 13

FRANTZ, STEVEN (DR)
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

FRASER, DANA
Great balls of fire (photo) (The under-11 Scarsdale Fireball Soccer Team went undefeated to win the 2001 Iona Spring Fever Classic Soccer Tournament.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

FRATT, LAURA
Greenacres wants classroom back (Greenacres School parents are distressed that the Scarsdale Board of Education is not going keep its promise to build at least one new classroom at the school.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Greenacres wants classroom back (continued) (Greenacres School parents are distressed that the Scarsdale Board of Education is not going keep its promise to build at least one new classroom at the school.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 15
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36
Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.), May 18, 2001, p. 1
Board OKs adding Greenacres classroom (In a special meeting on November 13, the Scarsdale School Board unanimously decided to add a classroom to the Greenacres School.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 11

FRATT, LAURA (AUTHOR)
Greenacres must rally for fair share of school funds (letter) (Carrie Fishman and Laura Fratt, co-heads of GIN, aka Greenacres in Need, encourages Greenacres parents to join in their campaign to obtain the school's fair share of plant improvement funds from the school budget.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6
FRATT, LAURA (AUTHOR) (Continued)
Cancellation of Greenacres project was unjustified (letter) (Carrie Fishman, Laura Fratt and Meredith Lonner would like to know what happened to the additional classroom promised for the Greenacres School pursuant to the 1998 elementary school bond issue.), May 11, 2001, p. 6
Demographics irrelevant to classroom decision (letter) (Carrie Fishman, Laura Fratt and Meredith Lonner urge a re-opening of the discussion on the promised additional classroom at the Greenacres School.), May 25, 2001, p. 6
Greenacres needs another classroom to bring it up to par (letter) (Carrie Fishman, Laura Fratt and Meredith Lonner urge the immediate construction of an additional classroom to the crowded Greenacres School.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6
Classroom addition at Greenacres needed, appreciated (The writers applaud the Board of Education’s decision to reinstate the one classroom construction project at the Greenacres School.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 6
FRAZIER, WALT
The Scarsdale Bowl; High school bowling club raises funds, spirits at season finale (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 18
FREDERICK, HALLIE
Julia B. Fee: Congratulations! Hats off to our graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement: Julia B. Fee Real Estate Agency salutes the graduating classes of 2001.), June 29, 2001, p. 28A
FREDERICK, ROBERT
Board overturns BAR on 270 Fox Meadow Road (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees decided that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road is not of historic value and may be demolished.), May 18, 2001, p. 1
FREDERICK, TREVOR
Police arrest suspect in rash of car break-ins (Scarsdale Police arrested 28 year old Trevor Frederick, the man they believe is responsible for a spate of car break-ins.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
FREEDMAN, MAURICE J
ALA (American Library Association) president elected (Maurice J. Freedman, Director of the Westchester Library System, has been elected President of the American Library Association for 2002-03.), May 18, 2001, p. 4
FREEDMAN, MAURICE J (AUTHOR)
Local libraries are the ultimate search engines (letter) (Maurice J. Freedman, Director of the Westchester Library System Board of Trustees, encourages participation in National Library Week, April 1-7, 2001.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6
FREEDOM OF RELIGION
Our government is interfering with religious expression (letter) (Jacqueline Sussman protests the Village’s request that she remove a “succoh” from her backyard.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 6
FREEMAN, EDWIN M
Edwin M. Freeman (Dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Edwin Freeman, died on February 13, 2001, in Cambridge, Massachusetts, where he lived. He was 69.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 19
FREEMAN, GARNETT EISNER
Garnett Freeman Eisner (Dies) (Garnett Freeman Eisner, former store manager of Zachy’s Wine and Liquor in Scarsdale, died on March 13, 2001. He was 77.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 14
FREEMAN, KEN
Scarsdale’s Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22
FREIGHTWAY GARAGE (SCARSDALE)
Garage won’t improve Christie Place (editorial) (Abbott Stillman, member of the Advisory Committee on Downtown Development, opposes anything other than a very modest parking facility at Christie Place.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 7
Vote for Harrison, a candidate who opposes new garage (letter) (Toni Tiberi urges residents to vote for Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village trustee, because he is the only one running who opposed the construction of a new downtown garage.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Parking survey: More employees use metered spaces (A survey taken by the Scarsdale Inquirer indicates that employees of Village businesses exceed Village estimates in terms of parking spaces utilized.), Jul 6, 2001, p. 1
Parking survey: More employees use metered spaces (continued) (A survey taken by the Scarsdale Inquirer indicates that employees of Village businesses exceed Village estimates in terms of parking spaces utilized.), Jul 6, 2001, p. 13
Real trick is how to free up spaces in village core (letter) (David Buchen suggests that the Inquirer was “serving its own table” by supporting the proposed Christie Place Garage in its July 7 editorial.), Jul 13, 2001, p. 6
Put long-term parking on Freightway (editorial) (Simon Breines writes that there should be no building construction at Christie Place.), Jul 13, 2001, p. 7
Scarsdale police nab auto-theft trio after midday chase (photo) (The Scarsdale Police nabbed three auto thieves on September 26 in the vicinity of the Freightway Garage.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
Freightway Garage called unsafe (Residents suffer from theft and vandalism at the Freightway Garage says Joseph Sarachek at the November 13 Village Board meeting.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
FREIGHTWAY GARAGE (SCARSDALE) (Continued)
Freightway Garage called unsafe (continued) (Residents suffer from theft and vandalism at the Freightway Garage says Joseph Sarachek at the November 13 Village Board meeting.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 9

FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY (SCARSDALE)
Birthday wishes (editorial) (The Inquirer reflects on Scarsdale's illustrious past and exciting future on the occasion of its 300th year; various celebrations will mark the anniversary of the Village.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6

FRENKEL, RICHARD

FRESE, ELIZABETH BUTLER
Elizabeth Butler Frese (dies) (Elizabeth Butler Frese died on July 6, 2001, following a long battle with cancer. She was 72.), July 13, 2001, p. 14

FRESH AIR FUND
You don't need a farm...to host a Fresh Air kid (photo) (Three host families met their Fresh Air kids at the Scarsdale train station on July 6.), July 13, 2001, p. 1
You don't need a farm...to host a Fresh Air kid (photo) (continued) (Three host families met their Fresh Air kids at the Scarsdale train station on July 6.), July 13, 2001, p. 9

FREYER, BRUCE M (AUTHOR)
High-maintenance sidewalks in village are impractical (letter) (Bruce M. Freyer can not understand why Scarsdale installed costly, high maintenance stone sidewalks in the downtown area.), May 4, 2001, p. 6

FRIED, SHIMON
The wheel deal; Bike tutor Aresh Mohit takes over for parents in need (photo) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Aresh Mohit, teaches safe bicycle riding.), June 15, 2001, p. 17

FRIED, YEHUDA
The wheel deal; Bike tutor Aresh Mohit takes over for parents in need (photo) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Aresh Mohit, teaches safe bicycle riding.), June 15, 2001, p. 17

FRIEDKIN, ANNE (AUTHOR)
Kids' Base provides vital service to Scarsdale families (letter) (Anne Friedkin asks that the current lease for Kids' Base be extended to include the development of the lower level of the existing facility.), June 8, 2001, p. 9

FRIEDMAN, ALAN (AUTHOR)
Civil disobedience is not the proper response to test issue (letter) (Alan Friedman suggests that rather than boycotting the mandated eighth grade standardized science tests, 15 additional hours should be built into the academic year to compensate for time lost to test preparation.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6

FRIEDMAN, CATHY (AUTHOR)
Edgewood kids send best wishes to injured teacher (letter) (On behalf of the Edgewood School community, Tom Feyer and Cathy Friedman send get well wishes to first-grade teacher, Emily Reidel.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6

FRIEDMAN, GARY
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

FRIEDMAN, IRA
Focal Points: How do you think the law should treat people who threaten the safety of schools? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, questions locals about pertinent current events.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 7

FRIEDMAN, LAUREN
Together SHS (Scarsdale High School) seniors discover 'How to Succeed' (photo) (Graduation Supplement; the 2001 Scarsdale High School graduating class performed the musical, "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying.")., June 29, 2001, p. 5A
Together SHS (Scarsdale High School) seniors discover 'How to Succeed' (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement; the 2001 Scarsdale High School graduating class performed the musical, "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying.")., June 29, 2001, p. 6A

FRIEDMAN, LEOR
10 awards for debaters (The Scarsdale High School Speech and Debate Team took home ten awards from the New York State Championships, held on April 28 and 29.), May 11, 2001, p. 12

FRIEMAN, JAMIE
Scouts compete (photo) (Pictured is Boy Scout Troop 60 attending the Algonquin District Klondike Derby at the Camp Smith Army National Guard base in Peekskill on January 27-28.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 4

FRIENDSHIP
E'wood (Edgewood) friends never had to say 'sayonara' (photo) (Former Edgewood School students, John Marshall and Brian Frammer, reunite with their old classmate, Tatsuya Izumi, in Tokyo.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 3

FRIENDS OF SCARSDALE PARKS
Garden designer to speak at library (photo) (Lynden Miller, a public garden designer, will discuss "Oases of Civility - New York City's Public Gardens," on January 17, 2001, at the Scarsdale Library.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 2
Friends' group protects and enriches local open spaces (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9A
FRIENDS OF SCARSDALE PARKS (Continued)
Blossom bash (The Scarsdale Historical Society, the Japan American Community Outreach and the Friends of the Parks will co-sponsor a Cherry Blossom Cultural Arts Festival on April 29 at the Scarsdale Library Pond.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1

'Friends' hold nature walk at Harwood Pond (Led by Jan Bedichek, the Friends of Scarsdale Parks is offering a nature walk around the Harwood Pond at the Scarsdale Library on October 20.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 2

FRIENDS OF SCARSDALE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Kessler to speak here (photo) (David Kessler, former resident and former head of the Food and Drug Administration, will speak at the Scarsdale Library on March 29 in a program sponsored by the Friends of the Scarsdale Library.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 2

Friends to elect board (On April 30, the Friends of the Scarsdale Library will meet to elect its new Board; New York Times columnist, Frank Rich, will speak.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

Frank Rich: home was a horror, theater a haven (continued) (Author and theater critic, Frank Rich, will discuss his new book, "Ghost Light," at the Scarsdale Library on April 29.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 3

Books wanted (The Friends of the Scarsdale Public Library are seeking donations for the annual book fair, to be held the weekend of September 8 and 9.), July 6, 2001, p. 1

Dickenson Room gets a makeover (photo) (Photo of newly renovated Dickenson Room at the Scarsdale Library), Sep 14, 2001, p. 4

FRIIA, JOANNE
Man charged in stabbing of health worker (A 32 year old home health care worker was stabbed repeatedly at her employer's Elm Road home by her boyfriend, Almamy-Mamah Timite.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1

Judge Friia: distinguished on and off bench (letter) (Mark Lewis urges voters to re-elect Judge Jo Ann Friia for Supreme Court Justice in Westchester, Rockland, Orange, Putnam, and Dutchess Counties.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6

FRIBSEE (GAME)
See FLYING DISCS (GAME)

FRISHMAN, WILLIAM (DR)
Awards and Promotions - Dr. William Frishman (photo) (Cardiologist and Scarsdale resident, Dr. William Frishman, has been elected to the highest level of membership by the American College of Physicians - American Society of Internal Medicine.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 4

FROELICH, HERBERT (DR)
Managing family decisions, new series begins at WRT (Westchester Reform Temple) (photo) (Westchester Reform Temple is sponsoring a series of workshops on provocative contemporary issues.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 22

FROELICH, ROSEMARY
Music to shop by (photo) (Musicians play festive tunes outside Daniele Trissi Jewelers on Spencer Place.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 4

FROMM, MARTY
Pumpkins for Patriots (photo) (American Legion Post #52 in Scarsdale will be giving out pumpkins in front of the HSBC Bank on Popham Road to honor victims of the 9/11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 2

FROMMER, BRIAN
E'wood (Edgewood) friends never had to say 'sayonara' (photo) (Former Edgewood School students, John Marshall and Brian Frommer, reunite with their old classmate, Tatsuya Izumi, in Tokyo.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 3

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2

FRUMESS, GREGORY
Citizens assail village board's BAR reversal (continued) (At the Village Board meeting on May 22, residents criticized the trustees' decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

FUCHS, JON
Host Scarsdale takes 2d in tourney (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Raiders wrestling team powered their way to a runner-up finish in a revamped version of the Scarsdale Wrestling Tournament on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 18

Host Scarsdale takes 2d in tourney (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Raiders wrestling team powered their way to a runner-up finish in a revamped version of the Scarsdale Wrestling Tournament on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 21

FUCHS, STEVE
New members (photo) (Two new members have been welcomed into Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company 3: Isaac Schinazi and Tom Battistoni.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4

FUEHRER, MITZI
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
FUJITA, JUDIE
Focal Points: Has the threat of additional terrorism affected your lifestyle? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, asks local residents pertinent questions of the day.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 7

FUND RAISING
A call for help for family of leukemia victim (letter) (Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul J. Feiner, urges residents to support the efforts of Irvington resident, Nancy Lockwood, who is fundraising on behalf of ten year old leukemia patient, Chris Reinhardt.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6

Kids' Base needs village's help to reach full potential (letter) (Melissa Begg asks that Scarsdale Village recognize the need for additional private investments for the much needed renovation of the facility of Kids' Base/Little School.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6

Cops vs. cancer (photo) (On May 7, two Scarsdale Police Officers will bike from Scarsdale Police Quarters to Washington, D.C. to raise money and awareness in the fight against cancer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1

Cops vs. cancer (photo) (continued) (On May 7, two Scarsdale Police Officers will bike from Scarsdale Police Quarters to Washington, D.C. to raise money and awareness in the fight against cancer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15

Esprit de corps (photo) (Volunteers washed cars to raise money to buy uniforms for junior members of the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.), May 4, 2001, p. 1

AIDS crisis is not over; walkers keep up the fight (letter) (Jean Wentworth asks the community to support the 16th annual AIDS walk on May 20 in Central Park.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

Richie and Tony’s excellent adventure (photo) (Scarsdale Police officers, Richard Fatigate and Tony Barreira, raised $14,000 for the American Cancer Society by biking 270 miles to Washington, D.C., for “Cops Against Cancer.”), May 18, 2001, p. 1

Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

Attendance at Gourmet Galaxy helps SFCS keep door open (letter) (Lorraine Gilden, Board President of the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service, thanks the supporters who attended their annual fundraiser, Gourmet Galaxy; on May 10.), May 25, 2001, p. 7

At the Gourmet Galaxy (photo) (Lila Stillman and Wendy Samuelson are pictured on May 10 at the very successful Gourmet Galaxy, the culinary fundraiser for the Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service.), May 25, 2001, p. 15

STEP raffle raised $1,000 for program (letter) (STEP Club co-Presidents, Andrew Wachtenheim and Daniela Bailey, thank the merchants who made possible a very successful fundraising raffle on March 8.), June 1, 2001, p. 6

Wentworth concert helped Bridge Fund to help homeless (letter) (Stanley Schear and Veronica Parks thank Jean and Kenneth Wentworth for their contribution to the benefit concert for the Bridge Fund of Westchester.), June 8, 2001, p. 9

Local rider to participate in PMC (Pan-Massachusetts Challenge) bike challenge (Jayne Trott is riding in the PMC bike-a-thon on August 4-5; the 200 mile trek across Massachusetts benefits the Jimmy Fund.), July 6, 2001, p. 4

$ raised at Gourmet Galaxy help support work of SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) (letter) (Lorraine Gilden thanks supporters of the Gourmet Galaxy fundraiser held on behalf of the Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service.), July 6, 2001, p. 7

United Way campaign raises record amount of money (letter) (Wayne Warken and Noreen Fisher thank the community members who contributed to a very successful 2000-01 United Way fundraising campaign.), July 20, 2001, p. 6

Real estate brokers form 'Team Colleen' (photo) (Coldwell Banker Connecticut/Westchester’s Team Colleen will participate in the October 13 Step by Step Walk/Run to raise research money to fight childhood cancer.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 4

Local doc raises $20K for AIDS research (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Dr. Steven J. Katz, biked 400 miles from Fairbanks to Anchorage, Alaska, and raised $20,000 for the development of an AIDS vaccine.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 4

Memory Walk was a success (photo) (Three Scarsdale children are shown participating in the September 16 Alzheimer's Association Memory Walk.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 4

Young athletes are contributing to victim's assistance fund (letter) (Noreen Fisher, Campaign Chairman of the Scarsdale/Edgemont United Way, notes many contributions by student athletes to families of victims of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6

For the cause (photo) (A bake sale at DeCicco's Marketplace raised $2,400 for the World Trade Center relief effort along with $20,000 in matching gifts from donors and HSBC.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 3

Scarsdale residents ride for the cure (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Dick Schapiro and Craig Lemle, participated in a 400 mile AIDS Vaccine Ride on September 5-9.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 27

United Way sees greater need in 9/11 aftermath (photo) (George Latimer spoke at a leadership event on Richbell Road on September 23 honoring major contributors to United Way.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 4

Firefighters thank contributors to widows/children's fund (letter) (Bradley Gaiser thanks all who contributed to fund raising efforts on behalf of the FDNY UFA Widows and Children's Fund.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6
FUND RAISING (Continued)

Pediatric Cancer supporters (photo) (Patti Grabel of Scarsdale chaired last month's fund raising luncheon for the Pediatric Cancer Foundation.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 13

Run for recovery (The Greenacres community services committee is holding a "Relay Run for Recovery" on October 20 at the Greenacres School.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

G'acres (Greenacres) families raised money for Afghan children (letter) (Greenacres families ran a bakesale and sold lemonade to raise money for children in Afghanistan.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

Hundreds enjoyed Fall Foliage Run Oct. 14 (letter) (Eda N. Newhouse, President of the Scarsdale Historical Society, thanks the community and local merchants for the success of the Fall Foliage Run and 16th Walk for Fun on October 14.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

Prudential walks to fight cancer (photo) (Scarsdale residents participated in the annual Avon Breast Cancer three day walk to raise money to defeat breast cancer.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 4

Hospital fundraiser (photo) (Pictured are participants at a breakfast fundraiser for the Dickstein Cancer Treatment Center of White Plains Hospital.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 14

Teen center brunch to honor Irving Sloan (Continued) (Scarsdale residents, Waddall and Jan Edelson, are pictured at the November 10 Winner's Circle Ball, proceeds of which go to benefit the Katonah Museum of Art.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 31

CST (Cancer Support Team) is grateful for support of Emily and Jim Lasser (letter) (Amy Hyman and Nona Snyder thank residents for their generosity and support of the "Strides Against Breast Cancer" fundraiser.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

Over 3,000 people enjoyed events at nature center (letter) (William Lawyer thanks the many volunteers who made a success of the Greenburgh Nature Center's October special events.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

Ice cream store thanks all who helped in benefit (letter) (Mitchell Stern and his crew at Haagen Dazs thanks the customers who participated in their World Trade Center benefit on November 10.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

Sisters organize concert (photo) (The Trenk sisters have organized a concert fund raiser on December 7 to benefit the Make a Difference Scholarship Fund.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 27

New twist to sale proved enticing to buyers (letter) (Erin Ryan-Pazienza thanks donors and volunteers for the success of the Church of St. James the Less' annual rummage sale, Treasures and Trifles.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

Ice cream store thanks all who helped in benefit (letter) (Millich Stern and his crew at Haagen Dazs thanks the customers who participated in their World Trade Center benefit on November 10.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

EECS is still there for community members who need help (letter) (With their services being more necessary than ever, Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service asks the community for financial support.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7

Sisters organize concert (photo) (The Trenk sisters have organized a concert fund raiser on December 7 to benefit the Make a Difference Scholarship Fund.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 27

Teen center brunch to honor Irving Sloan (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, will receive the first Visions of Community award at a fundraiser brunch on December 2 to benefit the Scarsdale Teen Center, Out of Bounds.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 31

Winner's Circle (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Waddall and Jan Edelson, are pictured at the November 10 Winner's Circle Ball, proceeds of which go to benefit the Katonah Museum of Art.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 22

CST (Cancer Support Team) is grateful for support of Emily and Jim Lasser (letter) (Linda Ball of the Cancer Support Team thanks Emily and Jim Lasser for fundraising on behalf of cancer related charities through the sale of their "Been There, Done That" pin.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

Charitable giving is mixed bag post 9/11 (photo) (Donations to September 11 charitable funds have deflected giving from other needy charitable institutions.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 3

FURMAN, RACHEL

All fun and games (photo) (Photo montage of fun activities at the Scarsdale Recreation Department's day camps.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 3

FURNISS, JOHN

St. James the Less celebrates sesquicentennial (photo) (John Furniss is pictured in the historic St. James the Less churchyard, filled with the names of historic Scarsdailians.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 3

GABEL, RICHARD (DR)

BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve 'gateway' (continued) (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8

Citizens assail village board's BAR reversal (continued) (At the Village Board meeting on May 22, residents criticized the trustees' decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

GAISER, BRADLEY P (AUTHOR)

How to help the widows and children (letter) (Bradley P. Gaiser, President of the Uniformed Firefighters Association, tells residents where to direct contributions for the families of the 9/11 victims.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6

Firefighters thank contributors to widows/children's fund (letter) (Bradley Gaiser thanks all who contributed to fund raising efforts on behalf of the FDNY UFA Widows and Children's Fund.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6

GALANLI, LESLIE

'Suite' inspiration; Scarsdale Ballet Studio dancers learn the art of performance in holiday classics (photo), Dec 21, 2001, p. 17

'Suite' inspiration; Scarsdale Ballet Studio dancers learn the art of performance in holiday classics (photo) (continued), Dec 21, 2001, p. 18
GALEF, SANDRA
Lawmakers praised at redistrict parley (Plan for reshaping New York State election districts meets with local approval), July 20, 2001, p. 1

GALLANTE, MIKE
Debate continues over school safety measures (A regular police presence at the Fox Meadow School to direct morning and afternoon traffic was urged by Fox Meadow residents attending a meeting of the Village Municipal Services Committee on January 8.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

GALLAY, PAUL
SNAP (Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents) mulls need to protect open space (illustration) (At a meeting on April 3 at the Village Hall, representatives of SNAP addressed the issue of dwindling open space in Scarsdale.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 3

GALLO, CARMENZA
Focal Points: How do you think the law should treat people who threaten the safety of schools? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, questions locals about pertinent current events.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 7

GALLOW, TORIA
Sports camps are FUN-damental; Scarsdale scores big with summer baseball and softball camps (photo), July 13, 2001, p. 20

GALLOWAY, JOHN
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

GALLOWAY, JOHN III
Charges against McCreary dropped; civil cases continue (At the request of the Westchester District Attorney, Scarsdale Village Justice, John Galloway III, dismissed charges against Andrew McCreary at a brief hearing on January 31.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1
Charges against McCreary dropped; civil cases continue (continued) (At the request of the Westchester District Attorney, Scarsdale Village Justice, John Galloway III, dismissed charges against Andrew McCreary at a brief hearing on January 31.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 8
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 19
Keeper of village milestones reaches 1 of her own (photo) (Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, is retiring after fifteen years of service.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
Village internships: breeding ground for new employees (photo) (continued) (Article profiles Scarsdale Village summer interns, some of whom return to become full time employees.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 9

GALVANI, ANN
3 candidates tapped for village board (photo) (The Citizen's Committee has nominated Peter Strauss of Greenacres and incumbent trustees Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock to run for Village Trustee in the March 20 Village Election.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1
Zoning law takes aim at McMansions (The Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees unanimously approved three changes in zoning law on January 23 that would help preserve the pastoral nature of the Village.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1
Zoning law takes aim at McMansions (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees unanimously approved three changes in zoning law on January 23 that would help preserve the pastoral nature of the Village.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 10
Best person for the job was overlooked (editorial) (Irving Sloan decries the fact that attorney and Village Board member, Ann Galvani, was passed over for the office of Mayor of Scarsdale.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7
Save our Scarsdale, speakers implore village (continued) (Four out of five speakers at the Scarsdale Village Board meeting on February 27 protested Village wide tear downs and subdivisions.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 3
Galvani joins David Boies' law firm (photo) (Village trustee and deputy mayor, Ann Galvani, has joined the prestigious, high profile law firm, Boies, Schiller & Flexner; her term of office with the Village will expire in April.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Village board meeting summary: Chesterfield Road stays 2-way (photo) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
Village board meeting summary: Chesterfield Road stays 2-way (continued) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 10
Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) (continued) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24
GALVANI, ANN  (Continued)
270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (continued) (Judge John LaCava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees' May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 8

GANEM, JACQUES (DR)
Meyer, Ganem (engaged) (photo) (Sherry Meyer and Dr. Jacques Ganem are engaged; a March, 2002, wedding is planned.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 20

GAO, CINDY
Bunnies & eggs (photo) (Cindy Gao and Thomas and Fiona Flanagan are shown participating in the Scarsdale Recreation Department's Spring Eggstravaganza.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 2

GARAGES
Christie Place lot (Anne Weisberg announced a public meeting on January 18 concerning the proposed Christie Place parking lot.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Garage would jeopardize Chateaux quality of life (letter) (Janet W. Dubin, a Scarsdale Chateaux resident, is concerned that the proposed parking structure on Christie Place will adversely affect her quality of life.), May 4, 2001, p. 6

GARCIA, CARLOS
Garcia, Dickerson win Fall Foliage Run (photo) (Carlos Garcia and Claire Dickerson won the Scarsdale Historical Society's 21st annual 5K Fall Foliage Run, held on October 14.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 3

GARDELLA, RICHARD
270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (Judge John LaCava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees' May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 1

GARDENING
Garden designer gives expert advice (photo) ("Rhapsody in Bloom" garden tours on July 14 to benefit Girl Scouts of Westchester-Putnam), July 6, 2001, p. 1
Garden designer gives expert advice (photo) (continued) ("Rhapsody in Bloom" garden tours on July 14 to benefit Girl Scouts of Westchester-Putnam), July 6, 2001, p. 13
\'Rhapsody in Bloom\' (photo) (More than 500 people toured nine gardens in Scarsdale and adjoining neighborhoods on July 14 at the annual Girl Scouts of Westchester-Putnam garden tour.), July 20, 2001, p. 13
Triangle garden (photo) (Cara Roberts and Dylan Facetti are pictured planting bulbs at the Autenrieth/Oakwood Community Triangle Garden.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 15

GARDENS
Beautifying an island (photo) (The Schlesingers of Huntington Avenue in Scarsdale organize neighbors every year to plant impatiens on the traffic island at Brewster and Kingston Roads.), June 1, 2001, p. 2
Garden designer gives expert advice (photo) ("Rhapsody in Bloom" garden tours on July 14 to benefit Girl Scouts of Westchester-Putnam), July 6, 2001, p. 1
Garden designer gives expert advice (photo) (continued) ("Rhapsody in Bloom" garden tours on July 14 to benefit Girl Scouts of Westchester-Putnam), July 6, 2001, p. 13
(Photo of vegetation atop the stone garage at Christie Place) (photo), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6

GARDNER, GAYLE
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

GARSON, MILLIE
Scarsdale Woman's Club builds foundation (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7A

GARTH WOODS CONSERVANCY
Garth Woods Conservancy continues to stress ecological projects (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9A
More donations needed for Garth Woods project (Work has started on the reconstruction of the wooden foot bridge over the Bronx River in the Bronx Woods Conservancy area of the Bronx River Parkway.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 2

GARWIN, RICHARD
Should we still worry about ballistic missiles? (photo) (Richard Garwin addressed the Scarsdale League of Women Voters on the relevancy of ballistic missiles as a defense against terrorism.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 9

GASKIN, ALICE
Edgewood School's 'Indiana Jones' comes home (photo) (Archaeologist Michael Callaghan, Edgewood School alumnus, Class of '86, addressed Edgewood School fifth graders about his adventures unearthing a Mayan palace.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 11

GASOLINE
Focal Points: Do you think the high price of gasoline has altered people's driving habits? (photo) (Question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, to passers by), May 18, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about suggested Legislation that would place a minimum miles-per-gallon limit on car engines? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, poses timely questions to the community.), July 27, 2001, p. 7
GA TT A, ALFRED

Village will get tougher on parking near schools (The Village will step up enforcement of parking restrictions on side streets near elementary schools announced Village Manager Alfred Gatta at a meeting of Trustees on December 28, 2000.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

Garage isn't needed, says OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) (continued) (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 1

ATTACHMENTS

GA TT A, ALFRED

Village will get tougher on parking near schools (The Village will step up enforcement of parking restrictions on side streets near elementary schools announced Village Manager Alfred Gatta at a meeting of Trustees on December 28, 2000.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

Garage isn't needed, says OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) (continued) (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 1
GATTA, ALFRED (Continued)
270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (continued) (Judge John LaCava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees' May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 8

Some trustees reject Christie garage proposal, July 20, 2001, p. 1
Barbarians at the gate (editorial) (The Inquirer deplores the recent armed robberies of two downtown Scarsdale jewelers.), July 27, 2001, p. 6
Good rate (Al Gatta announced that the Village got an excellent rate on $5,650,000 worth of municipal bonds to finance improvements downtown and at the Scarsdale pool.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
Village internships: breeding ground for new employees (photo) (Article profiles Scarsdale Village summer interns, some of whom return to become full time employees.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
Changes on tap (The Village Board has initiated upgrades of Scarsdale's water supply system, approving a $112,000 design fee for the Ardsley Road Pumping Station.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
FAR vetting decelerated (Trustee Tom Cusick announced that the Village Board had been asked to "slow down" the review process on proposed legislation to establish a floor area ratio (FAR) for new construction and additions.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
Past studies show parking need (Three Village Board trustees voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place parking lot at a Village Center Committee meeting on July 17.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
Freightway Garage called unsafe (Residents suffer from theft and vandalism at the Freightway Garage says Joseph Sarachek at the November 13 Village Board meeting.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
Zoning changes to allow Depot development (The Scarsdale Village Board approved a local law to alter zoning and allow development of the Depot Place parcel, currently owned by Robert Kligerman.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1

GAVARA, MANIKYALARAO
PEO bears abuse with gentlemanly equanimity (letter) (Harry Reynolds praises the calm efficiency of Village Parking Enforcer, Manikyalarao Garcia.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
Officer Gavara a 'gift to the village' (letter) (Jean Wentworth agrees with last week's letter writer, Harry Reynolds, that Officer Gavara is exceptional at his job.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6

GEARY, ROBERT
All was fair in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society and the Scarsdale Library both held fairs on September 8.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 3

GEARY, TERRI
Claire D. Leone appointments (photo) (The Claire D. Leone Real Estate Agency welcomes three new agents: Gina M. Andreassi, Terri Geary and Deborah B. Maxwell.), May 18, 2001, p. 4

GEFFNER, GLENN
Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22

GELB, CLIFFORD (AUTHOR)
G'acres (Greenacres) families raised money for Afghan children (letter) (Greenacres families ran a bakesale and sold lemonade to raise money for children in Afghanistan.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

GELB, MARISSA (AUTHOR)
G'acres (Greenacres) families raised money for Afghan children (letter) (Greenacres families ran a bakesale and sold lemonade to raise money for children in Afghanistan.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

GELFMAN, PETER
Class size discussion (The District-wide Class Size Study Committee will present its findings at a meeting on January 30.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
Group tests waters on recreation center (On April 4, residents offered opinions at a meeting sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club on the proposed community recreation center and pool.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
School budget wins endorsements (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum held on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
School budget wins endorsements (continued) (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum held on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 9

GELFMAN, PETER (AUTHOR)
The elite beginnings of the TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, examines the history of the Town and Village Civic Club since its creation 1905, when it was known simply as The Town Club.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6
TVCC Education Committee urges yes on budget (letter) (The TVCC Education Committee endorses the school budget for 2001-02 and urges members of the community to vote "yes" on May 15.), May 11, 2001, p. 6

GELLER, BETTY
Focal Points: What effect would it have on your lifestyle if your computer had to go out for repair? (photo) (Roving photographer Ira N. Toff poses questions to residents.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
Spring art sprouts in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association's Spring Art Show opened March 4 at the Scarsdale Library and will run until March 30.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 27
GENATOWSKI, ELIZABETH
In any language, SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) scout pole says 'peace' (photo) (Junior Girl Scout troop 2209 has created a colorful 'peace' pole to grace the front entrance of the Scarsdale Middle School.), June 8, 2001, p. 14

GENEALOGY
Diverse third grade shares family stories at Edgewood (photo) (Edgewood School third graders are interviewing older relatives for a history unit on ancestry.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 11

GENEROSITY
The age of excess (editorial) (The Inquirer laments Village-wide "afluenza," which causes residents to turn a blind eye to those in need while they blithely and blindly spend; President George Bush's estate tax policies in particular seem to encourage the concentration of wealth in the hands of a few.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6
Season of sharing (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to give generously to a wide range of charities, and not solely to the ones dedicated to 9/11 relief.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

GENOCIDE
Administration seen as 'fox trotting' around Africa's dead (letter) (Harry Reynolds criticizes the Clinton administration for its delayed reaction to the genocide in Rwanda.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6

GENOVA, JAY
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

GENOVA, JAY (AUTHOR)
Community service forges connections (In the post-9/11 world, community service has become an integral part of the Middle School experience.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7

GENOVA, JOSEPH
Attorney is honored for public service (photo) (On May 1, the New York State Bar Association awarded attorney and former Scarsdale resident, Andrew Tomback, the 2001 Pro Bono Service Award.), June 8, 2001, p. 3

GENSLER, HEDY
3 join CB/Doernberg (photo) (Marilyn Damast, Hedy Gensler and Else Nofe/t have joined the staff of professionals at Coldwell Banker/Doernberg Real Estate in Scarsdale.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 4

GEOGRAPHY
Choice student wins SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) geography bee (Jessica Davidson, Scarsdale Middle School Choice Program eighth grader, was the school wide winner in the National Geographic geography bee.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 10

GERMAK, NICHOLAS
Real estate brokers form 'Team Colleen' (photo) (Coldwell Banker Connecticut/Westchester's Team Colleen will participate in the October 13 Step by Step Walk/Run to raise research money to fight childhood cancer.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 4

GERMAK, NICK
Associates honored (photo) (Top Coldwell Banker sales associates for the fourth quarter were recently honored at a breakfast in Mount Kisco: Robin Servidio, Rena Herz, Simone Englander, Barbara Clamor, Ruth Bellsy, Claire Civetta, Ellen Donat, Eve Weinstein and Anita Weiss.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4

GERSTEIN, WILLIAM
3 join Goldschmidt (Eric Goldschmidt has added three new salespeople to his ten year old Scarsdale based retail and commercial brokerage firm.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

GERSTENBLATT, JULIE
Sleek new SMS lit mag gets students excited about writing (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School literary magazine, "Between the Lines," has an innovative, award winning new look), Oct 19, 2001, p. 11
GERTLER, STEPHANIE
Ode to the 60's: Local author writes a love song disguised as a love story (photo) (Scarsdale author, Stephanie Gertler, has recently published an evocative ode to the sixties titled "Jimmy’s Girl"). Jan 19, 2001, p. 25
Local author to speak at woman's club (photo) (Stephanie Gertler of Scarsdale will speak about her first novel, "Jimmy’s Girl," on October 24 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 12

GESICK, JOSEPH
Focal Points: Do you think the recent tragic events will affect our civil liberties (photo) (Ira N. Taff questions the community on the impact of the 9/11 attacks on our civil liberties.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7

GETTO, ERICA
Party time! (photo) (Photos of the tercentennial celebration of the Village of Scarsdale, held on June 9 at the Scarsdale High School), June 15, 2001, p. 3
Getto superstar: 7-year-old Scarsdalian wins national Tae Kwon Do title (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Erica Getto, won a gold medal in sparring in the 6- to 7-year old category at the Junior Olympics in Tampa, Florida.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 17
Getto superstar: 7-year-old Scarsdalian wins national Tae Kwon Do title (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale resident, Erica Getto, won a gold medal in sparring in the 6- to 7-year old category at the Junior Olympics in Tampa, Florida.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 18

GEZIRJIAN, BEATRICE
Focal Points: Do you think that the recent performance of the stock market indicates a possible recession? (photo) (Inquirer photographer, Ira N. Taff, poses questions of the day to his subjects.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7

GIAMPELLI, JOAN
Hearing closed on water course law (The Scarsdale Village Board concluded a series of public hearings with a meeting on January 9 on a proposed local law about watercourse diversion.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Harrison to run for trustee - again, maybe (Longtime community activist, Bob Harrison, may be running for Village Trustee on the Voters Party ticket.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (Harrison wants a more open government), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (continued) (Harrison wants a more open government), Mar 9, 2001, p. 9
Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24
Keeper of village milestones reaches 1 of her own (photo) (Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, is retiring after fifteen years of service.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
Keeper of village milestones reaches 1 of her own (photo) (continued) (Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, is retiring after fifteen years of service.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 9
Wanted: Party loyalists, long hrs, low pay (When Scarsdale Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, retires next month, the arduous task of recruiting election inspectors will fall to Democratic and Republican town committees.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Wanted: Party loyalists, long hrs, low pay (continued) (When Scarsdale Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, retires next month, the arduous task of recruiting election inspectors will fall to Democratic and Republican town committees.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 13

GIARDINA, JACQUELINE
Fatima’s parish school begins 50th year of Catholic education (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 18A

GIBBS, MICHAEL
Civic education trip fosters cooperation and community (Sixty-four Scarsdale ninth graders bonded in the upstate woods last week during a day and a half long civic education retreat.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 9

GIBRALTER, SUSAN F (AUTHOR)
Hard work and energy made E Day a success (letter) (Susan F. Gibralter and Rita Braunstein thank Edgemont parents, students and vendors for their contributions to the success of the 45th annual E Day, held on May 12.), May 25, 2001, p. 6

GIFTS
Retiring recreation supervisor requests gifts to consortium (letter) (Retiring Scarsdale Recreation Department Supervisor, Ken Batchelor, asks that in lieu of gifts, donations be made to the scholarship fund of the South East Consortium for Special Services.), May 25, 2001, p. 7

GILDEN, LORRAINE (AUTHOR)
$ raised at Gourmet Galaxy helps support work of SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) (letter) (Lorraine Gilden thanks supporters of the Gourmet Galaxy fundraiser held on behalf of the Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service.), July 6, 2001, p. 7
GILDEN, LORRAINE (AUTHOR) (Continued)
SFCS is still there for community members who need help (letter) (With their services being more necessary than ever, Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service asks the community for financial support.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7
'Compassionate community' asked to remember SFCS (Scarsdale Family Counseling Service) (letter) (Geraldine Greene and Lorraine Gilden asks the community to remember the Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service this holiday season.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

GILLIN, ROBERT
Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Ceremony speakers link past wars, present challenge (Veterans from American Legion Post 52 gathered at Boniface Circle on November 11 to honor the war dead and the victims of the September 11 attacks.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

GILPIN, EDWARD
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) has new members (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee elected ten new members at an election held on January 9; 504 votes were cast according to Administrative Committee Chairman Noreen Fisher.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Diverse third grade shares family stories at Edgewood (photo) (Edgewood School third graders are interviewing older relatives for a history unit on ancestry.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 11

GILPIN, KATE
Diverse third grade shares family stories at Edgewood (photo) (Edgewood School third graders are interviewing older relatives for a history unit on ancestry.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 11

GINORIO, FELIX MAURO
Felix Mauro Ginorio Jr. (Dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Felix Mauro Ginorio, Jr., died on January 6, 2001, in Miami, Florida. He was 83.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 17

GINOVKER, ANNA

GINSBERG, NEIL
Music makes the unbearable bearable (letter) (Deborah Alecson lauds the sustaining quality of music and thanks the community for the June 8 concert in memory of her late husband, Scarsdale High School music teacher Lowell Alecson.), June 15, 2001, p. 6
SHS student government hosts symposium on terrorism (photo) (A team of experts, sponsored by the Scarsdale High School student government, held a symposium with the student body on November 29 on the September 11 attacks and the subsequent war on terrorism.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 11

GINSBURG, MYRA
Focal Points: Do you think the statewide reading tests will improve reading instruction? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks questions of passers by.), May 25, 2001, p. 7

GIORDANO, JANINE
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

GIORDANO, THOMAS (AUTHOR)
TVCC's volunteer fair was a wonderful event (letter) (Thomas Giordano, President of the Town and Village Civic Club, thanks those who participated in the TVCC's September 29 festival for Scarsdale volunteers.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6
Nonpartisan village elections, 101: a brief overview (letter) (Thomas Giordano, Citizen's Committee Chairman, provides an overview of Scarsdale's nonpartisan system.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 6

GIORDANO, TOM
Service appreciated (photo) (Retired New York State Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, received an engraved clock from the Town and Village Civic Club as a token of appreciation for her years of public service.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
Nominees needed (The Citizen's Committee of the non-partisan system is seeking community input for the selection of candidates for Village office.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

GIRL SCOUTS
'Rhapsody in Bloom' (photo) (More than 500 people toured nine gardens in Scarsdale and adjoining neighborhoods on July 14 at the annual Girl Scouts of Westchester Putnam garden tour.), July 20, 2001, p. 13
Girl Scouting: Community service, teamwork, fun (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 13A
Sprucing up (photo) (Edgewood School Brownie Troop 1941 came to their school on Columbus Day to spruce up the garden around the school sign.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 9
Dressing the part (photo) (Scarsdale/Edgemont Brownie troop 1971B visited the Scarsdale Historical Society and dressed in era appropriate clothing.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 4
GIRL SCOUTS (Continued)

Park beautifiers are thanked for their efforts (letter) (Michelle Abelson thanks Girl Scout Troop 2093, the High School Ecosavers and Jane Bedichek for planting Spring bulbs at the Library Pond Park.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 6

Time travel (photo) (Scarsdale Girl Scout troop 1577 tried out toys and games from the 1800s at Sturbridge Village, MA.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 31

Charitable giving is mixed bag post 9/11 (photo) (Donations to September 11 charitable funds have deflected giving from other needy charitable institutions.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 3

GIRL SCOUTS - FUNDRAISING

Garden designer gives expert advice (photo) ("Rhapsody in Bloom" garden tours on July 14 to benefit Girl Scouts of Westchester-Putnam), July 6, 2001, p. 1

Garden designer gives expert advice (photo) (continued) ("Rhapsody in Bloom" garden tours on July 14 to benefit Girl Scouts of Westchester-Putnam), July 6, 2001, p. 13

GIRL SCOUTS - SCARSDALE

Friends' group protects and enriches local open spaces (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9A

Girl Scouting helping to develop tomorrow's leaders (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19A

Astronaut urges girls to reach for the stars (photo) (Writer and space enthusiast, Marianne Dyson, addressed Girl Scouts and their leaders on April 2 about the role of women in the space program.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 3

Girl Scouts go to D.C. (photo) (Scarsdale Girl Scout Cadet Troup 1945 visited Washington, D.C.; the troop is shown on March 22 in the office of Congresswoman, Nita Lowey.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 15

In any language, SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) scout pole says 'peace' (photo) (Junior Girl Scout troop 2209 has created a colorful 'peace' pole to grace the front entrance of the Scarsdale Middle School.), June 8, 2001, p. 14

GIRSHIN, MASHA

Focal Points: How do you feel about the Supreme Court decision to allow a disabled player to use a golf cart in the PGA tournament? (photo) (Question of the day posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff), June 8, 2001, p. 7

GISMONDI, CAROL

Focal Points: Do you think results on standardized reading and math tests indicate the quality of a school? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions subjects about the value of standardized testing in schools.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7

GISOLFI, PETER

Architects detail school construction projects (At the Scarsdale Board of Education meeting on March 19, District architects Peter Gisolfi and Ken Pojman described current and upcoming school building projects.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1

Architects detail school construction projects (continued) (At the Scarsdale Board of Education meeting on March 19, District architects Peter Gisolfi and Ken Pojman described current and upcoming school building projects.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

Construction underway, but delayed (At the Scarsdale School Board meeting on September 10, architects Peter Gisolfi and Ken Pojman gave an update on various school construction projects.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 8

GISOLFI, PETER (AUTHOR)


GIVNER, HOWARD


GIVNER, HOWARD (AUTHOR)

Sidewalk cafes: it's about time (editorial) (Howard Givner writes that it is about time a local law was passed that would allow sidewalk cafes in the Village Center.), June 8, 2001, p. 7

Golf is about shot making, not course-walking (editorial) (Howard Givner supports the Supreme Court's decision to force the PGA to allow Casey Martin to use a golf cart due to his disability.), July 27, 2001, p. 6

Golf is about shot making, not course-walking (editorial) (continued) (Howard Givner supports the Supreme Court's decision to force the PGA to allow Casey Martin to use a golf cart due to his disability.), July 27, 2001, p. 7

Local problems put in perspective (editorial) (Howard Givner reflects on how the September 11 terrorist attacks have put more mundane problems in perspective.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 7

Idiot's Guide to a village meeting (editorial) (Howard Givner recounts his experience attending his first Village Board meeting.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7

GLABERSON, STEVIE

The Scarsdale Bowl: High school bowling club raises funds, spirits at season finale (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 18

GLACE, BETH

Sports Safety: What parents, coaches and athletes NEED to know (photo) (Scarsdale parents and athletic coaches attended a lecture at the High School on the topic, "The Adolescent Athlete, What Coaches NEED to Know."), Oct 5, 2001, p. 23
GLADIEUX, LARRY
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28

GLASSMAN, CHARLES (DR)
2 elected to medical board (Scarsdale resident Dr. Charles Glassman has been elected Vice President of the medical board of the White Plains Hospital Center while resident Dr. Jay Lupin has been elected secretary/treasurer of the same board.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 4
BAR reverses teardown decision on 17 Cooper (The Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review is allowing the demolition of a home at 17 Cooper Road based on a hardship plea by the owner.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 3

GLASSMAN, MARY ANN
All was fair in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society and the Scarsdale Library both held fairs on September 8.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 3

GLAUSER, LENI
Books on Islam, disaster, in high demand (photo) (Following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, librarians in Scarsdale and Greenburgh report their roles have expanded to include aid and comfort to those seeking consolation.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 3

GLAZER, DAVID (AUTHOR)
Edgemont's excellence is a credit to many (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1A
Edgemont's excellence is a credit to many (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 8A
Limit 4th- and 8th- grade tests to struggling districts (letter) (David Glazer, President of the Edgemont Board of Education, proposes that only fourth and eighth graders in low performing school districts be required to take state mandated standardized tests.), June 1, 2001, p. 6

GLENDEON, BILL
Carl Finger seeks to replace Carsky (photo) (Democrat Carl Finger to run for District 17 seat on the Westchester County Board of Legislators), May 4, 2001, p. 3
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

GLENN, JEFF
Scarsdale Frisbee tops in New York (photo) (The Scarsdale High School ultimate frisbee team, the Hellfish, won its home tournament again this year.), June 29, 2001, p. 14A-15A

GLENN, LESLIE REBECCA
Glenn, Lew (wed) (photo) (Leslie Rebecca Glenn and Joshua Mark Lew were wed on October 28 at the Glenn Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 14

GLICK, JEREMY
Time to roll in the fight vs. terrorism (editorial) (Gerald J. Turetsky discusses dramatic changes in the lives of citizens in the post-9/11 era.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 7
Time to roll in the fight vs. terrorism (editorial) (continued) (Gerald J. Turetsky discusses dramatic changes in the lives of citizens in the post-9/11 era.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

GLICKSTEIN, CAROLYN
Slaners and Larkins are FSWs 'Family of the Year' (photo) (Luella Slaner, John and Deborah Slaner Larkin and Margaret Slaner Larkin will receive the Family Service of Westchester's Family of Year Award on June 14.), June 8, 2001, p. 4

GOBES, CHRISTINE
Anticipation (photo) (Children are pictured awaiting the arrival of the Easter bunny.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

GOBES, STEPHEN
Anticipation (photo) (Children are pictured awaiting the arrival of the Easter bunny.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

GODFREY, DAVID
What's so funny? (photo) (Scarsdale High School senior, David Godfrey, scoffs at danger at the dunk tank at the Scarsdale High School Carnival on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 17
Scarsdale Frisbee tops in New York (photo) (The Scarsdale High School ultimate frisbee team, the Hellfish, won its home tournament again this year.), June 15, 2001, p. 17

GODFREY, THOMAS (AUTHOR)
Biotechnology is threatening biodiversity (editorial) (Thomas Godfrey alleges that biotechnology and large scale agriculture will threaten the biological diversity of our food supply.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6

GOLD, DANNY
Candidates face off before primary in Greenburgh race (photo) (At the September 11 primary, three candidates will compete for two four year seats on the Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

GOLDBERG, DAVID (DR)
Fear of Anthrax spreads: fears are real, but is the danger? (Ilene Nechamkin squelches the panic over the possible scarcity of Cipro in the wake of the anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
GOLDBERG, DAVID (DR) (Continued)
Fear of Anthrax spreads: fears are real, but is the danger? (continued) (Ilene Nechamkin squelches the panic over the possible scarcity of Cipro in the wake of the anthrax scares.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 10
SHS student government hosts symposium on terrorism (photo) (A team of experts, sponsored by the Scarsdale High School student government, held a symposium with the student body on November 29 on the September 11 attacks and the subsequent war on terrorism.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 11

GOLDBERG, MARC
Heathcote hunt yields many valuable lessons (First graders at the Heathcote School searched for “treasure” during the school’s multicultural, independent scavenger hunt on April 2.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9

GOLDBERG, REED
Kids ace race at Scarsdale Pool (photo) (Results of races at Scarsdale Pool on July 4), July 6, 2001, p. 3

GOLDBERG, VICTOR
Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap, July 13, 2001, p. 1
House size regulations discussed at WQRA (West Quaker Ridge Association) meeting, July 27, 2001, p. 3
House size regulations discussed at WQRA (West Quaker Ridge Association) meeting (continued), July 27, 2001, p. 13
Fore! (Glickenhaus Westchester Development to address screening concerns on its subdivision lots adjacent to the Quaker Ridge Golf Club.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
League of Women Voters mulls proposed FAR cap and bonus law (The Scarsdale Planning Board and the Board of Architectural Review debated a floor area ratio [FAR] cap at a League of Women Voters consensus meeting on October 2.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
Moratorium dropped; no action on FAR cap (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously voted down a proposed 90 day moratorium on some Scarsdale Village construction.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1

GOLDEN, ELLEN J (AUTHOR)
Efforts to halt testing continue (editorial) (Ellen J. Golden defends the decision of many Scarsdale parents to have their children boycott the state mandated standardized tests.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7

GOLDEN, RITA
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1
Candidates are sought for school board (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will begin deliberations to name three candidates for the Scarsdale Board of Education.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
Business as usual for school board (The education report on class size dominated discussions at the Board of Education meeting on February 12.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11
Board, public weigh in on maximum class size policy (The February 12 Scarsdale School Board meeting featured a lengthy and animated discussion of class size.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 11
State aid drought (Governor Pataki’s proposed cuts in building aid and proposed cap on budget increases are worrying the Scarsdale Board of Education.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District’s 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
Awards (Rita Golden and Jackie Irwin won awards for leadership and commitment from the Westchester-Putnam School Boards Association.), June 29, 2001, p. 9
New faces on the school board (Terri Simon and Florie Wachtenheim were welcomed to the School Board on July 9, filling the vacancies left by Jackie Irwin and Rita Golden.), July 13, 2001, p. 10

GOLDEN, SARAH
Beautifying an island (photo) (The Schlesingers of Huntington Avenue in Scarsdale organize neighbors every year to plant impatiens on the traffic island at Brewster and Kingston Roads.), June 1, 2001, p. 2

GOLDEN, STEVEN
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

GOLDENSTEIN, HOWARD
Harrison received fewest votes in contested elections (letter), Apr 6, 2001, p. 7

GOLDMAN, JESSICA
Quaker Ridge - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Quaker Ridge School on June 19; the theme of the day was "End of Year Memories."), June 29, 2001, p. 23A

GOLDMAN, JOSHUA
Focal Points: What are your plans for your immediate and distant future? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions recent Scarsdale and Edgemont High School graduates about their futures.), June 29, 2001, p. 7
GOLDSCHMIDT, ERIC
3 join Goldschmidt (Eric Goldschmidt has added three new salespeople to his ten year old Scarsdale based retail and commercial brokerage firm.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

GOLDSMITH, DOREEN

GOLDSMITH, LINDSAY THOMPSON
Scarsdale grad earns ultimate Frisbee honor (Lindsay Thompson Goldsmith, Scarsdale High School graduate and recent graduate from Swarthmore College, won the Callahan Trophy - college Frisbee's ultimate honor.), June 15, 2001, p. 17
Scarsdale grad earns ultimate Frisbee honor (photo) (continued) (Lindsay Thompson Goldsmith, Scarsdale High School graduate and recent graduate from Swarthmore College, won the Callahan Trophy - college Frisbee's ultimate honor.), June 15, 2001, p. 21

GOLDSTEIN, BERNICE
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 15

GOLDSTEIN, MOLLIE
New mayor to mine village's social capital (photo) (Scarsdale Mayor, David Kroenlein, proposed sweeping changes to Village Government at his first Village Board meeting on April 10.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

GOLDSTEIN, RUTH
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (continued) (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 4

GOLDSTON, JENNIFER
Edgewood - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Edgewood School on June 21.), June 29, 2001, p. 22A

GOLDSTON, JENNIFER
Edgewood - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Edgewood School on June 21.), June 29, 2001, p. 22A

GOLUB, CARL
Focal Points: Does the off-court behavior of a professional athlete affect your loyalty to his or her team? (photo) (Inquiring photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions to residents and locals.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7

GOLUB, JOAN
Focal Points: Does the off-court behavior of a professional athlete affect your loyalty to his or her team? (photo) (Inquiring photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions to residents and locals.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7

GOMPertz, DANIELLE MENACHE
A moveable feast on the 7:58 out of Hartsdale (photo) (Danielle Menache Gompertz throws a birthday party for her husband, Mark, on the 7:48 am Metro North train out of Hartsdale.), May 25, 2001, p. 3

GOMPertz, MARK
A moveable feast on the 7:58 out of Hartsdale (photo) (Danielle Menache Gompertz throws a birthday party for her husband, Mark, on the 7:48 am Metro North train out of Hartsdale.), May 25, 2001, p. 3
GONDOLFO, VINCENT
New faces in town (photo) (Edgemont and Scarsdale young people wear creative costumes on Halloween.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

GONZALES, FAUSTO
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 19

GONZALES, MALULA
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36
Human relations council stands ready to help (letter) (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Human Relations works to maintain respect and peaceful relations among members of the community.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

GONZALES, YOLANDA
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2

GOODMAN, ANDY
Scarsdale Synagogue plans new expansion (photo) (The Scarsdale Synagogue/Tremont Temple will add 6,000 square feet in a renovation slated to begin in March.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale Synagogue plans new expansion (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Synagogue/Tremont Temple will add 6,000 square feet in a renovation slated to begin in March.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 9

GOODMAN, JORDAN

GOODMAN, MEG
Young Writer's Conference continues wonderful tradition (letter) (Catherine C. Souther, President of the Scarsdale PT Council, thanks the organizers and participants involved in the fifth annual Young Writers Conference, held at the High School on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

GOODMAN, RACHEL
Scarsdale Frisbee tops in New York (photo) (The Scarsdale High School ultimate frisbee team, the Hellfish, won its home tournament again this year.), June 15, 2001, p. 17
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

GOODMAN, VICTOR
Real estate brokers form 'Team Colleen' (photo) (Coldwell Banker Connecticut/Westchester's Team Colleen will participate in the October 13 Step by Step Walk/Run to raise research money to fight childhood cancer.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 4

GOODWIN, EMILY
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (continued) (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 10
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) has new members (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee elected ten new members at an election held on January 9; 504 votes were cast according to Administrative Committee Chairman Noreen Fisher.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

GOODWIN, JEFF (AUTHOR)
Fire fair was a learning opportunity for village residents (letter) (The Scarsdale Fire Department and its volunteers thank the Inquirer and the community for the success of its open house and fire fair on October 20.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7

GOOTZIET, ELIAS
Ellis, Newburger honored (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Dr. Amy Newburger and Elia Ellis were honored by the Institute of Applied Human Dynamics-St. Jude Habilitation Institute.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

GORDON, DORIS
Focal Points: Do you think results on standardized reading and math tests indicate the quality of a school? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions subjects about the value of standardized testing in schools.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7

GORDON, JAN
Treasure trove of trash (photo) (Garth Road resident, Jan Gordon, won a prize for "most unusual trash find" when she discovered a circular saw blade at the 10th annual Earth Day Cleanup of Garth Woods on April 22.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 2

GORDON, JULIA (AUTHOR)
Grateful for effort on teen center renovations (letter) (Julia Gordon thanks community members who contributed to renovating Out of Bounds, the Scarsdale Teen Center on Garth Road.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
GORDON, JULIA (AUTHOR)  (Continued)
Community invited to Sloan brunch (letter) (Julia Gordon, President of the Scarsdale Teen Center Board, invites the community to a December 2 brunch in honor of Irving Sloan.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 6

GORDON, NICHOLAS
'The Phantom Tollbooth' (photo) (Photo of Quaker Ridge School third graders in their production of "The Phantom Toll Booth."), June 15, 2001, p. 11

GORDON, PATTI
Honor thy teachers (photo) (As the school year draws to a close, staff appreciation luncheons abound.), June 8, 2001, p. 14

GOESE, MARY BETH
School budget wins endorsements (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum held on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
School budget wins endorsements (continued) (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum held on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 9
Conduct suggestions (The Town and Village Club has suggested modifications to the Scarsdale Board of Education's proposed Code of Conduct.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

GOESE, MARY BETH (AUTHOR)
The elite beginnings of the TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, examines the history of the Town and Village Civic Club since its creation 1905, when it was known simply as The Town Club.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6
TVCC Education Committee urges yes on budget (letter) (The TVCC Education Committee endorses the school budget for 2001-02 and urges members of the community to vote "yes" on May 15.), May 11, 2001, p. 6
Opinions sought on school code (letter) (Mary Beth Gose, TVCC Education Committee, encourages Scarsdale residents to voice their opinions on the Code of Conduct recently proposed by the School District.), July 6, 2001, p. 6

GOSICK, STEPHEN (AUTHOR)
Greenburgh needs Francis Sheehan's commitment (letter) (Stephen Gosick endorses Francis Sheehan for Greenburgh Town Council.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6

GOTTI, MARGARET
Lawmakers praised at redistrict parley (Plan for reshaping New York State election districts meets with local approval.), July 20, 2001, p. 1

GOTTLEB, BONNIE ALLEN
Bonnie Allen Gottlieb (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Bonnie Allen Gottlieb, has been chosen capital campaign coordinator for the Ronald McDonald House of Long Island.), July 20, 2001, p. 4

GOTTLEB, BONNIE ALLEN (AUTHOR)
Coach inspired team effort, was great role model (letter) (Bonnie Allen Gottlieb thanks Bill Donnell, coach of the Scarsdale Strikers U-14 traveling soccer team.), July 6, 2001, p. 7

GOTTLEB, DAVID
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2

GOTTLEB, DAVID (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale trustees, shed that Attitude (editorial) (David Gottlieb accuses the Scarsdale Village Board of displaying an arrogant attitude, particularly on issues of cooperation with Greenburgh.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 6
Delay puts firefighters at risk (editorial) (David Gottlieb wonders what happened to the $30,000 grant promised to Greenburgh Fire Fighters by Assemblyman Richard Brodsky.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7

GOTTLEB, ELIZABETH LESLIE
Gottlieb, Spivak (wed) (photo) (Elizabeth Leslie Gottlieb and David Glenn Spivak were wed on August 5, 2001, at the Water's Edge in Long Island City.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 13

GOULD, BONNIE
New board at SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) (photo) (Pictured are the new members of the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Golf Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 17
GOULD, CHET
Goulds to be honored at SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) gala (photo) (On May 10, Diana and Chet Gould will be honored at the ninth annual Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service Dinner, to be held at Glen Island Harbour Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 15
Goulds to be honored by SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) (photo) (Diana and Chet Gould will be the honorees at the Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service's annual fundraiser, Gourmet Galaxy, on May 10.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 21
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36
Attendance at Gourmet Galaxy helps SFCS keep door open (letter) (Lorraine Gilden, Board President of the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service, thanks the supporters who attended their annual fundraiser, Gourmet Galaxy, on May 10.), May 25, 2001, p. 7

GOULD, DIANA
Goulds to be honored at SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) gala (photo) (On May 10, Diana and Chet Gould will be honored at the ninth annual Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service Dinner, to be held at Glen Island Harbour Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 15
Goulds to be honored by SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) (photo) (Diana and Chet Gould will be the honorees at the Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service's annual fundraiser, Gourmet Galaxy, on May 10.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 21
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36
Attendance at Gourmet Galaxy helps SFCS keep door open (letter) (Lorraine Gilden, Board President of the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service, thanks the supporters who attended their annual fundraiser, Gourmet Galaxy, on May 10.), May 25, 2001, p. 7

GOULD, ETHAN
'Crazy for You' (photo) (The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre's production of the hit musical, "Crazy for You," will continue it's second week on August 10 and 11.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1

GOULD, JOHN
Astronaut honored (photo) (Neil Armstrong, the first person to walk on the moon in 1969, met Scarsdale resident John Gould at an American Geographical Society reception at the Wings Club in New York City.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 15

GOULD, MATTHEW ADAM
Sparling, Gould (wed) (Amy Rose Sparling and Matthew Adam Gould were wed on August 26, 2001, in North Salem.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 14
Sparling, Gould (wed) (photo) (Amy Rose Sparling and Matthew Adam Gould were wed on August 26, 2001, in North Salem.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 12

GOULD, NATHAN
Foods, glorious foods, at SMS luncheon (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School students enjoyed a fabulous lunch hosted by the Multicultural Committee on June 1.), June 8, 2001, p. 13

GOVERNMENT AID
Brodsky to NYC: District, heal thyself (Greenburgh Assemblyman, Richard Brodsky, calls on New York City school officials to "share the responsibility" and cost of educating its youth, and to do so "to the same extent as other communities" in New York State.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Brodsky to NYC: District, heal thyself (continued) (Greenburgh Assemblyman, Richard Brodsky, calls on New York City school officials to "share the responsibility" and cost of educating its youth, and to do so "to the same extent as other communities" in New York State.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 9
Toward more equitable New York State education aid (Article discusses the right of every child to a quality education), May 18, 2001, p. 10

GOVERNMENT AID TO EDUCATION
Pressuring Albany tops school district's to-do list (Dr. Michael McGill, Superintendent of Scarsdale Schools, urged residents to pressure Albany for adequate state funding.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1

GOZ, WARREN T
Focal Points: Has the recent tragedy affected your decisions about flying? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions the community about pertinent questions of the day.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7

GRABEL, AMANDA
For the cause (photo) (A bake sale at DeCicco's Marketplace raised $2,400 for the World Trade Center relief effort along with $20,000 in matching gifts from donors and HSBC.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 3

GRABEL, DAN
Pumpkins for Patriots (photo) (American Legion Post #52 in Scarsdale will be giving out pumpkins in front of the HSBC Bank on Popham Road to honor victims of the 9/11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 2
Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Enhanced memorial will include victims of Sept. 11, Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
GRABEL, PATTI
For the cause (photo) (A bake sale at DeCicco's Marketplace raised $2,400 for the World Trade Center relief effort along with $20,000 in matching gifts from donors and HSBC.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 3
Pediatric Cancer supporters (photo) (Patti Grabel of Scarsdale chaired last month's fund raising luncheon for the Pediatric Cancer Foundation.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 13

GRAEB, CAROLINE
New faces in town (photo) (Edgemont and Scarsdale young people wear creative costumes on Halloween.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

GRANT, PHILIPPA
Across-the-pond musicians join SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (On October 22, the Scarsdale community was enchanted by a student performance by the North East Derbyshire Chamber Orchestra from Chesterfield, England.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9

GRANTS
United Way awards grant (photo) (United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont has given a Local Presence grant to the Women's Enterprise Project.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4
Hoff-Barthelson grant (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School received a $1,000 grant from the Louis R. Cappelli Foundation.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 4

GRAUER, JOSHUA
Developers appeal demolition (Non-resident owners of 270 Fox Meadow Road appealed to the Scarsdale Village Board for permission to demolish the house and subdivide the lot.), May 4, 2001, p. 1
Developers appeal demolition (continued) (Non-resident owners of 270 Fox Meadow Road appealed to the Scarsdale Village Board for permission to demolish the house and subdivide the lot.), May 4, 2001, p. 19
Board overturns BAR on 270 Fox Meadow Road (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees decided that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road is not of historic value and may be demolished.), May 18, 2001, p. 1
Board overturns BAR on 270 Fox Meadow Road (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees decided that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road is not of historic value and may be demolished.), May 18, 2001, p. 9
270 Fox Meadow given reprieve by Supreme Court (continued) (photo) (Westchester County Judge, John LaCava, has halted demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road indefinitely.), June 8, 2001, p. 10
Tell us why, too (editorial) (The Inquirer urges the Village Board to be more transparent about its decision to allow demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 6
270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (continued) (Judge John LaCava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees' May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 8
'270' continues to elude demolition (continued) (The house at 270 Fox Meadow Road has been spared demolition for yet another week; the hearing on the house has been adjourned till August 29.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 9
270 pending in State Supreme Court (The temporary restraining order prohibiting the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road remains in effect.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1

GRAVES, BUTCH
Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22

GRAVES, JOHN
Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22

GRAVES, MITCHELL
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) students plunge into life at SHS (photo) (Brittany Gray and Mitchell Graves, this year's STEP students at Scarsdale High School, receive a warm welcome.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

GRAY, AMAYA
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) students plunge into life at SHS (photo) (Brittany Gray and Mitchell Graves, this year's STEP students at Scarsdale High School, receive a warm welcome.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

GRAY, BRITTANY
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) students plunge into life at SHS (photo) (Brittany Gray and Mitchell Graves, this year's STEP students at Scarsdale High School, receive a warm welcome.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

GRAY, SAMUEL
(Young Samuel Gray and Patrolman Matthew Miraglia are pictured at the Scarsdale Village annual Halloween Parade.) (photo), Nov 2, 2001, p. 5

GRAY, SYLVIA
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) students plunge into life at SHS (photo) (Brittany Gray and Mitchell Graves, this year's STEP students at Scarsdale High School, receive a warm welcome.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

GRAZI, RAQUEL
SHS (Scarsdale High School) clothing drive brings avalanche of donations, Dec 21, 2001, p. 13

GREELEY, ELLEN
The Scarsdale Bowl; High school bowling club raises funds, spirits at season finale (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 18
GREEN, AL
Senior Options: There's always a catch (photo) "Various Scarsdale High School students describe their Senior Options projects.," June 29, 2001, p. 3

GREEN, FREDRIC
Make-A-Wish officers (photo) "(Marie Arrigo, Steven Yanovsky, Debbie Yaciuk and Fredric Green are the newly elected officers of the Hudson Valley chapter of the Make-A-Wish Foundation.)," Sep 28, 2001, p. 4

GREEN, GERALDINE
Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims "(The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.)," Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

GREEN, IRVING
Focal Points: Has the increased use of home computers affected interpersonal relationships (photo) "(Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, poses questions to residents.)," Dec 14, 2001, p. 7

GREEN, MELISSA
High School brings opportunities for self-discovery (photo) "(Article discusses ninth graders transitioning to the High School and being encouraged to form "a new social and personal identity.")." Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

GREENACRES NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
Ready, set, spit! (photo) "(Daniel Dolfins gets ready for the watermelon seed spitting contest at the Greenacres Association's Fourth of July celebration.)," July 13, 2001, p. 2

GREENAWALT, WILLIAM S
Greenburgh Democratic petition challenge was justified (letter) "(Joseph Kiel feels elected Democratic town officials ignored the will of the Democratic Party Committee.)," Aug 17, 2001, p. 6

GREENAWALT, WILLIAM S (AUTHOR)
Francis Sheehan is the best candidate for town board (letter) "(William S. Greenawalt endorses Francis Sheehan as the Democratic candidate for the four year Greenburgh Town Council seat.)," Sep 7, 2001, p. 7

GREENBERG, ALANA
Girl Scouts go to D.C. (photo) "(Scarsdale Girl Scout Cadet Troup 1945 visited Washington, D.C.; the troop is shown on March 22 in the office of Congresswoman, Nita Lowey.)," Apr 13, 2001, p. 15

GREENBERG, STEPHANIE
Julia B. Fee: Congratulations! Hats off to our graduates (photo) "(Graduation Supplement: Julia B. Fee Real Estate Agency salutes the graduating classes of 2001.)," June 29, 2001, p. 28A

GREENBERG, TAMI
The Bank of New York and Kids' B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) "(Pictured are attendees at the Kids' Base and Little School's 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.)," Jan 26, 2001, p. 32

GREENBERG, WENDY
Young Writer's Conference continues wonderful tradition (letter) "(Catherine C. Souther, President of the Scarsdale PT Council, thanks the organizers and participants involved in the fifth annual Young Writers Conference, held at the High School on April 21.)," Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

GREENBURGH
MSG North? "(Greenburgh may soon be providing the training grounds for three New York major league sports teams: Rangers hockey, Knicks basketball and Liberty women's basketball.)," Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

Greenburgh needs a new library (letter) "(Howard Jacobs, Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Greenburgh Public Library, asks for a library facility that reflects the current and future needs of the community.)," Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

Supervisor vows to seek input from residents on town hall (letter) "(Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, responds to a February 2 editorial in the Inquirer concerning the new Greenburgh town hall/library.)," Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

Feiner ignores important questions on town hall/library (letter) "(Hal Samis alleges that Paul Feiner was unresponsive to his questions and comments regarding the construction of the new Greenburgh Town Hall and Library.)," Mar 2, 2001, p. 6

Horns of the dilemma (editorial) "(Using Greenburgh as an example, the Inquirer urges more civil and open town hall meetings, particularly concerning access to the lectern.)," Mar 2, 2001, p. 6

Greenburgh to hold meeting on need for more fields (letter) "(Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul J. Feiner, invites readers to attend a meeting on March 12 relating to the need for more athletic fields in Greenburgh.)," Mar 9, 2001, p. 7

Seeking Democratic nomination for G'Burgh (Greenburgh) Council (letter) "(Francis Sheehan is seeking the Democratic nomination for Greenburgh Town Council at the May 29 Democratic Convention at Town Hall.)," May 25, 2001, p. 6

In stunning upset, GB Dems pick Sheehan (photo) "(Francis Sheehan, a persistent critic of the Feiner administration in Greenburgh, came in second in a three way Democratic contest for two seats on the Town Board.)," June 1, 2001, p. 1

In stunning upset, GB Dems pick Sheehan (photo) (continued) "(Francis Sheehan, a persistent critic of the Feiner administration in Greenburgh, came in second in a three way Democratic contest for two seats on the Town Board.)," June 1, 2001, p. 13
GREENBURGH (Continued)
Candidate honored to get party's nod (letter) (Francis Sheehan is honored to have received the Democratic Party's nomination for Greenburgh Town Council.), June 8, 2001, p. 6
Sheehan's energies go toward kicking Weinberg off ballot (letter) (Paul Feiner alleges that Francis Sheehan's campaign for Greenburgh Town Council has devoted its energies to preventing incumbent Timmy Weinberg's name from appearing on the ballot.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6
Why is Feiner still focusing on unsuitable SCI building? (letter) (Hal Samis comments on David Gottlieb's article "New Approach for Town Hall.")., Aug 10, 2001, p. 6
Supervisor is reviewing options for town hall (letter) (Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner, writes that he is still looking into alternatives for the town hall/library before recommending action to the town board.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6
Fairness is more ardently wished than seriously expected (letter) (Ed Krauss addresses irregularities and instances of favoritism in the upcoming Greenburgh elections for Town Council.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6
Timmy Weinberg should have the right to run for office (letter) (Adele Grossman supports Timmy Weinberg's right to have her name appear on the ballot in the September primary.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6
Candidate: Greenburgh Democratic primary will determine the town's future (letter) (A policy statement from Francis Sheehan, Democratic Primary candidate for Greenburgh Town Board.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 6
Edgemonters should pay attention to proposed expansion (letter) (Neil Street urges Greenburgh residents to monitor the proposed expansion of the Midway Shopping Center on Central Avenue.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7
Greenburghers: We must be our own checks and balance system (editorial) (Ed Krauss analyzes the impact of Francis Sheehan's loss in the Greenburgh Democratic Primary.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 7
Official looks forward to service (letter) (David C. Dwinell, Town of Greenburgh Receiver of Taxes, thanks all who voted for him in the past election.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7
It's time for the supervisor to have a time limit, too (letter) (Hal Samis comments on earlier article by David Gottlieb, "6% tax hike draws ire in Greenburgh.")., Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

GREENBURGH NATURE CENTER
GNC (Greenburgh Nature Center) celebrated its silver anniversary (photo) (Progress Edition)., Jan 26, 2001, p. 8A (Photo by Mike Disciullo of early blooming witch hazel blossoms at the Greenburgh Nature Center) (photo), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
All was fair in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society and the Scarsdale Library both held fairs on September 8.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 3
Over 3,000 people enjoyed events at nature center (letter) (William Lawyer thanks the many volunteers who made a success of the Greenburgh Nature Center's October special events.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

GREENE, ADAM
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

GREENE, ALISON
Focal Points: Do you think results on standardized reading and math tests indicate the quality of a school? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions subjects about the value of standardized testing in schools.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7

GREENE, DAVE
Sports Safety: What parents, coaches and athletes NEED to know (photo) (Scarsdale parents and athletic coaches attended a lecture at the High School on the topic, "The Adolescent Athlete, What Coaches NEED to Know.")., Oct 5, 2001, p. 23

GREENE, GERALDINE
Tweenagers: wanting too much, too soon (photo) (Geraldine Greene, counselor at Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service, discusses the issues specific to local "tweenagers" at the Middle School.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 3
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36
Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
After the attack: How to talk to your kids (Advice for parents on how to reassure children in the post-9/11 world.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 3
Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19
Residents ask: What can we do to help? Village comes to aid of those affected by trade center disaster (photo)., Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
GREENE, GERALDINE (Continued)
Conference to address domestic abuse issues (The Coalition Against Family Violence will host a conference on domestic violence on October 30 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
Luella Slaner dies (photo) (Luella LaMer Slaner, former Scarsdale Village trustee, deputy mayor and philanthropist, died at her Barker Lane home in Scarsdale on November 3. She was 82.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1
GREENE, GERALDINE (AUTHOR)
'Compassionate community' asked to remember SFCS (Scarsdale Family Counseling Service) (letter) (Geraldine Greene and Lorraine Gilden asks the community to remember the Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service this holiday season.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6
GREENE, JOYCE
Focal Points: Do you think the high price of gasoline has altered people's driving habits? (photo) (Question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, to passers by), May 18, 2001, p. 7
GREENE, MARGARET KLUGE
Margaret Kluge Greene (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Margaret Kluge Greene, died on January 27 in Youngstown, Ohio. She was 91.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 14
GREENE, SANDY
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
GREENEBAUM, BETTY
Betty Greenebaum (Dies) (Betty Greenebaum, longtime Scarsdale resident, died on February 16, 2001, in Phoenix, Arizona. She was 75.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 19
Betty Greenebaum (Dies) (photo) (Betty Greenebaum, history buff and pioneer member of the Scarsdale Historical Society, died on February 16, 2001, in Phoenix, Arizona. She was 75.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 14
GREENES, BOB
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34
GREENGARD, PAUL
Edgemont girls share Nobel experience with grandfather (photo) (Libby and Allison Kandel, Seely Place students, had the honor of joining their grandfather, Dr. Eric Kandel, in Stockholm in December as he accepted the Nobel Prize in Medicine.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
GREEN PARTY
Green Party's role in election, future debated (The Sierra Club hosted a meeting at the Scarsdale Library on January 8 on the role of the Green Party in the future of the environmental movement.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 3
GREENSPAN, ALAN
Thinking of hue (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the fluctuations of the stock market and references the moods invoked by color.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 7
GREENVILLE COMMUNITY THEATER
GCT (Greenville Community Theater) provides entertainment, community service (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 11A
GCT (Greenville Community Theater) provides entertainment, community service (photo) (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12A
GREINER, MARILYN
Librarians answer questions from cyberspace (photo) (Article describes the Greenburgh Library's new "Cyber Reference" service and profiles the capable librarians providing answers from behind their computers), Jan 5, 2001, p. 3
GRENLEY, FRAN
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
GRIMINGER, JOE
Focal Points: Do you feel that victory in Afghanistan is contingent upon the capture of Osama bin Laden? (photo) (editorial) (Ira N. Toff poses questions of the day to passers by.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7
GRONER, SUSAN
Power Lunch (photo) (The new and outgoing PT Council gathered at the Heathcote School on May 15 for its annual luncheon.), May 18, 2001, p. 11
GROSS, DOROTHY
Focal Points: Do you generally agree or disagree with entertainment and art critics (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks newsworthy questions of local residents.), Nov 18, 2001, p. 7
GROSS, EVAN
Greenacres - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Greenacres School on June 13; students are pictured performing in their graduation play, "Glorious Morning."), June 29, 2001, p. 23A
GROSS, LIBBY
Caleb Heathcote Day is celebrated (photo) (Caleb Heathcote Day was observed at the Heathcote School on April 20.), May 11, 2001, p. 11
GROSSBERG, JOSEPH
Focal Points: Do you think the confirmation hearings on proposed Cabinet officers serve a useful purpose? (Subjects respond to the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about the selection of China as the site for the 2008 Olympic games? (photo), July 20, 2001, p. 7

GROSSFIELD, BERNARD
Engineer's report (Consulting engineer, Bernard Grossfield, inspected the existing garage at Christie Place and found that the structure needs "major rehabilitation.")., July 20, 2001, p. 1

GROSSMAN, ADELE (AUTHOR)
Timmy Weinberg should have the right to run for office (letter) (Adele Grossman supports Timmy Weinberg's right to have her name appear on the ballot in the September primary.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6

GROSSMAN, ARTHUR
Focal Points: How do you feel about suggested Legislation that would place a minimum miles-per-gallon limit on car engines? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the community.), July 27, 2001, p. 7

GROSZ, PETER
Peter Grosz: On the Road with Second City (photo) (Scarsdale native, Peter Grosz, is a member of the Second City national touring company.), June 8, 2001, p. 27

GROUP HOMES
Addendum to Scarsdale history of group home (letter) (Charles Cunningham adds to David Kirkwood's earlier article by citing the turbulent history of group homes in Scarsdale.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8
Group home on Foxhall now a success (letter) (Constance Farnham responds to Charles Cunningham's November 9 letter which referenced the controversy surrounding the Group Home on Foxhall Road.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 6

GU, JINQI
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 19

GUEVARA, ERIN
Dressing the part (photo) (Scarsdale/Edgemont brownie troop 1971B visited the Scarsdale Historical Society and dressed in era appropriate clothing.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 4

GUGGENHEIMER, RANDY
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

GUGGENHEIMER, RANDY (AUTHOR)
There was no primary: Bob Harrison nominated himself (letter) (Randy Guggenheimer alleges that Bob Harrison self-nominated himself for Village Board trustee with a personally solicited petition.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

GUGICK, LEONARD
SCORE chapter of the year (photo) (Leonard Gugick wins National SCORE Chapter of the Year Award on behalf of the Westchester Chapter of SCORE, Counselors to America's Small Business.), June 1, 2001, p. 4

GUGICK, SUSAN
Focal Points: Has the recent tragedy affected your decisions about flying? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions the community on pertinent questions of the day.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7

GUN CONTROL
Million Moms (letter) (Elise Richman, Co-President of the Million Mom March, Westchester, invites everyone to join their Westchester County Family Rally on Mother's Day, May 13, to protest the proliferation of guns.), May 11, 2001, p. 6

GURIN, ALISON
A Night of One-Acts (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present "A Night of One-Acts" on February 7 and 8 at the High School auditorium.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 17

GURIN, BEN
Scout Day at Shea (photo) (Members of Scarsdale Cub Scout packs 60 and 440 were part of the color guard at Shea Stadium on June 24, which was Scout Jamboree Day.), July 6, 2001, p. 4

GURIN, CAROL (AUTHOR)
Kids' Base is an essential service (letter) (Carol Gurin responds to an earlier letter that described Kids' Base as a "luxury amenity.")., June 29, 2001, p. 6

GURNEY, CLARK
Focal Points: How do you feel about proposed changes in the immigration laws for Mexicans? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the community.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 7
GURNY, CHARLOTTE ROSE
Kids - A Special Section of the Scarsdale Inquirer (This annual section of the Scarsdale Inquirer features the winning photos submitted to the "Cover Kids Contest."), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1A-43A

GURNY, HELEN
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

GUSSMAN, LAWRENCE
A personal journey shared; Scarsdale art collector, Lawrence Gussman, donates African art and artifacts to the Neuberger (Museum) (photo), Oct 5, 2001, p. 19
A personal journey shared; Scarsdale art collector, Lawrence Gussman, donates African art and artifacts to the Neuberger (Museum) (photo) (continued), Oct 5, 2001, p. 21

GUTTERMAN, ROCHELLE
Honor thy teachers (photo) (As the school year draws to a close, staff appreciation luncheons abound.), June 8, 2001, p. 14

GUTTMAN, GAIL
Focal Points: Do you think there should be changes in the president's right to grant pardons? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions of the day to local residents.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 7

GYMNASTICS - STUDY AND TEACHING
32 years of coaching gymnastics and Hartog still can't get enough (photo) (Article profiles coach Jack Hartog, who is the gymnastics coordinator for the Empire State games and who coaches the varsity girls gymnastics team at Scarsdale High School), Aug 3, 2001, p. 19

HABER, ANDREW
Scarsdale Frisbee tops in New York (photo) (The Scarsdale High School ultimate frisbee team, the Hellfish, won its home tournament again this year.), June 15, 2001, p. 17
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A-15A

HABER, HANNAH
After-school chefs whip up 'awesome' treats (photo) (The Fox Meadow and Edgewood Schools include a "Chef's Club" in their after school activities program.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 12

HABER, HERBERT
Focal Points: How do you feel about the advertising of prescription drugs in the various media (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to community members.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 7

HABER, LISA
Prudential walks to fight cancer (photo) (Scarsdale residents participated in the annual Avon Breast Cancer three day walk to raise money to help defeat breast cancer.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 4

HACK, JEFF
Brown, Hack (photo) (Amanda Brown and Jeff Hack are engaged; the couple plan to have a Fall wedding.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 13

HAGERTY, PAT
All fun and games (photo) (Photo montage of fun activities at the Scarsdale Recreation Department's day camps.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 3

HAHN, GEORGE
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

HAHN, MARILYN
Focal Points: Do you think there should be changes in the president's right to grant pardons? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions of the day to local residents.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 7

HALBROOK, BECKY
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) students plunge into life at SHS (photo) (Brittany Gray and Mitchell Graves, this year's STEP students at Scarsdale High School, receive a warm welcome.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

HALLOWEEN
Halloween festivities (Sponsored by the Recreation Department, the Village's annual window painting contest will be held on October 21.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
Painting pumpkins (photo) (The Scarsdale Halloween window painting contest, sponsored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, was held on October 21.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
Night creatures featured (photo) (The Weinberg Nature Center will offer a "Halloween Bat Owl Prowl," on October 27.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 2
New faces in town (photo) (Edgemont and Scarsdale young people wear creative costumes on Halloween.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
(Young Samuel Gray and Patrolman Matthew Miraglia are pictured at the Scarsdale Village annual Halloween Parade. (photo), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6
Halloween at the village (photo) (Scarsdale Rotary President, Richard Adelmann, and member, Andy Staal, celebrate Halloween with boys at the Children's Village in Dobbs Ferry.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4
HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST
Painting pumpkins (photo) (The Scarsdale Halloween window painting contest, sponsored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, was held on October 21.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
Young Players win prizes in Halloween contest (photo), Oct 26, 2001, p. 3

HALPER, SAMANTHA
Pool Party! New coaches make swimming, diving fun for summer team (photo) (continued), June 29, 2001, p. 21

HALPERN, SETH A (AUTHOR)
How to make the Bronx River Parkway safer for all (letter) (Seth A. Halpern suggests raising the Bronx River Parkway speed limit to 50 mph and installing cameras to catch those speeding over 60 mph.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7
Support for test boycott, with a caveat or 2 (letter) (Seth A. Halpern expresses mixed feelings about the STOP boycott of state mandated standardized tests.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6
Cell-phone ban is the right thing (letter) (Seth Halpern congratulates the State Legislature for banning the use of hand held cellular phones by drivers.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
Islam's ardor is seductive, radiant (editorial) (Seth Halpern contrasts and compares Islam, Christianity and Judaism.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7
Government should not pay victims for lost earnings (letter) (Seth Halpern opposes the government's proposal to compensate victims of the World Trade Center terrorist attacks for presumptive lost earnings.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 6

HALSEY, ELDRED
Focal Points: Does the off-court behavior of a professional athlete affect your loyalty to his or her team? (photo) (Inquiring photographer, Ira N. Taff, poses questions to residents and locals.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7

HAMILL, ART
Hearing closed on water course law (The Scarsdale Village Board concluded a series of public hearings with a meeting on January 9 on a proposed local law about watercourse diversion.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

HAMILTON, GORDON
Scouts compete (photo) (Pictured is Boy Scout Troop 60 attending the Algonquin District Klondike Derby at the Camp Smith Army National Guard base in Peekskill on January 27-28.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 4
Boy Scouts hike strenuous trek '32' in Colorado (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale joined with other troops to hike strenuous trek No. 32 at Philmont Scout Ranch in Colorado.), July 27, 2001, p. 4

HAMM, KELLEY
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) panel to discuss high stakes testing (The Town and Village Civic Club will meet on February 8 at the Scarsdale Library to discuss, "High Stakes Testing.")., Jan 19, 2001, p. 2
High stakes state testing: Is there anything good about it? (The impact of high stakes state testing was discussed by a panel of experts at a meeting on February 8 sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1

HAMMOND, ELLA MAY
Ella May Hammond (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Ella May Hammond, died on May 10, 2001, at a Care Center in Hilton Township, New Jersey. She was 104.), May 18, 2001, p. 28

HANDELMAN, JOY (AUTHOR)
Support the nonpartisan system (letter) (Joy Handelman, member of the 2000-2001 Citizens Committee, endorses David Kroenlein for Mayor and Tom Cusick, Joe Zock and Peter Strauss for Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

HANDELMAN, JUDITH A
Stamp shortage not the fault of local branch (letter) (Ronald J. Orsini responds to Judith Handelman's letter of August 24 alleging that the Scarsdale Post Office lacked sufficient stamps.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6

HANDELMAN, JUDITH A (AUTHOR)
Stamp out poor service (letter) (Judith A. Handelman is disappointed that the Heathcote Post Office did not have a supply of up to date postage stamps.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6

HANDELMA, JUDY
Senior housing (Six units of senior housing are likely at the Depot Place site.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1

HANDELMA, JUDY (AUTHOR)
Seniors have their say on housing (Of nearly 450 respondents to a Scarsdale Citizens for Senior Housing survey, 58.9 percent said that they would like to remain in Scarsdale if they had to move out of their current homes.), July 27, 2001, p. 7
Visit to New York City was both chilling and comforting (letter) (Judy Handelman describes a recent visit to Manhattan in the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6

HANDELMA, RACHEL
Girl Scouts go to D.C. (photo) (Scarsdale Girl Scout Cadet Troup 1945 visited Washington, D. C.; the troop is shown on March 22 in the office of Congresswoman, Nita Lowey.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 15

HANDELMA, WALTER J
Forum on Boy Scout discrimination at WRT (photo) (A community forum, "Contesting Discrimination in the Boy Scouts of America," will be held on April 22 at the Westchester Reform Temple.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 2
HANDELMAN, WALTER J (Continued)
Boy Scout anti-gay policy creates dilemma for local supporters (The Men's Group of Westchester Reform Temple held a panel discussion on April 22 on the topic, "Contesting Discrimination in the Boy Scouts of America."), May 4, 2001, p. 1
Boy Scout anti-gay policy creates dilemma for local supporters (photo) (continued) (The Men's Group of Westchester Reform Temple held a panel discussion on April 22 on the topic, "Contesting Discrimination in the Boy Scouts of America."), May 4, 2001, p. 10
Tercentenary fair (Scarsdale's 300th anniversary will be celebrated with a street fair at the High School on June 9.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34
Visit to New York City was both chilling and comforting (letter) (Judy Handelman describes a recent visit to Manhattan in the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6
HANDELMAN, WALTER J (AUTHOR)
Strauss and colleagues offer wisdom, experience (letter) (Walter J. Handelman cast an absentee ballot for the Citizens Party candidates on Row B: Kroenlein, Cusick, Zock and Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9
Tercentenary celebration offers fun for all ages (letter) (Corky Thompson and Walter Handelman invite the community to celebrate Scarsdale's 300th birthday on June 9 at the High School.), June 8, 2001, p. 6
Thank you's from the Tercentenary Committee (letter) (Corky Thompson and Walter Handelman thank the tireless volunteers who made the June 9 Tercentenary celebration of Scarsdale such a success.), June 29, 2001, p. 6
Boy Scouts must stop discriminating (editorial) (Walter Handelman takes issue with the discriminatory policy of the National Council with respect to men, woman and children with different sexual orientations.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 7
HANDICAPPED
More remains to be done to ensure access for all (letter) (James Michels, Chairman of the Advisory Council on People with Disabilities, seeks to advise the Village on ways it could further improve accessibility for the handicapped.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
Unhandicapped take advantage of reserved spaces in pool parking lot (letter) (Beth Weiler addresses the issue of able bodied residents abusing the handicapped parking privilege at the Scarsdale pool.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 6
Disabled-only spaces should not be used by others (letter) (James Michels criticizes nondisabled drivers who park at the spots for disabled patrons on the New Rochelle side of the Golden Horseshoe shopping mall.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6
HANDLEY, JOHN
Scarsdale Frisbee tops in New York (photo) (The Scarsdale High School ultimate frisbee team, the Hellfish, won its home tournament again this year.), June 15, 2001, p. 17
HANKIN, JOSEPH (DR)
Evelyn Stock (photo) (Evelyn Stock of Scarsdale was honored by the Westchester Community College Foundation at its 27th Medallion Awards Dinner.), July 13, 2001, p. 4
HANLEY, JOHN
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11
HANLEY, MICHAEL ANTHONY
O'Brien, Hanley (engaged) (photo) (An October wedding is planned), July 20, 2001, p. 13
HANNOH, MEGAN
Immaculate Heart of Mary (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students graduating from the Immaculate Heart of Mary School on June 9.), June 29, 2001, p. 25A
HANSEN, ROSANNA
Focal Points: To what extent do you think the nation will be able to deal with increased biological attacks? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks local residents pertinent news related questions.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7
HANSON, CAMILLA
Houlihan honors top associates (Top producers from Houlihan Lawrence branch offices were honored on March 1 at the Westchester Country Club.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4
HANSSN, BONNIE
Accused FBI spy lived here - briefly (photo) (Robert Hanssen, senior FBI agent and accused spy for the Russians, spent a few years in the seventies living at 150 Webster Road in Scarsdale.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
HANSSN, ROBERT
Accused FBI spy lived here - briefly (photo) (Robert Hanssen, senior FBI agent and accused spy for the Russians, spent a few years in the seventies living at 150 Webster Road in Scarsdale.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
HANUKKAH
Season's Greetings; Festivals of light in many holiday traditions featured in Scarsdale Historical Society's exhibit (photo), Dec 7, 2001, p. 17
Season's Greetings; Festivals of light in many holiday traditions featured in Scarsdale Historical Society's exhibit (photo) (continued), Dec 7, 2001, p. 21
Celebrating the miracle (photo) (Children are shown lighting the Hanukkah menorah at Shaarei Tikvah Hebrew School.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1

Candles in the night (editorial) (The Inquirer encourages residents to remember the true meaning of the Christmas and Hanukkah holidays in the wake of the terrorist attacks on 9/11.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

Creative latkes win taste test at Fox Meadow holiday party (photo) (The Fox Meadow Multicultural Committee held a Festival of Lights celebration on December 10 featuring the annual contest for best latke recipe.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 13

Focal Points: In view of recent tragic events, do you view 2002 with pessimism or optimism? (editorial) (photo) (Ira N. Toff poses timely questions to passers by.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 7

The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

Harrison's appeal to state on school pool referendum in last stage (Bob Harrison has submitted the final legal papers in his appeal to have Richard Mills, the State Education Commissioner, require the School Board to call a referendum on a $1.3 million bond for an indoor pool at Scarsdale High School.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

Hearing closed on water course law (The Scarsdale Village Board concluded a series of public hearings with a meeting on January 9 on a proposed local law about watercourse diversion.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

Birthday wishes (editorial) (The Inquirer reflects on Scarsdale's illustrious past and exciting future on the occasion of its 300th year; various celebrations will mark the anniversary of the Village.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6

Voters Party nominations are still open (Voters Party Chairman, Richard Wingate announced that the nomination process for the Village Board remains open despite the fact that the January 12 deadline has passed.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1

Love and Marriage (Supplement), Feb 9, 2001, p. 27

Harrison to run for trustee - again, maybe (Longtime community activist, Bob Harrison, may be running for Village Trustee on the Voters Party ticket.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1

Harrison to run for trustee - again, maybe (continued) (Longtime community activist, Bob Harrison, may be running for Village Trustee on the Voters Party ticket.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 9

Voters get Row A (The Voters Party will get the top line on the ballot for the Village election on Tuesday, March 20.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1

Save our Scarsdale, speakers implore village (continued) (Four out of five speakers at the Scarsdale Village Board meeting on February 27 protested Village wide tear downs and subdivisions.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 3

LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters and Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents will sponsor a candidates forum on March 12 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (Harrison wants a more open government), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

Surface parking is what we need (letter) (Jennie Schlesinger supports the idea of surface parking rather than construction of an additional parking garage and thus she recommends voting for anti-parking garage advocate, Bob Harrison.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

Vote for Harrison, a candidate who opposes new garage (letter) (Toni Tiberi urges residents to vote for Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village trustee, because he is the only one running who opposed the construction of a new downtown garage.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (continued) (Harrison wants a more open government), Mar 9, 2001, p. 9

At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo) (At the candidates forum held on March 12 at the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

There was no primary: Bob Harrison nominated himself (letter) (Randy Guggenheimer alleges that Bob Harrison nominated himself for Village Board trustee with a personally solicited petition.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Vote for Harrison, Zock and Cusick (letter) (Evelyn Carnicelli urges residents to vote for trustees who will limit downtown development and preserve open space.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Vote Row B for candidates chosen democratically (letter) (Carolyn B. Stevens, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee for three years, urges voters to select Row B in the upcoming elections on March 20 for Village Trustee and Mayor.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo) (continued) (At the candidates forum held on March 12, 2001, at the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 16
HARRISON, BOB (Continued)
Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1

Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) (continued) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

Harrison received fewest votes in contested elections (letter), Apr 6, 2001, p. 7

School budget wins endorsements (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum held on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

School budget wins endorsements (continued) (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum held on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 9

Group tests waters on recreation center (continued) (On April 4, residents offered opinions at a meeting sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club on the proposed community recreation center and pool.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13

No pool referendum (Richard Mills, State Commissioner of Education, dismissed Robert Harrison's appeal to require the school board to hold a special referendum on the indoor pool at the High School.), May 4, 2001, p. 1

Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

Christie Place Lot debate continues (At a Town and Village Club meeting on June 7, Village Manager Al Gatta pressed the Village's support of the proposed indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), June 15, 2001, p. 1

Board considering rec center proposal (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees is giving the proposed community recreation center "serious consideration.")., July 13, 2001, p. 1

League of Women Voters mulls proposed FAR cap and bonus law (The Scarsdale Planning Board and the Board of Architectural Review debated a floor area ratio [FAR] cap at a League of Women Voters consensus meeting on October 2.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

Going, Going, Gone (photo) (The hotly contested decision to demolish the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road ended with the bulldozers bringing down the house on October 5.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

HARRISON, BOB (AUTHOR)
SIPEC (Scarsdale Indoor Pool Education Committee) gives Inquirer its 'dubious' award (letter) (Bob Harrison of The Scarsdale Indoor Pool Education Committee rebukes the Inquirer's negative remarks about the proposed indoor pool at the High School's new athletic complex.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6

Levin's friend will miss him, hope to carry on his legacy (letter) (Bob Harrison laments the loss of Village leader and volunteer, Lester Levin.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6

Candidate urges support for Voters Party nominees (letter) (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, urges residents to back Voters Party candidates in the upcoming elections.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

Harrison, Zock, Cusick will keep the village in Scarsdale (letter) (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, promises to maintain the character of the Village by limiting development in the downtown area.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Mills took over 6 months to dismiss 'untimely' appeal (letter) (Bob Harrison discusses the options open to district voters on the issue of the indoor swimming pool in Scarsdale.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

SIPEC reviving efforts to get pool built at high school (letter) (Bob Harrison announces that SIPEC, Scarsdale Indoor Pool Education Committee, is starting a new petition drive to allow taxpayers to vote on how their school tax dollars are being spent.), July 20, 2001, p. 6

FAR cap would create negative cumbersome bureaucracy (letter) (Bob Harrison writes that the proposed FAR cap plus bonus plan would create lengthy delays on home expansion approvals.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

HARRISON, TERRI
Love and Marriage (Supplement), Feb 9, 2001, p. 27

HARRISON, ZACHARY
Dubbs, Harrison (engaged) (photo) (Heather Dubbs and Zachary Harrison announced their engagement; a July wedding is planned.), May 11, 2001, p. 16

HART, CHRISTINE
Great balls of fire (photo) (The under-11 Scarsdale Fireball Soccer Team went undefeated to win the 2001 Iona Spring Fever Classic Soccer Tournament.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

HART, EDITH
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

HART, MARGO
Photographer thanks library for exhibit (letter) (Esther Lo thanks all the people who made the Asian Heritage Month photography exhibit at the Greenburgh Library a success.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

Books on Islam, disaster, in high demand (photo) (Following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, librarians in Scarsdale and Greenburgh report their roles have expanded to include aid and comfort to those seeking consolation.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 3

I48
HART, MAUREEN
10 nominators elected: Heathcote run-off set (Eleven members of the Citizens Nominating Committee were elected on November 14.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

HART, TOM
Maroon and White Winter Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 24

HARTOG, JACK
32 years of coaching gymnastics and Hartog still can't get enough (photo) (Article profiles coach Jack Hartog, who is the gymnastics coordinator for the Empire State games and who coaches the varsity girls gymnastics team at Scarsdale High School), Aug 3, 2001, p. 19

HARTSDALE
Hartsdale village gets new clock from Scarsdale jeweler (photo) (Solly Refael, owner of Daniele Trissi jewelry store in Scarsdale, donated a large clock from a Swiss manufacturer to the town of Hartsdale.), July 6, 2001, p. 10
Hartsdale's farmer's market brings the country to town (photo) (Farmers market to be held every Saturday from late June to mid-October in front of the Hartsdale train station), July 20, 2001, p. 1
Hartsdale's farmer's market brings the country to town (photo) (continued) (Farmers market to be held every Saturday from late June to mid-October in front of the Hartsdale train station), July 20, 2001, p. 11
Parking rates up (Parking rates are being increased on July 30 for the Hartsdale Public Parking District.), July 27, 2001, p. 1
Hamlet: To be or not to be (editorial) (Inquirer examines the zoning plan that would convert Hartsdale into a "hamlet district."), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6

HARTSTEIN, MERYL
3 join Goldschmidt (Eric Goldschmidt has added three new salespeople to his ten year old Scarsdale based retail and commercial brokerage firm.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

HARTZELL, ANDREW C JR
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36
An openly gay scout leader is not a role model for boys (letter) (Andrew C. Hartzell, Jr., supports the Boy Scouts' policy against openly gay scout leaders.), May 25, 2001, p. 7
Supporters of scouts' anti-gay policy are ignorant (letter) (Barry Peretz responds to May 25 letters by Andrew C. Hartzell, Jr., and Karl Malkames relating to the Boy Scouts' policy against openly gay scout leaders.), June 1, 2001, p. 6
No correlation between morality and sexuality/preference (letter) (Edward Krauss argues that the Boy Scouts of America should revisit their criteria for scout leaders by allowing homosexuals to be troop leaders.), June 7, 2001, p. 6
Remembering Archie Bunker (letter) (Phyllis Finkelstein compares Andrew C. Hartzell, Jr., to television character, Archie Bunker, based on Mr. Hartzell's June 29 letter to the Inquirer on the topic of homosexual scout leaders.), June 7, 2001, p. 6

HARTZELL, ANDREW C JR (AUTHOR)
Gays preach 'false creed contrary to our natural structure' (letter) (Andrew C. Hartzell, Jr., defends his position that homosexuals should not be boy scout leaders.), June 29, 2001, p. 6

HARTZELL, ANDY
Scarsdale residents revisit World War II (photo) (Infantry Platoon Sergeant, John Sweeney, viewed pictures taken by Andy Hartzell of the Bavarian home he occupied during World War II.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 3

HASSELT, PAUL
Attorney is honored for public service (photo) (On May 1, the New York State Bar Association awarded attorney and former Scarsdale resident, Andrew Tomback, the 2001 Pro Bono Service Award.), June 8, 2001, p. 3

HATHAWAY, ELA (AUTHOR)
' Honestly' reporting on women's clubs (letter) (The Westchester County Federation of Women's Clubs thanks the Inquirer and, particularly, Jennifer Stem, for its recent "Today's Woman" supplement.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 6

HATTERER, JULIE
Human relations council stands ready to help (letter) (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Human Relations works to maintain respect and peaceful relations among members of the community.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

HAUPT, PETER
Fox Meadow - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; lists the 63 students having their moving up ceremony on June 21 from the Fox Meadow School.), June 29, 2001, p. 19A
Fox Meadow shares holiday traditions (photo) (Fox Meadow School faculty and international parents shared a traditional Thanksgiving meal at Wayside Cottage on November 6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 11
HAVRANEK, BARBARA
Historical society exhibit will salute volunteers (The Scarsdale Historical Society will present an exhibit honoring Scarsdale Volunteers on September 8 at the annual Country Fair.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 2

HAYS, TIM
G’burgh GOP picks Pulle, Donohoe (photo) (Greenburgh Republican Party Chairman, Tim Hays, announces two candidates for seats for the Greenburgh Town Board - Frances Pulle and Thomas Donohoe, Jr.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

HAYWARD, HOWARD BOYNTON
Howard Boynton Hayward (dies) (Howard Boynton Hayward died on May 26, 2001, at the Indian River Estates Medical Center in Florida following a long illness. He was 85.), June 1, 2001, p. 19

HEADLEY, FRANK M JR
Frank M. Headley Jr. (Attorney Frank M. Headley, Jr., was re-elected treasurer of the 67,000 member New York State Bar Association.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 4

HEAD - WOUNDS AND INJURIES
Leslie Schwartz (Scarsdale resident, Leslie Schwartz, was honored by the Brain Injury Association of New York for her efforts to prevent head injuries in children in the Bronx.), July 20, 2001, p. 4

HEALTH
Health & Fitness (Supplement), Jan 19, 2001, p. 15–24
The center of attraction (editorial) (Arthur Ash confesses to having fewer aches and pains since trying advanced magnetic technology on various spots of his body.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7

HEAT
Meltdown (photo) (Bill King gingerly steps over squiggles of melting tar on Christie Place last Friday.), May 11, 2001, p. 3

HEATHCOTE, CALEB
Woman’s club launches village tercentennial celebration (photo) (The Scarsdale Woman’s Club kicked off the celebration of Scarsdale’s 300th birthday with a coffee reception on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Birthday wishes (editorial) (The Inquirer reflects on Scarsdale’s illustrious past and exciting future on the occasion of its 300th year; various celebrations will mark the anniversary of the Village.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
Woman’s club launches village tercentennial celebration (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Woman’s Club kicked off the celebration of Scarsdale’s 300th birthday with a coffee reception on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 9
Caleb Heathcote Day is celebrated (photo) (Caleb Heathcote Day was observed at the Heathcote School on April 20.), May 11, 2001, p. 11
Remembering Caleb (editorial) (The Inquirer offers a brief biography of Caleb Heathcote, the first Scarsdalian, on the occasion of the Village’s 300th birthday.), June 8, 2001, p. 6
Tercentenary celebration offers fun for all ages (letter) (Corky Thompson and Walter Handelman invite the community to celebrate Scarsdale’s 300th birthday on June 9 at the High School.), June 8, 2001, p. 6

HECHT, ALAN J (DR) (AUTHOR)
State turned deaf ear to requests for test moderation (letter) (Dr. Alan J. Hecht writes that Albany should not determine Scarsdale school policy or curriculum; he opposes the restrictions imposed by state mandated standardized tests.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

HECHT, LILLIAN
State checks test compliance (State Education Department representatives met with Scarsdale school officials to ascertain compliance with state mandated assessment procedures.), June 15, 2001, p. 1

HECHT, LILLIAN (AUTHOR)
Beyond the boycott: What’s next? (editorial) (Lillian Hecht encourages parents to restore Scarsdale’s independence in determining curriculum and selecting assessment standards.), June 8, 2001, p. 7

HEDGES, MARGARET ELIZABETH
Margaret Elizabeth Hedges (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Margaret Elizabeth Hedges, died on February 9, 2001 in Rye. She was 100.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 19

HEIN, JANET
Party time! (photo) (Photos of the tercentennial celebration of the Village of Scarsdale, held on June 9 at the Scarsdale High School), June 15, 2001, p. 3

HEINZELMANN, DAVID
Lowy, Heinzelmann (photo) (Dina Lowy and David Heinzelmann were wed on August 5, 2000, at Mayfair Farms in West Orange, New Jersey.), June 8, 2001, p. 17

HEITNER, CLAUDIA
Edgewood marks Fourth with patriotic parade, prizes (photo) (The Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association weathered threatening skies to hold its annual July 4th celebration.), July 6, 2001, p. 3

HEMEL, DANIEL
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28
10 awards for debaters (The Scarsdale High School Speech and Debate Team took home ten awards from the New York State Championships, held on April 28 and 29.), May 11, 2001, p. 12
HEMEL, DANIEL (AUTHOR)
Licensing story was a 'punch in the gut' to teens (letter) (Daniel Heme comments on David Naylor's June 22 letter on proposed graduated licensing restrictions.), July 13, 2001, p. 9

HEMING, CHARLES
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

HENDRICKSON, BOB
Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22

HENNEBERRY, DEBBIE
Dig they must (photo) (Various residents are shown planting a Cleveland Flowering Pear Tree at Village Hall in honor of Arbor Day.), May 4, 2001, p. 9
Village internships: breeding ground for new employees (photo) (Article profiles Scarsdale Village summer interns, some of whom return to become full time employees.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1

HENRICKS, BARBARA
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
Retiring teachers are gone, but not forgotten (Five veteran Scarsdale teachers have announced their impending retirements.), June 29, 2001, p. 9

HENRY, CAROLE WILEY
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28

HENSTENBURG, CHARLES W JR
Charles W. Henstenburg, Jr., (dies) (Charles W. Henstenburg, Jr., died at his West Hartford, CT., home on March 10. He was 75.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 19

HERBIS, SUSAN
Focal Points: How do you feel about New York City as a site for future Olympic games? (photo) (Question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, to the community), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7

HERMANN, DAVID
Focal Points: If other presidents were to be honored on Presidents' Day, who would you most want to be included? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions locals on various topics.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 7
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

HEROLD, J RADLEY
Awards and Promotions (photo) (Town Judge J. Radley Herold was elected President of the Westchester County Bar Association at its annual meeting on March 26.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

HEROLD, RADLEY
Focal Points: Would you be interested, sometime in the future, in visiting Afghanistan? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks residents newsworthy questions.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 19

HERMANN, JUDY
Judy Hermann (dies) (Judy Hermann died at her Great Falls, Virginia, home on May 11, 2001. She was 86.), May 25, 2001, p. 19

HERSHENSON, ROBERTA
Clarion awards (The Association for Women in Communications presented Clarion awards to Scarsdale residents Roberta Hershenson, Joe Lawrence and Andrea Lublinski.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

HERSHEY, MICHAEL
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

HERTZ, MICHELLE
Calls grow louder to close Indian Point (In light of the recent September 11 terrorist attacks, many are calling for the closing of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan, New York.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

HEZ, REINA
Associates honored (photo) (Top Coldwell Banker sales associates for the fourth quarter were recently honored at a breakfast in Mount Kisco: Robin Servidio, Rena Herz, Simone Englander, Barbara Clamer, Ruth Bellsey, Claire Civetta, Ellen Donat, Eve Weinstein and Anita Weiss.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4

HERZENBERG, OREN
Scout Day at Shea (photo) (Members of Scarsdale Cub Scout packs 60 and 440 were part of the color guard at Shea Stadium on June 24, which was Scout Jamboree Day.), July 6, 2001, p. 4
HESLOP, JAMES
Deputy Treasurer Heslop learns the ropes at Village Hall (photo) *(Profile of new Deputy Village Treasurer, James Heslop.)*, July 27, 2001, p. 4

HEUKEROTT, PAM
Mitzvah Day: From our hearts to our hands (photo) *(Over 600 members of Westchester Reform Temple gathered for the seventh annual Mitzvah Day on October 28.)*, Nov 9, 2001, p. 3

HEWITT, CATHY
Power Lunch (photo) *(The new and outgoing PT Council gathered at the Heathcote School on May 15 for its annual luncheon.)*, May 18, 2001, p. 11

HEYER, ANDREW R (AUTHOR)
Let's hear the other side of the story (letter) *(In response to Alfie Kahn's recent anti-testing presentation, Andrew R. Heyer suggests that it would be useful to hear an opposing, pro-testing position.)*, Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

HEYER, NELSON O (AUTHOR)
Legion makes sure we have flags (letter) *(Nelson O. Heyer commends the American Legion for placing American flags throughout the downtown area.)*, Sep 28, 2001, p. 6

HIBSCMAN, RICHARD
Novembers to receive '01 Scarsdale Bowl (photo) *(Robert and Eleanor November of Greenacres will receive the '01 Scarsdale Bowl at a dinner at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in White Plains on April 26.)*, Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

HIGASHI, SHINTARO
Host Scarsdale takes 2d in tourney (photo) *(The Scarsdale High School Raiders wrestling team powered their way to a runner-up finish in a revamped version of the Scarsdale Wrestling Tournament on January 6.)*, Jan 12, 2001, p. 18

HIGASHI, SHINTARO (continued)
Host Scarsdale takes 2d in tourney (photo) *(continued) (The Scarsdale High School Raiders wrestling team powered their way to a runner-up finish in a revamped version of the Scarsdale Wrestling Tournament on January 6.)*, Jan 12, 2001, p. 21

HIKING
A-School senior hikes Wyoming mountains on a month-long environmental trip (photo) *(Scarsdale Alternative School senior, Jamie Warren, hiked the Wind River Range in Wyoming with teens from around the country.)*, Nov 16, 2001, p. 11

HILL, GERRY
Scout Day at Shea (photo) *(Members of Scarsdale Cub Scout packs 60 and 440 were part of the color guard at Shea Stadium on June 24, which was Scout Jamboree Day.)*, July 6, 2001, p. 4

HILL, KEVIN
Scout Day at Shea (photo) *(Members of Scarsdale Cub Scout packs 60 and 440 were part of the color guard at Shea Stadium on June 24, which was Scout Jamboree Day.)*, July 6, 2001, p. 4

HILPERT, JONATHAN
Sleek new SMS lit mag gets students excited about writing (photo) *(Scarsdale Middle School literary magazine, "Between the Lines," has an innovative, award winning new look.)*, Oct 19, 2001, p. 11

HINTERMEISTER, ANNE (AUTHOR)
Don't indulge 'trivial desires' for parking (letter) *(Anne Hintermeister writes that a multilevel parking structure does not belong in the backyard of any Village resident.)*, July 13, 2001, p. 6

HIRSCH, JILL (AUTHOR)
Movie reviewer gave bad advice (letter) *(Mark and Jill Hirsch do not concur with the glowing review Jon Chattman gave to the film, "Memento.)*, May 25, 2001, p. 8

HIRSCH, MARK B (AUTHOR)
Citizens slate is worthy of broad support (letter) *(Mark B. Hirsch is proud of his participation on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee and is pleased with the candidates they selected: David Kroenlein, Tom Cusick, Joseph Zock and Peter Strauss.)*, Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

HIRSCH, MARK B (continued)
Movie reviewer gave bad advice (letter) *(Mark and Jill Hirsch do not concur with the glowing review Jon Chattman gave to the film, "Memento.)*, Mar 25, 2001, p. 8

HIRSCHBERG, ZEKE
Caleb Heathcote Day is celebrated (photo) *(Caleb Heathcote Day was observed at the Heathcote School on April 20.)*, May 11, 2001, p. 11

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Demolition on hold *(The Committee on Historic Preservation decided not to give demolition permits to builders planning to tear down homes at 270 Fox Meadow Road and 17 Cooper Road; the Board of Architectural Review will rule on February 5.)*, Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

Preserving our heritage is up to us (editorial) *(In light of the plans to tear down and subdivide the property at 270 Fox Meadow Road, Anne S. Crosman presents a three pronged plan for preserving the architectural integrity of Scarsdale Village.)*, Feb 16, 2001, p. 7

Save our Scarsdale, speakers implore village (Four out of five speakers at the Scarsdale Village Board meeting on February 27 protested Village wide tear downs and subdivisions.)*, Mar 2, 2001, p. 1

Save our Scarsdale, speakers implore village (continued) *(Four out of five speakers at the Scarsdale Village Board meeting on February 27 protested Village wide tear downs and subdivisions.)*, Mar 2, 2001, p. 3
HISTORIC PRESERVATION (Continued)
BAR votes to save 270 Fox Meadow, 17 Cooper (photo) (The Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review voted to prohibit the demolition of two homes: the colonial at 270 Fox Meadow Road and the Walter Collett home at 17 Cooper Road.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 3
Case for preservation ignored (editorial) (Brook Kindred asserts that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road meets criteria to be considered of historic significance and should not be demolished.), June 1, 2001, p. 7

HOBBS, DOROTHY
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 3

HOBBS, EMILY
New mayor to mine village's social capital (photo) (Scarsdale Mayor, David Kroenlein, proposed sweeping changes to Village Government at his first Village Board meeting on April 10.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

HOBISH, RICK
Hobish realizes his dream in summer camp (photo) (Rick Hobish and Deb Berman, founders of Camp Starfish, which focuses on children with emotional and developmental issues, are shown being honored by the Boston Celtics on November 26, 2000.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 3

HOBSON, KEVIN
Boy Scouts hike strenuous trek '32' in Colorado (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale joined with other troops to hike strenuous trek No. 32 at Philmont Scout Ranch in Colorado.), July 27, 2001, p. 4

HOCHBERG, ALAN
Scarsdale Synagogue plans new expansion (photo) (The Scarsdale Synagogue/Tremont Temple will add 6,000 square feet in a renovation slated to begin in March.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale Synagogue plans new expansion (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Synagogue/Tremont Temple will add 6,000 square feet in a renovation slated to begin in March.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 9

HOCHBERG, AUDREY
A model legislator (editorial) (The Inquirer lauds recently elected New York State Democratic Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin, as a worthy successor to Audrey Hochberg.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6
Paulin starts new career with 'a bang' (photo) (continued) (Since her swearing in on January 3, Democratic Assemblywoman Amy Paulin has kicked off her Albany career "with a bang."); Jan 19, 2001, p. 8
1 village, 1 district, 1 legislator (editorial) (The Inquirer agrees with the redistricting plan that would unite Scarsdale in one, single election district; the paper encourages the community to support the plan at the Westchester County Board public hearing on May 21.), May 18, 2001, p. 6
Celebration will honor Hochberg's downtown aid (A ceremony to recognize former Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, for her efforts to obtain state money for downtown renovation, will be held on July 24 in the Village.), July 20, 2001, p. 2
A stream runs through it (photo) (On July 27, Mayor Kroenlein and esteemed guests cut the ribbon in front of the newly landscaped stream bed created by the Village at Popham and Chase Roads.), July 27, 2001, p. 9
Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
Service appreciated (photo) (Retired New York State Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, received an engraved clock from the Town and Village Civic Club as a token of appreciation for her years of public service.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
TVCC's volunteer fair was a wonderful event (letter) (Thomas Giordano, President of the Town and Village Civic Club, thanks those who participated in the TVCC's September 29 festival for Scarsdale volunteers.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 14
Removal of tower is next downtown improvement (photo) (Former Scarsdale Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, helped obtain state funding to demolish two unsightly and obsolete towers near the Scarsdale Metro North train station.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Removal of tower is next downtown improvement (photo) (continued) (Former Scarsdale Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, helped obtain state funding to demolish two unsightly and obsolete towers near the Scarsdale Metro North train station.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 10

HOCHBERG, JUDY
One hot photo collection to Weber Fine Art (photo) (Weber Fine Art Gallery will display 56 vintage prints from the collection of Michael Mattis and Judy Hochberg.), June 1, 2001, p. 17

HOCHHAUSER, BEVERLY
Focal Points: Are you interested in the upcoming Academy Awards? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, poses an interesting question to his subjects.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 7
HOCHHAUSER, JONATHAN ADAM
Kunkin, Hochhauser (wed) (photo) (Amy Rebecca Kunkin and Jonathan Adam Hochhauser were wed on October 27, 2001, in Manhattan.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 14; Nov 16, 2001, p. 20

HOCHHAUSER, STEPHEN (AUTHOR)
Children should not be taught to lie (letter) (Stephen Hochhauser is appalled that children boycotting the state mandated standardized tests were told to lie and bring in notes claiming they had "family obligations."). May 4, 2001, p. 6

HOCKEY
Young hockey players learn, develop and have fun (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19A

HODGEMAN, JULIAN
Waiting for the big one (photo) (Young boys are shown fishing at the Scarsdale Library Pond on a day off from school.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

HODGEMAN, STEVEN
Waiting for the big one (photo) (Young boys are shown fishing at the Scarsdale Library Pond on a day off from school.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

HODGES, BIANCA
Edgewood marks Fourth with patriotic parade, prizes (photo) (The Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association weathered threatening skies to hold its annual July 4th celebration.), July 6, 2001, p. 3

HOEDEMAN, JENNY
Scarsdale grad earns ultimate Frisbee honor (photo) (continued) (Lindsay Thompson Goldsmith, Scarsdale High School graduate and recent graduate from Swarthmore College, won the Callahan Trophy - college frisbee's ultimate honor.), June 15, 2001, p. 18

Hoff-Barthelson School of Music
All-State musicians play Rochester (photo) (On November 26, 2000, six musicians from Scarsdale High School music ensembles performed at the New York State School Music Association All-State Concert Program in Rochester.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 10

Hoff-Barthelson school excels (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 11A

Baroque and Beyond (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School will present its 36th annual Baroque and Beyond Music Festival from March 10-18.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 17

Wentworth concert helped Bridge Fund to help homeless (letter) (Stanley Schear and Veronica Parks thank Jean and Kenneth Wentworth for their contribution to the benefit concert for the Bridge Fund of Westchester.), June 8, 2001, p. 9

Hoff-Barthelson honors Wadsworth (photo) (On May 19, the Hoff-Barthelson Music School hosted "Dawn at Dusk," a recital featuring renowned soprano Dawn Upshaw.), June 15, 2001, p. 4

Fledging opera star comes home (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Joe Kaiser, is making a name for himself as an opera singer.), June 29, 2001, p. 15

Instrument and voice lessons for all ages at Hoff-Barthelson (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 28A

Hoff-Barthelson grant (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School received a $1,000 grant from the Louis R. Cappelli Foundation.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 4

Ringing in the season (photo) (Josh and Sophie Kimerling admire jewelry at the Hoff-Barthelson Music School holiday sale.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 2

HOFFMAN, JEFF
Boy Scouts hike strenuous trek '32' in Colorado (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale joined with other troops to hike strenuous trek No. 32 at Philmont Scout Ranch in Colorado.), July 27, 2001, p. 4

HOFFMAN, JOHN
Boy Scouts hike strenuous trek '32' in Colorado (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale joined with other troops to hike strenuous trek No. 32 at Philmont Scout Ranch in Colorado.), July 27, 2001, p. 4

HOFHEIMER, GERT
(Residents hold a silent vigil at Chase Park on August 4 to commemorate the 1945 bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.) (photo), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

HOGAN, NANCY
Edgewood marks Fourth with patriotic parade, prizes (photo) (The Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association weathered threatening skies to hold its annual July 4th celebration.), July 6, 2001, p. 3

HOODON, EILEEN (AUTHOR)
PT Council urges support for budget (letter) (The Scarsdale Council of Parent Teacher Associations endorses the 2001-02 school budget and urges the Scarsdale community to vote "yes" on May 15.), May 11, 2001, p. 6

HOLIDAY DECORATIONS
How about this one? (photo) (Robert D'Agostino shows off a Christmas wreath at Sprainbrook Nursery's open house on December 1.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

Question of the year (editorial) (The Inquirer wonders why the Village has been so slow to put out holiday decorations in the downtown area.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6
HOLIDAY DECORATIONS (Continued)
Season’s Greetings; Festivals of light in many holiday traditions featured in Scarsdale Historical Society’s exhibit (photo), Dec 7, 2001, p. 17
Season’s Greetings; Festivals of light in many holiday traditions featured in Scarsdale Historical Society’s exhibit (photo) (continued), Dec 7, 2001, p. 21

HOLIDAYS
Holiday schedule (The Scarsdale Village Hall will be closed on November 6 for Election Day and November 12 for Veteran’s Day.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Free holiday parking (The Village of Scarsdale will provide two hours of free parking in the downtown area from December 8-10 and December 22-25.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1
Question of the year (editorial) (The Inquirer wonders why the Village has been so slow to put out holiday decorations in the downtown area.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6
Season’s Greetings; Festivals of light in many holiday traditions featured in Scarsdale Historical Society’s exhibit (photo), Dec 7, 2001, p. 17
Creative latkes win taste test at Fox Meadow holiday party (photo) (The Fox Meadow Multicultural Committee held a Festival of Lights celebration on December 10 featuring the annual contest for best latke recipe.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 13

HOLLIDAY, RUTH
Ruth Holliday (dies) (Ruth Holliday died on November 17, 2001, at the age of 78.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 30

HOLLY BALL
Some good gleaned from painful episode (editorial) (Village historian, Irving Sloan, recounts the painful episode of the 1960 Holly Ball, when a young man was refused entry as an escort because his father was Jewish.), May 4, 2001, p. 15

HOLMES, REBECCA
School Board Nominees to be Elected Tuesday (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

HOLOCAUST, JEWISH (1939-1945)
(Pictured is the Holocaust Memorial at Scarsdale Synagogue.) (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 14

HOLT, ALEX
Focal Points: How do you feel about the Super Bowl? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, asks residents how they spend Super Bowl Sunday.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7

HOLTEN, BETH
Community honors local basketball coaches (photo) (Almost 450 people attended a benefit held May 9 at the Lake Isle Country Club to honor the late basketball coach, Larry Holten, and his friend and current basketball coach, Luke Vaccaro.), May 25, 2001, p. 24

HOLTEN, KELLY
Community honors local basketball coaches (photo) (Almost 450 people attended a benefit held May 9 at the Lake Isle Country Club to honor the late basketball coach, Larry Holten, and his friend and current basketball coach, Luke Vaccaro.), May 25, 2001, p. 24

HOLTEN, LARRY
It’s time to show appreciation for 2 who gave so much (letter) (Scarsdale High School Junior, Jessica Conte, sings the praises of High School basketball coaches, Luke Vaccaro and Larry Holten, and invites the community to a dinner in their honor on May 9.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6
Community honors local basketball coaches (photo) (Almost 450 people attended a benefit held May 9 at the Lake Isle Country Club to honor the late basketball coach, Larry Holten, and his friend and current basketball coach, Luke Vaccaro.), May 25, 2001, p. 24
Coach appreciates warmth, emotion of tribute dinner (letter) (Basketball coach, Luke Vaccaro, thanks all who attended the May 9 dinner honoring him and his friend and fellow coach, the late Larry Holten.), June 8, 2001, p. 6

HOLTEN, LB
Community honors local basketball coaches (photo) (Almost 450 people attended a benefit held May 9 at the Lake Isle Country Club to honor the late basketball coach, Larry Holten, and his friend and current basketball coach, Luke Vaccaro.), May 25, 2001, p. 24

HOLTZ, GREGORY (DR)
Senior housing survey will be meeting topic (Article reports on results of a survey to Scarsdale seniors by Scarsdale Citizens for Senior Housing.), June 1, 2001, p. 2

HOLVIG, KEN
District-wide technology plan reviewed at school board meeting (Technology Coordinator, Gerry Crisci, and computer teachers William Yang, Ken Holvig and Barbara Bierbauer discussed new technology projects in a report to the School Board on May 7.), May 18, 2001, p. 11
SMS teachers win prestigious ComputerWorld award (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School teachers, Ken Holvig and Andy Verboys, received an award from ComputerWorld magazine for the creation of their "Middle School News Center."), June 1, 2001, p. 11
HOLVIG, KEN (Continued)
Campers get basic training in video tech (photo) (The Scarsdale Recreation Department is sponsoring a Digital Video Boot Camp for elementary and middle school students.), July 27, 2001, p. 3

HOME-BASED BUSINESSES
Home, not alone (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the perils and pitfalls of running a home based business.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7

HOMELESS PERSONS
Attorney is honored for public service (photo) (On May 1, the New York State Bar Association awarded attorney and former Scarsdale resident, Andrew Tomback, the 2001 Pro Bono Service Award.), June 8, 2001, p. 3
Wentworth concert helped Bridge Fund to help homeless (letter) (Stanley Scheer and Veronica Parks thank Jean and Kenneth Wentworth for their contribution to the benefit concert for the Bridge Fund of Westchester.), June 8, 2001, p. 9
New roof on order for 2 Drake Road (photo) (The Village owned home at 2 Drake Road, which is used for transitional housing for homeless families, is slated for a new roof.), July 27, 2001, p. 1
NIMBY disproved (editorial) (The Inquirer commends the Village for maintaining the residence at 2 Drake Road as transitional housing for homeless families.), July 27, 2001, p. 6

HOMOSEXUALITY
Boy Scout anti-gay policy creates dilemma for local supporters (The Men's Group of Westchester Reform Temple held a panel discussion on April 22 on the topic, "Contesting Discrimination in the Boy Scouts of America.")., May 4, 2001, p. 1
Scouting out bias (editorial) (The Inquirer decries the Boy Scouts for discriminating against gay men and boys.), May 4, 2001, p. 6
Boy Scout anti-gay policy creates dilemma for local supporters (photo) (continued) (The Men's Group of Westchester Reform Temple held a panel discussion on April 22 on the topic, "Contesting Discrimination in the Boy Scouts of America.")., May 4, 2001, p. 10
An openly gay scout leader is not a role model for boys (letter) (Andrew C. Hartzell, Jr., supports the Boy Scouts' policy against openly gay scout leaders.), May 25, 2001, p. 7
Scouts must be protected from perverts (letter) (Karl Mallkames writes that Boy Scouts need to be protected from the influence of homosexual Scout leaders.), May 25, 2001, p. 7
Supporters of scouts' anti-gay policy are ignorant (letter) (Barry Peretz responds to May 25 letters by Andrew C. Hartzell, Jr., and Karl Mallkames relating to the Boy Scouts' policy against openly gay scout leaders.), June 1, 2001, p. 6
Education can counter ignorance (editorial) (Referencing the Boy Scouts' anti-gay policy, Phyllis Finkelstein writes that education and public discussions are an effective way to counter bigotry against homosexuals.), June 15, 2001, p. 7
Gays preach 'false creed contrary to our natural structure' (letter) (Andrew C. Hartzell, Jr., defends his position that homosexuals should not be scout leaders.), June 29, 2001, p. 6
No correlation between morality and sexuality/preference (letter) (Edward Krauss argues that the Boy Scouts of America should revisit their criteria for scout leaders by allowing homosexuals to be troop leaders.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
Remembering Archie Bunker (letter) (Phyllis Finkelstein compares Andrew C. Hartzell, Jr., to television character, Archie Bunker, based on Mr. Hartzell's June 29 letter to the Inquirer on the topic of homosexual scout leaders.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
Accepting scouting award hypocritical (letter) (Roger Brandwein accuses the former mayor of Scarsdale of hypocrisy for accepting a scouting award and then railing against the organization's homophobic tenets.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7

HONESTY
Cashier proves honesty still pays (photo) (Cali Laspina, a 16 year old cashier at Stew Leonard's, returns hefty amount of cash to customer Sam Albert of Edgemont.), July 13, 2001, p. 1

HONNEUS, VIRGINIA
Ballet Mafia: Thirteen dancers create their own company and give inspirational performance (photo) (The Scarsdale Ballet Studio's Ballet Mafia performed 12 original works on May 12.), May 25, 2001, p. 17

HOOPER, BETSY
Scarsdale artists join 'Roster' (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Betsy Hooper and Esther Kong have joined the Westchester Arts Council's Artist Roster.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 13

HORNER, JUNE
Focal Points: Do you think professional athletes are worth the salaries they are paid? (photo) (Subjects respond the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 7

HORWOOD, BRIDGET
Family sponsors concert (photo) (The family of Gail and Fred Horwood of Greenacres sponsored a classical music concert at the Jewish Home and Hospital in the Bronx.), July 27, 2001, p. 12

HORWOOD, FRED
Family sponsors concert (photo) (The family of Gail and Fred Horwood of Greenacres sponsored a classical music concert at the Jewish Home and Hospital in the Bronx.), July 27, 2001, p. 12
HORWOOD, GAIL
Family sponsors concert (photo) (The family of Gail and Fred Horwood of Greenacres sponsored a classical music concert at the Jewish Home and Hospital in the Bronx.), July 27, 2001, p. 12

HORWOOD, LILA
Family sponsors concert (photo) (The family of Gail and Fred Horwood of Greenacres sponsored a classical music concert at the Jewish Home and Hospital in the Bronx.), July 27, 2001, p. 12

HOSPITALS
2 elected to medical board (Scarsdale resident Dr. Charles Glassman has been elected Vice President of the medical board of the White Plains Hospital Center while resident Dr. Jay Lupin has been elected secretary/treasurer of the same Board.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 4
S. O. Santas (photo) (The Scarsdale Middle School Student Organization brought toys and gifts to children at Blythedale Hospital and the new children's hospital at Westchester County Medical Center.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 10
M.D. directs new breast cancer study (White Plains Hospital Center is launching ESP, or Enhanced Screening Program, a study which will explore the advantages of using multiple diagnostic methods to increase early breast cancer detection.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1
M.D. directs new breast cancer study (photo) (continued) (White Plains Hospital Center is launching ESP, or Enhanced Screening Program, a study which will explore the advantages of using multiple diagnostic methods to increase early breast cancer detection.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 13
HealthStar changes name (photo) (The HealthStar Network, Inc., has changed its name to Stellaris Health.), July 27, 2001, p. 4
Randy Stevens (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Dr. Randy Stevens, has been appointed director of radiation oncology at the White Plains Hospital's Dickstein Cancer Treatment Center.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 4
Create a scarecrow at Scarecrow Festival (photo) (The third annual Scarecrow Festival, sponsored by the Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital, will be held on October 14 at Crossway Field.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 2
Hospital fundraiser (photo) (Pictured are participants at a breakfast fundraiser for the Dickstein Cancer Treatment Center of White Plains Hospital.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 14
St. Agnes Hospital to honor Scarsdale couple (photo) (Dr. Ludovit and Maria Sevcik will be honored by the Auxiliary of St. Agnes Hospital and Children's Rehabilitation Center on December 1.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 21
M.D. directs new breast cancer study (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Dr. Amy Newburger and Ellie Ellis were honored by the Institute of Applied Human Dynamics-St. Jude Habilitation Institute.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

HOUGH, JAMES
Goldschmidt & Associates (James Hough joins commercial and retail broker, Goldschmidt & Associates.), May 25, 2001, p. 4

HOUSE CONSTRUCTION
More! More! Less! Less! (editorial) (The Inquirer focuses on the highlights of the year 2000 in Scarsdale, with particular attention to the construction of oversized new houses and elaborate renovations of existing homes.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6
Must developers and residents be at odds? (letter) (This reprint of Penny Sobol's letter to Mayor Mark Bench urges developers, the Planning Board and Village Trustees to consider the rights of homeowners when devising plans for new construction and deeply renovated homes.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6
To the village: hands off our castles! (letter) (Jim and Helen Fitzgerald support the subdivision at Brambach Road.), Jan 28, 2001, p. 7
We have a town code - let's use it! (editorial) (Edgemont resident, Hugh A. Schwartz, decries the preponderance of non-compliant construction in Old Edgemont.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7
BAR reviews application for 4 new house plans (The Board of Architectural Review discussed several preliminary house plans at its March 12 meeting.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 3
Is America really indivisible? (editorial) (George Latimer reflects on the recent Presidential inauguration and the need for the country as well as the community to accommodate a variety of opinions.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
BAR approves houses on Heathcote, Cooper roads (Proposed new construction at 404 Heathcote Road and 17 Cooper Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 3
Sorry outcome should inspire zoning reform (editorial) (In light of the controversy over the proposed demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road, the Inquirer urges amendments to the Zoning Laws.), May 25, 2001, p. 6
League members endorse FAR cap law (At a public hearing on October 9, the Scarsdale League of Women Voters endorsed the proposed floor area ratio (FAR) cap with a design bonus amendment to the zoning code.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
BAR OK's new houses on Boulevard, Paddington (Report on September 24 meeting of Board of Architectural Review), Oct 12, 2001, p. 3
Greater respect for neighbors would help (letter) (With reference to 270 Fox Meadow Road, Andrew E. Brennan urges sellers to be aware of the intended fate of their homes before they clinch the deal), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6
League members endorse FAR cap law (continued) (At a public hearing on October 9, the Scarsdale League of Women Voters endorsed the proposed floor area ratio (FAR) cap with a design bonus amendment to the zoning code.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28
HOUSE CONSTRUCTION (Continued)

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues FAR cap + bonus debate (Limits on house sizes were debated at a panel discussion sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues FAR cap + bonus debate (continued) (Limits on house sizes were debated at a panel discussion sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 24

BAR discusses 270 Fox Meadow Road applications (Final plans for the 270 Fox Meadow Road subdivision were discussed at the October 15 meeting of the Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 3

Fairview subdivision still on hold (Results of October 24 Scarsdale Planning Board meeting), Nov 2, 2001, p. 3

Second house at 270 Fox Meadow Road OK’d by BAR, Nov 16, 2001, p. 3

FAR cap draws fire, qualified support of BAR (At a public hearing on November 27, residents overwhelmingly expressed outrage at the revised zoning law amendment designed to regulate house sizes relative to property size.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1

Seeking supporters (editorial) (Citing poor attendance at the November 27 public hearing on the revised FAR + bonus proposal, the Inquirer urges residents to attend a December 11 public hearing on the same topic.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 6

FAR cap draws fire, qualified support of BAR (continued) (At a public hearing on November 27, residents overwhelmingly expressed outrage at the proposed zoning law amendment designed to regulate house sizes relative to property size.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 31

Let’s not be ruled by those in business of selling, building (letter) (Betsy Picket criticizes the construction of McMansions on blocks where the majority of homes are of more modest size.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

Those with a financial stake cry the loudest (letter) (Lynette Willson alleges that preservationists are always over ruled by financial interests in matters of new house construction in Scarsdale.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7

Moratorium dropped; no action on FAR cap (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously voted down a proposed 90 day moratorium on some Scarsdale Village construction.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1

Butchering trees is business as usual (letter) (Rosalie S. Wolff fears that nature will suffer as a result of the Village Board’s decision to overturn the moratorium on new Village construction.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

FAR cap would create negative cumbersome bureaucracy (letter) (Bob Harrison writes that the proposed FAR cap plus bonus plan would be overly complicated and cumbersome.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

Front and center FAR (editorial) (The Inquirer agrees with the Village Board decision to vote down the 90 day moratorium on larger scale residential construction in the Village while it re-examines the FAR cap + bonus zoning amendment.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

Moratorium dropped; no action on FAR cap (illustration) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously voted down a proposed 90 day moratorium on some Scarsdale Village construction.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 18

Building boom is affecting quality of life here (editorial) (Robin Sadek Ascher bemoans the construction of massive houses in her formerly charming village.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

Unfettered greed will scar our village in a park (editorial) (Irving Sloan suggests applying a reasonable brake on the size of residential development in Scarsdale Village.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7

BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve ‘gateway’ (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 6, 2001, p. 1

BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve ‘gateway’ (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 6, 2001, p. 7

FAR cap would create negative cumbersome bureaucracy (letter) (Rosalie S. Wolff fears that nature will suffer as a result of the Village Board’s decision to overturn the moratorium on new Village construction.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

Moratorium dropped; no action on FAR cap (illustration) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously voted down a proposed 90 day moratorium on some Scarsdale Village construction.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 18

Building boom is affecting quality of life here (editorial) (Robin Sadek Ascher bemoans the construction of massive houses in her formerly charming village.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

Unfettered greed will scar our village in a park (editorial) (Irving Sloan suggests applying a reasonable brake on the size of residential development in Scarsdale Village.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7

FAR: Focus on what you can do (editorial) (Josh Frankel writes that the FAR proposal will have virtually no impact on the oversize home issue it was designed to address.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 7

HOUSES

Home: A supplement to The Scarsdale Inquirer (photo), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1A–39A

HOUSES - SCARSDALE

Zoning law takes aim at McMansions (The Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees unanimously approved three changes in zoning law on January 23 that would help preserve the pastoral nature of the Village.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1

Board pans plans for 270 Fox Meadow (At its January 8 meeting, the Board of Architectural Review declined to vote on preliminaries for Peter Savignano’s subdivision plans for the property at 270 Fox Meadow Road; board members were outraged by poorly designed drawings.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 2

Zoning law takes aim at McMansions (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees unanimously approved three changes in zoning law on January 23 that would help preserve the pastoral nature of the Village.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 10

Fire damages Heathcote home (photo) (An electrical short in an icemaker caused a fire which resulted in over a million dollars in damages to a home at 24 Heathcote Road.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

Does the village serve residents or developers? (letter) (Stacey Clarfield Newman applauds Penny Sobol’s January 26 letter to the Inquirer urging the preservation of the sylvan nature of Fox Meadow.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7

Neighbors don’t support tear down (letter) (Elliot Bernstein corrects a misquote of his in the January 26 Inquirer pertaining to the possible tear down at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7

BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve ‘gateway’ (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 6, 2001, p. 1

Guns and roses (editorial) (Regarding the fractious February 12 meeting of the Board of Architectural Review, the Inquirer notes that Village procedures involving building approvals are sorely in need of clarification and reform.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

Houses - Scarsdale

Zoning law takes aim at McMansions (The Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees unanimously approved three changes in zoning law on January 23 that would help preserve the pastoral nature of the Village.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1

Board pans plans for 270 Fox Meadow (At its January 8 meeting, the Board of Architectural Review declined to vote on preliminaries for Peter Savignano’s subdivision plans for the property at 270 Fox Meadow Road; board members were outraged by poorly designed drawings.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 2

Zoning law takes aim at McMansions (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees unanimously approved three changes in zoning law on January 23 that would help preserve the pastoral nature of the Village.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 10

Fire damages Heathcote home (photo) (An electrical short in an icemaker caused a fire which resulted in over a million dollars in damages to a home at 24 Heathcote Road.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

Does the village serve residents or developers? (letter) (Stacey Clarfield Newman applauds Penny Sobol’s January 26 letter to the Inquirer urging the preservation of the sylvan nature of Fox Meadow.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7

Neighbors don’t support tear down (letter) (Elliot Bernstein corrects a misquote of his in the January 26 Inquirer pertaining to the possible tear down at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7

BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve ‘gateway’ (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 6, 2001, p. 1

Guns and roses (editorial) (Regarding the fractious February 12 meeting of the Board of Architectural Review, the Inquirer notes that Village procedures involving building approvals are sorely in need of clarification and reform.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
HOUSES - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Preserving our heritage is up to us (editorial) (In light of the plans to tear down and subdivide the property at 270 Fox Meadow Road, Anne S. Crosman presents a three pronged plan for preserving the architectural integrity of Scarsdale Village.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 7
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve 'gateway' (continued) (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8
Accused FBI spy lived here - briefly (photo) (Robert Hanssen, senior FBI agent and accused spy for the Russians, spent a few years in the seventies living at 150 Webster Road in Scarsdale.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Lessons well learned (editorial) (Irving Sloan reflects on the performance of his former student, Susan Miller Morse, before the Board of Architectural Review regarding the subject of open space and land use.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
Save our Scarsdale, speakers implore village (Four out of five speakers at the Scarsdale Village Board meeting on February 27 protested Village wide tear downs and subdivisions.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Save our Scarsdale, speakers implore village (continued) (Four out of five speakers at the Scarsdale Village Board meeting on February 27 protested Village wide tear downs and subdivisions.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 3
Bulky houses (The Scarsdale Planning Board and members of the Out of Scale Houses Study Committee will meet on April 18 to release and review a report on the problem of over-sized houses in Scarsdale.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Teardowns are breaking heart of former resident (letter) (Former resident, Alison L. Kahle, bemoans the demolition of so many classic Scarsdale homes.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6
KBLS (Kids' Base/Little School): inducement to buy house here (letter) (Lee Nelson of Sprague Road writes that Kids Base and the Little School were reasons behind her family's purchase of a house in Scarsdale.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 6
BAR reverses teardown decision on 17 Cooper (The Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review is allowing the demolition of a home at 17 Cooper Road based on a hardship plea by the owner.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 3
Appeal is heard (The non-resident owners of 270 Fox Meadow Road appealed to the Board of Trustees to overturn the March 12 ruling which denied them the right to demolish the 77 year old colonial.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1
Cap FAR (Floor Area Ratio), offer design bonus consultant says (The Scarsdale Planning Board came up with a plan to put a cap on a new house's floor area ratio, or FAR.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1
A simple solution (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses the policy that the size of new construction should be proportional to lot size and in keeping with the character of the neighborhood.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6
Cap FAR (Floor Area Ratio), offer design bonus consultant says (continued) (The Scarsdale Planning Board came up with a plan to put a cap on a new house's floor area ratio, or FAR.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 9
Developers appeal demolition (Non-resident owners of 270 Fox Meadow Road appealed to the Scarsdale Village Board for permission to demolish the house and subdivide the lot.), May 4, 2001, p. 1
Plan for 3 new houses pass muster with the BAR (Board of Architectural Review), May 4, 2001, p. 9
Developers appeal demolition (continued) (Non-resident owners of 270 Fox Meadow Road appealed to the Scarsdale Village Board for permission to demolish the house and subdivide the lot.), May 4, 2001, p. 19
Board overturns BAR on 270 Fox Meadow Road (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees decided that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road is not of historic value and may be demolished.), May 18, 2001, p. 1
Board failed electorate in 270 Fox Meadow Road decision (letter) (Anne S. Crosman is disappointed with the Village Board's decision to deny historic status to the home at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 18, 2001, p. 6
Decision at 270 is politically expedient but shameful (letter) (John McRae decries the Village Board's decision to deny historic status to the home at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 18, 2001, p. 6
Village losing its charm, character (letter) (Deana Schiffer faults the Village Board and the Board of Architectural Review for allowing the destruction of the picturesque charm of Scarsdale by greedy developers.), May 18, 2001, p. 6
Board overturns BAR on 270 Fox Meadow Road (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees decided that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road is not of historic value and may be demolished.), May 18, 2001, p. 9
Citizens assail village board's BAR reversal (At the Village Board meeting on May 22, residents criticized the trustees' decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
BAR approves houses on Heathcote, Cooper roads (Proposed new construction at 404 Heathcote Road and 17 Cooper Road), May 25, 2001, p. 3
Sorry outcome should inspire zoning reform (editorial) (In light of the controversy over the proposed demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road, the Inquirer urges amendments to the Zoning Laws.), May 25, 2001, p. 6
Neighbor seeks injunction against FM teardown (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane filed an Article 78 proceeding in State Supreme Court, Westchester County, enjoining the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 10
Demolition of 270 Fox Meadow on hold (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane obtained a temporary restraining order against the Board of Architectural Review and the Scarsdale Village Board to halt the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 1, 2001, p. 1
HOUSES - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Village board gave no explanation for 270 decision (letter) (Josh Frankel writes that the Village Board's four page letter justifying its decision to demolish 270 Fox Meadow Road was lacking in content.), June 1, 2001, p. 6
Case for preservation ignored (editorial) (Brook Kindred asserts that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road meets criteria to be considered of historic significance and should not be demolished.), June 1, 2001, p. 7
Demolition of 270 Fox Meadow on hold (continued) (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane obtained a temporary restraining order against the Board of Architectural Review and the Scarsdale Village Board to halt the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 1, 2001, p. 9
270 Fox Meadow given reprieve by Supreme Court (Westchester County Judge, John LaCava, has halted demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road indefinitely.), June 8, 2001, p. 1
Goliath Stumbles (editorial) (The Inquirer acknowledges the efforts of Elliot Bernstein and the Supreme Court of Westchester County for keeping the bulldozers at bay at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 8, 2001, p. 6
Loss of house sad, but real tragedy of 270 is subdivision (letter) (Lynette Willson urges the Village to alter the zoning laws so that subdivisions are prohibited.), June 8, 2001, p. 6
270 Fox Meadow given reprieve by Supreme Court (continued) (photo) (Westchester County Judge, John LaCava, has halted demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road indefinitely.), June 8, 2001, p. 10
Preparations OK (The Westchester County Supreme Court ruled on June 11 that pre-demolition preparations may proceed for the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 1
Village fills in blanks on 270 Fox Meadow (Village Attorney, Wayne Esannason, explains the trustee's unanimous decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 1
Village's decision on teardown is a disgrace (editorial) (Irving Sloan takes issue with the Village Board's decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 6
Village fills in blanks on 270 Fox Meadow (continued) (Village Attorney, Wayne Esannason, explains the trustee's unanimous decision to allow the demolition of the 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 9
270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (Judge John LaCava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees' May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 1
Tell us why, too (editorial) (The Inquirer urges the Village Board to be more transparent about its decision to allow demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 6
270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (continued) (Judge John LaCava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees' May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 9
FAR cap hearing (Public meeting to be held on July 10 to change the zoning code to establish a FAR (floor area ratio) cap for all houses in Residence A zones), July 6, 2001, p. 1
New house on Walworth Avenue approved by BAR (At its June 18 meeting, the Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review approved construction of a new house at 79 Walworth Avenue.), July 6, 2001, p. 5
Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap, July 13, 2001, p. 1
Trustees are making secret decisions on 270 Fox Meadow (letter) (Elliot Bernstein recaps the controversy over the proposed demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), July 13, 2001, p. 7
Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (continued), July 13, 2001, p. 12
Village must define 'character' (editorial) (Jeanne Richman urges compromise on issues of house size, suggesting the Planning Board set size limits but offer the homeowner some latitude to fit in with neighbors.), July 20, 2001, p. 7
Discussing the decision (Following a directive from the Westchester County Supreme Court, the Scarsdale Village Board is reconsidering its decision to allow the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), July 27, 2001, p. 1
New roof on order for 2 Drake Road (photo) (The Village owned home at 2 Drake Road, which is used for transitional housing for homeless families, is slated for a new roof.), July 27, 2001, p. 1
House size regulations discussed at WQRA (West Quaker Ridge Association) meeting, July 27, 2001, p. 3
NIMBY disproved (editorial) (The Inquirer commends the Village for maintaining the residence at 2 Drake Road as transitional housing for homeless families.), July 27, 2001, p. 6
House size regulations discussed at WQRA (West Quaker Ridge Association) meeting (continued), July 27, 2001, p. 13
Neighbor seeks new injunction on teardown (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane has asked the Supreme Court of Westchester for a week long delay in the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
270 Fox Meadow Road still in court (Still no word from Westchester County Supreme Court about Elliot Bernstein's request to halt the wrecking ball aimed at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
More subdivision foes lobby planning board (The August 1 meeting of the Scarsdale Planning Board heard protests from residents about proposed construction projects of large homes.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
BAR OKs new house on Walworth, many additions, Aug 10, 2001, p. 4
270 Fox Meadow Road still in court (continued) (Still no word from Westchester County Supreme Court about Elliot Bernstein's request to halt the wrecking ball aimed at 270 Fox Meadow Road), Aug 10, 2001, p. 8
HOUSES - SCARSDALE (Continued)

BOA (Board of Appeals) denies Garth real estate office proposal (At its August 1 meeting, the Scarsdale Board of Appeals denied John Dadakis's application for a variance to open a real estate office at 14 Garth Road.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 8

More subdivision foes lobby planning board (continued) (The August 1 meeting of the Scarsdale Planning Board heard protests from residents about proposed construction projects of large homes.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 8

270 Fox Meadow on hold until Wednesday (Westchester County Supreme Court Judge Orazio Bellantoni issued a temporary restraining order forbidding demolition and "staying any further proceedings" at 270 Fox Meadow Road until August 22.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1

FAR vetting decelerated (Trustee Tom Cusick announced that the Village Board had been asked to "slow down" the review process on proposed legislation to establish a floor area ratio (FAR) for new construction and additions.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 4

270 Fox Meadow on hold until Wednesday (continued) (Westchester County Supreme Court Judge Orazio Bellantoni issued a temporary restraining order forbidding demolition and "staying any further proceedings" at 270 Fox Meadow Road until August 22.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 4

FAR vetting decelerated (continued) (Trustee Tom Cusick announced that the Village Board had been asked to "slow down" the review process on proposed legislation to establish a floor area ratio (FAR) for new construction and additions.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 4

Let the sun shine in (editorial) (The Inquirer feels the Village Board's decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road flouts public opinion.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6

Village trustees must address important esthetic issues (editorial) (Irving Sloan writes that the efforts of all community organizations are directed at eliminating "visual pollution."), Aug 17, 2001, p. 7

'270' continues to elude demolition (The house at 270 Fox Meadow Road has been spared demolition for yet another week; the hearing on the house has been adjourned till August 29.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1

Secrecy fosters sense of illegitimacy (editorial) (Josh Frankel finds that there was a lack of transparency on the part of the Village Board regarding the future of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 7

'270' continues to elude demolition (continued) (The house at 270 Fox Meadow Road has been spared demolition for yet another week; the hearing on the house has been adjourned till August 29.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 9

270 pending in State Supreme Court (The temporary restraining order prohibiting the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road remains in effect.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1

BAR discusses plans for 8 new houses at August meeting, Aug 31, 2001, p. 3

Damage Control (editorial) (The Inquirer re-examines the convoluted history and fate of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 6

2d 'Open Meetings' opinion chides trustees (The Committee on Open Government issues an opinion statement on the controversy surrounding the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 8

270 pending in State Supreme Court (continued) (The temporary restraining order prohibiting the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road remains in effect.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 8

Bulk housing laws may be a knee-jerk reaction (letter) (Jim Fitzgerald submits an open letter to Mayor David Kroenlein requesting that he "go easy" on bulk housing laws.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6

Trustees should be ashamed of record on 270 (letter) (Sol Kuttner thanks Elliot Bernstein for his legal efforts to halt the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6

Must Fox Meadow neighbors take the village to court? (letter) (John McRae requests that Village Trustees order the developer to remove the demolition and construction equipment from 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6

Still standing (The Appellate Division, Second Department Court will postpone demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road while it reviews the case brought by Elliot Bernstein.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1

Board of Appeals decrees lots are separate (Board of Appeals meeting on September 24 determines that lots at 56 Cushman Road and 0 Sheldrake Road have not been merged), Sep 28, 2001, p. 3

The battle is over: 270 Fox Meadow likely to fall soon (The long courtroom battle to save 270 Fox Meadow Road from the wrecker's ball has failed as the result of a September 25 decision by the four judge panel of the Appellate Division, Second Department.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

Focus on prevention (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that 270 Fox Meadow Road activists should now invest their energies in helping to formulate new zoning laws and to influencing the floor area ratio cap for new houses in the Village.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6

The battle is over: 270 Fox Meadow likely to fall soon (continued) (The long courtroom battle to save 270 Fox Meadow Road from the wrecker's ball has failed as the result of a September 25 decision by the four judge panel of the Appellate Division, Second Department.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 10

Going, Going, Gone (photo) (The hotly contested decision to demolish the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road ended with the bulldozers bringing down the house on October 5.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
HOUSES - SCARSDALE (Continued)
League members endorse FAR cap law (At a public hearing on October 9, the Scarsdale League of Women
Voters endorsed the proposed floor area ratio (FAR) cap with a design bonus amendment to the zoning code.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
BAR OKs new houses on Boulevard, Paddington (Report on September 24 meeting of Board of Architectural
Review), Oct 12, 2001, p. 3
Greater respect for neighbors would help (letter) (With reference to 270 Fox Meadow Road, Andrew E. Brennan
urges sellers to be aware of the intended fate of their homes before they clinch the deal), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6
Irresponsible litigation is a worse peril than poor taste (letter) (Rona Robinson cautions against excessive litigation
and frivolous lawsuits, as in the case of the protracted dispute over the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6
League members endorse FAR cap law (continued) (At a public hearing on October 9, the Scarsdale League of
Women Voters endorsed the proposed floor area ratio (FAR) cap with a design bonus amendment to the zoning code.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28
Survey shows demand for senior housing (Scarsdale seniors are willing to pay market rate for manageable space
in order to remain in the community according to a survey completed last June.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues FAR cap + bonus debate (Limits on house sizes were debated at a
panel discussion sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale’s ‘Lost Houses’ is topic of fall lecture (photo) (Barbara Shay MacDonald will lecture on “Lost Houses of
Scarsdale” on October 25 at the Scarsdale Library.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 2
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues FAR cap + bonus debate (continued) (Limits on house sizes were
debated at a panel discussion sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 24
FAR hearing closes: revisions to come (A public hearing was held on October 23 on a proposed amendment to
the Village zoning code that would affect the maximum square footage of every home relative to its lot size.),
Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
FAR hearing closes: revisions to come (continued) (A public hearing was held on October 23 on a proposed
amendment to the Village zoning code that would affect the maximum square footage of every home relative
to its lot size.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 11
BAR discusses 270 Fox Meadow Road applications (Final plans for 270 Fox Meadow Road subdivision were
discussed at the October 15 meeting of the Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 3
Fairview subdivision still on hold (Results of October 24 Scarsdale Planning Board meeting), Nov 2, 2001, p. 3
Proposed zoning changes still too restrictive (letter) (Jeffrey Watiker responds to Ilene Nechamkin’s October 26
Inquirer article on the FAR hearings.,) Nov 2, 2001, p. 6
No property safe from tear-downs and huge houses (letter) (Lynette Willson alleges the Village Board is motivated
by tax revenues and accuses the Board of Architectural Review of “design dictatorship.”), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6
Second house at 270 Fox Meadow Road OK’d by BAR, Nov 16, 2001, p. 3
FAR cap + bonus hearing to reopen (A public hearing on a proposed zoning law change regulating house size
relative to property size is scheduled for November 27.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1
A far cry from stringent (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to attend the November 27 public hearing on the
FAR cap plus bonus amendment to the zoning code.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 6
FAR cap + bonus hearing to reopen (continued) (A public hearing on a proposed zoning law change regulating
house size relative to property size is scheduled for November 27.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 9
FAR cap draws fire, qualified support of BAR (At a public hearing on November 27, residents overwhelmingly
expressed outrage at the revised zoning law amendment designed to regulate house sizes relative to property
size.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1
Seeking supporters (editorial) (Citing poor attendance at the November 27 public hearing on the revised FAR +
bonus proposal, the Inquirer urges residents to attend a December 11 public hearing on the same topic.), Nov
30, 2001, p. 6
FAR cap draws fire, qualified support of BAR (continued) (At a public hearing on November 27, residents
overwhelmingly expressed outrage at the proposed zoning law amendment designed to regulate house sizes
relative to property size.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 31
BAR favors quick implementation of FAR (The ongoing discussion on the "FAR cap + bonus" program will
continue at a public hearing on December 11; the revised draft of the law has earned the BAR’s approval.),
Dec 7, 2001, p. 1
Let’s not be ruled by those in business of selling, building (letter) (Betsy Picket criticizes the construction of
Mcmansions on blocks where the majority of homes are of more modest size.,) Dec 7, 2001, p. 6
Those with a financial stake cry the loudest (letter) (Lynette Willson alleges that preservationists are always over
ruled by financial interests in matters of new house construction in Scarsdale.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6
BAR favors quick implementation of FAR (continued) (The ongoing discussion on the "FAR cap + bonus" program
will continue at a public hearing on December 11; the revised draft of the law has earned the BAR’s approval.),
Dec 7, 2001, p. 9
Moratorium dropped; no action on FAR cap (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously voted down a proposed 90
day moratorium on some Scarsdale Village construction.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1
HOUSES - SCARSDALE  (Continued)

Butchering trees is business as usual (letter)  (Rosalie S. Wolff fears that nature will suffer as a result of the Village Board's decision to overturn the moratorium on new Village construction.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

FAR cap would create negative cumbersome bureaucracy (letter)  (Bob Harrison writes that the proposed FAR cap plus bonus plan would be overly complicated and cumbersome.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

Front and center FAR (editorial)  (The Inquirer agrees with the Village Board decision to vote down the 90 day moratorium on larger scale residential construction in the Village while it re-examines the FAR cap + bonus zoning amendment.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

A place of fond memories easily erased (letter)  (Corky Thompson expresses nostalgia after learning that the Boulevard house she once lived in was demolished.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

Moratorium dropped; no action on FAR cap (illustration)  (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously voted down a proposed 90 day moratorium on some Scarsdale Village construction.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 18

Building boom is affecting quality of life here (editorial)  (Robin Sadek Ascher bemoans the construction of massive houses in her formerly charming village.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

Unfettered greed will scar our village in a park (editorial)  (Irving Sloan suggests applying a reasonable brake on the size of residential development in Scarsdale Village.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7

FAR: Focus on what you can do (editorial)  (Josh Frankel writes that the FAR proposal will have virtually no impact on the oversize home issue it was designed to address.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 7

HOUSING DEVELOPERS

Must developers and residents be at odds? (letter)  (This reprint of Penny Sobol's letter to Mayor Mark Bench urges developers, the Planning Board and Village Trustees to consider the rights of homeowners when devising plans for new construction and deeply renovated homes.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

Must Fox Meadow neighbors take the village to court? (letter)  (John McRae requests that Village Trustees order the developer to remove the demolition and construction equipment from 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6

HOWARD, CIERA

Sprucing up  (photo)  (Edgewood School Brownie Troop 1941 came to their school on Columbus Day to spruce up the garden around the school sign.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 9

HSIEH, ED

Scarsdale Frisbee tops in New York  (photo)  (The Scarsdale High School ultimate frisbee team, the Hellfish, won its home tournament again this year.), June 15, 2001, p. 17

The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo)  (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

HUANG, MATTHEW

Scouts participate in international jamboree  (photo)  (Ten scouts from Boy Scout Troop 60 in Scarsdale participated in the National Boy Scout Jamboree in Fredricksburg, Virginia.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 4

Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

HUFNAGEL, ALEC

Teammates: the Hufnagels bring brotherhood, talent to Raider lacrosse  (photo), Apr 27, 2001, p. 23

Teammates: the Hufnagels bring brotherhood, talent to Raider lacrosse (continued), Apr 27, 2001, p. 28

SHS (Scarsdale High School) athletes honored  (photo)  (Three Scarsdale High School athletes honored (photo) (Three Scarsdale High School athletes and their coaches were honored June 6 at Con Edison's 50th annual scholar athlete awards dinner.), June 15, 2001, p. 21

Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

HUFNAGEL, CAITLIN

Dressing the part  (photo)  (Scarsdale/Edgemont brownie troop 1971B visited the Scarsdale Historical Society and dressed in era appropriate clothing.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 4

HUFNAGEL, YANNI

Teammates: the Hufnagels bring brotherhood, talent to Raider lacrosse  (photo), Apr 27, 2001, p. 23

Teammates: the Hufnagels bring brotherhood, talent to Raider lacrosse (continued), Apr 27, 2001, p. 28

Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

HUMAN RIGHTS

Focal Points: Do you think the recent tragic events will affect our civil liberties  (photo)  (Ira N. Toft questions the community on the impact of the 9/11 attacks on our civil liberties.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7

Human rights will be topic of U.N. Association Chapter  ("Following in Eleanor Roosevelt's Footsteps: Human Rights and Development in the U.N.," will be discussed at the December 9 meeting of the Westchester Chapter of the United Nations Association.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 4

HUNERSON, TERESE

Conference to address domestic abuse issues  (The Coalition Against Family Violence will host a conference on domestic violence on October 30 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
HUNERSON, THERESE
Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims (The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims (continued) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 8

HUNGER
SCC outreach thanks its many supporters (letter) (Linda Fink thanks those who stopped by the Scarsdale Congregational Church's table at the Sidewalk Sale to sample free watermelon and chat about hunger.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6

HUNT, ALFRED
Civil War to be studied (Alfred Hunt, Purchase College history professor, will teach a course called "The Civil War in American History" at the Scarsdale Adult School this Spring.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 2

HYATT, ELVIRA
Going going gone: Art portrays Scarsdale of past, present (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society is presenting an exhibition titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists."), Apr 27, 2001, p. 15

HYDRANTS
Fire hazard (The Inquirer warns that snow piled on top and around fire hydrants can constitute a fire hazard.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
Help keep snow away from hydrants (letter) (Tom Koster, Vice-President of Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company 1, commends the work of the Scarsdale Fire Department in digging out fire hydrants following a recent snowstorm.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7

HYMAN, ALEX
(Jessica Zeichner and Alex Hyman plow through a pile of autumn leaves.) (photo), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

HYMAN, AMY (AUTHOR)
Breast cancer event celebrated survival, raised funds (letter) (Amy Hyman and Nona Snyder thank residents for their generosity and support of the "Strides Against Breast Cancer" fundraiser.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

IDENTIFICATION CARDS
Focal Points: How do you feel about the possibility of national identification cards? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions locals on pertinent issues of the day.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7

IDONI, TIMOTHY
Lawmakers praised at redistrict parley (Plan for reshaping New York State election districts meets with local approval.), July 20, 2001, p. 1

ILARDO, JOSEPH A (DR)
Are your parents driving you crazy? Therapist team offers Rx for staying sane (photo) (Carole Rothman and Joseph Ilardo have co-authored a book titled, "Are Your Parents Driving You Crazy: How to Resolve the Most Common Dilemmas with Aging Parents."), Oct 26, 2001, p. 3

ILARDO, JOSEPH A (DR) (AUTHOR)
All involved in village redesign deserve congratulations (letter) (Joseph A. Ilardo and Carole R. Rothman applaud the recent sidewalk redesign in the downtown area.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

ILES, AMY (AUTHOR)
Stone wall picture didn't match column (letter) (Amy Iles writes that the stone wall pictured in a December 14 article is not the kind to last for centuries, as alleged.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 6

INCAS
Ancient Inca artifacts come to 6th grade (photo) (Dr. Orlando Olcese visited his grandson's Scarsdale Middle School sixth grade class with a treasure trove of priceless Peruvian artifacts.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 11

INDIA
Earthquake relief (The Indian American Cultural Association of Westchester is collecting funds to assist earthquake victims in Western India.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1
Indian dancer at Greenacres school (photo) (Choreographer/teacher/dancer, Nalini Rau, performed ritual dances at the Greenacres School on February 16.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 11
How to get along in India's sunny clime (editorial) (Debra Banerjee gives travelers to India, particularly Bill Clinton, tips on mastering travel in India.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7

INDIAN POINT NUCLEAR POWER PLANT (N.Y.)
Indian Point evacuation drill urged by Feiner (letter) (Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul J. Feiner, urges a drill to check on the effectiveness of the current Indian Point evacuation plans.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6
Calls grow louder to close Indian Point (In light of the recent September 11 terrorist attacks, many are calling for the closing of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan, New York.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
Calls grow louder to close Indian Point (photo) (continued) (In light of the recent September 11 terrorist attacks, many are calling for the closing of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan, New York.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 9

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
Native American festival at Weinberg (photo) (The Scarsdale Audubon Society and the Weinberg Nature Center presented the Native American Heritage Festival on May 20 at the Nature Center.), May 18, 2001, p. 2
INDOOR POOL EDUCATION COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE (2000 - )
Harrison's appeal to state on school pool referendum in last stage (Bob Harrison filed papers in an appeal to have Richard Mills, State Education Commissioner, require the School Board to call a referendum on a $1.3 million bond for an indoor pool at the High School.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1
SIPEC (Scarsdale Indoor Pool Education Committee) gives Inquirer its 'dubious' award (letter) (Bob Harrison of The Scarsdale Indoor Pool Education Committee rebukes the Inquirer's negative remarks about the proposed indoor pool at the High School's new athletic complex.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
SIPEC reviving efforts to get pool built at high school (letter) (Bob Harrison announces that SIPEC, Scarsdale Indoor Pool Education Committee, is starting a new petition drive to allow taxpayers to vote on how their school tax dollars are being spent.), July 20, 2001, p. 6
INELLO, CATHERINE
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District’s 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Information overload (editorial) (Marc Wollin encourages internet users to diminish the volume of information saved on their computers since much of it is worthless or of ephemeral value only.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 7
INJUNCTIONS
Neighbor seeks injunction against FM teardown (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane filed an Article 78 proceeding in State Supreme Court, Westchester County, enjoining the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 10
INOYUE, SCOTT
SHS grad to serve over seas (photo) (Scott Inouye, a 2000 Scarsdale High School graduate, will serve as a missionary for two years for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints in Phnom Penh, Cambodia.), May 25, 2001, p. 19
INTERIOR DECORATION
Home: A supplement to The Scarsdale Inquirer (photo), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1A–39A
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Attack on U.S.: Views from abroad (editorial) (In the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, Anne S. Crosman reflects on the perception of the United States abroad.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7
INTERNET
Librarians answer questions from cyberspace (photo) (Article describes the Greenburgh Library's new "Cyber Reference" service and profiles the capable librarians providing answers from behind their computers.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 3
Decadence for skinflints: Internet shopping on the cheap (Bob Reiser describes his purchases of reasonably priced books through various internet sites.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 4
Information overload (editorial) (Marc Wollin encourages internet users to diminish the volume of information saved on their computers since much of it is worthless or of ephemeral value only.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 7
The Commuter Computer: Decadence for skinflints: Internet shopping on the cheap (Robert Reiser discusses websites for discount shopping and bargains.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4
Napster, I hardly knew ye (editorial) (Robert Reiser discusses Napster, the website for downloading music.), June 29, 2001, p. 4
Napster, I hardly knew ye - part II (editorial) (Robert Reiser discusses the demise of Napster, the controversial and often problematic website for downloading music.), July 6, 2001, p. 4
The Commuter Computer: All the news (Part II) (Robert Reiser evaluates internet news sites.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 4
Cyber-Spending, part 1 - the agony (Robert Reiser examines the world of cyber spending on the infant internet.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 4
Cyber-Spending, part 2: ecstasy (editorial) (Robert Reiser provides tips for surfing the net for bargains.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 4
Cyber-giving (editorial) (Robert Reiser lists a variety of cyber-giving websites.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 11
How to browse the Web at warp speed (part 1) (photo) (Mordechai Beizer writes about installing high speed DSL lines for surfing the internet.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 11
Browsing the World Wide Web at warp speed, part II (This is the second of three articles about setting up a shared high-speed internet connection in your home.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 4
INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS
Real world journey for A-Schoolers (photo) (Article describes the Scarsdale Alternative School's annual career internship program; student Rebecca Wein is pictured with attorney Rebecca J. Fialk.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 11
Internship programs (The Village of Scarsdale is accepting applications from undergraduate and graduate students interested in working as administrative interns for the summer.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Village internships: breeding ground for new employees (photo) (Article profiles Scarsdale Village summer interns, some of whom return to become full time employees.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
Village internships: breeding ground for new employees (photo) (continued) (Article profiles Scarsdale Village summer interns, some of whom return to become full time employees.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 9
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Human relations council stands ready to help (letter) (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Human Relations works to maintain respect and peaceful relations among members of the community.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

IRWIN, ANDY

House Counselor to leave middle school (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School counselor, Andy Irwin, has been appointed Assistant Principal at Byram Hills High School.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

IRWIN, DAVID

2 serve United Way (Dr. Glen Nygreen was re-elected as the vice chair of the Board for Local Community Relations of the United Way of Westchester and Putnam; David Irwin was also elected to serve on the two county board.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 4

Love and Marriage (Supplement), Feb 9, 2001, p. 27

The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

IRWIN, EDWARD

Kids BASE elects trustees (Patricia Colella, David Chalfin, Tami Morachnick and Edward Irwin have been elected to serve on the Board of Trustees of Kids’ BASE for 2001-2003.), June 15, 2001, p. 4

IRWIN, JACKIE

School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

Candidates are sought for school board (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will begin deliberations to name three candidates for the Scarsdale Board of Education.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) panel to discuss high stakes testing (The Town and Village Civic Club will meet on February 8 at the Scarsdale Library to discuss, “High Stakes Testing.”), Jan 19, 2001, p. 2

Love and Marriage (Supplement), Feb 9, 2001, p. 27

High stakes state testing: Is there anything good about it? (continued) (The impact of high stakes state testing was discussed by a panel of experts at a meeting on February 8 sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8

School districts join to challenge state mandates (The Scarsdale Board of Education will meet with the Edgemont Board of Education to discuss joint strategies for dealing with state testing mandates.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1

Board, public weigh in on maximum class size policy (The February 12 Scarsdale School Board meeting featured a lengthy and animated discussion of class size.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 11

Scarsdale parents protest state testing (The Scarsdale Board of Education rejected a petition signed by over 100 district parents protesting state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1

Scarsdale parents protest state testing (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education rejected a petition signed by over 100 district parents protesting state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 9

 Seeking feedback (Scarsdale School Board President Jackie Irwin announced that the schools were required by law to administer five state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders, despite the objections of parents.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

8th-grade state tests boycott seems likely (An overwhelming majority of Scarsdale Middle School parents support a boycott of the state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1

8th-grade state tests boycott seems likely (continued) (An overwhelming majority of Scarsdale Middle School parents support a boycott of the state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 10

$76.7M school budget adopted (The Scarsdale Board of Education formally adopted its proposed budget of $76.69 million for 2001-02.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

No pool referendum (Richard Mills, State Commissioner of Education, dismissed Robert Harrison's appeal to require the school board to hold a special referendum on the indoor pool at the High School.), May 4, 2001, p. 1

Mills took over 6 months to dismiss 'untimely' appeal (letter) (Bob Harrison discusses the options open to district voters on the issue of the indoor swimming pool in Scarsdale.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

Testing issues (The parent led boycott of state-mandated tests for eighth graders continued on May 1 and May 2.), May 11, 2001, p. 1

Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

School sexual harassment policy debated (continued) (At the School Board meeting on May 21, four Scarsdale High School seniors offered their opinions on sexual harassment and intimidation.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

State checks test compliance (State Education Department representatives met with Scarsdale school officials to ascertain compliance with state mandated assessment procedures.), June 15, 2001, p. 1
IRWIN, JACKIE (Continued)
Awards (Rita Golden and Jackie Irwin won awards for leadership and commitment from the Westchester-Putnam School Boards Association.), June 29, 2001, p. 9
New faces on the school board (Terri Simon and Florie Wachtenheim were welcomed to the School Board on July 9, filling the vacancies left by Jackie Irwin and Rita Golden.), July 13, 2001, p. 10
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 14

IRWIN, JACKIE (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale schools map course for future (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1A
Scarsdale schools map course for future (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12A

IRWIN, JACQUELINE
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
State admonishes Scarsdale schools (A letter from the New York State Education Department accused the District of not trying hard enough to end the boycott of state mandated eighth grade standardized tests.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

ISBY, ALEXANDER
Scout Day at Shea (photo) (Members of Scarsdale Cub Scout packs 60 and 440 were part of the color guard at Shea Stadium on June 24, which was Scout Jamboree Day.), July 6, 2001, p. 4

ISLAM
Islam's ardor is seductive, radiant (editorial) (Seth Halpern contrasts and compares Islam, Christianity and Judaism.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7
Books on Islam, disaster, in high demand (photo) (Following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, librarians in Scarsdale and Greenburgh report their roles have expanded to include aid and comfort to those seeking consolation.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 3
Attack on U.S.: Views from abroad (editorial) (In the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, Anne S. Crosman reflects on the perception of the United States abroad.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7
How and with whom should we fight? (editorial) (Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses the difficulty in identifying and fighting modern day terrorism.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6
How and with whom should we fight? (editorial) (continued) (Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses the difficulty in identifying and fighting modern day terrorism.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 7

ISRAEL
Israel has no peace partner (editorial) (Ed Krauss describes how his recent vacation to Israel became an expression of solidarity after the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 7
Israel has no peace partner (editorial) (continued) (Ed Krauss describes how his recent vacation to Israel became an expression of solidarity after the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 12

ISRAEL, JOHN
'Makin' It Big;' Organization strives to win-win for artists and disabled (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Robert Israel, reaches out to the developmentally challenged through music.), June 29, 2001, p. 15
'Makin' It Big;' Organization strives to win-win for artists and disabled (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale resident, Robert Israel, reaches out to the developmentally challenged through music.), June 29, 2001, p. 16

ISRAEL, ROBERT
'Makin' It Big;' Organization strives to win-win for artists and disabled (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Robert Israel, reaches out to the developmentally challenged through music.), June 29, 2001, p. 15
'Makin' It Big;' Organization strives to win-win for artists and disabled (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale resident, Robert Israel, reaches out to the developmentally challenged through music.), June 29, 2001, p. 16

ISSAAC, TONY
Scouts participate in international jamboree (photo) (Ten scouts from Boy Scout Troop 60 in Scarsdale participated in the National Boy Scout Jamboree in Fredricksburg, Virginia.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 4

IZUMI, TATSUYA
E'wood (Edgewood) friends never had to say 'sayonara' (photo) (Former Edgewood School students, John Marshall and Brian Frommer, reunite with their old classmate, Tatsuya Izumi, in Tokyo.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 3

JABLONSKI, KAREN
Students explore local government at LWV (League of Women Voters) Legislative Day (photo) (Local high school students attended the ninth annual League of Women Voters County Legislative Day on April 23.), June 1, 2001, p. 12

JACINTO, MARTA
Giant garage sale at SCC (photo) (The Scarsdale Congregational Church is holding a giant garage sale on May 19.), May 11, 2001, p. 16

JACOBS, HOWARD (AUTHOR)
Greenburgh needs a new library (letter) (Howard Jacobs, Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Greenburgh Public Library, asks for a library facility that reflects the current and future needs of the community.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6
Scarsdale Inquirer Index 2001

JACOBS, PERRY (AUTHOR)
Teams should appoint person responsible for clean-up (letter) (Perry Jacobs suggests that team members rotate responsibility for post-game cleanup at Scarsdale athletic fields.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7

JACOBS, RICHARD
Boy Scout anti-gay policy creates dilemma for local supporters (The Men's Group of Westchester Reform Temple held a panel discussion on April 22 on the topic, "Contesting Discrimination in the Boy Scouts of America."), May 4, 2001, p. 1

Boy Scout anti-gay policy creates dilemma for local supporters (photo) (continued) (The Men's Group of Westchester Reform Temple held a panel discussion on April 22 on the topic, "Contesting Discrimination in the Boy Scouts of America."), May 4, 2001, p. 10

The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

Education can counter ignorance (editorial) (Referencing the Boy Scouts' anti-gay policy, Phyllis Finkelstein writes that education and public discussions are an effective way to counter bigotry against homosexuals.), June 15, 2001, p. 7

Managing family decisions, new series begins at WRT (Westchester Reform Temple) (photo) (Westchester Reform Temple is sponsoring a series of workshops on provocative contemporary issues.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 22

JACOBSON, BELLA
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

JAFFE, BARBARA
Cap FAR (Floor Area Ratio), offer design bonus consultant says (The Scarsdale Planning Board came up with a plan to put a cap on a new house's floor area ratio, or FAR.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

Cap FAR (Floor Area Ratio), offer design bonus consultant says (continued) (The Scarsdale Planning Board came up with a plan to put a cap on a new house's floor area ratio, or FAR.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 9

More subdivision foes lobby planning board (continued) (The August 1 meeting of the Scarsdale Planning Board heard protests from residents about proposed construction projects of large homes.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 8

FAR vetting decelerated (Trustee Tom Cusick announced that the Village Board had been asked to "slow down" the review process on proposed legislation to establish a floor area ratio (FAR) for new construction and additions.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues FAR cap + bonus debate (Limits on house sizes were debated at a panel discussion sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues FAR cap + bonus debate (continued) (Limits on house sizes were debated at a panel discussion sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 24

JAFFE, ERIC
Christie proposals to be discussed by TVCC (The annual meeting of the TVCC will be held on June 7 at the Scarsdale Public Library; featured will be a discussion of the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), May 25, 2001, p. 2

JAFFE, GERRIE (AUTHOR)
At Greenacres, selfish parents outnumber the considerate (letter) (Gerrie Jaffe urges greater cooperation from Greenacres parents in adhering to drop off and pick up rules at the elementary school.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7

JAFFE, MATTHEW SAMUEL
Bracken, Jaffe (wed) (photo) (Genevieve M. Bracken and Matthew Samuel Jaffe were wed on July 14, 2001, at the home of the bride's grandfather in Deal, New Jersey.), July 20, 2001, p. 13

JAKABOVICS, ANDREW
Focal Points: Has the recent tragedy affected your decisions about flying? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions the community about pertinent questions of the day.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7

JAKUBOWICZ, DAVID MATTHEW (DR)
Schutzer, Jakubowicz (Wed) (photo) (Pamela Jasmine Schutzer and David Matthew Jakubowicz were wed on January 6, 2001, in New York City.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 20

JAMES, SIOBHAN
Dressing the part (photo) (Scarsdale/Edgemont brownie troop 19718 visited the Scarsdale Historical Society and dressed in era appropriate clothing.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 4

JAMIL, MARSHA (AUTHOR)
Hearing on assisted living (letter) (Marsha Jamil urges residents to attend a public hearing on March 21 concerning the environmental impact statement for the proposed Assisted Living Project on Saxon Woods Road.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

JANIAK, ANNE
Scarsdale Foundation offers scholarship aid (The Scarsdale Foundation is offering scholarship aid to college students.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4

United Way awards grant (photo) (United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont has given a Local Presence grant to the Women's Enterprise Project.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4
JANIAK, ANNE (Continued)
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

JANIAK, ANNE (AUTHOR)
P.D. (Police Department) wins praise from ex-officials (letter) (Six former elected officials write to acknowledge the fine work the Scarsdale Police Department performs in the community.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

JANIS, PAULA
Singing for the trees; 'Magic Garden' musicians work and play to help preserve Taxter Ridge (photo) (Paula Janis and Carole Demas team up to host a cabaret that will benefit the Committee to Preserve Taxter Ridge and the Westchester Land Trust.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 29

JANSSEN, LINDA SCHUTZ
4 join Julia B. Fee (photo) (Four local women have joined Julia B. Fee Real Estate: Nancy Shaw Chochrek, Linda H. Dietz, Leslie Dorf, and Linda Schultz Janssen.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 4

JAPAN
Why are the Japanese so angry? (editorial) (Yoshi Tsurumi analyzes the repercussions of the accidental sinking of the Japanese ship, Ehime Maru, by an American nuclear submarine on February 9, 2001.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 7

Kuniko Katz wins top prize from arts council (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Kuniko Katz, won the Westchester Arts Council's Tradition Bearers Award.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 3

E’wood (Edgewood) friends never had to say 'sayonara' (photo) (Former Edgewood School students, John Marshall and Brian Frommer, reunite with their old classmate, Tatsuya Izumi, in Tokyo.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 3

JAPAN AMERICA COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Blossom bash (The Scarsdale Historical Society, the Japan American Community Outreach and the Friends of the Parks will co-sponsor a Cherry Blossom Cultural Arts Festival on April 29 at the Scarsdale Library Pond.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1

Blossom belle (photo) (Keiko Onoda of Japan America Community Outreach demonstrates the Japanese tea ceremony at a blossom festival at the Scarsdale Library Pond on April 29.), May 4, 2001, p. 9

JAPANESE - UNITED STATES
A sweet memory: my first taste of chocolate (editorial) (Kuniko Katz recalls the first time she tasted chocolate, at the conclusion of World War II in Japan.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 7

Japanese New Year greeted at Fox Meadow (photo) (Misako Johnson led a celebration of the Japanese New Year at the Fox Meadow School on January 23.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12

Kuniko Katz wins top prize from arts council (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Kuniko Katz, won the Westchester Arts Council's Tradition Bearers Award.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 3

Blossom bash (The Scarsdale Historical Society, the Japan American Community Outreach and the Friends of the Parks will co-sponsor a Cherry Blossom Cultural Arts Festival on April 29 at the Scarsdale Library Pond.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1

JASON, MARIE
Pumpkins for Patriots (photo) (American Legion Post #52 in Scarsdale will be giving out pumpkins in front of the HSBC Bank on Popham Road to honor victims of the 9/11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 2

JENSEN, ELIZABETH
(The Westchester Puma Track Club finished third in the 15K Women's Master Team Run.) (photo), Apr 6, 2001, p. 36

JENSEN, GRADY
Slaners and Larkins are FSWs (Family Service of Westchester's) 'Family of the Year' (photo) (Luella Slaner, John and Deborah Slaner Larkin and Margaret Slaner Larkin will receive the Family Service of Westchester's 'Family of Year Award' on June 14.), June 8, 2001, p. 4

The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

JENSEN, GRADY (AUTHOR)
P.D. (Police Department) wins praise from ex-officials (letter) (Six former elected officials write to acknowledge the fine work the Scarsdale Police Department performs in the community.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

JEWELERS
Ribbon-cutting set for new Wilson store (photo) (On December 1, Wilson and Son are re-opening their newly expanded jewelry store on Chase Road.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 10

JEWELRY
The silver and gold badge of courage: Pin designed for wife now helps others (photo) (Emily and Jim Lasser of Edgemont wear the "been there, done that" pin that Jim designed when Emily was stricken with ovarian cancer.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 3
JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF MID-WESTCHESTER
JCC (Jewish Community Center) launches a new name, look, logo and program offerings (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 18A
Goodbye Finsilver...& bravo; JCC's Summer Arts Center's director says goodbye after 18 years of successful leadership (photo) (Elaine Finsilver retires as director of the Summer Arts Center at the JCC.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 15
Goodbye Finsilver...& bravo; JCC's Summer Arts Center's director says goodbye after 18 years of successful leadership (Elaine Finsilver retires as director of the Summer Arts Center at the JCC.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 16
JCC president; board elected (photo) (The JCC of Mid-Westchester elected a new board for a one-year term; Nancy Raizen is President and Ellen Lazarus is Chairman.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4
JOB HUNTING
New Web site lists p/t jobs (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Marina London and Jayne Woolf, have created a website listing part time and volunteer jobs; the site is www.ePartTimeJobs.com), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4
JOEDECKE, JAMES
Evelyn Stock (photo) (Evelyn Stock of Scarsdale was honored by the Westchester Community College Foundation at its 27th Medallion Awards Dinner.), July 13, 2001, p. 4
JOHNSON, BILL
Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22
JOHNSON, BOINE
Speakers urge village to go ahead with Christie Garage (photo) (Several dozen Village residents turned out to a meeting on January 18 to urge the Village to proceed with the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1
Group tests waters on recreation center (continued) (On April 4, residents offered opinions at a meeting sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club on the proposed community recreation center and pool.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13
Christie Place Lot debate continues (continued) (At a Town and Village Club meeting on June 7, Village Manager Al Gatta pressed the Village's support of the proposed indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), June 15, 2001, p. 14
Board considering rec center proposal (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees is giving the proposed community recreation center "serious consideration.")., July 13, 2001, p. 1
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 15
Disagreement doesn't warrant personal invective (letter) (Lucas Meyer defends Irving Sloan from harsh comments made by Boine Johnson in a November 9 letter to the Inquirer.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6
Focal Points: How do you feel about the questioning and detention of Middle-Eastern residents? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, questions passers by on issues of the day.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7
JOHNSON, BOINE (AUTHOR)
A great job done to clear snow (letter) (Boine Johnson congratulates the Scarsdale Highway Department for a job well done in removing the remains of the epic snowstorm of December 30, 2000.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6
Attractiveness of new downtown garage is important (letter) (Boine Johnson supports the construction of the new Christie Place garage and urges that it be attractive, unlike the thirty year old Freightway Parking construction.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6
P.D. (Police Department) wins praise from ex-officials (letter) (Six former elected officials write to acknowledge the fine work the Scarsdale Police Department performs in the community.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
Harrison received fewest votes in contested elections (letter), Apr 6, 2001, p. 7
Sloan column was misinformed, demeaning (letter) (Boine Johnson responds to Irving Sloan's October 19 "Among other things" column dealing with the proposed Drake Park expansion.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6
JOHNSON, FREDERICK
JOHNSON, MISAKO
Japanese New Year greeted at Fox Meadow (photo) (Misako Johnson led a celebration of the Japanese New Year at the Fox Meadow School on January 23.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12
JOHNSON, STEVE
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
JONES, CASSIUS
Scouts shred slopes (photo) (Pictured are nine members of Scarsdale Boy Scout Troop 60, their chaperones and family members, skiing in Massachusetts on Martin Luther King Day.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 4
JONES, RICHARD
Across-the-pond musicians join SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (On October 22, the Scarsdale community was enchanted by a student performance by the North East Derbyshire Chamber Orchestra from Chesterfield, England.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9
JONES, SAM
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) students plunge into life at SHS (photo) (Brittany Gray and Mitchell Graves, this year's STEP students at Scarsdale High School, receive a warm welcome.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

JONES, WHIT
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) students plunge into life at SHS (photo) (Brittany Gray and Mitchell Graves, this year's STEP students at Scarsdale High School, receive a warm welcome.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

JORDAN, JENNY
Focal Points: Does the off-court behavior of a professional athlete affect your loyalty to his or her team? (photo) (Inquiring photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions to residents and locals.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7

JORDAN, MARCIA E (AUTHOR)
Kids' Base makes difference to mom (letter) (Marcia E. Jordan writes in support of the expansion plans of Scarsdale Kids' Base and the Little School.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 6

JOURAVLEV, ANDREI
'Suite' inspiration; Scarsdale Ballet Studio dancers learn the art of performance in holiday classics (photo), Dec 21, 2001, p. 17

JOURNALISM
Be a part of the paper (editorial) (The Inquirer offers pointers to would be future contributors to the paper.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6

JOURNALISM - AWARDS
Clarion awards (The Association for Women in Communications presented Clarion awards to Scarsdale residents Roberta Hershenson, Joe Lawrence and Andrea Lublinski.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

JOVANICEVIC, ANA
Jovancicevic, Pelaccio (wed) (photo) (Ana Jovancicevic and Zakary Pelaccio were wed on October 2, 2001, in Montalcino, Italy.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 20

JUDAISM
Islam's ardor is seductive, radiant (editorial) (Seth Haipern contrasts and compares Islam, Christianity and Judaism.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7

JUDGES
Nominee sought (The Judicial Qualifications Advisory Committee invites applicants for the position of Acting Village Justice for a one year term beginning in April, 2001.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
270 Fox Meadow given reprieve by Supreme Court (Westchester County Judge, John LaCava, has halted demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road indefinitely.), June 8, 2001, p. 1
270 Fox Meadow given reprieve by Supreme Court (continued) (photo) (Westchester County Judge, John LaCava, has halted demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road indefinitely.), June 8, 2001, p. 10
Judge Friia: distinguished on and off bench (letter) (Mark Lewis urges voters to re-elect Judge Jo Ann Friia for Supreme Court Justice in Westchester, Rockland, Orange, Putnam, and Dutchess Counties.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6
Ruderman honored (photo) (Judge Terry Jane Ruderman of Scarsdale was honored by the Pace University School of Law on November 8.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4

JUETTNER, DIANA
In stunning upset, GB Dems pick Sheehan (photo) (Francis Sheehan, a persistent critic of the Feiner administration in Greenwich, came in second in a three way Democratic contest for two seats on the Town Board.), June 1, 2001, p. 1
Deception is the issue, not Weinberg's right to run (letter) (Francis Sheehan discusses Timmy Weinberg's right to challenge the Greenwich Democratic Party's endorsed candidates.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
A reason to support Juettner, Weinberg (letter) (Gert Kahn supports the re-election of Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg to the Greenwich Town Council.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
Sheehan's energies go toward kicking Weinberg off ballot (letter) (Paul Feiner alleges that Francis Sheehan's campaign for Greenwich Town Council has devoted its energies to preventing incumbent Timmy Weinberg's name from appearing on the ballot.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6
Timmy Weinberg should have the right to run for office (letter) (Adele Grossman supports Timmy Weinberg's right to have her name appear on the ballot in the September primary.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6
Greenburgh primary candidates square off on cable TV (photo) (With twelve days to go before Primary elections for two Greenburgh town board seats, candidates debated each other on August 30 on Public Access Channel 71.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
Greenburgh primary candidates square off on cable TV (photo) (continued) (With twelve days to go before Primary elections for two Greenburgh town board seats, candidates debated each other on August 30 on Public Access Channel 71.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 11
Candidates face off before primary in Greenburgh race (photo) (At the September 11 primary, three candidates will compete for two four year seats on the Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Incumbents Juettner and Weinberg get things done (letter) (Mimi Stiller endorses Timmy Weinberg and Diana Juettner as the Democratic candidates for Greenburgh Town Council.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
Sheehan for town board (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Francis Sheehan in the Democratic primary race for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 8
JUETTNER, DIANA  (Continued)
Juettner, Weinberg have record residents can be proud of (letter) (Eileen Wynne Kellner urges all Greenburgh Democrats to vote for Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg in the September 11 primary for Greenburgh Town Council.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 7
Candidate appreciates loyalty, support (letter) (Timmy Weinberg thanks supporters for their loyalty during petition season.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12
Enthusiastic support for re-election of Feiner team (letter) (Sherylee F. Bauer enthusiastically supports the re-election of Timmy Weinberg and Diana Juettner for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12
It would be a mistake to vote against Paul Feiner's team (letter) (Gert Kahn, former Chair of the Greenburgh Democratic Town Committee, endorses Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg in the September 11 primaries for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12
Primary rescheduled (The Greenburgh Primary has been rescheduled for September 25.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Feiner Team prevails in primary (photo) (The "Feiner team," Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg, prevailed over challenger Francis Sheehan in the Democratic Primary for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1
Feiner Team prevails in primary (continued) (The "Feiner team," Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg, prevailed over challenger Francis Sheehan in the Democratic Primary for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 10
JUNG, SOKNAN HAN
Human relations council stands ready to help (letter) (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Human Relations works to maintain respect and peaceful relations among members of the community.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6
JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER
Junior League projects reflect commitment to education (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7A
JURELLER, SUSAN
School budget wins endorsements (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum held on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
School budget wins endorsements (continued) (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum held on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 9
JURELLER, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
PT Council urges support for budget (letter) (The Scarsdale Council of Parent Teacher Associations endorses the 2001-02 school budget and urges the Scarsdale community to vote "yes" on May 15.), May 11, 2001, p. 6
JURIST, BRETT
Roth, Jurist (engaged) (Melissa Roth and Brett Jurist are engaged.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 22
JUSTER, HOWARD H
Howard H. Juster (dies) (photo) (Howard H. Juster, long time Scarsdale resident, died on November 18, 2001, of a heart attack at his home in Rancho Bernardo, California. He was 76.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 30
JUSTER, KENNETH I
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad nominated for commerce post (photo) (Kenneth Juster has been nominated by President Bush for the position of Undersecretary of Commerce for Export Administration.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
Undersecretary Juster to speak at TVCC meeting (photo) (Kenneth I. Juster, Undersecretary of Commerce in the Bush Administration, will address the Town and Village Club on December 6.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 2
We're 'all on the front lines,' says trade VIP (photo) (Kenneth Juster, Undersecretary of Commerce for Export Administration, addressed the Town and Village Civic Club at its December 6 meeting.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 3
JUSTER, NORTON
'The Phantom Tollbooth' (photo) (Photo of Quaker Ridge School third graders in their production of "The Phantom Toll Booth."), June 15, 2001, p. 11
KABAYASHI, AKIKO
Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center's first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1
KADIN, ALLISON (AUTHOR)
Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center's first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9
KAHLE, ALISON L (AUTHOR)
Teardowns are breaking heart of former resident (letter) (Former resident, Alison L. Kahle, bemoans the demolition of so many classic Scarsdale homes.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6
KAHLE, ROBERT VINTON
Robert Vinton Kahle (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Robert Vinton Kahle, died in a plane accident on April 28, 2001. He was 69.), June 15, 2001, p. 27
KAHN, GERT (AUTHOR)
A reason to support Juettner, Weinberg (letter) (Gert Kahn supports the re-election of Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg to the Greenburgh Town Council.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
It would be a mistake to vote against Paul Feiner's team (letter) (Gert Kahn, former Chair of the Greenburgh Democratic Town Committee, endorses Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg in the September 11 primaries for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12

KAHN, PETER S
Peter S. Kahn (dies) (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Peter S. Kahn, died on December 14, 2001, at the New Milford, Connecticut home of his daughter. He was 86.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 20

KAISER, JOSEPH
Fledging opera star comes home (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Joe Kaiser, is making a name for himself as an opera singer.), June 29, 2001, p. 15
Fledging opera star comes home (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale resident, Joe Kaiser, is making a name for himself as an opera singer.), June 29, 2001, p. 16
Shockwaves; Witnesses recount horror of terrorist attack on New York (photo) (Account of the terrorist attacks that destroyed the twin towers of the World Trade Center on September 11.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Shockwaves; Witnesses recount horror of terrorist attack on New York (photo) (continued) (Account of the terrorist attacks that destroyed the twin towers of the World Trade Center on September 11.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19

KALB, BESS
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28
Food, glorious canned food (photo) (The Scarsdale Middle School community collected a record 4,693 pounds of food during the annual Student Organization food drive.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9
Teens care (photo) (Nine eighth graders and three staff members from Scarsdale Middle School participated in the Americares Homefront America program on May 5.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

KALT, STEVEN (AUTHOR)
Village board not interested in preserving open space (letter) (Steven Kalt alleges that the Village seeks to develop rather than preserve open space, using the Winston property and Christie Place as examples.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6

KAMINER, JACK
Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22
In retirement, Jack Kaminer continues to focus on his workshop (photo) (Jack Kaminer retired from his basketball coaching position at Scarsdale High School and is taking his Focus Workshop on the road.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 34
In retirement, Jack Kaminer continues to focus on his workshop (continued) (Jack Kaminer retired from his basketball coaching position at Scarsdale High School and is taking his Focus Workshop on the road.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 38

KAMINER, LOUISE
GCT (Greenville Community Theater) provides entertainment, community service (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 11A
GCT (Greenville Community Theater) provides entertainment, community service (photo) (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12A

KANDEL, ALLISON
Edgemont girls share Nobel experience with grandfather (photo) (Libby and Allison Kandel, Seely Place students, had the honor of joining their grandfather, Dr. Eric Kandel, in Stockholm in December as he accepted the Nobel Prize in Medicine.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1

KANDEL, ERIC (DR)
Edgemont girls share Nobel experience with grandfather (photo) (Libby and Allison Kandel, Seely Place students, had the honor of joining their grandfather, Dr. Eric Kandel, in Stockholm in December as he accepted the Nobel Prize in Medicine.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1

KANDEL, LIBBY
Edgemont girls share Nobel experience with grandfather (photo) (Libby and Allison Kandel, Seely Place students, had the honor of joining their grandfather, Dr. Eric Kandel, in Stockholm in December as he accepted the Nobel Prize in Medicine.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1

KANDEL, PAUL
Edgemont girls share Nobel experience with grandfather (photo) (Libby and Allison Kandel, Seely Place students, had the honor of joining their grandfather, Dr. Eric Kandel, in Stockholm in December as he accepted the Nobel Prize in Medicine.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1

KANIVAS, DAN
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34
SHS (Scarsdale High School) celebrates its 84th commencement (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement; Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 graduates on June 22.), June 29, 2001, p. 9A
KANIVAS, DAN (Continued)
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

KANTOR, BERTRAM
Focal Points: What effect would it have on your lifestyle if your computer had to go out for repair? (photo) (Roving photographer Ira N. Toff poses questions to residents.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

KAPICA, JOHN
Cops in schools plan proposed (Responding to a March 23 internet threat that closed Edgemont schools for a day, Greenburgh Town Supervisor Paul Feiner and Police Chief John Kapica suggest having a police presence in the schools.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Cops in schools plan proposed (continued) (Responding to a March 23 internet threat that closed Edgemont schools for a day, Greenburgh Town Supervisor Paul Feiner and Police Chief John Kapica suggest having a police presence in the schools.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4
Municipalities worry about new disability law (Greenburgh Police Chief, John Kapica, urges Governor Pataki to veto union backed legislation broadening disability entitlements.), July 6, 2001, p. 1
Municipalities worry about new disability law (continued) (Greenburgh Police Chief, John Kapica, urges Governor Pataki to veto union backed legislation broadening disability entitlements.), July 6, 2001, p. 8
Precautions (Greenburgh police chief, John Kapica, has advised a number of anti-anthrax precautions for his clerical personnel.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
KAPICA, JOHN (AUTHOR)
School resource officers form positive bonds with students (John Kapica, Chief of Police in Greenburgh, describes the purpose of the School Resource Officer in the public schools.), May 11, 2001, p. 7

KAPLAN, AUSTIN
Chess champs galore (photo) (Pictured with their chess coach are student winners of local chess tournaments.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10

KAPLAN, DOLORES MAE
Dolores Mae Kaplan (dies) (Dolores Mae Kaplan, former Scarsdale resident, died on August 24, 2001. She was 69.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 15

KAPLAN, REBECCA
In any language, SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) scout pole says ‘peace’ (photo) (Junior Girl Scout troop 2209 has created a colorful ‘peace’ pole to grace the front entrance of the Scarsdale Middle School.), June 8, 2001, p. 14

KAPLAN, RITA
Focal Points: What action should the United States take to secure the return of our aircraft from China? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks local residents their opinions of various political and cultural events.), May 11, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: In view of recent tragic events, do you view 2002 with pessimism or optimism? (editorial) (photo) (Ira N. Toff poses timely questions to passers by.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 7

KAPLOWITZ, MICHAEL
Groundswell for gas (The Westchester County Board of Legislators is looking into converting the Indian Point Nuclear Facility to gas.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1

KARDON, JAMES
Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center’s first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9

KARDON, NANCY
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

KARDON, ZAC
Maroon and White Winter Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 24
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

KAROTKIN, TRUDY ZOHN
Young Writer’s Conference continues wonderful tradition (letter) (Catherine C. Souther, President of the Scarsdale PT Council, thanks the organizers and participants involved in the fifth annual Young Writers Conference, held at the High School on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

KARP, ANDRES
For the cause (photo) (A bake sale at Decicco’s Marketplace raised $2,400 for the World Trade Center relief effort along with $20,000 in matching gifts from donors and HSBC.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 3
KARP, EMILY
For the cause (photo) (A bake sale at DeCicco's Marketplace raised $2,400 for the World Trade Center relief effort along with $20,000 in matching gifts from donors and HSBC.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 3

KARRLANDER, PETER
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the recent incident involving a Little League baseball team? (photo) (Roving photographer Ira N. Toff questions locals about newsworthy issues.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 7

KASI, LEE
Focal Points: How do you feel about the President's proposal to provide government funds for faith-based social service programs? (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7

KASS, RUTH
Focal Points: How do you feel about New York City as a site for future Olympic games? (photo) (Question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, to the community.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7

KATZ, ARLENE
Nominee sought (The Judicial Qualifications Advisory Committee invites applicants for the position of Acting Village Justice for a one year term beginning in April, 2001.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1

KATZ, BOBBI
National Library Week (photo) (Children's author and poet, Bobbi Katz, is shown celebrating National Library Week with Quaker Ridge third graders.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13

KATZ, DAVID (AUTHOR)
Too much competition too early in recreation sports (letter) (David Katz describes the negative impact on children of not making the travel soccer team.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 6

KATZ, ELAINE
Focal Points: Do you think the law should treat people who threaten the safety of schools? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions of the day to his subjects.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7

KATZ, ELLEN
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

KATZ, GILLIAN
Author grapples with the loss of her homeland (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Gillian Katz, has written a book of reflections about her childhood in South Africa titled, "Witness to the Birth and Death of My Country."), Sep 7, 2001, p. 3

KATZ, KUNIKO
Kuniko Katz wins top prize from arts council (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Kuniko Katz, won the Westchester Arts Council's Tradition Bearers Award.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 3

KATZ, KUNIKO (AUTHOR)
A sweet memory: my first taste of chocolate (editorial) (Kuniko Katz recalls the first time she tasted chocolate, at the conclusion of World War II in Japan.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 7

KATZ, MICHAEL
Local science teachers develop alternative to state tests (Scarsdale Middle School science teachers have created their own assessment test, customized to the Scarsdale curriculum.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1

KATZ, MORY
Shut up and drive (The nation's first statewide ban on hand-held cell phones went into effect in New York on November 1.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

KATZ, ROSELYN
Focal Points: Do you think that the recent performance of the stock market indicates a possible recession? (photo) (Inquirer photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions of the day to his subjects.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7
KATZ, STEVEN J (DR)
Local doc raises $20K for AIDS research (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Dr. Steven J. Katz, biked 400 miles from Fairbanks to Anchorage, Alaska, and raised $20,000 for the development of an AIDS vaccine.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 4

KATZBERG, LAUREN
Raider pride (photo) (Scarsdale varsity cheerleaders are pictured winning their second place performance prize at the annual Westchester County Cheerleading Championships on November 28.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9
Toss up: 2nd place finish sparks Scarsdale cheerleaders (photo), Dec 7, 2001, p. 27
Toss up: 2nd place finish sparks Scarsdale cheerleaders (photo) (continued), Dec 7, 2001, p. 31

KAUFMAN, CHLOE
(Heathcote first graders are shown at the multicultural scavenger hunt.) (photo), Apr 20, 2001, p. 10

KAUFMAN, GAIL
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

KAUFMAN, JOHN
Congratulations to the Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Coldwell Banker and Dudley Doernberg salute graduates), June 29, 2001, p. 2A

KAUL, NISHU
The Bank of New York and Kids' B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids' Base and Little School's 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 32

KAUNG, BILL
Photographer thanks library for exhibit (letter) (Esther Lo thanks all the people who made the Asian Heritage Month photography exhibit at the Greenburgh Library a success.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

KAVOURIAS, STEPHANIE
Parking rates up (Parking rates are being increased on July 30 for the Hartsdale Public Parking District.), July 27, 2001, p. 1

KAY, BECKY
Focal Points: How do you think the law should treat people who threaten the safety of schools? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions locals about pertinent current events.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 7

KAY, BILL
Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (continued), July 13, 2001, p. 12
Leaf site relocation sparks debate (There is a controversial proposal afoot to relocate the Scarsdale leaf transfer station from Crossway to the public works facility at Ramsey Road.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

KAY, BILL III
10 nominators elected: Heathcote run-off set (Eleven members of the Citizens Nominating Committee were elected on November 14.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

KAY, CAROLYN
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (continued) (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 10
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) has new members (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee elected ten new members at an election held on January 9; 504 votes were cast according to Administrative Committee Chairman Noreen Fisher.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

KAY, JENNIFER A
Metzger, Kay (wed) (photo) (Jennifer A. Kay and Oliver P. Metzger were wed on October 6, 2001, in Pound Ridge, New York.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 15

KEARNS, MARTIN
Host Scarsdale takes 2d in tourney (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Raiders wrestling team powered their way to a runner-up finish in a revamped version of the Scarsdale Wrestling Tournament on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 18

KEATING, KIM
Where's Rudolph? (photo) (Photo of the Arthur Manor Christmas celebration at Davis Park.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1

KEITH, ROBERT
SMS staff learn about AEDs (Automated External Defibrillators) (photo) (The Maroon and White purchased two AEDs, or automated external defibrillators, for use at Middle and High School athletic events.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 11
Sports Safety; What parents, coaches and athletes NEED to know (photo) (Scarsdale parents and athletic coaches attended a lecture at the High School on the topic, "The Adolescent Athlete, What Coaches NEED to Know."), Oct 5, 2001, p. 23
Ready...headset...coach! Technology helps revolutionize the art of coaching football (photo), Nov 9, 2001, p. 21
Ready...headset...coach! Technology helps revolutionize the art of coaching football (photo) (continued), Nov 9, 2001, p. 24
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KELLNER, EILEEN WYNNE (AUTHOR)
Juettner, Weinberg have record residents can be proud of (letter) (Eileen Wynne Kellner urges all Greenburgh Democrats to vote for Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg in the September 11 primary for Greenburgh Town Council.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 7

KELLY, DANIEL
Kelly's Corner (photo) (David, Debbie and Daniel Kelly are pictured in front of a memorial plaque at the Fox Meadow School in honor of Thomas Kelly, who died in an automobile accident; a memorial fund was established in his name.), June 8, 2001, p. 13

KELLY, DAVID
Kelly's Corner (photo) (David, Debbie and Daniel Kelly are pictured in front of a memorial plaque at the Fox Meadow School in honor of Thomas Kelly, who died in an automobile accident; a memorial fund was established in his name.), June 8, 2001, p. 13

KELLY, DEBBIE
Kelly's Corner (photo) (David, Debbie and Daniel Kelly are pictured in front of a memorial plaque at the Fox Meadow School in honor of Thomas Kelly, who died in an automobile accident; a memorial fund was established in his name.), June 8, 2001, p. 13

KELLY, JANICE GATES (AUTHOR)
Edgemont needs a playground for preschoolers (letter) (Edgemont residents write that the site of the former tennis courts on Ardsley Road would be the perfect location for a much needed playground for preschoolers.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

KELLY, MARY ALICE
Focal Points: Do you think there should be changes in the president's right to grant pardons? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions of the day to local residents.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 7

KELLY, ROBERT M (AUTHOR)
Bigotry rests in the eyes of the beholder (letter) (Robert M. Kelly refutes charges of anti-Semitism made by Harry Reynolds against John O'Rourke in a letter to the Inquirer on February 23.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6

KELLY, THOMAS
Kelly's Corner (photo) (David, Debbie and Daniel Kelly are pictured in front of a memorial plaque at the Fox Meadow School in honor of Thomas Kelly, who died in an automobile accident; a memorial fund was established in his name.), June 8, 2001, p. 13

KEMP, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

KEMP, DAVID
Scarsdale runners tackle 'The Monster' (photo) (Local runners take on a massive challenge on a "monster" hill in Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 19

KEMP, GIL
Scarsdale runners tackle 'The Monster' (photo) (continued) (Local runners take on a massive challenge on a "monster" hill in Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 21

KEMP, GEORGE FRENCH
Some good gleaned from painful episode (editorial) (Village historian, Irving Sloan, recounts the painful episode of the 1960 Holly Ball, when a young man was refused entry as an escort because his father was Jewish.), May 4, 2001, p. 15

KENISON, DAVID
Scout Day at Shea (photo) (Members of Scarsdale Cub Scout packs 60 and 440 were part of the color guard at Shea Stadium on June 24, which was Scout Jamboree Day.), July 6, 2001, p. 4

KENNEDY, EAVAN
SHS (Scarsdale High School) athletes honored (photo) (Three Scarsdale High School athletes and their coaches were honored June 6 at Con Edison's 50th annual scholar athlete awards dinner.), June 15, 2001, p. 21

KENNEDY, EDWARD
Seely Place - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Seely Place School on June 21.), June 29, 2001, p. 24A

KENNEDY, ROBERT JR
Calls grow louder to close Indian Point (In light of the recent September 11 terrorist attacks, many are calling for the closing of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan, New York.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

KERNER, EDWARD
Morale remains high in local post offices (Article discussed measures taken by local Post Offices to reassure the public in light of the recent anthrax scare.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
KERRIGAN, MERCEDES
Mercedes Kerrigan (Dies) (Mercedes Kerrigan died on April 21, 2001 in Wewahitchka, Florida. The former Scarsdale resident was 78.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 8

KESSLER, DAVID
Authors are coming (Two writers with Scarsdale connections will speak at the Scarsdale Public Library over the next two months: David Kessler, former head of the Food and Drug Administration, and Frank Rich, New York Times columnist.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1

Kessler to speak here (photo) (David Kessler, former resident and former head of the Food and Drug Administration, will speak at the Scarsdale Library on March 29 in a program sponsored by the Friends of the Scarsdale Library.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 2

Former FDA (Food and Drug Administration) chief writes a thrilling memoir (photo) (David Kessler, former resident and former Commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration, will speak at the Scarsdale Public Library on March 29 about his book, "A Question of Intent."). Mar 23, 2001, p. 3

KESTENBAUM, JUDY
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

KESTENBAUM, IRV
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

KEVORKIAN, JACK (DR)
Doctors dilemma: Who shall live and who shall die? (editorial) (Dr. Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses the complex ethical issues confronting doctors on the topic of euthanasia.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 6

KHALDANI, KATHY
SHS (Scarsdale High School) celebrates its 84th commencement (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 graduates on June 22), June 29, 2001, p. 3A

Focal Points: What are your plans for your immediate and distant future? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions recent Scarsdale and Edgemont High School graduates about their futures.), June 29, 2001, p. 7

KIDS' BASE
Kids' Base & Little School offer creative environment (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 18A

The Bank of New York and Kids' B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids’ Base and Little School’s 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 32

Take off on family adventures close to home (photo) (The Inquirer suggests activities for residents spending the winter vacation close to home.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 3

Hola! (photo) (Stephanie Lieberman and Mai Makazawa display masks created during Mexican Fiesta Day at Kids’ Base during the Winter break.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1

Citizens candidates have records of achievement (letter) (Linda R. Killian, former President of Kids’ BASE, urges Scarsdale residents to vote on March 20 for the Citizens Party nominees for the Village Board and Mayor.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Kids’ Base expands; seeks lease credit (The Board of Directors of Kids’ Base and The Little School announced plans for a $500,000 renovation of its lower level.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

Kids’ Base needs village’s help to reach full potential (letter) (Melissa Begg asks that Scarsdale Village recognize the need for additional private investments for the much needed renovation of the facility of Kids’ Base/Little School.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6

Kids’ Base expands; seeks lease credit (continued) (The Board of Directors of Kids’ Base and The Little School announced plans for a $500,000 renovation of its lower level.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 15

KBLs (Kids Base/Little School): inducement to buy house here (letter) (Lee Nelson of Sprague Road writes that Kids’ Base and the Little School were reasons behind her family’s purchase of a house in Scarsdale.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 6

Kids’ Base makes difference to mom (letter) (Marcia E. Jordan writes in support of the expansion plans of Scarsdale Kids’ Base and the Little School.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 6

Scarsdale should support KBLs (Kids Base/Little School) (editorial) (Patricia Colella praises the programming and staff at Kids’ Base/Little School and supports their plans for expansion into a basement space.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 7

No downside to village in aiding Kids’ Base (letter) (Elizabeth McGrath strongly supports the renovation of the Kids’ Base facility.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6

Why does Kids’ Base have to pay rent to village? (letter) (Carol Stix questions why Kids’ Base pays rent to Scarsdale Village when the facility was constructed with private funds and the program provides such a valuable service to the community.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6

Committee meetings (The Village Board Law Committee will meet June 5 to discuss cell towers and the Kids’ Base lease.), June 1, 2001, p. 1

Village should renegotiate lease with Kids’ Base (letter) (Ann Stater supports the proposed renovation of Kids’ Base and the Little School and urges the Village to renegotiate its lease with the school and lower the rent.), June 8, 2001, p. 7
KIDS’ BASE (Continued)
Kids’ Base provides vital service to Scarsdale families (letter) (Anne Friedkin asks that the current lease for Kids’ Base be extended to include the development of the lower level of the existing facility.), June 8, 2001, p. 9
Need for after-school program grows (letter) (Susan Minster writes that the recently announced renovation of the Kids’ Base/Little School facility would benefit both the program and the Village.), June 8, 2001, p. 9
Board lowers Kids’ Base lease payments, June 15, 2001, p. 1
Kids BASE elects trustees (Patricia Colella, David Chalfin, Tami Morachnick and Edward Irwin have been elected to serve on the Board of Trustees of Kids’ BASE for 2001-2003.), June 15, 2001, p. 4
KBLS (Kids’ BASE/Little School) expansion deserves the village’s support (letter) (Carrie Allieri supports the proposed basement expansion for Kids’ BASE and the Little School.), June 15, 2001, p. 6
Board lowers Kids’ Base lease payments (continued), June 15, 2001, p. 8
Kids’ Base is an essential service (letter) (Carol Gurin responds to an earlier letter that described Kids’ Base as a “luxury amenity.”), June 29, 2001, p. 6
Tell us why, too (editorial) (The Inquirer urges the Village Board to be more transparent about its decision to allow demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 6
Village board made right decision on Kids’ Base (editorial) (Irving Sloan commends the Village Board for its decision to lower Kids’ Base lease payments so that this childcare facility can afford to invest in expansion.), June 29, 2001, p. 7
Taxes should not fund Kids’ Base (letter) (Andrew E. Brennan disagrees with an earlier editorial by Irving Sloan and writes that Kids’ Base, while worthwhile, should not be supported by increased taxes.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
KBLS (Kids Base/Little School) reaccredited (Kids’ Base and the Little School recently received reaccreditation from the National Association for the Education of Young Children.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
Childcare: Kids’ B.A.S.E. and The Little School provide quality childcare (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 27A
Village board expected to OK KBLS (Kids’ Base Little School) expansion (The Scarsdale Village Board is expected to approve plans to expand Kids’ Base and the Little School at its next meeting on October 9.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
Village board expected to OK KBLS (Kids’ Base Little School) expansion (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board is expected to approve plans to expand Kids’ Base and the Little School at its next meeting on October 9.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 8
Fairview subdivision still on hold (Results of October 24 Scarsdale Planning Board meeting), Nov 2, 2001, p. 3
Kids’ BASE to offer parenting workshops (Kids’ Base and the Little School are offering an eight week workshop, “Parenting Your Pre-Schooler: On Good Days and in Stormy Weather.”), Dec 7, 2001, p. 2
KIELL, JOSEPH (AUTHOR)
Greenburgh Democratic petition challenge was justified (letter) (Joseph Kiell feels elected Democratic town officials ignored the will of the Democratic Party Committee.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6
KIERNAN, TIMOTHY
Donovan, Kiernan (engaged) (photo) (Diane Donovan and Timothy Kiernan are engaged.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 14
KILLIAN, LINDA R
Kids’ Base expands; seeks lease credit (The Board of Directors of Kids’ Base and The Little School announced plans for a $500,000 renovation of their lower level.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Kids’ Base expands; seeks lease credit (continued) (The Board of Directors of Kids’ Base and The Little School announced plans for a $500,000 renovation of its lower level.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 15
Village board expected to OK KBLS (Kids’ Base Little School) expansion (The Scarsdale Village Board is expected to approve plans to expand Kids’ Base and the Little School at its next meeting on October 9.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
KILLIAN, LINDA R (AUTHOR)
Citizens candidates have records of achievement (letter) (Linda R. Killian, former President of Kids’ BASE, urges Scarsdale residents to vote on March 20 for the Citizens Party nominees for the Village Board and Mayor.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
KIM, CATARINA
Focal Points: What are your plans for your immediate and distant future? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions recent Scarsdale and Edgemont High School graduates about their futures.), June 29, 2001, p. 7
KIM, JOHN
Heathcote - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students “moving up” from the Heathcote School on June 21.), June 29, 2001, p. 20A
KIM, LAURA
SHS (Scarsdale High School) wind ensemble to perform in England (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble will perform in Derbyshire, England, in May.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10
KIM, MIKE
In your face (photo) (Scarsdale High School wrestling team member, Mike Kim, is shown in a match against Port Chester’s Sal Foti; Kim won, 12-1.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
KIMERLING, JOSH
Ringing in the season (photo) (Josh and Sophie Kimerling admire jewelry at the Hoff-Barthelson Music School holiday sale.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 2

KIMERLING, SOPHIE
Ringing in the season (photo) (Josh and Sophie Kimerling admire jewelry at the Hoff-Barthelson Music School holiday sale.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 2

KIMTS, KARIN BEVERLY
Kimtsis, Fear (wed) (photo) (Karin Beverly Kimtis and Robert Fear, Jr., were wed on May 19, 2001, at the Church of St. James the Less in Scarsdale.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

KINDESS
To avert tragedy, teach kindness (letter) (Judith A. Young, a retired elementary school teacher, suggests that "kindness" and "compassion" are every bit as important as academic subjects in a school curriculum.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

KINRED, BROOK
Demolition on hold (The Committee on Historic Preservation decided not to give demolition permits to builders planning to tear down homes at 270 Fox Meadow Road and 17 Cooper Road; the Board of Architectural Review will rule on February 5.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve 'gateway' (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1

BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve 'gateway' (continued) (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8

Board overturns BAR on 270 Fox Meadow Road (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees decided that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road is not of historic value and may be demolished.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

Board overturns BAR on 270 Fox Meadow Road (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees decided that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road is not of historic value and may be demolished.), May 18, 2001, p. 9

Sorry outcome should inspire zoning reform (editorial) (In light of the controversy over the proposed demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road, the Inquirer urges amendments to the Zoning Laws.), May 25, 2001, p. 6

Citizens assail village board's BAR reversal (continued) (At the Village Board meeting on May 22, residents criticized the trustees' decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 26, 2001, p. 10

270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (continued) (Judge John LaCava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees' May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 8

Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (continued) (The proposed expansion of the small soccer field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28

KING, BILL
Meltdown (photo) (Bill King gingerly steps over squiggles of melting tar on Christie Place last Friday.), May 11, 2001, p. 3

KING, GERALDINE
"Good friend" will be missed (letter) (Friends of Geraldine King mourn her recent death and describe her many contributions to the community.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

KINSTLINGER, JOSEPH NATHAN
Joseph Nathan Kinstlinger (dies) (Joseph Nathan Kinstlinger, former Scarsdale resident, died of cardiac arrest on May 27, 2001, in Boulder, Colorado. He was 33.), June 1, 2001, p. 19

KINZLER, PETER
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28

KIRKWOOD, DAVID
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 15

Addendum to Scarsdale history of group home (letter) (Charles Cunningham adds to David Kirkwood's earlier article by citing the turbulent history of group homes in Scarsdale.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

Group home on Foxhall now a success (letter) (Constance Farnham responds to Charles Cunningham's November 9 letter which referenced the controversy surrounding the Group Home on Foxhall Road.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 6

KIRWIN, GLENN DAVIS
Residents ask: What can we do to help? Village comes to aid of those affected by trade center disaster (photo), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1

WTC victim's father thanks community (letter) (Paul H. Kirwin thanks residents for their generous outpouring of support in the aftermath of his son's death on 9/11 at the World Trade Center.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6
KIRWIN, JOAN
WTC victim's father thanks community (letter) (Paul H. Kirwin thanks residents for their generous outpouring of support in the aftermath of his son's death on 9/11 at the World Trade Center.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6

KIRWIN, MILES
WTC victim's father thanks community (letter) (Paul H. Kirwin thanks residents for their generous outpouring of support in the aftermath of his son's death on 9/11 at the World Trade Center.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6

KIRWIN, PAUL H (AUTHOR)
WTC victim's father thanks community (letter) (Paul H. Kirwin thanks residents for their generous outpouring of support in the aftermath of his son's death on 9/11 at the World Trade Center.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6

KIRWIN, TROY
WTC victim's father thanks community (letter) (Paul H. Kirwin thanks residents for their generous outpouring of support in the aftermath of his son's death on 9/11 at the World Trade Center.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6

KISSNER, DIANE
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

KIVELL, SHELLEY
Young Writer's Conference continues wonderful tradition (letter) (Catherine C. Souther, President of the Scarsdale PT Council, thanks the organizers and participants involved in the fifth annual Young Writers Conference, held at the High School on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

KLEIN, BEN
Teacher featured in Newsweek (Ben Klein, a 1996 graduate of Scarsdale High School, is featured in the July 4 issue of Newsweek in an article on the tribulations of teaching.), June 1, 2001, p. 4

KLEIN, JANE
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

KLEIN, STEVE
Scarsdale Synagogue plans new expansion (photo) (The Scarsdale Synagogue/Tremont Temple will add 6,000 square feet in a renovation slated to begin in March.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1

KLEMME, JOHN
School districts join to challenge state mandates (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education will meet with the Edgemont Board of Education to discuss joint strategies for dealing with state testing mandates.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 18

Many contributed to the success of first SHS carnival (letter) (Connie Chan reports on the success of the Scarsdale High School carnival on April 20 and 21 and thanks all the event's contributors and supporters.), May 4, 2001, p. 6

Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

Worthy causes engage student altruists at high school (photo) (In an awards ceremony on May 1, Scarsdale High School Principal, John Klemme, paid tribute to student altruism.), May 4, 2001, p. 11

School sexual harassment policy debated (continued) (At the School Board meeting on May 21, four Scarsdale High School seniors offered their opinions on sexual harassment and intimidation.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

SHS Juniors delve into friendship, career and health issues at fair (The annual Scarsdale High School PTA Fair has been improved and expanded.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

SHS (Scarsdale High School) celebrates its 84th commencement (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement; Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 graduates on June 22.), June 29, 2001, p. 9A

STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) students plunge into life at SHS (photo) (Brittany Gray and Mitchell Graves, this year's STEP students at Scarsdale High School, receive a warm welcome.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

Students, faculty bond at memorial assembly (A memorial service was held at the Scarsdale High School on September 13 in honor of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1

KLEPP, LORI
Power Lunch (photo) (The new and outgoing PT Council gathered at the Heathcote School on May 15 for its annual luncheon.), May 18, 2001, p. 11

KLESTADT, BARBARA
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

KLETTER, LAUREN ELISE
Lauren Elise Kletter (dies) (Scarsdale resident Lauren Elise Kletter died at home on December 1, 2001. She was 46.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 14
KLIGERMAN, ROBERT
Birthday wishes (editorial) (The Inquirer reflects on Scarsdale's illustrious past and exciting future on the occasion of its 300th year; various celebrations will mark the anniversary of the Village.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
Zoning should not be changed on Depot Place (letter) (Howard Burkat chimes in against the development plan proposed by Robert Kligerman for Depot Place.), July 20, 2001, p. 6
Depot developer asks trustees for guidance (On August 13, developer Robert Kligerman presented the Village Center Committee with a "modest proposal" for development at Depot Place.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
Depot developer asks trustees for guidance (continued) (photo) (On August 13, developer Robert Kligerman presented the Village Center Committee with a "modest proposal" for development at Depot Place.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 2
Removal of tower is next downtown improvement (photo) (Former Scarsdale Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, helped obtain state funding to demolish two unsightly and obsolete towers near the Scarsdale Metro North train station.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Senior housing (Six units of senior housing are likely at the Depot Place site.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1
Zoning changes to allow Depot development (The Scarsdale Village Board approved a local law to alter zoning and allow development of the Depot Place parcel, currently owned by Robert Kligerman.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1
Trustees mull options for Depot Place (Plans are finally being nailed down for development of the Depot Place location.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 9

KLINE, HARRIET
Focal Points: Has the threat of additional terrorism affected your lifestyle? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks local residents pertinent questions of the day.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 7

KLINE, STEVEN
Chess champs (photo) (Fox Meadow School won the third place trophy at the National Scholastic Chess Foundation chess tournament held on October 21.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 11

KLINEBERG, SELMA G
Selma G. Klineberg (Dies) (Selma G. Klineberg, who had resided in Scarsdale for 25 years, died on December 23, 2000, in her Chevy Chase home following a year long battle with cancer. She was 91.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 12

KLINGENSTEIN, FREDERICK
JCC president; board elected (photo) (The JCC of Mid-Westchester elected a new board for a one-year term; Nancy Raizen is President and Ellen Lazarus is Chairman.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

KLUSS, DOREE

KNEZEVICH, RADMILLA
Elementary teachers tout small class size (Discussions of class size continued at the Board of Education meeting on February 12, including recommendations from three teachers.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11
Fox Meadow - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; lists the 63 students having their moving up ceremony on June 21 from the Fox Meadow School.), June 29, 2001, p. 19A

KNIEF, DAWN
Real estate brokers form 'Team Colleen' (photo) (Coldwell Banker Connecticut/Westchester's Team Colleen will participate in the October 13 Step by Step Walk/Run to raise research money to fight childhood cancer.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 4

KOCH, JUDY
CB/Doernberg celebrates (photo) (Coldwell Banker Doernberg Real Estate marked its 75th year of business in January and the one year anniversary of its affiliation with Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4

KOCH, SARAH
Charitable giving is mixed bag post 9/11 (photo) (Donations to September 11 charitable funds have deflected giving from other needy charitable institutions.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 3

KOHN, ALFIE (DR)
School districts join to challenge state mandates (The Scarsdale Board of Education will meet with the Edgemont Board of Education to discuss joint strategies for dealing with state testing mandates.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Test-ban entreaty (editorial) (The Inquirer expresses its agreement with the prevailing sentiment amongst Scarsdale parents who oppose state mandated standardized testing in the schools.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
Speaker urges boycott of state tests (Alfie Kohn, guest speaker at the PT Council meeting on March 1, described the standards movement as "dastardly" and urged parents and teachers to challenge State Education Department mandates.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Time for change (editorial) (The Inquirer urges Scarsdale parents to think "outside the box" and take a critical look at the standardized tests that have been mandated for Village schools.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
KOHN, ALFIE (DR)  (Continued)
Speaker urges boycott of state tests (continued) (Alfie Kohn, guest speaker at the PT Council meeting on March 1, described the standards movement as "dastardly" and urged parents and teachers to challenge State Education Department mandates.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 19
Let's hear the other side of the story (letter) (In response to Alfie Kohn's recent anti-testing presentation, Andrew R. Heyer suggests that it would be useful to hear an opposing, pro-testing position.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Scarsdale parents protest state testing (The Scarsdale Board of Education rejected a petition signed by over 100 district parents protesting state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale parents protest state testing (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education rejected a petition signed by over 100 district parents protesting state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 9
STOP (State Tests Opposed by Parents) in national spotlight (continued) (STOP gained the attention of nationwide news media when it announced its boycott of State mandated standardized tests for Scarsdale Middle School eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15
Who do we think we are? (editorial) (The Inquirer addresses Commissioner Mills' reproachful letter to Scarsdale Schools Superintendent, Dr. Michael McGill, on the boycott of state mandated standardized tests.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6
Superintendent responds to SED scolding (continued) (In a November 28 letter, School Superintendent Michael McGill claims that Scarsdale did nothing wrong in disagreeing with New York State's standardized testing program.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9
KOHN, IRENE
Focal Points: How do you feel about the questioning and detention of Middle-Eastern residents? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, questions passers by on issues of the day.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7

KOLBERT, STUART
2 honored by UJA (United Jewish Appeal) (photo) (Stuart Kolbert and Donald Fleishaker were praised by Barry J. Effron at the annual luncheon of the UJA-Federation on May 16 at Brae Burn Country Club.), June 15, 2001, p. 4

KONG, ESTHER
Scarsdale artists join 'Roster' (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Betsy Hooper and Esther Kong have joined the Westchester Arts Council's Artist Roster.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 13

KORAN, ADAM
Edgemont's class of 2001 honored (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Edgemont High School's Class of 2001 held its commencement ceremony on June 22.), June 29, 2001, p. 12A

KORNFELD, PAT
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

KORNSTEIN, JACLYN
All fun and games (photo) (Photo montage of fun activities at the Scarsdale Recreation Department's day camps.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 3

KOSTER, FRANS
'Crazy for You' shapes up to be another hit for Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo) ('Crazy for You' opened last night to rave reviews.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 13

KOSTER, TOM (AUTHOR)
Help keep snow away from hydrants (letter) (Tom Koster, Vice-President of Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company 1, commends the work of the Scarsdale Fire Department in digging out fire hydrants following a recent snowstorm.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7
Salvation Army provided coffee for firefighters (letter) (On behalf of the Volunteer Firefighters of Scarsdale, Tom Koster thanks the Salvation Army for providing hot coffee and cold water during a long night of fighting a fire at 24 Heathcote Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

KOTTLER, KAYLA
Up, up, and away (photo) (Photo of three children on a ride at the carnival sponsored by the Scarsdale High School Student Government.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

KOU, FRANK

KOULOMBIS, MARIA
2 new agents at Merritt (photo) (Lee Oppenheimer and Maria Koukoubis have joined Merritt Associates as sales agents.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 4

KOURAKOS, ELLEN
Great balls of fire (photo) (The under-11 Scarsdale Fireball Soccer Team went undefeated to win the 2001 Iona Spring Fever Classic Soccer Tournament.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24
KOVACS, PETER
Focal Points: Do you think the confirmation hearings on proposed Cabinet officers serve a useful purpose? (Subjects respond to the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 7

KOWALCZUK, ANNA
Anticipation (Children are pictured awaiting the arrival of the Easter bunny.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

KOZLOV, ELISSA
2001 Speech Contest (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28

KOZLOV, ELISSA (AUTHOR)
Organizers of first community carnival thank supporters (letter) (Elissa Kozlov, President of the Scarsdale High School Class of 2004, thanks the merchants and residents who made possible last weekend's Carnival.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7

KOZLOVA, VALENTINA
Dancing with the pros; Scarsdale Ballet Students rise to a challenge (Students from the Scarsdale Ballet Studio performed on March 23 and 24 at the dance theater lab of SUNY Purchase.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 31
Dancing with the pros; Scarsdale Ballet Students rise to a challenge (continued) (Students from the Scarsdale Ballet Studio performed on March 23 and 24 at the dance theater lab of SUNY Purchase.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 32
'Suite' inspiration; Scarsdale Ballet Studio dancers learn the art of performance in holiday classics (photo), Dec 21, 2001, p. 17
'Suite' inspiration; Scarsdale Ballet Studio dancers learn the art of performance in holiday classics (photo) (continued), Dec 21, 2001, p. 18

KRAHL, KATE
Civic education trip fosters cooperation and community (Sixty-four Scarsdale ninth graders bonded in the upstate woods last week during a day and a half long civic education retreat.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 9

KRAMER, BARRY (AUTHOR)
Resident's recommendations would benefit busy intersection (letter) (Garth Road resident, Barry Kramer, feels that traffic congestion at the intersection of Garth and Popham Roads intensified following the Village's widening of the sidewalk in front of 7-Eleven.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7

KRAMER, LORE
Focal Points: How useful do you find TV as a news source? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions passers by about newsworthy issues.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 7

KRAMER, PAULA
Hartsdale's farmer's market brings the country to town (photo) (Farmers market to be held every Saturday from late June to mid-October in front of the Hartsdale train station), July 20, 2001, p. 1

KRAUSS, EDWARD R
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (continued) (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 4
Who will take the hit as N.Y. redistricts? (Starting January 2003, New York will send just 29 representatives to Washington, D. C., down from 31.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1
Who will take the hit as N.Y. redistricts? (photo) (continued) (Starting January 2003, New York will send just 29 representatives to Washington, D. C., down from 31.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 21

KRAUSS, EDWARD R (AUTHOR)
Board's not too big, but it does have too many committees (letter) (Edward R. Krauss disagrees with Legislator Kay Carsey's suggestion to shrink the Westchester County Board of Legislators but agrees with her that there are too many committees.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6
U.S. should be on receiving end of an apology (letter) (Edward R. Krauss demands an apology from China for a recent, wreckless aeronautical mishap perpetrated by a Chinese pilot.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7
Feiner should not have allowed his name on party petition (letter) (Edward R. Krauss wonders why Paul J. Feiner would lend his name and imprimatur to a primary candidate he opposes.), June 29, 2001, p. 6
No correlation between morality and sexuality/preference (letter) (Edward Krauss argues that the Boy Scouts of America should revisit their criteria for scout leaders and allow homosexuals to be troop leaders.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
Fairness is more ardently wished than seriously expected (letter) (Ed Krauss addresses irregularities and instances of favoritism in the upcoming Greenburgh elections for Town Council.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6
Israel has no peace partner (editorial) (Ed Krauss describes how his recent vacation to Israel became an expression of solidarity after the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 7
Israel has no peace partner (editorial) (continued) (Ed Krauss describes how his recent vacation to Israel became an expression of solidarity after the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 12
Greenburghers: We must be our own checks and balance system (editorial) (Ed Krauss analyzes the impact of Francis Sheehan's loss in the Greenburgh Democratic Primary.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 7
KRETschmann, Wolfgang G
Wolfgang G. Kretschmann (Dies) (Wolfgang G. Kretschmann, a 44 year resident of Scarsdale, died on December 25, 2000. He was 70.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 14

KRIM, NANCY
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

KRITMAN, JASON
Foods, glorious foods, at SMS luncheon (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School students enjoyed a fabulous lunch hosted by the Multicultural Committee on June 7.), June 8, 2001, p. 13

Kroenlein, David
November's to receive '01 Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (Robert and Eleanor November of Greenacres will receive the '01 Scarsdale Bowl at a dinner at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in White Plains on April 26.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
3 candidates tapped for village board (photo) (The Citizen's Committee has nominated Peter Strauss of Greenacres and incumbent trustees Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock to run for Village Trustee in the March 20 Village Election.), Jan 28, 2001, p. 1
3 candidates tapped for village board (photo) (continued) (The Citizen's Committee has nominated Peter Strauss of Greenacres and incumbent trustees Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock to run for Village Trustee in the March 20 Village Election.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6
Best person for the job was overlooked (editorial) (Irving Sloan decryes the fact that attorney and Village Board member, Ann Galvani, was passed over for the office of Mayor of Scarsdale.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7
Some opinions are better left unexpressed (letter) (In response to a February 9 editorial by Irving Sloan, Carole Tunick supports the Nominating Committee's choice of David Kroenlein for Mayor; she also faults a February 2 Inquirer editorial as unduly critical of the Scarsdale Police.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
Citizens slate is worthy of broad support (letter) (Mark B. Hirsch is proud of his participation on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee and is pleased with the candidates they selected: David Kroenlein, Tom Cusick, Joseph Zock and Peter Strauss.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
For impressive candidates, vote Row A (letter) (Adrienne Price, Citizens Committee member, urges the community to vote for David Kroenlein, Tom Cusick, Joe Zock and Peter Strauss, the Citizen's Party candidates.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Vote for Citizens Party candidates on Row B (letter) (Marcia Banner urges Scarsdale residents to vote Row B, Citizens Party, at the Mayoral and Village Board elections on March 20.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Citizens continue outstanding tradition (letter) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin asks residents to join her in voting on March 20 for Citizens Non-Partisan candidates for Mayor and Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Slate reinforces strength of system (letter) (Evelyn Stock urges residents to support the Citizens Party slate in the upcoming Village elections for Mayor and for Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Support the nonpartisan system (letter) (Joy Handelman, member of the 2000-2001 Citizens Committee, endorses David Kroenlein for Mayor and Tom Cusick, Joe Zock and Peter Strauss for Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
For village trustee: Zock, Cusick, Strauss (editorial) (The Scarsdale Inquirer urges residents to vote Row B in the upcoming elections for Village Board: Joseph Zock, Tom Cusick, and Peter Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Citizens candidates have records of achievement (letter) (Linda R. Killian, former President of Kids' BASE, urges Scarsdale residents to vote on March 20 for the Citizens Party nominees for the Village Board and Mayor.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
Peter Strauss belongs on the board of trustees (letter) (Bill Doescher supports nominee Peter Strauss for Village Board trustee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9
Strauss and colleagues offer wisdom, experience (letter) (Walter J. Handelman cast an absentee ballot for the Citizens Party candidates on Row B: Kroenlein, Cusick, Zock and Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9
Vote Row B for candidates with impressive records (letter) (Adrienne A. Price, Citizens Committee member, asks voters to support candidates on Row B on Election Day: Kroenlein, Cusick, Zock and Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9
Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
Mayor-elect defines goals (Article profiles Scarsdale's recently elected Mayor, David Kroenlein, with particular attention to his policies and programs.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) (continued) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24
Mayor-elect defines goals (continued) (Article profiles Scarsdale's recently elected Mayor, David Kroenlein, with particular attention to his policies and programs.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24
New committees (At a recent meeting of the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents, Mayor David Kroenlein announced a changed array of Village Board committees.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
New mayor to mine village's social capital (photo) (Scarsdale Mayor, David Kroenlein, proposed sweeping changes to Village Government at his first Village Board meeting on April 10.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
KROENLEIN, DAVID (Continued)

New mayor to mine village's social capital (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Mayor, David Kroenlein, proposed sweeping changes to Village Government at his first Village Board meeting on April 10.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13

Board adopts new watercourse diversion law, Apr 27, 2001, p. 5

Community reaps 'interest' from Bowl honorees' 'investment' (photo) (Eleanor and Robert November, winners of the 2001 Scarsdale Bowl, enjoy an evening in the spotlight on April 26.), May 4, 2001, p. 1

Dig they must (photo) (Various residents are shown planting a Cleveland Flowering Pear Tree at Village Hall in honor of Arbor Day.), May 4, 2001, p. 9

Community reaps 'interest' from Bowl honorees' 'investment' (photo) (continued) (Eleanor and Robert November, winners of the 2001 Scarsdale Bowl, enjoy an evening in the spotlight on April 26.), May 4, 2001, p. 21

The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

Five neighborhood associations will meet (Five neighborhood associations are meeting this week to update residents on issues of the day.), May 11, 2001, p. 2

Board overturns BAR on 270 Fox Meadow Road (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees decided that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road is not of historic value and may be demolished.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

Trustees mull Christie Place Garage (continued) (The Village Center Committee held an open meeting on May 14 to discuss the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage at Christie Place.), May 18, 2001, p. 9

Citizens assail village board's BAR reversal (At the Village Board meeting on May 22, residents criticized the trustees' decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 1

Sprinkler law is an example of too much government (letter) (Jim Fitzgerald feels that a sprinkler law in Scarsdale would be an example of "too much government.").), May 25, 2001, p. 7

Citizens assail village board's BAR reversal (continued) (At the Village Board meeting on May 22, residents criticized the trustees' decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 10


Memorial Day '01: An inclusive celebration (photo) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 sponsored a lively Memorial Day Parade through the downtown area.), June 1, 2001, p. 3

270 Fox Meadow given reprieve by Supreme Court (continued) (photo) (Westchester County Judge, John La Cava, has halted demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road indefinitely.), June 8, 2001, p. 10

The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

Zoning hearing set (The Scarsdale Village Board has scheduled a hearing on proposed amendments to the zoning code to establish a cap on floor area ratio, or "FAR.").), June 15, 2001, p. 1

270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (Judge John La Cava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees' May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 1

Christie Place: village gets more flack (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 1

Tell us why, too (editorial) (The Inquirer urges the Village Board to be more transparent about its decision to allow demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 6

Parking survey: More employees use metered spaces (A survey taken by the Scarsdale Inquirer indicates that employees of Village businesses exceed Village estimates in terms of parking spaces utilized.), July 6, 2001, p. 1

Trustees are making secret decisions on 270 Fox Meadow (letter) (Elliot Bernstein recaps the controversy over the proposed demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), July 13, 2001, p. 7

Some trustees reject Christie garage proposal, July 20, 2001, p. 1

Discussing the decision (Following a directive from the Westchester County Supreme Court, the Scarsdale Village Board is reconsidering its decision to allow the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), July 27, 2001, p. 1

New roof on order for 2 Drake Road (photo) (The Village owned home at 2 Drake Road, which is used for transitional housing for homeless families, is slated for a new roof.), July 27, 2001, p. 1

A stream runs through it (photo) (On July 27, Mayor Kroenlein and esteemed guests cut the ribbon in front of the newly landscaped stream bed created by the Village at Popham and Chase Roads.), July 27, 2001, p. 9

Keeper of village milestones reaches 1 of her own (photo) (Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, is retiring after fifteen years of service.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1

Neighbor seeks new injunction on teardown (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane has asked the Supreme Court of Westchester for a week long delay in the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1

Longevity rewarded (photo) (The Village honored long time employees at a ceremony on August 7.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 4
Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (KROENLEIN, DOROTHY HOBBS, KROENLEIN, DOROTHY, KROENLEIN, DAVID)

The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo)

Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Enhanced memorial will include victims of Sept. 11, Nov 16, 2001, p. 3

The battle is over: 270 Fox Meadow likely to fall soon (continued)

Village board expected to OK KBLS (Kids' Base Little School) expansion

Conference to address domestic abuse issues (continued)

Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1

Residents ask: What can we do to help? Village comes to aid of those affected by trade center disaster (photo), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1

'02 budget issues already cropping up (Beverly Sved, Village Board Finance Committee Chair, expressed concern about the 2002 budget at the September 25 Village Board meeting.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1

The battle is over: 270 Fox Meadow likely to fall soon (The long courtroom battle to save 270 Fox Meadow Road from the wrecker's ball has failed as the result of a September 25 decision by the four judge panel of the Appellate Division, Second Department.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

Village board expected to OK KBLS (Kids' Base Little School) expansion (The Scarsdale Village Board is expected to approve plans to expand Kids' Base and the Little School at its next meeting on October 9.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

The battle is over: 270 Fox Meadow likely to fall soon (continued) (The long courtroom battle to save 270 Fox Meadow Road from the wrecker's ball has failed as the result of a September 25 decision by the four judge panel of the Appellate Division, Second Department.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 10

Conference to address domestic abuse issues (The Coalition Against Family Violence will host a conference on domestic violence on October 30 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

Conference to address domestic abuse issues (continued) (The Coalition Against Family Violence will host a conference on domestic violence on October 30 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28

Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (continued) (The proposed expansion of the small soccer field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28

Drake Field to be improved, not expanded (A divided Village Board approved scaled down improvements for the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

Leaf site relocation sparks debate (There is a controversial proposal afoot to relocate the Scarsdale leaf transfer station from Crossway to the public works facility at Ramsey Road.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

Hundreds enjoyed Fall Foliage Run Oct. 14 (letter) (Eda N. Newhouse, President of the Scarsdale Historical Society, thanks the community and local merchants for the success of the Fall Foliage Run and 16th Walk for Fun on October 14.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims (The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

Removal of tower is next downtown improvement (photo) (Former Scarsdale Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, helped obtain state funding to demolish two unsightly and obsolete towers near the Scarsdale Metro North train station.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims (continued) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 9

Veterans Day (Mayor Daniel F. Kroenlein will officiate at Veterans Day ceremonies at Boniface Circle on Sunday, November 11.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1

Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Enhanced memorial will include victims of Sept. 11, Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Ceremony speakers link past wars, present challenge (continued) (Veterans from American Legion Post 52 gathered at Boniface Circle on November 11 to honor the war dead and the victims of the September 11 attacks.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 9

Undersecretary Juster to speak at TVCC meeting (photo) (Kenneth I. Juster, Undersecretary of Commerce in the Bush Administration, will address the Town and Village Club on December 6.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 2

KROENLEIN, DOROTHY

The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 14

KROENLEIN, DOROTHY HOBBS

SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 3

KROLL, SARAH

In any language, SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) scout pole says 'peace' (photo) (Junior Girl Scout troop 2209 has created a colorful 'peace' pole to grace the front entrance of the Scarsdale Middle School.), June 8, 2001, p. 14
KROLL, SARAH (Continued)
Sleek new SMS lit mag gets students excited about writing (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School literary magazine, "Between the Lines," has an innovative, award winning new look), Oct 19, 2001, p. 11

KRUSKO, PETER
'Best in Show' at SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) awards (photo) (Peter Krusko's watercolor, "Hudson River North of Bear Mountain," won Best in Show from the Scarsdale Art Association.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 17

KUBOY, ITAMAR
Weiss, Kubovy (Wed) (Dara-Lynn Weiss and Itamar Kubovy were wed on January 20 at the St. Regis Hotel in New York City.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 15

KUHN, ERIC
Scarsdale Frisbee tops in New York (photo) (The Scarsdale High School ultimate frisbee team, the Hellfish, won its home tournament again this year.), June 15, 2001, p. 17
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A-15A

KURKIN, AMY REBECCA
Kunkin, Hochhauser (wed) (photo) (Amy Rebecca Kunkin and Jonathan Adam Hochhauser were wed on October 27, 2001, in Manhattan.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 14; Nov 16, 2001, p. 20

KUNTZ, GEORGE
Many capital projects under way at schools, July 27, 2001, p. 1

KUPPERBERG, DANIELLE
Raider pride (photo) (Scarsdale varsity cheerleaders are pictured winning their second place performance prize at the annual Westchester County Cheerleading Championships on November 28.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9
Toss up: 2d place finish sparks Scarsdale cheerleaders (photo) (continued), Dec 7, 2001, p. 31

KUPPER, BILL
Business Week exec peers round the economic corner (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Bill Kupper, president and publisher of Business Week, spoke at the Scarsdale Library in a lecture sponsored by the Town and Village Club on November 15.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 3
Business Week exec peers round the economic corner (continued) (Former Scarsdale resident, Bill Kupper, President and publisher of Business Week, spoke at the Scarsdale Library on November 15 in a lecture sponsored by the Town and Village Club.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 9

KUPPER, WILLIAM P JR
Business Week publisher to speak in lecture series (photo) (William P. Kupper, Jr., President and publisher of Business Week, will be the final speaker in the Town and Village Club's three part lecture series.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 2

KURLAN, KIM
More subdivision foes lobby planning board (The August 1 meeting of the Scarsdale Planning Board heard protests from residents about proposed construction projects of large homes.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1

KURZNER, JONATHAN
David Stern: NBA inside stuff with the man who knows best (photo) (continued) (National Basketball Commissioner and Scarsdale resident, David Stern, spoke at the Scarsdale Library on September 25.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 11

KURZNER, WAYNE
David Stern: NBA inside stuff with the man who knows best (photo) (continued) (National Basketball Commissioner and Scarsdale resident, David Stern, spoke at the Scarsdale Library on September 25.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 11

KUSHEL, DYLAN
Edgemont's class of 2001 honored (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement; Edgemont High School's Class of 2001 held its commencement ceremony on June 22.), June 29, 2001, p. 12A

KUSHNER, RON
 Soccer tournament was enjoyable (letter) (David Wald thanks those made the third annual Micro-Soccer 3 v 3 Festival Tournament such an enjoyable event.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7

KUSNETZ, DAVID
Students learn about power and peace (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School Choice students held a very successful World Peace Conference, based on a United Nations model.), May 11, 2001, p. 12

KUSNETZ, MARC
Students learn about power and peace (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School Choice students held a very successful World Peace Conference, based on a United Nations model.), May 11, 2001, p. 12

KUTTNER, ROBERT
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held its fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 3
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held its fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28
KUTTNER, SOL
Focal Points: Do you think the recent tragic events will affect our civil liberties (photo) (Ira N. Toff questions the community on the impact of the 9/11 attacks on our civil liberties.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7
KUTTNER, SOL (AUTHOR)

Trustees should be ashamed of record on 270 (letter) (Sol Kuttner thanks Elliot Bernstein for his legal efforts to halt the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6

WP (White Plains) Library to honor volunteer with chamber concert (letter) (Sol Kuttner writes that the White Plains Library is honoring 92 year old volunteer, Robert Lee Mills, with a chamber music concert on November 18.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

KWANZAA
Season's Greetings; Festivals of light in many holiday traditions featured in Scarsdale Historical Society's exhibit (photo) (continued), Dec 7, 2001, p. 21

LABOR DAY

Library closing (The Scarsdale Public Library will be closed from 1 pm Saturday, August 25, through Labor Day, Monday, September 3 for a building repair project.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1

Labor Day fun (Labor Day festivities will take place at the Scarsdale Pool on Monday, September 3.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1

Labor Day at the pool (photo) (Calendar of fun events on Labor Day at the Scarsdale Pool), Sep 7, 2001, p. 3

LABOR LAWS AND LEGISLATION

They also suffer who only watch (editorial) (Sam Witchel describes the lasting impact the Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire had on his father, who, as a young man, witnessed the tragedy.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7

Another fire witness turned grief to activism (letter) (Sam Witchel pays homage to Bessie Cohen, who survived the Triangle Shirtwaist fire and died in 1999 at the age of 107.), May 4, 2001, p. 6

LACAVA, JOHN

Demolition of 270 Fox Meadow on hold (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane obtained a temporary restraining order against the Board of Architectural Review and the Scarsdale Village Board to halt the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 1, 2001, p. 1

Demolition of 270 Fox Meadow on hold (continued) (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane obtained a temporary restraining order against the Board of Architectural Review and the Scarsdale Village Board to halt the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 1, 2001, p. 9

270 Fox Meadow given reprieve by Supreme Court (Westchester County Judge, John LaCava, has halted demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road indefinitely.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

Goliath Stumbles (editorial) (The Inquirer acknowledges the efforts of Elliot Bernstein and the Supreme Court of Westchester County for keeping the bulldozers at bay at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 8, 2001, p. 6

270 Fox Meadow given reprieve by Supreme Court (continued) (photo) (Westchester County Judge, John LaCava, has halted demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road indefinitely.), June 8, 2001, p. 10

Preparations OK (The Westchester County Supreme Court ruled on June 11 that pre-demolition preparations may proceed for the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 1

Village fills in blanks on 270 Fox Meadow (Village Attorney, Wayne Esannason, explains the trustee's unanimous decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 1

Village fills in blanks on 270 Fox Meadow (continued) (Village Attorney, Wayne Esannason, explains the trustee's unanimous decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 9

270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (Judge John LaCava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees' May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 1

Tell us why, too (editorial) (The Inquirer urges the Village Board to be more transparent about its decision to allow demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 6

270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (continued) (Judge John LaCava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees' May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 8

Discussing the decision (Following a directive from the Westchester County Supreme Court, the Scarsdale Village Board is reconsidering its decision to allow the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), July 27, 2001, p. 1

Neighbor seeks new injunction on teardown (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane has asked the Supreme Court of Westchester for a week long delay in the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1

270 Fox Meadow Road still in court (Still no word from Westchester County Supreme Court about Elliot Bernstein's request to halt the wrecking ball aimed at 270 Fox Meadow Road), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1

270 Fox Meadow on hold until Wednesday (Westchester County Supreme Court Judge Orazio Bellantoni issued a temporary restraining order forbidding demolition and "staying any further proceedings" at 270 Fox Meadow Road until August 22.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1

270 pending in State Supreme Court (The temporary restraining order prohibiting the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road remains in effect.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
LACAVA, JOHN (Continued)
Damage Control (editorial) (The Inquirer re-examines the convoluted history and fate of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 6

LACROSSE
Setting the tempo; SHS senior leads by example on football, lacrosse fields (photo) (Scarsdale High School senior, Matt Capone, excels at both football and lacrosse.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 21
Setting the tempo; SHS senior leads by example on football, lacrosse fields (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School senior, Matt Capone, excels at both football and lacrosse.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 22
Teammates: the Hufnagels bring brotherhood, talent to Raider lacrosse (photo), Apr 27, 2001, p. 23
Teammates: the Hufnagels bring brotherhood, talent to Raider lacrosse (photo) (continued), Apr 27, 2001, p. 28
Love of the game unites father and son (photo) (Scarsdale High School freshman, Jon Beck, called on his father, network news sportscaster Bruce Beck, to help him do color commentary on a JV Girls Lacrosse game for Scarsdale Schools Cable Channel 72.), May 4, 2001, p. 3
Rock the cradle; SHS grad splits time between lax team, new son (photo) (Profile of 1989 Scarsdale High School graduate, Leigh Ann Boscarino, who is the coach of the Scarsdale girls' lacrosse team.), May 11, 2001, p. 19
Rock the cradle; SHS grad splits time between lax team, new son (photo) (continued) (Profile of 1989 Scarsdale High School graduate, Leigh Ann Boscarino, who is the coach of the Scarsdale girls' lacrosse team), May 11, 2001, p. 25
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

LAGRECA, MARY
Mary LaGreca (dies) (Mary LaGreca, long time Scarsdale resident and award winning artist, died on March 24, 2001, at her home in Westhampton Beach. She was 67.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 14

LAIDHOLD, SUSAN
Susan Laidhold (Dies) (Former resident, Susan Laidhold, died unexpectedly of cardiac arrest on March 14. She was 63.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 8

LAITY - CATHOLIC CHURCH
Anti-Catholic bigotry suspected in McCreary case (letter) (John F. O'Rourke conjectures that anti-Catholic bias might have factored into the criminal case filed against Andrew McCreary by the Scarsdale Police Department.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
Charge of bigotry slanders the people of this village (letter) (Harry Reynolds refutes charges of anti-Catholicism leveled against the Scarsdale Police and Scarsdale Village Board by John O'Rourke in an earlier letter to the Inquirer.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
Bigotry rests in the eyes of the beholder (letter) (Robert M. Kelly refutes charges of anti-Semitism made by Harry Reynolds against John O'Rourke in a letter to the Inquirer on February 23.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6
Peaceful village not immune from slights, slanders (letter) (David Buchen disagrees with Harry Reynolds letter of February 23 accusing letter writer, John F. O'Rourke, of anti-Semitism vis a vis the Andrew McCreary case.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6
Writer's honest questions were not slanders (letter) (John F. O'Rourke defends himself against charges of Anti-Semitism leveled by Harry Reynolds in a letter to the Inquirer on February 23.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6

LALLI, NICOLE
Great balls of fire (photo) (The under-11 Scarsdale Fireball Soccer Team went undefeated to win the 2001 Iona Spring Fever Classic Soccer Tournament.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

LAMONT, ELIZABETH
A Night of One-Acts (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present "A Night of One-Acts" on February 7 and 8 at the High School auditorium.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 17

LAMPERT, ED
Kelly's Corner (photo) (David, Debbie and Daniel Kelly are pictured in front of a memorial plaque at the Fox Meadow School in honor of Thomas Kelly, who died in an automobile accident; a memorial fund was established in his name.), June 8, 2001, p. 13

LANCESTER, JIM
Toward a less toxic lawn: Panelists consider alternatives to pesticides (On May 3, the PT Council sponsored a forum titled, "Pesticide Reduction for a Healthier Environment.")., May 18, 2001, p. 3
Toward a less toxic lawn: Panelists consider alternatives to pesticides (continued) (On May 3, the PT Council sponsored a forum titled, "Pesticide Reduction for a Healthier Environment.")., May 18, 2001, p. 9

LANDAU, HENRY J (AUTHOR)
Entire community should have a say on indoor pool (letter) (Henry J. Landau believes the whole Scarsdale community should be consulted about the scope and placement of the proposed indoor pool.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 6

LANDES, BETTE
Thank yous from the Tercentenary Committee (letter) (Corky Thompson and Walter Handelman thank the tireless volunteers who made the June 9 Tercentenary celebration of Scarsdale such a success.), June 29, 2001, p. 6
LANDES, EVELYN
Focal Points: Do you generally agree or disagree with entertainment and art critics (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks newsworthy questions of local residents.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
Beautifying an island (photo) (The Schlesingers of Huntington Avenue in Scarsdale organize neighbors every year to plant impatians on the traffic island at Brewster and Kingston Roads.), June 1, 2001, p. 2
Garden designer gives expert advice (photo) ("Rhapsody in Bloom" garden tours on July 14 to benefit Girl Scouts of Westchester-Putnam), July 6, 2001, p. 1
Garden designer gives expert advice (photo) (continued) ("Rhapsody in Bloom" garden tours on July 14 to benefit Girl Scouts of Westchester-Putnam), July 6, 2001, p. 13

LAND USE
SNAP (Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents) mulls need to protect open space (illustration) (At a meeting on April 3 at the Village Hall, representatives of SNAP addressed the issue of dwindling open space in Scarsdale.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 3

LANE, RICHARD E (DR)
Dr. Richard E. Lane (Scarsdale resident, Dr. Richard E. Lane, will receive the Professional Service Award at the 40th anniversary celebration dinner of the Mount St. Ursula Speech Center for Communication and Learning.), July 6, 2001, p. 4

LANE, WILLIAM
Awards and Promotions (Eagle Scout William Lane of Boy Scout Troop 60 has fulfilled the requirements for the Bronze Palm.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4

LANG, EUGENE
Demolition on hold (The Committee on Historic Preservation decided not to give demolition permits to builders planning to tear down homes at 270 Fox Meadow Road and 17 Cooper Road; the Board of Architectural Review will rule on February 5.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

LANG, WILLIAM BAILEY
Tours of historic Rowsley house to debut (photo) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club will hold an open house on December 8 to introduce their stately mansion headquarters, once known as Rowsley, to the public.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 23

LANGE, ANN-MARIE
Focal Points: How do you feel about the President's proposal to provide government funds for faith-based social service programs? (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7

LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES
Sleep in heavenly peas (editorial) (Marc Wollin describes how listeners frequently mangle song lyrics.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 7
Board considers early foreign language study (The benefits of foreign language instruction for elementary school students were discussed at the December 10 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1
Board considers early foreign language study (continued) (The benefits of foreign language instruction for elementary school students were discussed at the December 10 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11

LANNES, DIANA
Michelson, Lannes (wed) (Randall Brian Michelson and Diana Lannes were wed on May 5, 2001, in Santa Barbara, California.), June 15, 2001, p. 15

LARKIN, DEBORAH LARKIN
From mother to daughter: Legacy of giving strengthens family bond (photo) (The late Luella Slaner and her daughters cooperated in various philanthropic efforts.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 2
From mother to daughter: Legacy of giving strengthens family bond (photo) (continued) (The late Luella Slaner and her daughters cooperated in various philanthropic efforts.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 9

LARRABEE, NANCY
Librarians answer questions from cyberspace (photo) (Article describes the Greenburgh Library's new "Cyber Reference" service and profiles the capable librarians providing answers from behind their computers.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 3
Books on Islam, disaster, in high demand (photo) (Following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, librarians in Scarsdale and Greenburgh report their roles have expanded to include aid and comfort to those seeking consolation.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 3

LARSEN, ALEX
Scouts participate in international jamboree (photo) (Ten scouts from Boy Scout Troop 60 in Scarsdale participated in the National Boy Scout Jamboree in Fredricksburg, Virginia.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 4
Scouts hold 'Ordeal Weekend' (photo) (The Ktemaque Lodge #31 of the Westchester-Putnam Council, Boy Scouts of America, held its Ordeal Weekend at Clear Lake Scout Reservation over the weekend of September 21-22.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 4
Firekeeper (photo) (Photo of Tom Levine, fire warden, on Boy Scout Troop 60's trip to Mountain Lakes in North Salem the weekend of October 27-28.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 28
LARSON, JULIETTE COMBE
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 3

LASPINA, CALI
Cashier proves honesty still pays (photo) (Cali Laspina, a 16 year old cashier at Stew Leonard's, returns hefty amount of cash to customer Sam Albert of Edgemont.), July 13, 2001, p. 1

LASSER, EMILY
The silver and gold badge of courage: Pin designed for wife now helps others (photo) (Emily and Jim Lasser of Edgemont wear the "been there, done that" pin that Jim designed when Emily was stricken with ovarian cancer.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 3

CST (Cancer Support Team) is grateful for support of Emily and Jim Lasser (letter) (Linda Ball of the Cancer Support Team thanks Emily and Jim Lasser for fundraising on behalf of cancer related charities through the sale of their "Been There, Done That" pin.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

Remembering cancer victim as 'spunky kid' (letter) (George Damashek recalls cancer survivor, Emily Lasser, as a spunky and enthusiastic kid when he coached her in softball forty years earlier.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

LASSER, EMILY (AUTHOR)
Be aware of the risk of ovarian cancer (letter) (Emily Lasser reminds readers that September is Ovarian Cancer Awareness Month.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 8

LASSER, JIM
The silver and gold badge of courage: Pin designed for wife now helps others (photo) (Emily and Jim Lasser of Edgemont wear the "been there, done that" pin that Jim designed when Emily was stricken with ovarian cancer.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 3

CST (Cancer Support Team) is grateful for support of Emily and Jim Lasser (letter) (Linda Ball of the Cancer Support Team thanks Emily and Jim Lasser for fundraising on behalf of cancer related charities through the sale of their "Been There, Done That" pin.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

LATIMER, GEORGE
Carsky: Board of legislators needs downsizing (photo) (Kay Carsky, Republican senior member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, proposes shrinking the Board from 17 to 9 Legislators.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 3

Group tests waters on recreation center (continued) (On April 4, residents offered opinions at a meeting sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club on the proposed community recreation center and pool.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13

SNAP (Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents) mulls need to protect open space (illustration) (At a meeting on April 3 at the Village Hall, representatives of SNAP addressed the issue of dwindling open space in Scarsdale.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 3

Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 1

Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (continued) (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 4

1 village, 1 district, 1 legislator (editorial) (The Inquirer agrees with the redistricting plan that would unite Scarsdale in one, single election district; the paper encourages the community to support the plan at the Westchester County Board public hearing on May 21.), May 18, 2001, p. 6

Village est omnis divisa in partes tres no more (photo) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 3

Candidates ready to run in newly united county district; Bill Ryan: incumbent legislator, new turf (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 1

July 9 fete to honor George Latimer (photo) (Westchester County Legislator, George Latimer, will be honored at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on July 9.), July 6, 2001, p. 12

United Way sees greater need in 9/11 aftermath (photo) (George Latimer spoke at a leadership event on Richbell Road on September 23 honoring major contributors to United Way.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 4

Challenger on the attack in 5th District (Candidates for the District 5 seat of the County Board of Legislators have been engaging in rancorous debate.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

Heathcote 5th-graders debate the issues (photo) (Christine Boyer's Heathcote School fifth grade class joined County Board of Legislators chairman, George Latimer, at his White Plains chambers for some debating pointers.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 11

Latimer eyes lieutenant governor's job (George Latimer, Scarsdale's current county legislator in District 17, may announce a bid for the Democratic nomination for Lieutenant Governor in 2002.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1

LATIMER, GEORGE (AUTHOR)
Scarsdalians should be concerned about IKEA proposal (letter) (George Latimer, Chairman of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, thanks all who attended the December 5, 2000, meeting regarding the proposed IKEA in New Rochelle.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6

Is America really indivisible? (editorial) (George Latimer reflects on the recent Presidential inauguration and the need for the country as well as the community to accommodate a variety of opinions.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
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LATIMER, GEORGE (AUTHOR) (Continued)
Scarsdale reunited: why it matters (editorial) (George Latimer praises the reunification of Scarsdale into one election district.), June 1, 2001, p. 7

LATTIS, TED
Music to shop by (photo) (Musicians play festive tunes outside Daniele Trissi Jewelers on Spencer Place.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 4

LAUGHLIN, EUNICE
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

LAUTEN, EDITH
Focal Points: When you vote, do you cast your ballot for a candidate or a party? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, poses timely questions to passers by.), June 1, 2001, p. 7

LAWRENCE, JOE
Clarion awards (The Association for Women in Communications presented Clarion awards to Scarsdale residents Roberta Hershenson, Joe Lawrence and Andrea Lublinski.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

LAWYERS
Harry Reynolds (Scarsdale resident Harry Reynolds has been appointed to the Professional Discipline Committee of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 4
Lucille Fontana (Scarsdale resident Lucille Fontana received a distinguished service award from Pace University Law School for her accomplishments in the practice of law.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 4
Frank M. Headley Jr. (Attorney Frank M. Headley, Jr., was re-elected treasurer of the 67,000 member New York State Bar Association.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 4
Kenneth Polin (Scarsdale resident and Scarsdale High School graduate, Kenneth Polin, announced the expansion of the offices of Banner Mortgage Group, Inc., the company of which he is President.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 4
Brong school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (continued) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 9
Galvani joins David Boies' law firm (photo) (Village trustee and deputy mayor, Ann Galvani, has joined the prestigious, high profile law firm, Boies, Schiller & Flexner; her term of office with the Village will expire in April.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Awards and Promotions (photo) (Town Judge J. Radley Herold was elected President of the Westchester County Bar Association at its annual meeting on March 26.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4
Attorney is honored for public service (photo) (On May 1, the New York State Bar Association awarded attorney and former Scarsdale resident, Andrew Tomback, the 2001 Pro Bono Service Award.), June 8, 2001, p. 3

LAW SCHOOLS
Lucille Fontana (Scarsdale resident Lucille Fontana received a distinguished service award from Pace University Law School for her accomplishments in the practice of law.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 4

LAWYER, WILLIAM (AUTHOR)
Over 3,000 people enjoyed events at nature center (letter) (William Lawyer thanks the many volunteers who made a success of the Greenburgh Nature Center's October special events.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

LAWYER, WILLIAM (AUTHOR) (Continued)

LAWYERS
Harry Reynolds (Scarsdale resident Harry Reynolds has been appointed to the Professional Discipline Committee of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 4
Lucille Fontana (Scarsdale resident Lucille Fontana received a distinguished service award from Pace University Law School for her accomplishments in the practice of law.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 4
Frank M. Headley Jr. (Attorney Frank M. Headley, Jr., was re-elected treasurer of the 67,000 member New York State Bar Association.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 4
Kenneth Polin (Scarsdale resident and Scarsdale High School graduate, Kenneth Polin, announced the expansion of the offices of Banner Mortgage Group, Inc., the company of which he is President.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 4
Brong school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (continued) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 9
Galvani joins David Boies' law firm (photo) (Village trustee and deputy mayor, Ann Galvani, has joined the prestigious, high profile law firm, Boies, Schiller & Flexner; her term of office with the Village will expire in April.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Awards and Promotions (photo) (Town Judge J. Radley Herold was elected President of the Westchester County Bar Association at its annual meeting on March 26.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4
Attorney is honored for public service (photo) (On May 1, the New York State Bar Association awarded attorney and former Scarsdale resident, Andrew Tomback, the 2001 Pro Bono Service Award.), June 8, 2001, p. 3

LAWYERS
Harry Reynolds (Scarsdale resident Harry Reynolds has been appointed to the Professional Discipline Committee of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 4
Lucille Fontana (Scarsdale resident Lucille Fontana received a distinguished service award from Pace University Law School for her accomplishments in the practice of law.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 4
Frank M. Headley Jr. (Attorney Frank M. Headley, Jr., was re-elected treasurer of the 67,000 member New York State Bar Association.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 4
Kenneth Polin (Scarsdale resident and Scarsdale High School graduate, Kenneth Polin, announced the expansion of the offices of Banner Mortgage Group, Inc., the company of which he is President.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 4
Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (continued) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 9
Galvani joins David Boies' law firm (photo) (Village trustee and deputy mayor, Ann Galvani, has joined the prestigious, high profile law firm, Boies, Schiller & Flexner; her term of office with the Village will expire in April.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Awards and Promotions (photo) (Town Judge J. Radley Herold was elected President of the Westchester County Bar Association at its annual meeting on March 26.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4
Attorney is honored for public service (photo) (On May 1, the New York State Bar Association awarded attorney and former Scarsdale resident, Andrew Tomback, the 2001 Pro Bono Service Award.), June 8, 2001, p. 3

LAWYER, WILLIAM (AUTHOR)
Over 3,000 people enjoyed events at nature center (letter) (William Lawyer thanks the many volunteers who made a success of the Greenburgh Nature Center's October special events.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

LAWYERS
Harry Reynolds (Scarsdale resident Harry Reynolds has been appointed to the Professional Discipline Committee of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 4
Lucille Fontana (Scarsdale resident Lucille Fontana received a distinguished service award from Pace University Law School for her accomplishments in the practice of law.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 4
Frank M. Headley Jr. (Attorney Frank M. Headley, Jr., was re-elected treasurer of the 67,000 member New York State Bar Association.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 4
Kenneth Polin (Scarsdale resident and Scarsdale High School graduate, Kenneth Polin, announced the expansion of the offices of Banner Mortgage Group, Inc., the company of which he is President.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 4
Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (continued) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 9
Galvani joins David Boies' law firm (photo) (Village trustee and deputy mayor, Ann Galvani, has joined the prestigious, high profile law firm, Boies, Schiller & Flexner; her term of office with the Village will expire in April.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Awards and Promotions (photo) (Town Judge J. Radley Herold was elected President of the Westchester County Bar Association at its annual meeting on March 26.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4
Attorney is honored for public service (photo) (On May 1, the New York State Bar Association awarded attorney and former Scarsdale resident, Andrew Tomback, the 2001 Pro Bono Service Award.), June 8, 2001, p. 3
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LEAF BLOWERS
Blower ban (The Village reminds residents that the use of leaf blowers is prohibited between June 1 and September 30.), May 11, 2001, p. 1; Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
Leafblower ban is not effective (letter) (John W. Wall writes that gardeners in Scarsdale do not comply with the summer time ban on gas powered leaf blowers.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
Luella Slaner dies (photo) (Luella LaMer Slaner, former Scarsdale Village trustee, deputy mayor and philanthropist, died at her Barker Lane home in Scarsdale on November 3. She was 82.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS - SCARSDALE
LWV (League of Women Voters) remains active on all levels of government (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6A
LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters and Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents will sponsor a candidates forum on March 12 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (Harrison wants a more open government), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Candidate urges support for Voters Party nominees (letter) (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, urges residents to back Voters Party candidates in the upcoming elections.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (continued) (Harrison wants a more open government), Mar 9, 2001, p. 9
At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo) (At the candidates forum held on March 12 at the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
Evelyn Stock selected as '01 Hall of Fame winner (photo) (Evelyn M. Stock, former League of Women Voters President and President of Southern Westchester BOCES, will receive the Westchester Women's Hall of Fame award for 2001.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4
League thanked for sharing forum (letter) (Jane Vernon, Chairman of SNAP - Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents - thanks the Scarsdale League of Women Voters for inviting SNAP to co-sponsor the candidate forum on March 12.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo) (continued) (At the candidates forum held on March 12, 2001, at the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 15
School budget wins endorsements (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
School budget wins endorsements (continued) (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum held on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 9
Village board adopts new $27M budget (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously adopted the $27 million tentative budget for 2001-02 at its meeting on April 24.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1
$76.7M school budget adopted (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education formally adopted its proposed budget of $76.69 million for 2001-02.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 17
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (continued) (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 4
Expert ponders a woman in White House (photo) (Beverly Neufeld addressed the Scarsdale League of Women Voters at its annual luncheon on May 11.), May 18, 2001, p. 3
Students explore local government at LWV (League of Women Voters) Legislative Day (photo) (Local high school students attended the ninth annual League of Women Voters County Legislative Day on April 23.), June 1, 2001, p. 12
Testing values (editorial) (The Inquirer hopes that the recent boycott of state mandated standardized tests will result in outreach to all segments of the community, not just the affected Middle School parents and children.), June 15, 2001, p. 6
Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap, July 13, 2001, p. 1
League of Women Voters mulls proposed FAR cap and bonus law (The Scarsdale Planning Board and the Board of Architectural Review debated a floor area ratio [FAR] cap at a League of Women Voters consensus meeting on October 2.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
League members endorse FAR cap law (At a public hearing on October 9, the Scarsdale League of Women Voters endorsed the proposed floor area ratio (FAR) cap with a design bonus amendment to the zoning code.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
League members endorse FAR cap law (continued) (At a public hearing on October 9, the Scarsdale League of Women Voters endorsed the proposed floor area ratio (FAR) cap with a design bonus amendment to the zoning code.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues FAR cap + bonus debate (Limits on house sizes were debated at a panel discussion sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
Candidate debate (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters will sponsor a candidates forum on October 30.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Declare your faith in democracy: vote on Nov. 6 (letter) (Ruth Raskin and Sally Robinson of the Scarsdale League of Women Voters urge residents to get out and vote on November 6.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6
Should we still worry about ballistic missiles? (photo) (Richard Garwin addressed the Scarsdale League of Women Voters on the relevancy of ballistic missiles as a defense against terrorism.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 9
A life and death matter (editorial) (The Inquirer stresses that exercising the right to vote is integral to the preservation of our democracy.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6
Essay Contest (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters is sponsoring the third annual "Students Inside Albany" essay contest for students in grades 10-12.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 11

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS - WESTCHESTER
Students explore local government at LWV (League of Women Voters) Legislative Day (photo) (Local high school students attended the ninth annual League of Women Voters County Legislative Day on April 23.), June 1, 2001, p. 12
After 3 years of decline, county taxes to rise (County Executive, Andy Spano, proposed a $1.3 billion budget for 2002, increasing expenditures by $8.94 million and raising property taxes by 9.5 percent.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1

LEAVES
The autumn leaf solution - mulch 'em and leave 'em be (letter) (Robert Wick recommends mowing leaves back into the lawn instead of collecting them for roadside pickup - which is both costly and inefficient.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6
Leaf site relocation sparks debate (There is a controversial proposal afoot to relocate the Scarsdale leaf transfer station from Crossway to the public works facility at Ramsey Road.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
Leaf site relocation sparks debate (continued) (There is a controversial proposal afoot to relocate the Scarsdale leaf transfer station from Crossway to the public works facility at Ramsey Road.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 11
(Versus a potential hazard. Photographs depict leaves all over Scarsdale streets are dangerous.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8
 Ramsey Road leaf transfer location is unsafe (letter) (Ronald Filardo considers the suggestion to relocate leaf transfer operations to the Ramsey Road public work site a potential hazard.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

LEAVITT, DEAN MICHAEL
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (continued) (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 10
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) has new members (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee elected ten new members at an election held on January 9; 504 votes were cast according to Administrative Committee Chairman Noreen Fisher.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

LEAVITT, DICK (AUTHOR)
SI (Scarsdale Inquirer) discovers a new disease (Dick Leavitt questions the diagnosis of a woman transported by ambulance as mentioned in David Naylor's Village Incident report; is a "thibovicular attack" another word for "scam"?), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6
Verizon customers should demand full refunds (letter) (Hartsdale resident, Dick Leavitt, writes that Verizon should refund all charges and taxes for the period of time Hartsdale customers were without service in February.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6

LEAVITT, LINDA
Inquirer wins 6 firsts (The Scarsdale Inquirer won 15 awards in the New York Press Association Better Newspaper Contest, including six first place awards.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
Service appreciated (photo) (Retired New York State Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, received an engraved clock from the Town and Village Civic Club as a token of appreciation for her years of public service.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 14; Oct 5, 2001, p. 15

LEBOWITZ, ERIC
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

LEDERER, GEORGE
Scouts shred slopes (photo) (Pictured are nine members of Scarsdale Boy Scout Troop 60, their chaperones and family members, skiing in Massachusetts on Martin Luther King Day.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 4
Focal Points: How do you feel about New York City as a site for future Olympic games? (photo) (Question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, to the community), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7

LEE, ELSIE ALDEN
DAR promotes interest in American history (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9A
LEE, EUN HWA
Lee, Ravel (wed) (Eun Hwa Lee and Olivier Jean Louis Ravel were wed on July 14, 2001, in a civil ceremony in White Plains and on November 10, 2001, in a nuptial mass in Paris, France.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 20

LEE, JANICE
DAR promotes interest in American history (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9A

LEE, MING-MING
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

LEE, STEPHANIE
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

LEE, TEGAN
Focal Points: How do you feel about the President's proposal to provide government funds for faith-based social service programs? (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toft.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7

LEE, TEGAN (AUTHOR)
Let's work to improve Scarsdale (letter) (Tegan Lee, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee, urges residents to vote Row B in the upcoming Village Board elections.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

LEFF, MADELINE
Young Writer's Conference continues wonderful tradition (letter) (Catherine C. Souther, President of the Scarsdale PT Council, thanks the organizers and participants involved in the fifth annual Young Writers Conference, held at the High School on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

LEGACIES
Retiring recreation supervisor requests gifts to consortium (letter) (Retiring Scarsdale Recreation Department Supervisor, Ken Batchelor, asks that in lieu of gifts, donations be made to the scholarship fund of the South East Consortium for Special Services.), May 25, 2001, p. 7

LEGATT, JOEL
'Crazy for You' shapes up to be another hit for Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo) ('Crazy for You' opened last night to rave reviews.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 13

LEGISLATION
Focal Points: What do you think of the Supreme Court decision permitting tobacco ads near schools? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, asks passers by pertinent questions of the day.), July 6, 2001, p. 7
Abuse victims must aid in prosecution (editorial) (Harold Reynolds urges passage of legislation that would compel an abused woman to criminally prosecute her spouse.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about the possibility of national identification cards? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, questions locals on pertinent issues of the day.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7

LEIBERMAN, AMY
High school students gather for the environment (photo) (Students from Scarsdale High School attended the Westchester Earth Service Corps training retreat on October 21 in Croton.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 11

LEIBOWITZ, MURIELLE
Spring art sprouts in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association's Spring Art Show opened March 4 at the Scarsdale Library and will run until March 30.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 27

LEISURE
Learning to chill (editorial) (The Inquirer questions the trend toward frenetic activity, even in the depths of Summer.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 6

LEMME, CRAIG
Coalition drafts rec proposals (continued) (Youth Athletic Coalition drafts three proposals to replace the outdated Mansfield Code, which details audience behavior during athletic events.), May 18, 2001, p. 4
Scarsdale residents ride for the cure (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Dick Schapiro and Craig Lemle, participated in a 400 mile AIDS Vaccine Ride on September 5-9.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 27

LEMLE, CRAIG (AUTHOR)
Recreation supervisor will be missed when he retires (letter) (Craig Lemle will miss Ken Batchelor, who is retiring as Supervisor of Recreation for Scarsdale after more than thirty years of service.), May 25, 2001, p. 6

LENDERTH, BOB
Charitable giving is mixed bag post 9/11 (photo) (Donations to September 11 charitable funds have deflected giving from other needy charitable institutions.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 3

LEONARD, KATHERINE
Immaculate Heart of Mary (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students graduating from the Immaculate Heart of Mary School on June 9.), June 29, 2001, p. 25A

LEONE, JEFF
Anticipation (photo) (Children are pictured awaiting the arrival of the Easter bunny.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
LEONE, LEWIS
Anticipation (photo) (Children are pictured awaiting the arrival of the Easter bunny.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

LEONE, NICHOLAS
Anticipation (photo) (Children are pictured awaiting the arrival of the Easter bunny.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

LEONE, TIM
Anticipation (photo) (Children are pictured awaiting the arrival of the Easter bunny.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

LEONE, TODD
Anticipation (photo) (Children are pictured awaiting the arrival of the Easter bunny.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22

LEPAGE, VICKI (AUTHOR)
Edgemont Community Council able to assist more students (letter) (Vicki LePage and Carol Blann, co-Presidents of the Edgemont Scholarship Council, thank all who donated to the scholarship fund last year.), July 20, 2001, p. 6

LEPIARZ, JOHN JAMES
Bouncing bubbles and unbreakable eggs (photo) (Mr. Fish, aka John James Lepiarz, presented a raucous science show on September 26 at the Edgewood School.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 11

LERNER, ALIX
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28

LERNER, ZACH
Teens care (photo) (Nine eighth graders and three staff members from Scarsdale Middle School participated in the Americares Homefront America program on May 5.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

LETIZIA, LORRAINE
Toss up: 2d place finish sparks Scarsdale cheerleaders (photo) (continued), Dec 7, 2001, p. 31

LEUKEMIA
A call for help for family of leukemia victim (letter) (Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul J. Feiner, urges residents to support the efforts of Irvington resident, Nancy Lockwood, who is fundraising on behalf of ten year old leukemia patient, Chris Reinhardt.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6

LEVIN, ADAM
Steppin' out (photo) (Scarsdale High School students are pictured dressed up for their June 23 prom at the Roosevelt Hotel in Manhattan.), June 29, 2001, p. 13

LEVIN, ALLISON
Focal Points: Are you interested in the upcoming Academy Awards? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, poses an interesting question to his subjects.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 7

LEVIN, BRAM
Resident establishes cancer foundation (photo) (Scarsdale resident and cancer survivor, Charles Reinwald, has founded The Cancer Cure Coalition to advocate for new and promising treatments for cancer patients.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 4

LEVIN, BRAM (AUTHOR)
Family thankful for love, kindness (letter) (The family of the late Lester Levin thanks the community for its outpouring of comfort and sympathy following their recent loss.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

LEVIN, CAROLINE
Kids talk to school board about cliques and courtesy at SHS (Scarsdale High School), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11

LEVIN, DINA (AUTHOR)
Family thankful for love, kindness (letter) (The family of the late Lester Levin thanks the community for its outpouring of comfort and sympathy following their recent loss.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

LEVIN, DOTTIE (AUTHOR)
Family thankful for love, kindness (letter) (The family of the late Lester Levin thanks the community for its outpouring of comfort and sympathy following their recent loss.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

LEVIN, JEFFREY
Focal Points: Has the threat of additional terrorism affected your lifestyle? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks local residents pertinent questions of the day.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 7

LEVIN, JUDY
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

LEVIN, LESTER
Voters Party nominations are still open (Voters Party Chairman, Richard Wingate announced that the nomination process for the Village Board remains open despite the fact that the January 12 deadline has passed.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
Voters Party nominations are still open (continued) (Voters Party Chairman, Richard Wingate announced that the nomination process for the Village Board remains open despite the fact that the January 12 deadline has passed.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 9
LEVIN, LESTER  (Continued)
Lester Levin dies at 73; founder of Voters Party (Lester Levin, founder of the Scarsdale Democracy Project and Voters Party, died of cancer on February 1 at White Plains Hospital. The twenty year resident of Scarsdale was 73.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1
Levin: selfless striver for good (letter) (Jean Wentworth honors the memory of tireless and ubiquitous Village volunteer, Lester Levin.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6
Levin changed Scarsdale for the better (letter) (Burton Seife eulogizes Lester Levin and writes, "his peaceable and laid back persona contrasts with his alter ego of hero and freedom fighter."), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6
Levin's friend will miss him, hope to carry on his legacy (letter) (Bob Harrison laments the loss of Village leader and volunteer, Lester Levin.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6
Les showed us how to achieve our goals (letter) (Mike Anastas describes the late Lester Levin as "the wise older brother I always wished I had and the brother who helped me be a better person."), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7
Lester Levin dies at 73; founder of Voters Party (continued) (Lester Levin, founder of the Scarsdale Democracy Project and Voters Party, died of cancer on February 1 at White Plains Hospital. The twenty year resident of Scarsdale was 73.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 14
Family thankful for love, kindness (letter) (The family of the late Lester Levin thanks the community for its outpouring of comfort and sympathy following their recent loss.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

LEVIN, MICHAEL  (AUTHOR)
Family thankful for love, kindness (letter) (The family of the late Lester Levin thanks the community for its outpouring of comfort and sympathy following their recent loss.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

LEVIN, ADAM
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

LEVIN, ANDY
Soccer tournament was enjoyable (letter) (David Wald thanks those made the third annual Micro-Soccer 3 v 3 Festival Tournament such an enjoyable event.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7

LEVIN, DAVID
Heathcote celebrates interdependence, teamwork and cooperation (photo) (Team builder and conflict resolver, David Levine, coached Heathcote kindergartners and fifth graders on March 26.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 9

LEVIN, ELEANOR
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

LEVIN, JOE
PRC (Parks and Recreation Council) opens meeting, Scarsdalians stay at home (Not a single resident showed up for last month's open meeting of the Parks and Recreation Council.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 3

LEVIN, R  (AUTHOR)
Dedicated teacher remembered fondly (letter) (R. Levine writes from California of his fond memories of Mary K. Levine, his Quaker Ridge School teacher, who recently passed away.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7

LEVIN, THOMAS
Firekeeper (photo) (Photo of Tom Levine, fire warden, on Boy Scout Troop 60's trip to Mountain Lakes in North Salem the weekend of October 27-28.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 28

LEVINSON, ALICE  (AUTHOR)
Alecson enriched families' lives (letter) (Alice and James Levinson mourn the loss of Scarsdale High School choral director, Lowell Alecson.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

LEVINSON, JAMES  (AUTHOR)
Alecson enriched families' lives (letter) (Alice and James Levinson mourn the loss of Scarsdale High School choral director, Lowell Alecson.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

LEVINSON, MICHAEL
All-State musicians play Rochester (photo) (On November 26, 2000, six musicians from Scarsdale High School music ensembles performed at the New York State School Music Association All-State Concert Program in Rochester.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 10
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

LEVITAN, REBECCA
Great balls of fire (photo) (The under-11 Scarsdale Fireball Soccer Team went undefeated to win the 2001 Iona Spring Fever Classic Soccer Tournament.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24
Edgwood - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Edgwood School on June 21.), June 29, 2001, p. 22A

LEVITT, LINDA  (AUTHOR)
The sun also sets (editorial) (Inquirer editor, Linda Levitt, ponders the possible future of the now defunct Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater.), July 20, 2001, p. 6

LEVITT, MILTON J
Milton J. Levitt dies (Milton J. Levitt of Scarsdale died on March 30, 2001. He was 96.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 14
LEVITT-FLISER, MIRIAM (DR)
Miriam Levitt-Flisser (photo) (Dr. Miriam Levitt-Flisser, Director of Pediatrics at Lawrence Hospital, has been elected President of the Medical Board.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 4

LEVRAF, ODILE
Focal Points: To what extent do you think the nation will be able to deal with increased biological attacks? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks local residents pertinent news related questions.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7

LEVY, HAROLD
Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (continued) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 9

LEVY, HAROLD (AUTHOR)

LEVY, SHELDON
Food, glorious canned food (photo) (The Scarsdale Middle School community collected a record 4,693 pounds of food during the annual Student Organization food drive.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9

LEW, JOSHUA MARK
Glenn, Lew (wed) (photo) (Leslie Rebecca Glenn and Joshua Mark Lew were wed on October 28 at the Glenn Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 14

LEWIS, EDITH
Focal Points: How do you feel about the media coverage of the McVeigh execution? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the public.), June 15, 2001, p. 7

LEWIS, ELLEN (AUTHOR)
Parents: obey traffic regulations (letter) (Various authors commend Carole Tunick for her January 19 letter to the Inquirer, which highlighted unsafe conditions on Chesterfield Road at the Fox Meadow School.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

LEWIS, JEFF
Debate continues over school safety measures (A regular police presence at the Fox Meadow School to direct morning and afternoon traffic was urged by Fox Meadow residents attending a meeting of the Village Municipal Services Committee on January 8.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

LEWIS, JEFF (AUTHOR)
Parents: obey traffic regulations (letter) (Various authors commend Carole Tunick for her January 19 letter to the Inquirer, which highlighted unsafe conditions on Chesterfield Road at the Fox Meadow School.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

LEWIS, JEFFREY
Fields, Lewis (wed) (photo) (Lisa Fields and Jeffrey Lewis were wed on April 28, 2001, at the Rainbow Room in Manhattan.), May 4, 2001, p. 22

LEWIS, MARK
Wanted: Party loyalists, long hrs, low pay (When Scarsdale Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, retires next month, the arduous task of recruiting election inspectors will fall to Democratic and Republican town committees.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

Wanted: Party loyalists, long hrs, low pay (continued) (When Scarsdale Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, retires next month, the arduous task of recruiting election inspectors will fall to Democratic and Republican town committees.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 13

Inspectors Needed (Openings remain for polling place inspectors for the November 6 general elections.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

LEWIS, MARK (AUTHOR)
Judge Friia: distinguished on and off bench (letter) (Mark Lewis urges voters to re-elect Judge Jo Ann Friia for Supreme Court Justice in Westchester, Rockland, Orange, Putnam, and Dutchess Counties.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6

LEWIT, ELLEN
Happy ending to sad beagle story (letter) (Jill R. Mayer commends Edgemont Police Officer, Ellen Lewit, who painstakingly stalked and caught a beagle puppy that was abandoned in the aftermath of last week's snowstorm; contributions and a good home are now sorely needed.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6

Abandoned beagle is on the road to recovery (photo) (This article is an update on Corkey, the beagle who was flung from an SUV during a snow storm on December 29, 2000, and rescued and lovingly cared for by Ellen Lewit, a police officer with the town of Greenburgh.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 3

LIBERTY
Do we fear our government more than terrorists? (editorial) (Gerald J. Turetsky asks how we can protect ourselves against another terrorist attack in the post-9/11 world and what the costs will be to our civil liberties.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6
LIBERTY  (Continued)
Do we fear our government more than terrorists? (editorial) (continued) (Gerald J. Turetsky asks how we can
protect ourselves against another terrorist attack in the post-9/11 world and what the costs will be to our civil
liberties.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7

LIBOWITZ, DAVID
Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth
Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22

LIBRARIANS
Librarians answer questions from cyberspace (photo) (Article describes the Greenburgh Library's new "Cyber
Reference" service and profiles the capable librarians providing answers from behind their computers), Jan 5,
2001, p. 3
Books on Islam, disaster, in high demand (photo) (Following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, librarians in Scarsdale and
Greenburgh report their roles have expanded to include aid and comfort to those seeking consolation.), Oct 5,
2001, p. 3

LIBRARIES
Greenburgh needs a new library (letter) (Howard Jacobs, Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Greenburgh
Public Library, asks for a library facility that reflects the current and future needs of the community.), Jan 26,
2001, p. 6
National Library Week (photo) (Children's author and poet, Bobbi Katz, is shown celebrating National Library
Week with Quaker Ridge third graders.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13

LIBRARIES - WESTCHESTER
Local libraries are the ultimate search engines (letter) (Maurice J. Freedman, Director of the Westchester Library
System Board of Trustees, encourages participation in National Library Week, April 1-7, 2001.), Apr 6, 2001,
p. 6

LIBRARY - GREENBURGH
Librarians answer questions from cyberspace (photo) (Article describes the Greenburgh Library's new "Cyber
Reference" service and profiles the capable librarians providing answers from behind their computers), Jan 5,
2001, p. 3
Greenburgh needs a new library (letter) (Howard Jacobs, Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Greenburgh
Public Library, asks for a library facility that reflects the current and future needs of the community.), Jan 26,
2001, p. 6
Starting over (editorial) (The Inquirer examines the factors delaying the construction of the new Greenburgh Public
Library.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6
Supervisor vows to seek input from residents on town hall (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor,
responds to a February 2 editorial in the Inquirer concerning the new Greenburgh Town Hall/Library.), Feb 16,
2001, p. 6
Feiner ignores important questions on town hall/library (letter) (Hal Samis alleges that Paul Feiner was
unresponsive to his questions and comments regarding the construction of the new Greenburgh Town Hall
and Library.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6
Inquirer failed to report high estimate for the new Greenburgh Town Hall/Library (letter) (Hal Samis of Hartsdale
criticizes what he considers a lack of transparency on the part of the Inquirer in disclosing the cost of the new
Greenburgh Library/Town Hall.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 6
Talkin' baseball; local author redefines baseball's records (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Douglas Lyons, and his
brother, Jeffrey, have co-authored a book on baseball called, "Curveballs and Screwballs."). Apr 13, 2001, p.
20
Photographer thanks library for exhibit (letter) (Esther Lo thanks all the people who made the Asian Heritage
Month photography exhibit at the Greenburgh Library a success.), June 15, 2001, p. 6
Supervisor is reviewing options for town hall (letter) (Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner, writes that he is
still looking into alternatives for the town hall/library before recommending action to the town board.), Aug 17,
2001, p. 6
Books on Islam, disaster, in high demand (photo) (Following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, librarians in Scarsdale and
Greenburgh report their roles have expanded to include aid and comfort to those seeking consolation.), Oct 5,
2001, p. 3

LIBRARY - MOUNT KISCO
Father and son collaborate in joint art exhibit (photo) (Arthur and Andrew Mantis collaborated on a photography
and mixed media exhibit running from this weekend through October 30 at the Mount Kisco Library.), Oct 5,
2001, p. 19
Father and son collaborate in joint art exhibit (photo) (continued) (Arthur and Andrew Mantis collaborated on a
photography and mixed media exhibit running from this weekend through October 30 at the Mount Kisco
Library.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 20

LIBRARY - SCARSDALE
Garden designer to speak at library (photo) (Lynden Miller, a public garden designer, will discuss "Oases of Civility
LIBRARY - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Green Party's role in election, future debated (The Sierra Club hosted a meeting at the Scarsdale Library on January 8 on the role of the Green Party in the future of the environmental movement.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 3
Ancient glass is slide show topic (The Westchester Society of the Archaeological Institute of America is sponsoring a lecture on "Luxury Glass in Ancient Rome" on February 25 at the Scarsdale Library.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 2
Authors are coming (Two writers with Scarsdale connections will speak at the Scarsdale Public Library over the next two months: David Kessler, former head of the Food and Drug Administration, and Frank Rich, New York Times columnist.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters and Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents will sponsor a candidates forum on March 12 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Kessler to speak here (photo) (David Kessler, former resident and former head of the Food and Drug Administration, will speak at the Scarsdale Library on March 29 in a program sponsored by the Friends of the Scarsdale Library.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 2
Spring art sprouts in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association's Spring Art Show opened March 4 at the Scarsdale Library and will run until March 30.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 27
Former FDA (Food and Drug Administration) chief writes a thrilling memoir (photo) (David Kessler, former resident and former Commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration, will speak at the Scarsdale Public Library on March 29 about his book, "A Question of Intent."), Mar 23, 2001, p. 3
(Photograph depicts Al Winderlich catching a nap in the Reference Room of the Scarsdale Library.) (photo), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6
Adult school lecture; more spring offerings (photo) (Scarsdale Village historian, Irving Sloan, will speak on "Scarsdale During the Great Depression," on April 23 at a lecture co-sponsored by the Scarsdale Adult School, the Scarsdale Public Library and the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 2
Friends to elect board (On April 30, the Friends of the Scarsdale Library will meet to elect its new Board; New York Times columnist, Frank Rich, will speak.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4
Frank Rich: home was a horror, theater a haven (photo) (Author and theater critic, Frank Rich, will discuss his new book, "Ghost Light," at the Scarsdale Library on April 29.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 3
Frank Rich: home was a horror, theater a haven (continued) (Author and theater critic, Frank Rich, will discuss his new book, "Ghost Light," at the Scarsdale Library on April 29.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 4
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
Images from Cuba today (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Robert F. Borg, will display his photos of Cuba at the Scarsdale Library during the month of June.), May 25, 2001, p. 17
Library summer hours, June 15, 2001, p. 1
Summer programs for kids kick off at library, June 15, 2001, p. 2
Books wanted (The Friends of the Scarsdale Public Library are seeking donations for the annual book fair, to be held the weekend of September 8 and 9.), July 6, 2001, p. 1
60 years of United Way (photo) (A pictorial history of the United Way is on display at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 4
Library closing (The Scarsdale Public Library will be closed from 1 pm Saturday, August 25, through Labor Day, Monday, September 3 for a building repair project.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1; Aug 24, 2001, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) lecture salutes local luminaries (photo) (NBA commissioner, David J. Stern, a Scarsdale resident, will discuss "The NBA Today, Tomorrow and the Year 2010," at a TVCC lecture at the Scarsdale Public Library on September 25.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 2
Scarsdale Library Children's Room is a passport to learning (photo) (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 15A
All was fair in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society and the Scarsdale Library both held fairs on September 8.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 3
Dickenson Room gets a makeover (photo) (Photo of newly renovated Dickenson Room at the Scarsdale Library), Sep 14, 2001, p. 4
Tercentenary lectures (Scarsdale resident and NBA Commissioner, David J. Stern, will speak at the Scarsdale Library on September 25.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
Toppings to lecture on China (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Audrey Ronning Topping and Seymour Topping will speak about China on October 16 at the Scarsdale Library as part of Scarsdale's tercentenary celebration.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
David Stern: NBA inside stuff with the man who knows best (photo) (National Basketball Commissioner and Scarsdale resident, David Stern, spoke at the Scarsdale Library on September 25.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 3
David Stern: NBA inside stuff with the man who knows best (continued) (National Basketball Commissioner and Scarsdale resident, David Stern, spoke at the Scarsdale Library on September 25.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 11
LIBRARY - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Books on Islam, disaster, in high demand (photo) (Following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, librarians in Scarsdale and Greenburgh report their roles have expanded to include aid and comfort to those seeking consolation.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 3
Sloan to be honored for decades of teaching, community involvement (photo) (Irving Sloan, who has taught Social Studies at the Scarsdale Middle School for forty years, will be honored by the Scarsdale Teen Center with the creation of the Irving Sloan Endowment Fund.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 11
Topping lecture (Scarsdale residents Audrey and Seymour Topping will speak on "China: Past, Present and Future," on October 16 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
Nature walk at library (photo) (Jane Bedichek will lead a nature walk around the Scarsdale Library pond on October 20.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 12
'Friends' hold nature walk at Harwood Pond (Led by Jan Bedichek, the Friends of Scarsdale Parks is offering a nature walk around the Harwood Pond at the Scarsdale Library on October 20.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 2
Scarsdale's 'Lost Houses' is topic of fall lecture (photo) (Barbara Shay MacDonald will lecture on "Lost Houses of Scarsdale" on October 25 at the Scarsdale Library.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 2
Toppings: China's Past, Present and Future (Audrey Ronning Topping and Seymour Topping urged patience with China's slow movement toward Democracy in a lecture at the Scarsdale Library on October 19.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 3
Toppings: China's Past, Present and Future (continued) (Audrey Ronning Topping and Seymour Topping urged patience with China's slow movement toward Democracy in a lecture at the Scarsdale Library on October 19.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 8
Absentee ballots (Scarsdale Citizens' Committee elections will be held on November 14; absentee ballots are available at the Scarsdale Library or Village Hall.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Business Week publisher to speak in lecture series (photo) (William P. Kupper, Jr., President and publisher of Business Week, will be the final speaker in the Town and Village Club's three part lecture series.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 2
Business Week exec peers round the economic corner (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Bill Kupper, president and publisher of Business Week, spoke at the Scarsdale Library in a lecture sponsored by the Town and Village Club on November 15.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 3
Business Week exec peers round the economic corner (continued) (Former Scarsdale resident, Bill Kupper, President and publisher of Business Week, spoke at the Scarsdale Library on November 15 in a lecture sponsored by the Town and Village Club.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 9
The producer: Brian Brown takes a look at TV with new novel (photo), Nov 23, 2001, p. 3
Parks will co-sponsor nature walk at Harwood Pond (Led by Jan Bedichek, the Friends of Scarsdale Parks is offering a nature walk around the Harwood Pond at the Scarsdale Library on October 20.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 2
Book group celebrates 10th anniversary (photo) (Scarsdale Public Library's Nancy Zachary recently celebrated the 10th anniversary of her popular book group.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 2

LIBRARY - SCARSDALE - POND
Waiting for the big one (photo) (Young boys are shown fishing at the Scarsdale Library Pond on a day off from school.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Blossom bash (The Scarsdale Historical Society, the Japan American Community Outreach and the Friends of the Parks will co-sponsor a Cherry Blossom Cultural Arts Festival on April 29 at the Scarsdale Library Pond.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
Blossom belle (photo) (Keiko Onoda of Japan America Community Outreach demonstrates the Japanese tea ceremony at a blossom festival at the Scarsdale Library Pond on April 29.), May 4, 2001, p. 9
'Friends' hold nature walk at Harwood Pond (Led by Jan Bedichek, the Friends of Scarsdale Parks is offering a nature walk around the Harwood Pond at the Scarsdale Library on October 20.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 2

LIBRARY - WHITE PLAINS
WP (White Plains) Library to honor volunteer with chamber concert (letter) (Sol Kuttner writes that the White Plains Library is honoring 92 year old volunteer, Robert Lee Mills, with a chamber music concert on November 18.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8
After 3 years of decline, county taxes to rise (County Executive, Andy Spano, proposed a $1.3 billion budget for 2002, increasing expenditures by $8.94 million and raising property taxes by 9.5 percent.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1
Garage reopens (Library patrons who present photo ID and a White Plains library card may park in the recently reopened White Plains Library Garage.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1

LICHTENBERG, MICHELLE
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
Power Lunch (photo) (The new and outgoing PT Council gathered at the Heathcote School on May 15 for its annual luncheon.), May 18, 2001, p. 11

LIEB, DOUG
10 awards for debaters (The Scarsdale High School Speech and Debate Team took home ten awards from the New York State Championships, held on April 28 and 29.), May 11, 2001, p. 12
LIEBERMAN, LINDA
Scarsdalis rejoice over Ikea withdrawal (Swedish retail giant, IKEA, announced on January 31 that it would not be building a super-store in the City Park area of New Rochelle.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1
Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (continued), July 13, 2001, p. 12
Leaf site relocation sparks debate (There is a controversial proposal afoot to relocate the Scarsdale leaf transfer station from Crossway to the public works facility at Ramsey Road.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

LIEBERMAN, STEPHANIE
Hola! (photo) (Stephanie Lieberman and Mai Makazawa display masks created during Mexican Fiesta Day at Kids' Base during the Winter break.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1

LIEBMAN, JESSICA
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28

LIEBMAN, JESSICA (AUTHOR)
Juniors poised to take mantle of seniority (editorial) (Jessica Liebman reflects on transitioning to her final year at Scarsdale High School.), June 8, 2001, p. 7

LILIENFELD, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

LILLY, ROBERT HUGH
Robert Hugh Lilly (dies) (Robert Hugh Lilly of Scarsdale died on August 29, 2001, in Lawrence Hospital following a short illness. He was 75.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 32

LIMOUSINE SERVICES
How about free limo service for all? (letter) (Richard Henry Behr sardonically suggests that instead of a costly new garage at Christie Place, the money would be better spent providing free limo service for residents!), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

LIN, EDWARD
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

LIN, HSIN-HWA
Photographer thanks library for exhibit (letter) (Esther Lo thanks all the people who made the Asian Heritage Month photography exhibit at the Greenburgh Library a success.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

LIND, MARY
Flora abundant (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society’s annual plant sale will be held May 11–12.), May 11, 2001, p. 2

LINDEMAN, BILL
Focal Points: Do you think the computer has changed people’s behavior? (photo) (Subjects respond to a question posed by Ira N. Toff, Scarsdale’s roving photographer.), Feb 16, 2001 p. 7

LINDEN, EMILY
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

LINDEN, EMILY (AUTHOR)
Community service forges connections (In the post-9/11 world, community service has become an integral part of the Middle School experience.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7

LINDER, JESSICA
Steppin' out (photo) (Scarsdale High School students are pictured dressed up for their June 23 prom at the Roosevelt Hotel in Manhattan.), June 29, 2001, p. 13

LINDOW, BARBARA WRIGHT
Barbara Wright Lindow (dies) (photo) (Edgemont resident, Barbara Wright Lindow, died on April 17, 2001, following a long illness. She was 54.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 14

LINDSAY, SHARON
10 nominators elected: Heathcote run-off set (Eleven members of the Citizens Nominating Committee were elected on November 14.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

LINDSAY, SHARON (AUTHOR)
Classroom addition at Greenacres needed, appreciated (The writers applaud the Board of Education’s decision to reinstate the one classroom construction project at the Greenacres School.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 6

LINKER, ARTHUR (AUTHOR)
Parents: obey traffic regulations (letter) (Various authors commend Carole Tunick for her January 19 letter to the Inquirer, which highlighted unsafe conditions on Chesterfield Road at the Fox Meadow School.), Jan 28, 2001, p. 6
LINKER, DIANE (AUTHOR)
Parents: obey traffic regulations (letter) (Various authors commend Carole Tunick for her January 19 letter to the Inquirer, which highlighted unsafe conditions on Chesterfield Road at the Fox Meadow School.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

LINVILLE, CLARENCE EDWIN
Clarence Edwin Linville (dies) (Clarence Edwin Linville died on July 13, 2001, at the Osborn Pavilion in Rye on his 92 birthday.), July 20, 2001, p. 9

LINZER, MONICA
A-School senior hikes Wyoming mountains on a month-long environmental trip (photo) (Scarsdale Alternative School senior, Jamie Warren, hiked the Wind River Range in Wyoming with teens from around the country.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 11

LIPMAN, FRANK (DR)
Pediatric Cancer supporters (photo) (Patti Grabel of Scarsdale chaired last month’s fund raising luncheon for the Pediatric Cancer Foundation.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 13

LIPMAN, MARVIN (DR)
40 years of service (photo) (Dr. Gary Raizes is pictured presenting his colleague, Dr. Marvin Lipman, with a trophy in honor of his fortieth anniversary with the Scarsdale Medical Group.), July 20, 2001, p. 4

LIPSMAN, JOSHUA (DR)
Greenburgh crow tests positive for West Nile virus (A dead crow, found in Greenburgh on August 9, later tested positive for West Nile Virus.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1
Greenburgh crow tests positive for West Nile virus (continued) (A dead crow, found in Greenburgh on August 9, later tested positive for West Nile Virus.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 9

LITMAN, NORMA
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) students plunge into life at SHS (photo) (Brittany Gray and Mitchell Graves, this year’s STEP students at Scarsdale High School, receive a warm welcome.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

LITTER (TRASH)
A street story (Sanitation worker, Sam Amoa, called the police about a rude woman who shoveled cigarette butts onto downtown streets.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
Parents: instill respect for the environment (letter) (Jeffery A. Spitzer urges parents to clean up litter on playing fields following games.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8

LITTLE, EARLINE
Scarsdale Woman’s Club builds foundation (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7A

LITTLE LEAGUE
Little League meeting (The Scarsdale Little League will vote on its constitution on June 6.), June 1, 2001, p. 1
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the recent incident involving a Little League baseball team? (photo) (Roving photographer Ira N. Taff questions locals about newsworthy issues.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 7

LIVINGSTON, SUSAN
Power Lunch (photo) (The new and outgoing PT Council gathered at the Heathcote School on May 15 for its annual luncheon.), May 18, 2001, p. 11

LO, ANITA
Bridging the language barrier; Locals help Chinatown 9/11 victims get aid (photo), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1
Bridging the language barrier; Locals help Chinatown 9/11 victims get aid (continued), Dec 28, 2001, p. 8

LO, CHI-MAN (AUTHOR)
Bridging the language barrier; Locals help Chinatown 9/11 victims get aid, Dec 28, 2001, p. 1
Bridging the language barrier; Locals help Chinatown 9/11 victims get aid (continued), Dec 28, 2001, p. 8

LO, ESTHER
(Esther Lo’s photograph of icicles on a windowpane framing a winter landscape) (photo), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
Bridging the language barrier; Locals help Chinatown 9/11 victims get aid (photo), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1
Bridging the language barrier; Locals help Chinatown 9/11 victims get aid (continued), Dec 28, 2001, p. 8

LO, ESTHER (AUTHOR)
Photographer thanks library for exhibit (letter) (Esther Lo thanks all the people who made the Asian Heritage Month photography exhibit at the Greenburgh Library a success.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

LO, KIN WA
New Garth bakers learn secrets of an old master (photo) (Green Island Bakery has opened on Garth Road; its offerings include traditional fare as well as Asian delicacies.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 4

LOASE, GRETCHEN
Focal Points: In view of recent tragic events, do you view 2002 with pessimism or optimism? (editorial) (photo) (Roving photographer Ira N. Taff poses timely questions to passers by.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 7

LOASE, JOHN
Focal Points: If other presidents were to be honored on Presidents’ Day, who would you most want to be included? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, questions locals on various topics.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 7

LOBUE, ASHLEY
Girl Scouts go to D.C. (photo) (Scarsdale Girl Scout Cadet Troup 1945 visited Washington, D. C.; the troop is shown on March 22 in the office of Congresswoman, Nita Lowey.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 15
LOCKER, MARY
MHA (Mental Health Association) honors volunteers (photo) (In June, the Mental Health Association of Westchester honored 116 community volunteers with a breakfast of recognition.), July 13, 2001, p. 4

LOCKWOOD, NANCY
A call for help for family of leukemia victim (letter) (Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul J. Feiner, urges residents to support the efforts of Irvington resident, Nancy Lockwood, who is fundraising on behalf of ten year old leukemia patient, Chris Reinhardt.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6

LOCKWOOD, SUSAN

LOEB, KATIE
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28

LOFTUS, JACK
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (continued) (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 10

LOFTUS, JOHN
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) has new members (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee elected ten new members at an election held on January 9; 504 votes were cast according to Administrative Committee Chairman Noreen Fisher.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

LOGUERICO, PAUL
Colors and connections: New mural unveiled at QR (Quaker Ridge) (photo) (Huge mural, composed of 4 by 4 inch tiles created by students, is unveiled outside the Quaker Ridge School auditorium.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 8

LONDON, MARINA
New Web site lists p/t jobs (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Marina London and Jayne Woolf, have created a website listing part time and volunteer jobs; the site is www.ePartTimeJobs.com), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4

LONDON, MARINA (AUTHOR)
Stop whining about state tests (letter) (Marina London wants parents to stop whining about the state mandated standardized tests and move on to more important issues.), May 4, 2001, p. 6

LONG, GRANT
Hobish realizes his dream in summer camp (photo) (Rick Hobish and Deb Berman, founders of Camp Starfish, which focuses on children with emotional and developmental issues, are shown being honored by the Boston Celtics on November 26, 2000.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 3

LONGMAN, MONA
Power Lunch (photo) (The new and outgoing PT Council gathered at the Heathcote School on May 15 for its annual luncheon.), May 18, 2001, p. 11

LONNER, DAN
Sports camps are FUN-damental; Scarsdale scores big with summer baseball and softball camps (photo), July 13, 2001, p. 20

LONNER, MEREDITH
Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

LONNER, MEREDITH (AUTHOR)
Cancellation of Greenacres project was unjustified (letter) (Carrie Fishman, Laura Fratt and Meredith Lonner would like to know what happened to the additional classroom promised for the Greenacres School pursuant to the 1998 elementary school bond issue.), May 11, 2001, p. 6
Demographics irrelevant to classroom decision (letter) (Carrie Fishman, Laura Fratt and Meredith Lonner urge a re-opening of the discussion on the promised additional classroom at the Greenacres School.), May 25, 2001, p. 6

Greenacres needs another classroom to bring it up to par (letter) (Carrie Fishman, Laura Fratt and Meredith Lonner urge the immediate construction of an additional classroom to the crowded Greenacres School.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6

Classroom addition at Greenacres needed, appreciated (The writers applaud the Board of Education's decision to reinstate the one classroom construction project at the Greenacres School.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 6

LOPEZ, MARIO
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 19
LORCH, ARTHUR R
Arthur R. Lorch (Dies) (Arthur R. Lorch, a long time Scarsdale resident, died on January 3, 2001, in San Francisco, California. He was 90.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 27

LOVE, SUSAN (DR)
Breast cancer pioneer to speak at fall luncheon (photo) (Dr. Susan Love, a pioneer in the field of breast cancer research, will speak on September 14 at the fall luncheon of the Cancer Support Team.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 2

LOWENFELS, TEDDY
Host Scarsdale takes 2d in tourney (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Raiders wrestling team powered their way to a runner-up finish in a revamped version of the Scarsdale Wrestling Tournament on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 21

LOWENTHAL, CAROL
Hospital fundraiser (photo) (Picture are participants at a breakfast fundraiser for the Dickstein Cancer Treatment Center of White Plains Hospital.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 14

LOWEY, NITA
Lowey to speak at Purchase (photo) (Congresswoman Nita Lowey will speak on "Women and Power in Washington" at SUNY Purchase on March 19.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 15

SCORE chapter of the year (photo) (Leonard Gugick wins National SCORE Chapter of the Year Award on behalf of the Westchester Chapter of SCORE, Counselors to America's Small Business), June 1, 2001, p. 4

Who will take the hit as N.Y. redistricts? (Starting January 2003, New York will send just 29 representatives to Washington, D. C., down from 31.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1

LOWY, DINA
Lowy, Heinzelmann (photo) (Dina Lowy and David Heinzelmann were wed on August 5, 2000, at Mayfair Farms in West Orange, New Jersey.), June 8, 2001, p. 17

LU, JASON
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 3

LU, WEI-ZHONG
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

LUONGO, JOSEPH
Focal Points: How do you think the law should treat people who threaten the safety of schools? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, questions locals about pertinent current events.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 7

LUPIN, JAY (DR)
2 elected to medical board (Scarsdale resident Dr. Charles Glassman has been elected Vice President of the medical board of the White Plains Hospital Center while resident Dr. Jay Lupin has been elected secretary/treasurer of the same board.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 4

LUPO, JACKIE
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2

The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 15

LUSHKA, KHALILAH
(Residents hold a silent vigil at Chase Park on August 4 to commemorate the 1945 bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.) (photo), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6
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**LUSKI, STEPHANIE**
Food, glorious canned food (photo) *(The Scarsdale Middle School community collected a record 4,693 pounds of food during the annual Student Organization food drive.)*, Apr 20, 2001, p. 9

**LUSKIN, SARAH**
Clash of the titans; Claire Miller and Sarah Luskin matched up in Ivy League field hockey action last fall - this year they'll do it again (photo), Aug 24, 2001, p. 17
Clash of the titans; Claire Miller and Sarah Luskin matched up in Ivy League field hockey action last fall - this year they'll do it again (continued), Aug 24, 2001, p. 20

**LYNCH, MEGAN**
Sidewalk sale days: Bargain-hunters flock to Scarsdale (photo) *(Scarsdale's annual sidewalk sale benefited from sunny weather on August 3-5.)*, Aug 10, 2001, p. 1

**LYNCH, MICHAEL**
2 off primary ballot *(The Westchester County Board of Elections has invalidated the petition of Democratic candidates Michael Lynch and Clifton Earl Abrams for Greenburgh town board seats.)*, Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
Francis Sheehan is the best candidate for town board (letter) *(William S. Greenawalt endorses Francis Sheehan as the Democratic candidate for the four year Greenburgh Town Council seat.)*, Sep 7, 2001, p. 7

**LYONS, ANNE**
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (continued) *(The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.)*, Jan 5, 2001, p. 10
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) has new members *(The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee elected ten new members at an election held on January 9; 504 votes were cast according to Administrative Committee Chairman Noreen Fisher.)*, Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

**LYONS, DOUGLAS**
Talkin' baseball; local author redefines baseball's records (photo) *(Scarsdale resident, Douglas Lyons, and his brother, Jeffrey, have co-authored a book on baseball called, "Curveballs and Screwballs.")*, Apr 13, 2001, p. 20

**LYONS, JEFFREY**
Talkin' baseball; local author redefines baseball's records (photo) *(Scarsdale resident, Douglas Lyons, and his brother, Jeffrey, have co-authored a book on baseball called, "Curveballs and Screwballs.")*, Apr 13, 2001, p. 20

**LYONS, NANCY**
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday *(The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.)*, Jan 5, 2001, p. 1
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) has new members *(The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee elected ten new members at an election held on January 9; 504 votes were cast according to Administrative Committee Chairman Noreen Fisher.)*, Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

**LYTTLE, IDA B**
Ida B. Lyttle (dies) *(Former resident, Ida B. Lyttle died on October 24, 2001, at an assisted living facility in Mentor, Ohio. She was 96.)*, Nov 2, 2001, p. 18

**MAANAVI, DARIUSH**
Vaughn, Maanavi (engaged) *(Jennifer Vaughn and Dariush Maanavi are engaged; a March, 2002, wedding is planned.)*, June 1, 2001, p. 14

**MABIE, GLORIA (AUTHOR)**
"Crazy for You" was a delight (letter) *(Gloria Mabie thoroughly enjoyed the Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre production of "Crazy for You.")*, Aug 17, 2001, p. 6

**MABIE, PETER**
Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) *(Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association.)*, Oct 12, 2001, p. 22

**MACDONALD, BARBARA SHAY**
Historical society exhibit focuses on Scarsdale *(The Scarsdale Historical Society, in cooperation with the Scarsdale Art Association, will present an exhibit titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists.").* Apr 6, 2001, p. 2
Going going gone: Art portrays Scarsdale of past, present (photo) *(The Scarsdale Historical Society is presenting an exhibition titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists.").* Apr 27, 2001, p. 15
Scarsdale's 'Lost Houses' is topic of fall lecture (photo) *(Barbara Shay MacDonald will lecture on "Lost Houses of Scarsdale" on October 25 at the Scarsdale Library.)*, Oct 19, 2001, p. 2

**MACDONALD, CHRISTINE**
Scarsdale Pool opens for the 2001 summer season (photo) *(The Scarsdale pool opened for the season under rainy skies on May 26.)*, June 1, 2001, p. 3

**MACDONALD, DOROTHY**
Top dog: Scarsdale pooch claims blue ribbon at Westminster (photo) *(Eleanor McDonald's 3-year old bichon frise, JR, took the top prize at the 125th Westminster Dog show last week.)*, Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
MACDONALD, DOROTHY (Continued)
Top dog: Scarsdale pooch claims blue ribbon at Westminster (photo) (continued) (Eleanor McDonald's 3-year old bichon frise, JR, took the top prize at the 125th Westminster Dog show last week.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 15

MACRI, JAMES
Safe and sanitary; Scarsdale's water explained (photo) (Village Water Superintendent, James Macri, reveals the secrets behind the excellent Scarsdale water system.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1
Safe and sanitary; Scarsdale's water explained (photo) (continued) (Village Water Superintendent, James Macri, reveals the secrets behind the excellent Scarsdale water system.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 8

MACY, BOB
Rec report ready (The Scarsdale Community Recreation Center Study Committee will present a preliminary outline of a proposed recreation center on March 22 and on April 4.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
Group tests waters on recreation center (On April 4, residents offered opinions at a meeting sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club on the proposed community recreation center and pool.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
Group tests waters on recreation center (continued) (On April 4, residents offered opinions at a meeting sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club on the proposed community recreation center and pool.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13
Board considering rec center proposal (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees is giving the proposed community recreation center "serious consideration.",) July 13, 2001, p. 1

MADOUS, DRAKO
(Photo depicts teens mixing bubbles with snowflakes outside Child's Play, the toy store on Spencer Place.) (photo), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6

MAGALETTI, AMY
Party time! (photo) (Photos of the tercentennial celebration of the Village of Scarsdale, held on June 9 at the Scarsdale High School.), June 15, 2001, p. 3

MAGALETTI, JOHN
'Steppin' out' (photo) (Scarsdale High School students are pictured dressed up for their June 23 prom at the Roosevelt Hotel in Manhattan.), Jun 29, 2001, p. 13

MAGALETTI, PAULA
'I know, I know' (photo) (Children in Paula Magaletti's Heathcote kindergarten class show enthusiasm.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

MAGNETISM
The center of attraction (editorial) (Arthur Ash confesses to having fewer aches and pains since trying advanced magnetic technology on various spots of his body.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7

MAGRIN, CHRISTINE
Focal Points: Do you think that the recent performance of the stock market indicates a possible recession? (photo) (Inquirer photographer, Ira N. Taff, poses questions of the day to his subjects.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7

MAGUIRE, TOM
SHS (Scarsdale High School) celebrates its 84th commencement (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement; Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 graduates on June 22.), June 29, 2001, p. 9A
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A-15A

MAHAN, HAROLD
Annual tourney a classic as always (photo) (The Fox Meadow Tennis Club was the venue for the national championships in platform tennis.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 23

MAHONEY, MARGARET
Primary rescheduled (The Greenburgh Primary has been rescheduled for September 25.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1

MAHONEY, THOMAS JOHN
Verna, Mahoney (engaged) (Dr. Christine Noelle Verna and Thomas John Mahoney are engaged; an August wedding is planned.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19
Verna, Mahoney (engaged) (photo) (Dr. Christine Noelle Verna and Thomas John Mahoney are engaged; an August wedding is planned.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 14
Verna, Mahoney (wed) (photo) (Christine Verna and Thomas Mahoney were wed on August 18, 2001, in Rye Brook.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 14

MAILBOXES
A homemaker's advice on anthrax (letter) (Audrey Ronning Topping suggests coating mailbox interiors with bleach to avoid anthrax contamination.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

MAISANO, JAMES
Village est omnis divisa in partes tres no more (photo) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 1

MAJIAN, LENIE
Sidewalk sale days: Bargain-hunters flock to Scarsdale (photo) (Scarsdale's annual sidewalk sale benefited from sunny weather on August 3-5.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
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MAKAZAWA, MAI
Hola! (photo) (Stephanie Lieberman and Mai Makazawa display masks created during Mexican Fiesta Day at Kids' Base during the Winter break.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1

MAKE-A-WISH FOUNDATION
Make-A-Wish officers (photo) (Marie Arigo, Steven Yanovsky, Debbie Yaciuk and Fredric Green are the newly elected officers of the Hudson Valley chapter of the Make-A-Wish Foundation.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 4

MALDONADO, ROGER
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28

MALKAMES, KARL
Supporters of scouts' anti-gay policy are ignorant (letter) (Barry Peretz responds to May 25 letters by Andrew C. Hartzell, Jr., and Karl Malkames relating to the Boy Scouts' policy against openly gay scout leaders.), June 1, 2001, p. 6

MALKAMES, KARL (AUTHOR)
Scouts must be protected from perverts (letter) (Karl Malkames writes that Boy Scouts need to be protected from the influence of homosexual Scout leaders.), May 25, 2001, p. 7

MALLETT, ERROL CHARLES JR
Errol Charles Mallett, Jr. (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Errol Charles Mallett, Jr., died on November 30, 2001, at Sound Shore Hospital in New Rochelle. He was 24.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 20

MALTESE, SERPHIM
Witchel piece on Triangle fire 'very moving' (letter) (A. F. Lazzara writes that Sam Witchel's March 25 article on the 1911 Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire was very moving and informative.), May 11, 2001, p. 6

MALTESE, VINCENT
Witchel piece on Triangle fire 'very moving' (letter) (A. F. Lazzara writes that Sam Witchel's March 25 article on the 1911 Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire was very moving and informative.), May 11, 2001, p. 6

MANAS, LINDSEY
Charitable giving is mixed bag post 9/11 (photo) (Donations to September 11 charitable funds have deflected giving from other needy charitable institutions.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 3

MANCUSO, JIM
Maroon and White Winter Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 24

MANCUSO, JOHN
Maroon and White Winter Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 24

MANDELA, FRANK
'Rhapsody in Bloom' (photo) (More than 500 people toured nine gardens in Scarsdale and adjoining neighborhoods on July 14 at the annual Girl Scouts of Westchester Putnam garden tour.), July 20, 2001, p. 13

MANDELL, ELIZABETH LUNDY
Elizabeth Lundy Mandell (Dies) (Elizabet Lundy Mandell died suddenly on July 27, 2001, while visiting her sister in Bethesda, Maryland. She was 91.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 12

MANDLAWITZ, LINDA
Civic education trip fosters cooperation and community (Sixty-four Scarsdale ninth graders bonded in the upstate woods last week during a day and a half long civic education retreat.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 9

MANELIS, JUDITH
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

MANGIALETTI, NADA ROSE
Mangialetti, Tsiang (Wed) (photo) (Nada Rose Mangialetti and Eugene Yu-Kong Tsiang were wed on March 3, 2001, in Watervile Valley, New Haven.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 20

MANNIX, RICHARD
Debate continues over school safety measures (A regular police presence at the Fox Meadow School to direct morning and afternoon traffic was urged by Fox Meadow residents attending a meeting of the Village Municipal Services Committee on January 8.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

Debate continues over school safety measures (continued) (A regular police presence at the Fox Meadow School to direct morning and afternoon traffic was urged by Fox Meadow residents attending a meeting of the Village Municipal Services Committee on January 8.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 8

MANTELL, ADAM
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad's trip to Russia inspires off-off Broadway play (photo) (Article describes the artistic path of Scarsdale playwright, Adam Mantell.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 19

MANTELL, NANCY
10 nominators elected: Heathcote run-off set (Eleven members of the Citizens Nominating Committee were elected on November 14.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

209
MANTIS, ANDREW
Father and son collaborate in joint art exhibit (photo) (Arthur and Andrew Mantis collaborated on a photography and mixed media exhibit running from this weekend through October 30 at the Mount Kisco Library.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 19
Father and son collaborate in joint art exhibit (photo) (continued) (Arthur and Andrew Mantis collaborated on a photography and mixed media exhibit running from this weekend through October 30 at the Mount Kisco Library.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 20

MANTIS, ARTHUR
Father and son collaborate in joint art exhibit (photo) (Arthur and Andrew Mantis collaborated on a photography and mixed media exhibit running from this weekend through October 30 at the Mount Kisco Library.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 19
Father and son collaborate in joint art exhibit (photo) (continued) (Arthur and Andrew Mantis collaborated on a photography and mixed media exhibit running from this weekend through October 30 at the Mount Kisco Library.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 20

MANTIS, LINDA
Honor thy teachers (photo) (As the school year draws to a close, staff appreciation luncheons abound.), June 8, 2001, p. 14

MARAFIOTI, MARCIA
Question of the year (editorial) (The Inquirer wonders why the Village has been so slow to put out holiday decorations in the downtown area.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

MARANTZ, RONNE
Heathcote celebrates interdependence, teamwork and cooperation (photo) (Team builder and conflict resolver, David Levine, coached Heathcote kindergartners and fifth graders on March 26.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 9
Heathcote hunt yields many valuable lessons (First graders at the Heathcote School searched for "treasure" during the school's multicultural, independent scavenger hunt on April 2.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9

MARCELLO, ANNA
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

MARCHAND, ROBERT
Scarsdale trustees, shed that Attitude (editorial) (David Gottlieb accuses the Scarsdale Village Board of displaying an arrogant attitude, particularly on issues of cooperation with Greenburgh.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 6

MARCUS, ELLIOTT
Heathcote celebrates interdependence, teamwork and cooperation (photo) (Team builder and conflict resolver, David Levine, coached Heathcote kindergartners and fifth graders on March 26.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 9

MARCUS, JASON
Scarsdale and Edgemont seniors are college bound (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of college destinations for 2001 Scarsdale and Edgemont High School graduates.), June 29, 2001, p. 8A

MARCUS, RICHARD
Focal Points: What are your suggestions for coping with the potential shortage of electricity? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions residents on timely topics.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

LEAF SITE RELOCATION SPARKS DEBATE
There is a controversial proposal afoot to relocate the Scarsdale leaf transfer station from Crossway to the public works facility at Ramsey Road.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

MARCUS, SETH
Scout Day at Shea (photo) (Members of Scarsdale Cub Scout packs 60 and 440 were part of the color guard at Shea Stadium on June 24, which was Scout Jamboree Day.), July 6, 2001, p. 4

MARGOLIS, BEN
Scarsdale and Edgemont seniors are college bound (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of college destinations for 2001 Scarsdale and Edgemont High School graduates.), June 29, 2001, p. 8A
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

MARGOLIS, NATE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

MARGOLIS, RUBY
Focal Points: How do you feel about proposed changes in the immigration laws for Mexicans? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the community.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 7

MARINACCI, ROSE
Julia B. Fee: Congratulations! Hats off to our graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement: Julia B. Fee Real Estate Agency salutes the graduating classes of 2001.), June 29, 2001, p. 28A

MARINO, JANE
Greenacres book jacket parade (photo) (Greenacres first grader, Jack Lyons, is shown holding the banner at the head of the Greenacres annual Read-Aloud "book jacket parade."), June 1, 2001, p. 11
MARK, RAMONA
Girl Scouts go to D.C. (photo) (Scarsdale Girl Scout Cadet Troup 1945 visited Washington, D. C.; the troop is shown on March 22 in the office of Congresswoman, Nita Lowey.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 15

MARKS, BENITA
MHA (Mental Health Association) honors volunteers (photo) (In June, the Mental Health Association of Westchester honored 116 community volunteers with a breakfast of recognition.), July 13, 2001, p. 4

MARLING, STANLEY
Focal Points: What action should the United States take to secure the return of our aircraft from China? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, asks local residents their opinions of various political and cultural events.), May 11, 2001, p. 7

MAROON AND WHITE
Maroon and White supports athletic endeavors (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19A
SMS staff learn about AEDs (Automated External Defibrillators) (photo) (The Maroon and White purchased two AEDs, or automated external defibrillators, for use at Middle and High School athletic events.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 11
Maroon and White Winter Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 24
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34
Maroon and White supports high school athletics (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 16A
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Nov 23, 2001, p. 29

MARRIAGE
Love and Marriage (Supplement), Feb 9, 2001, p. 19-30

MARRINAN, ELIZABETH
Hearing Wednesday on proposed senior facility (On March 21 there will be a hearing on an environmental impact statement for the proposed Scarsdale Assisted Living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 3
Bulky houses (The Scarsdale Planning Board and members of the Out of Scale Houses Study Committee will meet on April 18 to release and review a report on the problem of over-sized houses in Scarsdale.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
House size regulations discussed at WQRA (West Quaker Ridge Association) meeting, July 27, 2001, p. 3
League of Women Voters mulls proposed FAR cap and bonus law (The Scarsdale Planning Board and the Board of Architectural Review debated a floor area ratio [FAR] cap at a League of Women Voters consensus meeting on October 2.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
Focus on prevention (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that 270 Fox Meadow Road activists should now invest their energies in helping to formulate new zoning laws and to influencing the floor area ratio cap for new houses in the Village.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6

MARSHALL, ELIZABETH (AUTHOR)
Involvement needed to keep Scarsdale schools strong (letter) (Noreen Fisher and Elizabeth Marshall urge qualified residents to vote for School Board candidates from their district in the upcoming January 9 elections.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6

MARSHALL, JOHN
E'wood (Edgewood) friends never had to say 'sayonara' (photo) (Former Edgewood School students, John Marshall and Brian Frommer, reunite with their old classmate, Tatsuya Izumi, in Tokyo.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 3

MARSHALL, LYNN
Focal Points: Do you feel that victory in Afghanistan is contingent upon the capture of Osama bin Laden? (photo) (editorial) (Ira N. Toft poses questions of the day to passers by.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7

MARTIAL ARTS
Getto superstar: 7-year-old Scarsdalian wins national Tae Kwon Do title (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Erica Getto, won a gold medal in sparring in the 6- to 7-year old category at the Junior Olympics in Tampa, Florida.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 17
Getto superstar: 7-year-old Scarsdalian wins national Tae Kwon Do title (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale resident, Erica Getto, won a gold medal in sparring in the 6- to 7-year old category at the Junior Olympics in Tampa, Florida.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 18

MARTIN, CASEY
Golf is about shot making, not course-walking (editorial) (Howard Givner supports the Supreme Court's decision to force the PGA to allow Casey Martin to use a golf cart due to his disability.), July 27, 2001, p. 6

MARTIN, SANDEE
GCT (Greenville Community Theater) provides entertainment, community service (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 11A
MARTIN, SANDEE  (Continued)
GCT (Greenville Community Theater) provides entertainment, community service (photo) (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12A

MARTIN, TOM
Dr. Met: Dr. Andrew Rokito heads up the medical care of the New York Mets (photo), June 1, 2001, p. 20

MASSEL, ELIHU (AUTHOR)
'Good friend' will be missed (letter) (Friends of Geraldine King mourn her recent death and describe her many contributions to the community.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

MASSEL, MATILDA (AUTHOR)
'Good friend' will be missed (letter) (Friends of Geraldine King mourn her recent death and describe her many contributions to the community.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

MASSONE, JERRY
Jerry Massone receives White Hat Award (photo) (Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 3 presented its annual White Hat Award for excellence to Jerry Massone.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 4

MASTELLONE, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
'Monstrous' garage would take away from charm of village (letter) (Scarsdale Chateaux residents, Vincent and Susan Mastel/one, oppose the Village Board plan to construct a 420 car parking garage on Christie Place.), June 1, 2001, p. 6

MASTELLONE, VINCENT (AUTHOR)
'Monstrous' garage would take away from charm of village (letter) (Scarsdale Chateaux residents, Vincent and Susan Mastel/one, oppose the Village Board plan to construct a 420 car parking garage on Christie Place.), June 1, 2001, p. 6

Keep charming stone garage on Christie Place (letter) (Vincent Mastel/one urges the Village Board to keep the existing stone parking structure as part of the plan for Christie Place.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6

MASTROIANNI, IRMA GIALLORENZI
Irma Giallorenzi Mastroianni (Dies) (Irma Giallorenzi Mastroianni, a Scarsdale resident from 1958-1997, died on April 8 following an extended illness. She was 95.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 8

MASUDA, REIKO
Let's do lunch! (photo) (Fox Meadow School first graders, Maxi Naclerio and Reiko Masuda, are pictured creating art projects during the school's lunchtime enrichment hour.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 11

MASUNAGA, ISSEI
Scouts compete (photo) (Pictured is Boy Scout Troop 60 attending the Algonquin District Klondike Derby at the Camp Smith Army National Guard base in Peekskill on January 27-28.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 4

Scouts participate in international jamboree (photo) (Ten scouts from Boy Scout Troop 60 in Scarsdale participated in the National Boy Scout Jamboree in Fredricksburg, Virginia.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 4

Scouts hold 'Ordeal Weekend' (photo) (The Ktemaque Lodge #31 of the Westchester-Putnam Council, Boy Scouts of America, held its Ordeal Weekend at Clear Lake Scout Reservation over the weekend of September 21-22.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 4

MASUNAGA, YOKO
Yoko Masunaga (photo) (Yoko Masunaga, Boy Scout Troop 60 treasurer, was awarded the 2001 John Rossi plaque.), July 6, 2001, p. 4

MATLICK, ANDREW
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A-15A

MATLICK, JAMES
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A-15A

MATLOCK, JESSICA
Matlock, Anthony (wed) (photo) (Jessica Matlick and Jason Anthony were wed on September 2, 2001, at Le Chateau in South Salem, New York.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 15

MATTA, ROBIN
Honor thy teachers (photo) (As the school year draws to a close, staff appreciation luncheons abound.), June 8, 2001, p. 14

MATTHEWS, JESSICA
Lecture this Sunday at Historical Society (photo) (Anna Richards Brewster's painting, "Brook in Fox Meadow," will be discussed by Jessica Matthews at the Scarsdale Historical Society on May 20.), May 18, 2001, p. 14

Season's Greetings; Festivals of light in many holiday traditions featured in Scarsdale Historical Society's exhibit (photo), Dec 7, 2001, p. 17

MATTHEWS, JONATHAN
'Crazy for You' shapes up to be another hit for Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo) ('Crazy for You' opened last night to rave reviews.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 13

MATTIL, MEAGAN
Dressing the part (photo) (Scarsdale/Edgemont brownie troop 1971B visited the Scarsdale Historical Society and dressed in era appropriate clothing.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 4
MATTIS, JOANNA
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

MATTIS, MICHAEL
One hot photo collection to Weber Fine Art (photo) (Weber Fine Art Gallery will display 56 vintage prints from the collection of Michael Mattis and Judy Hochberg.), June 1, 2001, p. 17

MATYCKAS, LINA
Dressing the part (photo) (Scarsdale/ Edgemont brownie troop 1971B visited the Scarsdale Historical Society and dressed in era appropriate clothing.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 4

MATYCKAS, ONA
Dressing the part (photo) (Scarsdale/ Edgemont brownie troop 1971B visited the Scarsdale Historical Society and dressed in era appropriate clothing.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 4

MAX, STEVE
Tercentenary festivities (Scarsdale’s 300th birthday will be celebrated on June 9 at Scarsdale High School.), June 8, 2001, p. 1
Party time! (photo) (Photos of the tercentennial celebration of the Village of Scarsdale, held on June 9 at the Scarsdale High School.), June 15, 2001, p. 3

MAXWELL, DEBORAH B
Claire D. Leone appointments (photo) (The Claire D. Leone Real Estate Agency welcomes three new agents: Gina M. Andreassi, Terri Geary and Deborah B. Maxwell.), May 18, 2001, p. 4

MAYER, DOLF
Abandoned beagle is on the road to recovery (photo) (This article is an update on Corkey, the beagle who was flung from an SUV during a snow storm on December 29, 2000, and rescued and lovingly cared for by Ellen Lewit, a police officer with the town of Greenburgh.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 3

MAYER, JILL R
Abandoned beagle is on the road to recovery (photo) (This article is an update on Corkey, the beagle who was flung from an SUV during a snow storm on December 29, 2000, and rescued and lovingly cared for by Ellen Lewit, a police officer with the town of Greenburgh.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 3

MAYER, JILL R (AUTHOR)
Abandoned beagle evades rescuers (letter) (Jill R. Mayer accuses the driver of a red Jeep of animal cruelty because he tossed a small beagle out of his car on Artillery Lane in Edgemont the day before a storm; the fate of the dog is unknown.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6
Happy ending to sad beagle story (letter) (Jill R. Mayer commends Edgemont Police Officer, Ellen Lewit, who painstakingly stalked and caught a beagle puppy that was abandoned in the aftermath of last week’s snowstorm; contributions and a good home are now sorely needed.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6

MAYO, MARGARET
Charges against McCreary dropped; civil cases continue (continued) (At the request of the Westchester District Attorney, Scarsdale Village Justice, John Galloway Ill, dismissed charges against Andrew McCreary at a brief hearing on January 31.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 8

MAYORS - SCARSDALE
Best person for the job was overlooked (editorial) (Irving Sloan decries the fact that attorney and Village Board member, Ann Galvani, was passed over for the office of Mayor of Scarsdale.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7
Some opinions are better left unexpressed (letter) (In response to a February 9 editorial by Irving Sloan, Carole Tunick supports the Nominating Committee’s choice of David Kroenlein for Mayor; she also faults a February 2 Inquirer editorial as unduly critical of the Scarsdale Police.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
Vote for Citizens Party candidates on Row B (letter) (Marcia Banner urges Scarsdale residents to vote Row B, Citizens Party, at the Mayoral and Village Board elections on March 20.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Alan Blitz dies at 57 (Alan I. Blitz, former Scarsdale Mayor and Scarsdale Bowl winner, died of cardiac arrest on March 13, 2001, in Denver, Colorado. He was 57.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
Citizens continue outstanding tradition (letter) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin asks residents to join her in voting on March 20 for Citizens Non-Partisan candidates for Mayor and Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
League thanked for sharing forum (letter) (Jane Vernon, Chairman of SNAP - Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents - thanks the Scarsdale League of Women Voters for inviting SNAP to co-sponsor the candidate forum on March 12.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Slate reinforces strength of system (letter) (Evelyn Stock urges residents to support the Citizens Party slate in the upcoming Village elections for Mayor and for Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Citizens candidates have records of achievement (letter) (Linda R. Kilian, former President of Kids’ BASE, urges Scarsdale residents to vote on March 20 for the Citizens Party nominees for the Village Board and Mayor.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
Confidence in others’ voting is false confidence (letter) (Harriet L. Sobol, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee, urges residents to vote for the Citizens Party - Row B - in the elections on March 20 for Scarsdale Mayor and Village Board trustees.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
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MAYORS - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Vote Row B for candidates chosen democratically (letter) (Carolyn B. Stevens, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee for three years, urges voters to select Row B in the upcoming elections on March 20 for Village Trustee and Mayor.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
Alan Blitz dies at 57 (photo) (continued) (Alan I. Blitz, former Scarsdale Mayor and Scarsdale Bowl winner, died of cardiac arrest on March 13, 2001, in Denver, Colorado. He was 57.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 8
Strauss and colleagues offer wisdom, experience (letter) (Walter J. Handelman cast an absentee ballot for the Citizens Party candidates on Row B: Kroenlein, Cusick, Zock and Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9
Vote Row B for candidates with impressive records (letter) (Adrienne A. Price, Citizens Committee member, asks voters to support candidates on Row B on Election Day: Kroenlein, Cusick, Zock and Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9
Mayor-elect defines goals (Article profiles Scarsdale's recently elected Mayor, David Kroenlein, with particular attention to his policies and programs.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
Mayor-elect defines goals (continued) (Article profiles Scarsdale's recently elected Mayor, David Kroenlein, with particular attention to his policies and programs.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24
New mayor to mine village's social capital (photo) (Scarsdale Mayor, David Kroenlein, proposed sweeping changes to Village Government at his first Village Board meeting on April 10.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
New mayor to mine village's social capital (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Mayor, David Kroenlein, proposed sweeping changes to Village Government at his first Village Board meeting on April 10.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13
MAZUR, ALI
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34
MCALLISTER, BEVERLY
The Bank of New York and Kids' B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids' Base and Little School's 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 32
Village board expected to OK KBLS (Kids' Base Little School) expansion (The Scarsdale Village Board is expected to approve plans to expand Kids' Base and the Little School at its next meeting on October 9.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
Village board expected to OK KBLS (Kids' Base Little School) expansion (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board is expected to approve plans to expand Kids' Base and the Little School at its next meeting on October 9.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 8
MCALLISTER, HARMON
The Bank of New York and Kids' B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids' Base and Little School's 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 32
MCAVOY, NORAH
6% tax hike draws ire in Greenburgh (If passed on December 12, the proposed 2002 Greenburgh Town budget would result in a tax increase of 6.02 percent.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1
MCCALL, CARL
Students explore local government at LWV (League of Women Voters) Legislative Day (photo) (Local high school students attended the ninth annual League of Women Voters County Legislative Day on April 23.), June 1, 2001, p. 12
MCCLEAN, SCOTT
Focal Points: How useful do you find TV as a news source? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions passers by about newsworthy issues.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 7
MCLINTOCK, DOUGLAS
Douglas McClintock (Scarsdale resident, Douglas McClintock, will chair the Executive Board of Family Service of Westchester.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 4
MCCORMACK, EVELYN
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes Its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
Honored faculty (photo) (Evelyn McCormack, District Director of Public Information, is seen pinning a carnation on Mathematics helping teacher, Anne Schaefer, in recognition of her forty years of service.), July 6, 2001, p. 9
MCCORMICK, CHARLES MICHAEL
Cicero, McCormick (wed) (photo) (Caron Cicero and Charles Michael McCormick were wed on November 10, 2001, in New York City.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 20
MCCREARY, ANDREW
Charges against McCreary dropped; civil cases continue (At the request of the Westchester District Attorney, Scarsdale Village Justice, John Galloway III, dismissed charges against Andrew McCreary at a brief hearing on January 31.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1
Keeping the peace (editorial) (With reference to the 1999 Andrew McCreary case, the Inquirer urges the Scarsdale Police Department to defuse rather than exacerbate tension when dealing with the public.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6
MCCREARY, ANDREW (Continued)
McCreary case: no profiles in courage (editorial) (Paul W. Pickelle, who was Andrew McCreary's criminal attorney, wonders why it took such a massive effort by the McCreary family and the Edgewood community to clear him of criminal charges.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7
Charges against McCreary dropped; civil cases continue (continued) (At the request of the Westchester District Attorney, Scarsdale Village Justice, John Galloway III, dismissed charges against Andrew McCreary at a brief hearing on January 31.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 8
161 people were 'sucked into the morass' of McCreary case (letter) (Robert McCreary tallies up the economic and emotional cost of the endless Police case against Andrew McCreary.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6
Police make hundreds of arrests, hear few complaints (letter) (Donald W. Ferraro, Scarsdale Chief of Police, defends the Police Department's decision to sue Andrew McCreary after charges against him had been dismissed.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6
A regret (editorial) (The Inquirer urges a peaceful and speedy resolution to the ongoing legal dispute between Andrew McCreary and the Scarsdale Police Department and apologizes for the Inquirer's part in possibly fanning the flames of animosity.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6
Anti-Catholic bigotry suspected in McCreary case (letter) (John F. O'Rourke conjectures that anti-Catholic bias might have factored into the criminal case filed against Andrew McCreary by the Scarsdale Police Department.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
Charge of bigotry slanders the people of this village (letter) (Harry Reynolds refutes charges of anti-Catholicism leveled against the Scarsdale Police and Village Board by John O'Rourke in an earlier letter to the Inquirer.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
Bigotry rests in the eyes of the beholder (letter) (Robert M. Kelly refutes charges of anti-Semitism made by Harry Reynolds against John O'Rourke in a letter to the Inquirer on February 23.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6
Peaceful village not immune from slights, slanders (letter) (David Buchen disagrees with Harry Reynolds letter of February 23 accusing letter writer, John F. O'Rourke, of anti-Semitism vis a vis the Andrew McCreary case.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6
Writer's honest questions were not slanders (letter) (John F. O'Rourke defends himself against charges of Anti-Semitism leveled by Harry Reynolds in a letter to the Inquirer on February 23.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6
MCCREARY, ROBERT (AUTHOR)
161 people were 'sucked into the morass' of McCreary case (letter) (Robert McCreary tallies up the economic and emotional cost of the endless Police case against Andrew McCreary.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6
MCREEERY, BILL
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34
MCREEERY, GAY
Woman's club launches village tercentennial celebration (photo) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club kicked off the celebration of Scarsdale's 300th birthday with a coffee reception on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Woman's club launches village tercentennial celebration (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club kicked off the celebration of Scarsdale's 300th birthday with a coffee reception on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 9
Scarsdale Woman's Club builds foundation (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7A
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 15
Tours of historic Rowsley house to debut (photo) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club will hold an open house on December 8 to introduce their stately mansion headquarters, once known as Rowsley, to the public.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 23
MCREEERY, GAY (AUTHOR)
Tercentenary opener a success (letter) (Gay McCreeery, President of the Scarsdale Woman's Club, thanks the various local businesses that contributed to Scarsdale's tercentenary celebration on January 6.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6
Luella Slaner will be missed by woman's club (letter) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club mourns the passing of its long time member and supporter, Luella Slaner.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6
MCDERMOTT, MICHAEL
School districts join to challenge state mandates (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education will meet with the Edgemont Board of Education to discuss joint strategies for dealing with state testing mandates.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 18
Middle school principal criticizes state testing mandate (Scarsdale Middle School Principal, Mike McDermott, questions and criticizes the New York State Education Department's well publicized standards initiative and its rigorous testing schedule.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 11
Scarsdale parents protest state testing (The Scarsdale Board of Education rejected a petition signed by over 100 district parents protesting state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
MCDERMOTT, MICHAEL (Continued)
Scarsdale parents protest state testing (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education rejected a petition signed by over 100 district parents protesting state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 9
Middle school parents choose boycott 2 to 1 (Two thirds of Scarsdale Middle School parents kept their children home during the administration of the state mandated standardized test on May 3.), May 4, 2001, p. 1
Middle school parents choose boycott 2 to 1 (continued) (Two thirds of Scarsdale Middle School parents kept their children home during the administration of the state mandated standardized test on May 3.), May 4, 2001, p. 21

New SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) house is named for Fountain (The Scarsdale Board of Education named the new house at the Middle School after Elizabeth Caldwell Fountain; Fountain House will be the fourth house at the Middle School.), May 11, 2001, p. 1
State checks test compliance (State Education Department representatives met with Scarsdale school officials to ascertain compliance with state mandated assessment procedures.), June 15, 2001, p. 1
State checks test compliance (continued) (State Education Department representatives met with Scarsdale school officials to ascertain compliance with state mandated assessment procedures.), June 15, 2001, p. 11
New 8th-grade social studies test: Scarsdale-made, Scarsdale-approved (At a meeting on October 22, the Scarsdale Board of Education previewed its own version of the state mandated social studies standardized test.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
State admonishes Scarsdale schools (A letter from the New York State Education Department accused the district of not trying hard enough to end the boycott of state mandated eighth grade standardized tests.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

MCDONALD, BRIAN
Scarsdale’s Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22

MCDONALD, ELEANOR ANN
Top dog: Scarsdale pooch claims blue ribbon at Westminster (photo) (Eleanor McDonald’s 3-year old bichon frise, JR, took the top prize at the 125th Westminster Dog show last week.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Top dog: Scarsdale pooch claims blue ribbon at Westminster (photo) (continued) (Eleanor McDonald’s 3-year old bichon frise, JR, took the top prize at the 125th Westminster Dog show last week.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 15
Eleanor Ann McDonald (dies) (Long time Scarsdale resident, Eleanor Ann McDonald, died on October 11, 2001, following a brief illness.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 16

MCDONNELL, JESSICA
Focal Points: How do you feel about New York City as a site for future Olympic games? (photo) (Question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, to the community), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7

MCDONOUGH, KATHLEEN
Kathleen McDonough (photo) (Ambac Insurance Corporation has awarded Kathleen McDonough the Irish America’s Wall Street Top 50 Award.), July 20, 2001, p. 4

MCGILL, MICHAEL V (DR)
Debate continues over school safety measures (continued) (A regular police presence at the Fox Meadow School to direct morning and afternoon traffic was urged by Fox Meadow residents attending a meeting of the Village Municipal Services Committee on January 8.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 8
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) panel to discuss high stakes testing (The Town and Village Civic Club will meet on February 8 at the Scarsdale Library to discuss, "High Stakes Testing."), Jan 19, 2001, p. 2
NY State assessments challenged by McGill (At the January 22 Board of Education meeting, Dr. Michael McGill questioned the state’s authority to remove control from local boards over their own educational programs.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12
Committee advocates smaller class size (photo) (continued) (Over 150 people attended a meeting at the Scarsdale High School on January 30 to discuss the findings of a district advisory committee on class size.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 10
Small is better (editorial) (The Inquirer supports the plan supplied by the Class Size Advisory Committee to reduce Scarsdale elementary school class size, including an additional $740,000 in next year’s budget for more teachers.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
Elementary teachers tout small class size (Discussions of class size continued at the Board of Education meeting on February 12, including recommendations from three teachers.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11
School districts join to challenge state mandates (The Scarsdale Board of Education will meet with the Edgemont Board of Education to discuss joint strategies for dealing with state testing mandates.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Board, public weigh in on maximum class size policy (The February 12 Scarsdale School Board meeting featured a lengthy and animated discussion of class size.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 11
Emergency response, long and short term (Recent school shootings in California have prompted a two pronged review of the District’s crisis response policies according to Schools Superintendent, Michael McGill.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10
MCGILL, MICHAEL V (DR) (Continued)
Seeking feedback (Scarsdale School Board President Jackie Irwin announced that the schools were required by law to administer five state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders, despite the objections of parents.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
8th-grade state tests boycott seems likely (An overwhelming majority of Scarsdale Middle School parents support a boycott of the state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
8th-grade state tests boycott seems likely (continued) (An overwhelming majority of Scarsdale Middle School parents support a boycott of the state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 10
$76.7M school budget adopted (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education formally adopted its proposed budget of $76.69 million for 2001-02.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 17
Many contributed to the success of first SHS carnival (letter) (Connie Chan reports on the success of the Scarsdale High School carnival on April 20 and 21 and thanks all the event's contributors and supporters.), May 4, 2001, p. 6
Stop whining about state tests (letter) (Marina London wants parents to stop whining about the state mandated standardized tests and move on to more important issues.), May 4, 2001, p. 6
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
New SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) house is named for Fountain (The Scarsdale Board of Education named the new house at the Middle School after Elizabeth Caldwell Fountain; Fountain House will be the fourth house at the Middle School.), May 11, 2001, p. 1
Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.), May 18, 2001, p. 1
Greenacres book jacket parade (photo) (Greenacres first grader, Jack Lyons, is shown holding the banner at the head of the Greenacres annual Read-Aloud "book jacket parade.")., June 1, 2001, p. 11
Beyond the boycott: What's next? (editorial) (Lillian Hecht encourages parents to restore Scarsdale's independence in determining curriculum and selecting assessment standards.), June 8, 2001, p. 7
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34
State checks test compliance (State Education Department representatives met with Scarsdale school officials to ascertain compliance with state mandated assessment procedures.), June 15, 2001, p. 1
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo)., June 15, 2001, p. 10
State checks test compliance (continued) (State Education Department representatives met with Scarsdale school officials to ascertain compliance with state mandated assessment procedures.), June 15, 2001, p. 11
Pressing Albany tops school district's to-do list (Dr. Michael McGill, Superintendent of Scarsdale Schools, urged residents to pressure Albany for adequate state funding.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Pressing Albany tops school district's to-do list (continued) (Dr. Michael McGill, Superintendent of Scarsdale Schools, urged residents to pressure Albany for adequate state funding.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 9
New 8th-grade social studies test: Scarsdale-made, Scarsdale-approved (continued) (At a meeting on October 22, the Scarsdale Board of Education previewed its own version of the state mandated social studies standardized test.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9
State admonishes Scarsdale schools (A letter from the New York State Education Department accused the district of not trying hard enough to end the boycott of state mandated eighth grade standardized tests.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Who do we think we are? (editorial) (The inquirer addresses Commissioner Mills' reproachful letter to Scarsdale Schools Superintendent, Dr. Michael McGill, on the boycott of state mandated standardized tests.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6
Board to discuss: Is Greenacres bursting at the seams? (Discussions at the November 5 Scarsdale School Board meeting centered around additional space at the Greenacres School)., Nov 9, 2001, p. 11
Budget meeting (The Scarsdale Board of Education will hold an open meeting on December 12 to discuss budget parameters.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1
Superintendent responds to SED scolding (In a November 28 letter, School Superintendent Michael McGill claims that Scarsdale did nothing wrong in disagreeing with New York State's standardized testing program.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1
Superintendent responds to SED scolding (continued) (In a November 28 letter, School Superintendent Michael McGill claims that Scarsdale did nothing wrong in disagreeing with New York State's standardized testing program.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9
Board considers early foreign language study (The benefits of foreign language instruction for elementary school students were discussed at the December 10 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting.)., Dec 14, 2001, p. 1
Board considers early foreign language study (continued) (The benefits of foreign language instruction for elementary school students were discussed at the December 10 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11
Kids talk to school board about cliques and courtesy at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (continued), Dec 14, 2001, p. 12
McGILL, MICHAEL V (DR) (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale schools map course for future (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1A
Scarsdale schools map course for future (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12A
Change in gymnasium basement plans explained (letter) (Michael V. McGill, Superintendent of Scarsdale Schools, discusses the reasoning behind the construction of a basement under the new high school gym.), July 27, 2001, p. 6

MCGRATH, BRIAN
Real estate brokers form 'Team Colleen' (photo) (Coldwell Banker Connecticut/Westchester's Team Colleen will participate in the October 13 Step by Step Walk/Run to raise research money to fight childhood cancer.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 4

MCGRATH, COLLEEN
Real estate brokers form 'Team Colleen' (photo) (Coldwell Banker Connecticut/Westchester's Team Colleen will participate in the October 13 Step by Step Walk/Run to raise research money to fight childhood cancer.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 4

MCGRATH, ELIZABETH (AUTHOR)
No downside to village in aiding Kids' Base (letter) (Elizabeth McGrath strongly supports the renovation of the Kids' Base facility.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6

MCLEOD, JASON
Speck, McGuire (wed) (Sandra Speck and Jason McGuire were wed on September 30, 2000, in Westhampton, Long island.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 16

MCLILVAINE, SUSAN
Focal Points: What do you think of the Supreme Court decision permitting tobacco ads near schools? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, asks passers by pertinent questions of the day.), July 8, 2001, p. 7

MCKENNA, CECILIA
The benefits of change (editorial) (photo) (Virginia A. McKenna describes a family ski trip to Jiminy Peak.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 7

MCKENNA, EMILY
The benefits of change (editorial) (photo) (Virginia A. McKenna describes a family ski trip to Jiminy Peak.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 7

MCKENNA, TIM
The benefits of change (editorial) (photo) (Virginia A. McKenna describes a family ski trip to Jiminy Peak.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 7

MCKENNA, VIRGINIA A (AUTHOR)
The benefits of change (editorial) (photo) (Virginia A. McKenna describes a family ski trip to Jiminy Peak.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 7

MCLEAN, JOHN
'Monumental' night at Greenacres (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Greenacres School at a reception topping off the month long artist in residence program about architecture.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9

MCMAHON, JAMES
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 19

MCMANUS, CAROL
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) panel to discuss high stakes testing (The Town and Village Civic Club will meet on February 8 at the Scarsdale Library to discuss, "High Stakes Testing."). Jan 19, 2001, p. 2

MCMURRAY, BROOKE
Conference to address domestic abuse issues (The Coalition Against Family Violence will host a conference on domestic violence on October 30 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
Abuse survivor to speak at family violence forum (Brooke McMurray will share her experiences as an abused spouse at a conference on family violence on October 30.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 2
Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims (The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims (continued) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 8; Nov 2, 2001, p. 9
MCNALLY, MICHELLE
Focal Points (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by Ira N. Toff: "Irrespective of the president-elect's nominees, which Cabinet position is of greatest concern to you?") Jan 5, 2001, p. 7
E'mont (Edgemont) SBNC meeting (The Edgemont School Board Nominating Committee will hold an open meeting on January 24.) Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Incumbents nominated in Edgemont (photo) (Three incumbent candidates were nominated for second terms as members of the Edgemont Board of Education.) Feb 2, 2001, p. 1
Incumbents nominated in Edgemont (photo) (continued) (Three incumbent candidates were nominated for second terms as members of the Edgemont Board of Education.) Feb 2, 2001, p. 12
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (E'mont holds few surprises; incumbents run unopposed; residents to vote on proposed school budget of $26,275,522.) May 11, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (continued) (E'mont holds few surprises; incumbents run unopposed; residents to vote on proposed school budget of $26,275,522.) May 11, 2001, p. 14
Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.) May 18, 2001, p. 1

MCRAE, JOHN (AUTHOR)
Decision at 270 is politically expedient but shameful (letter) (John McRae decries the Village Board's decision to deny historic status to the home at 270 Fox Meadow Road.) May 18, 2001, p. 6
Must Fox Meadow neighbors take the village to court? (letter) (John McRae requests that Village Trustees order the developer to remove the demolition and construction equipment from 270 Fox Meadow Road.) Sep 14, 2001, p. 6

MCSHEA, LAURIE
Committee advocates smaller class size (photo) (continued) (Over 150 people attended a meeting at the Scarsdale High School on January 30 to discuss the findings of a district advisory committee on class size.) Feb 2, 2001, p. 10

MEALS ON WHEELS PROGRAMS
Meals on Wheels is a quiet wonder (Progress Edition.) Jan 26, 2001, p. 7A
'Good friend' will be missed (letter) (Friends of Geraldine King mourn her recent death and describe her many contributions to the community.) Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
Meals on Wheels needs friendly volunteers (letter) (Marjory Simon asks volunteers to step forward for Meals on Wheels.) Nov 2, 2001, p. 7

MEAN, TOM
Truck talk (photo) (Patrolman Tom Meany tells Little School students about the equipment used by Scarsdale Police and Firefighters.) June 8, 2001, p. 5

MEEHAN, PAT
Focal Points: Do you think there should be changes in the president's right to grant pardons? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions of the day to local residents.) Mar 2, 2001, p. 7

MEIMAN, JANET ELLIS (AUTHOR)
PT Council urges support for budget (letter) (The Scarsdale Council of Parent Teacher Associations endorses the 2001-02 school budget and urges the Scarsdale community to vote "yes" on May 15.) May 11, 2001, p. 6

MEISELMAN, KIMBERLY
Taking the plunge (photo) (Three Patthunke campers are shown jumping together into the Scarsdale pool.) Aug 17, 2001, p. 1

MEISENBERG, HANNAH
Sprucing up (photo) (Edgewood School Brownie Troop 1941 came to their school on Columbus Day to spruce up the garden around the school sign.) Oct 12, 2001, p. 9

MELIKIAN, ARA
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo.) June 15, 2001, p. 34

MELVILLE, HERMAN
Melville foresaw it all 150 years ago (letter) (Harold J. Reynolds describes the prescience of Herman Melville.) Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

MELTZER, ANNE
Mitzvah Day: From our hearts to our hands (photo) (Over 600 members of Westchester Reform Temple gathered for the seventh annual Mitzvah Day on October 28.) Nov 9, 2001, p. 3
MEMORIAL DAY
Memorial Day (The Memorial Day parade, sponsored by American Legion Post 52, will be held on May 28.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
Flagwavers (photo) (Derek and Meghan Boyer watch for marchers at the Village's Memorial Day Parade.), June 1, 2001, p. 1
Memorial Day '01: An inclusive celebration (photo) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 sponsored a lively Memorial Day Parade through the downtown area.), June 1, 2001, p. 3
(Anne Cohen enjoys the Memorial Day parade perched on the shoulders of her dad, Jay Cohen.) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 6
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

MEMORIALS
Among Other Things - Alan Blitz: Embracing the community (editorial) (Irving Sloan memorializes the late Alan Blitz, who was a tireless community volunteer and exemplary father.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 7
Kelly's Corner (photo) (David, Debbie and Daniel Kelly are pictured in front of a memorial plaque at the Fox Meadow School in honor of Thomas Kelly, who died in an automobile accident; a memorial fund was established in his name.), June 8, 2001, p. 13
Legion builds memorial (The American Legion, Post #52, will be giving away pumpkins in exchange for a donation; proceeds will go toward a memorial in honor of victims of the September 11 World Trade Center attacks.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 4
Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Enhanced memorial will include victims of Sept. 11, Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Enhanced memorial will include victims of Sept. 11 (continued), Nov 16, 2001, p. 9

MEMORIAL SERVICE
In memorium (photo) (The Student Government of Scarsdale High School organized a vigil at Chase Park on September 14 in honor of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
Students, faculty bond at memorial assembly (A memorial service was held at the Scarsdale High School on September 13 in honor of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
Students, faculty bond at memorial assembly (photo) (continued) (A memorial service was held at the Scarsdale High School on September 13 in honor of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 31
Steger memorial (A memorial service for Dr. Thomas G. Steger, who died on October 23, will be held on November 17 at the St. Pius Church in Scarsdale.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 20
Firefighters participated in memorial (letter) (Burton and Helaine Fendelman thank the Scarsdale Fire Department for attending the memorial service for their son's friend, a fire fighter who perished at the World Trade Center on 9/11.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

MENCHER, CAROL
'Collectibles' at adult school (photo) (Carol Mencher, owner of Treasure Hunters, will teach a Scarsdale Adult School course on collectibles.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 2

MENDEL, AMY
Mendel, Dwork (to wed) (photo) (Amy Mendel and Neil Dwork will be married on September 30, 2001, at Harvest-on-Hudson in Hastings, New York.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 15

MENDES-FLOHR, PAUL (DR)
Scholar-in-residence (photo) (Dr. Paul Mendes-Flohr of Hebrew University will speak on "The 20th Century in Jewish Life" at Westchester Reform Temple from March 2-4.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 14

MENEL, GREG
Congratulations to the Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Coldwell Banker and Dudley Doemberg salute graduates.), June 29, 2001, p. 2A

MENER, DAVID
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

MENNA, MIKE
SMS staff learn about AEDs (Automated External Defibrillators) (photo) (The Maroon and White purchased two AEDs, or automated external defibrillators, for use at Middle and High School athletic events.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 11
SHS (Scarsdale High School) athletes honored (photo) (Three Scarsdale High School athletes and their coaches were honored June 6 at Con Edison's 50th annual scholar athlete awards dinner.), June 15, 2001, p. 21

MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION OF WESTCHESTER COUNTY
MHA (Mental Health Association) honors volunteers (photo) (In June, the Mental Health Association of Westchester honored 116 community volunteers with a breakfast of recognition.), July 13, 2001, p. 4

MERCHANTS
Owner of business near WTC is grateful for help (letter) (Scarsdale resident, Marvin Rafeld, and his family thank their many friends and neighbors who supported his lower Manhattan jewelry business in the aftermath of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6
Local businessmen hit home run with Last Licks (photo) (Baseball great Yogi Berra is shown signing a baseball for young John Recupero at Last Licks ice cream shop in the Golden Horseshoe.), May 4, 2001, p. 1
Local businessmen hit home run with Last Licks (photo) (continued) (Baseball great Yogi Berra is shown signing a baseball for young John Recupero at Last Licks ice cream shop in the Golden Horseshoe.), May 4, 2001, p. 2

Armed bandits rob 2 Scarsdale jewelers; $15,000 reward offered by village and victims (photo) (Wilson and Sons Jewelers and Daniel Trissi Jewelers were both victims of armed robbers on July 21.), July 27, 2001, p. 1
Armed bandits rob 2 Scarsdale jewelers; $15,000 reward offered by village and victims (photo) (continued) (Wilson and Sons Jewelers and Daniel Trissi Jewelers were both victims of armed robbers on July 21.), July 27, 2001, p. 11

Sidewalk sale days: Bargain-hunters flock to Scarsdale (photo) (Scarsdale's annual sidewalk sale benefited from sunny weather on August 3-5.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1

Still on robbers' trail (Scarsdale Police are still pursuing the robbers who held up jewelry stores in the Village in July.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1
Still on robbers' trail (continued) (Scarsdale Police are still pursuing the robbers who held up jewelry stores in the Village in July.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 13

Ribon-cutting set for new Wilson store (photo) (On December 1, Wilson and Son are re-opening their newly expanded jewelry store on Chase Road.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 10

Removal of tower is next downtown improvement (photo) (Former Scarsdale Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, helped obtain state funding to demolish two unsightly and obsolete towers near the Scarsdale Metro North train station.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 10
Removal of tower is next downtown improvement (photo) (continued) (Former Scarsdale Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, helped obtain state funding to demolish two unsightly and obsolete towers near the Scarsdale Metro North train station.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 10

1 down, 10 to go (photo) (One of eleven obsolete railway towers was dismantled on November 25.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1

Metzger, Kay (wed) (photo) (Jennifer A. Kay and Oliver P. Metzger were wed on October 6, 2001, in Pound Ridge, New York.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 15

MEXICO
Focal Points: How do you feel about proposed changes in the immigration laws for Mexicans? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the community.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 7
MEYER, LUCAS J (AUTHOR)
Christie Place Garage anathema to village-in-a-park ideal (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer responds to the July 6 editorial in the Inquirer titled, "The Common Good.''), July 13, 2001, p. 6
OSNA parking study was professional, not amateur (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer questions the methodology of the Desman report in determining the feasibility of constructing a multi-level parking facility at Christie Place.), July 27, 2001, p. 6
Disagreement doesn’t warrant personal invective (letter) (Lucas Meyer defends Irving Sloan from harsh comments made by Baine Johnson in a November 9 letter to the Inquirer.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

MEYER, SHERRY
Meyer, Ganem (engaged) (photo) (Sherry Meyer and Dr. Jacques Ganem are engaged; a March, 2002, wedding is planned.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 20

MEYERS, DOUGLAS
Chess champs galore (photo) (Pictured with their chess coach are student winners of local chess tournaments.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10

MEYERS, KIM
Heathcote hunt yields many valuable lessons (First graders at the Heathcote School searched for "treasure" during the school’s multicultural, independent scavenger hunt on April 2.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9
Power Lunch (photo) (The new and outgoing PT Council gathered at the Heathcote School on May 15 for its annual luncheon.), May 18, 2001, p. 11
Preventive Psychiatry to honor 2 local women (The Center for Preventive Psychiatry will honor Scarsdale residents Kim Meyers and Denise Rothberg on November 15.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 15
Scarsdallians honored at benefit (photo) (Denise Rothberg and Kim Meyers were presented with awards at the Center for Preventive Psychiatry’s annual dinner held on November 15.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 30

MEYERS, LYNN
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

MEYERS, RICHARD
Firekeeper (photo) (Photo of Tom Levine, fire warden, on Boy Scout Troop 60’s trip to Mountain Lakes in North Salem the weekend of October 27-28.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 28

MEZZABARBA, WILLIAM
Focal Points: How do you feel about suggested Legislation that would place a minimum miles-per-gallon limit on car engines? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, poses timely questions to the community.), July 27, 2001, p. 7

MICHAELI, LAUREN
High School brings opportunities for self-discovery (photo) (Article discusses ninth graders transitioning to the High School and being encouraged to form "a new social and personal identity.''), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

MICHAELS, ALVIN
Focal Points: Has the increased use of home computers affected interpersonal relationships (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions to residents.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7

MICHELIN, TOM
Focal Points: Does the off-court behavior of a professional athlete affect your loyalty to his or her team? (photo) (Inquiring photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions to residents and locals.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7

MICHELS, JAMES (AUTHOR)
More remains to be done to ensure access for all (letter) (James Michels, Chairman of the Advisory Council on People with Disabilities, seeks to advise the Village on ways it could further improve accessibility for the handicapped.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
Disabled-only spaces should not be used by others (letter) (James Michels criticizes nondisabled drivers who park at the spots for disabled patrons on the New Rochelle side of the Golden Horseshoe shopping mall.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

MICHELSON, RANDALL BRIAN
Michelson, Lannes (wed) (Randall Brian Michelson and Diana Lannes were wed on May 5, 2001, in Santa Barbara, California.), June 15, 2001, p. 15

MICK, ROBERTA
Rotary funds art outing (photo) (The Scarsdale Rotary Club funded an outing for St. Cabrini Nursing Home residents to the Metropolitan Museum of Art.), June 8, 2001, p. 4

MIDDLE EAST
Focal Points: How do you feel about the questioning and detention of Middle-Eastern residents? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions passers by on issues of the day.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7

MIKHAILEVICH, JESSICA
Focal Points: Do you think that the recent performance of the stock market indicates a possible recession? (photo) (Inquirer photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions of the day to his subjects.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7
MILLER, BERENICE
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (*Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.*), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

MILLER, BILL
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (*The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.*), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

MILLER, CLAIRE
Clash of the titans; Claire Miller and Sarah Luskin matched up in Ivy League field hockey action last fall - this year they'll do it again (photo), Aug 24, 2001, p. 17
Clash of the titans; Claire Miller and Sarah Luskin matched up in Ivy League field hockey action last fall - this year they'll do it again (photo), Aug 24, 2001, p. 20

MILLER, EMMA
(Healthcote first graders are shown at the multicultural scavenger hunt.) (photo), Apr 20, 2001, p. 10

MILLER, KATHLEEN
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (*The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.*), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

MILLER, LYNDEN
Garden designer to speak at library (photo) (*Lynden Miller, a public garden designer, will discuss "Oases of Civility - New York City's Public Gardens," on January 17, 2001, at the Scarsdale Library.*), Jan 5, 2001, p. 2

MILLER, MIDGE MYLES
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (*The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held its fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.*), Nov 16, 2001, p. 3

MILLER, MORGAN
Focal Points: How do you feel about the President's proposal to provide government funds for faith-based social service programs? (photo) (*Subjects respond to the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff.*), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7

MILLER, SHIRLEY
(Residents hold a silent vigil at Chase Park on August 4 to commemorate the 1945 bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.) (photo), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6

MILLER, WILLIAM
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (*On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.*), May 4, 2001, p. 36

MILLMAN, JEFF
'Crazy for You' shapes up to be another hit for Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo) (*'Crazy for You' opened last night to rave reviews.*), Aug 3, 2001, p. 13

MILLS, RICHARD P
Harrison's appeal to state on school pool referendum in last stage (*Bob Harrison filed final legal papers in an appeal to have Richard Mills, State Education Commissioner, require the School Board to call a referendum on a $1.3 million bond for an indoor pool at the High School.*), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

E'mont (Edgemont) says no to cops, yes to crisis teams (*At an Edgemont School Board meeting on April 17, parents and school board members voted down having a uniformed police presence in the schools; however, crisis teams will be trained in the summer.*), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1

E'mont (Edgemont) says no to cops, yes to crisis teams (continued) (*At an Edgemont School Board meeting on April 17, parents and school board members voted down having a uniformed police presence in the schools; however, crisis teams will be trained in the summer.*), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15

No pool referendum (*Richard Mills, State Commissioner of Education, dismissed Robert Harrison's appeal to require the school board to hold a special referendum on the indoor pool at the High School.*), May 4, 2001, p. 1

Mills took over 6 months to dismiss 'untimely' appeal (letter) (*Bob Harrison discusses the options open to district voters on the issue of the indoor swimming pool in Scarsdale.*), May 4, 2001, p. 7

Beyond the boycott: What's next? (editorial) (*Lillian Hecht encourages parents to restore Scarsdale's independence in determining curriculum and selecting assessment standards.*), June 8, 2001, p. 7

State admonishes Scarsdale schools (*A letter from the New York State Education Department accused the district of not trying hard enough to end the boycott of state mandated eighth grade standardized tests.*), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

State admonishes Scarsdale schools (continued) (*A letter from the New York State Education Department accused the District of not trying hard enough to end the boycott of state mandated eighth grade standardized tests.*), Nov 2, 2001, p. 11

Cohen, Sobol respond to state's mandate for testing compliance (*Scarsdale responds to State Commissioner of Education Richard Mills' reprimand that the district failed to halt the boycott of the eighth grade standardized tests last Spring.*), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1

Who do we think we are? (editorial) (*The Inquirer addresses Commissioner Mills' reproachful letter to Scarsdale Schools Superintendent, Dr. Michael McGill, on the boycott of state mandated standardized tests.*), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6
MILLS, RICHARD P  (Continued)
‘One size fits all’ testing mentality is idiotic (letter) (Leslie Rogers sends an open letter to Commissioner Mills on the many failings of the state mandated eighth grade tests.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6
Efforts to halt testing continue (editorial) (Ellen J. Golden defends the decision of many Scarsdale parents to have their children boycott the state mandated standardized tests.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7
Superintendent responds to SED scolding (In a November 28 letter, School Superintendent Michael McGill claims that Scarsdale did nothing wrong in disagreeing with New York State’s standardized testing program.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

MILLS, ROBERT LEE
WP (White Plains) Library to honor volunteer with chamber concert (letter) (Sol Kuttner writes that the White Plains Library is honoring 92 year old volunteer; Robert Lee Mills, with a chamber music concert on November 18.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

MILSTEIN, CHERYL
The Bank of New York and Kids’ B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids’ Base and Little School’s 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 32

MILSTEIN, PHILIP
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

MILSTEIN, TOBY
The Bank of New York and Kids’ B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids’ Base and Little School’s 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 32

MINSTER, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
Need for after-school program grows (letter) (Susan Minster writes that the recently announced renovation of the Kids’ Base/Little School facility would benefit both the program and the Village.), June 8, 2001, p. 9

MINTER, BOBBY
Bobby Minter (dies) (Edgemont resident, Bobby Minter, died on December 6, 2001, of gastric cancer. He was 48.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 24

MINTZES, SANDRA
Village board expected to OK KBLS (Kids’ Base Little School) expansion (The Scarsdale Village Board is expected to approve plans to expand Kids’ Base and the Little School at its next meeting on October 9.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

MIRABELLI, ROBERT (DR)
Thomson, Mirabelli (engaged) ) (photo) (Dr. Robert Mirabelli and Dr. Jennifer Thomas are engaged.), July 27, 2001, p. 12

MIRAGLIA, MATTHEW
Village board meeting summary: Trustees mull allowing sidewalk cafes in village (continued) (Police Officer Matthew Miraglia and Ambulance Corps paramedic, Greg Berger, were given the Life Saving Award by the Village Board.), May 11, 2001, p. 9
(Young Samuel Gray and Patrolman Matthew Miraglia are pictured at the Scarsdale Village annual Halloween Parade.) (photo), Nov 2, 2001, p. 5

MISSIONARIES
SHS grad to serve over seas (photo) (Scott Inouye, a 2000 Scarsdale High School graduate, will serve as a missionary for two years for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints in Phnom Penh, Cambodia.), May 25, 2001, p. 19

MITCHELL, BARBARA (AUTHOR)
Edgemont needs a playground for preschoolers (letter) (Edgemont residents write that the site of the former tennis courts on Ardsley Road would be the perfect location for a much needed playground for preschoolers.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

MITCHELL, BONNIE
Going going gone: Art portrays Scarsdale of past, present (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Historical Society is presenting an exhibition titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists.")., Apr 27, 2001, p. 16
Giant garage sale at SCC (photo) (The Scarsdale Congregational Church is holding a giant garage sale on May 19.), May 11, 2001, p. 16
Bonnie Mitchell's world flag urges a more peaceful coexistence (photo), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6

MITCHELL, BONNIE (AUTHOR)
World flag sends message of unity (letter) (Bonnie Mitchell creates and flies a world flag because she considers herself to be a citizen of the world first and an American second.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6

MITCHELL, CASEY
Junior League projects reflect commitment to education (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7A

MITTELMAN, ABRAHAM (DR)
Resident establishes cancer foundation (photo) (Scarsdale resident and cancer survivor, Charles Reinwald, has founded The Cancer Cure Coalition to advocate for new and promising treatments for cancer patients.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 4
MODLIN, JESSICA
Young Writer's Conference continues wonderful tradition (letter) (Catherine C. Souther, President of the Scarsdale PT Council, thanks the organizers and participants involved in the fifth annual Young Writers Conference, held at the High School on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

MOFFITT, JOSEPH
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
Retiring teachers are gone, but not forgotten (Five veteran Scarsdale teachers have announced their impending retirements.), June 29, 2001, p. 9

MOHIT, ARESH
The wheel deal; Bike tutor Aresh Mohit takes over for parents in need (photo) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Aresh Mohit, teaches safe bicycle riding.), June 15, 2001, p. 17
The wheel deal; Bike tutor Aresh Mohit takes over for parents in need (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Aresh Mohit, teaches safe bicycle riding.), June 15, 2001, p. 22

MOLDOFF, JOELLENN
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

MOLINARI, SARAH
Pool Party! New coaches make swimming, diving fun for summer team (photo) (continued), June 29, 2001, p. 21

MONACELLI, GREG
Spirit of unity (photo) (Postal worker Greg Monacelli painted a large version of the "United We Stand" stamp on the window of the Heathcote Post Office.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 2

MONACO, THERESA
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

MONGARELLA, CRISTEN
Students explore local government at LWV (League of Women Voters) Legislative Day (photo) (Local high school students attended the ninth annual League of Women Voters County Legislative Day on April 23.), June 1, 2001, p. 12
Together SHS (Scarsdale High School) seniors discover 'How to Succeed' (photo) (The 2001 Scarsdale High School graduating class performed the musical, "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying."), June 29, 2001, p. 5A
Scarsdale and Edgemont seniors are college bound (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of college destinations for 2001 Scarsdale and Edgemont High School graduates.), June 29, 2001, p. 8A
Steppin' out (photo) (Scarsdale High School students are pictured dressed up for their June 23 prom at the Roosevelt Hotel in Manhattan.), June 29, 2001, p. 13

MOONEY, JONATHAN
High School PTA (Jonathan Mooney, author of "Learning Outside the Lines," will address the Scarsdale High School PTA on March 20.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 11

MORABITO, JOHN
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

MORACHNICK, TAMI
Kids BASE elects trustees (Patricia Colella, David Chalfin, Tami Morachnick and Edward Irwin have been elected to serve on the Board of Trustees of Kids' BASE for 2001-2003.), June 15, 2001, p. 4

MORAL EDUCATION
To avert tragedy, teach kindness (letter) (Judith A. Young, a retired elementary school teacher, suggests that "kindness" and "compassion" are every bit as important as academic subjects in a school curriculum.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

MORALES, SOFIA
Edgemont's class of 2001 honored (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement; Edgemont High School's Class of 2001 held its commencement ceremony on June 22.), June 29, 2001, p. 12A

MORAN, JOHN
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28

MORETTI, CLARE
Sprucing up (photo) (Edgewood School Brownie Troop 1941 came to their school on Columbus Day to spruce up the garden around the school sign.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 9

MORETTI, TRUDI
Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
MORGAN, EDWARD
United Way awards grant (photo) (United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont has given a Local Presence grant to the Women's Enterprise Project.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 14

MORGAN, EDWARD (AUTHOR)
P.D. (Police Department) wins praise from ex-officials (letter) (Six former elected officials write to acknowledge the fine work the Scarsdale Police Department performs in the community.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

MORLEY, JOHN
Focal Points (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by Ira N. Taff: "Irrespective of the president-elect's nominees, which Cabinet position is of greatest concern to you?")., Jan 5, 2001, p. 7

MORMON CHURCH
Farewell service will honor local missionary (photo) (Missionary Curtis Price Campbell will be honored with a farewell sacrament service at the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints prior to his departure on a two year mission to Las Vegas, Nevada.), July 13, 2001, p. 14

MORMONS
SHS grad to serve overseas (photo) (Scott Inouye, a 2000 Scarsdale High School graduate, will serve as a missionary for two years for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints in Phnom Penh, Cambodia.), May 25, 2001, p. 19

MORRISON, ARTHUR
Focal Points: Do you think the confirmation hearings on proposed Cabinet officers serve a useful purpose? (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff.)., Jan 19, 2001, p. 7

MORRISON, SUSAN
Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (continued), July 13, 2001, p. 12

MORSE, SUSAN
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve 'gateway' (continued) (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8

Lessons well learned (editorial) (Irving Sloan reflects on the performance of his former student, Susan Miller Morse, before the Board of Architectural Review regarding the subject of open space and land use.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

Save our Scarsdale, speakers implore village (continued) (Four out of five speakers at the Scarsdale Village Board meeting on February 27 protested Village wide tear downs and subdivisions.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 3

MORTON, NINA (AUTHOR)
Edgemont needs a playground for preschoolers (letter) (Edgemont residents write that the site of the former tennis courts on Ardsley Road would be the perfect location for a much needed playground for preschoolers.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

MOSKOWITZ, ALISON
Moskowitz, O'Donnell (engaged) (photo) (Alison Moskowitz and Chris O'Donnell are engaged.), May 11, 2001, p. 16

MOSS, HARRY
Focal Points: How do you feel about the possibility of national identification cards? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions locals on pertinent issues of the day.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7

MOST, BERNARD
Grand opening (photo) (Author Bernard Most watches Sam Cass on the computer at the opening of the Greensacres School Library on November 2.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 11

MOSTACHE, HARRIET
Focal Points: How do you feel about stem cell research? (photo) (Inquiring photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks people their opinions on stem cell research.), July 13, 2001, p. 7

MOTHER'S DAY
Million Moms (letter) (Elise Richman, Co-President of the Million Mom March, Westchester, invites everyone to join their Westchester County Family Rally on Mother's Day, May 13, to protest the proliferation of guns.), May 11, 2001, p. 6

MOTION PICTURES
Drop your sword, I've got a pen (editorial) (Todd Sliss describes his reaction to the movie, "Finding Forrester.")., Mar 2, 2001, p. 7
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
Is it curtains for the Plaza? Eastchester considers new luxury apartment proposal (photo) (After more than 80 years, the Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater may never reopen and instead may be turned into a luxury apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 1
Proposal for Plaza site is bad for Garth Road (letter) (Garth Road resident, Jay Shulman, chimes in against converting the defunct Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater into a 49 unit apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 6
The sun also sets (editorial) (Inquirer editor, Linda Levitt, ponders the possible future of the now defunct Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater.), July 20, 2001, p. 6
Is it curtains for the Plaza? Eastchester considers new luxury apartment proposal (continued) (After more than 80 years, the Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater may never reopen and instead may be turned into a luxury apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 9
Traffic on Garth doesn't bode well for development (letter) (In light of the traffic on Garth Road, A. F. Lazzara criticizes the planned construction of a 49 unit apartment dwelling on the site of the recently closed Scarsdale Plaza movie theater.), July 27, 2001, p. 6

MOTTOLA, JANET
All's Fair (photo) (Members of the Scarsdale Congregational Church prepare for the November 3 Fair.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 15

MOTTOLA, PAULINE
All's Fair (photo) (Members of the Scarsdale Congregational Church prepare for the November 3 Fair.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 15

MOUNKHALL, STEPHEN
'Midsummer Night's Dream' comes true at high school (photo) (As part of its Shakespeare festival, Scarsdale High School ninth-graders performed "A Midsummer Night's Dream."), June 8, 2001, p. 13

MOVIES
Movie reviewer gave bad advice (letter) (Mark and Jill Hirsch do not concur with the glowing review Jon Chattman gave to the film, "Memento."), May 25, 2001, p. 8

MOVING, HOUSEHOLD
Alas, poor Ethel, I knew her well (editorial) (Arthur Ash writes about the difficulties involved in down-sizing.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7

MOYLE, JOHN
Audubon field trip (The Scarsdale Audubon Society will go bird watching on Montauk Point on January 14, 2001; John Moyle and Doug Bloom will lead the expedition.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 2
Scarsdale Audubon to hold Christmas bird count (photo) (On December 23, the Scarsdale Audubon Society will once again hold its annual Christmas bird count.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 2

MRA, ANDREW
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

MRAZ, JOANN
Diverse third grade shares family stories at Edgewood (photo) (Edgewood School third graders are interviewing older relatives for a history unit on ancestry.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 11

MUELLER, ELIZABETH
Spring art sprouts in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association's Spring Art Show opened March 4 at the Scarsdale Library and will run until March 30.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 27
Historical society exhibit focuses on Scarsdale (The Scarsdale Historical Society, in cooperation with the Scarsdale Art Association, will present an exhibit titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists."), Apr 6, 2001, p. 2

MUHLIN, JESSIE
Congratulations and love to our graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Wilson & Sons Jewelers salutes graduates.), June 29, 2001, p. 3A

MULDOON, CAITLIN
The Scarsdale Bowl; High school bowling club raises funds, spirits at season finale (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 18

MULLER, EVE
Brownies in bloom (photo) (Heathcote second grade Brownie troop 2094 won the youth award for horticulture at the Scarsdale Woman's Club flower show.), July 13, 2001, p. 10

MULLER, LENDY
Brownies in bloom (photo) (Heathcote second grade Brownie troop 2094 won the youth award for horticulture at the Scarsdale Woman's Club flower show.), July 13, 2001, p. 10

MULLER, LENDY (AUTHOR)
A mom finds her place: on the field (editorial) (Lendy Muller reflects on her experiences as a soccer coach for her children's teams.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7

MULTICULTURALISM
Japanese New Year greeted at Fox Meadow (photo) (Misako Johnson led a celebration of the Japanese New Year at the Fox Meadow School on January 23.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12
MULTICULTURALISM (Continued)
Puppet show at Edgewood celebrates tri-culturalism (photo) (On March 15, Edgewood School third graders held a Tri-Cultural Puppet Show featuring puppets representing Mexico, Japan and Egypt.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 11
Foreign Language shapes an interdependent world (photo) (The Flamenco Vivo Carlota Santana Spanish Dance Company performed at Scarsdale High School to help raise student multicultural awareness and appreciation.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 9
Open wide (photo) (Justin Ellis is pictured eating a Japanese rice ball at the Scarsdale Middle School multicultural luncheon on June 1.), June 8, 2001, p. 1
Food, glorious foods, at SMS luncheon (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School students enjoyed a fabulous lunch hosted by the Multicultural Committee on June 1.), June 8, 2001, p. 13

MUNSON, MEGAN FARLEY
Munson, Warnken (wed) (photo) (Megan Farley Munson and Dr. Wayne Leslie Warnken were wed on December 31, 2000, in Portland, Oregon.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 14

MUPYENYEMKE, WEBSTER
Focal Points: To what extent do you think the nation will be able to deal with increased biological attacks? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, asks local residents pertinent news related questions.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7

MURAL PAINTING AND DECORATION
New mural at Fox Meadow School (photo) (Pictured is the one-of-a-kind mural created by Fox Meadow School third graders to celebrate the addition of a new wing to the school; art teacher JoAnne Ensley supervised.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11
A time to paint; Scarsdale artist recreates Noah's Ark timeline at Hitchcock Church (photo) (Rose Caras is pictured working on her colorful timeline in the halls of the Hitchcock Church.), July 20, 2001, p. 15
A time to paint; Scarsdale artist recreates Noah's Ark timeline at Hitchcock Church (photo) (continued) (Rose Caras is pictured working on her colorful timeline in the halls of the Hitchcock Church.), July 20, 2001, p. 16
Colors and connections: New mural unveiled at QR (Quaker Ridge) (photo) (Huge mural, composed of 4 by 4 inch tiles created by students, is unveiled outside the Quaker Ridge School auditorium.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 8

MURILLO, MARY PAULDINE
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
Retiring teachers are gone, but not forgotten (Five veteran Scarsdale teachers have announced their impending retirements.), June 29, 2001, p. 9

MURPHY, CHRISTOPHER J
Christopher J. Murphy (dies) (Christopher J. Murphy, longtime Scarsdale resident, died on December 11, 2001, from complications of juvenile diabetes. He was 41.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 24

MURPHY, EMMET J
270 continues to elude demolition (The house at 270 Fox Meadow Road has been spared demolition for yet another week; the hearing on the house has been adjourned till August 29.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1
270 pending in State Supreme Court (The temporary restraining order prohibiting the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road remains in effect.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1

MURPHY, JOSEPH
Lawmakers praised at redistrict parley (Plan for reshaping New York State election districts meets with local approval.), July 20, 2001, p. 1

MURPHY, LIAM
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

MURRAY, MAURINE
Maurine Murray (photo) (Licensed real estate saleswoman, Maurine Murray, has joined the Julia B. Fee office in Scarsdale.), May 4, 2001, p. 4

MURRAY, PHYLLIS C (AUTHOR)
African-Americans have been here since the beginning (letter) (Phyllis C. Murray attests that the African-American presence in Scarsdale is as old as the Village itself and their contributions should be commemorated along with the celebrations of the Village’s 300th anniversary.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6

MURTHA, LORING
SHS grad is quintessential "twenty-something" (photo) (Scarsdale High School graduate and actor, Loring Murtha, has been hitting his stride, starring in popular television programs and on Broadway.), May 18, 2001, p. 25

MUSEUMS
Neuberger appoints curator (photo) (Dede Young appointed curator of modern and contemporary art at the Neuberger Museum of Art), May 18, 2001, p. 4
A personal journey shared; Scarsdale art collector, Lawrence Gussman, donates African art and artifacts to the Neuberger (Museum) (photo), Oct 5, 2001, p. 19
MUSEUMS  (Continued)
A personal journey shared; Scarsdale art collector, Lawrence Gussman, donates African art and artifacts to the Neuberger Museum (photo), Oct 5, 2001, p. 21
Winner's Circle (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Waddall and Jan Edelson, are pictured at the November 10 Winner's Circle Ball, proceeds of which go to benefit the Katonah Museum of Art.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 22

MUSIC
Play on (editorial) (Mark Wollin reviews the latest developments on the music scene.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 7
Napster, I hardly knew ye (editorial) (Robert Reiser discusses Napster, the website for downloading music.), June 29, 2001, p. 4
Introducing a new band: Basket Full of Puppies (editorial) (Marc Wollin describes the challenges of the heavy metal band with the unfortunate moniker, "Anthrax."). Nov 16, 2001, p. 7
The music man; Scarsdale High School junior Daniel Chait lets music into every corner of his life (photo) (Scarsdale High School junior, Daniel Chait, has won a spot in the prestigious Manhattan School of Music's Select Choir.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 21

MUSICIANS
Singing for the trees; 'Magic Garden' musicians work and play to help preserve Taxter Ridge (photo) (Paula Janis and Carole Demas team up to host a cabaret that will benefit the Committee to Preserve Taxter Ridge and the Westchester Land Trust.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 29
Across-the-pond musicians join SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (On October 22, the Scarsdale community was enchanted by a student performance by the North East Derbyshire Chamber Orchestra from Chesterfield, England.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9
Music to shop by (photo) (Musicians play festive tunes outside Daniele Trissi Jewelers on Spencer Place.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 4

MUSIC THERAPY
'Makin' It Big;' Organization strives to win-win for artists and disabled (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Robert Israel, reaches out to the developmentally challenged through music.), June 29, 2001, p. 15
'Makin' It Big;' Organization strives to win-win for artists and disabled (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale resident, Robert Israel, reaches out to the developmentally challenged through music.), June 29, 2001, p. 16

MUTTERPERL, LORI
Mutterperl, Bosses (wed) (photo) (Lori Mutterperl and David Bosses were wed on May 20, 2001, at the Rainbow Room in Manhattan.), July 13, 2001, p. 15

MYERS, DOUGLAS
(Heathcote first graders are shown at the multicultural scavenger hunt.) (photo), Apr 20, 2001, p. 10

MYLES, NANCY ROESER
Nancy Roesser Myles (Dies) (Nancy Roesser Myles, a resident of Scarsdale for 35 years, died on January 7, 2001, at the Fairhaven Nursing Home in Sykesville, Maryland. She was 90.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 17

MYLON, ALEXANDRA
Bronx River Parkway cleanup (photo) (Under the able supervision of Scarsdale Parks advocate and naturalist, Jane Bedichek, young and old worked to clean up the Bronx River Parkway near the train station on November 4.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 15

MYLON, ANNE (AUTHOR)
Christie Place parking garage would pose safety hazards (letter) (Anne Mylon suggests that the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility would pose a hazard to children and pedestrians.), May 25, 2001, p. 6

NACERIO, MAXI
Let's do lunch! (photo) (Fox Meadow School first graders, Maxi Nacerio and Reiko Masuda, are pictured creating art projects during the school's lunchtime enrichment hour.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 11

NADBORN, ADAM
Village internships: breeding ground for new employees (photo) (Article profiles Scarsdale Village summer interns, some of whom return to become full time employees.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
Village internships: breeding ground for new employees (photo) (continued) (Article profiles Scarsdale Village summer interns, some of whom return to become full time employees.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 9

NADEL, GILLIAN
School sexual harassment policy debated (At the School Board meeting on May 21, four Scarsdale High School seniors offered their opinions on sexual harassment and intimidation.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
School sexual harassment policy debated (continued) (At the School Board meeting on May 21, four Scarsdale High School seniors offered their opinions on sexual harassment and intimidation.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

NADLER, MEREDITH
Tile mural helps make connections at Quaker Ridge school (photo) (Quaker Ridge students are creating a massive ceramic tile mural that will represent their connections to one another and to the school.), June 1, 2001, p. 12

NAGLE, ARTHUR J
HealthStar changes name (photo) (The HealthStar Network, Inc., has changed its name to Stellaris Health.), July 27, 2001, p. 4
NAGLER, BRUCE
Focal Points: Do you think that the recent performance of the stock market indicates a possible recession? (photo) (Inquirer photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions of the day to his subjects.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7

NAJAME, LOU
60 years of United Way (photo) (A pictorial history of the United Way is on display at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 4

NAKAJIMA, HUEY
Scouts compete (photo) (Pictured is Boy Scout Troop 60 attending the Algonquin District Klondike Derby at the Camp Smith Army National Guard base in Peekskill on January 27-28.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 4

NAMES, PERSONAL
Hey, Bill! Familiarity breeds you-know-what (editorial) (Marc Wallin discusses the prevalence of politicians and celebrities being known by first names only.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 7

NARINS, RHODA
Rhoda Narins (Scarsdale resident and dermatologist, Dr. Rhoda Narins, was cited in New York Magazine’s June 4 issue featuring “The Best Doctors in New York.”), June 29, 2001, p. 4

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
Choice student wins SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) geography bee (Jessica Davidson, Scarsdale Middle School Choice Program eighth grader, was the school wide winner in the National Geographic geography bee.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 10

NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK
Local libraries are the ultimate search engines (letter) (Maurice J. Freedman, Director of the Westchester Library System Board of Trustees, encourages participation in National Library Week, April 1-7, 2001.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6

National Library Week (photo) (Children’s author and poet, Bobbi Katz, is shown celebrating National Library Week with Quaker Ridge third graders.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13

NATO
See NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION

NAVARRETE, CHRIS
Boy Scouts hike strenuous trek ‘32’ in Colorado (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale joined with other troops to hike strenuous trek No. 32 at Philmont Scout Ranch in Colorado.), July 27, 2001, p. 4

NAYLOR, DAVID (AUTHOR)
SI (Scarsdale Inquirer) discovers a new disease (Dick Leavitt questions the diagnosis of a woman transported by ambulance as mentioned in David Naylor’s Village Incident report; is a “tibiovalvar attack” another word for “scam?”), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6

NEALE, HENRY
Paulin sponsors bill to prevent gerrymandering (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin wants to introduce a bill to the Albany legislature that would prevent "spiteful" political actions like gerrymandering.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

Wanted: Party loyalists, long hrs, low pay (When Scarsdale Village clerk, Joan Giampaoli, retires next month, the arduous task of recruiting election inspectors will fall to Democratic and Republican town committees.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (continued) (The proposed expansion of the small soccer field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28

Drake Field to be improved, not expanded (continued) (A divided Village Board approved scaled down improvements for the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 8

NEALE, SUE
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

NECHAMKIN, ILENE
Small Wonders: Darn those trickling grains of sand (editorial) (Ilene Nechamkin experiences intimations of an empty nest as her daughter starts her freshman year at Scarsdale High School.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2

The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer’s 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman’s Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 15

Proposed zoning changes still too restrictive (letter) (Jeffrey Watiker responds to Ilene Nechamkin’s October 26 Inquirer article on the FAR hearings.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6

NECHAMKIN, ILENE (AUTHOR)
Why I support the test boycott (editorial) (Ilene Nechamkin explains why she supports the boycott of the state mandated standardized tests for middle schoolers.), May 11, 2001, p. 7

Fear of Anthrax spreads: Cipro hoarding creates temporary shortage (Ilene Nechamkin addresses the temporary shortage of Cipro resulting from the current Anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

Fear of Anthrax spreads: fears are real, but is the danger? (Ilene Nechamkin squelches the panic over the possible scarcity of Cipro in the wake of the anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
NECHAMKIN, ILENE (AUTHOR)  (Continued)
Fear of Anthrax spreads: Cipro hoarding creates temporary shortage (continued) (Ilene Nechamkin addresses the temporary shortage of Cipro resulting from the current Anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 10
Fear of Anthrax spreads: fears are real, but is the danger? (continued) (Ilene Nechamkin squelches the panic over the possible scarcity of Cipro in the wake of the anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 10

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATIONS
FAR hearing closes: revisions to come (A public hearing was held on October 23 on a proposed amendment to the Village zoning code that would affect the maximum square footage of every home relative to its lot size.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

NEIRA, MARISA
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

NELSON, LEE (AUTHOR)
KBLS (Kids Base/Little School): inducement to buy house here (letter) (Lee Nelson of Sprague Road writes that Kids' Base and the Little School were reasons behind her family's purchase of a house in Scarsdale.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 6

NEMILICH, NANCY
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

NESOFF, ELIZABETH
Focal Points: Do you think there should be changes in the president's right to grant pardons? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, poses questions of the day to local residents.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 7
School sexual harassment policy debated (At the School Board meeting on May 21, four Scarsdale High School seniors offered their opinions on sexual harassment and intimidation.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
School sexual harassment policy debated (continued) (At the School Board meeting on May 21, four Scarsdale High School seniors offered their opinions on sexual harassment and intimidation.), May 25, 2001, p. 10
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

NEUBAUER, TONI BRODY
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held its fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 3

NEUFELD, BEVERLY
Expert ponders a woman in White House (photo) (Beverly Neufeld addressed the Scarsdale League of Women Voters at its annual luncheon on May 11.), May 18, 2001, p. 3

NEWBURGER, AMY (DR)
Amy Newburger (Dr. Amy Newburger, Scarsdale resident and dermatologist, has been appointed consultant to the FDA's general and plastic surgery devices panel.), June 29, 2001, p. 4
Ellis, Newburger honored (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Dr. Amy Newburger and Ellie Ellis were honored by the Institute of Applied Human Dynamics-St. Jude Habilitation Institute.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

NEWCOMBE, TOM
Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims (The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

NEWHOUSE, EDA
Christie Place Lot debate continues (continued) (At a Town and Village Club meeting on June 7, Village Manager Al Gatta pressed the Village's support of the proposed indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), June 15, 2001, p. 14
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
TVCC's volunteer fair was a wonderful event (letter) (Thomas Giordano, President of the Town and Village Civic Club, thanks those who participated in the TVCC's September 29 festival for Scarsdale volunteers.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6

NEWHOUSE, EDA (AUTHOR)
Hundreds enjoyed Fall Foliage Run Oct. 14 (letter) (Eda N. Newhouse, President of the Scarsdale Historical Society, thanks the community and local merchants for the success of the Fall Foliage Run and 16th Walk for Fun on October 14.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

NEWLIN, CARL
Club News - Woman's club (photo) (George and Carl Newlin will discuss their grandparents, Florence and Frank Bethell, at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on May 10.), May 4, 2001, p. 22

NEWLIN, GEORGE
Scarsdale Woman's Club builds foundation (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7A
Club News - Woman's club (photo) (George and Carl Newlin will discuss their grandparents, Florence and Frank Bethell, at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on May 10.), May 4, 2001, p. 22
NEWMAN, ANITA
CB/Doernberg celebrates (photo) (Coldwell Banker Doernberg Real Estate marked its 75th year of business in January and the one year anniversary of its affiliation with Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4
Real estate brokers form 'Team Colleen' (photo) (Coldwell Banker Connecticut/Westchester's Team Colleen will participate in the October 13 Step by Step Walk/Run to raise research money to fight childhood cancer.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 4

NEWMAN, CAROLINE
New faces in town (photo) (Edgemont and Scarsdale young people wear creative costumes on Halloween.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

NEWMAN, SCOTT, (DR)
Awards and Promotions: Scott Newman, M.D. (Scarsdale resident, plastic surgeon Dr. Scott Newman, will receive the best scientific exhibit award from the American Society of Aesthetic Plastic Surgery and the Aesthetic Society Education & Research Foundation.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

NEWMAN, STACEY CLARFIELD (AUTHOR)
Does the village serve residents or developers? (letter) (Stacey Clarfield Newman applauds Penny Sobol's January 26 letter to the Inquirer urging the preservation of the sylvan nature of Fox Meadow.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7

NEWSPAPERS
Awards & Promotions (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Laurie Thomas, has been appointed Vice President and General Manager of the Journal News weekly publications division.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 4

NEWSPAPERS - AWARDS
Inquirer wins 6 firsts (The Scarsdale Inquirer won 15 awards in the New York Press Association Better Newspaper Contest, including six first place awards.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

NEW YEAR
'Twas the night before New Year's: 2001 in review (A poem by Arthur Ash reflecting back on the high and low points of 2001.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 6
Focal Points: In view of recent tragic events, do you view 2002 with pessimism or optimism? (editorial) (photo) (Ira N. Taff poses timely questions to passers by.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 7

NEW YORK (N.Y.)
Focal Points: How do you feel about New York City as a site for future Olympic games? (photo) (Question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, to the community.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7
Visit to New York City was both chilling and comforting (letter) (Judy Handelman describes a recent visit to Manhattan in the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6
Who will take the hit as N.Y. redistricts? (Starting January 2003, New York will send just 29 representatives to Washington, D. C., down from 31.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1
Who will take the hit as N.Y. redistricts? (photo) (continued) (Starting January 2003, New York will send just 29 representatives to Washington, D. C., down from 31.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 21

NEW YORK (STATE.) LEGISLATURE. ASSEMBLY
Paulin starts new career with 'a bang' (photo) (Since her swearing in on January 3, Democratic Assemblywoman Amy Paulin has kicked off her Albany career "with a bang."), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
A model legislator (editorial) (The Inquirer lauds recently elected New York State Democratic Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin, as a worthy successor to Audrey Hochberg.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6
Paulin starts new career with 'a bang' (photo) (continued) (Since her swearing in on January 3, Democratic Assemblywoman Amy Paulin has kicked off her Albany career "with a bang."), Jan 19, 2001, p. 8
New legislative session brings opportunity for change (photo) (Progress Edition.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 14A
Paulin appointed to 4 Assembly committees (Scarsdale Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin, has been named to four Assembly committees in the New York State Legislature.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 4

NEW YORK (STATE.) LEGISLATURE. SENATE
State Senate wraps up one of its most productive sessions (photo) (Progress Edition.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 14A

NEW YORK (STATE.) STATE EDUCATION DEPT.
Schools rated by SED (The State Education Department report cards issued last week placed Scarsdale Schools at or among the highest rated schools in Westchester County.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 11
State admonishes Scarsdale schools (A letter from the New York State Education Department accused the district of not trying hard enough to end the boycott of state mandated eighth grade standardized tests.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
State admonishes Scarsdale schools (continued) (A letter from the New York State Education Department accused the District of not trying hard enough to end the boycott of state mandated eighth grade standardized tests.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 11
Superintendent responds to SED scolding (In a November 28 letter, School Superintendent Michael McGill claims that Scarsdale did nothing wrong in disagreeing with New York State's standardized testing program.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1
NEW YORK (STATE.) STATE EDUCATION DEPT.  (Continued)
Superintendent responds to SED scolding (continued) (In a November 28 letter, School Superintendent Michael
McGill claims that Scarsdale did nothing wrong in disagreeing with New York State's standardized testing
program.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Thinking of hue (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the fluctuations of the stock market and references the moods
invoked by color.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 7

NICHOLAS, STEPHEN J (DR)
Sports Safety; What parents, coaches and athletes NEED to know (photo) (Scarsdale parents and athletic
coaches attended a lecture at the High School on the topic, "The Adolescent Athlete, What Coaches NEED to
Know.").), Oct 5, 2001, p. 23

NIGERIA
A personal journey shared; Scarsdale art collector, Lawrence Gussman, donates African art and artifacts to the
Neuberger (Museum) (photo), Oct 5, 2001, p. 19

NIGHTINGALE, ANDREW
All-State musicians play Rochester (photo) (On November 26, 2000, six musicians from Scarsdale High School
music ensembles performed at the New York State Music School Association All-State Concert Program in
Rochester.)., Jan 12, 2001, p. 10

NIGHTINGALE, FREDDA
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat
thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

NIGHTINGALE, FREDDA (AUTHOR)
On your mark, get set ... for fall (editorial) (Fredda Nightingale reflects on the rites of passage of Autumn, including
sending her youngest child away to college.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 7

NILES, THOMAS M T (AUTHOR)
Don't disband NATO, restructure (editorial) (In response to a January 19 editorial by Or. Myron Schoenfeld,
Thomas M. T. Niles suggests that it would be prudent for the United States to maintain its alliance with NATO
while continuing to restructure it.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7

NITSCH, FRED
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated
in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28

NITSCH, GUNTER (AUTHOR)
Story on Saudi Arabia 'most interesting' (letter) (Gunter Nitsch praises the November 30 Inquirer article by David
Buchen about his experiences living in the Middle East.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7

NIZZA, ARTHUR A
HealthStar changes name (photo) (The HealthStar Network, Inc., has changed its name to Stellaris Health.), July
27, 2001, p. 4

NOBEL PRIZES
Edgemont girls share Nobel experience with grandfather (photo) (Libby and Allison Kandel, Seely Place students,
had the honor of joining their grandfather, Dr. Eric Kandel, in Stockholm in December as he accepted the
Nobel Prize in Medicine.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1

NOFELT, ELSE
3 join CB/Doernberg (photo) (Marilyn Damast, Hedy Gensler and Else Nofelt have joined the staff of professionals
at Coldwell Banker/Doernberg Real Estate in Scarsdale.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 4

NOISE POLLUTION
Quest for quiet mornings, smooth streets now (Ellen Bierman of 50 Popham Road told the Village Board that
repair work in the garage and renovation at 2 Overhill Road have made it impossible for nearby residents to
obtain any rest.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1

Quest for quiet mornings, smooth streets now (continued) (Ellen Bierman of 50 Popham Road told the Village
Board that repair work in the garage and renovation at 2 Overhill Road have made it impossible for nearby
residents to obtain any rest.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 15

Teenagers keep neighbors awake (letter) (Peggy Schultz complains about the noisy teenagers that congregate
near her Lincoln Road home on weekend evenings.), May 25, 2001, p. 8

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE
Best person for the job was overlooked (editorial) (Irving Sloan decries the fact that attorney and Village Board
member, Ann Galvani, was passed over for the office of Mayor of Scarsdale.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7
NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Citizens slate is worthy of broad support (letter) (Mark B. Hirsch is proud of his participation on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee and is pleased with the candidates they selected: David Kroenlein, Tom Cusick, Joseph Zock and Peter Strauss.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

For impressive candidates, vote Row A (letter) (Adrienne Price, Citizens Committee member, urges the community to vote for David Kroenlein, Tom Cusick, Joe Zock and Peter Strauss, the Citizen's Party candidates.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

Citizens continue outstanding tradition (letter) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin asks residents to join her in voting on March 20 for Citizens Non-Partisan candidates for Mayor and Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

Let's work to improve Scarsdale (letter) (Tegan Lee, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee, urges residents to vote Row B in the upcoming Village Board elections.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

Support the nonpartisan system (letter) (Joy Handelman, member of the 2000-2001 Citizens Committee, endorses David Kroenlein for Mayor and Tom Cusick, Joe Zock and Peter Strauss for Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

Confidence in others' voting is false confidence (letter) (Harriet L. Sobol, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee, urges residents to vote for the Citizens Party - Row B - in the elections on March 20 for Scarsdale Mayor and Village Board trustees.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Consensus builders are needed on the village board (letter) (Neil and Judy Bicknell urge their friends and fellow residents to cast their ballots on March 20 for the Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates, Row B.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Harrison, Zock, Cusick will keep the village in Scarsdale (letter) (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, promises to maintain the character of the Village by limiting development in the downtown area.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Vote Row B for candidates chosen democratically (letter) (Carolyn B. Stevens, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee for three years, urges voters to select Row B in the upcoming elections on March 20 for Village Trustee and Mayor.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Peter Strauss belongs on the board of trustees (letter) (Bill Doescher supports nominee Peter Strauss for Village Board trustee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9

Strauss and colleagues offer wisdom, experience (letter) (Walter J. Handelman cast an absentee ballot for the Citizens Party candidates on Row B: Kroenlein, Cusick, Zock and Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9

Vote Row B for candidates with impressive records (letter) (Adrienne A. Price, Citizens Committee member, asks voters to support candidates on Row B on Election Day: Kroenlein, Cusick, Zock and Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9

Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

Candidates needed (The Procedure Committee invites eligible residents to run for the Citizens' Committee.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1

Absentee Ballots (Elections for the Citizen's Committee will be held November 14; absentee ballots are available for eligible voters.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

Absentee ballots (Scarsdale Citizens' Committee elections will be held on November 14; absentee ballots are available at the Scarsdale Library or Village Hall.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

Citizens Committee vote to be held Wednesday (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 14.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1

Citizens Committee vote to be held Wednesday (continued) (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 14.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 28

10 nominators elected: Heathcote run-off set (Eleven members of the Citizens Nominating Committee were elected on November 14.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

Committee Complete (In a run-off election, Seth Ross was elected to a three year term on the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1

Nonpartisan village elections, 101: a brief overview (letter) (Thomas Giordano, Citizen's Committee Chairman, provides an overview of Scarsdale's nonpartisan system.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 6

Nominees needed (The Citizen's Committee of the non-partisan system is seeking community input for the selection of candidates for Village office.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE - ELECTIONS

Citizens Committee rises to a challenge (editorial) (The Inquirer is pleased that the Non-Partisan Citizens Committee has decided to nominate Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock for Village Trustees, despite the contradictions inherent in doing so.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' PARTY - SCARSDALE


NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' PARTY - SCARSDALE  (Continued)
3 candidates tapped for village board (photo) (The Citizen's Committee has nominated Peter Strauss of
Greenacres and incumbent trustees Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock to run for Village Trustee in the March 20
Village Election.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1
Citizens Committee rises to a challenge (editorial) (The Inquirer is pleased that the Non-Partisan Citizens
Committee has decided to nominate Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock for Village Trustees, despite the
contradictions inherent in doing so.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6
3 candidates tapped for village board (photo) (continued) (The Citizen's Committee has nominated Peter Strauss
of Greenacres and incumbent trustees Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock to run for Village Trustee in the March 20
Village Election.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9
Village elections: Citizens nominees say they're ready to serve (photo) (Profile of Peter Strauss, Citizens Party
candidate for trustee.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: Citizens nominees say they're ready to serve (photo) (Profile of Tom Cusick, who is running for
his second term as Village Trustee on the Nonpartisan Citizens Party line but also with the endorsement of
the Voters Party.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: Citizens nominees say they're ready to serve (photo) (continued) (Profile of Peter Strauss,
Citizens Party candidate for trustee.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 8
Village elections: Citizens nominees say they're ready to serve (photo) (continued) (Profile of Tom Cusick, who is
running for his second term as Village Trustee on the Nonpartisan Citizens Party line but also with the
endorsement of the Voters Party.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 9
LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters and Scarsdale Neighborhood
Association Presidents will sponsor a candidates forum on March 12 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Mar 9,
2001, p. 1
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (Zock is running on Citizens and Voters
lines), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (continued) (Zock is running on Citizens and
Voters lines), Mar 9, 2001, p. 3
For impressive candidates, vote Row A (letter) (Adrienne Price, Citizens Committee member, urges the
community to vote for David Kroenlein, Tom Cusick, Joe Zock and Peter Strauss, the Citizen's Party
candidates.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Vote for Citizens Party candidates on Row B (letter) (Marcia Banner urges Scarsdale residents to vote Row B,
Citizens Party, at the Mayoral and Village Board elections on March 20.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo) (At the candidates forum held on March 12 at
the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
Citizens candidates have records of achievement (letter) (Linda R. Killian, former President of Kids' BASE, urges
Scarsdale residents to vote on March 20 for the Citizens Party nominees for the Village Board and Mayor.),
Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
Consensus builders are needed on the village board (letter) (Neil and Judy Bicknell urge their friends and fellow
residents to cast their ballots on March 20 for the Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates, Row B.), Mar 16,
2001, p. 7
Vote Row B for candidates with impressive records (letter) (Adrienne A. Price, Citizens Committee member, asks
voters to support candidates on Row B on Election Day: Kroenlein, Cusick, Zock and Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001,
p. 9
At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo) (continued) (At the candidates forum held on
March 12, 2001, at the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.), Mar 16, 2001,
p. 15
Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter
Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein
ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
Mayor-elect defines goals (Article profiles Scarsdale's recently elected Mayor, David Kroenlein, with particular
attention to his policies and programs.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) (continued) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village
trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections;
David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24
Mayor-elect defines goals (continued) (Article profiles Scarsdale's recently elected Mayor, David Kroenlein, with
particular attention to his policies and programs.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24
Harrison received fewest votes in contested elections (letter), Apr 6, 2001, p. 7

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION
Regarding NATO: Should there be life after death? (editorial) (Myron Schoenfeld writes that NATO has outlived its
usefulness; its mission has been accomplished.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6
Regarding NATO: Should there be life after death? (editorial) (continued) (Myron Schoenfeld writes that NATO
has outlived its usefulness; its mission has been accomplished.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 8
NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION  (Continued)
Don't disband NATO, restructure (editorial) (In response to a January 19 editorial by Dr. Myron Schoenfeld, Thomas M. T. Niles suggests that it would be prudent for the United States to maintain its alliance with NATO while continuing to restructure it.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7

NOTO, PAUL
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (continued) (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 4

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR
Novembers to receive '01 Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (Robert and Eleanor November of Greenacres will receive the '01 Scarsdale Bowl at a dinner at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in White Plains on April 26.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Novembers to receive '01 Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (continued) (Robert and Eleanor November of Greenacres will receive the '01 Scarsdale Bowl at a dinner at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in White Plains on April 26.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 8
Community reaps 'interest' from Bowl honorees 'investment' (photo) (Eleanor and Robert November, winners of the 2001 Scarsdale Bowl, enjoy an evening in the spotlight on April 26.), May 4, 2001, p. 1
Community reaps 'interest' from Bowl honorees 'investment' (photo) (continued) (Eleanor and Robert November, winners of the 2001 Scarsdale Bowl, enjoy an evening in the spotlight on April 26.), May 4, 2001, p. 21
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR (AUTHOR)
4th celebration was enjoyable (letter) (Eleanor November thanks and congratulates the people and organizations behind the successful July 4th celebration at the Scarsdale Pool.), July 13, 2001, p. 7

NOVEMBER, PETER
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

NOVEMBER, ROBERT
Novembers to receive '01 Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (Robert and Eleanor November of Greenacres will receive the '01 Scarsdale Bowl at a dinner at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in White Plains on April 26.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Novembers to receive '01 Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (continued) (Robert and Eleanor November of Greenacres will receive the '01 Scarsdale Bowl at a dinner at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in White Plains on April 26.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 8
New mayor to mine village's social capital (photo) (Scarsdale Mayor, David Kroenlein, proposed sweeping changes to Village Government at his first Village Board meeting on April 10.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
Group tests waters on recreation center (continued) (On April 4, residents offered opinions at a meeting sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club on the proposed community recreation center and pool.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13
Community reaps 'interest' from Bowl honorees 'investment' (photo) (Eleanor and Robert November, winners of the 2001 Scarsdale Bowl, enjoy an evening in the spotlight on April 26.), May 4, 2001, p. 1
Community reaps 'interest' from Bowl honorees 'investment' (photo) (continued) (Eleanor and Robert November, winners of the 2001 Scarsdale Bowl, enjoy an evening in the spotlight on April 26.), May 4, 2001, p. 21
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

NOVITCH, RICH
Group tests waters on recreation center (continued) (On April 4, residents offered opinions at a meeting sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club on the proposed community recreation center and pool.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13

NOWICKI, THOMAS
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11
Focal Points: How do you feel about the selection of China as the site for the 2008 Olympic games? (photo), July 20, 2001, p. 7

NOWIERSKI, LAUREN
Torn apart: Scarsdale students Becky Prince and Lauren Nowierski cope with ACL injuries (photo), Mar 2, 2001, p. 19
Torn apart: Scarsdale students Becky Prince and Lauren Nowierski cope with ACL injuries (photo) (continued), Mar 2, 2001, p. 23

NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
Campaign for Peace continues opposition of nuclear weapons (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9A

NUCLEAR ENERGY
Groundswell for gas (The Westchester County Board of Legislators is looking into converting the Indian Point Nuclear Facility to gas.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
Indian Point evacuation drill urged by Feiner (letter) (Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul J. Feiner, urges a drill to check on the effectiveness of the current Indian Point evacuation plans.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6
Calls grow louder to close Indian Point (In light of the recent September 11 terrorist attacks, many are calling for the closing of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan, New York.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
Calls grow louder to close Indian Point (photo) (continued) (In light of the recent September 11 terrorist attacks, many are calling for the closing of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan, New York.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 9

NUGENT, BILL
6-car crash at A & P (There was a six car pile up in the south bound lane on Central Avenue on November 18.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1

NULL, WILLIAM
Is it curtains for the Plaza? Eastchester considers new luxury apartment proposal (photo) (After more than 80 years, the Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater may never reopen and instead may be turned into a luxury apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 1

NUNZIATO, FRANK
Edgemont's class of 2001 honored (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement; Edgemont High School's Class of 2001 held its commencement ceremony on June 22.), June 29, 2001, p. 12A

NURSERIES (HORTICULTURE)
How about this one? (photo) (Robert D'Agostino shows off a Christmas wreath at Sprainbrook Nursery's open house on December 1.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

NURSERY SCHOOLS
Scarsdale Synagogue plans new expansion (photo) (The Scarsdale Synagogue/Tremont Temple will add 6,000 square feet in a renovation slated to begin in March.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale Synagogue plans new expansion (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Synagogue/Tremont Temple will add 6,000 square feet in a renovation slated to begin in March.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 9
Kids - A Special Section of the Scarsdale Inquirer (This annual section of the Scarsdale Inquirer features the winning photos submitted to the "Cover Kids Contest.",) Mar 23, 2001, p. 1A-43A
Little Angels (photo) (Kids at Creative Playtime Nursery School at Grace Lutheran Church dress up as little angels at a chapel service on December 19.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 13

NURSING HOMES
Greenacres Brownies have big hearts (letter) (Greenacres third grade Brownie Troop 1432 sent handmade Valentine's Day cards to senior citizens at the Nathan Miller Nursing Home in White Plains.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
Family sponsors concert (photo) (The family of Gail and Fred Horwood of Greenacres sponsored a classical music concert at the Jewish Home and Hospital in the Bronx.), July 27, 2001, p. 12

NUSBAUM, JANE
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34
A stream runs through it (photo) (On July 27, Mayor Kroenlein and esteemed guests cut the ribbon in front of the newly landscaped stream bed created by the Village at Popham and Chase Roads.), July 27, 2001, p. 9

NUSSBAUM, LINDA
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (continued) (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 10

NUTRITIONISTS
Health nut(ritionist); Dr. Dolins helps athletes break through diet misinformation (photo), Nov 2, 2001, p. 19
Health nut(ritionist); Dr. Dolins helps athletes break through diet misinformation (photo) (continued), Nov 2, 2001, p. 25

NYGREEN, GLEN (DR)
2 serve United Way (Dr. Glen Nygreen was re-elected as the vice chair of the Board for Local Community Relations of the United Way of Westchester and Putnam; David Irwin was also elected to serve on the two county board.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 4

OAKES, MARY ELLEN
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

OBERNBREIT, RUTH
Growing older with Bob Dylan (editorial) (Ruth Oenbreit reflects on Bob Dylan's recent 60th birthday.), June 1, 2001, p. 7

OBITUARIES
Adler, Theodore W. (dies) (Theodore W. Adler, longtime Scarsdale resident, died on October 22, 2001. He was 95.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 18
Alderman, Peter (dies) (photo) (Peter Craig Alderman, a former Scarsdale resident, died on September 11, 2001, at the World Trade Center while attending a business seminar. He was 25.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 20
Alecson, Lowell (dies) (Beloved Scarsdale High School choral and drama teacher, Lowell Alecson, died on January 28 following an eight month long battle with pancreatic cancer. He was 53.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 14
OBITUARIES (Continued)

Bailey, C. Lloyd (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, C. Lloyd Bailey, died on January 23 at his home at the Fourkways Retirement Community in Gwynedd, Pennsylvania. He was 82.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 14

Blitz, Alan dies at 57 (Alan I. Blitz, former Scarsdale Mayor and Scarsdale Bowl winner, died of cardiac arrest on March 13, 2001, in Denver, Colorado. He was 57.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1

Blitz, Alan dies at 57 (photo) (continued) (Alan I. Blitz, former Scarsdale Mayor and Scarsdale Bowl winner, died of cardiac arrest on March 13, 2001, in Denver, Colorado. He was 57.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 8

Bloch, Jean F. (Jean F. Bloch, former Scarsdale resident, died on October 6, 2001, in South Dennis, Massachusetts. She was 75.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 16

Breines, Nesi (dies) (Nesi Breines dies on February 16, 2001, at the age of 91. She had lived in Scarsdale since 1949.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 14

Brenneman, Elsie (dies) (Elsie H. Brenneman, a former Scarsdale elementary school teacher, died on February 3, 2001, in Bridgewater Corners, Vermont.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 12

Bricker, William R. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, William R. Bricker, died on July 15, 2001, of heart failure. He was 78.), July 27, 2001, p. 18

Briggs, Cortlandt P. (dies) (Cortlandt P. Briggs of Scarsdale and Niantic, Connecticut, died on May 28, 2001. He was 84.), June 1, 2001, p. 19

Brotherhood, G. Roy (dies) (photo) (G. Roy Brotherhood, former Scarsdale resident, died on September 8, 2001. He was 85.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19

Brown, Marjorie Warren (dies) (Marjorie Warren Brown, a longtime Scarsdale resident, author and active community volunteer, died on February 1, 2001, following a long illness. She was 92.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 14

Brumbaugh, David W. (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, David W. Brumbaugh, died on November 10, 2001, in Glen Cove, Long Island. He was 93.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 18

Bruno, Howard (dies) (Howard Bruno of Scarsdale died on March 29, 2001, in Palm Beach, Florida, following a long illness. He was 86.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 14

Carnevale, Esther S. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Esther S. Carnevale, died on August 28, 2001, in San Diego, California. She was 83.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 32

Ciricillo, Yolanda (dies) (Yolanda Ciricillo, retired Seely Place School teacher, died on January 24, 2001, at her home in Hartsdale. She was 88.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 14

Crowther, Welle Remy (missing, presumed dead) (photo) (Welle Remy Crowther of Upper Nyack is missing and unaccounted for in the World Trade Center tragedy of September 11. He was 24.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 20

Dotoratos, Nicholas J. (dies) (Nicholas J. Dotoratos, a Scarsdale resident for 36 years, died on January 6, 2001, at the White Plains Hospital Center.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 14

Dowling, Anne Chisholm (dies) (Anne Chisholm Dowling, a Scarsdale resident since 1936, died on January 3, 2001. She was 92.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 17

Dudley, William F. (dies) (William Francis Dudley, successful Scarsdale realtor, died at his Chappaqua home on August 7, 2001; he was 86.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 12

Dumke, William Edner Sr. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, William Edner Dumke, Sr., died on April 12, 2001, at his home in Stonington, Connecticut, following a short illness. He was 71.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 8; Apr 20, 2001, p. 14

Dybing, Patricia B. (dies) (Patricia B. Dybing died at United Hospital in Port Chester on August 30, 2001, following a brief illness. She was 75.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 32

Eisner, Eugene (dies) (Former longtime Scarsdale resident, Dr. Eugene Eisner, died on February 27, 2001, at St. Luke's Hospital in St. Louis, Missouri. He was 92.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 20


Ferry, Carol Bernstein (dies) (Former Edgemont resident, Carol Bernstein Ferry, peacefully ended her life on June 9, 2001, after suffering from cancer and lung disease. She was 76.), July 13, 2001, p. 14

Fischman, DeWitt (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, DeWitt Fischman, died on December 27, 2000, in Tucson, Arizona. He was 83.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 22

Fisher, Martha C. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Martha Corbin Fisher, died on June 7, 2001, at her Vero Beach, Florida, home. She was 81.), June 15, 2001, p. 27


Freeman, Edwin M. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Edwin Freeman, died on February 13, 2001, in Cambridge, Massachusetts, where he lived. He was 69.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 19

Frese, Elizabeth Butler (dies) (Elizabeth Butler Frese died on July 6, 2001, following a long battle with cancer. She was 72.), July 13, 2001, p. 14

Ginorio, Felix Mauro Jr. (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Felix Mauro Ginorio, Jr., died on January 6, 2001, in Miami, Florida. He was 83.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 17

Greene, Margaret Kluge (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Margaret Kluge Greene, died on January 27 in Youngstown, Ohio. She was 91.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 14

Greenebaum, Betty (dies) (Betty Greenebaum, longtime Scarsdale resident, died on February 16, 2001, in Phoenix, Arizona. She was 75.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 19
OBITUARIES (Continued)

Greenebaum, Betty (dies) (photo) (Betty Greenebaum, history buff and pioneer member of the Scarsdale Historical Society, died on February 16, 2001, in Phoenix, Arizona. She was 75.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 14

Hammond, Ella May (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Ella May Hammond, died on May 10, 2001, at a Care Center in Hilton Township, New Jersey. She was 104.), May 18, 2001, p. 28

Hayward, Howard Boynton (dies) (Howard Boynton Hayward died on May 26, 2001, at the Indian River Estates Medical Center in Florida following a long illness. He was 85.), June 1, 2001, p. 19

Hedges, Margaret Elizabeth (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Margaret Elizabeth Hedges, died on February 9, 2001 in Rye. She was 100.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 19

Henstenburg, Charles W. Jr. (dies) (Charles W. Henstenburg, Jr., died at his West Hartford, CT., home on March 10. He was 75.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 19

Herrmann, Judy (dies) (photo) (Judy Herrmann died at her Great Falls, Virginia, home on May 11, 2001. She was 86.), May 25, 2001, p. 19

Holliday, Ruth (dies) (Ruth Holliday died on November 17, 2001, at the age of 78.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 30

Juster, Howard H. (dies) (photo) (Howard H. Juster, long time Scarsdale resident, died on November 18, 2001, of a heart attack at his home in Rancho Bernardo, California. He was 76.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 30

Kahle, Robert Vinton (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Robert Vinton Kahle, died in a plane accident on April 28, 2001. He was 69.), June 15, 2001, p. 27

Kahn, Peter S. (dies) (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Peter S. Kahn, died on December 14, 2001, at the New Milford, Connecticut home of his daughter. He was 86.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 20

Kaplan, Dolores Mae (dies) (Dolores Mae Kaplan, former Scarsdale resident, died on August 24, 2001. She was 69.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 15

Kerrigan, Mercedes (Mercedes Kerrigan died on April 21, 2001 in Wewahitchka, Florida. The former Scarsdale resident was 78.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 8

Kinstlinger, Joseph Nathan (dies) (Joseph Nathan Kinstlinger, former Scarsdale resident, died of cardiac arrest on May 27, 2001, in Boulder, Colorado. He was 33.), June 1, 2001, p. 19

Kleter, Lauren Elise (dies) (Scarsdale resident Lauren Elise Kleter died at home on December 1, 2001. She was 46.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 14

Klineberg, Selma G. (dies) (Selma G. Klineberg, who had resided in Scarsdale for 25 years, died on December 23, 2000, in her Chevy Chase home following a year long battle with cancer. She was 91.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 12

Kretschmann, Wolfgang G. (dies) (Wolfgang G. Kretschmann, a 44 year resident of Scarsdale, died on December 25, 2000. He was 70.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 14

LaGreca, Mary (dies) (Mary LaGreca, long time Scarsdale resident and award winning artist, died on March 24, 2001, at her home in Westhampton Beach. She was 67.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 14

Laidhold, Susan (Dies) (Former resident, Susan Laidhold, died unexpectedly of cardiac arrest on March 14. She was 63.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 8

Levin, Lester dies at 73; founder of Voters Party (continued) (Lester Levin, founder of the Scarsdale Democracy Project and Voters Party, died of cancer on February 1 at White Plains Hospital. The twenty year resident of Scarsdale was 73.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 14

Levin, Lester dies at 73; founder of Voters Party (Lester Levin, founder of the Scarsdale Democracy Project and Voters Party, died of cancer on February 1 at White Plains Hospital. The twenty year resident of Scarsdale was 73.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1

Levitt, Milton J. (dies) (Milton J. Levitt of Scarsdale died on March 30, 2001. He was 96.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 14

Lilly, Robert Hugh (dies) (Robert Hugh Lilly of Scarsdale died on August 29, 2001, in Lawrence Hospital following a short illness. He was 75.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 32

Lindow, Barbara Wright (dies) (photo) (Edgemont resident, Barbara Wright Lindow, died on April 17, 2001, following a long illness. She was 54.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 14

Linville, Clarence Edwin (dies) (Clarence Edwin Linville died on July 13, 2001, at the Osborn Pavilion in Rye on his 92 birthday. He was 92.), July 20, 2001, p. 9

Lorch, Arthur R. (Dies) (Arthur R. Lorch, a long time Scarsdale resident, died on January 3, 2001, in San Francisco, California. He was 90.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 27

Lytle, Ida B. (dies) (Former resident, Ida B. Lytle, died on October 24, 2001, at an assisted living facility in Mentor, Ohio. She was 96.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 18

Mallett, Errol Charles Jr. (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Errol Charles Mallett, Jr., died on November 30, 2001, at Sound Shore Hospital in New Rochelle. He was 24.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 20

Mandell, Elizabeth Lundy (dies) (Elizabeth Lundy Mandell died suddenly on July 27, 2001, while visiting her sister in Bethesda, Maryland. She was 91.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 12

Mastroianni, Irma Giallorenzi (dies) (Irma Giallorenzi Mastroianni, a Scarsdale resident from 1958-1997, died on April 8 following an extended illness. She was 95.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 8

McDonald, Eleanor Ann (dies) (Long time Scarsdale resident, Eleanor Ann McDonald, died on October 11, 2001, following a brief illness.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 16

Minter, Bobby (dies) (Edgemont resident, Bobby Minter, died on December 6, 2001, of gastric cancer. He was 48.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 24
OBITUARIES (Continued)
Murphy, Christopher J. (dies) (Christopher J. Murphy, longtime Scarsdale resident, died on December 11, 2001, from complications of juvenile diabetes. He was 41.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 24
Myles, Nancy Roesser (dies) (Nancy Roesser Myles, a resident of Scarsdale for 35 years, died on January 7, 2001, at the Fairhavn Nursing Home in Sykesville, Maryland. She was 90.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 17
Ollifiers, Robert (dies) (Robert Ollifiers, former Scarsdale resident, died on January 27 at Vernon Hall in Vernon, Vermont. He was 91.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 14
Penny, Helen (dies) (Scarsdale resident Helen Laycock Penny died on March 5. She was 92.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 19
Pohl, Henry (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Henry Pohl, died on March 1, 2001, at his Meadow Road home. He was 86.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 20
Preter, Esther Rebecca (dies) (Esther Rebecca Preter died on April 6, 2001. She was 75.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 14
Price, Jean Witwer (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Jean Witwer Price died on June 13, 2001, in Tucson, Arizona. She was 99.), July 27, 2001, p. 18
Ramsey, John A. (dies) (Lifelong Scarsdale resident, John A. Ramsey, died on January 5, 2001, in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. His family owned and operated the iconic farm stand between Secor Road and Palmer Avenue. Mr. Ramsey was 85.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 27
Reed, Robert Wallace (dies) (Geologist Robert Wallace Reed, a resident for over 30 years, died on January 17, 2001, at his Scarsdale home. He was 83.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 22
Richards, Roderick Clark (Dr.) (dies) (Dr. Roderick Clark Richards, former Scarsdale resident, died on May 26, 2001, at a nursing home in Savannah, Georgia. He was 77.), June 1, 2001, p. 19
Riemed, Joseph III (dies) (Joseph George Reimer, III, died on November 22, 2001, of pancreatic cancer. He was 53.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 30
Roys, Helen Elizabeth (dies) (Helen Elizabeth Roys, a forty year resident of Scarsdale, died on January 10, 2001, at Wayside Hospice in Wayland, Massachusetts. She was 93.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 27
Schaffer, Geraldine (dies) (Geraldine Schaffer died on May 21, 2001, following a long illness. She was 89.4.), June 8, 2001, p. 20
Shay, Robert Paul (dies) (Robert Paul Shay, 1994 winner of the Scarsdale Bowl, died on January 21 in Blue Hill, Maine. He was 78.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1
Slaner, Luella LaMer (dies) (Luella LaMer Slaner, former Scarsdale Village trustee, deputy mayor and philanthropist, died at her Barker Lane home in Scarsdale on November 3. She was 82.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 28
Slaner, Luella LaMer (dies) (Luella LaMer Slaner, former Scarsdale Village trustee, deputy mayor and philanthropist, died at her Barker Lane home in Scarsdale on November 3. She was 82.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1
Steiger, Dr. Thomas G. (dies) (Dr. Thomas G. Steiger died suddenly on October 23, 2001, in Durham, North Carolina. He was 32.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 18
Steiger, Dr. Thomas G. memorial (A memorial service for Dr. Thomas G. Steiger, who died on October 23, will be held on November 17 at the St. Plus Church in Scarsdale.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 20
Synowiez, Joanne Rowe (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Joanne Rowe Synowiez died of throat cancer on November 16, 2001, in Poughkeepsie. She was 63.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 20
Toll, Wilbur (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Wilbur Toll, died on October 15, 2001. He was 82.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 16
Treacy, Margaret McKinney (Dies) (Margaret McKinney Treacy, a resident of Scarsdale for over fifty years, died on January 6, 2001, at the Andrus Retirement Community in Hastings-on-Hudson, where she had lived for the past nine years.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 17
Voort, Florine Elizabeth (dies) (Florine Elizabeth Storey Vander Voort died on April 9, 2001, at her home in Asheville, North Carolina. She was 78.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 14
Wilde, David M. (dies) (David M. Wilde died on May 22, 2001, at his Scarsdale home. He was 84.), June 8, 2001, p. 20
Willis, Barbara P. (dies) (Barbara P. Willis, a Scarsdale resident for over 55 years, died on May 27, 2001. She was 86.), June 1, 2001, p. 19
Wood, Helen Manning (dies) (Helen Manning Wood, a Scarsdale resident for many years, died on September 25, 2001, at her home in Winter Park, Florida. She was 94.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 20
Woolf, Leopold (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Leopold Woolf, died on July 24, 2001, following a kidney transplant. He was 77.), July 27, 2001, p. 18
Life stories wanted (editorial) (The Inquirer regrets that it never got to publish an obituary for Scarsdale resident and Town and Village Club volunteer, Larry Croen, and beseeches residents to submit obituaries when neighbors pass away.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6

O'BRIEN, CHRIS
Village internships: breeding ground for new employees (photo) (Article profiles Scarsdale Village summer interns, some of whom return to become full time employees.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1

O'BRIEN, JAMIE SUSANNE
O'Brien, Hanley (engaged) (photo) (An October wedding is planned), July 20, 2001, p. 13
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O'BRIEN, JOHN
St. Pius X (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students who graduated from the St. Pius X School on June 15.), June 29, 2001, p. 25A
Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Ceremony speakers link past wars, present challenge (Veterans from American Legion Post 52 gathered at Boniface Circle on November 11 to honor the war dead and the victims of the September 11 attacks.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

OCH, JANE
The Bank of New York and Kids' B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids' Base and Little School's 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 32

O'CONNELL, ELEANOR
Focal Points: How do you feel about possible legislation concerning SUVs? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the community.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 7

O'CONNOR, BRIDGET
Scarsdale's O'Connor shatters Section I butterfly record (photo) (Scarsdale High School sophomore, Bridget O'Connor, shattered the record for the 100 meter butterfly at a Section I swim meet held November 9.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 23
Scarsdale's O'Connor shatters Section I butterfly record (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School sophomore, Bridget O'Connor, shattered the record for the 100 meter butterfly at a Section I swim meet held November 9.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28
State champ (photo) (Scarsdale High School sophomore, Bridget O'Connor, won the state title in Buffalo for the 100 meter butterfly.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 25

O'DELL, KATHERINE
Steppin' out (photo) (Scarsdale High School students are pictured dressed up for their June 23 prom at the Roosevelt Hotel in Manhattan.), June 29, 2001, p. 13

O'DONNELL, CHRIS
Moskowitz, O'Donnell (engaged) (photo) (Alison Moskowitz and Chris O'Donnell are engaged.), May 11, 2001, p. 16

O'farrell, Margaret
Diverse third grade shares family stories at Edgewood (photo) (Edgewood School third graders are interviewing older relatives for a history unit on ancestry.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 11

O'HALLORAN, THOMAS
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2

O'HARA, MICHAEL
Human relations council stands ready to help (letter) (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Human Relations works to maintain respect and peaceful relations among members of the community.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

OKWIT, BEN
You don't need a farm...to host a Fresh Air kid (photo) (Three host families met their Fresh Air kids at the Scarsdale train station on July 6.), July 13, 2001, p. 1

OKWIT, IRENE
You don't need a farm...to host a Fresh Air kid (photo) (Three host families met their Fresh Air kids at the Scarsdale train station on July 6.), July 13, 2001, p. 1

OKWIT, JOE
You don't need a farm...to host a Fresh Air kid (photo) (Three host families met their Fresh Air kids at the Scarsdale train station on July 6.), July 13, 2001, p. 1

OLCESE, ANGELA
Moratorium dropped; no action on FAR cap (illustration) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously voted down a proposed 90 day moratorium on some Scarsdale Village construction.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 18

OLCESE, ORLANDO (DR)
Ancient Inca artifacts come to 6th grade (photo) (Dr. Orlando Olcese visited his grandson's Scarsdale Middle School sixth grade class with a treasure trove of priceless Peruvian artifacts.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 11

OLCESE, PIERO
Ancient Inca artifacts come to 6th grade (photo) (Dr. Orlando Olcese visited his grandson's Scarsdale Middle School sixth grade class with a treasure trove of priceless Peruvian artifacts.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 11

OLDER, SONDRA
Landmark rhododendron will be celebration's focus (photo) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club will celebrate its beautiful hundred year old rhododendron bush at a luncheon on June 6.), June 1, 2001, p. 15

OLDER PEOPLE - CARE
Are your parents driving you crazy? Therapist team offers Rx for staying sane (photo) (Carole Rothman and Joseph Ilardo have co-authored a book titled, "Are Your Parents Driving You Crazy: How to Resolve the Most Common Dilemmas with Aging Parents.")., Oct 26, 2001, p. 3
OLD SCARSDALE NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
Speakers urge village to go ahead with Christie Garage (photo) (Several dozen Village residents turned out to a meeting on January 18 to urge the Village to proceed with the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1
Old Scarsdale lovingly maintains neighborhood garden (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6A
Five neighborhood associations will meet (Five neighborhood associations are meeting this week to update residents on issues of the day.), May 11, 2001, p. 2
OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) promotes parking structure alternative (photo) (The Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association sponsored an alternative design to the proposed Christie Place parking facility.), May 11, 2001, p. 3
Neighborhood association wants alternative to garage (letter) (Elaine Taylor-Gordon suggests alternatives to the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), May 25, 2001, p. 6
Open minds needed (editorial) (The Inquirer urges the Village to utilize the work of organizations, such as the Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association, in making a decision on the proposed Christie Place Garage.), June 1, 2001, p. 6
Garage isn't needed, says OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) (The Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association objects strenuously to the proposed Christie Place indoor garage as described in the Desman Report.), June 8, 2001, p. 1
OSNA’s ‘green master plan’ would help solve parking (letter) (Bruce Wells, of the Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association, offers ‘greener’ alternatives to the downtown parking problem.), June 8, 2001, p. 6
Garage isn't needed, says OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) (continued) (At a June 4 meeting, The Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association objected strenuously to the proposed Christie Place indoor garage as described in the Desman Report.), June 8, 2001, p. 8
Christie Place Lot debate continues (At a Town and Village Club meeting on June 7, Village Manager Al Gatta pressed the Village’s support of the proposed indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), June 15, 2001, p. 1
A parking garage doesn’t belong on Christie Place (letter) (Gerry Whifelder, a long time Quaker Ridge resident, is opposed to the creation of an indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), June 15, 2001, p. 6
Around and around we go (editorial) (Arthur Ash applies a dose of humor to the chronic parking shortage in downtown Scarsdale.), June 15, 2001, p. 7
The common good (editorial) (Contrary to the stance of the Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association, the Inquirer agrees that parking spaces are needed east of the Scarsdale railroad tracks.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
Put long-term parking on Freightway (editorial) (Simon Breines writes that there should be no building construction at Christie Place.), July 13, 2001, p. 7
Parking problem is chronic, more study required (letter) (Dr. Myron Schoenfeld opines that the parking problem in the downtown Village area is not new and does not call for urgent, irrevocable action.), July 20, 2001, p. 6
OSNA parking study was professional, not amateur (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer questions the methodology of the Desman report in determining the feasibility of constructing a multi-level parking facility at Christie Place.), July 27, 2001, p. 6
(Photo of vegetation atop the stone garage at Christie Place) (photo), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6
How to relieve Garth Road congestion (editorial) (Bruce Wells offers alternatives to the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 7

OLIFERS, ROBERT
Robert Olifiers (dies) (Robert Olifiers, former Scarsdale resident, died on January 27 at Vernon Hall in Vernon, Vermont. He was 91.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 14

OLIVEIRA, ARMANDO
Focal Points: What are your suggestions for coping with the potential shortage of electricity? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions residents on timely topics.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

OLIVER, CLEO
Candidates face off before primary in Greenburgh race (photo) (At the September 11 primary, three candidates will compete for two four year seats on the Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

OLYMPICS
Focal Points: How do you feel about the selection of China as the site for the 2008 Olympic games? (photo), July 20, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about New York City as a site for future Olympic games? (photo) (Question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, to the community), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7

ONODA, KEIKO
Kuniko Katz wins top prize from arts council (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Kuniko Katz, won the Westchester Arts Council's Tradition Bearers Award.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 3
Blossom belle (photo) (Keiko Onoda of Japan America Community Outreach demonstrates the Japanese tea ceremony at a blossom festival at the Scarsdale Library Pond on April 28.), May 4, 2001, p. 9

OPEN GOVERNMENT COALITION - SCARSDALE
2d ‘Open Meetings’ opinion chides trustees (The Committee on Open Government issues an opinion statement on the controversy surrounding the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 8
OPERA
Fledging opera star comes home (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Joe Kaiser, is making a name for himself as an opera singer.), June 29, 2001, p. 15
Fledging opera star comes home (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale resident, Joe Kaiser, is making a name for himself as an opera singer.), June 29, 2001, p. 16

OPPENHEIMER, LEE
Merritt holds open house (photo) (Merritt Associates Inc. held a seminar on March 4 to discuss local home selling requirements; some participants are pictured.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4
2 new agents at Merritt (photo) (Lee Oppenheimer and Maria Kouloumbis have joined Merritt Associates as sales agents.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 4

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI
Worthy causes engage student altruists at high school (photo) (In an awards ceremony on May 1, Scarsdale High School Principal, John Klemme, paid tribute to student altruism.), May 4, 2001, p. 11
Cell phones wanted (State Senator, Suzi Oppenheimer, seeks donated cell phones to help domestic violence victims reach emergency assistance.), July 20, 2001, p. 1

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI (AUTHOR)
State Senate wraps up one of its most productive sessions (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 14A

ORCE, HELENE M
Love and Marriage (Supplement), Feb 9, 2001, p. 27
E'mont (Edgemont) says no to cops, yes to crisis teams (At an Edgemont School Board meeting on April 17, parents and school board members voted down having a uniformed police presence in the schools; however, crisis teams will be trained in the summer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) says no to cops, yes to crisis teams (continued) (At an Edgemont School Board meeting on April 17, parents and school board members voted down having a uniformed police presence in the schools; however, crisis teams will be trained in the summer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15
Dispatch system continues to put residents at risk (letter) (Helene M. Orce is concerned that the Greenville Fire Department does not have a dispatcher and that the firefighters have been without a contract for almost two years.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 6

ORCE, KEN
Love and Marriage (Supplement), Feb 9, 2001, p. 27

ORDEN, BONNIE
E'mont (Edgemont) SBNC meeting (The Edgemont School Board Nominating Committee will hold an open meeting on January 24.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Incumbents nominated in Edgemont (photo) (Three incumbent candidates were nominated for second terms as members of the Edgemont Board of Education.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1
Incumbents nominated in Edgemont (photo) (continued) (Three incumbent candidates were nominated for second terms as members of the Edgemont Board of Education.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 12
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (E'mont holds few surprises; incumbents run unopposed; residents to vote on proposed school budget of $26,275,522), May 11, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (continued) (E'mont holds few surprises; incumbents run unopposed; residents to vote on proposed school budget of $26,275,522), May 11, 2001, p. 14
Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

ORLANDO, ADOLPH
'Monumental' night at Greenacres (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Greenacres School at a reception topping off the month long artist in residence program about architecture.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9

O'ROURKE, ANDREW
DAR promotes interest in American history (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9A
The nitty gritty of recycling in Scarsdale (photo) (Interview with Scarsdale's solid waste consultant, Jim Rice, who has worked with the Village for 41 years), July 13, 2001, p. 3
The nitty gritty of recycling in Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (Interview with Scarsdale's solid waste consultant, Jim Rice, who has worked with the Village for 41 years), July 13, 2001, p. 11

O'ROURKE, JOHN F
Charge of bigotry slanders the people of this village (letter) (Harry Reynolds refutes charges of anti-Catholicism leveled against the Scarsdale Police and Scarsdale Village Board by John O'Rourke in an earlier letter to the Inquirer.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
Bigotry rests in the eyes of the beholder (letter) (Robert M. Kelly refutes charges of anti-Semitism made by Harry Reynolds against John O'Rourke in a letter to the Inquirer on February 23.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6
Peaceful village not immune from slights, slanders (letter) (David Buchen disagrees with Harry Reynolds letter of February 23 accusing letter writer, John F. O'Rourke, of anti-Semitism vis a vis the Andrew McCreary case.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6
O'ROURKE, JOHN F (AUTHOR)
Anti-Catholic bigotry suspected in McCreary case (letter) (John F. O'Rourke conjectures that anti-Catholic bias might have factored into the criminal case filed against Andrew McCreary by the Scarsdale Police Department.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
Writer's honest questions were not slanders (letter) (John F. O'Rourke defends himself against charges of Anti-Semitism leveled by Harry Reynolds in a letter to the Inquirer on February 23.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6

O'ROURKE, MICHAEL
New board at SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) (photo) (Pictured are the new members of the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Golf Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 17

O'ROURKE, NANCY
Elementary teachers tout small class size (Discussions of class size continued at the Board of Education meeting on February 12, including recommendations from three teachers.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11

ORSINI, RONALD J (AUTHOR)
Stamp shortage not the fault of local branch (letter) (Ronald J. Orsini responds to Judith Handelman's letter of August 24 alleging that the Scarsdale Post Office lacked sufficient stamps.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6

ORTLOFF, CHRIS
Lawmakers praised at redistrict parley (continued) (Plan for reshaping New York State election districts meets with local approval.), July 20, 2001, p. 9

O'SHEA, MIKE
Boy Scouts hike strenuous trek '32' in Colorado (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale joined with other troops to hike strenuous trek No. 32 at Philmont Scout Ranch in Colorado.), July 27, 2001, p. 4

OSWALD, PHIL
Season finale: Missed opportunities, tough call ends EHS's run (photo) (The Edgemont Panthers football team ended their 31 game winning streak in a stunning loss to the Cambridge Indians on November 24.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1

OVERBEY, JIM
Teens care (photo) (Nine eighth graders and three staff members from Scarsdale Middle School participated in the Americans Homefront America program on May 5.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

OVERHILL NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
FAR hearing closes: revisions to come (continued) (A public hearing was held on October 23 on a proposed amendment to the Village zoning code that would affect the maximum square footage of every home relative to its lot size.), Oct 28, 2001, p. 11

OWEN, ANNE

PACCETTI, DYLAN
Triangle garden (photo) (Cara Roberts and Dylan Paccetti are pictured planting bulbs at the Aufenrieth/Oakwood Community Triangle Garden.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 15

PACK, DOROTHY
Scarsdalians rejoice over Ikea withdrawal (Swedish retail giant, IKEA, announced on January 31 that it would not be building a super-store in the City Park area of New Rochelle.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1

PAINTING
(Pictured is a painting by Arthur Beach titled "Ramsey Farm.") (photo), Apr 6, 2001, p. 2

PALMER, EMILY
You don't need a farm...to host a Fresh Air kid (photo) (Three host families met their Fresh Air kids at the Scarsdale train station on June 7.), July 13, 2001, p. 1

PALMER, IAN
You don't need a farm...to host a Fresh Air kid (photo) (Three host families met their Fresh Air kids at the Scarsdale train station on June 7.), July 13, 2001, p. 1

PALMER, KIRK
You don't need a farm...to host a Fresh Air kid (photo) (continued) (Three host families met their Fresh Air kids at the Scarsdale train station on June 7.), July 13, 2001, p. 9

PALMER, LORI
You don't need a farm...to host a Fresh Air kid (photo) (continued) (Three host families met their Fresh Air kids at the Scarsdale train station on June 7.), July 13, 2001, p. 9

PANDALEON, DOROTHY
'Fable, Fact and Fiction' was theme of flower show (photo) (The Garden Section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club held its annual Flower Show on May 4 and 5.), May 11, 2001, p. 17

PANESSA, ASHLEY
Sprucing up (photo) (Edgewood School Brownie Troop 1941 came to their school on Columbus Day to spruce up the garden around the school sign.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 9
PANESSA, HEATHER

Voters Party nominations are still open (Voters Party Chairman, Richard Wingate announced that the nomination process for the Village Board remains open despite the fact that the January 12 deadline has passed.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1

Trustees pass sprinkler law (The Scarsdale Village Board enacted legislation to require the installation of approved sprinkler systems in future homes, apartments and commercial buildings.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

Trustees pass sprinkler law (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board enacted legislation to require the installation of approved sprinkler systems in future homes, apartments and commercial buildings.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 4

PANESSA, HEATHER (AUTHOR)

Lowering class sizes is an investment in Scarsdale's future (letter) (The four writers of this letter are in full support of the District Advisory Committee's report in favor of lowering class sizes in the elementary schools.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

PANETTIERE, JOANN


PAPANTONIO, MIMI

New to Merritt (photo) (Mimi Papantonio joins Merritt Associates, a real estate agency, in Scarsdale.), May 25, 2001, p. 4

PAPPALARDO, STEVE

How they cope (Village employees worked round the clock to deal with the six inches of snow that fell March 6-7.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

Dig they must (photo) (Various residents are shown planting a Cleveland Flowering Pear Tree at Village Hall in honor of Arbor Day.), May 4, 2001, p. 9

Village internships: breeding ground for new employees (photo) (Article profiles Scarsdale Village summer interns, some of whom return to become full time employees.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1

Question of the year (editorial) (The Inquirer wonders why the Village has been so slow to put out holiday decorations in the downtown area.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

PARADES

Memorial Day (The Memorial Day parade, sponsored by American Legion Post 52, will be held on May 28.), May 25, 2001, p. 1

Flagwavers (photo) (Derek and Meghan Boyer watch for marchers at the Village's Memorial Day Parade.), June 1, 2001, p. 1

Memorial Day '01: An inclusive celebration (photo) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 sponsored a lively Memorial Day Parade through the downtown area.), June 1, 2001, p. 3

PARADISO, DEENA

New counselors make their mark at Popham, Fountain houses; Paradiso sets priorities for Popham House (photo) (Profile of Deena Paradiso, the new Popham House counselor at the Middle School), Oct 5, 2001, p. 11

PARAGON, MARK

3 join Goldschmidt (Eric Goldschmidt has added three new salespeople to his ten year old Scarsdale based retail and commercial brokerage firm.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

PAREDES, KIM

Dressing the part (photo) (Scarsdale/Edgemont brownie troop 1971B visited the Scarsdale Historical Society and dressed in era appropriate clothing.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 4

PARENTING

Small Wonders: Darn those trickling grains of sand (editorial) (Ilene Nechamkin experiences intimations of an empty nest as her daughter starts her freshman year at Scarsdale High School.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7

Parents learn the value of networking (editorial) (Tom Caney discusses the importance of parent support groups.), June 15, 2001, p. 7

Commencement (editorial) (Marc Wolin offers parental wisdom to recent graduates.), June 29, 2001, p. 7

Graduation blues (editorial) (Laurie Sullivan confronts the prospects of an empty nest following her daughter's graduation from Scarsdale High School.), June 29, 2001, p. 7

A farewell to childhood (editorial) (Laurie Sullivan feels the impact of her husband dismantling their children's outdoor play gym.), July 27, 2001, p. 7

New parents' guide to life after high school (photo) (Scarsdale native, Joel Epstein, has written a book titled, "A Parent's Guide to Sex, Drugs and Flunking Out: Answers to the Questions Your College Student Doesn't Want You to Ask.")., Aug 24, 2001, p. 3

The school bell tolls for thee: how parents and kids can survive the morning routine (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 12A

After the attack: How to talk to your kids (Advice on how to reassure children in the post - 9/11 world.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 3

Parents: instill respect for the environment (letter) (Jeffery A. Spitzer urges parents to clean up litter on playing fields following games.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8

Kids' BASE to offer parenting workshops (Kids' Base and the Little School are offering an eight week workshop, "Parenting Your Pre-Schooler: On Good Days and in stormy Weather.")., Dec 7, 2001, p. 2
PARENTS
Are your parents driving you crazy? Therapist team offers Rx for staying sane (photo) (Carole Rothman and Joseph Ilardo have co-authored a book titled, "Are Your Parents Driving You Crazy: How to Resolve the Most Common Dilemmas with Aging Parents."). Oct 26, 2001, p. 3
In recreation sports, it's who your parents are that counts (letter) (Barry Cohen decnes the favoritism exhibited by parents in choosing athletes for the "A" teams in Recreation Department sponsored sports.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

PARISI, JULIE
Sports camps are FUN-damental; Scarsdale scores big with summer baseball and softball camps (photo), July 13, 2001, p. 20

PARK, JENNY
Pool Party! New coaches make swimming, diving fun for summer team (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 19

PARK, JOHN
Scouts shred slopes (photo) (Pictured are nine members of Scarsdale Boy Scout Troop 60, their chaperones and family members, skiing in Massachusetts on Martin Luther King Day.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 4

PARKER, ETTA
Museum shop is open (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society museum shop is having an open house from November 15-17.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 21

PARKING GARAGES
Christie Place Garage proposal invites confrontation (letter) (Richard Henry Behr is firmly against a parking garage on Christie Place; he describes alternatives to the construction of a multi-level parking facility in the Village.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
Garage won't improve Christie Place (editorial) (Abbott Stillman, member of the Advisory Committee on Downtown Development, opposes anything other than a very modest parking facility at Christie Place.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 7
Christie Place lot proposal unveiled (The Village released the plans for the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage and police substation at Christie Place.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1
Christie Place lot proposal unveiled (continued) (Illustration) (The Village released the plans for the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage and police substation at Christie Place.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 10
Parking alternatives (Opponents to the Christie Place parking structure pitched an alternative proposal for increased Village center parking.), May 4, 2001, p. 1
OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) promotes parking structure alternative (photo) (The Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association sponsored an alternative design to the proposed Christie Place parking facility.), May 11, 2001, p. 3
Parking proposal not supported by Chateaux owners (letter) (Alan Eckstein writes that the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Chateaux Owners Corporation agreed unanimously not to support the proposed parking garage on Christie Place.), May 11, 2001, p. 6
Trustees mull Christie Place Garage (The Village Center Committee held an open meeting on May 14 to discuss the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage at Christie Place.), May 18, 2001, p. 1
Desman proposal is out of character with village center (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer urges the Village Board to seek less costly and less intrusive solutions to the downtown parking problem.), May 18, 2001, p. 6
Trustees mull Christie Place Garage (continued) (The Village Center Committee held an open meeting on May 14 to discuss the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage at Christie Place.), May 18, 2001, p. 9
Christie proposals to be discussed by TVCC (The annual meeting of the TVCC will be held on June 7 at the Scarsdale Public Library; featured will be a discussion of the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), May 25, 2001, p. 2
Christie Place parking garage would pose safety hazards (letter) (Anne Mylon suggests that the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility would pose a hazard to children and pedestrians.), May 25, 2001, p. 6
Neighborhood association wants alternative to garage (letter) (Elaine Taylor-Gordon suggests alternatives to the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), May 25, 2001, p. 6
"Monstrous" garage would take away from charm of village (letter) (Scarsdale Chateaux residents, Vincent and Susan Mastellone, oppose the Village Board plan to construct a 420 car parking garage on Christie Place.), June 1, 2001, p. 6
Open minds needed (editorial) (The Inquirer urges the Village to utilize the work of organizations, such as the Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association, in making a decision on the proposed Christie Place Garage.), June 1, 2001, p. 6
Garage isn't needed, says OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) (The Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association objects strenuously to the proposed Christie Place garage as described in the Desman Report.), June 8, 2001, p. 1
Desman proposal will destroy Scarsdale as we know it (letter) (John and Adriana Dillon of Scarsdale Chateaux argue that the construction of a 420 car indoor garage at Christie Place will forever ruin the parklike quality of the Village.), June 8, 2001, p. 6
OSNA's 'green master plan' would help solve parking (letter) (Bruce Wells, of the Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association, offers 'greener' alternatives to the downtown parking problem.), June 8, 2001, p. 6
PARKING GARAGES (Continued)
Christie Place Lot debate continues (At a Town and Village Club meeting on June 7, Village Manager Al Gatta pressed the Village's support of the proposed indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), June 15, 2001, p. 1
Around and around we go (editorial) (Arthur Ash applies a dose of humor to the chronic parking shortage in downtown Scarsdale.), June 15, 2001, p. 7
Christie Place Lot debate continues (continued) (At a Town and Village Club meeting on June 7, Village Manager Al Gatta pressed the Village's support of the proposed indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), June 15, 2001, p. 14
Christie Place: village gets more flack (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 1
Christie Place: village gets more flack (continued) (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 8

The common good (editorial) (Contrary to the stance of the Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association, the Inquirer agrees that parking spaces are needed east of the Scarsdale railroad tracks.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
Christie options (A Village Center Committee meeting on July 17 will present options for the Christie Place parking facility and four alternatives to create additional off street parking.), July 13, 2001, p. 1
Build a 3-story parking garage on Scarsdale Avenue (letter) (John M. Dillon suggests that a three story parking facility be built on Scarsdale Avenue rather than at the proposed Christie Place location.), July 13, 2001, p. 6
Christie Place Garage anathema to village-in-a-park ideal (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer responds to the July 6 editorial in the Inquirer titled, "The Common Good.")., July 13, 2001, p. 6

Don't indulge 'trivial desires' for parking (letter) (Anne Hintermeister writes that a multilevel parking structure does not belong in the backyard of any Village resident.), July 13, 2001, p. 6

Last chance to speak (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to voice their opinions to the Village Board on the parking crisis in the downtown area.), July 13, 2001, p. 6
Put garage on hold while seeking alternatives (letter) (Gerry Uhlfelder suggests putting the idea of a downtown parking garage on hold until all alternative ideas have been examined and exhausted.), July 13, 2001, p. 6
Real trick is how to free up spaces in village core (letter) (David Buchen suggests that the Inquirer was "serving its own table" by supporting the proposed Christie Place Garage in its July 7 editorial.), July 13, 2001, p. 6
Put long-term parking on Freightway (editorial) (Simon Breines writes that there should be no building construction at Christie Place.), July 13, 2001, p. 7

Engineer's report (Consulting engineer, Bernard Grossfield, inspected the existing garage at Christie Place and found that the structure needs "major rehabilitation.")., July 20, 2001, p. 1

Some trustees reject Christie garage proposal, July 20, 2001, p. 1

Parking problem is chronic, more study required (letter) (Dr. Myron Schoenfeld opines that the parking problem in the downtown Village area is not new and does not call for urgent, irrevocable action.), July 20, 2001, p. 6
Some trustees reject Christie garage proposal (continued), July 20, 2001, p. 8

OSNA parking study was professional, not amateur (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer questions the methodology of the Desman report in determining the feasibility of constructing a multi-level parking facility at Christie Place.), July 27, 2001, p. 6

Downtown does not need more retail, garage (editorial) (Irving Sloan does not think the Village needs more retail stores along with the additional parking they would require.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7
Planning's not the problem, deciding is (editorial) (Jeanne Richman suggests that it is time to just accept the results of the expensive parking plan studies for the Christie Place/Robison Property.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7

The village issue is not parking, it's esthetics (letter) (Joel Binn encourages the construction of a level surface parking area rather than a multi level parking facility.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6

Stone garage on Christie Place could be saved (editorial) (Irving Sloan recommends that the stone structure that is currently serving as the garage at Christie Place be re-purposed and not demolished.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 7

WP (White Plains) garage closed (Due to heightened security concerns since the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the underground parking facility serving the courthouses and the library has been closed indefinitely.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

How to relieve Garth Road congestion (editorial) (Bruce Wells offers alternatives to the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 7

PARKING LOTS
Unhandicapped take advantage of reserved spaces in pool parking lot (letter) (Beth Weiler addresses the issue of able bodied residents abusing the handicapped parking privilege at the Scarsdale pool.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 6

PARKING METERS
Which meter goes with which space? (letter) (Davida Rothberg bemoans the confusing positioning of the parking meters in the downtown area.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

PARKS, VERONICA (AUTHOR)
Wentworth concert helped Bridge Fund to help homeless (letter) (Stanley Scheer and Veronica Parks thank Jean and Kenneth Wentworth for their contribution to the benefit concert for the Bridge Fund of Westchester.), June 8, 2001, p. 9
PARRISH, MICHAEL
All was fair in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society and the Scarsdale Library both held fairs on September 8.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 3

PASSOVER
Soup for seder (photo) (The Weiss family of Greenacres is shown preparing matzoh ball soup for the upcoming Passover seder.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

PASTERNACK, HELEN
Puppet show at Edgewood celebrates tri-culturalism (photo) (On March 15, Edgewood School third graders held a Tri-Cultural Puppet Show featuring puppets representing Mexico, Japan and Egypt.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale artists exhibits (photo) (Helen Pasternak, art teacher at Edgewood Elementary School, will have a solo exhibit of her paintings at the Mamaroneck Artists Guild from October 23-November 10.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 17

PATAKI, GEORGE
Brodsky to NYC: District, heal thyself (Greenburgh Assemblyman, Richard Brodsky, calls on New York City school officials to "share the responsibility" and cost of educating its youth, and to do so "to the same extent as other communities" in New York State.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Brodsky to NYC: District, heal thyself (continued) (Greenburgh Assemblyman, Richard Brodsky, calls on New York City school officials to "share the responsibility" and cost of educating its youth, and to do so "to the same extent as other communities" in New York State.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 9
State aid drought (Governor Pataki's proposed cuts in building aid and proposed cap on budget increases are worrying the Scarsdale Board of Education.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Municipalities worry about new disability law (Greenburgh Police Chief, John Kapica, urges Governor Pataki to veto union backed legislation broadening disability entitlements.), July 6, 2001, p. 1
Municipalities worry about new disability law (continued) (Greenburgh Police Chief, John Kapica, urges Governor Pataki to veto union backed legislation broadening disability entitlements.), July 6, 2001, p. 8
School board reviewing new Project SAVE code of conduct (new code of conduct is a verbatim codification of a long-standing set of standards that students, school personnel and parents must follow), July 13, 2001, p. 10
Lawmakers praised at redistrict parley (Plan for reshaping New York State election districts meets with local approval.), July 20, 2001, p. 1
Pressuring Albany tops school district's to-do list (Dr. Michael McGill, Superintendent of Scarsdale Schools, urged residents to pressure Albany for adequate state funding.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Primary rescheduled (The Greenburgh Primary has been rescheduled for September 25.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Harassment bill signed (On October 30, Governor George Pataki signed a bill enhancing protection for victims of domestic violence.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
Who will take the hit as N.Y. redistricts? (Starting January 2003, New York will send just 29 representatives to Washington, D. C., down from 31.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1

PATRIOTISM
Fear itself (editorial) (The Inquirer debates how to live a life with reasonable fears and suspicions in the post-9/11 era.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6
Doing all we can do after Sept. 11 (editorial) (Edgemont High School senior, Hannah Weiner, discusses her complex reactions to the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7

PATTERSON, JAMES
Arison, Patterson (wed) (photo) (Pamela Arison and James Patterson were wed on June 24, 2001, in Ridgefield, Connecticut.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 17

PAUKER, SANDY
Focal Points: What action should the United States take to secure the return of our aircraft from China? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, asks local residents their opinions of various political and cultural events.), May 11, 2001, p. 7

PAULIN, AMY
Paulin starts new career with 'a bang' (photo) (Since her swearing in on January 3, Democratic Assemblywoman Amy Paulin has kicked off her Albany career "with a bang."), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
A model legislator (editorial) (The Inquirer lauds recently elected New York State Democratic Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin, as a worthy successor to Audrey Hochberg.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6
Paulin starts new career with 'a bang' (photo) (continued) (Since her swearing in on January 3, Democratic Assemblywoman Amy Paulin has kicked off her Albany career "with a bang."), Jan 19, 2001, p. 8
The Bank of New York and Kids' B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids' Base and Little School's 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 32
Paulin appointed to 4 Assembly committees (Scarsdale Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin, has been named to four Assembly committees in the New York State Legislature.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 4
Quest for quiet mornings, smooth streets now (continued) (Ellen Bierman of 50 Popham Road told the Village Board that repair work in the garage and renovation at 2 Overhill Road have made it impossible for nearby residents to obtain any rest.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 15
Five neighborhood associations will meet (Five neighborhood associations are meeting this week to update residents on issues of the day.), May 11, 2001, p. 2
PAULIN, AMY  (Continued)
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34
Paulin sponsors bill to prevent gerrymandering (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin wants to introduce a bill to the Albany legislature that would prevent "spiteful" political actions like gerrymandering.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Paulin sponsors bill to prevent gerrymandering (continued) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin wants to introduce a bill to the Albany legislature that would prevent "spiteful" political actions like gerrymandering.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 13
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 14
Removal of tower is next downtown improvement (photo) (Former Scarsdale Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, helped obtain state funding to demolish two unsightly and obsolete towers near the Scarsdale Metro North train station.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims (continued) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 8
Removal of tower is next downtown improvement (photo) (continued) (Former Scarsdale Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, helped obtain state funding to demolish two unsightly and obsolete towers near the Scarsdale Metro North train station.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 10
Calls grow louder to close Indian Point (In light of the recent September 11 terrorist attacks, many are calling for the closing of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan, New York.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
Harassment bill signed (On October 30, Governor George Pataki signed a bill enhancing protection for victims of domestic violence.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
Amy Paulin (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin was honored at the American Cancer Society's Great American Smokeout for her anti-smoking advocacy work.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 4
Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center's first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9

PAULIN, AMY (AUTHOR)
New legislative session brings opportunity for change (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 14A
Citizens continue outstanding tradition (letter) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin asks residents to join her in voting on March 20 for Citizens Non-Partisan candidates for Mayor and Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
The budget battle is not over (editorial) (New York State Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin, reflects on the impact of New York State's bare bones budget.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 7

PAWLAK, DAVID
Attorney is honored for public service (photo) (On May 1, the New York State Bar Association awarded attorney and former Scarsdale resident, Andrew Tomback, the 2001 Pro Bono Service Award.), Jun 8, 2001, p. 3

PAYTON, JAY
From the Booth: Scarsdale resident Ed Coleman makes the call (photo) (Profile of Greenacres resident, Ed Coleman, who is the WFAN sports commentator for the New York Mets Baseball team.), May 25, 2001, p. 22

PEACE
(Residents hold a silent vigil at Chase Park on August 4 to commemorate the 1945 bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.) (photo), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6

PEARLMAN, CASEY
New faces in town (photo) (Edgemont and Scarsdale young people wear creative costumes on Halloween.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

PEDESTRIANS
For pedestrians only (photo) (Sidewalks are being installed on Wayside Lane from Post Road to Church Lane.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 15
Admit it, it's better (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds recent improvements that increase pedestrian safety in the downtown area.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

PEDESTRIANS - SAFETY
Focus on Garth intersection to improve pedestrian safety (letter) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Richard Dubin, describes the many challenges to pedestrian safety on Garth Road and East Parkway.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

PEDIATRICIANS
Shahnaz Zomorrodian (Scarsdale resident, Shahnaz Erfani Zomorrodian, has been awarded the Pediatrics Review and Education Program Education Award.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 4

PEGG, JOHN
Jerry Massone receives White Hat Award (photo) (Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 3 presented it's annual White Hat Award for excellence to Jerry Massone.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 4

PELACCIO, ZAKARY
Jovancicevic, Pelaccio (wed) (photo) (Ana Jovancicevic and Zakary Pelaccio were wed on October 2, 2001, in Montalcino, Italy.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 20

PENNY, HELEN LAYCOCK
Helen Penny (dies) (Scarsdale resident Helen Laycock Penny died on March 5. She was 92.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 19
PENZER, SIMON
Scout Day at Shea (photo) (Members of Scarsdale Cub Scout packs 60 and 440 were part of the color guard at Shea Stadium on June 24, which was Scout Jamboree Day.), July 6, 2001, p. 4

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
More remains to be done to ensure access for all (letter) (James Michels, Chairman of the Advisory Council on People with Disabilities, seeks to advise the Village on ways it could further improve accessibility for the handicapped.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
Focal Points: How do you feel about the Supreme Court decision to allow a disabled player to use a golf cart in the PGA tournament? (photo) (Question of the day posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff), June 8, 2001, p. 7
'Makin' It Big;' Organization strives to win-win for artists and disabled (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Robert Israel, reaches out to the developmentally challenged through music.), June 29, 2001, p. 15
'Makin' It Big;' Organization strives to win-win for artists and disabled (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale resident, Robert Israel, reaches out to the developmentally challenged through music.), June 29, 2001, p. 16

PEPPERS, CHRISTINA
Focal Points: Do you think the statewide reading tests will improve reading instruction? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks questions of passers by.), May 25, 2001, p. 7

PERETZ, ASHER
Scouts shred slopes (photo) (Pictured are nine members of Scarsdale Boy Scout Troop 60, their chaperones and family members, skiing in Massachusetts on Martin Luther King Day.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 4
Scouts compete (photo) (Pictured is Boy Scout Troop 60 attending the Algonquin District Klondike Derby at the Camp Smith Army National Guard base in Peekskill on January 27-28.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 4
Boy Scouts hike strenuous trek '32' in Colorado (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale joined with other troops to hike strenuous trek No. 32 at Philmont Scout Ranch in Colorado.), July 27, 2001, p. 4
Scouts participate in international jamboree (photo) (Ten scouts from Boy Scout Troop 60 in Scarsdale participated in the National Boy Scout Jamboree in Fredricksburg, Virginia.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 4
Scouts hold 'Ordeal Weekend' (photo) (The Ktemaque Lodge #31 of the Westchester-Putnam Council, Boy Scouts of America, held its Ordeal Weekend at Clear Lake Scout Reservation over the weekend of September 21-22.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 4

PERETZ, BARRY (AUTHOR)
Supporters of scouts' anti-gay policy are ignorant (letter) (Barry Peretz responds to May 25 letters by Andrew C. Hartzell, Jr., and Karl Malkames relating to the Boy Scouts' policy against openly gay scout leaders.), June 1, 2001, p. 6

PERETZ, DANNY
Scouts compete (photo) (Pictured is Boy Scout Troop 60 attending the Algonquin District Klondike Derby at the Camp Smith Army National Guard base in Peekskill on January 27-28.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 4
Scouts participate in international jamboree (photo) (Ten scouts from Boy Scout Troop 60 in Scarsdale participated in the National Boy Scout Jamboree in Fredricksburg, Virginia.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 4

PEREZ, ANNE
O Holy Night (photo) (Carolers raise their voices in song at the annual carol sing on Christmas Eve at Crane Pond in Edgemont.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1

PEREZ, JOSE
O Holy Night (photo) (Carolers raise their voices in song at the annual carol sing on Christmas Eve at Crane Pond in Edgemont.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1

PEREZ, JOVAN
O Holy Night (photo) (Carolers raise their voices in song at the annual carol sing on Christmas Eve at Crane Pond in Edgemont.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1

PEREZ, MICHAELANGELO
Focal Points: Are you interested in the upcoming Academy Awards? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses an interesting question to his subjects.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 7

PERKINS, FRANCES
They also suffer who only watch (editorial) (Sam Witchel describes the lasting impact the Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire had on his father, who, as a young man, witnessed the tragedy.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7

PERL, TERRY
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 14

PERLMAN, SULA
3 attend 'Elite Retreat' (photo) (Local real estate agents are pictured at Coldwell Banker/Country Properties' annual Elite Retreat in Toronto, Canada, on August 17-18.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 4
PERLOWITZ, RICKI
New faces in town (photo) (Edgemont and Scarsdale young people wear creative costumes on Halloween.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

PERSICO, ELIZABETH (AUTHOR)
Greenacres Brownies have big hearts (letter) (Greenacres third grade Brownie Troop 1432 sent handmade Valentines Day cards to senior citizens at the Nathan Miller Nursing Home in White Plains.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

PESTICIDES - ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
Pesticide panel (The PT Council Environmental Committee and the Village of Scarsdale are sponsoring a talk on "Pesticide Reduction for a Healthier Environment," May 3.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1
Toward a less toxic lawn: Panelists consider alternatives to pesticides (On May 3, the PT Council sponsored a forum titled "Pesticide Reduction for a Healthier Environment.")., May 18, 2001, p. 3
Toward a less toxic lawn: Panelists consider alternatives to pesticides (continued) (On May 3, the PT Council sponsored a forum titled, "Pesticide Reduction for a Healthier Environment.")., May 18, 2001, p. 9

PETERSON, LUCILLE
Halloween at the village (photo) (Scarsdale Rotary President, Richard Adelmann, and member, Andy Staal, celebrate Halloween with boys at the Children's Village in Dobbs Ferry.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4

PETERSON, LYNN
Hartsdale's farmer's market brings the country to town (photo) (Farmers market to be held every Saturday from late June to mid-October in front of the Hartsdale train station), July 20, 2001, p. 1

PETRESCU, MICHAEL
Julia B. Fee: Congratulations! Hats off to our graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement: Julia B. Fee Real Estate Agency salutes the graduating classes of 2001.), June 29, 2001, p. 28A

PETROSA, MARILYN
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 15

PETS
7 pounds of black, beige and gray fur (editorial) (Laurie Sullivan muses on how a tiny tabby won over her formerly cat-hating husband.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

PETSCHKE, LAURA
Party time! (photo) (Photos of the tercentennial celebration of the Village of Scarsdale, held on June 9 at the Scarsdale High School), June 15, 2001, p. 3

PFORZHEIMER, CARL
Kids' Base expands; seeks lease credit (The Board of Directors of Kids' Base and The Little School announced plans for a $500,000 renovation of its lower level.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
New committees (At a recent meeting of the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents, Mayor David Kroenlein announced a changed array of Village Board committees.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Kids' Base expands; seeks lease credit (continued) (The Board of Directors of Kids' Base and The Little School announced plans for a $500,000 renovation of its lower level.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Village board adopts new $27M budget (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously adopted the $27 million tentative budget for 2001-02 at its meeting on April 24.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1
Trustees mull Christie Place Garage (The Village Center Committee held an open meeting on May 14 to discuss the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage at Christie Place.), May 18, 2001, p. 1
Trustees mull Christie Place Garage (continued) (The Village Center Committee held an open meeting on May 14 to discuss the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage at Christie Place.), May 18, 2001, p. 9
Dining al fresco (The Scarsdale Village Board passed a local law on June 12 regulating and permitting sidewalk cafes.), June 18, 2001, p. 1
Board lowers Kids' BASE lease payments (continued), June 15, 2001, p. 8
Some trustees reject Christie garage proposal (continued), July 20, 2001, p. 8
Discussing the decision (Following a directive from the Westchester County Supreme Court, the Scarsdale Village Board is reconsidering its decision to allow the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), July 27, 2001, p. 1
Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (continued) (The proposed expansion of the small soccer field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28
Drake Field to be improved, not expanded (A divided Village Board approved scaled down improvements for the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

PHILANTHROPY
From mother to daughter: Legacy of giving strengthens family bond (photo) (The late Luella Slaner and her daughter, Deborah Slaner Larkin, cooperated in various philanthropic efforts.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 2
From mother to daughter: Legacy of giving strengthens family bond (photo) (continued) (The late Luella Slaner and her daughters cooperated in various philanthropic efforts.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 9

PHILLIPS, CAROLE
Greenacres book jacket parade (photo) (Greenacres first grader, Jack Lyons, is shown holding the banner at the head of the Greenacres annual Read-Aloud "book jacket parade.")., June 1, 2001, p. 11
PHOTOGRAPHS

(Rhonda Baxter's photograph of "snowy symmetry" in Chase Park) (photo), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6

(Esther Lo's photograph of icicles on a windowpane framing a winter landscape) (photo), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6

(Photo of Kevin Shelton-Smith skiing at the Scarsdale High School) (photo), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6

Images from Cuba today (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Robert F. Borg, will display his photos of Cuba at the Scarsdale Library during the month of June.), May 25, 2001, p. 17

Photographer thanks library for exhibit (letter) (Rhonda Baxter thanks all the people who made the Asian Heritage Month photography exhibit at the Greenburgh Library a success.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

(Photo of Mimi Cassidy shielding herself and her ice cream cone from a sudden summer shower.) (photo), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6

PHYSICIANS

2 elected to medical board (Scarsdale resident Dr. Charles Glassman has been elected Vice President of the medical board of the White Plains Hospital Center while resident Dr. Jay Lupin has been elected secretary/treasurer of the same Board.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 4

M.D. directs new breast cancer study (White Plains Hospital Center is launching ESP, or Enhanced Screening Program, a study which will explore the advantages of using multiple diagnostic methods to increase early breast cancer detection.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1

M.D. directs new breast cancer study (photo) (continued) (White Plains Hospital Center is launching ESP, or Enhanced Screening Program, a study which will explore the advantages of using multiple diagnostic methods to increase early breast cancer detection.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 13

Awards and Promotions - Dr. William Fishman (photo) (Cardiologist and Scarsdale resident, Dr. William Frishman, has been elected to the highest level of membership by the American College of Physicians - American Society of Internal Medicine.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 4

Awards and Promotions (photo) (Dr. Marcus Reidenberg received the Alumnus of the Year Award from the Temple University School of Medicine.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4

Awards and Promotions: Scott Newman, M.D. (Scarsdale resident, plastic surgeon Dr. Scott Newman, will receive the best scientific exhibit award from the American Society of Aesthetic Plastic Surgery and the Aesthetic Society Education & Research Foundation.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

Dr. Fox re-elected (Dr. Mark L. Fox, an otolaryngologist from Scarsdale, was re-elected Vice Speaker to the House of Delegates of the Medical Society of the State of New York.), May 18, 2001, p. 4

Dr. Met: Dr. Andrew Rokito heads up the medical care of the New York Mets (photo), June 1, 2001, p. 20

Dr. Met: Dr. Andrew Rokito heads up the medical care of the New York Mets (photo) (continued), June 1, 2001, p. 25

Amy Newburger (Dr. Amy Newburger, Scarsdale resident and dermatologist, has been appointed consultant to the FDA's general and plastic surgery devices panel.), June 29, 2001, p. 4

Rhoda Narins (Scarsdale resident and dermatologist, Dr. Rhoda Narins, was cited in New York Magazine's June 4 issue featuring "The Best Doctors in New York."). June 29, 2001, p. 4

Local doc raises $20K for AIDS research (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Dr. Steven J. Katz, biked 400 miles from Fairbanks to Anchorage, Alaska, and raised $20,000 for the development of an AIDS vaccine.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 4

Doctors should not write unwarranted prescriptions (letter) (Despite the fears brought on by the recent anthrax scare, Dr. Paul R. Weiss cautions physicians against writing excessive antibiotic prescriptions.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

PHYSICIANS - AWARDS

40 years of service (photo) (Dr. Gary Raizes is pictured presenting his colleague, Dr. Marvin Lipman, with a trophy in honor of his fortieth anniversary with the Scarsdale Medical Group.), July 20, 2001, p. 4

Dr. Phillip Calenda (photo) (Dr. Phillip Calenda of Scarsdale received the American Medical Association's Physician Recognition Award for his outstanding efforts in medical education.), July 20, 2001, p. 4

PIAZZA, MIKE

From the Booth: Scarsdale resident Ed Coleman makes the call (photo) (Profile of Greenacres resident, Ed Coleman, who is the WFAN sports commentator for the New York Mets Baseball team.), May 25, 2001, p. 22

PICKELLE, PAUL W

Police make hundreds of arrests, hear few complaints (letter) (Donald W. Ferraro, Scarsdale Chief of Police, defends the Police Department's decision to sue Andrew McCreary after charges against him had been dismissed.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6

PICKELLE, PAUL W (AUTHOR)

McCreary case: no profiles in courage (editorial) (Paul W. Pickelle, who was Andrew McCreary's criminal attorney, wonders why it took such a massive effort by the McCreary family and the Edgewood community to clear him of criminal charges.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7

PICKER, BEVERLY

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
PICKET, BETSY (AUTHOR)
Let's not be ruled by those in business of selling, building (letter) (Betsy Picket criticizes the construction of McMansions on blocks where the majority of homes are of more modest size.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

PICKUP, SCOTT
Pickup resigns (Scott Pickup, the Village's Director of Human Resources, has resigned; he will be taking a job as Village Manager in Germantown, Ohio.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1

PIEKARSKI, JAMES
Scarsdale runners tackle 'The Monster' (photo) (Local runners take on a massive challenge on a "monster" hill in Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 19
Scarsdale runners tackle 'The Monster' (photo) (continued) (Local runners take on a massive challenge on a "monster" hill in Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 21

PIEKARSKI, STEVEN
BAR reverses teardown decision on 17 Cooper (The Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review is allowing the demolition of a home at 17 Cooper Road based on a hardship plea by the owner.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 3

PIERRO, CHRIS
Roady...headset...coach! Technology helps revolutionize the art of coaching football (photo), Nov 9, 2001, p. 21

PIGEONS
The scoop on pigeon poop; Shoppers, store owners complain, but where does the buck stop (photo), July 20, 2001, p. 3

PILPEL, BOB (AUTHOR)
Assessing the dimensions of the danger (editorial) (Bob Pilpel reflects on the impact of the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the lives of most Americans.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7

PINCUS, ZVI CHAIM
Solomon Schechter H.S. opens with unusual dedication (photo) (After 14 months of construction, the Solomon Schechter Middle and High School opened on September 5 with a gala dedication.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 10

PINTO, VITO
Groundswell for gas (The Westchester County Board of Legislators is looking into converting the Indian Point Nuclear Facility to gas.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1

PISANO, LAURA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A—15A

PITOFSKY, CAROLINE
Julia B. Fee: Congratulations! Hats off to our graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement: Julia B. Fee Real Estate Agency salutes the graduating classes of 2001.), June 29, 2001, p. 28A

PIZZA
Poe man's pizza, parkways and 911 (Article describes the puzzle that is Greenburgh's street layout.), July 13, 2001, p. 1
Poe man's pizza, parkways and 911 (continued) (Article describes the puzzle that is Greenburgh's street layout.), July 13, 2001, p. 13

PLANNING BOARD - SCARSDALE
Planning board rejects DEIS on assisted living plan (At its December 20, 2000, meeting the Scarsdale Planning Board rejected the draft of the environmental impact statement submitted by Realm LLC for a 115 unit assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 4
Omnipoint gets antenna at SCC (The Scarsdale Congregational Church was granted a variance by the Board of Appeals to install a public utility wireless facility at the Church.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 3
Must developers and residents be at odds? (letter) (This reprint of Penny Sobol's letter to Mayor Mark Bench urges developers, the Planning Board and Village Trustees to consider the rights of homeowners when devising plans for new construction and deeply renovated homes.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6
To the village: hands off our castles! (letter) (Jim and Helen Fitzgerald support the subdivision at Brambach Road.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7
Realm DEIS deemed complete (The Scarsdale Planning Board decided at its January 24 meeting that Realm LLC's draft environmental impact statement for an Assisted Living facility on Saxon Woods Road is complete.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 4
Does the village serve residents or developers? (letter) (Stacey Clarfield Newman applauds Penny Sobol's January 26 letter to the Inquirer urging the preservation of the sylvan nature of Fox Meadow.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7
Neighbors don't support tear down (letter) (Elliot Bernstein corrects a misquote of his in the January 26 Inquirer pertaining to the possible tear down at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7
Preserving our heritage is up to us (editorial) (In light of the plans to tear down and subdivide the property at 270 Fox Meadow Road, Anne S. Crosman presents a three pronged plan for preserving the architectural integrity of Scarsdale Village.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 7
Lessons well learned (editorial) (Irving Sloan reflects on the performance of his former student, Susan Miller Morse, before the Board of Architectural Review regarding the subject of open space and land use.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
PLANNING BOARD - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Village board meeting summary: Chesterfield Road stays 2-way, Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
Harrison, Zock, Cusick will keep the village in Scarsdale (letter) (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village
Trustee, promises to maintain the character of the Village by limiting development in the downtown area.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
Village board meeting summary: Chesterfield Road stays 2-way (continued), Mar 16, 2001, p. 10
Bulky houses (The Scarsdale Planning Board and members of the Out of Scale Houses Study Committee will
meet on April 18 to release and review a report on the problem of over-sized houses in Scarsdale.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Planning board issues 3 permits (The Scarsdale Planning Board approved three wetlands permits at its March 28
meeting.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 3
Cap FAR (Floor Area Ratio), offer design bonus consultant says (The Scarsdale Planning Board came up with a plan
to put a cap on a new house's floor area ratio, or FAR.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1
A simple solution (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses the policy that the size of new construction should be
proportional to lot size and in keeping with the character of the neighborhood.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6
Cap FAR (Floor Area Ratio), offer design bonus consultant says (continued) (The Scarsdale Planning Board came
up with a plan to put a cap on a new house's floor area ratio, or FAR.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 9
Realm DEIS complete; comments still accepted (The meeting of the Scarsdale Planning Board on April 25
included a discussion of the draft environmental impact study of Realm LLC's proposed Assisted Living facility
on Saxon Woods Road.), May 4, 2001, p. 9
Sorry outcome should inspire zoning reform (editorial) (In light of the controversy over the proposed demolition of
270 Fox Meadow Road, the Inquirer urges amendments to the Zoning Laws.), May 25, 2001, p. 6
Board OKs 5 plans (The Scarsdale Planning Board approved five applications at its May 23 meeting.), June 1, 2001, p. 4
Village fills in blanks on 270 Fox Meadow (Village Attorney, Wayne Esannason, explains the trustee's unanimous
decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 1
Zoning hearing set (The Scarsdale Village Board has scheduled a hearing on proposed amendments to the
zoning code to establish a cap on floor area ratio, or "FAR."), June 15, 2001, p. 1
Village fills in blanks on 270 Fox Meadow (continued) (Village Attorney, Wayne Esannason, explains the trustee's
unanimous decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 9
FAR cap hearing (Public meeting to be held on July 10 to change the zoning code to establish a FAR (floor area
ratio) cap for all houses in Residence A zones), July 6, 2001, p. 1
Winston estate development under review (On June 27, the Scarsdale Planning Board reviewed plans for
development of the former Winston estate in Quaker Ridge.), July 6, 2001, p. 2
Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap, July 13, 2001, p. 1
Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (continued), July 13, 2001, p. 12
Village must define 'character' (editorial) (Jeanne Richman urges compromise on issues of house size, suggesting
the Planning Board set size limits but offer the homeowner some latitude to fit in with neighbors.), July 20, 2001, p. 7
Fore! (Glickenhaus Westchester Development to address screening concerns on its subdivision lots adjacent to
the Quaker Ridge Golf Club.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
More subdivision foes lobby planning board (The August 1 meeting of the Scarsdale Planning Board heard
protests from residents about proposed construction projects of large homes.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
More subdivision foes lobby planning board (continued) (The August 1 meeting of the Scarsdale Planning Board
heard protests from residents about proposed construction projects of large homes.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 8
270 Fox Meadow on hold until Wednesday (Westchester County Supreme Court Judge Orazio Bellantoni issued a
temporary restraining order forbidding demolition and "staying any further proceedings" at 270 Fox Meadow
Road until August 22.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
FAR vetting decelerated (Trustee Tom Cusick announced that the Village Board had been asked to "slow down"
the review process on proposed legislation to establish a floor area ratio (FAR) for new construction and
additions.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
Village trustees must address important esthetic issues (editorial) (Irving Sloan writes that the efforts of all
community organizations are directed at eliminating "visual pollution."), Aug 17, 2001, p. 7
'270' continues to elude demolition (The house at 270 Fox Meadow Road has been spared demolition for yet
another week; the hearing on the house has been adjourned till August 29.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1
'270' continues to elude demolition (continued) (The house at 270 Fox Meadow Road has been spared demolition
for yet another week; the hearing on the house has been adjourned till August 29.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 9
Still standing (The Appellate Division, Second Department Court will postpone demolition of the house at 270 Fox
Meadow Road while it reviews the case brought by Elliot Bernstein.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1
League of Women Voters mulls proposed FAR cap and bonus law (The Scarsdale Planning Board and the Board
of Architectural Review debated a floor area ratio [FAR] cap at a League of Women Voters consensus
meeting on October 2.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house
sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
PLANNING BOARD - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Planning board says yes, no and wait (Report on the September 19 meeting of the Scarsdale Planning Board), Oct 5, 2001, p. 3

Going, Going, Gone (photo) (The hotly contested decision to demolish the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road ended with the bulldozers bringing down the house on October 5.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

League members endorse FAR cap law (At a public hearing on October 9, the Scarsdale League of Women Voters endorsed the proposed floor area ratio (FAR) cap with a design bonus amendment to the zoning code.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

League members endorse FAR cap law (continued) (At a public hearing on October 9, the Scarsdale League of Women Voters endorsed the proposed floor area ratio (FAR) cap with a design bonus amendment to the zoning code.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

FAR cap plus bonus amendment to the zoning code scheduled for November 27. (At a public hearing on a proposed zoning law change regulating house size relative to property size), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1

FAR cap plus bonus amendment to the zoning code scheduled for November 27. (A public hearing on a proposed zoning law change regulating house size relative to property size), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

Zoning changes to allow Depot development (The Scarsdale Village Board approved a local law to alter zoning and allow development of the Depot Place parcel, currently owned by Robert Kligerman.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1

BAR favors quick implementation of FAR (The ongoing discussion on the "FAR cap + bonus" program will continue at a public hearing on December 11; the revised draft of the law has earned the BAR's approval.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

PLANTS
Flora abundant (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society's annual plant sale will be held May 11-12.), May 11, 2001, p. 2

PLATFORM TENNIS
Annual tourney a classic as always (photo) (The Fox Meadow Tennis Club was the venue for the national championships in platform tennis.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 23

PLAYGROUNDS
Edgemont needs a playground for preschoolers (letter) (Edgemont residents write that the site of the former tennis courts on Ardsley Road would be the perfect location for a much needed playground for preschoolers.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

PLEUTHNER, WALTER
Going going gone: Art portrays Scarsdale of past, present (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society is presenting an exhibition titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists."). Apr 27, 2001, p. 15

PLUM, ELLEN
Scarsdale Synagogue plans new expansion (photo) (The Scarsdale Synagogue/Tremont Temple will add 6,000 square feet in a renovation slated to begin in March.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1

PLUMMER, JASMINE
Toss up: 2nd place finish sparks Scarsdale cheerleaders (photo), Dec 7, 2001, p. 27

PLUMMER, TALIA
All fun and games (photo) (Photo montage of fun activities at the Scarsdale Recreation Department's day camps.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 3
POBERESKIN, DAVID
Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
(Scarsdale Police officers are shown with gifts collected in their Toys for Tots drive.) (photo), Dec 21, 2001, p. 5

POETRY
Her own patron: If award-winning poet Ann Cefola follows her designs, the days of struggling artists may be on the way out (photo) (Ann Cefola's poem "Express" wins the Robert Penn Warren Award for free verse poetry), Aug 31, 2001, p. 13
Her own patron: If award-winning poet Ann Cefola follows her designs, the days of struggling artists may be on the way out (photo) (continued) (Ann Cefola's poem "Express" wins the Robert Penn Warren Award for free verse poetry), Aug 31, 2001, p. 14
'Twas the night before New Year's: 2001 in review (A poem by Arthur Ash reflecting back on the high and low points of 2001), Dec 28, 2001, p. 6

POHL, HENRY
Henry Pohl (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Henry Pohl, died on March 1, 2001, at his Meadow Road home. He was 86.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 20

POJMAN, KEN
Construction underway, but delayed (At the Scarsdale School Board meeting on September 10, architects Peter Gisolfi and Ken Pojman gave an update on various school construction projects.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 8

POLICE
Police do not respond to BRP (Bronx River Parkway) accidents (letter) (Terri Brooks reports that if your car breaks down on the Bronx River Parkway, neither the AAA nor the police will respond to calls for help.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
Municipalities worry about new disability law (Greenburgh Police Chief, John Kapica, urges Governor Pataki to veto union backed legislation broadening disability entitlements.), July 6, 2001, p. 1
Municipalities worry about new disability law (continued) (Greenburgh Police Chief, John Kapica, urges Governor Pataki to veto union backed legislation broadening disability entitlements.), July 6, 2001, p. 8
Fan club (photo) (Students at the Heathcote School demonstrate their gratitude to Scarsdale's first responders.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9

POLICE - GREENBURGH
Happy ending to sad beagle story (letter) (Jill R. Mayer commends Edgemont Police Officer, Ellen Lewit, who painstakingly stalked and caught a beagle puppy that was abandoned in the aftermath of last week's snowstorm; contributions and a good home are now sorely needed.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
Abandoned beagle is on the road to recovery (photo) (This article is an update on Corkey, the beagle who was flung from an SUV during a snow storm on December 29, 2000, and rescued and lovingly cared for by Ellen Lewit, a police officer with the town of Greenburgh.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 3
Cops in schools plan proposed (Responding to a March 23 internet threat that closed Edgemont schools for a day, Greenburgh Town Supervisor Paul Feiner and Police Chief John Kapica suggest having a police presence in the schools.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Cops in schools plan proposed (continued) (Responding to a March 23 internet threat that closed Edgemont schools for a day, Greenburgh Town Supervisor Paul Feiner and Police Chief John Kapica suggest having a police presence in the schools.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4
E'mont (Edgemont) says no to cops, yes to crisis teams (At an Edgemont School Board meeting on April 17, parents and school board members voted down having a uniformed police presence in the schools; however, crisis teams will be trained in the summer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) says no to cops, yes to crisis teams (continued) (At an Edgemont School Board meeting on April 17, parents and school board members voted down having a uniformed police presence in the schools; however, crisis teams will be trained in the summer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15
School resource officers form positive bonds with students (John Kapica, Chief of Police in Greenburgh, describes the purpose of the School Resource Officer in the public schools.), May 11, 2001, p. 7
Precautions (Greenburgh police chief, John Kapica, has advised a number of anti-anthrax precautions for his clerical personnel.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

POLICE - SCARSDALE
'Candid Camera' comes to patrol cars (photo) (The Scarsdale Police have a new law enforcement tool; all police cruisers are now equipped with video cameras.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 3
Keeping the peace (editorial) (With reference to the 1999 Andrew McCreary case, the Inquirer urges the Scarsdale Police Department to defuse rather than exacerbate tension when dealing with the public.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6
Police create atmosphere of alienation, confrontation (letter) (John R. Wisdom criticizes the Scarsdale Police for ticketing him because he left his car parked for thirty seconds in front of the Greenacres School while he picked up his child.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6
POLICE - SCARSDALE (Continued)
McCreary case: no profiles in courage (editorial) (Paul W. Pickelle, who was Andrew McCreary's criminal attorney, wonders why it took such a massive effort by the McCreary family and the Edgewood community to clear him of criminal charges.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7
Village's only policewoman back on job (photo) (Scarsdale Policewoman, Pam Blanco, describes her battle to overcome Hodgkin's disease and her return to work after a six month leave.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 3
161 people were 'sucked into the morass' of McCreary case (letter) (Robert McCreary tallies up the economic and emotional cost of the endless Police case against Andrew McCreary.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6
Police make hundreds of arrests, hear few complaints (letter) (Donald W. Ferraro, Scarsdale Chief of Police, defends the Police Department's decision to sue Andrew McCreary after charges against him had been dismissed.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6
A regret (editorial) (The Inquirer urges a peaceful and speedy resolution to the ongoing legal dispute between Andrew McCreary and the Scarsdale Police Department and apologizes for the Inquirer's part in possibly fanning the flames of animosity.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6
Anti-Catholic bigotry suspected in McCreary case (letter) (John F. O'Rourke conjectures that anti-Catholic bias might have factored into the criminal case filed against Andrew McCreary by the Scarsdale Police Department.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
Some opinions are better left unexpressed (letter) (In response to a February 9 editorial by Irving Sloan, Carole Tunick supports the Nominating Committee's choice of David Kroenlein for Mayor; she also faults a February 2 Inquirer editorial as unduly critical of the Scarsdale Police.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
A day in the life (photo) (Inquirer photographer, Mike DiSciullo, follows Patrolman Michael Siciliano on his shift on February 20.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 3
Charge of bigotry slanders the people of this village (letter) (Harry Reynolds refutes charges of anti-Catholicism leveled against the Scarsdale Police and Village Board by John O'Rourke in an earlier letter to the Inquirer.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
P.D. (Police Department) wins praise from ex-officials (letter) (Six former elected officials write to acknowledge the fine work the Scarsdale Police Department performs in the community.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
Emergency response, long and short term (Recent school shootings in California have prompted a two pronged review of the District's crisis response policies according to Schools Superintendent, Michael McGill.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10
Cops vs. cancer (photo) (On May 7, two Scarsdale Police Officers will bike from Scarsdale Police Quarters to Washington, D.C. to raise money and awareness in the fight against cancer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
Cops vs. cancer (continued) (On May 7, two Scarsdale Police Officers will bike from Scarsdale Police Quarters to Washington, D.C. to raise money and awareness in the fight against cancer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15
Village board meeting summary: Trustees mull allowing sidewalk cafes in village (continued) (Police Officer Matthew Miraglia and Ambulance Corps paramedic, Greg Berger, were given the Life Saving Award by the Village Board.), May 11, 2001, p. 9
Richie and Tony's excellent adventure (photo) (Scarsdale Police officers, Richard Fatigate and Tony Barreira, raised $14,000 for the American Cancer Society by biking 270 miles to Washington, D.C., for "Cops Against Cancer."), May 18, 2001, p. 1
Watch your car (The Scarsdale Police Department will hold its third annual "Watch Your Car" program at the Crossway Firehouse on June 9.), June 8, 2001, p. 1
Police arrest suspect in rash of car break-ins (Scarsdale Police arrested 28 year old Trevor Frederick, the man they believe is responsible for a spate of car break-ins.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
Vacation alert (The Scarsdale Police Department makes note of vacationing families and keeps special watch over their houses.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
Teens, parents offer differing accounts of Heathcote stabbing (Following a stabbing on August 4 at the Heathcote School, both sides of the dispute are coming forward with differing versions of what transpired.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1
Teens, parents offer differing accounts of Heathcote stabbing (continued) (Following a stabbing on August 4 at the Heathcote School, both sides of the dispute are coming forward with differing versions of what transpired.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 9
PEO bears abuse with gentlemanly equanimity (letter) (Harry Reynolds praises the calm efficiency of Village Parking Enforcer, Manikyalarao Garcia.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
Scarsdale police nab auto-theft trio after midday chase (photo) (The Scarsdale Police nabbed three auto thieves on September 26 in the vicinity of the Freewayt Garages.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
Village, county plan for emergencies (Scarsdale Police Department Chief, Donald Ferraro, reports on the Village's preparedness for emergencies.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
Village, county plan for emergencies (continued) (Scarsdale Police Department Chief, Donald Ferraro, reports on the Village's preparedness for emergencies.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28
Still on robbers' trail (Scarsdale Police are still pursuing the robbers who held up jewelry stores in the Village in July.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1
Still on robbers' trail (continued) (Scarsdale Police are still pursuing the robbers who held up jewelry stores in the Village in July.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 13
POLIN, KENNETH
Kenneth Polin (Scarsdale resident and Scarsdale High School graduate, Kenneth Polin, announced the expansion of the offices of Banner Mortgage Group, Inc., the company of which he is President.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 4

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (Harrison wants a more open government), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (Zock is running on Citizens and Voters lines), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (continued) (Zock is running on Citizens and Voters lines), Mar 9, 2001, p. 3
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (continued) (Harrison wants a more open government), Mar 9, 2001, p. 9
Challenger on the attack in 5th District (photo) (continued) (Candidates for the District 5 seat of the County Board of Legislators have been engaging in rancorous debate.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 10

POLITICAL PARTIES
Green Party’s role in election, future debated (The Sierra Club hosted a meeting at the Scarsdale Library on January 8 on the role of the Green Party in the future of the environmental movement.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 3

POLITICS AND RELIGION
Focal Points: How do you feel about the President’s proposal to provide government funds for faith-based social service programs? (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7

POLKES, ALIZA (AUTHOR)
G’acres (Greenacres) families raised money for Afghan children (letter) (Greenacres families ran a bake sale and sold lemonade to raise money for children in Afghanistan.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

POLLACK, GLENN (DR)

POOL - SCARSDALE
Harrison’s appeal to state on school pool referendum in last stage (Bob Harrison has submitted the final legal papers in his appeal to have Richard Mills, the State Education Commissioner, require the School Board to call a referendum on a $1.3 million bond for an indoor pool at Scarsdale High School.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1
Pooling interests (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses the hard work of Bob Macy’s Recreation Center Study Committee.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 6
Rec superintendent says goodbye to a busy career (photo) (Ken Batchelor is retiring as Scarsdale Parks and Recreation Superintendent after 28 years of service.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
Rec superintendent says goodbye to a busy career (photo) (continued) (Ken Batchelor is retiring as Scarsdale Parks and Recreation Superintendent after 28 years of service.), May 25, 2001, p. 8

Scarsdale Pool opens for the 2001 summer season (photo) (The Scarsdale pool opened for the season under rainy skies on May 26.), June 1, 2001, p. 3
(Photograph of a chilly opening day at the Scarsdale Pool.) (photo), June 1, 2001, p. 6
Scarsdale’s Fourth festivities fire up (Schedule of July 4 festivities to be held at the Scarsdale Pool, Arthur Manor and Greenacres), June 29, 2001, p. 2

Scarsdale Middle School Graduates 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students graduating from the Scarsdale Middle School; Class of 2001 is pictured at the Scarsdale Pool.), June 29, 2001, p. 16A–17A
Pool Party! New coaches make swimming, diving fun for summer team (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 19
Pool Party! New coaches make swimming, diving fun for summer team (photo) (continued), June 29, 2001, p. 21

Kids ace race at Scarsdale Pool (photo) (Results of races at Scarsdale Pool on July 4), July 6, 2001, p. 3
4th celebration was enjoyable (letter) (Eleanor November thanks and congratulates the people and organizations behind the successful July 4th celebration at the Scarsdale Pool.), July 13, 2001, p. 7

Good rate (Al Gatta announced that the Village got an excellent rate on $5,650,000 worth of municipal bonds to finance improvements downtown and at the Scarsdale pool.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1

Unhandicapped take advantage of reserved spaces in pool parking lot (letter) (Beth Weiler addresses the issue of able bodied residents abusing the handicapped parking privilege at the Scarsdale pool.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 6

Taking the plunge (photo) (Three Patthunke campers are shown jumping together into the Scarsdale pool.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1

Labor Day fun (Labor Day festivities will take place at the Scarsdale Pool on Monday, September 3.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
(charles badurski watches over the Scarsdale Pool while lifeguard Josh Falkowitz grabs a nap.) (photo), Aug 31, 2001, p. 6

Labor Day at the pool (photo) (Calendar of fun events on Labor Day at the Scarsdale Pool), Sep 7, 2001, p. 3

Rec center update (The Thomas Group consulting firm will release a report on the suitability of the Bushin property for a pool and recreation center.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
Entire community should have a say on indoor pool (letter) (Henry J. Landau believes the whole Scarsdale community should be consulted about the scope and placement of the proposed indoor pool.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 6

Sleek new SMS lit mag gets students excited about writing (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School literary magazine, "Between the Lines," has an innovative, award winning look), Oct 19, 2001, p. 11


League of Women Voters mulls proposed FAR cap and bonus law (The Scarsdale Planning Board and the Board of Architectural Review debated a floor area ratio [FAR] cap at a League of Women Voters consensus meeting on October 2.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

Survey shows demand for senior housing (Scarsdale seniors are willing to pay market rate for manageable space in order to remain in the community according to a survey completed last June.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

Survey shows demand for senior housing (continued) (Scarsdale seniors are willing to pay market rate for manageable space in order to remain in the community according to a survey completed last June.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 10

Waiting for the big one (photo) (Young boys are shown fishing at the Scarsdale Library Pond on a day off from school.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

JCC (Jewish Community Center) launches a new name, look, logo and program offerings (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 18A

Rates Going Up (Beginning January 7, 2001, the 1-ounce first class postal rate will rise from 33 cents to 34 cents.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

Stamp out poor service (letter) (Judith A. Handelman is disappointed that the Heathcote Post Office did not have a supply of up to date postage stamps.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6

Stamp shortage not the fault of local branch (letter) (Ronald J. Orsini responds to Judith Handelman's letter of August 24 alleging that the Scarsdale Post Office lacked sufficient stamps.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6

Rates Going Up (Beginning January 7, 2001, the 1-ounce first class postal rate will rise from 33 cents to 34 cents.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

Stamp out poor service (letter) (Judith A. Handelman is disappointed that the Heathcote Post Office did not have a supply of up to date postage stamps.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6

Morale remains high in local post offices (Article discussed measures taken by local Post Offices to reassure the public in light of the recent anthrax scare.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

Morale remains high in local post offices (continued) (Article discussed measures taken by local Post Offices to reassure the public in light of the recent anthrax scare.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 8

Morale remains high in local post offices (Article discussed measures taken by local Post Offices to reassure the public in light of the recent anthrax scare.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

Morale remains high in local post offices (continued) (Article discussed measures taken by local Post Offices to reassure the public in light of the recent anthrax scare.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 8

Spirit of unity (photo) (Postal worker Greg Monacelli painted a large version of the "United We Stand" stamp on the window of the Heathcote Post Office.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 2

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2

6% tax hike draws ire in Greenburgh (If passed on December 12, the proposed 2002 Greenburgh Town budget would result in a tax increase of 6.02 percent.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

Cap FAR (Floor Area Ratio), offer design bonus consultant says (The Scarsdale Planning Board came up with a plan to put a cap on a new house's floor area ratio, or FAR.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1
PREISS, RICHARD (Continued)
Cap FAR (Floor Area Ratio), offer design bonus consultant says (continued) (The Scarsdale Planning Board came up with a plan to put a cap on a new house's floor area ratio, or FAR.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 9

PREJUDICES
Anti-Catholic bigotry suspected in McCreary case (letter) (John F. O'Rourke conjectures that anti-Catholic bias might have factored into the criminal case filed against Andrew McCreary by the Scarsdale Police Department.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
Charge of bigotry slanders the people of this village (letter) (Harry Reynolds refutes charges of anti-Catholicism leveled against the Scarsdale Police and Village Board by John O'Rourke in an earlier letter to the Inquirer.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
Bigotry rests in the eyes of the beholder (letter) (Robert M. Kelly refutes charges of anti-Semitism made by Harry Reynolds against John O'Rourke in a letter to the Inquirer on February 23.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6
Peaceful village not immune from slights, slanders (letter) (David Buchen disagrees with Harry Reynolds letter of February 23 accusing letter writer, John F. O'Rourke, of anti-Semitism via a vis the Andrew McCreary case.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6
Education can counter ignorance (editorial) (Referencing the Boy Scouts' anti-gay policy, Phyllis Finkelstein writes that education and public discussions are an effective way to counter bigotry against homosexuals.), June 15, 2001, p. 7

PRENDANT, BOB
Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (The proposed expansion of the small soccer field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

PRENGEL, EK
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28

PRESCOD, GABRIELLE
Great balls of fire (photo) (The under-11 Scarsdale Fireball Soccer Team went undefeated to win the 2001 Iona Spring Fever Classic Soccer Tournament.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

PRESCRIPTION WRITING
Focal Points: How do you feel about the advertising of prescription drugs in the various media (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, poses timely questions to community members.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 7

PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARS
In the schools (Eric Yuen, graduating senior at Scarsdale High School, has been chosen as a candidate for the 2001 Presidential Scholars Program.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 11

PRESIDENTS' DAY
Focal Points: If other presidents were to be honored on Presidents' Day, who would you most want to be included? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, questions locals on various topics.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 7

PRETER, ESTHER REBECCA
Esther Rebecca Preter (dies) (Esther Rebecca Preter died on April 6, 2001. She was 75.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 14

PRICE, ADRIENNE
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve 'gateway' (continued) (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8
Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (continued), July 13, 2001, p. 12
House size regulations discussed at WQRA (West Quaker Ridge Association) meeting, July 27, 2001, p. 3
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues FAR cap + bonus debate (Limits on house sizes were debated at a panel discussion sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues FAR cap + bonus debate (continued) (Limits on house sizes were debated at a panel discussion sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 24
FAR cap draws fire, qualified support of BAR (At a public hearing on November 27, residents overwhelmingly expressed outrage at the proposed zoning law amendment designed to regulate house sizes relative to property size.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1
FAR cap draws fire, qualified support of BAR (continued) (At a public hearing on November 27, residents overwhelmingly expressed outrage at the proposed zoning law amendment designed to regulate house sizes relative to property size.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 31
BAR favors quick implementation of FAR (The ongoing discussion on the "FAR cap + bonus" program will continue at a public hearing on December 11; the revised draft of the law has earned the BAR's approval.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1
BAR favors quick implementation of FAR (continued) (The ongoing discussion on the "FAR cap + bonus" program will continue at a public hearing on December 11; the revised draft of the law has earned the BAR's approval.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9
Moratorium dropped; no action on FAR cap (illustration) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously voted down a proposed 90 day moratorium on some Scarsdale Village construction.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 18
PRICE, ADRIENNE (AUTHOR)
For impressive candidates, vote Row A (letter) (Adrienne Price, Citizens Committee member, urges the community to vote for David Kroelenlein, Tom Cusick, Joe Zock and Peter Strauss, the Citizen's Party candidates.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Vote Row B for candidates with impressive records (letter) (Adrienne A. Price, Citizens Committee member, asks voters to support candidates on Row B on Election Day: Kroelenlein, Cusick, Zock and Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9

PRICE, JEAN WITWER
Jean Witwer Price (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Jean Witwer Price died on June 13, 2001, in Tucson, Arizona. She was 99.), July 27, 2001, p. 18

PRIEST, MICHAEL
Scarsdalian in art show (photo) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Michael Priest, will exhibit his photographs at the annual Armonk outdoor art festival on September 29 and 30.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 15

PRIMARIES
2 off primary ballot (The Westchester County Board of Elections has invalidated the petition of Democratic candidates Michael Lynch and Clifton Earl Abrams for Greenburgh town board seats.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
Greenburgh primary candidates square off on cable TV (photo) (With twelve days to go before Primary elections for two Greenburgh town board seats, candidates debated each other on August 30 on Public Access Channel 71.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
Candidate: Greenburgh Democratic primary will determine the town's future (letter) (A policy statement from Francis Sheehan, Democratic Primary candidate for Greenburgh Town Board.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 6
Greenburgh primary candidates square off on cable TV (photo) (continued) (With twelve days to go before Primary elections for two Greenburgh town board seats, candidates debated each other on August 30 on Public Access Channel 71.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 11
Candidates face off before primary in Greenburgh race (photo) (At the September 11 primary, three candidates will compete for two four year seats on the Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Greenburgh needs Francis Sheehan's commitment (letter) (Stephen Gosick endorses Francis Sheehan for Greenburgh Town Council.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
Incumbents Juettnner and Weinberg get things done (letter) (Mimi Stiller endorses Timmy Weinberg and Diana Juettnner as the Democratic candidates for Greenburgh Town Council.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
Francis Sheehan is the best candidate for town board (letter) (William S. Greenawall endorses Francis Sheehan as the Democratic candidate for the four year Greenburgh Town Council seat.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 7
Juettnner, Weinberg have record residents can be proud of (letter) (Eileen Wynne Kellner urges all Greenburgh Democrats to vote for Diana Juettnner and Timmy Weinberg in the September 11 primary for Greenburgh Town Council.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 7
Candidate appreciates loyalty, support (letter) (Timmy Weinberg thanks supporters for their loyalty during petition season.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12
Enthusiastic support for re-election of Feiner team (letter) (Sherylee F. Bauer enthusiastically supports the re-election of Timmy Weinberg and Diana Juettnner for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12
Greenburgh needs change on the town board (letter) (Deborah T. Bloom urges Democrats to vote for Francis Sheehan in the primary for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12
It would be a mistake to vote against Paul Feiner's team (letter) (Gert Kahn, former Chair of the Greenburgh Democratic Town Committee, endorses Diana Juettnner and Timmy Weinberg in the September 11 primaries for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12
Sheehan, not Weinberg, received Dem endorsement (letter) (Mary Tobias writes that Francis Sheehan, not incumbent Timmy Weinberg, received the endorsement of Greenburgh Democrats at their May convention.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12
Primary rescheduled (The Greenburgh Primary has been rescheduled for September 25.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Feiner Team prevails in primary (photo) (The "Feiner team," Diana Juettnner and Timmy Weinberg, prevailed over challenger Francis Sheehan in the Democratic Primary for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1
Supervisor thanks Dems for votes (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, thanks Greenburgh Democrats for nominating Diana Juettnner and Timmy Weinberg for re-election to the Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8
Feiner Team prevails in primary (photo) (continued) (The "Feiner team," Diana Juettnner and Timmy Weinberg, prevailed over challenger Francis Sheehan in the Democratic Primary for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 10
Primary post-mortem: Feiner Sheehan analyze campaign issues (photo) (Inquirer reporter, David Gottlieb, discusses Greenburgh's recent hotly contested Democratic Primaries for Town Board with Paul Feiner and Francis Sheehan.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 11
PRIMARIES (Continued)
Greenburghers: We must be our own checks and balance system (editorial) (Ed Krauss analyzes the impact of Francis Sheehan's loss in the Greenburgh Democratic Primary.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 7

PRINCE, BECKY
Torn apart: Scarsdale students Becky Prince and Lauren Nowierski cope with ACL injuries (photo), Mar 2, 2001, p. 19
Torn apart: Scarsdale students Becky Prince and Lauren Nowierski cope with ACL injuries (photo) (continued), Mar 2, 2001, p. 23

PRITULA, CHRISTINE
Brownies in bloom (photo) (Heathcote second grade Brownie troop 2094 won the youth award for horticulture at the Scarsdale Woman's Club flower show.), July 13, 2001, p. 10

PRIVACY

PRIVATE SCHOOLS
Solomon Schechter H.S. opens with unusual dedication (photo) (After 14 months of construction, the Solomon Schechter Middle and High School opened on September 5 with a gala dedication.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 10

PRIVATE SCHOOLS - GRADUATES
Private School Graduates (Graduation Supplement; list of residents who graduated from private schools), June 29, 2001, p. 25A

PROCEDURE COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE
Candidates needed (The Procedure Committee invites eligible residents to run for the Citizens' Committee.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1

PROHS
Steppin' out (photo) (Scarsdale High School students are pictured dressed up for their June 23 prom at the Roosevelt Hotel in Manhattan.), June 29, 2001, p. 13

PRUZAN, PAUL
New board at SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) (photo) (Pictured are the new members of the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Golf Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 17

PSYCHIATRY
Preventive Psychiatry to honor 2 local women (The Center for Preventive Psychiatry will honor Scarsdale residents Kim Meyers and Denise Rothberg on November 15.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 15

PSYCHOLOGISTS
School psychologists, outreach workers advocate sharing (Audrey Clarkin, Director of Psychologists in the Scarsdale School District, shares coping strategies for students in the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 11

PT COUNCIL - SCARSDALE
Drug Forum asks parents "Who's in control here?" (A speaker at the PT Council-Scarsdale Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol meeting on January 9 reported that drug and alcohol abuse were at an all time high among Scarsdale teenagers.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 2
Collaborative efforts by PT Council yield rich results (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 18A
Speaker urges boycott of state tests (Allie Kohn, guest speaker at the PT Council meeting on March 1, described the standards movement as "dastardly" and urged parents and teachers to challenge State Education Department mandates.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Time for change (editorial) (The Inquirer urges Scarsdale parents to think "outside the box" and take a critical look at the standardized tests that have been mandated for Village schools.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
PT Council offers protest letter for parents (The PT Council offers the template of a letter parents can use to register their objections to the State Education Department's standards initiative.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 11
Speaker urges boycott of state tests (continued) (Allie Kohn, guest speaker at the PT Council meeting on March 1, described the standards movement as "dastardly" and urged parents and teachers to challenge State Education Department mandates.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 19
School budget wins endorsements (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum held on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
School budget wins endorsements (continued) (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum held on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 9
Pesticide panel (The PT Council Environmental Committee and the Village of Scarsdale are sponsoring a talk on "Pesticide Reduction for a Healthier Environment," May 3.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1
Young Writer's Conference continues wonderful tradition (letter) (Catherine C. Souther, President of the Scarsdale PT Council, thanks the organizers and participants involved in the fifth annual Young Writers Conference, held at the High School on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6
5th Young Writers' Conference celebrates communication (Over 460 third, fourth and fifth graders attended 41 workshops at the fifth annual Young Writers' Conference on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 11
PT Council urges support for budget (letter) (The Scarsdale Council of Parent Teacher Associations endorses the 2001-02 school budget and urges the Scarsdale community to vote "yes" on May 15.), May 11, 2001, p. 6
PT COUNCIL - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Toward a less toxic lawn: Panelists consider alternatives to pesticides (On May 3, the PT Council sponsored a forum titled, "Pesticide Reduction for a Healthier Environment。"), May 18, 2001, p. 3
Toward a less toxic lawn: Panelists consider alternatives to pesticides (continued) (On May 3, the PT Council sponsored a forum titled, "Pesticide Reduction for a Healthier Environment。"), May 18, 2001, p. 9
Power Lunch (photo) (The new and outgoing PT Council gathered at the Heathcote School on May 15 for its annual luncheon.), May 18, 2001, p. 11
Rec mission statement, conduct codes adopted (The Scarsdale Village Board endorsed the establishment of a Youth Athletic Sports Council and a Code of Conduct for players, coaches and for spectators.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
PT Council looks toward a busy and challenging year (photo) (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 14A
Sports Swap and raffle scheduled for Sept. 8 (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 16A
PT council sports swap set (photo) (The Parent-Teacher Council for Scarsdale Schools will hold its 19th annual Sports Swap on September 8 at the the Middle School gym.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 2
PUBLIC WORKS - SCARSDALE
A great job done to clear snow (letter) (Baine Johnson congratulates the Scarsdale Highway Department for a job well done in removing the remains of the epic snowstorm of December 30, 2000.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6
Columbus Day (Scarsdale Village Hall and the public works department will be closed on October 8 for Columbus Day.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
Leaf site relocation sparks debate (There is a controversial proposal afoot to relocate the Scarsdale leaf transfer station from Crossway to the public works facility at Ramsey Road.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
Leaf site relocation sparks debate (continued) (There is a controversial proposal afoot to relocate the Scarsdale leaf transfer station from Crossway to the public works facility at Ramsey Road.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 11
Village ready for snow and ice (photo) (Scarsdale Village gets ready for the snow ahead.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1
Village ready for snow and ice (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Village gets ready for the snow ahead.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 21
PUCHALSKY, DAVID
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34
PUERARO, LUCILLE DE BALLIS
Pumpkins for Patriots (photo) (American Legion Post #52 in Scarsdale will be giving out pumpkins in front of the HSBC Bank on Popham Road to honor victims of the 9/11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 2
PUERARO, VINCENT
Memorial Day '01: An inclusive celebration (photo) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 sponsored a lively Memorial Day Parade through the downtown area.), June 1, 2001, p. 3
PULLANO, JOE
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34
PULLE, FRANCES
G'burgh GOP picks Pulle, Donohoe (photo) (Greenburgh Republican Party Chairman, Tim Hays, announces two candidates for seats for the Greenburgh Town Board - Frances Pulle and Thomas Donohoe, Jr.), June 8, 2001, p. 1
Candidates face off before primary in Greenburgh race (photo) (At the September 11 primary, three candidates will compete for two four year seats on the Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Primary rescheduled (The Greenburgh Primary has been rescheduled for September 25.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
PUPPET PLAYS
Puppet show at Edgewood celebrates tri-culturalism (photo) (On March 15, Edgewood School third graders held a Tri-Cultural Puppet Show featuring puppets representing Mexico, Japan and Egypt.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 11
PURCELL, IAN
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34
PURI, JOBAN
Focal Points: How do you feel the negotiations with China for the release of the U.S. plane crew should be concluded? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses newsworthy questions to subjects.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 7
PURVIS, LINDA
Greenacres book jacket parade (photo) (Greenacres first grader, Jack Lyons, is shown holding the banner at the head of the Greenacres annual Read-Aloud "book jacket parade."), June 1, 2001, p. 11
Code of Conduct, safety plan presented to the board (Assistant Superintendent, Dr. Joan Weber, and Linda Purvis presented the new districtwide code of conduct and safety plan at the Scarsdale School Board meeting on July 2.), July 6, 2001, p. 9
Delayed state budget raises little concern, July 27, 2001, p. 1
Many capital projects under way at schools, July 27, 2001, p. 1
PURVIS, LINDA  (Continued)
Many capital projects under way at schools (continued), July 27, 2001, p. 9
Thrift is focus of preliminary school budget (Predictions for the 2002-03 Scarsdale School budget indicate that there will be more kids in the schools and less money to spend on them.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1
Thrift is focus of preliminary school budget (continued) (Predictions for the 2002-03 Scarsdale School budget indicate that there will be more kids in the schools and less money to spend on them.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 13

PYNES, JORDAN
Stone, Pynes (photo) (Sahara Stone and Jordan Pynes are engaged; a Fall wedding is planned.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19

PSKATY, KIMBERLY
Psksaty, Cicero (engaged) (photo) (Kimberly Psksaty and Michael Cicero are engaged; a June 2002 wedding is planned.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 15

QUAKERS
Quakers perform works home and abroad (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 17A

QUATNER, JAN
The Bank of New York and Kids' B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids' Base and Little School's 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 32

QUINLAN, KAREN ANN
Doctors dilemma: Who shall live and who shall die? (editorial) (Dr. Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses the complex ethical issues confronting doctors on the topic of euthanasia.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 6

QUINTAINO, KATE
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

QUITTMAN, COOKIE
JCC president; board elected (photo) (The JGC of Mid-Westchester elected a new board for a one-year term; Nancy Raizen is President and Ellen Lazarus is Chairman.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

RABIES
Rabies alert (The Westchester County Health Department has issued a rabies alert to residents of Scarsdale who may have had contact with a stray kitten.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1

RABIN, IAN
Chess champs galore (photo) (Pictured with their chess coach are student winners of local chess tournaments.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10

RACANELLI, ROSE ELLEN
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

RACHOWIN, BLAKE
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28

RADNER, MEL
Focal Points: How do you feel about the possibility of national identification cards? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions locals on pertinent issues of the day.), Oct 28, 2001, p. 7

RAFELD, MARVIN (AUTHOR)
Owner of business near WTC is grateful for help (letter) (Scarsdale resident, Marvin Rafeld, and his family thank their many friends and neighbors who supported his lower Manhattan jewelry business in the aftermath of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

RAFELD, PAM
Congratulations to the Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Coldwell Banker and Dudley Doernberg salute graduates.), June 29, 2001, p. 2A

RAFTERY, DAN
Greenville fire company stands by at disaster scene (Greenville Fire Company Chief, Dan Raftery, led nine Greenville Firefighters to lower Manhattan following the September 11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Greenville fire company stands by at disaster scene (continued) (Greenville Fire Company Chief, Dan Raftery, led nine Greenville Firefighters to lower Manhattan following the September 11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19

RAHIMI, MICHAEL
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (continued) (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 10

RAILROADS
1 down, 10 to go (photo) (One of eleven obsolete railway towers was dismantled on November 25.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1
RAIZEN, NANCY
JCC president; board elected (photo) (The JCC of Mid-Westchester elected a new board for a one-year term; Nancy Raizen is President and Ellen Lazarus is Chairman.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

RAIZEN, ROY
JCC president; board elected (photo) (The JCC of Mid-Westchester elected a new board for a one-year term; Nancy Raizen is President and Ellen Lazarus is Chairman.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

RAIZES, DEBBIE
Thank you's from the Tercentenary Committee (letter) (Corky Thompson and Walter Handelman thank the tireless volunteers who made the June 9 Tercentenary celebration of Scarsdale such a success.), June 29, 2001, p. 6
40 years of service (photo) (Dr. Gary Raizes is pictured presenting his colleague, Dr. Marvin Lipman, with a trophy in honor of his fortieth anniversary with the Scarsdale Medical Group.), July 20, 2001, p. 4

RAIZES, GARY (DR)
40 years of service (photo) (Dr. Gary Raizes is pictured presenting his colleague, Dr. Marvin Lipman, with a trophy in honor of his fortieth anniversary with the Scarsdale Medical Group.), July 20, 2001, p. 4

RAMBONE, STEVE
S. O. Santas (photo) (The Scarsdale Middle School Student Organization brought toys and gifts to children at Blythedale Hospital and the new children's hospital at Westchester County Medical Center.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 10
Food, glorious canned food (photo) (The Scarsdale Middle School community collected a record 4,693 pounds of food during the annual Student Organization food drive.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9
 Teens care (photo) (Nine eighth graders and three staff members from Scarsdale Middle School participated in the Americas Homefront America program on May 5.), May 25, 2001, p. 10
 Foods, glorious foods, at SMS luncheon (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School students enjoyed a fabulous lunch hosted by the Multicultural Committee on June 1.), June 8, 2001, p. 13

RAMIREZ, GERALDO
Foods, glorious foods, at SMS luncheon (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School students enjoyed a fabulous lunch hosted by the Multicultural Committee on June 1.), June 8, 2001, p. 13

RAMSEY, JOHN A
John A. Ramsey (dies) (Lifelong Scarsdale resident, John A. Ramsey, died on January 5, 2001, in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. His family owned and operated the iconic farm stand between Secor Road and Palmer Avenue. Mr. Ramsey was 85.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 27

RANBOM, ALEXANDER
'Suite' inspiration; Scarsdale Ballet Studio dancers learn the art of performance in holiday classics (photo), Dec 21, 2001, p. 17

RANBOM, MAREK
'Suite' inspiration; Scarsdale Ballet Studio dancers learn the art of performance in holiday classics (photo), Dec 21, 2001, p. 17

RAPAPORT, DEBBIE
Middle school parents choose boycott 2 to 1 (Two thirds of Scarsdale Middle School parents kept their children home during the administration of the state mandated standardized test on May 3.), May 4, 2001, p. 1
Middle school parents choose boycott 2 to 1 (continued) (Two thirds of Scarsdale Middle School parents kept their children home during the administration of the state mandated standardized test on May 3.), May 4, 2001, p. 21

RAPAPORT, BLANCHE
Focal Points: Has the recent tragedy affected your decisions about flying? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions the community about pertinent questions of the day.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7

RAPP, MERCEDES
Focal Points: Has the increased use of home computers affected interpersonal relationships (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions to residents.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7

RASCONA, MIKE
Teens care (photo) (Nine eighth graders and three staff members from Scarsdale Middle School participated in the Americas Homefront America program on May 5.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

RASKIN, GREGORY (DR)
Weiss, Raskin (wed) (Jacqueline Samara Weiss and Dr. Gregory Raskin were wed on March 31, 2001, at the New York Botanical Gardens in the Bronx.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 16

RASKIN, RUTH (AUTHOR)
Declare your faith in democracy: vote on Nov. 6 (letter) (Ruth Raskin and Sally Robinson of the Scarsdale League of Women Voters urge residents to get out and vote on November 6.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6

RAU, NALINI
Indian dancer at Greenacres school (photo) (Choreographer/teacher/dancer, Nalini Rau, performed ritual dances at the Greenacres School on February 16.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 11

RAVAUX-BLACK, CATHERINE
Focal Points: Would you be interested, sometime in the future, in visiting Afghanistan? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks residents newsworthy questions.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 7
RAVEL, OLIVIER JEAN LOUIS
Lee, Ravel (wed) (Eun Hwa Lee and Olivier Jean Louis Ravel were wed on July 14, 2001, in a civil ceremony in White Plains and on November 10, 2001, in a nuptial mass in Paris, France.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 20

RAVEN, ABBE
Abbe Raven (Abbe Raven of Scarsdale has won the 2001 Distinguished Alumni Award from the University of Buffalo for her work as General Manager of the History Channel.), May 4, 2001, p. 4

REAL ESTATE AGENTS
3 join CB/Doernberg (photo) (Marilyn Damast, Hedy Gensler and Else Nofelt have joined the staff of professionals at Coldwell Banker/Doernberg Real Estate in Scarsdale.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 4
Doernberg celebrates 75th anniversary and CB (Coldwell Banker) affiliation (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 3A
Houlihan/Lawrence helps meet homebuyers' needs (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 3A
Julia B. Fee realtors are enthusiastic about Scarsdale (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 3A
Merritt Associates makes real predictions (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 3A
Prudential Centennial Realty celebrates 20th year (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 3A
3 join Goldschmidt
2 new agents at Merritt (photo)
4 join Julia B. Fee (photo) (Four local women have joined Julia B. Fee Real Estate: Nancy Shaw Chochrek, Linda H. Dietz, Leslie Dorf, and Linda Schutz Janssen.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 4
Associates honored (photo) (Top Coldwell Banker sales associates for the fourth quarter were recently honored at a breakfast in Mount Kisco: Robin Servidio, Rena Herz, Simone Engleander, Barbara Clamer, Ruth Bellsey, Claire Civetta, Ellen Donat, Eve Weinstein and Anita Weiss.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4
CB/Doernberg celebrates (photo) (Coldwell Banker Doernberg Real Estate marked its 75th year of business in January and the one year anniversary of its affiliation with Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4
Houlihan honors top associates (Top producers from Houlihan Lawrence branch offices were honored on March 1 at the Westchester Country Club.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4
Merritt holds open house (photo) (Merritt Associates Inc. held a seminar on March 4 to discuss local home selling requirements; some participants are pictured.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4
2 new agents at Merritt (photo) (Lee Oppenheimer and Maria Koulombis have joined Merritt Associates as sales agents.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 4
Cops vs. cancer (photo) (On May 7, two Scarsdale Police Officers will bike from Scarsdale Police Quarters to Washington, D.C. to raise money and awareness in the fight against cancer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
3 join Goldschmidt (Eric Goldschmidt has added three new salespeople to his ten year old Scarsdale based retail and commercial brokerage firm.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4
Ellen Lawton (Real estate agent, Ellen Lawton of Coldwell Banker Doernberg in Scarsdale, was honored at the 2000 awards celebration held at the Neuberger Museum of Art.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4
Maurine Murray (photo) (Licensed real estate saleswoman, Maurine Murray, has joined the Julia B. Fee office in Scarsdale.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4
Claire D. Leone appointments (photo) (The Claire D. Leone Real Estate Agency welcomes three new agents: Gina M. Andreassi, Terri Geary and Deborah B. Maxwell.), May 18, 2001, p. 4
New to Merritt (photo) (Mimi Papantonio joins Merritt Associates, a real estate agency, in Scarsdale.), May 25, 2001, p. 4
New to Prudential Centennial (photo) (Natalie Werner joins the staff of Prudential Centennial Realty.), May 25, 2001, p. 4
Shire joins Houlihan Lawrence (photo) (Nancy M. Shire has joined Houlihan Lawrence's Scarsdale office as a licensed real estate saleswoman.), June 15, 2001, p. 4
Julia B. Fee (Rumbrook, Inc., the developer of the site of the former Westchester Farm Stand in Hartsdale, has selected Julia B. Fee, Inc., to be the exclusive realtor for the development.), July 27, 2001, p. 4
Real estate brokers form 'Team Colleen' (photo) (Coldwell Banker Connecticut/Westchester's Team Colleen will participate in the October 13 Step by Step Walk/Run to raise research money to fight childhood cancer.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 4
3 attend 'Elite Retreat' (photo) (Local real estate agents are pictured at Coldwell Banker/Country Properties' annual Elite Retreat in Toronto, Canada, on August 17-18.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 4
Claire D. Leone (photo) (Rossann Cianci has joined the Claire D. Leone real estate office as a new sales associate.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 4
Claire D. Leone (photo) (Vicky Rentoulis has joined the Claire D. Leone real estate office as a new sales associate.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 4
Prudential walks to fight cancer (photo) (Scarsdale residents participated in the annual Avon Breast Cancer three day walk to raise money to help defeat breast cancer.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 4
Joins Houlihan Lawrence (photo) (Deanna Yalkowsky has joined the Scarsdale office of Houlihan/Lawrence as a sales agent.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4
Team spirit (photo) (The women of Julia B. Fee's Scarsdale office participated in the "Making Strides against Breast Cancer" fundraiser on October 14.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPERS
Is it curtains for the Plaza? Eastchester considers new luxury apartment proposal (photo) (After more than 80 years, the Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater may never reopen and instead may be turned into a luxury apartment building.). July 20, 2001, p. 1
Is it curtains for the Plaza? Eastchester considers new luxury apartment proposal (continued) (After more than 80 years, the Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater may never reopen and instead may be turned into a luxury apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 9

RECREATION CENTERS
Rec report ready (The Scarsdale Community Recreation Center Study Committee will present a preliminary outline of a proposed recreation center on March 22 and on April 4.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
Group tests waters on recreation center (On April 4, residents offered opinions at a meeting sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club on the proposed community recreation center and pool.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
Pooling interests (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses the hard work of Bob Macy's Recreation Center Study Committee.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 6
Group tests waters on recreation center (continued) (On April 4, residents offered opinions at a meeting sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club on the proposed community recreation center and pool.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13
Board considering rec center proposal (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees is giving the proposed community recreation center "serious consideration."), July 13, 2001, p. 1
Board considering rec center proposal (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees is giving the proposed community recreation center "serious consideration."). July 13, 2001, p. 11
Rec center update (The Thomas Group consulting firm will release a report on the suitability of the Bush property for a pool and recreation center.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

RECREATION DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE
Busby to be rec department chief (photo) (Suzanne Busby was named Superintendent of Recreation at the Village Board meeting on February 13, replacing Kenneth Batchelor, who will retire in the Spring.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
Busby to be rec department chief (photo) (continued) (Suzanne Busby was named Superintendent of Recreation at the Village Board meeting on February 13, replacing Kenneth Batchelor, who will retire in the Spring.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 9
Road race (The Scarsdale 15K and 4 Mile Run, sponsored by the Recreation Department and the Scarsdale Antiques Running Club, will be held on April 1.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
Kids win prizes in rec programs (Article announces winners of two programs sponsored by the Scarsdale Recreation Department: the safety poster and egg painting contests.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4
Bunnies & eggs (photo) (Cindy Gao and Thomas and Fiona Flanagan are shown participating in the Scarsdale Recreation Department's Spring Eggstravaganza.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 2
Coalition drafts rec proposals (Youth Athletic Coalition drafts three proposals to replace the outdated Mansfield Code, which details audience behavior during athletic events.), May 18, 2001, p. 1
Coalition drafts rec proposals (continued) (Youth Athletic Coalition drafts three proposals to replace the outdated Mansfield Code, which details audience behavior during athletic events.), May 18, 2001, p. 4
Rec mission statement, conduct codes adopted (The Scarsdale Village Board endorsed the establishment of a Youth Athletic Sports Council and a Code of Conduct for players, coaches and spectators.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
Rec superintendent says good-bye to a busy career (photo) (Ken Batchelor is retiring as Scarsdale Parks and Recreation Superintendent after 28 years of service.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
Recreation supervisor will be missed when he retires (letter) (Craig Lemle will miss Ken Batchelor, who is retiring as Supervisor of Recreation for Scarsdale after more than thirty years of service.), May 25, 2001, p. 6
Retiring recreation supervisor requests gifts to consortium (letter) (Retiring Scarsdale Recreation Department Supervisor, Ken Batchelor, asks that in lieu of gifts, donations be made to the scholarship fund of the South East Consortium for Special Services.), May 25, 2001, p. 7
Rec superintendent says good-bye to a busy career (photo) (continued) (Ken Batchelor is retiring as Scarsdale Parks and Recreation Superintendent after 28 years of service.), May 25, 2001, p. 8
Media presents narrow view of recreation code (The Scarsdale Recreation Department's Code of Conduct for sports has attracted enormous media attention.), June 8, 2001, p. 21
Media presents narrow view of recreation code (continued) (The Scarsdale Recreation Department's Code of Conduct for sports has attracted enormous media attention.), June 8, 2001, p. 24
Campers get basic training in video tech (photo) (The Scarsdale Recreation Department is sponsoring a Digital Video Boot Camp for elementary and middle school students.), July 27, 2001, p. 3
All fun and games (photo) (Photo montage of fun activities at the Scarsdale Recreation Department's day camps.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 3
Create a scarecrow at Scarecrow Festival (photo) (The third annual Scarecrow Festival, sponsored by the Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital, will be held on October 14 at Crossway Field.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 2
RECREATION DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Historical society's annual foliage race set for Oct. 14, Oct 5, 2001, p. 2

Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (The proposed expansion of the small soccer field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

Halloween festivities (Sponsored by the Recreation Department, the Village's annual window painting contest will be held on October 21.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

Off limits (The Scarsdale Recreation Department has closed all Village athletic fields through the end of February, 2002.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1

In recreation sports, it's who your parents are that counts (letter) (Barry Cohen decries the favoritism exhibited by parents in choosing athletes for the "A" teams in Recreation Department sponsored sports.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

Ready for work (photo) (Sixteen middle school students completed the babysitting and first aid course offered by the Scarsdale Recreation and Fire Departments.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 4

RECUHNO, JOHN

Local businessmen hit home run with Last Licks (photo) (Baseball great Yogi Berra is shown signing a baseball for young John Recupero at Last Licks ice cream shop in the Golden Horseshoe.), May 4, 2001, p. 25

Local businessmen hit home run with Last Licks (photo) (continued) (Baseball great Yugi Berra is shown signing a baseball for young John Recupero at Last Licks ice cream shop in the Golden Horseshoe.), May 4, 2001, p. 28

RECYCLING (WASTE, ETC.)

The nitty gritty of recycling in Scarsdale (photo) (Interview with Scarsdale's solid waste consultant, Jim Rice, who has worked with the Village for 41 years.), July 13, 2001, p. 3

The nitty gritty of recycling in Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (Interview with Scarsdale's solid waste consultant, Jim Rice, who has worked with the Village for 41 years.), July 13, 2001, p. 11

Ramsey Road leaf transfer location is unsafe (letter) (Ronald Filardo considers the suggestion to relocate leaf transfer operations to the Ramsey Road public work site a potential hazard.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

No more Area A and B: Wednesday is now universal Recycling Day, Dec 28, 2001, p. 1

REDA, DOMINICK

Focal Points: What is your reaction to the recent incident involving a Little League baseball team? (photo) (Roving photographer Ira N. Taff questions locals about newsworthy issues.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 7

REED, ROBERT WALLACE

Robert Wallace Reed (Dies) (Geologist Robert Wallace Reed, a resident for over 30 years, died on January 17, 2001, at his Scarsdale home. He was 83.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 22

REFEIL, RAZA

Armed bandits rob 2 Scarsdale jewelers; $15,000 reward offered by village and victims (photo) (Wilson and Sons Jewelers and Daniel Trissi Jewelers were both victims of armed robbers on July 21.), July 27, 2001, p. 1

REFEIL, SULLY

Hartsdale village gets new clock from Scarsdale jeweler (photo) (Solly Refael, owner of Daniele Trissi jewelry store in Scarsdale, donated a large clock from a Swiss manufacturer to the town of Hartsdale.), July 6, 2001, p. 10

Armed bandits rob 2 Scarsdale jewelers; $15,000 reward offered by village and victims (photo) (Wilson and Sons Jewelers and Daniel Trissi Jewelers were both victims of armed robbers on July 21.), July 27, 2001, p. 1

Barbarians at the gate (editorial) (The Inquirer deplores the recent armed robberies of two downtown Scarsdale jewelers.), July 27, 2001, p. 6

Armed bandits rob 2 Scarsdale jewelers; $15,000 reward offered by village and victims (photo) (continued) (Wilson and Sons Jewelers and Daniel Trissi Jewelers were both victims of armed robbers on July 21.), July 27, 2001, p. 11

REHM, LOIS

Sprague fete (Assistant School Superintendent Dr. Richard Sprague's retirement dinner will be held on June 11 at the Bronx Botanical Gardens.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

REICH, LEE

Stone wall picture didn't match column (letter) (Amy Iles writes that the stone wall pictured in a December 14 article is not the kind to last for centuries, as alleged.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 6

REICH, LEE (AUTHOR)

In the Garden: Dry stone walls can last for centuries (photo), Dec 14, 2001, p. 26

REICHENBACH, GINNY

Merritt holds open house (photo) (Merritt Associates Inc. held a seminar on March 4 to discuss local home selling requirements; some participants are pictured.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4

REID, EMMILY

Edgewood kids send best wishes to injured teacher (letter) (On behalf of the Edgewood School community, Tom Feyer and Cathy Friedman send get well wishes to first-grade teacher, Emily Reidel.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6
REIDENBERG, MARCUS (DR)
Awards and Promotions (photo) (Dr. Marcus Reidenberg received the Alumnus of the Year Award from the Temple University School of Medicine.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4

REIN, VALERIE
Retiring teachers are gone, but not forgotten (Five veteran Scarsdale teachers have announced their impending retirements.), June 29, 2001, p. 9

REINDEL, FRANCESCA
Sleek new SMS lit mag gets students excited about writing (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School literary magazine, "Between the Lines," has an innovative, award winning new look), Oct 19, 2001, p. 11

REINDEL, JUSTIN
'The Phantom Tollbooth' (photo) (Photo of Quaker Ridge School third graders in their production of "The Phantom Toll Booth.'), June 15, 2001, p. 11

REINHARDT, CHRISTOPHER
A call for help for family of leukemia victim (letter) (Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul J. Feiner, urges residents to support the efforts of Irvington resident, Nancy Lockwood, who is fundraising on behalf of ten year old leukemia patient, Chris Reinhardt.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6

REINTHALER, RICHARD
New board at SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) (photo) (Pictured are the new members of the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Golf Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 17

REINWALD, ANNE
Resident establishes cancer foundation (photo) (Scarsdale resident and cancer survivor, Charles Reinwald, has founded The Cancer Cure Coalition to advocate for new and promising treatments for cancer patients.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 4

REINWALD, CHARLES
Resident establishes cancer foundation (photo) (Scarsdale resident and cancer survivor, Charles Reinwald, has founded The Cancer Cure Coalition to advocate for new and promising treatments for cancer patients.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 4
Survey shows demand for senior housing (Scarsdale seniors are willing to pay market rate for manageable space in order to remain in the community according to a survey completed last June.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
Survey shows demand for senior housing (continued) (Scarsdale seniors are willing to pay market rate for manageable space in order to remain in the community according to a survey completed last June.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 10

REINWALD, CHARLES JR
Resident establishes cancer foundation (photo) (Scarsdale resident and cancer survivor, Charles Reinwald, has founded The Cancer Cure Coalition to advocate for new and promising treatments for cancer patients.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 4

REISER, ROBERT (AUTHOR)
Decadence for skinflints: Internet shopping on the cheap (Bob Reiser describes his purchases of reasonably priced books through various internet sites.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 4
Decadence for skinflints: Search engines and music (Robert Reiser investigates online sites for purchasing reasonably priced CDs.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 4
The Commuter Computer; Decadence for skinflints: Internet shopping on the cheap (Robert Reiser discusses websites for discount shopping and bargains.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4
Napster, I hardly knew ye (editorial) (Robert Reiser discusses Napster, the website for downloading music.), June 29, 2001, p. 4
Napster, I hardly knew ye - part II (editorial) (Robert Reiser discusses the demise of Napster, the controversial and often problematic website for downloading music.), July 6, 2001, p. 4
The Commuter Computer: All the news; Part I in a series (Robert Reiser's first in a series of articles on computer skills discusses useful sites for news and current events.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 4
The Commuter Computer: All the news (Part II) (Robert Reiser evaluates internet news sites.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 4
Cyber-Spending, part 1 - the agony (Robert Reiser examines the world of cyber spending on the infant internet.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 4
Cyber-Spending, part 2: ecstasy (editorial) (Robert Reiser provides tips for surfing the net for bargains.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 4
Cyber-giving (editorial) (Robert Reiser lists a variety of cyber-giving websites.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 11

REISMAN, GENEVIEVE
Focal Points: Are you interested in the upcoming Academy Awards? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses an interesting question to his subjects.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 7

REISS, CHARLIE
Chess champs (photo) (Fox Meadow School won the third place trophy at the National Scholastic Chess Foundation chess tournament held on October 21.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 11

REMINISCING
A sweet memory: my first taste of chocolate (editorial) (Kuniko Katz recalls the first time she tasted chocolate, at the conclusion of World War II in Japan.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 7
**REMINISCING** (Continued)
Scarsdale was his sanctuary (editorial) *(Stephen Schnur recalls how his father, a Jewish refugee from Nazi Germany, found a second and more welcoming home in Scarsdale.)*, May 18, 2001, p. 7
A farewell to childhood (editorial) *(Laurie Sullivan feels the impact of her husband dismantling their children's outdoor play gym.)*, July 27, 2001, p. 7
A place of fond memories easily erased (letter) *(Corky Thompson expresses nostalgia after learning that the Boulevard house she once lived in was demolished.)*, Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

**RENO, THOMAS**
Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (continued) *(The proposed expansion of the small soccer field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.)*, Oct 12, 2001, p. 28

**RENTOULIS, VICKY**
Claire D. Leone (photo) *(Vicky Rentoulis has joined the Claire D. Leone real estate office as a new sales associate.)*, Oct 19, 2001, p. 4

**REPUBLICAN PARTY - WESTCHESTER COUNTY (N.Y.)**
G'burgh GOP picks Pulle, Donohoe (photo) *(Greenburgh Republican Party Chairman, Tim Hays, announces two candidates for seats for the Greenburgh Town Board - Frances Pulle and Thomas Donohoe, Jr.)*, June 8, 2001, p. 1

**RESNICK, ALAN**
Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) *(Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.)*, Mar 23, 2001, p. 1

**RESTA, MARY**
Cabrini Exhibit (photo) *(Mary Ellen Wallace admires a painting by her son, Phil, on display at the art gallery of the Cabrini Nursing Home in Dobbs Ferry.)*, Dec 7, 2001, p. 18

**RESTAURANTS**
Village board meeting summary: Trustees mull allowing sidewalk cafes in village *(The Scarsdale Village Board will hold a hearing on June 12 on a proposed law to allow sidewalk cafes in the Village center.)*, May 11, 2001, p. 1
Village board meeting summary: Trustees mull allowing sidewalk cafes in village (continued) *(The Scarsdale Village Board will hold a hearing on June 12 on a proposed law to allow sidewalk cafes in the Village center.)*, May 11, 2001, p. 9
Sidewalk cafes: it's about time (editorial) *(Howard Givner writes that it is about time a local law was passed that would allow sidewalk cafes in the Village Center.)*, June 8, 2001, p. 7
Dining al fresco *(The Scarsdale Village Board passed a local law on June 12 regulating and permitting sidewalk cafes.)*, June 15, 2001, p. 1
Good old days (photo) *(The proprietors of Lange's Deli celebrated 29 years of business on November 24 by rolling back prices to what they were in 1972.)*, Dec 7, 2001, p. 4

**RETELNY, JESSICA**
Julia B. Fee: Congratulations! Hats off to our graduates (photo) *(Graduation Supplement: Julia B. Fee Real Estate Agency salutes the graduating classes of 2001.)*, June 29, 2001, p. 28A

**RETIREMENT**
Sprague to retire *(Dr. Richard Sprague, Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, has announced that he will retire in July, culminating a 25 year career in the Scarsdale Schools.)*, Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
Sprague's service praised by colleagues *(Colleagues and friends sang the praises of soon-to-be-retired Superintendent of Instruction, Dr. Richard Sprague, at the Board of Education meeting on March 19.)*, Mar 23, 2001, p. 11
Sprague fete *(Assistant School Superintendent Dr. Richard Sprague's retirement dinner will be held on June 11 at the Bronx Botanical Gardens.)*, Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Recreation supervisor will be missed when he retires (letter) *(Craig Lemle will miss Ken Batchelor, who is retiring as Supervisor of Recreation for Scarsdale after more than thirty years of service.)*, May 25, 2001, p. 6
Retiring recreation supervisor requests gifts to consortium (letter) *(Retiring Scarsdale Recreation Department Supervisor, Ken Batchelor, asks that in lieu of gifts, donations be made to the scholarship fund of the South East Consortium for Special Services.)*, May 25, 2001, p. 7

**REUNIONS**
Reunion brings intimations of mortality (editorial) *(Steven Schnur reflects on his 30th Scarsdale High reunion.)*, July 29, 2001, p. 7

**REUTER, KAREN**
Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims *(The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.)*, Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

**REVELLI, JOHN**
Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) *(Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association.)*, Oct 12, 2001, p. 22
REYNOLDS, HAROLD
Harold Reynolds (Scarsdale resident Harry Reynolds has been appointed to the Professional Discipline Committee of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 4
Focal Points: Do you think the confirmation hearings on proposed Cabinet officers serve a useful purpose? (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 7
Bigotry rests in the eyes of the beholder (letter) (Robert M. Kelly refutes charges of anti-Semitism made by Harry Reynolds against John O'Rourke in a letter to the Inquirer on February 23.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6
Peaceful village not immune from slights, slanders (letter) (David Buchen disagrees with Harry Reynolds letter of February 23 accusing letter writer, John F. O'Rourke, of anti-Semitism vis a vis the Andrew McCreary case.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6
Writer's honest questions were not slanders (letter) (John F. O'Rourke defends himself against charges of Anti-Semitism leveled by Harry Reynolds in a letter to the Inquirer on February 23.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6
Awards and Promotions (Bradley Road resident, Harold Reynolds, has been appointed to the mediation panel of the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 4
Focal Points: How do you feel about the media coverage of the McVeigh execution? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the public.), June 15, 2001, p. 7
Officer Gavara a 'gift to the village' (letter) (Jean Wentworth agrees with last week's letter writer, Harry Reynolds, that Officer Gavara is exceptional at his job.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6

REYNOLDS, HAROLD J (AUTHOR)
Administration seen as 'f oats' tling around Africa's dead (letter) (Harry Reynolds criticizes the Clinton administration for its delayed reaction to the genocide in Rwanda.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
Charge of bigotry slanders the people of this village (letter) (Harry Reynolds refutes charges of anti-Catholicism leveled against the Scarsdale Police and Village Board by John O'Rourke in an earlier letter to the Inquirer.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
PEO bears abuse with gentlemanly equanimity (letter) (Harold J. Reynolds praises the calm efficiency of Village Parking Enforcer, Manikyalarao Garcia.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
Prayer while walking a dog at night (letter) (Harry Reynolds wishes he could turn back the clock of time to September 10, before the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 8
Abuse victims must aid in prosecution (editorial) (Harold Reynolds urges passage of legislation that would compel an abused woman to criminally prosecute her spouse.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7
Melville foresaw it all 150 years ago (letter) (Harold J. Reynolds describes the prescience of Herman Melville.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

REYNOLDS, KEVIN
Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center's first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

REYNOLDS, KRISTEN
Rain can't keep patriots away (photo) (Pictured are children in costume celebrating the Fourth of July at the annual Arthur Manor Association parade.), July 6, 2001, p. 1

REYNOLDS, MAX
Scouts participate in international jamboree (photo) (Ten scouts from Boy Scout Troop 60 in Scarsdale participated in the National Boy Scout Jamboree in Fredricksburg, Virginia.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 4
Scouts hold 'Ordeal Weekend' (photo) (The Ktemaque Lodge #31 of the Westchester-Putnam Council, Boy Scouts of America, held its Ordeal Weekend at Clear Lake Scout Reservation over the weekend of September 21-22.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 4

RICE, JIM
The nitty gritty of recycling in Scarsdale (photo) (Interview with Scarsdale's solid waste consultant, Jim Rice, who has worked with the Village for 41 years.), July 13, 2001, p. 3
The nitty gritty of recycling in Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (Interview with Scarsdale's solid waste consultant, Jim Rice, who has worked with the Village for 41 years.), July 13, 2001, p. 11

RICE, TERRY
Developers appeal demolition (Non-resident owners of 270 Fox Meadow Road appealed to the Scarsdale Village Board for permission to demolish the house and subdivide the lot.), May 4, 2001, p. 1
RICE, TERRY (Continued)
Developers appeal demolition (continued) (Non-resident owners of 270 Fox Meadow Road appealed to the Scarsdale Village Board for permission to demolish the house and subdivide the lot.), May 4, 2001, p. 19
Board overturns BAR on 270 Fox Meadow Road (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees decided that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road is not of historic value and may be demolished.), May 18, 2001, p. 9
Citizens assail village board's BAR reversal (At the Village Board meeting on May 22, residents criticized the trustees' decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 1

RICH, FRANK
Authors are coming (Two writers with Scarsdale connections will speak at the Scarsdale Public Library over the next two months: David Kessler, former head of the Food and Drug Administration, and Frank Rich, New York Times columnist.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Friends to elect board (On April 30, the Friends of the Scarsdale Library will meet to elect its new Board; New York Times columnist, Frank Rich, will speak.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4
Frank Rich: home was a horror, theater a haven (Author and theater critic, Frank Rich, will discuss his new book, "Ghost Light," at the Scarsdale Library on April 29.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 3
Frank Rich: home was a horror, theater a haven (continued) (Author and theater critic, Frank Rich, will discuss his new book, "Ghost Light," at the Scarsdale Library on April 29.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 4

RICH, JON
'How to Succeed' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 premiered its production of "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying," on May 31; performances will continue through June 2.), June 1, 2001, p. 17
Together SHS (Scarsdale High School) seniors discover 'How to Succeed' (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement; the 2001 Scarsdale High School graduating class performed the musical, "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying."), June 29, 2001, p. 6A

RICHARDS, CYNTHIA
Christie Place: village gets more flack (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 1

RICHARDS, RODERICK CLARK (DR)
Dr. Roderick Clark Richards (dies) (Dr. Roderick Clark Richards, former Scarsdale resident, died on May 26, 2001, at a nursing home in Savannah, Georgia. He was 77.), June 1, 2001, p. 19

RICHBELL, JOHN
Woman's club launches village tercentennial celebration (photo) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club kicked off the celebration of Scarsdale's 300th birthday with a coffee reception on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Woman's club launches village tercentennial celebration (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club kicked off the celebration of Scarsdale's 300th birthday with a coffee reception on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 9

RICHMAN, ELISE (AUTHOR)
Million Moms (letter) (Elise Richman, Co-President of the Million Mom March, Westchester, invites everyone to join their Westchester County Family Rally on Mother's Day, May 13, to protest the proliferation of guns.), May 11, 2001, p. 6

RICHMAN, JEANNE (AUTHOR)
Speakers urge village to go ahead with Christie Garage (photo) (continued) (Several dozen Village residents turned out to a meeting on January 18 to urge the Village to proceed with the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 8
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

RICHMAN, JEANNE (AUTHOR)
P.D. (Police Department) wins praise from ex-officials (letter) (Six former elected officials write to acknowledge the fine work the Scarsdale Police Department performs in the community.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
Village must define 'character' (editorial) (Jeanne Richman urges compromise on issues of house size, suggesting the Planning Board set size limits but offer the homeowner some latitude to fit in with neighbors.), July 20, 2001, p. 7
Planning's not the problem, deciding is (editorial) (Jeanne Richman suggests that it is time to just accept the results of the expensive parking plan studies for the Christie Place/Robison Property.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7

RIEMER, JOSEPH GEORGE III
Joseph Riemer III (dies) (Joseph George Reimer, III, died on November 22, 2001, of pancreatic cancer. He was 53.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 30

RIES, MARTIN
Focal Points: How do you feel about stem cell research? (photo) (Inquiring photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks people their opinions on stem cell research.), July 13, 2001, p. 7
RIGBY, ELLEN NOVEMBER
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

RIGBY, PETER
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

RILANDER, ALLISON
Raider pride (photo) (Scarsdale varsity cheerleaders are pictured winning their second place performance prize at the annual Westchester County Cheerleading Championships on November 28.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9
Toss up: 2d place finish sparks Scarsdale cheerleaders (photo) (continued), Dec 7, 2001, p. 31

RILEY, SUSAN
Librarians answer questions from cyberspace (photo) (Article describes the Greenburgh Library’s new “Cyber Reference” service and profiles the capable librarians providing answers from behind their computers), Jan 5, 2001, p. 3

RILAND, LAUREN
Mitzvah Day: From our hearts to our hands (photo) (Over 600 members of Westchester Reform Temple gathered for the seventh annual Mitzvah Day on October 28.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 3

RITTMAN, GILL
Planning for spring (photo) (Volunteers plant bulbs in the Fox Meadow Neighborhood Association garden.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 2

RIVERA, WILLIAM
Scarsdale police nab auto-theft trio after midday chase (photo) (The Scarsdale Police nabbed three auto thieves on September 26 in the vicinity of the Freighway Garage.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

RIVERS
A stream runs through it (photo) (On July 27, Mayor Kroenlein and esteemed guests cut the ribbon in front of the newly landscaped stream bed created by the Village at Popham and Chase Roads.), July 27, 2001, p. 9

RIVKIN, JESSICA
All-State musicians play Rochester (photo) (On November 26, 2000, six musicians from Scarsdale High School music ensembles performed at the New York State School Music Association All-State Concert Program in Rochester.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 10

RIVKIN, MARILYN
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

RO, BRIAN
Red American beauty nursed back to health (photo) (Brian and Stephanie Ro nursed a Northern Cardinal back to health after it flew into their house and banged against a wall.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11

RO, STEPHANIE
Students of invention (photo) (Student Stephanie Ro is dressed up as Wilhelm Roentgen at the Heathcote School’s celebration of National Invention Month on January 26.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 11
Red American beauty nursed back to health (photo) (Brian and Stephanie Ro nursed a Northern Cardinal back to health after it flew into their house and banged against a wall.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11

ROACH, CARRIE
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer’s 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman’s Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 15

ROANE, JENNIFER
SHS (Scarsdale High School) athletes honored (photo) (Three Scarsdale High School athletes and their coaches were honored June 6 at Con Edison’s 50th annual scholar athlete awards dinner.), June 15, 2001, p. 21

ROBBERY
Armed bandits rob 2 Scarsdale jewelers; $15,000 reward offered by village and victims (photo) (Wilson and Sons Jewelers and Daniel Trissi Jewelers were both victims of armed robbers on July 21.), July 27, 2001, p. 1
Barbarians at the gate (editorial) (The Inquirer deplores the recent armed robberies of two downtown Scarsdale jewelers.), July 27, 2001, p. 6
Armed bandits rob 2 Scarsdale jewelers; $15,000 reward offered by village and victims (photo) (continued) (Wilson and Sons Jewelers and Daniel Trissi Jewelers were both victims of armed robbers on July 21.), July 27, 2001, p. 11
Robbery update (Scarsdale police continue to pursue leads in the armed robberies on July 21 at Daniele Trissi and Wilson & Sons jewelers.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
Robbery update (Scarsdale Police Lt. Bryant Clark, says there is nothing new to report on the July 21 robberies of Daniel Trissi and Wilson and Son, jewelry stores.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
ROBBINS, AMY
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

ROBBINS, DANIEL
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

ROBBINS, JENNIFER
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

ROBBINS, JULIUS
School sexual harassment policy debated (At the School Board meeting on May 21, four Scarsdale High School seniors offered their opinions on sexual harassment and intimidation.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
School sexual harassment policy debated (continued) (At the School Board meeting on May 21, four Scarsdale High School seniors offered their opinions on sexual harassment and intimidation.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

ROBBINS, MARC
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

ROBBINS, MICHAEL
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

ROBBINS, RISE
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
Focal Points: Do you generally agree or disagree with entertainment and art critics (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks newsworthy questions of local residents.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7

ROBERTS, CARA
Triangle garden (photo) (Cara Roberts and Dylan Paccetti are pictured planting bulbs at the Autenrieth/Oakwood Community Triangle Garden.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 15

ROBERTS, MATT
Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22

ROBERTS, NORMA
Merritt holds open house (photo) (Merritt Associates Inc. held a seminar on March 4 to discuss local home selling requirements; some participants are pictured.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4

ROBINS, JULIUS
All-State musicians play Rochester (photo) (On November 26, 2000, six musicians from Scarsdale High School music ensembles performed at the New York State School Music Association All-State Concert Program in Rochester.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 10

ROBINS, LIAN-PEY (AUTHOR)

ROBINSON, MARVIN
JCC president; board elected (photo) (The JCC of Mid-Westchester elected a new board for a one-year term; Nancy Raizen is President and Ellen Lazarus is Chairman.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

ROBINSON, RONA (AUTHOR)
Irresponsible litigation is a worse peril than poor taste (letter) (Rona Robinson cautions against excessive litigation and frivolous lawsuits, as in the case of the protracted dispute over the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6

ROBINSON, SALLY
Expert ponders a woman in White House (photo) (Beverly Neufeld addressed the Scarsdale League of Women Voters at its annual luncheon on May 11.), May 18, 2001, p. 3

ROBINSON, SALLY (AUTHOR)
Declare your faith in democracy: vote on Nov. 6 (letter) (Ruth Raskin and Sally Robinson of the Scarsdale League of Women Voters urge residents to get out and vote on November 6.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6

RODMAN, LISA
Young Writer's Conference continues wonderful tradition (letter) (Catherine C. Souther, President of the Scarsdale PT Council, thanks the organizers and participants involved in the fifth annual Young Writers Conference, held at the High School on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

ROELOF, GEORGIA BOSCHEN
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28
ROEMER, BRIAN  
Host Scarsdale takes 2d in tourney (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Raiders wrestling team powered their way to a runner-up finish in a revamped version of the Scarsdale Wrestling Tournament on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 18

ROGALSKI, CHRIS  
Village internships: breeding ground for new employees (photo) (Article profiles Scarsdale Village summer interns, some of whom return to become full time employees.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1           
Village internships: breeding ground for new employees (photo) (continued) (Article profiles Scarsdale Village summer interns, some of whom return to become full time employees.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 9

ROGALSKI, STEFAN  
Village internships: breeding ground for new employees (photo) (continued) (Article profiles Scarsdale Village summer interns, some of whom return to become full time employees.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 9

ROGERS, LESLIE L  
We're responsible for improving level of education (letter) (Neil Sullivan defends New York State's right to monitor educational standards through standardized tests.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

ROGERS, LESLIE L (AUTHOR)  
'One size fits all' testing mentality is idiotic (letter) (Leslie Rogers sends an open letter to Commissioner Mills on the many failings of the state mandated eighth grade tests.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

ROGERS, LESLIE LOUISE  
Leslie Louise Rogers (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Leslie Louise Rogers, has been named president of Telecapital Solutions, Inc.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 4

ROGERS, TOM  
Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center's first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

ROGLIANO, EUGÈNE T SR  
Legion makes sure we have flags (letter) (Nelson O. Heyer commends the American Legion for placing American flags throughout the downtown area.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6

Pumpkins for Patriots (photo) (American Legion Post #52 in Scarsdale will be giving out pumpkins in front of the HSBC Bank on Popham Road to honor victims of the 9/11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 2

ROGOWSKY, MARTIN  
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 1

ROGOWSKY, STEPHEN  
JGC president; board elected (photo) (The JGC of Mid-Westchester elected a new board for a one-year term; Nancy Raizen is President and Ellen Lazarus is Chairman.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

ROKITO, ANDREW (DR)  
Awards & Promotions (photo) (Orthopedic surgeon and Scarsdale resident, Dr. Andrew Rokito, has been named physician for the New York Mets baseball team.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 4
Dr. Met: Dr. Andrew Rokito heads up the medical care of the New York Mets (photo), June 1, 2001, p. 20
Dr. Met: Dr. Andrew Rokito heads up the medical care of the New York Mets (photo) (continued), June 1, 2001, p. 25

ROLETT, ANN  
Focal Points: Has the threat of additional terrorism affected your lifestyle? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks local residents pertinent questions of the day.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 7

ROLISON, LESLIE  
Mitzvah Day: From our hearts to our hands (photo) (Over 600 members of Westchester Reform Temple gathered for the seventh annual Mitzvah Day on October 28.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 3

ROLISON, MAX  
Mitzvah Day: From our hearts to our hands (photo) (Over 600 members of Westchester Reform Temple gathered for the seventh annual Mitzvah Day on October 28.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 3

ROMAN, JENNIFER  
'Crazy for You' (photo) (The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre's production of the hit musical, "Crazy for You," will open on August 2.), July 20, 2001, p. 16

ROOSEVELT, FRANKLIN DELANO  
Scarsdale turns fiercely anti-Roosevelt (This latest installment in Irving Sloan's depiction of Scarsdale in the mid to late thirties describes the Village's fierce opposition to some of President Roosevelt's policies.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 2

ROSE, DOUG  
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28
ROSE, SUSAN
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (continued) (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 10

SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) has new members (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee elected ten new members at an election held on January 9; 504 votes were cast according to Administrative Committee Chairman Noreen Fisher.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

ROSEMAN, SHIRLEY
The scoop on pigeon poop; Shoppers, store owners complain, but where does the buck stop (photo), July 20, 2001, p. 3

ROSEN, JON
More subdivision foes lobby planning board (The August 1 meeting of the Scarsdale Planning Board heard protests from residents about proposed construction projects of large homes.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1

ROSENBAM, BEN
New faces in town (photo) (Edgemont and Scarsdale young people wear creative costumes on Halloween.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

ROSENBAM, PETER
Focal Points: How do you feel about proposed changes in the immigration laws for Mexicans? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, poses timely questions to the community.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 7

ROSENBAM, ROBERT
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

ROSENBG, HAL
Focal Points: Does the off-court behavior of a professional athlete affect your loyalty to his or her team? (photo) (Inquiring photographer, Ira N. Taff, poses questions to residents and locals.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7

ROSENBG, JEFF
Music to shop by (photo) (Musicians play festive tunes outside Daniela Trissi Jewelers on Spencer Place.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 4

ROSENFELD, DREW
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

ROSENFELD, RACHEL
Sprucing up (photo) (Edgewood School Brownie Troop 1941 came to their school on Columbus Day to spruce up the garden around the school sign.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 9

ROSENTHAL, BOB
July 9 fete to honor George Latimer (photo) (Westchester County Legislator, George Latimer, will be honored at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on July 9.), July 6, 2001, p. 12

ROSLER, RUDOLPH
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

ROSSEMAN, JANIE
Focal Points (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by Ira N. Taff: "Irrespective of the president-elect's nominees, which Cabinet position is of greatest concern to you?"). Jan 5, 2001, p. 7

ROSS, HARRIET
Focal Points: Do you think the recent tragic events will affect our civil liberties (photo) (Ira N. Toff questions the community on the impact of the 9/11 attacks on our civil liberties.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7

ROSS, JUDY
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

ROSS, SETH
10 nominators elected: Heathcote run-off set (Eleven members of the Citizens Nominating Committee were elected on November 14.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

Committee Complete (In a run-off election, Seth Ross was elected to a three year term on the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1

ROSSI, CINDY
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the recent incident involving a Little League baseball team? (photo) (Roving photographer Ira N. Toff questions locals about newsworthy issues.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 7
ROSTON, MARGE  
MHA (Mental Health Association) honors volunteers (photo) (In June, the Mental Health Association of Westchester honored 116 community volunteers with a breakfast of recognition.), July 13, 2001, p. 4

ROUNDED CLUB - SCARSDALE  
Paul Harris Fellow (photo) (President Joseph Damin of the Scarsdale Rotary Club is shown receiving the Paul Harris Fellow Award on April 18.), May 4, 2001, p. 4  
Rotary funds art outing (photo) (The Scarsdale Rotary Club funded an outing for St. Cabrini Nursing Home residents to the Metropolitan Museum of Art.), June 8, 2001, p. 4  
Halloween at the village (photo) (Scarsdale Rotary President, Richard Adelmann, and member, Andy Staal, celebrate Halloween with boys at the Children's Village in Dobbs Ferry.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4

ROTH, JILLIAN  
SHS (Scarsdale High School) draws blood (photo) (Jillian Roth is pictured donating blood at the Scarsdale High School blood drive on May 2.), May 4, 2001, p. 12

ROTH, MELISSA  
Roth, Jurist (engaged) (Melissa Roth and Brett Jurist are engaged.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 22

ROTHAUSER, JEAN  
Focal Points: When you vote, do you cast your ballot for a candidate or a party? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, poses timely questions to passers by.), June 1, 2001, p. 7

ROTHBERG, DAVIDA (AUTHOR)  
Which meter goes with which space? (letter) (Davida Rothberg bemoans the confusing positioning of the parking meters in the downtown area.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

ROTHBERG, DENISE  
Young Writer's Conference continues wonderful tradition (letter) (Catherine C. Souther, President of the Scarsdale PT Council, thanks the organizers and participants involved in the fifth annual Young Writers Conference, held at the High School on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6  
Preventive Psychiatry to honor 2 local women (The Center for Preventive Psychiatry will honor Scarsdale residents Kim Meyers and Denise Rothberg on November 15.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 15  
Scarsdalians honored at benefit (photo) (Denise Rothberg and Kim Meyers were presented with awards at the Center for Preventive Psychiatry's annual dinner held on November 15.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 27

ROTHFELD, NORM  
New 8th-grade social studies test: Scarsdale-made, Scarsdale-approved (continued) (At a meeting on October 22, the Scarsdale Board of Education previewed its own version of the state mandated social studies standardized test.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9

ROTHMAN, CAROLE R (DR)  
Are your parents driving you crazy? Therapist team offers Rx for staying sane (photo) (Carole Rothman and Joseph Ilardo have co-authored a book titled, "Are Your Parents Driving You Crazy: How to Resolve the Most Common Dilemmas with Aging Parents.").), Oct 26, 2001, p. 3  
All involved in village redesign deserve congratulations (letter) (Joseph A. Ilardo and Carole R. Rothman applaud the recent sidewalk redesign in the downtown area.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

ROTHMAN, CLIFTON (AUTHOR)  
Disarm terrorist dictatorships (letter) (Clifton Rothman agrees with Myron Schoenfeld's earlier letter to the Inquirer that terrorist dictatorships should be disarmed.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

ROTHSCHILD, ERIC  
Rothschild presents hiring strategy (Eric Rothschild gave a brief presentation to the Scarsdale Board of Education on January 8 on the subject of hiring policies amid concerns over teacher shortages.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 10  
Teardowns are breaking heart of former resident (letter) (Former resident, Alison L. Kahle, bemoans the demolition of so many classic Scarsdale homes.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6  
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7  
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

ROTHSTEIN, ADAM  
EHS student keeps faith doing community service (photo) (Edgemont High School senior, Adam Rothstein, spent six weeks this summer performing community service projects in Las Vegas.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 3

ROWIN, CRAIG  
Esprit de corps (photo) (Volunteers washed cars to raise money to buy uniforms for junior members of the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.), May 4, 2001, p. 1  
The Scarsdale Bowl; High school bowling club raises funds, spirits at season finale (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 18

ROWIN, MARC  
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

ROYCE, JEANINE  
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34
ROYCE, JEANINE (Continued)
Steppin' out (photo) (Scarsdale High School students are pictured dressed up for their June 23 prom at the Roosevelt Hotel in Manhattan.), June 29, 2001, p. 13

ROYS, HELEN ELIZABETH
Helen Elizabeth Roys Dies (Helen Elizabeth Roys, a forty year resident of Scarsdale, died on January 10, 2001, at Wayside Hospice in Wayland, Massachusetts. She was 93.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 27

RUBENSTEIN, LARRY
Focal Points: In view of recent tragic events, do you view 2002 with pessimism or optimism? (editorial) (photo) (Ira N. Taff poses timely questions to passers by.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 7

RUBIN, ASHLEY
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

RUBIN, LIZZY
Bouncing bubbles and unbreakable eggs (photo) (Mr. Fish, aka John James Lepiarz, presented a raucous science show on September 26 at the Edgewood School.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 11

RUBIN, TORIE

RUBINOWITZ, DAVID
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the recent incident involving a Little League baseball team? (photo) (Roving photographer Ira N. Taff questions locals about newsworthy issues.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 7

RUDERMAN, TERRY JANE
Ruderman honored (photo) (Judge Terry Jane Ruderman of Scarsdale was honored by the Pace University School of Law on November 8.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4

RUDIN, SCOTT
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28

RUDMAN, BERT
Producer, back from Afghanistan, speaks to middle school students (Bert Rudman, an ABC News producer, addressed Scarsdale Middle School students about his two month experience filming "Inside Afghanistan."), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11

Producer, back from Afghanistan, speaks to middle school students (continued) (Bert Rudman, an ABC News producer, addressed Scarsdale Middle School students about his two month experience filming "Inside Afghanistan."), Dec 14, 2001, p. 12

RUFEN, MARK
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve 'gateway' (continued) (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8

BAR votes to save 270 Fox Meadow, 17 Cooper (photo) (The Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review voted to prohibit the demolition of two homes: the colonial at 270 Fox Meadow Road and the Walter Collett home at 17 Cooper Road.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 3

270 pending in State Supreme Court (continued) (The temporary restraining order prohibiting the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road remains in effect.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 8

Second house at 270 Fox Meadow Road OK'd by BAR, Nov 16, 2001, p. 3

RUMMAGE SALES
Giant garage sale at SCC (photo) (The Scarsdale Congregational Church is holding a giant garage sale on May 19.), May 11, 2001, p. 16

New twist to sale proved enticing to buyers (letter) (Erin Ryan-Pazienza thanks donors and volunteers for the success of the Church of St. James the Less' annual rummage sale, Treasures and Trifles.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

RUNNING
Road race (The Scarsdale 15K and 4 Mile Run, sponsored by the Recreation Department and the Scarsdale Antiques Running Club, will be held on April 1.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1

(The Westchester Puma Track Club finished third in the 15K Women's Master Team Run.) (photo), Apr 6, 2001, p. 36

Scarsdale runners tackle 'The Monster' (photo) (Local runners take on a massive challenge on a "monster" hill in Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 19

Scarsdale runners tackle 'The Monster' (photo) (continued) (Local runners take on a massive challenge on a "monster" hill in Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 21

Historical society gearing up for Fall Foliage Run (letter) (John Cotter invites Scarsdale runners and walkers to register for the Scarsdale Historical Society's 21st annual Fall Foliage Run to be held on October 14.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 8

Fall Foliage Run (The Scarsdale Historical Society's 21st annual 5K Fall Foliage Run will take place on October 14.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
RUNNING (Continued)
Run for recovery (The Greenacres community services committee is holding a "Relay Run for Recovery" on October 20 at the Greenacres School.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
Garcia, Dickerson win Fall Foliage Run (photo) (Carlos Garcia and Claire Dickerson won the Scarsdale Historical Society's 21st annual 5K Fall Foliage Run, held on October 14.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 3
Hundreds enjoyed Fall Foliage Run Oct. 14 (letter) (Eda N. Newhouse, President of the Scarsdale Historical Society, thanks the community and local merchants for the success of the Fall Foliage Run and 16th Walk for Fun on October 14.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

RUNYON, SCOTT
Teen center director jumps in with both feet (photo) (Scott Runyon is the new Director of Out Of Bounds, the Scarsdale Teen Center.), May 11, 2001, p. 12

RUSH, SUSIE
The Bank of New York and Kids' B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids' Base and Little School's 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 28, 2001, p. 32
Power Lunch (photo) (The new and outgoing PT Council gathered at the Heathcote School on May 15 for its annual luncheon.), May 18, 2001, p. 11

RUSSO, RICHARD
Focal Points: Do you think professional athletes are worth the salaries they are paid? (photo) (Subjects respond the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 7

RYAN, BILL
Village est omnis divisa in partes tres no more (photo) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
Village est omnis divisa in partes tres no more (photo) (continued) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 9
Candidates ready to run in newly united county district; Bill Ryan: incumbent legislator, new turf (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 1
Candidates ready to run in newly united county district; Bill Ryan: incumbent legislator, new turf (continued), June 29, 2001, p. 13
Primary rescheduled (The Greenburgh Primary has been rescheduled for September 25.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Candidate debate (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters will sponsor a candidates forum on October 30.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
Challenger on the attack in 5th District (Candidates for the District 5 seat of the County Board of Legislators have been engaging in rancorous debate.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Endorsements (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Bill Ryan in District 5, Tom Abinanti in District 12 and Lois Bronz in District 8 in the race for the Westchester County Board of Legislators.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6
Challenger on the attack in 5th District (photo) (Candidates for the District 5 seat of the County Board of Legislators have been engaging in rancorous debate.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 10
Incumbents easily take county seats (photo) (Redistricting may have motivated incumbents to work harder for re-election to the Westchester County Board of Legislators; if so, they succeeded.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1
A life and death matter (editorial) (The Inquirer stresses that exercising the right to vote is integral to the preservation of our democracy.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6
County cuts revenue projections (Westchester County got a $1.3 billion budget for 2002, resulting in a 3.8 percent tax increase.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1

RYAN, GERRY
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 15

RYAN, SHARON
Harrison's appeal to state on pool referendum in last stage (Bob Harrison has submitted the final legal papers in his appeal to have Richard Mills, the State Education Commissioner, require the School Board to call a referendum on a $1.3 million bond for an indoor pool at Scarsdale High School.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1
Mills took over 6 months to dismiss 'untimely' appeal (letter) (Bob Harrison discusses the options open to district voters on the issue of the indoor swimming pool in Scarsdale.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

RYAN, WILLIAM
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 1

RYAN-PAZIENZA, ERIN
New twist to sale proved enticing to buyers (letter) (Erin Ryan-Pazienza thanks donors and volunteers for the success of the Church of St. James the Less' annual rummage sale, Treasures and Trifles.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

RYBACK, ROSE KACHERLAN
Moon Men play makes another orbit (Fox Meadow School fifth graders performed "The Day the Moon Men Landed," a sci-fi musical composed by the mother-daughter team of Rose Kacherlan Ryback and Constance Ryback Shelengian.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 11
SACHER, ANN
Planning for spring (photo) ('Volunteers plant bulbs in the Fox Meadow Neighborhood Association garden.'), Nov 9, 2001, p. 2

SACHIDANAND, VIVEK
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

SAFETY
Kids win prizes in rec programs ('Article announces winners of two programs sponsored by the Scarsdale Recreation Department: the safety poster and egg painting contests.'). Apr 6, 2001, p. 4

SAGES, VALERIE
'Crazy for You' shapes up to be another hit for Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo) ('Crazy for You' opened last night to rave reviews.'). Aug 3, 2001, p. 13
'Crazy for You' (photo) ('The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre's production of the hit musical, "Crazy for You," will continue its second week on August 10 and 11.'). Aug 10, 2001, p. 1

SAGIV, JACOB (AUTHOR)
Parents: obey traffic regulations (letter) (Various authors commend Carole Tunick for her January 19 letter to the Inquirer, which highlighted unsafe conditions on Chesterfield Road at the Fox Meadow School.). Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

SAGIV, MARJORIE (AUTHOR)
Parents: obey traffic regulations (letter) (Various authors commend Carole Tunick for her January 19 letter to the Inquirer, which highlighted unsafe conditions on Chesterfield Road at the Fox Meadow School.). Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

SAGOR, LIZA
Maroon and White Winter Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 24

SALANITRO, BENNY
Poe man's pizza, parkways and 911 ('Article describes the puzzle that is Greenburgh's street layout.'). July 13, 2001, p. 1

SALANT, DAVID
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.). Apr 13, 2001, p. 28

SALAVERRY, DANIELA
Pool Party! New coaches make swimming, diving fun for summer team (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 19

SALAVERRY, JOANNE
Merritt holds open house (photo) (Merritt Associates Inc. held a seminar on March 4 to discuss local home selling requirements; some participants are pictured.). Mar 16, 2001, p. 4

SALAVERRY, JOHN
Merritt holds open house (photo) (Merritt Associates Inc. held a seminar on March 4 to discuss local home selling requirements; some participants are pictured.). Mar 16, 2001, p. 4

SALES
Sidewalk sale days: Bargain-hunters flock to Scarsdale (photo) (Scarsdale's annual sidewalk sale benefited from sunny weather on August 3-5.). Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
Sidewalk sale days: Bargain-hunters flock to Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's annual sidewalk sale benefited from sunny weather on August 3-5.). Aug 10, 2001, p. 9

SALIS, CAROLINE
Sprucing up (photo) (Edgewood School Brownie Troop 1941 came to their school on Columbus Day to spruce up the garden around the school sign.). Oct 12, 2001, p. 9

SALLINGER, PENNY
Clash of the titans: Claire Miller and Sarah Luskin matched up in Ivy League field hockey action last fall - this year they'll do it again (photo). Aug 24, 2001, p. 17
To Scarsdale, with pride (Todd Siss suggests that the anonymous playing field at the Scarsdale Middle School be named after long time Scarsdale Middle School physical education teacher, Penny Sallinger.). Sep 28, 2001, p. 21

SALTZSTEIN, SYLVIA
Focal Points: Has the increased use of home computers affected interpersonal relationships (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions to residents.). Dec 14, 2001, p. 7

SALVATION ARMY
Salvation Army provided coffee for firefighters (letter) (On behalf of the Volunteer Firefighters of Scarsdale, Tom Koster thanks the Salvation Army for providing hot coffee and cold water during a long night of fighting a fire at 24 Heathcote Road.). Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

SALWEN, VALERIE
Focal Points: How do you think security at airports can be improved? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks locals questions of the day.). Nov 9, 2001, p. 7
SALZMAN, JULIE
Great balls of fire (photo) (The under-11 Scarsdale Fireball Soccer Team went undefeated to win the 2001 Iona Spring Fever Classic Soccer Tournament.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

SALZMAN, RENEE
Focal Points: How do you feel about suggested Legislation that would place a minimum miles-per-gallon limit on car engines? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, poses timely questions to the community.), July 27, 2001, p. 7

SAMIS, HAL
6% tax hike draws ire in Greenburgh (If passed on December 12, the proposed 2002 Greenburgh Town budget would result in a tax increase of 6.02 percent.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

SAMIS, HAL (AUTHOR)
Feiner ignores important questions on town hall/library (letter) (Hal Samis alleges that Paul Feiner was unresponsive to his questions and comments regarding the construction of the new Greenburgh Town Hall and Library.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 6
Inquirer failed to report high estimate for the new Greenburgh Town Hall/Library (letter) (Hal Samis of Hartsdale criticizes what he considers a lack of transparency on the part of the Inquirer in disclosing the cost of the new Greenburgh Library/Town Hall.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 6
Why is Feiner still focusing on unsuitable SCI building? (letter) (Hal Samis comments on David Gottlieb's article "New Approach for Town Hall."), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6
It's time for the supervisor to have a time limit, too (letter) (Hal Samis comments on earlier article by David Gottlieb, "6% tax hike draws ire in Greenburgh.")., Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

SAMMARTANO, LYNN
Sammartano, Flint (Engaged) (Lyinn Sammartano is engaged to Alexander Flint; a July wedding is planned.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 20

SAMOLADES, VIVI
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

SAMTON, HENRY
Grandson makes film (The life of Henry Samton, a resident of Scarsdale for fifty years, has been turned into a one hour video portrait by his grandson, Matthew Samton.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 15

SAMTON, MATTHEW
Grandson makes film (The life of Henry Samton, a resident of Scarsdale for fifty years, has been turned into a one hour video portrait by his grandson, Matthew Samton.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 15

SAMUELSON, JEFF
Love and Marriage (Supplement), Feb 9, 2001, p. 27
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

SAMUELSON, L. JEFFREY
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

SAMUELSON, WENDY
Goulds to be honored at SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) gala (photo) (On May 10, Diana and Chet Gould will be honored at the ninth annual Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service Dinner to be held at Glen Island Harbour Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 16
Love and Marriage (Supplement), Feb 9, 2001, p. 27
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

Attendance at Gourmet Galaxy helps SFCS keep door open (letter) (Lorraine Gilden, Board President of the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service, thanks the supporters who attended their annual fundraiser, Gourmet Galaxy, on May 10.), May 25, 2001, p. 7
At the Gourmet Galaxy (photo) (Lila Stillman and Wendy Samuelson are pictured on May 10 at the very successful Gourmet Galaxy, the culinary fundraiser for the Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service.), May 25, 2001, p. 15
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 14

SANITATION DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE
The nitty gritty of recycling in Scarsdale (photo) (Interview with Scarsdale's solid waste consultant, Jim Rice, who has worked with the Village for 41 years), July 13, 2001, p. 3
The nitty gritty of recycling in Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (Interview with Scarsdale's solid waste consultant, Jim Rice, who has worked with the Village for 41 years), July 13, 2001, p. 11
SANITATION DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE
(Continued)
A street story (Sanitation worker, Sam Amoa, called the police about a rude woman who shoveled cigarette butts onto downtown streets.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
No more Area A and B: Wednesday is now universal Recycling Day, Dec 28, 2001, p. 1

SANTA CLAUS
Santa's deadline (All Recreation Department mailboxes holding letters to Santa will be picked up on December 17.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1
Where's Rudolph? (photo) (Photo of the Arthur Manor Christmas celebration at Davis Park.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1

SANTANGELO, GEORGE
Focal Points: How do you feel about the possibility of national identification cards? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions locals on pertinent issues of the day.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7

SANTO, PEGGY
Houlihan honors top associates (Top producers from Houlihan Lawrence branch offices were honored on March 1 at the Westchester Country Club.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4

SANTOFINO, SARAI
All fun and games (photo) (Photo montage of fun activities at the Scarsdale Recreation Department's day camps.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 3

SANTOS, MARCELO
Focal Points: How do you feel about the possibility of the McVeigh execution? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the public.), June 15, 2001, p. 7

SAPERSTEIN, DAVID
'Moral Tightropes' (Rabbi David Saperstein will address the congregants of Westchester Reform Temple on January 21 on the topic, "Walking a Moral Tightrope in Times of Crisis and Opportunity."). Jan 5, 2001, p. 12

SARACHEK, JOSEPH
Freightway Garage called unsafe (Residents suffer from theft and vandalism at the Freightway Garage says Joseph Sarachek at the November 13 Village Board meeting.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
Freightway Garage called unsafe (continued) (Residents suffer from theft and vandalism at the Freightway Garage says Joseph Sarachek at the November 13 Village Board meeting.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 9

SARAMA, MICHELLE
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

SARNOFF, STEPHANIE
Dickenson Room gets a makeover (photo) (Photo of newly renovated Dickenson Room at the Scarsdale Library), Sep 14, 2001, p. 4

SASOWSKI, CHELSEA
Labor Day at the pool (photo) (Calendar of fun events on Labor Day at the Scarsdale Pool), Sep 7, 2001, p. 3
All was fair in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society and the Scarsdale Library both held fairs on September 8.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 3

SASOWSKI, KEVIN
Labor Day at the pool (photo) (Calendar of fun events on Labor Day at the Scarsdale Pool), Sep 7, 2001, p. 3

SASTOW, DAHNIEL
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

SASTOW, ELISA
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (continued) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 9

SASTOW, GARY
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (continued) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 9

SASTOW, TAMARA
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

SAUDI ARABIA
Mix of ancient ways, modern money makes fertile ground for terrorism (editorial) (photo) (David Buchen, who resided in Saudi Arabia for four years, expresses no surprise that 15 of the 19 September 11 hijackers were Saudis.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 7
Story on Saudi Arabia 'most interesting' (letter) (Gunter Nitsch praises the November 30 Inquirer article by David Buchen about his experiences living in the Middle East.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7
SAVIGNANO, PETER
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) imploring to preserve 'gateway' (continued) (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgedly requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8
BAR votes to save 270 Fox Meadow, 17 Cooper (photo) (The Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review voted to prohibit the demolition of two homes: the colonial at 270 Fox Meadow Road and the Walter Collett home at 17 Cooper Road.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 3

SAVITT, ROGER
Green Party's role in election, future debated (The Sierra Club hosted a meeting at the Scarsdale Library on January 8 on the role of the Green Party in the future of the environmental movement.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 3

SCANLON, JOHN
Immaculate Heart of Mary (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students graduating from the Immaculate Heart of Mary School on June 9.), June 29, 2001, p. 25A

SCARSDALE
Historical society exhibit focuses on Scarsdale (The Scarsdale Historical Society, in cooperation with the Scarsdale Art Association, will present an exhibit titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists."). Apr 6, 2001, p. 2
Wind Ensemble to celebrate Scarsdale's 300th (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble will perform an all-American program on April 27 in honor of the 300th anniversary of the founding of Scarsdale.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 19
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (continued) (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 4
Scarsdale was his sanctuary (editorial) (Stephen Schnur recalls how his father, a Jewish refugee from Nazi Germany, found a second and more welcoming home in Scarsdale.), May 18, 2001, p. 7
Remembering Caleb (editorial) (The Inquirer offers a brief biography of Caleb Heathcote, the first Scarsdalian, on the occasion of the Village's 300th birthday.), June 8, 2001, p. 6
Tercentenary celebration offers fun for all ages (letter) (Corky Thompson and Walter Handelman invite the community to celebrate Scarsdale's 300th birthday on June 9 at the High School.), June 8, 2001, p. 6
The nitty gritty of recycling in Scarsdale (photo) (Interview with Scarsdale's solid waste consultant, Jim Rice, who has worked with the Village for 41 years), July 13, 2001, p. 3
Toppings to lecture on China (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Audrey Ronning Topping and Seymour Topping will speak about China on October 16 at the Scarsdale Library as part of Scarsdale's tercentenary celebration.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
Building boom is affecting quality of life here (editorial) (Robin Sadek Ascher bemoans the construction of massive houses in her formerly charming village.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

SCARSDALE ADULT SCHOOL
Group tests waters on recreation center (On April 4, residents offered opinions at a meeting sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club on the proposed community recreation center and pool.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
'Collectibles' at adult school (photo) (Carol Mencher, owner of Treasure Hunters, will teach a Scarsdale Adult School course on collectibles.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 2
Adult school lecture; more spring offerings (photo) (Scarsdale Village historian, Irving Sloan, will speak on "Scarsdale During the Great Depression," on April 23 at a lecture co-sponsored by the Scarsdale Adult School, the Scarsdale Public Library and the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 2
From art to organization, Adult School has classes for all (photo) (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 36A
Classes to get the pulse racing at adult school (Broad range of classes offered in the Fall semester of the Scarsdale Adult School), Oct 5, 2001, p. 2
Adult school courses start (Description of upcoming classes offered by the Scarsdale Adult School), Oct 19, 2001, p. 2

SCARSDALE ART ASSOCIATION
Scarsdale Art Association attracts artists and viewers (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 11A
Spring art sprouts in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association's Spring Art Show opened March 4 at the Scarsdale Library and will run until March 30.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 27
SCARSDALE ART ASSOCIATION  (Continued)
Historical society exhibit focuses on Scarsdale  (The Scarsdale Historical Society, in cooperation with the Scarsdale Art Association, will present an exhibit titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists."). Apr 6, 2001, p. 2
Art Association officers  (Philip V.G. Wallace was elected President of the Scarsdale Art Association.). May 4, 2001, p. 4
Fall for Art in the Park with SAA (Scarsdale Art Association)  (On September 15 and 16, the Scarsdale Art Association will display the works of over 40 artists at its annual outdoor art show at Chase Park.). Sep 14, 2001, p. 15
Fall for Art in the Park with SAA (Scarsdale Art Association)  (continued)  (On September 15 and 16, the Scarsdale Art Association will display the works of over 40 artists at its annual outdoor art show at Chase Park.). Sep 14, 2001, p. 16

'T'Best in Show' at SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) awards  (Peter Krusko's watercolor, "Hudson River North of Bear Mountain," won Best in Show from the Scarsdale Art Association.). Nov 2, 2001, p. 17

Cabrini Exhibit  (Mary Ellen Wallace admires a painting by her son, Phil, on display at the art gallery of the Cabrini Nursing Home in Dobbs Ferry.). Dec 7, 2001, p. 18

SCARSDALE BALLET STUDIO
Dancing with the pros; Scarsdale Ballet Students rise to a challenge  (Students from the Scarsdale Ballet Studio performed on March 23 and 24 at the dance theater lab of SUNY Purchase.). Apr 6, 2001, p. 31
Dancing with the pros; Scarsdale Ballet Students rise to a challenge  (continued)  (Students from the Scarsdale Ballet Studio performed on March 23 and 24 at the dance theater lab of SUNY Purchase.). Apr 6, 2001, p. 32
Ballet Mafia: Thirteen dancers create their own company and give inspirational performance  (The Scarsdale Ballet Studio's Ballet Mafia performed 12 original works on May 12.). May 25, 2001, p. 17

SCARSDALE BOWL (2001)
Novembers to receive '01 Scarsdale Bowl  (Robert and Eleanor November of Greenacres will receive the '01 Scarsdale Bowl at a dinner at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in White Plains on April 26.). Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Novembers to receive '01 Scarsdale Bowl  (continued)  (Robert and Eleanor November of Greenacres will receive the '01 Scarsdale Bowl at a dinner at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in White Plains on April 26.). Jan 12, 2001, p. 8
Community reaps 'interest' from Bowl honorees 'investment'  (Eleanor and Robert November, winners of the 2001 Scarsdale Bowl, enjoy an evening in the spotlight on April 26.). May 4, 2001, p. 1
Community reaps 'interest' from Bowl honorees 'investment'  (continued)  (Eleanor and Robert November, winners of the 2001 Scarsdale Bowl, enjoy an evening in the spotlight on April 26.). May 4, 2001, p. 21
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl  (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.). May 4, 2001, p. 36

SCARSDALE BOWL (2002)
Noreen Fisher to chair bowl award committee  (Noreen Fisher named Chairman of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Committee.). Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

SCARSDALE CAMPAIGN FOR PEACE THROUGH COMMON SECURITY
Campaign for Peace continues opposition of nuclear weapons  (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9A
(Residents hold a silent vigil at Chase Park on August 4 to commemorate the 1945 bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.). Aug 10, 2001, p. 6

SCARSDALE CITIZENS FOR SENIOR HOUSING
Senior housing survey will be meeting topic  (Article reports on results of a survey to Scarsdale seniors by Scarsdale Citizens for Senior Housing.). June 1, 2001, p. 2
Seniors have their say on housing  (Of nearly 450 respondents to a Scarsdale Citizens for Senior Housing survey, 58.9 percent said that they would like to remain in Scarsdale if they had to move out of their current homes.). July 27, 2001, p. 7
Survey shows demand for senior housing  (Scarsdale seniors are willing to pay market rate for manageable space in order to remain in the community according to a survey completed last June.). Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
Survey shows demand for senior housing  (continued)  (Scarsdale seniors are willing to pay market rate for manageable space in order to remain in the community according to a survey completed last June.). Oct 19, 2001, p. 10

SCARSDALE COMMUNITY CENTER
Rec report ready  (The Scarsdale Community Recreation Center Study Committee will present a preliminary outline of a proposed recreation center on March 22 and on April 4.). Mar 16, 2001, p. 1

SCARSDALE DAY CAMP
Sports camps are FUN-damental; Scarsdale scores big with summer baseball and softball camps  (photo), July 13, 2001, p. 20

SCARSDALE & EDGEMONT FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
 Tweenagers: wanting too much, too soon  (Geraldine Greene, counselor at Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service, discusses the issues specific to local "teenagers" at the Middle School.). Feb 2, 2001, p. 3
SCARSDALE & EDGEMONT FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE  (Continued)
Goulds to be honored at SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) gala (photo) (On May 10, Diana and Chet Gould will be honored at the ninth annual Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service Dinner, to be held at Glen Island Harbour Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 15
Goulds to be honored by SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) (photo) (Diana and Chet Gould will be the honorees at the Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service's annual fundraiser, Gourmet Galaxy, on May 10.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 21
CARE book drive benefits hospital (Scarsdale Community Youth Service Project's CARE Club donated four boxes of books to the pediatric unit at White Plains Hospital), May 4, 2001, p. 12
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36
Attendance at Gourmet Galaxy helps SFCS keep door open (letter) (Lorraine Gilden, Board President of the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service, thanks the supporters who attended their annual fundraiser, Gourmet Galaxy, on May 10.), May 25, 2001, p. 7
At the Gourmet Galaxy (photo) (Lila Stillman and Wendy Samuelson are pictured on May 10 at the very successful Gourmet Galaxy, the culinary fundraiser for the Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service.), May 25, 2001, p. 15
Parents learn the value of networking (editorial) (Tom Carney discusses the importance of parent support groups.), June 15, 2001, p. 7
$ raised at Gourmet Galaxy help support work of SFCS (letter) (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) (Lorraine Gilden thanks supporters of the Gourmet Galaxy fundraiser held on behalf of the Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service.), July 6, 2001, p. 7
Help available (The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service will hold drop-in sessions on September 15 to provide support following the World Trade Center attacks.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Residents ask: What can we do to help? Village comes to aid of those affected by trade center disaster (photo), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
SFCS is still there for community members who need help (letter) (With their services being more necessary than ever, Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service asks the community for financial support.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7
'Compassionate community' asked to remember SFCS (Scarsdale Family Counseling Service) (letter) (Geraldine Greene and Lorraine Gilden asks the community to remember the Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service this holiday season.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

SCARSDALE-EDGEMONT NEW RESIDENTS CLUB
New Residents Club welcomes new members (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9A

SCARSDALE FOUNDATION
Scarsdale Foundation provides assistance (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7A
Scarsdale Foundation offers scholarship aid (The Scarsdale Foundation is offering scholarship aid to college students.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4

SCARSDALE GARDEN CLUB
'Fable, Fact and Fiction' was theme of flower show (photo) (The Garden Section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club held its annual Flower Show on May 4 and 5.), May 11, 2001, p. 17
Winter Wonderland at woman's club (photo) (The garden section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club welcomed the holiday season early on December 5 with a "Winter Wonderland" open house and flower show.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 26

SCARSDALE-HARTSDALE NEWCOMERS CLUB
Newcomers Club offers variety of programs (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9A

SCARSDALE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Garden designer to speak at library (photo) (Lynden Miller, a public garden designer, will discuss "Oases of Civility - New York City's Public Gardens," on January 17, 2001, at the Scarsdale Library.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 2
Historical society plans new building (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 11A
Historical society plans new building (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12A
Hello dolly! Ughetta dolls live in timeless world in historical society exhibit (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society will be displaying 69 of the collectible dolls donated to them by the late Mary Alice Ughetta.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 15
Hello dolly! Ughetta dolls live in timeless world in historical society exhibit (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Historical Society will be displaying 69 of the collectible dolls donated to them by the late Mary Alice Ughetta.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 16
'Good friend' will be missed (letter) (Friends of Geraldine King mourn her recent death and describe her many contributions to the community.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
SCARSDALE HISTORICAL SOCIETY  (Continued)
Historical society exhibit focuses on Scarsdale (The Scarsdale Historical Society, in cooperation with the
Scarsdale Art Association, will present an exhibit titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists."), Apr 6, 2001, p. 2
Adult school lecture; more spring offerings (photo) (Scarsdale Village historian, Irving Sloan, will speak on
"Scarsdale During the Great Depression," on April 23 at a lecture co-sponsored by the Scarsdale Adult
School, the Scarsdale Public Library and the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 2
Going going gone: Art portrays Scarsdale of past, present (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society is presenting
an exhibition titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists."). Apr 27, 2001, p. 15
Going going gone: Art portrays Scarsdale of past, present (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Historical Society is
presenting an exhibition titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists."). Apr 27, 2001, p. 16
Blossom belle (photo) (Keiko Onoda of Japan America Community Outreach demonstrates the Japanese tea
ceremony at a blossom festival at the Scarsdale Library Pond on April 29.), May 4, 2001, p. 9
Flora abundant (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society's annual plant sale will be held May 11-12.), May 11,
2001, p. 2
Lecture this Sunday at Historical Society (photo) (Anna Richards Brewster's painting, "Brook in Fox Meadow," will
be discussed by Jessica Matthews at the Scarsdale Historical Society on May 20.), May 18, 2001, p. 14
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit
Dinner Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34
Historical society exhibit will salute volunteers (The Scarsdale Historical Society will present an exhibit honoring
Scarsdale Volunteers on September 8 at the annual Country Fair.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 2
All was fair in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society and the Scarsdale Library both held fairs on
September 8.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 3
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo)
(Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
Service appreciated (photo) (Retired New York State Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, received an engraved
clock from the Town and Village Civic Club as a token of appreciation for her years of public service.), Oct 5,
2001, p. 1
Historical society's annual foliage race set for Oct. 14, Oct 5, 2001, p. 2
TVCC's volunteer fair was a wonderful event (letter) (Thomas Giordano, President of the Town and Village Civic
Club, thanks those who participated in the TVCC's September 29 festival for Scarsdale volunteers.), Oct 5,
2001, p. 6
Historical society gearing up for Fall Folliage Run (letter) (John Cotter invites Scarsdale runners and walkers to
register for the Scarsdale Historical Society's 21st annual Fall Folliage Run to be held on October 14.), Oct 5,
2001, p. 8
Fall Folliage Run (The Scarsdale Historical Society's 21st annual 5K Fall Folliage Run will take place on October
14.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale's 'Lost Houses' is topic of fall lecture (photo) (Barbara Shay MacDonald will lecture on "Lost Houses of
Scarsdale" on October 25 at the Scarsdale Library.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 2
Garcia, Dickerson win Fall Folliage Run (photo) (Carlos Garcia and Claire Dickerson won the Scarsdale Historical
Society's 21st annual 5K Fall Folliage Run, held on October 14.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 3
Hundreds enjoyed Fall Folliage Run Oct. 14 (letter) (Eda N. Newhouse, President of the Scarsdale Historical
Society, thanks the community and local merchants for the success of the Fall Folliage Run and 16th Walk for
Fun on October 14.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 5
Historical society exhibit to feature holiday customs (The Scarsdale Historical Society museum's new exhibit is
called, "Season's Greetings: Then and Now."). Nov 16, 2001, p. 2
Dressing the part (photo) (Scarsdale/Edgemont brownie troop 1971B visited the Scarsdale Historical Society and
dressed in era appropriate clothing.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 4
Museum shop is open (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society museum shop is having an open house from
November 15-17.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 4
Holiday candlelight tours of Cudner-Hyatt House (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society will conduct candlelight
tours on some Sundays in December.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 2
Candlelight tour (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society will host its first candlelight tour of the season on
December 2.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 2
Season's Greetings; Festivals of light in many holiday traditions featured in Scarsdale Historical Society's exhibit
(photo), Dec 7, 2001, p. 17
Season's Greetings; Festivals of light in many holiday traditions featured in Scarsdale Historical Society's exhibit
(photo) (continued), Dec 7, 2001, p. 21

SCARSDALE - HISTORY
Woman's club launches village tercentennial celebration (photo) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club kicked off the
celebration of Scarsdale's 300th birthday with a coffee reception on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
SCARSDALE - HISTORY
African-Americans have been here since the beginning (letter) (Phyllis C. Murray attests that the African-American presence in Scarsdale is as old as the Village itself and their contributions should be commemorated along with the celebrations of the Village's 300th anniversary.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6

Birthday wishes (editorial) (The Inquirer reflects on Scarsdale's illustrious past and exciting future on the occasion of its 300th year; various celebrations will mark the anniversary of the Village.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6

Woman's club launches village tercentennial celebration (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club kicked off the celebration of Scarsdale's 300th birthday with a coffee reception on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 9

Tercentenary opener a success (letter) (Gay McCrery, President of the Scarsdale Woman's Club, thanks the various local businesses that contributed to Scarsdale's tercentenary celebration on January 6.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6

The elite beginnings of the TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, examines the history of the Town and Village Civic Club since its creation 1905, when it was known simply as The Town Club.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 8

St. James the Less celebrates sesquicentennial (photo) (John Furniss is pictured in the historic St. James the Less churchyard, filled with the names of historic Scarsdalians.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 3

Going going gone: Art portrays Scarsdale of past, present (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society is presenting an exhibition titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists."), Apr 27, 2001, p. 15

Going going gone: Art portrays Scarsdale of past, present (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Historical Society is presenting an exhibition titled, "Scarsdale Through the Eyes of Artists."), Apr 27, 2001, p. 16

Some good gleaned from painful episode (editorial) (Village historian, Irving Sloan, recounts the painful episode of the 1960 Holly Ball, when a young man was refused entry as an escort because his father was Jewish.), May 4, 2001, p. 15

Tercentenary fair (Scarsdale's 300th anniversary will be celebrated with a street fair at the High School on June 9.), May 25, 2001, p. 1

Tercentenary festivities (Scarsdale's 300th birthday will be celebrated on June 9 at Scarsdale High School.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

Remembering Caleb (editorial) (The Inquirer offers a brief biography of Caleb Heathcote, the first Scarsdalian, on the occasion of the Village's 300th birthday.), June 8, 2001, p. 6

Tercentenary celebration offers fun for all ages (letter) (Corky Thompson and Walter Handelman invite the community to celebrate Scarsdale's 300th birthday on June 9 at the High School.), June 8, 2001, p. 6

Scenes from yesteryear (photo) (Photo of two residents dressed as Revolutionary soldiers during the Village's tercentennial celebration at Scarsdale High School on June 9.), June 15, 2001, p. 1

Party time! (photo) (Photos of the tercentennial celebration of the Village of Scarsdale, held on June 9 at the Scarsdale High School), June 15, 2001, p. 3

Thank yous from the Tercentenary Committee (letter) (Corky Thompson and Walter Handelman thank the tireless volunteers who made the June 9 Tercentenary celebration of Scarsdale such a success.), June 29, 2001, p. 6

Depression years: Discreet help for those in need (Irving Sloan describes the impact of the Great Depression of 1929 on local residents and businesses.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 10

Depression budgeting: residents save, staff pays (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, discusses stresses to the status quo in Scarsdale during the Great Depression of the 1930's.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 31

Depression budgeting: residents save, staff pays (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, discusses retrenchment policies in Scarsdale during the Great Depression of the 1930's.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 31

National Recovery Act arouses little protest here (Last installment of Irving Sloan's series on the Great Depression's impact on Scarsdale), Dec 14, 2001, p. 15

Scarsdale turns fiercely anti-Roosevelt (This latest installment in Irving Sloan's depiction of Scarsdale in the mid to late thirties describes the Village's fierce opposition to some of President Roosevelt's policies.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 2

SCARSDALE - HISTORY - PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Cookin' (editorial) (Marc Wollin conducts a survey of contemporary cookbooks.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 7

SCARSDALE NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION PRESIDENTS
SNAP (Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents) to resolve differences (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6A

LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters and Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents will sponsor a candidates forum on March 12 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (Harrison wants a more open government), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

Candidate urges support for Voters Party nominees (letter) (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, urges residents to back Voters Party candidates in the upcoming elections.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (continued) (Harrison wants a more open government), Mar 9, 2001, p. 9

At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo) (At the candidates forum held on March 12 at the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
SCARSDALE NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION PRESIDENTS (Continued)
League thanked for sharing forum (letter) (Jane Vernon, Chairman of SNAP - Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents - thanks the Scarsdale League of Women Voters for inviting SNAP to co-sponsor the candidate forum on March 12.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo) (continued) (At the candidates forum held on March 12, 2001, at the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 15
New committees (At a recent meeting of the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents, Mayor David Kroenlein announced a changed array of Village Board committees.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
SNAP (Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents) mulls need to protect open space (illustration) (At a meeting on April 3 at the Village Hall, representatives of SNAP addressed the issue of dwindling open space in Scarsdale.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 3
Many contributed to the success of first SHS carnival (letter) (Connie Chan reports on the success of the Scarsdale High School carnival on April 20 and 21 and thanks all the event's contributors and supporters.), May 4, 2001, p. 6
Memorial Day '01: An inclusive celebration (photo) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 sponsored a lively Memorial Day Parade through the downtown area.), June 1, 2001, p. 3
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues FAR cap + bonus debate (Limits on house sizes were debated at a panel discussion sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
FAR hearing closes: revisions to come (A public hearing was held on October 23 on a proposed amendment to the Village zoning code that would affect the maximum square footage of every home relative to its lot size.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
FAR hearing closes: revisions to come (continued) (A public hearing was held on October 23 on a proposed amendment to the Village zoning code that would affect the maximum square footage of every home relative to its lot size.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 11

SCARSDALE - PLANNING
Does the village serve residents or developers? (letter) (Stacey Clarfield Newman applauds Penny Sobol's January 26 letter to the Inquirer urging the preservation of the sylvan nature of Fox Meadow.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7
Neighbors don't support tear down (letter) (Elliot Bernstein corrects a misquote of his in the January 26 Inquirer pertaining to the possible tear down at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7
Guns and roses (editorial) (Regarding the fractious February 12 meeting of the Board of Architectural Review, the Inquirer notes that Village procedures involving building approvals are sorely in need of clarification and reform.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
Village must have a master plan for the development of the downtown area (letter) (Bruce Wells expresses surprise that Scarsdale does not have a master plan for the development of the downtown area.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6
FAR: Focus on what you can do (editorial) (Josh Frankel writes that the FAR proposal will have virtually no impact on the oversize home issue it was designed to address.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 7

SCARSDALE SENIORS (ORGANIZATION)
Scarsdale Seniors exercise mind and body (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9A

SCARSDALE SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE
Tercentenary festivities (Scarsdale's 300th birthday will be celebrated on June 9 at Scarsdale High School.), June 8, 2001, p. 1
A few young men (The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre has several principal male roles available for its upcoming production of "Crazy for You."), June 15, 2001, p. 1
'Crazy for You' (photo) (The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre's production of the hit musical, "Crazy for You," will open on August 2.), July 20, 2001, p. 16
'Crazy for You' shapes up to be another hit for Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo) ('Crazy for You' opened last night to rave reviews.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 13
'Crazy for You' shapes up to be another hit for Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo) (continued) ('Crazy for You' opened last night to rave reviews.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 14
'Crazy for You' (photo) (The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre's production of the hit musical, "Crazy for You," will continue its second week on August 10 and 11.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
'Crazy for You' was a delight (letter) (Gloria Mabie thoroughly enjoyed the Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre production of "Crazy for You."), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6
SSMT is grateful for community support (letter) (Al Stuart thanks the vendors that supported the Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre's recent production of "Crazy for You."), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6

SCARSDALE TEACHERS' INSTITUTE
School District seeks new solutions to old hiring problems (At the Board of Education meeting on January 22, Dr. Joan Weber reported on the challenges facing Scarsdale as it seeks to hire qualified teachers.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1
Openings at STI for teachers, residents (The Scarsdale Teachers' Institute has a number of openings in its roster of Spring and Summer courses.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 11
SCARSDALE TEACHERS' INSTITUTE (Continued)
'Midsummer Night's Dream' comes true at high school (photo) (As part of its Shakespeare festival, Scarsdale High School ninth-graders performed "A Midsummer Night's Dream."). June 8, 2001, p. 13

SCARSDALE TEEN CENTER
Out of Bounds (The Scarsdale Teen Center is hosting an "open hang out" on January 5 from 3 pm to midnight; local bands will take center stage from 8 pm till closing.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1
Birthday wishes (editorial) (The Inquirer reflects on Scarsdale's illustrious past and exciting future on the occasion of its 300th year; various celebrations will mark the anniversary of the Village.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
Scarsdale Teen Center expands offerings (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19A
Teen center director jumps in with both feet (photo) (Scott Runyon is the new Director of Out Of Bounds, the Scarsdale Teen Center.), May 11, 2001, p. 12
Out of Bounds gives teens a place to hang (photo), Aug 31, 2001, p. 4
Grateful for effort on teen center renovations (letter) (Julia Gordon thanks community members who contributed to renovating Out of Bounds, the Scarsdale Teen Center on Garth Road.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Sloan to be honored for decades of teaching, community involvement (photo) (Irving Sloan, who has taught Social Studies at the Scarsdale Middle School for forty years, will be honored by the Scarsdale Teen Center with the creation of the Irving Sloan Endowment Fund.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 11
Teen center wish list (The Scarsdale Teen Center, "Out of Bounds," requests donations of recreational and practical items.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
Irving Sloan to receive teen center award, Nov 16, 2001, p. 4
Community invited to Sloan brunch (letter) (Julia Gordon, President of the Scarsdale Teen Center Board, invites the community to a December 2 brunch in honor of Irving Sloan.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 6
Teen center brunch to honor Irving Sloan (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, will receive the first Visions of Community award at a fundraiser brunch on December 2 to benefit the Scarsdale Teen Center, Out of Bounds.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 31
Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center's first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1
Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center's first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9
Thanks to many for teen center brunch (letter) (Michelle Abelson thanks the community for the great turnout for the Scarsdale Teen Center's Visions of Community Award presentation and brunch.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7

SCARSDALE (VILLAGE)
Woman's club launches village tercentennial celebration (photo) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club kicked off the celebration of Scarsdale's 300th birthday with a coffee reception on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Birthday wishes (editorial) (The Inquirer reflects on Scarsdale's illustrious past and exciting future on the occasion of its 300th year; various celebrations will mark the anniversary of the Village.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
Woman's club launches village tercentennial celebration (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club kicked off the celebration of Scarsdale's 300th birthday with a coffee reception on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 9
Tercentenary opener a success (letter) (Gay McCreery, President of the Scarsdale Woman's Club, thanks the various local businesses that contributed to Scarsdale's tercentenary celebration on January 6.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6
Community volunteers needed to serve on village boards and councils, Feb 2, 2001, p. 9
Internship programs (The Village of Scarsdale is accepting applications from undergraduate and graduate students interested in working as administrative interns for the summer.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1

SCARSDALE VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS
SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) training new junior corps (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7A
Esprit de corps (photo) (Volunteers washed cars to raise money to buy uniforms for junior members of the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.), May 4, 2001, p. 1
Village board meeting summary: Trustees mull allowing sidewalk cafes in village (continued) (Police Officer Matthew Miraglia and Ambulance Corps paramedic, Greg Berger, were given the Life Saving Award by the Village Board.), May 11, 2001, p. 9
A 911 for volunteers (editorial) (Irving Sloan urges community to volunteer and support the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.), July 20, 2001, p. 6
Fall agenda (At the August 14 meeting of the Scarsdale Village Board, Mayor Kroenlein announced issues to be addressed in the Fall.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1
Man charged in stabbing of health worker (A 32 year old home health care worker was stabbed repeatedly at her employer's Elm Road home by her boyfriend, Almamy-Mamah Timite.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
SCARSDALE VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS (Continued)
Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.;), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 9
Zoning changes to allow Depot development (The Scarsdale Village Board approved a local law to alter zoning and allow development of the Depot Place parcel, currently owned by Robert Kligerman.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1

SCARSDALE WOMAN'S CLUB
Woman's club (Gallery owner and artist, Noel DeGaetano, will discuss "Taking Care of Your Art," on January 10 at the first business meeting of the Scarsdale Woman's Club for the year 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 13
Woman's club launches village tercentennial celebration (photo) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club kicked off the celebration of Scarsdale's 300th birthday with a coffee reception on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Birthday wishes (editorial) (The Inquirer reflects on Scarsdale's illustrious past and exciting future on the occasion of its 300th year; various celebrations will mark the anniversary of the Village.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6
Woman's club launches village tercentennial celebration (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club kicked off the celebration of Scarsdale's 300th birthday with a coffee reception on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 9
Tercentenary opener a success (letter) (Gay McCrery, President of the Scarsdale Woman's Club, thanks the various local businesses that contributed to Scarsdale's tercentenary celebration on January 6.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6
Scarsdale Woman's Club builds foundation (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7A
Club News - Woman's club (photo) (George and Carl Newlin will discuss their grandparents, Florence and Frank Bethell, at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on May 10.), May 4, 2001, p. 22
"Fable, Fact and Fiction" was theme of flower show (photo) (The Garden Section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club held its annual Flower Show on May 4 and 5.), May 11, 2001, p. 17
Tercentenary fair (Scarsdale's 300th anniversary will be celebrated with a street fair at the High School on June 9.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
Landmark rhododendron will be celebration's focus (photo) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club will celebrate its beautiful hundred year old rhododendron bush at a luncheon on June 6.), June 1, 2001, p. 15
July 9 fete to honor George Latimer (photo) (Westchester County Legislator, George Latimer, will be honored at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on July 9.), July 6, 2001, p. 12
Brownies in bloom (photo) (Heathcote second grade Brownie troop 2094 won the youth award for horticulture at the Scarsdale Woman's Club flower show.), July 13, 2001, p. 10
Woman's club to hold opening teas (photo) (Lee Schlesinger will address Literature Section), Sep 7, 2001, p. 14
Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
An Inquirer weekend (The Scarsdale Inquirer will celebrate its 100th birthday with the publication of a special centennial issue and a reception this evening at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 14
Conference to address domestic abuse issues (The Coalition Against Family Violence will host a conference on domestic violence on October 30 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
Anniversary supplement was 'wonderful gift to us all' (letter) (Susan B. Cohen, President of the Scarsdale Board of Education, expresses appreciation for the 100th anniversary celebration and special issue of The Scarsdale Inquirer.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 8
Local author to speak at woman's club (photo) (Stephanie Gertler of Scarsdale will speak about her first novel, "Jimmy's Girl," on October 24 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.) Oct 12, 2001, p. 12
Conference to address domestic abuse issues (continued) (The Coalition Against Family Violence will host a conference on domestic violence on October 30 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28
Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims (The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Domestic Violence: Forum offers help, hope for victims (continued) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club hosted a forum on family violence on October 30.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 9
Luella Slaner will be missed by woman's club (letter) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club mourns the passing of its long time member and supporter, Luella Slaner.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6
Louise Albert to speak at woman's club (photo) (Writer and teacher, Louise Albert, will address the Scarsdale Woman's Club Literature Section on November 29.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 21
Tours of historic Rowsley house to debut (photo) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club will hold an open house on December 8 to introduce their stately mansion headquarters, once known as Rowsley, to the public.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 23
SCARSDALE WOMAN'S CLUB  (Continued)
Winter Wonderland at woman's club (photo) (The garden section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club welcomed the holiday season early on December 5 with a "Winter Wonderland" open house and flower show.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 26

SCARSDALE WOMAN'S CLUB - COMMITTEE OF ONE HUNDRED
Committee of 100 presents program (photo) (Greenburgh resident, Richard Adelmann, will address the Scarsdale Woman's Club Committee of One Hundred on March 28.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 14

SCARSDALE WOMAN'S EXCHANGE
A haven for unique handicrafts (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 3A

SCARSDALE YOUTH SOCCER CLUB
Too much competition too early in recreation sports (letter) (David Katz describes the negative impact on children of not making the travel soccer team.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 6

SCHAADT, SALLY
Who will take the hit as N.Y. redistricts? (Starting January 2003, New York will send just 29 representatives to Washington, D. C., down from 31.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1
Who will take the hit as N.Y. redistricts? (photo) (continued) (Starting January 2003, New York will send just 29 representatives to Washington, D. C., down from 31.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 21

SCHACK, ROBERT
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

SCHACTER, BRIAN
10 awards for debaters (The Scarsdale High School Speech and Debate Team took home ten awards from the New York State Championships, held on April 28 and 29.), May 11, 2001, p. 12

SCHAEFFER, ANNE
In-house assessments for math, language arts (At the first school board meeting of the year on Monday January 8 Jim Sullivan and Anne Schaeffer discussed developing a plan for assessing student progress.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 11
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
Honored faculty (photo) (Evelyn McCormack, District Director of Public Information, is seen pinning a carnation on Mathematics helping teacher, Anne Schaeffer, in recognition of her forty years of service.), July 6, 2001, p. 9

SCHAFFNER, DANIELLE
Focal Points: Do you think professional athletes are worth the salaries they are paid? (photo) (Subjects respond the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Taff.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 7

SCHAFFER, GERALDINE
Geraldine Schaffer (dies) (Geraldine Schaffer died on May 21, 2001, following a long illness. She was 89.), June 8, 2001, p. 20

SCHAFFER, ROBIN
Incumbents nominated in Edgemont (photo) (Three incumbent candidates were nominated for second terms as members of the Edgemont Board of Education.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1
Incumbents nominated in Edgemont (photo) (continued) (Three incumbent candidates were nominated for second terms as members of the Edgemont Board of Education.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 12
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (E'mont holds few surprises; incumbents run unopposed; residents to vote on proposed school budget of $26,275,522), May 11, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (continued) (E'mont holds few surprises; incumbents run unopposed; residents to vote on proposed school budget of $26,275,522), May 11, 2001, p. 14

SCHANDLER, JON
Hospital fundraiser (photo) (Pictured are participants at a breakfast fundraiser for the Dickstein Cancer Treatment Center of White Plains Hospital.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 14

SCHAPIRO, DICK
Scarsdale residents ride for the cure (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Dick Schapiro and Craig Lemle, participated in a 400 mile AIDS Vaccine Ride on September 5-9.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 27

SCHARF, HELENE
Focal Points: Do you think the statewide reading tests will improve reading instruction? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks questions of passers by.), May 25, 2001, p. 7

SCHATZEL, KAREN
At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo) (At the candidates forum held on March 12 at the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo) (continued) (At the candidates forum held on March 12, 2001, at the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 15
Scheare, Stanley
New Garth bakers learn secrets of an old master (photo) (Green Island Bakery has opened on Garth Road; its offerings include traditional fare as well as Asian delicacies.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 4

Scheare, Stanley (Author)
Wentworth concert helped Bridge Fund to help homeless (letter) (Stanley Scheare and Veronica Parks thank Jean and Kenneth Wentworth for their contribution to the benefit concert for the Bridge Fund of Westchester.), June 8, 2001, p. 9

Schechner, Carole (Author)
Trustees shouldn’t rush to approve Drake Field expansion (letter) (Carole Schechner urges the Village Board to take time to address traffic, safety, environmental and quality of life concerns before rushing to expand the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6

Schechner, Richard (Author)
Village does not need another soccer field (letter) (Richard Schechner writes an open letter to the Scarsdale Village Board to voice his disapproval of the construction of a soccer field on Drake Park property.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8

Schelegian, Richard
Puppet show at Edgewood celebrates tri-culturalism (photo) (On March 15, Edgewood School third graders held a Tri-Cultural Puppet Show featuring puppets representing Mexico, Japan and Egypt.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 11

Schleter, Isabel
Focal Points: When you vote, do you cast your ballot for a candidate or a party? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to passers by.), June 1, 2001, p. 7

Schiffer, Deana (Author)
Village losing its charm, character (letter) (Deana Schiffer faults the Village Board and the Board of Architectural Review for allowing the destruction of the picturesque charm of Scarsdale by greedy developers.), May 18, 2001, p. 6

Schinazi, Isaac
New members (photo) (Two new members have been welcomed into Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company 3: Isaac Schinazi and Tom Battistoni.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4

Sclansker, Ellen
Focal Points: How do you feel about cloning of humans? (photo) (Questions addressed to passers by from roving photographer, Ira N. Toff), Aug 17, 2001, p. 7

Schlegal, Dana
Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (continued) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 9

Schlesinger, Brett
High School brings opportunities for self-discovery (photo) (Article discusses ninth graders transitioning to the High School and being encouraged to form "a new social and personal identity."), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

Schlesinger, Jennie (Author)
Surface parking is what we need (letter) (Jennie Schlesinger supports the idea of surface parking rather than construction of an additional parking garage and thus she recommends voting for anti-parking garage advocate, Bob Harrison.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

Schlesinger, Lee
Focal Points: How do you feel the negotiations with China for the release of the U.S. plane crew should be concluded? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses newsworthy questions to subjects.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 7

Women's club to hold opening teas (photo) (Lee Schlesinger will address Literature Section), Sep 7, 2001, p. 14

Schlesinger, Michael
Beautifying an island (photo) (The Schlesingers of Huntington Avenue in Scarsdale organize neighbors every year to plant impatiens on the traffic island at Brewster and Kingston Roads.), June 1, 2001, p. 2


Schmidt-Warnecke, Megan
Focal Points: How do you feel about stem cell research? (photo) (Inquiring photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks people their opinions on stem cell research.), July 13, 2001, p. 7

Schneider, Eli
All-State musicians play Rochester (photo) (On November 26, 2000, six musicians from Scarsdale High School music ensembles performed at the New York State School Music Association All-State Concert Program in Rochester.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 10

High School brings opportunities for self-discovery (photo) (Article discusses ninth graders transitioning to the High School and being encouraged to form "a new social and personal identity."), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

Schneider, Thomas (Author)
Pre-emptive self-defense by U.S. is entirely justified (letter) (Thomas Schneider supports President Bush’s pre-emptive strikes.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6
SCHOENFELD, MYRON R
Scarsdale’s Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22

SCHNUR, STEVEN (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale was his sanctuary (editorial) (Steven Schnur recalls how his father, a Jewish refugee from Nazi Germany, found a second and more welcoming home in Scarsdale.), May 18, 2001, p. 7
Reunion brings intimations of mortality (editorial) (Steven Schnur reflects on his 30th Scarsdale High reunion.), July 29, 2001, p. 7
Embraced and inspired by summer’s heat (editorial) (Steven Schnur reflects on the Summer's steamy weather.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 6
Embraced and inspired by summer’s heat (editorial) (continued) (Steven Schnur reflects on the Summer's steamy weather.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 7
Twilight vigil: This is how wars begin (editorial) (Steven Schnur describes the local candle lit vigil in memory of the victims of the 9/11 attacks.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7
When will the national mourning run its course? (editorial) (Steven Schnur discusses the painful aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6
When will the national mourning run its course? (editorial) (continued) (Steven Schnur discusses the painful aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7
Ooh! Aah! A night of shooting stars (editorial) (Steven Schnur witnesses a night of shooting stars.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 7
Transcending the sorrow of 9/11 (editorial) (Steven Schnur reflects on the power of music to console victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7

SCHOENFELD, MYRON R
Disarm terrorist dictatorships (letter) (Clifton Rothman agrees with Myron Schoenfeld's earlier letter to the Inquirer that terrorist dictatorships should be disarmed.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

SCHOENFELD, MYRON R (DR)
Don’t disband NATO, restructure (editorial) (In response to a January 19 editorial by Dr. Myron Schoenfeld, Thomas M. T. Niles suggests that it would be prudent for the United States to maintain its alliance with NATO while continuing to restructure it.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7
Christie Place: village gets more flack (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 1
How and with whom should we fight? (editorial) (continued) (Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses the difficulty in identifying and fighting modern day terrorism.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 7

SCHOENFELD, MYRON R (DR) (AUTHOR)
Regarding NATO: Should there be life after death? (editorial) (Myron Schoenfeld writes that NATO has outlived its usefulness; its mission has been accomplished.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6
Regarding NATO: Should there be life after death? (editorial) (continued) (Myron Schoenfeld writes that NATO has outlived its usefulness; its mission has been accomplished.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 8
Parking problem is chronic, more study required (letter) (Dr. Myron Schoenfeld opines that the parking problem in the downtown Village area is not new and does not call for urgent, irrevocable action.), July 20, 2001, p. 6
Doctors dilemma: Who shall live and who shall die? (editorial) (Dr. Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses the complex ethical issues confronting doctors on the topic of euthanasia.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 6
Doctors dilemma: Who shall live and who shall die? (editorial) (continued) (Dr. Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses the complex ethical issues confronting doctors on the topic of euthanasia.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7
How and with whom should we fight? (editorial) (Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses the difficulty in identifying and fighting modern day terrorism.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6

SCHOENFELD, WILLIAM
Focal Points: How do you feel about the Supreme Court decision to allow a disabled player to use a golf cart in the PGA tournament? (photo) (Question of the day posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff), June 8, 2001, p. 7

SCHOLARSHIPS
In the schools (Eric Yuen, graduating senior at Scarsdale High School, has been chosen as a candidate for the 2001 Presidential Scholars Program.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 11
National merit, community service scholarships (Thirty-three Scarsdale High School seniors have been named National Merit Scholarship finalists in the 2001 competition.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11
Scarsdale Foundation offers scholarship aid (The Scarsdale Foundation is offering scholarship aid to college students.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Edgemont Community Council able to assist more students (letter) (Vicki LePage and Carol Blann, co-Presidents of the Edgemont Scholarship Council, thank all who donated to the scholarship fund last year.), July 20, 2001, p. 6
Need is greater this year for college scholarships (letter) (Lila Stillman and Lynn Baglieber thank the community for their contributions to the Scarsdale High School PTA Scholarship Fund.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7
SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE - EDGEMONT
E'mont (Edgemont) SBNC meeting (The Edgemont School Board Nominating Committee will hold an open meeting on January 24.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Incumbents nominated in Edgemont (photo) (Three incumbent candidates were nominated for second terms as members of the Edgemont Board of Education.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1
Incumbents nominated in Edgemont (photo) (continued) (Three incumbent candidates were nominated for second terms as members of the Edgemont Board of Education.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 12
Nominations closed (The Edgemont School Board Nominating Committee closed nominations on February 6.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (E'mont holds few surprises; incumbents run unopposed; residents to vote on proposed school budget of $26,275,522), May 11, 2001, p. 1

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1
Involvement needed to keep Scarsdale schools strong (letter) (Noreen Fisher and Elizabeth Marshall urge qualified residents to vote for School Board candidates from their district in the upcoming January 9 elections.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (continued) (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 10
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) has new members (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee elected ten new members at an election held on January 9; 504 votes were cast according to Administrative Committee Chairman Noreen Fisher.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Candidates are sought for school board (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will begin deliberations to name three candidates for the Scarsdale Board of Education.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
School board nominations close March 4 (Completed biographical information forms for potential Scarsdale School Board candidates are due on March 4.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 5
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) taps Steves, Simon, Wachtenheim (photo) (Bob Steves, Florie Wachtenheim and Terri Simon have been nominated for the Scarsdale Board of Education School Board Nominating Committee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) taps Steves, Simon, Wachtenheim (photo) (continued) (Bob Steves, Florie Wachtenheim and Terri Simon have been nominated for the Scarsdale Board of Education School Board Nominating Committee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 8
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) is proud to present excellent candidates (letter) (Richard Stanger announces the three candidates for the 2001 Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee: Bob Steves, Terri Simon and Florie Wachtenheim.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
School board committee needs new nominators (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee seeks candidates from each of Scarsdale's elementary school areas.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4

SCHOOL BUILDINGS - SCARSDALE
Greenacres wants classroom back (Greenacres School parents are distressed that the Scarsdale Board of Education is not going keep its promise to build at least one new classroom at the school.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Greenacres wants classroom back (continued) (Greenacres School parents are distressed that the Scarsdale Board of Education is not going keep its promise to build at least one new classroom at the school.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 15

Many capital projects under way at schools, July 27, 2001, p. 1
Many capital projects under way at schools (continued), July 27, 2001, p. 9

SCHOOL SAFETY AND SECURITY
Focal Points: How do you think the law should treat people who threaten the safety of schools? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions locals about pertinent current events.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 7
Emergency response, long and short term (Recent school shootings in California have prompted a two pronged review of the District's crisis response policies according to Schools Superintendent, Michael McGill.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10
Proposed school safety plans provoke debate in Edgemont (Stricter safety measures were discussed at the December 11 meeting of the Edgemont Board of Education.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1
Proposed school safety plans provoke debate in Edgemont (continued) (Stricter safety measures were discussed at the December 11 meeting of the Edgemont Board of Education.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 15

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT
E'mont (Edgemont) SBNC meeting (The Edgemont School Board Nominating Committee will hold an open meeting on January 24.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Edgemont girls share Nobel experience with grandfather (photo) (Libby and Allison Kandel, Seely Place students, had the honor of joining their grandfather, Dr. Eric Kandel, in Stockholm in December as he accepted the Nobel Prize in Medicine.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
Edgemont's excellence is a credit to many (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1A
SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT (Continued)

Edgemont's excellence is a credit to many (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 8A
Nominations closed (The Edgemont School Board Nominating Committee closed nominations on February 6.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1
Testing our values (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that it is time for the State Education Department to propose meaningful alternatives to the mandated standardized tests.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6
Cops in schools plan proposed (Responding to a March 23 internet threat that closed Edgemont schools for a day, Greenburgh Town Supervisor Paul Feiner and Police Chief John Kapica suggest having a police presence in the schools.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Cops in schools plan proposed (continued) (Responding to a March 23 internet threat that closed Edgemont schools for a day, Greenburgh Town Supervisor Paul Feiner and Police Chief John Kapica suggest having a police presence in the schools.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) says no to cops, yes to crisis teams (continued) (At an Edgemont School Board meeting on April 17, parents and school board members voted down having a uniformed police presence in the schools; however, crisis teams will be trained in the summer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4
E'mont (Edgemont) says no to cops, yes to crisis teams (continued) (At an Edgemont School Board meeting on April 17, parents and school board members voted down having a uniformed police presence in the schools; however, crisis teams will be trained in the summer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15
E'mont (Edgemont) forum (The Edgemont School Board Nominating Committee invites the community to an open candidates forum on May 1.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1
Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.), May 18, 2001, p. 1
Hard work and energy made E Day a success (letter) (Susan F. Gibralter and Rita Braunstein thank Edgemont parents, students and vendors for their contributions to the success of the 45th annual E Day, held on May 12.), May 25, 2001, p. 6
Limit 4th- and 8th- grade tests to struggling districts (letter) (David Glazer, President of the Edgemont Board of Education, proposes that only fourth and eighth graders in low performing school districts be required to take state mandated standardized tests.), June 1, 2001, p. 6
Edgemont Community Council able to assist more students (letter) (Vicki LePage and Carol Blann, co-Presidents of the Edgemont Scholarship Council, thank all who donated to the scholarship fund last year.), July 20, 2001, p. 5
What's ahead in the schools: Scarsdale and Edgemont look forward to the new year (photo) (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 4A
Proposed school safety plans provoke debate in Edgemont (Stricter safety measures were discussed at the December 11 meeting of the Edgemont Board of Education.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1
Proposed school safety plans provoke debate in Edgemont (continued) (Stricter safety measures were discussed at the December 11 meeting of the Edgemont Board of Education.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 15

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - BUDGET
Troublesome issues in proposed Edgemont budget (letter) (Gabriel D. Farkas questions certain lines in the proposed Edgemont school budget.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (E'mont holds few surprises; incumbents run unopposed; residents to vote on proposed school budget of $26,275,522), May 11, 2001, p. 1
Just say yes...and in Edgemont (editorial) (The Inquirer urges Edgemont residents to vote "yes" on May 15 on the proposed school budget.), May 11, 2001, p. 6
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (continued) (E'mont holds few surprises; incumbents run unopposed; residents to vote on proposed school budget of $26,275,522), May 11, 2001, p. 14
Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - GRADUATION
Seely Place - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Seely Place School on June 21.), June 29, 2001, p. 24A

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - GREENVILLE-AKER
Greenville - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Greenville School), June 29, 2001, p. 24A

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - HIGH SCHOOL
EHS student keeps faith doing community service (photo) (Edgemont High School senior, Adam Rothstein, spent six weeks this summer performing community service projects in Las Vegas.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 3
Big helmet to fill (photo) (Jesse Brooks replaces Matt Bernstein as fullback as the Edgemont Panthers resume their quest for glory.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
Doing all we can do after Sept. 11 (editorial) (Edgemont High School senior, Hannah Weiner, discusses her complex reactions to the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7
Season finale: Missed opportunities, tough call ends EHS's run (photo) (The Edgemont Panthers football team ended their 31 game winning streak in a stunning loss to the Cambridge Indians on November 24.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1
SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - HIGH SCHOOL (Continued)
Season finale: Missed opportunities, tough call ends EHS’s run (photo) (continued) (The Edgemont Panthers football team ended their 31 game winning streak in a stunning loss to the Cambridge Indians on November 24.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 32

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - HIGH SCHOOL - ALUMNI
David Sklar (Edgemont resident, David Sklar, has joined Management and Capital Partners as Vice President.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 4

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - HIGH SCHOOL - BASKETBALL
Beyond basketball: Boys’ coaches bring communities together for annual character builder (photo), Dec 21, 2001, p. 26

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - HIGH SCHOOL - FOOTBALL
Ready...headset...coach! Technology helps revolutionize the art of coaching football (photo), Nov 9, 2001, p. 21
Panthers run away with title (photo) (The Edgemont Panthers won their fourth straight Section 1 Class C football title with a win over Briarcliff on November 10.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - HIGH SCHOOL - GRADUATION
Focal Points: What are your plans for your immediate and distant future? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions recent Scarsdale and Edgemont High School graduates about their futures.), June 29, 2001, p. 7

Scarsdale and Edgemont seniors are college bound (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of college destinations for 2001 Scarsdale and Edgemont High School graduates.), June 29, 2001, p. 8A
Edgemont’s class of 2001 honored (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Edgemont High School’s Class of 2001 held its commencement ceremony on June 22.), June 29, 2001, p. 10A
Edgemont’s class of 2001 honored (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement; Edgemont High School’s Class of 2001 held its commencement ceremony on June 22.), June 29, 2001, p. 12A

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - PTA
Edgemont meeting (The Edgemont PTA and PTSA will sponsor a panel meeting titled “State Assessments - Burden or Benefit?” on March 27.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - SPORTS
2001 Fall Sports Preview (photo), Sep 7, 2001, p. 17-28

SCHOOLS - GREENBURGH
Cops in schools plan proposed (Responding to a March 23 internet threat that closed Edgemont schools for a day, Greenburgh Town Supervisor Paul Feiner and Police Chief John Kapica suggest having a police presence in the schools.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Law makes towns liable for tax shortfalls (Westchester requires its towns to serve as tax collectors for schools and fire protection and to make up for shortfalls.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Cops in schools plan proposed (continued) (Responding to a March 23 internet threat that closed Edgemont schools for a day, Greenburgh Town Supervisor Paul Feiner and Police Chief John Kapica suggest having a police presence in the schools.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 4
Law makes towns liable for tax shortfalls (continued) (Westchester requires its towns to serve as tax collectors for schools and fire protection and to make up for shortfalls.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 15
School resource officers form positive bonds with students (John Kapica, Chief of Police in Greenburgh, describes the purpose of the School Resource Officer in the public schools.), May 11, 2001, p. 7
Young athletes are contributing to victim's assistance fund (letter) (Noreen Fisher, Campaign Chairman of the Scarsdale/Edgemont United Way, notes many contributions by student athletes to families of victims of the 9/11 terrorst attacks.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6

SCHOOLS - GREENBURGH - GRADUATION
Greenville - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Greenville School), June 29, 2001, p. 24A

SCHOOLS - MOUNT VERNON - HIGH SCHOOL
View from the other side of the tracks (editorial) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Matt Abelson, describes his experiences as an SAT tutor in Mount Vernon for a program called Let's Get Ready.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7

SCHOOLS - NEW YORK (N.Y.)
Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (continued) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 9

SCHOOLS - NEW YORK (STATE)
Brodsky to NYC: District, heal thyself (Greenburgh Assemblyman, Richard Brodsky, calls on New York City school officials to "share the responsibility" and cost of educating its youth, and to do so "to the same extent as other communities" in New York State.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
SCHOOLS - NEW YORK (STATE)  

School districts join to challenge state mandates (The Scarsdale Board of Education will meet with the Edgemont Board of Education to discuss joint strategies for dealing with state testing mandates.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1

Brodsky to NYC: District, heal thyself (continued) (Greenburgh Assemblyman, Richard Brodsky, calls on New York City school officials to "share the responsibility" and cost of educating its youth, and to do so "to the same extent as other communities" in New York State.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 9

School districts join to challenge state mandates (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education will meet with the Edgemont Board of Education to discuss joint strategies for dealing with state testing mandates.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 18

State aid drought (Governor Pataki's proposed cuts in building aid and proposed cap on budget increases are worrying the Scarsdale Board of Education.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1

Toward more equitable New York State education aid (Article discusses the right of every child to a quality education), May 18, 2001, p. 10

SCHOOLS - NEW YORK (STATE) - GOVERNMENT AID

Pressuring Albany tops school district's to-do list (Dr. Michael McGill, Superintendent of Scarsdale Schools, urged residents and employees to pressure Albany for adequate state funding.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1

Pressuring Albany tops school district's to-do list (continued) (Dr. Michael McGill, Superintendent of Scarsdale Schools, urged residents to pressure Albany for adequate state funding.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 9

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE

Village will get tougher on parking near schools (The Village will step up enforcement of parking restrictions on side streets near elementary schools announced Village Manager Alfred Gatta at a meeting of Trustees on December 28, 2000.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

Village will get tougher on parking near schools (continued) (The Village will step up enforcement of parking restrictions on side streets near elementary schools announced Village Manager Alfred Gatta at a meeting of Trustees on December 28, 2000.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 9

More remains to be done to ensure access for all (letter) (James Michels, Chairman of the Advisory Council on People with Disabilities, seeks to advise the Village on ways it could further improve accessibility for the handicapped.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6

In-house assessments for math, language arts (At the first school board meeting of the year on Monday January 8 Jim Sullivan and Anne Schaefer discussed developing a plan for assessing student progress.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 11

Class size discussion (The District-wide Class Size Study Committee will present its findings at a meeting on January 30.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1

School District seeks new solutions to old hiring problems (At the Board of Education meeting on January 22, Dr. Joan Weber reported on the challenges facing Scarsdale as it seeks to hire qualified teachers.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1

Scarsdale schools map course for future (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1A

School District seeks new solutions to old hiring problems (continued) (At the Board of Education meeting on January 22, Dr. Joan Weber reported on the challenges facing Scarsdale as it seeks to hire qualified teachers.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 10

Scarsdale schools map course for future (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12A

Kids' Base & Little School offer creative environment (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 11A

Committee advocates smaller class sizes (Over 150 people attended a meeting at the Scarsdale High School on January 30 to discuss the findings of a district advisory committee on class size.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

Committee advocates smaller class sizes (continued) (Over 150 people attended a meeting at the Scarsdale High School on January 30 to discuss the findings of a district advisory committee on class size.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 10

More info needed on demographics (letter) (Josh Frankel commends the Advisory Committee on Class Size and the Town and Village Civic Club for their recommendations on class size in Scarsdale schools but he would like more detailed information on demographics.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7

Lowering class sizes is an investment in Scarsdale's future (letter) (The four writers of this letter are in full support of the District Advisory Committee's report in favor of lowering class sizes in the elementary schools.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

Small is better (editorial) (The Inquirer supports the plan supplied by the Class Size Advisory Committee to reduce Scarsdale elementary school class size, including an additional $740,000 in next year's budget for more teachers.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

Business as usual for school board (The education report on class size dominated discussions at the Board of Education meeting on February 12.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11

Elementary teachers tout small class size (Discussions of class size continued at the Board of Education meeting on February 12, including recommendations from three teachers.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11

School districts join to challenge state mandates (The Scarsdale Board of Education will meet with the Edgemont Board of Education to discuss joint strategies for dealing with state testing mandates.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1

Test-ban entreaty (editorial) (The Inquirer expresses its agreement with the prevailing sentiment amongst Scarsdale parents who oppose state mandated standardized testing in the schools.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Board, public weigh in on maximum class size policy (The February 12 Scarsdale School Board meeting featured a lengthy and animated discussion of class size.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 11

School districts join to challenge state mandates (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education will meet with the Edgemont Board of Education to discuss joint strategies for dealing with state testing mandates.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 18

Speaker urges boycott of state tests (Alfie Kohn, guest speaker at the PT Council meeting on March 1, described the standards movement as "dastardly" and urged parents and teachers to challenge State Education Department mandates.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

Time for change (editorial) (The Inquirer urges Scarsdale parents to think "outside the box" and take a critical look at the standardized tests that have been mandated for Village schools.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

PT Council offers protest letter for parents (The PT Council offers the template of a letter parents can use to register their objections to the State Education Department's standards initiative.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 11

Speaker urges boycott of state tests (continued) (Alfie Kohn, guest speaker at the PT Council meeting on March 1, described the standards movement as "dastardly" and urged parents and teachers to challenge State Education Department mandates.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 19

School board agrees to reduce class size (After months of debate, the Scarsdale Board of Education has decided to reduce elementary school class sizes.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1

Middle school principal criticizes state testing mandate (Scarsdale Middle School Principal, Mike McDermott, questions and criticizes the New York State Education Department's well publicized standards initiative and its rigorous testing schedule.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 11

Openings at STI for teachers, residents (The Scarsdale Teachers' Institute has a number of openings in its roster of Spring and Summer courses.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 11

School board agrees to reduce class size (continued) (After months of debate, the Scarsdale Board of Education has decided to reduce elementary school class sizes.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 17

Testing our values (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that it is time for the State Education Department to propose meaningful alternatives to the mandated standardized tests.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6

Schools rated by SED (The State Education Department report cards issued last week placed Scarsdale Schools at or among the highest rated schools in Westchester County.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 11

Sprague's service praised by colleagues (Colleagues and friends sang the praises of soon-to-be-retired Superintendent of Instruction, Dr. Richard Sprague, at the Board of Education meeting on March 19.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 11

Law makes towns liable for tax shortfalls (Westchester requires its towns to serve as tax collectors for schools and fire protection and to make up for shortfalls.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

Education commissioner is jeopardizing school excellence (letter) (Gail Tulcin presents her opposition to state mandated standardized testing in the public schools.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6

Our tests, ourselves (editorial) (The Inquirer questions the logic and need for the standardized school tests mandated by the State Education Department.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6

Emergency response, long and short term (Recent school shootings in California have prompted a two pronged review of the District's crisis response policies according to Schools Superintendent, Michael McGill.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10

Law makes towns liable for tax shortfalls (continued) (Westchester requires its towns to serve as tax collectors for schools and fire protection and to make up for shortfalls.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 15

Seeking feedback (Scarsdale School Board President Jackie Irwin announced that the schools were required by law to administer five state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders, despite the objections of parents.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

Civil disobedience is not the proper response to test issue (letter) (Alan Friedman suggests that rather than boycotting the mandated eighth grade standardized science tests, 15 additional hours should be built into the academic year to compensate for time lost to test preparation.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6

Informed conscience (editorial) (The Inquirer believes that the proposed boycott of the state mandated science performance examination for eighth graders sends the message that the direction of public education needs to change course.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6

STOP explains test boycott for parents (Parents of Scarsdale eighth graders met at Village Hall on April 23 to learn how to boycott five state-mandated standardized tests scheduled to begin May 3.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

STOP explains test boycott for parents (continued) (Parents of Scarsdale eighth graders met at Village Hall on April 23 to learn how to boycott five state-mandated standardized tests scheduled to begin May 3.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 4

Boycotting tests teaches students very bad lessons (letter) (James F. Conlan agrees with former letter writer, Alan Friedman, that boycotting the state mandated standardized tests will only teach students that it is "OK" to skip classes, tests or homework assignments they don't like.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

State turned deaf ear to requests for test moderation (letter) (Dr. Alan J. Hecht writes that Albany should not determine Scarsdale school policy or curriculum; he opposes the restrictions imposed by state mandated standardized tests.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE  (Continued)
Students should set good example by taking tests (letter) (Neil Sullivan feels that Scarsdale students should lead the way by setting a good example and cooperating with the mandate to participate in the eighth grade standardized tests.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6
Support for test boycott, with a caveat or 2 (letter) (Seth A. Halpern expresses mixed feelings about the STOP boycott of state mandated standardized tests.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6
Young Writer’s Conference continues wonderful tradition (letter) (Catherine C. Souther, President of the Scarsdale PT Council, thanks the organizers and participants involved in the fifth annual Young Writers Conference, held at the High School on April 1.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6
5th Young Writers’ Conference celebrates communication (Over 460 third, fourth and fifth graders attended 41 workshops at the fifth annual Young Writers’ Conference on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 11
District seeks dialogue about testing/standards (Summary of the Scarsdale Board of Education meeting on the subject of the standards initiative of the state Education Department and the formation of STOP, State Tests Opposed by Parents.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 11
How to boycott state exams (Instructions on how to boycott the following state mandated exams: science performance, ELA, math, written science, social studies and technology), Apr 27, 2001, p. 11
Children should not be taught to lie (letter) (Stephen Hochhauser is appalled that children boycotting the state mandated standardized tests were told to lie and bring in notes claiming they had “family obligations.”), May 4, 2001, p. 6
Stop whining about state tests (letter) (Marina London wants parents to stop whining about the state mandated standardized tests and move on to more important issues.), May 4, 2001, p. 6
Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.), May 18, 2001, p. 1
District-wide technology plan reviewed at school board meeting (Technology Coordinator, Gerry Crisci, and computer teachers William Yang, Ken Holvig and Barbara Bierbauer discussed new technology projects in a report to the School Board on May 7.), May 18, 2001, p. 11
Local 4th-graders ace state ELA tests (Scarsdale fourth graders were top performers in the state on the 2001 English language arts examinations.), May 25, 2001, p. 11
Retiring ass't superintendent looks back (Retiring Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, Dr. Richard Sprague, reflects back on his 23 year tenure in the Scarsdale School District.), June 1, 2001, p. 1
Retiring ass't superintendent looks back (continued) (Retiring Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, Dr. Richard Sprague, reflects back on his 23 year tenure in the Scarsdale School District.), June 1, 2001, p. 12
Beyond the boycott: What's next? (editorial) (Lillian Hecht encourages parents to restore Scarsdale’s independence in determining curriculum and selecting assessment standards.), June 8, 2001, p. 7
Changes to district sexual harassment policy proposed (At a Scarsdale School Board meeting on June 4, Assistant Superintendent, Joan Weber, proposed revisions to the District's sexual harassment policy.), June 8, 2001, p. 13
Honor thy teachers (photo) (As the school year draws to a close, staff appreciation luncheons abound.), June 8, 2001, p. 14
School Board approves goals for next year (The Scarsdale Board of Education approved six District goals for the 2001-02 school year at a meeting on June 4.), June 8, 2001, p. 14
State checks test compliance (State Education Department representatives met with Scarsdale school officials to ascertain compliance with state mandated assessment procedures.), June 15, 2001, p. 1
State checks test compliance (continued) (State Education Department representatives met with Scarsdale school officials to ascertain compliance with state mandated assessment procedures.), June 15, 2001, p. 11
Retiring teachers are gone, but not forgotten (Five veteran Scarsdale teachers have announced their impending retirements.), June 29, 2001, p. 9
Opinions sought on school code (letter) (Mary Beth Gose, TVCC Education Committee, encourages Scarsdale residents to voice their opinions on the Code of Conduct recently proposed by the School District.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
New faces on the school board (Terri Simon and Florie Wachtenheim were welcomed to the School Board on July 9, filling the vacancies left by Jackie Irwin and Rita Golden.), July 13, 2001, p. 10
School board reviewing new Project SAVE code of conduct (new code of conduct is a verbatim codification of a long-standing set of standards that students, school personnel and parents must follow.), July 13, 2001, p. 10
Delayed state budget raises little concern, July 27, 2001, p. 1
Many capital projects under way at schools, July 27, 2001, p. 1
Campers get basic training in video tech (photo) (The Scarsdale Recreation Department is sponsoring a Digital Video Boot Camp for elementary and middle school students.), July 27, 2001, p. 3
Many capital projects under way at schools (continued), July 27, 2001, p. 9
KELS (Kids' Base/Little School) reaccredited (Kids' Base and the Little School recently received reaccreditation from the National Association for the Education of Young Children.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
What's ahead in the schools: Scarsdale and Edgemont look forward to the new year (photo) (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 4A
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Childcare: Kids' B.A.S.E. and The Little School provide quality childcare (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 27A

PT council sports swap set (photo) (The Parent-Teacher Council for Scarsdale Schools will hold its 19th annual Sports Swap on September 8 at the the Middle School gym.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 2


Pressuring Albany tops school district's to-do list (Dr. Michael McGill, Superintendent of Scarsdale Schools, urged residents to pressure Albany for adequate state funding.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1

Construction underway, but delayed (At the Scarsdale School Board meeting on September 10, architects Peter Gisolfi and Ken Pojman gave an update on various school construction projects.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 8

Pressuring Albany tops school district's to-do list (continued) (Dr. Michael McGill, Superintendent of Scarsdale Schools, urged residents to pressure Albany for adequate state funding.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 9

School taxes due (2001-2002 School taxes are due by September 30), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1

Young athletes are contributing to victim's assistance fund (letter) (Noreen Fisher, Campaign Chairman of the Scarsdale/Edgemont United Way, notes many contributions by student athletes to families of victims of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6

School taxes due (2001-2002 School taxes are due by September 30), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1

District is strong in the face of tragedy (The September 24 Scarsdale School Board meeting emphasized the strength and pride of the community in the wake of the 9/11 terrorist events.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 11

State admonishes Scarsdale schools (A letter from the New York State Education Department accused the district of not trying hard enough to end the boycott of state mandated eighth grade standardized tests.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

School psychologists, outreach workers advocate sharing (Audrey Clarkin, Director of Psychologists in the Scarsdale School District, shares coping strategies for students in the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

State admonishes Scarsdale schools (continued) (A letter from the New York State Education Department accused the District of not trying hard enough to end the boycott of state mandated eighth grade standardized tests.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 11

Cohen, Sobol respond to state's mandate for testing compliance (Scarsdale responds to State Commissioner of Education Richard Mills' reprimand that the district failed to halt the boycott of the eighth grade standardized tests last Spring.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1

Folkemer glad to be back at school (photo) (Paul Folkemer is the new Assistant Superintendent for Instruction for the Scarsdale Schools.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1

School board committee needs new nominators (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee seeks candidates from each of Scarsdale's elementary school areas.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4

Who do we think we are? (editorial) (The Inquirer addresses Commissioner Mills' reproachful letter to Scarsdale Schools Superindendent, Dr. Michael McGill, on the boycott of state mandated standardized tests.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

Cohen, Sobol respond to state's mandate for testing compliance (continued) (Scarsdale responds to State Commissioner of Education Richard Mills' reprimand that the district failed to halt the boycott of the eighth grade standardized tests last Spring.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 10

Folkemer glad to be back at school (photo) (continued) (Paul Folkemer is the new Assistant Superintendent for Instruction for the Scarsdale Schools.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 11

'One size fits all' testing mentality is idiotic (letter) (Leslie Rogers sends an open letter to Commissioner Mills on the many failings of the state mandated eighth grade tests.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

Efforts to halt testing continue (editorial) (Ellen J. Golden defends the decision of many Scarsdale parents to have their children boycott the state mandated eighth grade tests.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7

Superintendent responds to SED scolding (In a November 28 letter, School Superintendent Michael McGill claims that Scarsdale did nothing wrong in disagreeing with New York State's standardized testing program.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

We're responsible for improving level of education (letter) (Neil Sullivan defends New York State's right to monitor educational standards through standardized tests.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

Superintendent responds to SED scolding (continued) (In a November 28 letter, School Superintendent Michael McGill claims that Scarsdale did nothing wrong in disagreeing with New York State's standardized testing program.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

Real world journey for A-Schoolers (photo) (Article describes the Scarsdale Alternative School's annual career internship program; student Rebecca Wein is pictured with attorney Rebecca J. Fialk.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 11

A-School info meeting (The Scarsdale Alternative will hold its annual informational meeting for prospective students on February 13.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 11

A-School senior hikes Wyoming mountains on a month-long environmental trip (photo) (Scarsdale Alternative School senior, Jamie Warren, hiked the Wind River Range in Wyoming with teens from around the country.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 11
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - BUDGET

$76M school budget proposed by board (The Scarsdale Board of Education presented a budget of $76.4 million for 2001-02, an 8.9 percent increase from last year.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

School budget wins endorsements (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

School budget wins endorsements (continued) (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum held on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 9

Greenacres must rally for fair share of school funds (letter) (Carrie Fishman and Laura Fratt, co-heads of GIN, aka Greenacres in Need, encourages Greenacres parents to join in their campaign to obtain the school's fair share of plant improvement funds from the school budget.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6

$76.7M school budget adopted (The Scarsdale Board of Education formally adopted its proposed budget of $76.69 million for 2001-02.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

$76.7M school budget adopted (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education formally adopted its proposed budget of $76.69 million for 2001-02.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 17

Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (Scarsdale set to vote after much debate and discussion on $76.7 million 2001-02 school budget), May 11, 2001, p. 1

Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (continued) (Scarsdale set to vote after much debate and discussion on $76.7 million 2001-02 school budget), May 11, 2001, p. 3

Just say yes...in Scarsdale (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to vote "yes" on the proposed school budget.), May 11, 2001, p. 6

PT Council urges support for budget (letter) (The Scarsdale Council of Parent Teacher Associations endorses the 2001-02 school budget and urges the Scarsdale community to vote "yes" on May 15.), May 11, 2001, p. 6

TVCC Education Committee urges yes on budget (letter) (The TVCC Education Committee endorses the school budget for 2001-02 and urges members of the community to vote "yes" on May 15.), May 11, 2001, p. 6

Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

Thrift is focus of preliminary school budget (Predictions for the 2002-03 Scarsdale School budget indicate that there will be more kids in the schools and less money to spend on them.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1

Thrift is focus of preliminary school budget (continued) (Predictions for the 2002-03 Scarsdale School budget indicate that there will be more kids in the schools and less money to spend on them.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 13

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - CAPITAL INVESTMENTS

Many capital projects under way at schools, July 27, 2001, p. 1

Many capital projects under way at schools (continued), July 27, 2001, p. 9

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - CLASS SIZE

Class size discussion (The District-wide Class Size Study Committee will present its findings at a meeting on January 30.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1

Residents should get involved in class size debate (letter) (Peter Gelfman and Mary Beth Gose of the TVCC Education Committee encourage residents to attend the Scarsdale Board of Education's open forum on class size on January 30.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

Small is better (editorial) (The Inquirer supports the plan supplied by the Class Size Advisory Committee to reduce Scarsdale elementary school class size, including an additional $740,000 in next year's budget for more teachers.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - EDGEMOOD

Edgewood School's 'Indiana Jones' comes home (photo) (Archaeologist Michael Callaghan, Edgewood School alumnus, Class of '86, addressed Edgewood School fifth graders about his adventures unearthing a Mayan palace.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 11

Class size discussion (The District-wide Class Size Study Committee will present its findings at a meeting on January 30.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1

Back to the future (photo) (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, visited Cora Five's fifth grade class at the Edgewood School to discuss Scarsdale's role during the Revolutionary War.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 10

Puppet show at Edgewood celebrates tri-culturalism (photo) (On March 15, Edgewood School third graders held a Tri-Cultural Puppet Show featuring puppets representing Mexico, Japan and Egypt.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 11

Edgewood kids send best wishes to injured teacher (letter) (On behalf of the Edgewood School community, Tom Feyer and Cathy Friedman send get well wishes to first-grade teacher, Emily Reidel.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6

Edgewood links arts, academics (photo) (The Edgewood School's recent theme night featured the merger of the arts with academic disciplines.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 11

Many capital projects under way at schools, July 27, 2001, p. 1

E'wood (Edgewood) friends never had to say 'sayonara' (photo) (Former Edgewood School students, John Marshall and Brian Frommer, reunite with their old classmate, Tatsuya Izumi, in Tokyo.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 3

Bouncing bubbles and unbreakable eggs (photo) (Mr. Fish, aka John James Lepiarz, presented a raucous science show on September 26 at the Edgewood School.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 11

Sprucing up (photo) (Edgewood School Brownie Troop 1941 came to their school on Columbus Day to spruce up the garden around the school sign.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 9
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - EDGEWOOD (Continued)
Diverse third grade shares family stories at Edgewood (photo) (Edgewood School third graders are interviewing older relatives for a history unit on ancestry.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 11
After-school chefs whip up 'awesome' treats (photo) (The Fox Meadow and Edgewood Schools include a "Chef's Club" in their after school activities program.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 12
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - EDGWOOD - GRADUATION
Edgewood - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Edgewood School on June 21.), June 29, 2001, p. 22A
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - EMPLOYEES
Sprague to retire (Dr. Richard Sprague, Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, has announced that he will retire in July, culminating a 25 year career in the Scarsdale Schools.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
Honored faculty (photo) (Evelyn McCormack, District Director of Public Information, is seen pinning a carnation on Mathematics helping teacher, Anne Schaefer, in recognition of her forty years of service.), July 6, 2001, p. 9
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - EMPLOYEES - RETIREMENT
Sprague to retire (Dr. Richard Sprague, Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, has announced that he will retire in July, culminating a 25 year career in the Scarsdale Schools.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM
Foreign Language shapes an interdependent world (photo) (The Flamenco Vivo Carlota Santana Spanish Dance Company performed at Scarsdale High School to help raise student multicultural awareness and appreciation.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 9
Board considers early foreign language study (The benefits of foreign language instruction for elementary school students were discussed at the December 10 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1
Board considers early foreign language study (continued) (The benefits of foreign language instruction for elementary school students were discussed at the December 10 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - FOXC MEADOW
Got snow? (photo) (Three photos depict local kids enjoying the aftermath of a snowstorm on December 31, 2000.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 10
Debate continues over school safety measures (A regular police presence at the Fox Meadow School to direct morning and afternoon traffic was urged by Fox Meadow residents attending a meeting of the Village Municipal Services Committee on January 8.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Debate continues over school safety measures (continued) (A regular police presence at the Fox Meadow School to direct morning and afternoon traffic was urged by Fox Meadow residents attending a meeting of the Village Municipal Services Committee on January 8.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 8
Scarsdale schools map course for future (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1A
Parents: obey traffic regulations (letter) (Various authors commend Carole Tunick for her January 19 letter to the Inquirer, which highlighted unsafe conditions on Chesterfield Road at the Fox Meadow School.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6
Authors wow elementary students (photo) (Authors Paula Danziger and David Wisniewski wowed attentive students at the Fox Meadow and Heathcote Schools.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12
Japanese New Year greeted at Fox Meadow (photo) (Misako Johnson led a celebration of the Japanese New Year at the Fox Meadow School on January 23.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12
Scarsdale schools map course for future (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12A
Keeping the peace (editorial) (With reference to the 1999 Andrew McCready case, the Inquirer urges the Scarsdale Police Department to defuse rather than exacerbate tension when dealing with the public.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6
Moon Men play makes another orbit (Fox Meadow School fifth graders performed "The Day the Moon Men Landed," a sci-fi musical composed by the mother-daughter team of Rose Kacherian Ryback and Constance Ryback Shel Signian.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 11
(Fox Meadow first grader, Danny Swad, is pictured getting feedback on his Valentine's Day handiwork.) (photo), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
New mural at Fox Meadow School (photo) (Pictured is the one-of-a-kind mural created by Fox Meadow School third graders to celebrate the addition of a new wing to the school; art teacher JoAnne Ensley supervised.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11
Let's do lunch! (photo) (Fox Meadow School first graders, Maxi Naclerio and Reiko Masuda, are pictured creating art projects during the school's lunchtime enrichment hour.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 11
Architects detail school construction projects (At the Scarsdale Board of Education meeting on March 19, District architects Peter Gisolli and Ken Pojman described current and upcoming school building projects.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - FOX MEADOW (Continued)
Architects detail school construction projects (continued) (At the Scarsdale Board of Education meeting on March 19, District architects Peter Gisolfi and Ken Pojman described current and upcoming school building projects.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

Kelly's Corner (photo) (David, Debbie and Daniel Kelly are pictured in front of a memorial plaque at the Fox Meadow School in honor of Thomas Kelly, who died in an automobile accident; a memorial fund was established in his name.), June 8, 2001, p. 13

Chess champs (photo) (Fox Meadow School won the third place trophy at the National Scholastic Chess Foundation chess tournament held on October 21.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 11

Fox Meadow shares holiday traditions (photo) (Fox Meadow School faculty and international parents shared a traditional Thanksgiving meal at Wayside Cottage on November 6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 11

After-school chefs whip up 'awesome' treats (photo) (The Fox Meadow and Edgewood Schools include a "Chef's Club" in their after school activities program.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 12

Creative latkes win taste test at Fox Meadow holiday party (photo) (The Fox Meadow Multicultural Committee held a Festival of Lights celebration on December 10 featuring the annual contest for best latke recipe.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 13

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - FOX MEADOW - GRADUATION
Fox Meadow - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; lists the 63 students having their moving up ceremony on June 21 from the Fox Meadow School.), June 29, 2001, p. 19A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS
Wind Ensemble to celebrate Scarsdale's 300th, April 27 (letter) (Iris Burkat invites the Scarsdale community to join the Wind Ensemble at the High School on April 27 as it kicks off the celebration of Scarsdale's 300th Anniversary.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6

School budget wins endorsements (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

School budget wins endorsements (continued) (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum held on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 9

Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

Wind Ensemble puts on All-American show (The Friends of Music and the Arts in the Scarsdale Schools sponsored an "All-American Musical Send-Off" to celebrate the upcoming trip that the Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble will be taking to England.), May 4, 2001, p. 9

Wind Ensemble's trip to England did Scarsdale proud (letter) (Craig P. Sherman, Scarsdale High School Band Director, thanks those who made possible a very successful trip and performances in England by the High School Wind Ensemble.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

Friends of Music and the Arts continues its support of school programs (photo) (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 16A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - GRADUATION
Congratulations to the Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Coldwell Banker and Dudley Doernberg salute graduates.), June 29, 2001, p. 2A

Congratulations and love to our graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Wilson & Sons Jewelers salutes graduates.), June 29, 2001, p. 3A

Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of graduating seniors of the Scarsdale High School Class of 2001.), June 29, 2001, p. 4A

Commencement (editorial) (Marc Wollin offers parental wisdom to recent graduates.), June 29, 2001, p. 7

Fox Meadow - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; lists the 83 students having their moving up ceremony on June 21 from the Fox Meadow School.), June 29, 2001, p. 19A

Heathcote - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Heathcote School on June 21.), June 29, 2001, p. 20A

Edgewood - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Edgewood School on June 21.), June 29, 2001, p. 22A

Greenacres - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Greenacres School on June 13; students are pictured performing in their graduation play, "Glorious Morning.").), June 29, 2001, p. 23A

Quaker Ridge - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Quaker Ridge School on June 19; the theme of the day was "End of Year Memories.").), June 29, 2001, p. 23A

Julia B. Fee: Congratulations! Hats off to our graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement: Julia B. Fee Real Estate Agency salutes the graduating classes of 2001.), June 29, 2001, p. 26A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - GREENACRES
Police create atmosphere of alienation, confrontation (letter) (John R. Wisdom criticizes the Scarsdale Police for ticketing him because he left his car parked for thirty seconds in front of the Greenacres School while he picked up his child.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

At Greenacres, selfish parents outnumber the considerate (letter) (Gerrie Jaffe urges greater cooperation from Greenacres parents in adhering to drop off and pick up rules at the elementary school.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - GREENACRES (Continued)

Greenacres Brownies have big hearts (letter) (Greenacres third grade Brownie Troop 1432 sent handmade Valentines Day cards to senior citizens at the Nathan Miller Nursing Home in White Plains.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

Indian dancer at Greenacres school (photo) (Choreographer/teacher/dancer, Nalini Rau, performed ritual dances at the Greenacres School on February 16.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 11

Boys take cooking challenge in Greenacres (photo) (For his tenth birthday, Greenacres School fourth grader, Joshua Seiden, held a cooking competition based on the "Iron Chef" TV show.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 3

Greenacres wants classroom back (Greenacres School parents are distressed that the Scarsdale Board of Education is not going keep its promise to build at least one new classroom at the school.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

Greenacres must rally for fair share of school funds (letter) (Carrie Fishman and Laura Fratt, co-heads of GIN, aka Greenacres in Need, encourages Greenacres parents to join in their campaign to obtain the school's fair share of plant improvement funds from the school budget.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6

"Monumental" night at Greenacres (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Greenacres School at a reception topping off the month long artist in resident program about architecture.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9

Cancellation of Greenacres project was unjustified (letter) (Carrie Fishman, Laura Fratt and Meredith Lonner would like to know what happened to the additional classroom promised for the Greenacres School pursuant to the 1998 elementary school bond issue.), May 11, 2001, p. 6

Demographics irrelevant to classroom decision (letter) (Carrie Fishman, Laura Fratt and Meredith Lonner urge a re-opening of the discussion on the promised additional classroom at the Greenacres School.), May 25, 2001, p. 6

Greenacres book jacket parade (photo) (Greenacres first grader, Jack Lyons, is shown holding the banner at the head of the Greenacres annual Read-Aloud "book jacket parade.")., June 1, 2001, p. 11

Students, faculty bond at memorial assembly (photo) (continued) (A memorial service was held at the Scarsdale High School on September 13 in honor of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 31

Run for recovery (The Greenacres community services committee is holding a "Relay Run for Recovery" on October 20 at the Greenacres School.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

Greenacres needs another classroom to bring it up to par (letter) (Carrie Fishman, Laura Fratt and Meredith Lonner urge the construction of an additional classroom to the crowded Greenacres School.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6

Board to discuss: Is Greenacres bursting at the seams? (Discussions at the November 5 Scarsdale School Board meeting centered around additional space at the Greenacres School.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 11

Grand opening (photo) (Author Bernard Most watches Sam Cass on the computer at the opening of the Greenacres School Library on November 2.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 11

Board OKs adding Greenacres classroom (In a special meeting on November 13, the Scarsdale School Board unanimously decided to add a classroom to the Greenacres School.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 11

Classroom addition at Greenacres needed, appreciated (The writers applaud the Board of Education's decision to reinstate the one classroom construction project at the Greenacres School.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 6

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - GREENACRES - GRADUATION

Greenacres - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Greenacres School on June 13; students are pictured performing in their graduation play, "Glorious Morning.")., June 29, 2001, p. 23A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HEATHCOTE

Hands across the rainbow (photo) (Heathcote School students are pictured holding their hands up before the school's "Rainbow of Interdependence" display.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 10

Heathcote 5th-graders take 3-hour trip back in time (Heathcote School fifth graders stepped back in time when they visited the Thomas Paine Cottage in New Rochelle on January 11.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 10

Authors wow elementary students (photo) (Authors Paula Danziger and David Wisniewski wowed attentive students at the Fox Meadow School and Heathcote Schools.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12

Students of invention (photo) (Student Stephanie Ro is dressed up as Wilhelm Roentgen at the Heathcote School's celebration of National Invention Month on January 26.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 11

Architects detail school construction projects (At the Scarsdale Board of Education meeting on March 19, District architects Peter Gisolfi and Ken Pojman described current and upcoming school building projects.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1

Architects detail school construction projects (continued) (At the Scarsdale Board of Education meeting on March 19, District architects Peter Gisolfi and Ken Pojman described current and upcoming school building projects.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

Heathcote celebrates interdependence, teamwork and cooperation (photo) (Team builder and conflict resolver, David Levine, coached Heathcote kindergartners and fifth graders on March 26.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 9

Chess champs galore (photo) (Pictured with their chess coach are student winners of local chess tournaments.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10
SCOLLS - SCARSDALE - HEATHCOTE (Continued)

Heathcote hunt yields many valuable lessons (First graders at the Heathcote School searched for “treasure” during the school’s multicultural, independent scavenger hunt on April 2.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9
(Healthcote first graders are shown at the multicultural scavenger hunt.) (photo), Apr 20, 2001, p. 10
Caleb Heathcote Day is celebrated (photo) (Caleb Heathcote Day was observed at the Heathcote School on April 20.), May 11, 2001, p. 11
Brownies in bloom (photo) (Heathcote second grade Brownie troop 2094 won the youth award for horticulture at the Scarsdale Woman’s Club flower show.), July 13, 2001, p. 10
2 teens stabbed in fight at Heathcote (A disagreement among teens turned violent in the rear parking lot of the Heathcote School on the night of August 4, resulting in two stab wounds.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
Teens, parents offer differing accounts of Heathcote stabbing (Following a stabbing on August 4 at the Heathcote School, both sides of the dispute are coming forward with differing versions of what transpired.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1
Teens, parents offer differing accounts of Heathcote stabbing (continued) (Following a stabbing on August 4 at the Heathcote School, both sides of the dispute are coming forward with differing versions of what transpired.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 9
'I know, I know' (photo) (Children in Paula Magaletti’s Heathcote kindergarten class show enthusiasm.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Fan club (photo) (Students at the Heathcote School demonstrate their gratitude to Scarsdale’s first responders.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9
Healthcote 5th-graders debate the issues (photo) (Christine Boyer’s Heathcote School fifth grade class joined County Board of Legislators chairman, George Latimer, at his White Plains chambers for some debating pointers.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 11
Red American beauty nursed back to health (photo) (Brian and Stephanie Ro nursed a Northern Cardinal back to health after it flew into their house and banged against a wall.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11

SCOLLS - SCARSDALE - HEATHCOTE - GRADUATION

Heathcote - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students “moving up” from the Heathcote School on June 21), June 29, 2001, p. 20A

SCOLLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL

(Photo of Kevin Shellen-Smith skiing at the Scarsdale High School) (photo), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6
Open gym at Scarsdale (photo) (Scarsdale students gathered at the High School on January 27 for Open Gym Night; Senior Dan Sosnay won the raffle prize, a Knicks jersey signed by Marcus Camby.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 11
In the schools (Eric Yuen, graduating senior at Scarsdale High School, has been chosen as a candidate for the 2001 Presidential Scholars Program.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 11
Lowell Alecson (dies) (Beloved Scarsdale High School choral and drama teacher, Lowell Alecson, died on January 28 following an eight month long battle with pancreatic cancer. He was 53.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 14
SHS (Scarsdale High School) junior arrested for giving vodka to a freshman (A sixteen year old Scarsdale High School junior was arrested on February 13 after supplying a 14 year old girl with vodka during a weekend night of binge drinking.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 5
National merit, community service scholarships (Thirty-three Scarsdale High School seniors have been named National Merit Scholarship finalists in the 2001 competition.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11
Au revoir to all that (photo) (Thirteen Scarsdale High School students left on February 9 for a two week visit to Luynes, France, as part of a foreign language exchange program.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 11
Homework: A parents’ guide to gentle supervision (Karen Brown, Chair of the Scarsdale High School Special Education Department, offers helpful hints for maximizing homework benefits.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 11
Foreign Language shapes an interdependent world (photo) (The Flamenco Vivo Carlota Santana Spanish Dance Company performed at Scarsdale High School to help raise student multicultural awareness and appreciation.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 9
Carnival time (The annual Carnival sponsored by the Scarsdale High School senior class will be held April 20-21.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
Small Wonders: Darn those trickling grains of sand (editorial) (Ilene Nechamkin experiences intimations of an empty nest as her daughter starts her freshman year at Scarsdale High School.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7
Young Writer’s Conference continues wonderful tradition (letter) (Catherine C. Souther, President of the Scarsdale PT Council, thanks the organizers and participants involved in the fifth annual Young Writers Conference, held at the High School on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6
Organizers of first community carnival thank supporters (letter) (Elissa Kozlov, President of the Scarsdale High School Class of 2004, thanks the merchants and residents who made possible last weekend’s Carnival.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7
What’s so funny? (photo) (Scarsdale High School senior, David Godfrey, scoffs at danger at the dunk tank at the Scarsdale High School Carnival on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 17
No pool referendum (Richard Mills, State Commissioner of Education, dismissed Robert Harrison’s appeal to require the school board to hold a special referendum on the indoor pool at the High School.), May 4, 2001, p. 1
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL (Continued)
Worthy causes engage student altruists at high school (photo) (In an awards ceremony on May 1, Scarsdale High School Principal, John Klemme, paid tribute to student altruism.), May 4, 2001, p. 11
SHS (Scarsdale High School) draws blood (photo) (Jillian Roth is pictured donating blood at the Scarsdale High School blood drive on May 2.), May 4, 2001, p. 12
School sexual harassment policy debated (At the School Board meeting on May 21, four Scarsdale High School seniors offered their opinions on sexual harassment and intimidation.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
Tercentenary fair (Scarsdale's 300th anniversary will be celebrated with a street fair at the High School on June 9.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
School sexual harassment policy debated (continued) (At the School Board meeting on May 21, four Scarsdale High School seniors offered their opinions on sexual harassment and intimidation.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11
SHS seniors to present "How to Succeed" (photo) (On May 31, the Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 will premiere its production of "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying."), May 25, 2001, p. 11
Fighting Hellfish (photo) (Scarsdale's Ultimate Frisbee team proves itself at the Nationals.), May 25, 2001, p. 20
STEP raffle raised $1,000 for program (letter) (STEP Club co-Presidents, Andrew Wachtenheim and Daniela Bailey, thank the merchants who made possible a very successful fundraising raffle on March 8.), June 1, 2001, p. 6
"How to Succeed' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 premiered its production of "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying," on May 31; performances will continue through June 2.), June 1, 2001, p. 17
Tercentenary festivities (Scarsdale's 300th birthday will be celebrated on June 9 at Scarsdale High School.), June 8, 2001, p. 1
Juniors poised to take mantle of seniority (editorial) (Jessica Liebman reflects on transitioning to her final year at Scarsdale High School.), June 8, 2001, p. 7
"Midsummer Night's Dream" comes true at high school (photo) (As part of its Shakespeare festival, Scarsdale High School ninth-graders performed "A Midsummer Night's Dream."), June 8, 2001, p. 13
Scenes from yesteryear (photo) (Photo of two residents dressed as Revolutionary soldiers during the Village's tercentennial celebration at Scarsdale High School on June 9.), June 15, 2001, p. 1
Party time! (photo) (Photos of the tercentennial celebration of the Village of Scarsdale, held on June 9 at the Scarsdale High School), June 15, 2001, p. 3
Change in gymnasium basement plans explained (letter) (Michael V. McGill, Superintendent of Scarsdale Schools, discusses the reasoning behind the construction of a basement under the new high school gym.), July 27, 2001, p. 6
High School brings opportunities for self-discovery (photo) (Article discusses ninth graders transitioning to the High School and being encouraged to form "a new social and personal identity."), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) students plunge into life at SHS (photo) (Brittany Gray and Mitchell Graves, this year's STEP students at Scarsdale High School, receive a warm welcome.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9
Students, faculty bond at memorial assembly (A memorial service was held at the Scarsdale High School on September 13 in honor of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
Students, faculty bond at memorial assembly (photo) (continued) (A memorial service was held at the Scarsdale High School on September 13 in honor of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 31
Civic education trip fosters cooperation and community (Sixty-four Scarsdale ninth graders bonded in the upstate woods last week during a day and a half long civic education retreat.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 9
High school students gather for the environment (photo) (Students from Scarsdale High School attended the Westchester Earth Service Corps training retreat on October 21 in Croton.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 11
Need is greater this year for college scholarships (letter) (Lila Stillman and Lynn Bagliebter thank the community for their contributions to the Scarsdale High School PTA Scholarship Fund.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7
Kids talk to school board about cliques and courtesy at SHS (Scarsdale High School), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11
The music man; Scarsdale High School junior Daniel Chait lets music into every corner of his life (photo) (Scarsdale High School junior, Daniel Chait, has won a spot in the prestigious Manhattan School of Music's Select Choir.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 21
SHS (Scarsdale High School) clothing drive brings avalanche of donations, Dec 21, 2001, p. 13
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - ALUMNI
Brown, Hack (engaged) (photo) (Amanda Brown and Jeff Hack are engaged; the couple plan to have a Fall wedding.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 13
Cleverley, Bench (wed) (photo) (Craig Markham Bench and Amanda Jane Cleverley were wed December 14, 2000, at the Salt Lake Temple of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Salt Lake City, Utah.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 13
Eidelberg, Spector (wed) (photo) (Ilana Susan Eidelberg and Andrew Martin Spector were wed on October 28, 2000, at the Water's Edge in New York City.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 13
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - ALUMNI (Continued)

Cannell, Cohen (engaged) (photo) (Dina Canell and Jason A. Cohen are engaged; an August wedding is planned.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19

Stone, Pynes (engaged) (photo) (Sahara Stone and Jordan Pynes are engaged; a Fall wedding is planned.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19

Verna, Mahoney (engaged) (Christine Noelle Verna and Thomas John Mahoney are engaged; an August wedding is planned.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19

Weiss, Kubovy (wed) (Dara-Lynn Weiss and Itamar Kubovy were wed on January 20 at the St. Regis Hotel in New York City.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 15

Kenneth Polin (Scarsdale resident and Scarsdale High School graduate, Kenneth Polin, announced the expansion of the offices of Banner Mortgage Group, Inc., the company of which he is President.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 4

Awards & Promotions (photo) (Elizabeth Stock, former Scarsdale resident and Scarsdale High School graduate, has been recognized by Crains New York Business in its "Under 40 - NY's Rising Stars" annual edition.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 4

SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad nominated for commerce post (photo) (Kenneth Juster has been nominated by President Bush for the position of Undersecretary of Commerce for Export Administration.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1

Donovan, Kiernan (engaged) (photo) (Diane Donovan and Timothy Kiernan are engaged.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 14

Munson, Warnken (wed) (photo) (Megan Farley Munson and Dr. Wayne Leslie Warnken were wed on December 31, 2000, in Portland, Oregon.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 14

Verna, Mahoney (engaged) (photo) (Dr. Christine Noelle Verna and Thomas John Mahoney are engaged; an August wedding is planned.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 14

Teardowns are breaking heart of former resident (letter) (Former resident, Alison L. Kahle, bemoans the demolition of so many classic Scarsdale homes.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6

Speck, McGuire (wed) (Sandra Speck and Jason McGuire were wed on September 30, 2000, in Westhampton, Long Island.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 16

Weiss, Raskin (wed) (Jacqueline Samara Weiss and Dr. Gregory Raskin were wed on March 31, 2001, at the New York Botanical Garden in the Bronx.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 16

Banks, Crouch (engaged) (photo) (Elizabeth Banks and Woodrow Crouch are engaged.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 16

SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad's trip to Russia inspires off-off Broadway play (photo) (Article describes the artistic path of Scarsdale playwright, Adam Mantell.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 19

Susan Laidhold (dies) (Former resident, Susan Laidhold, died unexpectedly of cardiac arrest on March 14. She was 63.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 8

Mangialetti, Tsiang (wed) (photo) (Nada Rose Mangialetti and Eugene Yu-Kong Tsiang were wed on March 3, 2001, in Waterville Valley, New Hampshire.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 20

Sammartano, Flint (engaged) (Lynn Sammartano is engaged to Alexander Flint; a July wedding is planned.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 20

Schulzer, Jakubowicz (wed) (photo) (Pamela Jasmine Schulzer and David Matthew Jakubowicz were wed on January 6, 2001, in New York City.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 20

Maurine Murray (photo) (Licensed real estate saleswoman, Maurine Murray, has joined the Julia B. Fee office in Scarsdale.), May 4, 2001, p. 4

Club News - Woman's club (photo) (George and Carl Newlin will discuss their grandparents, Florence and Frank Bethell, at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on May 10.), May 4, 2001, p. 22

Fields, Lewis (wed) (photo) (Lisa Fields and Jeffrey Lewis were wed on April 28, 2001, at the Rainbow Room in Manhattan.), May 4, 2001, p. 22

Dubbs, Harrison (engaged) (photo) (Heather Dubbs and Zachary Harrison announced their engagement; a July wedding is planned.), May 11, 2001, p. 16

Moskowitz, O'Donnell (engaged) (photo) (Alison Moskowitz and Chris O'Donnell are engaged.), May 11, 2001, p. 16

Rock the cradle; SHS grad splits time between lax team, new son (photo) (Profile of 1989 Scarsdale High School graduate, Leigh Ann Boscarino, who is the coach of the Scarsdale girls' lacrosse team.), May 11, 2001, p. 19

Rock the cradle; SHS grad splits time between lax team, new son (photo) (Profile of 1989 Scarsdale High School graduate, Leigh Ann Boscarino, who is the coach of the Scarsdale girls' lacrosse team.), May 11, 2001, p. 25

SHS grad is quintessential "twenty-something" (photo) (Scarsdale High School graduate and actor, Loring Murtha, has been hitting his stride, starring in popular television programs and on Broadway.), May 18, 2001, p. 25

Teacher featured in Newsweek (Ben Klein, a 1996 graduate of Scarsdale High School, is featured in the July 4 issue of Newsweek in an article on the tribulations of teaching.), June 1, 2001, p. 4

Tola, Thompson (engaged) (photo) (Yvette Karen Tola and Allyn Rainsford Thompson are engaged.), June 1, 2001, p. 14

Vaughan, Maanavi (engaged) (Jennifer Vaughan and Dariush Maanavi are engaged; a March, 2002, wedding is planned.), June 1, 2001, p. 14

Joseph Nathan Kinstlinger (dies) (Joseph Nathan Kinstlinger, former Scarsdale resident, died of cardiac arrest on May 27, 2001, in Boulder, Colorado. He was 33.), June 1, 2001, p. 19
SCHOOLS · SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - ALUMNI (Continued)

Attorney is honored for public service (photo) (On May 1, the New York State Bar Association awarded attorney and former Scarsdale resident, Andrew Tombback, the 2001 Pro Bono Service Award.), June 8, 2001, p. 3

Service award (photo) (Mara Bonfeld was honored for her volunteer work at the Crohn's & Colitis Foundation's anniversary luncheon on May 5.), June 8, 2001, p. 4

And the winner is...(photo) (Charles Seife, author of "Zero: the Biography of a Dangerous Idea," has won the Penn/Martha Albrand 2001 Award for first nonfiction work.), June 8, 2001, p. 4

Kimtis, Fear (wed) (photo) (Karin Beverly Kimtis and Robert Fear, Jr., were wed on May 19, 2001, at the Church of St. James the Less in Scarsdale.), June 8, 2001, p. 17

Michelson, Lannes (wed) (Randall Brian Michelson and Diana Lannes were wed on May 5, 2001, in Santa Barbara, California.), June 15, 2001, p. 15

Scarsdale grad earns ultimate Frisbee honor (Lindsay Thompson Goldsmith, Scarsdale High School graduate and recent graduate from Swarthmore College, won the Callahan Trophy - college Frisbee's ultimate honor.), June 15, 2001, p. 17

The wheel deal; Bike tutor Aresh Mohit takes over for parents in need (photo) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Aresh Mohit, teaches safe bicycle riding.), June 15, 2001, p. 17

Scarsdale grad earns ultimate Frisbee honor (photo) (continued) (Lindsay Thompson Goldsmith, Scarsdale High School graduate and recent graduate from Swarthmore College, won the Callahan Trophy - college frisbee's ultimate honor.), June 15, 2001, p. 21

The wheel deal; Bike tutor Aresh Mohit takes over for parents in need (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Aresh Mohit, teaches safe bicycle riding.), June 15, 2001, p. 22

Fledging opera star comes home (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Joe Kaiser, is making a name for himself as an opera singer.), June 29, 2001, p. 15

Fledging opera star comes home (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale resident, Joe Kaiser, is making a name for himself as an opera singer.), June 29, 2001, p. 16

Farewell service will honor local missionary (photo) (Missionary Curtis Price Campbell will be honored with a farewell sacrament service at the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints prior to his departure on a two year mission to Las Vegas, Nevada.), July 13, 2001, p. 14

Bracken, Jaffe (wed) (photo) (Genevieve M. Bracken and Matthew Samuel Jaffe were wed on July 14, 2001, at the home of the bride's grandfather in Deal, New Jersey.), July 20, 2001, p. 13

Thomas, Mirabelli (engaged) (photo) (Dr. Robert Mirabelli and Dr. Jennifer Thomas are engaged.), July 27, 2001, p. 12

Barton, Fink (wed) (photo) (Lauren Michelle Barton and Daniel Fink were wed on August 4, 2001, at Tappan Hill in Tarrytown.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 13

Clash of the titans; Claire Miller and Sarah Luskin matched up in Ivy League field hockey action last fall - this year they'll do it again (photo), Aug 24, 2001, p. 17

Clash of the titans; Claire Miller and Sarah Luskin matched up in Ivy League field hockey action last fall - this year they'll do it again (photo) (continued), Aug 24, 2001, p. 20

Robert Hugh Lilly (dies) (Robert Hugh Lilly of Scarsdale died on August 29, 2001, in Lawrence Hospital following a short illness. He was 75.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 32

Matlik, Anthony (wed) (photo) (Jessica Matlick and Jason Anthony were wed on September 2, 2001, at Le Chateau in South Salem, New York.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 15

Scarsdalian in art show (photo) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Michael Priest, will exhibit his photographs at the annual Armonk outdoor art festival on September 29 and 30.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 15

Alderman, Peter (dies) (photo) (Peter Craig Alderman, a former Scarsdale resident, died on September 11, 2001, at the World Trade Center while attending a business seminar. He was 25.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 20

Couse, Schwarz (wed) (photo) (Stephen Wiley Schwarz and Kristen Couse were wed on September 2 at Studio 450 in New York City.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 16

Arthur W. Wilton (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Arthur W. Wilton, died on September 15, 2001, in St. Petersburg, Florida. He was 42.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 22


View from the other side of the tracks (editorial) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Matt Abelson, describes his experiences as an SAT tutor in Mount Vernon for a program called Let's Get Ready.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7

Couse, Schwarz (wed) (photo) (Stephen Wiley Schwarz and Kristen Couse were wed on September 2 at Studio 450 in New York City.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 12

Sparling, Gould (wed) (photo) (Amy Rose Sparling and Matthew Adam Gould were wed on August 26, 2001, in North Salem.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 14

Verna, Mahoney (wed) (photo) (Christine Verna and Thomas Mahoney were wed on August 18, 2001, in Rye Brook.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 14

Eckstein, Forman (wed) (photo) (Lauren Suzanne Eckstein and Todd Jeremy Forman were wed on October 20, 2001, at the Puck Building in Manhattan.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 12
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - ALUMNI (Continued)

Sparling, Gould (wed) (photo) (Amy Rose Sparling and Matthew Adam Gould were wed on August 26, 2001, in North Salem., Oct 26, 2001, p. 12


Thomas G. Steger, M.D. (dies) (Dr. Thomas G. Steger died suddenly on October 23, 2001, in Durham, North Carolina. He was 32.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 18

Kunkin, Hochhauser (wed) (photo) (Amy Rebecca Kunkin and Jonathan Adam Hochhauser were wed on October 27, 2001, in Manhattan., Nov 9, 2001, p. 14

SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6., Nov 16, 2001, p. 3

Jovancicevic, Pelaccio (wed) (photo) (Ana Jovancicevic and Zakary Pelaccio were wed on October 2, 2001, in Montalcino, Italy.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 20

Kunkin, Hochhauser (wed) (photo) (Amy Rebecca Kunkin and Jonathan Adam Hochhauser were wed on October 27, 2001, in Manhattan.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 20

Lee, Ravel (wed) (Eun Hwa Lee and Olivier Jean Louis Ravel were wed on July 14, 2001, in a civil ceremony in White Plains and on November 10, 2001, in a nuptial mass in Paris, France.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 20

SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6., Nov 16, 2001, p. 28

Pyskaty, Cicero (engaged) (photo) (Kimberly Pyskaty and Michael Cicero are engaged; a June 2002 wedding is planned.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 15

Ruth Holliday (dies) (Ruth Holliday died on November 17, 2001, at the age of 78.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 30

Roth, Jurist (engaged) (Melissa Roth and Brett Jurist are engaged.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 22

Joanne Rowe Synowiez (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Joanne Rowe Synowiez died of throat cancer on November 16, 2001, in Poughkeepsie. She was 63.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 20

Kemper, Verplaetse (photo) (Michelle Dyan Kemper and Christopher James Verplaetse were wed on September 28, 2001, off Angel Island in San Francisco Bay, California.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 23

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - AWARDS

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Nov 23, 2001, p. 29

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - BASEBALL

Blitz pitched in with enthusiasm (letter) (Dr. Herbert M. Wyman mourns the death of Alan Blitz, who was ubiquitous at High School baseball games and many other local events.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - BASKETBALL

The dotted line: Conte signs letter of intent for Holy Cross (photo), Nov 23, 2001, p. 27

Scarsdale senior Zweig talks about being cut twice before making the team (photo) (Ami Zweig is interviewed about making the varsity basketball team in his senior year at Scarsdale High School.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 30

In retirement, Jack Kaminer continues to focus on his workshop (photo) (Jack Kaminer retired from his basketball coaching position at Scarsdale High School and is taking his Focus Workshop on the road.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 34

In retirement, Jack Kaminer continues to focus on his workshop (continued) (Jack Kaminer retired from his basketball coaching position at Scarsdale High School and is taking his Focus Workshop on the road.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 38

Beyond basketball: Boys' coaches bring communities together for annual character builder (photo), Dec 21, 2001, p. 26

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

Connie Chan, SHS musicians to perform (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Symphony Orchestra and Chamber Orchestra will perform on May 8 at the High School.), May 4, 2001, p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - CHEERLEADERS

Toss up: 2d place finish sparks Scarsdale cheerleaders (photo), Dec 7, 2001, p. 27

Toss up: 2d place finish sparks Scarsdale cheerleaders (photo) (continued), Dec 7, 2001, p. 31

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - CODE OF CONDUCT

Opinions sought on school code (letter) (Mary Beth Gose, TVCC Education Committee, encourages Scarsdale residents to voice their opinions on the Code of Conduct recently proposed by the School District.), July 6, 2001, p. 6

Code of Conduct, safety plan presented to the board (Assistant Superintendent, Dr. Joan Weber, and Linda Purvis presented the new districtwide code of conduct and safety plan at the Scarsdale School Board meeting on July 2.), July 6, 2001, p. 9

School board reviewing new Project SAVE code of conduct (new code of conduct is a verbatim codification of a long-standing set of standards that students, school personnel and parents must follow.), July 13, 2001, p. 10

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - CONCERTS

Joint concert (The combined string orchestras of Scarsdale and Mamaroneck High Schools will perform with world famous conductor, Yakov Bergman, on March 9 at the Mamaroneck High School.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - DEBATE TEAM
10 awards for debaters (The Scarsdale High School Speech and Debate Team took home ten awards from the New York State Championships, held on April 28 and 29.), May 11, 2001, p. 12

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - DRAMA CLUB
A Night of One-Acts (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present "A Night of One-Acts" on February 7 and 8 at the High School auditorium.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 17
'Tartuffe' on stage at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present Moliere's Tartuffe on March 29, 30 and 31.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 11
Together SHS (Scarsdale High School) seniors discover 'How to Succeed' (photo) (Graduation Supplement; the 2001 Scarsdale High School graduating class performed the musical, "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying."). June 29, 2001, p. 5A
Together SHS (Scarsdale High School) seniors discover 'How to Succeed' (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement; the 2001 Scarsdale High School graduating class performed the musical, "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying."). June 29, 2001, p. 6A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - ECOSAVERS CLUB
Park beautifiers are thanked for their efforts (letter) (Michelle Abelson thanks Girl Scout Troop 2093, the High School Ecosavers and Jane Bedichek for planting Spring bulbs at the Library Pond Park.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 6

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - FOOTBALL
Ready...headset...coach! Technology helps revolutionize the art of coaching football (photo), Nov 9, 2001, p. 21
Ready...headset...coach! Technology helps revolutionize the art of coaching football (photo) (continued), Nov 9, 2001, p. 24

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - GENERAL ORGANIZATION
Up, up, and away (photo) (Photo of three children on a ride at the carnival sponsored by the Scarsdale High School Student Government.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1
Organizers of first community carnival thank supporters (letter) (Elissa Kozlov, President of the Scarsdale High School Class of 2004, thanks the merchants and residents who made possible last weekend's Carnival.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7
Many contributed to the success of first SHS carnival (letter) (Connie Chan reports on the success of the Scarsdale High School carnival on April 20 and 21 and thanks all the event's contributors and supporters.), May 4, 2001, p. 6
SHS student government hosts symposium on terrorism (photo) (A team of experts, sponsored by the Scarsdale High School student government, held a symposium with the student body on November 29 on the September 11 attacks and the subsequent war on terrorism.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 11
Kids talk to school board about cliques and courtesy at SHS (Scarsdale High School), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11
Kids talk to school board about cliques and courtesy at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (continued), Dec 14, 2001, p. 12
SHS (Scarsdale High School) clothing drive brings avalanche of donations, Dec 21, 2001, p. 13

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - GRADUATION
Way cool! (photo) (Matt Capone is shown catching a breeze in front of a fan prior to his graduation on June 22 from Scarsdale High School.), June 29, 2001, p. 1
SHS (Scarsdale High School) celebrates its 84th commencement (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 graduates on June 22), June 29, 2001, p. 3A
Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of graduating seniors of the Scarsdale High School Class of 2001), June 29, 2001, p. 4A
Focal Points: What are your plans for your immediate and distant future? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions recent Scarsdale and Edgemont High School graduates about their futures.), June 29, 2001, p. 7
Graduation blues (editorial) (Laurie Sullivan confronts the prospects of an empty nest following her daughter's graduation from Scarsdale High School.), June 29, 2001, p. 7
Scarsdale and Edgemont seniors are college bound (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of college destinations for 2001 Scarsdale and Edgemont High School graduates.), June 29, 2001, p. 8A
SHS (Scarsdale High School) celebrates its 84th commencement (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement; Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 graduates on June 22), June 29, 2001, p. 9A
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - MUSIC PROGRAM
All-State musicians play Rochester (photo) (On November 26, 2000, six musicians from Scarsdale High School music ensembles performed at the New York State School Music Association All-State Concert Program in Rochester.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 10
Music makes the unbearable bearable (letter) (Deborah Alecson lauds the sustaining quality of music and thanks the community for the June 8 concert in memory of her late husband, Scarsdale High School music teacher Lowell Alecson.), June 15, 2001, p. 6
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - MUSIC PROGRAM (Continued)
Wind Ensemble's trip to England did Scarsdale proud (letter) (Craig P. Sherman, Scarsdale High School Band Director, thanks those who made possible a very successful trip and performances in England by the High School Wind Ensemble.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

The British are coming to Scarsdale High School Oct. 22 (letter) (Robin Sadek Ascher invites the community to attend concerts at Scarsdale High School on October 21 and 22 performed by Derbyshire's Youth Orchestra.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - ORCHESTRA
Joint concert (The combined string orchestras of Scarsdale and Mamaroneck High Schools will perform with world famous conductor, Yakov Bergman, on March 9 at the Mamaroneck High School.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

Connie Chan, SHS musicians to perform (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Symphony Orchestra and Chamber Orchestra will perform on May 8 at the High School.), May 4, 2001, p. 11

The British are coming to Scarsdale High School Oct. 22 (letter) (Robin Sadek Ascher invites the community to attend concerts at Scarsdale High School on October 21 and 22 performed by Derbyshire's Youth Orchestra.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7

Derbyshire orchestra visits SHS (Scarsdale High School) (The Youth Orchestra of Derbyshire, England, will visit Scarsdale the week of October 21.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 17

Across-the-pond musicians join SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (On October 22, the Scarsdale community was enchanted by a student performance by the North East Derbyshire Chamber Orchestra from Chesterfield, England.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
Picture perfect: Photo albums tell Eurie's story (photo) (Profile of Deborah Eurie, physical education teacher and volleyball coach for twenty years at Scarsdale High School), Sep 28, 2001, p. 21

Picture perfect: Photo albums tell Eurie's story (photo) (continued) (Profile of Deborah Eurie, physical education teacher and volleyball coach for twenty years at Scarsdale High School), Sep 28, 2001, p. 22

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - PROM
Steppin' out (photo) (Scarsdale High School students are pictured dressed up for their June 23 prom at the Roosevelt Hotel in Manhattan.), Jun 29, 2001, p. 13

The future was theirs at the senior prom breakfast (letter) (Florie Wachtenheim and Leslie Zuckerwise thank the many volunteers who contributed to the success of the Scarsdale High School post-prom breakfast.), July 6, 2001, p. 7

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - PTA
High School PTA (Jonathan Mooney, author of "Learning Outside the Lines," will address the Scarsdale High School PTA on March 20.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 11

SHS Juniors delve into friendship, career and health issues at fair (The annual Scarsdale High School PTA Fair has been improved and expanded.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - REUNIONS
Reunion brings intimations of mortality (editorial) (Steven Schnur reflects on his 30th Scarsdale High reunion.), July 20, 2001, p. 7

SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 3

SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - SENIOR OPTIONS
Senior Options: There's always a catch (photo) (Various Scarsdale High School students describe their Senior Options projects.), June 29, 2001, p. 3

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - SPORTS
Setting the tempo; SHS senior leads by example on football, lacrosse fields (photo) (Scarsdale High School senior, Matt Capone, excels at both football and lacrosse.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 21

Setting the tempo; SHS senior leads by example on football, lacrosse fields (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School senior, Matt Capone, excels at both football and lacrosse.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 22

SMS staff learn about AEDs (Automated External Defibrillators) (photo) (The Maroon and White purchased two AEDs, or automated external defibrillators, for use at Middle and High School athletic events.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 11

Scarsdale sophomore returns to state swim meet (photo) (Scarsdale High School sophomore, Paul Weir, will compete in state swim meets in the 200 meter individual medley and the 500 meter free style categories.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 19

Squashing the competition; SHS senior Josh Schwartz earns national squash ranking (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 19

Maroon and White Winter Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 24

It's time to show appreciation for 2 who gave so much (letter) (Scarsdale High School Junior, Jessica Conte, sings the praises of High School basketball coaches, Luke Vaccaro and Larry Holten, and invites the community to a dinner in their honor on May 9.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6

Teammates: the Hufnagels bring brotherhood, talent to Raider lacrosse (photo), Apr 27, 2001, p. 23

Teammates: the Hufnagels bring brotherhood, talent to Raider lacrosse (photo) (continued), Apr 27, 2001, p. 28
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - SPORTS (Continued)

Love of the game unites father and son (photo) (Scarsdale High School freshman, Jon Beck, called on his father, network news sportscaster Bruce Beck, to help him do color commentary on a JV Girls Lacrosse game for Scarsdale Schools Cable Channel 72.), May 4, 2001, p. 3

Rock the cradle; SHS grad splits time between lax team, new son (photo) (Profile of 1989 Scarsdale High School graduate, Leigh Ann Boscarno, who is the coach of the Scarsdale girls' lacrosse team.), May 11, 2001, p. 19

Rock the cradle; SHS grad splits time between lax team, new son (photo) (continued) (Profile of 1989 Scarsdale High School graduate, Leigh Ann Boscarno, who is the coach of the Scarsdale girls' lacrosse team.), May 11, 2001, p. 25

Scarsdale Frisbee tops in New York (photo) (The Scarsdale High School ultimate frisbee team, the Hellfish, won its home tournament again this year.), June 15, 2001, p. 17

The Scarsdale Bowl; High school bowling club raises funds, spirits at season finale (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 18

SHS (Scarsdale High School) athletes honored (photo) (Three Scarsdale High School athletes and their coaches were honored June 6 at Con Edison's 50th annual scholar athlete awards dinner.), June 15, 2001, p. 21

Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001,

32 years of coaching gymnastics and Hartog still can't get enough (photo) (Article profiles coach Jack Hartog, who is the gymnastics coordinator for the Empire State League and who coaches the varsity girls gymnastics team at Scarsdale High School), Aug 3, 2001, p. 19

Athletic coalition changes recreation sports (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 17A

2001 Fall Sports Preview (photo), Sep 7, 2001, p. 17–28

London calling: Scarsdale's Finigan returns to U.S. (photo) (Caroline Finigan returns from a year in London and plays number 2 singles for the Raiders.), Sept 21, 2001, p. 35

Sports Safety; What parents, coaches and athletes NEED to know (photo) (Scarsdale parents and athletic coaches attended a lecture at the High School on the topic, "The Adolescent Athlete, What Coaches NEED to Know."). Oct 5, 2001, p. 23

Sports Safety; What parents, coaches and athletes NEED to know (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale parents and athletic coaches attended a lecture at the High School on the topic, "The Adolescent Athlete, What Coaches NEED to Know."). Oct 5, 2001, p. 27


(Photograph of Scarsdale High School freshman, Gabby Spivak, at archery class.) (photo), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Nov 23, 2001, p. 29

Winter Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Nov 30, 2001, pp. 17–26

Raider pride (photo) (Scarsdale varsity cheerleaders are pictured winning their second place performance prize at the annual Westchester County Cheerleading Championships on November 28.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - SPORTS - AWARDS

Host Scarsdale takes 2d in tourney (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Raiders wrestling team powered their way to a runner-up finish in a revamped version of the Scarsdale Wrestling Tournament on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 18

Host Scarsdale takes 2d in tourney (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Raiders wrestling team powered their way to a runner-up finish in a revamped version of the Scarsdale Wrestling Tournament on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 21

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - SWIMMING

Scarsdale's O'Connor shatters Section I butterfly record (photo) (Scarsdale High School sophomore, Bridget O'Connor, shattered the record for the 100 meter butterfly at a Section I swim meet held November 9.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 23

Scarsdale's O'Connor shatters Section I butterfly record (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School sophomore, Bridget O'Connor, shattered the record for the 100 meter butterfly at a Section I swim meet held November 9.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28

State champ (photo) (Scarsdale High School sophomore, Bridget O'Connor, won the state title in Buffalo for the 100 meter butterfly.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 25

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - THEATER

Together SHS (Scarsdale High School) seniors discover 'How to Succeed' (photo) (Graduation Supplement; the 2001 Scarsdale High School graduating class performed the musical, "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying."). June 29, 2001, p. 5A

Together SHS (Scarsdale High School) seniors discover 'How to Succeed' (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement; the 2001 Scarsdale High School graduating class performed the musical, "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying."). June 29, 2001, p. 6A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - WIND ENSEMBLE

Wind Ensemble to celebrate Scarsdale's 300th, April 27 (letter) (Iris Burkat invites the Scarsdale community to join the Wind Ensemble at the High School on April 27 as it kicks off the celebration of Scarsdale's 300th Anniversary.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6
SCARRSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - WIND ENSEMBLE  (Continued)

SHS (Scarsdale High School) wind ensemble to perform in England (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble will perform in Derbyshire, England, in May.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10

Wind Ensemble to celebrate Scarsdale's 300th (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble will perform an all-American program on April 27 in honor of the 300th anniversary of the founding of Scarsdale.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 19

Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

Wind Ensemble puts on All-American show (The Friends of Music and the Arts in the Scarsdale Schools sponsored an "All-American Musical Send-Off" to celebrate the upcoming trip that the Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble will be taking to England.), May 4, 2001, p. 9

Wind Ensemble's trip to England did Scarsdale proud (letter) (Craig P. Sherman, Scarsdale High School Band Director, thanks those who made possible a very successful trip and performances in England by the High School Wind Ensemble.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

SCARRSDALE - SCARRSDALE - WIND ENSEMBLE - IMMACULATE HEART OF MARY

IHM music teacher sings at inauguration lunch (photo) (Anne Marie Dupre, the music teacher for the Immaculate Heart of Mary School, sang at George W. Bush's inauguration luncheon.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 2

SCARRSDALE - SCARRSDALE - IMMACULATE HEART OF MARY - GRADUATION

Immaculate Heart of Mary (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students graduating from the Immaculate Heart of Mary School on June 9.), June 29, 2001, p. 25A

SCARRSDALE - LIBRARIES

Grand opening (photo) (Author Bernard Most watches Sam Cass on the computer at the opening of the Greenacres School Library on November 2.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 11

SCARRSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL

Choice student wins SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) geography bee (Jessica Davidson, Scarsdale Middle School Choice Program eighth grader, was the school wide winner in the National Geographic geography bee.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 10

Tweener: wanting too much, too soon (photo) (Geraldine Greene, counselor at Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service, discusses the issues specific to local "tweeners" at the Middle School.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 3

Students await decision on new house name (Students at the Scarsdale Middle School await breathlessly to hear the name of the new fourth house.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 11

Showcase of talent (photo) (The annual Scarsdale Middle School Student Organization talent show featured ten very varied acts.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11

Middle school principal criticizes state testing mandate (Scarsdale Middle School Principal, Mike McDermott, questions and criticizes the New York State Education Department's well publicized standards initiative and its rigorous testing schedule.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 11

SMS staff learn about AEDs (Automated External Defibrillators) (photo) (The Maroon and White purchased two AEDs, or automated external defibrillators, for use at Middle and High School athletic events.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 11

Scarsdale parents protest state testing (The Scarsdale Board of Education rejected a petition signed by over 100 district parents protesting state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1

Scarsdale parents protest state testing (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education rejected a petition signed by over 100 district parents protesting state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 9

Foreign Language shapes an interdependent world (photo) (The Flamenco Vivo Carlota Santana Spanish Dance Company performed at Scarsdale High School to help raise student multicultural awareness and appreciation.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 9

2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28

8th-grade state tests boycott seems likely (An overwhelming majority of Scarsdale Middle School parents support a boycott of the state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1

STOP (State Tests Opposed by Parents) in national spotlight (STOP gained the attention of nationwide news media when it announced its boycott of State mandated standardized tests for Scarsdale Middle School eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1

Food, glorious canned food (photo) (The Scarsdale Middle School community collected a record 4,693 pounds of food during the annual Student Organization food drive.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9

SMS speech contest results (Winners of the Scarsdale Middle School Speech Contest as announced April 4), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9

8th-grade state tests boycott seems likely (continued) (An overwhelming majority of Scarsdale Middle School parents support a boycott of the state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 10

STOP (State Tests Opposed by Parents) in national spotlight (continued) (STOP gained the attention of nationwide news media when it announced its boycott of State mandated standardized tests for Scarsdale Middle School eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL (Continued)

STOP explains test boycott for parents (Parents of Scarsdale eighth graders met at Village Hall on April 23 to learn how to boycott five state-mandated standardized tests scheduled to begin May 3.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

STOP explains test boycott for parents (continued) (Parents of Scarsdale eighth graders met at Village Hall on April 23 to learn how to boycott five state-mandated standardized tests scheduled to begin May 3.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 4

Middle school parents choose boycott 2 to 1 (Two thirds of Scarsdale Middle School parents kept their children home during the administration of the state mandated standardized test on May 3.), May 4, 2001, p. 1

Middle school parents choose boycott 2 to 1 (continued) (Two thirds of Scarsdale Middle School parents kept their children home during the administration of the state mandated standardized test on May 3.), May 4, 2001, p. 21

New SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) house is named for Fountain (The Scarsdale Board of Education named the new house at the Middle School after Elizabeth Caldwell Fountain; Fountain House will be the fourth house at the Middle School.), May 11, 2001, p. 1

Testing issues (The parent led boycott of state-mandated tests for eighth graders continued on May 1 and May 2.), May 11, 2001, p. 1

New SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) house is named for Fountain (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education named the new house at the Middle School after Elizabeth Caldwell Fountain; Fountain House will be the fourth house at the Middle School.), May 11, 2001, p. 4

Why I support the test boycott (editorial) (Ilene Nechamkin explains why she supports the boycott of the state mandated standardized tests for middle schoolers.), May 11, 2001, p. 7

Students learn about power and peace (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School Choice students held a very successful World Peace Conference, based on a United Nations model.), May 11, 2001, p. 12

Teens care (photo) (Nine eighth graders and three staff members from Scarsdale Middle School participated in the Americas Homefront America program on May 5.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

SMS teachers win prestigious ComputerWorld award (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School teachers, Ken Holvig and Andy Verboys, received an award from ComputerWorld magazine for the creation of their "Middle School News Center."), June 1, 2001, p. 11

House Counselor to leave middle school (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School counselor, Andy Irwin, has been appointed Assistant Principal at Byram Hills High School.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

Open wide (photo) (Justin Ellis is pictured eating a Japanese rice ball at the Scarsdale Middle School multicultural luncheon on June 1.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

Foods, glorious foods, at SMS luncheon (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School students enjoyed a fabulous lunch hosted by the Multicultural Committee on June 1.), June 8, 2001, p. 13

In any language, SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) scout pole says 'peace' (photo) (Junior Girl Scout troop 2209 has created a colorful 'peace' pole to grace the front entrance of the Scarsdale Middle School.), June 8, 2001, p. 14

Campers get basic training in video tech (photo) (The Scarsdale Recreation Department is sponsoring a Digital Video Boot Camp for elementary and middle school students.), July 27, 2001, p. 3

Local science teachers develop alternative to state tests (Scarsdale Middle School science teachers have created their own assessment test, customized to the Scarsdale curriculum.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1

Local science teachers develop alternative to state tests (continued) (Scarsdale Middle School science teachers have created their own assessment test, customized to the Scarsdale curriculum.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 11

To Scarsdale, with pride (Todd Sliss suggests that the anonymous playing field at the Scarsdale Middle School be named after long time Scarsdale Middle School physical education teacher, Penny Sa/linger.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 21

New counselors make their mark at Popham, Fountain houses; Conley combats peer conflict with creativity (photo) (Profile of Daniel Conley, the new Fountain House counselor at the Middle School), Oct 5, 2001, p. 11

New counselors make their mark at Popham, Fountain houses; Paradiso sets priorities for Popham House (photo) (Profile of Deena Paradiso, the new Popham House counselor at the Middle School), Oct 5, 2001, p. 11

Sloan to be honored for decades of teaching, community involvement (photo) (Irving Sloan, who has taught Social Studies at the Scarsdale Middle School for forty years, will be honored by the Scarsdale Teen Center with the creation of the Irving Sloan Endowment Fund.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 11

Sleek new SMS lit mag gets students excited about writing (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School literary magazine, "Between the Lines," has an innovative, award winning new look), Oct 19, 2001, p. 11

New 8th-grade social studies test: Scarsdale-made, Scarsdale-approved (At a meeting on October 22, the Scarsdale Board of Education previewed its own version of the state mandated social studies standardized test.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

New 8th-grade social studies test: Scarsdale-made, Scarsdale-approved (continued) (At a meeting on October 22, the Scarsdale Board of Education previewed its own version of the state mandated social studies standardized test.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9

Ancient Inca artifacts come to 6th grade (photo) (Dr. Orlando Olcese visited his grandson's Scarsdale Middle School sixth grade class with a treasure trove of priceless Peruvian artifacts.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 11
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL (Continued)
Community service forges connections (In the post-9/11 world, community service has become an integral part of the Middle School experience.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7
Producer, back from Afghanistan, speaks to middle school students (Bert Rudman, an ABC News producer, addressed Scarsdale Middle School students about his two month experience filming "Inside Afghanistan.".), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11
Producer, back from Afghanistan, speaks to middle school students (continued) (Bert Rudman, an ABC News producer, addressed Scarsdale Middle School students about his two month experience filming "Inside Afghanistan.".), Dec 14, 2001, p. 12
Ready for work (photo) (Sixteen middle school students completed the babysitting and first aid course offered by the Scarsdale Recreation and Fire Departments.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 4
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL - CHOICE PROGRAM
Choice student wins SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) geography bee (Jessica Davidson, Scarsdale Middle School Choice Program eighth grader, was the school wide winner in the National Geographic geography bee.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 10
Students learn about power and peace (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School Choice students held a very successful World Peace Conference, based on a United Nations model.), May 11, 2001, p. 12
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL - GRADUATION
Scarsdale Middle School Graduates 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students graduating from the Scarsdale Middle School; Class of 2001 is pictured at the Scarsdale Pool.), June 29, 2001, p. 16A–17A
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL - PUBLICATIONS
Sleek new SMS lit mag gets students excited about writing (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School literary magazine, "Between the Lines," has an innovative, award winning new look), Oct 19, 2001, p. 11
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL - SPEECH CONTEST
SMS speech contest results (Winners of the Scarsdale Middle School Speech Contest as announced April 4), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL - STUDENT ORGANIZATION
S. O. Santas (photo) (The Scarsdale Middle School Student Organization brought toys and gifts to children at Blythedale Hospital and the new children's hospital at Westchester County Medical Center.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 10
Showcase of talent (photo) (The annual Scarsdale Middle School Student Organization talent show featured ten very varied acts.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11
Teens care (photo) (Nine eighth graders and three staff members from Scarsdale Middle School participated in the Americas Homefront America program on May 5., May 25, 2001, p. 10
Foods, glorious foods, at SMS luncheon (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School students enjoyed a fabulous lunch hosted by the Multicultural Committee on June 1.), June 8, 2001, p. 13
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Need is greater this year for college scholarships (letter) (Lila Stillman and Lynn Baglietber thank the community for their contributions to the Scarsdale High School PTA Scholarship Fund.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - QUAKER RIDGE
Dedicated teacher remembered fondly (letter) (R. Levine writes from California of his fond memories of Mary K. Levine, his Quaker Ridge School teacher, who recently passed away.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7
A night of technology at Quaker Ridge School (photo) (For two nights, February 27 and 28, Quaker Ridge School students gave impromptu presentations of their ongoing computer projects.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 11
Architects detail school construction projects (At the Scarsdale Board of Education meeting on March 19, District architects Peter Gisolfi and Ken Pojman described current and upcoming school building projects.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
Architects detail school construction projects (continued) (At the Scarsdale Board of Education meeting on March 19, District architects Peter Gisolfi and Ken Pojman described current and upcoming school building projects.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24
Chess champs galore (photo) (Pictured with their chess coach are student winners of local chess tournaments.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10
National Library Week (photo) (Children's author and poet, Bobbi Katz, is shown celebrating National Library Week with Quaker Ridge third graders.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13
Tile mural helps make connections at Quaker Ridge school (photo) (Quaker Ridge students are creating a massive ceramic tile mural that will represent their connections to one another and to the school.), June 1, 2001, p. 12
'The Phantom Tollbooth' (photo) (Photo of Quaker Ridge School third graders in their production of "The Phantom Toll Booth."), June 15, 2001, p. 11
Colors and connections: New mural unveiled at QR (Quaker Ridge) (photo) (Huge mural, composed of 4 by 4 inch tiles created by students, is unveiled outside the Quaker Ridge School auditorium.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 8
American pride (photo) (Veteran John Brennan lunched with Quaker Ridge students during the school's American Pride Week, which was held the week of Veteran's Day.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 11
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - QUAKER RIDGE - GRADUATION
Quaker Ridge - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Quaker Ridge School on June 19; the theme of the day was "End of Year Memories."), June 29, 2001, p. 23A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - SAINT PIUS X - GRADUATION
St. Pius X (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students who graduated from the St. Pius X School on June 15.), June 29, 2001, p. 25A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - SPORTS
2001 Fall Sports Preview (photo), Sep 7, 2001, p. 17-28

SCHOOLS - YONKERS (NY) - OUR LADY OF FATIMA
Fatima's parish school begins 50th year of Catholic education (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 18A

SCHOOL TAX RELIEF PROGRAM
$76M school budget proposed by board (The Scarsdale Board of Education presented a budget of $76.4 million for 2001-02, an 8.9 percent increase from last year.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
$76.7M school budget adopted (The Scarsdale Board of Education formally adopted its proposed budget of $76.69 million for 2001-02.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1
$76.7M school budget adopted (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education formally adopted its proposed budget of $76.69 million for 2001-02.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 17
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (Scarsdale set to vote after much debate and discussion on $76.7 million 2001-02 school budget), May 11, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (continued) (Scarsdale set to vote after much debate and discussion on $76.7 million 2001-02 school budget), May 11, 2001, p. 3
Just say yes...in Scarsdale (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to vote "yes" on the proposed school budget.), May 11, 2001, p. 6
STAR programs (Scarsdale property owners may be eligible for partial exemptions from real property taxes.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

SCHOONMAKER, WALTER
Proposed 'rule of 4' firefighters may prove costly, controversial (Local fire districts in Greenburgh may consolidate to avoid a steep tax increase.), June 1, 2001, p. 1
Proposed 'rule of 4' firefighters may prove costly, controversial (continued) (Local fire districts in Greenburgh may consolidate to avoid a steep tax increase.), June 1, 2001, p. 9

SCHOZER, CHRISTINE
Edgewood - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Edgewood School on June 21.), June 29, 2001, p. 22A

SCHUBERT, DUSTIN
Julia B. Fee: Congratulations! Hats off to our graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement: Julia B. Fee Real Estate Agency salutes the graduating classes of 2001.), June 29, 2001, p. 28A

SCHULTZ, PEGGY (AUTHOR)
Teenagers keep neighbors awake (letter) (Peggy Schultz complains about the noisy teenagers that congregate near her Lincoln Road home on weekend evenings.), May 25, 2001, p. 8

SCHUMER, CHARLES
Hidden charges: phone cramming on the increase (Article discusses hidden telephone charges), Aug 10, 2001, p. 3
Hidden charges: phone cramming on the increase (continued) (Article discusses hidden telephone charges), Aug 10, 2001, p. 9
U.S. senator warns of a 'brave new world' (photo) (U.S. Senator, Charles Schumer, predicted a long war against terrorism at a packed meeting on October 5 at Westchester Community College.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 3

SCHUSTACK, AMY
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

SCHUSTACK, AMY (AUTHOR)
Community service forges connections (In the post-9/11 world, community service has become an integral part of the Middle School experience.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7

SCHUTT, LIZ
(Residents hold a silent vigil at Chase Park on August 4 to commemorate the 1945 bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.) (photo), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6

SCHUTZBANK, STEFANIE
Toss up: 2d place finish sparks Scarsdale cheerleaders (photo) (continued), Dec 7, 2001, p. 31

SCHUTZER, PAMELA JASMINE (DR)
Schutzer, Jakubowicz (Wed) (photo) (Pamela Jasmine Schutzer and David Matthew Jakubowicz were wed on January 6, 2001, in New York City.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 20

SCHWAM, NICOLE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A-15A
SCHECHSAN, ALEX
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34
Steppin' out (photo) (Scarsdale High School students are pictured dressed up for their June 23 prom at the Roosevelt Hotel in Manhattan.), June 29, 2001, p. 13

SCHECHSAN, AMY
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

SCHECHSAN, BARBARA
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

SCHECHSAN, BENJAMIN
Benjamin's having a ball trying to set a new record (photo) (Eleven year old Benjamin Schwartz is attempting to make the Guinness Book of World Records by creating the world's largest ball of masking tape.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 3

SCHECHSAN, CAROLYN
Focal Points: To what extent do you think the nation will be able to deal with increased biological attacks? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks local residents pertinent news related questions.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7

SCHECHSAN, HARRY
Focal Points: Do you think professional athletes are worth the salaries they are paid? (photo) (Subjects respond the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: What action should the United States take to secure the return of our aircraft from China? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks local residents their opinions of various political and cultural events.), May 11, 2001, p. 7

SCHECHSAN, HUGH A (AUTHOR)
We have a town code - let's use it! (editorial) (Edgemont resident, Hugh A. Schwartz, decries the preponderance of non-compliant construction in Old Edgemont.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7

SCHECHSAN, JOSEPH
Heathcote - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Heathcote School on June 21.), June 29, 2001, p. 20A

SCHECHSAN, JOSH
Squashing the competition; SHS senior Josh Schwartz earns national squash ranking (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 19
After 4 years on the SHS varsity green, Schwartz reaches states (photo), June 8, 2001, p. 22
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

SCHECHSAN, JUDY
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

SCHECHSAN, JULIE
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

SCHECHSAN, LAURIE
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

SCHECHSAN, LESLIE
Leslie Schwartz (Scarsdale resident, Leslie Schwartz, was honored by the Brain Injury Association of New York for her efforts to prevent head injuries in children in the Bronx.), July 20, 2001, p. 4

SCHECHSAN, MARGOT
Focal Points: Do you generally agree or disagree with entertainment and art critics (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks newsworthy questions of local residents.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7

SCHECHSAN, MARIE
Focal Points: Do you think there should be changes in the president's right to grant pardons? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions of the day to local residents.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 7

SCHECHSAN, MATTHEW
Edgemont's class of 2001 honored (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement; Edgemont High School's Class of 2001 held its commencement ceremony on June 22.), June 29, 2001, p. 12A

SCHECHSAN, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
Edgemont needs a playground for preschoolers (letter) (Edgemont residents write that the site of the former tennis courts on Ardsley Road would be the perfect location for a much needed playground for preschoolers.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

SCHECHSAN, ZACHARY
All was fair in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society and the Scarsdale Library both held fairs on September 8.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 3
SCHWARZ, STEPHEN WILE
Couse, Schwarz (wed) (photo) (Stephen Wile Schwarz and Kristen Couse were wed on September 2 at Studio 450 in New York City.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 16; Oct 12, 2001, p. 12

SCHWEBEL, MAC
Solomon Schechter H.S. opens with unusual dedication (photo) (After 14 months of construction, the Solomon Schechter Middle and High School opened on September 5 with a gala dedication.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 10

SCHWEBER, TRACY
The Bank of New York and Kids’ B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids’ Base and Little School’s 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 32

SCHWEITZER, ALBERT (DR)
A personal journey shared; Scarsdale art collector, Lawrence Gussman, donates African art and artifacts to the Neuberger (Museum) (photo), Oct 5, 2001, p. 19
A personal journey shared; Scarsdale art collector, Lawrence Gussman, donates African art and artifacts to the Neuberger (Museum) (photo) (continued), Oct 5, 2001, p. 21

SCHWER, WALTER B JR
Village should enforce law against leaf piles in streets (letter) (Walter B. Schwer, Jr., feels that deep piles of leaves all over Scarsdale streets are dangerous.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

SCIARPELLETTI, JEN
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

SCLAFANI, CARLO
Evelyn Stock (photo) (Evelyn Stock of Scarsdale was honored by the Westchester Community College Foundation at its 27th Medallion Awards Dinner.), July 13, 2001, p. 4

SCLAFANI, PETER
Evelyn Stock (photo) (Evelyn Stock of Scarsdale was honored by the Westchester Community College Foundation at its 27th Medallion Awards Dinner.), July 13, 2001, p. 4

SCOT-SMITH, EDIE
Winter Wonderland at woman’s club (photo) (The garden section of the Scarsdale Woman’s Club welcomed the holiday season early on December 5 with a “Winter Wonderland” open house and flower show.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 26

SCOTT, PEGGY
Scarsdale Woman’s Club builds foundation (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7A

SEAL, DAVID
New board at SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) (photo) (Pictured are the new members of the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Golf Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 17
SHS ’61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it’s fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 3
SHS ’61 - Still upbeat after all these years (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it’s fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28

SEARLES, SHIRLEY
Focal Points: How useful do you find TV as a news source? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions passers by about newsworthy issues.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 7

SEBESTA, LOU
Dig they must (photo) (Various residents are shown planting a Cleveland Flowering Pear Tree at Village Hall in honor of Arbor Day.), May 4, 2001, p. 9

SECTOR FARMS ASSOCIATION
Five neighborhood associations will meet (Five neighborhood associations are meeting this week to update residents on issues of the day.), May 11, 2001, p. 2

SEDER
Soup for seder (photo) (The Weiss family of Greenacres is shown preparing matzoh ball soup for the upcoming Passover seder.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

SEIDEN, JOSHUA
Boys take cooking challenge in Greenacres (photo) (For his tenth birthday, Greenacres School fourth grader, Joshua Seiden, held a cooking competition based on the "Iron Chef" TV show.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 3

SEIDMAN, EVELYN
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

SEIFE, BURTON (AUTHOR)
Levin changed Scarsdale for the better (letter) (Burton Seife eulogizes Lester Levin and writes, "his peaceable and laid back persona contrasts with his alter ego of hero and freedom fighter.")., Feb 9, 2001, p. 6

SEIFE, CHARLES
And the winner is... (photo) (Charles Seife, author of "Zero: the Biography of a Dangerous Idea," has won the Penn/Martha Albrand 2001 Award for first nonfiction.), June 8, 2001, p. 4
SEIFE, TAMA
Human relations council stands ready to help (letter) (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Human Relations works to maintain respect and peaceful relations among members of the community.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

SEINFELD, GREG
Focal Points: How do you feel about New York City as a site for future Olympic games? (photo) (Question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, to the community), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7

SELF-DEFENSE
Pre-emptive self-defense by U.S. is entirely justified (letter) (Thomas Schneider supports President Bush's pre-emptive strikes.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

SELIGSON, NANCY
Lawmakers praised at redistrict parley (Plan for reshaping New York State election districts meets with local approval), July 20, 2001, p. 1

SELINKA, RICHARD
JCC president; board elected (photo) (The JGC of Mid-Westchester elected a new board for a one-year term; Nancy Raizen is President and Ellen Lazarus is Chairman.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

SENDLER, EMILY
The scoop on pigeon poop; Shoppers, store owners complain, but where does the buck stop (photo), July 20, 2001, p. 3

SEPTEMBER 11 TERRORIST ATTACKS, 2001
Candlelight vigil (A candlelight vigil will be held at Greenacres Field on September 16 for the families of those lost or missing in the World Trade Center attacks.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Greenville fire company stands by at disaster scene (Greenville Fire Company Chief, Dan Raftery, led nine Greenville Firefighters to lower Manhattan following the September 11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Help available (The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service will hold drop-in sessions on September 15 to provide support following the World Trade Center attacks.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Primary rescheduled (The Greenburgh Primary has been rescheduled for September 25.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Shockwaves; Witnesses recount horror of terrorist attack on New York (photo) (Account of the terrorist attack that destroyed the twin towers of the World Trade Center on September 11.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
After the attack: How to talk to your kids (Advice on how to reassure children in the post-9/11 world.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 3
In an instant, everything changed (editorial) (Marc Wollin reflects on life in the post-9/11 world.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6
The price of freedom (editorial) (The Inquirer reflects on life in the post-9/11 world and cautions against rushing to react.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6
Local problems put in perspective (editorial) (Howard Givner reflects on how the September 11 terrorist attacks have put more mundane problems in perspective.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 7
Congregation reaffirms faith, mourns WTC (World Trade Center) victims (The Scarsdale Synagogue held a special service on September 12 to help the community deal with the aftermath of the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19
Greenville fire company stands by at disaster scene (continued) (Greenville Fire Company Chief, Dan Raftery, led nine Greenville Firefighters to lower Manhattan following the September 11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19
Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19
Shockwaves; Witnesses recount horror of terrorist attack on New York (photo) (continued) (Account of the terrorist attacks that destroyed the twin towers of the World Trade Center on September 11.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19
In memorium (photo) (The Student Government of Scarsdale High School organized a vigil at Chase Park on September 14 in honor of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
Residents ask: What can we do to help? Village comes to aid of those affected by trade center disaster (photo), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
Students, faculty bond at memorial assembly (A memorial service was held at the Scarsdale High School on September 13 in honor of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
Residents ask: What can we do to help? Village comes to aid of those affected by trade center disaster (photo) (continued), Sep 21, 2001, p. 31
Students, faculty bond at memorial assembly (photo) (continued) (A memorial service was held at the Scarsdale High School on September 13 in honor of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 31
SEPTEMBER 11 TERRORIST ATTACKS, 2001 (Continued)

How to help the widows and children (letter) (Bradley P. Gaiser, President of the Uniformed Firefighters Association, tells residents where to direct contributions for the families of the 9/11 victims.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6

Visit to New York City was both chilling and comforting (letter) (Judy Handelman describes a recent visit to Manhattan in the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6

We are united; we will persevere (letter) (In the aftermath of the 9/11 World Trade Center attacks, Richard H. Cantor urges intensified efforts against terrorism.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6

Young athletes are contributing to victim's assistance fund (letter) (Noreen Fisher, Campaign Chairman of the Scarsdale/Edgemont United Way, notes many contributions by student athletes to families of victims of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6

Assessing the dimensions of the danger (editorial) (Bob Pilpel reflects on the impact of the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the lives of most Americans.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7

Focal Points: Do you think the recent tragic events will affect our civil liberties (photo) (Ira N. Toff questions the community on the impact of the 9/11 attacks on our civil liberties.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7

Twilight vigil: This is how wars begin (editorial) (Steven Schnur describes the local candle lit vigil in memory of the victims of the 9/11 attacks.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 11

District is strong in the face of tragedy (The September 24 Scarsdale School Board meeting emphasized the strength and pride of the community in the wake of the 9/11 terrorist events.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 11

Peter Alderman (dies) (photo) (Peter Craig Alderman, a former Scarsdale resident, died on September 11, 2001, at the World Trade Center while attending a business seminar. He was 25.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 20

Welles Remy Crowther (missing, presumed dead) (photo) (Welles Remy Crowther of Upper Nyack is missing and unaccounted for in the World Trade Center tragedy of September 11. He was 24.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 20

WP (White Plains) garage closed (Due to heightened security concerns since the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the underground parking facility serving the courthouses and the library has been closed indefinitely.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

Books on Islam, disaster, in high demand (photo) (Following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, librarians in Scarsdale and Greenburgh report their roles have expanded to include aid and comfort to those seeking consolation.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 3

Legion builds memorial (The American Legion, Post #52, will be giving away pumpkins in exchange for a donation; proceeds will go toward a memorial in honor of victims of the September 11 World Trade Center attacks.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 4

Do we fear our government more than terrorists? (editorial) (Gerald J. Turetsky asks how we can protect ourselves against another terrorist attack in the post-9/11 world and what the costs will be to our civil liberties.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6

WTC victim's father thanks community (letter) (Paul H. Kirwin thanks residents for their generous outpouring of support in the aftermath of his son's death on 9/11 at the World Trade Center.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6

Do we fear our government more than terrorists? (editorial) (continued) (Gerald J. Turetsky asks how we can protect ourselves against another terrorist attack in the post-9/11 world and what the costs will be to our civil liberties.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7

Focal Points: Has the recent tragedy affected your decisions about flying? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions the community about pertinent questions of the day.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7

Will we ever have 'normal' again? (editorial) (Laurie Sullivan reflects on the emotional aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7

Prayer while walking a dog at night (letter) (Harry Reynolds wishes he could turn back the clock of time to September 10, before the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 8

Will we ever have 'normal' again? (editorial) (continued) (Laurie Sullivan reflects on the emotional aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 8

Pumpkins for Patriots (photo) (American Legion Post #52 in Scarsdale will be giving out pumpkins in front of the HSBC Bank on Popham Road to honor victims of the 9/11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 2

U.S. senator warns of a 'brave new world' (photo) (U.S. Senator, Charles Schumer, predicted a long war against terrorism at a packed meeting on October 5 at Westchester Community College.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 3

Fear itself (editorial) (The Inquirer debates how to live a life with reasonable fears and suspicions in the post-9/11 era.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6

When will the national mourning run its course? (editorial) (Steven Schnur discusses the painful aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6

Attack on U.S.: Views from abroad (editorial) (In the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, Anne S. Croxman reflects on the perception of the United States abroad.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7

When will the national mourning run its course? (editorial) (continued) (Steven Schnur discusses the painful aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7

How and with whom should we fight? (editorial) (Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses the difficulty in identifying and fighting modern day terrorism.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6
SEPTEMBER 11 TERRORIST ATTACKS, 2001 (Continued)

How and with whom should we fight? (editorial) (continued) (Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses the difficulty in identifying and fighting modern day terrorism.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 7

Doing all we can do after Sept. 11 (editorial) (Edgemont High School senior, Hannah Weiner, discusses her complex reactions to the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 25, 2001, p. 7

Global crisis enters the silly season (editorial) (Marc Wollin describes gallows humor in the wake of the post-9/11 terrorist attacks.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7

School psychologists, outreach workers advocate sharing (Audrey Clarkin, Director of Psychologists in the Scarsdale School District, shares coping strategies for students in the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 11

Time to roll in the fight vs. terrorism (editorial) (Gerald J. Turetsky discusses dramatic changes in the lives of citizens in the post-9/11 era.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 7

Time to roll in the fight vs. terrorism (editorial) (continued) (Gerald J. Turetsky discusses dramatic changes in the lives of citizens in the post-9/11 era.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

Calls grow louder to close Indian Point (In light of the recent September 11 terrorist attacks, many are calling for the closing of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan, New York.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Ceremony speakers link past wars, present challenge (Veterans from American Legion Post 52 gathered at Boniface Circle on November 11 to honor the war dead and the victims of the September 11 attacks.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Enhanced memorial will include victims of Sept. 11, Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

A life and death matter (editorial) (The Inquirer stresses that exercising the right to vote is integral to the preservation of our democracy.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

Owner of business near WTC is grateful for help (letter) (Scarsdale resident, Marvin Rafeld, and his family thank their many friends and neighbors who supported his lower Manhattan jewelry business in the aftermath of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

Calls grow louder to close Indian Point (photo) (continued) (In light of the recent September 11 terrorist attacks, many are calling for the closing of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan, New York.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 9

Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Ceremony speakers link past wars, present challenge (continued) (Veterans from American Legion Post 52 gathered at Boniface Circle on November 11 to honor the war dead and the victims of the September 11 attacks.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 9

Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Enhanced memorial will include victims of Sept. 11 (continued), Nov 16, 2001, p. 9

Mix of ancient ways, modern money makes fertile ground for terrorism (editorial) (photo) (David Buchen, who resided in Saudi Arabia for four years, expresses no surprise that 15 of the 19 September 11 hijackers were Saudis.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 7

Firefighters participated in memorial (letter) (Burton and Helaine Fendelman thank the Scarsdale Fire Department for attending the memorial service for their son's friend, a fire fighter who perished at the World Trade Center on 9/11.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

SHS student government hosts symposium on terrorism (photo) (A team of experts, sponsored by the Scarsdale High School student government, held a symposium with the student body on November 29 on the September 11 attacks and the subsequent war on terrorism.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 11

Community service forges connections (In the post-9/11 world, community service has become an integral part of the Middle School experience.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7

Candles in the night (editorial) (The Inquirer encourages residents to remember the true meaning of the Christmas and Hanukkah holidays in the wake of the terrorist attacks on 9/11.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

Season of sharing (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to give generously to a wide range of charities, and not solely to the ones dedicated to 9/11 relief.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 6

Transcending the sorrow of 9/11 (editorial) (Steven Schour reflects on the power of music to console victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7

Bridging the language barrier; Locals help Chinatown 9/11 victims get aid (photo), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1

Charitable giving is mixed bag post 9/11 (photo) (Donations to September 11 charitable funds have deflected giving from other needy charitable institutions.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 3

Government should not pay victims for lost earnings (letter) (Seth Halpern opposes the government's proposal to compensate victims of the World Trade Center terrorist attacks for presumptive lost earnings.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 6

Bridging the language barrier; Locals help Chinatown 9/11 victims get aid (continued), Dec 28, 2001, p. 8

SERGI, JOHN

Pumpkins for Patriots (photo) (American Legion Post #52 in Scarsdale will be giving out pumpkins in front of the HSBC Bank on Popham Road to honor victims of the 9/11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 2

SERVICE LEARNING

EHS student keeps faith doing community service (photo) (Edgemont High School senior, Adam Rothstein, spent six weeks this summer performing community service projects in Las Vegas.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 3
SERVIDIO, ROBIN
Associates honored (photo) (Top Coldwell Banker sales associates for the fourth quarter were recently honored at a breakfast in Mount Kisco: Robin Servidio, Rena Herz, Simone Englander, Barbara Clamer, Ruth Bellsay, Claire Civetta, Ellen Donat, Eve Weinstein and Anita Weiss.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4

SEUSS, GAY
Focal Points: Do you think the statewide reading tests will improve reading instruction? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks questions of passers by.), May 25, 2001, p. 7

SEVCIK, LUDOVIT (DR)
St. Agnes Hospital to honor Scarsdale couple (photo) (Dr. Ludovit and Maria Sevcik will be honored by the Auxiliary of St. Agnes Hospital and Children's Rehabilitation Center on December 1.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 21

SEVCIK, MARIA
St. Agnes Hospital to honor Scarsdale couple (photo) (Dr. Ludovit and Maria Sevcik will be honored by the Auxiliary of St. Agnes Hospital and Children's Rehabilitation Center on December 1.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 21

SEWARD, ZACH
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
10 awards for debaters (The Scarsdale High School Speech and Debate Team took home ten awards from the New York State Championships, held on April 28 and 29.), May 11, 2001, p. 12

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
School sexual harassment policy debated (At the School Board meeting on May 21, four Scarsdale High School seniors offered their opinions on sexual harassment and intimidation.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
School sexual harassment policy debated (continued) (At the School Board meeting on May 21, four Scarsdale High School seniors offered their opinions on sexual harassment and intimidation.), May 25, 2001, p. 10
Changes to district sexual harassment policy proposed (At a Scarsdale School Board meeting on June 4, Assistant Superintendent, Joan Weber, proposed revisions to the District's sexual harassment policy.), June 8, 2001, p. 13

SHAFFER, ROBIN
Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

SHAH, EKTA
Quaker Ridge - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Quaker Ridge School on June 19; the theme of the day was "End of Year Memories.")., June 29, 2001, p. 23A

SHAH, SOHAL
Focal Points: Do you think the computer has changed people's behavior? (photo) (Subjects respond to a question posed by Ira N. Toff, Scarsdale's roving photographer.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 7

SHAH, TUSHAR (DR)
Focal Points: To what extent do you think the nation will be able to deal with increased biological attacks? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks local residents pertinent news related questions.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7

SHAMA, JEANINE
SHS student government hosts symposium on terrorism (photo) (A team of experts, sponsored by the Scarsdale High School student government, held a symposium with the student body on November 29 on the September 11 attacks and the subsequent war on terrorism.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 11

SHAMOON, RONA
Nominee sought (The Judicial Qualifications Advisory Committee invites applicants for the position of Acting Village Justice for a one year term beginning in April, 2001.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
Speakers urge village to go ahead with Christie Garage (photo) (Several dozen Village residents turned out to a meeting on January 18 to urge the Village to proceed with the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1

SHANDELL, ERICA
Great balls of fire (photo) (The under-11 Scarsdale Fireball Soccer Team went undefeated to win the 2001 Iona Spring Fever Classic Soccer Tournament.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

SHAPIRO, ALLAN
Allan Shapiro (URS Corporation has named Allan Shapiro a senior Vice President of its construction services division.), May 25, 2001, p. 4

SHAPIRO, DAVID
Resident establishes cancer foundation (photo) (Scarsdale resident and cancer survivor, Charles Reinwald, has founded The Cancer Cure Coalition to advocate for new and promising treatments for cancer patients.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 4

SHAPIRO, SARAH
A Night of One-Acts (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present "A Night of One-Acts" on February 7 and 8 at the High School auditorium.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 17
SHS seniors to present "How to Succeed" (photo) (On May 31, the Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 will premiere its production of "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying.")., May 25, 2001, p. 11
SHAPIRO, SARAH (Continued)
Together SHS (Scarsdale High School) seniors discover 'How to Succeed' (photo) (continued) (Graduation
Supplement; the 2001 Scarsdale High School graduating class performed the musical, "How to Succeed in
Business Without Really Trying."), June 29, 2001, p. 6A

SHARLACH, JACKIE
( Photo of young Jackie Sharlach using a fan to cool off on a hot day at the Boulder Brook field.) (photo), July 6,
2001, p. 6
Sports camps are FUN-damental; Scarsdale scores big with summer baseball and softball camps (photo), July 13,
2001, p. 20
Focal Points: How do you feel about suggested Legislation that would place a minimum miles-per-gallon limit on
car engines? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, poses timely questions to the community.), July 27,
2001, p. 7

SHARRATT, EMILY
Across-the-pond musicians join SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (On October 22, the Scarsdale community
was enchanted by a student performance by the North East Derbyshire Chamber Orchestra from Chesterfield,
England.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9

SHAW, HELEN (AUTHOR)
Living next door to Alan Blitz was a memorable experience (letter) (Helen and Joe Shaw, former Scarsdale
residents, recall happy days as neighbors of the late Alan Blitz, former Mayor and community volunteer.), Apr
13, 2001, p. 6

SHAW, JOE
Maroon and White Winter Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 24

SHAW, JOE (AUTHOR)
Living next door to Alan Blitz was a memorable experience (letter) (Helen and Joe Shaw, former Scarsdale
residents, recall happy days as neighbors of the late Alan Blitz, former Mayor and community volunteer.), Apr
13, 2001, p. 6

SHAW, PETER
Maroon and White Winter Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 24

SHAY, ESTHER CUNNINGHAM
Robert Shay dies at 78 (Robert Paul Shay, 1994 winner of the Scarsdale Bowl, died on January 21 in Blue Hill,
Maine. He was 78), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

SHAY, ROBERT JR
Robert Shay dies at 78 (Robert Paul Shay, 1994 winner of the Scarsdale Bowl, died on January 21 in Blue Hill,
Maine. He was 78), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

SHAY, ROBERT PAUL
Robert Shay dies at 78 (Robert Paul Shay, 1994 winner of the Scarsdale Bowl, died on January 21 in Blue Hill,
Maine. He was 78), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

SHAY, STEPHEN
Robert Shay dies at 78 (Robert Paul Shay, winner of the 1994 Scarsdale Bowl, died on January 21 in Blue Hill,
Maine. He was 78.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

SHAY, WARREN
Robert Shay dies at 78 (Robert Paul Shay, 1994 winner of the Scarsdale Bowl, died on January 21 in Blue Hill,
Maine. He was 78), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

SHEEHAN, FRANCIS
In stunning upset, GB Dems pick Sheehan (photo) (Francis Sheehan, a persistent critic of the Feiner
administration in Greenburgh, came in second in a three way Democratic contest for two seats on the Town
Board.), June 1, 2001, p. 1
In stunning upset, GB Dems pick Sheehan (photo) (continued) (Francis Sheehan, a persistent critic of the Feiner
administration in Greenburgh, came in second in a three way Democratic contest for two seats on the Town
Board.), June 1, 2001, p. 13
Sheehan helps Feiner, Feiner supports Sheehan's opponent (letter) (Edward R. Krauss writes about the upcoming
Greenburgh Town Board elections.), June 15, 2001, p. 6
Sheehan's energies go toward kicking Weinberg off ballot (letter) (Paul Feiner alleges that Francis Sheehan's
campaign for Greenburgh Town Council has devoted its energies to preventing incumbent Timmy Weinberg's
name from appearing on the ballot.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6
Greenburgh Democratic petition challenge was justified (letter) (Joseph Kiell feels elected Democratic town
officials ignored the will of the Democratic Party Committee.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6
Timmy Weinberg should have the right to run for office (letter) (Adele Grossman supports Timmy Weinberg's right
to have her name appear on the ballot in the September primary.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6
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SHEEHAN, FRANCIS (Continued)
Greenburgh primary candidates square off on cable TV (photo) (With twelve days to go before Primary elections for two Greenburgh town board seats, candidates debated each other on August 30 on Public Access Channel 71.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
Greenburgh primary candidates square off on cable TV (photo) (continued) (With twelve days to go before Primary elections for two Greenburgh town board seats, candidates debated each other on August 30 on Public Access Channel 71.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 11
Candidates face off before primary in Greenburgh race (photo) (At the September 11 primary, three candidates will compete for two four year seats on the Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Greenburgh needs Francis Sheehan's commitment (letter) (Stephen Gosick endorses Francis Sheehan for Greenburgh Town Council.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
Sheehan for town board (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Francis Sheehan in the Democratic primary race for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
Francis Sheehan is the best candidate for town board (letter) (William S. Greenawalt endorses Francis Sheehan as the Democratic candidate for the four year Greenburgh Town Council seat.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 7
Greenburgh needs change on the town board (letter) (Deborah T. Bloom urges Democrats to vote for Francis Sheehan in the primary for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12
Sheehan, not Weinberg, received Dem endorsement (letter) (Mary Tobias writes that Francis Sheehan, not incumbent Timmy Weinberg, received the endorsement of Greenburgh Democrats at their May convention.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12
Primary rescheduled (The Greenburgh Primary has been rescheduled for September 25.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Feiner Team prevails in primary (photo) (The "Feiner team," Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg, prevailed over challenger Francis Sheehan in the Democratic Primary for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1
Feiner Team prevails in primary (photo) (continued) (The "Feiner team," Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg, prevailed over challenger Francis Sheehan in the Democratic Primary for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 10
Primary post-mortem: Feiner Sheehan analyze campaign issues (photo) (Inquirer reporter, David Gottlieb, discusses Greenburgh's recent hotly contested Democratic Primaries for Town Board with Paul Feiner and Francis Sheehan.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 11
Greenburghers: We must be our own checks and balance system (editorial) (Ed Krauss analyzes the impact of Francis Sheehan's loss in the Greenburgh Democratic Primary.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 7
6% tax hike draws ire in Greenburgh (If passed on December 12, the proposed 2002 Greenburgh Town budget would result in a tax increase of 6.02 percent.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

SHEEHAN, FRANCIS (AUTHOR)
Seeking Democratic nomination for G'Burgh (Greenburgh) Council (letter) (Francis Sheehan is seeking the Democratic nomination for Greenburgh Town Council at the May 29 Democratic Convention at Town Hall.), May 25, 2001, p. 6
Candidate honored to get party's nod (letter) (Francis Sheehan is honored to have received the Democratic Party's nomination for Greenburgh Town Council.), June 8, 2001, p. 6
Deception is the issue, not Weinberg's right to run (letter) (Francis Sheehan discusses Timmy Weinberg's right to challenge the Greenburgh Democratic Party's endorsed candidates.), July 13, 2001, p. 11
Candidate: Greenburgh Democratic primary will determine the town's future (letter) (A policy statement from Francis Sheehan, Democratic Primary candidate for Greenburgh Town Board.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 6

SHEERIN, BILL
Focal Points: How do you feel about stem cell research? (photo) (Inquiring photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks people their opinions on stem cell research.), July 13, 2001, p. 7

SHEINER, SUSAN

SHEINFELD, GABRIELLE
Focal Points: Do you think the computer has changed people's behavior? (photo) (Subjects respond to a question posed by Ira N. Toff, Scarsdale's roving photographer.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 7

SHELENGIAN, CONSTANCE
Focal Points: Do you think the computer has changed people's behavior? (photo) (Subjects respond to a question posed by Ira N. Toff, Scarsdale’s roving photographer.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 7

SHEMIN, PAUL
Focal Points: Do you think the computer has changed people's behavior? (photo) (Subjects respond to a question posed by Ira N. Toff, Scarsdale’s roving photographer.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 7

SHEMIN, PAUL
Focal Points: Do you think the computer has changed people's behavior? (photo) (Subjects respond to a question posed by Ira N. Toff, Scarsdale's roving photographer.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 7

Fox Meadow - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; lists the 63 students having their moving up ceremony on June 21 from the Fox Meadow School.), June 29, 2001, p. 19A
SHEMTOB, MARSHALL
Edgewood links arts, academics (photo) (The Edgewood School's recent theme night featured the merger of the arts with academic disciplines.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 11

SHERMAN, CARRIE E
Julia B. Fee: Congratulations! Hats off to our graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement: Julia B. Fee Real Estate Agency salutes the graduating classes of 2001.), June 29, 2001, p. 28A

SHERMAN, CRAIG P
SHS (Scarsdale High School) wind ensemble to perform in England (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble will perform in Derbyshire, England, in May.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10

Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

Wind Ensemble puts on All-American show (The Friends of Music and the Arts in the Scarsdale Schools sponsored an "All-American Musical Send-Off" to celebrate the upcoming trip that the Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble will be taking to England.), May 4, 2001, p. 9

The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

SHERMAN, CRAIG P (AUTHOR)
Wind Ensemble's trip to England did Scarsdale proud (letter) (Craig P. Sherman, Scarsdale High School Band Director, thanks those who made possible a very successful trip and performances in England by the High School Wind Ensemble.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

SHERMAN, LEE
Focal Points: How do you feel about the advertising of prescription drugs in the various media (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, poses timely questions to community members.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 7

SHERO, SID
Focal Points: Do you think the recent tragic events will affect our civil liberties (photo) (Ira N. Taff questions the community on the impact of the 9/11 attacks on our civil liberties.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7

SHERWOOD, EMILY
Board, public weigh in on maximum class size policy (The February 12 Scarsdale School Board meeting featured a lengthy and animated discussion of class size.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 11

Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

Board considers early foreign language study (continued) (The benefits of foreign language instruction for elementary school students were discussed at the December 10 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11

SHEVLIN, HUGH
New board at SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) (photo) (Pictured are the new members of the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Golf Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 17

SHIELDS, MATT
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28

SHIMADA, TAK
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

SHIPS
Why are the Japanese so angry? (editorial) (Yoshi Tsurumi analyzes the repercussions of the accidental sinking of the Japanese ship, Ehime Marus, by an American nuclear submarine on February 9, 2001.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 7

SHIRE, NANCY M
Shire joins Houlihan Lawrence (photo) (Nancy M. Shire has joined Houlihan Lawrence's Scarsdale office as a licensed real estate saleswoman.), June 15, 2001, p. 4

SHOES
Make you own feet (editorial) (Marc Wollin talks about Customatix, a company that creates personalized sneakers.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7

SHOPPING
The Commuter Computer: Decadence for skinflints: Internet shopping on the cheap (Robert Reiser discusses websites for discount shopping and bargains.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4

Cyber-Spending, part 1 - the agony (Robert Reiser examines the world of cyber spending on the infant internet.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 4
SHOPPING (Continued)
Glancing Askance: It's mobilization time for the soldiers of retail (editorial) (Marc Wollin urges Americans to keep the economy going by doing a lot of Christmas shopping.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7
Cyber-Spending, part 2: ecstasy (editorial) (Robert Reiser provides tips for surfing the net for bargains.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 4

SHOPPING CENTERS
Edgemonters should pay attention to proposed expansion (letter) (Neil Street urges Greenburgh residents to monitor the proposed expansion of the Midway Shopping Center on Central Avenue.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7
Disabled-only spaces should not be used by others (letter) (James Michels criticizes nondisabled drivers who park at the spots for disabled patrons on the New Rochelle side of the Golden Horseshoe shopping mall.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

SHORES, CATE
Rain can't keep patriots away (photo) (Pictured are children in costume celebrating the Fourth of July at the annual Arthur Manor Association parade.), July 6, 2001, p. 1

SHORES, WENDY
Rain can't keep patriots away (photo) (Pictured are children in costume celebrating the Fourth of July at the annual Arthur Manor Association parade.), July 6, 2001, p. 1

SHULMAN, JAY (AUTHOR)
Proposal for Plaza site is bad for Garth Road (letter) (Garth Road resident, Jay Shulman, chimes in against converting the defunct Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater into a 49 unit apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 6

SHUMAN, IRA
The Bank of New York and Kids' B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids' Base and Little School's 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 32

SANO, TOM JR
Focal Points: How do you think security at airports can be improved? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, asks locals questions of the day.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 7

SICILIANO, MICHAEL
A day in the life (photo) (Inquirer photographer, Mike DiSciullo, follows Patrolman Michael Siciliano on his shift on February 20.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 3

SIDEWALKS
For pedestrians only (photo) (Sidewalks are being installed on Wayside Lane from Post Road to Church Lane.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 15
High-maintenance sidewalks in village are impractical (letter) (Bruce M. Freyer can not understand why Scarsdale installed costly, high maintenance stone sidewalks in the downtown area.), May 4, 2001, p. 6
Village board meeting summary: Trustees mull allowing sidewalk cafes in village (The Scarsdale Village Board will hold a hearing on June 12 on a proposed law to allow sidewalk cafes in the Village center.), May 11, 2001, p. 1
Village board meeting summary: Trustees mull allowing sidewalk cafes in village (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board will hold a hearing on June 12 on a proposed law to allow sidewalk cafes in the Village center.), May 11, 2001, p. 9
All involved in village redesign deserve congratulations (letter) (Joseph A. Iliardo and Carole R. Rothman applaud the recent sidewalk redesign in the downtown area.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

SIEBEL, LOUISE
Spring art sprouts in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association's Spring Art Show opened March 4 at the Scarsdale Library and will run until March 30.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 27

SIEBERN, BOB
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

SIEGEL, JODI
The Scarsdale Bowl; High school bowling club raises funds, spirits at season finale (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 18

SIEGEL, NANCY
Winter Wonderland at woman's club (photo) (The garden section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club welcomed the holiday season early on December 5 with a "Winter Wonderland" open house and flower show.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 26

SIEGER, TERRENCE
Focal Points: How do you feel about the Supreme Court decision to allow a disabled player to use a golf cart in the PGA tournament? (photo) (Question of the day posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toft), June 8, 2001, p. 7

SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS
Scarsdale signs not welcoming (letter) (Leor Akabas, a Scarsdale third grader, thinks that upon entering Scarsdale Village, signs should include the word "welcome.")., Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

SILVA, MARK
SHS (Scarsdale High School) wind ensemble to perform in England (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble will perform in Derbyshire, England, in May.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10
SILVER, SUE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

SILVERA, RASHID
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

SILVERMAN, CASEY
JCC (Jewish Community Center) launches a new name, look, logo and program offerings (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 18A

SILVERMAN, ELLIOTT
Au revoir to all that (photo) (Thirteen Scarsdale High School students left on February 9 for a two week visit to Luynes, France, as part of a foreign language exchange program.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 11
Board considers early foreign language study (continued) (The benefits of foreign language instruction for elementary school students were discussed at the December 10 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11

SILVERMAN, JON
Focal Points: Snow affects people differently. Is your view of snow positive or negative? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions subjects on their reactions to snow.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 7

SILVERMAN, RUTH
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
Retiring teachers are gone, but not forgotten (Five veteran Scarsdale teachers have announced their impending retirements.), June 29, 2001, p. 9

SILVERSTEIN, JED
Focal Points: How do you feel about the possibility of national identification cards? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions locals on pertinent issues of the day.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7

SILVESTER, MARK
Soccer tournament was enjoyable (letter) (David Wald thanks those made the third annual Micro-Soccer 3 v 3 Festival Tournament such an enjoyable event.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7

SIMM, ALYSSA
Painting pumpkins (photo) (The Scarsdale Halloween window painting contest, sponsored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, was held on October 21.), Oct 28, 2001, p. 1

SIMMERMACHER, ABBEY
Heads up! (photo) (Scarsdale's Nadya Yaghoubi heads the ball for the 6-2-1 Raiders Soccer team on May 5.), May 11, 2001, p. 1
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

SIMON, ANN ROSE
Board, public weigh in on maximum class size policy (The February 12 Scarsdale School Board meeting featured a lengthy and animated discussion of class size.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 11
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center's first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9

SIMON, CAROLINE (AUTHOR)
G'acres (Greenacres) families raised money for Afghan children (letter) (Greenacres families ran a bake sale and sold lemonade to raise money for children in Afghanistan.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

SIMON, DAN
Focal Points: Does the off-court behavior of a professional athlete affect your loyalty to his or her team? (photo) (Inquiring photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions to residents and locals.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about suggested Legislation that would place a minimum miles-per-gallon limit on car engines? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the community.), July 27, 2001, p. 7

SIMON, HENRY
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36
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SIMON, HENRY (Continued)
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34
Mitzvah Day: From our hearts to our hands (photo) (Over 600 members of Westchester Reform Temple gathered for the seventh annual Mitzvah Day on October 28.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 3

SIMON, LOTHAR

SIMON, MARJORY (AUTHOR)
Meals on Wheels needs friendly volunteers (letter) (Marjory Simon asks volunteers to step forward for Meals on Wheels.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7

SIMON, NANCY
Young Writer's Conference continues wonderful tradition (letter) (Catherine C. Souther, President of the Scarsdale PT Council, thanks the organizers and participants involved in the fifth annual Young Writers Conference, held at the High School on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

SIMON, NEIL
GCT (Greenville Community Theater) provides entertainment, community service (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 11A
GCT (Greenville Community Theater) provides entertainment, community service (photo) (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12A

SIMON, PETER (AUTHOR)
G'acres (Greenacres) families raised money for Afghan children (letter) (Greenacres families ran a bakesale and sold lemonade to raise money for children in Afghanistan.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

SIMON, TERRI
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) taps Steves, Simon, Wachtenheim (photo) (Bob Steves, Florie Wachtenheim and Terri Simon have been nominated for the Scarsdale Board of Education School Board Nominating Committee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) taps Steves, Simon, Wachtenheim (photo) (continued) (Bob Steves, Florie Wachtenheim and Terri Simon have been nominated for the Scarsdale Board of Education School Board Nominating Committee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 8
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) is proud to present excellent candidates (letter) (Richard Stanger announces the three candidates for the 2001 Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee: Bob Steves, Terri Simon and Florie Wachtenheim.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6
Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.), May 18, 2001, p. 1
New faces on the school board (Terri Simon and Florie Wachtenheim were welcomed to the School Board on July 9, filling the vacancies left by Jackie Irwin and Rita Golden.), July 13, 2001, p. 10

PT Council urges support for budget (letter) (The Scarsdale Council of Parent Teacher Associations endorses the 2001-02 school budget and urges the Scarsdale community to vote "yes" on May 15.), May 11, 2001, p. 6

SINGER, CECILE D
United Way awards grant (photo) (United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont has given a Local Presence grant to the Women's Enterprise Project.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

SINGER, LARRY
E'mont (Edgemont) SBNC meeting (The Edgemont School Board Nominating Committee will hold an open meeting on January 24.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

SINGER, PAUL
More subdivision foes lobby planning board (The August 1 meeting of the Scarsdale Planning Board heard protests from residents about proposed construction projects of large homes.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1

SINGER, TERRY
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36
More subdivision foes lobby planning board (The August 1 meeting of the Scarsdale Planning Board heard protests from residents about proposed construction projects of large homes.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1

SINGER, ZACHARY
10 awards for debaters (The Scarsdale High School Speech and Debate Team took home ten awards from the New York State Championships, held on April 28 and 29.), May 11, 2001, p. 12

SINGERS
IHM music teacher sings at inauguration lunch (photo) (Anne Marie Dupre, the music teacher for the Immaculate Heart of Mary School, sang at George W. Bush's inauguration luncheon.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 2

SINGSEN, MICKEY
(Residents hold a silent vigil at Chase Park on August 4 to commemorate the 1945 bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.) (photo), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6
**SKALOS, DEAN**
Lawmakers praised at redistrict parley (Plan for reshaping New York State election districts meets with local approval), July 20, 2001, p. 1

**SKATING**
Take off on family adventures close to home (photo) (The Inquirer suggests activities for residents spending the winter vacation close to home.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 3

Bike, skate Sundays begin (photo) (Bike and skate Sundays on the Bronx River Parkway begin on May 6.), May 4, 2001, p. 2

**SKIS AND SKIING**
(Photo of Kevin Shelton-Smith skiing at the Scarsdale High School) (photo), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6

Take off on family adventures close to home (photo) (The Inquirer suggests activities for residents spending the winter vacation close to home.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 3

The benefits of change (editorial) (photo) (Virginia A. McKenna describes a family ski trip to Jiminy Peak.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 7

**SKLAR, DAVID**
David Sklar (Edgemont resident, David Sklar, has joined Management and Capital Partners as Vice President.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 4

**SLAMIN, MARY**
Books on Islam, disaster, in high demand (photo) (Following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, librarians in Scarsdale and Greenburgh report their roles have expanded to include aid and comfort to those seeking consolation.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 3

**SLANER, LUELLA LAMER**
Luella Slaner dies (photo) (Luella LaMer Slaner, former Scarsdale Village trustee, deputy mayor and philanthropist, died at her Barker Lane home in Scarsdale on November 3. She was 82.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1

Luella Slaner dies (continued) (Luella LaMer Slaner, former Scarsdale Village trustee, deputy mayor and philanthropist, died at her Barker Lane home in Scarsdale on November 3. She was 82.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 28

Luella Slaner will be missed by woman’s club (letter) (The Scarsdale Woman’s Club mourns the passing of its long time member and supporter, Luella Slaner.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

From mother to daughter: Legacy of giving strengthens family bond (photo) (The late Luella Slaner and her daughter, Deborah Slaner Larkin, cooperated in various philanthropic efforts.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 2

From mother to daughter: Legacy of giving strengthens family bond (photo) (continued) (The late Luella Slaner and her daughters cooperated in various philanthropic efforts.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 9

**SLISS, TODD**
PRC (Parks and Recreation Council) chairman looks for new era of cooperation in sports (letter) (Jill Spieler clarifies a statement attributed to her in an article in the February 9 Inquirer covering the Parks and Recreation Council's January open meeting.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

Inquirer wins 6 firsts (The Scarsdale Inquirer won 15 awards in the New York Press Association Better Newspaper Contest, including six first place awards.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2

The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 15

**SLISS, TODD (AUTHOR)**
Drop your sword, I've got a pen (editorial) (Todd Sliss describes his reaction to the movie, "Finding Forrester."), Mar 2, 2001, p. 7

To Scarsdale, with pride (Todd Sliss suggests that the anonymous playing field at the Scarsdale Middle School be named after long time Scarsdale Middle School physical education teacher, Penny Sallinger.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 21

**SLOAN, ESTHER**
Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center's first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9

**SLOAN, IRVING**
Back to the future (photo) (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, visited Cora Five's fifth grade class at the Edgewood School to discuss Scarsdale's role during the Revolutionary War.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 10

How the Town Club became the TVCC (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, describes how the Town Club merged with the Village Club and in 1990 became The Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 5

How the Town Club became the TVCC (continued) (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, describes how the Town Club merged with the Village Club and in 1990 became The Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 8

BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve 'gateway' (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
SLOAN, IRVING  (Continued)
Some opinions are better left unexpressed (letter) (In response to a February 9 editorial by Irving Sloan, Carole Tunick supports the Nominating Committee's choice of David Kroenelein for Mayor; she also faults a February 2 Inquirer editorial as unduly critical of the Scarsdale Police.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve 'gateway' (continued) (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8
Adult school lecture; more spring offerings (photo) (Scarsdale Village historian, Irving Sloan, will speak on "Scarsdale During the Great Depression," on April 23 at a lecture co-sponsored by the Scarsdale Adult School, the Scarsdale Public Library and the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 2
Food, glorious canned food (photo) (The Scarsdale Middle School community collected a record 4,693 pounds of food during the annual Student Organization food drive.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
Some good gleaned from painful episode (editorial) (Village historian, Irving Sloan, recounts the painful episode of the 1960 Holly Ball, when a young man was refused entry as an escort because his father was Jewish.), May 4, 2001, p. 15
New SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) house is named for Fountain (The Scarsdale Board of Education named the new house at the Middle School after Elizabeth Caldwell Fountain; Fountain House will be the fourth house at the Middle School.), May 11, 2001, p. 1
New SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) house is named for Fountain (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education named the new house at the Middle School after Elizabeth Caldwell Fountain; Fountain House will be the fourth house at the Middle School.), May 11, 2001, p. 4
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
Taxes should not fund Kids' Base (letter) (Andrew E. Brennan disagrees with an earlier editorial by Irving Sloan and writes that Kids' Base, while worthwhile, should not be supported by increased taxes.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
Is it curtains for the Plaza? Eastchester considers new luxury apartment proposal (continued) (After more than 80 years, the Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater may never reopen and instead may be turned into a luxury apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 9
270 Fox Meadow on hold until Wednesday (Westchester County Supreme Court Judge Orazio Bellantoni issued a temporary restraining order forbidding demolition and "staying any further proceedings" at 270 Fox Meadow Road until August 22.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 4
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
Sloan to be honored for decades of teaching, community involvement (photo) (Irving Sloan, who has taught Social Studies at the Scarsdale Middle School for forty years, will be honored by the Scarsdale Teen Center with the creation of the Irving Sloan Endowment Fund.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 11
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 14
Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (continued) (The proposed expansion of the small soccer field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28
The process works (editorial) (The Inquirer agrees with Peter Strauss that the small gain derived from expanding the Drake Park soccer field would not be worth the amount of upset to the neighborhood.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6
Sloan column was misinformed, demeaning (letter) (Boine Johnson responds to Irving Sloan's October 19 "Among other things" column dealing with the proposed Drake Park expansion.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6
Irving Sloan to receive teen center award, Nov 16, 2001, p. 4
Disagreement doesn't warrant personal invective (letter) (Lucas Meyer defends Irving Sloan from harsh comments made by Boine Johnson in a November 9 letter to the Inquirer.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6
Community invited to Sloan brunch (letter) (Julia Gordon, President of the Scarsdale Teen Center Board, invites the community to a December 2 brunch in honor of Irving Sloan.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 6
Teen center brunch to honor Irving Sloan (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, will receive the first Visions of Community award at a fundraiser brunch on December 2 to benefit the Scarsdale Teen Center, Out of Bounds.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 31
Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center's first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1
Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center's first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9
Thanks to many for teen center brunch (letter) (Michelle Abelson thanks the community for the great turnout for the Scarsdale Teen Center's Visions of Community Award presentation and brunch.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7
SLOAN, IRVING (Continued)

Board considers early foreign language study (continued) (The benefits of foreign language instruction for elementary school students were discussed at the December 10 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11

SLOAN, IRVING (AUTHOR)

The elite beginnings of the TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, examines the history of the Town and Village Civic Club since its creation 1905, when it was known simply as The Town Club.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 8

Best person for the job was overlooked (editorial) (Irving Sloan decryes the fact that attorney and Village Board member, Ann Galvani, was passed over for the office of Mayor of Scarsdale.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7

Lessons well learned (editorial) (Irving Sloan reflects on the performance of his former student, Susan Miller Morse, before the Board of Architectural Review regarding the subject of open space and land use.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6

Save consultant fees, read the Inquirer (editorial) (Irving Sloan urges Village Trustees to read Abbott Stillman's recent op-ed article, "Garage Won't Improve Christie Place."). Mar 9, 2001, p. 7

Among Other Things - Alan Blitz: Embracing the community (editorial) (Irving Sloan memorializes the late Alan Blitz, who was a tireless community volunteer and exemplary father.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 7

Village board wants to enjoy village, just like the rest of us (editorial), May 18, 2001, p. 6

Village's decision on teardown is a disgrace (editorial) (Irving Sloan takes issue with the Village Board's decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

Village board made right decision on Kids' BASE (editorial) (Irving Sloan commends the Village Board for its decision to lower Kids' Base lease payments so that this childcare facility can afford to invest in expansion.), June 29, 2001, p. 7

A 911 for volunteers (editorial) (Irving Sloan urges community to volunteer and support the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.), July 20, 2001, p. 6

Downtown does not need more retail, garage (editorial) (Irving Sloan does not think the Village needs more retail stores along with the additional parking they would require.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7

Village trustees must address important esthetic issues (editorial) (Irving Sloan writes that the efforts of all community organizations are directed at eliminating "visual pollution."). Aug 17, 2001, p. 7

Stone garage on Christie Place could be saved (editorial) (Irving Sloan recommends that the stone structure that is currently serving as the garage at Christie Place be re-purposed and not demolished.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 7

Depression years: Discreet help for those in need (Irving Sloan describes the impact of the Great Depression of 1929 on local residents and businesses.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 10

Village staff should not set policy for community (editorial) (Irving Sloan questions the influence of Scarsdale Village staff members, who may not even be residents, over Board members.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 7

Staff need not live here to provide top service (editorial) (Irving Sloan retracts an earlier editorial suggesting that Village Staff cannot relate to Scarsdale values because they are not Village residents.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 7

Depression budgeting: residents save, staff pays (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, discusses stresses to the status quo in Scarsdale during the Great Depression of the 1930's.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 31

Depression budgeting: residents save, staff pays (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, discusses retrenchment policies in Scarsdale during the Great Depression of the 1930's.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 31

Scarsdale turns fiercely anti-Roosevelt (This latest installment in Irving Sloan's depiction of Scarsdale in the mid to late thirties describes the Village's fierce opposition to some of President Roosevelt's policies.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 2

Unfettered greed will scar our village in a park (editorial) (Irving Sloan suggests applying a reasonable brake on the size of residential development in Scarsdale Village.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7

SMITH, ALAN

Focal Points: To what extent do you think the nation will be able to deal with increased biological attacks? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks local residents pertinent news related questions.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7

SMITH, BILL

Edgemont's class of 2001 honored (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Edgemont High School's Class of 2001 held its commencement ceremony on June 22.), June 29, 2001, p. 10A

SMITH, GAIL (AUTHOR)

Parents: obey traffic regulations (letter) (Various authors commend Carole Tunick for her January 19 letter to the Inquirer, which highlighted unsafe conditions on Chesterfield Road at the Fox Meadow School.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

SMITH, JOEL

Debate continues over school safety measures (A regular police presence at the Fox Meadow School to direct morning and afternoon traffic was urged by Fox Meadow residents attending a meeting of the Village Municipal Services Committee on January 8.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

SMITH, STEVEN

Focal Points: How do you feel about stem cell research? (photo) (Inquiring photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks people their opinions on stem cell research.), July 13, 2001, p. 7
SMOKING
Hey, Chief Justice, got a light? (editorial) (Bruce J. Bloom wonders if it is appropriate to mandate a separate set of rules for a single industry because we disapprove of what it sells.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 7

SMOKING - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Focal Points: What do you think of the Supreme Court decision permitting tobacco ads near schools? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, asks passers by pertinent questions of the day.), July 6, 2001, p. 7

SMOLER, IRWIN
Freightway Garage called unsafe (Residents suffer from theft and vandalism at the Freightway Garage says Joseph Sarachek at the November 13 Village Board meeting.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

SNEAKERS
Make you own feet (editorial) (Marc Wollin talks about Customatix, a company that creates personalized sneakers.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7

SNOW
(Photo depicts snow remaining in Chase Park following recent rain.) (photo), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6
Focal Points: Snow affects people differently. Is your view of snow positive or negative? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, questions subjects on their reactions to snow.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 7
Village ready for snow and ice (photo) (Scarsdale Village gets ready for the snow ahead.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1
Village ready for snow and ice (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Village gets ready for the snow ahead.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 21

SNOWMEN
Got snow? (photo) (Three photos depict local kids enjoying the aftermath of a snowstorm on December 31, 2000.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 10

SNOW REMOVAL
Help keep snow away from hydrants (letter) (Tom Koster, Vice-President of Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company 1, commends the work of the Scarsdale Fire Department in digging out fire hydrants following a recent snowstorm.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7
How they cope (Village employees worked round the clock to deal with the six inches of snow that fell March 6-7.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

SNOWSTORMS
Snowy Stroll (photo) (Sixteen inches of snow fell on Central Westchester on Saturday, December 30; pictured are two Edgemont residents and their dog strolling between snowbanks on Walbrooke Road.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1
A great job done to clear snow (letter) (Boine Johnson congratulates the Scarsdale Highway Department for a job well done in removing the remains of the epic snowstorm of December 30, 2000.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6
Got snow? (photo) (Three photos depict local kids enjoying the aftermath of a snowstorm on December 31, 2000.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 10

Snyder, Nona (Author)
Breast cancer event celebrated survival, raised funds (letter) (Amy Hyman and Nona Snyder thank residents for their generosity and support of the "Strides Against Breast Cancer" fundraiser.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

SOARES, LYNNE
Focal Points: Do you feel that victory in Afghanistan is contingent upon the capture of Osama bin Laden? (photo) (editorial) (Ira N. Toft poses questions of the day to passers by.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7

SOBEL, FRONDA
Ballet Mafia: Thirteen dancers create their own company and give inspirational performance (photo) (The Scarsdale Ballet Studio's Ballet Mafia performed 12 original works on May 12.), May 25, 2001, p. 17

Sobel, Harriet L
Confidence in others' voting is false confidence (letter) (Harriet L. Sobol, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee, urges residents to vote for the Citizens Party - Row B - in the elections on March 20 for Scarsdale Mayor and Village Board trustees.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Sobel, Penny
Does the village serve residents or developers? (letter) (Stacey Clarfield Newman applauds Penny Sobol's January 26 letter to the Inquirer urging the preservation of the sylvan nature of Fox Meadow.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7

Sobel, Penny (Author)
Must developers and residents be at odds? (letter) (This reprint of Penny Sobol's letter to Mayor Mark Bench urges developers, the Planning Board and Village Trustees to consider the rights of homeowners when devising plans for new construction and deeply renovated homes.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

Sobel, Thomas
Novembers to receive '01 Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (Robert and Eleanor November of Greenacres will receive the '01 Scarsdale Bowl at a dinner at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in White Plains on April 26.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) panel to discuss high stakes testing (The Town and Village Civic Club will meet on February 8 at the Scarsdale Library to discuss, "High Stakes Testing."), Jan 19, 2001, p. 2
High stakes state testing: Is there anything good about it? (The impact of high stakes state testing was discussed by a panel of experts at a meeting on February 8 sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
SOBOL, THOMAS  (Continued)
High stakes state testing: Is there anything good about it? (continued) (The impact of high stakes state testing was discussed by a panel of experts at a meeting on February 8 sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8
Cohen, Sobol respond to state's mandate for testing compliance (Scarsdale responds to State Commissioner of Education Richard Mills' reprimand that the district failed to halt the boycott of the eighth grade standardized tests last Spring.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1
Cohen, Sobol respond to state's mandate for testing compliance (continued) (Scarsdale responds to State Commissioner of Education Richard Mills' reprimand that the district failed to halt the boycott of the eighth grade standardized tests last Spring.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 10

SOCCER
Scarsdale kids love soccer (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19A
Great balls of fire (photo) (The under-11 Scarsdale Fireball Soccer Team went undefeated to win the 2001 Iona Spring Fever Classic Soccer Tournament.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24
Heads up! (photo) (Scarsdale's Nadya Yaghoubi heads the ball for the 6-2-1 Raiders Soccer team on May 5.), May 11, 2001, p. 1
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34
Coined inspired team effort, was great role model (letter) (Bonnie Allen Gottlieb thanks Bill Donnell, coach of the Scarsdale Strikers U-14 travelling soccer team.), July 6, 2001, p. 7
Drake Field is not Drake Park by another name (photo) (Neighbors of Drake Park vehemently oppose the proposal to turn a portion of the Park into playing fields.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1
Village does not need another soccer field (letter) (Richard Schechner writes an open letter to the Scarsdale Village Board to voice his disapproval of the construction of a soccer field on Drake Park property.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8
Drake Field is not Drake Park by another name (photo) (continued) (Neighbors of Drake Park vehemently oppose the proposal to turn a portion of the Park into playing fields.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 10
New soccer field will create a parking problem (letter) (James F. Conlan believes the creation of a new soccer field at Drake Park will cause an unacceptable parking problem in the area.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6
A mom finds her place: on the field (editorial) (Lendy Muller reflects on her experiences as a soccer coach for her children's teams.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7
Soccer tournament was enjoyable (letter) (David Wald thanks those made the third annual Micro-Soccer 3 v 3 Festival Tournament such an enjoyable event.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7
There is no need to enlarge Drake Road Field (letter) (Daniel L. Rosensweig registers his strong disapproval of the $80,000 proposal to enlarge the soccer field at Drake Park and add a 20 spot parking area.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6
Trustees shouldn't rush to approve Drake Field expansion (letter) (Carole Schechner urges the Village Board to take time to address traffic, safety, environmental and quality of life concerns before rushing to expand the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6
Drake Field to be improved, not expanded (A divided Village Board approved scaled down improvements for the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
Inquirer coverage of field issue 'evenhanded' (letter) (Helen Barlow thanks the Inquirer for its ongoing, objective coverage of the proposed expansion at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6
The process works (editorial) (The Inquirer agrees with Peter Strauss that the small gain derived from expanding the Drake Park soccer field would not be worth the amount of upset to the neighborhood.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6
Drake Field to be improved, not expanded (continued) (A divided Village Board approved scaled down improvements for the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 8
Too much competition too early in recreation sports (letter) (David Katz describes the negative impact on children of not making the travel soccer team.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 6

SOCIAL ACTION
They also suffer who only watch (editorial) (Sam Witchel describes the lasting impact the Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire had on his father, who, as a young man, witnessed the tragedy.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
Quakers perform works home and abroad (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 17A

SOFTBALL
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

SOHM, LUCY

SOKOL, KATIE
Taking the plunge (photo) (Three Pathunke campers are shown jumping together into the Scarsdale pool.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
SOKOL, STEPHANIE
Scarsdale and Edgemont seniors are college bound (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of college destinations for 2001 Scarsdale and Edgemont High School graduates.), June 29, 2001, p. 8A
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

SOLL, ARLENE
MHA (Mental Health Association) honors volunteers (photo) (In June, the Mental Health Association of Westchester honored 116 community volunteers with a breakfast of recognition.), July 13, 2001, p. 4

SOLL, EDITH
Focal Points: How do you feel about the advertising of prescription drugs in the various media (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to community members.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 7

SOLL, LARRY
MHA (Mental Health Association) honors volunteers (photo) (In June, the Mental Health Association of Westchester honored 116 community volunteers with a breakfast of recognition.), July 13, 2001, p. 4

SOMMERS, SCOTT
Top dog: Scarsdale pooch claims blue ribbon at Westminster (photo) (Eleanor McDonald's 3-year old bichon frise, JR, took the top prize at the 125th Westminster Dog show last week.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Top dog: Scarsdale pooch claims blue ribbon at Westminster (photo) (continued) (Eleanor McDonald's 3-year old bichon frise, JR, took the top prize at the 125th Westminster Dog show last week.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 15

SONGS
Sleep in heavenly peas (editorial) (Marc Wollin describes how listeners frequently mangle song lyrics.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 7

SONKIN, JULIE
Focal Points: What are your plans for your immediate and distant future? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions recent Scarsdale and Edgemont High School graduates about their futures.), June 29, 2001, p. 7
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

SONKIN, MATTHEW
Worthy causes engage student altruists at high school (photo) (In an awards ceremony on May 1, Scarsdale High School Principal, John Klemme, paid tribute to student altruism.), May 4, 2001, p. 11
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

SONNENSHINE, SAM
Chess champs (photo) (Fox Meadow School won the third place trophy at the National Scholastic Chess Foundation chess tournament held on October 21.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 11

SONTAG, ERIC
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

SORENSON, BARBARA
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 3

SORKIN, JOAN ROSS
'SURVIVAL' Collection (photo) (Playwright and Scarsdale resident, Joan Ross Sorkin, will have her series of eight 10-minute plays called "The SURVIVAL Collection" presented off Broadway from September 7-12.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 13

SOSA, ANDREW
Scarsdale Frisbee tops in New York (photo) (The Scarsdale High School ultimate frisbee team, the Hellfish, won its home tournament again this year.), June 15, 2001, p. 17
SHS (Scarsdale High School) celebrates its 84th commencement (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 graduates on June 22), June 29, 2001, p. 3A
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

SOSNAY, DAN
Open gym at Scarsdale (photo) (Scarsdale students gathered at the High School on January 27 for Open Gym Night; Senior Dan Sosnay won the raffle prize, a Knicks jersey signed by Marcus Camby.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 11
Focal Points: What are your plans for your immediate and distant future? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions recent Scarsdale and Edgemont High School graduates about their futures.), June 29, 2001, p. 7
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

SOSNAY, JON
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A
SOUND RECORDINGS
Recording copyrights must be protected (editorial) (M. James Cooperman defends the record industry's efforts to protect itself from infringements on its musical copyrights.), July 20, 2001, p. 7

SOUTH AFRICA
Author grapples with the loss of her homeland (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Gillian Katz, has written a book of reflections about her childhood in South Africa titled, "Witness to the Birth and Death of My Country."), Sep 7, 2001, p. 3

SOUTHEAST CONSORTIUM FOR SPECIAL SERVICES, INC.
Rec superintendent says goodbye to a busy career (photo) (continued) (Ken Batchelor is retiring as Scarsdale Parks and Recreation Superintendent after 28 years of service.), May 25, 2001, p. 8

SOUTHER, CATHERINE
High stakes state testing: Is there anything good about it? (continued) (The impact of high stakes state testing was discussed by a panel of experts at a meeting on February 8 sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8
STOP explains test boycott for parents (continued) (Parents of Scarsdale eighth graders met at Village Hall on April 23 to learn how to boycott five state-mandated standardized tests scheduled to begin May 3.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 4
Power Lunch (photo) (The new and outgoing PT Council gathered at the Heathcote School on May 15 for its annual luncheon.), May 18, 2001, p. 11
Retiring ass't superintendent looks back (continued) (Retiring Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, Dr. Richard Sprague, reflects back on his 23 year tenure in the Scarsdale School District.), June 1, 2001, p. 12

SOUTHER, CATHERINE (AUTHOR)
Young Writer's Conference continues wonderful tradition (letter) (Catherine C. Souther, President of the Scarsdale PT Council, thanks the organizers and participants involved in the fifth annual Young Writers Conference, held at the High School on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

SPACE FLIGHT
Astronaut honored (photo) (Neil Armstrong, the first person to walk on the moon in 1969, met Scarsdale resident John Gould at an American Geographical Society reception at the Wings Club in New York City.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 15

SPAGNA, JOHN
Scarsdale police nab auto-theft trio after midday chase (photo) (The Scarsdale Police nabbed three auto thieves on September 26 in the vicinity of the Freightway Garage.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

SPANGLER, STEVE
Bond projects nearing completion (Completed and ongoing school construction projects were reviewed at the Scarsdale School Board meeting held on May 7.), May 11, 2001, p. 11

SPANO, ANDY
Challenger on the attack in 5th District (Candidates for the District 5 seat of the County Board of Legislators have been engaging in rancorous debate.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Incumbents easily take county seats (photo) (continued) (Redistricting may have motivated incumbents to work harder for re-election to the Westchester County Board of Legislators; if so, they succeeded.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 19
After 3 years of decline, county taxes to rise (County Executive, Andy Spano, proposed a $1.3 billion budget for 2002, increasing expenditures by $8.94 million and raising property taxes by 9.5 percent.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1
After 3 years of decline, county taxes to rise (continued) (County Executive, Andy Spano, proposed a $1.3 billion budget for 2002, increasing expenditures by $8.94 million and raising property taxes by 9.5 percent.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 13
County cuts revenue projections (Westchester County got a $1.3 billion budget for 2002, resulting in a 3.8 percent tax increase.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1

SPANOS, GEORGE
Final Points: Do you think the high price of gasoline has altered people's driving habits? (photo) (Question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, to passers by), May 18, 2001, p. 7

SPARKMAN, SUSAN MARIE
Sparkman, Sperandio (wed) (photo) (Susan Marie Sparkman and Anthony Lawrence Sperandio were wed on October 14, 2001, at Tappan Hill in Tarrytown, New York.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 12

SPARLING, AMY ROSE
Sparling, Gould (wed) (Amy Rose Sparling and Matthew Adam Gould were wed on August 26, 2001, in North Salem.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 14
Sparling, Gould (wed) (photo) (Amy Rose Sparling and Matthew Adam Gould were wed on August 26, 2001, in North Salem.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 12

SPECK, SANDRA
Speck, McGuire (wed) (Sandra Speck and Jason McGuire were wed on September 30, 2000, in Westhampton, Long Island.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 16
SPECTOR, ANDREW MARTIN
Eidelberg, Spector (photo) (Ilana Susan Eidelberg and Andrew Martin Spector were wed on October 28, 2000, at the Water’s Edge in New York City.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 13

SPEECHES, ADDRESSES, ETC.
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28
SMS speech contest results (Winners of the Scarsdale Middle School Speech Contest as announced April 4), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9

SPENGLER, MARY K
Dedicated teacher remembered fondly (letter) (R. Levine writes from California of his fond memories of Mary K. Levine, his Quaker Ridge School teacher, who recently passed away.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7

SPERANDIO, ANTHONY LAWRENCE
Sparkman, Sperandio (wed) (photo) (Susan Marie Sparkman and Anthony Lawrence Sperandio were wed on October 14, 2001, at Tappan Hill in Tarrytown, New York.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 12

SPIEGELMAN, DAVID
David Spiegelman (Scarsdale resident, David Spiegelman, has been named senior executive vice president of domestic TV distribution and marketing for New Line Television.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 4

SPIELBERG, STEVEN
Boy Scout anti-gay policy creates dilemma for local supporters (photo) (continued) (The Men’s Group of Westchester Reform Temple held a panel discussion on April 22 on the topic, “Contesting Discrimination in the Boy Scouts of America.”), May 4, 2001, p. 10

SPIEGER, DANIELLE
2001 Speech Contest (photo) (Pictured are Scarsdale Middle School seventh and eighth graders who participated in the annual Speech Contest.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 28

SPIEGER, JILL
Little League throws 1st pitch of new year (Registration for Scarsdale Little League will take place on January 20 and 27; if remains to be seen if the conflicts from the previous season have been resolved.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
Little League throws 1st pitch of new year (photo) (continued) (Registration for Scarsdale Little League will take place on January 20 and 27; it remains to be seen if the conflicts from the previous season have been resolved.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 9
PRC (Parks and Recreation Council) opens meeting, Scarsdalians stay at home (Not a single resident showed up for last month's open meeting of the Parks and Recreation Council.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 3
Coalition drafts rec proposals (continued) (Youth Athletic Coalition drafts three proposals to replace the outdated Mansfield Code, which details audience behavior during athletic events.), May 18, 2001, p. 4
Rec mission statement, conduct codes adopted (The Scarsdale Village Board endorsed the establishment of a Youth Athletic Sports Council and a Code of Conduct for players, coaches, and for spectators.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (The proposed expansion of the small soccer field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

SPIEGER, JILL (AUTHOR)
PRC (Parks and Recreation Council) chairman looks for new era of cooperation in sports (letter) (Jill Spieler clarifies a statement attributed to her in an article in the February 9 Inquirer covering the Parks and Recreation Council's January open meeting.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

SPIES
Accused FBI spy lived here - briefly (photo) (Robert Hanssen, senior FBI agent and accused spy for the Russians, spent a few years in the seventies living at 150 Webster Road in Scarsdale.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1

SPIRO, MARJORIE
Honored by Audubon (photo) (Esther Enrich and Marjorie Spiro were honored by the Scarsdale Audubon Society for their enduring commitment to environmental protection and education.), July 6, 2001, p. 4

SPITZER, ELIOT
Worthy causes engage student altruists at high school (photo) (In an awards ceremony on May 1, Scarsdale High School Principal, John Klemme, paid tribute to student altruism.), May 4, 2001, p. 11

SPITZER, JACOB
Chess champs galore (photo) (Pictured with their chess coach are student winners of local chess tournaments.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10

SPITZER, JEFFREY
Teams should appoint person responsible for clean-up (letter) (Perry Jacobs suggests that team members rotate responsibility for post-game cleanup at Scarsdale athletic fields.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7

SPITZER, JEFFREY (AUTHOR)
Parents: instill respect for the environment (letter) (Jeffery A. Spitzer urges parents to clean up litter on playing fields following games.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8
SPIVAK, DAVID GLENN
Gottlieb, Spivak (wed) (photo) (Elizabeth Leslie Gottlieb and David Glenn Spivak were wed on August 5, 2001, at the Water’s Edge in Long Island City.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 13

SPIVAK, GABBY
In memorium (photo) (The Student Government of Scarsdale High School organized a vigil at Chase Park on September 14 in honor of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
(Photo of Scarsdale High School freshman, Gabby Spivak, at archery class.) (photo), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6

SPIVAK, MELANIE
STOP (State Tests Opposed by Parents) in national spotlight (continued)
STOP (State Tests Opposed by Parents) in national spotlight
In memorium (photo)
(Photo of Scarsdale High School freshman, Gabby Spivak, at archery class.)
Power Lunch (photo) (The new and outgoing PT Council gathered at the Heathcote School on May 15 for its annual luncheon.), May 18, 2001, p. 11

SPORTS
MSG North? (Greenburgh may soon be providing the training grounds for three New York major league sports teams: Rangers hockey, Knicks basketball and Liberty women’s basketball.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
PRC (Parks and Recreation Council) chairman looks for new era of cooperation in sports (letter) (Jill Spieler clarifies a statement attributed to her in an article in the February 9 Inquirer covering the Parks and Recreation Council’s January open meeting.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
Local businessmen hit home run with Last Licks (photo) (Baseball great Yogi Berra is shown signing a baseball for young John Recupero at Last Licks ice cream shop in the Golden Horseshoe.), May 4, 2001, p. 25
Local businessmen hit home run with Last Licks (photo) (continued) (Baseball great Yogi Berra is shown signing a baseball for young John Recupero at Last Licks ice cream shop in the Golden Horseshoe.), May 4, 2001, p. 28
Coalition drafts rec proposals (Youth Athletic Coalition drafts three proposals to replace the outdated Mansfield Code, which details audience behavior during athletic events.), May 18, 2001, p. 1
Coalition drafts rec proposals (continued) (Youth Athletic Coalition drafts three proposals to replace the outdated Mansfield Code, which details audience behavior during athletic events.), May 18, 2001, p. 4
Media presents narrow view of recreation code (The Scarsdale Recreation Department’s Code of Conduct for sports has attracted enormous media attention.), June 8, 2001, p. 21
Media presents narrow view of recreation code (continued) (The Scarsdale Recreation Department’s Code of Conduct for sports has attracted enormous media attention.), June 8, 2001, p. 24
2001 Fall Sports Preview (photo), Sep 7, 2001, p. 17-28
Health nut(ritionist); Dr. Dolins helps athletes break through diet misinformation (photo), Nov 2, 2001, p. 19
Health nut(ritionist); Dr. Dolins helps athletes break through diet misinformation (photo) (continued), Nov 2, 2001, p. 25

SPORTS CAMPS
Sports camps are FUN-damental; Scarsdale scores big with summer baseball and softball camps (photo), July 13, 2001, p. 20

SPORTS INJURIES
Torn apart: Scarsdale students Becky Prince and Lauren Nowierski cope with ACL injuries (photo), Mar 2, 2001, p. 19
Torn apart: Scarsdale students Becky Prince and Lauren Nowierski cope with ACL injuries (photo) (continued), Mar 2, 2001, p. 23

SPRAGUE, RICHARD (DR)
Sprague to retire (Dr. Richard Sprague, Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, has announced that he will retire in July, culminating a 25 year career in the Scarsdale Schools.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
Sprague’s service praised by colleagues (Colleagues and friends sang the praises of soon-to-be-retired Superintendent of Instruction, Dr. Richard Sprague, at the Board of Education meeting on March 19.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 11
Sprague fetes (Assistant School Superintendent Dr. Richard Sprague’s retirement dinner will be held on June 11 at the Bronx Botanical Gardens.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Retiring ass’t superintendent looks back (Retiring Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, Dr. Richard Sprague, reflects back on his 23 year tenure in the Scarsdale School District.), June 1, 2001, p. 1
Retiring ass’t superintendent looks back (continued) (Retiring Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, Dr. Richard Sprague, reflects back on his 23 year tenure in the Scarsdale School District.), June 1, 2001, p. 12
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District’s 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

SPRILLI, BEV BANKART
SHS ’61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it’s fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 10, 2001, p. 3
SPRING
Drive, he/she said (editorial) (Marc Wollin, who drives a Dodge Durango, indulges in new car dreams for Spring.), May 18, 2001, p. 7

SPRINKLERS
On Sprinklers (The Scarsdale Village Board Ad Hoc Sprinkler Committee is scheduled to finalize discussion on the proposed Sprinkler Law on January 23.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
Trustees pass sprinkler law (The Scarsdale Village Board enacted legislation to require the installation of approved sprinkler systems in future homes, apartments and commercial buildings.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
Trustees pass sprinkler law (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board enacted legislation to require the installation of approved sprinkler systems in future homes, apartments and commercial buildings.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 4
Sprinkler law in effect (Beginning June 1, 2001, all applications received by the Scarsdale Building Department must be in accordance with the sprinkler requirements contained in the newly enacted Chapter 133 of the Village Code.), May 11, 2001, p. 1
Sprinkler law is an example of too much government (letter) (Jim Fitzgerald feels that a sprinkler law in Scarsdale would be an example of "too much government.")., May 25, 2001, p. 7

SQUASH (GAME)
Squashing the competition; SHS senior Josh Schwartz earns national squash ranking (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 19

SQUILLANTE, PHYLLIS
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

STAA, ANDY
Halloween at the village (photo) (Scarsdale Rotary President, Richard Adelmann, and member, Andy Staal, celebrate Halloween with boys at the Children's Village in Dobbs Ferry.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4

STAA, URCEL
Halloween at the village (photo) (Scarsdale Rotary President, Richard Adelmann, and member, Andy Staal, celebrate Halloween with boys at the Children's Village in Dobbs Ferry.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4

STANGER, RICHARD (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) is proud to present excellent candidates (letter) (Richard Stanger announces the three candidates for the 2001 Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee: Bob Steves, Terri Simon and Flore Wachtenheim.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6

STARER, ANN (AUTHOR)
Village should renegotiate lease with Kids' Base (letter) (Ann Starer supports the proposed renovation of Kids' Base and the Little School and urges the Village to renegotiate its lease with the school and lower the rent.), June 8, 2001, p. 7

STAR PROGRAM
See School Tax Relief Program

STARS
Ooh! Aah! A night of shooting stars (editorial) (Steven Schnur witnesses a night of shooting stars.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 7

STATE TESTS OPPOSED BY PARENTS
8th-grade state tests boycott seems likely (An overwhelming majority of Scarsdale Middle School parents support a boycott of the state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
STOP (State Tests Opposed by Parents) in national spotlight (STOP gained the attention of nationwide news media when it announced its boycott of State mandated standardized tests for Scarsdale Middle School eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
8th-grade state tests boycott seems likely (continued) (An overwhelming majority of Scarsdale Middle School parents support a boycott of the state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 10
STOP (State Tests Opposed by Parents) (continued) in national spotlight (STOP gained the attention of nationwide news media when it announced its boycott of State mandated standardized tests for Scarsdale Middle School eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15
Beyond the boycott: What's next? (editorial) (Lillian Hecht encourages parents to restore Scarsdale's independence in determining curriculum and selecting assessment standards.), June 8, 2001, p. 7
State checks test compliance (State Education Department representatives met with Scarsdale school officials to ascertain compliance with state mandated assessment procedures.), June 8, 2001, p. 7
Testing values (editorial) (The Inquirer hopes that the recent boycott of state mandated standardized tests will result in outreach to all segments of the community, not just the affected Middle School parents and children.), June 15, 2001, p. 6
State checks test compliance (continued) (State Education Department representatives met with Scarsdale school officials to ascertain compliance with state mandated assessment procedures.), June 15, 2001, p. 11
Steves urges board member to join legislative committee (Scarsdale School Board President, Bob Steves, suggests that the Board should join a New York State Education committee to study mandated standardized testing.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9
STATE TESTS OPPOSED BY PARENTS (Continued)
Superintendent responds to SEO scolding (In a November 28 letter, School Superintendent Michael McGill claims that Scarsdale did nothing wrong in disagreeing with New York State's standardized testing program.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

STEFEEL, DIANE DANKNER
Focal Points: How do you feel about the media coverage of the McVeigh execution? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the public.), June 15, 2001, p. 7

STEFEEL, JOHN
Focal Points: Do you think the confirmation hearings on proposed Cabinet officers serve a useful purpose? (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 7

STEEL, CHRIS
Chess champs (photo) (Fox Meadow School won the third place trophy at the National Scholastic Chess Foundation chess tournament held on October 21.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 11

STEEL, DONALD
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36
Candlelight vigil (A candlelight vigil will be held at Greenacres Field on September 16 for the families of those lost or missing in the World Trade Center attacks.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1

STEEL, MARIAH
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

STEFFI NOSSEN SCHOOL OF DANCE
Steffi Nossen has dance classes at Scarsdale, new White Plains studio (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 30A

STEGER, THOMAS G (DR)
Thomas G. Steger, M.D. (dies) (Dr. Thomas G. Steger died suddenly on October 23, 2001, in Durham, North Carolina. He was 32.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 18
Steger memorial (A memorial service for Dr. Thomas G. Steger, who died on October 23, will be held on November 17 at the St. Pius Church in Scarsdale.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 20

STEIN, BEATRICE ROCCA
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) students plunge into life at SHS (photo) (Brittany Gray and Mitchell Graves, this year's STEP students at Scarsdale High School, receive a warm welcome.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

STEIN, JULIE
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11
Scarsdale Frisbee tops in New York (photo) (The Scarsdale High School ultimate frisbee team, the Hellfish, won its home tournament again this year.), June 15, 2001, p. 17
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

STEIN, STUART
JCC president; board elected (photo) (The JCC of Mid-Westchester elected a new board for a one-year term; Nancy Raizen is President and Ellen Lazarus is Chairman.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 4

STEINBERG, EMILY
Painting pumpkins (photo) (The Scarsdale Halloween window painting contest, sponsored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, was held on October 21.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

STEINBERG, JEN
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

STEINBERG, RICHARD
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it's fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 3

STEINER, BRANDON
Local businessmen hit home run with Last Licks (photo) (continued) (Baseball great Yogi Berra is shown signing a baseball for young John Recupero at Last Licks ice cream shop in the Golden Horseshoe.), May 4, 2001, p. 28

STEINER, CROSBY
Local businessmen hit home run with Last Licks (photo) (continued) (Baseball great Yogi Berra is shown signing a baseball for young John Recupero at Last Licks ice cream shop in the Golden Horseshoe.), May 4, 2001, p. 28

STEINTHAL, JASON
The Scarsdale Bowl; High school bowling club raises funds, spirits at season finale (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 18

STEM CELLS
Focal Points: How do you feel about stem cell research? (photo) (Inquiring photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks people their opinions on stem cell research.), July 13, 2001, p. 7

STEP PROGRAM
See STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN
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STERN, AMY
Awards and Promotions: Amy Stern (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Amy Stern, was presented with the Verizon Excellence Gold Award, the most prestigious form of recognition given to a Verizon employee.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

STERN, DAVID J
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) lecture salutes local luminaries (photo) (NBA commissioner, David J. Stern, a Scarsdale resident, will discuss "The NBA Today, Tomorrow and the Year 2010," at a TVCC lecture at the Scarsdale Public Library on September 25.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 2
Tercentenary lectures (Scarsdale resident and NBA Commissioner, David J. Stern, will speak at the Scarsdale Library on September 25.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
David Stern: NBA inside stuff with the man who knows best (photo) (National Basketball Commissioner and Scarsdale resident, David Stern, spoke at the Scarsdale Library on September 25.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 3
David Stern: NBA inside stuff with the man who knows best (photo) (continued) (National Basketball Commissioner and Scarsdale resident, David Stern, spoke at the Scarsdale Library on September 25.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 11

STERN, JENNIFER
"Honest" reporting on women's clubs (letter) (The Westchester County Federation of Women's Clubs thanks the Inquirer and, particularly, Jennifer Stern, for its recent "Today's Woman" supplement.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 6

STERN, MARCIA
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

STERN, MITCHELL (AUTHOR)
Ice cream store thanks all who helped in benefit (letter) (Mitchell Stern and his crew at Haagen Dazs thanks the customers who participated in their World Trade Center benefit on November 10.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

STERN, PETER
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

STERN, SARAH
E'mont (Edgemont) SBNC meeting (The Edgemont School Board Nominating Committee will hold an open meeting on January 24.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Incumbents nominated in Edgemont (photo) (Three incumbent candidates were nominated for second terms as members of the Edgemont Board of Education.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1
Incumbents nominated in Edgemont (photo) (continued) (Three incumbent candidates were nominated for second terms as members of the Edgemont Board of Education.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 12
Focal Points: What do you think of the Supreme Court decision permitting tobacco ads near schools? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks passers by pertinent questions of the day.), July 6, 2001, p. 7

STERN, WALTER P
Walter P. Stern (photo) (Walter P. Stern was awarded the Hudson Institute Medal of Honor for Outstanding Leadership.), June 29, 2001, p. 4

STERN, WILLIAM (AUTHOR)
Verizon customer service reaches a new low (letter) (William Stern castigates Verizon for its poor customer service.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6

STERNBERG, RICH
SHS '61 - Still upbeat after all these years (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held its fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28

STEVENS, CAROLYN B
Speakers urge village to go ahead with Christie Garage (photo) (Several dozen Village residents turned out to a meeting on January 18 to urge the Village to proceed with the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

STEVENS, CAROLYN B (AUTHOR)
Vote Row B for candidates chosen democratically (letter) (Carolyn B. Stevens, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee for three years, urges voters to select Row B in the upcoming elections on March 20 for Village Trustee and Mayor.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

STEVENS, RANDY (DR)
Randy Stevens (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Dr. Randy Stevens, has been appointed director of radiation oncology at the White Plains Hospital's Dickstein Cancer Treatment Center.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 4

STEVES, KATHY
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) taps Steves, Simon, Wachtenheim (photo) (Bob Steves, Florie Wachtenheim and Terri Simon have been nominated for the Scarsdale Board of Education, School Board Nominating Committee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
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STEVES, KATHY (Continued)
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) taps Steves, Simon, Wachtenheim (photo) (continued) (Bob Steves, Florie Wachtenheim and Terri Simon have been nominated for the Scarsdale Board of Education, School Board Nominating Committee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 8

STEVES, ROBERT
School Board Nominators to be Elected Tuesday (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will hold elections on January 9, 2001.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1
Candidates are sought for school board (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee will begin deliberations to name three candidates for the Scarsdale Board of Education.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) taps Steves, Simon, Wachtenheim (photo) (Bob Steves, Florie Wachtenheim and Terri Simon have been nominated for the Scarsdale Board of Education School Board Nominating Committee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) taps Steves, Simon, Wachtenheim (photo) (continued) (Bob Steves, Florie Wachtenheim and Terri Simon have been nominated for the Scarsdale Board of Education, School Board Nominating Committee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 8

Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) is proud to present excellent candidates (letter) (Richard Stanger announces the three candidates for the 2001 Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee: Bob Steves, Terri Simon and Florie Wachtenheim.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6

$76.7M school budget adopted (The Scarsdale Board of Education formally adopted its proposed budget of $76.69 million for 2001-02.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10
Susan Cohen elected school board president (photo) (Susan Cohen and Bob Steves were unanimously elected President and Vice President of the Scarsdale Board of Education.), July 6, 2001, p. 1

Susan Cohen elected school board president (photo) (continued) (Susan Cohen and Bob Steves were unanimously elected President and Vice President of the Scarsdale Board of Education.), July 6, 2001, p. 13

Steve urges board member to join legislative committee (Scarsdale School Board President Bob Steves, suggests that the Board should join a New York State Education committee to study mandated standardized testing.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9

STEWART-COUSINS, ANDREA
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (continued) (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 4

STILLER, MIMI (AUTHOR)
Incumbents Juettner and Weinberg get things done (letter) (Mimi Stiller endorses Timmy Weinberg and Diana Juettner as the Democratic candidates for Greenburgh Town Council.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6

STILLMAN, ABBOTT
Save consultant fees, read the Inquirer (editorial) (Irving Sloan urges Village Trustees to read Abbott Stillman’s recent op-ed article, “Garage Won’t Improve Christie Place.”), Mar 9, 2001, p. 7

STILLMAN, ABBOTT (AUTHOR)
Garage won’t improve Christie Place (editorial) (Abbott Stillman, member of the Advisory Committee on Downtown Development, opposes anything other than a very modest parking facility at Christie Place.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 7

STILLMAN, LILIA
Goulds to be honored at SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) gala (photo) (On May 10, Diana and Chet Gould will be honored at the ninth annual Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service Dinner, to be held at Glen Island Harbour Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 15
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36
Attendance at Gourmet Galaxy helps SFCS keep door open (letter) (Lorraine Gilden, Board President of the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service, thanks the supporters who attended their annual fundraiser, Gourmet Galaxy, on May 10.), May 25, 2001, p. 7

At the Gourmet Galaxy (photo) (Lila Stillman and Wendy Samuelson are pictured on May 10 at the very successful Gourmet Galaxy, the culinary fundraiser for the Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service.), May 25, 2001, p. 15

STILLMAN, LILIA (AUTHOR)
Need is greater this year for college scholarships (letter) (Lila Stillman and Lynn Baglieber thank the community for their contributions to the Scarsdale High School PTA Scholarship Fund.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7
STITZER, JEN
Prudential Centennial Really Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

STIX, CAROL (AUTHOR)
Why does Kids' Base have to pay rent to village? (letter) (Carol Stix questions why Kids' Base pays rent to Scarsdale Village when the facility was constructed with private funds and the program provides such a valuable service to the community.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6

STOCK, ELISABETH
Awards & Promotions (photo) (Elizabeth Stock, former Scarsdale resident and Scarsdale High School graduate, has been recognized by Crains' New York Business in its "Under 40 - NY's Rising Stars" annual edition.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 4

STOCK, EVELYN M
Evelyn Stock selected as '01 Hall of Fame winner (photo) (Evelyn M. Stock, former League of Women Voters President and President of Southern Westchester BOCES, will receive the Westchester Women's Hall of Fame award for 2001.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4
Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap, July 13, 2001, p. 1
Evelyn Stock (photo) (Evelyn Stock of Scarsdale was honored by the Westchester Community College Foundation at its 27th Medallion Awards Dinner.), July 13, 2001, p. 4

STOCK, EVELYN M (AUTHOR)
Slate reinforces strength of system (letter) (Evelyn Stock urges residents to support the Citizens Party slate in the upcoming Village elections for Mayor and for Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

STOCK EXCHANGES
Thinking of hue (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the fluctuations of the stock market and references the moods invoked by color.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think that the recent performance of the stock market indicates a possible recession? (photo) (Inquirer photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions of the day to his subjects.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7

STOCKS
Focal Points: Do you think that the recent performance of the stock market indicates a possible recession? (photo) (Inquirer photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions of the day to his subjects.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7

STONE, ABIGAIL
Julia B. Fee: Congratulations! Hats off to our graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement: Julia B. Fee Real Estate Agency salutes the graduating classes of 2001.), June 29, 2001, p. 26A

STONE, ELIZABETH
Edgemont's class of 2001 honored (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement; Edgemont High School's Class of 2001 held its commencement ceremony on June 22.), June 29, 2001, p. 12A

STONE, JACKSON
Julia B. Fee: Congratulations! Hats off to our graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement: Julia B. Fee Real Estate Agency salutes the graduating classes of 2001.), June 29, 2001, p. 28A

STONE, JEAN
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

STONE, SAHARA
Stone, Pynes (photo) (Sahara Stone and Jordan Pynes are engaged; a Fall wedding is planned.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19

STONEHILL, JEFF
Trustees mull Christie Place Garage (The Village Center Committee held an open meeting on May 14 to discuss the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage at Christie Place.), May 18, 2001, p. 1
Trustees mull Christie Place Garage (continued) (The Village Center Committee held an open meeting on May 14 to discuss the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage at Christie Place.), May 18, 2001, p. 9
Past studies show parking need (Three Village Board trustees voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place parking lot at a Village Center Committee meeting on July 17.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1

STORES, RETAIL
Scarsdalians should be concerned about IKEA proposal (letter) (George Latimer, Chairman of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, thanks all who attended the December 5, 2000, meeting regarding the proposed IKEA in New Rochelle.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 6
Scarsdalians rejoice over IKEA withdrawal (Swedish retail giant, IKEA, announced on January 31 that it would not be building a super-store in the City Park area of New Rochelle.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdalians rejoice over IKEA withdrawal (continued) (Swedish retail giant, IKEA, announced on January 31 that it would not be building a super-store in the City Park area of New Rochelle.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 9
Local businessmen hit home run with Last Licks (photo) (Baseball great Yogi Berra is shown signing a baseball for young John Recupero at Last Licks ice cream shop in the Golden Horseshoe.), May 4, 2001, p. 25
Local businessmen hit home run with Last Licks (photo) (continued) (Baseball great Yogi Berra is shown signing a baseball for young John Recupero at Last Licks ice cream shop in the Golden Horseshoe.), May 4, 2001, p. 28
STORES, RETAIL  (Continued)
Darling did itself in without help from competition (letter) (Beth Weiler does not mourn the closing of Darling on Central Avenue, citing indifferent to nonexistent customer service and dangerous shopping conditions.), July 27, 2001, p. 6
Owner of business near WTC is grateful for help (letter) (Scarsdale resident, Marvin Rafeld, and his family thank their many friends and neighbors who supported his lower Manhattan jewelry business in the aftermath of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6
Ribbon-cutting set for new Wilson store (photo) (On December 1, Wilson and Son are re-opening their newly expanded jewelry store on Chase Road.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 10

STRAUSS-CROOKE, NANCY
Focal Points: Do you feel that victory in Afghanistan is contingent upon the capture of Osama bin Laden? (photo) (editorial) (Ira N. Toft poses questions of the day to passers by.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7

STRAUSS, LAURA
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

STRAUSS, PETER
3 candidates tapped for village board (photo) (The Citizen's Committee has nominated Peter Strauss of Greenacres and incumbent trustees Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock to run for Village Trustee in the March 20 Village Election.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1
3 candidates tapped for village board (photo) (continued) (The Citizen's Committee has nominated Peter Strauss of Greenacres and incumbent trustees Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock to run for Village Trustee in the March 20 Village Election.), Jan 28, 2001, p. 6; Jan 26, 2001, p. 8
Village elections: Citizens nominees say they're ready to serve (photo) (Profile of Peter Strauss, Citizens Party candidate for trustee.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: Citizens nominees say they're ready to serve (photo) (continued) (Profile of Peter Strauss, Citizens Party candidate for trustee.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 8
LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters and Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents will sponsor a candidates forum on March 12 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Citizens slate is worthy of broad support (letter) (Mark B. Hirsch is proud of his participation on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee and is pleased with the candidates they selected: David Kroenlein, Tom Cusick, Joseph Zock and Peter Strauss.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
For impressive candidates, vote Row A (letter) (Adrienne Price, Citizens Committee member, urges the community to vote for David Kroenlein, Tom Cusick, Joe Zock and Peter Strauss, the Citizen's Party candidates.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Vote for Citizens Party candidates on Row B (letter) (Marcia Banner urges Scarsdale residents to vote Row B, Citizens Party, at the Mayoral and Village Board elections on March 20.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo) (At the candidates forum held on March 12 at the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
Citizens continue outstanding tradition (letter) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin asks residents to join her in voting on March 20 for Citizens Non-Partisan candidates for Mayor and Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Let's work to improve Scarsdale (letter) (Tegan Lee, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee, urges residents to vote Row B in the upcoming Village Board elections.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Slate reinforces strength of system (letter) (Evelyn Stock urges residents to support the Citizens Party slate in the upcoming Village elections for Mayor and for Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Support the nonpartisan system (letter) (Joy Handelman, member of the 2000-2001 Citizens Committee, endorses David Kroenlein for Mayor and Tom Cusick, Joe Zock and Peter Strauss for Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
For village trustee: Zock, Cusick, Strauss (editorial) (The Scarsdale Inquirer urges residents to vote Row B in the upcoming elections for Village Board: Joseph Zock, Tom Cusick, and Peter Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Citizens candidates have records of achievement (letter) (Linda R. Killian, former President of Kids' BASE, urges Scarsdale residents to vote on March 20 for the Citizens Party nominees for the Village Board and Mayor.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
Consensus builders are needed on the village board (letter) (Neil and Judy Bicknell urge their friends and fellow residents to cast their ballots on March 20 for the Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates, Row B.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
Harrison, Zock, Cusick will keep the village in Scarsdale (letter) (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, promises to maintain the character of the Village by limiting development in the downtown area.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
Peter Strauss belongs on the board of trustees (letter) (Bill Doescher supports nominee Peter Strauss for Village Board trustee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9
Strauss and colleagues offer wisdom, experience (letter) (Walter J. Handelman cast an absentee ballot for the Citizens Party candidates on Row B: Kroenlein, Cusick, Zock and Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9
Streets - Scarsdale

Vote Row B for candidates with impressive records (letter) (Adrienne A. Price, Citizens Committee member, asks voters to support candidates on Row B on Election Day: Kroenlein, Cusick, Zock and Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9

At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo) (continued) (At the candidates forum held on March 12, 2001, at the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 15

Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1

Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) (continued) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

New committees (At a recent meeting of the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents, Mayor David Kroenlein announced a changed array of Village Board committees.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

New mayor to mine village's social capital (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Mayor, David Kroenlein, proposed sweeping changes to Village Government at his first Village Board meeting on April 10.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13

Dig they must (photo) (Various residents are shown planting a Cleveland Flowering Pear Tree at Village Hall in honor of Arbor Day.), May 4, 2001, p. 9

Five neighborhood associations will meet (Five neighborhood associations are meeting this week to update residents on issues of the day.), May 11, 2001, p. 2

Citizens assail village board's BAR reversal (At the Village Board meeting on May 22, residents criticized the trustees' decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 1

Sorry outcome should inspire zoning reform (editorial) (In light of the controversy over the proposed demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road, the Inquirer urges amendments to the Zoning Laws.), May 25, 2001, p. 6

The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

Some trustees reject Christie garage proposal, July 20, 2001, p. 1

Some trustees reject Christie garage proposal (continued), July 20, 2001, p. 8

Keeper of village milestones reaches 1 of her own (photo) (Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, is retiring after fifteen years of service.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1

Past studies show parking need (Three Village Board trustees voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place parking lot at a Village Center Committee meeting on July 17.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1

Drake Field to be improved, not expanded (A divided Village Board approved scaled down improvements for the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

The process works (editorial) (The Inquirer agrees with Peter Strauss that the small gain derived from expanding the Drake Park soccer field would not be worth the amount of upset to the neighborhood.), Oct 29, 2001, p. 6

Drake Field to be improved, not expanded (continued) (A divided Village Board approved scaled down improvements for the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 8

Street, Neil (Author)

Edgemonters should pay attention to proposed expansion (letter) (Neil Street urges Greenburgh residents to monitor the proposed expansion of the Midway Shopping Center on Central Avenue.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7

Streets - Greenburgh

Poe man's pizza, parkways and 911 (Article describes the puzzle that is Greenburgh's street layout.), July 13, 2001, p. 1

Poe man's pizza, parkways and 911 (continued) (Article describes the puzzle that is Greenburgh's street layout.), July 13, 2001, p. 13

Street signs not welcoming (letter) (Leor Akabas, a Scarsdale third grader, thinks that upon entering Scarsdale Village, signs should include the word "welcome."), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

Streets - Scarsdale

Village board meeting summary: Chesterfield Road stays 2-way, Mar 16, 2001, p. 1

Village board meeting summary: Chesterfield Road stays 2-way (continued), Mar 16, 2001, p. 10

Back to work (Phase 3 of the village center streetscape improvement project is scheduled to begin on June 11.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

Paving Sunday (The paving of the downtown business district will begin on Sunday, July 1.), June 29, 2001, p. 1

East Parkway closing (East Parkway will be closed for repaving from October 27-October 28.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

Streicher, Richard

High stakes state testing: Is there anything good about it? (continued) (The impact of high stakes state testing was discussed by a panel of experts at a meeting on February 8 sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8

Beautifying an island (photo) (The Schlesingers of Huntington Avenue in Scarsdale organize neighbors every year to plant impatiens on the traffic island at Brewster and Kingston Roads.), June 1, 2001, p. 2
STROH, SUSAN BALDWIN

SHS ’61 - Still upbeat after all these years (photo) (*The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it’s fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.*), Nov 16, 2001, p. 3

STROH, SUSAN BALDWIN (AUTHOR)

SHS ’61 - Still upbeat after all these years (continued) (*The Scarsdale High School Class of 1961 held it’s fortieth reunion over the weekend of October 5-6.*), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28

STRUMWASSER, JARED

Host Scarsdale takes 2d in tourney (photo) (*The Scarsdale High School Raiders wrestling team powered their way to a runner-up finish in a revamped version of the Scarsdale Wrestling Tournament on January 6.*), Jan 12, 2001, p. 18

STUART, AL

’Crazy for You’ shapes up to be another hit for Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo) (continued) (‘Crazy for You’ opened last night to rave reviews.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 14

STUART, AL (AUTHOR)

SSMT is grateful for community support (letter) (Al Stuart thanks the vendors that supported the Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre’s recent production of “Crazy for You.”), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6

STUART, TERRY

Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

STUDENT COUNSELORS

House Counselor to leave middle school (photo) (*Scarsdale Middle School counselor, Andy Irwin, has been appointed Assistant Principal at Byram Hills High School.*), June 8, 2001, p. 1

New counselors make their mark at Popham, Fountain houses; Conley combats peer conflict with creativity (photo) (*Profile of Daniel Conley, the new Fountain House counselor at the Middle School.*), Oct 5, 2001, p. 11

New counselors make their mark at Popham, Fountain houses; Paradiso sets priorities for Popham House (photo) (*Profile of Deena Paradiso, the new Popham House counselor at the Middle School.*), Oct 5, 2001, p. 11

STUDENTS

Back to school means back to backpacks (photo) (Article discusses health risks associated with students carrying around heavy backpacks.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 3

STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN

STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) students find enrichment (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 18A

SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) taps Steves, Simon, Wachtenheim (photo) (Bob Steves, Florie Wachtenheim and Terri Simon have been nominated for the Scarsdale Board of Education, School Board Nominating Committee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1

SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) taps Steves, Simon, Wachtenheim (photo) (continued) (Bob Steves, Florie Wachtenheim and Terri Simon have been nominated for the Scarsdale Board of Education, School Board Nominating Committee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 8

STEP raffle raised $1,000 for program (letter) (STEP Club co-Presidents, Andrew Wachtenheim and Daniela Bailey, thank the merchants who made possible a very successful fundraising raffle on March 8.), June 1, 2001, p. 6

STEP welcomes 2 new students, celebrates 35th year (back 2 school supplement), Aug 24, 2001, p. 19A

STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) students plunge into life at SHS (photo) (Brittany Gray and Mitchell Graves, this year’s STEP students at Scarsdale High School, receive a warm welcome.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

SUEMATSU, YURIKO


SUGIMORA, CHIZURU

(Residents hold a silent vigil at Chase Park on August 4 to commemorate the 1945 bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.) (photo), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6

SULLIVAN, ALEXANDRA

Edgemont’s class of 2001 honored (photo) (continued) (*Graduation Supplement; Edgemont High School’s Class of 2001 held its commencement ceremony on June 22.*), June 29, 2001, p. 12A

SULLIVAN, COLIN MARK

10 nominators elected: Heathcote run-off set (Eleven members of the Citizens Nominating Committee were elected on November 14.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

SULLIVAN, JEFF

Shockwaves; Witnesses recount horror of terrorist attack on New York (photo) (continued) (*Account of the terrorist attacks that destroyed the twin towers of the World Trade Center on September 11.*), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19

The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (*The Scarsdale Inquirer’s 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman’s Club.*), Oct 5, 2001, p. 15

SULLIVAN, JIM

In-house assessments for math, language arts (At the first school board meeting of the year on Monday January 8 Jim Sullivan and Anne Schaefer discussed developing a plan for assessing student progress.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 11
SULLIVAN, JIM  (Continued)
5th Young Writers' Conference celebrates communication (Over 460 third, fourth and fifth graders attended 41 workshops at the fifth annual Young Writers' Conference on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 11

SULLIVAN, JOHN
Fire damages Heathcote home (photo) (An electrical short in an icemaker caused a fire which resulted in over a million dollars in damages to a home at 24 Heathcote Road.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

SULLIVAN, LAURIE
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 15

SULLIVAN, LAURIE (AUTHOR)
7 pounds of black, beige and gray fur (editorial) (Laurie Sullivan muses on how a tiny mackeral tabby won over her formerly cat-hating husband.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6
Graduation blues (editorial) (Laurie Sullivan confronts the prospects of an empty nest following her daughter's graduation from Scarsdale High School.), June 29, 2001, p. 7
A farewell to childhood (editorial) (Laurie Sullivan feels the impact of her husband dismantling their children's outdoor play gym.), July 27, 2001, p. 7
Will we ever have "normal" again? (editorial) (Laurie Sullivan reflects on the emotional aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7
Will we ever have "normal" again? (editorial) (continued) (Laurie Sullivan reflects on the emotional aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 8

SULLIVAN, MICHAEL JOHN
Worden, Sullivan (wed) (photo) (Lisa Anne Worden and Michael John Sullivan were wed on June 9, 2001, in New Canaan, Connecticut.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 14

SULLIVAN, NEIL (AUTHOR)
Students should set good example by taking tests (letter) (Neil Sullivan feels that Scarsdale students should lead the way by setting a good example and cooperating with the mandate to participate in the eighth grade standardized tests.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6
We're responsible for improving level of education (letter) (Neil Sullivan defends New York State's right to monitor educational standards through standardized tests.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

SUMMER
Learning to chill (editorial) (The Inquirer questions the trend toward frenetic activity, even in the depths of Summer.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 6
Embraced and inspired by summer's heat (editorial) (Steven Schnur reflects on the steamy weather.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 6
Embraced and inspired by summer's heat (editorial) (continued) (Steven Schnur reflects on the Summer's steamy weather.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 7

SUMMERVILLE, SCOTT
Asbury welcomes new pastor (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 16A

SUNDERLAND, CAROLEE
Wanted: Party loyalists, long hrs, low pay (When Scarsdale Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, retires next month, the arduous task of recruiting election inspectors will fall to Democratic and Republican town committees.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

SUPER BOWL
Focal Points: How do you feel about the Super Bowl? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks residents how they spend Super Bowl Sunday.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7

SURVEYS
Parking survey: More employees use metered spaces (A survey taken by the Scarsdale Inquirer indicates that employees of Village businesses exceed Village estimates in terms of parking spaces utilized.), July 6, 2001, p. 1
Parking survey: More employees use metered spaces (continued) (A survey taken by the Scarsdale Inquirer indicates that employees of Village businesses exceed Village estimates in terms of parking spaces utilized.), July 6, 2001, p. 13
Seniors have their say on housing (Of nearly 450 respondents to a Scarsdale Citizens for Senior Housing survey, 58.9 percent said that they would like to remain in Scarsdale if they had to move out of their current homes.), July 27, 2001, p. 7

SUSSMAN, EDNA
SNAP (Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents) mulls need to protect open space (Illustration) (At a meeting on April 3 at the Village Hall, representatives of SNAP addressed the issue of dwindling open space in Scarsdale.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 3
SUSSMAN, ERIC
Bronx River Parkway cleanup (photo) (Under the able supervision of Scarsdale Parks advocate and naturalist, Jane Bedichek, young and old worked to clean up the Bronx River Parkway near the train station on November 4.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 15

SUSSMAN, JACQUELINE (AUTHOR)
Our government is interfering with religious expression (letter) (Jacqueline Sussman protests the Village's request that she remove a "sucroh" from her backyard.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 3

SUSZ, GABY
New faces in town (photo) (Edgemont and Scarsdale young people wear creative costumes on Halloween.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

SUSZ, JACKSON
New faces in town (photo) (Edgemont and Scarsdale young people wear creative costumes on Halloween.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

SUTTON, AUDREY
Time travel (photo) (Scarsdale Girl Scout troop 1577 tried out toys and games from the 1800s at Sturbridge Village, MA.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 31

SVED, BEVERLEY
Debate continues over school safety measures (A regular police presence at the Fox Meadow School to direct morning and afternoon traffic was urged by Fox Meadow residents attending a meeting of the Village Municipal Services Committee on January 8.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

Fare Increases (Fares for Central Taxi rides are increasing for the first time since 1988; the Village Board approved the fare raise at their meeting on January 23.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1

Harrison, Zock, Cusick will keep the village in Scarsdale (letter) (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, promises to maintain the character of the Village by limiting development in the downtown area.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

New committees (At a recent meeting of the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents, Mayor David Kroenlein announced a changed array of Village Board committees.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

$27M village budget would raise taxes 3.2% (At a public hearing on April 10, Village Board trustee, Beverly Sved introduced the proposed 2001-02 village budget.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

$27M village budget would raise taxes 3.2% (continued) (At a public hearing on April 10, Village Board trustee, Beverly Sved introduced the proposed 2001-02 village budget.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 18

Village board adopts new $27M budget (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously adopted the $27 million tentative budget for 2001-02 at its meeting on April 24.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

Board lowers Kids' BASE lease payments (continued), June 15, 2001, p. 8

Discussing the decision (Following a directive from the Westchester County Supreme Court, the Scarsdale Village Board is reconsidering its decision to allow the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), July 27, 2001, p. 1

'02 budget issues already cropping up (Beverly Sved, Village Board Finance Committee Chair, expressed concern about the 2002 budget at the September 25 Village Board meeting.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1

'02 budget issues already cropping up (continued) (Beverly Sved, Village Board Finance Committee Chair, expressed concern about the 2002 budget at the September 25 Village Board meeting.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8

Trustees shouldn't rush to approve Drake Field expansion (letter) (Carole Schechner urges the Village Board to take time to address traffic, safety, environmental and quality of life concerns before rushing to expand the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6

Drake Field to be improved, not expanded (A divided Village Board approved scaled down improvements for the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

Drake Field to be improved, not expanded (continued) (A divided Village Board approved scaled down improvements for the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 8

SVED, PAUL
Hidden charges: phone cramming on the increase (Article discusses hidden telephone charges), Aug 10, 2001, p. 3

Hidden charges: phone cramming on the increase (continued) (Article discusses hidden telephone charges), Aug 10, 2001, p. 9

SWAD, DANNY
(Fox Meadow first grader, Danny Swad, is pictured getting feedback on his Valentine's Day handiwork.) (photo), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

SWEENEY, JOHN
Scarsdale residents revisit World War II (photo) (Infantry Platoon Sergeant, John Sweeney, viewed pictures taken by Andy Hartzell of the Bavarian home he occupied during World War II.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 3

Hundreds enjoyed Fall Foliage Run Oct. 14 (letter) (Eda N. Newhouse, President of the Scarsdale Historical Society, thanks the community and local merchants for the success of the Fall Foliage Run and 16th Walk for Fun on October 14.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6
Crazy for You (photo) (The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre's production of the hit musical, "Crazy for You," will open on August 2.), July 20, 2001, p. 16

Swimming

Scarsdale sophomore returns to state swim meet (photo) (Scarsdale High School sophomore, Paul Weir, will compete in state swim meets in the 200 meter individual medley and the 500 meter freestyle categories.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 19

Pool Party! New coaches make swimming, diving fun for summer team (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 19

Pool Party! New coaches make swimming, diving fun for summer team (photo) (continued), June 29, 2001, p. 21

Scarsdale's O'Connor shatters Section I butterfly record (photo) (Scarsdale High School sophomore, Bridget O'Connor, shattered the record for the 100 meter butterfly at a Section I swim meet held November 9.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 23

Scarsdale's O'Connor shatters Section I butterfly record (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School sophomore, Bridget O'Connor, shattered the record for the 100 meter butterfly at a Section I swim meet held November 9.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 28

State champ (photo) (Scarsdale High School sophomore, Bridget O'Connor, won the state title in Buffalo for the 100 meter butterfly.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 25

Swimming Pools

Harrison's appeal to state on school pool referendum in last stage (Bob Harrison has submitted the final legal papers in his appeal to have Richard Mills, the State Education Commissioner, require the School Board to call a referendum on a $1.3 million bond for an indoor pool at Scarsdale High School.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1

SIPEC (Scarsdale Indoor Pool Education Committee) gives Inquirer its 'dubious' award (letter) (Bob Harrison of The Scarsdale Indoor Pool Education Committee rebukes the Inquirer's negative remarks about the proposed indoor pool at the High School's new athletic complex.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 6

Group tests waters on recreation center (On April 4, residents offered opinions at a meeting sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club on the proposed community recreation center and pool.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

Pooling interests (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses the hard work of Bob Macy's Recreation Center Study Committee.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 6

Group tests waters on recreation center (continued) (On April 4, residents offered opinions at a meeting sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club on the proposed community recreation center and pool.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13

No pool referendum (Richard Mills, State Commissioner of Education, dismissed Robert Harrison's appeal to require the school board to hold a special referendum on the indoor pool at the High School.), May 4, 2001, p. 1

Mills took over 6 months to dismiss 'untimely' appeal (letter) (Bob Harrison discusses the options open to district voters on the issue of the indoor swimming pool in Scarsdale.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

SIPEC reviving efforts to get pool built at high school (letter) (Bob Harrison announces that SIPEC, Scarsdale Indoor Pool Education Committee, is starting a new petition drive to allow taxpayers to vote on how their school tax dollars are being spent.), July 20, 2001, p. 6

Indoor Pool (The Scarsdale Parks and Recreation Advisory Council will meet on November 7 to evaluate a proposal for an indoor pool and recreation center.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

Rec center update (The Thomas Group consulting firm will release a report on the suitability of the Bushin property for a pool and recreation center.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

Synagogues

'Moral Tightropes' (Rabbi David Saperstein will address the congregants of Westchester Reform Temple on January 21 on the topic, "Walking a Moral Tightrope in Times of Crisis and Opportunity.")., Jan 5, 2001, p. 12

New initiatives for Scarsdale Synagogue (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 16A

Shaarei Tikvah creates youth programs (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 16A

Rabbi Weinberg speaks at WRT (Westchester Reform Temple) (photo) (Rabbi Sheila Peltz Weinberg will discuss Jewish meditation at Westchester Reform Temple on February 2 and February 3.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 14

Scarsdale Synagogue plans new expansion (photo) (The Scarsdale Synagogue/Tremont Temple will add 6,000 square feet in a renovation slated to begin in March.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1

Scarsdale Synagogue plans new expansion (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Synagogue/Tremont Temple will add 6,000 square feet in a renovation slated to begin in March.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 9

Scholar-in-residence (photo) (Dr. Paul Mendes-Flohr of Hebrew University will speak on "The 20th Century in Jewish Life" at Westchester Reform Temple from March 2-4.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 14

WRT cabaret night (Westchester Reform Temple will host an array of cantors performing show music at its cabaret night program on March 17.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 17

(Pictured is the Holocaust Memorial at Scarsdale Synagogue.) (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 14

Klezmer service (photo) (Award winning composer, conductor and musician, Dr. Jose Bowen, will conduct a Klezmer service at Westchester Reform Temple on May 4.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 8

Congregation reaffirms faith, mourns WTC (World Trade Center) victims (The Scarsdale Synagogue held a special service on September 12 to help the community deal with the aftermath of the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19
SYNAGOGUES  (Continued)
WTC victim's father thanks community (letter) (Paul H. Kirwin thanks residents for their generous outpouring of support in the aftermath of his son's death on 9/11 at the World Trade Center.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6
Managing family decisions, new series begins at WRT (Westchester Reform Temple) (photo) (Westchester Reform Temple is sponsoring a series of workshops on provocative contemporary issues.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 22
Mitzvah Day: From our hearts to our hands (photo) (Over 600 members of Westchester Reform Temple gathered for the seventh annual Mitzvah Day on October 28.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 3
Celebrating the miracle (photo) (Children are shown lighting the Hanukkah menorah at Shaarei Tikvah Hebrew School.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1

SYNOWIEZ, JOANNE ROWE
Joanne Rowe Synowiez (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Joanne Rowe Synowiez died of throat cancer on November 16, 2001, in Poughkeepsie. She was 63.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 20

TADDIKEN, NANCY L
E'mont (Edgemont) says no to cops, yes to crisis teams (At an Edgemont School Board meeting on April 17, parents and school board members voted down having a uniformed police presence in the schools; however, crisis teams will be trained in the summer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) says no to cops, yes to crisis teams (continued) (At an Edgemont School Board meeting on April 17, parents and school board members voted down having a uniformed police presence in the schools; however, crisis teams will be trained in the summer.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.), May 18, 2001, p. 1
Proposed school safety plans provoke debate in Edgemont (Stricter safety measures were discussed at the December 11 meeting of the Edgemont Board of Education.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1
Proposed school safety plans provoke debate in Edgemont (continued) (Stricter safety measures were discussed at the December 11 meeting of the Edgemont Board of Education.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 15

TADDIKEN, NANCY L (AUTHOR)
Edgemont's excellence is a credit to many (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1A
Edgemont's excellence is a credit to many (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 8A

TAE KWON DO
Getto superstar: 7-year-old Scarsdalian wins national Tae Kwon Do title (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Erica Getto, won a gold medal in sparring in the 6- to 7-year old category at the Junior Olympics in Tampa, Florida.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
Getto superstar: 7-year-old Scarsdalian wins national Tae Kwon Do title (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale resident, Erica Getto, won a gold medal in sparring in the 6- to 7-year old category at the Junior Olympics in Tampa, Florida.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 18

TAFFET, ANDREW
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

TALENT SHOWS
Showcase of talent (photo) (The annual Scarsdale Middle School Student Organization talent show featured ten very varied acts.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11

TALLEVI, LEONARD
New 8th-grade social studies test: Scarsdale-made, Scarsdale-approved (At a meeting on October 22, the Scarsdale Board of Education previewed its own version of the state mandated social studies standardized test.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center's first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

TALLEY, PAULETTE
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36
Halloween at the village (photo) (Scarsdale Rotary President, Richard Adelmann, and member, Andy Staal, celebrate Halloween with boys at the Children's Village in Dobbs Ferry.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4

TANCREDI, DANIELLE
Toss up: 2d place finish sparks Scarsdale cheerleaders (photo), Dec 7, 2001, p. 27
Toss up: 2d place finish sparks Scarsdale cheerleaders (photo) (continued), Dec 7, 2001, p. 31

TANZER, LEONARD
Leonard Tanzer (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Leonard Tanzer, has been chosen to serve on the board of the Visiting Nurse Services in Westchester.), July 20, 2001, p. 4

TARASCIO, FRANK
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
TARASCIO, FRANK (Continued)
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 15

TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL - SCARSDALE
Drug Forum asks parents "Who's in control here?" (A speaker at the PT Council-Scarsdale Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol meeting on January 9 reported that drug and alcohol abuse were at an all time high among Scarsdale teenagers.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 2

TAXATION - GREENBURGH
Law makes towns liable for tax shortfalls (Westchester requires its towns to serve as tax collectors for schools and fire protection and to make up for shortfalls.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Law makes towns liable for tax shortfalls (continued) (Westchester requires its towns to serve as tax collectors for schools and fire protection and to make up for shortfalls.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 15
6% tax hike draws ire in Greenburgh (If passed on December 12, the proposed 2002 Greenburgh Town budget would result in a tax increase of 6.02 percent.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

TAXATION - SCARSDALE
Changes in fire code, property tax are ahead (Village Trustee, Tom Cusick, announced changes to a proposed local law on fire-dousing sprinkler systems at a public hearing on February 27; Cusick also redefined the terms "alteration" and "repair" as applied to Village structures.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Changes in fire code, property tax are ahead (continued) (Village Trustee, Tom Cusick, announced changes to a proposed local law on fire-dousing sprinkler systems at a public hearing on February 27; Cusick also redefined the terms "alteration" and "repair" as applied to Village structures.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 15
Law makes towns liable for tax shortfalls (Westchester requires its towns to serve as tax collectors for schools and fire protection and to make up for shortfalls.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Law makes towns liable for tax shortfalls (continued) (Westchester requires its towns to serve as tax collectors for schools and fire protection and to make up for shortfalls.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 15
$27M village budget would raise taxes 3.2% (At a public hearing on April 10, Village Board trustee, Beverly Sved introduced the proposed 2001-02 village budget.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
$27M village budget would raise taxes 3.2% (continued) (At a public hearing on April 10, Village Board trustee, Beverly Sved introduced the proposed 2001-02 village budget.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 18
Greenacres must rally for fair share of school funds (letter) (Carrie Fishman and Laura Fratt, co-heads of GIN, aka Greenacres in Need, encourages Greenacres parents to join in their campaign to obtain the school's fair share of plant improvement funds from the school budget.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6
STAR programs (Scarsdale property owners may be eligible for partial exemptions from real property taxes.), May 18, 2001, p. 1
School taxes due (2001-2002 School taxes are due by September 30), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1

TAXATION - WESTCHESTER COUNTY (N.Y.)
After 3 years of decline, county taxes to rise (County Executive, Andy Spano, proposed a $1.3 billion budget for 2002, increasing expenditures by $8.94 million and raising property taxes by 9.5 percent.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1
After 3 years of decline, county taxes to rise (continued) (County Executive, Andy Spano, proposed a $1.3 billion budget for 2002, increasing expenditures by $8.94 million and raising property taxes by 9.5 percent.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 13

TAXICABS - SCARSDALE
Fare Increases (Fares for Central Taxi rides are increasing for the first time since 1988; the Village Board approved the fare raise at their meeting on January 23.), Jan 25, 2001, p. 1
Taxi fare increases range from 10 to 51% - not 65% (letter) (George Bliss of Central Taxi notes that the fare increase approved by the Scarsdale Village Board will top out at 51% and not 65%, as stated in the January 26 Inquirer.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER
Christopher Taylor (Scarsdale resident, Christopher Taylor, has been elected Chairman of the New York Business Development Corporation's board of directors.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 4

TAYLOR-GORDON, ELAINE (AUTHOR)
Neighborhood association wants alternative to garage (letter) (Elaine Taylor-Gordon suggests alternatives to the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), May 25, 2001, p. 6

TEACHERS
Teacher featured in Newsweek (Ben Klein, a 1996 graduate of Scarsdale High School, is featured in the July 4 issue of Newsweek in an article on the tribulations of teaching.), June 1, 2001, p. 4

TEACHERS - SCARSDALE
Rothschild presents hiring strategy (Eric Rothschild gave a brief presentation to the Scarsdale Board of Education on January 8 on the subject of hiring policies amid concerns over teacher shortages.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 10
School District seeks new solutions to old hiring problems (At the Board of Education meeting on January 22, Dr. Joan Weber reported on the challenges facing Scarsdale as it seeks to hire qualified teachers.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1
TEACHERS - SCARSDALE (Continued)

School District seeks new solutions to old hiring problems (continued) (At the Board of Education meeting on January 22, Dr. Joan Weber reported on the challenges facing Scarsdale as it seeks to hire qualified teachers.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 10

Lowell Alecson enriched families' lives (letter) (Alice and James Levinson mourn the loss of Scarsdale High School choral director, Lowell Alecson.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

Many helped in her husband's last months (letter) (Deborah Alecson, widow of recently deceased High School choral director, Lowell Alecson, thanks the Scarsdale community for its help and support.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

Warm, talented teacher shared his soul with us (letter) (Robin Ascher, of the Friends of Music and the Arts in the Scarsdale Schools, mourns the loss of Scarsdale High School choral director, Lowell Alecson.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

Lowell Alecson (Dies) (Beloved Scarsdale High School choral and drama teacher, Lowell Alecson, died on January 28 following an eight month long battle with pancreatic cancer. He was 53.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 14

Elementary teachers tout small class size (Discussions of class size continued at the Board of Education meeting on February 12, including recommendations from three teachers.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 11

Elsie Brenneman (Dies) (Elsie H. Brenneman, a former Scarsdale elementary school teacher, died on February 3, 2001, in Bridgewater Corners, Vermont.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 12

Edward Alecson (Dies) (On behalf of the Edgewood School community, Tom Feyer and Cathy Friedman send get well wishes to first-grade teacher, Emily Reidel.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6

Honor thy teachers (photo) (As the school year draws to a close, staff appreciation luncheons abound.), June 8, 2001, p. 14

Honorored faculty (photo) (Evelyn McCormack, District Director of Public Information, is seen pinning a carnation on Mathematics helping teacher, Anne Schaefer, in recognition of her forty years of service.), July 6, 2001, p. 9

Sloan to be honored for decades of teaching, community involvement (photo) (Irving Sloan, who has taught Social Studies at the Scarsdale Middle School for forty years, will be honored by the Scarsdale Teen Center with the creation of the Irving Sloan Endowment Fund.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 11

TEACHERS - SCARSDALE - RETIREMENT

Retiring teachers are gone, but not forgotten (Five veteran Scarsdale teachers have announced their impending retirements.), June 29, 2001, p. 9

TECHNOLOGY

A night of technology at Quaker Ridge School (photo) (For two nights, February 27 and 28, Quaker Ridge School students gave impromptu presentations of their ongoing computer projects.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 11

District-wide technology plan reviewed at school board meeting (Technology Coordinator, Gerry Crisci, and computer teachers William Yang, Ken Holvig and Barbara Bierbauer discussed new technology projects in a report to the School Board on May 7.), May 18, 2001, p. 11

TEENAGERS - SCARSDALE

Drug Forum asks parents 'Who's in control here?' (A speaker at the PT Council-Scarsdale Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol meeting on January 9 reported that drug and alcohol abuse were at an all time high among Scarsdale teenagers.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 2

SHS (Scarsdale High School) junior arrested for giving vodka to a freshman (A sixteen year old Scarsdale High School junior was arrested on February 13 after supplying a 14 year old girl with vodka during a weekend night of binge drinking.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 5

Teen center director jumps in with both feet (photo) (Scott Runyon is the new Director of Out Of Bounds, the Scarsdale Teen Center.), May 11, 2001, p. 12

Teenagers keep neighbors awake (letter) (Peggy Schultz complains about the noisy teenagers that congregate near her Lincoln Road home on weekend evenings.), May 25, 2001, p. 8

2 teens stabbed in fight at Heathcote (A disagreement among teens turned violent in the rear parking lot of the Heathcote School on the night of August 4, resulting in two stab wounds.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1

Out of Bounds gives teen a place to hang (photo), Aug 31, 2001, p. 4

Teen center wish list (The Scarsdale Teen Center, "Out of Bounds," requests donations of recreational and practical items.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

Irving Sloan to receive teen center award, Nov 16, 2001, p. 4

Teen center brunch to honor Irving Sloan (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, will receive the first Visions of Community award at a fundraiser brunch on December 2 to benefit the Scarsdale Teen Center, Out of Bounds.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 31

Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center's first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

Irving Sloan is honored at Scarsdale Teen Center benefit (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Middle School teacher and Village Historian, Irving Sloan, received the Scarsdale Teen Center's first Visions of Community Award at a brunch on December 2.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9

TELEPHONE

County to motorists: Starting Monday, don't touch that dial (Starting April 23, the county will ban the use of cellular phones not equipped with a hands-free device by motorists.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
TELEPHONE  (Continued)
Shut up and drive (editorial) (The Inquirer heartily supports the ban on cellphone use while driving.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6
County to motorists: Starting Monday, don't touch that dial (continued) (Starting April 23, the county will ban the use of cellular phones not equipped with a hands-free device by motorists.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15
Cell phones wanted (State Senator, Suzi Oppenheimer, seeks donated cell phones to help domestic violence victims reach emergency assistance.), July 20, 2001, p. 1
New phones at VH (Village Hall) (Scarsdale Village Hall will update its telephone system on August 16 and 17.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
Hidden charges: phone cramming on the increase (Article discusses hidden telephone charges), Aug 10, 2001, p. 3
Hidden charges: phone cramming on the increase (continued) (Article discusses hidden telephone charges), Aug 10, 2001, p. 9
Verizon customer service reaches a new low (letter) (William Stern castigates Verizon for it's poor customer service.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6

TELEPHONE COMPANIES
Verizon customers should demand full refunds (letter) (Hartsdale resident, Dick Leavitt, writes that Verizon should refund all charges and taxes for the period of time Hartdale customers were without service in February.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6

TELEVISION BROADCASTING
Focal Points: How useful do you find TV as a news source? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions passers by about newsworthy issues.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 7

TENNIS
Tennis pro honored (photo) (Steve Cobb, head tennis pro at the Scarsdale Golf Club, has been named Coach of the Year by the Eastern Section of the professional tennis registry of the USTA.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 22
Next year...Forced to choose between SATs and state semifinals, Cohen forfeits (photo), June 8, 2001, p. 21
Next year...Forced to choose between SATs and state semifinals, Cohen forfeits (photo) (continued), June 8, 2001, p. 24
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34
London calling: Scarsdale's Finigan returns to U.S. (photo) (Caroline Finigan returns from a year in London and plays number 2 singles for the Raiders.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 35

TENZER, MARK
Hartsdale village gets new clock from Scarsdale jeweler (photo) (Solly Refael, owner of Daniele Trissi jewelry store in Scarsdale, donated a large clock from a Swiss manufacturer to the town of Hartsdale.), July 6, 2001, p. 10

TERDIMAN, ROBERT
Focal Points: Has the increased use of home computers affected interpersonal relationships (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions to residents.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7

TERRORISM
Greenville fire company stands by at disaster scene (Greenville Fire Company Chief, Dan Raftery, led nine Greenville Firefighters to lower Manhattan following the September 11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Shockwaves; Witnesses recount horror of terrorist attack on New York (photo) (Account of the terrorist attack that destroyed the twin towers of the World Trade Center on September 11.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
After the attack: How to talk to your kids (Advice on how to reassure children in the post - 9/11 world.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 3
In an instant, everything changed (editorial) (Marc Wollin reflects on life in the post - 9/11 world.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6
The price of freedom (editorial) (The Inquirer reflects on life in the post - 9/11 world and cautions against rushing to react.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6
Israel has no peace partner (editorial) (Ed Krauss describes how his recent vacation to Israel became an expression of solidarity after the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 7
Local problems put in perspective (editorial) (Howard Givner reflects on how the September 11 terrorist attacks have put more mundane problems in perspective.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 7
Israel has no peace partner (editorial) (continued) (Ed Krauss describes how his recent vacation to Israel became an expression of solidarity after the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 12
Congregation reaffirms faith, mourns WTC victims (The Scarsdale Synagogue held a special service on September 12 to help the community deal with the aftermath of the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19
TERRORISM (Continued)
Greenville fire company stands by at disaster scene (continued) (Greenville Fire Company Chief, Dan Raftery, led nine Greenville Firefighters to lower Manhattan following the September 11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19
Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19
Shockwaves; Witnesses recount horror of terrorist attack on New York (photo) (continued) (Account of the terrorist attacks that destroyed the twin towers of the World Trade Center on September 11.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19
In memorium (photo) (The Student Government of Scarsdale High School organized a vigil at Chase Park on September 14 in honor of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
Residents ask: What can we do to help? Village comes to aid of those affected by trade center disaster (photo), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
Students, faculty bond at memorial assembly (A memorial service was held at the Scarsdale High School on September 13 in honor of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
Students, faculty bond at memorial assembly (photo) (continued) (A memorial service was held at the Scarsdale High School on September 13 in honor of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 31
We are united; we will persevere (letter) (In the aftermath of the 9/11 World Trade Center attacks, Richard H. Cantor urges intensified efforts against terrorism.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6
Assessing the dimensions of the danger (editorial) (Bob Pilpel reflects on the impact of the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the lives of most Americans.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think the recent tragic events will affect our civil liberties (photo) (Ira N. Toff questions the community about the impact of the 9/11 attacks on our civil liberties.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7
Books on Islam, disaster, in high demand (photo) (Following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, librarians in Scarsdale and Greenburgh report their roles have expanded to include aid and comfort to those seeking consolation.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 3
Do we fear our government more than terrorists? (editorial) (Gerald J. Turetsky asks how we can protect ourselves against another terrorist attack in the post-9/11 world and what the costs will be to our civil liberties.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6
WTC victim's father thanks community (letter) (Paul H. Kirwin thanks residents for their generous outpouring of support in the aftermath of his son's death on 9/11 at the World Trade Center.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6
Focal Points: Has the recent tragedy affected your decisions about flying? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks local residents pertinent questions of the day.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7
Will we ever have 'normal' again? (editorial) (Laurie Sullivan reflects on the emotional aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7
Prayer while walking a dog at night (letter) (Harry Reynolds wishes he could turn back the clock of time to September 10, before the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 8
Will we ever have 'normal' again? (editorial) (continued) (Laurie Sullivan reflects on the emotional aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 8
U.S. senator warns of a 'brave new world' (photo) (U.S. Senator, Charles Schumer, predicted a long war against terrorism at a packed meeting on October 5 at Westchester Community College.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 3
Fear itself (editorial) (The Inquirer debates how to live a life with reasonable fears and suspicions in the post-9/11 era.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6
When will the national mourning run its course? (editorial) (Steven Schnur discusses the painful aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6
Attack on U.S.: Views from abroad (editorial) (In the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, Anne S. Crosman reflects on the perception of the United States abroad.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7
When will the national mourning run its course? (editorial) (continued) (Steven Schnur discusses the painful aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7
Fear of Anthrax spreads: Cipro hoarding creates temporary shortage (Ilene Nechamkin addresses the temporary shortage of Cipro resulting from the current Anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
Fear of Anthrax spreads: fears are real, but is the danger? (Ilene Nechamkin squelches the panic over the possible scarcity of Cipro in the wake of the anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
How and with whom should we fight? (editorial) (Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses the difficulty in identifying and fighting modern day terrorism.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6
Focal Points: Has the threat of additional terrorism affected your lifestyle? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks local residents pertinent questions of the day.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 7
How and with whom should we fight? (editorial) (continued) (Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses the difficulty in identifying and fighting modern day terrorism.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 7
Fear of Anthrax spreads: Cipro hoarding creates temporary shortage (continued) (Ilene Nechamkin addresses the temporary shortage of Cipro resulting from the current Anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 10
TERRORISM (Continued)
Fear of Anthrax spreads: fears are real, but is the danger? (continued) (Iiene Nechamkin squelches the panic over the possible scarcity of Cipro in the wake of the anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 10
Morale remains high in local post offices (Article discusses measures taken by local Post Offices to reassure the public in light of the recent anthrax scare.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
Disarm terrorist dictatorships (letter) (Clifton Rothman agrees with Myron Schoenfeld’s earlier letter to the Inquirer that terrorist dictatorships should be disarmed.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6
Doing all we can do after Sept. 11 (editorial) (Edgemont High School senior, Hannah Weiner, discusses her complex reactions to the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7
Morale remains high in local post offices (continued) (Article discusses measures taken by local Post Offices to reassure the public in light of the recent anthrax scare.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 8
Focal Points: To what extent do you think the nation will be able to deal with increased biological attacks? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, asks local residents pertinent news related questions.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7
Global crisis enters the silly season (editorial) (Marc Wollin describes gallows humor in the wake of the September 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7
A homemaker’s advice on anthrax (letter) (Audrey Romming Topping suggests coating mailbox interiors with bleach to avoid anthrax contamination.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6
Pre-emptive self-defense by U.S. is entirely justified (letter) (Thomas Schneider supports President Bush’s pre-emptive strategy.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6
Time to roll in the fight vs. terrorism (editorial) (Gerald J. Turetsky discusses dramatic changes in the lives of citizens in the post-9/11 era.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 7
Time to roll in the fight vs. terrorism (editorial) (continued) (Gerald J. Turetsky discusses dramatic changes in the lives of citizens in the post-9/11 era.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8
Should we still worry about ballistic missiles? (photo) (Richard Garwin addressed the Scarsdale League of Women Voters on the relevancy of ballistic missiles as a defense against terrorism.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 9
SHS student government hosts symposium on terrorism (photo) (A team of experts, sponsored by the Scarsdale High School student government, held a symposium with the student body on November 29 on the September 11 attacks and the subsequent war on terrorism.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 11
TESTING
Time for change (editorial) (The Inquirer urges Scarsdale parents to think “outside the box” and take a critical look at the standardized tests that have been mandated for Village schools.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Let’s hear the other side of the story (letter) (In response to Alfie Kohn’s recent anti-testing presentation, Andrew R. Heyer suggests that it would be useful to hear an opposing, pro-testing position.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Edgemont meeting (The Edgemont PTA and PTSA will sponsor a panel meeting titled “State Assessments - Burden or Benefit?” on March 27.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
Testing our values (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that it is time for the State Education Department to propose meaningful alternatives to the mandated standardized tests.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6
Schools rated by SED (The State Education Department report cards issued last week placed Scarsdale Schools at or among the highest rated schools in Westchester County.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 11
Our tests, ourselves (editorial) (The Inquirer questions the logic and need for the standardized school tests mandated by the State Education Department.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6
Seeking feedback (Scarsdale School Board President Jackie Irwin announced that the schools were required by law to administer five state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders, despite the objections of parents.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
8th-grade state tests boycott seems likely (An overwhelming majority of Scarsdale Middle School parents support a boycott of the state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
STOP (State Tests Opposed by Parents) in national spotlight (STOP gained the attention of nationwide news media when it announced its boycott of State mandated standardized tests for Scarsdale Middle School eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
Civil disobedience is not the proper response to test issue (letter) (Alan Friedman suggests that rather than boycotting the mandated eighth grade standardized science tests, 15 additional hours should be built into the academic year to compensate for time lost to test preparation.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6
Informed conscience (editorial) (The Inquirer believes that the proposed boycott of the state mandated science performance examination for eighth graders sends the message that the direction of public education needs to change course.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6
8th-grade state tests boycott seems likely (continued) (An overwhelming majority of Scarsdale Middle School parents support a boycott of the state mandated standardized tests for eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 10
STOP (State Tests Opposed by Parents) in national spotlight (continued) (STOP gained the attention of nationwide news media when it announced its boycott of State mandated standardized tests for Scarsdale Middle School eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15
STOP explains test boycott for parents (Parents of Scarsdale eighth graders met at Village Hall on April 23 to learn how to boycott five state-mandated standardized tests scheduled to begin May 3.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1
TESTING (Continued)

STOP explains test boycott for parents (continued) (Parents of Scarsdale eighth graders met at Village Hall on April 23 to learn how to boycott five state-mandated standardized tests scheduled to begin May 3.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 4

Boycotting tests teaches students very bad lessons (letter) (James F. Conlan agrees with former letter writer, Alan Friedman, that boycotting the state mandated standardized tests will only teach students that it is "OK" to skip classes, tests or homework assignments they don't like.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

State turned deaf ear to requests for test moderation (letter) (Dr. Alan J. Hecht writes that Albany should not determine Scarsdale school policy or curriculum; he opposes the restrictions imposed by state mandated standardized tests.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

Students should set good example by taking tests (letter) (Neil Sullivan feels that Scarsdale students should lead the way by setting a good example and cooperating with the mandate to participate in the eighth grade standardized tests.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

Support for test boycott, with a caveat or 2 (letter) (Seth A. Halpern expresses mixed feelings about the STOP boycott of state mandated standardized tests.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

District seeks dialogue about testing/standards (Summary of the Scarsdale Board of Education meeting on the subject of the standards initiative of the state Education Department and the formation of STOP, State Tests Opposed by Parents.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 11

How to boycott state exams (Instructions on how to boycott the following state mandated exams: science performance, ELA, math, written science, social studies and technology.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 11

Middle school parents choose boycott 2 to 1 (Two thirds of Scarsdale Middle School parents kept their children home during the administration of the state mandated standardized test on May 3.), May 4, 2001, p. 1

Children should not be taught to lie (letter) (Stephen Hochhauser is appalled that children boycotting the state mandated standardized tests were told to lie and bring in notes claiming they had "family obligations.")., May 4, 2001, p. 6

Stop whining about state tests (letter) (Marina London wants parents to stop whining about the state mandated standardized tests and move on to more important issues.), May 4, 2001, p. 6

Middle school parents choose boycott 2 to 1 (continued) (Two thirds of Scarsdale Middle School parents kept their children home during the administration of the state mandated standardized test on May 3.), May 4, 2001, p. 21

Testing issues (The parent led boycott of state-mandated tests for eighth graders continued on May 1 and May 2.), May 11, 2001, p. 1

STOP the testing (The parent boycott of eighth-grade state mandated standardized tests continued this past week.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

Focal Points: Do you think the statewide reading tests will improve reading instruction? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks questions of passers by.), May 25, 2001, p. 7

Local 4th-graders ace state ELA tests (Scarsdale fourth graders were top performers in the state on the 2001 English language arts examinations.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

Limit 4th- and 8th- grade tests to struggling districts (letter) (David Glazer, President of the Edgemont Board of Education, proposes that only fourth and eighth graders in low performing school districts be required to take state mandated standardized tests.), June 1, 2001, p. 6

Beyond the boycott: What's next? (editorial) (Lillian Hecht encourages parents to restore Scarsdale's independence in determining curriculum and selecting assessment standards.), June 8, 2001, p. 7

Juniors poised to take mantle of seniority (editorial) (Jessica Liebman reflects on transitioning to her final year at Scarsdale High School.), June 8, 2001, p. 7

State checks test compliance (State Education Department representatives met with Scarsdale school officials to ascertain compliance with state mandated assessment procedures.), June 15, 2001, p. 1

Testing values (editorial) (The Inquirer hopes that the recent boycott of state mandated standardized tests will result in outreach to all segments of the community, not just the affected Middle School parents and children.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

State checks test compliance (continued) (State Education Department representatives met with Scarsdale school officials to ascertain compliance with state mandated assessment procedures.), June 15, 2001, p. 11

Local science teachers develop alternative to state tests (Scarsdale Middle School science teachers have created their own assessment test., customized to the Scarsdale curriculum.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1

Local science teachers develop alternative to state tests (continued) (Scarsdale Middle School science teachers have created their own assessment test., customized to the Scarsdale curriculum.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 11

New 8th-grade social studies test: Scarsdale-made, Scarsdale-approved (At a meeting on October 22, the Scarsdale Board of Education previewed its own version of the state mandated social studies standardized test.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

New 8th-grade social studies test: Scarsdale-made, Scarsdale-approved (continued) (At a meeting on October 22, the Scarsdale Board of Education previewed its own version of the state mandated social studies standardized test.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9
TESTING (Continued)
Steve urges board member to join legislative committee (Scarsdale School Board President, Bob Steve, suggests that the Board should join a New York State Education committee to study mandated standardized testing.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 9

State admonishes Scarsdale schools (A letter from the New York State Education Department accused the district of not trying hard enough to end the boycott of state mandated eighth grade standardized tests.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

State admonishes Scarsdale schools (continued) (A letter from the New York State Education Department accused the District of not trying hard enough to end the boycott of state mandated eighth grade standardized tests.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 11

Cohen, Sobol respond to state's mandate for testing compliance (Scarsdale responds to State Commissioner of Education Richard Mills' reprimand that the district failed to halt the boycott of the eighth grade standardized tests last Spring.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1

Cohen, Sobol respond to state's mandate for testing compliance (continued) (Scarsdale responds to State Commissioner of Education Richard Mills' reprimand that the district failed to halt the boycott of the eighth grade standardized tests last Spring.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 10

Efforts to halt testing continue (editorial) (Ellen J. Golden defends the decision of many Scarsdale parents to have their children boycott the state mandated standardized tests.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7

Superintendent responds to SED scolding (In a November 28 letter, School Superintendent Michael McGill claims that Scarsdale did nothing wrong in disagreeing with New York State's standardized testing program.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

We're responsible for improving level of education (letter) (Neil Sullivan defends New York State's right to monitor educational standards through standardized tests.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

Superintendent responds to SED scolding (continued) (In a November 28 letter, School Superintendent Michael McGill claims that Scarsdale did nothing wrong in disagreeing with New York State's standardized testing program.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9

TEZEL, LOUISE
Merritt holds open house (photo) (Merritt Associates Inc. held a seminar on March 4 to discuss local home selling requirements; some participants are pictured.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4

THEALER, JONATHAN
Focal Points: What are your suggestions for coping with the potential shortage of electricity? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, questions residents on timely topics.), May 4, 2001, p. 7

THANKSGIVING
We need Thanksgiving more than ever this year (photo) (editorial) (Msgr. Patrick Carney urges the community to remain thankful in the face of tragedy.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 6

THANKSGIVING DAY
Giving thanks (The Scarsdale community interfaith Thanksgiving service will be held on November 21 at the Scarsdale Community Baptist Church.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1

Holiday schedule (Schedule for the Thanksgiving Day holiday), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

Fox Meadow shares holiday traditions (photo) (Fox Meadow School faculty and international parents shared a traditional Thanksgiving meal at Wayside Cottage on November 6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 11

As American as...(photo) (Liz Whitney in colonial costume at the November 14 Thanksgiving luncheon at Wayside Cottage), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1

THEATER
Frank Rich: home was a horror, theater a haven (photo) (Author and theater critic, Frank Rich, will discuss his new book, "Ghost Light," at the Scarsdale Library on April 29.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 3

Frank Rich: home was a horror, theater a haven (continued) (Author and theater critic, Frank Rich, will discuss his new book, "Ghost Light," at the Scarsdale Library on April 29.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 4

A few young men (The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre has several principal male roles available for its upcoming production of "Crazy for You.").), June 15, 2001, p. 1

'Crazy for You' (photo) (The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre's production of the hit musical, "Crazy for You," will open on August 2.), July 20, 2001, p. 16

'Crazy for You' shapes up to be another hit for Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo) ('Crazy for You' opened last night to rave reviews.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 13

'Crazy for You' shapes up to be another hit for Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo) (continued) ('Crazy for You' opened last night to rave reviews.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 14

'Crazy for You' (photo) (The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre's production of the hit musical, "Crazy for You," will continue it's second week on August 10 and 11.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1

SSMT is grateful for community support (letter) (Al Stuart thanks the vendors that supported the Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre's recent production of "Crazy for You.")., Aug 24, 2001, p. 6

'SURVIVAL' Collection (photo) (Playwright and Scarsdale resident, Joan Ross Sorkin, will have her series of eight 10-minute plays called "The SURVIVAL Collection" presented off Broadway from September 7-12.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 13
THEATER CRITICS
Focal Points: Do you generally agree or disagree with entertainment and art critics (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks newsworthy questions of local residents.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7

THEATERS
Is it curtains for the Plaza? Eastchester considers new luxury apartment proposal (photo) (After more than 80 years, the Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater may never reopen and instead may be turned into a luxury apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 1
Proposal for Plaza site is bad for Garth Road (letter) (Garth Road resident, Jay Shulman, chimes in against converting the defunct Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater into a 49 unit apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 6
The sun also sets (editorial) (Inquirer editor, Linda Levitt, ponders the possible future of the now defunct Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater.), July 20, 2001, p. 6
Is it curtains for the Plaza? Eastchester considers new luxury apartment proposal (continued) (After more than 80 years, the Scarsdale Plaza Movie Theater may never reopen and instead may be turned into a luxury apartment building.), July 20, 2001, p. 9

[THE] SCARSDALE INQUIRER - ANNIVERSARIES
Happy Birthday to us! (editorial) (Recap of the Scarsdale Inquirer’s 100 year history), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer’s 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman’s Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 14
Anniversary supplement was ‘wonderful gift to us all’ (letter) (Susan B. Cohen, President of the Scarsdale Board of Education, expresses appreciation for the 100th anniversary celebration and special issue of The Scarsdale Inquirer.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6

[THE] SCARSDALE INQUIRER [NEWSPAPER]
Inquirer wins 6 firsts (The Scarsdale Inquirer won 15 awards in the New York Press Association Better Newspaper Contest, including six first place awards.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
We’re 100! (The Scarsdale Inquirer will celebrate its 100th anniversary with a reception on September 28 and a special centennial commemorative edition of the newspaper.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
An Inquirer weekend (The Scarsdale Inquirer will celebrate its 100th birthday with the publication of a special centennial issue and a reception this evening at the Scarsdale Woman’s Club.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
Inquirer delights (letter) (Ann Cefola thanks the Inquirer for its profile of her in the August 31 issue.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8
Legislator appreciates editorial support (letter) (Tom Abinanti, District 12 County Legislator, thanks the Inquirer for supporting his re-election.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 6
Progress ahead (The Scarsdale Inquirer Progress Edition will be published on Friday, January 25, 2002.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1
Progress deadline (The Scarsdale Inquirer’s annual Progress Edition will be published on January 25, 2002; submissions must be received by the end of the day on January 4, 2002.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1

[THE] SCARSDALE INQUIRER - PERSONAL NARRATIVES
A sweet memory: my first taste of chocolate (editorial) (Kuniko Katz recalls the first time she tasted chocolate, at the conclusion of World War II in Japan.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 7

THOMAS, ANDREW
Citizens assail village board’s BAR reversal (At the Village Board meeting on May 22, residents criticized the trustees’ decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
Village board gave no explanation for 270 decision (letter) (Josh Frankel writes that the Village Board’s four page letter justifying its decision to demolish 270 Fox Meadow Road was lacking in content.), June 1, 2001, p. 6
Village fills in blanks on 270 Fox Meadow (Village Attorney, Wayne Esannason, explains the trustee’s unanimous decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 1
‘270’ continues to elude demolition (The house at 270 Fox Meadow Road has been spared demolition for yet another week; the hearing on the house has been adjourned till August 29.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1

THOMAS, ANDREW JACKSON
Case for preservation ignored (editorial) (Brook Kindred asserts that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road meets criteria to be considered of historic significance and should not be demolished.), June 1, 2001, p. 7

THOMAS, JENNIFER (DR)
Thomas, Mirabelli (engaged) (photo) (Dr. Robert Mirabelli and Dr. Jennifer Thomas are engaged.), July 27, 2001, p. 12

THOMAS, LAURIE
Awards & Promotions (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Laurie Thomas, has been appointed Vice President and General Manager of the Journal News weekly publications division.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 4
THOMAS, MARK
(Scarsdale Police officers are shown with gifts collected in their Toys for Tots drive.) (photo), Dec 21, 2001, p. 5

THOMPSON, ALLYN RAIFORD
Tola, Thompson (engaged) (photo) (Yvette Karen Tola and Allyn Rainsford Thompson are engaged.), June 1, 2001, p. 14

THOMPSON, CORKY
'Monumental' night at Greenacres (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Greenacres School at a reception topping off the month long artist in resident program about architecture.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9
Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble sent off in style (letter) (Robin Ascher, Lian-Pey Robins and Iris Burkat thank those who facilitated the successful England Musical Exchange Program.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36
Tercentenary fair (Scarsdale's 300th anniversary will be celebrated with a street fair at the High School on June 9.), May 25, 2001, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34

THOMPSON, CORKY (AUTHOR)
Tercentenary celebration offers fun for all ages (letter) (Corky Thompson and Walter Handelman invite the community to celebrate Scarsdale's 300th birthday on June 9 at the High School.), June 8, 2001, p. 6
Thank yous from the Tercentenary Committee (letter) (Corky Thompson and Walter Handelman thank the tireless volunteers who made the June 9 Tercentenary celebration of Scarsdale such a success.), June 29, 2001, p. 6
A place of fond memories easily erased (letter) (Corky Thompson expresses nostalgia after learning that the Boulevard house she once lived in was demolished.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

THOMSON, BOBBY
Local businessmen hit home run with Last Licks (photo) (Baseball great Yogi Berra is shown signing a baseball for young John Recupero at Last Licks ice cream shop in the Golden Horseshoe.), May 4, 2001, p. 25

THORNTON, SCOTT
Hartsdale's farmer's market brings the country to town (photo) (Farmers market to be held every Saturday from late June to mid-October in front of the Hartsdale train station), July 20, 2001, p. 1
Hartsdale's farmer's market brings the country to town (photo) (continued) (Farmers market to be held every Saturday from late June to mid-October in front of the Hartsdale train station), July 20, 2001, p. 11

TIBERI, TONI (AUTHOR)
Vote for Harrison, a candidate who opposes new garage (letter) (Toni Tiberi urges residents to vote for Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village trustee, because he is the only one running who opposed the construction of a new downtown garage.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

TIERNEY, BARBARA (AUTHOR)
Parents: obey traffic regulations (letter) (Various authors commend Carole Tunick for her January 19 letter to the Inquirer, which highlighted unsafe conditions on Chesterfield Road at the Fox Meadow School.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

TIERNEY, BILL (AUTHOR)
Parents: obey traffic regulations (letter) (Various authors commend Carole Tunick for her January 19 letter to the Inquirer, which highlighted unsafe conditions on Chesterfield Road at the Fox Meadow School.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6

TILLIS, SID
Halloween at the village (photo) (Scarsdale Rotary President, Richard Adelmann, and member, Andy Staal, celebrate Halloween with boys at the Children's Village in Dobbs Ferry.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4

TIMITE, ALMAMY-MAMAH
Man charged in stabbing of health worker (A 32 year old home health care worker was stabbed repeatedly at her employer's Elm Road home by her boyfriend, Almamy-Mamah Timite.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
Quebec man pleads guilty to attempted murder (Almamy-Mamah Timite of Quebec, Canada, pleaded guilty on December 17 to attempted murder in the second degree; Timite stabbed his girlfriend on August 29 prior to attempting suicide.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1

TISCH, DAVID
Steppin' out (photo) (Scarsdale High School students are pictured dressed up for their June 23 prom at the Roosevelt Hotel in Manhattan.), June 29, 2001, p. 13

TISCH, MERYL
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) panel to discuss high stakes testing (The Town and Village Civic Club will meet on February 8 at the Scarsdale Library to discuss, "High Stakes Testing."). Jan 19, 2001, p. 2
High stakes state testing: Is there anything good about it? (The impact of high stakes state testing was discussed by a panel of experts at a meeting on February 8 sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
High stakes state testing: Is there anything good about it? (continued) (The impact of high stakes state testing was discussed by a panel of experts at a meeting on February 8 sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8
TOBACCO INDUSTRY
Former FDA (Food and Drug Administration) chief writes a thrilling memoir (photo) (David Kessler, former resident and former Commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration, will speak at the Scarsdale Public Library on March 29 about his book, "A Question of Intent."), Mar 23, 2001, p. 3

TOBIAS, MARY (AUTHOR)
Sheehan, not Weinberg, received Dem endorsement (letter) (Mary Tobias writes that Francis Sheehan, not incumbent Timmy Weinberg, received the endorsement of Greenburgh Democrats at their May convention.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12

TOFF, IRA N
Focal Points (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by Ira N. Toft: "Irrespective of the president-elect's nominees, which Cabinet position is of greatest concern to you?"). Jan 5, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think the confirmation hearings on proposed Cabinet officers serve a useful purpose? (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toft.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think results on standardized reading and math tests indicate the quality of a school? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, questions subjects about the value of standardized testing in schools.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about the President's proposal to provide government funds for faith-based social service programs? (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toft.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: Snow affects people differently. Is your view of snow positive or negative? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, questions subjects on their reactions to snow.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: Are you interested in the upcoming Academy Awards? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, poses an interesting question to his subjects.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 7
Inquirer wins 6 firsts (The Scarsdale Inquirer won 15 awards in the New York Press Association Better Newspaper Contest, including six first place awards.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Focal Points: How do you feel about the negotiations with China for the release of the U.S. plane crew should be concluded? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, poses newsworthy questions to subjects.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think that the recent performance of the stock market indicates a possible recession? (photo) (Inquirer photographer, Ira N. Toft, poses questions of the day to his subjects.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: Does the off-court behavior of a professional athlete affect your loyalty to the team? (photo) (Inquiring photographer, Ira N. Toft, poses questions to residents and locals.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: What are your suggestions for coping with the potential shortage of electricity? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, questions subjects about timely topics.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think the statewide reading tests will improve reading instruction? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, asks questions of passers by.), May 25, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: When you vote, do you cast your ballot for a candidate or a party? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, poses timely questions to passers by.), June 1, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about the Supreme Court decision to allow a disabled player to use a golf cart in the PGA tournament? (photo) (Question of the day posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toft.), June 8, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: What are your plans for your immediate and distant future? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, questions recent Scarsdale and Edgemont High School graduates about their futures.), June 29, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: What do you think of the Supreme Court decision permitting tobacco ads near schools? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, asks passers by pertinent questions of the day.), July 6, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about stem cell research? (photo) (Inquiring photographer, Ira N. Toft, asks people their opinions on stem cell research.), July 13, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about the selection of China as the site for the 2008 Olympic games? (photo), July 20, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about suggested Legislation that would place a minimum miles-per-gallon limit on car engines? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, poses timely questions to the community.), July 27, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about possible legislation concerning SUVs? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, poses timely questions to the community.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about the advertising of prescription drugs in the various media (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, poses timely questions to community members.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 7
TOFF, IRA N (Continued)
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the recent incident involving a Little League baseball team? (photo) (Roving photographer Ira N. Toff questions locals about newsworthy issues.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 7
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
Focal Points: Do you think the recent tragic events will affect our civil liberties (photo) (Ira N. Toff questions the community on the impact of the 9/11 attacks on our civil liberties.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: Has the recent tragedy affected your decisions about flying? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions the community about pertinent questions of the day.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 15
Focal Points: How do you feel about the possibility of national identification cards? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions locals on pertinent issues of the day.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: To what extent do you think the nation will be able to deal with increased biological attacks? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks local residents pertinent news related questions.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you generally agree or disagree with entertainment and art critics (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks newsworthy questions of local residents.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: Would you be interested, sometime in the future, in visiting Afghanistan? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks residents newsworthy questions.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: How useful do you find TV as a news source? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions passers by about newsworthy issues.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about the questioning and detention of Middle-Eastern residents? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions passers by on issues of the day.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: Has the increased use of home computers affected interpersonal relationships (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions to residents.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you feel that victory in Afghanistan is contingent upon the capture of Osama bin Laden? (photo) (Ira N. Toff poses questions of the day to passers by.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: In view of recent tragic events, do you view 2002 with pessimism or optimism? (editorial) (photo) (Ira N. Toff poses timely questions to passers by.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 7
TOFF, RUTH
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 15

TOKYO (JAPAN)
E'wood (Edgewood) friends never had to say 'sayonara' (photo) (Former Edgewood School students, John Marshall and Brian Frommer, reunite with their old classmate, Tatsuya Izumi, in Tokyo.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 3

TOLA, YVETTE KAREN
Tola, Thompson (engaged) (photo) (Yvette Karen Tola and Allyn Rainsford Thompson are engaged.), June 1, 2001, p. 14

TOLEDO, BARBARA
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

TOLERATION
Charge of bigotry slanders the people of this village (letter) (Harry Reynolds refutes charges of anti-Catholicism leveled against the Scarsdale Police and Village Board by John O'Rourke in an earlier letter to the Inquirer.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
Education can counter ignorance (editorial) (Referencing the Boy Scouts' anti-gay policy, Phyllis Finkelstein writes that education and public discussions are an effective way to counter bigotry against homosexuals.), June 15, 2001, p. 7
Remembering Archie Bunker (letter) (Phyllis Finkelstein compares Andrew C. Hartzell, Jr., to television character, Archie Bunker, based on Mr. Hartzell's June 29 letter to the Inquirer on the topic of homosexual scout leaders.), July 6, 2001, p. 6

TOLL, WILBUR
Wilbur Toll (dies) (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Wilbur Toll, died on October 15, 2001. He was 82.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 16

TOLLES, DANIELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

TOMBACK, ANDREW
Attorney is honored for public service (photo) (On May 1, the New York State Bar Association awarded attorney and former Scarsdale resident, Andrew Tomback, the 2001 Pro Bono Service Award.), June 8, 2001, p. 3

TOMBACK, PETER
Attorney is honored for public service (photo) (On May 1, the New York State Bar Association awarded attorney and former Scarsdale resident, Andrew Tomback, the 2001 Pro Bono Service Award.), June 8, 2001, p. 3
TOMBACK, ROBERTA
Attorney is honored for public service (photo) (On May 1, the New York State Bar Association awarded attorney and former Scarsdale resident, Andrew Tomback, the 2001 Pro Bono Service Award.), June 8, 2001, p. 3

TOPPING, AUDREY RONNING
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34
Toppings: China's Past, Present and Future (Audrey Ronning Topping and Seymour Topping urged patience with China’s slow movement toward Democracy in a lecture at the Scarsdale Library on October 19.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 8
Toppings: China's Past, Present and Future (continued) (Audrey Ronning Topping and Seymour Topping urged patience with China’s slow movement toward Democracy in a lecture at the Scarsdale Library on October 19.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

TOPPING, SEYMOUR
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Audrey Ronning Topping and Seymour Topping will speak about China on October 16 at the Scarsdale Library as part of Scarsdale’s tercentenary celebration.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
Toppings: China's Past, Present and Future (Audrey Ronning Topping and Seymour Topping urged patience with China’s slow movement toward Democracy in a lecture at the Scarsdale Library on October 19.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 3

TOPPING, AUDREY RONNING (AUTHOR)
A homemaker's advice on anthrax (letter) (Audrey Ronning Topping suggests coating mailbox interiors with bleach to avoid anthrax contamination.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

TOPPING, SEYMOUR
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Audrey Ronning Topping and Seymour Topping will speak about China on October 16 at the Scarsdale Library as part of Scarsdale’s tercentenary celebration.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
Toppings: China's Past, Present and Future (Audrey Ronning Topping and Seymour Topping urged patience with China’s slow movement toward Democracy in a lecture at the Scarsdale Library on October 19.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 3
Toppings: China's Past, Present and Future (continued) (Audrey Ronning Topping and Seymour Topping urged patience with China’s slow movement toward Democracy in a lecture at the Scarsdale Library on October 19.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 8

TOWERS
Tower to fall (The electrical tower north of the taxi stand on East Parkway will be taken down on November 25.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1
1 down, 10 to go (photo) (One of eleven obsolete railway towers was dismantled on November 25.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1

TOWLE, KEVIN
Scout Day at Shea (photo) (Members of Scarsdale Cub Scout packs 60 and 440 were part of the color guard at Shea Stadium on June 24, which was Scout Jamboree Day.), July 6, 2001, p. 4

TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB (EDUCATION FORUM)
Harrison's appeal to state on school referendum in last stage (Bob Harrison has submitted legal papers in his appeal to have Richard Mills, the State Education Commissioner, require the School Board to call a referendum on a $1.3 million bond for an indoor pool at SHS.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1
Class size discussion (The District-wide Class Size Study Committee will present its findings at a meeting on January 30.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) panel to discuss high stakes testing (The Town and Village Civic Club will meet on February 8 at the Scarsdale Library to discuss, "High Stakes Testing.").), Jan 19, 2001, p. 2
The elite beginnings of the TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, examine the history of the Town and Village Civic Club since its creation 1905, when it was known simply as The Town Club.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 8
Residents should get involved in class size debate (letter) (Peter Gelfman and Mary Beth Gose of the TVCC Education Committee encourage residents to attend the Scarsdale Board of Education's open forum on class size on January 30.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues to inform Scarsdale citizenry (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6A
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues to inform Scarsdale citizenry (photo) (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 8A

How the Town Club became the TVCC (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, describes how the Town Club merged with the Village Club and in 1990 became The Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 5
How the Town Club became the TVCC (continued) (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, describes how the Town Club merged with the Village Club and in 1990 became The Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 8
TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB (EDUCATION FORUM)  (Continued)
More info needed on demographics (letter) (Josh Frankel commends the Advisory Committee on Class Size and the Town and Village Civic Club for their recommendations on class size in Scarsdale schools but he would like more detailed information on demographics.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7
Athletic report (Larry Bell, Recreation Chairman of the Town and Village Civic Club, delivered a report on youth athletic programs at the Club’s meeting on February 8.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
High stakes state testing: Is there anything good about it? (The impact of high stakes state testing was discussed by a panel of experts at a meeting on February 8 sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
High stakes state testing: Is there anything good about it? (continued) (The impact of high stakes state testing was discussed by a panel of experts at a meeting on February 8 sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (Harrison wants a more open government), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (continued) (Harrison wants a more open government), Mar 9, 2001, p. 9
Rec report ready (The Scarsdale Community Recreation Center Study Committee will present a preliminary outline of a proposed recreation center on March 22 and on April 4.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
School board agrees to reduce class size (After months of debate, the Scarsdale Board of Education has decided to reduce elementary school class sizes.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
School board agrees to reduce class size (continued) (After months of debate, the Scarsdale Board of Education has decided to reduce elementary school class sizes.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 17
Group tests waters on recreation center (On April 4, residents offered opinions at a meeting sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club on the proposed community recreation center and pool.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
New mayor to mine village’s social capital (photo) (Scarsdale Mayor, David Kroenlein, proposed sweeping changes to Village Government at his first Village Board meeting on April 10.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
School budget wins endorsements (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
School budget wins endorsements (continued) (Residents, civic groups and Board of Education members chimed in about the 2001-02 proposed school budget at a forum held on April 5.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 9
Group tests waters on recreation center (continued) (On April 4, residents offered opinions at a meeting sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club on the proposed community recreation center and pool.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13
Village board adopts new $27M budget (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously adopted the $27 million tentative budget for 2001-02 at its meeting on April 24.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1
Board adopts new watercourse diversion law, Apr 27, 2001, p. 5
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (Scarsdale set to vote after much debate and discussion on $76.7 million 2001-02 school budget), May 11, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (continued) (Scarsdale set to vote after much debate and discussion on $76.7 million 2001-02 school budget), May 11, 2001, p. 3
TVCC Education Committee urges yes on budget (letter) (The TVCC Education Committee endorses the school budget for 2001-02 and urges members of the community to vote “yes” on May 15.), May 11, 2001, p. 6
Christie proposals to be discussed by TVCC (The annual meeting of the TVCC will be held on June 7 at the Scarsdale Public Library; featured will be a discussion of the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), May 25, 2001, p. 2
Christie Place Lot debate continues (At a Town and Village Club meeting on June 7, Village Manager Al Gatta pressed the Village’s support of the proposed indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), June 15, 2001, p. 1
Testing values (editorial) (The Inquirer hopes that the recent boycott of state mandated standardized tests will result in outreach to all segments of the community, not just the affected Middle School parents and children.), June 15, 2001, p. 6
Opinions sought on school code (letter) (Mary Beth Gose, TVCC Education Committee, encourages Scarsdale residents to voice their opinions on the Code of Conduct recently proposed by the School District.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
Board considering rec center proposal (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees is giving the proposed community recreation center “serious consideration.”), July 13, 2001, p. 1
House size regulations discussed at WQRA (West Quaker Ridge Association) meeting (continued), July 27, 2001, p. 13
Conduct suggestions (The Town and Village Club has suggested modifications to the Scarsdale Board of Education’s proposed Code of Conduct.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
Life stories wanted (editorial) (The Inquirer regrets that it never got to publish an obituary for Scarsdale resident and Town and Village Club volunteer, Larry Croen, and beseeches residents to submit obituaries when neighbors pass away.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6
Fall agenda (At the August 14 meeting of the Scarsdale Village Board, Mayor Kroenlein announced issues to be addressed in the Fall.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1
**TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB (EDUCATION FORUM) (Continued)**

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) lecture salutes local luminaries (photo) (NBA commissioner, David J. Stern, a Scarsdale resident, will discuss "The NBA Today, Tomorrow and the Year 2010," at a TVCC lecture at the Scarsdale Public Library on September 25.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 2

Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1

Tercentenary lectures (Scarsdale resident and NBA Commissioner, David J. Stern, will speak at the Scarsdale Library on September 25.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2

David Stern: NBA inside stuff with the man who knows best (photo) (National Basketball Commissioner and Scarsdale resident, David Stern, spoke at the Scarsdale Library on September 25.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 3

David Stern: NBA inside stuff with the man who knows best (continued) (National Basketball Commissioner and Scarsdale resident, David Stern, spoke at the Scarsdale Library on September 25.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1

Service appreciated (photo) (Retired New York State Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, received an engraved clock from the Town and Village Civic Club as a token of appreciation for her years of public service.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

TVCC's volunteer fair was a wonderful event (letter) (Thomas Giordano, President of the Town and Village Civic Club, thanks those who participated in the TVCC's September 29 festival for Scarsdale volunteers.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6

The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 14

Topping lecture (Scarsdale residents Audrey and Seymour Topping will speak on "China: Past, Present and Future," on October 16 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues FAR cap + bonus debate (Limits on house sizes were debated at a panel discussion sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

Toppings: China's Past, Present and Future (Audrey Ronning Topping and Seymour Topping urged patience with China's slow movement toward Democracy in a lecture at the Scarsdale Library on October 19.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 3

Toppings: China's Past, Present and Future (continued) (Audrey Ronning Topping and Seymour Topping urged patience with China's slow movement toward Democracy in a lecture at the Scarsdale Library on October 19.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 8

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues FAR cap + bonus debate (continued) (Limits on house sizes were debated at a panel discussion sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 24

Drake Field to be improved, not expanded (A divided Village Board approved scaled down improvements for the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

Business Week publisher to speak in lecture series (photo) (William P. Kupper, Jr., President and publisher of Business Week, will be the final speaker in the Town and Village Club's three part lecture series.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 2

Citizens Committee vote to be held Wednesday (continued) (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 14.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 28

Rec center update (The Thomas Group consulting firm will release a report on the suitability of the Bushin property for a pool and recreation center.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

Business Week exec peers round the economic corner (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Bill Kupper, president and publisher of Business Week, spoke at the Scarsdale Library in a lecture sponsored by the Town and Village Club on November 15.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 3

Business Week exec peers round the economic corner (continued) (Former Scarsdale resident, Bill Kupper, President and publisher of Business Week, spoke at the Scarsdale Library on November 15 in a lecture sponsored by the Town and Village Club.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 9

Undersecretary Juster to speak at TVCC meeting (photo) (Kenneth I. Juster, Undersecretary of Commerce in the Bush Administration, will address the Town and Village Club on December 6.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 2

Nominees needed (The Citizen's Committee of the non-partisan system is seeking community input for the selection of candidates for Village office.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 1

We're 'all on the front lines,' says trade VIP (photo) (Kenneth Juster, Undersecretary of Commerce for Export Administration, addressed the Town and Village Civic Club at its December 6 meeting.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 3

**TOWN BOARD - GREENBURGH**

In stunning upset, GB Dems pick Sheehan (photo) (Francis Sheehan, a persistent critic of the Feiner administration in Greenburgh, came in second in a three way Democratic contest for two seats on the Town Board.), June 1, 2001, p. 1
TOWN BOARD - GREENBURGH (Continued)
In stunning upset, GB Dems pick Sheehan (photo) (continued) (Francis Sheehan, a persistent critic of the Feiner administration in Greenburgh, came in second in a third way Democratic contest for two seats on the Town Board.), June 1, 2001, p. 13
G’burch GOP picks Pulle, Donohoe (photo) (Greenburgh Republican Party Chairman, Tim Hays, announces two candidates for seats for the Greenburgh Town Board - Francis Pulle and Thomas Donohoe, Jr.), June 8, 2001, p. 4
Sheehan helps Feiner, Feiner supports Sheehan’s opponent (letter) (Edward R. Krauss writes about the upcoming Greenburgh Town Board elections.), June 15, 2001, p. 6
Greenburgh Democratic petition challenge was justified (letter) (Joseph Kiell feels elected Democratic town officials ignored the will of the Democratic Party Committee.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6
Weinberg petition an affront to democratic process (letter) (Lorrin Brown challenged Timmy Weinberg’s rogue petition and is offended by comments from Greenburgh Supervisor Paul Feiner.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6
Greenburgh primary candidates square off on cable TV (photo) (With twelve days to go before Primary elections for two Greenburgh town board seats, candidates debated each other on August 30 on Public Access Channel 71.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
Candidate: Greenburgh Democratic primary will determine the town’s future (letter) (A policy statement from Francis Sheehan, Democratic Primary candidate for Greenburgh Town Board.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 6
Greenburgh primary candidates square off on cable TV (photo) (continued) (With twelve days to go before Primary elections for two Greenburgh town board seats, candidates debated each other on August 30 on Public Access Channel 71.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 11
Candidates face off before primary in Greenburgh race (photo) (At the September 11 primary, three candidates will compete for two four year seats on the Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Sheehan for town board (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Francis Sheehan in the Democratic primary race for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
Candidate appreciates loyalty, support (letter) (Timmy Weinberg thanks supporters for their loyalty during petition season.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12
Enthusiastic support for re-election of Feiner team (letter) (Sherylee F. Bauer enthusiastically supports the re-election of Timmy Weinberg and Diana Juettner for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12
Greenburgh needs change on the town board (letter) (Deborah T. Bloom urges Democrats to vote for Francis Sheehan in the primary for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12
It would be a mistake to vote against Paul Feiner’s team (letter) (Gert Kahn, former Chair of the Greenburgh Democratic Town Committee, endorses Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg in the September 11 primaries for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12
Sheehan, not Weinberg, received Dem endorsement (letter) (Mary Tobias writes that Francis Sheehan, not incumbent Timmy Weinberg, received the endorsement of Greenburgh Democrats at their May convention.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12
Primary rescheduled (The Greenburgh Primary has been rescheduled for September 25, brought to a halt by the September 11 attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
G’burch Town Board is rushing backwards (editorial) (Jerrold Cohen ask the Greenburgh Town Board to reflect a bit before rushing to change zoning laws on East Hartsdale Avenue.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 7
Feiner Team prevails in primary (photo) (The “Feiner team,” Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg, prevailed over challenger Francis Sheehan in the Democratic Primary for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1
Supervisor thanks Dems for votes (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, thanks Greenburgh Democrats for nominating Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg for re-election to the Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8
Feiner Team prevails in primary (photo) (continued) (The “Feiner team,” Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg, prevailed over challenger Francis Sheehan in the Democratic Primary for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 10
Primary post-mortem: Feiner Sheehan analyze campaign issues (photo) (Inquirer reporter, David Gottlieb, discusses Greenburgh’s recent hotly contested Democratic Primaries for Town Board with Paul Feiner and Francis Sheehan.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 11
TOWN CLUB - SCARSDALE
The elite beginnings of the TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, examines the history of the Town and Village Civic Club since its creation 1905, when it was known simply as The Town Club.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 8
How the Town Club became the TVCC (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, describes how the Town Club merged with the Village Club and in 1990 became The Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 5
How the Town Club became the TVCC (continued) (Village Historian, Irving Sloan, describes how the Town Club merged with the Village Club and in 1990 became The Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 8
TOWN COUNCIL - GREENBURGH
Seeking Democratic nomination for G’Burgh (Greenburgh) Council (letter) (Francis Sheehan is seeking the Democratic nomination for Greenburgh Town Council at the May 29 Democratic Convention at Town Hall.), May 25, 2001, p. 6
TOWN COUNCIL - GREENBURGH  (Continued)
Candidate honored to get party's nod (letter) (Francis Sheehan is honored to have received the Democratic Party's nomination for Greenburgh Town Council.), June 8, 2001, p. 6
Sheehan's energies go toward kicking Weinberg off ballot (letter) (Paul Feiner alleges that Francis Sheehan's campaign for Greenburgh Town Council has devoted its energies to preventing incumbent Timmy Weinberg's name from appearing on the ballot.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6
Fairness is more ardently wished than seriously expected (letter) (Ed Krauss addresses irregularities and instances of favoritism in the upcoming Greenburgh elections for Town Council.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6
Greenburgh needs Francis Sheehan's commitment (letter) (Stephen Gosick endorses Francis Sheehan for Greenburgh Town Council.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
Incumbents Juettner and Weinberg get things done (letter) (Mimi Stiller endorses Timmy Weinberg and Diana Juettner as the Democratic candidates for Greenburgh Town Council.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
Francis Sheehan is the best candidate for town board (letter) (William S. Greenawalt endorses Francis Sheehan as the Democratic candidate for the four year Greenburgh Town Council seat.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 7
Juettner, Weinberg have record residents can be proud of (letter) (Eileen Wynne Kellner urges all Greenburgh Democrats to vote for Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg in the September 11 primary for Greenburgh Town Council.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 7
Greenburghers: We must be our own checks and balance system (editorial) (Ed Krauss analyzes the impact of Francis Sheehan's loss in the Greenburgh Democratic Primary.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 7

TOWN HALL (GREENBURGH)
Inquirer failed to report high estimate for the new Greenburgh Town Hall/Library (letter) (Hal Samis of Hartsdale criticizes what he considers a lack of transparency on the part of the Inquirer in disclosing the cost of the new Greenburgh Library/Town Hall.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 6

TOWNSEND, ZACHARY
Got snow? (photo) (Three photos depict local kids enjoying the aftermath of a snowstorm on December 31, 2000.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 10

TOYS
Nutcrackers galore: direct from Santa's workshop (photo) (Betsy Hills Bush displays some pieces from her vast collection of nutcrackers, which she sourced from the tiny village of Seiffen, Germany.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 3

TRACK AND FIELD
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

TRACY, TIM
Trustees null Christie Place Garage (The Village Center Committee held an open meeting on May 14 to discuss the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage at Christie Place.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Police do not respond to BRP (Bronx River Parkway) accidents (letter) (Terri Brooks reports that if your car breaks down on the Bronx River Parkway, neither the AAA nor the police will respond to calls for help.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
Girl killed in Bronx River Parkway crash (Christina Maldonado, a seventeen year old Yonkers girl, died March 14 in a car crash on the Bronx River Parkway near Crane Road.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 5
6-car crash at A & P (There was a six car pile up in the south bound lane on Central Avenue on November 18.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1

TRAFFIC CONGESTION
Village should reduce parking need, not accommodate it (letter) (David Buchen suggests ways of reducing the need for cars in the Village Center, thus alleviating congestion.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6
Traffic on Garth doesn't bode well for development (letter) (In light of the traffic on Garth Road, A. F. Lazzara criticizes the planned construction of a 49 unit apartment dwelling on the site of the recently closed Scarsdale Plaza movie theater.), July 27, 2001, p. 6
Eliminating some parking could ease Garth jams (letter) (John R. Byers suggests limiting parking on Garth Road from the exit road from Freightway to 7-Eleven as a way of relieving congestion.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6
Traffic improvements hinge on bridge redo (editorial) (Deputy Village Manager, John Crary, weighs in on the issue of traffic congestion in downtown Scarsdale.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 9
Resident's recommendations would benefit busy intersection (letter) (Garth Road resident, Barry Kramer, feels that traffic congestion at the intersection of Garth and Popham Roads intensified following the Village's widening of the sidewalk in front of 7-Eleven.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7

TRAFFIC SAFETY
Village will get tougher on parking near schools (The Village will step up enforcement of parking restrictions on side streets near elementary schools announced Village Manager Alfred Gatta at a meeting of Trustees on December 28, 2000.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 9
Village will get tougher on parking near schools (continued) (The Village will step up enforcement of parking restrictions on side streets near elementary schools announced Village Manager Alfred Gatta at a meeting of Trustees on December 28, 2000.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 9
TRAFFIC SAFETY (Continued)
Debate continues over school safety measures (A regular police presence at the Fox Meadow School to direct morning and afternoon traffic was urged by Fox Meadow residents attending a meeting of the Village Municipal Services Committee on January 8.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Debate continues over school safety measures (continued) (A regular police presence at the Fox Meadow School to direct morning and afternoon traffic was urged by Fox Meadow residents attending a meeting of the Village Municipal Services Committee on January 8.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 8
Parents are not exempt from rules (letter) (Carole Tunick writes that parents who refuse to obey traffic regulations are directly responsible for safety issues at the Fox Meadow School.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6
Parents: obey traffic regulations (letter) (Various authors commend Carole Tunick for her January 19 letter to the Inquirer, which highlighted unsafe conditions on Chesterfield Road at the Fox Meadow School.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6
At Greenacres, selfish parents outnumber the considerate (letter) (Gerrie Jaffe urges greater cooperation from Greenacres parents in adhering to drop off and pick up rules at the elementary school.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7
How to make the Bronx River Parkway safer for all (letter) (Seth A. Halpern suggests raising the Bronx River Parkway speed limit to 50 mph and installing cameras to catch those speeding over 60 mph.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7
County to motorists: Starting Monday, don't touch that dial (Starting April 23, the county will ban the use of cellular phones not equipped with a hands-free device by motorists.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
County to motorists: Starting Monday, don't touch that dial (continued) (Starting April 23, the county will ban the use of cellular phones not equipped with a hands-free device by motorists.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15
Focus on Garth intersection to improve pedestrian safety (letter) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Richard Dubin, describes the many challenges to pedestrian safety on Garth Road and East Parkway.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6
TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS
Focus on Garth intersection to improve pedestrian safety (letter) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Richard Dubin, describes the many challenges to pedestrian safety on Garth Road and East Parkway.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6
TREASURY SIGNS AND SIGNALS
TREASURY SIGNS AND SIGNALS
TRAHEY, BOBBI
Steppin' out (photo) (Scarsdale High School students are pictured dressed up for their June 23 prom at the Roosevelt Hotel in Manhattan.), June 29, 2001, p. 13
TREACY, MARGARET MCKINNEY
Margaret McKinney Treacy (Dies) (Margaret McKinney Treacy, a resident of Scarsdale for over fifty years, died on January 6, 2001, at the Andrus Retirement Community in Hastings-on-Hudson, where she had lived for the past nine years.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 17
TREASURE HUNT (GAME)
Heathcote hunt yields many valuable lessons (First graders at the Heathcote School searched for "treasure" during the school's multicultural, independent scavenger hunt on April 2.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 9
TREES
Dig they must (photo) (Various residents are shown planting a Cleveland Flowering Pear Tree at Village Hall in honor of Arbor Day.), May 4, 2001, p. 9
Butchering trees is business as usual (letter) (Rosalie S. Wolff fears that nature will suffer as a result of the Village Board's decision to overturn the moratorium on new Village construction.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6
TRENK, BENITA
Sisters organize concert (photo) (The Trenk sisters have organized a concert fund raiser on December 7 to benefit the Make a Difference Scholarship Fund.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 27
TRENK, JANNA
Sisters organize concert (photo) (The Trenk sisters have organized a concert fund raiser on December 7 to benefit the Make a Difference Scholarship Fund.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 27
TRENK, MORIAH
Sisters organize concert (photo) (The Trenk sisters have organized a concert fund raiser on December 7 to benefit the Make a Difference Scholarship Fund.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 27
TRESSLER, CLYDE
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) panel to discuss high stakes testing (The Town and Village Civic Club will meet on February 8 at the Scarsdale Library to discuss, "High Stakes Testing.").), Jan 19, 2001, p. 2
High stakes state testing: Is there anything good about it? (The impact of high stakes state testing was discussed by a panel of experts at a meeting on February 8 sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
School districts join to challenge state mandates (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education will meet with the Edgemont Board of Education to discuss joint strategies for dealing with state testing mandates.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 18
TRESSLER, CLYDE (Continued)
Producer, back from Afghanistan, speaks to middle school students (Bert Rudman, an ABC News producer, addressed Scarsdale Middle School students about his two month experience filming "Inside Afghanistan."), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11

TRIPP, BILL
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

TRIPP, BOBBI
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

TRIPP, JIM
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

TROCK, EMILY
Brownies in bloom (photo) (Heathcote second grade Brownie troop 2094 won the youth award for horticulture at the Scarsdale Woman's Club flower show.), July 13, 2001, p. 10

TROPP, YVONNE
MHA (Mental Health Association) honors volunteers (photo) (In June, the Mental Health Association of Westchester honored 116 community volunteers with a breakfast of recognition.), July 13, 2001, p. 4

TROTT, JAYNE
Local rider to participate in PMC (Pan-Massachusetts Challenge) bike challenge (Jayne Trott is riding in the PMC bike-a-thon on August 4-5; the 200 mile trek across Massachusetts benefits the Jimmy Fund.), July 6, 2001, p. 4

TSE, JOYCE
Maroon and White Winter Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 24
Connie Chan, SHS musicians to perform (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Symphony Orchestra and Chamber Orchestra will perform on May 8 at the High School.), May 4, 2001, p. 11

TSE, PATRICK
Human relations council stands ready to help (letter) (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Human Relations works to maintain respect and peaceful relations among members of the community.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

TSE, PHOENIX
Bridging the language barrier; Locals help Chinatown 9/11 victims get aid (photo), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1
Bridging the language barrier; Locals help Chinatown 9/11 victims get aid (continued), Dec 28, 2001, p. 8

TSIANG, EUGENE YU-KONG
Mangialetti, Tsiang (Wed) (photo) (Nada Rose Mangialetti and Eugene Yu-Kong Tsiang were wed on March 3, 2001, in Waterville Valley, New Hampshire.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 20

TSURUMI, YOSHI (AUTHOR)
Why are the Japanese so angry? (editorial) (Yoshi Tsurumi analyzes the repercussions of the accidental sinking of the Japanese ship, Ehime Marus, by an American nuclear submarine on February 9, 2001.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 7

TUCKER, ANNELISA
Dressing the part (photo) (Scarsdale/Edgemont brownie troop 1971B visited the Scarsdale Historical Society and dressed in era appropriate clothing.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 4

TULCIN, GAIL (AUTHOR)
Education commissioner is jeopardizing school excellence (letter) (Gail Tulcin presents her opposition to state mandated standardized testing in the public schools.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6

TUNICK, CAROLE
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 15

TUNICK, CAROLE (AUTHOR)
Parents are not exempt from rules (letter) (Carole Tunick writes that parents who refuse to obey traffic regulations are directly responsible for safety issues at the Fox Meadow School.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6
Some opinions are better left unexpressed (letter) (In response to a February 9 editorial by Irving Sloan, Carole Tunick supports the Nominating Committee's choice of David Kroenlein for Mayor; she also faults a February 2 Inquirer editorial as unduly critical of the Scarsdale Police.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6
Vibrant downtown keeps property values high (letter) (Carole Tunick takes issue with Village Trustee Joseph Zock's proposal for 25 minute meters in the center of town.), July 27, 2001, p. 6

TURETSKY, GERALD J (AUTHOR)
Do we fear our government more than terrorists? (editorial) (Gerald J. Turetsky asks how we can protect ourselves against another terrorist attack in the post-9/11 world and what the costs will be to our civil liberties.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6
TURETSKY, GERALD J (AUTHOR) (Continued)
Do we fear our government more than terrorists? (editorial) (continued) (Gerald J. Turetsky asks how we can protect ourselves against another terrorist attack in the post-9/11 world and what the costs will be to our civil liberties.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7
Time to roll in the fight vs. terrorism (editorial) (Gerald J. Turetsky discusses dramatic changes in the lives of citizens in the post-9/11 era.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 7
Time to roll in the fight vs. terrorism (editorial) (continued) (Gerald J. Turetsky discusses dramatic changes in the lives of citizens in the post-9/11 era.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8

TUTORS AND TUTORING
The wheel deal; Bike tutor Aresh Mohit takes over for parents in need (photo) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Aresh Mohit, teaches safe bicycle riding.), June 15, 2001, p. 17
The wheel deal; Bike tutor Aresh Mohit takes over for parents in need (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Aresh Mohit, teaches safe bicycle riding.), June 15, 2001, p. 22
View from the other side of the tracks (editorial) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Matt Abelson, describes his experiences as an SAT tutor in Mount Vernon for a program called Let's Get Ready.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7

UGHETTA, MARY ALICE
Hello dolly! Ughetta dolls live in timeless world in historical society exhibit (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society will be displaying 69 of the collectible dolls donated to them by the late Mary Alice Ughetta.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 15
Hello dolly! Ughetta dolls live in timeless world in historical society exhibit (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Historical Society will be displaying 69 of the collectible dolls donated to them by the late Mary Alice Ughetta.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 16

UHLFELDER, GERRY
Put garage on hold while seeking alternatives (letter) (Gerry Uhlfelder suggests putting the idea of a downtown parking garage on hold until all alternative ideas have been examined and exhausted.), July 13, 2001, p. 6

ULAN, MELISSA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

ULTIMATE FRISBEE
See ULTIMATE (GAME)

ULTIMATE (GAME)
Fighting Hellfish (photo) (Scarsdale's Ultimate Frisbee team proves itself at the Nationals.), May 25, 2001, p. 20
Fighting Hellfish (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's Ultimate Frisbee team proves itself at the Nationals.), May 25, 2001, p. 22
Scarsdale grad tops in New York (photo) (The Scarsdale High School ultimate frisbee team, the Hellfish, won its home tournament again this year.), June 15, 2001, p. 17
Scarsdale grad earns ultimate Frisbee honor (Lindsay Thompson Goldsmith, Scarsdale High School graduate and recent graduate from Swarthmore College, won the Callahan Trophy - college Frisbee's ultimate honor.), June 15, 2001, p. 17
Scarsdale grad earns ultimate Frisbee honor (photo) (continued) (Lindsay Thompson Goldsmith, Scarsdale High School graduate and recent graduate from Swarthmore College, won the Callahan Trophy - college Frisbee's ultimate honor.), June 15, 2001, p. 21

UMEDA, NAOKO
Great balls of fire (photo) (The under-11 Scarsdale Fireball Soccer Team went undefeated to win the 2001 Iona Spring Fever Classic Tournament.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

UNDERWEISER, BEA
Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap, July 13, 2001, p. 1
House size regulations discussed at WQRA (West Quaker Ridge Association) meeting (continued), July 27, 2001, p. 13
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues FAR cap + bonus debate (continued) (Limits on house sizes were debated at a panel discussion sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 24

UNGAR, LOIS
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

UNGAR, PHYLLIS
Focal Points: Do you feel that victory in Afghanistan is contingent upon the capture of Osama bin Laden? (photo) (editorial) (Ira N. Toff poses questions of the day to passers by.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL - FEDERATION OF JEWISH PHILANTHROPIES OF NEW YORK
2 honored by UJA (United Jewish Appeal) (photo) (Stuart Kolbert and Donald Fleishaker were praised by Barry J. Effron at the annual luncheon of the UJA-Federation on May 16 at Brae Burn Country Club.), June 15, 2001, p. 4
UNITED NATIONS ASSOCIATION - SCARSDALE/HARTSDALE CHAPTER
Human rights will be topic of U.N. Association Chapter ("Following in Eleanor Roosevelt's Footsteps: Human Rights and Development in the U.N.," will be discussed at the December 9 meeting of the Westchester Chapter of the United Nations Association.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 4

UNITED STATES, FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION
Former FDA (Food and Drug Administration) chief writes a thrilling memoir (photo) (David Kessler, former resident and former Commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration, will speak at the Scarsdale Public Library on March 29 about his book, "A Question of Intent."). Mar 23, 2001, p. 3

UNITED STATES, SUPREME COURT
Focal Points: What do you think of the Supreme Court decision permitting tobacco ads near schools? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, asks passers by pertinent questions of the day.), July 6, 2001, p. 7

UNITED STATES, CENSUS
Opportunity knocks (The Westchester County Board of Legislators will meet April 24 at Greenburgh Town Hall to discuss redrawing district lines in response to the recent Government census.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1

UNITED STATES - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Focal Points: Do you think the confirmation hearings on proposed Cabinet officers serve a useful purpose? (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toft.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 7

UNITED STATES PRESIDENTS
Focal Points: Do you think there should be changes in the president's right to grant pardons? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, poses questions of the day to local residents.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 7

United Way awardee - serving United Way (Dr. Glen Nygreen was re-elected as the vice chair of the Board for Local Community Relations of the United Way of Westchester and Putnam; David Irwin was also elected to serve on the two county board.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 4

United Way posts promising results (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 3A

United Way awards grant (photo) (United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont has given a Local Presence grant to the Women's Enterprise Project.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

60 years of United Way (photo) (A pictorial history of the United Way is on display at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 4

Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1

Young athletes are contributing to victim's assistance fund (letter) (Noreen Fisher, Campaign Chairman of the Scarsdale/Edgemont United Way, notes many contributions by student athletes to families of victims of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6

United Way sees greater need in 9/11 aftermath (photo) (George Latimer spoke at a leadership event on Richbell Road on September 23 honoring major contributors to United Way.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 4

Charitable giving is mixed bag post 9/11 (photo) (Donations to September 11 charitable funds have deflected giving from other needy charitable institutions.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 3

UNITED WAY - FUND RAISING
United Way campaign raises record amount of money (letter) (Wayne Warnken and Noreen Fisherthank the community members who contributed to a very successful 2000-01 United Way fundraising campaign.), July 20, 2001, p. 6

UNITED STATES - GRADUATION
United Nations Association discusses community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), June 29, 2001, p. 8A

New parents' guide to life after high school (photo) (Scarsdale native, Joel Epstein, has written a book titled, "A Parent's Guide to Sex, Drugs and Flunking Out: Answers to the Questions Your College Student Doesn't Want You to Ask."). Aug 24, 2001, p. 3

The dotted line: Conte signs letter of intent for Holy Cross (photo), Nov 23, 2001, p. 27

UNITED STATES - GRADUATION
College and University Graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement; includes names and photographs of 2001 college graduates from Scarsdale and Greenburgh.), June 29, 2001, p. 26A–27A

UPADHYA, TIARA
Girl Scouts go to D.C. (photo) (Scarsdale Girl Scout Cadet Troup 1945 visited Washington, D. C.; the troop is shown on March 22 in the office of Congresswoman, Nita Lowey.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 15
UPSHAW, DAWN
Hoff-Barthelson honors Wadsworth (photo) (On May 19, the Hoff-Barthelson Music School hosted “Dawn at Dusk,” a recital featuring renowned soprano Dawn Upshaw.), June 15, 2001, p. 4

URBAN BEAUTIFICATION
 Beautifying an island (photo) (The Schlesingers of Huntington Avenue in Scarsdale organize neighbors every year to plant impatients on the traffic island at Brewster and Kingston Roads.), June 1, 2001, p. 2

URBANO, VERNE
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2

UYEDA, KEN
Seeking Ken and Nora Uyeda (Ken Uyeda, a former Fox Meadow teacher and Scarsdale Audubon President, is honored in the May/June issue of the Audubon magazine according to Jane Bedichek.), May 18, 2001, p. 11

UYEDA, NORA
Seeking Ken and Nora Uyeda (Ken Uyeda, a former Fox Meadow teacher and Scarsdale Audubon President, is honored in the May/June issue of the Audubon magazine according to Jane Bedichek.), May 18, 2001, p. 11

VACATIONS
Vacation alert (The Scarsdale Police Department makes note of vacationing families and keeps special watch over their houses.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1

VACCARO, DANIELLE
Community honors local basketball coaches (photo) (Almost 450 people attended a benefit held May 9 at the Lake Isle Country Club to honor the late basketball coach, Larry Holten, and his friend and current basketball coach, Luke Vaccaro.), May 25, 2001, p. 24

VACCARO, JOY
Community honors local basketball coaches (photo) (Almost 450 people attended a benefit held May 9 at the Lake Isle Country Club to honor the late basketball coach, Larry Holten, and his friend and current basketball coach, Luke Vaccaro.), May 25, 2001, p. 24

VACCARO, LUKE
It's time to show appreciation for 2 who gave so much (letter) (Scarsdale High School Junior, Jessica Conte, sings the praises of High School basketball coaches, Luke Vaccaro and Larry Holten, and invites the community to a dinner in their honor on May 9.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6

Community honors local basketball coaches (photo) (Almost 450 people attended a benefit held May 9 at the Lake Isle Country Club to honor the late basketball coach, Larry Holten, and his friend and current basketball coach, Luke Vaccaro.), May 25, 2001, p. 24

Coach appreciates warmth, emotion of tribute dinner (letter) (Basketball coach, Luke Vaccaro, thanks all who attended the May 9 dinner honoring him and his friend and fellow coach, the late Larry Holten.), June 8, 2001, p. 6

VACCARO, LUKE JOSEPH
Community honors local basketball coaches (photo) (Almost 450 people attended a benefit held May 9 at the Lake Isle Country Club to honor the late basketball coach, Larry Holten, and his friend and current basketball coach, Luke Vaccaro.), May 25, 2001, p. 24

VACCARO, MARY
Community honors local basketball coaches (photo) (Almost 450 people attended a benefit held May 9 at the Lake Isle Country Club to honor the late basketball coach, Larry Holten, and his friend and current basketball coach, Luke Vaccaro.), May 25, 2001, p. 24

VALENTINE'S DAY
(Fox Meadow first grader, Danny Swad, is pictured getting feedback on his Valentine's Day handiwork.) (photo), Feb 16, 2001, p. 6

VALLACH, TARA
Dressing the part (photo) (Scarsdale/Edgemont brownie troop 1971B visited the Scarsdale Historical Society and dressed in era appropriate clothing.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 4

VALLIADES, GEORGE
Students learn about power and peace (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School Choice students held a very successful World Peace Conference, based on a United Nations model.), May 11, 2001, p. 12

VAN SETTER, NAN

VASTA, NICK
Pumpkins for Patriots (photo) (American Legion Post #52 in Scarsdale will be giving out pumpkins in front of the HSBC Bank on Popham Road to honor victims of the 9/11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 2

VASTOLA, JOYCE
(The Westchester Puma Track Club finished third in the 15K Women's Master Team Run.) (photo), Apr 6, 2001, p. 36
VASTOLA, JOYCE  (Continued)
After the attack: How to talk to your kids (Advice on how to reassure children in the post - 9/11 world.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 3

VASTOLA, LIZ
High School brings opportunities for self-discovery (photo) (Article discusses ninth graders transitioning to the High School and being encouraged to form “a new social and personal identity.”), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

VAUGHAN, JENNIFER
Vaughan, Maanavi (engaged) (Jennifer Vaughan and Dariush Maanavi are engaged; a March, 2002, wedding is planned.), June 1, 2001, p. 14

VAUGHN, MIKE
New board at SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) (photo) (Pictured are the new members of the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Golf Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 17

VEETAL, DEBBIE
Focal Points: Snow affects people differently. Is your view of snow positive or negative? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, questions subjects on their reactions to snow.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 7

VEITH, NANCY
Fear of Anthrax spreads: Cipro hoarding creates temporary shortage (Ilene Nechamkin addresses the temporary shortage of Cipro resulting from the current Anthrax scare.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1

VELE, LAURA
Edgemont's class of 2001 honored (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Edgemont High School's Class of 2001 held its commencement ceremony on June 22.), June 29, 2001, p. 10A

VERBOYS, ANDY
SMS teachers win prestigious ComputerWorld award (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School teachers, Ken Holvig and Andy Verboys, received an award from ComputerWorld magazine for the creation of their "Middle School News Center.") (photo), June 1, 2001, p. 11

Camper get basic training in video tech (photo) (The Scarsdale Recreation Department is sponsoring a Digital Video Boot Camp for elementary and middle school students.), July 27, 2001, p. 3

VERIZON
Verizon customers should demand full refunds (letter) (Hartsdale resident, Dick Leavitt, writes that Verizon should refund all charges and taxes for the period of time Hartdale customers were without service in February.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6

Hidden charges: phone cramming on the increase (Article discusses hidden telephone charges), Aug 10, 2001, p. 3

Hidden charges: phone cramming on the increase (continued) (Article discusses hidden telephone charges), Aug 10, 2001, p. 9

Verizon customer service reaches a new low (letter) (William Stern castigates Verizon for it's poor customer service.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6

VERNA, CHRISTINE NOELLE
Verna, Mahoney (Christine Noelle Verna and Thomas John Mahoney are engaged; an August wedding is planned.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19

Verna, Mahoney (wed) (photo) (Christine Verna and Thomas Mahoney were wed on August 18, 2001, in Rye Brook.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 14

VERNA, CHRISTINE NOELLE (DR)
Verna, Mahoney (engaged) (photo) (Dr. Christine Noelle Verna and Thomas John Mahoney are engaged; an August wedding is planned.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 14

VERNON, JANE (AUTHOR)
League thanked for sharing forum (letter) (Jane Vernon, Chairman of SNAP - Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents - thanks the Scarsdale League of Women Voters for inviting SNAP to co-sponsor the candidate forum on March 12.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

VERON, JANE
Memorial Day (The Memorial Day parade, sponsored by American Legion Post 52, will be held on May 28.), May 25, 2001, p. 1

Planning for spring (photo) (Volunteers plant bulbs in the Fox Meadow Neighborhood Association garden.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 2

VERPLEATSE, CHRISTOPHER JAMES
Kemper, Verplaetse (photo) (Michelle Dyan Kemper and Christopher James Verplaetse were wed on September 28, 2001, off Angel Island in San Francisco Bay, California.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 23

VESEY, AMANDA
Teens care (photo) (Nine eighth graders and three staff members from Scarsdale Middle School participated in the Americas Homefront America program on May 5.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

VETERANS
Ascher Katz (photo) (Ascher Katz installed as Commander of White Plains Post 191 of the Jewish War Veterans of the United States.), June 1, 2001, p. 4
VETERANS (Continued)
Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Ceremony speakers link past wars, present challenge (Veterans from American Legion Post 52 gathered at Boniface Circle on November 11 to honor the war dead and the victims of the September 11 attacks.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Enhanced memorial will include victims of Sept. 11, Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Ceremony speakers link past wars, present challenge (continued)
(Veterans from American Legion Post 52 gathered at Boniface Circle on November 11 to honor the war dead and the victims of the September 11 attacks.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 9
Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Enhanced memorial will include victims of Sept. 11 (continued), Nov 16, 2001, p. 9
American pride (photo) (Veteran John Brennan lunched with Quaker Ridge students during the school's American Pride Week, which was held the week of Veteran's Day.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 11

VETERANS DAY
Holiday schedule (The Scarsdale Village Hall will be closed on November 6 for Election Day and November 12 for Veteran's Day.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Holiday schedule (Scarsdale Village Hall will be closed on Monday, November 12 for Veteran's Day.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1
Veterans Day (Mayor Daniel F. Kroenlein will officiate at Veteran's Day ceremonies at Boniface Circle on Sunday, November 11.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1
Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Ceremony speakers link past wars, present challenge (Veterans from American Legion Post 52 gathered at Boniface Circle on November 11 to honor the war dead and the victims of the September 11 attacks.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Ceremony speakers link past wars, present challenge (continued)
(Veterans from American Legion Post 52 gathered at Boniface Circle on November 11 to honor the war dead and the victims of the September 11 attacks.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 9
American pride (photo) (Veteran John Brennan lunched with Quaker Ridge students during the school's American Pride Week, which was held the week of Veteran's Day.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 11

VIDAL, INGRID
Students learn about power and peace (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School Choice students held a very successful World Peace Conference, based on a United Nations model.), May 11, 2001, p. 12

VIGILS (LITURGY)
Candlelight vigil (A candlelight vigil will be held at Greenacres Field on September 16 for the families of those lost or missing in the World Trade Center attacks.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Twilight vigil: This is how wars begin (editorial) (Steven Schnur describes the local candle lit vigil in memory of the victims of the 9/11 attacks.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 7

VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE
Village will get tougher on parking near schools (The Village will step up enforcement of parking restrictions on side streets near elementary schools announced Village Manager Alfred Gatta at a meeting of Trustees on December 28, 2000.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 1
Village will get tougher on parking near schools (continued) (The Village will step up enforcement of parking restrictions on side streets near elementary schools announced Village Manager Alfred Gatta at a meeting of Trustees on December 28, 2000.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 9
Candidate deadline (Voters Party co-chairman Rick Wingate announced that the party is undecided about nominating a third candidate to fill the vacancy on the Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Hearing closed on water course law (The Scarsdale Village Board concluded a series of public hearings with a meeting on January 9 on a proposed local law about watercourse diversion.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
On Sprinklers (The Scarsdale Village Board Ad Hoc Sprinkler Committee is scheduled to finalize discussion on the proposed Sprinkler Law on January 23.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
Village board not interested in preserving open space (letter) (Steven Kalt alleges that the Village seeks to develop rather than preserve open space, using the Winston property and Christie Place as examples.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6
3 candidates tapped for village board (photo) (The Citizen's Committee has nominated Peter Strauss of Greenacres and incumbent trustees Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock to run for Village Trustee in the March 20 Village Election.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1
Fare Increases (Fares for Central Taxi rides are increasing for the first time since 1988; the Village Board approved the fare raise at their meeting on January 23.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Citizens Committee rises to a challenge (editorial) (The Inquirer is pleased that the Non-Partisan Citizens Committee has decided to nominate Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock for Village Trustees, despite the contradictions inherent in doing so.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6
Must developers and residents be at odds? (letter) (This reprint of Penny Sobol's letter to Mayor Mark Bench urges developers, the Planning Board and Village Trustees to consider the rights of homeowners when devising plans for new construction and deeply renovated homes.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6
3 candidates tapped for village board (photo) (continued) (The Citizen's Committee has nominated Peter Strauss of Greenacres and incumbent trustees Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock to run for Village Trustee in the March 20 Village Election.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9
Renovations for village hall will improve efficiency (The first stage of renovations to the second floor of the Scarsdale Village Hall, approved by the Village Board on January 9, has begun.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 3
Taxi fare increases range from 10 to 51% - not 65% (letter) (George Bliss of Central Taxi notes that the fare increase approved by the Scarsdale Village Board will top out at 51% and not 65%, as stated in the January 26 Inquirer.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6
Best person for the job was overlooked (editorial) (Irving Sloan decries the fact that attorney and Village Board member, Ann Galvani, was passed over for the office of Mayor of Scarsdale.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7
Budget calendar (The Fs nonpartisan Village Board of Trustees will hold public meetings on the proposed Village budget on February 28 and March 7.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
Busby to be rec department chief (photo) (Suzanne Busby was named Superintendent of Recreation at the Village Board meeting on February 13, replacing Kenneth Batchelor, who will retire in the Spring.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
Harrison to run for trustee - again, maybe (Longtime community activist, Bob Harrison, may be running for Village Trustee on the Voters Party ticket.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
Busby to be rec department chief (photo) (continued) (Suzanne Busby was named Superintendent of Recreation at the Village Board meeting on February 13, replacing Kenneth Batchelor, who will retire in the Spring.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 9
Harrison to run for trustee - again, maybe (continued) (Longtime community activist, Bob Harrison, may be running for Village Trustee on the Voters Party ticket.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 9
Voters get Row A (The Voters Party will get the top line on the ballot for the Village election on Tuesday, March 20.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Charge of bigotry slanders the people of this village (letter) (Harry Reynolds refutes charges of anti-Catholicism leveled against the Scarsdale Police and Scarsdale Village Board by John O'Rourke in an earlier letter to the Inquirer.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
Charge of bigotry slanders the people of this village (letter) (Harry Reynolds refutes charges of anti-Catholicism leveled against the Scarsdale Police and Scarsdale Village Board by John O'Rourke in an earlier letter to the Inquirer.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 6
Quest for quiet mornings, smooth streets now (Ellen Bierman of 50 Popham Road told the Village Board that repair work in the garage and renovation at 2 Overhill Road have made it impossible for nearby residents to obtain any rest.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Save our Scarsdale, speakers implore village (Four out of five speakers at the Scarsdale Village Board meeting on February 27 protested Village wide tear downs and subdivisions.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: Citizens nominees say they're ready to serve (photo) (Profile of Peter Strauss, Citizens Party candidate for trustee.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: Citizens nominees say they're ready to serve (photo) (Profile of Tom Cusick, who is running for his second term as Village Trustee on the Nonpartisan Citizens Party line but also with the endorsement of the Voters Party.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Save our Scarsdale, speakers implore village (continued) (Four out of five speakers at the Scarsdale Village Board meeting on February 27 protested Village wide tear downs and subdivisions.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 3
Garage won't improve Christie Place (editorial) (Abbott Stillman, member of the Advisory Committee on Downtown Development, opposes anything other than a very modest parking facility at Christie Place.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 7
Village elections: Citizens nominees say they're ready to serve (photo) (continued) (Profile of Peter Strauss, Citizens Party candidate for trustee.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 8
Village elections: Citizens nominees say they're ready to serve (photo) (continued) (Profile of Tom Cusick, who is running for his second term as Village Trustee on the Nonpartisan Citizens Party line but also with the endorsement of the Voters Party.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 9
Quest for quiet mornings, smooth streets now (continued) (Ellen Bierman of 50 Popham Road told the Village Board that repair work in the garage and renovation at 2 Overhill Road have made it impossible for nearby residents to obtain any rest.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Galvani joins David Boies' law firm (photo) (Village trustee and deputy mayor, Ann Galvani, has joined the prestigious, high profile law firm, Boies, Schiller & Flexner; her term of office with the Village will expire in April.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (Harrison wants a more open government), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE  (Continued)
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (Zock is running on Citizens and Voters lines), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (continued) (Zock is running on Citizens and Voters lines), Mar 9, 2001, p. 3
Candidate urges support for Voters Party nominees (letter) (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, urges residents to back Voters Party candidates in the upcoming elections.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Vote for Citizens Party candidates on Row B (letter) (Marcia Banner urges Scarsdale residents to vote Row B, Citizens Party, at the Mayoral and Village Board elections on March 20.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6
Save consultant fees, read the Inquirer (editorial) (Irving Sloan urges Village Trustees to read Abbott Stillman’s recent op-ed article, "Garage Won’t Improve Christie Place.")., Mar 9, 2001, p. 7
Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (continued) (Harrison wants a more open government), Mar 9, 2001, p. 9

Village board meeting summary: Chesterfield Road stays 2-way, Mar 16, 2001, p. 1
Citizens continue outstanding tradition (letter) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin asks residents to join her in voting on March 20 for Citizens Non-Partisan candidates for Mayor and Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
League thanked for sharing forum (letter) (Jane Verno, Chairman of SNAP - Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents - thanks the Scarsdale League of Women Voters for inviting SNAP to co-sponsor the candidate forum on March 12.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Let's work to improve Scarsdale (letter) (Tegan Lee, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee, urges residents to vote Row B in the upcoming Village Board elections.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Slate reinforces strength of system (letter) (Evelyn Stock urges residents to support the Citizens Party slate in the upcoming Village elections for Mayor and for Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Support the nonpartisan system (letter) (Joy Handelman, member of the 2000-2001 Citizens Committee, endorses David Kroelenlein for Mayor and Tom Cusick, Joe Zock and Peter Strauss for Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
For village trustee: Zock, Cusick, Strauss (editorial) (The Scarsdale Inquirer urges residents to vote Row B in the upcoming elections for Village Board: Joseph Zock, Tom Cusick, and Peter Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6
Citizens candidates have records of achievement (letter) (Linda R. Killian, former President of Kids’ BASE, urges Scarsdale residents to vote on March 20 for the Citizens Party nominees for the Village Board and Mayor.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
Confidence in others’ voting is false confidence (letter) (Harriet L. Sobol, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee, urges residents to vote for the Citizens Party - Row B - in the elections on March 20 for Scarsdale Mayor and Village Board trustees.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
Consensus builders are needed on the village board (letter) (Neil and Judy Bicknell urge their friends and fellow residents to cast their ballots on March 20 for the Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates, Row B.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
Harrison, Zock, Cusick will keep the village in Scarsdale (letter) (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, promises to maintain the character of the Village by limiting development in the downtown area.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
There was no primary: Bob Harrison nominated himself (letter) (Randy Guggenheimer alleges that Bob Harrison nominated himself for Village Board trustee with a personally solicited petition.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
Vote for Harrison, Zock and Cusick (letter) (Evelyn Carmicelli urges residents to vote for trustees who will limit downtown development and preserve open space.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
Vote Row B for candidates chosen democratically (letter) (Carolyn B. Stevens, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee for three years, urges voters to select Row B in the upcoming elections on March 20 for Village Trustee and Mayor.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
Peter Strauss belongs on the board of trustees (letter) (Bill Doescher supports nominee Peter Strauss for Village Board trustee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9
Strauss and colleagues offer wisdom, experience (letter) (Walter J. Handelman cast an absentee ballot for the Citizens Party candidates on Row B: Kroelenlein, Cusick, Zock and Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9
Vote Row B for candidates with impressive records (letter) (Adrienne A. Price, Citizens Committee member, asks voters to support candidates on Row B on Election Day: Kroelenlein, Cusick, Zock and Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9
Village board meeting summary: Chesterfield Road stays 2-way (continued), Mar 16, 2001, p. 10
Cusick, Kroelenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroelenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1
Cusick, Kroelenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) (continued) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroelenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24
Kids' Base expands; seeks lease credit (The Board of Directors of Kids' Base and The Little School announced plans for a $500,000 renovation of its lower level.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
New committees (At a recent meeting of the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents, Mayor David Kroelenlein announced a changed array of Village Board committees.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Kids' Base needs village's help to reach full potential (letter) (Melissa Begg asks that Scarsdale Village recognize the need for additional private investments for the much needed renovation of the facility of Kids' Base/Little School.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 6

Kids' Base expands; seeks lease credit (continued) (The Board of Directors of Kids' Base and The Little School announced plans for a $500,000 renovation of its lower level.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 15

$27M village budget would raise taxes 3.2% (At a public hearing on April 10, Village Board trustee, Beverly Sved introduced the proposed 2001-02 village budget.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

New mayor to mine village's social capital (photo) (Scarsdale Mayor, David Kroenlein, proposed sweeping changes to Village Government at his first Village Board meeting on April 10.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

Trustees pass sprinkler law (The Scarsdale Village Board enacted legislation to require the installation of approved sprinkler systems in future homes, apartments and commercial buildings.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1

Trustees pass sprinkler law (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board enacted legislation to require the installation of approved sprinkler systems in future homes, apartments and commercial buildings.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 4

New mayor to mine village's social capital (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Mayor, David Kroenlein, proposed sweeping changes to Village Government at his first Village Board meeting on April 10.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13

$27M village budget would raise taxes 3.2% (continued) (At a public hearing on April 10, Village Board trustee, Beverly Sved introduced the proposed 2001-02 village budget.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 18

Why does Kids' Base have to pay rent to Scarsdale Village? (letter) (Carol Stix questions why Kids' Base pays rent to Scarsdale Village when the facility was constructed with private funds and the program provides such a valuable service to the community.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6

Appeal is heard (The non-resident owners of 270 Fox Meadow Road appealed to the Board of Trustees to overturn the March 12 ruling which denied them the right to demolish the 77 year old colonial.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

Christie Place lot proposal unveiled (The Village released the plans for the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage and police substation at Christie Place.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

Pesticide panel (The PT Council Environmental Committee and the Village of Scarsdale are sponsoring a talk on "Pesticide Reduction for a Healthier Environment," May 3.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

Village board adopts new $27M budget (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously adopted the $27 million tentative budget for 2001-02 at its meeting on April 24.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 1

Board adopts new watercourse diversion law, Apr 27, 2001, p. 5

A simple solution (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses the policy that the size of new construction should be proportional to lot size and in keeping with the character of the neighborhood.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

Christie Place lot proposal unveiled (continued) (illustration) (The Village released the plans for the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage and police substation at Christie Place.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 10

Developers appeal demolition (Non-resident owners of 270 Fox Meadow Road appealed to the Scarsdale Village Board for permission to demolish the house and subdivide the lot.), May 4, 2001, p. 1

Boards and councils (Names appointees by the Scarsdale Village Board to volunteer advisory councils, boards and committees.), May 4, 2001, p. 4

Developers appeal demolition (continued) (Non-resident owners of 270 Fox Meadow Road appealed to the Scarsdale Village Board for permission to demolish the house and subdivide the lot.), May 4, 2001, p. 19

Blower ban (The Village reminds residents that the use of leaf blowers is prohibited between June 1 and September 30.), May 11, 2001, p. 1

Village board meeting summary: Trustees mull allowing sidewalk cafes in village (The Scarsdale Village Board will hold a hearing on June 12 on a proposed law to allow sidewalk cafes in the Village center.), May 11, 2001, p. 1

Village board meeting summary: Trustees mull allowing sidewalk cafes in village (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board will hold a hearing on June 12 on a proposed law to allow sidewalk cafes in the Village center.), May 11, 2001, p. 9

Board overturns BAR on 270 Fox Meadow Road (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees decided that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road is not of historic value and may be demolished.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

Coalition drafts rec proposals (Youth Athletic Coalition drafts three proposals to replace the outdated Mansfield Code, which addresses audience behavior during athletic events.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

Trustees mull Christie Place Garage (The Village Center Committee held an open meeting on May 14 to discuss the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage at Christie Place.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

Coalition drafts rec proposals (continued) (Youth Athletic Coalition drafts three proposals to replace the outdated Mansfield Code, which addresses audience behavior during athletic events.), May 18, 2001, p. 4

1 village, 1 district, 1 legislator (editorial) (The Inquirer agrees with the redistricting plan that would unite Scarsdale in one, single election district; the paper encourages the community to support the plan at the Westchester County Board public hearing on May 21.), May 18, 2001, p. 6

Board failed electorare in 270 Fox Meadow Road decision (letter) (Anne S. Crosman is disappointed with the Village Board's decision to deny historic status to the home at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 18, 2001, p. 6

Decision at 270 is politically expedient but shameful (letter) (John McRae decries the Village Board's decision to deny historic status to the home at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 18, 2001, p. 6
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Desman proposal is out of character with village center (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer urges the Village Board to seek less costly and less intrusive solutions to the downtown parking problem.), May 18, 2001, p. 6

Village board wants to enjoy village, just like the rest of us (editorial), May 18, 2001, p. 6

Village losing its charm, character (letter) (Deana Schiffer faults the Village Board and the Board of Architectural Review for allowing the destruction of the picturesque charm of Scarsdale by greedy developers.), May 18, 2001, p. 6

Board overturns BAR on 270 Fox Meadow Road (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees decided that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road is not of historic value and may be demolished.), May 18, 2001, p. 9

Trustees mull Christie Place Garage (continued) (The Village Center Committee held an open meeting on May 14 to discuss the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage at Christie Place.), May 18, 2001, p. 9

Citizens assail village board's BAR reversal (At the Village Board meeting on May 22, residents criticized the trustees' decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 1

Rec mission statement, conduct codes adopted (The Scarsdale Village Board endorsed the establishment of a Youth Athletic Sports Council and a Code of Conduct for players, coaches and spectators.), May 25, 2001, p. 1

Citizens assail village board's BAR reversal (continued) (At the Village Board meeting on May 22, residents criticized the trustees' decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

Neighbor seeks injunction against FM teardown (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane filed an Article 78 proceeding in State Supreme Court, Westchester County, enjoining the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 10


Committee meetings (The Village Board Law Committee will meet June 5 to discuss cell towers and the Kids' BASE lease.), June 1, 2001, p. 1

Demolition of 270 Fox Meadow on hold (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane obtained a temporary restraining order against the Board of Architectural Review and the Scarsdale Village Board to halt the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 1, 2001, p. 1

'Monstrous' garage would take away from charm of village (letter) (Scarsdale Chateaux residents, Vincent and Susan Mastelione, oppose the Village Board plan to construct a 420 car parking garage on Christie Place.), June 1, 2001, p. 6

Open minds needed (editorial) (The Inquirer urges the Village to utilize the work of organizations, such as the Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association, in making a decision on the proposed Christie Place Garage.), June 1, 2001, p. 6

Village board gave no explanation for 270 decision (letter) (Josh Frankel writes that the Village Board's four page letter justifying its decision to demolish 270 Fox Meadow Road was lacking in content.), June 1, 2001, p. 6

Case for preservation ignored (editorial) (Brook Kindred asserts that the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road meets criteria to be considered of historic significance and should not be demolished.), June 1, 2001, p. 7

Demolition of 270 Fox Meadow on hold (continued) (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane obtained a temporary restraining order against the Board of Architectural Review and the Scarsdale Village Board to halt the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 1, 2001, p. 9

270 Fox Meadow given reprieve by Supreme Court (Westchester County Judge, John LaCava, has halted demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road indefinitely.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

Garage isn't needed, says OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) (The Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association objects strenuously to the proposed Christie Place indoor garage as described in the Desman Report.), June 8, 2001, p. 1

Loss of house sad, but real tragedy of 270 is subdivision (letter) (Lynette Willson urges the Village to alter the zoning laws so that subdivisions are prohibited.), June 8, 2001, p. 6

Garage isn't needed, says OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) (continued) (At a June 4 meeting, The Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association objected strenuously to the proposed Christie Place indoor garage as described in the Desman Report.), June 8, 2001, p. 8

270 Fox Meadow given reprieve by Supreme Court (continued) (photo) (Westchester County Judge, John LaCava, has halted demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road indefinitely.), June 8, 2001, p. 10

Media presents narrow view of recreation code (The Scarsdale Recreation Department's Code of Conduct for sports has attracted enourmous media attention.), June 8, 2001, p. 21

Media presents narrow view of recreation code (continued) (The Scarsdale Recreation Department's Code of Conduct for sports has attracted enourmous media attention.), June 8, 2001, p. 24

Board lowers Kids' BASE lease payments, June 15, 2001, p. 1

Dining al fresco (The Scarsdale Village Board passed a local law on June 12 regulating and permitting sidewalk cafes.), June 15, 2001, p. 1
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Village fills in blanks on 270 Fox Meadow (Village Attorney, Wayne Esannason, explains the trustee's unanimous decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 1

Zoning hearing set (The Scarsdale Village Board has scheduled a hearing on proposed amendments to the zoning code to establish a cap on floor area ratio, or "FAR."), June 15, 2001, p. 1

Village's decision on teardown is a disgrace (editorial) (Irving Sloan takes issue with the Village Board's decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 9

Board lowers Kids' BASE lease payments (continued), June 15, 2001, p. 8

Village fills in blanks on 270 Fox Meadow (continued) (Village Attorney, Wayne Esannason, explains the trustee's unanimous decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 15, 2001, p. 9

270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (Judge John LaCava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees' May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 1

Christie Place: village gets more flack (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 1

Tell us why, too (editorial) (The Inquirer urges the Village Board to be more transparent about its decision to allow demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 6

Thank yous from the Tercentenary Committee (letter) (Corky Thompson and Walter Handelman thank the tireless volunteers who made the June 9 Tercentenary celebration of Scarsdale such a success.), June 29, 2001, p. 6

Village board made right decision on Kids' BASE (editorial) (Irving Sloan commends the Village Board for its decision to lower Kids' Base lease payments so that this childcare facility can afford to invest in expansion.), June 29, 2001, p. 7

270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (continued) (Judge John LaCava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees' May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 8

Christie Place: village gets more flack (continued) (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 8

FAR cap hearing (Public meeting to be held on July 10 to change the zoning code to establish a FAR (floor area ratio) cap for all houses in Residence A zones), July 6, 2001, p. 1

Parking survey: More employees use metered spaces (A survey taken by the Scarsdale Inquirer indicates that employees of Village businesses exceed Village estimates in terms of parking spaces utilized.), July 6, 2001, p. 1

Board considering rec center proposal (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees is giving the proposed community recreation center "serious consideration.")., July 13, 2001, p. 1

Christie options (A Village Center Committee meeting on July 17 will present options for the Christie Place parking facility and four alternatives to create additional off street parking.), July 13, 2001, p. 1

Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap. July 13, 2001, p. 1

Christie Place Garage anathema to village-in-a-park ideal (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer responds to the July 6 editorial in the Inquirer titled, "The Common Good.")., July 13, 2001, p. 6

Don't indulge 'trivial desires' for parking (letter) (Anne Hintermeister writes that a multilevel parking structure does not belong in the backyard of any Village resident.);, July 13, 2001, p. 6

Last chance to speak (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to voice their opinions to the Village Board on the parking crisis in the downtown area.), July 13, 2001, p. 6

Put garage on hold while seeking alternatives (letter) (Gerry Uhlfelder suggests putting the idea of a downtown parking garage on hold until all alternative ideas have been examined and exhausted.), July 13, 2001, p. 6

Trustees are making secret decisions on 270 Fox Meadow (letter) (Eliot Bernstein recaps the controversy over the proposed demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), July 13, 2001, p. 7

Board considering rec center proposal (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees is giving the proposed community recreation center "serious consideration.")., July 13, 2001, p. 11

Public is far from consensus on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (continued), July 13, 2001, p. 12

Some trustees reject Christie garage proposal, July 20, 2001, p. 1

Parking problem is chronic, more study required (letter) (Dr. Myron Schoenfeld opines that the parking problem in the downtown Village area is not new and does not call for urgent, irrevocable action.), July 20, 2001, p. 6

Zoning should not be changed on Depot Place (letter) (Howard Burkat chimes in against the development plan proposed by Robert Kligerman for Depot Place.), July 20, 2001, p. 6

Some trustees reject Christie garage proposal (continued), July 20, 2001, p. 8

Discussing the decision (Following a directive from the Westchester County Supreme Court, the Scarsdale Village Board is reconsidering its decision to allow the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), July 27, 2001, p. 1

New roof on order for 2 Drake Road (photo) (The Village owned home at 2 Drake Road, which is used for transitional housing for homeless families, is slated for a new roof.), July 27, 2001, p. 1

House size regulations discussed at WQRA (West Quaker Ridge Association) meeting, July 27, 2001, p. 3

NIMBY disproved (editorial) (The Inquirer commends the Village for maintaining the residence at 2 Drake Road as transitional housing for homeless families.), July 27, 2001, p. 6
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE  (Continued)
Vibrant downtown keeps property values high (letter) (Carole Tunick takes issue with Village Trustee Joseph Zock's proposal for 25 minute meters in the center of town.), July 27, 2001, p. 6
Neighbor seeks new injunction on teardown (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane has asked the Supreme Court of Westchester for a week long delay in the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale trustees, shed that Attitude (editorial) (David Gottlieb accuses the Scarsdale Village Board of displaying an arrogant attitude, particularly on issues of cooperation with Greenburgh), Aug 3, 2001, p. 6
Downtown does not need more retail, garage (editorial) (Irving Sloan does not think the Village needs more retail stores along with the additional parking they would require.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7
270 Fox Meadow on hold until Wednesday (Westchester County Supreme Court Judge Orazio Bellantoni issued a temporary restraining order forbidding demolition and "staying any further proceedings" at 270 Fox Meadow Road until Aug 22.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
Changes on tap (The Village Board has initiated upgrades of Scarsdale's water supply system, approving a $112,000 design fee for the Ardsley Road Pumping Station.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
Depot developer asks trustees for guidance (On August 13, developer Robert Kligerman presented the Village Center Committee with a "modest proposal" for development at Depot Place.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
FAR vetting decelerated (Trustee Tom Cusick announced that the Village Board had been asked to "slow down" the review process on proposed legislation to establish a floor area ratio (FAR) for new construction and additions.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
Past studies show parking need (Three Village Board trustees voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place parking lot at a Village Center Committee meeting on July 17.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
Past studies show parking need (continued) (Three Village Board trustees voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place parking lot at a Village Center Committee meeting on July 17.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 2
270 Fox Meadow on hold until Wednesday (Westchester County Supreme Court Judge Orazio Bellantoni issued a temporary restraining order forbidding demolition and "staying any further proceedings" at 270 Fox Meadow Road until Aug 22.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 4
FAR vetting decelerated (continued) (Trustee Tom Cusick announced that the Village Board had been asked to "slow down" the review process on proposed legislation to establish a floor area ratio (FAR) for new construction and additions.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 4
Let the sun shine in (editorial) (The Inquirer feels the Village Board's decision to allow the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road flouts public opinion.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6
Fall agenda (At the August 14 meeting of the Scarsdale Village Board, Mayor Kroenlein announced issues to be addressed in the Fall.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1
Secrecy fosters sense of illegitimacy (editorial) (Josh Frankel finds that there was a lack of transparency on the part of the Village Board regarding the future of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 7
270 pending in State Supreme Court (The temporary restraining order prohibiting the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road remains in effect.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
Blower ban (The Village reminds residents that the use of leaf blowers is prohibited between June 1 and September 30.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
Damage Control (editorial) (The Inquirer re-examines the convoluted history and fate of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 6
2d 'Open Meetings' opinion chides trustees (The Committee on Open Government issues an opinion statement on the controversy surrounding the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 8
270 pending in State Supreme Court (continued) (The temporary restraining order prohibiting the demolition of the house at 270 Fox Meadow Road remains in effect.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 8
Bulk housing laws may be a knee-jerk reaction (letter) (Jim Fitzgerald submits an open letter to Mayor David Kroenlein requesting that he "go easy" on bulk housing laws.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
Trustees should be ashamed of record on 270 (letter) (Sol Kutner thanks Elliot Bernstein for his legal efforts to halt the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Keep charming stone garage on Christie Place (letter) (Vincent Mastellone urges the Village Board to keep the existing stone parking structure as part of the plan for Christie Place.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6
Must Fox Meadow neighbors take the village to court? (letter) (John McRae requests that Village Trustees order the developer to remove the demolition and construction equipment from 270 Fox Meadow Road.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6
Please leave Drake Field Park as it is! (letter) (Dr. Jeffrey E. Escher requests that, with little open space in Scarsdale, Drake Field should be left as it is.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6
Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19.
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE (Continued)

'02 budget issues already cropping up (Beverly Sved, Village Board Finance Committee Chair, expressed concern about the 2002 budget at the September 25 Village Board meeting.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1

'02 budget issues already cropping up (continued) (Beverly Sved, Village Board Finance Committee Chair, expressed concern about the 2002 budget at the September 25 Village Board meeting.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8

Village does not need another soccer field (letter) (Richard Schechner writes an open letter to the Scarsdale Village Board to voice his disapproval of the construction of a soccer field on Drake Park property.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8

The battle is over: 270 Fox Meadow likely to fall soon (The long courtroom battle to save 270 Fox Meadow Road from the wrecker's ball has failed as the result of a September 25 decision by the four judge panel of the Appellate Division, Second Department.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

Village board expected to OK KBLS (Kids' Base Little School) expansion (The Scarsdale Village Board is expected to approve plans to expand Kids' Base and the Little School at its next meeting on October 9.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

Village board expected to OK KBLS (Kids' Base Little School) expansion (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board is expected to approve plans to expand Kids' Base and the Little School at its next meeting on October 9.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 8

The battle is over: 270 Fox Meadow likely to fall soon (continued) (The long courtroom battle to save 270 Fox Meadow Road from the wrecker's ball has failed as the result of a September 25 decision by the four judge panel of the Appellate Division, Second Department.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 10

Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (The proposed expansion of the small soccer field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

Going, Going, Gone (photo) (The hotly contested decision to demolish the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road ended with the bulldozers bringing down the house on October 5.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

Board is handling Drake Road controversy well (letter) (Josh Frankel commends Village Board members for their transparent discussions of the future of Drake Road Park.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6

Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (continued) (The proposed expansion of the small soccer field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28

Trustees shouldn't rush to approve Drake Field expansion (letter) (Carole Schechner urges the Village Board to take time to address traffic, safety, environmental and quality of life concerns before rushing to expand the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6

Village staff should not set policy for community (editorial) (Irving Sloan questions the influence of Scarsdale Village staff members, who may not even be residents, over Board members.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 7

Drake Field to be improved, not expanded (A divided Village Board approved scaled down improvements for the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

Leaf site relocation sparks debate (There is a controversial proposal afoot to relocate the Scarsdale leaf transfer station from Crossway to the public works facility at Ramsey Road.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

The process works (editorial) (The Inquirer agrees with Peter Strauss that the small gain derived from expanding the Drake Park soccer field would not be worth the amount of upset to the neighborhood.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6

Idiot's Guide to a village meeting (editorial) (Howard Givner recounts his experience attending his first Village Board meeting.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7

Drake Field to be improved, not expanded (continued) (A divided Village Board approved scaled down improvements for the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 8

Leaf site relocation sparks debate (continued) (There is a controversial proposal afoot to relocate the Scarsdale leaf transfer station from Crossway to the public works facility at Ramsey Road.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 11

Absentee ballots (Scarsdale Citizens' Committee elections will be held on November 14; absentee ballots are available at the Scarsdale Library or Village Hall.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

Proposed zoning changes still too restrictive (letter) (Jeffrey Walker responds to Ilene Nemchachin's October 26 Inquirer article on the FAR hearings.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 8

Human relations council stands ready to help (letter) (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Human Relations works to maintain respect and peaceful relations among members of the community.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

No property safe from tear-downs and huge houses (letter) (Lynette Willson alleges the Village Board is motivated by tax revenues and accuses the Board of Architectural Review of "design dictatorship."), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

Freightway Garage called unsafe (Residents suffer from theft and vandalism at the Freightway Garage says Joseph Sarachek at the November 13 Village Board meeting.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

Disagreement doesn't warrant personal invective (letter) (Lucas Meyer defends Irving Sloan from harsh comments made by Boine Johnson in a November 9 letter to the Inquirer.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

Freightway Garage called unsafe (continued) (Residents suffer from theft and vandalism at the Freightway Garage says Joseph Sarachek at the November 13 Village Board meeting.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 9

FAR cap + bonus hearing to reopen (A public hearing on a proposed zoning law change regulating house size relative to property size is scheduled for November 27.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1

FAR cap + bonus hearing to reopen (continued) (A public hearing on a proposed zoning law change regulating house size relative to property size is scheduled for November 27.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 9
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE  (Continued)
Committee Complete (In a run-off election, Seth Ross was elected to a three year term on the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1
Depot Place zoning may be changed (A public hearing was held on November 27 on the subject of changing the zoning for the Depot Place property in the Village Center.,) Nov 30, 2001, p. 1
FAR cap draws fire, qualified support of BAR (At a public hearing on November 27, residents overwhelmingly expressed outrage at the proposed zoning law amendment designed to regulate house sizes relative to property size.,) Nov 30, 2001, p. 1
Seeking supporters (editorial) (Citing poor attendance at the November 27 public hearing on the revised FAR + bonus proposal, the Inquirer urges residents to attend a December 11 public hearing on the same topic.,) Nov 30, 2001, p. 6
Traffic improvements hinge on bridge redo (editorial) (Deputy Village Manager, John Crary, weighs in on the issue of traffic congestion in downtown Scarsdale.,) Nov 30, 2001, p. 9
BAR favors quick implementation of FAR (The ongoing discussion on the "FAR cap + bonus" program will continue at a public hearing on December 11, 2001; the revised draft of the law has earned the BAR's approval.,) Dec 7, 2001, p. 1
BAR favors quick implementation of FAR (continued) (The ongoing discussion on the "FAR cap + bonus" program will continue at a public hearing on December 11, 2001; the revised draft of the law has earned the BAR's approval.,) Dec 7, 2001, p. 9
Moratorium dropped; no action on FAR cap (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously voted down a proposed 90 day moratorium on some Scarsdale Village construction.,) Dec 14, 2001, p. 1
Admit it, it's better (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds recent improvements that increase pedestrian safety in the downtown area.,) Dec 14, 2001, p. 6
Butchering trees is business as usual (letter) (Rosalie S. Wolff fears that nature will suffer as a result of the Village Board's decision to overturn the moratorium on new Village construction.,) Dec 14, 2001, p. 6
Front and center FAR (editorial) (The Inquirer agrees with the Village Board decision to vote down the 90 day moratorium on larger scale residential construction in the Village while it re-examines the FAR cap + bonus zoning amendment.,) Dec 14, 2001, p. 6
Moratorium dropped; no action on FAR cap (illustration) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously voted down a proposed 90 day moratorium on some Scarsdale Village construction.,) Dec 14, 2001, p. 18
Trustees mull options for Depot Place (plans are finally being nailed down for development of the Depot Place location.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1
Trustees mull options for Depot Place (photo) (continued) (Plans are finally being nailed down for development of the Depot Place location.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 9
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE - FINANCE COMMITTEE
Budget calendar (The Finance Committee of the Scarsdale Board of Trustees will hold public meetings on the proposed Village budget on February 28 and March 7.,) Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE - PERSONNEL COMMITTEE
Community volunteers needed to serve on village boards and councils, Feb 2, 2001, p. 9
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE - ZONING AND PLANNING COMMITTEE
Zoning law takes aim at McMansions (The Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees unanimously approved three changes in zoning law on January 23 that would help preserve the pastoral nature of the Village.,) Jan 26, 2001, p. 1
Zoning law takes aim at McMansions (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees unanimously approved three changes in zoning law on January 23 that would help preserve the pastoral nature of the Village.,) Jan 26, 2001, p. 10
VILLAGE CODE - SCARSDALE
Changes in fire code, property tax are ahead (Village Trustee, Tom Cusick, announced changes to a proposed local law on fire-dousing sprinkler systems at a public hearing on February 27; Cusick also redefined the terms "alteration" and "repair" as applied to Village structures.,) Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Quest for quiet mornings, smooth streets now (Ellen Bierman of 50 Popham Road told the Village Board that repair work in the garage and renovation at 2 Overhill Road have made it impossible for nearby residents to obtain any rest.,) Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Changes in fire code, property tax are ahead (continued) (Village Trustee, Tom Cusick, announced changes to a proposed local law on fire-dousing sprinkler systems at a public hearing on February 27; Cusick also redefined the terms "alteration" and "repair" as applied to Village structures.,) Mar 2, 2001, p. 15
Quest for quiet mornings, smooth streets now (continued) (Ellen Bierman of 50 Popham Road told the Village Board that repair work in the garage and renovation at 2 Overhill Road have made it impossible for nearby residents to obtain any rest.,) Mar 2, 2001, p. 15
Sprinkler law in effect (Beginning June 1, 2001, all applications received by the Scarsdale Building Department must be in accordance with the sprinkler requirements contained in the newly enacted Chapter 133 of the Village Code.,) May 11, 2001, p. 1
VILLAGE CODE - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Demolition of 270 Fox Meadow on hold (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane obtained a temporary restraining order against the Board of Architectural Review and the Scarsdale Village Board to halt the demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 1, 2001, p. 1

VILLAGE HALL (SCARSDALE)
Renovations for village hall will improve efficiency (The first stage of renovations to the second floor of the Scarsdale Village Hall, approved by the Village Board on January 9, has begun.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 3
Community volunteers needed to serve on village boards and councils, Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Pickup resigns (Scott Pickup, the Village's Director of Human Resources, has resigned; he will be taking a job as Village Manager in Germantown, Ohio.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1
Dig they must (photo) (Various residents are shown planting a Cleveland Flowering Pear Tree at Village Hall in honor of Arbor Day.), May 4, 2001, p. 9
Deputy Treasurer Heslop learns the ropes at Village Hall (photo) (Profile of new Deputy Village Treasurer, James Heslop.), July 27, 2001, p. 4
Keeper of village milestones reaches 1 of her own (photo) (Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, is retiring after fifteen years of service.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
Village internships: breeding ground for new employees (photo) (Article profiles Scarsdale Village summer interns, some of whom return to become full time employees.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 1
Keeper of village milestones reaches 1 of her own (photo) (continued) (Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, is retiring after fifteen years of service.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 9
Village internships: breeding ground for new employees (photo) (continued) (Article profiles Scarsdale Village summer interns, some of whom return to become full time employees.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 9
New phones at VH (Village Hall) (Scarsdale Village Hall will update its telephone system on August 16 and 17.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 1
Village response to request for help was unsatisfactory at best (letter) (Dr. Harold R. Brodman was disappointed in the Village's lackluster response to his complaint about flooding on his property.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 6
Columbus Day (Scarsdale Village Hall and the public works department will be closed on October 8 for Columbus Day.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
Village staff should not set policy for community (editorial) (Irving Sloan questions the influence of Scarsdale Village staff members, who may not even be residents, over Board members.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 7
Holiday schedule (The Scarsdale Village Hall will be closed on November 6 for Election Day and November 12 for Veteran's Day.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1
Holiday schedule (Scarsdale Village Hall will be closed on Monday, November 12 for Veterans Day.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1
New village clerk was helpful to downeaster (letter) (Barbara B. Black expresses gratitude to Village employee Donna Conkling for help rendered.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6
Holiday schedule (Village schedule for the Christmas holiday week), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1
New village clerk brings enthusiasm and experience, Dec 28, 2001, p. 1
New village clerk brings enthusiasm and experience (continued), Dec 28, 2001, p. 8

VILLANUEVA, DENISE
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

VISITING NURSE SERVICE OF WESTCHESTER
Leonard Tanzer (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Leonard Tanzer, has been chosen to serve on the board of the Visiting Nurse Services in Westchester.), July 20, 2001, p. 4

VOGEL, KURT
Scarsdale's Mr. Basketball (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steven Binder, President of the Scarsdale Youth Basketball Association), Oct 12, 2001, p. 22

VOGEL, ANDREW
Celebrating the miracle (photo) (Children are shown lighting the Hanukkah menorah at Shaarei Tikvah Hebrew School.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1

VOGEL, TOM
All-State musicians play Rochester (photo) (On November 26, 2000, six musicians from Scarsdale High School music ensembles performed at the New York State School Music Association All-State Concert Program in Rochester.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 10
Maroon and White Winter Awards Dinner (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 24
SHS (Scarsdale High School) wind ensemble to perform in England (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble will perform in Derbyshire, England, in May.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34
SHS (Scarsdale High School) celebrates its 84th commencement (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement; Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 graduates on June 22.), June 29, 2001, p. 9A
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A-15A
VOLCOVICI, VALERIE
Focal Points: In view of recent tragic events, do you view 2002 with pessimism or optimism? (editorial) (photo) (Ira N. Toff poses timely questions to passers by.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 7

VOLK, JEFFREY
(Longtime Scarsdale resident, Jeffrey Volk, will be honored by the American Cancer Society at its annual Diamond Gala in May.) (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4

VOLUNTARISM
Community volunteers needed to serve on village boards and councils, Feb 2, 2001, p. 9
Community reaps 'interest' from Bowl honorees 'investment' (photo) (Eleanor and Robert November, winners of the 2001 Scarsdale Bowl, enjoy an evening in the spotlight on April 26.), May 4, 2001, p. 1
Boards and councils (Names appointees by the Scarsdale Village Board to volunteer advisory councils, boards and committees.), May 4, 2001, p. 4
Community reaps 'interest' from Bowl honorees 'investment' (photo) (continued) (Eleanor and Robert November, winners of the 2001 Scarsdale Bowl, enjoy an evening in the spotlight on April 26.), May 4, 2001, p. 21
Attorney is honored for public service (photo) (On May 1, the New York State Bar Association awarded attorney and former Scarsdale resident, Andrew Tomback, the 2001 Pro Bono Service Award.), June 8, 2001, p. 3
Historical society exhibit will salute volunteers (The Scarsdale Historical Society will present an exhibit honoring Scarsdale Volunteers on September 8 at the annual Country Fair.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 2
Residents ask: What can we do to help? Village comes to aid of those affected by trade center disaster (photo), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
Residents ask: What can we do to help? Village comes to aid of those affected by trade center disaster (photo) (continued), Sep 21, 2001, p. 31
TVCC's volunteer fair was a wonderful event (letter) (Thomas Giordano, President of the Town and Village Civic Club, thanks those who participated in the TVCC's September 29 festival for Scarsdale volunteers.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
For SVAC, volunteerism often runs in the family (photo) (continued) (Volunteers for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps exhibit a level of dedication that seems to run in families.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 9

VOLUNTEERS
Community volunteers needed to serve on village boards and councils, Feb 2, 2001, p. 9
Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
Bronx school named for Scarsdale lawyer (photo) (continued) (Public School 68 in the Bronx has been named the Edward A. Fogel School for Critical Thinking and the Arts, memorializing Ed Fogel of Scarsdale, who, for five years, was a volunteer and donor at the school.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 9
Meals on Wheels needs friendly volunteers (letter) (Marjory Simon asks volunteers to step forward for Meals on Wheels.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7
WP (White Plains) Library to honor volunteer with chamber concert (letter) (Sol Kuttner writes that the White Plains Library is honoring 92 year old volunteer, Robert Lee Mills, with a chamber music concert on November 18.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 8
AmeriCorps/Vista volunteer (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Laura Campbell, will serve as a volunteer for one year with AmeriCorps/Vista with the Amendela Project in Richmond, California.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 4

VON FUCHS, RICHARD
Focal Points: Are you interested in the upcoming Academy Awards? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses an interesting question to his subjects.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about the questioning and detention of Middle-Eastern residents? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions passers by on issues of the day.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7

VONICK, ROBERT
Paul Harris Fellow (photo) (President Joseph Damin of the Scarsdale Rotary Club is shown receiving the Paul Harris Fellow Award on April 18.), May 4, 2001, p. 4
Rotary funds art outing (photo) (The Scarsdale Rotary Club funded an outing for St. Cabrini Nursing Home residents to the Metropolitan Museum of Art.), June 8, 2001, p. 4

VOORT, FLORINE ELIZABETH STOREY VANDER
Florine Vander Voort (dies) (Florine Elizabeth Storey Vander Voort died on April 9, 2001, at her home in Asheville, North Carolina. She was 78.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 14

VOTER REGISTRATION
Voter registration (Scarsdale residents who are not registered voters but wish to vote in the Village election on March 20 must register to vote by March 9.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1

VOTERS PARTY - SCARSDALE
VOTERS PARTY - SCARSDALE (Continued)


Candidate deadline (Voters Party co-chairman Rick Wingate announced that the party is undecided about nominating a third candidate to fill the vacancy on the Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

Voters Party nominations are still open (Voters Party Chairman, Richard Wingate announced that the nomination process for the Village Board remains open despite the fact that the January 12 deadline has passed.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1

Voters Party nominations are still open (continued) (Voters Party Chairman, Richard Wingate announced that the nomination process for the Village Board remains open despite the fact that the January 12 deadline has passed.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 9

3 candidates tapped for village board (photo) (The Citizen's Committee has nominated Peter Strauss of Greenacres and incumbent trustees Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock to run for Village Trustee in the March 20 Village Election.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1

3 candidates tapped for village board (photo) (continued) (The Citizen's Committee has nominated Peter Strauss and incumbent trustees Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock to run for Village Trustee in the March 20 Village Election.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 9

Lester Levin dies at 73; founder of Voters Party (Lester Levin, founder of the Scarsdale Democracy Project and Voters Party, died of cancer on February 1 at White Plains Hospital. The twenty year resident of Scarsdale was 73.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1

Lester Levin dies at 73; founder of Voters Party (continued) (Lester Levin, founder of the Scarsdale Democracy Project and Voters Party, died of cancer on February 1 at White Plains Hospital. The twenty year resident of Scarsdale was 73.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 14

Harrison to run for trustee - again, maybe (Longtime community activist, Bob Harrison, may be running for Village Trustee on the Voters Party ticket.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1

Harrison to run for trustee - again, maybe (continued) (Longtime community activist, Bob Harrison, may be running for Village Trustee on the Voters Party ticket.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 9

Voters get Row A (The Voters Party will get the top line on the ballot for the Village election on Tuesday, March 20.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1

Village elections: Citizens nominees say they're ready to serve (photo) (Profile of Tom Cusick, who is running for his second term as Village Trustee on the Nonpartisan Citizens Party line but also with the endorsement of the Voters Party.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 1

Village elections: Citizens nominees say they're ready to serve (photo) (continued) (Profile of Tom Cusick, who is running for his second term as Village Trustee on the Nonpartisan Citizens Party line but also with the endorsement of the Voters Party.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 9

LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters and Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents will sponsor a candidates forum on March 12 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (Harrison wants a more open government), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (Zock is running on Citizens and Voters lines), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (continued) (Zock is running on Citizens and Voters lines), Mar 9, 2001, p. 3

Candidate urges support for Voters Party nominees (letter) (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, urges residents to back Voters Party candidates in the upcoming elections.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

Vote for Harrison, a candidate who opposes new garage (letter) (Toni Tiberi urges residents to vote for Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, because he is the only one running who opposed the construction of the new downtown garage.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo) (continued) (Harrison wants a more open government), Mar 9, 2001, p. 9

At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo) (At the candidates forum held on March 12, 2001, at the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1

Harrison, Zock, Cusick will keep the village in Scarsdale (letter) (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, promises to maintain the character of the Village by limiting development in the downtown area.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

There was no primary: Bob Harrison nominated himself (letter) (Randy Guggenheimer alleges that Bob Harrison nominated himself for Village Board trustee with a personally solicited petition.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Vote Row B for candidates chosen democratically (letter) (Carolyn B. Stevens, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee for three years, urges voters to select Row B in the upcoming elections on March 20 for Village Trustee and Mayor.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7
VOTERS PARTY - SCARSDALE

At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo) (continued) (At the candidates forum held on March 12, 2001, at the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 15

Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1

Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected (photo) (continued) (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

VOTING

Voter registration (Scarsdale residents who are not registered voters but wish to vote in the Village election on March 20 must register to vote by March 9.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1

Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (Scarsdale set to vote after much debate and discussion on $76.7 million 2001-02 school budget), May 11, 2001, p. 1

Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 1

Scarsdale and Edgemont school budget votes, elections Tuesday (continued) (Scarsdale set to vote after much debate and discussion on $76.7 million 2001-02 school budget), May 11, 2001, p. 3

Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (continued) (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 4

Lawmakers praised at redistrict parley (Plan for reshaping New York State election districts meets with local approval), July 20, 2001, p. 1

Lawmakers praised at redistrict parley (continued) (Plan for reshaping New York State election districts meets with local approval), July 20, 2001, p. 9

Absentee Ballots (Elections for the Citizen's Committee will be held November 14; absentee ballots are available for eligible voters.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1

Absentee ballots (Scarsdale Citizens' Committee elections will be held on November 14; absentee ballots are available at the Scarsdale Library or Village Hall), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

Declare your faith in democracy: vote on Nov. 6 (letter) (Ruth Raskin and Sally Robinson of the Scarsdale League of Women Voters urge residents to get out and vote on November 6.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6

A life and death matter (editorial) (The Inquirer stresses that exercising the right to vote is integral to the preservation of our democracy.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6

VUPPLURI, MADHU

Fire damages Heathcote home (photo) (An electrical short in an icemaker caused a fire which resulted in over a million dollars in damages to a home at 24 Heathcote Road.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 1

WACHTENHEIM, ANDREW (AUTHOR)

STEP raffle raised $1,000 for program (letter) (STEP Club co-Presidents, Andrew Wachtenheim and Daniela Bailey, thank the merchants who made possible a very successful fundraising raffle on March 8.), June 1, 2001, p. 6

WACHTENHEIM, FLORIE

SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) taps Steves, Simon, Wachtenheim (photo) (Bob Steves, Florie Wachtenheim and Terri Simon have been nominated for the Scarsdale Board of Education School Board Nominating Committee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1

SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) taps Steves, Simon, Wachtenheim (photo) (continued) (Bob Steves, Florie Wachtenheim and Terri Simon have been nominated for the Scarsdale Board of Education School Board Nominating Committee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 8

Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) is proud to present excellent candidates (letter) (Richard Stanger announces the three candidates for the 2001 Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee: Bob Steves, Terri Simon and Florie Wachtenheim.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6

The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

Budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, Edgemont (photo) (School budgets were approved by wide margins in Scarsdale and Edgemont on May 15, the statewide budget vote day.), May 18, 2001, p. 1

New faces on the school board (Terri Simon and Florie Wachtenheim were welcomed to the School Board on July 9, filling the vacancies left by Jackie Irwin and Rita Golden.), July 13, 2001, p. 10

District is strong in the face of tragedy (The September 24 Scarsdale School Board meeting emphasized the strength and pride of the community in the wake of the 9/11 terrorist events.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 11

WACHTENHEIM, FLORIE (AUTHOR)

The future was theirs at the senior prom breakfast (letter) (Florie Wachtenheim and Leslie Zuckerwise thank the many volunteers who contributed to the success of the Scarsdale High School post-prom breakfast.), July 6, 2001, p. 7
WADSWORTH, SUSAN
Hoff-Barthelson honors Wadsworth (photo) (On May 19, the Hoff-Barthelson Music School hosted “Dawn at Dusk,” a recital featuring renowned soprano Dawn Upshaw.), June 15, 2001, p. 4

WAGES
Government should not pay victims for lost earnings (letter) (Seth Halpern opposes the government’s proposal to compensate victims of the World Trade Center terrorist attacks for presumptive lost earnings.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 6

WAGNER, NATALIE
Focal Points: Has the recent tragedy affected your decisions about flying? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Taff, questions the community about pertinent questions of the day.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7

WAKE, DORIS
All’s Fair (photo) (Members of the Scarsdale Congregational Church prepare for the November 3 Fair.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 15

WALD, DAVID (AUTHOR)
Soccer tournament was enjoyable (letter) (David Wald thanks those made the third annual Micro-Soccer 3 v 3 Festival Tournament such an enjoyable event.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7

WALD, JASON
Heathcote - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students “moving up” from the Heathcote School on June 21.), June 29, 2001, p. 20A

WALKER, SUSAN
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year’s Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36

WALL, JOHN W (AUTHOR)
Leafblower ban is not effective (letter) (John W. Wall writes that gardeners in Scarsdale do not comply with the summer time ban on gas powered leaf blowers.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6

WALLACE, MARY ELLEN
Cabrini Exhibit (photo) (Mary Ellen Wallace admires a painting by her son, Phil, on display at the art gallery of the Cabrini Nursing Home in Dobbs Ferry.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 18

WALLACE, PHIL
Cabrini Exhibit (photo) (Mary Ellen Wallace admires a painting by her son, Phil, on display at the art gallery of the Cabrini Nursing Home in Dobbs Ferry.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 18

WALLACE, PHILIP V G
Art Association officers (photo) (Philip V.G. Wallace was elected President of the Scarsdale Art Association.), May 4, 2001, p. 4

WALLS
In the Garden: Dry stone walls can last for centuries (photo), Dec 14, 2001, p. 26
Stone wall picture didn't match column (letter) (Amy Iles writes that the stone wall pictured in a December 14 article is not the kind to last for centuries, as alleged.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 6

WALS, ROBERT
Save our Scarsdale, speakers implore village (continued) (Four out of five speakers at the Scarsdale Village Board meeting on February 27 protested Village wide tear downs and subdivisions.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 3

WALSH, BRIAN
Who will take the hit as N.Y. redistricts? (Starting January 2003, New York will send just 29 representatives to Washington, D. C., down from 31.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1

WALSH, JIM
Focal Points: Do you think that the recent performance of the stock market indicates a possible recession? (photo) (Inquirer photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses questions of the day to his subjects.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 7

WALSH, TRACEY
Focal Points: How do you feel about the Super Bowl? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, asks residents how they spend Super Bowl Sunday.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7

WALSH, TRAVIS
New board at SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) (photo) (Pictured are the new members of the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Golf Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 17

WALSHE, CHRISTY
Charitable giving is mixed bag post 9/11 (photo) (Donations to September 11 charitable funds have deflected giving from other needy charitable institutions.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 3

WANG, ANDREW
Mitzvah Day: From our hearts to our hands (photo) (Over 600 members of Westchester Reform Temple gathered for the seventh annual Mitzvah Day on October 28.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 3

WAR
Glancing Askance: Name your poison (editorial) (Marc Wollin describes the arsenal of advanced weaponry that would be employed in a war in Afghanistan.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7
WARD, FREDERICK
Debate continues over school safety measures (A regular police presence at the Fox Meadow School to direct morning and afternoon traffic was urged by Fox Meadow residents attending a meeting of the Village Municipal Services Committee on January 8.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

WARE, MARY LEE
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

WARE, MOLLY
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

WAR MEMORIALS
Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Enhanced memorial will include victims of Sept. 11, Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
Veterans' message: Freedom isn't free; Enhanced memorial will include victims of Sept. 11 (continued), Nov 16, 2001, p. 9

WARNKEN, WAYNE
The Bank of New York Salutes: The recipient of this year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (On April 26, Eleanor and Robert November became just the second couple to receive the coveted Scarsdale Bowl.), May 4, 2001, p. 36
Charitable giving is mixed bag post 9/11 (photo) (Donations to September 11 charitable funds have deflected giving from other needy charitable institutions.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 3

WARNKEN, WAYNE (AUTHOR)
United Way campaign raises record amount of money (letter) (Wayne Warnken and Noreen Fisher thank the community members who contributed to a very successful 2000-01 United Way fundraising campaign.), July 20, 2001, p. 6

WARNKEN, WAYNE LESLIE (DR)
Munson, Warnken (wed) (photo) (Megan Farley Munson and Dr. Wayne Leslie Warnken were wed on December 31, 2000, in Portland, Oregon.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 14

WARNY, PETER
Native American festival at Weinberg (photo) (The Scarsdale Audubon Society and the Weinberg Nature Center presented the Native American Heritage Festival on May 20 at the Nature Center.), May 18, 2001, p. 2

WARREN, JAMIE
Esprit de corps (photo) (Volunteers washed cars to raise money to buy uniforms for junior members of the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.), May 4, 2001, p. 1
The Scarsdale Bowl; High school bowling club raises funds, spirits at season finale (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 18
A-School senior hikes Wyoming mountains on a month-long environmental trip (photo) (Scarsdale Alternative School senior, Jamie Warren, hiked the Wind River Range in Wyoming with teens from around the country.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 11

WARSHAW, MAX
Tile mural helps make connections at Quaker Ridge school (photo) (Quaker Ridge students are creating a massive ceramic tile mural that will represent their connections to one another and to the school.), June 1, 2001, p. 12

WATER
Hearing closed on water course law (The Scarsdale Village Board concluded a series of public hearings with a meeting on January 9 on a proposed local law about watercourse diversion.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Changes on tap (The Village Board has initiated upgrades of Scarsdale's water supply system, approving a $112,000 design fee for the Ardsley Road Pumping Station.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
Safe and sanitary; Scarsdale's water explained (photo) (Village Water Superintendent, James Macri, reveals the secrets behind the excellent Scarsdale water system.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1
Safe and sanitary; Scarsdale's water explained (photo) (continued) (Village Water Superintendent, James Macri, reveals the secrets behind the excellent Scarsdale water system.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 8
Cloudy water (Jim Macri, Scarsdale Water Superintendent, reports the Village's cloudy water is cause by air in the supply.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1

WATER - SUPPLY
Safe and sanitary; Scarsdale's water explained (photo) (Village Water Superintendent, James Macri, reveals the secrets behind the excellent Scarsdale water system.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1
Safe and sanitary; Scarsdale's water explained (photo) (continued) (Village Water Superintendent, James Macri, reveals the secrets behind the excellent Scarsdale water system.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 8

WATIKER, JEFF
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues FAR cap + bonus debate (Limits on house sizes were debated at a panel discussion sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues FAR cap + bonus debate (continued) (Limits on house sizes were debated at a panel discussion sponsored by the Town and Village Civic Club.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 24
WATIKER, JEFF (Continued)
FAR hearing closes: revisions to come (A public hearing was held on October 23 on a proposed amendment to the Village zoning code that would affect the maximum square footage of every home relative to its lot size.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

WATIKER, JEFF (AUTHOR)
Proposed zoning changes still too restrictive (letter) (Jeffrey Watiker responds to Ilene Nechamkin's October 26 Inquirer article on the FAR hearings.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6

WATSON, KARL
Focal Points: If other presidents were to be honored on Presidents' Day, who would you most want to be included? (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions locals on various topics.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 7

WATTIKER, LAURA
Brownies in bloom (photo) (Heathcote second grade Brownie troop 2094 won the youth award for horticulture at the Scarsdale Woman's Club flower show.), July 13, 2001, p. 10

WATTS, JENNIFER
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) students plunge into life at SHS (photo) (Brittany Gray and Mitchell Graves, this year's STEP students at Scarsdale High School, receive a warm welcome.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

WATTS, MINDY
Focal Points: How do you feel about the Supreme Court decision to allow a disabled player to use a golf cart in the PGA tournament? (photo) (Question of the day posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff), June 8, 2001, p. 7

WATTS, STEWART
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) students plunge into life at SHS (photo) (Brittany Gray and Mitchell Graves, this year's STEP students at Scarsdale High School, receive a warm welcome.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

WAYSIDE COTTAGE (SCARSDALE)
Fox Meadow shares holiday traditions (photo) (Fox Meadow School faculty and international parents shared a traditional Thanksgiving meal at Wayside Cottage on November 6.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 11

As American as... (photo) (Liz Whitney in colonial costume at the November 14 Thanksgiving luncheon at Wayside Cottage), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1

WEALTH
The age of excess (editorial) (The Inquirer laments Village-wide "affluenza," which causes residents to turn a blind eye to those in need while they blithely and blindly spend; President George Bush's estate tax policies in particular seem to encourage the concentration of wealth in the hands of a few.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6

WEAPONS
Glancing Askance: Name your poison (editorial) (Marc Wollin describes the arsenal of advanced weaponry that would be employed in a war in Afghanistan.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7

WEBER, ADAM
Wind Ensemble puts on All-American show (The Friends of Music and the Arts in the Scarsdale Schools sponsored an "All-American Musical Send-Off" to celebrate the upcoming trip that the Scarsdale High School Wind Ensemble will be taking to England.), May 4, 2001, p. 9

WEBER, JOAN (DR)
School District seeks new solutions to old hiring problems (At the Board of Education meeting on January 22, Dr. Joan Weber reported on the challenges facing Scarsdale as it seeks to hire qualified teachers.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1

School District seeks new solutions to old hiring problems (continued) (At the Board of Education meeting on January 22, Dr. Joan Weber reported on the challenges facing Scarsdale as it seeks to hire qualified teachers.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 10

Sprague's service praised by colleagues (Colleagues and friends sang the praises of soon-to-be-retired Superintendent of Instruction, Dr. Richard Sprague, at the Board of Education meeting on March 19.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 11

School sexual harassment policy debated (continued) (At the School Board meeting on May 21, four Scarsdale High School seniors offered their opinions on sexual harassment and intimidation.), May 25, 2001, p. 10

Changes to district sexual harassment policy proposed (At a Scarsdale School Board meeting on June 4, Assistant Superintendent, Joan Weber, proposed revisions to the District's sexual harassment policy.), June 8, 2001, p. 13

The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

Retiring teachers are gone, but not forgotten (Five veteran Scarsdale teachers have announced their impending retirements.), June 29, 2001, p. 9

Code of Conduct, safety plan presented to the board (Assistant Superintendent, Dr. Joan Weber, and Linda Purvis presented the new districtwide code of conduct and safety plan at the Scarsdale School Board meeting on July 2.), July 6, 2001, p. 9

School board reviewing new Project SAVE code of conduct (new code of conduct is a verbatim codification of a long-standing set of standards that students, school personnel and parents must follow.), July 13, 2001, p. 10
WEBER, LEE (Continued)
Board to discuss: Is Greenacres bursting at the seams? (Discussions at the November 5 Scarsdale School Board meeting centered around additional space at the Greenacres School), Nov 9, 2001, p. 11
Thrift is focus of preliminary school budget (Predictions for the 2002-03 Scarsdale School budget indicate that there will be more kids in the schools and less money to spend on them.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1
Thrift is focus of preliminary school budget (continued) (Predictions for the 2002-03 Scarsdale School budget indicate that there will be more kids in the schools and less money to spend on them.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 13

WEBER, JOAN (DR)
The Commuter Computer: Decadence for skinflints: Internet shopping on the cheap (Robert Reiser discusses websites for discount shopping and bargains.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4
New Web site lists pt jobs (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Marina London and Jayne Woolf, have created a website listing part time and volunteer jobs; the site is www.ePartTimeJobs.com), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4
Redistricting info (The state task force studying redistricting issues has opened a website to give information to the public.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

WEB SITES
The Commuter Computer: Decadence for skinflints: Internet shopping on the cheap (Robert Reiser discusses websites for discount shopping and bargains.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4

WEDDINGS
Cleverley, Bench (photo) (Craig Markham Bench and Amanda Jane Cleverley were wed December 14, 2000, at the Salt Lake Temple of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Salt Lake City, Utah.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 13
Eidelberg, Spector (photo) (Ilana Susan Eidelberg and Andrew Martin Spector were wed on October 28, 2000, at the Water's Edge in New York City.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 13
Weiss, Kubovy (Wed) (Dara-Lynn Weiss and Itamar Kubovy were wed on January 20 at the St. Regis Hotel in New York City.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 15
Love and Marriage (Supplement), Feb 9, 2001, p. 19–30
Weiss, Raskin (wed) (Jacqueline Samara Weiss and Dr. Gregory Raskin were wed on March 31, 2001, in Portland, Oregon.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 14
Speck, McGuire (wed) (Sandra Speck and Jason McGuire were wed on September 30, 2000, in Westhampton, Long Island.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 16
Weiss, Raskin (wed) (Jacqueline Samara Weiss and Dr. Gregory Raskin were wed on March 31, 2001, at the New York Botanical Gardens in the Bronx.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 16
Mangiagletti, Tsiang (Wed) (Nada Rose Mangiagletti and Eugene Yu-Kong Tsiang were wed on March 3, 2001, in Waterville Valley, New Hampshire.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 20
Schutzer, Jakubowicz (Wed) (photo) (Pamela Jasmine Schutzer and David Matthew Jakubowicz were wed on January 6, 2001, in New York City.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 20
Fields, Lewis (wed) (photo) (Lisa Fields and Jeffrey Lewis were wed on April 28, 2001, at the Rainbow Room in Manhattan.), May 4, 2001, p. 22
Kimtis, Fear (wed) (photo) (Karin Beverly Kimtis and Robert Fear, Jr., were wed on May 19, 2001, at the Church of St. James the Less in Scarsdale.), June 8, 2001, p. 17
Lowy, Heinzelmann (photo) (Dina Lowy and David Heinzelmann were wed on August 5, 2000, at Mayfair Farms in West Orange, New Jersey.), June 8, 2001, p. 17
Michelson, Lannes (wed) (Randall Brian Michelson and Diana Lannes were wed on May 5, 2001, in Santa Barbara, California.), June 15, 2001, p. 15
Mutterperl, Bosses (wed) (photo) (Lori Mutterperl and David Bosses were wed on May 20, 2001, at the Rainbow Room in Manhattan.), July 13, 2001, p. 15
Bracken, Jaffe (wed) (photo) (Genevieve M. Bracken and Matthew Samuel Jaffe were wed on July 14, 2001, at the home of the bride's grandfather in Deal, New Jersey.), July 20, 2001, p. 13
Barton, Fink (wed) (photo) (Lauren Michelle Barton and Daniel Fink were wed on August 4, 2001, at Tappan Hill in Tarrytown.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 13
Gottlieb, Spivak (wed) (photo) (Elizabeth Leslie Gottlieb and David Glenn Spivak were wed on August 5, 2001, at the Water's Edge in Long Island City.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 13
Arison, Patterson (wed) (photo) (Pamela Arison and James Patterson were wed on June 24, 2001, in Ridgefield, Connecticut.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 17
Matlik, Anthony (wed) (photo) (Jessica Matlik and Jason Anthony were wed on September 2, 2001, at Le Chateau in South Salem, New York.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 15
Mendel, Dwork (to wed) (photo) (Amy Mendel and Neil Dwork will be married on September 30, 2001, at Harvest-on-Hudson in Hastings, New York.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 15
Couse, Schwarz (wed) (photo) (Stephen Wile Schwarz and Kristen Couse were wed on September 2 at Studio 450 in New York City.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 16; Oct 12, 2001, p. 12
Bryant, Dhamee (wed) (photo) (Emma Blanford Bryant and Saleem Saeed Dhamee were wed on July 7, 2001, at Promontory Point Park in Chicago, Illinois.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 14
Sparling, Gould (wed) (Amy Rose Sparling and Matthew Adam Gould were wed on August 26, 2001, in North Salem.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 14
WEDDINGS (Continued)
Verna, Mahoney (wed) (photo) (Christine Verna and Thomas Mahoney were wed on August 18, 2001, in Rye Brook.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 14
Eckstein, Forman (wed) (photo) (Lauren Suzanne Eckstein and Todd Jeremy Forman were wed on October 20, 2001, at the Puck Building in Manhattan.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 12
Sparkman, Sperandio (wed) (photo) (Susan Marie Sparkman and Anthony Lawrence Sperandio were wed on October 14, 2001, at Tappan Hill in Tarrytown, New York.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 12
Sparling, Gould (wed) (photo) (Amy Rose Sparling and Matthew Adam Gould were wed on August 26, 2001, in North Salem.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 12
Glenn, Lew (wed) (photo) (Leslie Rebecca Glenn and Joshua Mark Lew were wed on October 28 at the Glenn Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 14
Kunkin, Hochhauser (wed) (photo) (Amy Rebecca Kunkin and Jonathan Adam Hochhauser were wed on October 27, 2001, in Manhattan.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 14
Cicero, McCormick (wed) (photo) (Caron Cicero and Charles Michael McCormick were wed on November 10, 2001, in New York City.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 20
Jovancicevic, Pelaccio (wed) (photo) (Ana Jovancicevic and Zakary Petaccio were wed on October 2, 2001, in Montalcino, Italy.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 20
Lee, Ravel (wed) (Eun Hwa Lee and Olivier Jean Louis Ravel were wed on July 14, 2001, in a civil ceremony in White Plains and on November 10, 2001, in a nuptial mass in Paris, France.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 20
Metzger, Kay (wed) (photo) (Jennifer A. Kay and Oliver P. Metzger were wed on October 6, 2001, in Pound Ridge, New York.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 15
Kemper, Verplaetse (photo) (Michelle Dyan Kemper and Christopher James Verplaetse were wed on September 28, 2001, off Angel Island in San Francisco Bay, California.), Dec 21, 2000, p. 23
WEILER, BETH (AUTHOR)
Darling did itself in without help from competition (letter) (Beth Weiler does not mourn the closing of Darling on Central Avenue, citing indifferent to nonexistent customer service and dangerous shopping conditions.), July 27, 2001, p. 6
Un handicapped take advantage of reserved spaces in pool parking lot (letter) (Beth Weiler addresses the issue of able bodied residents abusing the handicapped parking privilege at the Scarsdale pool.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 6
WEIN, REBECCA
Real world journey for A-Schoolers (photo) (Article describes the Scarsdale Alternative School's annual career internship program; student Rebecca Wein is pictured with attorney Rebecca J. Fialk.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 11
WEINBERG, BLAKE
Raider pride (photo) (Scarsdale varsity cheerleaders are pictured winning their second place performance prize at the annual Westchester County Cheerleading Championships on November 28.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 9
WEINBERG, JO-ANNE
Librarians answer questions from cyberspace (photo) (Article describes the Greenburgh Library's new "Cyber Reference" service and profiles the capable librarians providing answers from behind their computers), Jan 5, 2001, p. 3
WEINBERG, SHEILA PELTZ
Rabbi Weinberg speaks at WRT (Westchester Reform Temple) (photo) (Rabbi Sheila Peltz Weinberg will discuss Jewish meditation at Westchester Reform Temple on February 2 and February 3.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 14
WEINBERG, STEVEN
Candidates wanted for nominating committee (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
WEINBERG, TIMMY
In stunning upset, GB Dems pick Sheehan (photo) (Francis Sheehan, a persistent critic of the Feiner administration in Greenburgh, came in second in a three way Democratic contest for two seats on the Town Board.), June 1, 2001, p. 1
Feiner should not have allowed his name on party petition (letter) (Edward R. Krauss wonders why Paul J. Feiner would lend his name and imprimatur to a primary candidate he opposes.), June 29, 2001, p. 6
Deception is the issue, not Weinberg's right to run (letter) (Francis Sheehan discusses Timmy Weinberg's right to challenge the Greenburgh Democratic Party's endorsed candidates.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
A reason to support Jueettner, Weinberg (letter) (Gert Kahn supports the re-election of Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg to the Greenburgh Town Council.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
Sheehan's energies go toward kicking Weinberg off ballot (letter) (Paul Feiner alleges that Francis Sheehan's campaign for Greenburgh Town Council has devoted its energies to preventing incumbent Timmy Weinberg's name from appearing on the ballot.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6
Greenburgh Democratic petition challenge was justified (letter) (Joseph Kiell feels elected Democratic town officials ignored the will of the Democratic Party Committee.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 6
WEINBERG, TIMMY (Continued)
Fairness is more ardently wished than seriously expected (letter) (Ed Krauss addresses irregularities and instances of favoritism in the upcoming Greenburgh elections for Town Council.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 6
Greenburgh primary candidates square off on cable TV (photo) (With twelve days to go before Primary elections for two Greenburgh town board seats, candidates debated each other on August 30 on Public Access Channel 71.), Aug 31, 2001, p. 1
Candidates face off before primary in Greenburgh race (photo) (At the September 11 primary, three candidates will compete for two four year seats on the Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Incumbents Juettner and Weinberg get things done (letter) (Mimi Stiller endorses Timmy Weinberg and Diana Juettner as the Democratic candidates for Greenburgh Town Council.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
Sheehan for town board (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Francis Sheehan in the Democratic primary race for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 6
Juettner, Weinberg have record residents can be proud of (letter) (Mary Tobias writes that Francis Sheehan, not incumbent Timmy Weinberg, received the endorsement of Greenburgh Democrats at their May convention.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12
Primary rescheduled (The Greenburgh Primary has been rescheduled for September 25.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Feiner Team prevails in primary (photo) (The "Feiner team," Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg, prevailed over challenger Francis Sheehan in the Democratic Primary for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 1
Supervisor thanks Dems for votes (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, thanks Greenburgh Democrats for nominating Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg for re-election to the Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 8
Feiner Team prevails in primary (photo) (continued) (The "Feiner team," Diana Juettner and Timmy Weinberg, prevailed over challenger Francis Sheehan in the Democratic Primary for Greenburgh Town Board.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 10

WEINBERG, TIMMY (AUTHOR)
Candidate appreciates loyalty, support (letter) (Timmy Weinberg thanks supporters for their loyalty during petition season.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12

WEINBERG NATURE CENTER
Be alert for natural surprises at Weinberg Nature Center (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 8A
Native American festival at Weinberg (photo) (The Scarsdale Audubon Society and the Weinberg Nature Center presented the Native American Heritage Festival on May 20 at the Nature Center.), May 18, 2001, p. 2
Night creatures featured (photo) (The Weinberg Nature Center will offer a "Halloween Bat Owl Prowl," on October 27.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 2

WEINER, HANNAH (AUTHOR)
Doing all we can do after Sept. 11 (editorial) (Edgemont High School senior, Hannah Weiner, discusses her complex reactions to the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7

WEINER, JOAN
United Way awards grant (photo) (United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont has given a Local Presence grant to the Women's Enterprise Project.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 4

WEINER, JULIA
High school students gather for the environment (photo) (Students from Scarsdale High School attended the Westchester Earth Service Corps training retreat on October 21 in Croton.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 11

WEINER, LUCILLE
Young Writer's Conference continues wonderful tradition (letter) (Catherine C. Souther, President of the Scarsdale PT Council, thanks the organizers and participants involved in the fifth annual Young Writers Conference, held at the High School on April 21.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 6

WEINGARTEN, WILL
Labor Day at the pool (photo) (Calendar of fun events on Labor Day at the Scarsdale Pool), Sep 7, 2001, p. 3

WEINGAST, ELIZABETH
(Elizabeth Weingast, Scarsdale resident and nurse practitioner, was honored as "Employee of the Quarter" for the last quarter of 2000 by the Sarah Neuman Center for Healthcare and Rehabilitation.) (photo), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4

WEINSTEIN, EVE
Associates honored (photo) (Top Coldwell Banker sales associates for the fourth quarter were recently honored at a breakfast in Mount Kisco: Robin Servidio, Rena Herz, Simone Engleander, Barbara Clamer, Ruth Bellsey, Claire Civetta, Ellen Donat, Eve Weinstein and Anita Weiss.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4
WEINSTEIN, NAOMI
Celebrating the miracle (photo) (Children are shown lighting the Hanukkah menorah at Shaarei Tikvah Hebrew School.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1

WEINSTEIN, NELL
Caleb Heathcote Day is celebrated (photo) (Caleb Heathcote Day was observed at the Heathcote School on April 20.), May 11, 2001, p. 11

WEINTRAUB, JOSEPH
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 1

WEIR, PAUL
Scarsdale sophomore returns to state swim meet (photo) (Scarsdale High School sophomore, Paul Weir, will compete in state swim meets in the 200 meter individual medley and the 500 meter free style categories.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 19

WEIR, PIDGE
New board at SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) (photo) (Pictured are the new members of the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Golf Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 17

WEISBERG, ANNE
Christie Place lot (Ann Weisberg announced a public meeting on January 18 concerning the proposed Christie Place parking lot.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

Debate continues over school safety measures (A regular police presence at the Fox Meadow School to direct morning and afternoon traffic was urged by Fox Meadow residents attending a meeting of the Village Municipal Services Committee on January 8.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1

Debate continues over school safety measures (continued) (A regular police presence at the Fox Meadow School to direct morning and afternoon traffic was urged by Fox Meadow residents attending a meeting of the Village Municipal Services Committee on January 8.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 8

Quest for quiet mornings, smooth streets now (continued) (Ellen Bierman of 50 Popham Road told the Village Board that repair work in the garage and renovation at 2 Overhill Road have made it impossible for nearby residents to obtain any rest.), Mar 2, 2001, p. 15

Village board meeting summary: Chesterfield Road stays 2-way, Mar 16, 2001, p. 1

Village board meeting summary: Chesterfield Road stays 2-way (continued), Mar 16, 2001, p. 10

New committees (At a recent meeting of the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents, Mayor David Kroenlein announced a changed array of Village Board committees.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

New mayor to mine village's social capital (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Mayor, David Kroenlein, proposed sweeping changes to Village Government at his first Village Board meeting on April 10.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 13

Citizens assail village board's BAR reversal (continued) (At the Village Board meeting on May 22, residents criticized the trustees' decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 10


Board lowers Kids' BASE lease payments (continued), June 15, 2001, p. 8

270 Fox Meadow wins 2d reprieve (continued) (Judge John LaCava vacated and annulled the Scarsdale Village Trustees’ May 18 decision to tear down the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), June 29, 2001, p. 8

Some trustees reject Christie garage proposal, July 20, 2001, p. 1

270 Fox Meadow on hold until Wednesday (Westchester County Supreme Court Judge Orazio Bellantoni issued a temporary restraining order forbidding demolition and "staying any further proceedings" at 270 Fox Meadow Road until August 22.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 4

Drake Field to be improved, not expanded (A divided Village Board approved scaled down improvements for the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

WEISMAN, JACOB
Prudential Centennial Realty Salutes the Maroon & White and the Varsity Senior Athletes (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 34

Congratulations and love to our graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Wilson & Sons Jewelers salutes graduates.), June 29, 2001, p. 3A

WEISS, ADAM
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
WEISS, ANITA
Associates honored (photo) (Top Coldwell Banker sales associates for the fourth quarter were recently honored at a breakfast in Mount Kisco: Robin Servidio, Rena Herz, Simone Englander, Barbara Clamer, Ruth Bellisney, Claire Civetta, Ellen Donat, Eve Weinstein and Anita Weiss.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4
Focal Points: How do you feel about New York City as a site for future Olympic games? (photo) (Question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, to the community), Aug 3, 2001, p. 7
WEISS, ASHLEY
Soup for seder (photo) (The Weiss family of Greenacres is shown preparing matzoh ball soup for the upcoming Passover seder.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
WEISS, DARA-LYNN
Weiss, Kubovy (Wed) (Dara-Lynn Weiss and Itamar Kubovy were wed on January 20 at the St. Regis Hotel in New York City.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 15
WEISS, GEOFF
Soup for seder (photo) (The Weiss family of Greenacres is shown preparing matzoh ball soup for the upcoming Passover seder.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
WEISS, JACQUELLINE SAMARA
Weiss, Raskin (wed) (Jacqueline Samara Weiss and Dr. Gregory Raskin were wed on March 31, 2001, at the New York Botanical Gardens in the Bronx.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 16
WEISS, JANE
Soup for seder (photo) (The Weiss family of Greenacres is shown preparing matzoh ball soup for the upcoming Passover seder.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
Honor thy teachers (photo) (As the school year draws to a close, staff appreciation luncheons abound.), June 8, 2001, p. 14
WEISS, KIM
Soup for seder (photo) (The Weiss family of Greenacres is shown preparing matzoh ball soup for the upcoming Passover seder.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1
WEISS, LILLIAN
Spring art sprouts in Scarsdale (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association's Spring Art Show opened March 4 at the Scarsdale Library and will run until March 30.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 27
WEISS, LINDA
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36
WEISS, LIZ
Girl Scouts go to D.C. (photo) (Scarsdale Girl Scout Cadet Troup 1945 visited Washington, D. C.; the troop is shown on March 22 in the office of Congresswoman, Nita Lowey.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 15
WEISS, MONA
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11
WEISS, PAUL
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36
WEISS, PAUL R (AUTHOR)
Doctors should not write unwarranted prescriptions (letter) (Despite the fears brought on by the recent anthrax scare, Dr. Paul R. Weiss cautions physicians against writing excessive antibiotic prescriptions.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6
WEISSMAN, DAVID
Boys take cooking challenge in Greenacres (photo) (For his tenth birthday, Greenacres School fourth grader, Joshua Seiden, held a cooking competition based on the "Iron Chef" TV show.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 3
WEITZMAN, JOSEPH M
Focal Points: Do you think professional athletes are worth the salaries they are paid? (photo) (Subjects respond the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 7
WELLS, BRUCE
Garage isn't needed, says OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) (The Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association objects strenuously to the proposed Christie Place indoor garage as described in the Desman Report.), June 8, 2001, p. 1
Garage isn't needed, says OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) (continued) (At a June 4 meeting, The Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association objected strenuously to the proposed Christie Place indoor garage as described in the Desman Report.), June 8, 2001, p. 8
Christie Place: village gets more flack (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 1
WELLS, BRUCE (AUTHOR)
OSNA's 'green master plan' would help solve parking (letter) (Bruce Wells, of the Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association, offers 'greener' alternatives to the downtown parking problem.), June 8, 2001, p. 6
Village must have a master plan for the downtown (letter) (Bruce Wells expresses surprise that Scarsdale does not have a master plan for the development of the downtown area.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6
How to relieve Garth Road congestion (editorial) (Bruce Wells offers alternatives to the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 7

WENTWORTH, JEAN
Wentworth concert helped Bridge Fund to help homeless (letter) (Stanley Schear and Veronica Parks thank Jean and Kenneth Wentworth for their contribution to the benefit concert for the Bridge Fund of Westchester.), June 8, 2001, p. 9
Christie Place: village gets more flack (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 1

WENTWORTH, JEAN (AUTHOR)
Levin: selfless striver for good (letter) (Jean Wentworth honors the memory of tireless and ubiquitous Village volunteer, Lester Levin.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6
AIDS crisis is not over; walkers keep up the fight (letter) (Jean Wentworth asks the community to support the 16th annual AIDS walk on May 20 in Central Park.), May 4, 2001, p. 7
Officer Gavara a 'gift to the village' (letter) (Jean Wentworth agrees with last week's letter writer, Harry Reynolds, that Officer Gavara is exceptional at his job.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6

WENTWORTH, KENNETH
Wentworth concert helped Bridge Fund to help homeless (letter) (Stanley Schear and Veronica Parks thank Jean and Kenneth Wentworth for their contribution to the benefit concert for the Bridge Fund of Westchester.), June 8, 2001, p. 9

WERNER, NATALIE
New to Prudential Centennial (photo) (Natalie Werner joins the staff of Prudential Centennial Realty.), May 25, 2001, p. 4

WESLEY, MARGARET (AUTHOR)
'Honest' reporting on women's clubs (letter) (The Westchester County Federation of Women's Clubs thanks the Inquirer and, particularly, Jennifer Stern, for its recent "Today's Woman" supplement.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 6

WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY COLLEGE
U.S. senator warns of a 'brave new world' (photo) (U.S. Senator, Charles Schumer, predicted a long war against terrorism at a packed meeting on October 5 at Westchester Community College.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 3

WESTCHESTER CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, INC.
New home for conservatory (After two years of planning, designing and fundraising, the Music Conservatory of Westchester has opened the doors of its new home on Central Avenue in White Plains.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 17

WESTCHESTER COUNTY
County to motorists: Starting Monday, don't touch that dial (Starting April 23, the county will ban the use of cellular phones not equipped with a hands-free device by motorists.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
County to motorists: Starting Monday, don't touch that dial (continued) (Starting April 23, the county will ban the use of cellular phones not equipped with a hands-free device by motorists.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15

WESTCHESTER COUNTY. BOARD OF ELECTIONS
Wanted: Party loyalists, long hrs, low pay (When Scarsdale Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, retires next month, the arduous task of recruiting election inspectors will fall to Democratic and Republican town committees.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Wanted: Party loyalists, long hrs, low pay (continued) (When Scarsdale Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, retires next month, the arduous task of recruiting election inspectors will fall to Democratic and Republican town committees.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 13

WESTCHESTER COUNTY. BOARD OF HEALTH
Greenburgh crow tests positive for West Nile virus (A dead crow, found in Greenburgh on August 9, later tested positive for West Nile Virus.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1
Greenburgh crow tests positive for West Nile virus (continued) (A dead crow, found in Greenburgh on August 9, later tested positive for West Nile Virus.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 9

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
County budget enhances services (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 14A
Little things mean a lot (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 14A
Making a difference (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 14A
Carsky: Board of legislators needs downsizing (photo) (Kay Carsky, Republican senior member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, proposes shrinking the Board from 17 to 9 Legislators.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 3
Board's not too big, but it does have too many committees (letter) (Edward R. Krauss disagrees with Legislator Kay Carsky's suggestion to shrink the Westchester County Board of Legislators but agrees with her that there are too many committees.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6
WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS (Continued)

Cell phone ban's passed, drowsy driver laws changed (letter) (Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner, urges residents to contact their Government representatives in support of a law which will prevent impaired or drowsy drivers from operating vehicles.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6

Law makes towns liable for tax shortfalls (Westchester requires its towns to serve as tax collectors for schools and fire protection and to make up for shortfalls.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

Law makes towns liable for tax shortfalls (continued) (Westchester requires its towns to serve as tax collectors for schools and fire protection and to make up for shortfalls.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 15

Opportunity knocks (The Westchester County Board of Legislators will meet April 24 at Greenburgh Town Hall to discuss redrawing district lines in response to the recent Government census.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1

Shut up and drive (editorial) (The Inquirer heartily supports the ban on cellphone use while driving.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 6

Carl Finger seeks to replace Carsky (photo) (Democrat Carl Finger to run for District 17 seat on the Westchester County Board of Legislators), May 4, 2001, p. 3

Scarsdale may be 1 county district again (Article discusses redistricting affecting Scarsdale electorate in 2002), May 11, 2001, p. 1

1 village, 1 district, 1 legislator (editorial) (The Inquirer agrees with the redistricting plan that would unite Scarsdale in one, single election district; the paper encourages the community to support the plan at the Westchester County Board public hearing on May 21.), May 18, 2001, p. 6

Village est omnis divisa in partes tres no more (continued) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 1

Village est omnis divisa in partes tres no more (photo) (continued) (All of Scarsdale will be represented by just one member of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, at least until 2012.), May 25, 2001, p. 9

Scarsdale reunited; why it matters (editorial) (George Latimer praises the reunification of Scarsdale into one election district.), June 1, 2001, p. 7

Candidates ready to run in newly united county district; Bill Ryan: incumbent legislator, new turf (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 1

Candidates ready to run in newly united county district; Corcoran vows to 'put people before politics' (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 1

Ex-candidate is encouraged by local support (letter) (In light of issues created by the reunification of Scarsdale into one election district, Carl L. Finger announces that he is withdrawing as a candidate for county legislator.), June 29, 2001, p. 6

Candidates ready to run in newly unified county district; Bill Ryan: incumbent legislator, new turf (continued), June 29, 2001, p. 13

Candidates ready to run in newly unified county district; Corcoran vows to 'put people before politics' (continued), June 29, 2001, p. 13

Paulin sponsors bill to prevent gerrymandering (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin wants to introduce a bill to the Albany legislature that would prevent "spiteful" political actions like gerrymandering.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1

Challenger on the attack in 5th District (Candidates for the District 5 seat of the County Board of Legislators have been engaging in rancorous debate.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 1

12th district rivals hold collegial debate (photo) (Candidates for the District 12 seat on the Westchester County Board of Legislators addressed issues of the day at an October 23 debate.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 3

Endorsements (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Bill Ryan in District 5, Tom Abinanti in District 12 and Lois Bronz in District 8 in the race for the Westchester County Board of Legislators.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6

Challenger on the attack in 5th District (photo) (continued) (Candidates for the District 5 seat of the County Board of Legislators have been engaging in rancorous debate.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 10

Incumbents easily take county seats (photo) (Redistricting may have motivated incumbents to work harder for re-election to the Westchester County Board of Legislators; if so, they succeeded.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 1

Incumbents easily take county seats (photo) (continued) (Redistricting may have motivated incumbents to work harder for re-election to the Westchester County Board of Legislators; if so, they succeeded.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 19

Legislator appreciates editorial support (letter) (Tom Abinanti, District 12 County Legislator, thanks the Inquirer for supporting his re-election.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 6

Heathcote 5th-graders debate the issues (photo) (Christine Boyer's Heathcote School fifth grade class joined County Board of Legislators chairman, George Latimer, at his White Plains chambers for some debating pointers.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 11

Groundswell for gas (The Westchester County Board of Legislators is looking into converting the Indian Point Nuclear Facility to gas.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

Latimer eyes lieutenant governor's job (George Latimer, Scarsdale's current county legislator in District 17, may announce a bid for the Democratic nomination for Lieutenant Governor in 2002.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS

'Honest' reporting on women's clubs (letter) (The Westchester County Federation of Women's Clubs thanks the Inquirer and, particularly, Jennifer Stern, for its recent "Today's Woman" supplement.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 6
WESTCHESTER-PUTNAM SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION
Awards (Rita Golden and Jackie Irwin won awards for leadership and commitment from the Westchester-Putnam School Boards Association.), June 29, 2001, p. 9

WESTCHESTER SOCIETY OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
Ancient glass is slide show topic (The Westchester Society of the Archaeological Institute of America is sponsoring a lecture on "Luxury Glass in Ancient Rome" on February 25 at the Scarsdale Library.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 2

WEST NILE VIRUS
Greenburgh crow tests positive for West Nile virus (A dead crow, found in Greenburgh on August 9, later tested positive for West Nile Virus.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 1
Greenburgh crow tests positive for West Nile virus (continued) (A dead crow, found in Greenburgh on August 9, later tested positive for West Nile Virus.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 9

WEST QUAKER RIDGE ASSOCIATION
West Quaker Ridge Association seeks quality of life solutions (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6A
Scarsdilians rejoice over Ikea withdrawal (Swedish retail giant, IKEA, announced on January 31 that it would not be building a super-store in the City Park area of New Rochelle.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdilians rejoice over Ikea withdrawal (continued) (Swedish retail giant, IKEA, announced on January 31 that it would not be building a super-store in the City Park area of New Rochelle.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 9
Five neighborhood associations will meet (Five neighborhood associations are meeting this week to update residents on issues of the day.), May 11, 2001, p. 2
House size regulations discussed at WQRA (West Quaker Ridge Association) meeting, July 27, 2001, p. 3
House size regulations discussed at WQRA (West Quaker Ridge Association) meeting (continued), July 27, 2001, p. 13

WEXLER, TINA
Girl Scouts go to D.C. (photo) (Scarsdale Girl Scout Cadet Troup 1945 visited Washington, D.C.; the troop is shown on March 22 in the office of Congresswoman, Nita Lowey.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 15

WHEELER, KYLE
Boy Scouts hike strenuous trek '32' in Colorado (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale joined with other troops to hike strenuous trek No. 32 at Philmont Scout Ranch in Colorado.), July 27, 2001, p. 4

WHEFELDER, GERRY (AUTHOR)
A parking garage doesn't belong on Christie Place (letter) (Gerry Whifelder, a long time Quaker Ridge resident, is opposed to the creation of an indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), June 15, 2001, p. 6

WHITE, DEBORAH
Parking survey: More employees use metered spaces (A survey taken by the Scarsdale Inquirer indicates that employees of Village businesses exceed Village estimates in terms of parking spaces utilized.), July 6, 2001, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 29 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 14; Oct 5, 2001, p. 15
Anniversary supplement was 'wonderful gift to us all' (letter) (Susan B. Cohen, President of the Scarsdale Board of Education, expresses appreciation for the 100th anniversary celebration and special issue of The Scarsdale Inquirer.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6

WHITE, JESSICA
Great balls of fire (photo) (The under-11 Scarsdale Fireball Soccer Team went undefeated to win the 2001 Iona Spring Fever Classic Soccer Tournament.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

WHITE, MAGGIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

WHITE PLAINS
WP (White Plains) garage closed (Due to heightened security concerns since the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the underground parking facility serving the courthouses and the library has been closed indefinitely.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

WHITNEY, LIZ
Junior League projects reflect commitment to education (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7A
As American as... (photo) (Liz Whitney in colonial costume at the November 14 Thanksgiving luncheon at Wayside Cottage), Nov 23, 2001, p. 1

WHITTINGTON, SARAH
The 2000-01 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes its Retirees and Long-Time Employees at District's 16th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (held on June 5) (photo), June 15, 2001, p. 10

WHYTE, SYLVIA
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36
WICK, ROBERT (AUTHOR)
The autumn leaf solution - mulch 'em and leave 'em be (letter) (Robert Wick recommends mowing leaves back into the lawn instead of collecting them for roadside pickup - which is both costly and inefficient.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6

WIENER, JULIA
High School brings opportunities for self-discovery (photo) (Article discusses ninth graders transitioning to the High School and being encouraged to form "a new social and personal identity."), Sep 7, 2001, p. 9

WIFE ABUSE
Abuse survivor to speak at family violence forum (Brooke McMurray will share her experiences as an abused spouse at a conference on family violence on October 30.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 2

WILBUR, RICHARD
'Tartuffe' on stage at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present Moliere's Tartuffe on March 29, 30 and 31.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 11

WILDE, DAVID M
David M. Wilde (dies) (David M. Wilde died on May 22, 2001, at his Scarsdale home. He was 84.), June 8, 2001, p. 20

WILLIAMS, ALFREDA
Deception is the issue, not Weinberg's right to run (letter) (Francis Sheehan discusses Timmy Weinberg's right to challenge the Greenburgh Democratic Party's endorsed candidates.), July 6, 2001, p. 6
Candidate appreciates loyalty, support (letter) (Timmy Weinberg thanks supporters for their loyalty during petition season.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 12

WILLIAMS, BRIAN
STOP (State Tests Opposed by Parents) in national spotlight (STOP gained the attention of nationwide news media when it announced its boycott of State mandated standardized tests for Scarsdale Middle School eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 1
STOP (State Tests Opposed by Parents) in national spotlight (continued) (STOP gained the attention of nationwide news media when it announced its boycott of State mandated standardized tests for Scarsdale Middle School eighth graders.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 15

WILLIAMS, LINDA
Season's Greetings; Festivals of light in many holiday traditions featured in Scarsdale Historical Society's exhibit (photo), Dec 7, 2001, p. 17

WILLIS, BARBARA P
Barbara P. Willis (dies) (Barbara P. Willis, a Scarsdale resident for over 55 years, died on May 27, 2001. She was 86.), June 1, 2001, p. 19

WILLIS, CHUCK
Great balls of fire (photo) (The under-11 Scarsdale Fireball Soccer Team went undefeated to win the 2001 Iona Spring Fever Classic Soccer Tournament.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

WILLIS, JANE
Focal Points: How do you feel about the selection of China as the site for the 2008 Olympic games? (photo), July 20, 2001, p. 7

WILLIS, KEENEN
Caleb Heathcote Day is celebrated (photo) (Caleb Heathcote Day was observed at the Heathcote School on April 20.), May 11, 2001, p. 11

WILLIS, MADDA
Great balls of fire (photo) (The under-11 Scarsdale Fireball Soccer Team went undefeated to win the 2001 Iona Spring Fever Classic Soccer Tournament.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

WILLSON, LYNETTE (AUTHOR)
Loss of house sad, but real tragedy of 270 is subdivision (letter) (Lynette Willson urges the Village to alter the zoning laws so that subdivisions are prohibited.), June 8, 2001, p. 6
No property safe from tear-downs and huge houses (letter) (Lynette Willson alleges the Village Board is motivated by tax revenues and accuses the Board of Architectural Review of "design dictatorship."), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6
Those with a financial stake cry the loudest (letter) (Lynette Willson alleges that preservationists are always over ruled by financial interests in matters of new house construction in Scarsdale.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 6

WILSON, IRA
Barbarians at the gate (editorial) (The Inquirer deprecates the recent armed robberies of two downtown Scarsdale jewelers.), July 27, 2001, p. 6
Armed bandits rob 2 Scarsdale jewelers; $15,000 reward offered by village and victims (photo) (continued) (Wilson and Sons Jewelers and Daniel Trissi Jewelers were both victims of armed robbers on July 21.), July 27, 2001, p. 11
Ribbon-cutting set for new Wilson store (photo) (On December 1, Wilson and Son are re-opening their newly expanded jewelry store on Chase Road.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 10

WILSON, LYNETTE (AUTHOR)
Employees should use Christie Garage; shoppers won't (letter) (Lynette Wilson, Scarsdale resident for sixty years, feels that shoppers will be resistant to parking at the new Christie Place Garage.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 7
WILSON, LYNNE
Barbarians at the gate (editorial) (The Inquirer deprecates the recent armed robberies of two downtown Scarsdale jewelers.), July 27, 2001, p. 6
Ribbon-cutting set for new Wilson store (photo) (On December 1, Wilson and Son are re-opening their newly expanded jewelry store on Chase Road.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 10

WILSON, MATTHEW
Raising a pint (photo) (Matthew Wilson is shown donating blood at the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce blood drive on February 10.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
Armed bandits rob 2 Scarsdale jewelers; $15,000 reward offered by village and victims (photo) (Wilson and Sons Jewelers and Daniel Trissi Jewelers were both victims of armed robbers on July 21.), July 27, 2001, p. 1
Armed bandits rob 2 Scarsdale jewelers; $15,000 reward offered by village and victims (photo) (continued) (Wilson and Sons Jewelers and Daniel Trissi Jewelers were both victims of armed robbers on July 21.), July 27, 2001, p. 11
Ribbon-cutting set for new Wilson store (photo) (On December 1, Wilson and Son are re-opening their newly expanded jewelry store on Chase Road.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 10

WILSON, MICHAEL
Armed bandits rob 2 Scarsdale jewelers; $15,000 reward offered by village and victims (photo) (Wilson and Sons Jewelers and Daniel Trissi Jewelers were both victims of armed robbers on July 21.), July 27, 2001, p. 1
Ribbon-cutting set for new Wilson store (photo) (On December 1, Wilson and Son are re-opening their newly expanded jewelry store on Chase Road.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 10

WILSON, RUSH
The scoop on pigeon poop; Shoppers, store owners complain, but where does the buck stop (photo), July 20, 2001, p. 3

WILSON, TOM
Creative latkes win taste test at Fox Meadow holiday party (photo) (The Fox Meadow Multicultural Committee held a Festival of Lights celebration on December 10 featuring the annual contest for best latke recipe.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 13

WILTON, ARTHUR W
Arthur W. Wilton (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Arthur W. Wilton, died on September 15, 2001, in St. Petersburg, Florida. He was 42.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 22

WINDERLICH, AL
(Photo depicts Al Winderlich catching a nap in the Reference Room of the Scarsdale Library.) (photo), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6

WINGATE, MARGO
Christie Place: village gets more flack (Opponents of the proposed three story indoor parking garage at Christie Place vented their objections at a Scarsdale Village Board meeting on June 26.), June 29, 2001, p. 1

WINGATE, RICHARD
Candidate deadline (Voters Party co-chairman Rick Wingate announced that the party is undecided about nominating a third candidate to fill the vacancy on the Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 1
Voters Party nominations are still open (Voters Party Chairman, Richard Wingate announced that the nomination process for the Village Board remains open despite the fact that the January 12 deadline has passed.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
Voters Party nominations are still open (continued) (Voters Party Chairman, Richard Wingate announced that the nomination process for the Village Board remains open despite the fact that the January 12 deadline has passed.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 9
Where's Rudolph? (photo) (Photo of the Arthur Manor Christmas celebration at Davis Park.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 1

WINKLER, FRAN

WINSLOW, BARBARA
From mother to daughter: Legacy of giving strengthens family bond (photo) (The late Luella Slaner and her daughters cooperated in various philanthropic efforts.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 2
From mother to daughter: Legacy of giving strengthens family bond (photo) (continued) (The late Luella Slaner and her daughters cooperated in various philanthropic efforts.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 9

WINSTON, HARRY
Village board not interested in preserving open space (letter) (Steven Kalt alleges that the Village seeks to develop rather than preserve open space, using the Winston property and Christie Place as examples.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6

WINSTON, MARK
'The Phantom Tollbooth' (photo) (Photo of Quaker Ridge School third graders in their production of "The Phantom Toll Booth."), June 15, 2001, p. 11
WINSTON PROPERTY (SCARSDALE)
Village board not interested in preserving open space (letter) (Steven Kalt alleges that the Village seeks to develop rather than preserve open space, using the Winston property and Christie Place as examples.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 6
Winston estate development under review (On June 27, the Scarsdale Planning Board reviewed plans for development of the former Winston estate in Quaker Ridge.), July 6, 2001, p. 2

WINTER SPORTS
Take off on family adventures close to home (photo) (The Inquirer suggests activities for residents spending the winter vacation close to home.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 3

WINWARD, NEIL
New board at SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) (photo) (Pictured are the new members of the Board of Directors of the Scarsdale Golf Club.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 17

WISDOM, JOHN R (AUTHOR)
Police create atmosphere of alienation, confrontation (letter) (John R. Wisdom criticizes the Scarsdale Police for ticketing him because he left his car parked for thirty seconds in front of the Greenacres School while he picked up his child.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 6

Wisniewski, David
Authors wow elementary students (photo) (Authors Paula Danziger and David Wisniewski wowed attentive students at the Fox Meadow and Heathcote Schools.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 12

WIT AND HUMOR
Global crisis enters the silly season (editorial) (Marc Wollin describes gallows humor in the wake of the post-9/11 terrorist attacks.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7

WITCHEL, ALEX
Frank Rich: home was a horror, theater a haven (photo) (Author and theater critic, Frank Rich, will discuss his new book, "Ghost Light," at the Scarsdale Library on April 29.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 3

Frank Rich: home was a horror, theater a haven (continued) (Author and theater critic, Frank Rich, will discuss his new book, "Ghost Light," at the Scarsdale Library on April 29.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 4

WITCHEL, SAM (AUTHOR)
They also suffer who only watch (editorial) (Sam Witchel describes the last impact the Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire had on his father, who, as a young man, witnessed the tragedy.), Apr 27, 2001, p. 7

Another fire witness turned grief to activism (letter) (Sam Witchel pays homage to Bessie Cohen, who survived the Triangle Shirtwaist fire and died in 1999 at the age of 107.), May 4, 2001, p. 6

Witchel piece on Triangle fire 'very moving' (letter) (A. F. Lazzara writes that Sam Witchel's March 25 article on the 1911 Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire was very moving and informative.), May 11, 2001, p. 6

WITTHENBERG, JACOB
Panthers run away with title (photo) (The Edgemont Panthers won their fourth straight Section 1 Class C football title with a win over Briarcliff on November 10.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1

WITTIN, MAGGIE
Many are awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

'Crazy for You' (photo) (The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre's production of the hit musical, "Crazy for You," will open on August 2.), July 20, 2001, p. 16

'Crazy for You' shapes up to be another hit for Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo) ('Crazy for You' opened last night to rave reviews.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 13

WOFFORD, JOHN
Focal Points: How do you feel about possible legislation concerning SUVs? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, poses timely questions to the community.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 7

WOLFE, DOLORES
Focal Points: How do you feel about the questioning and detention of Middle-Eastern residents? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions passers by on issues of the day.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7

WOLFF, ROSALIE S
Butchering trees is business as usual (letter) (Rosalie S. Wolff fears that nature will suffer as a result of the Village Board's decision to overturn the moratorium on new Village construction.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

WOLFSON, EVAN
Forum on Boy Scout discrimination at WRT (photo) (A community forum, "Contesting Discrimination in the Boy Scouts of America," will be held on April 22 at the Westchester Reform Temple.), Apr 20, 2001, p. 2

Boy Scout anti-gay policy creates dilemma for local supporters (The Men's Group of Westchester Reform Temple held a panel discussion on April 22 on the topic, "Contesting Discrimination in the Boy Scouts of America."), May 4, 2001, p. 1

Boy Scout anti-gay policy creates dilemma for local supporters (photo) (continued) (The Men's Group of Westchester Reform Temple held a panel discussion on April 22 on the topic, "Contesting Discrimination in the Boy Scouts of America."), May 4, 2001, p. 10
WOLLLBERG, JAMIE
In any language, SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) scout pole says 'peace' (photo) (Junior Girl Scout troop 2209 has created a colorful 'peace' pole to grace the front entrance of the Scarsdale Middle School.), June 8, 2001, p. 14

WOLLIN, MARC (AUTHOR)
Play on (editorial) (Mark Wollin reviews the latest developments on the music scene.), Jan 5, 2001, p. 7
Cookin' (editorial) (Marc Wollin conducts a survey of contemporary cookbooks.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 7
Room to move (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the challenges of modern air travel.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 7
Make you own feet (editorial) (Marc Wollin talks about Customatix, a company that creates personalized sneakers.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7
Information overload (editorial) (Marc Wollin encourages internet users to diminish the volume of information saved on their computers since much of it is worthless or of ephemeral value only.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 7
A prune is still a prune (editorial) (Mark Wollin discussed the FDA changing the name of prunes to dried plums.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 7
Iron horse anthropology (editorial) (Marc Wollin describes the idiosyncracies of railroad commuters.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 7
Thinking of hue (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the fluctuations of the stock market and references the moods invoked by color.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 7
Drive, he/she said (editorial) (Marc Wollin, who drives a Dodge Durango, indulges in new car dreams for Spring.), May 18, 2001, p. 7
Commencement (editorial) (Marc Wollin offers parental wisdom to recent graduates.), June 29, 2001, p. 7
More action, less talk (editorial) (Marc Wollin writes that hands free speaking on a cell phone while driving is still a dangerous distraction.), July 6, 2001, p. 7
Sleep in heavenly peas (editorial) (Marc Wollin describes how listeners frequently mangle song lyrics.), Aug 10, 2001, p. 7
Hey, Bill! Familiarity breeds you-know-what (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the prevalence of politicians and celebrities being known by first names only.), Aug 24, 2001, p. 7
In an instant, everything changed (editorial) (Marc Wollin reflects on life in the post-9/11 world.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6
Global crisis enters the silly season (editorial) (Marc Wollin describes gallows humor in the wake of the post-9/11 terrorist attacks.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 7
Introducing a new band: Basket Full of Puppies (editorial) (Marc Wollin describes the challenges of the heavy metal band with the unfortunate moniker, "Anthrax.")., Nov 16, 2001, p. 7
Glancing Askance: It's mobilization time for the soldiers of retail (editorial) (Marc Wollin urges Americans to keep the economy going by doing a lot of Christmas shopping.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7
It's mobilization time for the soldiers of retail (editorial) (Marc Wollin previews offbeat holiday gift items.), Dec 7, 2001, p. 7
Home, not alone (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the perils and pitfalls of running a home based business.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 7
Glancing Askance: Name your poison (editorial) (Marc Wollin describes the arsenal of advanced weaponry that would be employed in a war in Afghanistan.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 7

WOMEN
Today's Woman (photo) (Supplement), Apr 6, 2001, p. 19–30
'Honest' reporting on women's clubs (letter) (The Westchester County Federation of Women's Clubs thanks the Inquirer and, particularly, Jennifer Stern, for its recent "Today's Woman" supplement.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 6

WONG, NANCY
Slaners and Larkins are FSWs (Family Service of Westchester's) 'Family of the Year' (photo) (Luella Slaner, John and Deborah Slaner Larkin and Margaret Slaner Larkin will receive the Family Service of Westchester's 'Family of Year Award' on June 14.), June 8, 2001, p. 4

WONG, PERSHING
Pool Party! New coaches make swimming, diving fun for summer team (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 19
Pool Party! New coaches make swimming, diving fun for summer team (photo) (continued), June 29, 2001, p. 21

WONG, YUNG LAP
New Garth bakers learn secrets of an old master (photo) (Green Island Bakery has opened on Garth Road; its offerings include traditional fare as well as Asian delicacies.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 4

WOOD, HELEN MANNING
Helen Manning Wood (dies) (Helen Manning Wood, a Scarsdale resident for many years, died on September 25, 2001, at her home in Winter Park, Florida. She was 94.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 20

WOOLF, JAYNE
New Web site lists p/t jobs (photo) (Scarsdale residents, Marina London and Jayne Woolf, have created a website listing part time and volunteer jobs; the site is www.ePartTimeJobs.com), Mar 9, 2001, p. 4
WOOLF, LEOPOLD
Leopold Woolf (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Leopold Woolf, died on July 24, 2001, following a kidney transplant. He was 77.), July 27, 2001, p. 18

WOOLFALK, MIYA
Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of graduating seniors of the Scarsdale High School Class of 2001), June 29, 2001, p. 4A
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

WOOLNER, JAMES
Residents on board (photo) (Scarsdale resident James Woolner is the newly elected treasurer of the Board of Trustees of the Sarah Neuman Center for Healthcare and Rehabilitation.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 4

WORDEN, LISA ANNE
Worden, Sullivan (wed) (photo) (Lisa Anne Worden and Michael John Sullivan were wed on June 9, 2001, in New Canaan, Connecticut.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 14

WORDEN, LOLLY
Scarsdale Woman's Club builds foundation (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 7A

WORLD TRADE CENTER (NEW YORK, N.Y.)
Candlelight vigil (A candlelight vigil will be held at Greenacres Field on September 16 for the families of those lost or missing in the World Trade Center attacks.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Greenville fire company stands by at disaster scene (Greenville Fire Company Chief, Dan Raftery, led nine Greenville Firefighters to lower Manhattan following the September 11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Help available (The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service will hold drop-in sessions on September 15 to provide support following the World Trade Center attacks.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Primary rescheduled (The Greenburgh Primary has been rescheduled for September 25.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
Shockwaves; Witnesses recount horror of terrorist attack on New York (photo) (Account of the terrorist attack that destroyed the twin towers of the World Trade Center on September 11.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1
After the attack: How to talk to your kids (Advice on how to reassure children in the post-9/11 world.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 3
In an instant, everything changed (editorial) (Marc Wollin reflects on life in the post-9/11 world.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6
The price of freedom (editorial) (The Inquirer reflects on life in the post-9/11 world and cautions against rushing to react.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 6
Local problems put in perspective (editorial) (Howard Givner reflects on how the September 11 terrorist attacks have put more mundane problems in perspective.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 7
Congregation reaffirms faith, mourns WTC (World Trade Center) victims (The Scarsdale Synagogue held a special service on September 12 to help the community deal with the aftermath of the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19
Greenville fire company stands by at disaster scene (continued) (Greenville Fire Company Chief, Dan Raftery, led nine Greenville Firefighters to lower Manhattan following the September 11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19
Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19
Shockwaves; Witnesses recount horror of terrorist attack on New York (photo) (continued) (Account of the terrorist attacks that destroyed the twin towers of the World Trade Center on September 11.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 19
In memorium (photo) (The Student Government of Scarsdale High School organized a vigil at Chase Park on September 14 in honor of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
Residents ask: What can we do to help? Village comes to aid of those affected by trade center disaster (photo), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
Students, faculty bond at memorial assembly (A memorial service was held at the Scarsdale High School on September 13 in honor of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 1
Residents ask: What can we do to help? Village comes to aid of those affected by trade center disaster (photo) (continued), Sep 21, 2001, p. 31
Students, faculty bond at memorial assembly (photo) (continued) (A memorial service was held at the Scarsdale High School on September 13 in honor of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 21, 2001, p. 31
How to help the widows and children (letter) (Bradley P. Gaiser, President of the Uniformed Firefighters Association, tells residents where to direct contributions for the families of the 9/11 victims.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6
WORLD TRADE CENTER (NEW YORK, N.Y.) (Continued)
Visit to New York City was both chilling and comforting (letter) (Judy Handelman describes a recent visit to Manhattan in the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6
We are united; we will persevere (letter) (In the aftermath of the 9/11 World Trade Center attacks, Richard H. Cantor urges intensified efforts against terrorism.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 6
District is strong in the face of tragedy (The September 24 Scarsdale School Board meeting emphasized the strength and pride of the community in the wake of the 9/11 terrorist events.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 11
Peter Alderman (dies) (photo) (Peter Craig Alderman, a former Scarsdale resident, died on September 11, 2001, at the World Trade Center while attending a business seminar. He was 25.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 20
Welles Remy Crowther (missing, presumed dead) (photo) (Welles Remy Crowther of Upper Nyack is missing and unaccounted for in the World Trade Center tragedy of September 11. He was 24.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 20
Books on Islam, disaster, in high demand (photo) (Following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, librarians in Scarsdale and Greenburgh report their roles have expanded to include aid and comfort to those seeking consolation.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 3
Legion builds memorial (The American Legion, Post #52, will be giving away pumpkins in exchange for a donation; proceeds will go toward in honor of victims of the September 11 World Trade Center attacks.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 4
Do we fear our government more than terrorists? (editorial) (Gerald J. Turetsky asks how we can protect ourselves against another terrorist attack in the post-9/11 world and what the costs will be to our civil liberties.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6
WTC victim's father thanks community (letter) (Paul H. Kirwin thanks residents for their generous outpouring of support in the aftermath of his son's death on 9/11 at the World Trade Center.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6
Do we fear our government more than terrorists? (editorial) (continued) (Gerald J. Turetsky asks how we can protect ourselves against another terrorist attack in the post-9/11 world and what the costs will be to our civil liberties.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7
Focal Points: Has the recent tragedy affected your decisions about flying? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, questions the community about pertinent questions of the day.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7
Will we ever have 'normal' again? (editorial) (Laurie Sullivan reflects on the emotional aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 7
Prayer while walking a dog at night (letter) (Harry Reynolds wishes he could turn back the clock of time to September 10, before the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 8
Will we ever have 'normal' again? (editorial) (continued) (Laurie Sullivan reflects on the emotional aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 8
Village, county plan for emergencies (Scarsdale Police Department Chief, Donald Ferraro, reports on the Village's preparedness for emergencies.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 1
Pumpkins for Patriots (photo) (American Legion Post #52 in Scarsdale will be giving out pumpkins in front of the HSBC Bank on Popham Road to honor victims of the 9/11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 2
U.S. senator warns of a 'brave new world' (photo) (U.S. Senator, Charles Schumer, predicted a long war against terrorism at a packed meeting on October 5 at Westchester Community College.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 3
Fear itself (editorial) (The Inquirer debates how to live a life with reasonable fears and suspicions in the post-9/11 era.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6
When will the national mourning run its course? (editorial) (Steven Schnur discusses the painful aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 6
Attack on U.S.: Views from abroad (editorial) (In the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, Anne S. Crosman reflects on the perception of the United States abroad.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7
When will the national mourning run its course? (editorial) (continued) (Steven Schnur discusses the painful aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 7
How and with whom should we fight? (editorial) (Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses the difficulty in identifying and fighting modern day terrorism.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6
How and with whom should we fight? (editorial) (continued) (Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses the difficulty in identifying and fighting modern day terrorism.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 7
Doing all we can do after Sept. 11 (editorial) (Edgemont High School senior, Hannah Weiner, discusses her complex reactions to the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 7
Ice cream store thanks all who helped in benefit (letter) (Mitchell Stern and his crew at Haagen Dazs thanks the customers who participated in their World Trade Center benefit on November 10.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6
Owner of business near WTC is grateful for help (letter) (Scarsdale resident, Marvin Ralfeld, and his family thank their many friends and neighbors who supported his lower Manhattan jewelry business in the aftermath of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 6
Mix of ancient ways, modern money makes fertile ground for terrorism (editorial) (photo) (David Buchen, who resided in Saudi Arabia for four years, expresses no surprise that 15 of the 19 September 11 hijackers were Saudis.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 7
Bridging the language barrier; Locals help Chinatown 9/11 victims get aid (photo), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1
WORLD TRADE CENTER (NEW YORK, N.Y.)  (Continued)
Government should not pay victims for lost earnings (letter) (Seth Halpern opposes the government's proposal to compensate victims of the World Trade Center terrorist attacks for presumptive lost earnings.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 6
Bridging the language barrier; Locals help Chinatown 9/11 victims get aid (continued), Dec 28, 2001, p. 8

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 - GERMANY
Scarsdale residents revisit World War II (photo) (Infantry Platoon Sergeant, John Sweeney, viewed pictures taken by Andy Hartzell of the Bavarian home he occupied during World War II.), Aug 3, 2001, p. 3

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 - JAPAN
A sweet memory: my first taste of chocolate (editorial) (Kuniko Katz recalls the first time she tasted chocolate, at the conclusion of World War II in Japan.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 7

WORLD WIDE WEB
Browsing the World Wide Web at warp speed, part II (This is the second of three articles about setting up a shared high-speed internet connection in your home.), Dec 28, 2001, p. 4

WRESTLING
Host Scarsdale takes 2d in tourney (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Raiders wrestling team powered their way to a runner-up finish in a revamped version of the Scarsdale Wrestling Tournament on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 18
Host Scarsdale takes 2d in tourney (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale High School Raiders wrestling team powered their way to a runner-up finish in a revamped version of the Scarsdale Wrestling Tournament on January 6.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 21
In your face (photo) (Scarsdale High School wrestling team member, Mike Kim, is shown in a match against Port Chester's Sal Foti; Kim won, 12-1.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1

WRIGHT, POLLY
Chess champs galore (photo) (Pictured with their chess coach are student winners of local chess tournaments.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 10

WYMAN, HERBERT M (DR)
Blitz pitched in with enthusiasm (letter) (Dr. Herbert M. Wyman mourns the death of Alan Blitz, who was ubiquitous at High School baseball games and many other local events.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 6

WYNN, ELLEN
Focal Points: Do you think the statewide reading tests will improve reading instruction? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, asks questions of passers by.), May 25, 2001, p. 7

YACAVONE, LAUREN
Fatima's parish school begins 50th year of Catholic education (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 18A

YACIU, DEBBIE
Make-A-Wish officers (photo) (Marie Arrigo, Steven Yanovsky, Debbie Yaciuk and Fredric Green are the newly elected officers of the Hudson Valley chapter of the Make-A-Wish Foundation.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 4

YAGHOUBI, NADYA
Heads up! (photo) (Scarsdale's Nadya Yaghoubi heads the ball for the 6-2-1 Raiders Soccer team on May 5.), May 11, 2001, p. 1

YAGHOUBI, ROXANE
U.S. should stop bombing Afghanistan (letter) (Roxane Yaghoubi urges the United States Government to stop bombing Afghanistan.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 6

YALKOWSKY, DEANNA
Joins Houlihan Lawrence (photo) (Deanna Yalkowsky has joined the Scarsdale office of Houlihan/Lawrence as a sales agent.), Nov 9, 2001, p. 4

YANG, MINJIAN
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1
Accused car thieves arraigned in Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (On March 1, Judge John Galloway arraigned eight men accused of running an international luxury car theft ring; they were remanded without bail till March 7, when they were returned to Village Court.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 19

YANG, WILLIAM
District-wide technology plan reviewed at school board meeting (Technology Coordinator, Gerry Crisci, and computer teachers William Yang, Ken Holvig and Barbara Bierbauer discussed new technology projects in a report to the School Board on May 7.), May 18, 2001, p. 11

YANKOU, CHRISTINE
Great balls of fire (photo) (The under-11 Scarsdale Fireball Soccer Team went undefeated to win the 2001 Iona Spring Fever Classic Soccer Tournament.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

YANOVSKY, STEVEN
Make-A-Wish officers (photo) (Marie Arrigo, Steven Yanovsky, Debbie Yaciuk and Fredric Green are the newly elected officers of the Hudson Valley chapter of the Make-A-Wish Foundation.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 4
YANUCK, LYN
Focal Points: Do you think the high price of gasoline has altered people's driving habits? (photo) (Question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff, to passers by), May 18, 2001, p. 7

YAU, VIVIAN
Bridging the language barrier; Locals help Chinatown 9/11 victims get aid (photo), Dec 28, 2001, p. 1

YEAKER, BARBARA
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) festival to honor volunteers, Audrey Hochberg, Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Festival to be held September 28 at the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 28, 2001, p. 2
The Scarsdale Inquirer is 100! (photo) (The Scarsdale Inquirer's 100th anniversary was celebrated on September 28 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 15

YELLEN, BRIAN
Scarsdale Frisbee tops in New York (photo) (The Scarsdale High School ultimate frisbee team, the Hellfish, won its home tournament again this year.), June 15, 2001, p. 17
Senior Options: There's always a catch (photo) (Various Scarsdale High School students describe their Senior Options projects.), June 29, 2001, p. 3
SHS (Scarsdale High School) celebrates its 84th commencement (photo) (Graduation Supplement; Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 graduates on June 22), June 29, 2001, p. 3A
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A-15A

YELLEN, ELAINE
Garden designer gives expert advice (photo) ("Rhapsody in Bloom" garden tours on July 14 to benefit Girl Scouts of Westchester-Putnam), July 6, 2001, p. 1
Garden designer gives expert advice (photo) (continued) ("Rhapsody in Bloom" garden tours on July 14 to benefit Girl Scouts of Westchester-Putnam), July 6, 2001, p. 13
Planning for spring (photo) (Volunteers plant bulbs in the Fox Meadow Neighborhood Association garden), Nov 9, 2001, p. 2

YIN, JAMES
Boy Scouts hike strenuous trek '32' in Colorado (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale joined with other troops to hike strenuous trek No. 32 at Philmont Scout Ranch in Colorado.), July 27, 2001, p. 4

YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER
JCC (Jewish Community Center) launches a new name, look, logo and program offerings (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 18A

YOKOTA, BETTY
Gourmet Galaxy: the Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service fundraising benefit held on May 10 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle), May 18, 2001, p. 36

YORK, JOHN
Scarsdale mobilizes resources and services for survivors (The Scarsdale Village Board met with numerous volunteer organizations to formulate a community response to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 1

YOUNG, DEDE
Neuberger appoints curator (photo) (Dede Young appointed curator of modern and contemporary art at the Neuberger Museum of Art), May 18, 2001, p. 4

YOUNG, JUDITH A (AUTHOR)
To avert tragedy, teach kindness (letter) (Judith A. Young, a retired elementary school teacher, suggests that "kindness" and "compassion" are every bit as important as academic subjects in a school curriculum.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

YOUSEFIAN, MICHELLE
Great balls of fire (photo) (The under-11 Scarsdale Fireball Soccer Team went undefeated to win the 2001 Iona Spring Fever Classic Soccer Tournament.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24
Quaker Ridge - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of students "moving up" from the Quaker Ridge School on June 19; the theme of the day was "End of Year Memories."), June 29, 2001, p. 23A

YOUTH - ALCOHOL USE
Drug Forum asks parents 'Who's in control here?' (A speaker at the PT Council-Scarsdale Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol meeting on January 9 reported that drug and alcohol abuse were at an all time high among Scarsdale teenagers.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 2
SHS (Scarsdale High School) junior arrested for giving vodka to a freshman (A sixteen year old Scarsdale High School junior was arrested on February 13 after supplying a 14 year old girl with vodka during a weekend night of binge drinking.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 5

YOUTH - DRUG USE
Drug Forum asks parents 'Who's in control here?' (A speaker at the PT Council-Scarsdale Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol meeting on January 9 reported that drug and alcohol abuse were at an all time high among Scarsdale teenagers.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 2
Scarsdale Inquirer Index 2001

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE - SCARSDALE
Yes (Youth Employment Service) connects work with volunteers (Progress Edition), Jan 26, 2001, p. 19A

YOUTH SERVICES PROJECT - SCARSDALE
Parents learn the value of networking (editorial) (Tom Camey discusses the importance of parent support groups.), June 15, 2001, p. 7

YUEN, ERIC
In the schools (Eric Yuen, graduating senior at Scarsdale High School, has been chosen as a candidate for the 2001 Presidential Scholars Program.), Feb 2, 2001, p. 11
10 awards for debaters (The Scarsdale High School Speech and Debate Team took home ten awards from the New York State Championships, held on April 28 and 29.), May 11, 2001, p. 12

ZACHARY, NANCY
Book group celebrates 10th anniversary (photo) (Scarsdale Public Library's Nancy Zachary recently celebrated the 10th anniversary of her popular book group.), Dec 21, 2001, p. 2

ZAKIERSKI, JOE
Kids talk to school board about cliques and courtesy at SHS (Scarsdale High School), Dec 14, 2001, p. 11

ZEICHNER, JESSICA
(Jessica Zeichner and Alex Hyman plow through a pile of autumn leaves.) (photo), Nov 9, 2001, p. 6

ZIMMERMAN, ANDY
Green Party’s role in election, future debated (The Sierra Club hosted a meeting at the Scarsdale Library on January 8 on the role of the Green Party in the future of the environmental movement.), Jan 12, 2001, p. 3

ZIPF, BOB
Candidates ready to run in newly united county district; Corcoran vows to ‘put people before politics’ (photo), June 29, 2001, p. 1
Wanted: Party loyalists, long hrs, low pay (When Scarsdale Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, retires next month, the arduous task of recruiting election inspectors will fall to Democratic and Republican town committees.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 1
Wanted: Party loyalists, long hrs, low pay (continued) (When Scarsdale Village clerk, Joan Giampoli, retires next month, the arduous task of recruiting election inspectors will fall to Democratic and Republican town committees.), Sep 7, 2001, p. 13

ZIRLIN, HARRY
Focal Points: Do you think the confirmation hearings on proposed Cabinet officers serve a useful purpose? (photo) (Subjects respond to the question posed by roving photographer, Ira N. Toff.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 7

ZOCK, JOSEPH
Voters Party nominations are still open (Voters Party Chairman, Richard Wingate announced that the nomination process for the Village Board remains open despite the fact that the January 12 deadline has passed.), Jan 19, 2001, p. 1
3 candidates tapped for village board (photo) (The Citizen’s Committee has nominated Peter Strauss of Greenacres and incumbent trustees Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock to run for Village Trustee in the March 20 Village Election.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1
3 candidates tapped for village board (photo) (continued) (The Citizen’s Committee has nominated Peter Strauss of Greenacres and incumbent trustees Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock to run for Village Trustee in the March 20 Village Election.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6; Jan 26, 2001, p. 9
Levin: selfless striver for good (letter) (Jean Wentworth honors the memory of tireless and ubiquitous Village volunteer, Lester Levin.), Feb 9, 2001, p. 6

Busby to be rec department chief (photo) (Suzanne Busby was named Superintendent of Recreation at the Village Board meeting on February 13, replacing Kenneth Batchelor, who will retire in the Spring.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
Harrison to run for trustee - again, maybe (Longtime community activist, Bob Harrison, may be running for Village Trustee on the Voters Party ticket.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 1
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) implored to preserve ‘gateway’ (continued) (On February 5, the Committee on Historic Preservation urgently requested that the Board of Architectural Review save two houses - one on Fox Meadow Road and one on Cooper Road.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 8
Harrison to run for trustee - again, maybe (continued) (Longtime community activist, Bob Harrison, may be running for Village Trustee on the Voters Party ticket.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 9
Voters get Row A (The Voters Party will get the top line on the ballot for the Village election on Tuesday, March 20.), Feb 23, 2001, p. 1
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ZOCK, JOSEPH  (Continued)

LWV (League of Women Voters) forum  (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters and Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents will sponsor a candidates forum on March 12 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo)  (Zock is running on Citizens and Voters lines), Mar 9, 2001, p. 1

Village elections: lots of unresolved issues, little controversy (photo)  (continued)  (Zock is running on Citizens and Voters lines), Mar 9, 2001, p. 3

Candidate urges support for Voters Party nominees  (letter)  (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, urges residents to back Voters Party candidates in the upcoming elections.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

Citizens slate is worthy of broad support  (letter)  (Mark B. Hirsch is proud of his participation on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee and is pleased with the candidates they selected: David Kroenlein, Tom Cusick, Joseph Zock and Peter Strauss.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

For impressive candidates, vote Row A  (letter)  (Adrienne Price, Citizens Committee member, urges the community to vote for David Kroenlein, Tom Cusick, Joe Zock and Peter Strauss, the Citizen's Party candidates.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

Vote for Citizens Party candidates on Row B  (letter)  (Marcia Banner urges Scarsdale residents to vote Row B, Citizens Party, at the Mayoral and Village Board elections on March 20.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

Vote for Harrison, a candidate who opposes new garage  (letter)  (Toni Tiberi urges residents to vote for Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village trustee, because he is the only one running who opposed the construction of a new downtown garage.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 6

At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo)  (At the candidates forum held on March 12 at the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 1

Citizens continue outstanding tradition  (letter)  (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin asks residents to join her in voting on March 20 for Citizens Non-Partisan candidates for Mayor and Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

Let's work to improve Scarsdale  (letter)  (Tegan Lee, member of the Citizens Nominating Committee, urges residents to vote Row B in the upcoming Village Board elections.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

Slate reinforces strength of system  (letter)  (Evelyn Stock urges residents to support the Citizens Party slate in the upcoming Village elections for Mayor and for Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

Support the nonpartisan system  (letter)  (Joy Handelman, member of the 2000-2001 Citizens Committee, endorses David Kroenlein for Mayor and Tom Cusick, Joe Zock and Peter Strauss for Village Board.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

For village trustee: Zock, Cusick, Strauss  (editorial)  (The Scarsdale Inquirer urges residents to vote Row B in the upcoming elections for Village Board: Joseph Zock, Tom Cusick, and Peter Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 6

Citizens candidates have records of achievement  (letter)  (Linda R. Killian, former President of Kids' BASE, urges Scarsdale residents to vote on March 20 for the Citizens Party nominees for the Village Board and Mayor.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Consensus builders are needed on the village board  (letter)  (Neil and Judy Bicknell urge their friends and fellow residents to cast their ballots on March 20 for the Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates, Row B.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Harrison, Zock, Cusick will keep the village in Scarsdale  (letter)  (Bob Harrison, Voters Party candidate for Village Trustee, promises to maintain the character of the Village by limiting development in the downtown area.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Vote for Harrison, Zock and Cusick  (letter)  (Evelyn Carnicelli urges residents to vote for trustees who will limit downtown development and preserve open space.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 7

Peter Strauss belongs on the board of trustees  (letter)  (Bill Doescher supports nominee Peter Strauss for Village Board trustee.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9

Strauss and colleagues offer wisdom, experience  (letter)  (Walter J. Handelman cast an absentee ballot for the Citizens Party candidates on Row B: Kroenlein, Cusick, Zock and Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9

Vote Row B for candidates with impressive records  (letter)  (Adrienne A. Price, Citizens Committee member, asks voters to support candidates on Row B on Election Day: Kroenlein, Cusick, Zock and Strauss.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 9

At trustee candidate forum, more consensus than discord (photo)  (continued)  (At the candidates forum held on March 12, 2001, at the Scarsdale Library, consensus held sway over discord on most issues.), Mar 16, 2001, p. 15

Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected  (photo)  (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 1

Cusick, Kroenlein, Strauss, Zock elected  (continued)  (Citizens Nonpartisan Party candidates for Village trustee, Peter Strauss, and incumbents Joseph Zock and Tom Cusick, prevailed in the March 20 elections; David Kroenlein ran unopposed and was elected Mayor.), Mar 23, 2001, p. 24

New committees  (At a recent meeting of the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents, Mayor David Kroenlein announced a changed array of Village Board committees.), Apr 6, 2001, p. 1

New mayor to mine village's social capital  (photo)  (Scarsdale Mayor, David Kroenlein, proposed sweeping changes to Village Government at his first Village Board meeting on April 10.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
ZOCK, JOSEPH  (Continued)
Trustees pass sprinkler law (The Scarsdale Village Board enacted legislation to require the installation of approved sprinkler systems in future homes, apartments and commercial buildings.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 1
Trustees pass sprinkler law (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board enacted legislation to require the installation of approved sprinkler systems in future homes, apartments and commercial buildings.), Apr 13, 2001, p. 4
Board adopts new watercourse diversion law, Apr 27, 2001, p. 5
Trustees mull Christie Place Garage (The Village Center Committee held an open meeting on May 14 to discuss the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage at Christie Place.), May 18, 2001, p. 1
Coalition drafts rec proposals (continued) (Youth Athletic Coalition drafts three proposals to replace the outdated Mansfield Code, which details audience behavior during athletic events.), May 18, 2001, p. 4
Trustees mull Christie Place Garage (continued) (The Village Center Committee held an open meeting on May 14 to discuss the proposed three tiered, enclosed parking garage at Christie Place.), May 18, 2001, p. 9
Citizens assail village board's BAR reversal (continued) (At the Village Board meeting on May 22, residents criticized the trustees' decision to allow the demolition of the residential property at 270 Fox Meadow Road.), May 25, 2001, p. 10
The Bank of New York Salutes: Scarsdale Historical Society (photo) (Photos depict the 27th Annual Spring Benefit Dance of the Scarsdale Historical Society, held on June 2 at the Fenway Golf Club.), June 8, 2001, p. 34
Board lowers Kids' BASE lease payments, June 15, 2001, p. 1
Board lowers Kids' BASE lease payments (continued), June 15, 2001, p. 8
Board considering rec center proposal (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees is giving the proposed community recreation center "serious consideration."). July 13, 2001, p. 1
Some trustees reject Christie garage proposal, July 20, 2001, p. 1
Some trustees reject Christie garage proposal (continued), July 20, 2001, p. 8
Past studies show parking need (Three Village Board trustees voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place parking lot at a Village Center Committee meeting on July 17.), Aug 17, 2001, p. 1
Fans and foes of Drake Field expansion have their say (continued) (The proposed expansion of the small soccer field at Drake Park was on the agenda of the Village Board meeting on October 9.), Oct 12, 2001, p. 28
There is no need to enlarge Drake Road Field (letter) (Daniel L. Rosensweig registers his strong disapproval of the $80,000 proposal to enlarge the soccer field at Drake Park and add a 20 spot parking area.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6
Trustees shouldn't rush to approve Drake Field expansion (letter) (Carole Schechner urges the Village Board to take time to address traffic, safety, environmental and quality of life concerns before rushing to expand the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 19, 2001, p. 6
Drake Field to be improved, not expanded (A divided Village Board approved scaled down improvements for the soccer field at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1
Inquirer coverage of field issue 'evenhanded' (letter) (Helen Barlow thanks the Inquirer for its ongoing, objective coverage of the proposed expansion at Drake Park.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 6
Rec center update (The Thomas Group consulting firm will release a report on the suitability of the Bushin property for a pool and recreation center.), Nov 16, 2001, p. 1
ZOLDAN, ALEX
Julia B. Fee (Rumbrook, Inc., the developer of the site of the former Westchester Farm Stand in Hartsdale, has selected Julia B. Fee, Inc., to be the exclusive realtor for the development.), July 27, 2001, p. 4
ZOMORRODIAN, SHAHNAAZ ERFANI
Shahnaz Zomorrodian (Scarsdale resident, Shahnaz Erfani Zomorrodian, has been awarded the Pediatrics Review and Education Program Education Award.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 4
ZONING - GREENBURGH
Hamlet: To be or not to be (editorial) (Inquirer examines the zoning plan that would convert Hartsdale into a "hamlet district.").), Aug 10, 2001, p. 6
G'burgh Town Board is rushing backwards (editorial) (Jerrold Cohen asks the Greenburgh Town Board to reflect a bit before rushing to change zoning laws on East Hartsdale Avenue.), Sep 14, 2001, p. 7
ZONING - SCARSDALE
Zoning law takes aim at McMansions (The Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees unanimously approved three changes in zoning law on January 23 that would help preserve the pastoral nature of the Village.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 1
Must developers and residents be at odds? (letter) (This reprint of Penny Sobol's letter to Mayor Mark Bench urges developers, the Planning Board and Village Trustees to consider the rights of homeowners when devising plans for new construction and deeply renovated homes.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 6
Zoning law takes aim at McMansions (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees unanimously approved three changes in zoning law on January 23 that would help preserve the pastoral nature of the Village.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 10
Preserving our heritage is up to us (editorial) (In light of the plans to tear down and subdivide the property at 270 Fox Meadow Road, Anne S. Crosman presents a three pronged plan for preserving the architectural integrity of Scarsdale Village.), Feb 16, 2001, p. 7
ZONING - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Sorry outcome should inspire zoning reform (editorial) (In light of the controversy over the proposed demolition of 270 Fox Meadow Road, the Inquirer urges amendments to the Zoning Laws.), May 25, 2001, p. 6

Loss of house sad, but real tragedy of 270 is subdivision (letter) (Lynette Willson urges the Village to alter the zoning laws so that subdivisions are prohibited.), June 8, 2001, p. 6

Zoning hearing set (The Scarsdale Village Board has scheduled a hearing on proposed amendments to the zoning code to establish a cap on floor area ratio, or "FAR.")., June 15, 2001, p. 1

FAR cap hearing (Public meeting to be held on July 10 to change the zoning code to establish a FAR (floor area ratio) cap for all houses in Residence A zones.), July 6, 2001, p. 1

Village must define 'character' (editorial) (Jeanne Richman urges compromise on house size, suggesting the Planning Board set size limits but offer the homeowner some latitude to fit in with neighbors.), July 20, 2001, p. 7

Board of Appeals decrees lots are separate (Board of Appeals meeting on September 24 determines that lots at 56 Cushman Road and 0 Sheldrake Road have not been merged), Sep 28, 2001, p. 3

The battle is over: 270 Fox Meadow likely to fall soon (The long courtroom battle to save 270 Fox Meadow Road from the wrecker's ball has failed as the result of a September 25 decision by the four judge panel of the Appellate Division, Second Department.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

League of Women Voters mulls proposed FAR cap and bonus law (The Scarsdale Planning Board and the Board of Architectural Review debated a floor area ratio [FAR] cap at a League of Women Voters consensus meeting on October 2.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) to meet (The Town and Village Civic Club will discuss acceptable house sizes and zoning at its October 11 meeting.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 1

Focus on prevention (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that 270 Fox Meadow Road activists should now invest their energies in helping to formulate new zoning laws and to influencing the floor area ratio cap for new houses in the Village.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 6

FAR hearing closes: revisions to come (A public hearing was held on October 23 on a proposed amendment to the Village zoning code that would affect the maximum square footage of every home relative to its lot size.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 1

FAR hearing closes: revisions to come (continued) (A public hearing was held on October 23 on a proposed amendment to the Village zoning code that would affect the maximum square footage of every home relative to its lot size.), Oct 26, 2001, p. 11

Proposed zoning changes still too restrictive (letter) (Jeffrey Watiker responds to Ilene Nechamkin's October 26 Inquirer article on the FAR hearings.), Nov 2, 2001, p. 6

A far cry from stringent (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to attend the November 27 public hearing on the FAR cap plus bonus amendment to the zoning code.), Nov 23, 2001, p. 6

Depot Place zoning may be changed (A public hearing was held on November 27 on the subject of changing the zoning for the Depot Place property in the Village Center.), Nov 30, 2001, p. 1

Zoning changes to allow Depot development (The Scarsdale Village Board approved a local law to alter zoning and allow development of the Depot Place parcel, currently owned by Robert Kligerman.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 1

Admit it, it's better (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds recent improvements that increase pedestrian safety in the downtown area.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 6

Planning board OK's Depot zoning change (At its last meeting on November 28, the Scarsdale Planning Board approved a proposed zoning change in the downtown area adjacent to Depot Place.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 9

ZORBA, PAMELA

Focal Points: Snow affects people differently. Is your view of snow positive or negative? (photo) (Roving photographer, Ira N. Toft, questions subjects on their reactions to snow.), Mar 9, 2001, p. 7

ZORNOW, HANNAH

Young Players win prizes in Halloween contest (photo), Oct 26, 2001, p. 3

ZOROWITZ, ANDREW

Many pins awarded at high school awards assembly (photo) (Outstanding students were honored at an awards ceremony at Scarsdale High School on May 22.), May 25, 2001, p. 11

ZUCKER, JODI

The Bank of New York and Kids' B.A.S.E. Salutes (photo) (Pictured are attendees at the Kids' Base and Little School's 3rd Annual Dinner Dance at the Ridgeway Country Club last week.), Jan 26, 2001, p. 32

ZUCKERMAN, CONNIE

Managing family decisions, new series begins at WRT (Westchester Reform Temple) (photo) (Westchester Reform Temple is sponsoring a series of workshops on provocative contemporary issues.), Oct 5, 2001, p. 22

ZUCKERWISE, GAIL

Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of graduating seniors of the Scarsdale High School Class of 2001), June 29, 2001, p. 4A

The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A-15A
ZUCKERWISE, LESLIE (AUTHOR)
The future was theirs at the senior prom breakfast (letter) (Florie Wachtenheim and Leslie Zuckerwise thank the many volunteers who contributed to the success of the Scarsdale High School post-prom breakfast.), July 6, 2001, p. 7

ZUCKERWISE, LISA
Scarsdale and Edgemont seniors are college bound (photo) (Graduation Supplement; list of college destinations for 2001 Scarsdale and Edgemont High School graduates.), June 29, 2001, p. 8A
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2001 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), June 29, 2001, p. 14A–15A

ZWEIG, AMI
Scarsdale senior Zweig talks about being cut twice before making the team (photo) (Ami Zweig is interviewed about making the varsity basketball team in his senior year at Scarsdale High School.), Dec 14, 2001, p. 30
2001 (YEAR IN REVIEW)
Schools provide support network in troubled year (School district helps students cope in the wake of the September 11, 2001, World Trade Center terrorist attacks), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
The Year in Review: Parents try to STOP standardized tests (Middle School parents had their eighth graders boycott state mandated standardized tests, resulting in a media circus.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (photo) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 8
In memoriam (Scarsdale Inquirer notes some of the residents who died in 2001), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 3
Dubious Distinctions (editorial) (The Inquirer presents awards for the most humorous and absurd moments from the past year.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 6
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (photo) (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 15
The Year in Review: 2001 - A Sports Odyssey; It was the best of times, it was the worst of times (photo) (Recap of the year in school sports), Jan 4, 2002, p. 20
Another year to remember: Scarsdale’s success extended beyond elite sports (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 15
The best of the rest; the most interesting stories we couldn’t fit in this issue (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 20
Building a better Scarsdale to play in (photo) (Jim Legarza conducted positive coaching workshops for parents and coaches), Jan 4, 2002, p. 20
2001: the best of the worst (editorial) (According to Marc Wollin, as the web becomes more pervasive in our lives, it is hardly surprising that the sites are not all stellar.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7

AARON, NEIL
Neil Aaron (Hartsdale resident, Neil Aaron, appointed to the board of directors of the Westchester Philharmonic), Aug 9, 2002, p. 4

AARON, VIRGINIA
Say YES to jobs for kids (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23

AARONSON, JESSICA
Just like olden times (photo) (Quaker Ridge fifth graders participate in traditional Thanksgiving feast), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10
Advertising the future at QR (Quaker Ridge) (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 11

ABEL, STANLEY
Focal Points: To what extent, if any, do you think diversity should be an element in college admissions? (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Should Pete Rose be removed from the permanently ineligible list to permit him to be a candidate for baseball’s Hall of Fame? (photo), Dec 27, 2002, p. 7

ABELSON, JOHN
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

ABELSON, JONATHAN
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

ABELSON, MICHELLE
Sprucing up for Spring (photo) (Nature lovers spruce up outdoor areas in honor of Arbor Day), May 3, 2002, p. 3
ABELSON, MICHELLE  (Continued)
Seniors enjoy a bit of home after a night on the town (letter) (Ellen Sunness and Nancy Solomon, Co-Chairs, Senior Prom Breakfast Committee), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
Erosion hearing draws few speakers, again (Summary of the October 22 Village Board meeting; of particular interest was proposed legislation for regulating storm water management and erosion.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 3
ABELSON, MICHELLE (AUTHOR)
A lot of work made 'Visions' brunch happen (letter) (Michelle Abelson, President, Scarsdale Teen Center), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6
ABINANTI, TOM
Branz to chair board (photo) (Lois Branz elected to head Westchester County Board of Legislators), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
2001 brought immeasurable changes here (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 8A
Librarians honor legislators (photo) (Westchester legislators and public officials were honored in December at the 42nd annual meeting of the Westchester Library System.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 14
Second-hand smoke laws stalled in legislatures, Jul 26, 2002, p. 3
Second-hand smoke laws stalled in legislatures (continued), Jul 26, 2002, p. 9
County OKs budget with no tax hike, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
ABINANTI, TOM (AUTHOR)
ABORN, REBECCA
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad gets award for service (photo) (College student, Rebecca Abom, received the Vermont Student Citizen Award for community service.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 4
ABORTION
Health section was informative but ad was distressing (letter) (Carol McAvoy of Bell Road), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6
Smith took RTL line in violation of agreement (letter) (Patrick Welsh, Vice Chairman, WFP Westchester Chapter), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7
ABRAHAM, TALIA
Just like olden times (photo) (Quaker Ridge fifth graders participate in traditional Thanksgiving feast), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10
ABRAHAMS, JOHN (DR)
John Abrahams, M.D. (Scarsdale resident John Abrahams, M.D., hired by neurosurgery department at Montefiore Medical Center in the Bronx), Nov 1, 2002, p. 4
ABRAMS, DAVID
Focal Points: Do you think that colleges and technical schools should reconsider their procedures for accepting foreign students (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 7
ABUSED WIVES
Domestic violence bill passes (One of two bills dealing with domestic violence has made it through the New York State Assembly.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Paulin's domestic violence bill passes Assembly (continued), May 3, 2002, p. 14
A CAPPHELLA
A cappella contest (For Good Measure, the Scarsdale High School A Cappella group, will perform at Harrison High School on April 26.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 17
ACCIDENTS
2 men die in parkway crash (Two men died in a vehicular accident on the Bronx River Parkway on July 21.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1
ACKERLY, CHARLES
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1
ACTIONS AND DEFENSES
Settlement reached in cramming suit against Verizon, Sep 20, 2002, p. 1
ACTRESSES
So you want to be in pictures? (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10
ADACHE, AKINORI
Local OB-GYN named 1 of top in region (photo) (Dr. Akinori Adache named one of the top OB/GYN doctors in the Northeast.), May 10, 2002, p. 3
ADAMI, JOE
Focal Points: How do you feel about the increased dependency on gambling by New York and other states as an important source of revenue? (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 7
ADLER, ED
Focal Points: What do you think should be included in the rebuilding of ground zero? (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 7
ADLER, STEPHANIE
Aloha, it's Halloween! (photo) (The A-School held its annual Halloween party.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
ADOLPH, WILLIAM HENRY JR (DR)
Dr. William Henry Adolph Jr. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Dr. William Henry Adolph Jr., D.V.M., died in Wilmington, North Carolina, on July 23, 2002. He was 84.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 17

ADULT EDUCATION
Focal Points: If you were offered a tuition-free college level course in any area of interest, what would you elect? (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7
The ancient world at fall adult school, Sep 13, 2002, p. 2

ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAMS (EDUCATION)
28 SHS (Scarsdale High School) students get AP awards, Nov 29, 2002, p. 10

ADVERTISING
Drug ads make doctors of us all (editorial) (Bruce J. Bloom expresses puzzlement and concern about pharmaceutical ads on TV.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 7
When advertising happens, can peace be far behind? (editorial), Jun 21, 2002, p. 7
Advertising the future at QR (Quaker Ridge) (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 11

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATIONS - SCARSDALE
Speaker will not condemn but illuminate people (letter) (Gary Ekman, Chairman, Advisory Council on Human Relations), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
The other November holiday (editorial) (Ramadan started on November 6.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION - SCARSDALE
Soccer dilemmas occupy PRC (Parks and Recreation) (At an open forum on March 13, residents vented their concerns to the Advisory Council on Parks and Recreation.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON YOUTH - SCARSDALE
Board urged to back power plant closing (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Youth and other organizations urge the Scarsdale Village Board to demand shutdown of Indian Point nuclear power plant), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
Board urged to back power plant closing (continued) (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Youth and other organizations urge the QR (Quaker Ridge) Village Board to demand shutdown of Indian Point nuclear power plant), Apr 12, 2002, p. 16
Mayor: Scarsdale must unite against teenage drinking, Sep 27, 2002, p. 1
Wake up already! (editorial) (In the aftermath of the disastrous Scarsdale High School Homecoming dance, where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated, the Inquirer urges parental vigilance and action.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6
Trustees endorse Safe Homes Initiative, Nov 29, 2002, p. 1

AFRAN, SCOTT
Focal Points: How successful do you think the U. N. inspection of Iraq's weaponry will be in averting war? (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 7

AGED
Dentist brings emergency care to geriatric patient (letter) (Dr. Harold I. Sussman of Popham Road), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6
Community service award (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Daniel Reingold, wins community service award for his efforts to prevent elder abuse.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 4
Planning board visits assisted living site (photo) (Scarsdale Planning Board members visited the Saxon Woods Road site of the proposed assisted living home for senior residents.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
Planning board visits assisted living site (continued) (Scarsdale Planning Board members visited the Saxon Woods Road site of the proposed assisted living home for senior residents.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 11
Assisted living facility application is held over (The proposed Assisted Living facility on Saxon Woods Road was discussed at a Planning Board meeting on October 3.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
Young and old learn from each other through '8 to 80' (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 12
Saxon Woods is not a suitable area for frail elderly (letter) (Ben Jamil of Saxon Woods Road), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

AGED - HOUSING
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (photo) (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 8
Diminishing expectations for senior housing (Discussion of proposed senior housing on Saxon Woods Road), May 24, 2002, p. 1
Diminishing expectations for senior housing (continued) (Discussion of proposed senior housing on Saxon Woods Road), May 24, 2002, p. 13

AHARONI, IDO
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo) (Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Mid-Westchester on April 19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1

AHMAD, RAAID
Commencing (photo) (Preview of commencement coverage for Scarsdale and Edgemont High Schools), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
AIDS (DISEASE)  
Wake-up call: There's still no vaccine, no cure for AIDS (letter) (Jean Wentworth of Lockwood Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6

AIR PILOTS  
Focal Points: How do you feel about a proposal to arm commercial airline pilots with guns? (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 7

AIR TRAVEL  
Honey, let's take the kids! (editorial) (Bob Pilpel on planning for traveling with kids), Aug 16, 2002, p. 7

ALBANESE, NANN  
Tax breaks (June 1 is deadline for tax exemption applications), May 3, 2002, p. 1

ALBERT, LOUISE  
Focal Points: How should the U.S. solve the problems presented by Saddam Hussein? (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 7

ALCOHOLISM  
Edgemont task force tackles underage drinking (photo) (The Edgemont Task Force on Alcohol and Substance Abuse is attempting to change an attitude of parental permissiveness towards teenaged drinking.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
We must start early to educate kids about alcohol abuse (letter) (Bonnie Grossman of Round Hill Road), Aug 9, 2002, p. 7
Scarsdale Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol sponsors parenting groups (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 42A
Don't demonized kids (editorial) (In response to the Scarsdale Homecoming dance where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated, the Inquirer urges the community not to demonize teens who drink but to educate them on the dangers.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6
Social or problem drinking? Blurry line is easily crossed (editorial), Oct 18, 2002, p. 7

ALCOHOL - LAW AND LEGISLATION  
Tougher on DWI (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin seeks to amend the DWI legislation.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1

ALDERMAN, CHARLES  
Confidence, poise win points with judges at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest (photo) (continued), Apr 19, 2002, p. 11

ALDERMAN, PETER  
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad memorialized in 9/11 monument (photo) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Peter Alderman, will be memorialized with other victims in the Armonk Rotary Club’s permanent memorial.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 2

ALECSON, DEBORAH (AUTHOR)  
Networks for the newly widowed help them cope (Westchester Self-Help Clearinghouse helps widows and widowers cope with loss), Jul 5, 2002, p. 3

ALECSON, LOWELL  
In memoriam (Scarsdale Inquirer notes some of the residents who died in 2001.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4
Networks for the newly widowed help them cope (Westchester Self-Help Clearinghouse helps widows and widowers cope with loss), Jul 5, 2002, p. 3

ALEXANDER, FRANCES  
Focal Points: How do you feel about the increased dependency on gambling by New York and other states as an important source of revenue? (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 7

ALEXANDER, WENDY  
Top producers at Doernberg (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4
Doernberg agents receive honors (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4

ALLEN, DANIEL  
A sacred gift (photo) (Temple Shaarei Tikvah donated a sacred Torah to a congregation in Modin, Israel.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 14

ALLERGY  
Weird weather may be the cause of new allergies (letter) (Yasue Ueno of Fox Meadow Road), May 3, 2002, p. 6

ALPERT, DAVID  
Latimer’s party star ascends to chair (photo) (On September 30, George Latimer was elected chairman of the Westchester County Democratic Committee.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1

ALPERT, LESLIE DANA  
Alpert, Schuldenfrei (wed) (photo) (Leslie Dana Alpert and Jonathan Mathew Schuldenfrei were wed on September 14, 2002, in New York City.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 12

ALTIZIO, THOMAS  
Lawns go dry with draught restrictions, Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
Lawns go dry with draught restrictions (photo) (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
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ALVAREZ, LOWRY RAGDELIZ
Alvarez, Brescia (wed) (photo) (Lowry Ragdeliz Alvarez and Richard Ryan Brescia were wed on March 16, 2002, in Margarita, Venezuela.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 13

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE
Alzheimer's benefit (photo) (An "Evening in Spring" gala was recently held at the Scarsdale Golf Club to benefit the Alzheimer's Association.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 11

AMABILE, CATHERINE
Catherine Amabile (photo) (Catherine Amabile appointed manager of the Scarsdale office of Merritt Associates), Jan 11, 2002, p. 4

AMAYA, ASTRID
Colombian art exhibit (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 32

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
Wilson family honored at cancer society gala (photo) (The Wilson family, owners of Wilson and Sons Jewelers, honored on May 30 at the American Cancer Society's 2002 Diamond Award Gala), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4
Second-hand smoke laws stalled in legislatures, Jul 26, 2002, p. 3
Second-hand smoke laws stalled in legislatures (continued), Jul 26, 2002, p. 9

AMERICAN DIABETES ASSOCIATION
Ready to ride (photo) (Gina Capelli and Peter Montpelier pictured at the American Diabetes Association's annual Tour de Cure cycling event.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 4

AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE
George Szabad dies; was mayor, bowl winner (George Michael Szabad, former Scarsdale Mayor, died on March 30, 2002, at his home in Haverford, Pennsylvania. He was 85.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1

AMERICAN LEGION
American Legion develops memorial garden project (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11A
Legion Post plans memorial garden (photo) (Scarsdale American Legion Post 52 plans memorial garden for victims of 9/11 terrorist attacks), Mar 1, 2002, p. 4
Garden will memorialize every war American fought in (letter) (Nelson Heyer of Ferncliff Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Post 52 patriarch still going strong at age 94 (photo) (At almost 95, Eugene Rogliano, Sr., remains an active member of American Legion Post 52.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Post 52 patriarch still going strong at age 94 (photo) (continued) (At almost 95, Eugene Rogliano, Sr., remains an active member of American Legion Post 52.), May 3, 2002, p. 9
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 1
History lives (editorial) (The Inquirer expresses pride in the American Legion's new Memorial Garden, which honors Scarsdale veterans.), May 10, 2002, p. 6
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 21
Memorial Day (The Scarsdale Memorial Day Parade, sponsored by American Legion Post 52, will take place on May 27.), May 24, 2002, p. 1
Gorgeous weather for a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 3
Senior Girl Scout Lee balances diverse dreams (photo) (Profile of Scarsdale High School senior and long time Girl Scout Stephanie Lee), May 31, 2002, p. 11
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1
(Photo of pumpkin sale outside of HSBC to benefit the American Legion) (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
Veterans Day (American Legion Post 52 will sponsor the annual Veterans Day ceremonies on November 11 in Boniface Circle.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Old soldiers remembered on Veterans Day (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 3

AMERICARES
You got a fixer-upper? (editorial) (AmeriCares says it's HomeFront program is seeking candidates who qualify for home renewal.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6

ANDJABA, MONICA
Celebrating diversity (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 10

ANDREWS, JOSEPH L JR (DR)
His Jewish roots go back to the Revolution (photo) (Author and Scarsdale High School graduate, Dr. Joseph Andrews, traces his roots back to Jewish Revolutionary War figure, Haym Salomon.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 3

ANDREWS, JOSEPH L JR (AUTHOR)
An oasis of peace in Israel (editorial) (Joseph L. Andrews, Jr., on peaceful co-existence between Israelis and Palestinians in Neve Shalom, Israel), Jul 26, 2002, p. 7
ANGEVINE, JAMES
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

ANIMAL RIGHTS
Elephants belong in the wild, not abused in circuses (editorial), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7
Support sought for town ban on circuses that exploit and demean animals (letter) (Richard Presser of Hartsdale), May 10, 2002, p. 9

ANIMAL WELFARE
Gary Williams, M. D. (photo) (Dr. Gary Williams wins The Enhancement of Animal Welfare Award from the Society of Toxicology.), May 3, 2002, p. 4

ANNE, LAURA
Focal Points: Do you think the high tax on cigarettes will be an efficient deterrent to smoking? (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 7

ANTENNA REVIEW BOARD
Antenna Review Board had other meeting options (letter) (Paul Feiner responds to the Antenna Review Board's decision to meet outside in late December due to restricted access to the Greenburgh Town Hall.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6
Feiner used national tragedy against antenna board (letter) (Mary Tobias has some quibbles regarding the Greenburgh articles in the January 4 edition of the Inquirer.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6
Amend antenna law (editorial) (The Inquirer recommends passage of the amendment to the zoning code removing as-of-right permits and granting the planning board control over the siting of cell antenna installations.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6
New cell tower law vote set for Sept. 10 (continued), Aug 16, 2002, p. 20

ANTENUCCI, ALLEY
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

ANTHONY, MICHAEL
Class of 2002 Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists 2002 Scarsdale High School graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4A

ANTUSH, JOHN
Focal Points: Are you concerned about the possibility of a water shortage? (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 7

APARTMENT HOUSES - EASTCHESTER
Apartments will replace Plaza (illustration) (Luxury rental apartments will take the place of the closed Scarsdale Plaza movie theater.), May 31, 2002, p. 1
Apartments will replace Plaza (illustration) (continued) (Luxury rental apartments will take the place of the closed Scarsdale Plaza movie theater.), May 31, 2002, p. 10
Garson Bros. (Brothers) defend their record on asbestos (Jeff and Stafford Garson respond to an article in last week's Inquirer that raised questions about their work on the Plaza Theater demolition.), May 31, 2002, p. 10
A tragedy of epic proportions unfolds on Garth Road (letter) (Jay Shulman of Garth Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Loss of Plaza Theater is a tragedy of development (letter) (Jay Shulman of Garth Road), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6
Ground broken for Garth apartments (photo) (Groundbreaking ceremony for Scarsdale Commons apartments, on the site of the former Scarsdale Plaza Theater, held on July 17), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1
APARTMENT HOUSES - EASTCHESTER (Continued)
Coming attraction (editorial) (The Inquirer sees the up side to the construction of apartments on the site of the former Scarsdale Theater.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6
Ground broken for Garth apartments (continued) (Groundbreaking ceremony for Scarsdale Commons apartments, on the site of the former Scarsdale Plaza Theater, held on July 17), Jul 19, 2002, p. 18

APHASIA
Barbara Martin (Barbara Martin to receive the 2002 Advocacy Award from the National Aphasia Association.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 4

APOSTLE, GREGORY
Commencing (photo) (Preview of commencement coverage for Scarsdale and Edgemont High Schools), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

ARAB-ISRAELI CONFLICT
Just say no to a Palestinian state (letter) (Dr. Phillip E. Jacobs of Griffen Avenue), May 31, 2002, p. 6

ARABS
Can't we help Arabs find a way out of the corner? (editorial) (Helene Buchen describes Arabs in the Mideast as having painted themselves into a corner.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think that the admission to colleges of Arab students should be discontinued? (photo), Sep 27, 2002, p. 7

ARAUJO, PEDRO
Senior Options students explore interests, career possibilities (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 10

ARBOR DAY
Sprucing up for Spring (photo) (Nature lovers spruce up outdoor areas in honor of Arbor Day), May 3, 2002, p. 3

ARCHITECTS
Architect wanted (The Scarsdale Village Board needs to fill a vacancy on the Board of Architectural Review.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1

ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS
Builder fined for work in wetlands without permit, Feb 8, 2002, p. 5
Architects crossing fingers for SHS (Scarsdale High School) construction OK (Scarsdale school construction projects moving right along according to architects Peter Gisolfi Associates), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1

ARCUNI, JOSEPH
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

ARDSELY ROAD
Clogged arteries (Ardsley Road will be undergoing major road work until April 5; expect major inconveniences.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1

ARENELLA, ANTHONY
A-School grads celebrated in personal tributes by advisors (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 10
Expressive A-school family dives right into ethical complexities (The Scardale High School Alternative School held a friendly and welcoming orientation for new students on September 4.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 9

ARNOLD, CHRIS
Timing, persistence lead to radio success (photo) (Class of '88 Scarsdale High School graduate, Chris Arnold, is a reporter for the National Public Radio Station.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 3

ARNOW, DAVID (AUTHOR)
Goal is a diverse Middle East (editorial) (David Amow of Griffen Avenue responds to Harry Reynold's controversial March 29 editorial.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7

ARONOW, BRYAN
Life of Bryan: Aronow sits out senior year with mono (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 33
Life of Bryan: Aronow sits out senior year with mono (photo) (continued), Jan 18, 2002, p. 36

ARONOW, SCOTT
Friends in concert: Danny Katz reunites with SHS (Scarsdale High School) friends for NYC concert (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 15

ARONS, ANDY
Garage revs up (photo) (Gourmet Garage had its grand opening on October 5 and 6.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 4

ARONSON, MARC
How to help children cope with 9/11 fears, Sep 20, 2002, p. 3
How to help children cope with 9/11 fears (continued), Sep 20, 2002, p. 11

ARRIGO, BOB (AUTHOR)
Teacher recruiting tactics defended (letter) (Bob Arrigo, Scarsdale High School math teacher), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6

ARSON
Arson investigators deem fire at Saxon Woods house deliberate (photo) (Investigators at the remains of the house at 25 Saxon Woods Road have concluded that the October 7 fire was arson.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1

ART
American art focus of 2 adult school courses, Apr 12, 2002, p. 2
ART - COLLECTORS AND COLLECTING

SHS (Scarsdale High School) alum recovers art looted in WWII (World War II) (Scarsdale High School alum, Thomas Kline, received the Officer's Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany for his work to recover art stolen from Holocaust victims.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1

Healing acts (editorial) (The Inquirer lauds the work of Thomas Kline, who was honored by the German government for his efforts to return artwork stolen by the Nazis to the rightful owners.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6

SHS (Scarsdale High School) alum recovers art looted in WWII (World War II) (continued) (Scarsdale High School alum, Thomas Kline, received the Officer's Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany for his work to recover art stolen from Holocaust victims.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 10

ART - EXHIBITIONS

K-12 art show (Scarsdale Schools will present "Visions Across the Grades" in celebration of National Youth Art Month.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 11

Creativity on display (photo) (Scarsdale students display their artistic creations at an exhibit called "Visions Across the Grades.").), Mar 8, 2002, p. 8

'America the Beautiful' (photo) (The theme of the Scarsdale Art Association's April show will be 'America the Beautiful.").) Apr 5, 2002, p. 31

The 'ladies who paint' create models for success (photo) (The Grandview Group will hold an exhibit featuring portraits called "Models and More" at the Scarsdale Public Library May 1-May 30.), May 3, 2002, p. 19

All in the family (photo) (Acress Eden Riegel and her grandmother, artist Iris Engelmann, are pictured at the Grandview Group art exhibit at the Scarsdale Library on May 5.). May 10, 2002, p. 19

Scarsdale art teacher Maria DeAngelis confronts the lint trap (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 19

250 years of American art in 20 minutes; Docent trainer Pat Grabel distills six month of research for a new exhibit (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 17

Art for all ages (photo) (Photo of party kicking off recent Kids' Base art exhibit on June 13), Jul 5, 2002, p. 9

Shaw exhibit (photo) (Scarsdale sculptor and resident, Isabel Shaw, will display her works at the Broome Street Gallery from July 9-July 27.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 13

One-man show (Long time Scarsdale resident, Peter Diaferia, will have a one man show of his watercolors at the Art Gallery at St. Cabrini from August 14 - September 25, 2002.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 13

Ries' pieces: Scarsdale resident exhibits 7 decades of paintings and prints (photo) (Scarsdale resident and artist, Martin Ries, will display his paintings and prints through August 25 at the Karpeles Manuscript Museum in Newburg.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 15

Art in the park - a fall tradition (photo) (Chase Park will become an outdoor art promenade on September 14-15 when the Scarsdale Art Association holds its annual art show and sale.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 27

An entrepreneurial student with a heart for art (photo) (College student and recent Scarsdale High School graduate, Sanaa Hyder, displayed her art at the Scarsdale Art Association's outdoor show last weekend.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 15

Beyond the Medium; Scarsdale High School Graduate mixes art with politics (photo) (Andrew Epstein, Scarsdale High School class of '97, is featured artist at an exhibit titled "The Authentic Self" at the Gertrude White Gallery in Greenwich.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 19

Students art that heals (photo) ("The Authentic Self" features local art students and will be at the Gertrude White Gallery in Greenwich through October 31.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 19

'Memories of Maine' (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 19

ART GALLERIES, COMMERCIAL

What lies beneath: Dulaney's works are windows to memory (photo) (Weber Fine Art presents the paintings of Shawn Delaney.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 17

ARTISTS

What lies beneath: Dulaney's works are windows to memory (photo) (Weber Fine Art presents the paintings of Shawn Delaney.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 17

The 'ladies who paint' create models for success (photo) (The Grandview Group will hold an exhibit featuring portraits called "Models and More" at the Scarsdale Public Library May 1-May 30.), May 3, 2002, p. 19

SHS grad in juried exhibition (photo) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Saya Wulfkof, will compete in the fifth annual competition of the Ceres Gallery in New York City.), May 17, 2002, p. 17

Ries' pieces: Scarsdale resident exhibits 7 decades of paintings and prints (photo) (Scarsdale resident and artist, Martin Ries, will display his paintings and prints through August 25 at the Karpeles Manuscript Museum in Newburg.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 15

Beyond the Medium; Scarsdale High School Graduate mixes art with politics (photo) (Andrew Epstein, Scarsdale High School class of '97, is featured artist at an exhibit titled "The Authentic Self" at the Gertrude White Gallery in Greenwich.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 19

Student Artist of the Month (photo) ("Seo-Jin Kim is the Scarsdale High School Artist of the Month."), Oct 25, 2002, p. 12

Odd images are student artist's signature (photo) (December student artist of the month, Andrea Tsurumi, creates fantastical, surreal illustrations.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 11
ARTISTS (Continued)
'Memories of Maine' (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 30
Colombian art exhibit (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 32

ART MUSEUMS
At opening (photo) (Belinda and Ivan Pokorny attended the January 12 opening of "Divine Mirrors: The Virgin Mary in the Visual Arts" at the Katonah Museum of Art.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 15
The art and artistry of Jerry Pinkney (photo) (The Katonah Museum of Art will open an exhibit of the art of Jerry Pinkney and Eric Carle on June 8.), May 24, 2002, p. 17
250 years of American art in 20 minutes; Docent trainer Pat Grabel distills six month of research for a new exhibit (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 17

ARTS
'Made for me;' New director Tobe Sevush finds her dream job at JCC's (Jewish Community Center's) intensive arts camp (photo), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1

ARTS AND CRAFTS
The 'nature' of collecting: Utilitarian or decorative, new exhibit gathers treasure from the natural world (photo) (100 craft objects currently on view at Scarsdale Historical Society), Apr 12, 2002, p. 21

ASBESTOS
Garson Bros. (Brothers) defend their record on asbestos (Jeff and Stafford Garson respond to an article in last week's Inquirer that raised questions about their work on the Plaza Theater demolition.), May 31, 2002, p. 10

ASCHER, ROBIN
Parents, teachers try to save SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) play, to no avail (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 9

ASCHER, ROBIN (AUTHOR)
Beloved teacher lives on in students (editorial) (Robin Ascher memorializes Werner Feig, late Scarsdale High School history teacher), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7

ASERAV, ROBERT
Focal Points: Do people's personalities change when they get behind the wheel of a car? (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 7

ASH, ARTHUR (AUTHOR)
Squaring the circle is a snap compared to PPP (Perennial Parking Problems) (editorial) (Arthur Ash on frustrating parking problems), Aug 2, 2002, p. 7
The miracles of Tanglewood (Arthur Ash on the annual summer music festival in Tanglewood), Aug 23, 2002, p. 7
My years as a tomato farmer (editorial) (Arthur Ash on his move to an apartment from his house and garden.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 7
A short telephone pitch goes a long way (editorial), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6

ASHER, KAREN
Focal Points: Do you think that people's dress habits have gone from too strict to too liberal? (photo), Aug 30, 2002, p. 7

ASHRAF, SAYADA RAIN
Ashraf and Rothschild (wed) (photo) (Sayada Rain Ashraf and Alan Joseph Rothschild were wed on August 24, 2002, in Saugerties, New York.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 13

ASPIS, HAROLD B (AUTHOR)
America and Israel share many values and interests (letter) (Harold B. Aspis of Heathcote Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7
Keep it up (letter) (Harold Aspis of Heathcote Road), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
Another question for the county (letter) (Harold Aspis of Heathcote Road), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6

ATHLETES
Focal Points: What do you think about the salaries now being offered to professional athletes? (photo), Jan 11, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think that professional sports and athletes occupy attention that is out of proportion to their importance? (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7

ATHLETIC FIELDS
Village staff to explore fields at Crossway, May 10, 2002, p. 1
Co-location is best (editorial) (Inquirer discusses proposals for new playing fields at Crossway and possible relocation of the leaf transfer facility), May 10, 2002, p. 6
Village Board meeting summary: $1 million-plus OK'd for Freightway repairs, May 17, 2002, p. 3
Ramsey-Secor area cannot accommodate field traffic (letter) (Amy Bermingham of Secor Road), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6

AUCTIONS
Zachy's goes solo in wine auction venture (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 4

AUDIOBOOKS
Barbara Korsen (Scarsdale resident, Barbara Korsen, is the narrator for the audiobook, "The Spy Next Door: The Extraordinary Secret Life of Robert Philip Hansen.") , Jul 12, 2002, p. 4

AUDUBON SOCIETIES - SCARSDALE
Audubon lauds 3 committed to environment (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4
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AUERBACHER, JOHN (AUTHOR)
Signing up for the new indoor pool is a vote for improvement (letter) (John Auerbacher of Bradford Road), Nov 8, 2002, p. 7

AUGARTEN, DEBBIE
Soccer dilemmas occupy PRC (Parks and Recreation) (At an open forum on March 13, residents vented their concerns to the Advisory Council on Parks and Recreation.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1

AUGARTEN, DEBBIE (AUTHOR)
Story inspired donations for teacher memorial (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6

AURICHIO, ANNA
Focal Points: Does availability of parking influence where you shop? (photo), May 17, 2002, p. 7

AURICHIO, JOSEPH
Joseph Aurichio (photo) (Joseph Aurichio has been elected to the Mercy College Board of Trustees.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 4

AUSCHWITZ (CONCENTRATION CAMP)
Auschwitz expert tells kids: seek truth over propaganda (photo) (Historian Robert Jan Van Pelt recounts his testimony against Holocaust deniers to Scarsdale High School students.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 10

AUTHORS
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) teacher fills gap with workbook (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School CHOICE teacher Sue Goldman's new book, SAT II Writing Guide, teaches students what to expect from the grammar test.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 11

Memoir author to speak here (photo) (Journalist and author, Joseph Berger, to speak at the Scarsdale Public Library on March 14), Mar 8, 2002, p. 2

Journalist/novelist talks about fact vs. fiction (photo) (New York Times reporter and novelist, Alex Witchel, addressed a packed crowd at the Scarsdale Library on February 28.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 3

For Brian Brown, closer time zone enhances Olympic experience (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 20

Son of refugees celebrates story of triumph (photo) (Joseph Berger shared his memories as a child of Holocaust survivors at a Scarsdale Library program on March 21.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 3

Writer's Conference (Sixth Annual Young Writers' Conference will take place April 13), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10

Auschwitz expert tells kids: seek truth over propaganda (photo) (Historian Robert Jan Van Pelt recounts his testimony against Holocaust deniers to Scarsdale High School students.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 10

Future journalists, novelists get head start at conference (photo) (Scarsdale PT Council Young Writers' Conference held at High School on April 13), Apr 19, 2002, p. 10

Future journalists, novelists get head start at conference (continued) (photo) (Scarsdale PT Council Young Writers' Conference held at High School on April 13), Apr 19, 2002, p. 11

Untaught ethicist explores moral quandaries (Randy Cohen, the New York Times Magazine's "Ethicist," addressed a crowd at the Scarsdale Library on April 18.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 3

Record number of young writers attend conference (letter) (Anna S. Decker, President, PT Council), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6

Untaught ethicist explores moral quandaries (photo) (continued) (Randy Cohen, the New York Times Magazine's "Ethicist," addressed a crowd at the Scarsdale Library on April 18.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8


Friends to host author, hold annual election (photo) (Author and clinical psychologist, Peter Sheras, will speak at the Scarsdale Public Library on May 16.), May 10, 2002, p. 2

Belkin to speak at JCC (Noted book author and New York Times columnist, Lisa Belkin, will speak at the JCC of MidWestchester on June 9.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 2

His Jewish roots go back to the Revolution (photo) (Author and Scarsdale High School graduate, Dr. Joseph Andrews, traces his roots back to Jewish Revolutionary War figure, Haym Salomon.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 3

Kimberly Yuracko (Dr. Kimberly Yuracko publishes new book: "Perfectionism and Contemporary Feminist Values.") , Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

Sonya Breidbart (photo) (Home economist, Sonya Breidbart, contributed to "Sewing with Nancy's Favorite Hints 20th Anniversary Edition."), Oct 25, 2002, p. 4

Gish Gen receives award (photo) (Author and former Scarsdale resident, Gish Gen, will receive $250,000 from the American Academy of Arts and Letters.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 2

AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
Speeding cars are a menace to neighborhood residents (letter) (Andrew Chamlin deplores speed limit violations in residential neighborhoods.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6

Upstate/Downstate conflicts continue to stall license bill (continued) (The New York State Senate considers bill to limit junior license holders to only one teenaged passenger.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 10

Focal Points: Do people's personalities change when they get behind the wheel of a car? (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 7

AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS (Continued)
Safer times ahead (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the New York State Legislature for passing the graduated license bill.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
Lawmakers pass graduated license bill in Albany (continued), Jun 21, 2002, p. 19

AUTOMOBILE PARKING
Tougher on DWI (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin seeks to amend the DWI legislation.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Upstate/Downstate conflicts continue to stall license bill (photo) (New York State Senate considers bill to limit junior license holders to only one teenaged passenger), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1

Traffic report

TVCC recommends more study on Christie (Ven Parameswaran of Stonehouse Road), May 10, 2002, p. 6
Consultants say new H-B lot would help (At a public workshop on June 4, Scarsdale residents were briefed on the status of the new parking lot and expansion plans at the Hoff-Barlhelson Music School.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Garage is in everyone's interest (editorial) (Carole Tunick makes a case for the Christie Place indoor parking garage.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7
Chateaux residents could park in garage (letter) (Judy and Walter Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6

Parking crunch (A $1.5 million restoration project has reduced the number of parking spots at the Freightway Garage.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
Traffic report (The Scarsdale Planning Board will discuss the Hoff-Barlhelson Music School's application to acquire and renovate an adjacent property and construct a parking lot.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
A clumsy solution (editorial) (The Inquirer opines that the Freightway Parking Garage renovation is creating a spillover of inconvenience for both merchants and residents.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
Committee must focus on garage (Mayor Kroenlein refuses to respond point by point to a list of TVCC concerns about the Christie Place Garage.), Jun 26, 2002, p. 1
AUTOMOBILE PARKING (Continued)

Taxis need space (editorial) (The Inquirer hopes that Robert Kligerman's design for Depot Place will address the issue of traffic congestion.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6

Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

Tranquility of village should not be disrupted by garage (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6

Divided board OKs garage committee (continued) (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) group tackles the parking problem (Town and Village Civic Club boycotts planning meeting for the Christie Place indoor parking facility), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) group tackles the parking problem (continued) (Town and Village Civic Club boycotts planning meeting for the Christie Place indoor parking facility), Jul 19, 2002, p. 3

We're about to become a village in a parking lot (letter) (Lika L. Levi of Lockwood Road), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6

Stuck in reverse (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that the Town and Village Club is hindering progress on the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) on parking (The Town and Village Civic Club will hold an open meeting on August 5 to discuss Christie Place parking.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1

Squaring the circle is a snap compared to PPP (Perennial Parking Problems) (editorial) (Arthur Ash on frustrating parking problems), Aug 2, 2002, p. 7

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues to mull fate of Christie (Community members attended a meeting of the Town and Village Civic Club on August 5 to debate the future of the Robison Lot on Christie Place.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1

Give peace a chance (editorial) (The Inquirer urges neighbors adjacent to the Hoff-Barthe/son Music School to be more open minded about the school's proposed expansion and additional parking area.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6

'87 report found 1,000+ parking space dearth, Aug 9, 2002, p. 8

Approval of school expansion sets dangerous precedent (letter) (Sheila and Richard Sweet of School Lane), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

Hoff-Barthe/son denies traffic/parking problems exist (letter) (Frank Quigley of Lockwood Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

Consensus reached on safety at Fox Meadow (The Village is moving to rectify the ongoing parking safety problems at the Fox Meadow School.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1

Consensus reached on safety at Fox Meadow (continued) (The Village is moving to rectify the ongoing parking safety problems at the Fox Meadow School.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 8

Freightway update (All levels of the Freightway Parking Garage will mostly be open October 1 -10; additional work will continue the following week.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) recomputes village parking needs and dearth (The Town and Village Civic Club met on October 3 to review the financial report and parking needs analysis completed by its members.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) recomputes village parking needs and dearth (continued) (The Town and Village Civic Club met on October 3 to review the financial report and parking needs analysis completed by its members.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 32

IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max (The Interactive Design Process Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1

Christie Place site developers should discuss a music school (David Buchen suggests that the proposed indoor parking facility on Christie Place share space with the enlarged Hoff-Barthe/son Music School.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7

IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max (continued) (The Interactive Design Process Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 14

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) OKs report on Christie Place parking, Oct 18, 2002, p. 1

Numbers don't tell all (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that the Scarsdale Village consultants, Desman Associates, understated the need for inexpensive, safe employee parking.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) OKs report on Christie Place parking (continued), Oct 18, 2002, p. 14

Free Parking (During Christmas week, parking in downtown Scarsdale will be free.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 1

AUTOMOBILES - SEATBELTS

Buckle up, Maggot (editorial) (Marc Wollin addresses the issue of seat belts and one's position in the vehicle.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 7

AUTUMN

Leaf collection (Leaves may be brought the recycling center at 110 Secor Road; leaves left at the curb must be placed in biodegradable bags and may not be left in piles in the street.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1

Autumn celebration (photo) (Muscoot Farm will host an Autumn Celebration on October 20.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 8
AWARDS
Teardown 'awards' were dubious indeed (letter) (Elizabeth Biers comments on the "Dubious Distinctions" editorial in the January 4 Inquirer.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6
Open Door Award to honor police, firefighters (photo) (The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service will present its Open Door Award for Community Service on May 1.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4
Dawn Dresher Knief (photo) (Dawn Dresher Knief joins Julia B. Fee), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4
Dean Borg (photo) (1980 Scarsdale High School grad elected director of Kreisler Borg Floman General Construction Company of Scarsdale), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4
Dr. Marcus Reidenburg (Dr. Marcus Reidenburg Inducted into Temple University Gallery of Success), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4
John Jureller (John M. Jureller joins Trans-Resources as Vice President), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4
Karlo Rivera (Karlo Rivera joined the U. S. Army), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4
Archie Bankston (Scarsdale resident, Archie Bankston, named Executive-in-Residence at the College of New Rochelle), Feb 8, 2002, p. 4
Ellen Gold (photo) (Scarsdalian Ellen Gold appointed to manager of member services for The Westchester County Association), Feb 8, 2002, p. 4
Harry Reynolds (Scarsdale attorney, Harry Reynolds, to work with New York City Bar Association's Committee on Capital Punishment Subcommittee), Feb 8, 2002, p. 4
Samir Gandhi (Samir Gandhi makes partner at international law firm, Sidley Austin Brown & Wood), Feb 8, 2002, p. 4
SHS (Scarsdale High School) alum recovers art looted in WW II (World War II) (Scarsdale High School alum, Thomas Kline, received the Officer's Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany for his work to recover art stolen from Holocaust victims.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Historical society to honor Lillian Gleicher (photo), Feb 15, 2002, p. 4
John Baer (photo) (Scarsdale resident, John Baer, named co-president of the New York metropolitan region of the American Jewish Congress), Mar 1, 2002, p. 4
Advocate to be inducted into county Business Hall of Fame (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 4
Barbara Martin (Barbara Martin to receive the 2002 Advocacy Award from the National Aphasia Association.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 4
Mitchell Rudin (photo) (On February 7, Mitchell Rudin was honored by The American Friends of the Jerusalem College of Technology.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 4
Safety post winners (Winners announced for the safety poster contest sponsored by the Scarsdale Recreation Department), Mar 15, 2002, p. 4
William Doescher (Scarsdale resident, William Doescher, has been appointed to the S. I. Newhouse School of Public Communication Board of Visitors at Syracuse University.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 4
Luella LaMer Slaner (photo) (The late Luella LaMer Slaner was posthumously awarded the 19th Annual Women's Hall of Fame Award.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 4
William Frishman, M. D. (photo) (Dr. William Frishman of Scarsdale has been nominated for the Humanism in Medicine Award.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4
Community service award (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Daniel Reingold, wins community service award for his efforts to prevent elder abuse.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 4
Friends, family laud Mccreery (photo) (A group of 321 people gathered on April 24 to celebrate William Mccreery, winner of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Award.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Friends, family laud Mccreery (continued) (A group of 321 people gathered on April 24 to celebrate William Mccreery, winner of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Award.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 9
Gary Williams, M. D. (photo) (Dr. Gary Williams wins The Enhancement of Animal Welfare Award from the Society of Toxicology.), May 3, 2002, p. 4
High school student volunteers win awards for community service (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 10
Marjorie Miller to receive award (Marjorie Miller, an active Scarsdale volunteer in many organizations, received the 31st Brotherhood Award from Westchester Reform Temple.), May 3, 2002, p. 22
Hail to the chief (Retiring Scarsdale Police Chief, Donald Ferraro, is honored in a resolution adopted by the Village Board which acknowledges his accomplishments.), May 17, 2002, p. 1
Inquirer publisher to receive Matrix Award (Scarsdale Inquirer publisher, Deborah White, will receive the 2002 Matrix All-Star Award in publishing.), May 17, 2002, p. 4
White Plains Hospital Center recognizes volunteers (photo) (Scarsdale resident Rachel Rund was awarded the White Plains Hospital Spirit of Volunteerism Award while resident Natalie Hofheimer received her 40 year pin.), May 17, 2002, p. 4
David and Steven Schlakman (photo) (David and Steven Schlakman received the Esprit de Corps award from Manhattanville College.), May 24, 2002, p. 4
Howard Biltman (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Howard Biltman, awarded the 2002 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Alumni Association Fellows Award.), May 24, 2002, p. 4
AWARDS

Marc Zisselman, M.D. (Dr. Marc Zisselman, Scarsdale High School Class of '77, was named one of the “Top Docs 2002” in Philadelphia Magazine.), May 24, 2002, p. 4

ShS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

Officials reap awards for eventful year (photo) (Attendees at Public Safety Promotions and Awards ceremony looked back at a historic year.), May 31, 2002, p. 5

Officials reap awards for eventful year (continued) (Attendees at Public Safety Promotions and Awards ceremony looked back at a historic year.), May 31, 2002, p. 20

Awards for Claire D. Leone (photo) (Claire D. Leone real estate agents win prestigious awards from the Westchester County Board of Realtors), Jun 7, 2002, p. 4

Historical Society receives 2002 conservation grant (The Scarsdale Historical Society received a 2002 Conservation Assessment Program grant from the Institute of Museum and Library Services.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 4

Confirmation winner (photo) (Mitchell Ian Bloom wins the 2002 Tracy Kreisberg Prize at Westchester Reform Temple.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 20

Carl Finger (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Carl Finger, will serve as counsel to the Westchester County Board of Legislator's Labor Committee), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

Joan Behrens Bergman (The Executive Director of the Hoff-Barthelson Music School, Joan Behrens Bergman, will join the Music Panel of the New York State Council of the Arts.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

Kenneth Lau (photo) (Kenneth Lao, CSW, honored by the Westchester Task Force on Child Abuse and Neglect.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

Leon Henry (Leon Henry named finalist in the Ernst and Young 2002 Entrepreneur of the Year Awards), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

Masayo Kaneko (Scarsdale resident, Masayo Kaneko, receives a Golden Dozen teaching award from New York University.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

Patricia Lanza (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Patricia Lanza, received a public service award from the Greenburgh Police Department.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

Yoshi Tsurumi (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Dr. Yoshi Tsurumi, given the 2002 Baruch College Presidential Excellence Award), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

Audubon lauds 3 committed to environment (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4

Doernberg agents receive honors (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4


Scarsdale Spring Awards (photo) (Listings of Scarsdale High School Maroon and White athletic award winners for Spring, 2002), Jun 21, 2002, p. 22

LAX girls honored (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 26

Alison Hickey (Alison Hickey, a Scarsdale High School graduate, was named the Barbara Morris Caspersen Associate Professor of Humanities at Wellesley College.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 4

Boy Scouts honor leaders (The Westchester Putnam Council, Boy Scouts of America, recognized the efforts of volunteer scout leaders with the Silver Beaver Award ), Jun 28, 2002, p. 4

'Family friendly' firm awarded (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Jerold Ruderman, won the Westchester Women Bar Association's 'Family Friendly Employer Policy Award '), Jun 28, 2002, p. 4

Patricia McConnell (photo) (Scarsdale resident and attorney, Patricia McConnell, named a partner at the law firm Meyer, Suozzi, English & Klein), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4

Paulette Talley (photo) (Real estate broker, Paulette Talley, elected to a second term as President of the Rotary Club of Scarsdale), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4

Wilson family honored at cancer society gala (photo) (The Wilson family, owners of Wilson and Sons Jewelers, honored on May 30 at the American Cancer Society's 2002 Diamond Award Gala), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4

Lynn Bagliebter (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Lynn Bagliebter, will serve on the Board of Visiting Nurse Services in Westchester until 2005.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 4

Mark Romney (Edgemont resident, Mark Romney, won the Emelin Theater BRAVO! award.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 4

Steven Kalt (Steven Kalt was elected President of the Westchester Association of Insurance and Financial Advisors.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 4

Students travel to Israel (Gila Daman, Eytan Rasekh and Ashley Sokol awarded Singer Family scholarships to travel to Israel this Summer), Jul 26, 2002, p. 4

John Sweeney (Scarsdale resident, John Sweeney, was honored by the Westchester Holocaust Commission.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 4

Lloyd Marcus (Lloyd Marcus has been named to the County Office for the Aging 2002 Hall of Fame.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 4

Wenglin wins Times award (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 4

Charity appoints 3 (photo) (The Cancer Cure Coalition appointed three new executives.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 2

Gish Gen receives award (photo) (Author and former Scarsdale resident, Gish Gen, will receive $250,000 from the American Academy of Arts and Letters.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 2
AZERAD, ELIZABETH
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1

AZERAD, ROBERT
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1

BACHMAN, KIMBERLEE
SHS club learns how signing helps deaf assimilate, May 24, 2002, p. 10

BACHRACH, LOIS
A gift for the ages (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 22

BACKMAN, WALLY
Amazin’ autographs (photo) (Five 1986 World Champion New York Mets signed autographs at Last Licks on November 9.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 26

BACKPACKS
Back pack safety: What every parent should know (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 19A

BADALATO, GINA
Focal Points: What do you think should be included in the rebuilding of ground zero? (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 7

BAECHER, CHARLOTTE
Recreation center tail is wagging the indoor pool dog (letter) (Henry Landau of Chesterfield Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

BAECHER, CHARLOTTE (AUTHOR)
Proposed site for rec center was well studied (letter) (Charlotte Baecher, Chairman, SCC Site Selection Subcommittee), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6

BAER, JOHN
John Baer (photo) (Scarsdale resident, John Baer, named co-president of the New York metropolitan region of the American Jewish Congress), Mar 1, 2002, p. 4

BAER, STEPHEN
Friends in concert: Danny Katz reunites with SHS (Scarsdale High School) friends for NYC concert (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 15

Friends in concert: Danny Katz reunites with SHS (Scarsdale High School) friends for NYC concert (continued), Aug 9, 2002, p. 16

BAER, SUSAN TAXIN
Raising funds for Israel (photo) (Photos of May 16 UJA fundraising gala for Israel), Jun 7, 2002, p. 22

BAGLIEBTER, LYNN
Applications due (Applications for Scarsdale High School PTA scholarships are due May 1.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

Lynn Bagliebter (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Lynn Bagliebter, will serve on the Board of Visiting Nurse Services in Westchester until 2005.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 4

BAGLIEBTER, LYNN (AUTHOR)
Generosity of Scarsdalians helped college freshmen (letter) (Lynn Bagliebter and Lynn Demetrius, Co-Chairmen, SHS PTA Scholarship Fund), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6

BAHAMONDE, MICHELLE
Class of 2002 Scarsdale Middle School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Scarsdale Middle School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 16A

BAJAK, ALESZU
Musicfest: Scarsdale Teen Center hosts first outdoor music concert (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 17

BAKER, PAUL

BALBONA, ARBEN
Commencing (photo) (Preview of commencement coverage for Scarsdale and Edgemont High Schools), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

BALL, JUSTIN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

BALL, LINDA
Hall of presidents (photo) (Celebration on March 13 honors contributors to the renovation of the Kids' Base and Little School), Apr 5, 2002, p. 11

BALLAN, FRANCINE
Students should be world citizens (continued) (On February 7, a Town and Village Civic Club panel discussed foreign language and diversity education.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 11

Sharing the spirit (photo) (Greenacres Principal, Francine Ballan, helps distribute coats and gloves to students at PS 1 in the South Bronx.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
BALLAN, FRANCINE (AUTHOR)
Story inspired donations for teacher memorial (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6

BALLARD, BENJAMIN
Internet hoaxter gets 3 years' probation and town payback (photo) (Benjamin Ballard sentenced to three years probation for making an email threat to the Edgemont School District), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

BALLET
In step with the music: the art of ballet choreography (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 17
In step with the music: the art of ballet choreography (photo) (continued), May 10, 2002, p. 19
'Nutcracker' makes multimedia artisans out of Heathcote kids (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 10
New dance teachers (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 4

BANERJEE, DEBRA (AUTHOR)
Platform blues (editorial) (Debra Banerjee describes visit to Ground Zero), Mar 1, 2002, p. 7

BANKS AND BANKING
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Photos of attendees at the May 1 fund raising benefit at the Glen Island Harbour Club), May 10, 2002, p. 42
Trading Places (editorial) (The Inquirer encourages downtown New York City financial institutions and businesses not to flee the area following the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo) (The Bank of New York pays tribute to the many programs and people associated with the United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 34

BANKSTON, ARCHIE
Archie Bankston (Scarsdale resident, Archie Bankston, named Executive-in-Residence at the College of New Rochelle), Feb 8, 2002, p. 4

BAPTISTE, DOMINIQUE
Creative American fare at Heathcote Tavern (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 23

BARDT-PELLERIN, ELISABETH
Focal Points: Why would you or would you not want to visit ground zero? (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 7

BARGMAN, JENNIE
Commencing (photo) (Preview of commencement coverage for Scarsdale and Edgemont High Schools), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

BARKER, H GAYLON
Remember that poverty is not a seasonal affliction (editorial), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6

BARKER, WILLIAM
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

BAR MITZVAH
Changing the bar/bat mitzvah scene (editorial) (Irving Sloan on Scarsdale High School student Adam Cohen's recent Maroon article), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7

BARNES, BECKY
Curious Heathcote first-graders find out about life as a blind person (photo) (First graders at the Heathcote School found out first hand about being blind from story teller Becky Barnes and her guide dog, Rowan.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 11

BARNES, EDDIE MAE
Feiner proposes new cure for town growing pains (photo) (At a town board meeting on September 12, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner, announced that a location to house the new town hall and library had been found.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1

BARNES, ROWAN
Curious Heathcote first-graders find out about life as a blind person (photo) (First graders at the Heathcote School found out first hand about being blind from story teller Becky Barnes and her guide dog, Rowan.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 11

BARNHART, CATHLEEN
Focal Points: What action do you think the United States should take against Iraq, if any? (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 7

BARON, BARBARA
Scarsdalians give warm sendoff to 'titans' retiring from schools, Apr 26, 2002, p. 10
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

BARON, MARK
Cell call from train saves friend's life (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 13
Story shows need for CPR training (letter) (Ellen G.K. Rubin, EMT-D, SVAC member), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6

BARON, SYLVIA
Sylvia Baron (dies) (Sylvia Baron died on January 4, 2002. She was 84.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 12

BARONE, LIZ
Debate continues on telecommunications law (continued), Mar 29, 2002, p. 17
BARREIRA, ANTHONY
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdallians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

Bridge work continues (Con Ed repairs to the broken gas main on the Popham Road Bridge will be completed on April 3.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1

BARREIRA, ANTHONY (AUTHOR)
Community was generous in support of police memorial (letter) (Anthony Barreira of the Scarsdale Police), May 10, 2002, p. 6

BARRINEAU, LAUREN
Focal Points: To what extent has the computer made handwriting obsolete? (photo), Oct 4, 2002, p. 7

BARRY, VIRGINIA D
Virginia D. Barry (dies) (Virginia D. Barry died on December 12, 2002, in Rhinebeck, New York. She was 84.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 21

BARSKY, BERNARD
A sacred gift (photo) (Temple Shaarei Tikvah donated a sacred Torah to a congregation in Modin, Israel.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 14

BARTON, GABRIELLA
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

BASEBALL
Talkin' baseball with Cashman, Coleman, Rokito and Lyons (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 19

Turnin' up the heat (photo) (Photo of Mike Smith, Scarsdale High School Raiders baseball pitcher, during winning game against New Rochelle), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1

Diamond Vision: How Joe Garagiola Jr. won the West - and the world (photo) (Profile of former Scarsdale resident and baseball figure Joe Garagiola, Jr.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1

Diamond Vision: How Joe Garagiola Jr. won the West - and the world (photo) (continued) (Profile of former Scarsdale resident and baseball figure Joe Garagiola, Jr.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 28


Scarsdale's Rubin takes time before breakout game in Italy (photo), Aug 30, 2002, p. 16

Scarsdale's Rubin takes time before breakout game in Italy (photo) (continued), Aug 30, 2002, p. 18

Little League is grateful to volunteers for getting the job done (letter) (Rick Carr, President, Scarsdale Little League), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6

Amazin' autographs (photo) (Five 1986 World Champion New York Mets signed autographs at Last Licks on November 9.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 26

Should Pete Rose be removed from the permanently ineligible list to permit him to be a candidate for baseball's Hall of Fame? (photo), Dec 27, 2002, p. 7

BASKETBALL
Hardwood heroes give us the inside stuff (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 18

Life of Bryan: Aronow sits out senior year with mono (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 33

Life of Bryan: Aronow sits out senior year with mono (photo) (continued), Jan 18, 2002, p. 36

Lindsay Gottlieb at home on the basketball court (photo) (Scarsdale High School alum and multi-sport athlete, Lindsay Gottlieb, is now an assistant basketball coach at the University of New Hampshire.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 23

Lindsay Gottlieb at home on the basketball court (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School alum and multi-sport athlete, Lindsay Gottlieb, is an assistant basketball coach at the University of New Hampshire.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 27

Conte breaks record! Senior surpasses Howard as all-time scoring champ (photo) (Scarsdale High School senior, Jessica Conte, is Scarsdale's all-time leading career point scorer in basketball.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1

Conte breaks record! Senior surpasses Howard as all-time scoring champ (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School senior, Jessica Conte, is Scarsdale's all-time leading career point scorer in basketball.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 10

Men of Honor: Coaches Kaminer and Bergen were the life force of Scarsdale High School boys' basketball (photo) (Barry Bergen retires from teaching, coaching), Mar 22, 2002, p. 19

Men of Honor: Coaches Kaminer and Bergen were the life force of Scarsdale High School boys' basketball (photo) (New York State coaches induct Jack Kaminer into Hall of Fame.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 19

Men of Honor: Coaches Kaminer and Bergen were the life force of Scarsdale High School boys' basketball (photo) (continued) (Barry Bergen retires from teaching, coaching), Mar 22, 2002, p. 22

Magic makes dreams come true at Last Licks (photo) (Legendary NBA basketball player, Magic Johnson, signed autographs at Last Licks on June 2.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 27

I am Rapaport; New SHS (Scarsdale High School) boys' hoops coach leads ESG (Empire State Games) team to bronze medal, Aug 9, 2002, p. 19

The Hudson and beyond (photo) (Scarsdale Raiders, Chris Jordan and Brian Pizzitola, have been chosen as alternates for the Empire State Games Hudson Valley scholastic men's basketball team.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 16
The Hudson and beyond (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Raiders, Chris Jordan and Brian Pizzitola, have been chosen as alternates for the Empire State Games Hudson Valley scholastic men's basketball team.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 18

Senior Whitney Davis eyes Ursuline, Ketcham and the County Center (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 29

It's not too late to save the Plaza from Destruction (editorial) (Andy Bass argues that the Scarsdale Plaza Theater should be spared the wrecking ball.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6

Antenna board locked out of town hall (Greenburgh Antenna Review Board protests discriminatory treatment from Paul Feiner), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1

Feiner proposes new cure for town growing pains (photo) (At a town board meeting on September 12, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner, announced that a location to house the new town hall and library had been found.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1

To some goodbye, to even more hello (photo) (Recap of retirees and new hires in school and village sports and recreation), Jan 4, 2002, p. 17

Changing the bar/bat mitzvah scene (editorial) (Irving Sloan on Scarsdale High School student Adam Cohen's recent Maroon article), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7

Scarsdale football Web site informs community, helps reunite alumni, Sep 27, 2002, p. 24

SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) discussion groups: valuable resource for parents (letter) (Penny Bauersfeld, Fox Meadow), May 17, 2002, p. 6

John Ramsey is pictured ringing up home grown produce for Don Baughman at Ramsey Farm (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6


Alzheimer's benefit (photo) (An "Evening in Spring" gala was recently held at the Scarsdale Golf Club to benefit the Alzheimer's Association.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 11

Bayer, Pinkernell (wed) (photo) (Kari Elizabeth Bayer and Jason George Pinkernell were wed on August 17, 2002, on Block Island, Rhode Island.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 12

Schools provide support network in troubled year (School district helps students cope in the wake of the September 11, 2001, World Trade Center terrorist attacks), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1

SHS (Scarsdale High School), SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) students memorialize Sept. (September) 11 with stories, songs (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 11

Conte breaks record! Senior surpasses Howard as all-time scoring champ (photo) (Scarsdale High School senior, Jessica Conte, is Scarsdale's all-time leading career point scorer in basketball), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1

Focal Points: A movement has been started to have the government declare Sept. 11, 2001, a national holiday in memory of those who died. How do you feel about this? (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 7

Hair today, gone tomorrow (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 4

Hair today, gone tomorrow (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 4

Sports help parents and their kids grow closer (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 17

Sportscaster (Bruce) Beck anchors NBC's Olympic news team in Salt Lake (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 21

Sports help parents and their kids grow closer (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 17

Rachel L. Miller and Kent G. Becker were wed April 20, 2002, in Manhattan.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 14

SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11
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BEDENBAUGH, WENDY (AUTHOR)
This is a time for brutal honesty and for action (letter) (Wendy Bedenbaugh of Walworth Avenue), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6

BEDICHEK, JANE
BOA (Board of Appeals) grants 4 variances, denies 1 (Report on April 10 Scarsdale Board of Appeals meeting), May 3, 2002, p. 4

BEDICHEK, JANE (AUTHOR)
Garage will serve public good, say realtor and environmentalist (letter) (Paulette Talley of White Plains and Jane Bedichek of Kingston Road), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6

BEHR, RICHARD
Editorial was on the mark (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6

BEHR, RICHARD (AUTHOR)
FAR zoning proposal will halt neighborhood revitalization (letter) (Richard Behr of Post Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

BEHRMAN, DARRYL
Darryl Behrman (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Darryl Behrman, died of a heart attack on February 12, 2002, while vacationing in Anguilla. He was 51.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 18

BEIZER, MORDECHAI
Reader offers more Internet tips for techies (letter) (Bruce Wells suggests DSL providers other than Verizon as mentioned in Mordechai Beizer's series of articles on the Internet.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10

BEIZER, MORDECHAI (AUTHOR)
Browsing the Web at warp speed - safely (part III) (Third in a series of articles by Mordechai Beizer on setting up a shared high speed internet connection), Jan 18, 2002, p. 4

BEIZER, NINA
A taste of winter (photo) (Nina Beizer samples the winter's first significant snowfall.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1

BEL, ELENA
SHS (Scarsdale High School) sophomores brighten Blythedale kids' day (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 10

BELASCO, JOEL
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3

BELENDELGREN, JOYCE
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1

BELKIN, DAN
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

BELKIN, LISA
Belkin to speak at JCC (Noted book author and New York Times columnist, Lisa Belkin, will speak at the JCC of MidWestchester on June 9.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 2

BELL, JANET
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with 'friendly' amendment (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
Village staff to explore fields at Crossway, May 10, 2002, p. 1
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
New nominators (The Citizen's Committee gained 11 new members following the Nominating Committee election.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

BELL, LARRY
Many questions linger over recreation center (continued) (Discussion of a proposed recreation center adjacent to the Mamaroneck Road pool complex tabled till after March 19 village election), Feb 8, 2002, p. 8
Pool progress (The Scarsdale Community Recreation Committee is inviting new members to help with Phase II of the proposal for a community recreation center and pool.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
Membership drive begins tomorrow for indoor pool (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Membership drive begins tomorrow for indoor pool (photo) (continued), Jun 7, 2002, p. 9
Community center (The Scarsdale Community Center Committee met on July 17 to plan a publicity and membership campaign.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1
SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) membership drive offers new option, Sep 6, 2002, p. 3
Community Center drive in full swing (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 4
Come on in (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to sign up as members for the proposed Scarsdale Community Center and indoor swimming pool.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6

BELL, NICHOLAS
Dogs join people in walk for children's cancer (on September 29) (photo), Oct 18, 2002, p. 3

BELL-ROSOF, CALEIGH
(Photograph of young Caleigh Bell-Rosof enjoying an ice cream cone), May 10, 2002, p. 6
BELLSEY, RUTH
Top producers at Doernberg (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4
Doernberg agents receive honors (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4

BENCH, MARK
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (photo) (continued) (The
Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4,
2002, p. 8
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on
Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52
dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 21

BEN-DAVID, KERRY
People of all faiths gather for 9/11 service at synagogue (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 8

BENEDICT, JEFFY
Say YES to jobs for kids (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23

BENEVENTO, THOMAS D
Benevento makes Eagle (photo) (Thomas D. Benevento of Troop 60 is elevated to Eagle Scout.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4

BENKE, DAVID
High hopes for a new Lutheran congregation (photo) (Former Evangelical Lutheran Church on Murray Hill and
Post Roads to become Hope Lutheran Church), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1

BENZA, JENNIE-ANGELIQUE
In step with the music: the art of ballet choreography (photo) (continued), May 10, 2002, p. 19

BERBERIAN, ARCHIE
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on
Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

BEREAVEMENT
Networks for the newly widowed help them cope (Westchester Self-Help Clearinghouse helps widows and
widowers cope with loss), Jul 5, 2002, p. 3

BERG, ANDREW NORMAN
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale
residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3

BERGEN, BARRY
Men of Honor: Coaches Kaminer and Bergen were the life force of Scarsdale High School boys' basketball (photo)
(Barry Bergen retires from teaching, coaching), Mar 22, 2002, p. 19
Men of Honor: Coaches Kaminer and Bergen were the life force of Scarsdale High School boys' basketball (photo)
(continued) (Barry Bergen retires from teaching, coaching), Mar 22, 2002, p. 22

BERGER, GERALD
Focal Points: Should white-collar crime be subject to the same penalties as "ordinary" crime? (photo), Aug 2,
2002, p. 7

BERGER, JOSEPH
Memoir author to speak here (photo) (Journalist and author, Joseph Berger, to speak at the Scarsdale Public
Library on March 14), Mar 8, 2002, p. 2
Son of refugees celebrates story of triumph (photo) (Joseph Berger shared his memories as a child of Holocaust
survivors at a Scarsdale Library program on March 21.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 3
Immigration by default (editorial) (Ilene Nechamkin addresses the various reasons immigrants pursue "the
American Dream."), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6

BERGER, KATHERINE
'Nutcracker' makes multimedia artisans out of Heathcote kids (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 10

BERGER, PAULINE
Focal Points: Why would you or would you not want to visit ground zero? (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 7

BERGER, SARAH
Sarah Berger and Virginia McGinnis (photo) (Sarah Berger, shown with her sponsor, Virginia McGinnis, is initiated
into Phi Delta Kappa.), May 3, 2002, p. 4

BERGLASS, LAWRENCE
Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to
come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

BERGMAN, JOAN BEHRENS
Hoff wants to maintain its unique, homey character (letter) (Fredda Nightingale of Harvest Drive), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
Joan Behrens Bergman (The Executive Director of the Hoff-Barthelson Music School, Joan Behrens Bergman, will
join the Music Panel of the New York State Council of the Arts.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4
Spring benefit for H-B (Hoff-Barthelson) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 14
Planning board OKs music school annex (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School got the go-ahead to proceed with its
plans for expansion and a new parking lot.), Jul 25, 2002, p. 1
BERKE, GLENN
Physical and mental workouts unite at Edgewood (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 11

BERKMAN, ARLENE
Midway Shopping Center is upgrading, improving traffic conditions (letter) (Lyle Ison Steinberg, Owner, Midway Shopping Center), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6

BERKMAN, ARLENE (AUTHOR)
Midway is not addressing problems it has now (letter) (Arlene Berkman of Westminster Road), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6

BERKOVITS, LESLIE WOLFFE
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3
School board discourages test boycott (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education does not support a boycott of state mandated standardized tests.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 11
State education chief comes to Scarsdale to defend tests (photo) (State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, discussed the state assessment testing program on March 6 at Scarsdale High School.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
Dogs join people in walk for children's cancer (on September 29) (photo), Oct 18, 2002, p. 3

BERLIN, JILL
(Scarsdale Middle School eighth graders shown at annual party at Scarsdale Pool.) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16
Community Center drive in full swing (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 4

BERMAN, AL (AUTHOR)
Flag and tackle football programs programs for young children are terrific (letter) (Al and Sherry Berman of Ridgecrest East), Nov 15, 2002, p. 6

BERMAN, BARBARA
Focal Points: How do you feel about the cloning of animals, particularly as pets? (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 7

BERMAN, ELIZABETH
Local woman needs blood (letter) (The Freiman family of Carthage Road), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6

BERMAN, RICHARD
Forum takes on underage drinking (photo) (continued) (On November 7, a panel of community leaders gathered at Manhattanville College to address underage drinking.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 15

BERMAN, SHERRY (AUTHOR)
Flag and tackle football programs programs for young children are terrific (letter) (Al and Sherry Berman of Ridgecrest East), Nov 15, 2002, p. 6

BERMAN, SUSAN
High-profile murder suspect kept a low profile at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Robert Durst, now on trial for a gruesome murder, was under the radar during his years at Scarsdale High School.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1

BERMINGHAM, AMY (AUTHOR)
Ramsey-Secor area cannot accommodate field traffic (letter) (Amy Bermingham of Secor Road), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6

BERMINGHAM, BETH RENY
Beth Reny Bermingham (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Beth Reny Bermingham, died on September 17, 2002. She was 74.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 15

BERNER, LAURA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

BERNER, MATTHEW
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

BERNSTEIN, ANDREA
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3

BERNSTEIN, MATT
What it takes: Ex-Edgemont fullback Bernstein scores 2 TDs in Wisconsin debut (photo) (Matt Bernstein, Edgemont High School Class of 2001, helped lead the Wisconsin Badgers to victory in his freshman debut on August 23.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 8
What it takes: Ex-Edgemont fullback Bernstein scores 2 TDs in Wisconsin debut (continued) (Matt Bernstein, Edgemont High School Class of 2001, helped lead the Wisconsin Badgers to victory in his freshman debut on August 23.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 18

BERNSTEIN, NEIL
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3

BERRA, YOGI
Last Licks gave sports fans a piece of history (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 19
BERRETTE, WILLY
Final suspect arrested in jewelry store robberies (photo) (Police wrap up jewelry heist dating back nine months), Apr 12, 2002, p. 3

BERRY, DAVID
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

BEY, ALAN
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
New nominators (The Citizen's Committee gained 11 new members following the Nominating Committee election.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

BEYERSDORF, JOHN (AUTHOR)
Proposed SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) will be self-supporting (editorial) (Neil Bicknell makes a case for the financial independence of the proposed Scarsdale Community Center and indoor swimming pool.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7

BICKNELL, NEIL (AUTHOR)
Membership drive begins tomorrow for indoor pool (photo) (continued), Jun 7, 2002, p. 9
Trustees grant $10K for rec center promo (The Scarsdale Village Board approved a $10,000 grant to promote subscriptions to an indoor pool complex.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Pool 'poll' applauded (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the Scarsdale Village Board's efforts to rally support for the indoor pool complex.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Dwindling rates reflect downturn (Economic uncertainty has affected municipal revenues.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1
Recreation center tail is wagging the indoor pool dog (letter) (Henry Landau of Chesterfield Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

BICKNELL, NEIL (AUTHOR)
Local professionals show their mettle (letter) (John Beyersdorf of Fairview Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

BIERS, ELIZABETH (AUTHOR)
Teardown 'awards' were dubious indeed (letter) (Elizabeth Biers comments on the "Dubious Distinctions" editorial in the January 4 Inquirer.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6

BILEZIKIAN, SARA ANN
Sara Ann Bilezikian (dies) (Lifelong Scarsdale resident, Sara Ann Bilezikian, died on January 12, 2002, in Maryland. She was 23.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 12

BINDAY, GLENN
Advocate to be inducted into county Business Hall of Fame (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 4

BINDAY, MICHAEL
Advocate to be inducted into county Business Hall of Fame (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 4

BINDAY, RONALD
Advocate to be inducted into county Business Hall of Fame (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 4

BINDAY, ROSALYN
Advocate to be inducted into county Business Hall of Fame (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 4

BINDAY-KOSLOWSKY, DENISE
Advocate to be inducted into county Business Hall of Fame (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 4

BINDER, STEVEN
Focal Points: What do you think should be included in the rebuilding of ground zero? (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 7

BIRDHOUSES
Good bluebird houses make good neighbors (Sandy Morrissey puts up birdhouses on Ridge Road in Hartsdale in the hopes of attracting Eastern bluebirds.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1

BIRDIE, GENE
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 21

BIRDS
Avian victims (Two more birds have been found carrying the West Nile Virus.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
( Photo of a blue heron at the Scarsdale Library pond), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6

BIRENBAUM, JONATHAN
Focal Points: Do you think that colleges and technical schools should reconsider their procedures for accepting foreign students (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 7

BIRKHEAD, GUTHRIE (DR)
Food for thought (photo) (Dr. Guthrie Birkhead to address Scarsdale League of Women Voters "Food for Thought" Luncheon on February 8.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 2

BIRTHDAYS
She got our vote (photo) (Longtime resident, Katharyn Price Johnson Day, was honored by Mayor David Kroenlein on her 105th birthday.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
Happy Birthday to U.S. and me! (photo) (Tracy Lee shares her birthday with the nation; photo of her celebration at the Scarsdale pool), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
BISHOP, CHRISTIAN
Christmas countdown (photo) (Scenes from Scarsdale and Edgemont as residents and merchants gear up for Christmas), Dec 20, 2002, p. 3

BLACKER, BARRY
New faces at Prudential Centennial Realty (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4

BLACKLEY, MARILYN
A slice of patriotic Americana (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10

BLAGG, LIZ
SYSC (Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club) should not cut children after a few months’ play (letter) (Roger Harris of Brook Lane), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

BLAIR, ABBIE
Abbie Blair (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Abbie Blair, died at White Plains Hospital on August 15, 2002, following a fall at her home. She was 81.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 17

BLAIR, LINDA
Library to celebrate reopening of Dickinson Room (letter) (Dalya Inhaber, President of the Friends of the Scarsdale Library, invites the public to celebrate the reopening of the newly decorated Dickinson Room by attending a talk by Marilyn Stasio on January 24.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6

BLINDNESS
Puppy love has high purpose in Fox Meadow (photo) (The Cagen family of Fox Meadow raises guide dog puppies on behalf of Guiding Eyes for the Blind in Yorktown Heights.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 3

Curious Heathcote first-graders find out about life as a blind person (photo) (First graders at the Heathcote School found out first hand about being blind from story teller Becky Barnes and her guide dog, Rowan.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 11

BLITZMAN, HOWARD
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

Howard Blitzman (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Howard Blitzman, awarded the 2002 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Alumni Association Fellows Award.), May 24, 2002, p. 4

BLITZ, ALAN
In memoriam (Scarsdale Inquirer notes some of the residents who died in 2001.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

BLITZ, NEIL
End night parking ban (editorial) (The Inquirer urges the repeal of the inconvenient and outdated five month overnight parking ban.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6

Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (continued) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8

Building Web sites, granite curbs and human connections; interns beef up their resumes at village hall (photo) (continued), Aug 16, 2002, p. 8

BLOOD DONORS
Local woman needs blood (letter) (The Freiman family of Carthage Road), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6

Children can learn a lot from other people’s mistakes (letter) (Emily Lasser of Glendale Road), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

BLOOM, ARTHUR
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

BLOOM, BRUCE J (AUTHOR)
Drug ads make doctors of us all (editorial) (Bruce J. Bloom expresses puzzlement and concern about pharmaceutical ads on TV.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 7

When advertising happens, can peace be far behind? (editorial), Jun 21, 2002, p. 7

BLOOM, MIMI
Commencing (photo) (Preview of commencement coverage for Scarsdale and Edgemont High Schools), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

BLOOM, MITCHELL IAN
Confirmation winner (photo) (Mitchell Ian Bloom wins the 2002 Tracy Kreisberg Prize at Westchester Reform Temple.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 20

BLOOM, MYRNA
Best in show (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 20

BLOOMBERG, MICHAEL
Drought emergency declared (Westchester County Executive, Andy Spano, declares a drought emergency; water restrictions to go into effect.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1

Focal Points: How do you feel about Mayor Bloomberg’s proposal for a tax on commuters? (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 7

Commuters should not be asked to solve NYC’s problems (editorial), Dec 6, 2002, p. 7

BLUDEAU, LUCY
BLUEBIRDS
Good bluebird houses make good neighbors (Sandy Morrissey puts up birdhouses on Ridge Road in Hartsdale in the hopes of attracting Eastern bluebirds.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1

BLUMSTEIN, MICHAEL W (AUTHOR)
Stop dithering: start teaching foreign languages (letter) (Michael W. Blumstein of Wheelock Road), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6

BLYE, MARK
Focal Points: What do you think about the salaries now being offered to professional athletes? (photo), Jan 11, 2002, p. 7

BOARD OF APPEALS - SCARSDALE
Planning board meets, board of appeals doesn't (Planning Board met on December 19, 2001; Scarsdale Board of Appeals met on January 9, 2002), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3
Building dept. (department) study recommends change (A report by consultants, Management Partners, Inc., suggests 17 ways the Scarsdale Building Department could be improved.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Citizen's group contests Carstensen lot merger-subdivision, Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
BOA (Board of Appeals) seeks dismissal of subdivision challenge (Merger of property at 8 Carstenson Road with Sharon Lane lot disputed in Westchester County Supreme Court on January 25), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1
BOA (Board of Appeals) (continued) seeks dismissal of subdivision challenge (Merger of property at 8 Carstenson Road with Sharon Lane lot disputed in Westchester County Supreme Court on January 25), Feb 1, 2002, p. 9
Board of Appeals keeps fences, wall under control (Report on January 9 Scarsdale Board of Appeals meeting), Feb 1, 2002, p. 12
Appeals board grants several variances, Feb 22, 2002, p. 4
Pools get green light from appeals board, Mar 29, 2002, p. 3
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with 'friendly' amendment (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 8
BOA (Board of Appeals) grants 4 variances, denies 1 (Report on April 10 Scarsdale Board of Appeals meeting), May 3, 2002, p. 4
BOA (Board of Appeals) approves variances (Results of May 8 meeting), Jun 7, 2002, p. 4
Neighbors try to scuttle assisted living facility (Saxon Woods Road residents protest proposed Assisted Living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
A major asset needs protection (letter) (Arthur MacKay of White Plains), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6
Neighbors try to scuttle assisted living facility (continued) (Saxon Woods Road residents protest proposed Assisted Living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 26
Realm presses case for assisted living facility (A decision by the Scarsdale Zoning Board of Appeals will decide the fate of a proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Realm presses case for assisted living facility (continued) (A decision by the Scarsdale Zoning Board of Appeals will decide the fate of a proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 14
Fight against assisted living facility continues, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
Subdivision process was handled in fair, businesslike way (letter) (Jim Fitzgerald of Brambach Road), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW - SCARSDALE
FAR cap + bonus is reviewed and debated (Scarsdale Village Board hears suggestions for changes to proposed FAR cap zoning law amendment.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
FAR cap + bonus is reviewed and debated (continued) (Scarsdale Village Board hears suggestions for changes to proposed FAR cap zoning law amendment.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 8
Building dept. (department) study recommends change (A report by consultants, Management Partners, Inc., suggests 17 ways the Scarsdale Building Department could be improved.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Blueprint for change (editorial) (The Inquirer declares that Scarsdale's development review process is in desperate need of reform.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6
Building dept. (department) study recommends change (continued) (A report by consultants, Management Partners, Inc., suggests 17 ways the Scarsdale Building Department could be improved.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 16
Village staff showed her wrong plans - twice (letter) (Betsy Picket alleges that her rights as a homeowner were violated because she did not have adequate time to review a new house application before a Board of Architectural Review hearing.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6
Out to lunch (editorial) (The Inquirer explains that minutes from the Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review have not been available for publication since the recent departure of Frank Ruccolo.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6
More adjustments expected for FAR (Scarsdale residents continue to heatedly debate maximum floor area ratio (FAR) at a public hearing on February 21.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
BAR sends several applicants back to drawing board, Feb 22, 2002, p. 3
More adjustments expected for FAR (continued) (photo) (Scarsdale residents continue to heatedly debate maximum floor area ratio (FAR) at a public hearing on February 21.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 8
BAR sends several applicants back to drawing board (continued), Feb 22, 2002, p. 17
BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Hearing on 4th draft of FAR to begin (A public hearing on the third draft of the Floor Area Ratio cap amendment to the Village Code was held on February 26.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1

FAR zoning proposal will halt neighborhood revitalization (letter) (Richard Behr of Post Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

Time for a vote (editorial) (The Inquirer calls for a vote on controversial FAR [Floor to Area Ratio] regulation), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

Hearing on 4th draft of FAR to begin (continued) (A public hearing on the third draft of the Floor Area Ratio cap amendment to the Village Code was held on February 26.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 8

Board discusses plans for new houses (Summary of Board of Architectural Review meeting on January 28), Mar 1, 2002, p. 9

Morris Lane house receives final BAR approval, Mar 8, 2002, p. 3

BAR withdraws support for FAR (Floor to Area Ratio), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1

BAR withdraws support for FAR (Floor to Area Ratio) (continued), Mar 15, 2002, p. 29

Concerns linger as FAR (floor to area ratio) nears vote (Proposed FAR amendment to the zoning code is now in its fourth iteration), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1

Proceed with caution (editorial) (The Inquirer is troubled by several aspects of the proposed floor area ratio amendment to the Scarsdale Village Code and urges Trustees to proceed with caution.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6

Concerns linger as FAR (floor to area ratio) nears vote (illustration) (continued) (Proposed FAR amendment to the zoning code is now in its fourth iteration), Mar 22, 2002, p. 8

BAR contemplates proposals for 5 new houses, Mar 29, 2002, p. 3

BAR approves new houses on Griffen and Herkimer, Apr 19, 2002, p. 3

Christie Garage to enter design phase, cautiously; The Interactive design process, May 31, 2002, p. 1

Will the real majority please speak up (editorial) (The Inquirer questions whether the vocal opponents to the Christie Place Parking Garage represent the majority of Village residents.), May 31, 2002, p. 6

Board mulls crackdown on building violations, Jun 7, 2002, p. 1

New Carthage Road house approved at last BAR meeting (Report on May 20 Board of Architectural Review meeting), Jun 21, 2002, p. 9

BAR offers suggestions on Nelson Road houses, Jun 28, 2002, p. 3

Design committee MO is explained (Architect Steve Tilly, chairman of the Interactive Design Committee on the Christie Place indoor parking garage, will facilitate discussion and seek to arrive at a consensus for the property.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1

BAR busy reviewing home improvement projects (Minutes from the Board of Architectural Review meeting on June 17.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 3

Give peace a chance (editorial) (The Inquirer urges neighbors adjacent to the Hoff-Barthelson Music School to be more open minded about the school’s proposed expansion and additional parking area.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6

BAR (Board of Architectural Review) hears 43-item agenda at July meeting (The Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review met on July 15.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 4

BAR (Board of Architectural Review) tells applicants ‘yes,’ ‘no,’ and ‘later,’ Oct 18, 2002, p. 10

Board of architectural review: Oct. no-shows show up in Nov., Nov 15, 2002, p. 9

BAR approves new houses on Griffen and Herkimer, Apr 19, 2002, p. 3

Christie Garage to enter design phase, cautiously; The Interactive design process, May 31, 2002, p. 1

Will the real majority please speak up (editorial) (The Inquirer questions whether the vocal opponents to the Christie Place Parking Garage represent the majority of Village residents.), May 31, 2002, p. 6

Board mulls crackdown on building violations, Jun 7, 2002, p. 1

New Carthage Road house approved at last BAR meeting (Report on May 20 Board of Architectural Review meeting), Jun 21, 2002, p. 9

BAR offers suggestions on Nelson Road houses, Jun 28, 2002, p. 3

Design committee MO is explained (Architect Steve Tilly, chairman of the Interactive Design Committee on the Christie Place indoor parking garage, will facilitate discussion and seek to arrive at a consensus for the property.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1

BAR busy reviewing home improvement projects (Minutes from the Board of Architectural Review meeting on June 17.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 3

Give peace a chance (editorial) (The Inquirer urges neighbors adjacent to the Hoff-Barthelson Music School to be more open minded about the school’s proposed expansion and additional parking area.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6

BAR (Board of Architectural Review) hears 43-item agenda at July meeting (The Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review met on July 15.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 4

BAR (Board of Architectural Review) tells applicants ‘yes,’ ‘no,’ and ‘later,’ Oct 18, 2002, p. 10

Board of architectural review: Oct. no-shows show up in Nov., Nov 15, 2002, p. 9

BAR approves new houses on Griffen and Herkimer, Apr 19, 2002, p. 3

Christie Garage to enter design phase, cautiously; The Interactive design process, May 31, 2002, p. 1

Will the real majority please speak up (editorial) (The Inquirer questions whether the vocal opponents to the Christie Place Parking Garage represent the majority of Village residents.), May 31, 2002, p. 6

Board mulls crackdown on building violations, Jun 7, 2002, p. 1

New Carthage Road house approved at last BAR meeting (Report on May 20 Board of Architectural Review meeting), Jun 21, 2002, p. 9

BAR offers suggestions on Nelson Road houses, Jun 28, 2002, p. 3

Design committee MO is explained (Architect Steve Tilly, chairman of the Interactive Design Committee on the Christie Place indoor parking garage, will facilitate discussion and seek to arrive at a consensus for the property.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1

BAR busy reviewing home improvement projects (Minutes from the Board of Architectural Review meeting on June 17.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 3

Give peace a chance (editorial) (The Inquirer urges neighbors adjacent to the Hoff-Barthelson Music School to be more open minded about the school’s proposed expansion and additional parking area.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6

BAR (Board of Architectural Review) hears 43-item agenda at July meeting (The Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review met on July 15.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 4

BAR (Board of Architectural Review) tells applicants ‘yes,’ ‘no,’ and ‘later,’ Oct 18, 2002, p. 10

Board of architectural review: Oct. no-shows show up in Nov., Nov 15, 2002, p. 9

Architect wanted (The Scarsdale Village Board needs to fill a vacancy on the Board of Architectural Review.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1

BOARD OF ASSESSORS - SCARSDALE

Tax breaks (June 1 is deadline for tax exemption applications), May 3, 2002, p. 1

BOARD OF EDUCATION - EDGEMONT

2 leaving board (The Edgemont School Board has two vacancies; replacements are being sought.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

Taddiken says 2nd bond needed to complete E'mont capital project (Edgemont schools Superintendent, Nancy Taddiken, delivered the bad news that the district capital project was running out of funds.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1

Taddiken says 2nd bond needed to complete E'mont capital project (continued) (Edgemont schools Superintendent, Nancy Taddiken, delivered the bad news that the district capital project was running out of funds.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1

No excuse for E'mont board's request for more $ (letter) (H.H. Stroke of Old Army Road), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6

Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; 2 new candidates run in Edgemont, May 17, 2002, p. 1

Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; 2 new candidates run in Edgemont (continued), May 17, 2002, p. 13

Jobs well done (editorial) (The Inquirer salutes David Glazer and Jim Lasser, who are stepping down after many years from the Edgemont Board of Education.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6

BOARD OF EDUCATION - SCARSDALE

School board reviews district strategic plan (The District’s Strategic Plan for 2001 - 2006 was the topic at a school board meeting on January 7.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 11

10 elected to SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (Elections were held on January 15.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1

Teen center agreement (Village Board approves a new agreement with the Scarsdale Teen Center, continuing the 50/50 operating expenses split shared by the Village and School Boards), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
BOARD OF EDUCATION - SCARSDALE (Continued)
It's not only sticks and stones that hurt (editorial) (Ernie Collabolletta and Marjorie Jacobs define and decry "sexual harassment" in the schools.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7
It's not only sticks and stones that hurt (editorial) (continued) (Ernie Collabolletta and Marjorie Jacobs define and decry "sexual harassment" in the schools.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10
Board approves district plans, financial reports, Jan 25, 2002, p. 13
Assessing assessments (Scarsdale Board of Education to meet February 11 to discuss, "District Assessment Reporting"), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
School board discouage test boycott (The Scarsdale Board of Education does not support a boycott of state mandated standardized tests.) Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Folkemer presents test comparison system, Feb 15, 2002, p. 11
School board discouage test boycott (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education does not support a boycott of state mandated standardized tests.) Feb 15, 2002, p. 11
School board incumbents Sherwood and Simonrenominated (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
Students learn to live in a world of diversity (A March 18 School Board meeting discussed a report titled "Educating for Diversity."). Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Students learn to live in a world of diversity (continued) (A March 18 School Board meeting discussed a report titled "Educating for Diversity."). Mar 22, 2002, p. 10
Architects crossing fingers for SHS (Scarsdale High School) construction OK (Scarsdale school construction projects moving right along according to architects Peter Gisolfi Associates), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
Consortium: district's A can become an A+ (At the April 8 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting, Paul Folkemer presented findings of the Tri-States Consortium on K-12 mathematics.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10
KB-LS (Kids' Base, Little School) breaks ground on expansion (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 11
School board OKs 8.29% budget hike, Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Internet policy aims to keep kids in its sites, May 10, 2002, p. 11
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; Budget raises taxes 9.6% in Scarsdale, May 17, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; Budget raises taxes 9.6% in Scarsdale (continued), May 17, 2002, p. 10
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budgets pass; Scarsdale school budget passes 427 tp 293, May 24, 2002, p. 1
After the homecoming (Parenting issues relating to teenage substance abuse will be discussed at a meeting at the High School on October 7.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 10
Board to kids: Need to create co-curricular code, or we will, Oct 11, 2002, p. 11
Treasure back in the saddle; Folkemer sets school program goals, Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Let's take time to appreciate our fine school board (letter) (Anna S. Decker, PT Council President), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6
School board meeting summary: District's medical self-insurance is A-OK, Nov 8, 2002, p. 11
Kids want code they can respect (The new Scarsdale High School Code of Conduct will be presented to Principal John Klemme in January, 2003.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
Kids want code they can respect (continued) (The new Scarsdale High School Code of Conduct will be presented to Principal John Klemme in January, 2003.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 11
Everyone's talking about teen drinking; Scarsdale coordinates multiple arms to fight problem, Dec 20, 2002, p. 1
Everyone's talking about teen drinking; Scarsdale coordinates multiple arms to fight problem (continued), Dec 20, 2002, p. 11

BOARD OF EDUCATION - SCARSDALE - BUDGET
School board OKs 8.29% budget hike, Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
School board OKs 8.29% budget hike (continued), Apr 26, 2002, p. 10
BOARD OF EDUCATION - SCARSDALE - ELECTIONS
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (continued) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 11

BODY ARMOR
Village is not required to provide bulletproof vests (Russell T. Morvant, Vice President, Scarsdale Benevolent Association), Aug 23, 2002, p. 7

BODY IMAGE
Natural deposit of fat cells is not a 'deformity' (letter) (Dr. Rena Schwartzbaum of Black Birch Lane), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6

BOKER, POLLY ANN
Polly Ann Boker (dies) (Polly Ann Boker died on August 2, 2002, in her Scarsdale home. She was 87.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 17

BOMBS
Bomb squad removes grenade from Garth Road, Aug 9, 2002, p. 3
Pups for Peace to deter terrorism in Israel (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Barbara Fix, hosted a fund raiser to benefit Pups for Peace, a program that uses trained dogs to detect explosives in Israel.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 3

BONANNO, JOHN (AUTHOR)
This is not the time for an indoor pool (letter) (John Bonanno, Co-President, Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association), May 10, 2002, p. 9
Consolidated debt load on Scarsdale homeowners is at record levels (letter) (John Bonanno of Carman Road; David Buchen; Joseph Losardo; Peter Schweitzer; Randy Whitestone), May 24, 2002, p. 6

BONDS - EDGEMONT
Taddiken says 2nd bond needed to complete E'mont capital project (Edgemont schools Superintendent, Nancy Taddiken, delivered the bad news that the district capital project was running out of funds.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Taddiken says 2nd bond needed to complete E'mont capital project (continued) (Edgemont schools Superintendent, Nancy Taddiken, delivered the bad news that the district capital project was running out of funds.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 14

BONDS - SCARSDALE
$1.75M bond OK'd for Freightway fix-up (The Scarsdale Village Board authorized $1.75 million in 20 year bonds to renovate the crumbling Freightway Garage.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1

BONNEAU-MCCOOL, MEGAN
New dance teachers (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 4

BOOK CLUBS
Book club: raising socially confident kids (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 11

BOOK DONATIONS
From Scarsdale to Cameroon - Woman's Club project spans the globe (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 3
From Scarsdale to Cameroon - Woman's Club project spans the globe (continued), Nov 8, 2002, p. 8

BOOK FAIRS
Books wanted (August 24 is the last day to donate books to the Friends of the Scarsdale Library book fair.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
Books still wanted (The Friends of the Scarsdale Public Library are seeking book donations through September 28 for the annual book fair, to be held the week of September 28.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1
Book fair (The Scarsdale Public Library's annual book sale will be open to the public September 28 and 29.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1

BOOKS
Web opens new vistas for stay-at-home moms (photo) (Scarsdale authors Patricia Cobe and Ellen H. Parlapiano have published a book titled, "Mompreneurs Online: Using the Internet to Build Work-At-Home Success.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 3
Journalist/novelist talks about fact vs. fiction (photo) (New York Times reporter and novelist, Alex Witchel, addressed a packed crowd at the Scarsdale Library on February 28.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 3
Auschwitz expert tells kids: seek truth over propaganda (photo) (Historian Robert Jan Van Pelt recounts his testimony against Holocaust deniers to Scarsdale High School students.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 10
His Jewish roots go back to the Revolution (photo) (Author and Scarsdale High School graduate, Dr. Joseph Andrews, traces his roots back to Jewish Revolutionary War figure, Haym Salomon.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 3
Kimberly Yuracko (Dr. Kimberly Yuracko publishes new book: "Perfectionism and Contemporary Feminist Values.")., Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

BOONE, ROSA
United Way to meet (photo) (United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont to hold its annual meeting May 6; Rosa Boone will be the guest speaker.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 4

BORG, DEAN
Dean Borg (photo) (1980 Scarsdale High School grad elected director of Kreisler Borg Florman General Construction Company of Scarsdale), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4

BORG, ROBERT
Borg leads engineers in study after 9/11 (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 4
An eye for nature (photo) (Robert Borg of the Garth Woods Conservancy will lead a photo workshop on July 20.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 2
Into the woods (photo) (The Garth Woods Conservancy sponsored an outdoor photo workshop on July 20.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 2
Wood you help? (editorial) (The Inquirer seeks leaders and volunteers to restore The Bronx River Parkway Reservation to its former glory.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6

BORGES, BRUNO

BORISOFF, RISA P
Focal Points: Do you think the high tax on cigarettes will be an efficient deterrent to smoking? (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 7

BORNSTEIN, HAROLD
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

BORTNER, LAURENCE MICHAEL
Older, Bortner (wed) (photo) (Carolyn Sue Older and Laurence Michael were wed on May 26, 2002, at Westchester Reform Temple in Scarsdale.), May 31, 2002, p. 14

BOSCARINO, LEIGH ANN
LAX girls honored (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 26

BOSTRUM, LISA (AUTHOR)
Community center would help make Scarsdale a more desirable place (letter) (Lisa Bostrom of Bradford Road), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6

BOTVIN, GILBERT (DR)
Medical professor's anti-drug program fosters self-esteem (photo) (Dr. Gilbert Botvin's LifeSkills program, used at Scarsdale Middle School, builds self-esteem in teens so they can resist drugs, smoking and alcohol.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1
Medical professor's anti-drug program fosters self-esteem (continued) (Dr. Gilbert Botvin's LifeSkills program, used at Scarsdale Middle School, builds self-esteem in teens so they can resist drugs, smoking and alcohol.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 11

BOUCHIER, RON
Parents' group wants girls' soccer moved to fall (photo) (continued) (Some Section 1 parents demand that schools move girls' soccer to the autumn in compliance with Title IX), Feb 8, 2002, p. 9
Bouchier's 'Greatest' - The boys of '72 gather for 30th anniversary (photo) (continued) (Twenty-five members of the 1972 Raiders championship football team gathered at Dean Field on September 28.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 22
Bouchier's 'Greatest' - The boys of '72 gather for 30th anniversary (photo) (Twenty-five members of the 1972 Raiders championship football team gathered at Dean Field on September 28.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 22

BOUDEAU, SUZANNE CATHERINE
Boudreau, Doherty (wed) (photo) (Suzanne Catherine Boudreau and Brian Andrew Doherty were wed on October 4, 2002, in Scarsdale.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 16

BOURRIENNE, RUSSELL

BOWLING
SHS (Scarsdale High School) club shifts focus, but fun is still No. 1 (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 25
SHS (Scarsdale High School) club shifts focus, but fun is still No. 1 (photo) (continued), Jun 14, 2002, p. 26

BOWMAN, LUKE
Focal Points: How do you feel about random drug tests for high school students? (photo), Jul 5, 2002, p. 7

BOYLE, ANNE
Tannenbaum transport (photo) (Anne Boyle pictured with Christmas tree atop car), Dec 20, 2002, p. 1

BOY SCOUTS
Boy Scouting builds values and character (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 20A
Troop 60 offers local and out-of-town adventures (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 20A
Troop 60 offers local and out-of-town adventures (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 21A
Benevento makes Eagle (photo) (Thomas D. Benevento of Troop 60 is elevated to Eagle Scout.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4
BOY SCOUTS  (Continued)
Eagle Scout (photo) (Joseph Todd Olson has earned the rank of Eagle Scout, the highest rank in scouting.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 4
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 28, 2002, p. 1
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (continued) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 28, 2002, p. 8
Gorgeous weather for a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 3
Boy Scouts honor leaders (The Westchester Putnam Council, Boy Scouts of America, recognized the efforts of volunteer scout leaders with the Silver Beaver Award.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 4
Out and about with troop 60 (photo) (Members of Scarsdale Boy Scout Troop 60 are pictured at an outing to Playland Park in Rye.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 4
Making a difference (photo) (New York State Assemblywoman Amy Paulin meets with Matthew Mann, a life scout, to discuss aiding victims of domestic violence.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 4
Summertime scouting (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale Troop 60 and their chaperones recently enjoyed a day of canoeing on Eagle Lake.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 4
Boy Scouts have fun, learn skills for a lifetime (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 41A
Civil discourse needed in discussion of gay scout leaders (letter) (Andrew C. Hartzell, Jr., of Eastwoods Lane), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6
Speaker will not condemn but illuminate people (letter) (Gary Ekman, Chairman, Advisory Council on Human Relations), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
Christmas countdown (photo) (Scenes from Scarsdale and Edgemont as residents and merchants gear up for Christmas.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 3
BOZORTH, SQUIRE NEWLAND
Squire Newland Bozirth (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Squire Newland Bozorth, died on November 5, 2002. He was 67.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 20
BRADY, LILLIAN
Leone has new agent (photo) (Lillian Brady has joined the Claire D. Leone Real Estate Agency.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4
BRANCIUCCI, NICOLE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28
BRANDT, JAMES E
Little League is grateful to volunteers for getting the job done (letter) (Rick Carr, President, Scarsdale Little League), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6
BRANDT, JAMES E (AUTHOR)
Inquirer should not be forum for debate on national issues (letter) (James E. Brandt of Hampton Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 9
BRANDWEIN, HARVEY
BRANDWEIN, ROGER
Focal Points: Do you think that the admission to colleges of Arab students should be discontinued? (photo), Sep 27, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the Trent Lott controversy? (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 7
BRASS, JUSTIN
Weintraub, Brass (engaged) (photo) (Dr. Tara Lynn Weintraub and Justin Brass are engaged; a November wedding is planned), Mar 15, 2002, p. 17
BRAUNSTEIN, RITA (AUTHOR)
More than 300 enjoyed E Day (letter) (Rita Braunstein, John Gerspach, Co-Presidents, E-Club), May 17, 2002, p. 9
BRAZIL
The Confederados: Brazil's Dixie descendants (Following the Civil War, approximately 9,000 Southerners emigrated to Brazil at the invitation of Emperor Dom Pedro II.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 3
Mother finishes her daughter's last report (photo) (continued) (Journalist Grace Donati died before she could finish a news story on Brazil; her mother, Georgia Donati, has vowed to complete the project.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 8
BREAST - CANCER
Ride for life: A mother's illness sends her son on a mission for the cure (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Ride for life: A mother's illness sends her son on a mission for the cure (photo) (continued), Aug 2, 2002, p. 12
BREIDBART, SONYA
Sonya Breidbart (photo) (Home economist, Sonya Breidbart, contributed to "Sewing with Nancy's Favorite Hints 20th Anniversary Edition,") , Oct 25, 2002, p. 4
BREINES, SIMON (AUTHOR)
Revenue should not be garage goal (editorial) (Simon Breines urges compromise on the Christie Place parking garage debate.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7

BRENLY, BOB
Diamond Vision: How Joe Garagiola Jr. won the West - and the world (photo) (continued) (Profile of former Scarsdale resident and baseball figure Joe Garagiola, Jr.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 28

BRENNAN, ANDREW E (AUTHOR)
Do we really need new tennis courts at Scarsdale High School? (letter) (Andrew E. Brennan of Fox Meadow Road), Aug 2, 2002, p. 10
Trustees should certify that garage won't cost taxpayers a cent (letter) (Andrew E. Brennan of Fox Meadow Road), Dec 20, 2002, p. 6

BRENNAN, JOHN
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 21
Gorgeous weather for a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 3

BRESCE, RICHARD RYAN
Alvarez, Breasia (wed) (photo) (Lowry Ragdeliz Alvarez and Richard Ryan Brescia were wed on March 16, 2002, in Margarita, Venezuela.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 13

BREWSTER, MARCIA
Woman's Day (Nita Lowey and Marcia Brewster will be guest speakers on International Woman's Day, March 17, at the Mamaroneck Town Senior Center.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1

BRICKMAN, PENNY
Newhouse resigns as historical society president (photo) (Eda Newhouse has resigned as the President of the Scarsdale Historical Society; Corky Thompson will be acting President.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1
Newhouse resigns as historical society president (continued) (Eda Newhouse has resigned as the President of the Scarsdale Historical Society; Corky Thompson will be acting President.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 8

BRIDGES
Bridge work continues (Con Ed repairs to the broken gas main on the Popham Road Bridge will be completed on April 3.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
New footbridge in Garth Woods (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 3

BRIEANT, CHARLES
Internet hoaxer gets 3 years' probation and town payback (photo) (Benjamin Ballard sentenced to three years probation for making an email threat to the Edgemont School District), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Society to host talk (photo) ("Westchester in the Civil War" will be the topic of the Scarsdale Historical Society's October 30 lecture at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 2

BRIGHT, AL
Focal Points: Should Pete Rose be removed from the permanently ineligible list to permit him to be a candidate for baseball's Hall of Fame? (photo), Dec 27, 2002, p. 7

BRILLIANT, RICHARD
Focal Points: Do you think the current stock market collapse will affect future quality of life? (photo), Jul 26, 2002, p. 7

BRINDISI, LUCILLE
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

BROADCASTING
CAMERA focuses on media accuracy (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 3

BROCKLESBY, LORELLA
Historical Society spring lecture Thursday (photo) (Lorel/k Brocklesby to speak at Scarsdale Historical Society on April 25.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 13

BRODIE, ALICE
2 join editorial staff (Jennifer Leavitt-Wipf and Alice Brodie join Inquirer staff), Dec 20, 2002, p. 4

BRODSKY, ELLEN
Today's Woman (photo) (Supplement) (Pets: Puppylove - Dog is woman's best friend), Mar 29, 2002, p. 36

BRODSKY, MARK D
STOP rally draws anti-testing support (photo) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
STOP rally draws anti-testing support (continued) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 13

BRODSKY, MARK D (AUTHOR)
Sloan's sneering says more about him than about Edgemont high (letter) (Mark D. Brodsky defends Edgemont High School from criticism by Irving Sloan in a January 11 Inquirer editorial.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6

BRODSKY, RICHARD
State education chief comes to Scarsdale to defend tests (photo) (State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, discussed the state assessment testing program on March 6 at Scarsdale High School.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
BRODSKY, RICHARD (Continued)
State education chief comes to Scarsdale to defend tests (photo) (continued) (State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, discussed the state assessment testing program on March 6 at Scarsdale High School.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 8
Dialogue on state tests appreciated (letter) (Anna S. Decker, President of the Scarsdale PT Council), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
The Scarsdale Plaza's last stand (The Scarsdale Plaza Theater on Garth Road got a reprieve from the wrecking ball on May 21.), May 24, 2002, p. 1
Delays benefit incumbents (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Assemblyman is keeping his promise to Greenburgh (letter) (Kelly MacMillan, Chief of Staff, Office of Assemblyman Richard Brodsky), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6
Greenburgh firefighters are grateful to Brodsky (letter) (Michael N. Morano, Vice-President, Greenburgh Uniformed Firefighters, Local 1586), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6
Simulated nuke drill causes real concern (photo), Sep 27, 2002, p. 3
BRODY, ALAN (AUTHOR)
How Christmas lights tell a story (editorial) (Alan Brody feels holiday lights reflect the mood of the season.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 7
BRODY, OREN
BRODY, ZACH
Firefighters all (photo) (The Scarsdale Fire Department held its annual fair and open house on October 19.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 3
BROFF, JACOB AARON
Brucker, Broff (wed) (Erica Blaine Brucker and Jacob Aaron Broff were wed on November 16, 2002, at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle, New York.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 22
BROGAN, JOHN
Brogan to replace retiring Chief Ferraro (photo) (Lt. John Brogan will replace retiring Donald Ferraro as Chief of Police in Scarsdale.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
Brogan to replace retiring Chief Ferraro (photo) (continued) (Lt. John Brogan will replace retiring Donald Ferraro as Chief of Police in Scarsdale.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 15
St. Pius, IHM fifth-graders graduate DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Program) (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 10
Outgoing Ferraro pins badge on new police chief Brogan (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 1
Officials reap awards for eventful year (photo) (Attendees at Public Safety Promotions and Awards ceremony looked back at a historic year.), May 31, 2002, p. 5
Local synagogues take new precautions for holidays (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
How are they doing? (Police Chief John Brogan announced that the Scarsdale Police Department is being assessed.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
County trying old and new ways of halting sale of alcohol to teens, Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
County trying old and new ways of halting sale of alcohol to teens (photo) (continued), Dec 13, 2002, p. 14
License verifier has life-saving potential, Dec 13, 2002, p. 14
BROKAS, TOM
BROKMAN, MATTHEW
Students protest theater demolition (photo) (Scarsdale High School students led a protest on June 17 against the proposed demolition of the Scarsdale Plaza Cinema.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
Trustees endorse Safe Homes Initiative, Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Trustees endorse Safe Homes Initiative (continued), Nov 29, 2002, p. 26
BROKMAN, MATTHEW (AUTHOR)
Scarsdalians should fight to save community resource (letter) (Matthew Brokman of Foxhall Place), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6
BROMER, ELISSA SKALA
Focal Points: Do you think the Olympic Games tend to produce friendship or acrimony among nations? (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 7
BRONE, WESLEY
Authentic Science students' research reaches wider audience (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11
BRONSTEIN, LES
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo) (Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Mid-Westchester on April 19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
BRONTE, LYNIA (DR)
Charity appoints 3 (photo) (The Cancer Cure Coalition appointed three new executives.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 2
BRONX RIVER
A double bypass for a trash-clogged river (continued) "Trash catching devices will improve the flow of the Bronx River through Westchester.", Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
A double bypass for a trash-clogged river (photo) "Trash catching devices will improve the flow of the Bronx River through Westchester.", Dec 6, 2002, p. 1

BRONX RIVER CONSERVANCY
BRP (Bronx River Conservancy) names directors, May 17, 2002, p. 4
Grand Tooley Dam appreciated (letter) "(Ginny & Jim Naughton of Fountain Terrace), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6
A double bypass for a trash-clogged river (continued) "Trash catching devices will improve the flow of the Bronx River through Westchester.", Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
A double bypass for a trash-clogged river (photo) "Trash catching devices will improve the flow of the Bronx River through Westchester.", Dec 6, 2002, p. 1

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY
Ready, set, roll: bike, skate and scooter Sundays begin (photo) "(Portion of Bronx River Parkway to be closed to vehicular traffic on Sundays beginning May 5), May 3, 2002, p. 2
Clean me a river (photo) "(Scarsdale students joined others on May 18 in an effort to clean up the Bronx River Parkway area.), May 31, 2002, p. 15
2 men die in parkway crash "(Two men died in a vehicular accident on the Bronx River Parkway on July 21.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1
Ann's Way Pond has become mosquito breeding ground (photo) "(Ann's Way, near the intersection of Walworth and Greenacres Avenue, has become an overgrown breeding ground for mosquitos.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 1

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY RESERVATION
New footbridge in Garth Woods (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 3
Lectures on Bronx River Reservation to begin (photo) "(Lectures to be held at the Bronxville Public Library on April 17 and the White Plains Public Library on April 18.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 2
Ready, set, roll: bike, skate and scooter Sundays begin (photo) "(Portion of Bronx River Parkway to be closed to vehicular traffic on Sundays beginning May 5), May 3, 2002, p. 2
Ann's Way Pond has become mosquito breeding ground (photo) "(Ann's Way, near the intersection of Walworth and Greenacres Avenue, has become an overgrown breeding ground for mosquitos.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 1
Butler Woods: Can paradise lost be restored (photo), Aug 30, 2002, p. 3
Word you help? (editorial) "(The Inquirer seeks leaders and volunteers to restore The Bronx River Parkway Reservation to it's former glory.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6

BRONZ, LOIS
Bronz to chair board (photo) "(Lois Bronz elected to head Westchester County Board of Legislators), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Bronz to chair board (continued) "(Lois Bronz elected to head Westchester County Board of Legislators), Jan 11, 2002, p. 2
Lois Bronz will do a great job for people of Westchester (letter) "(Reina Schiffrin endorses the election of Lois Bronz as chairperson of the Westchester County Board of Legislators.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10
Local legislators lobby to pass licensing law, Mar 15, 2002, p. 3
Lois Bronz to speak at next TVCC meeting (photo) "(Lois Bronz, Chairman of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, to address Town and Village Civic Club on April 4), Mar 29, 2002, p. 2
Feiner would axe county government; Feiner pointed to Connecticut as an example of how irrelevant this so-called "second level" of government can be., Oct 11, 2002, p. 1

BROWN, BRIAN
For Brian Brown, closer time zone enhances Olympic experience (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 20

BROWN, DENNIS
You got a fixer-upper? (editorial) "(AmeriCares says it's HomeFront program is seeking candidates who qualify for home renewal.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6

BROWN, KEVIN
Local professionals show their mettle (letter) "(John Beyersdorf of Fairview Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

BROWN, MATTHEW
Steves, Sherwood named board officers (photo) "(Bob Steves and Emily Sherwood welcomed to the Scarsdale Board of Education on July 1.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1

BROWN, PETER
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3

BROWN, SARAH
People of all faiths gather for 9/11 service at synagogue (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 8

BROWNELL, SHIRLEE
The 'ladies who paint' create models for success (photo) "(The Grandview Group will hold an exhibit featuring portraits called "Models and More" at the Scarsdale Public Library May 1-May 30.), May 3, 2002, p. 19

BROWNING, ARMANDE
Julia B. Fee sold to sons of previous owners (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
BROWNING, JACKSON
Julia B. Fee sold to sons of previous owners (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1

BROYD, BETSY
Art wish granted (photo) (Westchester Arts Council awards $1,000 grant to Scarsdale based New Choral Society of Westchester), Feb 15, 2002, p. 4
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3

BRUCKER, DAN
Pigeons are winning down by the station (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 3

BRUCKER, ERICA BLAINE
Brucker, Broff (wed) (Erica Blaine Brucker and Jacob Aaron Broff were wed on November 16, 2002, at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle, New York.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 22

BRUNO, JOSEPH
Identity thieves exploit easily available info (New York State legislators are seeking to create a penalty for identity theft.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

BRUSCO, CONCETTA
Spring Eggstravaganza entertains local kids (photo) (The Scarsdale Recreation Department held its annual Spring Eggstravaganza at the Middle School on March 23.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 3

BRUSCO, MARIA
Spring Eggstravaganza entertains local kids (photo) (The Scarsdale Recreation Department held its annual Spring Eggstravaganza at the Middle School on March 23.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 3

BUCHDAHL, ANGELA WARNICK
A new face of tradition at Reform temple (photo) (Angela Warnick Buchdahl, Cantor at Westchester Reform Temple, becomes the first Asian American to be ordained as a Rabbi.), May 24, 2002, p. 3
A new face of tradition at Reform temple (continued) (Angela Warnick Buchdahl, Cantor at Westchester Reform Temple, becomes the first Asian American to be ordained as a Rabbi.), May 24, 2002, p. 13

BUCHEN, DAVID
Neighbors protest music school plan (School Lane residents have mobilized against the Hoff-Barthelson Music School's expansion plans.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1; Feb 1, 2002, p. 12
Planning board OKs music school annex (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School got the go-ahead to proceed with its plans for expansion and a new parking lot.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1
Planning board OKs music school annex (continued) (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School got the go-ahead to proceed with its plans for expansion and a new parking lot.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 19
Planners list new restrictions on music school (Following a July 24 hearing, the Scarsdale Planning Board issued restrictions on the expansion plan of the Hoff-Barthelson Music School.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Approval of music school was slap in the face (letter) (Elliot DeBear of Circle Road), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6

BUCHEN, DAVID (AUTHOR)
Consolidated debt load on Scarsdale homeowners is at record levels (letter) (John Bonanno of Carman Road; David Buchen; Joseph Losardo; Peter Schweitzer; Randy Whitestone), May 24, 2002, p. 6
Music school robs neighbors of peace (editorial), Jun 21, 2002, p. 7
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) committee meetings not organized to oppose garage (letter) (David Buchen of Overhill Road), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6
Christie Place site developers should discuss a music school (David Buchen suggests that the proposed indoor parking facility on Christie Place share space with the enlarged Hoff-Barthelson Music School.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7

BUCHEN, HELENE (AUTHOR)
Can’t we help Arabs find a way out of the corner? (editorial) (Helene Buchen describes Arabs in the Mideast as having painted themselves into a corner.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7

BUCHEN, NICK
Focal Points: Do you think that people's dress habits have gone from too strict to too liberal? (photo), Aug 30, 2002, p. 7

BUCHY, DAVID
Jury trial in Scarsdale postponed to January (Jury trial of David Buchy, charged with assault in the third degree, is delayed till January 27 and 28, 2003.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 5

BUCK, JANE
Gourmet Galaxy: Tasting the joys of fine dining (photo) (The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service's annual fundraiser, Gourmet Galaxy, will be held May 1.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 17

BUCK, JIM
Dwindling rates reflect downturn (Economic uncertainty has affected municipal revenues.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1

BUCKLEY, JEN
Cooking club outing (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 17

BUDGET - SCARSDALE
Trustees ponder 2002-03 village budget, Jan 25, 2002, p. 3
BUDGET - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Village budget process demands clairvoyance and tough choices; Budget estimates are nipped and tucked to limit tax hike, Feb 6, 2002, p. 1
Village budget process demands clairvoyance and tough choices; Finance Committee advocates upping recreation charges, Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Village board (The Finance Committee of the Scarsdale Village Board will meet on Tuesdays till the budget for 2002-03 is completed.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
School taxes may rise 9.6%, Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
No present opposition to village budget at hearing, Apr 12, 2002, p. 3
Put it on the Web (editorial) (The Inquirer urges greater transparency in preparing and presenting the Village budget to residents.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
$28M village budget approved (On April 23, the Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved the $28 million village budget.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
$28M village budget approved (continued) (On April 23, the Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved the $28 million village budget.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8

BUDGET - WESTCHESTER COUNTY (N.Y.)
County OKs budget with no tax hike, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
Republicans call for efficiency and reform, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
County OKs budget with no tax hike (continued), Dec 27, 2002, p. 20
Republicans call for efficiency and reform (continued), Dec 27, 2002, p. 20

BUENAHO, JAIME
Colombian art exhibit (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 32

BUILDING DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE
Building dept. (department) study recommends change (A report by consultants, Management Partners, Inc., suggests 17 ways the Scarsdale Building Department could be improved.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Building dept. (department) study recommends change (continued) (A report by consultants, Management Partners, Inc., suggests 17 ways the Scarsdale Building Department could be improved.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 16
Consultants should have talked to unrepresented residents (letter) (Robert Wals feels that consultants hired to review the Building Department should have spoken to residents as well.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6
Village staff showed her wrong plans - twice (letter) (Betsy Picket alleges that her rights as a homeowner were violated because she did not have adequate time to review a new house application before a Board of Architectural Review hearing.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6
Out to lunch (editorial) (The Inquirer explains that minutes from the Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review have not been available for publication since the recent departure of Frank Ruccolo.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6
Diaz is new assistant building inspector (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 3
Reforms under way in building dept. (Reforms and new hires at Scarsdale's Building Department will reduce the approval process from six or seven weeks to under a week.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Reforms under way in building dept. (continued) (Reforms and new hires at Scarsdale's Building Department will reduce the approval process from six or seven weeks to under a week.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 14
Efficiency is increasing on second floor of village hall; Building dept. is better already, Cray says, Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
Efficiency is increasing on second floor of village hall; Getting tough on building code violators, Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
Efficiency is increasing on second floor of village hall; Building dept. is better already, Cray says (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 11
Efficiency is increasing on second floor of village hall; Getting tough on building code violators (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 11
Building department is a costly nightmare for residents (letter) (James E. Ellis of Butler Road), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6

BUILDING INSPECTORS
Diaz is new assistant building inspector (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 3

BUILDING LAWS - SCARSDALE
FAR zoning amendment takes effect Monday (photo) (Scarsdale Village establishes a floor area ratio [FAR] with the approval of Article XVI, Chapter 310 of the Village Zoning Code.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
FAR zoning amendment takes effect Monday (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Village establishes a floor area ratio [FAR] with the approval of Article XVI, Chapter 310 of the Village Zoning Code.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 13

BULLYING
Bullying is a problem with lasting effects (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10

BUMBY, DOUGLAS
Math department's direct recruiting: Poaching or much ado about nothing? (Scarsdale High School Math Department head, Doug Bumby, defends his department's recruiting policy.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
Math department's direct recruiting: Poaching or much ado about nothing? (continued) (Scarsdale High School Math Department head, Doug Bumby, defends his department's recruiting policy.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 11
Fond farewells, friendly hellos (Seven beloved employees retire from Scarsdale schools), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10
BUMBY, DOUGLAS (Continued)
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

BUONAFEDE, ANTOINETTE
Focal Points: How do you feel about the increased dependency on gambling by New York and other states as an important source of revenue? (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 7

Burchett, Amanda
Class of 2002 Edgemont High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Edgemont High School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 15A

Burg, Robert Janos
Robert Janos Burg (dies) (photo) (Robert Janos Burg died at his Hartsdale home on February 8, 2002. He was 72.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 20

Burkat, Howard
Village is not required to provide bulletproof vests (Russell T. Morvant, Vice President, Scarsdale Benevolent Association), Aug 23, 2002, p. 7

Burkat, Howard (Author)
Village should supply police with vests (letter) (Howard Burkat of Drake Road), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6

Burkat, Oliver
Musicfest: Scarsdale Teen Center hosts first outdoor music concert (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 17

Burleigh, Ethel K
Ethel K. Burleigh (dies) (Ethel K. Burleigh, a Scarsdale resident for 65 years, died on February 21, 2002, at a nursing home in Middletown. She was 96.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 20

Burman, Carol
Awards for Claire D. Leone (photo) (Claire D. Leone real estate agents win prestigious awards from the Westchester County Board of Realtors), Jun 7, 2002, p. 4

Burns, Seth
Focal Points: Would you serve in local public office on either a paid or volunteer basis? (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 7

Burooughs, Edward
Apartments will replace Plaza (illustration) (Luxury rental apartments will take the place of the closed Scarsdale Plaza movie theater.), May 31, 2002, p. 1

Burstein, Mildred S
Mildred S. Burstein (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Mildred S. Burstein, died on November 9, 2002, at her home in Williamstown, Massachusetts. She was 94.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22

Busby, Suzanne
To some goodbye, to even more hello (photo) (Recap of retirees and new hires in school and village sports and recreation), Jan 4, 2002, p. 17

Village budget process demands clairvoyance and tough choices; Finance Committee advocates upping recreation charges, Feb 8, 2002, p. 1

Soccer dilemmas occupy PRC (Parks and Recreation) (At an open forum on March 13, residents vented their concerns to the Advisory Council on Parks and Recreation.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1

Forecast: Dry, dull, dirty (editorial) (Inquirer discussed drought emergency restrictions), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6

Bush, Steve
Focal Points: Would you or would you not want to visit ground zero? (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 7

Bushin, Leah
Fifth-grade hepcats riff with the pros at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10

Business
Advocate to be inducted into county Business Hall of Fame (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 4

Butler, Charles
Adult School attendance grows (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 5A
Butler Woods: Can paradise lost be restored (photo), Aug 30, 2002, p. 3

Butler, Emily Ogden
Butler Woods: Can paradise lost be restored (photo), Aug 30, 2002, p. 3

Butler Woods (ScarSDale)
Butler Woods: Can paradise lost be restored (photo), Aug 30, 2002, p. 3
Wood you help? (editorial) (The Inquirer seeks leaders and volunteers to restore The Bronx River Parkway Reservation to it's former glory.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6

Byers, John
Into the woods (photo) (The Garth Woods Conservancy sponsored an outdoor photo workshop on July 20.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 2

Byrne, Michael
Fire Company No. 3 prepares and protects (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4A

Byrne, Robert M
Byrne, Robert M. (dies) (Robert M. Byrne died on October 10, 2002, following a long battle with cancer. He was 81.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 22
CABLE TELEVISION
Public hearings (Public hearings on two proposed amendments to the Village Code to be held on July 9.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Hearings continued (On July 9, Scarsdale Village Board amended the Cable Television Chapter of the Village Code.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

CACACE, CLAUDE
'Truck Day' at WRT (Westchester Reform Temple), Jun 14, 2002, p. 11

CAFFREY, DAN
Focal Points: How successful do you think the U. N. inspection of Iraq's weaponry will be in averting war? (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 7

CAGEN, CECILIA
Puppy love has high purpose in Fox Meadow (photo) (The Cagen family of Fox Meadow raises guide dog puppies on behalf of Guiding Eyes for the Blind in Yorktown Heights.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 3

CAGEN, JANET
Puppy love has high purpose in Fox Meadow (photo) (The Cagen family of Fox Meadow raises guide dog puppies on behalf of Guiding Eyes for the Blind in Yorktown Heights.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 3

CAGEN, JEFFREY
Puppy love has high purpose in Fox Meadow (photo) (The Cagen family of Fox Meadow raises guide dog puppies on behalf of Guiding Eyes for the Blind in Yorktown Heights.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 3

CAGEN, MARGOT
Puppy love has high purpose in Fox Meadow (photo) (The Cagen family of Fox Meadow raises guide dog puppies on behalf of Guiding Eyes for the Blind in Yorktown Heights.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 3

CAIN, CLARE
New captain (photo) (Scarsdale Firefighter Thomas Cain was promoted to captain in a ceremony at headquarters on August 15.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 5

CAIN, THOMAS
New captain (photo) (Scarsdale Firefighter Thomas Cain was promoted to captain in a ceremony at headquarters on August 15.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 5

CAIRO, VANESSA
Focal Points: Is the threat of terrorism causing you to make any changes in your lifestyle? (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 7

CALABRO, CAROLE
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

Caldwell, Bob
Fond farewells, friendly hellos (Seven beloved employees retire from Scarsdale schools), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

Caligore, Laura
School's a picnic (photo) (Scarsdale elementary schools inaugurate the new school year with picnics.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 9

Callara, Donnie
Peak Week: Within days, Callara wins county meet, silver at Empires (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 18
Peak Week: Within days, Callara wins county meet, silver at Empires (photo) (continued), Aug 9, 2002, p. 21

Calle, Dawn Lopez
Campers learn about challenges confronting disabled (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 10

Camarda, MARIANNE
Focal Points: Should white-collar crime be subject to the same penalties as "ordinary" crime? (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 7

Camarda, Yolanda
Focal Points: To what extent do you depend on TV for your news? (photo), Sep 20, 2002, p. 7

Camcorders
Digital video camp to be held at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10

Campaign Debates
2 from Mamaroneck vie for Senate seat (photo) (Democratic incumbent Suzi Oppenheim and Republican Irving Scharf, candidates for the 37th District New York State Senate seat, debated at a League of Women Voters forum.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
Candidates debate issues, trade barbs at LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters hosted a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
2 from Mamaroneck vie for Senate seat (continued) (Democratic incumbent Suzi Oppenheim and Republican Irving Scharf, candidates for the 37th District New York State Senate seat, debated at a League of Women Voters forum.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 9
CAMPAIGN DEBATES (Continued)
Candidates debate issues, trade barbs at LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (continued) (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters hosted a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 14

CAMPING
Summer camping in Westchester County parks (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 2

CAMPS
Digital video camp to be held at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10
'Made for me,' New director Tobe Sevush finds her dream job at JCC's (Jewish Community Center's) intensive arts camp (photo), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1
'Made for me,' New director Tobe Sevush finds her dream job at JCC's (Jewish Community Center's) intensive arts camp (photo) (continued), Jul 26, 2002, p. 3
Campers learn about challenges confronting disabled (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 10

CANCER
Wilson family honored at cancer society gala (photo) (The Wilson family, owners of Wilson and Sons Jewelers, honored on May 30 at the American Cancer Society's 2002 Diamond Award Gala), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4
Young cancer victim is teacher's inspiration (Retired Fox Meadow teacher, Rona Roth, creates "One More Story," a program where volunteers read to hospitalized children with cancer), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
Young cancer victim is teacher's inspiration (photo) (continued) (Retired Fox Meadow teacher, Rona Roth, creates "One More Story," a program where volunteers read to hospitalized children with cancer), Aug 9, 2002, p. 3
Cancer foundation to host fall luncheon (photo), Sep 20, 2002, p. 4
Dogs join people in walk for children's cancer (photo), Oct 18, 2002, p. 3
Charity appoints 3 (photo) (The Cancer Cure Coalition appointed three new executives.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 2

CANNELL, ELAINE
Houlihan names top 3 (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 4

CANNISTRARO, CAROLYN
Carolyn Cannistraro (Scarsdale resident, Carolyn Canistraro, has joined the New York offices of Morgan Stanley as a financial advisor.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 4

CANNON, NINA
Nuclear power can be made safe (editorial) (Richard L. Garwin endorses an earlier op-ed piece on nuclear power by Nina Cannon, Pam Slater and Leslie Mendel.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 7
Errors on both sides of Indian Point (letter) (Alfred Strasser of Sleepy Hollow), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6
Board urged to back power plant closing (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Youth and other organizations urge the Scarsdale Village Board to demand shutdown of Indian Point nuclear power plant), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1

CANNON, NINA (AUTHOR)
How dangerous is Indian Point? (editorial) (Nina Cannon, Leslie Hendel and Pamela Slater ask readers to call elected officials and ask them to shut down the Indian Point nuclear power plant.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7
Coalition formed to force shutdown of Indian Point (letter) (Nina Cannon of Hampton Road), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6
Nuclear power saves the day? (editorial) (Nina Cannon, Pam Slater and Leslie Mendel respond to an earlier editorial by Joseph McCourt encouraging us to embrace nuclear power.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 7
More answers needed about spent fuel tank at Indian Point (letter) (Nina Cannon, Pam Slater, Leslie Hendel), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
Citizens will bring Indian Point issue to village board (letter) (Nina Cannon, Pamela Slater of Fox Meadow), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6

CANTOR, ALIX
Just like olden times (photo) (Quaker Ridge fifth graders participate in traditional Thanksgiving feast), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10

CANTORS

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
Unabomber's brother: End death penalty (photo) (David Kaczynski, brother of notorious unabomber Ted Kaczynski, speaks out against the death penalty at the Hitchcock Presbyterian Church on May 19.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 3
A capital mistake (editorial) (The Inquirer makes a case against the death penalty.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6
Focal Points: To what extent, if any, have recent events altered your attitude toward capital punishment? (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7

CAPONE, MATT
Shining stars prove they have what it takes (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 16

CAPPPELLI, GINA
Ready to ride (photo) (Gina Capelli and Peter Montpelier pictured at the American Diabetes Association's annual Tour de Cure cycling event.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 4

CAPUTO, PETER
From the page to the stage: Shakespeare comes alive (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 11
CARBON MONOXIDE
Alarm saves H’cote (Heathcote) family (A Heathcote family was saved from carbon monoxide poisoning when their detector sounded an alarm.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1

CARDEN, DYAS WEBER
Dyas Weber Carden (dies) (Former long-time Scarsdale resident, Dyas Weber Carden, died on May 24, 2002, in Spanish Fort, Alabama. He was 96.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 20

CARDOSO, ANTONIO
Focal Points: Should the president be authorized to take pre-emptive action against countries that harbor terrorists? (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 7

CAREY, CORA LENA
Antenna board locked out of town hall (Greenburgh Antenna Review Board protests discriminatory treatment from Paul Feiner), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1

CARFORO, JIM
Sharing the spirit (photo) (Greenacres Principal, Francine Ballan, helps distribute coats and gloves to students at PS 1 in the South Bronx.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

CARLE, ERIC
The art and artistry of Jerry Pinkney (photo) (The Katonah Museum of Art will open an exhibit of the art of Jerry Pinkney and Eric Carle on June 8.), May 24, 2002, p. 17

CARLTON, SHAWN
2 men die in parkway crash (Two men died in a vehicular accident on the Bronx River Parkway on July 21.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1

CARLUCCI, DON
Focal Points: In the event that the U.N. inspection of Iraq weaponry fails to turn up anything significant, what action, if any should the United States take? (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 7

CARNEGIE HALL (NEW YORK, N.Y.)
Hallelujah! Scarsdale’s community chorus to sing ‘Messiah’ at Carnegie Hall (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 17
Hallelujah! Scarsdale’s community chorus to sing ‘Messiah’ at Carnegie Hall (photo) (continued), Nov 22, 2002, p. 21

CARNEY, JOAN
Fond farewells, friendly hellos (Seven beloved employees retire from Scarsdale schools), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District’s Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

CARNEY, TOM
Youth outreach worker to leave Scarsdale (photo) (Youth outreach worker Tom Carney to leave Scarsdale Edgemont Family Counseling Service), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1
Youth outreach worker to leave Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (Youth outreach worker Tom Carney to leave Scarsdale Edgemont Family Counseling Service), Jul 26, 2002, p. 4
STC (Scarsdale Teen Center) to honor Carney, Sep 20, 2002, p. 2
STC (Scarsdale Teen Center) to fete Carney (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 2
Youth worker leaves legacy of compassion (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 3

CARNICELLI, EVELYN
DAR chapter celebrates 75 years (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11A

CARNIVALS
Carnival! (photo) (Photos of the second annual Scarsdale High School Carnival, held the weekend of April 19-21.), Apr 28, 2002, p. 3
(Lightning illuminates the temporarily suspended Scarsdale High School Carnival on April 19.) (photo), Apr 28, 2002, p. 6
Carnival time (Six Scarsdale schools will hold their yearly carnivals on May 11.), May 10, 2002, p. 1
Slip-sliding away (photo) (Wyatt Semenuk and Jason Lee are shown on a slide at the Fox Meadow School carnival on May 11.), May 17, 2002, p. 1
Carnival! (photo) (Photos of carnivals held at the five Scarsdale elementary schools and the SHS A-School on May 11.), May 17, 2002, p. 11

CARPANZANO, CARMELO (DR)
Carmelo Carpanzano, M.D. (dies) (Former longtime Scarsdale resident, Dr. Carmelo Carpanzano of Rocky Hill, Connecticut, died on August 2, 2002. He was 88.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 17

CARPENTER, JULIANNE A
Julianne A. Carpenter (dies) (Julianne A. Carpenter, a Scarsdale resident for 70 years, died on February 26, 2002. She was 86.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 20

CARPENTER, PHILIP
Focal Points: How do you feel about the cloning of animals, particularly as pets? (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 7

CARR, ASHTON
Sports Swap to benefit PT (Parent-Teacher) Council (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 52A

CARR, CHARLOTTE
Sports Swap to benefit PT (Parent-Teacher) Council (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 52A
CARR, CICERO
Mother finishes her daughter's last report (photo) (continued) (Journalist Grace Donati died before she could finish a news story on Brazil; her mother, Georgia Donati, has vowed to complete the project.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 8

CARR, RICK (AUTHOR)
Little League is grateful to volunteers for getting the job done (letter) (Rick Carr, President, Scarsdale Little League), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6

CARROLL, JOE
Brother to brother (photo) (A donation to the FDNY Widows and Orphans Fund was announced at the annual dinner dance of Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company Number 1.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 14

CARSKY, KATHERINE
BRP (Bronx River Conservancy) names directors (list of recent appointees), May 17, 2002, p. 4

CARTER, GARY
Amazin' autographs (photo) (Five 1986 World Champion New York Mets signed autographs at Last Licks on November 9.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 26

CARTHAUS, MAIA
In step with the music: the art of ballet choreography (photo) (continued), May 10, 2002, p. 19

CARTON, JOHN
Spring benefit for H-B (Hoff-Barthelson) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 14

CASE, JOANNE
Sharing the spirit (photo) (Greenacres Principal, Francine Ballan, helps distribute coats and gloves to students at PS 1 in the South Bronx.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

CASE, SID
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32
Teachers get support on all sides, Nov 22, 2002, p. 10

CASE, WILL
Sharing the spirit (photo) (Greenacres Principal, Francine Ballan, helps distribute coats and gloves to students at PS 1 in the South Bronx.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

CASHMAN, BRIAN
Talkin' baseball with Cashman, Coleman, Rokito and Lyons (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 19

CASS, SAM
On Call (Photographic essay on the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps at the Five Corners), Jun 28, 2002, p. 9

CASSONE, SUSAN
Focal Points: To what extent has the computer made handwriting obsolete? (photo), Oct 4, 2002, p. 7

CASTIELLO, JEANNE-MARIE
Fond farewells, friendly hellos (Seven beloved employees retire from Scarsdale schools), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10

Castronovo, Shakira
Fond farewells, friendly hellos (Seven beloved employees retire from Scarsdale schools), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10

CATHERWOOD, MARGO
Paddle tennis tournament benefits Children's Village (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 8

CAUL, TIA
Kaul, Disick (wed) (photo) (Tia Caul and Dr. Grant I.S. Disick were wed on October 13, 2002, in New Rochelle.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 16

CAVALLERO, MARY
STOP rally draws anti-testing support (photo) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1

CAVANAUGH, JAMES
The Scarsdale Plaza's last stand (The Scarsdale Plaza Theater on Garth Road got a reprieve from the wrecking ball on May 21.), May 24, 2002, p. 1
The Scarsdale Plaza's last stand (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Plaza Theater on Garth Road got a reprieve from the wrecking ball on May 21.), May 24, 2002, p. 15
A tragedy of epic proportions unfolds on Garth Road (letter) (Jay Shulman of Garth Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Delays benefit incumbent (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Delays benefit incumbent (continued) (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 20

CEDAR, ANDREW
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

CEDAR, MERRY
Carnival! (photo) (Photos of the second annual Scarsdale High School Carnival, held the weekend of April 19-21.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 3
CEDAR, PHILLIP
Carnival! (photo) (Photos of the second annual Scarsdale High School Carnival, held the weekend of April 19-21.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 3

CELLULAR TELEPHONES
Antenna board locked out of town hall (Greenburgh Antenna Review Board protests discriminatory treatment from Paul Feiner), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
Greenburgh contretemps is all too personal (editorial) (Antenna Review Board locked out of Greenburgh Town Hall due to Paul Feiner’s security measures.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 6
Antenna Review Board had other meeting options (letter) (Paul Feiner responds to the Antenna Review Board’s decision to meet outside in late December due to restricted access to the Greenburgh Town Hall.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6
Feiner used national tragedy against antenna board (letter) (Mary Tobias has some quibbles regarding the Greenburgh articles in the January 4 edition of the Inquirer.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6
Focal Points: Are your feelings about cell phones positive or negative? (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7
Don’t change antenna law, residents urge (At a Village Board meeting on March 12, residents urged Trustees not to place a wireless communications antenna on Garden Road.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
Don’t change antenna law, residents urge (continued) (At a Village Board meeting on March 12, residents urged Trustees not to place a wireless communications antenna on Garden Road.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 9
New cell tower law vote set for Sept. 10 (continued), Aug 16, 2002, p. 20

CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICTS - SCARSDALE
Landlords protest assessment (Village center property owners protest assessment formula for Village improvements), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Landlords protest assessment (continued) (Village center property owners protest assessment formula for Village improvements), Jan 11, 2002, p. 2

CHAHINIAN, MICHAEL
Student interns for Lowey (photo) (Michael Chahinian of Scarsdale is pictured with Representative Nita Lowey in Washington, D.C., during his six week internship.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 4

CHAHINIAN, PHILIPPE
Student interns for Lowey (photo) (Michael Chahinian of Scarsdale is pictured with Representative Nita Lowey in Washington, D.C., during his six week internship.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 4

CHAILAI, PHILIIP
Summertime scouting (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale Troop 60 and their chaperones recently enjoyed a day of canoeing on Eagle Lake.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 4

CHAIT, DANIEL
'Charlie Brown' on SHS (Scarsdale High School) stage (photo), Feb 1, 2002, p. 17

CHALSON, HILARY
At Scarsdale Synagogue, a year of physical and spiritual change (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 18

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE - SCARSDALE
Village sidewalk cafe ordinance is changed (An amendment to the year old sidewalk cafe law will allow the Parkway Cafe to have an outdoor eating area.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Top honors (photo) (Hannah Zornow won first prize in the Halloween window painting contest.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1

CHAMBERS, JOHN
State education chief comes to Scarsdale to defend tests (photo) (State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, discussed the state assessment testing program on March 6 at Scarsdale High School.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1

CHAMLIN, ANDREW (AUTHOR)
Trustees should take leadership role in closing Indian Point (letter) (Andrew Chamlin of Brewster Road), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6

CHAMLIN, ANDREW (AUTHOR)
Speeding cars are a menace to neighborhood residents (letter) (Andrew Chamlin deplores speed limit violations in residential neighborhoods.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6

CHANG, ARTHUR
Coalition explores ways in which domestic abuse hurts children (The Scarsdale Coalition on Family Violence held it’s second annual forum on October 29 at the Scarsdale Woman’s Club.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
Coalition explores ways in which domestic abuse hurts children (continued) (The Scarsdale Coalition on Family Violence held it’s second annual forum on October 29 at the Scarsdale Woman’s Club.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 14

CHANG, ARTHUR (AUTHOR)
There are terrorists among us (editorial) (Arthur Chang cites parallels between domestic violence and terrorism.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 7

CHARITY
Generosity of library patrons is appreciated (letter) (Linda Fink, Board member of the Ecumenical Emergency Food Pantry of White Plains, thanks Scarsdale Library patrons for their generous food donations.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6

HOPE for Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10
CHARITY (Continued)
Remember that poverty is not a seasonal affliction (editorial), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6

CHASE PARK (SCARSDALE)
Art in the park - a fall tradition (photo) (Chase Park will become an outdoor art promenade on September 14-15 when the Scarsdale Art Association holds it's annual art show and sale.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 27
Dogs join people in walk for children's cancer (photo), Oct 18, 2002, p. 3

CHAYES, ALLISON
Gorgeous weather for a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 3

CHAYES, JESSICA
"You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown' to hit SHS stage (photo) (Clark Gesner's musical, "You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown," will be presented at Scarsdale High School on February 1 and 2.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 19

CHAYES, LINDA
Board calls for assessment of risk (The future of the controversial Indian Point Nuclear Power plant was debated at a Village Board meeting on May 28.), May 31, 2002, p. 1
Mayor: Scarsdale must unite against teenage drinking, Sep 27, 2002, p. 1
Trustees endorse Safe Homes Initiative, Nov 29, 2002, p. 1

CHAYES, LINDA (AUTHOR)
Hail to rec sports for fostering good times, strong values (letter) (Linda and Michael Chayes of Taunton Road), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6

CHAYES, MICHAEL (AUTHOR)
Hail to rec sports for fostering good times, strong values (letter) (Linda and Michael Chayes of Taunton Road), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6

CHEEMA, ZACH
Focal Points: How do you feel about random drug tests for high school students? (photo), Jul 5, 2002, p. 7

CHEERLEADERS
Give me an 'S' (photo) (All Foran and the Scarsdale High School cheerleaders qualified for the Westchester County Grand Championship by winning first place.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1

CHERBULIEZ, SUSAN
BRP (Bronx River Conservancy) names directors (list of recent appointees), May 17, 2002, p. 4

CHerkowsky, CAROLE
Focal Points: Is the threat of terrorism causing you to make any changes in your lifestyle? (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 7

CHERR, DIANE
Burning Bush Mezuzah (photo) (Scarsdale artist, Diane Cherr, created an acrylic mezuzah titled, "Burning Mezuzah," to be featured at the ninth annual Judaica Crafts Show at Temple Bet Am Shalom.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 12

CHESLER, EVAN
LWV speaker: Security vs. civil liberties (Attorney Evan Chesler will address the Scarsdale League of Women Voters at a luncheon on November 15.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 2
For better or worse (editorial) (The Inquirer urges citizens to trust the Constitution in the age of post 9/11 hyper vigilance.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6

CHEYENNE INDIANS

CHIANG, LORINDA
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), Mar 5, 2002, p. 34

CHILD CARE
But who should take care of the kids? (editorial) (Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses child care responsibilities in the modern age.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 7
But who should take care of the kids? (editorial) (continued) (Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses child care responsibilities in the modern age.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 8
Not all women want to be relieved of child care 'burden' (letter) (Elaine Holbrook responds to a January 18 Inquirer article by Myron R. Schoenfeld.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6
Schoenfeld's article reads like '30s communist propaganda (letter) (Scott Jaffin criticizes an earlier Inquirer article by Myron Schoenfeld on the issue of working mothers and childcare.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6

CHILDHOOD
Recalling the longest night of my life (editorial) (Sam Witchel recalls the night his mother nursed him through scarlet fever.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 8

CHILD PSYCHOLOGY
How to help children cope with 9/11 fears, Sep 20, 2002, p. 3
CHILD PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
How to help children cope with 9/11 fears (continued), Sep 20, 2002, p. 11

CHILDREN HAVING INDIVIDUAL LEARNING DIFFERENCES
CHILD mobilizes for special-ed needs at school board meeting, Jun 7, 2002, p. 10
CHILD outcry is heard (At the June 17 Scarsdale School Board meeting, Dr. Michael McGill reaffirmed the District's legal and ethical commitment to special education.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
CHILD outcry is heard (continued) (At the June 17 Scarsdale School Board meeting, Dr. Michael McGill reaffirmed the District's legal and ethical commitment to special education.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

CHILDREN'S VILLAGE (DOBBS FERRY)
Paddle tennis tournament benefits Children's Village (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 8

CHINESE NEW YEAR
Year of the Horse gallops into Edgemont (photo), Feb 15, 2002, p. 3

CHISARI, EILEEN
Eileen Chisari (Edgemont resident, Eileen Chisari, recently graduated from the Leadership Westchester program.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 4

CHITHELEN, MARCIA (AUTHOR)
Proposed garage on Christie will lead to increase in accidents, crime (letter) (Marcia Chithelen of Axtel Drive), May 24, 2002, p. 6

CHITTENDEN, RUTH E HAAS
Ruth E. Haas Chittenden (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Ruth E. Haas Chittenden, died on August 30, 2002, at a Rye nursing home. She was 88.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 29

CHIZZINI, RUTH
Fee attends conference (photo) (Julia B. Fee Vice Presidents attend conference in London), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4

CHOIRS (MUSIC)
Scarsdale music and art teachers recognized as educational leaders in county (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 12
2 serious SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) singers rise to honor choir challenge (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 10

CHRISTIE, ALAN THOMAS
Alan Thomas Christie (dies) (Alan Thomas Christie died on December 23, 2001, at his White Plains home. He was 96.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 12

CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY (SCARSDALE)
Parking on Christie (Christie Place parking garage proposal to proceed to design phase), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
New trustees need more time to study garage proposal (letter) (Alan Eckstein of Scarsdale Chateaux Apartments), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
Trustee Committee left OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) alternative out of discussion (letter) (Bruce Wells of Chase Road), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
No progress on Christie Place garage proposal (Christie Place indoor parking facility proposal is referred back to Village Center Committee on April 23.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
We still need parking (editorial) (The Inquirer feels the Village Board should not allow a small minority of dissenters to put the kibosh on the Christie Place Parking facility.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
No progress on Christie Place garage proposal (continued) (Christie Place indoor parking facility proposal is referred back to Village Center Committee on April 23.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8
A defeat for long-term planning (editorial), May 3, 2002, p. 7
Keep Scarsdale small and quaint (letter) (Vincent and Susan Mastellone of Scarsdale Chateaux), May 3, 2002, p. 8
Trustees: Do not commercialize Scarsdale with multi-level parking garage (letter) (Ven Parameswaran of Stonehouse Road), May 10, 2002, p. 6
Parking structure on Christie Place would certainly be a disaster for our village (letter) (Kevin M. Hirson of Chase Road), May 10, 2002, p. 6
Objections voiced to Christie Garage (Beatrice Underweiser of the Town and Village Civic Club urged the Scarsdale Village Board to postpone advancing plans for the Christie Place parking garage.), May 17, 2002, p. 1
New process needed for parking (editorial) (Bruce Wells on downtown parking situation), May 17, 2002, p. 7
Objections voiced to Christie Garage (photo) (continued) (Beatrice Underweiser of the Town and Village Civic Club urged the Scarsdale Village Board to postpone advancing plans for the Christie Place parking garage.), May 17, 2002, p. 9
Christie Place parking debate divides trustees, May 24, 2002, p. 1
TVCC recommends more study on Christie (The Town and Village Civic Club urged the Scarsdale Village Board to come up with yet another alternative to the Christie Place Parking Garage proposals.), May 24, 2002, p. 1
Are we building a garage for the convenience of out-of-town commuters? (letter) (Kathryn Litsas of Scarsdale Chateaux.), May 24, 2002, p. 1
Invective widens gap (editorial) (The Inquirer comments on the adversarial relationship between the Village Board and residents, citing the proposed Christie Place Garage negotiations.), May 24, 2002, p. 6
(Photo of chives blooming on the roof of the old stone garage on Christie Place) (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 6
CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY (SCARSDALE) (Continued)

Proposed garage on Christie will lead to increase in accidents, crime (letter) (Marcia Chithelen of Axtel Drive), May 24, 2002, p. 6

Petition (Residents sign a petition in support of the Town and Village Civic Club's position on the proposed Christie Place parking garage.), May 24, 2002, p. 9

Christie Place parking debate divides trustees (continued), May 24, 2002, p. 15

Christie Garage to enter design phase, cautiously. May 31, 2002, p. 1

Christie Garage to enter design phase, cautiously; The Interactive design process, May 31, 2002, p. 1

Christie Garage to enter design phase, cautiously (continued), May 31, 2002, p. 3

What constitutes a majority view on Scarsdale (letter) (Ven Parameswaran of Stonehouse Road), May 31, 2002, p. 6

Will the real majority please speak up (editorial) (The Inquirer questions whether the vocal opponents to the Christie Place Parking Garage represent the majority of Village residents.), May 31, 2002, p. 6

Clarification needed on trustee's spontaneous comment (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer of Autenrieth Road), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6

Garage is in everyone's interest (editorial) (Carole Tunick makes a case for the Christie Place indoor parking garage.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7

Revenue should not be garage goal (editorial) (Simon Breines urges compromise on the Christie Place parking garage debate.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) has questions for trustees (Town and Village Civic Club asks Village Board for clarification of its position on Christie Place Parking Garage), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1

Chateaux residents could park in garage (letter) (Judy and Walter Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) has questions for trustees (continued), Jun 14, 2002, p. 8

Committee must focus on garage, Kroenlein says (Mayor Kroenlein refuses to respond point by point to a list of TVCC concerns about the Christie Place Garage.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

Committee must focus on garage, Kroenlein says (continued) (Mayor Kroenlein refuses to respond point by point to a list of TVCC concerns about the Christie Place Garage.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 14

IDP committee forming (Mayor David Kroenlein to announce appointments to the Interactive Design Process Committee for the Christie Place Garage.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1

Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

Garage will serve public good, say realtor and environmentalist (letter) (Paulette Talley of White Plains and Jane Bedichek of Kingston Road), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6

Tranquility of village should not be disrupted by garage (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6

Divided board OKs garage committee (continued) (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) group tackles the parking problem (Town and Village Civic Club boycotts planning meeting for the Christie Place indoor parking facility), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1

Trustees should have awaited TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) report (editorial) (Irving Sloan on the plan for the Christie Place indoor parking facility), Jul 19, 2002, p. 7

Stuck in reverse (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that the Town and Village Club is hindering progress on the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

Design committee MO is explained (Architect Steve Tilly, chairman of the Interactive Design Committee on the Christie Place indoor parking garage, will facilitate discussion and seek to arrive at a consensus for the property.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) on parking (The Town and Village Civic Club will hold an open meeting on August 5 to discuss Christie Place parking.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) committee meetings not organized to oppose garage (letter) (David Buchen of Overhill Road), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) is trying to fill information void on parking (letter) (Peter Gelfman, President, Town and Village Civic Club), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) planning committee is not stuck, not in reverse (letter) (Edward A. Morgan of Tunstall Road), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6

Solid numbers needed on parking (editorial) (Josh Frankel on the Christie Place indoor parking garage controversy), Aug 2, 2002, p. 7

Squaring the circle is a snap compared to PPP (Perennial Parking Problems) (editorial) (Arthur Ash on frustrating parking problems), Aug 2, 2002, p. 7

Design committee MO is explained (continued) (Architect Steve Tilly, chairman of the Interactive Design Committee on the Christie Place indoor parking garage, will facilitate discussion and seek to arrive at a consensus for the property.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 12
CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY (SCARSDALE) (Continued)
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues to mull fate of Christie (Community members attended a meeting of the Town and Village Civic Club on August 5 to debate the future of the Robison Lot on Christie Place.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues to mull fate of Christie (continued) (Community members attended a meeting of the Town and Village Civic Club on August 5 to debate the future of the Robison Lot on Christie Place.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 8
Christie Place update (The Town and Village Civic Club has cancelled the September 4 meeting dealing with the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
Report on Christie (The Town and Village Civic Club will meet on September 25 to discuss the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1
TVCC meeting (The proposed Christie Place Garage will be discussed at a Town and Village Club meeting on October 10.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) recomputes village parking needs and dearth (The Town and Village Civic Club met on October 3 to review the financial report and parking needs analysis completed by its members.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) recomputes village parking needs and dearth (continued) (The Town and Village Civic Club met on October 3 to review the financial report and parking needs analysis completed by its members.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 32
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max (The Interactive Design Process Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Christie Place site developers should discuss a music school (David Buchen suggests that the proposed indoor parking facility on Christie Place share space with the enlarged Hoff-Barthelson Music School.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max (continued) (The Interactive Design Process Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 32
Stonehill to leave village manager's office for new job (photo) (Jeff Stonehill will be leaving his job in the Village Manager's office on October 25.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) OKs report on Christie Place parking, Oct 18, 2002, p. 1
Numbers don't tell all (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that the Scarsdale Village consultants, Desman Associates, understated the need for inexpensive, safe employee parking.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) OKs report on Christie Place parking (continued), Oct 18, 2002, p. 14
Why is the village planning to build a garage no one wants (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Oct 25, 2002, p. 7
Give parking management a trial run (letter) (Edward A. Morgan, Chairman Zoning and Planning Committee, Town and Village Civic Club), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6
Eckstein resigns from IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) in protest (Alan Eckstein resigned from the Interactive Design Process Committee saying it had been "hijacked by special interests.''), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
Time for a vote (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6
Christie Place plans to debut (Plans for the enclosed Christie Place multilevel parking facility will be revealed by the Scarsdale Village Board on December 9.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Christie Place plans to debut (continued) (Plans for the enclosed Christie Place multilevel parking facility will be revealed by the Scarsdale Village Board on December 9.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 14
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) presents plans for 415-space garage (Illustration) (Preliminary plans for the proposed Christie Place Garage were unveiled at the December 9 meeting of the Scarsdale Trustee's Village Center Committee.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
We like it! (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to be open minded about plans for a multi level indoor parking structure at Christie Place.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) presents plans for 415-space garage (Illustration) (continued) (Preliminary plans for the proposed Christie Place Garage were unveiled at the December 9 meeting of the Scarsdale Trustee's Village Center Committee.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 10
Trustees should certify that garage won't cost taxpayers a cent (letter) (Andrew E. Brennan of Fox Meadow Road), Dec 20, 2002, p. 6
Village should hold referendum on garage (editorial) (Irving Sloan on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility), Dec 20, 2002, p. 6
CRC (Community Recreation Center), Christie Place progress update, Dec 27, 2002, p. 3
CHRISTMAS
Hallelujah! Scarsdale's community chorus to sing 'Messiah' at Carnegie Hall (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 17
Hallelujah! Scarsdale's community chorus to sing 'Messiah' at Carnegie Hall (photo) (continued), Nov 22, 2002, p. 21
He's coming to town (Santa will make an appearance at Boniface Circle on November 30.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
An International Christmas (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 15
Tiny tot meets jolly old elf (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 3
CHRISTMAS (Continued)
The most frustrating time of the year (editorial) (Marc Wollin on holiday gifts), Dec 13, 2002, p. 7
The most frustrating time of the year (editorial) (continued) (Marc Wollin on holiday gifts), Dec 13, 2002, p. 9
Holiday party includes Ramadan, Diwali and more at Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 11
'The Best Christmas Pageant Ever' (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 21
Free Parking (During Christmas week parking in downtown Scarsdale will be free.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 1
Christmas countdown (photo) ( Scenes from Scarsdale and Edgemont as residents and merchants gear up for Christmas), Dec 20, 2002, p. 3
From Santa's mailbag (editorial) (Tongue in cheek letters to Santa by Marc Wollin), Dec 20, 2002, p. 7
Village tackles extremely heavy snow on Christmas Day and night, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
Remember that poverty is not a seasonal affliction (editorial), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
How Christmas lights tell a story (editorial) (Alan Brody feels holiday lights reflect the mood of the season.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 7
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
The elusive post-Christmas bargain (editorial) (Lois Podoshen pursues the elusive post-Christmas shopping bargain.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 7
CHRISTMAS TREES
He's coming to town (Santa will make an appearance at Boniface Circle on November 30.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Tannenbaum transport (photo) (Anne Boyle pictured with Christmas tree atop car), Dec 20, 2002, p. 1
CHRISTNACHT, LOIS
Lois Christnacht (dies) (Lois Christnacht, Scarsdale resident since 1963, died on June 11. She was 77.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 10
CHU, DANIEL
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (photo) (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 8
Scarsdale High School's athletic success extended beyond elite sports (photo) (continued), Jan 4, 2002, p. 20
CHURCHES
Nancy Githens Washburn (dies) (photo) (Nancy Githens Washburn died at her Scarsdale home on January 11, 2002, following a six month battle with cancer. She and her husband, who was minister of the Scarsdale Congregational Church, had lived in the Village for 18 years. She was 57.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 12
Hitchcock Church broadens its spiritual commitment (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 18A
Lutherans enjoy lives of devotion (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 18A
Baptists renew, progress and develop (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 19A
Congregational Church is open to all worshippers (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 19A
Oberammergau in Scarsdale (photo) (The children of St. James the Less Church will present The Way of the Cross on Good Friday, March 29.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 10
Brother of Unabomber to speak at Hitchcock (photo) (David Kaczynski to address forum at the Hitchcock Presbyterian Church on May 19.), May 10, 2002, p. 2
Praise for local clergy's courage, righteousness (letter) (Richard Com of Harvard Road, Hartsdale), May 17, 2002, p. 6
Unabomber's brother: End death penalty (photo) (David Kaczynski, brother of notorious unabomber Ted Kaczynski, speaks out against the death penalty at the Hitchcock Presbyterian Church on May 19.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 3
High hopes for a new Lutheran congregation (photo) (Former Evangelical Lutheran Church on Murray Hill Road to become Hope Lutheran Church), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1
High hopes for a new Lutheran congregation (continued) (Former Evangelical Lutheran Church on Murray Hill and Post Roads to become Hope Lutheran Church), Jul 19, 2002, p. 18
ESL (English as a Second Language): Women from 15 countries Living in America at Hitchcock (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 44A
IHM (Immaculate Heart of Mary School) celebrates its seventy-fifth anniversary (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 49A
Sept. (September) 11 services (Several Scarsdale churches and synagogues will mark the first anniversary of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 29
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3
All creatures great and small (photo) (In honor of the feast day of St. Francis of Assisi on October 4, pets received blessings at the St. James the Less Church.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 30
Hallelujah! Scarsdale's community chorus to sing 'Messiah' at Carnegie Hall (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 17
Hallelujah! Scarsdale's community chorus to sing 'Messiah' at Carnegie Hall (photo) (continued), Nov 22, 2002, p. 21
CHURCHES  (Continued)
   An International Christmas (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 15
   'The Best Christmas Pageant Ever' (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 21
CIGARETTES
   Cigarette butts mar beauty of downtown (letter) (Irene Coleman deplores the accumulation of cigarette butts on the sidewalks of the downtown Scarsdale area.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6
CIGARETTE TAX
   Focal Points: Do you think the high tax on cigarettes will be an efficient deterrent to smoking? (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 7
CIMA, CAROLINE
   Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16
CIMA, KATHERINE
   Butter churning, hoop rolling at Heathcote take kids back in time (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10
CIMA, RON
   Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16
CINER, DOROTHY
   High-profile murder suspect kept a low profile at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Robert Durst, now on trial for a gruesome murder, was under the radar during his years at Scarsdale High School.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
CIOFFI, ALEXANDRA
   On the double (photo) (Twins Alexandra and Christiana Cioffi of Edgemont are plebes at West Point Military Academy.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
   On the double (photo) (continued) (Twins Alexandra and Christiana Cioffi of Edgemont are plebes at West Point Military Academy.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 13
CIOFFI, CHRISTIANA
   On the double (photo) (Twins Alexandra and Christiana Cioffi of Edgemont are plebes at West Point Military Academy.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
   On the double (photo) (continued) (Twins Alexandra and Christiana Cioffi of Edgemont are plebes at West Point Military Academy.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 13
CIRCUS
   Elephants belong in the wild, not abused in circuses (editorial), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7
   Support sought for town ban on circuses that exploit and demean animals (letter) (Richard Presser of Hartsdale), May 10, 2002, p. 9
CITARELLA, KEN
   Vigilance is the best defense against Internet predators, Nov 15, 2002, p. 11
CITRON, ELAINE
   Focal Points: How successful do you think the U. N. inspection of Iraq's weaponry will be in averting war? (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 7
CIVETTA, ALEX
   4 down, 6 to go; Scarsdale Raiders swimmers quadruple last year's win total in perfect start (photo), Dec 27, 2002, p. 15
CIVETTA, CLAIRE
   Top producers at Doernberg (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4
   Doernberg agents receive honors (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4
CIVIL DEFENSE
   Funding delays jeopardize lives (editorial) (John A. Kapica discusses the delay behind the purchase of the Cascade vehicle and civil defense equipment by the town of Greenburgh.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 7
CIVIL RIGHTS
   For better or worse (editorial) (The Inquirer urges citizens to trust the Constitution in the age of post 9/11 hyper vigilance.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6
CLAESSENS, CHRISTIAN
   In step with the music: the art of ballet choreography (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 17
   In step with the music: the art of ballet choreography (photo) (continued), May 10, 2002, p. 19
CLAGNATZ, SAMUEL
   Students art that heals (photo) (*The Authentic Self* features local art students and will be at the Gertrude White Gallery in Greenwich through October 31.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 19
CLAPMAN, BARBARA
   Sprucing up for Spring (photo) (Nature lovers spruce up outdoor areas in honor of Arbor Day), May 3, 2002, p. 3
   Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale Inquirer Index 2002

CLARK, BRYAN
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
A high 5 for police (editorial) (The Inquirer expresses awed amazement at the way the Scarsdale Police Department cracked the jewelry store heists from July 2001.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6
Police awards (The Scarsdale Village Board announced the 2002 recipients of the Scarsdale Police Department awards.), Apr 28, 2002, p. 1
Local teenager found dead in Scarsdale diving pool Tuesday (photo) (David Freedman found dead in Scarsdale diving pool on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 1
Arson investigators deem fire at Saxon Woods house deliberate (photo) (Investigators at the remains of the house at 25 Saxon Woods Road have concluded that the October 7 fire was arson.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Village tackles extremely heavy snow on Christmas Day and night, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

CLARK, CATHERINE
Today's Woman (photo) (Supplement) (Old methods, new choices in childbirth), Mar 29, 2002, p. 34

CLARK, LYNNE B
Fee attends conference (photo) (Julia B. Fee Vice Presidents attend conference in London), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4
SHS (Scarsdale High School) '52 reunited in record numbers (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 11

CLARK, LYNNE B (AUTHOR)
Proposed community center will attract new residents (letter) (Lynne B. Clark of Walworth Avenue), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6

CLARK, RAEGAN
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

CLARK, RICHARD
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32
Scarsdale High School Fall Sports Awards 2002 (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 33

CLARK, WILLIAM
Kids' BASE ready for new school year (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 50A

CLARKE, HILARY
Bodyfit puts new spin on fitness in Scarsdale (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 4

CLARKE, NICOLETTE
Art wish granted (photo) (Westchester Arts Council awards $1,000 grant to Scarsdale based New Choral Society of Westchester), Feb 15, 2002, p. 7

CLASS REUNIONS
Boucher's 'Greatest' - The boys of '72 gather for 30th anniversary (photo) (continued) (Twenty-five members of the 1972 Raiders championship football team gathered at Dean Field on September 28.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 22
Boucher's 'Greatest' - The boys of '72 gather for 30th anniversary (photo) (Twenty-five members of the 1972 Raiders championship football team gathered at Dean Field on September 28.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 22
SHS (Scarsdale High School) '52 reunited in record numbers (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 11

CLERGY
Praise for local clergy's courage, righteousness (letter) (Richard Com of Harvard Road, Hartsdale), May 17, 2002, p. 6
A new face of tradition at Reform temple (photo) (Angela Warnick Buchdahl, Cantor at Westchester Reform Temple, becomes the first Asian American to be ordained as a Rabbi.), May 24, 2002, p. 3
A new face of tradition at Reform temple (continued) (Angela Warnick Buchdahl, Cantor at Westchester Reform Temple, becomes the first Asian American to be ordained as a Rabbi.), May 24, 2002, p. 13

CLIMATE CHANGE
Focal Points: If this year's mild winter indicates a possible climatic change, would you be pleased? (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 7
A drop in the bucket (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to comply with water conservation advisories during this summer of drought.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6
Global warming is a worse threat than terrorists (letter) (John H. Herz of Nelson Road), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6

CLIMBING PLANTS
Stop those creeping vines from strangling our beautiful trees (letter) (Christina Holbrook of Edgewood Road), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6

CLINTON, BILL
At the fundraiser (photo) (Ten year old Caitlin Rosner of Scarsdale is pictured with President Bill Clinton at a June 25 fundraiser for Mark Pryor.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 13

CLINTON, HILLARY
Hillary Clinton makes a bad move (editorial), Mar 15, 2002, p. 7
Journey to war zone took courage (editorial) (Bill Jacobs lauds Senator Hillary Clinton's bravery in undertaking a fact finding mission to Israel.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 7
CLINTON, HILLARY  (Continued)
Senator affirms bond with Israel (editorial) (photo) (Susan Stem accompanied Senator Hillary Clinton on a fact
finding mission to Israel; the Senator stressed the many ties between New York and Israel, particularly in the
Senator Clinton will do anything to get votes (letter) (Seth A. Halpern of Ridgecrest East), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6
U.S. should disengage from Israel (editorial), Mar 29, 2002, p. 7

CLINTON, HILLARY RODHAM
How would we cope with a nuclear disaster? (photo) (Discussion of efforts to close the Indian Point Nuclear Power

CLOCKS AND WATCHES
As time goes by (photo) (Solly Rafael cuts the inaugural ribbon on the new clock he donated on East Parkway.),
May 17, 2002, p. 3
Time out! (editorial) (Marc Wollin on his new digital watch), Sep 27, 2002, p. 7

CLOTHING AND DRESS
Pamela Robbins doubles its store space (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 4
Focal Points: Do you think that people's dress habits have gone from too strict to too liberal? (photo), Aug 30,
2002, p. 7

COACHES (ATHLETICS)
Scarsdale boys' lacrosse is: A Curran Affair (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 21
Scarsdale boys' lacrosse is: A Curran Affair (continued), Apr 19, 2002, p. 30
Rec coaches are enthusiastic and very supportive (letter) (Dale Langeveldt of Post Road), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
A coach's guide to developing teamwork (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 31A
A coach's guide to developing teamwork (continued) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 40A

COACHING (ATHLETICS)
Building a better Scarsdale to play in (photo) (Jim Legarza conducted positive coaching workshops for parents
and coaches), Jan 4, 2002, p. 20
The rewards of coaching sports (editorial) (Joe Levine describes the attributes of a "true coach."), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7
Against A & B teams, in favor of Positive Coaching (letter) (Barry Peretz of Carriage Road), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6
Men of Honor: Coaches Kaminer and Bergen were the life force of Scarsdale High School boys' basketball (photo)
(Barry Bergen retires from teaching, coaching), Mar 22, 2002, p. 19
Men of Honor: Coaches Kaminer and Bergen were the life force of Scarsdale High School boys' basketball (photo)
(New York State coaches induct Jack Kaminer into Hall of Fame.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 19
Men of Honor: Coaches Kaminer and Bergen were the life force of Scarsdale High School boys' basketball (photo)
(continued) (Barry Bergen retires from teaching, coaching), Mar 22, 2002, p. 22
Men of Honor: Coaches Kaminer and Bergen were the life force of Scarsdale High School boys' basketball (photo)
(continued) (New York State coaches induct Jack Kaminer into Hall of Fame.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 22

COAPE-ARNOLD, LAUREN
Scarsdale's Coape-Arnold sets goal to squash competition for college (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 26
On Call (Photographic essay on the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps at the Five Corners), Jun 28, 2002, p. 9
Class of 2002 Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists 2002 Scarsdale High School
graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4A
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

COBE, PATRICIA
Web opens new vistas for stay-at-home moms (photo) (Scarsdale authors Patricia Cobe and Ellen H. Parlapiano
have published a book titled, "Mompreneurs Online: Using the Internet to Build Work-At-Home Success."), Feb
1, 2002, p. 3

COBELLI, NEIL (DR)
Neil Cobelli, M.D. (photo) (Dr. Neil Cobelli appointed Director of orthopedic surgery at Albert Einstein College of
Medicine), May 24, 2002, p. 4

COFFEE SHOPS
Coffee shop seeks change in law for sidewalk cafe (Lawyer for the Parkway Coffee Shop asks Village to amend
the Village Code to allow the restaurant to offer al fresco dining), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Coffee shop owner will be able to sleep later now (letter) (Bonnie Kay, Scarsdale Coffee Shop), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6
Scarsdale Coffee Shop queen bids goodbye to the daily grind (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale Coffee Shop queen bids goodbye to the daily grind (photo) (continued), Sep 6, 2002, p. 9

COHEN, ADAM
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and
community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11
Changing the bar/bat mitzvah scene (editorial) (Irving Sloan on Scarsdale High School student Adam Cohen's
recent Maroon article), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7
COHEN, BRIAN L (AUTHOR)
Heavy hypocrisy from a 'silent' Maroon staff (letter) (Brian L. Cohen of Magnolia Road), May 31, 2002, p. 6

COHEN, DAVID
United Way to hold leadership reception (photo), Sep 20, 2002, p. 4

COHEN, DINA
Focal Points: A movement has been started to have the government declare Sept. 11, 2001, a national holiday in memory of those who died. How do you feel about this? (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 7

COHEN, EILEEN W (AUTHOR)
Village was united in celebration of America's birthday (letter) (Eileen W. Cohen of Stratton Road), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6

COHEN, ELLEN (AUTHOR)
STOP (State Testing Opposed by Parents) seeks further dialogue on state testing (editorial) (Ellen Cohen urges the community to attend a rally on March 7 to express opposition to state mandated standardized tests.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

COHEN, FREDDA
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (continued) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 10

COHEN, FREDDA (AUTHOR)
Isolationism, ethnocentricity and ignorance can weaken us as a nation (letter) (Eric Nusbaum and Fredda Cohen of Graham Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8

COHEN, GARY
Talkin' baseball with Cashman, Coleman, Rokito and Lyons (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 19

COHEN, HOWARD
Historical Society revises building plans (Revised plans for the Scarsdale Historical Society were presented to the Scarsdale Planning Board on March 20.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1

COHEN, LAUREN
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

COHEN, NANNETTE
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

COHEN, NORMAN
Focal Points: What action do you think the United States should take against Iraq, if any? (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 7

COHEN, RANDY
Right and Wrong (photo) (Friends of the Scarsdale Library will host Randy Cohen, "Ethicist" columnist of the New York Times, on April 18.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 2
Untaught ethicist explores moral quandaries (Randy Cohen, the New York Times Magazine's "Ethicist," addressed a crowd at the Scarsdale Library on April 18.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 3
Untaught ethicist explores moral quandaries (photo) (continued) (Randy Cohen, the New York Times Magazine's "Ethicist," addressed a crowd at the Scarsdale Library on April 18.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8

COHEN, RENE

COHEN, ROBYN

COHEN, SARA
Your wish is granted (photo) (Scarsdale High School Make a Wish Foundation volunteers sponsored a fund raising walk on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 11

SHS (Scarsdale High School) Maroon decides college survey is for seniors' eyes only (photo) (For the first time in its history, the Maroon will not share the senior college survey with the entire school.), May 17, 2002, p. 1

SHS (Scarsdale High School) Maroon decides college survey is for seniors' eyes only (continued) (For the first time in its history, the Maroon will not share the senior college survey with the entire school.), May 17, 2002, p. 11

COHEN, STACY
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

COHEN, STEPHANIE
Alzheimer's benefit (photo) (An "Evening in Spring" gala was recently held at the Scarsdale Golf Club to benefit the Alzheimer's Association.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 11
COHEN, SUSAN
School board reviews district strategic plan (The District's Strategic Plan for 2001 - 2006 was the topic at a school board meeting on January 7.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 11
Education taking center stage at TVCC meeting (Education will be the topic of discussion at the February 7 general membership meeting of the Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 2
School board discourages test boycott (The Scarsdale Board of Education does not support a boycott of state mandated standardized tests.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Students should be world citizens (On February 7, a Town and Village Civic Club panel discussed foreign language and diversity education.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
School board discourages test boycott (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education does not support a boycott of state mandated standardized tests.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 11
School taxes may rise 9.6%, Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
STOP rally draws anti-testing support (continued) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 13
KB-LS (Kids’ Base, Little School) breaks ground on expansion (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 11
Wired schools turn out tech-savvy, connected kids (continued) (Gerald Crisci addressed the School Board on May 7 on technology advances in Scarsdale schools.), May 10, 2002, p. 14
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; Budget raises taxes 9.6% in Scarsdale, May 17, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budgets pass; Scarsdale school budget passes 427 tp 293 (continued), May 24, 2002, p. 10
Groundbreaking begins new era at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo) (Construction began on June 10 on Elizabeth Fountain House at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Steves, Sherwood named board officers (photo) (Bob Steves and Emily Sherwood welcomed to the Scarsdale Board of Education on July 1.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Let's take time to appreciate our fine school board (letter) (Anna S. Decker, PT Council President), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6

COHN, MICHAEL
Michael Cohn (dies) (Michael Cohn of Scarsdale died on March 3, 2002. He was 69.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 18

COLAGIOVANNI, MICHAEL FRANCIS
Weiss, Colagiovanni (wed) (photo) (Pamela Hope Weiss and Michael Francis Colagiovanni were wed on July 20, 2002, in White Plains.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 13

COLELLA, FRANK

COLELLA, PAT
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids’ Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, “Reach Around the World,” on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

COLEMAN, CLAIRE
Lowey leaving campaign post (Congresswoman Nita Lowey to step down as chair of the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee when her term expires.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1

COLEMAN, ED
Talkin’ baseball with Cashman, Coleman, Rokito and Lyons (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 19

COLEMAN, IRENE (AUTHOR)
Cigarette butts mar beauty of downtown (letter) (Irene Coleman deprecates the accumulation of cigarette butts on the sidewalks of the downtown Scarsdale area.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6

COLEMAN, THEODORE
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

COLISKEY, FRANCIS
'truck Day' at WRT (Westchester Reform Temple), Jun 14, 2002, p. 11

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNIE (DR)
Scarsdale mobilizes after SHS (Scarsdale High School) dance, Oct 4, 2002, p. 11
Parents’ forum seeks consensus on teenage drinking at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (A public meeting for parents at Scarsdale High School on October 7 addressed the issue of underage drinking.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 4
Parents’ forum seeks consensus on teenage drinking at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (continued) (A public meeting for parents at Scarsdale High School on October 7 addressed the issue of underage drinking.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 11

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNIE (DR) (AUTHOR)
It's not only sticks and stones that hurt (editorial) (Ernie Collabolletta and Marjorie Jacobs define and decry "sexual harassment" in the schools.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7
It's not only sticks and stones that hurt (editorial) (continued) (Ernie Collabolletta and Marjorie Jacobs define and decry "sexual harassment" in the schools.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10
COLLABOLLETTA, ERNIE (DR) (AUTHOR)  (Continued)
Some parents must increase their vigilance (letter) (Dr. Ernie Collabolletta, School Psychologist, Scarsdale High School), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6

COLLazo, Abigail
SHS dinner theater proves kids can make a difference (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11
SHS dinner theater proves kids can make a difference (photo) (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 13

college Admission Officers
Secrets to college admissions revealed: There are no secrets (photo) (On November 7, journalist Jacques Steinberg addressed a rapt audience at the Scarsdale Library on his book about the college admissions process, The Gatekeepers.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
Secrets to college admissions revealed: There are no secrets (continued) (On November 7, journalist Jacques Steinberg addressed a rapt audience at the Scarsdale Library on his book about the college admissions process, The Gatekeepers.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 15

College Graduates
Best of Luck College Grads (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Scarsdale and Edgemont 2002 college and graduate school graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 26A–27A

College Preparation Programs
It's onward and upward for Let's Get Ready! (letter) (Eugenie Lang, Founder, Let's Get Ready), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6

College Students
College Mailbag (Updates on Scarsdale college students.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 4

Collins, Billy
Billy Collins comes home; The poet that astonished Edgemont (photo) (Billy Collins, Poet Laureate of the United States, addressed Edgemont High School students on October 22.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1

The poet that astonished Edgemont: Billy Collins comes home (photo) (Billy Collins, poet laureate of the United States, addressed students at Edgemont High School on October 22.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1

Billy Collins shares secrets of life as the nation's poet (photo) (Poet Laureate Billy Collins talks to the Inquirer about his personal and professional life.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 14

The poet that astonished Edgemont: Billy Collins comes home (photo) (continued) (Billy Collins, Poet Laureate of the United States, addressed Edgemont High School students on October 22.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 15

The poet that astonished Edgemont: Billy Collins comes home (photo) (continued) (Billy Collins, poet laureate of the United States, addressed students at Edgemont High School on October 22.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 15

Colombia
Colombian art exhibit (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 32

Columbus, Mikki
Scarsdale pool keeps residents cool on the 4th (Article reports results of July 4 races and games.) (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 3

Columbus Day
Columbus Day (Village Hall will be closed on October 14 for Columbus Day.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1

Committee for Historic Preservation - Scarsdale
Building dept. (department) study recommends change (A report by consultants, Management Partners, Inc., suggests 17 ways the Scarsdale Building Department could be improved.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1

Community Centers
Grant will be used not to poll but to advance recreation center (letter) (Henry J. Landau of Chesterfield Road), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6

Proposed site for rec center was well studied (letter) (Charlotte Baecher, Chairman, SCC Site Selection Subcommittee), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6

Community should show support of rec center (editorial) (Irving Sloan in support of the Scarsdale Recreation Community Center), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7

Proposed SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) will be self-supporting (editorial) (Neil Bicknell makes a case for the financial independence of the proposed Scarsdale Community Center and indoor swimming pool.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7

Founding members $ won't be usd to fund pool campaign (letter) (Joseph Kaufman of Ogden Road), Jul 19, 2002, p. 7

Membership in community center is truly a bargain (letter) (Bill Doescher of Fox Meadow Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

Recreation center must be entirely self-supporting (letter) (Alan Garfunkel of Lincoln Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

Recreation center tail is wagging the indoor pool dog (letter) (Henry Landau of Chesterfield Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

New indoor rec center will be 'a perfect arrangement' (letter) (Bette Landes of Hampton Road), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6

Anyone for a swim? (The Scarsdale Community Recreation Center Committee is asking for advance membership as a sign of community support.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 1

Indoor pool/rec center would be great community meeting place (letter) (Deborah Porder of Lawrence Road), Aug 16 2002, p. 6

Letter was not accurate on recreation center (letter) (John C. Needham of Palmer Avenue), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6

Sign up for a great community asset (letter) (Marjorie and Al Spiro of Paddington Road), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6
COMMUNITY CENTERS  
(Continued)  
SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) membership drive offers new option, Sep 6, 2002, p. 3 
Community should support proposed indoor pool (letter) (Howard Nadel of Quaker Ridge), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6 
Now is the time to support SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) (editorial) (David Goldstein on the need for an 
Community Center will not be built unless you join (letter) (Sharon Strassberg of Valley Road), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6 
Proposed community center will attract new residents (letter) (Lynne B. Clark of Walworth Avenue), Oct 25, 2002, 
p. 6 
Community Center would duplicate facilities already available here (letter) (Nancy B. Raizen, President and the 
JCC Board of Directors), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6 
The indoor pool: Now let us turn words into action (letter) (Wendie Kroll of Vanderbilt Road), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6 
10 ways an indoor pool would benefit the community (letter) (Razy and Diane Hirschberg of Brookby Road), Nov 
8, 2002, p. 7 
Community Center drive in full swing (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 4 
Take advantage of an opportunity while you can (letter) (Evelyn Stock of Catherine Road), Dec 20, 2002, p. 6 
CRC (Community Recreation Center), Christie Place progress update, Dec 27, 2002, p. 3 

COMMUNITY SERVICE  
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad gets award for service (photo) (College student, Rebecca Aborn, received the 
Vermont Student Citizen Award for community service.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 4 
Community service award (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Daniel Reingold, wins community service award for his 
efforts to prevent elder abuse.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 4 
Scarsdale seeks to inspire lives of contribution (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6A 
7A 
Scarsdale High School students have tradition of helping those in need (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 
2002, p. 46A 

COMMUTERS  
Coffee shop owner will be able to sleep later now (letter) (Bonnie Kay, Scarsdale Coffee Shop), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6 
Focal Points: How do you feel about Mayor Bloomberg's proposal for a tax on commuters? (photo), Nov 29, 2002, 
p. 7 
Commuters should not be asked to solve NYC's problems (editorial), Dec 6, 2002, p. 7 

COMMUTING  
Towers to tumble (Parking will be prohibited in the Merchant Lot on February 23 as Metro-North removes 
transmission towers.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1 

COMPUTERS  
Browsing the Web at warp speed - safely (part III) (Third in a series of articles by Mordechai Beizer on setting up a 
shared high speed internet connection), Jan 18, 2002, p. 4 
The Commuter Computer: 'The Sounds of Silence' (Part I) (Robert Reiser coaches readers on how to download 
music on your computer.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4 
The Commuter Computer: 'The Sounds of Silence' (Part II) (Robert Reiser coaches readers on how to use a 
media manager program.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 4 
The Commuter Computer: 'The Sounds of Silence' (Part III) (Robert Reiser discusses building a music collection 
on your computer.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 4 
The Commuter Computer: 'The Sounds of Silence' (Part IV) (Robert Reiser discusses copying music onto CD's 
from your computer.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 4 
Wired schools turn out tech-savvy, connected kids (Gerald Crisci addressed the Scarsdale School Board on May 
7 on technology advances in the schools.), May 10, 2002, p. 1 
Wired schools turn out tech-savvy, connected kids (continued) (Gerald Crisci addressed the School Board on May 
7 on technology advances in Scarsdale schools.), May 10, 2002, p. 14 
The Internet: sex, violence, frivolity - but also learning, May 31, 2002, p. 11 
The Commuter Commuter - Internet karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online (Part I, Spam and 
Eggs; Robert Reiser on internet security), Sep 13, 2002, p. 4 
The Commuter Computer - Internet karate: A seven part guide to protecting yourself online (Part II, Damn that 
spam; Robert Reiser on internet security), Sep 20, 2002, p. 4 
The Commuter Computer - Internet Karate: A seven part guide to protecting yourself online (Part III, Black belt 
anti-spam; Robert Reiser on internet security), Oct 4, 2002, p. 4 
Focal Points: To what extent has the computer made handwriting obsolete? (photo), Oct 4, 2002, p. 7 
The Commuter Computer - Internet karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online (Part IV, Just say no; 
Robert Reiser on internet security), Oct 11, 2002, p. 4 
The Commuter Computer - Internet Karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online (Part V, When the 
chips are down - when a virus stikes; Paul Reiser on internet security), Oct 18, 2002, p. 4
COMPUTERS (Continued)
Internet Karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online) (Part 5: When the chips are down - when a virus strikes), Oct 18, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - Internet Karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself (Part VI, Down with pop-ups; Paul Reiser on internet security), Oct 25, 2002, p. 4
Internet Karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online (Part 6: Down with pop-ups), Oct 25, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - Internet Karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online (Part VII, Virus hoaxes; Robert Reiser on internet security), Nov 1, 2002, p. 4
Vigilance is the best defense against Internet predators, Nov 15, 2002, p. 11
One for all - multifunction printers - Part 1 (Robert Reiser discusses multifunction printers.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 4
One for all - multifunction printers - Part 2 (Robert Reiser discusses multifunction printers.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 4

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
The Internet: sex, violence, frivolity - but also learning, May 31, 2002, p. 11
IHIM (Immaculate Heart of Mary School) kids get a look at grown-up software (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 11

CONCENTRATION CAMPS
Never forget: German students confront painful heritage (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 9

CONCERTS
(Scarsdale brother and sister, Jason and Michelle Ross, will perform in the Young Musicians Concert at the Bendheim Performing Arts Center on May 5.) (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 21
Musicfest: Danny Katz reuniites with SHS (Scarsdale High School) friends for NYC concert (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 15
Friends in concert: Danny Katz reuniites with SHS (Scarsdale High School) friends for NYC concert (continued), Aug 9, 2002, p. 16
The miracles of Tanglewood (Arthur Ash on the annual summer music festival in Tanglewood), Aug 23, 2002, p. 7
An International Christmas (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 15

CONFLICT OF INTERESTS
An apparent conflict of interest is hard to ignore (letter) (Robert Wick of Church Lane), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6

CONGREGATE HOUSING
Assisted living facility doesn't belong in the 'boondocks' (letter) (Ben and Marsha Jamil, Joseph and Marian Tessar of Saxon Woods Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Why would planners destroy a community (letter) (Arthur MacKay of Saxon Wood Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Planning board delays action on Realm facility, Aug 2, 2002, p. 3
There's still time to voice opinion on Realm 'madness' (letter) (Arthur MacKay of Saxon Woods Road), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6
Planning board visits assisted living site (photo) (Scarsdale Planning Board members visited the Saxon Woods Road site of the proposed assisted living home for senior residents.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
Planning board visits assisted living site (continued) (Scarsdale Planning Board members visited the Saxon Woods Road site of the proposed assisted living home for senior residents.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 11
Assisted living facility application is held over (The proposed Assisted Living facility on Saxon Woods Road was discussed at a Planning Board meeting on October 3.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
Young and old learn from each other through '8 to 80' (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 12
Public hearing on assisted living closed, Nov 1, 2002, p. 3
Village board finds 'public purpose' only where it wants to (letter) (Walter J. and Judith A. Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Neighbors try to scuttle assisted living facility (Saxon Woods Road residents protest proposed Assisted Living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
A major asset needs protection (letter) (Arthur MacKay of White Plains), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6
Neighbors try to scuttle assisted living facility (continued) (Saxon Woods Road residents protest proposed Assisted Living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 26
Realm presses case for assisted living facility (A decision by the Scarsdale Zoning Board of Appeals will decide the fate of a proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Saxon Woods is not a suitable area for frail elderly (letter) (Ben Jamil of Saxon Woods Road), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6
Realm presses case for assisted living facility (continued) (A decision by the Scarsdale Zoning Board of Appeals will decide the fate of a proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 14
Cooking club outing (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 17
A gift for the ages (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 22
Fight against assisted living facility continues, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
Fight against assisted living facility continues (continues), Dec 27, 2002, p. 20
CONKLING, DONNA
The cruelest month (Village clerk Donna Conkling reminds Scarsdale residents that county taxes are due April 30.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1

CONLAN, JAMES F
Focal Points: To what extent, if any, have recent events altered your attitude toward capital punishment? (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7

CONLAN, JAMES F (AUTHOR)
No religious explanations for the bunny (letter) (James F. Conlan of Hamilton Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

CONN, BARBARA
Focal Points: If this year's mild winter indicates a possible climatic change, would you be pleased? (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 7

CONNORS, EDWARD
Friends, family laud McCreery (photo) (A group of 321 people gathered on April 24 to celebrate William McCreery, winner of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Award.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

CONNORS, GERI

CONRAD, THOMAS
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Scarsdale likely to become a 'Greenway Community' (Scarsdale Village Board passes a formal resolution on February 14 to designate Scarsdale as a Greenway Community.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
Other towns should follow Greenburgh's lead (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
Bridge work continues (Con Ed repairs to the broken gas main on the Popham Road Bridge will be completed on April 3.), Mar 28, 2002, p. 1
Stormy weather (Six thousand Scarsdale homes were affected by the severe rain storms on July 9.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Dog day advice (Con Edison urges customers to reduce energy consumption during the dog days of summer.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 1
What's up on Popham (Con Edison seems to have temporarily abandoned repair project on Popham Road.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 1

CONSTANTIN, ALEX
Future journalists, novelists get head start at conference (photo) (Scarsdale PT Council Young Writers' Conference held at High School on April 13), Apr 19, 2002, p. 10

CONSUMERS

CONTE, JESSICA
Shining stars prove they have what it takes (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 16
Hardwood heroes give us the inside stuff (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 18
Conte breaks record! Senior surpasses Howard as all-time scoring champ (photo) (Scarsdale High School senior, Jessica Conte, is Scarsdale's all-time leading career point scorer in basketball.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Conte breaks record! Senior surpasses Howard as all-time scoring champ (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School senior, Jessica Conte, is Scarsdale's all-time leading career point scorer in basketball.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 10

SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

Scarsdale Spring Awards (photo) (Listings of Scarsdale High School Maroon and White athletic award winners for Spring, 2002), Jun 21, 2002, p. 22

Class of 2002 Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists 2002 Scarsdale High School graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4A

Senior Whitney Davis eyes Ursuline, Ketcham and the County Center (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 29

CONTESTS
Confidence, poise win points with judges at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest, Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
Confidence, poise win points with judges at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest (photo) (continued), Apr 19, 2002, p. 11

COOK, MARJORIE T
Marjorie T. Cook (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Marjorie T. Cook, died on July 22, 2002, in Richmond, Virginia. She was 83.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 18

COOKERY
Firehouse feasts on quickly prepared fare (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 15
Creative American fare at Heathcote Tavern (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 23
COOKS
Cooking club outing (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 17

COOPER, JAMES FENIMORE
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5), May 3, 2002, p. 1

COOPER, JOANNE
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

COOPER, JULIA
Here we are now, entertain us! SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) performers bring talent and teen spirit to S.O. (Student Organization) Showcase (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 10

COOPERMAN, SHEILA
Focal Points: How should the U.S. solve the problems presented by Saddam Hussein? (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 7

CORBETT, NANCY
Focal Points: Should white-collar crime be subject to the same penalties as "ordinary" crime? (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 7

COREA, MICHAEL
Focal Points: If you were offered a tuition-free college level course in any area of interest, what would you elect? (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7

CORN, RICHARD (AUTHOR)
Praise for local clergy's courage, righteousness (letter) (Richard Corn of Harvard Road, Hartsdale), May 17, 2002, p. 6

CORNACCHIA, ELIZABETH
Focal Points: Should libraries filter the Internet for material harmful to minors? (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7

CORLEY, PATRICIA
Focal Points: To what extent do you depend on TV for your news? (photo), Sep 20, 2002, p. 7

CORLIN, LEN
Focal Points: Do you think the Olympic Games tend to produce friendship or acrimony among nations? (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 7

CORNELL, ANDREW
Focal Points: In the event that the U.N. inspection of Iraq weaponry fails to turn up anything significant, what action, if any should the United States take? (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 7

CORPORATIONS - FINANCE

CORSUN, HILARY
SHS dinner theater proves kids can make a difference (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11
SHS dinner theater proves kids can make a difference (photo) (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 13
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

CORTEN, SYLVIE
Students should be world citizens (On February 7, a Town and Village Civic Club panel discussed foreign language and diversity education.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Students should be world citizens (continued) (On February 7, a Town and Village Civic Club panel discussed foreign language and diversity education.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 11

COSSE, W JAMES (DR)
Dr. W. James Cosse (dies) (Prominent psychologist/psychotherapist, Dr. W. James Cosse, died on December 20, 2002, following a brief battle with cancer.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 12

COSTAS, BOB
For Brian Brown, closer time zone enhances Olympic experience (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 20

COSTER, SIMONE
Caught napping (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 8

COTUGNO, JOHN
Hearing on 4th draft of FAR to begin (A public hearing on the third draft of the Floor Area Ratio cap amendment to the Village Code was held on February 26.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1

COUNTRY CLUBS
Sweet swing (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School eighth grader, David Gilberg, wins the Junior Presidents Cup at Braeburn Golf Club.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 26
COUNTRY CLUBS (Continued)
Paddle tennis tournament benefits Children's Village (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 8

COURTESY
Children should be taught to show respect for parents (letter) (Mark L. Deutsch of Hanover Road), May 17, 2002, p. 6

COURTLETT, JOHN

COUZENS, KAREN
Focal Points: Will it be possible to secure an unprejudiced jury in the trial of John Walker Lindh? (photo), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7

COY, JEANNINE
Business News (photo) (Jennifer French and Jeannine Coy are co-owners of Holistic Journey LLC), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4

CPR (FIRST AID)
Story shows need for CPR training (letter) (Ellen G.K. Rubin, EMT-D, SVAC member), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6

CRANE POND (EDGEMONT)
Daffodils gift of scouts, friends (letter) (Linda Koch of Old County Road, Hartsdale), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6

CRARY, JOHN
Village budget process demands clairvoyance and tough choices; Budget estimates are nipped and tucked to limit tax hike, Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Builder fined for work in wetlands without permit, Feb 8, 2002, p. 5
Board mulls crackdown on building violations, Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Reforms under way in building dept. (Reforms and new hires at Scarsdale's Building Department will reduce the approval process from six or seven weeks to under a week.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Reforms under way in building dept. (continued) (Reforms and new hires at Scarsdale's Building Department will reduce the approval process from six or seven weeks to under a week.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 14
Coffee shop seeks change in law for sidewalk cafe (Lawyer for the Parkway Coffee Shop asks Village to amend the Village Code to allow the restaurant to offer al fresco dining), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Village sidewalk cafe ordinance is changed (An amendment to the year old sidewalk cafe law will allow the Parkway Cafe to have an outdoor eating area.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Efficiency is increasing on second floor of village hall; Building dept. is better already, Crary says, Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
Efficiency is increasing on second floor of village hall; Building dept. is better already, Crary says (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 11
Efficiency is increasing on second floor of village hall; Getting tough on building code violators (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 11
Deputy manager leaving village (photo) (Deputy Village Manager, John Crary, to leave his Scarsdale position after 17 years.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Continuity and progress (editorial) (In light of the departure of Deputy Village Manager John Crary, the Inquirer suggests residents appreciate the hard work of all Village employees.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6
Deputy manager leaving village (continued) (Deputy Village Manager, John Crary, to leave his Scarsdale position after 17 years.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 8

CRASSON, MITCH
Butter churning, hoop rolling at Heathcote take kids back in time (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10

CREAN, RICHARD
Focal Points: Are your feelings about cell phones positive or negative? (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7

CREATIVE WRITING
Future journalists, novelists get head start at conference (photo) (Scarsdale PT Council Young Writers' Conference held at High School on April 13), Apr 19, 2002, p. 10
Future journalists, novelists get head start at conference (continued) (photo) (Scarsdale PT Council Young Writers' Conference held at High School on April 13), Apr 19, 2002, p. 11
Record number of young writers attend conference (letter) (Anna S. Decker, President, PT Council), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6

CREATIVE WRITING - CONTESTS
Rising to new lows (editorial) (Marc Wollin on the 2002 writing contest created by Professor Scott Rice.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7

CREDIT CARDS
On credit (Scarsdilians may soon be able to pay Recreation Department fees with credit cards.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1

CREWS, KEITH (AUTHOR)
Scholarship fund established in memory of gifted soccer player (letter) (Keith Crews of Kingston Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

CRIME
Internet hoaxer gets 3 years' probation and town payback (photo) (Benjamin Ballard sentenced to three years probation for making an email threat to the Edgemont School District), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
CRIME (Continued)
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (photo) (continued) (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 3
A high 5 for police (editorial) (The Inquirer expresses awed amazement at the way the Scarsdale Police Department cracked the jewelry store heists from July 2001.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6
High-profile murder suspect kept a low profile at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Robert Durst, now on trial for a gruesome murder, was under the radar during his years at Scarsdale High School.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
Police force commended for investigative success (Scarsdale Village Board commends the Police for apprehending suspects in July robbery of downtown jewelers), Feb 22, 2002, p. 3
Final suspect arrested in jewelry store robberies (photo) (Police wrap up jewelry heist dating back nine months), Apr 12, 2002, p. 3
Caught with booty (Scarsdale police identify seven twelve year old boys who had been stealing hood ornaments and emblems from cars in the Freightway Garage), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
Identity thieves exploit easily available info (New York State legislators are seeking to create a penalty for identity theft.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Focal Points: Should white-collar crime be subject to the same penalties as "ordinary" crime? (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: What do you think can be done to prevent a recurrence of the recent sniper killings? (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7
Jury trial in Scarsdale postponed to January (Jury trial of David Buchy, charged with assault in the third degree, is delayed till January 27 and 28, 2003.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 5

CRIMINALS
Final suspect arrested in jewelry store robberies (photo) (Police wrap up jewelry heist dating back nine months), Apr 12, 2002, p. 3
Unabomber's brother: End death penalty (photo) (David Kaczynski, brother of notorious unabomber Ted Kaczynski, speaks out against the death penalty at the Hitchcock Presbyterian Church on May 19.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 3
Unabomber and one of his victims shared the same Luddite philosophy (letter) (A. F. Lazzara of Garth Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 9
Identity thieves exploit easily available info (New York State legislators are seeking to create a penalty for identity theft.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Identity thieves exploit easily available info (continued) (New York State legislators are seeking to create a penalty for identity theft.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11
Criminal imposters (The Police are on the lookout for various scam artists, impersonating police offers and defrauding elderly residents.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Thieves sentenced (Thieves caught stealing cars from the Freightway Garage last year appeared in court for sentencing.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Jury trial in Scarsdale postponed to January (Jury trial of David Buchy, charged with assault in the third degree, is delayed till January 27 and 28, 2003.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 5

CRISCI, GEORGE
Focal Points: Do you think that professional sports and athletes occupy attention that is out of proportion to their importance? (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7

CRISCI, GERALD
Wired schools turn out tech-savvy, connected kids (Gerald Crisci addressed the School Board on May 7 on technology advances in Scarsdale schools.), May 10, 2002, p. 1
Wired schools turn out tech-savvy, connected kids (continued) (Gerald Crisci addressed the School Board on May 7 on technology advances in Scarsdale schools.), May 10, 2002, p. 14
The Internet: sex, violence, frivolity - but also learning, May 31, 2002, p. 11

CRITTENDEN, JOHN (AUTHOR)
Amy Paulin has 20-year record as human rights advocate (letter) (Barry Kramer, John Crittenden of Garth Road), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6

CROEN, ELIZA
Class of 2002 Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists 2002 Scarsdale High School graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4A

CROMWELL, DARRELL
"Made for me," New director Tobe Sevush finds her dream job at JCC's (Jewish Community Center's) intensive arts camp (photo) (continued), Jul 26, 2002, p. 3

CROMWELL, LIA
Heathcote Blue wins 1st (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11
Cronin, Jack
Focal Points: Do you think communities should maintain recreational facilities such as an indoor pool? (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 7

Cronin, Tony

Crossman, Anne
Sprucing up for Spring (photo) (Nature lovers spruce up outdoor areas in honor of Arbor Day), May 3, 2002, p. 3

Crossway Compost Site
Ramsey-Secor area cannot accommodate field traffic (letter) (Amy Bermingham of Secor Road), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6

Crossway Field (Scarlgale)
Look who's in town! (photo) (Joe Donovan Patton greets fans at Crossway Field while filming a commercial), Aug 9, 2002, p. 2
Field report (Village Manager, Al Gatta, announced that the a report on Crossway Field would be available on December 13), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1

Crowther, Honor Elizabeth Bosley
Crowther, Fagan (engaged) (photo) (Honor Elizabeth Bosley Crowther and Richard Allen Fagan, Jr., are engaged. A May wedding is planned), Dec 27, 2002, p. 4

Crystal, Bruce
Bouchier's 'Greatest' - The boys of '72 gather for 30th anniversary (photo) (Twenty-five members of the 1972 Raiders championship football team gathered at Dean Field on September 28), Oct 4, 2002, p. 22

Cuba
'Cuba Revisited' (photo) (Judith Handelman presents "Cuba Revisited" at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on April 17), Apr 12, 2002, p. 19

Cudner-Hyatt House (Scarsdale)
American Pie (photo) (Scarsdale Historical Society hosts childrens' programs during the holiday vacation week), Feb 22, 2002, p. 3
Newhouse resigns as historical society president (continued) (Eda Newhouse has resigned as the President of the Scarsdale Historical Society; Corky Thompson will be acting President), Sep 20, 2002, p. 8

Cuk, John
'Grease' (photo) (The Scardale High School Drama Club will perform 'Grease' on November 15, 16, and 17), Nov 15, 2002, p. 11

Cultural Pluralism
Students learn to live in a world of diversity (A March 18 School Board meeting discussed a report titled "Educating for Diversity"), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Students learn to live in a world of diversity (continued) (A March 18 School Board meeting discussed a report titled "Educating for Diversity"), Mar 22, 2002, p. 10
Celebrating diversity (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 10

Cunningham, Camille

Cuomo, Andrew
Democrats to hold primary Tuesday, Sep 6, 2002, p. 1

Curran, Barbara MacDonald
Scarsdale boys' lacrosse is: A Curran Affair (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 21
Scarsdale boys' lacrosse is: A Curran Affair (continued), Apr 19, 2002, p. 30

Curran, Brendan
Scarsdale boys' lacrosse is: A Curran Affair (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 21
Scarsdale boys' lacrosse is: A Curran Affair (continued), Apr 19, 2002, p. 30

Curran, Tim
Scarsdale boys' lacrosse is: A Curran Affair (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 21
Scarsdale boys' lacrosse is: A Curran Affair (continued), Apr 19, 2002, p. 30

Cusick, Tom
Trustees target March for vote on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap, Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Trustees target March for vote on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 9
More adjustments expected for FAR (Scarsdale residents continue to heatedly debate maximum floor area ratio (FAR) at a public hearing on February 21), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
Hearing on 4th draft of FAR to begin (A public hearing on the third draft of the Floor Area Ratio cap amendment to the Village Code was held on February 25), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Samples of water show increased organisms, Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
CUSICK, TOM  (Continued)
Concerns linger as FAR (floor to area ratio) nears vote (Proposed FAR amendment to the zoning code is now in its fourth iteration), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Lincoln Road sale (A prospective land sale on Lincoln Road was referred to the Trustees Land Use Committee; Tom Cusick asked for comments from residents at a Village Board meeting on March 19.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Concerns linger as FAR (floor to area ratio) nears vote (illustration) (continued) (Proposed FAR amendment to the zoning code is now in its fourth iteration), Mar 22, 2002, p. 8
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with 'friendly' amendment (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 8
FAR zoning amendment takes effect Monday (photo) (Scarsdale Village establishes a floor area ratio [FAR] with the approval of Article XVI, Chapter 310 of the Village Zoning Code.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
FAR zoning amendment takes effect Monday (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Village establishes a floor area ratio [FAR] with the approval of Article XVI, Chapter 310 of the Village Zoning Code.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 13
Beyond FAR (Floor Area Ratio) (Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the Village Zoning Code that would grant variances to houses that exceed the legal floor area ratio.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
Village staff to explore fields at Crossway, May 10, 2002, p. 1
Alternates needed (The Scarsdale Village Board considering a request from the Planning Board to permit appointment of two alternates to the Planning Board), May 17, 2002, p. 1
Christie Place parking debate divides trustees, May 24, 2002, p. 1
Inective widens gap (editorial) (The Inquirer comments on the adversarial relationship between the Village Board and residents, citing the proposed Christie Place Garage negotiations.), May 24, 2002, p. 6
Board calls for assessment of risk (The future of the controversial Indian Point Nuclear Power plant was debated at a Village Board meeting on May 28.), May 31, 2002, p. 1
Will the real majority please speak up (editorial) (The Inquirer questions whether the vocal opponents to the Christie Place Parking Garage represent the majority of Village residents.), May 31, 2002, p. 6
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) has questions for trustees (continued), Jun 14, 2002, p. 8
Reforms under way in building dept. (Reforms and new hires at Scarsdale's Building Department will reduce the approval process from six or seven weeks to under a week.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Divided board OK's garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) group tackles the parking problem (Town and Village Civic Club boycotts planning meeting for the Christie Place indoor parking facility)., Jul 19, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) group tackles the parking problem (continued) (Town and Village Civic Club boycotts planning meeting for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 3
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max (The Interactive Design Process Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Trustees OK SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) ground lease, ambulance (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees voted 6-0 to approve a lot at 6 Weaver Street for construction of a new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) presents plans for 415-space garage (illustration) (continued) (Preliminary plans for the proposed Christie Place Garage were unveiled at the December 9 meeting of the Scarsdale Trustee's Village Center Committee.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 10
Mayor wanted (The Scarsdale Citizens Committee is seeking candidates for Mayor.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

CUTLER, JON
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (continued) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 10

CUTLIP, LAURA
Sports Swap to benefit PT (Parent-Teacher) Council (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 52A

CYCLING
Popham pedalers (photo) (Photo depicting a convoy of cyclists turning onto East Parkway from Popham Road.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Supervisor to bike to Vermont for Special Olympics (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), May 31, 2002, p. 6
Ready to ride (photo) (Gina Capelli and Peter Montpelier pictured at the American Diabetes Association's annual Tour de Cure cycling event.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 4
Ride for life: A mother's illness sends her son on a mission for the cure (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Ride for life: A mother's illness sends her son on a mission for the cure (photo) (continued), Aug 2, 2002, p. 12

DAFFODILS
Daffodils gift of scouts, friends (letter) (Linda Koch of Old County Road, Hartsdale), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6
DALLAS, ANDRES
Mock trial team argues down competition (photo) (Scarsdale High School's Mock Trial Team wins County championship in 2002 competition), Apr 26, 2002, p. 11

DALY, SHANNON

DAMAN, GILA
Students travel to Israel (Gila Damam, Eytan Rasekh and Ashley Sokol awarded Singer Family scholarships to travel to Israel this Summer), Jul 26, 2002, p. 4

DAMAST, MARILYN
Top producers at Doernberg (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4

D'AMBROSIO, FRANK
Pigeons are winning down by the station (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 3

DAMON, SCOTT
Local professionals show their mettle (letter) (John Beyersdorf of Fairview Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

DAMPF, ALYSE CAROLINE
Dampf, Levine (photo) (Alyse Caroline Dampf and Cary Seth Levine were wed on July 4, 2002, in New Rochelle, New York.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 11

DANCE
Struttin' their stuff (photo) (Debra Weiss of the Debra Weiss Dance Company taught the Charleston to kids at the Scarsdale Library on February 21.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 2

DANCE TEACHERS
New dance teachers (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 4

DASILVA, PEGGY
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3

DATING VIOLENCE
Paulin-sponsored bill makes alternate 'date rape' drugs illegal, Jan 18, 2002, p. 8
Dating abuse: disturbingly common (editorial) (Terese Hunersen on the signs and symptoms of dating abuse), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
DAR chapter celebrates 75 years (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11A

DAVIES, ROBERT
Carnival! (photo) (Photos of the second annual Scarsdale High School Carnival, held the weekend of April 19-21.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 3

DAVIS, MICHAEL
Building web sites, granite curbs and human connections; interns beef up their resumes at village hall (photo) (continued), Aug 16, 2002, p. 8

DAVIS, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
Thanks to United Way for funding Edgemont Scholarship (letter) (Vicki LePage, Susan Davis, Co-Presidents, United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont), May 17, 2002, p. 6
Need up, donations down for scholarships (letter) (Vicki LePage and Susan Davis, Edgemont Scholarship Council), Jun 14, 2002, p. 7
Edgemont Scholarship Council helped 17 needy students (letter) (Vicki LePage and Susan Davis, Co-Chairmen, Edgemont Scholarship Council), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6

DAVIS, WHITNEY
Senior Whitney Davis eyes Ursuline, Ketcham and the County Center (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 29

DAVISON, PETER
Internet hoaxter gets 3 years' probation and town payback (photo) (Benjamin Ballard sentenced to three years probation for making an email threat to the Edgemont School District), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

DAY, KATHARLYN PRICE JOHNSON
She got our vote (photo) (Longtime resident, Katharyn Price Johnson Day, was honored by Mayor David Kroenlein on her 105th birthday.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1

DEANGELIS, MARIA
Scarsdale art teacher Maria DeAngelis confronts the lint trap (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 19

DEATHS
Adolph, William Henry Jr. (Dr.) (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Dr. William Henry Adolph Jr., D.V.M., died in Wilmingtom, North Carolina, on July 23, 2002. He was 84.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 17
Baron, Sylvia (dies) (Sylvia Baron died on January 4, 2002. She was 84.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 12
Barry, Virginia D. (dies) (Virginia D. Barry died on December 12, 2002, in Rhinebeck, New York. She was 84.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 21
Behrman, Darryl (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Darryl Behrman, died of a heart attack on February 12, 2002, while vacationing in Anguilla. He was 51.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 18
Bermingham, Beth Reny (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Beth Reny Bermingham, died on September 17, 2002. She was 74.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 15
DEATHS (Continued)

Bilezikian, Sara Ann (dies) (Lifelong Scarsdale resident, Sara Ann Bilezikian, died on January 12, 2002, in Maryland. She was 23.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 12

Blair, Abbie (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Abbie Blair, died at White Plains Hospital on August 15, 2002, following a fall at her home. She was 81.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 17

Boker, Polly Ann (dies) (Polly Ann Boker died on August 2, 2002, in her Scarsdale home. She was 87.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 17

Bozarth, Squire Newland (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Squire Newland Bozarth, died on November 5, 2002. He was 72.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 20

Burg, Robert Janos (dies) (photo) (Robert Janos Burg died at his Hartsdale home on February 8, 2002. He was 72.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 20

Burleigh, Ethel K. (dies) (Ethel K. Burleigh, a Scarsdale resident for 65 years, died on February 21, 2002, at a nursing home in Middletown. She was 96.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 20

Burstein, Mildred S. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Mildred S. Burstein, died on November 9, 2002, at her home in Williamstown, Massachusetts. She was 94.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22

Byrne, Robert M. (dies) (Robert M. Byrne died on October 10, 2002, following a long battle with cancer. He was 81.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 22

Carden, Dyas Weber (dies) (Former long-time Scarsdale resident, Dyas Weber Carden, died on May 24, 2002, in Spanish Fort, Alabama. He was 96.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 20

Carpanzano, Carmelo (Dr.) (dies) (Former longtime Scarsdale resident, Dr. Carmelo Carpanzano of Rocky Hill, Connecticut, died on August 2, 2002. He was 88.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 17

Carpenter, Julianne A. (dies) (Julliane A. Carpenter, a Scarsdale resident for 70 years, died on February 26, 2002. She was 86.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 20

Chittenden, Ruth E. Haas (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Ruth E. Haas Chittenden, died on August 30, 2002, at a Rye nursing home. She was 88.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 29

Christie, Alan Thomas (dies) (Alan Thomas Christie died on December 23, 2001, at his White Plains home. He was 96.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 12

Christnacht, Lois (dies) (Lois Christnacht, Scarsdale resident since 1963, died on June 11. She was 77.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 10

Cohn, Michael (dies) (Michael Cohn of Scarsdale died on March 3, 2002. He was 69.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 18

Cook, MarJORIE T. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Marjorie T. Cook, died on July 22, 2002, in Richmond, Virginia. She was 83.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 18

Cosse, Dr. W. James (dies) (Prominent psychologist/psychotherapist, Dr. W. James Cosse, died on December 20, 2002, following a brief battle with cancer.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 12

Dyason, Evelyn Gobel Hartpence (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Evelyn Gobel Hartpence Dyason, died on June 9, 2002, at Rhode Island Hospital. She was 81.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 20

Farnham, Constance A. (dies) (Lifelong Scarsdale resident, Constance A. Farnham, died on December 6, 2002, at White Plains Hospital. She was 82.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 21


Flesch, Marjorie D. (dies) (Marjorie D. Flesch, a 54 year resident of Scarsdale, died on March 4, 2002, at the Osborne Retirement Community. She was 87.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 24


Fraser, Norman Albert (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Norman Albert Fraser, died on November 7, 2002, in Fort Myers, Florida. He was 88.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22

Fross, Alvin (dies) (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Alvin Fross, died on September 11, 2002. He was 77.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 15


Gilpin, Nellie (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Nellie Gilpin, died on November 8, 2002, at The Landing in Queensbury, New York. She was 92.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22

Gliedman, Dr. Richard (dies) (Dr. Richard Gliedman, a Scarsdale resident for 38 years, died suddenly on October 10, 2002.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 22


Hanson, Ann M. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Ann M. [Smith] Hanson died on August 27, 2002, at a nursing home in East Greenbush, New York following a long illness. She was 89.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 12

Harris, (Rev.) W. Donald (dies) (The Rev. W. Donald Harris died on June 5, 2002, in Charlotte, North Carolina. The former Minister and Edgemont resident was 92.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 20

Herbert, Victor, M.D. (dies) (photo) (Renowned hematologist, Dr. Victor Herbert, JD, died in his New York City home on November 19, 2002. He was 75.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 19
DEATHS (Continued)

Heyer, Nora Frain (dies) (Nora Frain Heyer, a resident of Scarsdale for 42 years, died on July 3, 2002, of Parkinson’s Disease. She was 83.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 19

Higgins, Mary G. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Mary G. Higgins (Enright), died on December 3, 2002, in Escondido, California. She was 92.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 21

Hoffman, Ellen Wheeler (dies) (Ellen Wheeler Hoffman died on October 20, 2002, following a battle with cancer. She was 54.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 22

Hopkins, Lulu (dies) (Lulu Hopkins of Scarsdale died on November 25, 2002.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 19

Hyatt, Oliver Avery (dies) (photo) (Former Cudner-Hyatt House resident, Oliver Avery Hyatt, died on April 21, 2002, in Bennington, Vermont. He was 92.), May 10, 2002, p. 22

Kane, Marguerite S. (dies) (Former Scarsdale Adult School staff member and longtime resident, Marguerite S. Kane, died on December 25, 2001. She was 95.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 12

Karplus, Esteban (Steve) (dies) (Edgemont resident, Esteban Karplus, died on April 11, 2002 in Alpharetta, Georgia. She was 97.), May 3, 2002, p. 22

Kaye, Marjorie (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Marjorie H. Kavey, died on March 20, 2002. She was 87.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 10

Kelly, Christopher A. (dies) (Christopher A. Kelly, former Scarsdale resident, died on September 17, 2002, following a long illness. He was 50.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 20

Kerans, Margaret Ainslie (dies) (Former Village employee, Margaret Ainslie Kerans, died on December 29, 2001, at her Scarsdale home. She was 90.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 12

Kiddahl, Joyce K. (dies) (Joyce Kiddahl, a Scarsdale resident for 34 years, died on November 2, 2002, in White Plains. She was 74.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 20

Kroll, Douglas Alan (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Douglas Alan Kroll, died on April 8, 2001, of complications due to leukemia. He was 34.), Apr 12, 2001, p. 24

Lucioli, Clara Elizabeth (dies) (Anna Lacovara, who resided in Scarsdale for over 30 years, died on September 3, 2002. She was 93.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 29

Larson, Gerald Allyn (dies) (Gerald Allyn Larson, former Scarsdale High School Social Studies teacher, died on April 30, 2002. He was 64.), May 24, 2002, p. 20

Lee, Cynthia Marion (dies) (Cynthia Marion Lee, aka Gigi, died on February 16, 2002, in San Francisco following an extended illness.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 24

Lehr-Kluge, Marilyn L. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Marilyn L. Lehr-Kluge, died on July 16, 2002, in Williston, Vermont. She was 69.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 18

Livingston, Mary Williams (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Mary Williams Livingston, died on September 14, 2002, in Las Vegas, Nevada; she had lived in Scarsdale from 1942-1988.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 30

Loughran, John B. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, John B. Loughran, died on August 26, 2002, on the day before his 86th birthday.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 12

Lucioli, Clara Elizabeth (dies) (Former Assistant Director of the Scarsdale Public Library, Clara Elizabeth Lucioli, died on September 30, 2002, in Oberlin, Ohio. She was 92.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 30

Margaritov, Kathleen Haber (dies) (Kathleen Haber Margaritov, a resident of Scarsdale for 24 years, died on June 22, 2002, at White Plains Hospital following a lengthy illness. She was 58.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 20

Martin, Gerald (dies) (Gerald Martin, aka Jerome Marks, died on January 5, 2002, following a long illness. He was 83.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 12

Marx, Leonard dies (continued) (Leonard Maximilian Marx, philanthropist and real estate developer, died at his Scarsdale home on April 5, 2002. He was 97.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 31

Marx, Leonard dies (photo) (Leonard Maximilian Marx, philanthropist and real estate developer, died at his Scarsdale home on April 5, 2002. He was 97.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1

Matlick, Laurel Barbara (dies) (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Laurel Barbara Matlick, died on April 12, 2002, following a long illness. She was 59.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 20

May, William Stratford (dies) (William Stratford May died in Florida; the former Scarsdale resident was 85.), Oct 13, 2002, p. 22

McClellan, John William (dies) (Former resident, John William McClellan, died on January 28, 2002, in New York City, where he had long resided. He was 72.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 18


Moskin, Doris Bloch (dies) (Doris Bloch Moskin, former chair of the board of the Scarsdale Adult School, died suddenly on July 24 at White Plains Hospital. She was 75.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 18

Mulcahey, Josephine (dies) (Josephine Mulcahey died on May 10, 2002, in her Yonkers home. She was 69.), May 17, 2002, p. 20

Nager, Isabel (dies) (Isabel Nager died on November 19, 2002, at her Guilford, Connecticut home. She was 90.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 19

DEATHS (Continued)

Navy vet dies on Veterans Day (Captain Eugene A. Hemley, (ret.), USN, died suddenly on November 11, 2002. 
He was 84.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22

Neuman de Vegvar, Erna C. (dies) (Edgemont resident, Erna C. Neuman de Vegvar, died unexpectedly on December 4, 2002. She was 79.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 21


Olander, Paul Allan Sr. (dies) (Long time resident, Paul Allan Olander, Sr., died in New Rochelle on January 1, 2002. He was 85.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 12

Pickering, Anita Felber (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Anita Felber Pickering, died on January 3, 2002, in Lincoln, Nebraska. She was 92.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 12

Pingel, Janice K. (dies) (Janice K. Pingel of Scarsdale died on April 22, 2002. She was 68.), May 3, 2002, p. 22

Polin, Raymond (dies) (Raymond Polin, a political theorist and constitutional scholar, died on April 25, 2002, following a long illness. He was 83.), May 3, 2002, p. 22

Ragus, Susan (dies) (Susan Ragus, a resident of Scarsdale for 40 years, died at a Mamaroneck nursing home on June 27, 2002. She was 82.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 19

Roeder, Carol Jane (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Carol Jane Roeder, died on January 12, 2002. She was 59.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 12

Rohman, Michael (dies) (Dr. Michael Rohman died on July 12, 2002, of a massive heart attack. He was 76.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 12

Rosen, Hyman Matthew (dies) (Hyman Matthew Rosen died on March 19, 2002, at White Plains Hospital following a brief illness. He was 94.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 14

Rowe, Charles Hines (dies) (photo) (Charles Hines Rowe, former owner of the Scarsdale Travel Service, died in Newark, Ohio, of a heart attack. He was 72.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 29

Rydell, Beverly Andres (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Beverly Andres Rydell, died on December 18, 2001.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 12


Sorrel, Lee Edwin (dies) (Dr. William Edwin Sorrel died on November 16, 2002. Dr. Sorrel was a psychiatrist, educator and psychoanalyst.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 22

Steiner, Lee N. (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Lee N. Steiner, died on March 28, 2002, from complications due to Parkinson’s Disease. He was 79.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 18

Stock, Howard F. (dies) (Dr. Howard F. Stock of Scarsdale died on August 1, 2002, following a five year battle with multiple myeloma. He was 82.), Aug 5, 2002, p. 14

Sweenie, Deborah (dies) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Deborah Sweenie, died on June 1, 2002, in Raleigh, North Carolina. She was 54.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 20

Szabad, George dies; was mayor, bowl winner (continued) (George Michael Szabad, former Scarsdale Mayor, died on March 30, 2002, at his home in Haverford, Pennsylvania. He was 85.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 15

Szabad, George dies; was mayor, bowl winner (George Michael Szabad, former Scarsdale Mayor, died on March 30, 2002, at his home in Haverford, Pennsylvania. He was 85.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1

Toll, Lawrence (dies) (Former resident, Lawrence Toll, died on February 12, 2002, of heart failure at his home in Houston, Texas. He was 85.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 18

Vaccaro, Carmela (dies) (photo) (Carmela Vaccaro of Eastchester died on May 15. She was 99. She and her husband had founded Vaccaro Shoe Repair in the Harwood Building in 1928.), May 24, 2002, p. 20

Vagt, Henry Tyrrell Jr. (dies) (Henry Tyrrell Vagt, Jr., died on July 14. He was 75.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 10

Van Wert, Cleveland E. (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident and founder of the real estate firm that bears his name, Cleveland E. Van Wert died on January 11, 2002, in Cincinnati, Ohio. He was 99.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 12

Vuilleumier, Eleanor Williams (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident and Heathcote School teacher, Eleanor Williams Vuilleumier, died at her Vero Beach, Florida, home on October 15, 2002. She was 91.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 22

Wagner, Roberta C. (dies) (Roberta C. Wagner of Scarsdale died on October 4, 2002. She was 86.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 30

Wake, Diane (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Diane Wake, died on May 28, 2002, at her Philadelphia home. She was 42.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 24

Washburn, Nancy Gilhens (dies) (photo) (Nancy Gilhens Washburn died at her Scarsdale home on January 11, 2002, following a six month battle with cancer. She and her husband, who was minister of the Scarsdale Congregational Church, had lived in the Village for 18 years. She was 57.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 12

Weathers, Elliot Brooks (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Elliot Brooks Weathers, aka Bay, died in his sleep on March 8, 2002. He was 80.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 24

Wemple, William (dies) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, William Wemple, died on February 25, 2002, at his home in Charlottesville, Virginia, following a brief illness. He was 89.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 18

Wilson, Rose Marie (dies) (Rose Marie Wilson, former Scarsdale resident and local real estate agent, died on August 31, 2002. She was 86.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 30

Wubbenhorst-VonderHeide, Louise Elizabeth (dies) (Louise Elizabeth [Hail] Wubbenhorst-VonderHeide died on August 6, 2002, in Athens, Georgia. She was 90.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 15
DEATHS (Continued)
Young, Marjorie Mae (nee Stryker) (dies) (Marjorie Mae Young (nee Stryker) of Boynton Beach, Florida, and former Scarsdale resident died on September 7, 2002.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 35
Local teenager found dead in Scarsdale diving pool Tuesday (photo) (David Freedman found dead in Scarsdale diving pool on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale is an extraordinary community (letter) (Evelyn Stock of Catherine Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6
Scholarship fund established in memory of gifted soccer player (letter) (Keith Crews of Kingston Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6
Body of swimmer recovered (The body of Peter Stein, 21, was discovered on Great Kills Beach in Staten Island on September 29; he disappeared on September 24 while swimming across the East River in Manhattan.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 20

DEBATES AND DEBATING
Candidates debate issues, trade barbs at LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters hosted a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1

DEBEAR, ELLIOT (AUTHOR)
Approval of music school was slap in the face (letter) (Elliot DeBear of Circle Road), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6

DEBELLIS, LOUIS
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1

DEBELLIS, LUCILLE
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3

DECAMINADA, JOE

DECAMINANDA, JOSEPH
Focal Points: Do you think that the admission to colleges of Arab students should be discontinued? (photo), Sep 27, 2002, p. 7

DECKER, ANNA S
PT Council lunch (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10
Everyone’s talking about teen drinking; Scarsdale coordinates multiple arms to fight problem, Dec 20, 2002, p. 1

DECKER, ANNA S (AUTHOR)
Dialogue on state tests appreciated (letter) (Anna S. Decker, President of the Scarsdale PT Council), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
Record number of young writers attend conference (letter) (Anna S. Decker, President, PT Council), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
Voters: support Scarsdale’s greatest asset (letter) (PT Council President and Budget Study Committee urge the Scarsdale community to endorse the proposed 2002-03 school budget), May 17, 2002, p. 6
Everyone was a winner at the PT Council Sports Swap (letter) (Anna S. Decker, President, PT Council), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6
Let’s take time to appreciate our fine school board (letter) (Anna S. Decker, PT Council President), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6

DECKER, RACHEL
Clubs add variety to SHS (Scarsdale High School) students’ busy schedules (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 9

DECKER, SHARON
New store for Eye Designs (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 4
Keep yours on the prize (photo) (Ethan Zornow wins Playstation 2 at grand opening of Eye Designs store.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 4

DECKER, STEPHANIE
Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16

DEFABIO, ROSEANNE
Test debate at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) raises thorny issues (The debate over standardized testing raised tempers and ire at the Scarsdale Middle School PTA meeting on January 30.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Test debate at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) raises thorny issues (continued) (The debate over standardized testing raised tempers and ire at the Scarsdale Middle School PTA meeting on January 30.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 11
Educators outraged by ‘sanitized’ regents test (Local educators protest the New York State Education Department’s “sanitizing” of the English regents exams.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1

DEGAETANO, EDIE
Christmas trimmings (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 16

DEGREGORIO, ANTHONY
Empire State Games attracted best of the best (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 17

DELAY, DOROTHY
At 14, Rachel Lee blends school and career, without missing a beat (photo) (Scarsdale High School student, Rachel Lee, is an internationally recognized violinist and full time honors student.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 33
DELEG-BRICKER, ZOILA
Focal Points: Do people's personalities change when they get behind the wheel of a car? (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 7

DELICATESSENS
Hey, Scarsdale, eat your art out (Art of the Sandwich, gourmet deli and take out shop, opened its doors on Central Avenue), Sep 13, 2002, p. 4
Lange's Deli boasts new appearance (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 4

DELIMA, TED
Bill McCrery chosen for Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

DELIO, JOSEPH
Internet hoaxer gets 3 years' probation and town payback (photo) (Benjamin Ballard sentenced to three years probation for making an email threat to the Edgemont School District), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

DEMATTIE, LAUREN
Commencing (photo) (Preview of commencement coverage for Scarsdale and Edgemont High Schools), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

DEMB, JANET
Focal Points: Why would you or would you not want to visit ground zero? (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 7

DEMTRIEUS, LYNN (AUTHOR)
Generosity of Scarsdalians helped college freshmen (letter) (Lynn Bagliubter and Lynn Demetrieus, Co-Chairmen, SHS PTA Scholarship Fund), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6

DEMOCRACY
Appeasing fundamentalists will cause more deaths (letter) (Hillary Markowitz of Kensington Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Israel's enemies are also the enemies of America (letter) (Bill Jacobs of Drake Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Our government has courage (letter) (Charles Platto, Vermont), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
We have no choice but to join this fight (letter) (Anne Weisberg of Frog Meadow Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Democracies are our allies and terrorists are our enemies (letter) (Bill Jacobs of Drake Road), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
World needs more democracies, not more dictatorships (editorial) (Mark B. Hirsch responds to Harold J. Reynolds' April 19 editorial.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
Democrats to hold primary Tuesday, Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
Democrats to hold primary Tuesday (continued), Sep 6, 2002, p. 9
Hevesi, Golisano, Walker win primary, Sep 13, 2002, p. 1
Lowey leaving campaign post (Congresswoman Nita Lowey to step down as chair of the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee when her term expires.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1

DEMOCRATIC PARTY - WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Latimer's party star ascends to chair (photo) (On September 30, George Latimer was elected chairman of the Westchester County Democratic Committee.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
Latimer's party star ascends to chair (continued) (On September 30, George Latimer was elected chairman of the Westchester County Democratic Committee.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 13
News coverage should be limited to facts and avoid rumors (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6

DEMOCRATIC TOWN COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE
Petition drive gets late start (Petition drive swings into action for November 2002 elections.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Petition drive gets late start (photo) (continued) (Petition drive swings into action for November 2002 elections.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4

DEMONSTRATIONS
Students protest theater demolition (photo) (Scarsdale High School students led a protest on June 17 against the proposed demolition of the Scarsdale Plaza Cinema.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
Students protest theater demolition (continued) (Scarsdale High School students led a protest on June 17 against the proposed demolition of the Scarsdale Plaza Cinema.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 19

DEMPSEY, STEVE
Brother to brother (photo) (A donation to the FDNY Widows and Orphans Fund was announced at the annual dinner dance of Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company Number 1.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 14

DE MUZIO, ANNA CARR
Mother finishes her daughter's last report (photo) (Journalist Grace Donati died before she could finish a news story on Brazil; her mother, Georgia Donati, has vowed to complete the project.), Apr 4, 2002, p. 3

DENNIS-MATTS, BARBARA
Fond farewells, friendly hellos (Seven beloved employees retire from Scarsdale schools), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

DENTISTS
Dentist brings emergency care to geriatric patient (letter) (Dr. Harold I. Sussman of Popham Road), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6
DENUNZIO, INGA
Lift ticket to Athens; Weightlifter Inga DeNunzio sets sights on 2004 Olympics (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 22
DeNunzio overcomes obstacles to keep up training, Aug 2, 2002, p. 19

DEPOT PLACE PROPERTY (SCARSDALE)
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (photo) (continued) *(The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 8
Shaping up; Scarsdale residents share in village's progress (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1A
Shaping up; Scarsdale residents share in village's progress (photo) (Progress Edition) (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 15A
Depot plans discussed (illus) *(Robert Kligerman is working on plans to make the juncture between Ardsley Road and Popham Road more appealing.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Depot plans discussed (illus) (continued) *(Robert Kligerman is working on plans to make the juncture between Ardsley Road and Popham Road more appealing.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 3
Police needed near train station (letter) *(John Goodman of Madison Road), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6
Taxis need space (editorial) *(The Inquirer hopes that Robert Kligerman's design for Depot Place will address the issue of traffic congestion.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6

DEPUTY VILLAGE MANAGER - SCARSDALE
Deputy manager leaving village (photo) *(Deputy Village Manager, John Crary, to leave his Scarsdale position after 17 years.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Continuity and progress (editorial) *(In light of the departure of Deputy Village Manager John Crary, the Inquirer suggests residents appreciate the hard work of all Village employees.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6
Deputy manager leaving village (continued) *(Deputy Village Manager, John Crary, to leave his Scarsdale position after 17 years.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 8

DERMATOLOGISTS
Scarsdale M.D. can help save face *(Profile of dermatologist and cosmetic surgeon, Dr. Rhoda Narins), Jun 28, 2002, p. 3
Natural deposit of fat cells is not a 'deformity' (letter) *(Dr. Rena Schwartzbaum of Black Birch Lane), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6
Rhoda Narins, M.D. *(Scarsdale resident Dr. Rhoda Narins elected Vice President of the American Society of Dermatologic Surgery), Nov 1, 2002, p. 4

DESANTIS, SAL
BRP (Bronx River Conservancy) names directors *(list of recent appointees), May 17, 2002, p. 4

DESIMONE, JESSICA
SHS (Scarsdale High School) club shifts focus, but fun is still No. 1 (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 25

DESIMONE, KATIE
*(Scarsdale Middle School eighth graders shown at annual party at Scarsdale Pool) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

DETMER, TED
Having a ball (photo) *(Scarsdale Raiders varsity football team celebrated a 21-6 victory over Ossining and secured a spot in the playoffs.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1

DEUTSCH, JON
Last Licks gave sports fans a piece of history (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 19

DEUTSCH, JULIA
Heathcote Blue wins 1st (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11

DEUTSCH, MARK L (AUTHOR)
Children should be taught to show respect for parents (letter) *(Mark L. Deutsch of Hanover Road), May 17, 2002, p. 6

DEVELOPMENT - SCARSDALE
Builder fined for work in wetlands without permit, Feb 8, 2002, p. 5

DEVINE, LEVY
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday *(The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

DHANRAJ, ANDREW
Focal Points: Do you think inspection procedures for entrance into business buildings or places of entertainment are necessary or adequate? (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think the current stock market collapse will affect future quality of life? (photo), Jul 26, 2002, p. 7

DHILMAGHANI, DAVID
How would we cope with a nuclear disaster? (photo) *(Discussion of efforts to close the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant in Buchanan, New York), Aug 2, 2002, p. 3

DHILMAGHANI, MARGOT
How would we cope with a nuclear disaster? (photo) *(Discussion of efforts to close the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant in Buchanan, New York), Aug 2, 2002, p. 3
DIABETES
Ready to ride (photo) (Gina Capelli and Peter Montpelier pictured at the American Diabetes Association’s annual Tour de Cure cycling event.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 4

DIAFERIA, PETER
'America the Beautiful' (photo) (The theme of the Scarsdale Art Association’s April show will be “America the Beautiful.”), Apr 5, 2002, p. 31
One-man show (Long time Scarsdale resident, Peter Diaferia, will have a one man show of his watercolors at the Art Gallery at St. Cabrini from August 14 - September 25, 2002.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 13
SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) outdoor show (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 33
Art in the park (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association had the perfect weather for it's annual art show and sale last weekend in Chase Park.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 3

DIAMOND, ROBERT

DIAZ, DANIEL
Diaz is new assistant building inspector (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 3
Reforms under way in building dept. (Reforms and new hires at Scarsdale’s Building Department will reduce the approval process from six or seven weeks to under a week.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Efficiency is increasing on second floor of village hall; Building dept. is better already, Crary says, Aug 23, 2002, p. 1

DIBIANCO, PHYLLIS
Internet policy aims to keep kids in its sites, May 10, 2002, p. 11
The internet: sex, violence, frivolity - but also learning, May 31, 2002, p. 11

DICKINSON, KAREN ALICE
Dickinson, Pekowitz (photo) (Karen Alice Dickinson and William Robert Pekowitz, Jr., are engaged.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 19

DIFALCO, NICK
Having a ball (photo) (Scarsdale Raiders varsity football team celebrated a 21-6 victory over Ossining and secured a spot in the playoffs.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1

DIGITAL MEDIA
Digital video camp to be held at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10
Middle Ages meet modern age with Popham House i-Movies at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

DIODATI, FRANK
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (continued) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8

DIONELLO, RAF
Scarsdale High School’s athletic success extended beyond elite sports (photo) (continued), Jan 4, 2002, p. 20

DI PALERMO, JOSEPH
Focal Points: How do you feel about random drug tests for high school students? (photo), Jul 5, 2002, p. 7

DIRCHEL, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

DISABILITIES
Campers learn about challenges confronting disabled (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 10

DISCIULLO, MIKE
Inquirer top in state competition (Scarsdale Inquirer wins 29 awards in New York Press Association’s annual better newspaper contest), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1

DISCRIMINATION
WRT (Westchester Reform Temple) rejects Boy Scouts’ discriminatory policy (letter) (Amy Lemle, President, Westchester Reform Temple), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6

DISICK, GRANT I S
Kaul, Disick (wed) (photo) (Tia Caul and Dr. Grant I.S. Disick were wed on October 13, 2002, in New Rochelle.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 16

DISICK, LAURIE (AUTHOR)
Danger comes not from Israel but from finger-pointing (letter) (Laurie Disick of Farragut Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 9

DIVALI
Holiday party includes Ramadan, Divali and more at Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 11

DIVING
Peak Week: Within days, Callara wins county meet, silver at Empires (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 18
Peak Week: Within days, Donnie Callara wins county meet, silver at Empires (photo) (continued), Aug 9, 2002, p. 21
DIXON, LINDA
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

DODGE, MELANIE
Artist-In-residence brings rhythm and fun to Heathcote (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 11

DODGE, RYAN
Clean me a river (photo) (Scarsdale students joined others on May 18 in an effort to clean up the Bronx River Parkway area.), May 31, 2002, p. 15

DOEPPER, PEGGY
Top producers at Doernberg (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4
Doernberg agents receive honors (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4

DOESCHER, LINDA BLAIR
Civic volunteers commend service (photo), Dec 27, 2002, p. 3

DOESCHER, WILLIAM
William Doescher (Scarsdale resident, William Doescher, has been appointed to the S. I. Newhouse School of Public Communication Board of Visitors at Syracuse University.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 4
Doescher to succeed Newhouse (photo) (Bill Doescher will succeed Eda Newhouse as President of the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 1
Doescher to succeed Newhouse (continued) (Bill Doescher will succeed Eda Newhouse as President of the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 8

DOESCHER, WILLIAM (AUTHOR)
Membership in community center is truly a bargain (letter) (Bill Doescher of Fox Meadow Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

DOGS
Today's Woman (photo) (Supplement) (Pets: Puppylove - Dog is woman's best friend), Mar 29, 2002, p. 36
(Photograph of canine, Casey Rubin, playing fetch on the Supply Field) (photo), May 17, 2002, p. 6
Pups for Peace to deter terrorism in Israel (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Barbara Fix, hosted a fund raiser to benefit Pups for Peace, a program that uses trained dogs to detect explosives in Israel.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 3
Dogs join people in walk for children's cancer (photo), Oct 18, 2002, p. 3
Mother/daughter team pays tribute to four-legged heroes (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 17
Mother/daughter team pays tribute to four-legged heroes (continued), Nov 8, 2002, p. 18

DOHERTY, BRIAN ANDREW
Boudreau, Doherty (wed) (photo) (Suzanne Catherine Boudreau and Brian Andrew Doherty were wed on October 4, 2002, in Scarsdale.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 16

DOLEN, LENISE
Alzheimer's benefit (photo) (An "Evening in Spring" gala was recently held at the Scarsdale Golf Club to benefit the Alzheimer's Association.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 11

DOLINS, JERRY (AUTHOR)
SYSC (Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club) violates positive coaching philosophy (letter) (Jerry Dolins of Valley Road.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6

DOLINSKI, CHRISTIANE
Focal Points: Do you think inspection procedures for entrance into business buildings or places of entertainment are necessary or adequate? (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7

DOLLS
Speak to me, Baby (editorial) (Marc Wollin on the latest high tech dolls), Aug 30, 2002, p. 7

DOMONKOS, JULIE A

DONAT, ELLEN
Top producers at Doernberg (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4

DONATI, ELLEN
Mother finishes her daughter's last report (photo) (Journalist Grace Donati died before she could finish a news story on Brazil; her mother, Georgia Donati, has vowed to complete the project.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 3
Mother finishes her daughter's last report (photo) (continued) (Journalist Grace Donati died before she could finish a news story on Brazil; her mother, Georgia Donati, has vowed to complete the project.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 8

DONATI, GEORGIA
Mother finishes her daughter's last report (photo) (Journalist Grace Donati died before she could finish a news story on Brazil; her mother, Georgia Donati, has vowed to complete the project.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 3
Mother finishes her daughter's last report (photo) (continued) (Journalist Grace Donati died before she could finish a news story on Brazil; her mother, Georgia Donati, has vowed to complete the project.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 8
DONATI, GEORGIA  (Continued)  
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
New nominators (The Citizen's Committee gained 11 new members following the Nominating Committee election.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

DONATI, GRACE  
Mother finishes her daughter's last report (photo) (Journalist Grace Donati died before she could finish a news story on Brazil; her mother, Georgia Donati, has vowed to complete the project.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 3
Mother finishes her daughter's last report (photo) (continued) (Journalist Grace Donati died before she could finish a news story on Brazil; her mother, Georgia Donati, has vowed to complete the project.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 8

DONATIONS  
Generosity of library patrons is appreciated (letter) (Linda Fink, Board member of the Ecumenical Emergency Food Pantry of White Plains, thanks Scarsdale Library patrons for their generous food donations.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6

DONATO, ADAM  
A-School Halloween costumes go 'all out' (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 10

DONELL, BILLY  
Golfers Donnell, Solomon enjoy the ride (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 27
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

DONOVAN, BRIDGET  
Here we are now, entertain us! SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) performers bring talent and teen spirit to S.O. (Student Organization) Showcase (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 10

DONOVAN, KATHLEEN  
Friends, family laud McCreery (photo) (A group of 321 people gathered on April 24 to celebrate William McCreery, winner of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Award.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Friends, family laud McCreery (continued) (A group of 321 people gathered on April 24 to celebrate William McCreery, winner of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Award.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 9

DOOCHIN, STEPHEN  
Stephen Doochin (Scarsdale resident Stephen Doochin named executive director of the National Alliance for Research on Schizophrenia and Depression.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 4

DOOLAN, BRIAN  
Musicfest: Scarsdale Teen Center hosts first outdoor music concert (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 17
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

DORF, LINDSAY  
Butter churning, hoop rolling at Heathcote take kids back in time (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10

DOS REIS, RUI  
An International Christmas (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 15

DOWNTOWN AREA - SCARSDALE  
Landlords protest assessment (Village center property owners protest assessment formula for Village improvements), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Landlords protest assessment (continued) (Village center property owners protest assessment formula for Village improvements), Jan 11, 2002, p. 2
Cigarette butts mar beauty of downtown (letter) (Irene Coleman deplores the accumulation of cigarette butts on the sidewalks of the downtown Scarsdale area.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Shaping up; Scarsdale residents share in village's progress (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1A
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (photo) (continued) (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 3
Shaping up; Scarsdale residents share in village's progress (photo) (Progress Edition) (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 15A
Business Improvement District properties tax allocation to stand, Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Popham-Garth crossing dangerous for pedestrians (letter) (Claire E. Stemecker of Garth Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
How many are feeding meters? (letter) (Grady E. Jensen of Ridgecrest West), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
Popham pedalers (photo) (Photo depicting a convoy of cyclists turning onto East Parkway from Popham Road.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Pamela Robbins doubles its store space (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 4
Parking on Christie (Christie Place parking garage proposal to proceed to design phase), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
New trustees need more time to study garage proposal (letter) (Alan Eckstein of Scarsdale Chateaux Apartments), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
No progress on Christie Place garage proposal (Christie Place indoor parking facility proposal is referred back to Village Center Committee on April 23.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
We still need parking (editorial) (The Inquirer feels the Village Board should not allow a small minority of dissenters to put the kibosh on the Christie Place Parking facility.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
DOWNTOWN AREA - SCARSDALE (Continued)
A defeat for long-term planning (editorial), May 3, 2002, p. 7
Keep Scarsdale small and quaint (letter) (Vincent and Susan Mastelone of Scarsdale Chateaux), May 3, 2002, p. 8
Trustees: Do not commercialize Scarsdale with multi-level parking garage (letter) (Ven Parameswaran of Stonehouse Road), May 10, 2002, p. 6
Parking structure on Christie Place would certainly be a disaster for our village (letter) (Kevin M. Hirson of Chase Road), May 10, 2002, p. 9
Objections voiced to Christie Garage (Beatrice Underweiser of the Town and Village Civic Club urged the Scarsdale Village Board to postpone advancing plans for the Christie Place parking garage.), May 17, 2002, p. 1
As time goes by (photo) (Solly Rafael cuts the inaugural ribbon on the new clock he donated on East Parkway.), May 17, 2002, p. 3
Focal Points: Does availability of parking influence where you shop? (photo), May 17, 2002, p. 7
Objections voiced to Christie Garage (photo) (continued) (Beatrice Underweiser of the Town and Village Civic Club urged the Scarsdale Village Board to postpone advancing plans for the Christie Place parking garage.), May 17, 2002, p. 9
TVCC recommends more study on Christie (continued) (The Town and Village Civic Club urged the Scarsdale Village Board to come up with yet another alternative to the Christie Place Parking Garage proposals.), May 24, 2002, p. 1
Are we building a garage for the convenience of out-of town commuters? (letter) (Kathryn Litsas of Scarsdale Chateaux), May 24, 2002, p. 6
Proposed garage on Christie will lead to increase in accidents, crime (letter) (Marcia Chithelen of Axtel Drive), May 24, 2002, p. 6
Petition (Residents sign a petition in support of the Town and Village Civic Club's position on the proposed Christie Place parking garage.), May 24, 2002, p. 9
Christie Garage to enter design phase, cautiously, May 31, 2002, p. 1
Christie Garage to enter design phase, cautiously (continued), May 31, 2002, p. 3
Will the real majority please speak up (editorial) (The Inquirer questions whether the vocal opponents to the Christie Place Parking Garage represent the majority of Village residents.), May 31, 2002, p. 6
Clarification needed on trustee's spontaneous comment (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer of Autenrieth Road), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6
Garage is in everyone's interest (editorial) (Carole Tunick makes a case for the Christie Place indoor parking garage.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7
Revenue should not be garage goal (editorial) (Simon Breines urges compromise on the Christie Place parking garage debate.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7
Chateaux residents could park in garage (letter) (Judy and Walter Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
A clumsy solution (editorial) (The Inquirer opines that the Freightway Parking Garage renovation is creating a spillover of inconvenience for both merchants and residents.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
Please preserve residential values near the downtown (letter) (Harvey and Miriam Levitt Flisser of Lockwood Road), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
Freightway is inconvenient (letter) (Josh Frankel of Black Birch Lane), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6
Depot plans discussed (illus) (Robert Kligerman is working on plans to make the juncture between Ardsley Road and Popham Road more appealing.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Depot plans discussed (illus) (continued)(Robert Kligerman is working on plans to make the juncture between Ardsley Road and Popham Road more appealing.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 3
Downtown would be a better place for a rec center (letter) (Julie Welli-Landau of Chesterfield Road), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6
Paris, Scarsdale, oui! (editorial) (The Inquirer approves of the amendment to the Village Zoning Code that would enable the Parkway Coffee Shop to have outdoor seating.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6
Taxis need space (editorial) (The Inquirer hopes that Robert Kligerman's design for Depot Place will address the issue of traffic congestion.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6
Village sidewalk cafe ordinance is changed (An amendment to the year old sidewalk cafe law will allow the Parkway Cafe to have an outdoor eating area.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Tranquillity of village should not be disrupted by garage (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6
Solid numbers needed on parking (editorial) (Josh Frankel on the Christie Place indoor parking garage controversy), Aug 2, 2002, p. 7
Pigeons are winning down by the station (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 3
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) recomputes village parking needs and dearth (The Town and Village Civic Club met on October 3 to review the financial report and parking needs analysis completed by its members.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
DOWNTOWN AREA - SCARSDALE  (Continued)
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) recomputes village parking needs and dearth (continued)  (The Town and
Village Civic Club met on October 3 to review the financial report and parking needs analysis completed by its
members.),  Oct 4, 2002, p. 32
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max  (The Interactive Design Process
Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place
indoor parking facility.),  Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Lange's Deli boasts new appearance (photo),  Oct 11, 2002, p. 4
Christie Place site developers should discuss a music school  (David Buchen suggests that the proposed indoor
parking facility on Christie Place share space with the enlarged Hoff-Barthelemy Music School.),  Oct 11, 2002,
p. 7
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max (continued)  (The Interactive Design
Process Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) OKs report on Christie Place parking,  Oct 18, 2002, p. 1
Why is the village planning to build a garage no one wants (letter)  (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road),  Oct 25, 2002, p. 7
Bumper Car and other diversions in downtown Scarsdale (letter)  (Donald Mutterperl of Taunton Road),  Nov 8,
2002, p. 6
We like it! (editorial)  (The Inquirer urges residents to be open minded about plans for a multi level indoor parking
structure at Christie Place.),  Dec 13, 2002, p. 6
Christmas countdown (photo)  (Scenes from Scarsdale and Edgemont as residents and merchants gear up for
Christmas),  Dec 20, 2002, p. 3
Village should hold referendum on garage (editorial)  (Irving Sloan on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking
facility),  Dec 20, 2002, p. 6

DOYNO, RUTH
'Memories of Maine' (photo),  Dec 6, 2002, p. 30

DRAM

DOYNO, RUTH
'Memories of Maine' (photo),  Dec 6, 2002, p. 30

DREIFUSS, MARNIE
Peter Gelfman is new TVCC (Town and Village Club) president (photo),  Jun 14, 2002, p. 8

DRESCHER, JONATHAN S (AUTHOR)
We should not accept rhetoric that justifies attacks  (letter)  (Jonathna Drescher of Black Birch Lane),  Apr 12, 2002,
p. 6

DRIVER, JOHN
The play's the thing; Scarsdale playwright's relationship with Fleetwood Stage a happy collaboration (photo)
(Scarsdale resident Joan Ross Sorkin's play, "The Sacrifice," to be presented at the Fleetwood Stage of New
Rochelle in January),  Jan 25, 2002, p. 19
The play's the thing; Scarsdale playwright's relationship with Fleetwood Stage a happy collaboration (photo)
(continued) (Scarsdale resident Joan Ross Sorkin's play, "The Sacrifice," to be presented at the Fleetwood
Stage of New Rochelle in January),  Jan 25, 2002, p. 20
Sorkin's plays presented (Scarsdale playwright Joan Ross Sorkin will present two one act plays in a staged
reading at the Mamaroneck Public Library on February 24.),  Feb 22, 2002, p. 15
Playwright puts his own thumbprint on a genre (photo)  (Rupert Holmes' latest play, "Thumbs," premiered at the
Helen Hayes Theater in Nyack on March 15.),  Mar 22, 2002, p. 15
Playwright finds comfort in NYC's chaotic creativity; playwright Dan O'Brien sheds light on his artistic vision during
a rehearsal of his play, "Moving Picture." (photo),  Mar 29, 2002, p. 15
GCT (Greenville Community Theater) workshop series,  Apr 5, 2002, p. 31

DROUGHTS

Drought warning (County Executive Andy Spano has declared a drought warning for Westchester County.),  Feb 1,
2002, p. 1
Drought emergency declared (Westchester County Executive, Andy Spano, declares a drought emergency; water
restrictions to go into effect.),  Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
Forecast: Dry, dull, dirty (editorial) (Inquirer discussed drought emergency restrictions),  Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
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DROUGHTS  (Continued)
  Lawns go dry with drought restrictions, Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
  Lawns go dry with drought restrictions (photo) (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
  A drop in the bucket (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to comply with water conservation advisories during this summer of drought.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6

DRUCKER, KATIE
  'Fire and desire' - Senior Katie Drucker pushes Scarsdale field hockey and the opposition to the limit (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 25

DRUG ABUSE
  Focal Points: How do you feel about random drug tests for high school students? (photo), Jul 5, 2002, p. 7
  Scarsdale Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol sponsors parenting groups (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 42A

DRUG ABUSE RESISTANCE EDUCATION PROGRAM
  St. Pius, IHM fifth-graders graduate DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Program) (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 10
  District should implement DARE anti-drug program (letter) (Gail Wiesenfeld of She drake Road), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6

DRUGS
  Drug ads make doctors of us all (editorial) (Bruce J. Bloom expresses puzzlement and concern about pharmaceutical ads on TV.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 7
  Paulin-sponsored bill makes alternate 'date rape' drugs illegal, Jan 18, 2002, p. 8

DRUGSTORES
  Neighborhood drug store will be missed (letter) (Harryette and Stanley Helsel of Glendale Road), Feb 15, 2002, p. 7

DUCKENFIELD, WILLIAM
  Focal Points: How do you feel about the recent court decision that the insertion of the phrase "under God" in the Pledge of Allegiance is unconstitutional? (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7

DUCKLINGS
  (Arina Pires feeds ducklings in a Hampton Road swimming pool.) (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6

DUDLEY, WILLIAM
  Julia B. Fee sold to sons of previous owners (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1

DUFFIELD, GORDON
  Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1

DUFFY, MARIANNE DURAND
  Paddle tennis tournament benefits Children's Village (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 8

DULANEY, SHAWN
  What lies beneath: Dulaney's works are windows to memory (photo) (Weber Fine Art presents the paintings of Shawn Delaney.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 17

DUMAR, MAWUENA
  Focal Points: To what extent, if any, have recent events altered your attitude toward capital punishment? (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7

DUMONT, PAUL
  SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

DUNCAN, CAROL
  Fond farewells, friendly hellos (Seven beloved employees retire from Scarsdale schools), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10
  The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

DUNCANSON, MICHAEL
  Hail to rec sports for fostering good times, strong values (letter) (Linda and Michael Chayes of Taunton Road), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6

DUNN, JULIA
  IHM (Immaculate Heart of Mary School) kids get a look at grown-up software (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 11

DUNN, ROBERT
  SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

DURST, KATHLEEN
  High-profile murder suspect kept a low profile at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Robert Durst, now on trial for a gruesome murder, was under the radar during his years at Scarsdale High School.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1

DURST, ROBERT
  High-profile murder suspect kept a low profile at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Robert Durst, now on trial for a gruesome murder, was under the radar during his years at Scarsdale High School.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
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DURST, STEVE
High-profile murder suspect kept a low profile at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Robert Durst, now on trial for a gruesome murder, was under the radar during his years at Scarsdale High School.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1

DWECK, JUDIE (AUTHOR)
Steakhouse combines great food, great service, Feb 1, 2002, p. 15
Creative Cooking - The Passover Table: A marriage of two traditions (illustration), Mar 15, 2002, p. 19

DYASON, EVELYN GOBEL HARTPENCE
Evelyn Gobel Hartpence Dyason (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Evelyn Gobel Hartpence Dyason, died on June 9, 2002, at Rhode Island Hospital. She was 81.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 20

DYKSTRA, LENNY
Amazin’ autographs (photo) (Five 1986 World Champion New York Mets signed autographs at Last Licks on November 9.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 26

EAGLE SCOUTS
Eagle Scout (photo) (Joseph Todd Olson has earned the rank of Eagle Scout, the highest rank in scouting.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 4

EAKIN, ELIZABETH
Christmas countdown (photo) (Scenes from Scarsdale and Edgemont as residents and merchants gear up for Christmas), Dec 20, 2002, p. 3

EAKIN, IRINA
Christmas countdown (photo) (Scenes from Scarsdale and Edgemont as residents and merchants gear up for Christmas), Dec 20, 2002, p. 3

EARTH DAY
Pre-Earth Day Summit showcases county’s environmental plans (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 12

EASTER
No religious explanations for the bunny (letter) (James F. Conlan of Hamilton Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

EAST HEATHCOTE NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
Hearing on 4th draft of FAR to begin (A public hearing on the third draft of the Floor Area Ratio cap amendment to the Village Code was held on February 26.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1

Samples of water show increased organisms, Mar 1, 2002, p. 1

EBOLI, JOANNE
New faces at Prudential Centennial Realty (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4

ECKMAN, ELLE
Carnival! (photo) (Photos of carnivals held at the five Scarsdale elementary schools and the SHS A-School on May 11), May 17, 2002, p. 11

ECKSTEIN, ALAN
Landlords protest assessment (Village center property owners protest assessment formula for Village improvements), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

Divided board Ok’s garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

Eckstein resigns from IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) in protest (Alan Eckstein resigned from the Interactive Design Process Committee saying it had been “hijacked by special interests.”), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

ECKSTEIN, ALAN (AUTHOR)
New trustees need more time to study garage proposal (letter) (Alan Eckstein of Scarsdale Chateaux Apartments), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6

ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE
We cannot solve the world’s problems until we become world citizens; the true challenge is to expand our hearts (editorial) (Lars Rogers reports on the World Summit on Sustainable Development.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 7

ECONOMIC FORECASTING
To Be Equal: Economic gap is widening (editorial) (Hugh B. Price on the economic chasm), Nov 22, 2002, p. 7

ECONOMICS

ECTOR, VINCE
Artist-in-residence brings rhythm and fun to Heathcote (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 11

EDelman, DAVE
Carpenter, Julianne A. (dies) (Julianne A. Carpenter, a Scarsdale resident for 70 years, died on February 26, 2002. She was 86.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 22

EDelman, JESSICA
Upstate/Downstate conflicts continue to stall license bill (photo) (New York State Senate considers bill to limit junior license holders to only one teenaged passenger), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1

EDELSON, ARLENE (AUTHOR)
Writer uses illogical reasoning and distorts history (letter) (Arlene Edelson of Hartsdale), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
Attention to minority concerns make U.S.A. a great nation (letter) (Arlene Edelson of Hartsdale), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6
EDGEMONT
Edgemont task force tackles underage drinking (photo) (The Edgemont Task Force on Alcohol and Substance Abuse is attempting to change an attitude of parental permissiveness towards teenaged drinking.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Lie-ability (editorial) (The Inquirer calls upon parents to stop feigning ignorance about underage drinking.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6
Edgemont task force tackles underage drinking (continued) (The Edgemont Task Force on Alcohol and Substance Abuse is attempting to change an attitude of parental permissiveness towards teenaged drinking.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 17
Indian Point vulnerable, Kennedy warns (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 13
Children can learn a lot from other people's mistakes (letter) (Emily Lasser of Glendale Road), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6
Christmas countdown (photo) (Scenes from Scarsdale and Edgemont as residents and merchants gear up for Christmas), Dec 20, 2002, p. 3

EDGEMONT SCHOLARSHIP COUNCIL
Edgemont Scholarship Council helped 17 needy students (letter) (Vicki LePage and Susan Davis, Co-Chairmen, Edgemont Scholarship Council), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6

EDITORIALS
Expertise not required (editorial) (Vis a vis the controversy over the Harry Reynolds op ed pieces on Israel, the Inquirer restates its editorial policy.), May 3, 2002, p. 6

EDLITZ, TRACY
Steves, Sherwood named board officers (photo) (Bob Steves and Emily Sherwood welcomed to the Scarsdale Board of Education on July 1.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Focal Points: To what extent do you depend on TV for your news? (photo), Sep 20, 2002, p. 7

EDUCATION, HUMANISTIC
The joys of the liberal arts (editorial) (Dr. Myron Schoenfeld on the roll of the liberal arts in college education.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 7

EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
The Year in Review: Parents try to STOP standardized tests (Middle School parents had their eighth graders boycott state mandated standardized tests, resulting in a media circus.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
The Year in Review: Parents try to STOP standardized tests (continued) (Middle School parents had their eighth graders boycott state mandated standardized tests, resulting in a media circus.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 9
Mills says no (New York State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, was "unavailable" to come to Scarsdale to defend state mandated educational testing.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
A palindromic year (editorial) (Inquirer editorial debates preservation vs. progress and development), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6
Test debate at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) raises thorny issues (The debate over standardized testing raised tempers and ire at the Scarsdale Middle School PTA meeting on January 30.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Test debate at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) raises thorny issues (continued) (The debate over standardized testing raised tempers and ire at the Scarsdale Middle School PTA meeting on January 30.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 11

School board discourages test boycott (The Scarsdale Board of Education does not support a boycott of state mandated standardized tests.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Folkemer presents test comparison system, Feb 15, 2002, p. 11
School board discourages test boycott (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education does not support a boycott of state mandated standardized tests.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 11
Rally for Reform (editorial) (The Inquirer supports STOP [State Testing Opposed by Parents] and urges residents to lead the protests for meaningful educational reform.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
STOP (State Testing Opposed by Parents) seeks further dialogue on state testing (editorial) (Ellen Cohen urges the community to attend a rally on March 7 to express opposition to state mandated standardized tests.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
State education chief comes to Scarsdale to defend tests (photo) (State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, discussed the state assessment testing program on March 6 at Scarsdale High School.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
State education chief comes to Scarsdale to defend tests (photo) (continued) (State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, discussed the state assessment testing program on March 6 at Scarsdale High School.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 8
STOP rally draws anti-testing support (photo) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
Dialogue on state tests appreciated (letter) (Anna S. Decker, President of the Scarsdale PT Council), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
STOP rally draws anti-testing support (continued) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 13
Demonstrator quoted in story misstated regent's role (letter) (Dr. Charlotte K. Frank, New York State Regent Emeritus), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6
An apparent conflict of interest is hard to ignore (letter) (Robert Wick of Church Lane), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS (Continued)
SED (State Education Department) scores released, Apr 5, 2002, p. 10
Educators outraged by 'sanitized' regents test (Local educators protest the New York State Education Department's "sanitizing" of the English regents exams.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
Educators outraged by 'sanitized' regents test (continued) (Local educators protest the New York State Education Department's "sanitizing" of the English regents exams.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 15
8th-grade tests '02: No boycott but some 'refused,' Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
8th-grade tests '02: No boycott but some 'refused' (continued), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11
SAT changes try to make test fairer, but will they succeed? (Changes to the SAT I to be implemented in March 2005), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1
SAT changes try to make test fairer, but will they succeed? (continued) (Changes to the SAT I to be implemented in March 2005), Jul 19, 2002, p. 18
Reaching out (editorial) (The Inquirer commends Eugenie Lang on her work with Let's Get Ready and hopes the organization achieves it's funding goals.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6
SHS (Scarsdale High School) sophomores shouldn't take SAT, Sep 20, 2002, p. 9
Treasurer back in the saddle; Folkemer sets school program goals, Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Treasurer back in the saddle; Folkemer sets school program goals (continued), Oct 25, 2002, p. 13
Paulin is an effective legislator on all levels (letter) (Debbie Rapaport of Brite Avenue), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7
Want unfair edge on SAT? In Scarsdale, hard to get, Nov 1, 2002, p. 10
Board gears up to lobby for more state testing flexibility, Nov 22, 2002, p. 10
EGUCHI, LISA
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11
EGYPT
Writer uses illogical reasoning and distorts history (letter) (Arlene Edelson of Hartsdale), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
EGYPT - STUDY AND TEACHING
Walk like an Egyptian (photo) (Popham House students at Scarsdale Middle School create a large exhibit of home made Egyptian art and artifacts.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 11
EHRENHAFT, GEORGE
Art in the park (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association had the perfect weather for it's annual art show and sale last weekend in Chase Park.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 3
EHRENHAFT, SUSAN
Art in the park (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association had the perfect weather for it's annual art show and sale last weekend in Chase Park.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 3
EHRENKRANZ, MILES B
Assemblywoman Amy Paulin is not a prejudiced person (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6
EHRENKRANZ, MILES B (AUTHOR)
Why can't people vote for person and not party? (letter) (Miles B. Ehrenkranz, Republican District Leader, New Rochelle), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
EHRICH, DREW
Puppy love has high purpose in Fox Meadow (photo) (The Cagen family of Fox Meadow raises guide dog puppies on behalf of Guiding Eyes for the Blind in Yorktown Heights.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 3
EHRICH, JIM
Puppy love has high purpose in Fox Meadow (photo) (The Cagen family of Fox Meadow raises guide dog puppies on behalf of Guiding Eyes for the Blind in Yorktown Heights.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 3
EIGENBERG, ERICA
Focal Points: To what extent, if any, have recent events altered your attitude toward capital punishment? (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7
EISENMAN, KAY
Sprucing up for Spring (photo) (Nature lovers spruce up outdoor areas in honor of Arbor Day), May 3, 2002, p. 3
EISMAN, SUSAN
Focal Points: Are you concerned about the possibility of a water shortage? (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 7
EISMAN, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
High school fashion show a success (letter) (Suzi Eisman, Benefit chairman), May 10, 2002, p. 9
EKMAN, GARY (AUTHOR)
Speaker will not condemn but illuminate people (letter) (Gary Ekman, Chairman, Advisory Council on Human Relations), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
EKMAN, SALLY
Celebrating diversity (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 10
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) students show appreciation for brave, caring 'giraffes' (photo) (The Scarsdale Middle School "Giraffe Project" puts September 11 in perspective.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 11
ELECTION DISTRICTS
County news: Scarsdale is made whole again (photo) (Scarsdale is once again a single county legislative district thanks to a new redistricting plan.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4
ELECTION DISTRICTS (Continued)
Paulin's district borders may be about to change, Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
Paulin's district borders may be about to change (continued), Apr 5, 2002, p. 15
Master's plan gives G'burgh (Greenburgh) to Lowey (Final plan for Westchester Congressional districts released on May 13), May 17, 2002, p. 1
Master's plan gives G'burgh (Greenburgh) to Lowey (photo) (continued) (Final plan for Westchester Congressional districts released on May 13), May 17, 2002, p. 10
State redistricting battle had national impact (New York State legislators OK'd a map of Congressional Districts for the next ten years.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Delays benefit incumbents (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Delays benefit incumbents (continued) (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 20
Gilman will not run again (Congressman Benjamin Gillman announced that he would not seek a 16th term representing District 20.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Gilman will not run again (continued) (Congressman Benjamin Gillman announced that he would not seek a 16th term representing District 20.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 9

ELECTIONS
Voters guide out soon, Oct 11, 2002, p. 4
Candidates forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters will sponsor a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1

ELECTIONS - NEW YORK (STATE)
Tony Sayegh to challenge Amy Paulin (photo) (Republican Tony Sayegh of Bronxville to challenge Democratic Assemblywoman Amy Paulin in her bid for re-election next November.), May 10, 2002, p. 1
Sayegh gets GOP nod (Tony Sayegh unanimously endorsed as Republican candidate for the New York State Assembly in District 88.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Delays benefit incumbents (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Delays benefit incumbents (continued) (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 20
Petition drive gets late start (Petition drive swings into action for November 2002 elections.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Democrats to hold primary Tuesday, Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
Primary duty (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to exercise their right to vote in the upcoming Primary elections.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6
Democrats to hold primary Tuesday (continued), Sep 6, 2002, p. 9
Hevesi, Golisano, Walker win primary, Sep 13, 2002, p. 1
Paulin, Sayegh in rough contest (photo) (Republican Tony Sayegh is challenging Democratic incumbent Amy Paulin for the 88th Assembly seat.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Paulin, Sayegh in rough contest (continued) (Republican Tony Sayegh is challenging Democratic incumbent Amy Paulin for the 88th Assembly seat.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 11
Paulin for Assembly (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Democratic incumbent Amy Paulin, for the 88th Assembly District seat.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Suzi Oppenheimer (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Democratic incumbent Suzi Oppenheimer in the 37th District of the state Senate.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Paulin, Pataki big winners here (Democrat Amy Paulin beat out Tony Sayegh for the State Assembly in District 88.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Paulin, Pataki big winners here (continued) (Democrat Amy Paulin beat out Tony Sayegh for the State Assembly in District 88.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 10

ELECTIONS - SCARSDALE
County news: Scarsdale is made whole again (photo) (Scarsdale is once again a single county legislative district thanks to a new redistricting plan.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4
Fisher, O'Connor, Pforzheimer chosen (photo) (The Non-Partisan Citizens Nominating Committee named its candidates for Village Trustee at a meeting on January 13.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Fisher, O'Connor, Pforzheimer chosen (continued) (The Non-Partisan Citizens Nominating Committee named its candidates for Village Trustee at a meeting on January 13.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 16
Vote March 19: show commitment to performance (letter) (Tegan Lee of Lyons Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6
Carl Pforzheimer will continue to seek balance (photo) (Platform for Carl Pforzheimer, Citizens' Party candidate for Village Trustee.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
3 good candidates (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses all three candidates running for Village Trustee in the elections on March 19.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
Carl Pforzheimer will continue to seek balance (continued) (Platform for Carl Pforzheimer, the Citizens' Party candidate for Village Trustee), Mar 15, 2002, p. 29
ELECTIONS - SCARSDALE  (Continued)
Noreen Fisher will bring varied experience, skills (continued) (Platform for Noreen Fisher, Citizens Party candidate for Village Trustee), Mar 15, 2002, p. 29
Voters elect 2 new trustees (photo) (Noreen Fisher, James O'Connor and incumbent Carl Pforzheimer were elected to the Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Low turnout in local elections a tradition here, Apr 5, 2002, p. 3
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; Budget raises taxes 9.6% in Scarsdale, May 17, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; Budget raises taxes 9.6% in Scarsdale (continued), May 17, 2002, p. 10
Amendments aim to streamline nominations (Scarsdale's nonpartisan Procedure Committee has completed its annual review of the village election process.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Petition drive gets late start (Petition drive swings into action for November 2002 elections.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Feedback on proposed amendments sought (The Procedure Committee has proposed amendments to the nonpartisan resolution that will clarify the Citizens' Committee candidate selection process.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 3
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Duty calls again (editorial) (The Inquirer recommends voting "yes" on all three amendments to the nonpartisan resolution that governs village elections.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6
New nominators (The Citizen's Committee gained 11 new members following the Nominating Committee election.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
Citizens' slate should reflect the people's values (editorial) (Irving Sloan implores the Citizens' Committee to choose candidates who accurately reflect the opinions of the community.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 6
ELECTIONS - WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Lois Bronz will do a great job for people of Westchester (letter) (Reina Schiffrin endorses the election of Lois Bronz as chairperson of the Westchester County Board of Legislators.), Jan 26, 2002, p. 10
Master's plan gives G'burgh (Greenburgh) to Lowey (Final plan for Westchester Congressional districts released on May 13), May 17, 2002, p. 1
Master's plan gives G'burgh (Greenburgh) to Lowey (photo) (continued) (Final plan for Westchester Congressional districts released on May 13), May 17, 2002, p. 10
ELECTRIC LINES - POLES AND TOWERS
Debate continues on telecommunications law, Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
Debate continues on telecommunications law (continued), Mar 29, 2002, p. 17
ELECTRIC POWER FAILURES
Stormy weather (Heavy rain and strong winds beset Scarsdale Village on August 2, resulting in flooding and power outages.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
ELEPHANTS
Elephants belong in the wild, not abused in circuses (editorial), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7
ELIAS, MAURICE
Professor tells parents how to raise 'emotionally intelligent' kids, Feb 22, 2002, p. 9
ELLIOTT, JACK (AUTHOR)
ELLIS, JAMES E (AUTHOR)
Vehicles violate state law on parking every day around Fox Meadow School (letter) (James H. Ellis of Butler Road), May 10, 2002, p. 9
Building department is a costly nightmare for residents (letter) (James E. Ellis of Butler Road), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6
ELLIS, TERENCE
Police awards (The Scarsdale Village Board announced the 2002 recipients of the Scarsdale Police Department awards.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
ELVOVE, BARBARA (AUTHOR)
Garth Commons will improve neighborhood eyesore (letter) (Barbara and Eli Elvove of Garth Road), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
ELVOVE, ELI (AUTHOR)
Garth Commons will improve neighborhood eyesore (letter) (Barbara and Eli Elvove of Garth Road), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Emergency preparedness in place (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 8A
EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION
Immigration by default (editorial) (Ilene Nechamkin addresses the various reasons immigrants pursue "the American Dream."), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6
Is it time to close the gates? (editorial), Aug 9, 2002, p. 7
EMMERMAN, HILARY
Holiday sharing (photo) (Volunteers for the United Jewish Appeal are shown at a Hanukkah party and fundraiser on behalf of the children at the Pleasantville Cottage School.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 17
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

EMMERMAN, JONATHAN
KB-LS (Kids' Base, Little School) breaks ground on expansion (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 11

EMPIRE STATE GAMES (2001)
Empire State Games attracted best of the best (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 17

EMPIRE STATE GAMES (2002)
Peak Week: Within days, Donnie Callara wins county meet, silver at Empires (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 18
I am Rapaport; New SHS (Scarsdale High School) boys' hoops coach leads ESG (Empire State Games) team to bronze medal, Aug 9, 2002, p. 19
Peak Week: Within days, Donnie Callara wins county meet, silver at Empires (photo) (continued), Aug 9, 2002, p. 21

The Hudson and beyond (photo) (Scarsdale Raiders, Chris Jordan and Brian Pizzitola, have been chosen as alternates for the Empire State Games Hudson Valley scholastic men's basketball team.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 16
The Hudson and beyond (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Raiders, Chris Jordan and Brian Pizzitola, have been chosen as alternates for the Empire State Games Hudson Valley scholastic men's basketball team.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 18

EMPLOYEE SELECTION
Teacher recruiting tactics defended (letter) (Bob Arrigo, Scarsdale High School math teacher), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6

EMPLOYEES - SCARSDALE
Diaz is new assistant building inspector (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 3
Sanitation workers do a great job (letter) (Sol Kuttner of Post Road), May 10, 2002, p. 9

EMPLOYEES - SCARSDALE - RETIREMENT
Ferraro retires on high note (photo) (Scarsdale Police Chief, Donald Ferraro, retires after 34 years on the job.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
Ferraro retires on high note (continued) (Scarsdale Police Chief, Donald Ferraro, retires after 34 years on the job.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 31
Scarsdalians give warm sendoff to 'titans' retiring from schools, Apr 26, 2002, p. 10

ENERGY CONSERVATION
Other towns should follow Greenburgh's lead (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6
Amending law passed in haste will super's future good (letter) (Hal Samis of Hartsdale), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6

ENG, JOHN

ENGAGEMENTS
German, Potack (engaged) (photo) (Erica Kate German and Jonathan Zachary Potack to be wed in April, 2002.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 15
Jacquet, Murray (engaged) (photo) (Jennifer Jacquet and Michael Murray are engaged; a June, 2003, wedding is planned.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 15
Ricci, Petersen (engaged) (photo) (Elizabeth Jordan Ricci and Roger Cole Petersen II are engaged.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 13
Weintraub, Brass (engaged) (photo) (Dr. Tara Lynn Weintraub and Justin Brass are engaged; a November wedding is planned.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 17
Dickinson, Pekowitz (photo) (Karen Alice Dickinson and William Robert Pekowitz, Jr., are engaged.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 19
Lippman, Polen (engaged) (photo) (Lisa Lippman and David Polen are engaged; a June wedding is planned.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 14
Seides, Enis (engaged) (photo) (Sara L. Seides and Steven R. Enis are engaged.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 11
Sohm, Zeiger (wed) (Sarah Sohm and Jeffrey Zeiger are engaged; an April, 2003 wedding is planned.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 14
Lash, Simon (engaged) (Scott Simon and Michelle Lash are engaged; a June 2003 wedding is planned.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 17
Fink, Gelboim (engaged) (photo) (Jennifer Ashley Fink and Avi Joseph Gelboim are engaged; a 2004 wedding is planned.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 25
Sorial, Fee (engaged) (photo) (Suzanne Sorial and Michael John Fee are engaged; a June 2003 wedding is planned.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 25
Pratt, Siegel engaged (Sandra Pratt and David Siegel are engaged. A September 2003 wedding is planned.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 20
Hamerman, Zeller (engaged) (Judith Hamerman and Neil Zeller are engaged; a May, 2003 wedding is planned.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 22
ENGAGEMENTS  (Continued)
Crowther, Fagan (engaged) (photo)  (Honor Elizabeth Bosley Crowther and Richard Allen Fagan, Jr., are engaged.  A May wedding is planned.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 4

ENGEL, ELIOT
State redistricting battle had national impact  (New York State legislators OK'd a map of Congressional Districts for the next ten years.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1

ENGELMANN, IRIS
The 'ladies who paint' create models for success (photo)  (The Grandview Group will hold an exhibit featuring portraits called "Models and More" at the Scarsdale Public Library May 1-May 30.), May 3, 2002, p. 19
Focal Points: How successful do you think the U. N. inspection of Iraq's weaponry will be in averting war? (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 7

ENGINEERS
Borg leads engineers in study after 9/11 (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 4
Ground zero engineer studies ways to make buildings stronger (photo)  (Emmanuel Velivasakis oversees the cleanup operation at the World Trade Center disaster site.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1
Ground zero engineer studies ways to make buildings stronger (photo) (continued)  (Emmanuel Velivasakis oversees the cleanup operation at the World Trade Center disaster site.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 10

ENGLE, ELIOT
Delays benefit incumbents  (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

ENGLE, ELLEN
Student interns for Lowey (photo)  (Michael Chahinian of Scarsdale is pictured with Representative Nita Lowey in Washington, D.C., during his six week internship.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 4

ENGLEMAN, IRIS
All in the family (photo)  (Actress Eden Riegel and her grandmother, artist Iris Engelmann, are pictured at the Grandview Group art exhibit at the Scarsdale Library on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 19
Best in show (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 20

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Living in America teaches American ways (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 5A
ENGLISH LANGUAGE - STUDY AND TEACHING - FOREIGN SPEAKERS
Living in America teaches American ways (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 5A
ESL (English as a second language) to be taught at adult school, Feb 22, 2002, p. 2
ESL (English as a Second Language): Women from 15 countries Living in America at Hitchcock (photo)  (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 44A

ENSIS, STEVEN R
Seides, Enis (engaged) (photo)  (Sara L. Seides and Steven R. Enis are engaged.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 11

ENSLER, EVE
Ensler urges women to 'transform' violence  (Playwright Eve Ensler addressed The Westchester Fund for Women and Girls on November 20.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Ensler urges women to 'transform' violence (photo) (continued)  (Playwright Eve Ensler addressed The Westchester Fund for Women and Girls on November 20.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 28
Julia B. Fee Salutes the Westchester Fund for Women and Girls (photo)  (Gala held on November 20 at the Hilton Rye Town.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 42

ENSLEY, JOANNE
Scarsdalians give warm sendoff to 'titans' retiring from schools, Apr 26, 2002, p. 10
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32
Ensley turned out 'museum-friendly' kids (photo)  (Fox Meadow art teacher, Joanne Ensley, is retiring.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 11

ENVIRONMENT
Scarsdale likely to become a 'Greenway Community'  (Scarsdale Village Board passes a formal resolution on February 14 to designate Scarsdale as a Greenway Community.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
Pre-Earth Day Summit showcases county's environmental plans (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 12
Kennedy to students: save the environment! (photo)  (Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., addressed the students of Edgemont Junior/Senior High School on November 13 on "A Contract with Our Future.")., Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
Kennedy to students: save the environment! (photo) (continued)  (Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., addressed the students of Edgemont Junior/Senior High School on November 13 on "A Contract with Our Future.")., Nov 22, 2002, p. 13

EPF, JENNIFER
Talent show story appreciated, more talent to come (letter)  (Sandy Failla of Paddington Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6

EPSTEIN, ADAM HUNTER
Levy, Epstein (wed) (photo)  (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17
EPSTEIN, ANDREW
Beyond the Medium; Scarsdale High School Graduate mixes art with politics (photo) (Andrew Epstein, Scarsdale High School class of '97, is featured artist at an exhibit titled "The Authentic Self" at the Gertrude White Gallery in Greenwich.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 19
Students art that heals (photo) ("The Authentic Self" features local art students and will be at the Gertrude White Gallery in Greenwich through October 31.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 19

EPSTEIN, DEVIN
Fifth-grade hepcats riff with the pros at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10

EPSTEIN, JOEL
Seniors ponder what's to come at Transition Day (photo) (Author and attorney, Joel Epstein, counseled Scarsdale High School seniors on June 4.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 11

ERBSEN, ALLAN HENRY
Hasday, Erbson (wed) (photo) (Jill Elaine Hasday and Allan Henry Erbsen were wed on May 26, 2002, at the Lighthouse at the Chelsea Pier in Manhattan.), May 31, 2002, p. 14

ERBSEN, HEDY
Adult School attendance grows (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 5A

ERBSEN, HEDY (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale Adult School will offer Spanish in spring (letter) (Hedy Erbsen, Director, Scarsdale Adult School), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6

EROSION
Board proposes new stormwater management, erosion control law, Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Board proposes new stormwater management, erosion control law (continued), Jun 28, 2002, p. 14
Erosion hearing draws few speakers, again (Summary of the October 22 Village Board meeting; of particular interest was proposed legislation for regulating storm water management and erosion.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 3
To be continued (Report on November 26 Village Board meeting), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1

ESANNASON, WAYNE
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with 'friendly' amendment (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Board mulls crackdown on building violations, Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Efficiency is increasing on second floor of village hall; Getting tough on building code violators, Aug 23, 2002, p. 1

ESCAMILLA, MIGUEL
Lange's Deli boasts new appearance (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 4

ESPINA, JODY
Fifth-grade hepcats riff with the pros at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10

ESTATE PLANNING
Reality TV hits a new low (editorial) (Michael Kutzin on a new reality television program called "The Will."), Nov 22, 2002, p. 7

ESTERSOHN, AMY (AUTHOR)
From the page to the stage: Shakespeare comes alive (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 11

ESTERSOHN, MATTHEW
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

ETHICS
It's the principle (editorial) (Marc Wollin's take on ethics and core values), Mar 8, 2002, p. 7
Untaught ethicist explores moral quandaries (Randy Cohen, the New York Times Magazine's "Ethicist," addressed a crowd at the Scarsdale Library on April 18.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 3
Untaught ethicist explores moral quandaries (photo) (continued) (Randy Cohen, the New York Times Magazine's "Ethicist," addressed a crowd at the Scarsdale Library on April 18.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8
Black letter crime (editorial) (Marc Wollin on modern day manners and morality), May 10, 2002, p. 7

ETIQUETTE
Children should be taught to show respect for parents (letter) (Mark L. Deutsch of Hanover Road), May 17, 2002, p. 6

EURIE, DEBORAH
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

EVANS, CATHERINE
Fox Meadow Whiz Kids get introspective for King holiday (photo), Jan 11, 2002, p. 11

EVANS, SHARON
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo) (Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Mid-Westchester on April 19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
EVANS, SHARON (Continued)
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo) (continued) (Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Westchester on April 19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 8; Apr 19, 2002, p. 9

EXERCISE
Bodyfit puts new spin on fitness in Scarsdale (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 4
Time out! (editorial) (Marc Wolin on his new digital watch), Sep 27, 2002, p. 7
Physical and mental workouts unite at Edgewood (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 11

EXPERIMENTS
'Try this at home!' says the Dirtmeister (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 11

EXRATTY, ELENA
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

FADER, JONATHAN
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

FAGAN, RICHARD ALLEN JR
Crowther, Fagan (engaged) (photo) (Honor Elizabeth Bosley Crowther and Richard Allen Fagan, Jr., are engaged. A May wedding is planned.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 4

FAILLA, SANDY (AUTHOR)
Talent show story appreciated, more talent to come (letter) (Sandy Failla of Paddington Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6

FAIRS
Butter churning, hoop rolling at Heathcote take kids back in time (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10
Reiser to perform at country fair (photo) (Story teller and writer, Rob Reiser, will perform at the Scarsdale Historical Society's country fair on September 14.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 2
(Austin Kenny, age 2, is pictured playing with balloons at the Scarsdale Historical Society's country fair.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6
Hundreds were at historical society country fair (letter) (Kathy Stoves, Chairman, Country Fair Committee), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6

FALKOWITZ, DAVID
Go, Raiders (photo) (Mike Smith pictured as a cheerleader on Rent-a-Senior Day at the Scarsdale High School.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

FALKOWITZ, THEA (AUTHOR)
Scapegoating the Jews would be irrational, unproductive (letter) (Theo Falkowitz of School Lane), May 3, 2002, p. 8
Teen behavior reflects Godlessness of modern life (letter) (Thea Falkowitz of School Lane), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
Getting away with it seems to be the name of the game (letter) (Josh Frankel of Black Birch Lane), Oct 25, 2002, p. 8

FALLERMAN, WILLIAM
Local professionals show their mettle (letter) (John Beyersdorf of Fairview Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

FALON, DOROTHY
Forum takes on underage drinking (photo) (continued) (On November 7, a panel of community leaders gathered at Manhattanville College to address underage drinking.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 15

FALOWTIZ, THEO (AUTHOR)
Muslim threat is as evil and virulent as Nazi threat (letter) (Theo Falowitz of School Lane), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7

FAMILY
We all have sunshine to spare (editorial) (Patti Grabel reflects on gratitude and appreciation.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 6

FAMILY VIOLENCE
Domestic violence bill passes (One of two bills dealing with domestic violence has made it through the New York State Assembly.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Paulin's domestic violence bill passes Assembly (continued), May 3, 2002, p. 14
Making a difference (photo) (New York State Assemblywoman Amy Paulin meets with Matthew Mann, a life scout, to discuss aiding victims of domestic violence.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 4
Domestic violence in Scarsdale? (editorial) (Scarsdale Mayor, David Kroenlein, writes that Scarsdale is not immune to incidents of domestic violence.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 7
Forum to look at effects of domestic violence (On October 29 the Scarsdale Woman's Club will host a forum on the impact of family violence on children.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 2
There are terrorists among us (editorial) (Arthur Chang cites parallels between domestic violence and terrorism.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 7
FAMILY VIOLENCE (Continued)
Coaltion explores ways in which domestic abuse hurts children (The Scarsdale Coalition on Family Violence held it's second annual forum on October 29 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
Coalition explores ways in which domestic abuse hurts children (continued) (The Scarsdale Coalition on Family Violence held it's second annual forum on October 29 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 14
Family violence forum was effective (letter) (Lauren Herman of Catherine Road), Nov 8, 2002, p. 7
Ensler urges women to 'transform' violence (Playwright Eve Ensler addressed The Westchester Fund for Women and Girls on November 20.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Ensler urges women to 'transform' violence (photo) (continued) (Playwright Eve Ensler addressed The Westchester Fund for Women and Girls on November 20.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 26

FANE, SHEILA
Scarsdale art show (photo) (Scarsdale Art Association art show to be held on January 13 - February 23 at the Girl Scout House), Jan 4, 2002, p. 13

FARMER, JOE
Forum takes on underage drinking (On November 7, a panel of community leaders gathered at Manhattanville College to address the pervasive issue of underage drinking.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

FARM PRODUCE
(John Ramsey is pictured ringing up home grown produce for Don Baughman at Ramsey Farm) (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6

FARBER, JERILYN
Democracy in action (photo) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin showed Quaker Ridge fourth graders how a bill becomes a law.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 10
One World mosaic mural celebrates peace, friendship (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 10

FASANO, JOHN
Focal Points: Do you think that colleges and technical schools should reconsider their procedures for accepting foreign students (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 7

FASS, JESSICA
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (continued) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 10

FASTERBENGER, DAN
Why pigeons hang out at the Scarsdale train station (letter) (Carolyn and Seth Schwartz of Sheldrake Road), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6

FATIGATE, RICHARD
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Police awards (The Scarsdale Village Board announced the 2002 recipients of the Scarsdale Police Department awards.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Officials reap awards for eventful year (photo) (Attendees at Public Safety Promotions and Awards ceremony looked back at a historic year.), May 31, 2002, p. 5
Officials reap awards for eventful year (continued) (Attendees at Public Safety Promotions and Awards ceremony looked back at a historic year.), May 31, 2002, p. 20
Scarsdale mobilizes after SHS (Scarsdale High School) dance, Oct 4, 2002, p. 11
Parents' forum seeks consensus on teenage drinking at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (A public meeting for parents at Scarsdale High School on October 7 addressed the issue of underage drinking.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 11
Parents' forum seeks consensus on teenage drinking at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (continued) (A public meeting for parents at Scarsdale High School on October 7 addressed the issue of underage drinking.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 11
FAUST, JONATHAN

Holiday party includes Ramadan, Diwali and more at Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 11

FEE, JULIA B

Julia B. Fee sold to sons of previous owners (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1

FEE, MICHAEL JOHN

Sorai Fee (engaged) (photo) (Suzanne Sorai and Michael John Fee are engaged; a June 2003 wedding is planned.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 25

FEIG, WERNER

Beloved teacher lives on in students (editorial) (Robin Ascher memorializes Werner Feig, late Scarsdale High School history teacher), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7

FEINER, PAUL J

Antenna board locked out of town hall (Greenburgh Antenna Review Board protests discriminatory treatment from Paul Feiner), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1

Greenburgh contretemps is all too personal (editorial) (Antenna Review Board locked out of Greenburgh Town Hall due to Paul Feiner's security measures.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 6

Supervisor not qualified to determine who is a security risk (letter) (Joseph Kiehl criticizes Greenburgh Supervisor Paul Feiner's security initiatives.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 6

Feiner used national tragedy against antenna board (letter) (Mary Tobias has some quibbles regarding the Greenburgh articles in the January 4 edition of the Inquirer.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6

Indian Point risks debated (photo) (The Scarsdale Village Board has not joined the movement to close the nuclear power plant in Indian Point despite resolutions urging closing from 28 Westchester municipalities and school districts.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1

No easy answers to the question of Indian Point (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6

Off the Record: Ejected (editorial) (David Gottlieb discusses Greenburgh's tortuous road to building a new town hall and library.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7

Support sought for town ban on circuses that exploit and demean animals (letter) (Richard Presser of Hartsdale), May 10, 2002, p. 9

Cancel the road show (editorial) (The Inquirer is not a fan of Greenburgh Town Supervisor Paul Feiner's traveling town board meetings, citing inconvenience and discomfort.), Jun 26, 2002, p. 6

Time to get this show off the road (editorial) (David Gottlieb on Paul Feiner's decision that Greenburgh Town Board meetings be held at rotating locations in the community.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7

Perhaps the 'new faces' at meetings should be officials' (letter) (Hal Samis of Hartsdale), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6

One man's 'open government' is another's 'indecent exposure' (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

Town lightning rod rethinks his political future (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 8

Town lightning rod rethinks his political future (continued), Aug 2, 2002, p. 9

Midway is not addressing problems it has now (letter) (Arlene Berkman of Westminster Road), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6

Feiner proposes new cure for town growing pains (photo) (At a town board meeting on September 12, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner, announced that a location to house the new town hall and library had been found.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1

Feiner proposes new cure for town growing pains (continued) (At a town board meeting on September 12, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner, announced that a location to house the new town hall and library had been found.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 8

Latimer's party star ascends to chair (photo) (On September 30, George Latimer was elected chairman of the Westchester County Democratic Committee.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1

Feiner would axe county government; Feiner pointed to Connecticut as an example of how irrelevant this so-called "second level" of government can be., Oct 11, 2002, p. 1

News coverage should be limited to facts and avoid rumors (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6

Feiner would axe county government; Feiner pointed to Connecticut as an example of how irrelevant this so-called "second level" of government can be. (continued), Oct 11, 2002, p. 15

Greenburgh town hall and library solution may be near (photo) (An office building in the Fairview neighborhood may become the new Greenburgh Town Hall and Library.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1; Oct 18, 2002, p. 13

Slow down and listen (editorial) (The Inquirer is harshly critical of Greenburgh Town Supervisor Paul Feiner's management style.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

Is this 'open government?' (editorial) (A politician who boasts about open government turned the taxpayers' town hall into his fortress), Dec 6, 2002, p. 7

Inquirer cast sunlight onto the 'real' Paul Feiner (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Dec 13, 2002, p. 8

News coverage should be limited to facts and avoid rumors (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6

Supervisor's response proves editorial's point (letter) (Francis Sheehan of Essex Place), Dec 20, 2002, p. 6
FEINER, PAUL J (Continued)
How to make Greenburgh truly responsive to the people (Hal Samis on Greenburgh town supervisor Paul Feiner’s claim to be running an open government), Dec 20, 2002, p. 7

FEINER, PAUL J (AUTHOR)
Antenna Review Board had other meeting options (letter) (Paul Feiner responds to the Antenna Review Board’s decision to meet outside in late December due to restricted access to the Greenburgh Town Hall), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6
Town of Greenburgh beefs up security following Sept. 11 (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1A
Town of Greenburgh beefs up security following Sept. 11 (Progress Edition) (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 15A
Evacuation plan in event of meltdown not viable (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6
Spent rods at Indian Point must be contained (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
State and county should study feasibility of closing plant (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
Meeting on Ardsley Road (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6
Indian Point officers should be personally liable for spills (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), May 17, 2002, p. 6
Supervisor to bike to Vermont for Special Olympics (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), May 31, 2002, p. 6
Neighborhood meetings make town more responsive (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6
Other towns should follow Greenburgh’s lead (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6
Entergy’s tax break is misguided subsidy (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6
Spano’s proposed takeover of nuclear facility was courageous (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6

FEINER, PAUL J (EDITORIAL)
Supervisor does listen (editorial), Dec 13, 2002, p. 7

FEINTUCH, MERRY
PT Council lunch (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10

FELDMAN, BETSY
Walk like an Egyptian (photo) (Popham House students at Scarsdale Middle School create a large exhibit of home made Egyptian art and artifacts.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 11

FELDMAN, KAREN
Karen Feldman (Former Scarsdale resident, Karen Feldman, has announced the opening of a Prague showroom for her luxury crystal firm, Artel.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4

FELDSHUH, TOVAH
Art imitates Tovah’s life (photo) (Actress and Scarsdale High School graduate, Tovah Feldshuh, stars in recent movie, “Kissing Jessica Stein.”), May 17, 2002, p. 17
Art imitates Tovah’s life (photo) (continued) (Actress and Scarsdale High School graduate, Tovah Feldshuh, co-stars in recent movie, “Kissing Jessica Stein.”), May 17, 2002, p. 19
A new series of Jewish music begins with Hannukkah program (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 17
Ensler urges women to ‘transform’ violence (photo) (continued) (Playwright Eve Ensler addressed The Westchester Fund for Women and Girls on November 20.), Nov 28, 2002, p. 26
Julia B. Fae Salutes the Westchester Fund for Women and Girls (photo) (Gala held on November 20 at the Hilton Rye Town), Dec 6, 2002, p. 42

FELICE, WALTER
Open Door Award to honor police, firefighters (photo) (The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service will present its Open Door Award for Community Service on May 1.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4
Brother to brother (photo) (A donation to the FDNY Widows and Orphans Fund was announced at the annual dinner dance of Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company Number 1.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 14
Fire destroys abandoned Saxon Woods house (An abandoned house at 25 Saxon Woods Road was destroyed by fire on October 2.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
Fire destroys abandoned Saxon Woods house (continued) (An abandoned house at 25 Saxon Woods Road was destroyed by fire on October 2.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 13
Alarm saves H’cote (Heathcote) family (A Heathcote family was saved from carbon monoxide poisoning when their detector sounded an alarm.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
FENCING
Fencing phenom (photo) (Oung-Jo Yuh, a seventh grader at Scarsdale Middle School, won the Senior Divisional Championship in Men's Foil for the Westchester-Rockland Division of the United States Fencing Association.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 34

FENDELMAN, BARTON
Brother to brother (photo) (A donation to the FDNY Widows and Orphans Fund was announced at the annual dinner dance of Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company Number 1.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 14

FENDELMAN, HELAINE
Focal Points: Do you think that colleges and technical schools should reconsider their procedures for accepting foreign students (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 7

FENSTERMAKER, SCOTT
Focal Points: Should Pete Rose be removed from the permanently ineligible list to permit him to be a candidate for baseball's Hall of Fame? (photo), Dec 27, 2002, p. 7

FERGUSON, VERDELL
Alarm saves H'cote (Heathcote) family (A Heathcote family was saved from carbon monoxide poisoning when their detector sounded an alarm.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1

FERRARA, JESSICA
Carnival! (photo) (Photos of the second annual Scarsdale High School Carnival, held the weekend of April 19-21.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 3

FERRARO, DONALD
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (photo) (continued) (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 3
Open Door Award to honor police, firefighters (photo) (The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service will present its Open Door Award for Community Service on May 1.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4
A high 5 for police (editorial) (The Inquirer expresses awed amazement at the way the Scarsdale Police Department cracked the jewelry store heists from July 2001.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6
Brogan to replace retiring Chief Ferraro (photo) (Lt. John Brogan will replace retiring Donald Ferraro as Chief of Police in Scarsdale.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
Brogan to replace retiring Chief Ferraro (photo) (continued) (Lt. John Brogan will replace retiring Donald Ferraro as Chief of Police in Scarsdale.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 15
Ferraro retires on high note (photo) (Scarsdale Police Chief, Donald Ferraro, retires after 34 years on the job.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
Ferraro retires on high note (continued) (Scarsdale Police Chief, Donald Ferraro, retires after 34 years on the job.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 31
St. Pius, IHM fifth-graders graduate DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Program) (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 10
Hail to the chief (Retiring Scarsdale Police Chief, Donald Ferraro, is honored in a resolution adopted by the Village Board which acknowledges his accomplishments.), May 17, 2002, p. 1
Outgoing Ferraro pins badge on new police chief Brogan (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 1
Officials reap awards for eventful year (photo) (Attendees at Public Safety Promotions and Awards ceremony looked back at a historic year.), May 31, 2002, p. 5
Officials reap awards for eventful year (continued) (Attendees at Public Safety Promotions and Awards ceremony looked back at a historic year.), May 31, 2002, p. 20
Officer and gentleman (The Inquirer honors the legacy of Don Ferraro, retiring Scarsdale Chief of Police.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6

FERRIGNO, ANDREW
Middle Ages meet modern age with Popham House i-Movies at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

FESTIVALS
The miracles of Tanglewood (Arthur Ash on the annual summer music festival in Tanglewood), Aug 23, 2002, p. 7

FIELD, JOEL
Focal Points: Do you think that professional sports and athletes occupy attention that is out of proportion to their importance? (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7

FIELD HOCKEY
Scarsdale's (Katie) Rivkin on track to become like her Olympic heroes (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 22
'Fire and desire' - Senior Katie Drucker pushes Scarsdale field hockey and the opposition to the limit (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 25

FIELDMAN, NANCY
Focal Points: If you were offered a tuition-free college level course in any area of interest, what would you elect? (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7
FIGUEROA, RALPH
Secrets to college admissions revealed: There are no secrets (photo) (On November 7, journalist Jacques Steinberg addressed a rapt audience at the Scarsdale Library on his book about the college admissions process, The Gatekeepers.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

FILANGIA, ANTHONY
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Police awards (The Scarsdale Village Board announced the 2002 recipients of the Scarsdale Police Department awards.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Officials reap awards for eventful year (photo) (Attendees at Public Safety Promotions and Awards ceremony looked back at a historic year.), May 31, 2002, p. 5

FINANCE, PERSONAL
Expert is bullish on financial education (photo) (Greenacres resident, Jordan Goodman, recommends courses in personal finance for high school students.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 3
Jordan Goodman’s 12 commandments on investments, Oct 11, 2002, p. 3
Expert is bullish on financial education (continued) (Greenacres resident, Jordan Goodman, recommends courses in personal finance for high school students.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 9

FINANCE - SCARSDALE
Business Improvement District properties tax allocation to stand, Mar 1, 2002, p. 1

FINE, DAVID
New rabbi at Shaarei Tikvah (photo) (Rabbi David Fine appointed new spiritual leader at Temple Shaarei Tikvah in Scarsdale), Aug 9, 2002, p. 17
New rabbi to be installed Sunday at Shaarei Tikvah (photo) (Rabbi David Fine will be officially installed as the spiritual leader of Temple Shaarei Tikvah on November 3.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
New rabbi to be installed Sunday at Shaarei Tikvah (continued) (Rabbi David Fine will be officially installed as the spiritual leader of Temple Shaarei Tikvah on November 3.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 14
Three rabbis (photo) (Rabbi David Fine was installed as rabbi of Shaarei Tikvah on November 3.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22
Celebrating and early Hanukkah and a lat(k)e Thanksgiving (photo) (Hanukkah falls on November 29 in 2002, practically coinciding with Thanksgiving.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1

FINE, ROBERT
Three rabbis (photo) (Rabbi David Fine was installed as rabbi of Shaarei Tikvah on November 3.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22

FINGER, CARL
Carl Finger (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Carl Finger, will serve as counsel to the Westchester County Board of Legislators Labor Committee), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

FINGER, KENNETH
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budgets pass; Scarsdale school budget passes 427 tp 293, May 24, 2002, p. 1

FINK, ALLIE
Just like olden times (photo) (Quaker Ridge fifth graders participate in traditional Thanksgiving feast), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10
Advertising the future at QR (Quaker Ridge) (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 11

FINK, JENNIFER ASHLEY
Fink, Gelboim (engaged) (photo) (Jennifer Ashley Fink and Avi Joseph Gelboim are engaged; a 2004 wedding is planned.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 25

FINK, LINDA (AUTHOR)
Generosity of library patrons is appreciated (letter) (Linda Fink, Board member of the Ecumenical Emergency Food Pantry of White Plains, thanks Scarsdale Library patrons for their generous food donations.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6

FINDELSTEIN, ANN
Local synagogues take new precautions for holidays (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 1

FINDELSTEIN, BERNARD
Focal Points: How do you feel about a proposal to arm commercial pilots with guns? (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 7

FINDELSTEIN, FRANK
Petition drive gets late start (photo) (Petition drive swings into action for November 2002 elections.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1

FINDELSTEIN, PHYLLIS
More questions than answers in prejudice talk (A talk on the origins of prejudice stirred up divisive debate on October 15 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 3

FINDELSTEIN, PHYLLIS (AUTHOR)
Why does the public tolerate bigotry against homosexuals? (letter) (Phyllis Finkelstein of Fenimore Road), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6
FINSILVER, ELAINE
'Made for me,' New director Tobe Sevush finds her dream job at JCC's (Jewish Community Center's) intensive arts camp (photo), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1

FIORE, MARIA
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

FIRE
Fire destroys abandoned Saxon Woods house (continued) (An abandoned house at 25 Saxon Woods Road was destroyed by fire on October 2.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 13
Fire engulfs 2 rooms of Walworth house (photo) (On December 5 Scarsdale Firefighters extinguished a quickly spreading house fire at 80 Walworth Avenue.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1

FIRE DEPARTMENT - GREENBURGH
Assemblyman is keeping his promise to Greenburgh (letter) (Kelly MacMillan, Chief of Staff, Office of Assemblyman Richard Brodsky), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6
Greenburgh firefighters are grateful to Brodsky (letter) (Michael N. Morano, Vice-President, Greenburgh Uniformed Firefighters, Local 1586), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6

FIRE DEPARTMENT - HARTSDALE
Neighbor saves 3 from fire (photo) (A Hartsdale family was saved from a devastating house fire due to the quick actions of their neighbor, who put a ladder against their second story window so they could escape.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Neighbor saves 3 from fire (continued) (A Hartsdale family was saved from a devastating house fire due to the quick actions of their neighbor, who put a ladder against their second story window so they could escape.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 16

FIRE DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE
Open Door Award to honor police, firefighters (photo) (The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service will present its Open Door Award for Community Service on May 1.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4
Fire Company No. 3 prepares and protects (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4A
Company 3 recruits (photo) (Two new recruits officially joined Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 3 on March 5.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 4
Brother to brother (photo) (A donation to the FDNY Widows and Orphans Fund was announced at the annual dinner dance of Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company Number 1.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 14
Firehouse feasts on quickly prepared fare (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 15
Firefighters do more than put out fires (letter) (Anita Resnick of Wynmor Road), May 3, 2002, p. 8
Local professionals show their mettle (letter) (John Beyersdorf of Fairview Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8
Truck Day at WRT (Westchester Reform Temple), Jun 14, 2002, p. 11
Municipal workers make village a special place (letter) (Morgan Miller of Normandy Lane), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6
New captain (photo) (Scarsdale Firefighter Thomas Cain was promoted to captain in a ceremony at headquarters on August 15.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 5
Fire destroys abandoned Saxon Woods house (An abandoned house at 25 Saxon Woods Road was destroyed by fire on October 2.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
Fire destroys abandoned Saxon Woods house (continued) (An abandoned house at 25 Saxon Woods Road was destroyed by fire on October 2.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 13
Arson investigators deem fire at Saxon Woods house deliberate (photo) (Investigators at the remains of the house at 25 Saxon Woods Road have concluded that the October 7 fire was arson.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Fire fair tomorrow (The Scarsdale Fire Department will host a fire fair at Station 3 on October 19.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 2
Firefighters all (photo) (The Scarsdale Fire Department held its annual fair and open house on October 19.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 3
Advanced firefighting (photo) (9 Reimer Road the site of training for Scarsdale Fire Department), Nov 1, 2002, p. 3
Greenacres students learn to be fire-savvy (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 11
Alarm saves H’cote (Heathcote) family (A Heathcote family was saved from carbon monoxide poisoning when their detector sounded an alarm.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 2
Hot Thursday (A faulty boiler set off fire alarms at Scarsdale High School on November 21.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
Fire engulfs 2 rooms of Walworth house (photo) (On December 5 Scarsdale Firefighters extinguished a quickly spreading house fire at 80 Walworth Avenue.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1

FIRE ENGINES
Antique fire engine makes memorial run (photo), Sep 27, 2002, p. 3

FIRE FIGHTERS
Volunteer firefighters (Three Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Fighters completed a course in defense against terrorism.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4
New captain (photo) (Scarsdale Firefighter Thomas Cain was promoted to captain in a ceremony at headquarters on August 15.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 5

FIREMEN
Firehouse feasts on quickly prepared fare (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 15
FIRE PREVENTION
Greenn acres students learn to be fire-savvy (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 11

FIRES
Neighbor saves 3 from fire (photo) (A Hartsdale family was saved from a devastating house fire due to the quick actions of their neighbor, who put a ladder against their second story window so they could escape.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Neighbor saves 3 from fire (continued) (A Hartsdale family was saved from a devastating house fire due to the quick actions of their neighbor, who put a ladder against their second story window so they could escape.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 16
Fire destroys abandoned Saxon Woods house (An abandoned house at 25 Saxon Woods Road was destroyed by fire on October 2.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
Arson investigators deem fire at Saxon Woods house deliberate (photo) (Investigators at the remains of the house at 25 Saxon Woods Road have concluded that the October 7 fire was arson.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1

FISCHER, BOB (AUTHOR)
Superintendent shows restraint and thoughtfulness (letter) (Bob Fischel of Montrose Road), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6

FISHER, CATHERINE
Planning board visits assisted living site (photo) (Scarsdale Planning Board members visited the Saxon Woods Road site of the proposed assisted living home for senior residents.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 1

FISHER, CATHERINE (AUTHOR)
Many made generous contributions to students' food drive (letter) (Catherine Fisher and Mariel Moscatello, Scarsdale High School Juniors), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6

FISHER, GRET A
Open House (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society is hosting its annual museum shop open house on November 14-16.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 15

FISHER, NOREEN
Bill Mccreery chosen for Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Fisher, O'Connor, Pforzheimer chosen (photo) (The Non-Partisan Citizens Nominating Committee named its candidates for Village Trustee at a meeting on January 13.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Fisher, O'Connor, Pforzheimer chosen (continued) (The Non-Partisan Citizens Nominating Committee named its candidates for Village Trustee at a meeting on January 13.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 16
Nominating petitions are circulating in village (letter) (Peter Gelfman reminds residents to vote in the elections for Village trustees on March 19.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10
Support nonpartisan government by voting in election (letter) (Corky Thompson of Jefferson Road), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6
Nominators should consider neighborhood (editorial) (Irving Sloan discusses geographic representation on the Village Board.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7
Nominees will continue tradition (letter) (Walter Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6
Thanks to many volunteers in signature drive (letter) (Thomas Giordano, Chairman of Citizens Committee), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6
Vote for Noreen, Jim and Carl (letter) (Mary Beth Gose of Meadow Road), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6
Vote March 19: show commitment to performance (letter) (Tegan Lee of Lyons Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6
Nonpartisan system is more democratic than it appears (letter) (Bill Kay of Wildwood Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
Candidates for trustee field questions (Candidates for Scarsdale Village Board fielded questions at a Forum sponsored by the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents on March 4.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
Candidates for trustee field questions (continued) (Candidates for Scarsdale Village Board fielded questions at a Forum sponsored by the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents on March 4.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 14
Noreen Fisher will bring varied experience, skills (continued) (The Inquirer endorses all three candidates running for Village Trustee in the elections on March 19.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
Noreen Fisher will bring varied experience, skills (continued) (Platform for Noreen Fisher, Citizens Party candidate for Village Trustee), Mar 15, 2002, p. 29
Voters elect 2 new trustees (photo) (Noreen Fisher, James O'Connor and incumbent Carl Pforzheimer were elected to the Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Friends, family laud Mccreery (photo) (A group of 321 people gathered on April 24 to celebrate William Mccreery, winner of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Award.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Village staff to explore fields at Crossway, May 10, 2002, p. 1
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FISHER, NOREEN (Continued)
Christie Place parking debate divides trustees, May 24, 2002, p. 1
Board calls for assessment of risk (The future of the controversial Indian Point Nuclear Power plant was debated at a Village Board meeting on May 28.), May 31, 2002, p. 1
Dwindling rates reflect downturn (Economic uncertainty has affected municipal revenues.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1
Architect wanted (The Scarsdale Village Board needs to fill a vacancy on the Board of Architectural Review.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Trustees endorse Safe Homes Initiative, Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
FISHER, NOREEN (AUTHOR)
Maroon & White 'honors' the game at Raider Pride Day (letter) (Rip and Noreen Fisher, Co-chairmen, Raider Pride Day), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6
FISHER, RIP
Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16
FISHER, RIP (AUTHOR)
Maroon & White 'honors' the game at Raider Pride Day (letter) (Rip and Noreen Fisher, Co-chairmen, Raider Pride Day), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6
FISHER, ROBERT P
FISHING
Kids can get hooked up at the fishing derby (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 4
FISKIN, SHELLY FISHER
FISHMAN, CARRIE
Debate continues on telecommunications law, Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
FISHMAN, GLENN (DR)
Glenn Fishman, M. D. (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Dr. Glenn Fishman, was appointed Director of Cardiology at the New York University School of Medicine.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 4
FITE, MELPO
PT Council lunch (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10
FITZGERALD, JANIE
Middle Ages meet modern age with Popham House i-Movies at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11
FITZGERALD, JIM (AUTHOR)
Village board: Leave smaller lots alone (letter) (Jim Fitzgerald asks the mayor and trustees not to impose any further legislation on the 700 homes in A - 5 areas, where the houses are smaller.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6
Subdivision process was handled in fair, businesslike way (letter) (Jim Fitzgerald of Brambach Road), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6
FITZHUGH, BARBARA
Focal Points: Do you think that the admission to colleges of Arab students should be discontinued? (photo), Sep 27, 2002, p. 7
FIX, BARBARA
CAMERA focuses on media accuracy (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 3
Pups for Peace to deter terrorism in Israel (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Barbara Fix, hosted a fund raiser to benefit Pups for Peace, a program that uses trained dogs to detect explosives in Israel.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 3
FLANAGAN, CAITLIN
Focal Points: Should libraries filter the Internet for material harmful to minors? (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7
FLANAGAN, PATRICK
Class of 2002 Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists 2002 Scarsdale High School graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4A
FLEISCHMAN, PAUL
Celebrating diversity (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 10
FLESCH, MARJORIE D
Marjorie D. Flesch (dies) (Marjorie D. Flesch, a 54 year resident of Scarsdale, died on March 4, 2002, at the Osborne Retirement Community. She was 87.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 24
FLIGHT
Fly the safe skies (editorial) (Marc Wollin's humorous take on flying in the post 9/11 era), Jan 18, 2002, p. 7
FLISSER, HARVEY (AUTHOR)
Please preserve residential values near the downtown (letter) (Harvey and Miriam Levitt Flisser of Lockwood Road), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
FLISSER, MIRIAM LEVITT (AUTHOR)
Please preserve residential values near the downtown (letter) (Harvey and Miriam Levitt Flisser of Lockwood Road), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
FLOWER SHOWS
Flower show blooms at club (photo) (The Garden Section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club presented awards on May 1.), May 10, 2002, p. 23

FOGEL, EDWARD A
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

FOGELSON, JOSH
Pre-Earth Day Summit showcases county's environmental plans (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 12

FOKEMER, PAUL
Schools provide support network in troubled year (photo) (continued) (School district helps students cope in the wake of the September 11, 2001, World Trade Center terrorist attacks), Jan 4, 2002, p. 9
Folkemer presents test comparison system, Feb 15, 2002, p. 11

FOLEY, DENNIS
Zachy's goes solo in wine auction venture (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 4

FOLKEMER, PAUL (DR)
Assessing assessments (Scarsdale Board of Education to meet February 11 to discuss, "District Assessment Reporting".), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Students should be world citizens (On February 7, a Town and Village Civic Club panel discussed foreign language and diversity education.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Students learn to live in a world of diversity (A March 18 School Board meeting discussed a report titled "Educating for Diversity.")., Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Students learn to live in a world of diversity (continued) (A March 18 School Board meeting discussed a report titled "Educating for Diversity.")., Mar 22, 2002, p. 10
Consortium: district's A can become an A+ (At the April 8 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting, Paul Folkemer presented findings of the Tri-States Consortium on K-12 mathematics.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10
Wired schools turn out tech-savvy, connected kids (Gerald Crisci addressed the Scarsdale School Board on May 7 on technology advances in the schools.), May 10, 2002, p. 1
Treasurer back in the saddle; Folkemer sets school program goals, Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Treasurer back in the saddle; Folkemer sets school program goals (continued), Oct 25, 2002, p. 13
Teachers get support on all sides, Nov 22, 2002, p. 10

FOOTBALL
What it takes: Ex-Edgemont fullback Bernstein scores 2 TDs in Wisconsin debut (photo) (Matt Bernstein, Edgemont High School Class of 2001, helped lead the Wisconsin Badgers to victory in his freshman debut on August 23.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 8
What it takes: Ex-Edgemont fullback Bernstein scores 2 TDs in Wisconsin debut (continued) (Matt Bernstein, Edgemont High School Class of 2001, helped lead the Wisconsin Badgers to victory in his freshman debut on August 23.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 18
Having a ball (photo) (Scarsdale Raiders varsity football team celebrated a 21-6 victory over Ossining and secured a spot in the playoffs.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1
Flag and tackle football programs programs for young children are terrific (letter) (Al and Sherry Berman of Ridgecrest East), Nov 15, 2002, p. 6
Move over GI Joe: Here come the Football Guys (photo) (Christy Kaskey launched Football Guys last month.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 1

FOOTBALL PLAYERS
Flag and tackle football programs programs for young children are terrific (letter) (Al and Sherry Berman of Ridgecrest East), Nov 15, 2002, p. 6

FORAN, ALI
Give me an 'S' (photo) (Ali Foran and the Scarsdale High School cheerleaders qualified for the Westchester County Grand Championship by winning first place.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1

FORECASTING
A palindromic year (editorial) (Inquirer editorial debates preservation vs. progress and development), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6
FORESTS AND FORESTRY
Ancient Forests (photo) (Environmentalist Bruce Kershner addressed The Friends of the Scarsdale Parks on October 14.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 16

FORMAN, BRETT STUART
Mason, Forman (wed) (photo) (Dana Jill Mason and Brett Stuart Forman were wed on August 18, 2002, at Westhampton Beach.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 11

FOLK, LISA
Scarsdale music and art teachers recognized as educational leaders in county (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 12
A slice of patriotic Americana (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10

FORTINO, DENISE
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

FORUMS (DISCUSSIONS AND DEBATES)
Candidates for trustee field questions (Candidates for Scarsdale Village Board fielded questions at a Forum sponsored by the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents on March 4.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
Candidates for trustee field questions (continued) (Candidates for Scarsdale Village Board fielded questions at a Forum sponsored by the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents on March 4.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 14
Forum takes on underage drinking (On November 7, a panel of community leaders gathered at Manhattanville College to address the pervasive issue of underage drinking.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
Forum takes on underage drinking (photo) (continued) (On November 7, a panel of community leaders gathered at Manhattanville College to address underage drinking.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 15

FOSTER, ANN
Parents, teachers try to save SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) play, to no avail (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 9
Scarsdale music and art teachers recognized as educational leaders in county (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 12
2 serious SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) singers rise to honor choir challenge (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 10

FOSTER, JONATHAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

FOUNTAIN, ELIZABETH
Schools provide support network in troubled year (photo) (continued) (School district helps students cope in the wake of the September 11, 2001, World Trade Center terrorist attacks), Jan 4, 2002, p. 9
Groundbreaking begins new era at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo) (Construction began on June 10 on Elizabeth Fountain House at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Groundbreaking begins new era at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (continued) (Construction began on June 10 on Elizabeth Fountain House at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10
Scarsdale Middle School: Effective traditions and exciting additions (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 8A

FOUNTAIN, HENRY
Groundbreaking begins new era at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo) (Construction began on June 10 on Elizabeth Fountain House at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Groundbreaking begins new era at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (continued) (Construction began on June 10 on Elizabeth Fountain House at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10
Scarsdale Middle School: Effective traditions and exciting additions (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 8A

FOURTH OF JULY
Fourth of July (The Village will present its annual fireworks display on Thursday, July 4, at the Scarsdale Pool.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale is set for a bang-up July Fourth, Jun 28, 2002, p. 2
Cheers for the red, white & blue (photo), Jul 5, 2002, p. 2
Happy Birthday to U.S. and me! (photo) (Tracy Lee shares her birthday with the nation; photo of her celebration at the Scarsdale pool), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Old-fashioned games highlight Greenacres' 4th (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 3
Scarsdale pool keeps residents cool on the 4th (Article reports results of July 4 races and games.) (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 3
Village was united in celebration of America's birthday (letter) (Eileen W. Cohen of Stratton Road), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6

FOX, SYLVIA (AUTHOR)
Editorial was on the mark (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
Tranquility of village should not be disrupted by garage (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6
Why is the village planning to build a garage no one wants (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Oct 25, 2002, p. 7
Time for a vote (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6
FRACKMAN, RICHARD B
Richard B. Frackman (dies) (photo) (Richard B. Frackman died on January 2, 2002, following a long illness. He was 78.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 12

FRANCK, DON
SHS (Scarsdale High School) '52 reunited in record numbers (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 11

FRANCO, DEBRA (AUTHOR)
Parade was poorly attended (letter) (Debra Franco of Bell Road), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6

FRANK, CHARLOTTE K (DR)
Test debate at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) raises thorny issues (The debate over standardized testing raised tempers and ire at the Scarsdale Middle School PTA meeting on January 30.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Test debate at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) raises thorny issues (continued) (The debate over standardized testing raised tempers and ire at the Scarsdale Middle School PTA meeting on January 30.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 11
STOP rally draws anti-testing support (photo) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
An apparent conflict of interest is hard to ignore (letter) (Robert Wick of Church Lane), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6

FRANK, CHARLOTTE K (DR) (AUTHOR)
Demonstrator quoted in story misstated regent's role (letter) (Dr. Charlotte K. Frank, New York State Regent Emeritus), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6

FRANKEL, JOSH (AUTHOR)
Building dept. must get its house in order (letter) (Josh Frankel of Black Birch Lane), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6
Freightway is inconvenient (letter) (Josh Frankel of Black Birch Lane), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6
Solid numbers needed on parking (editorial) (Josh Frankel on the Christie Place indoor parking garage controversy), Aug 2, 2002, p. 7
Getting away with it seems to be the name of the game (letter) (Josh Frankel of Black Birch Lane), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6
Toy company will give Hanukkah shoppers a break, too (letter) (Josh Frankel of Black Birch Lane), Nov 15, 2002, p. 6

FRANTZ, ELLEN
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

FRANTZ, STEVEN
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32
Appreciate your teachers (photo) (Fox Meadow staff recognition luncheon was hosted on June 5), Jul 5, 2002, p. 9
Construction, 9/11 plans top school to-do list (continued) (Scarsdale Schools are off and running in preparation for their September 4 opening.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 8

FRANTZ, STEVEN (DR)
Fox Meadow 2002 - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Fox Meadow School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 22A

FRASER, DANA
Clean me a river (photo) (Scarsdale students joined others on May 18 in an effort to clean up the Bronx River Parkway area.), May 31, 2002, p. 15

FRASER, NORMAN ALBERT
Norman Albert Fraser (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Norman Albert Fraser, died on November 7, 2002, in Fort Myers, Florida. He was 88.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22

FRATT, LAURA
Laura Fratt is new president of LWV (League of Women Voters) (photo); Andrew Hillman discusses purpose of U.N. sanctions, Jun 7, 2002, p. 8

FRATT, LAURA (AUTHOR)
Serving the public interest (letter) (Laura Fratt, President, Scarsdale League of Women Voters), Nov 8, 2002, p. 9
Scarsdale LWV (League of Women Voters) appreciates donations (letter) (Laura Fratt and Bette Landes, Scarsdale League of Women Voters), Dec 20, 2002, p. 6

FRAUD
Criminal imposters (The Police are on the lookout for various scam artists, impersonating police offers and defrauding elderly residents.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1

FRAZIER, MARTIN
Mailboxes Etc. store comes to Garth Road (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

FRAZIER, SUSAN
Mailboxes Etc. store comes to Garth Road (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

FRAZIER, WALT
The best of the rest; the most interesting stories we couldn't fit in this issue (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 20

FREDERICK, KAREN
The age of innocence: Historical Society exhibit chronicles Scarsdale of yesterday (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 19
FREEDMAN, DAVID
Local teenager found dead in Scarsdale diving pool Tuesday (photo) (David Freedman found dead in Scarsdale diving pool on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 1

FREEDMAN, DEBRA
Local teenager found dead in Scarsdale diving pool Tuesday (photo) (David Freedman found dead in Scarsdale diving pool on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 1

FREEDMAN, MITCH
Wenglin wins Times award (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 4

FREEDMAN, ROBERT
Local teenager found dead in Scarsdale diving pool Tuesday (photo) (David Freedman found dead in Scarsdale diving pool on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 1

FREEMAN, BOB
Off the Record: Ejected (editorial) (David Gottlieb discusses Greenburgh's tortuous road to building a new town hall and library.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7

FREI, DAVID
Mother/daughter team pays tribute to four-legged heroes (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 17
Mother/daughter team pays tribute to four-legged heroes (continued), Nov 8, 2002, p. 18

FREIDFERTIG, CAROLINE
Basketball dreams (photo) (The Women's International Zionist Organization raised money for children in Israel with a "Fantasy Basketball Event" held in November.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 22

FREIGHTWAY GARAGE (SCARSDALE)
$1.75M bond OK'd for Freightway fix-up (The Scarsdale Village Board authorized $1.75 million in 20 year bonds to renovate the crumbling Freightway Garage.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Caught with booty (Scarsdale police identify seven twelve year old boys who had been stealing hood ornaments and emblems from cars in the Freightway Garage), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
Parking permits (Freightway parking permits available May 16-June 15.), May 10, 2002, p. 1
Parking structure on Christie Place would certainly be a disaster for our village (letter) (Kevin M. Hirson of Chase Road), May 10, 2002, p. 9
Village Board meeting summary: $1 million-plus OK'd for Freightway repairs, May 17, 2002, p. 3
New process needed for parking (editorial) (Bruce Wells on downtown parking situation), May 17, 2002, p. 7
Freightway repair (The long awaited repair efforts at the Freightway Garage got off to a confusing and disorganized start on June 11.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Parking crunch (A $1.5 million restoration project has reduced the number of parking spots at the Freightway Garage.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
A clumsy solution (editorial) (The Inquirer opines that the Freightway Parking Garage renovation is creating a spillover of inconvenience for both merchants and residents.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
Freightway is inconvenient (letter) (Josh Frankel of Black Birch Lane), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6
Merchants only in lot (Starting July 8, phase II of the Freightway Garage renovation begins and the Merchant's Lot will once again be restricted to Merchant parking permits only.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Tranquillity of village should not be disrupted by garage (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) group tackles the parking problem (Town and Village Civic Club boycotts planning meeting for the Christie Place indoor parking facility), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1
Thieves sentenced (Thieves caught stealing cars from the Freightway Garage last year appeared in court for sentencing.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Solid numbers needed on parking (editorial) (Josh Frankel on the Christie Place indoor parking garage controversy), Aug 2, 2002, p. 7
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues to mull fate of Christie (Community members attended a meeting of the Town and Village Civic Club on August 5 to debate the future of the Robison Lot on Christie Place.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
Building Web sites, granite curbs and human connections; interns beef up their resumes at village hall (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 1
Freightway to finish (All five floors of the Freightway Garage are expected to be open on Monday, September 16.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1
Freightway update (All levels of the Freightway Parking Garage will mostly be open October 1 - 10; additional work will continue the following week.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1
Freightway lot on to-do list (The Scarsdale Village Board is pursuing plans for renovating the Freightway Open Lot.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 1
Parking crunch (Sections of the Freightway Parking Garage will be closed for two weeks while undergoing renovations.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1

FREIHOFNER, MATTHEW
A slice of patriotic Americana (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10

FREIMAN, FIONA
Local woman needs blood (letter) (The Freiman family of Carthage Road), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6
FRENCH, JENNIFER
Business News (photo) (Jennifer French and Jeannine Coy are co-owners of Holistic Journey LLC), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4

FREYER, JAYE
Focal Points: Do you think that professional sports and athletes occupy attention that is out of proportion to their importance? (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7

FRIED, DAVID
Internet hoaxer gets 3 years' probation and town payback (photo) (Benjamin Ballard sentenced to three years probation for making an email threat to the Edgemont School District), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

FRIED, PHILIP
Focal Points: Why would you or would you not want to visit ground zero? (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 7

FRIEDBERGER, JANE
Local synagogues take new precautions for holidays (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 1

FRIEDKIN, ANNE
Art for all ages (photo) (Photo of party kicking off recent Kids' Base art exhibit on June 13), Jul 5, 2002, p. 9

FRIEDKIN, DANA
Art for all ages (photo) (Photo of party kicking off recent Kids' Base art exhibit on June 13), Jul 5, 2002, p. 9

FRIEDKIN, ANNE
Focal Points: What do you think can be done to prevent a recurrence of the recent sniper killings? (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7

FRIEDKIN, BARRY
New principal for Greenville School (photo) (Dr. Marc Heller has been appointed Principal of the Greenville School for a three year probationary period), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1

FRIEDKIN, JANICE HOPE
Friedman, Prudhomme (wed) (photo) (Janice Hope Friedman and Chris Joseph Prudhomme were wed March 10, 2002, in San Francisco), May 10, 2002, p. 25

FRIEDKIN, KAREN
Holiday sharing (photo) (Volunteers for the United Jewish Appeal are shown at a Hanukkah party and fundraiser on behalf of the children at the Pleasantville Cottage School), Jan 25, 2002, p. 17

FRIEDMAN, THOMAS
We should not accept rhetoric that justifies attacks (letter) (Jonathna Drescher of Black Birch Lane), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6

FRIENDSHIP
Cell call from train saves friend's life (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 13

FRIENDS OF SCARSDALE PARKS
Cherry blossom festival set (photo) (Cherry Blossom Festival to be held at library pond on April 21), Apr 19, 2002, p. 2
Friends to hold garden walk Sunday (June 9), Jun 7, 2002, p. 22
Ancient Forests (photo) (Environmentalist Bruce Kershner addressed The Friends of the Scarsdale Parks on October 14), Oct 18, 2002, p. 16
Daffodils gift of scouts, friends (letter) (Linda Koch of Old County Road, Hartsdale), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6

FRIENDS OF SCARSDALE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Library to celebrate reopening of Dickinson Room (letter) (Dalya Inhaber, President of the Friends of the Scarsdale Library, invites the public to celebrate the reopening of the newly decorated Dickinson Room by attending a talk by Marilyn Stasio on January 24), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6
Friends group supports library, services, events (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 3A
Friends to host author (Authorjournalist, Alex Witchel, to speak at Scarsdale Library on February 28), Feb 22, 2002, p. 2
Journalist/novelist talks about fact vs. fiction (photo) (New York Times reporter and novelist, Alex Witchel, addressed a packed crowd at the Scarsdale Library on February 28), Mar 8, 2002, p. 3
Son of refugees celebrates story of triumph (photo) (Joseph Berger shared his memories as a child of Holocaust survivors at a Scarsdale Library program on March 21), Mar 22, 2002, p. 3
Right and Wrong (photo) (Friends of the Scarsdale Library will host Randy Cohen, "Ethicist" columnist of the New York Times, on April 18), Apr 12, 2002, p. 2
Untaught ethicist explores moral quandaries (Randy Cohen, the New York Times Magazine's "Ethicist," addressed a crowd at the Scarsdale Library on April 18), Apr 26, 2002, p. 3
Untaught ethicist explores moral quandaries (photo) (continued) (Randy Cohen, the New York Times Magazine's "Ethicist," addressed a crowd at the Scarsdale Library on April 18), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8
Friends to host author, hold annual election (photo) (Author and clinical psychologist, Peter Sheras, will speak at the Scarsdale Public Library on May 16), May 10, 2002, p. 2
Books wanted (August 24 is the last day to donate books to the Friends of the Scarsdale Library book fair), Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
Books still wanted (The Friends of the Scarsdale Public Library are seeking book donations through September 7 for the annual book fair, to be held the week of September 28), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1
SCARSDALE INQUIRER INDEX 2002

FRIENDS OF SCARSDALE PUBLIC LIBRARY (Continued)
Book fair (The Scarsdale Public Library's annual book sale will be open to the public September 28 and 29.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1
All booked up (photo) (The annual Scarsdale Library book fair, directed by Kathy Steves, will be held September 28-29.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 2

FRISHMAN, WILLIAM (DR)
William Frishman, M.D. (photo) (Dr. William Frishman of Scarsdale has been nominated for the Humanism in Medicine Award.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4
Mask of Zorro (photo) (Dr. William Frishman of Scarsdale was honored at the Westchester Medical Center's annual ball, "The Mask of Zorro."). Jul 5, 2002, p. 11

FROMMER, BRIAN
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

FROSS, ALVIN
Alvin Fross (dies) (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Alvin Fross, died on September 11, 2002. He was 77.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 15

FRUSCIANTE, MARYANNE
Alzheimer's benefit (photo) (An "Evening in Spring" gala was recently held at the Scarsdale Golf Club to benefit the Alzheimer's Association.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 11

FUCHS, DEBRA
Focal Points: Do you think that people's dress habits have gone from too strict to too liberal? (photo), Aug 30, 2002, p. 7

FUCHS, STEVE
Company 3 recruits (photo) (Two new recruits officially joined Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 3 on March 5.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 4

FUKUHARA, MARIKO
'Musical Moms' meld opera and puppetry at Edgewood (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 10

FUNDAMENTALISM
Appeasing fundamentalists will cause more deaths (letter) (Hillary Markowitz of Kensington Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Affluent Israel is the focal point for Arab hostility (letter) (Dr. Elliott Rose of Richbell Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7

FUNDRAISING
SHS dinner theater proves kids can make a difference (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11
SHS dinner theater proves kids can make a difference (photo) (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 13
Holiday sharing (photo) (Volunteers for the United Jewish Appeal are shown at a Hanukkah party and fundraiser on behalf of the children at the Pleasantville Cottage School.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 17
Talent show story appreciated, more talent to come (letter) (Sandy Failla of Paddington Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6
Citizens Campaign Committee ask financial support (letter) (Peter Gelfman of Brite Avenue), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
Wake-up call: There's still no vaccine, no cure for AIDS (letter) (Jean Wentworth of Lockwood Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
For Israeli victims (The Israel Emergency Solidarity Fund-One Family will hold a walk-a-thon on April 14 to raise money for Israeli victims of terrorism.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
PTA to hold fashion benefit (Scarsdale High School PTA annual benefit to be held April 27 at Bloomingdale's in White Plains), Apr 12, 2002, p. 11
Gourmet Galaxy: Tasting the joys of fine dining (photo) (The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service's annual fundraiser, Gourmet Galaxy, will be held May 1.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 17
Dinner dance raised money for visitors center (letter) (Eda L. Newhouse, President, Scarsdale Historical Society), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
Wish Walk (The Scarsdale High School Make-A-Wish Club will sponsor a fundraising walk-a-thon on Sunday, April 28.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Brother to brother (photo) (A donation to the FDNY Widows and Orphans Fund was announced at the annual dinner dance of Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company Number 1.), Apr 28, 2002, p. 14
Kids' BASE benefit reached around the world (letter) (Cheryl Milstein, President, Board of Trustees, Kids' Base and the Little School), May 3, 2002, p. 6
Community was generous in support of police memorial (letter) (Anthony Barreira of the Scarsdale Police), May 10, 2002, p. 6
SFCS (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service) gala honoring emergency workers was huge success (letter) (Lorraine Gilkin, Board President, SFCS), May 10, 2002, p. 6
Your wish is granted (photo) (Scarsdale High School Make a Wish Foundation volunteers sponsored a fundraising walk on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 11
Supervisor to bike to Vermont for Special Olympics (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), May 31, 2002, p. 6
Raising funds for Israel (photo) (Photos of May 16 UJA fundraising gala for Israel), Jun 7, 2002, p. 22
FUND RAISING (Continued)
Advocacy dinner sited (photo) (The October fundraiser for the Westchester Children's Association will be held at Whitby Castle in Rye.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 14
Spring benefit for H-B (Hoff-Barthelson) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 14
Ready to ride (photo) (Gina Capelli and Peter Montpeller pictured at the American Diabetes Association's annual Tour de Cure cycling event.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 4
Alzheimer's benefit (photo) (An "Evening in Spring" gala was recently held at the Scarsdale Golf Club to benefit the Alzheimer's Association.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 11
Ride for life: A mother's illness sends her son on a mission for the cure (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Ride for life: A mother's illness sends her son on a mission for the cure (photo) (continued), Aug 2, 2002, p. 12
At the fundraiser (photo) (Ten year old Caitlin Rosner of Scarsdale is pictured with President Bill Clinton at a June 25 fundraiser for Mark Pryor.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 13
Eliminate the PBA (Patrolmen's Benevolent Association) middleman (letter) (Morgan L. Miller of New York City), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6
(Photo of pumpkin sale outside of HSBC to benefit the American Legion) (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
Dogs join people in walk for children's cancer (photo), Oct 18, 2002, p. 3
If you build it, I will join! The pool of dreams (letter) (Ruth Goldstein, SCC Membership Chairman, Horseguard Lane), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6
The indoor pool: Now let us turn words into action (letter) (Wendie Kroll of Vanderbilt Road), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6
Paddle tennis tournament benefits Children's Village (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 8
Junior League boutique helps support a variety of worthy causes (letter) (Marie Schwartz, President, Junior League of Central Westchester), Nov 15, 2002, p. 6
Sweet gift (photo) (Girl Scout Troop 2673 donated a new chair to the Children's Room of the Scarsdale Public Library.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 4
Basketball dreams (photo) (The Women's International Zionist Organization raised money for children in Israel with a "Fantasy Basketball Event" held in November.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 22
FUREY, ROBERT A
Robert A. Furey (dies) (Robert A. Furey, former Greenacres School principal, died on March 3, 2002, in Meredith, New Hampshire. He was 87.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 18
FURMAN, BRAD
Young filmmaker puts his career on fast forward; a short film by Brad Furman (photo) (Scarsdale resident Justin Marks, a senior at Columbia University, has co-written and co-produced a short film titled, "Fast Forward."), Mar 8, 2002, p. 15
Young filmmaker puts his career on fast forward; a short film by Brad Furman (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale resident Justin Marks, a senior at Columbia University, has co-written and co-produced a short film titled, "Fast Forward."), Mar 8, 2002, p. 16
FURNARI, DAVID
Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max (The Interactive Design Process Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max (continued) (The Interactive Design Process Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 14
GABRIEL, TALIESEN
Students contemplate social change for Martin Luther King Day in Scarsdale (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 12
GALANTE, MICHAEL
Consultants say new H-B lot would help (At a public workshop on June 4, Scarsdale residents were briefed on the status of the new parking lot and expansion plans at the Hoff-Barthelson Music School.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
GALEF, SANDY
Stop, look, listen (editorial) (The Inquirer urges a thoughtful examination of all issues before considering closure of the Indian Point nuclear power plant.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6
GALILEO
'Try this at home!' says the Dirtmeister (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 11
GALLOWAY, JOHN
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (continued) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8
GALLOWAY, JOHN  (Continued)
Jury trial in Scarsdale postponed to January (Jury trial of David Buchy, charged with assault in the third degree, is delayed till January 27 and 28, 2003.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 5

GAMBLING
Focal Points: How do you feel about the increased dependency on gambling by New York and other states as an important source of revenue? (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 7

GANDHI, SAMIR
Samir Gandhi (Samir Gandhi makes partner at international law firm, Sidley Austin Brown & Wood), Feb 8, 2002, p. 4

GANDOLFO, MARGARET
Hair today, gone tomorrow (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 4

GARAGES
Towering garage is as big as house (letter) (Edward A. Raymond of Walworth Avenue), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6

GARAGIOLA, JOE JR
Diamond Vision: How Joe Garagiola Jr. won the West - and the world (photo) (Profile of former Scarsdale resident and baseball figure Joe Garagiola, Jr.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Diamond Vision: How Joe Garagiola Jr. won the West - and the world (photo) (continued) (Profile of former Scarsdale resident and baseball figure Joe Garagiola, Jr.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 28

GARDELLA, RICHARD
Citizen's group contests Carstensen lot merger-subdivision, Jan 18, 2002, p. 1

GARDENERS
Good germs for gardeners, Feb 1, 2002, p. 15

GARDENING
Gardener seeks assistance in nabbing fruit thief (letter) (Dr. Mervyn L. Goldstein of Horseguard Lane), Aug 16, 2002, p. 7
My years as a tomato farmer (editorial) (Arthur Ash on his move to an apartment from his house and garden.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 7

GARDENS
Historical Society spring lecture Thursday (photo) (Lorella Brocklesby to speak at Scarsdale Historical Society on April 25), Apr 19, 2002, p. 13
Home (photo) (Supplement), Apr 26, 2002, p. 16A
Home (photo) (continued) (Supplement), Apr 26, 2002, p. 17A
Girl Scouts garden tour (Girl Scouts of Westchester Putnam Inc. will sponsor it's third annual summer garden tour; Rhapsody in Bloom, on July 13.), Jun 29, 2002, p. 4
10-garden tour next Sunday (Rhapsody in Bloom garden tour to be held on July 13.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 11

GARDNER, JOHN W
John W. Gardner remembered by TVCC (Prominent resident, John W. Gardner, memorialized at April 4 meeting of Town and Village Club), Apr 19, 2002, p. 3

GARFUNKEL, ALAN (AUTHOR)
Recreation center must be entirely self-supporting (letter) (Alan Garfunkel of Lincoln Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

GARLOCK, JOHN

GARSON, CAITLIN
(Scarsdale Middle School eighth graders shown at annual party at Scarsdale Pool.) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16

GARSON, JEFF
The Scarsdale Plaza's last stand (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Plaza Theater on Garth Road got a reprieve from the wrecking ball on May 21.), May 24, 2002, p. 15
Apartments will replace Plaza (illustration) (Luxury rental apartments will take the place of the closed Scarsdale Plaza movie theater.), May 31, 2002, p. 1
Apartments will replace Plaza (illustration) (continued) (Luxury rental apartments will take the place of the closed Scarsdale Plaza movie theater.), May 31, 2002, p. 10
Garson Bros. (Brothers) defend their record on asbestos (Jeff and Stafford Garson respond to an article in last week's Inquirer that raised questions about their work on the Plaza Theater demolition.), May 31, 2002, p. 10
A tragedy of epic proportions unfolds on Garth Road (letter) (Jay Shulman of Garth Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Students protest theater demolition (photo) (Scarsdale High School students led a protest on June 17 against the proposed demolition of the Scarsdale Plaza Cinema.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
Ground broken for Garth apartments (photo) (Groundbreaking ceremony for Scarsdale Commons apartments, on the site of the former Scarsdale Plaza Theater, held on July 17.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1
Ground broken for Garth apartments (continued) (Groundbreaking ceremony for Scarsdale Commons apartments, on the site of the former Scarsdale Plaza Theater, held on July 17.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 18

GARSON, JOSH
SHS (Scarsdale High School) fashionistas strut their stuff (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 10
GARSON, JOSHUA
Class of 2002 Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists 2002 Scarsdale High School graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4A

GARSON, STAFFORD
Garson Bros. (Brothers) defend their record on asbestos (Jeff and Stafford Garson respond to an article in last week's Inquirer that raised questions about their work on the Plaza Theater demolition.), May 31, 2002, p. 10
A tragedy of epic proportions unfolds on Garth Road (letter) (Jay Shulman of Garth Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Ground broken for Garth apartments (photo) (Groundbreaking ceremony for Scarsdale Commons apartments, on the site of the former Scarsdale Plaza Theater, held on July 17), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1

GARTH WOODS CONSERVANCY
New footbridge in Garth Woods (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 3
An eye for nature (photo) (Robert Borg of the Garth Woods Conservancy will lead a photo workshop on July 20.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 2
Into the woods (photo) (The Garth Woods Conservancy sponsored an outdoor photo workshop on July 20.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 2
Wood you help? (editorial) (The Inquirer seeks leaders and volunteers to restore The Bronx River Parkway Reservation to it’s former glory.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6

GARVEY, JAMES III
James Garvey Ill (Longtime Scarsdale resident, James Garvey Ill, received an honorary DeWitt Clinton High School diploma, class of 2002.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 4

GARWIN, RICHARD L (AUTHOR)
Nuclear power can be made safe (editorial) (Richard L. Garwin endorses an earlier op-ed piece on nuclear power by Nina Cannon, Pam Slater and Leslie Mendel.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 7

GASKIN, JEFFREY
Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

GASKIN, TED
Old soldiers remembered on Veterans Day (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 3

GASKIN, TOM
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1

GASOLINE

GATTA, ALFRED
Landlord protest assessment (continued) (Village center property owners protest assessment formula for Village improvements), Jan 11, 2002, p. 2
Building dept. (department) study recommends change (A report by consultants, Management Partners, Inc., suggests 17 ways the Scarsdale Building Department could be improved.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Citizen’s group contests Carstensen lot merger-subdivision, Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Blueprint for change (editorial) (The Inquirer declares that Scarsdale’s development review process is in desperate need of reform.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6

Trustees ponder 2002-03 village budget, Jan 25, 2002, p. 3
Many questions linger over recreation center (Discussion of a proposed recreation center adjacent to the Mamaroneck Road pool complex tabled till after March 19 village election), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Village budget process demands clairvoyance and tough choices; Budget estimates are nipped and tucked to limit tax hike, Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Village budget process demands clairvoyance and tough choices; Finance Committee advocates upping recreation charges, Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Drought emergency declared (Westchester County Executive, Andy Spano, declares a drought emergency; water restrictions to go into effect.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1

No present opposition to village budget at hearing, Apr 12, 2002, p. 3

TVCC reports: Watch those tax hikes! (continued) (Town and Village Club strategizes on ways to keep taxes lower), Apr 12, 2002, p. 15
Brother to brother (photo) (A donation to the FDNY Widows and Orphans Fund was announced at the annual dinner dance of Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company Number 1), Apr 26, 2002, p. 14

Village staff to explore fields at Crossway, May 10, 2002, p. 1
Outgoing Ferraro pins badge on new police chief Brogan (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 1
Board mulls crackdown on building violations, Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Board mulls crackdown on building violations (continued), Jun 7, 2002, p. 21
Freightway repair (The long awaited repair efforts at the Freightway Garage got off to a confusing and disorganized start on June 11.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1

Coffee shop seeks change in law for sidewalk cafe (Lawyer for the Parkway Coffee Shop asks Village to amend the Village Code to allow the restaurant to offer al fresco dining), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Municipal workers make village a special place (letter) (Morgan Miller of Normandy Lane), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6
GATTA, ALFRED (Continued)
Village board seeks feedback on water control proposal, Aug 16, 2002, p. 1
Freightway to finish (All five floors of the Freightway Garage are expected to be open on Monday, September 16.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1
Deputy manager leaving village (photo) (Deputy Village Manager, John Crary, to leave his Scarsdale position after 17 years.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Sloan: Numbers don't tell story on teen center (Irving Sloan made an impassioned plea for the continued existence of the Scarsdale Teen Center at the November 12th meeting of the Scarsdale Village Board.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 3
He's coming to town (Santa will make an appearance at Boniface Circle on November 30.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Field report (Village Manager, Al Gatta, announced that the a report on Crossway Field would be available on December 13.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
Snow falls on piles of uncollected leaves, making residents irate, village crews busy (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 3
GAUDIOSO, ROBERT
Antenna board locked out of town hall (photo) (continued) (Greenburgh Antenna Review Board protests discriminatory treatment from Paul Feiner), Jan 4, 2002, p. 11
GAUJEAN, MAX
Company 3 recruits (photo) (Two new recruits officially joined Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 3 on March 5.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 4
GAUJMER, CAROLYN
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32
GEDNEY, JOHN JR
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
GELBOIM, AVI JOSEPH
Fink, Gelboim (engaged) (photo) (Jennifer Ashley Fink and Avi Joseph Gelboim are engaged; a 2004 wedding is planned.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 25
GELERNTER, DAVID
Unabomber and one of his victims shared the same Luddite philosophy (letter) (A. F. Lazzara of Garth Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 9
GELFMAN, PETER
Candidates wanted (Community input needed for candidates for Village offices), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
Citizens Campaign Committee ask financial support (letter) (Peter Gelfman of Brite Avenue), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
Pool 'poll' applauded (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the Scarsdale Village Board's efforts to rally support for the indoor pool complex.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Peter Gelfman is new TVCC (Town and Village Club) president (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 8
Committee must focus on garage, Kroenlein says (Mayor Kroenlein refuses to respond point by point to a list of TVCC concerns about the Christie Place Garage.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Trustees should have awaited TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) report (editorial) (Irving Sloan on the plan for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 7
Stuck in reverse (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that the Town and Village Club is hindering progress on the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6
Muckraking can lead to reform (editorial) (Irving Sloan on the history of American "muckrakers"), Aug 30, 2002, p. 7
Mayor wanted (The Scarsdale Citizens Committee is seeking candidates for Mayor.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
GELFMAN, PETER (AUTHOR)
Nominating petitions are circulating in village (letter) (Peter Gelfman reminds residents to vote in the elections for Village trustees on March 19.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) is trying to fill information void on parking (letter) (Peter Gelfman, President, Town and Village Civic Club), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6
GELLES, PHYLLIS
Focal Points: How do you feel about the recent court decision that the insertion of the phrase "under God" in the Pledge of Allegiance is unconstitutional? (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7
GENATOWSKI, EMILY
Heathcote student on stage (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 17
GENATOWSKI, ROSE LEE
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3
GENATOWSKI, ROSE LEE  (Continued)
10 elected to SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee)  (Elections were held on January 15.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1

GENDREAU, MARGOT
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo)  (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

GENETICS
Brush till you drop (editorial), Mar 15, 2002, p. 7

GERMAK, NICHOLAS
Top producers at Doemberg (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4

GERMAN, ERICA KATE
German, Potack (engaged) (photo)  (Erica Kate German and Jonathan Zachary Polack to be wed in April, 2002.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 15
German, Potack (wed) (photo)  (Erica Kate German and Jonathan Zachary Polack were wed on April 27, 2002, at the New York Botanical Garden in the Bronx.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 15

GERMANS
Never forget: German students confront painful heritage (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 9

GERMAN-SCHLEIFER, MYNA
Focal Points: If this year’s mild winter indicates a possible climatic change, would you be pleased? (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 7

GERSPACH, JOHN
2 leaving board  (The Edgemont School Board has two vacancies; replacements are being sought.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

GERSPACH, JOHN (AUTHOR)
More than 300 enjoyed E Day (letter)  (Rita Braunstein, John Gerspach, Co-Presidents, E-Club), May 17, 2002, p. 9

GERSTEIN, MINDY
Prudential Centennial adds six new agents (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 4

GERTLER, JANE
Foreign language study urged for young kids  (At a February 12 Edgemont School Board meeting, Jane Gertler urged the introduction of language study to elementary school students.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Foreign language study urged for young kids (continued)  (At a February 12 Edgemont School Board meeting, Jane Gertler urged the introduction of language study to elementary school students.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 9

GETTLER, PAUL
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the Trent Lott controversy? (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 7

GETTO, ERICA
The best of the rest; the most interesting stories we couldn’t fit in this issue (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 20

GETTO, KAREN
Local generosity refurbishes house for homeless on Drake (photo)  (Westhab is refurbishing a Village owned property at 2 Drake Road.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1

GHIARDI, DANIELLE
Neighbor saves 3 from fire (photo)  (A Hartsdale family was saved from a devastating house fire due to the quick actions of their neighbor, who put a ladder against their second story window so they could escape.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Neighbor saves 3 from fire (continued)  (A Hartsdale family was saved from a devastating house fire due to the quick actions of their neighbor, who put a ladder against their second story window so they could escape.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 16

GHIARDI, MARILYN
Neighbor saves 3 from fire (photo)  (A Hartsdale family was saved from a devastating house fire due to the quick actions of their neighbor, who put a ladder against their second story window so they could escape.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Neighbor saves 3 from fire (continued)  (A Hartsdale family was saved from a devastating house fire due to the quick actions of their neighbor, who put a ladder against their second story window so they could escape.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 16

GHIARDI, RENATO
Neighbor saves 3 from fire (photo)  (A Hartsdale family was saved from a devastating house fire due to the quick actions of their neighbor, who put a ladder against their second story window so they could escape.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Neighbor saves 3 from fire (continued)  (A Hartsdale family was saved from a devastating house fire due to the quick actions of their neighbor, who put a ladder against their second story window so they could escape.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 16

GHOZZI, GREG
Building Web sites, granite curbs and human connections; interns beef up their resumes at village hall (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 1
GHIOZZI, PAUL
Paul Ghiozzi (United States Marine Corps Captain, Paul Ghiozzi, is assigned to the 11th Marine Expeditionary Unit and is currently deployed in the Middle East in support of Operation Enduring Freedom.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 4

GIFFORD, FRANK
Bouchier's 'Greatest' - The boys of '72 gather for 30th anniversary (photo) (continued) (Twenty-five members of the 1972 Raiders championship football team gathered at Dean Field on September 28.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 22

GIFFORD, KYLE
Bouchier's 'Greatest' - The boys of '72 gather for 30th anniversary (photo) (continued) (Twenty-five members of the 1972 Raiders championship football team gathered at Dean Field on September 28.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 22

GIFTS
The most frustrating time of the year (editorial) (Marc Wollin on holiday gifts), Dec 13, 2002, p. 7
The most frustrating time of the year (editorial) (continued) (Marc Wollin on holiday gifts), Dec 13, 2002, p. 9
Teachers' gifts low key (Scarsdale school teachers do not receive over the top holiday gifts.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
Teachers' gifts low key (Scarsdale school teachers do not receive over the top holiday gifts.) (continued), Dec 27, 2002, p. 9

GILBERG, DAVID
Sweet swing (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School eighth grader, David Gilberg, wins the Junior Presidents Cup at Braeburn Golf Club.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 26

GILBERT, DARREN TODD
Harper, Gilbert (wed) (photo) (Karlyn Leslie Harper and Darren Todd Gilbert were wed on July 21 in Napa, California.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 11

GILBERT, MARTIN
Writer uses illogical reasoning and distorts history (letter) (Arlene Edelson of Hartsdale), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6

GILDEN, LORRAINE (AUTHOR)
SFCS (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service) gala honoring emergency workers was huge success (letter) (Lorraine Gilden, Board President, SFCS), May 10, 2002, p. 6

GILLEN, ROBERT
Focal Points: How do you feel about a proposal to arm commercial airline pilots with guns? (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 7

GILLIN, ROBERT
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3

GILMAN, BENJAMIN
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Master's plan gives G'burgh (Greenburgh) to Lowey (photo) (continued) (Final plan for Westchester Congressional districts released on May 13), May 17, 2002, p. 10
State redistricting battle had national impact (New York State legislators OK'd a map of Congressional Districts for the next ten years.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Delays benefit incumbents (continued) (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 20
Gilman will not run again (Congressman Benjamin Gillman announced that he would not seek a 16th term representing District 20.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Distinguished service (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the decision of Greenburgh Republican Congressman, Benjamin Gilman, to step down after 30 years in the House.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6
Gilman will not run again (continued) (Congressman Benjamin Gillman announced that he would not seek a 16th term representing District 20.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 9

GILMAN, KATIE
Walk like an Egyptian (photo) (Popham House students at Scarsdale Middle School create a large exhibit of home made Egyptian art and artifacts.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 11

GILPIN, KATE
Winners galore in window painting contest (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 11

GILPIN, NELLIE
Nellie Gilpin (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Nellie Gilpin, died on November 8, 2002, at The Landing in Queensbury, New York. She was 92.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22

GILWIT, SHIRLEY
Focal Points: How do you feel about random drug tests for high school students? (photo), Jul 5, 2002, p. 7

GINSBERG, NEIL
 Clubs add variety to SHS (Scarsdale High School) students' busy schedules (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 9
Never forget: German students confront painful heritage (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 9
SHS (Scarsdale High School), SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) students memorialize Sept. (September) 11 with stories, songs (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 11

GIORDANO, TOM
 Candidates wanted (Community input needed for candidates for Village offices), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
Retiring trustees Sved and Weisberg praised at final meeting (Retiring trustees Beverley Sved and Anne Weisberg were honored by trustees at the March 26 Village Board meeting.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
GIORDANO, TOM (Continued)
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) has questions for trustees (Town and Village Civic Club asks Village Board for clarification of its position on Christie Place Parking Garage), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Dwindling rates reflect downturn (Economic uncertainty has affected municipal revenues.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1

GIORDANO, TOM (AUTHOR)
Thanks to many volunteers in signature drive (letter) (Thomas Giordano, Chairman of Citizens Committee), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6

GIORDANO, VINCENT
Focal Points: How do you feel about a proposal to arm commercial pilots with guns? (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 7

GIRL SCOUTS
Girl Scouts enjoy a fun, eventful year (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 20A
Brownie Troop 1970 begins the year enthusiastically (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 21A
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 28, 2002, p. 1
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (continued) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8
Sprucing up for Spring (photo) (Nature lovers spruce up outdoor areas in honor of Arbor Day), May 3, 2002, p. 3
Gorgeous weather for a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 3
Senior Girl Scout Lee balances diverse dreams (photo) (Profile of Scarsdale High School senior and long time Girl Scout Stephanie Lee), May 31, 2002, p. 11
Girl Scouts garden tour (Girl Scouts of Westchester Putnam Inc. will sponsor its third annual summer garden tour, Rhapsody in Bloom, on July 13.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 4
10-garden tour next Sunday (Rhapsody in Bloom garden tour to be held on July 13.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 11
Girl Scouting: Investing in the future (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 41A
Daffodils gift of scouts, friends (letter) (Linda Koch of Old County Road, Hartsdale), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6
Sweet gift (photo) (Girl Scout Troop 2673 donated a new chair to the Children's Room of the Scarsdale Public Library.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 4

GISOLFI, PETER
Architects crossing fingers for SHS (Scarsdale High School) construction OK (Scarsdale school construction projects moving right along according to architects Peter Gisolfo Associates), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
Groundbreaking begins new era at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo) (Construction began on June 10 on Elizabeth Fountain House at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Groundbreaking begins new era at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (continued) (Construction began on June 10 on Elizabeth Fountain House at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10
Scarsdale Middle School: Effective traditions and exciting additions (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 8A

SHS (Scarsdale High School) plans unveiled (Plans for the new northwest wing of Scarsdale High School were revealed at the September 9 School Board meeting.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1

GIVNER, HOWARD (AUTHOR)
Winter, the season of gloom (editorial) (Howard Givner muses on the endless gloominess of Winter.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 7
Olympics for the rest of us (editorial) (Howard Givner's humorous musings on the recent Winter Olympics), Mar 29, 2002, p. 7
7 easy steps to more profitable retailing (editorial) (Howard Givner on successful merchandizing), May 24, 2002, p. 7

GIZZO, MATT
Focal Points: Do you think concern for security has overshadowed the spirit of the Olympic Games? (photo), Feb 15, 2002, p. 7

GIZZO, NADIA
New agent at Claire D. Leone (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 4

GLASSMAN, DEBBIE
Seniors enjoy a bit of home after a night on the town (letter) (Ellen Sunness and Nancy Solomon, Co-Chairs, Senior Prom Breakfast Committee), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

GLASSMAN, REBECCA
LAX girls honored (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 26
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A
GLAZER, DAVID
2 leaving board (The Edgemont School Board has two vacancies; replacements are being sought.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; 2 new candidates run in Edgemont, May 17, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; 2 new candidates run in Edgemont (continued), May 17, 2002, p. 13
Jobs well done (editorial) (The Inquirer salutes David Glazer and Jim Lasser, who are stepping down after many years from the Edgemont Board of Education.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6

GLAZER, EVE
Class of 2002 Edgemont High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Edgemont High School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 13A

GLAZMAN, ALLA
New rabbi at Shaarei Tikvah (photo) (Rabbi David Fine appointed new spiritual leader at Temple Shaarei Tikvah in Scarsdale), Aug 9, 2002, p. 17

GLEASON, ALLAN
Local professionals show their mettle (letter) (John Beyersdorf of Fairview Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

GLEICHER, KATARINA
Historic honoree (photo) (Lillian Gleicher honored at annual Scarsdale Historical Society dinner dance), Apr 12, 2002, p. 18

GLEICHER, LILLIAN
Historical society to honor Lillian Gleicher (photo), Feb 15, 2002, p. 4
Historic honoree (photo) (Lillian Gleicher honored at annual Scarsdale Historical Society dinner dance), Apr 12, 2002, p. 18

GLENDENNING, ELLIE
SHS dinner theater proves kids can make a difference (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11

GLENDON, WILLIAM
Mayors: Do things ever change in village? (photo) (Former and present Scarsdale mayors reflected on their experiences at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on February 27.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 3
Planning board OKs music school annex (continued) (The Hoff-Barthe/son Music School got the go-ahead to proceed with its plans for expansion and a new parking lot.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 19

GLENDON, WILLIAM (AUTHOR)
School 'welcomed' with reservations (letter) (William Glendon of Lockwood Road), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6

GLICK, DEBORAH
Upstate/Downstate conflicts continue to stall license bill (The New York State Senate considers bill to limit junior license holders to only one teenaged passenger.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1

GLICKSTEIN, CAROLYN
Ensler urges women to 'transform' violence (photo) (continued) (Playwright Eve Ensler addressed The Westchester Fund for Women and Girls on November 20.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 26

GLIEDMAN, RICHARD (DR)
Dr. Richard Gliedman (dies) (Dr. Richard Gliedman, a Scarsdale resident for 38 years, died suddenly on October 10, 2002.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 22

GLOBAL WARMING
Global warming is a worse threat than terrorists (letter) (John H. Herz of Nelson Road), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6

GOBES, FRANK
Brother to brother (photo) (A donation to the FDNY Widows and Orphans Fund was announced at the annual dinner dance of Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company Number 1.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 14

GODFREY, SOPHEY
Young and old learn from each other through '8 to 80' (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 12

GOEL, SAPAN
High school student volunteers win awards for community service (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 10

GOLD, ELLEN
Ellen Gold (photo) (Scarsdalian Ellen Gold appointed to manager of member services for The Westchester County Association), Feb 8, 2002, p. 4

GOLD, SONYA
Winners galore in window painting contest (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 11

GOLD, ELLEN
Ellen Gold (photo) (Scarsdalian Ellen Gold appointed to manager of member services for The Westchester County Association), Feb 8, 2002, p. 4

GOLD, SONYA
Winners galore in window painting contest (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 11

GOLDBERG, BECKY
Parents, teachers try to save SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) play, to no avail (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 9

GOLDBERG, DAVID
Sports Swap to benefit PT (Parent-Teacher) Council (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 52A
Community Center drive in full swing (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 4

GOLDBERG, JAMIE
Sports Swap to benefit PT (Parent-Teacher) Council (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 52A
GOLDBERG, VICTOR
Building dept. (department) study recommends change (A report by consultants, Management Partners, Inc., suggests 17 ways the Scarsdale Building Department could be improved.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Concerns linger as FAR (floor to area ratio) nears vote (Proposed FAR amendment to the zoning code is now in its fourth iteration), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Board mulls crackdown on building violations, Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Reforms under way in building dept. (continued) (Reforms and new hires at Scarsdale's Building Department will reduce the approval process from six or seven weeks to under a week.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Planners list new restrictions on music school (Following a July 24 hearing, the Scarsdale Planning Board issued restrictions on the expansion plan of the Hoff-Barthelson Music School.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Planning board visits assisted living site (continued) (Scarsdale Planning Board members visited the Saxon Woods Road site of the proposed assisted living home for senior residents.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 11
Planning board OKs 'Windfair' FEIS (Final Environmental Impact Statement), Nov 29, 2002, p. 3

GOLDBERG, WENDY
Community Center drive in full swing (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 4

GOLDEN, DOROTHY
Parents, teachers try to save SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) play, to no avail (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 9
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

GOLDEN, ELLEN
STOP rally draws anti-testing support (continued) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 13

GOLDEN, RITA
Journalist/novelist talks about fact vs. fiction (photo) (New York Times reporter and novelist, Alex Witchel, addressed a packed crowd at the Scarsdale Library on February 28.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 3
Steves, Sherwood named board officers (photo) (Bob Steves and Emily Sherwood welcomed to the Scarsdale Board of Education on July 1.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1

GOLDMAN, ELIZABETH HOPE
Goldman, Turkel (wed) (photo) (Elizabeth Hope Goldman and Randall Jeremy Turkel were wed on November 16, 2002, in Manhattan.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 20

GOLDMAN, JORDAN
Secrets to college admissions revealed: There are no secrets (photo) (On November 7, journalist Jacques Steinberg addressed a rapt audience at the Scarsdale Library on his book about the college admissions process, The Gatekeepers.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

GOLDMAN, LYNNE
'Memories of Maine' (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 30

GOLDNAN, SHELDON M
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1

GOLDSMAN, AKIVA
End credits with 'A Beautiful Mind's' Akiva Goldsman (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 15

GOLDSTEIN, CASSIDY
Business people are listening to young inventor Cassidy Goldstein (photo), Jul 5, 2002, p. 9

GOLDSTEIN, DAVID (AUTHOR)
Now is the time to support SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) (editorial) (David Goldstein on the need for an indoor pool and community center), Oct 4, 2002, p. 7

GOLDSTEIN, FAITH
Focal Points: Do you think the Olympic Games tend to produce friendship or acrimony among nations? (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 7

GOLDSTEIN, GRACE
Focal Points: Should the president be authorized to take pre-emptive action against countries that harbor terrorists? (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 7

GOLDSTEIN, MERVYN L (DR)
Gardener seeks assistance in nabbing fruit thief (letter) (Dr. Mervyn L. Goldstein of Horseguard Lane), Aug 16, 2002, p. 7
GOLDSTEIN, MERVYN L (DR)  (Continued)
Sayegh's experience and track record are nil (letter) (Mervyn L. Goldstein, M.D., of Horseguard Lane), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6

GOLDSTEIN, NORMAN
Business people are listening to young inventor Cassidy Goldstein (photo), Jul 5, 2002, p. 9

GOLDSTEIN, RUTH
Sign up to be founding member of an indoor pool (letter) (Barbara Jaffe of Kingston Road), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6
SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) membership drive offers new option, Sep 6, 2002, p. 3

GOLDSTEIN, RUTH (AUTHOR)
Let's not let another opportunity slip through our fingers (letter) (Ruth Goldstein of Horseguard Lane), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
If you build it, I will join! The pool of dreams (letter) (Ruth Goldstein, SCC Membership Chairman, Horseguard Lane), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6

GOLDSTON, ALAN
Focal Points: Should white-collar crime be subject to the same penalties as "ordinary" crime? (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 7

GOLDWASSER, MONIQUE
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo) (Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Mid-Westchester on April 19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo) (continued) (Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Mid-Westchester on April 19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 8

GOLDWATER, PENNY
Focal Points: Does availability of parking influence where you shop? (photo), May 17, 2002, p. 7

GOLF
Sweet swing (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School eighth grader, David Gilberg, wins the Junior Presidents Cup at Braeburn Golf Club.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 26
Golfers Donnell, Solomon enjoy the ride (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 27

GOLUMB, JESSE
Future journalists, novelists get head start at conference (photo) (Scarsdale PT Council Young Writers' Conference held at High School on April 13), Apr 19, 2002, p. 10

GOMPertz, ZACH
Walk like an Egyptian (photo) (Popham House students at Scarsdale Middle School create a large exhibit of home made Egyptian art and artifacts.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 11
Middle Ages meet modern age with Popham House i-Movies at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

GONZALEZ, FLORENCIA
Clubs add variety to SHS (Scarsdale High School) students' busy schedules (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 9

GONZALEZ, LUIS
Diamond Vision: How Joe Garagiola Jr. won the West - and the world (photo) (continued) (Profile of former Scarsdale resident and baseball figure Joe Garagiola, Jr.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 28

GONZALEZ, MALULA
Gourmet Galaxy: Tasting the joys of fine dining (photo) (The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service's annual fundraiser, Gourmet Galaxy, will be held May 1.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 17

GOOD, MEGHAN
Middle Ages meet modern age with Popham House i-Movies at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

GOODMAN, ALLISON
Heathcote Blue wins 1st (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11

GOODMAN, ANDREW
Rabbi Klein celebrates 20 years at synagogue (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 17

GOODMAN, DANA
Dana Goodman (Scarsdale High School graduate, Dana Goodman, will help produce post Academy Awards special), Mar 1, 2002, p. 4

GOODMAN, DEREK MATTHEW
Shedlin, Goodman (wed) (photo) (Lauren Beth Shedlin and Derek Matthew Goodman were wed on November 23, 2002, in Scarsdale.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 20

GOODMAN, GRANT
Amazin' autographs (photo) (Five 1986 World Champion New York Mets signed autographs at Last Licks on November 9.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 26

GOODMAN, JOHN (AUTHOR)
Police needed near train station (letter) (John Goodman of Madison Road), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6

GOODMAN, JORDAN
Expert is bullish on financial education (photo) (Greenacres resident, Jordan Goodman, recommends courses in personal finance for high school students.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 3
GOODMAN, JORDAN  (Continued)
Jordan Goodman's 12 commandments on investments, Oct 11, 2002, p. 3
Expert is bullish on financial education (continued) (Greenacres resident, Jordan Goodman, recommends courses in personal finance for high school students.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 9

GOODMAN, JOYCE
Ride for life: A mother's illness sends her son on a mission for the cure (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Ride for life: A mother's illness sends her son on a mission for the cure (photo) (continued), Aug 2, 2002, p. 12

GOODMAN, RICH
Amazin' autographs (photo) (Five 1986 World Champion New York Mets signed autographs at Last Licks on November 9.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 26

GOODMAN, ROBERT
Ride for life: A mother's illness sends her son on a mission for the cure (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Ride for life: A mother's illness sends her son on a mission for the cure (photo) (continued), Aug 2, 2002, p. 12

GOODMAN, STEPHEN M (AUTHOR)
Extremists would not reward U.S. for withdrawing support (letter) (Stephen M. Goodman of Rectory Lane), May 3, 2002, p. 6

GOODWIN, EVERETT (DR)
People of all faiths gather for 9/11 service at synagogue (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 8

GOON, SUSAN
Focal Points: A movement has been started to have the government declare Sept. 11, 2001, a national holiday in memory of those who died. How do you feel about this? (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 7

GORDON, ALAN S
Making kids face consequences of behavior is the right thing to do (letter) (Ernie Collobolletta, School Psychologist, Scarsdale High School), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6

GORDON, ALAN S (AUTHOR)
Police chief's campaign against drinking is not constructive (letter) (Alan S. Gordon of New York City), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6

GORDON, CARLYE
Dogs join people in walk for children's cancer (photo), Oct 18, 2002, p. 3

GORDON, ELAINE TAYLOR
Today's Woman (photo) (Elaine Taylor Gordon: an enigma or just a great role model?), Mar 29, 2002, p. 32
Today's Woman (photo) (continued) (Elaine Taylor Gordon: an enigma or just a great role model?), Mar 29, 2002, p. 36

GORDON, LIZ
Your wish is granted (photo) (Scarsdale High School Make a Wish Foundation volunteers sponsored a fund raising walk on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 11

GORDON, MARTIN
Focal Points: What do you think can be done to prevent a recurrence of the recent sniper killings? (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7

GORDON, ROB (AUTHOR)
Adults should look to kids to set example (letter) (Rob Gordon of Cohawney Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

GORDON, STEVE
Dogs join people in walk for children's cancer (photo), Oct 18, 2002, p. 3

GORDON, SUSAN J
Focal Points: Do you think inspection procedures for entrance into business buildings or places of entertainment are necessary or adequate? (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7

GORESON, GEORGE R
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Gorgeous weather for a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 3
Senior Girl Scout Lee balances diverse dreams (photo) (Profile of Scarsdale High School senior and long time Girl Scout Stephanie Lee), May 31, 2002, p. 11
Veterans Day (American Legion Post 52 will sponsor the annual Veterans Day ceremonies on November 11 in Boniface Circle.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1

GOSE, MARY BETH
School board OKs 8.29% budget hike, Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
School board OKs 8.29% budget hike (continued), Apr 26, 2002, p. 10
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; Budget raises taxes 9.6% in Scarsdale, May 17, 2002, p. 1

GOSE, MARY BETH (AUTHOR)
Vote for Noreen, Jim and Carl (letter) (Mary Beth Gose of Meadow Road), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6
TVCC urges yes vote on proposed school budget (letter) (Mary Beth Gose, Chair, TVCC Education Committee), May 17, 2002, p. 6
GOSEN, JOHN
Who's that groundhog on the Greenacres lawn? (photo), Feb 1, 2002, p. 10

GOTTLEB, ANNE
Scarsdale auxiliary donations reach $1 million (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 4

GOTTLEB, DAVID
Greenburgh contretemps is all too personal (editorial) (Antenna Review Board locked out of Greenburgh Town Hall due to Paul Feiner's security measures.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 6
Feiner used national tragedy against antenna board (letter) (Mary Tobias has some quibbles regarding the Greenburgh articles in the January 4 edition of the Inquirer.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6
Time to get this show off the road (editorial) (David Gottlieb on Paul Feiner's decision that Greenburgh Town Board meetings be held at rotating locations in the community.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7
Assemblyman is keeping his promise to Greenburgh (letter) (Kelly MacMillan, Chief of Staff, Office of Assemblyman Richard Brodsky), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6
Greenburgh firefighters are grateful to Brodsky (letter) (Michael N. Morano, Vice-President, Greenburgh Uniformed Firefighters, Local 1886), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6

GOTTLEB, DAVID (AUTHOR)
Off the Record: Ejected (editorial) (David Gottlieb discusses Greenburgh's tortuous road to building a new town hall and library.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7

GOTTLEB, GEORGE
Art patrons (photo) (Art collectors George and Sandy Gottlieb of Scarsdale were among 800 people in attendance at the opening of the 2002 Spring exhibit at the Neuberger Museum of Art.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 12

GOTTLEB, LARRY
How would we cope with a nuclear disaster? (photo) (Discussion of efforts to close the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant in Buchanan, New York), Aug 2, 2002, p. 3

GOTTLEB, LINDSAY
Lindsay Gottlieb at home on the basketball court (photo) (Scarsdale High School alum and multi-sport athlete, Lindsay Gottlieb, is now an assistant basketball coach at the University of New Hampshire.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 23
Lindsay Gottlieb at home on the basketball court (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School alum and multi-sport athlete, Lindsay Gottlieb, is an assistant basketball coach at the University of New Hampshire.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 27

GOTTLEB, LOUIS
Curious Heathcote first-graders find out about life as a blind person (photo) (First graders at the Heathcote School found out first hand about being blind from story teller Becky Barnes and her guide dog, Rowan.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 11

GOTTLEB, MEREDITH
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

GOTTLEB, SANDY
Art patrons (photo) (Art collectors George and Sandy Gottlieb of Scarsdale were among 800 people in attendance at the opening of the 2002 Spring exhibit at the Neuberger Museum of Art.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 12

GOULD, CHET
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service): ready to help the community to move forward (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 21A

GOULD, DIANA
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service): ready to help the community to move forward (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 21A

GOULD, JOHN
Gould & Wilkie teams up (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 4

GOULD, MICHELLE (AUTHOR)
Middle schoolers get substantial unit on substance abuse (letter) (Emelie Scarpelletti and Michelle Gould, Health Educators, Scarsdale Middle School), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6

GOULD, RUTH

GOZ, WARREN T
Focal Points: How do you feel about random drug tests for high school students? (photo), Jul 5, 2002, p. 7

GRABEL, DAN
Charity appoints 3 (photo) (The Cancer Cure Coalition appointed three new executives.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 2
GRABEL, DAN (AUTHOR)
Helped taxpayer avoid a penalty (letter) (Dan Grabel of Cohawney Road), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
Skiing: Put something on your feet and hit the snow (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 24

GRABEL, PAT
250 years of American art in 20 minutes; Docent trainer Pat Grabel distills six month of research for a new exhibit (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 17

GRABEL, PATTI (AUTHOR)
We all have sunshine to spare (editorial) (Patti Grabel reflects on gratitude and appreciation.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 6

GRAFF, MICHELLE
Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16

GRAHAM, JULIA
Christmas trimmings (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 16

GRANDMOTHERS
Grandmother's graces recalled (letter) (Sam Witchel of Popham Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6

GRANIK, ANDREW
Focal Points: To what extent has the computer made handwriting obsolete? (photo), Oct 4, 2002, p. 7

GRANT, ALLISON
Heathcote Blue wins 1st (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11

GRANT, RITA A
Mother-daughter duo exhibit (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 13
Scarsdale Adult School will offer Spanish in spring (letter) (Hedy Erbsen, Director, Scarsdale Adult School), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6

GRANT, RITA A (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale Adult School should offer Spanish course (letter) (Rita A. Grant of Tyler Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 7

GRANT, STACY JO
Mother-daughter duo exhibit (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 13

GRANTS
Art wish granted (photo) (Westchester Arts Council awards $1,000 grant to Scarsdale based New Choral Society of Westchester), Feb 15, 2002, p. 4

GRASSO, JENNIFER
Focal Points: How do you feel about the selection of New York City as the site for the next Olympic games? (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 7

GRATITUDE
We all have sunshine to spare (editorial) (Patti Grabel reflects on gratitude and appreciation.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 6
Many generous businesses, volunteers, aided SSMT (letter) (Trudi Greenwood, Board of Directors, Scarsdale Summer Music Theater), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6
Scarsdale is an extraordinary community (letter) (Evelyn Stock of Catherine Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6
Days of thanks (editorial) (Inquirer discusses the significance of Hanukkah falling one day after Thanksgiving in 2002.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6
Family of injured boy grateful for caring community (letter) (Alan and Lynn Lebowitz of Park Road), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

GRAVES, MITCHELL
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) kicks off fundraising campaign (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 10

GRAY, BRITTANY
Students contemplate social change for Martin Luther King Day in Scarsdale (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 12
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) kicks off fundraising campaign (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 10

GRAYSON, LUCILLE
Focal Points: Does availability of parking influence where you shop? (photo), May 17, 2002, p. 7

GRAZI, RAQUEL
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

GREEN, JACQUELINE

GREENACRES
Old-fashioned games highlight Greenacres' 4th (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 3
Grand Tooley Dam appreciated (letter) (Ginny & Jim Naughton of Fountain Terrace), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6

GREENAWALT, WILLIAM S
News coverage should be limited to facts and avoid rumors (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6

GREENAWALT, WILLIAM S (AUTHOR)
Greenburgh's holiday garbage policy doesn't work (letter) (William S. Greenawalt, Greenburgh Democratic Town Committee), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6

GREENBERG, VALERIE
Focal Points: To what extent has the computer made handwriting obsolete? (photo), Oct 4, 2002, p. 7
GREENBURGH

Antenna board locked out of town hall (Greenburgh Antenna Review Board protests discriminatory treatment from Paul Feiner), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1

Greenburgh contretemps is all too personal (editorial) (Antenna Review Board locked out of Greenburgh Town Hall due to Paul Feiner's security measures.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 6

Supervisor not qualified to determine who is a security risk (letter) (Joseph Kiell criticizes Greenburgh Supervisor Paul Feiner's security initiatives.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 6

Antenna board locked out of town hall (photo) (continued) (Greenburgh Antenna Review Board protests discriminatory treatment from Paul Feiner), Jan 4, 2002, p. 11

Bronz to chair board (photo) (Lois Bronz elected to head Westchester County Board of Legislators), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

Bronz to chair board (continued) (Lois Bronz elected to head Westchester County Board of Legislators), Jan 11, 2002, p. 2

Antenna Review Board had other meeting options (letter) (Paul Feiner responds to the Antenna Review Board's decision to meet outside in late December due to restricted access to the Greenburgh Town Hall.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6

Feiner used national tragedy against antenna board (letter) (Mary Tobias has some quibbles regarding the Greenburgh articles in the January 4 edition of the Inquirer.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6

Town of Greenburgh beefs up security following Sept. 11 (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1A

Cancel the road show (editorial) (The Inquirer is not a fan of Greenburgh Town Supervisor Paul Feiner's traveling town board meetings, citing inconvenience and discomfort.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6

Perhaps the 'new faces' at meetings should be officials' (letter) (Hal Samis of Hartsdale), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6

One man's 'open government' is another's 'indecent exposure' (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

Amending law passed in haste will super's future good (letter) (Hal Samis of Hartsdale), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6

Feiner proposes new cure for town growing pains (photo) (At a town board meeting on September 12, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner, announced that a location to house the new town hall and library had been found.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1

Feiner proposes new cure for town growing pains (continued) (At a town board meeting on September 12, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner, announced that a location to house the new town hall and library had been found.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 8

Midway expansion makes mockery of G'burgh zoning laws (letter) (Roberta Ozerkis of High Point Road), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6

Feiner would axe county government; Feiner pointed to Connecticut as an example of how irrelevant this so-called "second level" of government can be., Oct 11, 2002, p. 1

Feiner would axe county government; Feiner pointed to Connecticut as an example of how irrelevant this so-called "second level" of government can be. (continued), Oct 11, 2002, p. 15

Slow down and listen (editorial) (The Inquirer is harshly critical of Greenburgh Town Supervisor Paul Feiner's management style.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

Supervisor does listen (editorial), Dec 13, 2002, p. 7

Supervisor's response proves editorial's point (letter) (Francis Sheehan of Essex Place), Dec 20, 2002, p. 6

How to make Greenburgh truly responsive to the people (Hal Samis on Greenburgh town supervisor Paul Feiner's claim to be running an open government), Dec 20, 2002, p. 7

GREENBURGH NATURE CENTER

Greenburgh Nature Center: a resource for 26 years (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10A

GREENE, ADELE

Reel person extraordinaire (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Adele Greene, hosts Greenwich Classic Film Series from February 9 - April 20), Mar 1, 2002, p. 17

GREENE, DONNA

County proposes record tax hike (County Executive Andrew Spano called for one of the largest county property tax increases in county history.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1

GREENE, GERALDINE

The party's over: Parents challenged to set teen limits (Discussion of the aftermath of the recent Scarsdale Homecoming dance, where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1

The party's over: Parents challenged to set teen limits (continued) (Discussion of the aftermath of the recent Scarsdale Homecoming dance, where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated), Oct 4, 2002, p. 8

Finger-pointing at parents does not help kids (letter) (Dean H. Jordan, Scarsdale High School, Class of '86), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6

This is a time for brutal honesty and for action (letter) (Wendy Bedenbaugh of Walworth Avenue), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6

GREENE, GERALDINE (AUTHOR)

Community must keep teens safe (editorial) (Geraldine Greene on substance abuse by teenagers.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 7
GREENE, JOYCE
Focal Points: How do you feel about the selection of New York City as the site for the next Olympic games? (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 7

GREENE, LINDSEY
2 Good 2 B 4got10 (photo) (Scarsdale High School seniors check out the 2002 Bandersnatch on June 4, Senior Transition Day.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1

GREENWOOD, TRUDI (AUTHOR)
Many generous businesses, volunteers, aided SSMT (letter) (Trudi Greenwood, Board of Directors, Scarsdale Summer Music Theater), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

GRENADES
Bomb squad removes grenade from Garth Road, Aug 9, 2002, p. 3

GRENLEY, ELLEN
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

GRENLEY, ELLEN (AUTHOR)
College name is not a measure of a person's worth (editorial) (Ellen Grenley of Autenrieth Road), May 31, 2002, p. 6

GRENLEY, FRANCES
Senior Girl Scout Lee balances diverse dreams (photo) (Profile of Scarsdale High School senior and long time Girl Scout Stephanie Lee), May 31, 2002, p. 11

GRIMES, ANNE (AUTHOR)
Fear of reprisal should not determine nation's decisions (letter) (Ari and Anne Grimes of Ridgecrest East), Apr 5, 2002, p. 9

GRIMES, ARI (AUTHOR)
Fear of reprisal should not determine nation's decisions (letter) (Ari and Anne Grimes of Ridgecrest East), Apr 5, 2002, p. 9

GROCHOWSKI, WANDA
Music at woman's club (photo) (Wanda Grochowski will perform on May 8 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), May 3, 2002, p. 15

GRONER, EARL
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

GRONER, REBECCA
Sports Swap to benefit PT (Parent-Teacher) Council (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 52A

GRONER, SUSAN
PT Council lunch (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10
Sports Swap to benefit PT (Parent-Teacher) Council (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 52A

GROOT, TRICIA
Building Web sites, granite curbs and human connections; interns beef up their resumes at village hall (photo) (continued), Aug 16, 2002, p. 8

GROSSBERG, BARBARA
Focal Points: Why would you or would you not want to visit ground zero? (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 7

GROSSMAN, BONNIE (AUTHOR)
We must start early to educate kids about alcohol abuse (letter) (Bonnie Grossman of Round Hill Road), Aug 9, 2002, p. 7

GROSSMAN, EDWARD N
Memorial is planned for beloved teacher (photo) (A memorial statue is being planned for deceased Scarsdale elementary school teacher, Ed Grossman.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 9
Story inspired donations for teacher memorial (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6

GROUNDHOG DAY
Who's that groundhog on the Greenacres lawn? (photo), Feb 1, 2002, p. 10

GUIDE DOGS
Puppy love has high purpose in Fox Meadow (photo) (The Cagen family of Fox Meadow raises guide dog puppies on behalf of Guiding Eyes for the Blind in Yorktown Heights.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 3
Curious Heathcote first-graders find out about life as a blind person (photo) (First graders at the Heathcote School found out first hand about being blind from story teller Becky Barnes and her guide dog, Rowan.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 11
GUNS
Focal Points: How do you feel about a proposal to arm commercial airline pilots with guns? (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 7

GURNLEY, JENNIFER
Class of 2002 Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists 2002 Scarsdale High School graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4A

GUTIERREZ, HILARIO
Lange's Deli boasts new appearance (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 4

GUTTENBERG, DOUG
Middle school SO (Student Organization) kids sharpen skills (photo) (Four Scarsdale Middle School students attend student organization conference in Maryland March 8-10), Apr 5, 2002, p. 10
Groundbreaking begins new era at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo) (Construction began on June 10 on Elizabeth Fountain House at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Groundbreaking begins new era at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (continued) (Construction began on June 10 on Elizabeth Fountain House at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10
Scarsdale Middle School: Effective traditions and exciting additions (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 8A

HAAS, JOHN
Sprucing up for Spring (photo) (Nature lovers spruce up outdoor areas in honor of Arbor Day), May 3, 2002, p. 3

HABER, RICHARD
Home (photo) (Supplement), Apr 26, 2002, p. 45A

HABER, TRACY
Class of 2002 Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists 2002 Scarsdale High School graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4A

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
Volunteers build dream house for homeless (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 3

HAHN, GEORGE
Librarians honor legislators (photo) (Westchester legislators and public officials were honored in December at the 42nd annual meeting of the Westchester Library System.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 14
Amendments aim to streamline nominations (Scarsdale’s nonpartisan Procedure Committee has completed its annual review of the village election process.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1

HAHN, MURIEL
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
New nominators (The Citizen's Committee gained 11 new members following the Nominating Committee election.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

HAIR
Hair today, gone tomorrow (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 4

HAKLISCH, CARMELA
Musical celebration (photo) (Non-profit organization, Education Through Music, honors it founders.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 15

HALL, DAVID
Local legislators lobby to pass licensing law, Mar 15, 2002, p. 3

HALL, HERBERT GLEN
Society to host talk (photo) ("Westchester in the Civil War" will be the topic of the Scarsdale Historical Society's October 30 lecture at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 2

HALLOWEEN
(Photo of pumpkin sale outside of HSBC to benefit the American Legion) (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
Halloween's coming (The Scarsdale Department of Parks and Recreation will host the Halloween window painting contest on October 20.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1
Top honors (photo) (Hannah Zomow won first prize in the Halloween window painting contest.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Aloha, it's Halloween! (photo) (The A-School held its annual Halloween party.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
A-School Halloween costumes go 'all out' (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 10

HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST
Top honors (photo) (Hannah Zomow won first prize in the Halloween window painting contest.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Winners galore in window painting contest (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 11

HALPERIN, EDWARD
Focal Points: Are you concerned about the possibility of a water shortage? (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 7
HALPERN, EMILY
SHS (Scarsdale High School) Alum at Avery Fisher Hall (photo) (Soprano Emily Halpern, SHS class of ’98, to perform at Avery Fisher Hall February 15, 16, and 19.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 29

HALPERN, SETH A (AUTHOR)
Senator Clinton will do anything to get votes (letter) (Seth A. Halpern of Ridgecrest East), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6
It's dangerous to dismiss the Palestinian Arabs as 'childish' (letter) (Seth A. Halpern of Ridgecrest East), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
Could it be that Maroon's editors were on to something? (letter) (Seth Halpern of Ridgecrest East), May 24, 2002, p. 8
Response reveals a gender gap (letter) (Seth Halpern of Ridgecrest East), Jun 14, 2002, p. 9

HAMERMANN, JUDITH
Hamerman, Zeller (engaged) (Judith Hamerman and Neil Zeller are engaged; a May, 2003 wedding is planned.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 22

HAMILTON, CHRIS
Summertime scouting (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale Troop 60 and their chaperones recently enjoyed a day of canoeing on Eagle Lake.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 4

HAMILTON, GORDON
Benevento makes Eagle (photo) (Thomas D. Benevento of Troop 60 is elevated to Eagle Scout.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4

HAMLET, PENNY
Book club: raising socially confident kids (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 11

HAMLIN, BART
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3

HAMM, KELLEY
Schools provide support network in troubled year (School district helps students cope in the wake of the September 11, 2001, World Trade Center terrorist attacks), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
Students should be world citizens (continued) (On February 7, a Town and Village Civic Club panel discussed foreign language and diversity education.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 11
Construction, 9/11 plans top school to-do list (Scarsdale Schools are off and running in preparation for their September 4 opening.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1

HAMPTON, KYM
Hardwood heroes give us the inside stuff (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 18

HANDELMAN, JUDITH A
"Cuba Revisited" (photo) (Judith Handelman presents "Cuba Revisited" at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on April 17.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 19

HANDELMAN, JUDITH A (AUTHOR)
Chateaux residents could park in garage (letter) (Judy and Walter Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Village board finds 'public purpose' only where it wants to (letter) (Walter J. and Judith A. Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6

HANDELMAN, RACHEL
Cooking club outing (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 17

HANDELMAN, SCOTT
On Call (Photographic essay on the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps at the Five Corners), Jun 28, 2002, p. 9

HANDELMAN, WALTER J
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4
Neighbors protest music school plan (School Lane residents have mobilized against the Hoff-Barthelson Music School's expansion plans.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1
Music school plan sounds sour note (Hoff-Barthelson School of Music seeks to expand its parking lot and acquire the property at 8 Popham Road despite protests from concerned neighbors), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
"Cuba Revisited" (photo) (Judith Handelman presents "Cuba Revisited" at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on April 17.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 19

BRP (Bronx River Conservancy) names directors (list of recent appointees), May 17, 2002, p. 4
Boy Scouts honor leaders (The Westchester Putnam Council, Boy Scouts of America, recognized the efforts of volunteer scout leaders with the Silver Beaver Award.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 4
Planning board OKs music school annex (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School got the go-ahead to proceed with its plans for expansion and a new parking lot.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1
Planners list new restrictions on music school (Following a July 24 hearing, the Scarsdale Planning Board issued restrictions on the expansion plan of the Hoff-Barthelson Music School.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Village board finds 'public purpose' only where it wants to (letter) (Walter J. and Judith A. Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6

HANDELMAN, WALTER J (AUTHOR)
Nominees will continue tradition (letter) (Walter Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6
HANDELMAN, WALTER J (AUTHOR)  (Continued)
Chateaux residents could park in garage (letter) (Judy and Walter Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6

HANLEY, MICHAEL ANTHONY
O'Brien; Hanley (wed) (photo) (Jamie Susanne O'Brien and Michael Anthony Hanley were wed on October 27, 2001, in Scarsdale.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 14; May 3, 2002, p. 15

HANS, MAITALI
(Ilyin Lee is pictured hoisting a snowball at his friend Maitali Hans.) (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6

HANSEN, CORWITH
PT Council lunch (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

HANSON, ANNE M

HANSEN, ROBERT
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

HANUKKAH
Holiday sharing (photo) (Volunteers for the United Jewish Appeal are shown at a Hanukkah party and fundraiser on behalf of the children at the Pleasantville Cottage School.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 17
Toy company will give Hanukkah shoppers a break, too (letter) (Josh Frankel of Black Birch Lane), Nov 15, 2002, p. 6
A new series of Jewish music begins with Hannukah program (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 17
Celebrating and early Hanukkah and a lat(k)e Thanksgiving (photo) (Hanukkah falls on November 29 in 2002, practically coinciding with Thanksgiving.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Days of thanks (editorial) (Inquirer discusses the significance of Hanukkah falling one day after Thanksgiving in 2002.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6
Celebrating and early Hanukkah and a lat(k)e Thanksgiving (continued) (Hanukkah falls on November 29 in 2002, practically coinciding with Thanksgiving.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 9
Holiday party includes Ramadan, Divali and more at Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 11
A gift for the ages (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 22

HARPER, KARLYN LESLIE
Harper, Gilbert (wed) (photo) (Karlyn Leslie Harper and Darren Todd Gilbert were wed on July 21 in Napa, California.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 11

HARRIS, HANNAH
SYSC (Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club) should not cut children after a few months' play (letter) (Roger Harris of Brook Lane), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

HARRIS, LOTTIE
Lottie Harris (photo) (Lottie Harris elected president of the board of directors of the New York State Child Care Coordinating Council), Aug 9, 2002, p. 4

HARRIS, ROGER (AUTHOR)
SYSC (Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club) should not cut children after a few months' play (letter) (Roger Harris of Brook Lane), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

HARRISON, BOB
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with 'friendly' amendment (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
Architects crossing fingers for SHS (Scarsdale High School) construction OK (Scarsdale school construction projects moving right along according to architects Peter Gisolfi Associates), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
School board OKs 8.29% budget hike, Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
School board OKs 8.29% budget hike (continued), Apr 26, 2002, p. 10
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; Budget raises taxes 9.6% in Scarsdale, May 17, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budgets pass; Scarsdale school budget passes 427 tp 293, May 24, 2002, p. 1
Christie Place parking debate divides trustees (continued), May 24, 2002, p. 15
HARRISON, BOB (Continued)
Christie Place update (The Town and Village Civic Club has cancelled the September 4 meeting dealing with the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
Trustees amend wireless telecommunications law, Sep 13, 2002, p. 1
TVCC meeting (The proposed Christie Place Garage will be discussed at a Town and Village Club meeting on October 10.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) recomputes village parking needs and dearth (The Town and Village Civic Club met on October 3 to review the financial report and parking needs analysis completed by its members.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) OKs report on Christie Place parking, Oct 18, 2002, p. 1
Erosion hearing draws few speakers, again (Summary of the October 22 Village Board meeting; of particular interest was proposed legislation for regulating storm water management and erosion.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 3

HARRISON, BOB (AUTHOR)
Readers are urged to attend hearing on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap plus bonus (letter) (Bob Harrison urges homeowners to attend upcoming FAR cap plus bonus meetings on January 8.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 6
Compromise would make FAR proposal more fair (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6
Current FAR (Floor to Area Ratio) proposal is too restrictive (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
Recreational center cost estimates keep climbing (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

HART, TOMMY
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

HARTZELL, ANDREW C JR
Speaker will not condemn but illuminate people (letter) (Gary Ekman, Chairman, Advisory Council on Human Relations), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6

HARTZELL, ANDREW C JR (AUTHOR)
Civil discourse needed in discussion of gay scout leaders (letter) (Andrew C. Hartzell, Jr., of Eastwoods Lane), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6

HARWOOD PARK (SCARSDALE)
(Photograph of birds at Harwood Pond) (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 6

HASDAY, JILL ELAINE
Hasday, Erbssen (wed) (photo) (Jill Elaine Hasday and Allan Henry Erbsen were wed on May 26, 2002, at the Lighthouse at the Chelsea Piers in Manhattan.), May 31, 2002, p. 14

HASDAY, LISA
Focal Points: How do you feel about the selection of New York City as the site for the next Olympic games? (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 7

HASKINS, KATIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

HAZAN, MAHJABEEN (DR)
People of all faiths gather for 9/11 service at synagogue (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 8

HASSON, JULIE BESS

HATTON, FRITZ
Zachy's goes solo in wine auction venture (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 4

HAUBOLD, E F
Ann's Way Pond has become mosquito breeding ground (photo) (Ann's Way, near the intersection of Walworth and Greenacres Avenue, has become an overgrown breeding ground for mosquitos.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 1

HAUPTMAN, MADELINE

HAY FEVER
Weird weather may be the cause of new allergies (letter) (Yasue Ueno of Fox Meadow Road), May 3, 2002, p. 6

HAYNES, HENRY
Focal Points: To what extent do you depend on TV for your news? (photo), Sep 20, 2002, p. 7

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES - SAFETY MEASURES
More answers needed about spent fuel tank at Indian Point (letter) (Nina Cannon, Pam Slater, Leslie Hendel), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
Spent rods at Indian Point must be contained (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
HAZARDOUS WASTES
More answers needed about spent fuel tank at Indian Point (letter) (Nina Cannon, Pam Slater, Leslie Hendel), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
Spent rods at Indian Point must be contained (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6

HEALTH
To your health (photo) (Supplement), Jan 18, 2002, pp. 17–30

HEALTH INSURANCE
School board meeting summary: District's medical self-insurance is A-OK, Nov 8, 2002, p. 11

HEATON, THOMAS
Christmas countdown (photo) (Scenes from Scarsdale and Edgemont as residents and merchants gear up for Christmas), Dec 20, 2002, p. 3

HEIDELBERGER, ELLEN
Focal Points: Do you think concern for security has overshadowed the spirit of the Olympic Games? (photo), Feb 15, 2002, p. 7

HEIFETZ, JEANNE
Educators outraged by 'sanitized' regents test (Local educators protest the New York State Education Department's "sanitizing" of the English regents exams.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1

HEILMAN, KATHRYN
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

HELLER, ILENE
Ilene Heller (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Ilene Heller, was named chief operating officer of the executive search firm Koren, Rogers Associates.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 4

HELLER, KATHY
New principal for Greenville School (photo) (Dr. Marc Heller has been appointed Principal of the Greenville School for a three year probationary period.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1

HELLER, MARC (DR)
New principal for Greenville School (photo) (Dr. Marc Heller has been appointed Principal of the Greenville School for a three year probationary period.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
New principal for Greenville School (continued) (Dr. Marc Heller has been appointed Principal of the Greenville School for a three year probationary period.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 2
Construction on track as school year begins in E'mont (Edgemont), Sep 6, 2002, p. 1

HELSEL, HARRYETTE (AUTHOR)
Neighborhood drug store will be missed (letter) (Harryette and Stanley Helsel of Glendale Road), Feb 15, 2002, p. 7

HELSEL, STANLEY (AUTHOR)
Neighborhood drug store will be missed (letter) (Harryette and Stanley Helsel of Glendale Road), Feb 15, 2002, p. 7

HEMEL, DANIEL
SHS (Scarsdale High School) Maroon decides college survey is for seniors' eyes only (photo) (For the first time in its history, the Maroon will not share the senior college survey with the entire school.), May 17, 2002, p. 1
Marooned (editorial) (The Inquirer disagrees with the decision of the Maroon editors to discontinue publication of the Seniors' college destination survey, calling it suppression of information.), May 17, 2002, p. 6
SHS (Scarsdale High School) Maroon decides college survey is for seniors' eyes only (continued) (For the first time in its history, the Maroon will not share the senior college survey with the entire school.), May 17, 2002, p. 11
School paper seeks to minimize negative competition (editorial) (Irving Sloan on the decision of the Maroon editors not to publish the annual college survey), May 24, 2002, p. 7
The new editors of Maroon made the right decision (letter) (Frederick Nitsch of Brown Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8
School paper should be applauded for moral choice (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

HEMEL, DANIEL (AUTHOR)
Maroon practices standard and fair journalism (letter) (Daniel Hemel and Zach Seward, Editors-in-Chief, the Maroon), May 24, 2002, p. 8

HEMLEY, EUGENE A
Navy vet dies on Veterans Day (Captain Eugene A. Hemley, (ret.), USN, died suddenly on November 11, 2002. He was 84.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22

HEMLEY, EUGENE A (AUTHOR)
Nora Heyer served her country well (letter) (Capt. Eugene A. Hemley, retired U.S.N. of Cohawney Road), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6

HENDEL, LESLIE
Errors on both sides of Indian Point (letter) (Alfred Strasser of Sleepy Hollow), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6
HENDEL, LESLIE (AUTHOR)
How dangerous is Indian Point? (editorial) (Nina Cannon, Leslie Hendel and Pamela Slater ask readers to call elected officials and ask them to shut down the Indian Point nuclear power plant.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7
More answers needed about spent fuel tank at Indian Point (letter) (Nina Cannon, Pam Slater, Leslie Hendel), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6

HENDLER, SUSAN
QR (Quaker Ridge) kids show their American spirit on stage (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 10

HENNEBERRY, DEBbie
Building Web sites, granite curbs and human connections; interns beef up their resumes at village hall (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 1

HENNESSY, Norbert
Focal Points: Is the threat of terrorism causing you to make any changes in your lifestyle? (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 7

HENRY, DeoboraH Epstein
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad leads charge to balance career and family (photo) (Attorney Deborah Epstein Henry, SHS class of '85, is founder and President of Flextime Lawyers.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad leads charge to balance career and family (continued) (Attorney Deborah Epstein Henry, SHS class of '85, is founder and President of Flextime Lawyers.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 32

HENRY, LeOn
Leon Henry (Leon Henry named finalist in the Ernst and Young 2002 Entrepreneur of the Year Awards), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

HENRY, Oliver
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad leads charge to balance career and family (photo) (Attorney Deborah Epstein Henry, SHS class of '85, is founder and President of Flextime Lawyers.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1

HENRY, Spencer
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad leads charge to balance career and family (photo) (Attorney Deborah Epstein Henry, SHS class of '85, is founder and President of Flextime Lawyers.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1

HENRY, Theo
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad leads charge to balance career and family (photo) (Attorney Deborah Epstein Henry, SHS class of '85, is founder and President of Flextime Lawyers.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1

HERBERT, Victor
Victor Herbert, M.D. (dies) (photo) (Renowned hematologist, Dr. Victor Herbert, JD, died in his New York City home on November 19, 2002. He was 75.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 19

HERMACINSKI, Ursula
Zachy's goes solo in wine auction venture (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 4

HERMAN, Lauren (AUTHOR)
Family violence forum was effective (letter) (Lauren Herman of Catherine Road), Nov 8, 2002, p. 7

HEROLD, Jackie
SHS dinner theater proves kids can make a difference (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11

HEROLD, Rachel
Community Center drive in full swing (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 4

HERONS (BIRDS)
(Photo of a blue heron at the Scarsdale Library pond) (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6

HERREró, Christina
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (continued) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 10

HERRMAN, Philip
Walk like an Egyptian (photo) (Popham House students at Scarsdale Middle School create a large exhibit of homemade Egyptian art and artifacts.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 11

HERSHEY, Mike
Clubs add variety to SHS (Scarsdale High School) students' busy schedules (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 9

HERSHEY, Sam
Clubs add variety to SHS (Scarsdale High School) students' busy schedules (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 9
SAT prep program at crossroads (photo) (continued) (Eugenie Lang announced that "Let's Get Ready," the free SAT prep course for underserved student populations, is "broke.")., Sep 20, 2002, p. 8

HERSTIK, Mike
Pups for Peace to deter terrorism in Israel (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Barbara Fix, hosted a fund raiser to benefit Pups for Peace, a program that uses trained dogs to detect explosives in Israel.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 3

HERTZBERG, Arthur
Three rabbis (photo) (Rabbi David Fine was installed as rabbi of Shaarei Tikkvah on November 3.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22

HERZ, John H (AUTHOR)
Global warming is a worse threat than terrorists (letter) (John H. Herz of Nelson Road), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6
HERZENBERG, STEVEN
Focal Points: Do you still find the radio a useful source of information or entertainment? (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7

HESCHEL, SUSANNAH (DR)
Heschel to speak (Dr. Susannah Heschel to speak at Westchester Reform Temple on May 31), May 24, 2002, p. 20

HESLOP, JAMES
Trustees ponder 2002-03 village budget, Jan 25, 2002, p. 3
Village budget process demands clairvoyance and tough choices; Budget estimates are nipped and tucked to limit tax hike, Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Dwindling rates reflect downturn (Economic uncertainty has affected municipal revenues.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1

HESS, LAWRENCE
Wilson & Son hosts bridal event (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 4

HEVESI, ALAN
Democrats to hold primary Tuesday, Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
Hevesi, Golisano, Walker win primary, Sep 13, 2002, p. 1

HEWITT, CATHY
Heathcote goes for the gold at Fun Night, Mar 22, 2002, p. 9

HEYER, NELSON O
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5), May 10, 2002, p. 1
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5), May 10, 2002, p. 21
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3

HEYER, NELSON O (AUTHOR)
Garden will memorialize every war American fought in (letter) (Nelson Heyer of Ferncliff Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

HEYER, NORA FRAIN
Nora Frain Heyer (dies) (Nora Frain Heyer, a resident of Scarsdale for 42 years, died on July 3, 2002, of Parkinson's Disease. She was 83.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 19
Nora Heyer served her country well (letter) (Capt. Eugene A. Hemley, retired U.S.N. of Cohawney Road), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1

HEYLE, HANNAH
Educators outraged by 'sanitized' regents test (Local educators protest the New York State Education Department's 'sanitizing' of the English regents exams.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1

HEYMAN, DAVID
Dynamic teacher energizes SHS social studies classes (photo) (Scarsdale High School social studies teacher, David Heyman, enlivens the classroom with creative and innovative teaching.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 10

HICKEY, ALISON (DR)
Alison Hickey (Alison Hickey, a Scarsdale High School graduate, was named the Barbara Morris Caspersen Associate Professor of Humanities at Wellesley College.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 4

HICKS, NEIL
Focal Points: A movement has been started to have the government declare Sept. 11, 2001, a national holiday in memory of those who died. How do you feel about this? (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 7

HIGASHI, SHINTARO
Carpenter, Julianne A. (dies) (Julianne A. Carpenter, a Scarsdale resident for 70 years, died on February 26, 2002. She was 86.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 22

HIGGINS, MARY G
Mary G. Higgins (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Mary G. Higgins (Enright), died on December 3, 2002, in Escondido, California. She was 92.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 21

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE
Snow falls on piles of uncollected leaves, making residents irate, village crews busy (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 3

HILLMAN, ANDREW
DAR chapter celebrates 75 years (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11A

HILLMAN, DONALD
DAR chapter celebrates 75 years (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11A

HINDE, RICH
Landlords protest assessment (continued) (Village center property owners protest assessment formula for Village improvements), Jan 11, 2002, p. 2
HIRSCH, DAVID (DR)
Surgeon dad is role model for his daughter (photo) (Orthopedic surgeon, Dr. Laurie Hirsch, follows in the footsteps of her father, Dr. David Hirsch.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 3

HIRSCH, EMILY
Candy 'n Cards marks 35th year in village (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 4

HIRSCH, LAURIE (DR)
Surgeon dad is role model for his daughter (photo) (Orthopedic surgeon, Dr. Laurie Hirsch, follows in the footsteps of her father, Dr. David Hirsch.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 3

HIRSCH, MARK B (AUTHOR)
World needs more democracies, not more dictatorships (editorial) (Mark B. Hirsch responds to Harold J. Reynolds' April 19 editorial.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7

HIRSCHBERG, DIANE (AUTHOR)
10 ways an indoor pool would benefit the community (letter) (Razy and Diane Hirschberg of Brookby Road), Nov 8, 2002, p. 7

HIRSCHBERG, RAZY (AUTHOR)
10 ways an indoor pool would benefit the community (letter) (Razy and Diane Hirschberg of Brookby Road), Nov 8, 2002, p. 7

HIRSCHMAN, JANE
STOP rally draws anti-testing support (continued) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 13

HIRSON, KEVIN M (AUTHOR)
Parking structure on Christie Place would certainly be a disaster for our village (letter) (Kevin M. Hirson of Chase Road), May 10, 2002, p. 9

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Scarsdalians should fight to save community resource (letter) (Matthew Brokman of Foxhall Place), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6

HITCHINS, GRACE
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

HITE, KATIE
BRP (Bronx River Conservancy) names directors (list of recent appointees), May 17, 2002, p. 4

HOCHBERG, AUDREY
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

Amy Paulin describes life in state Assembly (Scarsdale resident and New York State Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin, addressed the Town and Village Civic Club on June 6.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1

Seeking local votes for democratic committeewoman (letter) (Willa Swiller of Dickel Road), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6

Hochberg to speak (Former Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, will address the Scarsdale Woman's Club on September 27.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 13


HOCHSTIN, PAMELA
Pamela Robbins doubles its store space (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 4

Cancer foundation to host fall luncheon (photo), Sep 20, 2002, p. 4

HOCKEY
Ice hockey membership triples (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 21A

HODGDON, EILEEN (AUTHOR)
Voters: support Scarsdale's greatest asset (letter) (PT Council President and Budget Study Committee urge the Scarsdale community to endorse the proposed 2002-03 school budget), May 17, 2002, p. 6

HODGEMAN, MYRIAM
Houlihan names top 3 (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 4

HODGES, BIANCA
Future journalists, novelists get head start at conference (photo) (Scarsdale PT Council Young Writers' Conference held at High School on April 13), Apr 19, 2002, p. 10

HODGON, EILEEN
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3

10 elected to SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (Elections were held on January 15.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1

HODGSON, ILENE
School board OKs 8.29% budget hike, Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
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HOEGER, ILENE  (Continued)
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; Budget raises taxes 9.6% in Scarsdale, May 17, 2002, p. 1
HOEGER, JOHAN
Christmas countdown (photo)  (Scenes from Scarsdale and Edgemont as residents and merchants gear up for Christmas), Dec 20, 2002, p. 3
HOEGER, LARS
Christmas countdown (photo)  (Scenes from Scarsdale and Edgemont as residents and merchants gear up for Christmas), Dec 20, 2002, p. 3
HOEGER, SVEN
Christmas countdown (photo)  (Scenes from Scarsdale and Edgemont as residents and merchants gear up for Christmas), Dec 20, 2002, p. 3
HOFF-BARTHELSON SCHOOL OF MUSIC
SHS dinner theater proves kids can make a difference (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11
Music school helps cultivate appreciate for the arts (photo)  (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 15A
Neighbors protest music school plan  (School Lane residents have mobilized against the Hoff-Barthelson Music School's expansion plans.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1
Commercial expansion unfair to Popham Road dwellers (letter)  (Elaine Taylor-Gordon of Popham Road), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6
Neighbors protest music school plan (photo)  (continued)  (School Lane residents have mobilized against the Hoff-Barthelson Music School's expansion plans.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 12
Music school plan sounds sour note  (Hoff-Barthelson School of Music seeks to expand it's parking lot and acquire the property at 8 Popham Road despite protests from concerned neighbors), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
Disharmony (editorial)  (The Inquirer considers the pluses and minuses of Hoff-Barthelson's proposed expansion program.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
Music school plan sounds sour note (continued)  (Hoff-Barthelson School of Music seeks to expand it's parking lot and acquire the property at 8 Popham Road despite protests from concerned neighbors), Mar 8, 2002, p. 17
Hoff-Barthelson has outgrown its School Lane site (letter)  (Tama Seife of Circle Road), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
Hoff wants to maintain its unique, homey character (letter)  (Freda Nightingale of Harvest Drive), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
School 'welcomed' with reservations (letter)  (William Glendon of Lockwood Road), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
Music school should relocate (editorial), Mar 15, 2002, p. 7
Consultants say new H-B lot would help (At a public workshop on June 4, Scarsdale residents were briefed on the status of the new parking lot and expansion plans at the Hoff-Barthelson Music School.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Joan Behrens Bergman (The Executive Director of the Hoff-Barthelson Music School, Joan Behrens Bergman, will join the Music Panel of the New York State Council of the Arts.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4
Traffic report  (The Scarsdale Planning Board will discuss the Hoff-Barthelson Music School's application to acquire and renovate an adjacent property and construct a parking lot.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
Please preserve residential values near the downtown (letter)  (Harvey and Miriam Levitt Flisser of Lockwood Road), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
Music school robs neighbors of peace (editorial), Jun 21, 2002, p. 7
Spring benefit for H-B (Hoff-Barthelson), Jun 21, 2002, p. 14
We're about to become a village in a parking lot (letter)  (Lika L. Levi of Lockwood Road), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6
Planning board OKs music school annex (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School got the go-ahead to proceed with its plans for expansion and a new parking lot.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1
Planning board OKs music school annex (continued)  (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School got the go-ahead to proceed with its plans for expansion and a new parking lot.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 19
Planners list new restrictions on music school  (Following a July 24 hearing, the Scarsdale Planning Board issued restrictions on the expansion plan of the Hoff-Barthelson Music School.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Approval of music school was slap in the face (letter)  (Elliot DeBear of Circle Road), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6
Give peace a chance (editorial)  (The Inquirer urges neighbors adjacent to the Hoff-Barthelson Music School to be more open minded about the school's proposed expansion and additional parking area.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6
Approval of school expansion sets dangerous precedent (letter)  (Sheila and Richard Sweet of School Lane), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6
Hoff-Barthelson denies traffic/parking problems exist (letter)  (Frank Quigley of Lockwood Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6
Children get an early start in music at Hoff-Barthelson (photo)  (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 34A
Hoff-Barthelson: A musical journey for all ages (photo)  (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 34A
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max  (The Interactive Design Process Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Christie Place site developers should discuss a music school  (David Buchen suggests that the proposed indoor parking facility on Christie Place share space with the enlarged Hoff-Barthelson Music School.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7
HOFFENBERG, FELICIA ROBIN
Hoffenberg, Taubin (wed) (photo) (Felicia Robin Hoffenberg and Gregory Brett Taubin were wed on September 2, 2002, In South Salem, New York.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 12

HOFER, LINDA
Focal Points: A movement has been started to have the government declare Sept. 11, 2001, a national holiday in memory of those who died. How do you feel about this? (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 7

HOFFMAN, ELLEN WHEELER
Ellen Wheeler Hoffman (dies) (Ellen Wheeler Hoffman died on October 20, 2002, following a battle with cancer. She was 54.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 22

HOFFMAN, JOYCE
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

HOFFMANN, DANIE
Carpenter, Julianne A. (dies) (Julianne A. Carpenter, a Scarsdale resident for 70 years, died on February 26, 2002. She was 86.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 22

HOFFMANN, NICOLIN
Today's Woman (photo) (Supplement) (Profile of Nicolin Hoffmann: Diplomatic service puts Scarsdale on the (mind) map.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 33

Today's Woman (photo) (Supplement) (continued) (Profile of Nicolin Hoffmann: Diplomatic service puts Scarsdale on the (mind) map.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 36

HOFHEIMER, GERTRUDE
Remembering Marguerite Kane (Laura Strauss memorializes long time resident Marguerite Kane, who passed away on Christmas Day, 2001, at the age of 95.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 7

Community Center drive in full swing (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 4

HOFHEIMER, NATALIE
White Plains Hospital Center recognizes volunteers (photo) (Scarsdale resident Rachel Rund was awarded the White Plains Hospital Spirit of Volunteerism Award while resident Natalie Hofheimer received her 40 year pin.), May 17, 2002, p. 4

HOFSTETTER, BETH
KB-LS (Kids' Base, Little School) breaks ground on expansion (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 11

HOLBROOK, CHRISTIAN (AUTHOR)
Stop those creeping vines from strangling our beautiful trees (letter) (Christina Holbrook of Edgewood Road), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6

HOLBROOK, ELAINE (AUTHOR)
Not all women want to be relieved of child care 'burden' (letter) (Elaine Holbrook responds to a January 18 Inquirer article by Myron R. Schoenfeld.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6

HOLIDAYS
Let's party! (editorial) (Marc Wollin's comments on the frantic holiday season), Feb 15, 2002, p. 7

Winter, the season of gloom (editorial) (Howard Givner muses on the endless gloominess of Winter.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 7

HOLLANDER, ALAN
Class of 2002 Edgemont High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Edgemont High School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 13A

The beat goes on - Mr. Hollander's new opus (photo) (Alan Hollander reflects on his first summer as the conductor of the Westchester Band.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 15

Bravol (photo) (Westchester Band conductor, Alan Hollander, presented a plaque to founding members Richard and Jeanne Weber.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 4

HOLLIAN, BRIAN
More answers needed about spent fuel tank at Indian Point (letter) (Nina Cannon, Pam Slater, Leslie Hendel), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6

HOLMES, IAN
Middle Ages meet modern age with Popham House l-Movies at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

HOLMES, RUPERT
Playwright puts his own thumbprint on a genre (photo) (Rupert Holmes' latest play, "Thumbs," premiered at the Helen Hayes Theater in Nyack on March 15.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 15

HOLOCAUST, JEWISH (1939-1945)
SHS (Scarsdale High School) alum recovers art looted in WW II (World War II) (Scarsdale High School alum, Thomas Kline, received the Officer's Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany for his work to recover art stolen from Holocaust victims.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1

Healing acts (editorial) (The Inquirer lauds the work of Thomas Kline, who was honored by the German government for his efforts to return artwork stolen by the Nazis to the rightful owners.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6
HOLOCAUST, JEWISH (1939-1945) (Continued)
SHS (Scarsdale High School) alum recovers art looted in WW II (World War II) (continued) (Scarsdale High School alum, Thomas Kline, received the Officer's Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany for his work to recover art stolen from Holocaust victims.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 10
Never forget: German students confront painful heritage (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 9
Son of refugees celebrates story of triumph (photo) (Joseph Berger shared his memories as a child of Holocaust survivors at a Scarsdale Library program on March 21.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 3
Immigration by default (editorial) (Ilene Nechamkin addresses the various reasons immigrants pursue “the American Dream.”), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6
Auschwitz expert tells kids: seek truth over propaganda (photo) (Historian Robert Jan Van Pelt recounts his testimony against Holocaust deniers to Scarsdale High School students.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 10

HOLVIG, KEN
Wired schools turn out tech-savvy, connected kids (Gerald Crisci addressed the School Board on May 7 on technology advances in Scarsdale schools.), May 10, 2002, p. 1
Digital video camp to be held at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10

HOME-BASED BUSINESSES
Web opens new vistas for stay-at-home moms (photo) (Scarsdale authors Patricia Cobe and Ellen H. Parlapiano have published a book titled, "Mompreneurs Online: Using the Internet to Build Work-At-Home Success."), Feb 1, 2002, p. 3

HOMEFRONT:
You got a fixer-upper? (editorial) (AmeriCares says it's HomeFront program is seeking candidates who qualify for home renewal.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6

HOMELAND SECURITY
For better or worse (editorial) (The Inquirer urges citizens to trust the Constitution in the age of post 9/11 hyper vigilance.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6

HOMELESS PERSONS
Volunteers build dream house for homeless (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 3
Local generosity refurbishes house for homeless on Drake (photo) (Westhab is refurbishing a Village owned property at 2 Drake Road.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
Local generosity refurbishes house for homeless on Drake (photo) (continued) (Westhab is refurbishing a Village owned property at 2 Drake Road.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 26

HOMOSEXUALITY
Why does the public tolerate bigotry against homosexuals? (letter) (Phyllis Finkelstein of Fenimore Road), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6
Civil discourse needed in discussion of gay scout leaders (letter) (Andrew C. Hartzell, Jr., of Eastwoods Lane), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6
Speaker will not condemn but illuminate people (letter) (Gary Ekman, Chairman, Advisory Council on Human Relations), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6

HONG, SU
Your wish is granted (photo) (Scarsdale High School Make a Wish Foundation volunteers sponsored a fund raising walk on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 11

HOOPES, MARJORIE
Cross generational cheer (photo) (Quaker Ridge students give Valentines to seniors at the Andrus Retirement Community.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 11

HOPKINS, LULU
Lulu Hopkins (dies) (Lulu Hopkins of Scarsdale died on November 25, 2002.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 19

HORIE, TAEKO
Young cancer victim is teacher's inspiration (Retired Fox Meadow teacher, Rona Roth, creates "One More Story," a program where volunteers read to hospitalized children with cancer), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1

HORIE, TAKAKO
Young cancer victim is teacher's inspiration (Retired Fox Meadow teacher, Rona Roth, creates "One More Story," a program where volunteers read to hospitalized children with cancer), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
Young cancer victim is teacher's inspiration (photo) (continued) (Retired Fox Meadow teacher, Rona Roth, creates "One More Story," a program where volunteers read to hospitalized children with cancer), Aug 9, 2002, p. 3

HORIE, YOSHI
Young cancer victim is teacher's inspiration (Retired Fox Meadow teacher, Rona Roth, creates "One More Story," a program where volunteers read to hospitalized children with cancer), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1

HOROWITZ, JORDAN
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HOROWITZ, NATASHA

HORSES
(Photo of grazing horse at Scarsdale Riding Academy) (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

HOSPITALS
WPHC (White Plains Hospital Center) auxiliary responds to hospital and patient needs (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4A
SHS (Scarsdale High School) sophomores brighten Blythedale kids' day (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 10
Dentist brings emergency care to geriatric patient (letter) (Dr. Harold I. Sussman of Popham Road), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6
Scarsdale auxiliary donations reach $1 million (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 4
White Plains Hospital Center recognizes volunteers (photo) (Scarsdale resident Rachel Rund was awarded the White Plains Hospital Spirit of Volunteerism Award while resident Natalie Hofheimer received her 40 year pin.), May 17, 2002, p. 4
Mask of Zorro (photo) (Dr. William Frishman of Scarsdale was honored at the Westchester Medical Center's annual ball, "The Mask of Zorro"), Jul 5, 2002, p. 11
Young cancer victim is teacher's inspiration (photo) (continued) (Retired Fox Meadow teacher, Rona Roth, creates "One More Story," a program where volunteers read to hospitalized children with cancer), Aug 9, 2002, p. 3

HOUSEKNECHT, SCOTT
Edgewood is posh cabaret at 'Classical Cafe' (photo), Mar 22, 2002, p. 9
Strength of character celebrated in Edgewood (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 11

Houses
Volunteers build dream house for homeless (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 3

Houses - Scarsdale
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 3
Readers are urged to attend hearing on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap plus bonus (letter) (Bob Harrison urges homeowners to attend upcoming FAR cap plus bonus meetings on January 8.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 6
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (photo) (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 8
FAR cap + bonus is reviewed and debated (Scarsdale Village Board hears suggestions for changes to proposed FAR cap zoning law amendment.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
New FAR caps are much too lenient to solve problem (letter) (John McRae supports tougher zoning ordinances.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6
A palindromic year (editorial) (Inquirer editorial debates preservation vs. progress and development), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6
Teardown 'awards' were dubious indeed (letter) (Elizabeth Biers comments on the "Dubious Distinctions" editorial in the January 4 Inquirer.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6
FAR cap + bonus is reviewed and debated (continued) (Scarsdale Village Board hears suggestions for changes to proposed FAR cap zoning law amendment.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 8
Blueprint for change (editorial) (The Inquirer declares that Scarsdale's development review process is in desperate need of reform.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6
Trustees target March for vote on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap, Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Village board: Leave smaller lots alone (letter) (Jim Fitzgerald asks the mayor and trustees not to impose any further legislation on the 700 homes in A - 5 areas, where the houses are smaller.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6
Village staff showed her wrong plans - twice (letter) (Betsy Picket alleges that her rights as a homeowner were violated because she did not have adequate time to review a new house application before a Board of Architectural Review hearing.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6
Trustees target March for vote on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 9
BOA (Board of Appeals) seeks dismissal of subdivision challenge (Merger of property at 8 Carstonenson Road with Sharon Lane lot disputed in Westchester County Supreme Court on January 25), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1
New law are needed (editorial) (The Inquirer calls for new legislation to control overdevelopment of residential properties.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6
Builder fined for work in wetlands without permit, Feb 8, 2002, p. 5
Compromise would make FAR proposal more fair (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6
'Rescaled' neighborhoods will increase values, tax revenue (letter) (Michael Iver of Thomwood Place), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6
Out to lunch (editorial) (The Inquirer explains that minutes from the Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review have not been available for publication since the recent departure of Frank Ruccolo.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6
HOUSE - SCARSDALE (Continued)
More adjustments expected for FAR (Scarsdale residents continue to heatedly debate maximum floor area ratio (FAR) at a public hearing on February 21.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
More adjustments expected for FAR (continued) (photo) (Scarsdale residents continue to heatedly debate maximum floor area ratio (FAR) at a public hearing on February 21.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 8
Hearing on 4th draft of FAR to begin (A public hearing on the third draft of the Floor Area Ratio cap amendment to the Village Code was held on February 21.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
FAR zoning proposal will halt neighborhood revitalization (letter) (Richard Behr of Post Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
Time for a vote (editorial) (The Inquirer calls for a vote on controversial FAR [Floor to Area Ratio] regulation), Mar 1, 2002, p. 8
Hearing on 4th draft of FAR to begin (continued) (A public hearing on the third draft of the Floor Area Ratio cap amendment to the Village Code was held on February 21.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 8
Board discusses plans for new houses (Summary of Board of Architectural Review meeting on January 28), Mar 1, 2002, p. 9
Morris Lane house receives final BAR approval, Mar 8, 2002, p. 3
Current FAR (Floor to Area Ratio) proposal is too restrictive (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
Editorial was on the mark (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
BAR withdraws support for FAR (Floor to Area Ratio), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
Fee is agent for 13 new manor homes (illustration), Mar 15, 2002, p. 4
BAR withdraws support for FAR (Floor to Area Ratio) (continued), Mar 15, 2002, p. 29
Concerns linger as FAR (floor to area ratio) nears vote (Proposed FAR amendment to the zoning code is now in its fourth iteration), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Lincoln Road sale (A prospective land sale on Lincoln Road was referred to the Trustees Land Use Committee; Tom Cusick asked for comments from residents at a Village Board meeting on March 19), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
FAR will have devastating effect on would-be renovators (letter) (Mark Nadler, President, Prudential Reality), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6
Proceed with caution (editorial) (The Inquirer is troubled by several aspects of the proposed floor area ratio amendment to the Scarsdale Village Code and urges Trustees to proceed with caution), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6
Concerns linger as FAR (floor to area ratio) nears vote (illustration) (continued) (Proposed FAR amendment to the zoning code is now in its fourth iteration), Mar 22, 2002, p. 8
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with 'friendly' amendment (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
Historical Society revises building plans (Revised plans for the Scarsdale Historical Society were presented to the Scarsdale Planning Board on March 20), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
BAR contemplates proposals for 5 new houses, Mar 29, 2002, p. 3
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with 'friendly' amendment (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 8
Historical Society revises building plans (Illustration) (continued) (Revised plans for the Scarsdale Historical Society were presented to the Scarsdale Planning Board on March 20), Mar 29, 2002, p. 8
FAR zoning amendment takes effect Monday (photo) (Scarsdale Village establishes a floor area ratio [FAR] with the approval of Article XVI, Chapter 310 of the Village Zoning Code.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
FAR zoning amendment takes effect Monday (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Village establishes a floor area ratio [FAR] with the approval of Article XVI, Chapter 310 of the Village Zoning Code.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 13
Beyond FAR (Floor Area Ratio) (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the Village Zoning Code that would grant variances to houses that exceed the legal floor area ratio.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
BAR approves new houses on Griffen and Herkimer, Apr 19, 2002, p. 3
Former resident welcomed 'home' (letter) (Gregory Seiden, Greenacres School), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
New houses on Cooper found lacking in soul and charm (editorial), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7
Home (photo) (Supplement), Apr 26, 2002, pp. 1A–52A
BOA (Board of Appeals) grants 4 variances, denies 1 (Report on April 10 Scarsdale Board of Appeals meeting), May 3, 2002, p. 4
Board mulls crackdown on building violations, Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
BOA (Board of Appeals) approves variances (Results of May 8 meeting), Jun 7, 2002, p. 4
Board mulls crackdown on building violations (continued), Jun 7, 2002, p. 21
Local generosity refurbishes house for homeless on Drake (photo) (Westhab is refurbishing a Village owned property at 2 Drake Road.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
New Carthage Road house approved at last BAR meeting (Report on May 20 Board of Architectural Review meeting), Jun 21, 2002, p. 9
Local generosity refurbishes house for homeless on Drake (photo) (continued) (Westhab is refurbishing a Village owned property at 2 Drake Road.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 26
HOUSES - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Reforms under way in building dept. (Reforms and new hires at Scarsdale's Building Department will reduce the approval process from six or seven weeks to under a week.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
BAR offers suggestions on Nelson Road houses, Jun 28, 2002, p. 3
Reforms under way in building dept. (continued) (Reforms and new hires at Scarsdale's Building Department will reduce the approval process from six or seven weeks to under a week.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 14
BAR busy reviewing home improvement projects (Minutes from the Board of Architectural Review meeting on June 17.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 3
Fire destroys abandoned Saxon Woods house (An abandoned house at 25 Saxon Woods Road was destroyed by fire on October 2.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
Fire destroys abandoned Saxon Woods house (continued) (An abandoned house at 25 Saxon Woods Road was destroyed by fire on October 2.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 13
Arson investigators deem fire at Saxon Woods house deliberate (photo) (Investigators at the remains of the house at 25 Saxon Woods Road have concluded that the October 7 fire was arson.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Advanced firefighting (photo) (9 Reimer Road the site of training for Scarsdale Fire Department), Nov 1, 2002, p. 3
Planning board OKs 'Windfair' FEIS (Final Environmental Impact Statement), Nov 29, 2002, p. 3
Towering garage is as big as house (letter) (Edward A. Raymond of Walworth Avenue), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6
HOWARD, HILARY
Conte breaks record! Senior surpasses Howard as all-time scoring champ (photo) (Scarsdale High School senior, Jessica Conte, is Scarsdale's all-time leading career point scorer in basketball.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Conte breaks record! Senior surpasses Howard as all-time scoring champ (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School senior, Jessica Conte, is Scarsdale's all-time leading career point scorer in basketball.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 10
HSIA, RAYMOND
Focal Points: Are your feelings about cell phones positive or negative? (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7
HSIEH, ED
The drawing board: Young ultimate players start with the basics (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 19
HUDSON, ANTHONY
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Final suspect arrested in jewelry store robberies (photo) (Police wrap up jewelry heist dating back nine months), Apr 12, 2002, p. 3
HUFNAGEL, JONI LINKER
New sales associates (photo) (Joni Linker Hugnagel and Denise Rothberg have joined Coldwell Banker/Doernberg Real Estate.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 4
HUMAN RIGHTS
Healing acts (editorial) (The Inquirer lauds the work of Thomas Kline, who was honored by the German government for his efforts to return artwork stolen by the Nazis to the rightful owners.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6
Amy Paulin has 20-year record as human rights advocate (letter) (Barry Kramer, John Crittenden of Garth Road), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
HUMMELL, WILLIAM D (AUTHOR)
AYSO believes in open registration, playtime for all (letter) (William D. Hummell, Director, AYSO Area 3-T), May 3, 2002, p. 6
HUNERSEN, TERESE
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3
10 elected to SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (Elections were held on January 15.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
‘World Friends’ is mosaic of languages (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10
HUNERSEN, TERESE (AUTHOR)
Dating abuse: disturbingly common (editorial) (Terese Hunersen on the signs and symptoms of dating abuse), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7
HUNT, CHRISTIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28
HURWITZ, KATHY
Say YES to jobs for kids (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23
Focal Points: To what extent, if any, do you think diversity should be an element in college admissions? (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 7
HYATT, OLIVER AVERY
Oliver Avery Hyatt (dies) (photo) (Former Cudner-Hyatt House resident, Oliver Avery Hyatt, died on April 21, 2002, in Bennington, Vermont. He was 92.), May 10, 2002, p. 22

124
HYDER, SANAAN
An entrepreneurial student with a heart for art (photo) (College student and recent Scarsdale High School graduate, Sanaa Hyder, displayed her art at the Scarsdale Art Association's outdoor show last weekend.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 15

HYMAN, DICK
Spring benefit for H-B (Hoff-Barthelson) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 14

IAGALLO, GERRY
Feiner proposes new cure for town growing pains (photo) (At a town board meeting on September 12, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner, announced that a location to house the new town hall and library had been found.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1
Greenburgh town hall and library solution may be near (photo) (An office building in the Fairview neighborhood may become the new Greenburgh Town Hall and Library.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1
Greenburgh town hall and library solution may be near (continued) (An office building in the Fairview neighborhood may become the new Greenburgh Town Hall and Library.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 13

IDENTIFICATION CARDS
Volunteers need ID cards (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6

IDENTITY THEFT
Identity thieves exploit easily available info (New York State legislators are seeking to create a penalty for identity theft.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Identity thieves exploit easily available info (continued) (New York State legislators are seeking to create a penalty for identity theft.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11

ILLUSTRATORS
The art and artistry of Jerry Pinkney (photo) (The Katonah Museum of Art will open an exhibit of the art of Jerry Pinkney and Eric Carle on June 8.), May 24, 2002, p. 17

IMMIGRANTS - UNITED STATES
Is it time to close the gates? (editorial), Aug 9, 2002, p. 7

IMPOSTERS AND IMPOSTURE
Criminal imposters (The Police are on the lookout for various scam artists, impersonating police officers and defrauding elderly residents.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1

INCOME TAX
Deadline Day (photo) (Last minute tax-filers pictured at Scarsdale Post Office), Apr 19, 2002, p. 3

INDIAN POINT NUCLEAR POWER PLANT (N.Y.)
Coalition formed to force shutdown of Indian Point (letter) (Nina Cannon of Hampton Road), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6
Stop, look, listen (editorial) (The Inquirer urges thoughtful examination of all issues before considering closure of the Indian Point nuclear power plant.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6
Indian Point foes ignore benefits (editorial), Feb 8, 2002, p. 7
Indian Point foes ignore benefits (editorial) (continued), Feb 8, 2002, p. 8
Psychotic engineer worked at Indian Point (letter) (Dr. Joseph T. Martorano of Axtell Drive), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6
Nuclear power saves the day? (editorial) (Nina Cannon, Pam Slater and Leslie Mendel respond to an earlier editorial by Joseph McCourt encouraging us to embrace nuclear power.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 7
Calm discussion is more useful than hysteria (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6
Nuclear industry has developed a strong safety culture (letter) (Joseph McCourt of Tunstall Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6
More answers needed about spent fuel tank at Indian Point (letter) (Nina Cannon, Pam Slater, Leslie Hendel), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
Spent rods at Indian Point must be contained (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
State and county should study feasibility of closing plant (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
Errors on both sides of Indian Point (letter) (Alfred Strasser of Sleepy Hollow), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6
No easy answers to the question of Indian Point (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6
Citizens will bring Indian Point issue to village board (letter) (Nina Cannon, Pamela Slater of Fox Meadow), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
Board urged to back power plant closing (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Youth and other organizations urge the Scarsdale Village Board to demand shutdown of Indian Point nuclear power plant), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
Board urged to back power plant closing (continued) (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Youth and other organizations urge the Scarsdale Village Board to demand shutdown of Indian Point nuclear power plant), Apr 12, 2002, p. 16
Indian Point debate evokes memories (editorial), May 3, 2002, p. 7
Indian Point officers should be personally liable for spills (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), May 17, 2002, p. 6
Board calls for assessment of risk (The future of the controversial Indian Point Nuclear Power plant was debated at a Village Board meeting on May 28.), May 31, 2002, p. 1
INDIAN POINT NUCLEAR POWER PLANT (N.Y.) (Continued)
Board calls for assessment of risk (continued) (The future of the controversial Indian Point Nuclear Power plant was debated at a Village Board meeting on May 28.), May 31, 2002, p. 11
Trustees should take leadership role in closing Indian Point (letter) (Andrew Cham/in of Brewster Road), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6
How would we cope with a nuclear disaster? (photo) (Discussion of efforts to close the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant in Buchanan, New York), Aug 2, 2002, p. 3
How would we cope with a nuclear disaster? (continued) (Discussion of efforts to close the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant in Buchanan, New York), Aug 2, 2002, p. 12
County should not subsidize the nuclear power industry (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6
Environmentalists urge another I.P. review (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 8
Legislators say: Close the plant, Sep 13, 2002, p. 9
Simulated nuke drill causes real concern (photo), Sep 27, 2002, p. 3
Entergy's tax break is misguided subsidy (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6
Spano orders study of Indian Point conversion to gas, Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
Spano orders study of Indian Point conversion to gas (photo) (continued), Nov 22, 2002, p. 8
Indian Point vulnerable, Kennedy warns (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 13
Spano's proposed takeover of nuclear facility was courageous (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
...So that's why it's been rainy lately (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10

INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE
Indoor pool/rec center would be great community meeting place (letter) (Deborah Porder of Lawrence Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6
Doescher to succeed Newhouse (photo) (Bill Doescher will succeed Eda Newhouse as President of the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 1
Now is the time to support SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) (editorial) (David Goldstein on the need for an indoor pool and community center), Oct 4, 2002, p. 7
CRC (Community Recreation Center), Christie Place progress update, Dec 27, 2002, p. 3

INDOOR POOL EDUCATION COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE
Membership drive begins tomorrow for indoor pool (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Membership drive begins tomorrow for indoor pool (continued), Jun 7, 2002, p. 9
Trustees grant $10K for rec center promo (The Scarsdale Village Board approved a $10,000 grant to promote subscriptions to an indoor pool complex.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Pool 'poll' applauded (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the Scarsdale Village Board's efforts to rally support for the indoor pool complex.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Grant will be used not to poll but to advance recreation center (letter) (Henry J. Landau of Chestertield Road), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6
Proposed site for rec center was well studied (letter) (Charlotte Baecher, Chairman, SCC Site Selection Subcommittee), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6
Proposed SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) will be self-supporting (editorial) (Neil Bicknell makes a case for the financial independence of the proposed Scarsdale Community Center and indoor swimming pool.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7

INELLO, CATHY
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

INHABER, DALYA (AUTHOR)
Library to celebrate reopening of Dickinson Room (letter) (Dalya Inhaber, President of the Friends of the Scarsdale Library, invites the public to celebrate the reopening of the newly decorated Dickinson Room by attending a talk by Marilyn Stasio on January 24.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6

INSURANCE AGENTS - AWARDS
Steven Kalt (Steven Kalt was elected President of the Westchester Association of Insurance and Financial Advisors.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 4

INTERACTIVE DESIGN PROCESS COMMITTEE
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max (The Interactive Design Process Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max (continued) (The Interactive Design Process Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 14
INTERACTIVE DESIGN PROCESS COMMITTEE (Continued)
Christie Place plans to debut (Plans for the enclosed Christie Place multilevel parking facility will be revealed by the Scarsdale Village Board on December 9.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Christie Place plans to debut (continued) (Plans for the enclosed Christie Place multilevel parking facility will be revealed by the Scarsdale Village Board on December 9.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 14
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) presents plans for 415-space garage (illustration) (Preliminary plans for the proposed Christie Place Garage were unveiled at the December 9 meeting of the Scarsdale Trustee’s Village Center Committee.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
We like it! (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to be open minded about plans for a multi level indoor parking structure at Christie Place.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) presents plans for 415-space garage (illustration) (continued) (Preliminary plans for the proposed Christie Place Garage were unveiled at the December 9 meeting of the Scarsdale Trustee’s Village Center Committee.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 10
INTERIOR DECORATION
Home (photo) (Supplement), Apr 26, 2002, pp. 1A-52A
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
K-I-D-S spell Edgewood (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10
Global tastes fill SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) stomachs (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10
‘World Friends’ is mosaic of languages (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10
We cannot solve the world’s problems until we become world citizens; the true challenge is to expand our hearts (editorial) (Lars Rogers reports on the World Summit on Sustainable Development.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 7
INTERNET
Internet hoaxter gets 3 years’ probation and town payback (photo) (Benjamin Ballard sentenced to three years probation for making an email threat to the Edgemont School District.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Browsing the Web at warp speed - safely (part III) (Third in a series of articles by Mordechai Beizer on setting up a shared high speed Internet connection), Jan 18, 2002, p. 4
2001: the best of the worst (editorial) (According to Marc Wollin, as the web becomes more pervasive in our lives, it is hardly surprising that the sites are not all stellar.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7
Reader offers more Internet tips for techies (letter) (Bruce Wells suggests DSL providers other than Verizon as mentioned in Mordechai Beizer's series of articles on the internet.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10
Web opens new vistas for stay-at-home moms (photo) (Scarsdale authors Patricia Cabe and Ellen H. Parlapiano have published a book titled, "Mompreneurs Online: Using the Internet to Build Work-At-Home Success."), Feb 1, 2002, p. 3
The Commuter Computer - ‘The Sounds of Silence’ (Part I) (Robert Reiser's take on on-line music providers), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - ‘The Sounds of Silence’ (Part II) (Robert Reiser coaches readers on how to use a media manager program.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - ‘The Sounds of Silence’ (Part III) (Robert Reiser discusses building a music collection on your computer.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - ‘The Sounds of Silence’ (Part IV) (Robert Reiser discusses copying music onto CD’s from your computer.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 4
Internet policy aims to keep kids in its sites, May 10, 2002, p. 11
The Internet: sex, violence, frivolity - but also learning, May 31, 2002, p. 11
Focal Points: Should libraries filter the Internet for material harmful to minors? (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7
Identity thieves exploit easily available info (New York State legislators are seeking to create a penalty for identity theft.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Identity thieves exploit easily available info (continued) (New York State legislators are seeking to create a penalty for identity theft.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11
The Commuter Computer - Internet karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online (Part I, Spam and Eggs; Robert Reiser on Internet security), Sep 13, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - Internet karate: A seven part guide to protecting yourself online (Part II: Damn that spam; Robert Reiser on Internet security), Sep 20, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - Internet Karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online (Part III, Black belt anti-spam; Robert Reiser on Internet security), Oct 4, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - Internet karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online (Part IV: Just say "no;" Robert Reiser on internet security), Oct 11, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - Internet karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online (Part V, When the chips are down - when a virus strikes; Robert Reiser on internet security), Oct 18, 2002, p. 4
Internet Karate (a seven part guide to protecting yourself online) (Part 5: When the chips are down - when a virus strikes), Oct 18, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - Internet karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online (Part VI, Down with pop-ups; Robert Reiser on Internet security), Oct 25, 2002, p. 4
Internet Karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online (Part 6: Down with pop-ups), Oct 25, 2002, p. 4
INTERNET  (Continued)
The Commuter Computer - Internet karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online (Part VII: virus hoaxes; Robert Reiser on Internet security), Nov 1, 2002, p. 4
Dewie the Turtle - This is one reptile who won't get crushed on the information highway (editorial) (Marc Wollin on media mascots), Nov 15, 2002, p. 7
Vigilance is the best defense against Internet predators, Nov 15, 2002, p. 11

INTERNET PROGRAMS
A-School (Alternative School) interns experience the 'real world' (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 11
Interns wanted (Scarsdale Village Hall is accepting applications for Summer internships from undergraduate and graduate students), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
Lieber answers 'YES' to internship with new network (photo) (Scarsdale High School senior, Blair Lieber, spent her senior options weeks as an intern at the YES Network.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 23
Building Web sites, granite curbs and human connections; interns beef up their resumes at village hall (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 1
Building Web sites, granite curbs and human connections; interns beef up their resumes at village hall (photo) (continued), Aug 16, 2002, p. 8

INVENTIONS
Business people are listening to young inventor Cassidy Goldstein (photo), Jul 5, 2002, p. 9

INVESTMENTS
Dwindling rates reflect downturn (Economic uncertainty has affected municipal revenues.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1
Jordan Goodman's 12 commandments on investments, Oct 11, 2002, p. 3

IRAQ
Focal Points: What action do you think the United States should take against Iraq, if any? (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: How should the U.S. solve the problems presented by Saddam Hussein? (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 7
White House flacks attack Iraq (editorial) (Bob Pilpel suggests that the long term policy of the United States against terrorism should be support of relatively democratic forces in countries like Iraq, Iran and Syria.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6
Focal Points: How successful do you think the U. N. inspection of Iraq's weaponry will be in averting war? (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: In the event that the U.N. inspection of Iraq weaponry fails to turn up anything significant, what action, if any should the United States take? (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 7

IRWIN, JACKIE
Hall of presidents (photo) (Celebration on March 13 honors contributors to the renovation of the Kids' Base and Little School), Apr 5, 2002, p. 11
Steves, Sherwood named board officers (photo) (Bob Steves and Emily Sherwood welcomed to the Scarsdale Board of Education on July 1.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Muckraking can lead to reform (editorial) (Irving Sloan on the history of American "muckrakers"), Aug 30, 2002, p. 7

ISAACS, TRACY
New at Doernberg (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 4

ISAAK, ROBERT
Focal Points: Do you think the problem of teen drinking is worse today than in the past? (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 7

ISHIKAWA, CHIO
First-day fanfare (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 3

ISOKANE, HARRY
To some goodbye, to even more hello (photo) (Recap of retirees and new hires in school and village sports and recreation), Jan 4, 2002, p. 17

ISRAEL
Immigration by default (editorial) (Ilene Nechamkin addresses the various reasons immigrants pursue "the American Dream."), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6
Journey to war zone took courage (editorial) (Bill Jacobs lauds Senator Hillary Clinton's bravery in undertaking a fact finding mission to Israel), Mar 22, 2002, p. 7
Senator affirms bond with Israel (editorial) (photo) (Susan Stem accompanied Senator Hillary Clinton on a fact finding mission to Israel; the Senator stressed the many ties between New York and Israel, particularly in the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 7
Senator Clinton will do anything to get votes (letter) (Seth A. Halpern of Ridgecrest East), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6
U.S. should disengage from Israel (editorial), Mar 29, 2002, p. 7
Fortunately, our leaders and most Americans know who our enemies are (letter) (Richard Marcus of Secor Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
The threats are real; true allies should be cherished, not abandoned (letter) (Glen A. Tobias, National Chairman, Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
ISRAEL (Continued)
Write on, dear reader (editorial) (In response to the onslaught of criticism regarding the Inquirer's publication of Harry Reynolds' March 29 editorial on Israel, the Inquirer defends its right to deal with issues beyond local concerns.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
America and Israel share many values and interests (letter) (Harold B. Aspis of Heathcote Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7
Goal is a diverse Middle East (editorial) (David Arrow of Griffin Avenue responds to Harry Reynolds' controversial March 29 editorial.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7
Jews are not the only 'infidels' to the radical Muslims (letter) (Stanley J. Schaffer of Sheldrake Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7
Our alliance with Israel is longstanding, profound (letter) (Lowell Williams of.Paddington Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7
We will not gain security by forsaking strategic, moral ally (letter) (Rabbi Richard Jacobs of Westchester Reform Temple), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7
Isolationism, ethnocentricity and ignorance can weaken us as a nation (letter) (Eric Nusbaum and Fredda Cohen of Graham Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8
Our economic, social, scientific, democratic, cultural and religious status precipitate Muslim hatred (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8
Terrorism, wherever it is committed, is a heinous crime against humanity and one that cannot be condoned (letter) (Robert M. Kelly, Eastchester), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8
We must pursue ideals for all parties in the ongoing Middle East conflict (letter) (Amy Lenn of Tory Lane), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8
Danger comes not from Israel but from finger-pointing (letter) (Laurie Disick of Farragut Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 9
Fear of reprisal should not determine nation's decisions (letter) (Ari and Anne Grimes of Ridgecrest East), Apr 5, 2002, p. 9
Inquirer should not be forum for debate on national issues (letter) (James E. Brandt of Hampton Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 9
For Israeli victims (The Israel Emergency Solidarity Fund-One Family will hold a walk-a-thon on April 14 to raise money for Israeli victims of terrorism.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
Appeasing fundamentalists will cause more deaths (letter) (Hillary Markowitz of Kensington Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Israel's enemies are also the enemies of America (letter) (Bill Jacobs of Drake Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Our government has courage (letter) (Charles Platto, Vermont), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Thugs, terrorists should not dictate foreign policy (letter) (Anita and Art Resnick of Wynnmore Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
We have no choice but to join this fight (letter) (Anne Weisberg of Fox Meadow Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
We have the right to criticize Israel, but it's still our ally (letter) (Michael S. Kutzin of Fox Meadow Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
We should not accept rhetoric that justifies attacks (letter) (Jonatha Drescher of Black Birch Lane), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Affluent Israel is the focal point for Arab hostility (letter) (Dr. Elliott Rose of Richbell Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7
Muslim threat is as evil and virulent as Nazi threat (letter) (Theo Falowitz of School Lane), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo) (Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Mid-Westchester on April 19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
It's dangerous to dismiss the Palestinian Arabs as 'childish' (letter) (Seth A. Halpern of Ridgecrest East), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
Deadlock and dead end in Middle East (editorial) (Harry Reynolds responds to critics of his March 29 editorial), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo) (continued) (Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Mid-Westchester on April 19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 8; Apr 19, 2002, p. 9
Democracies are our allies and terrorists are our enemies (letter) (Bill Jacobs of Drake Road), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
Why have other Arabs failed to offer Palestinians a home? (letter) (Laura J. Lewis, Executive Director, American Jewish Committee), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
Writer uses illogical reasoning and distorts history (letter) (Arlene Edelson of Hartsdale), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
If protection is state's top priority, why criticize Israel? (editorial) (Dr. Michael Serby responds to Harold J. Reynolds' April 19 editorial.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7
It's not about Sharon and Arafat (editorial) (Joseph R. Kasov on the Israel/Palestinian conflict), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7
World needs more democracies, not more dictatorships (editorial) (Mark B. Hirsch responds to Harold J. Reynolds' April 19 editorial.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7
Expertise not required (editorial) (Vis a vis the controversy over the Harry Reynolds op ed pieces on Israel, the Inquirer restates its editorial policy.), May 3, 2002, p. 6
Extremists would not reward U.S. for withdrawing support (letter) (Stephen M. Goodman of Rectory Lane), May 3, 2002, p. 6
Writer does not want to stir up divisiveness (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road responds to criticism of his op ed pieces on Israel.), May 3, 2002, p. 6
ISRAEL (Continued)
Scapegoating the Jews would be irrational, unproductive (letter) (Thea Falkowitz of School Lane), May 3, 2002, p. 8
Praise for local clergy's courage, righteousness (letter) (Richard Corn of Harvard Road, Hartsdale), May 17, 2002, p. 6
Palestine, Arab countries, must recognize Israel (letter) (Dr. Harold R. Sussman of Popham Road), May 17, 2002, p. 9
U.S. should wield influence (letter) (Richard H. Oringer of Chateaux Circle), May 17, 2002, p. 9
Just say no to a Palestinian state (letter) (Dr. Phillip E. Jacobs of Griffen Avenue), May 31, 2002, p. 6
Raising funds for Israel (photo) (Photos of May 16 UJA fundraising gala for Israel), Jun 7, 2002, p. 22
CAMERA focuses on media accuracy (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 3
Students travel to Israel (Gila Daman, Eytan Rasekh and Ashley Sokol awarded Singer Family scholarships to travel to Israel this Summer), Jul 26, 2002, p. 4
An oasis of peace in Israel (editorial) (Joseph L. Andrews, Jr., on peaceful co-existence between Israelis and Palestinians in Neve Shalom, Israel), Jul 26, 2002, p. 7
Pups for Peace to deter terrorism in Israel (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Barbara Fix, hosted a fund raiser to benefit Pups for Peace, a program that uses trained dogs to detect explosives in Israel.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 3
IVER, MICHAEL
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with 'friendly' amendment (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
IVER, MICHAEL (AUTHOR)
'Rescaled ' neighborhoods will increase values, tax revenue (letter), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6

JACKSON, DEBRA
Forum takes on underage drinking (photo) (continued) (On November 7, a panel of community leaders gathered at Manhattanville College to address underage drinking.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 15

JACOBEY, WHITNEY
Musifest: Scarsdale Teen Center hosts first outdoor music concert (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 17

JACOBS, ANN HELEN LUND
Ann's Way Pond has become mosquito breeding ground (photo) (Ann's Way, near the intersection of Walworth and Greenacres Avenue, has become an overgrown breeding ground for mosquitos.), Jun 16, 2002, p. 1

JACOBS, BILL
Raising funds for Israel (photo) (Photos of May 16 UJA fundraising gala for Israel), Jun 7, 2002, p. 22

JACOBS, BILL (AUTHOR)
Journey to war zone took courage (editorial) (Bill Jacobs lauds Senator Hillary Clinton's bravery in undertaking a fact finding mission to Israel.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 7
Israel's enemies are also the enemies of America (letter) (Bill Jacobs of Drake Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Democracies are our allies and terrorists are our enemies (letter) (Bill Jacobs of Drake Road), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6

JACOBS, MARJORIE
SHS (Scarsdale High School) sophomores shouldn't take SAT, Sep 20, 2002, p. 9
SHS (Scarsdale High School) student injured in collision (Matthew Lebowitz, 16, was seriously injured when his Volvo collided with a dump truck while he was turning onto the Post Road from Oxford Road.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1

JACOBS, MARJORIE (AUTHOR)
It's not only sticks and stones that hurt (editorial) (Ernie Collabolletta and Marjorie Jacobs define and decry "sexual harassment" in the schools.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7
It's not only sticks and stones that hurt (editorial) (continued) (Ernie Collabolletta and Marjorie Jacobs define and decry "sexual harassment" in the schools.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10

JACOBS, PHILLIP E (AUTHOR)
Just say no to a Palestinian state (letter) (Dr. Phillip E. Jacobs of Griffen Avenue), May 31, 2002, p. 6

JACOBS, RICHARD
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo) (continued) (Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Mid-Westchester on April 19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 8
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo) (Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Mid-Westchester on April 19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 9
Local teenager found dead in Scarsdale diving pool Tuesday (photo) (David Freedman found dead in Scarsdale diving pool on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 1
At Cornell commencement (photo) (Rabbi Richard Jacobs of Westchester Reform Temple gave the principal address at the Baccalaureate service at Cornell University in Ithaca.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 20
JACOBS, RICHARD (AUTHOR)
We will not gain security by forsaking strategic, moral ally (letter) (Rabbi Richard Jacobs of Westchester Reform Temple), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7

JACQUET, JENNIFER
Jacquet, Murray (engaged) (photo) (Jennifer Jacquet and Michael Murray are engaged; a June, 2003, wedding is planned.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 15

JAFFE, BARBARA
Neighbors protest music school plan (School Lane residents have mobilized against the Hoff-Barthelson Music School's expansion plans.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 12
More adjustments expected for FAR (Scarsdale residents continue to heatedly debate maximum floor area ratio (FAR) at a public hearing on February 21.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
Music school plan sounds sour note (continued) (Hoff-Barthelson School of Music seeks to expand it's parking lot and acquire the property at 8 Popham Road despite protests from concerned neighbors), Mar 8, 2002, p. 17
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with 'friendly' amendment (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
Trustees continue storm water law hearing (continued), Sep 27, 2002, p. 9
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
New nominators (The Citizen's Committee gained 11 new members following the Nominating Committee election.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
Civic volunteers commend service (photo), Dec 27, 2002, p. 3

JAFFEE, BARBARA (AUTHOR)
Sign up to be founding member of an indoor pool (letter) (Barbara Jaffe of Kingston Road), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6

JAFFE, HELENA
Forum takes on underage drinking (photo) (continued) (On November 7, a panel of community leaders gathered at Manhattanville College to address underage drinking.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 15

JAFFIN, SCOTT (AUTHOR)
Schoenfeld's article reads like '30s communist propaganda (letter) (Scott Jaffin criticizes an earlier Inquirer article by Myron Schoenfeld on the issue of working mothers and childcare.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6

JAMIL, BEN
Neighbors try to scuttle assisted living facility (Saxon Woods Road residents protest proposed Assisted Living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Realm presses case for assisted living facility (A decision by the Scarsdale Zoning Board of Appeals will decide the fate of a proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Realm presses case for assisted living facility (continued) (A decision by the Scarsdale Zoning Board of Appeals will decide the fate of a proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 14
Fight against assisted living facility continues, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
Fight against assisted living facility continues (continues), Dec 27, 2002, p. 20

JAMIL, BEN (AUTHOR)
Assisted living facility doesn't belong in the 'boondocks' (letter) (Ben and Marsha Jamil, Joseph and Marian Tesser of Saxon Woods Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Saxon Woods is not a suitable area for frail elderly (letter) (Ben Jamil of Saxon Woods Road), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

JAMIL, MARSHA
Assisted living facility doesn't belong in the 'boondocks' (letter) (Ben and Marsha Jamil, Joseph and Marian Tesser of Saxon Woods Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Planning board visits assisted living site (photo) (Scarsdale Planning Board members visited the Saxon Woods Road site of the proposed assisted living home for senior residents.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
Planning board visits assisted living site (continued) (Scarsdale Planning Board members visited the Saxon Woods Road site of the proposed assisted living home for senior residents.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 11
Assisted living facility application is held over (The proposed Assisted Living facility on Saxon Woods Road was discussed at a Planning Board meeting on October 3.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
Fire destroys abandoned Saxon Woods house (continued) (An abandoned house at 25 Saxon Woods Road was destroyed by fire on October 2.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 13
Neighbors try to scuttle assisted living facility (Saxon Woods Road residents protest proposed Assisted Living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Realm presses case for assisted living facility (A decision by the Scarsdale Zoning Board of Appeals will decide the fate of a proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Realm presses case for assisted living facility (continued) (A decision by the Scarsdale Zoning Board of Appeals will decide the fate of a proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 14
Fight against assisted living facility continues, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
Fight against assisted living facility continues (continues), Dec 27, 2002, p. 20
JAPAN
Cherry blossom festival set (photo) (Cherry Blossom Festival to be held at library pond on April 21), Apr 19, 2002, 
p. 2
Japan is heaven for prosecution, hell for defense (book review by Harry Reynolds), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6
An International Christmas (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 15
JAPAN AMERICA COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Cherry blossom festival set (photo) (Cherry Blossom Festival to be held at library pond on April 21), Apr 19, 2002, 
p. 2
JARVIS, MIKE
Basketball dreams (photo) (The Women’s International Zionist Organization raised money for children in Israel 
with a “Fantasy Basketball Event” held in November.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 22
JASON, PAUL
Landlords protest assessment (continued) (Village center property owners protest assessment formula for Village 
improvements), Jan 11, 2002, p. 2
Planning board OKs ‘Windfair’ FEIS (Final Environmental Impact Statement), Nov 29, 2002, p. 3
JEHAN, JESSE
Making peace posts (Children created “peace posts” at the Scarsdale Historical Society’s Martin Luther King, Jr., 
holiday workshop.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 2
JEN, GISH
Gish Gen receives award (photo) (Author and former Scarsdale resident, Gish Gen, will receive $250,000 from the 
American Academy of Arts and Letters.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 2
JENSEN, GRADY E
Love & Marriage (photo) (Supplement), Feb 8, 2002, p. 22
JENSEN, GRADY E (AUTHOR)
How many are feeding meters? (letter) (Grady E. Jensen of Ridgecrest West), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
JENSEN, MAGGIE
Love & Marriage (photo) (Supplement), Feb 8, 2002, p. 22
JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF MID-WESTCHESTER
JCC (Jewish Community Center) of Mid-Westchester offers extensive programming for all ages (photo) (Progress 
Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 21A
Community recreation center would fill the void of winter months (letter) (Doug Rachlin of Secor Road), Mar 29, 
2002, p. 6
For Israeli victims (The Israel Emergency Solidarity Fund-One Family will hold a walk-a-thon on April 14 to raise 
money for Israeli victims of terrorism.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo) (Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Mid-Westchester on April 
19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo) (continued) (Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Mid-
Westchester on April 19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 8; Apr 
19, 2002, p. 9
'Made for me;' New director Tobe Sevush finds her dream job at JCC's (Jewish Community Center's) intensive 
arts camp (photo), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1
'Made for me;' New director Tobe Sevush finds her dream job at JCC's (Jewish Community Center's) intensive 
arts camp (photo) (continued), Jul 26, 2002, p. 3
JCC (Jewish Community Center) abounds with challenging and fun back-to-school activities (photo) (Back to 
School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 32A
JCC (Jewish Community Center) abounds with challenging and fun back-to-school activities (photo) (continued) 
(Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 33A
Community Center would duplicate facilities already available here (letter) (Nancy B. Raizen, President and the 
JCC Board of Directors), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6
JEWS
Jews are not the only 'infidels' to the radical Muslims (letter) (Stanley J. Schaffer of Sheldrake Road), Apr 5, 2002, 
p. 7
Danger comes not from Israel but from finger-pointing (letter) (Laurie Disick of Farragut Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 9
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo) (Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Mid-Westchester on April 
19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
Deadlock and dead end in Middle East (editorial) (Harry Reynolds responds to critics of his March 29 editorial), 
Apr 19, 2002, p. 7
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo) (continued) (Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Mid-
Westchester on April 19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 8; Apr 
19, 2002, p. 9
Diversity must not be allowed to become division (editorial) (Marilyn Marcus on Harold J. Reynolds’ April 19 
editorial), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7
Writer does not want to stir up divisiveness (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road responds to criticism of his op 
ed pieces on Israel.), May 3, 2002, p. 6
Scaregoating the Jews would be irrational, unproductive (letter) (Thea Falkowitz of School Lane), May 3, 2002, p. 8
His Jewish roots go back to the Revolution (photo) (Author and Scarsdale High School graduate, Dr. Joseph Andrews, traces his roots back to Jewish Revolutionary War figure, Haym Salomon.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 3
Affluent Israel is the focal point for Arab hostility (letter) (Dr. Elliott Rose of Richbell Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7
Son of refugees celebrates story of triumph (photo) (Joseph Berger shared his memories as a child of Holocaust survivors at a Scarsdale Library program on March 21.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 3
Celebrating and early Hanukkah and a lat(ke) Thanksgiving (photo) (Hanukkah falls on November 29 in 2002, practically coinciding with Thanksgiving.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Celebrating and early Hanukkah and a lat(ke) Thanksgiving (continued) (Hanukkah falls on November 29 in 2002, practically coinciding with Thanksgiving.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 9
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28
Mayors: Do things ever change in village? (photo) (Former and present Scarsdale mayors reflected on their experiences at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on February 27.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 3
Citizens Campaign Committee ask financial support (letter) (Peter Golman of Brite Avenue), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
'Manual interests' are diversity and independence (letter) (Tama Seife of Circle Road), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6
Indoor Pool report was never OK'd by the TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (letter) (Boine Johnson of Fairview Road), May 10, 2002, p. 6
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) is now dominated by special interest groups (letter) (Boine Johnson of Fairview Road), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6
Letter misrepresented relationship of mayors and TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (letter) (Boine Johnson of Fairview Road), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6
Japan is heaven for prosecution, hell for defense (book review by Harry Reynolds), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6
Scarsdale pool keeps residents cool on the 4th (Article reports results of July 4 races and games.) (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 3
Amazin' autographs (photo) (Five 1986 World Champion New York Mets signed autographs at Last Licks on November 9.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 26
Magic makes dreams come true at Last Licks (photo) (Legendary NBA basketball player, Magic Johnson, signed autographs at Last Licks on June 2.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 27
Diamond Vision: How Joe Garagiola Jr. won the West - and the world (photo) (continued) (Profile of former Scarsdale resident and baseball figure Joe Garagiola, Jr.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 28
Community Center drive in full swing (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 4
Mother finishes her daughter's last report (photo) (continued) (Journalist Grace Donati died before she could finish a news story on Brazil; her mother, Georgia Donati, has vowed to complete the project.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 8
Upstate/Downstate conflicts continue to stall license bill (photo) (New York State Senate considers bill to limit junior license holders to only one teenaged passenger), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
The Hudson and beyond (photo) (Scarsdale Raiders, Chris Jordan and Brian Pizzitola, have been chosen as alternates for the Empire State Games Hudson Valley scholastic men's basketball team.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 16
The Hudson and beyond (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Raiders, Chris Jordan and Brian Pizzitola, have been chosen as alternates for the Empire State Games Hudson Valley scholastic men's basketball team.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 18
JORDAN, DEAN H
This is a time for brutal honesty and for action (letter) (Wendy Bedenbaugh of Walworth Avenue), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6

JORDAN, DEAN H (AUTHOR)
Finger-pointing at parents does not help kids (letter) (Dean H. Jordan, Scarsdale High School, Class of '86), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6

JORDAN, LOUISE
Salsa at woman’s club (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 13

JORDON, JENNY
2 Good 2 B 4got10 (photo) (Scarsdale High School seniors check out the 2002 Bandersnatch on June 4, Senior Transition Day.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1

JOSEFSON, REENA
Focal Points: Do you think the current stock market collapse will affect future quality of life? (photo), Jul 26, 2002, p. 7

JOSSEN, DANIEL
At Cornell commencement (photo) (Rabbi Richard Jacobs of Westchester Reform Temple gave the principal address at the Baccalaureate service at Cornell University in Ithaca.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 20

JOYNT, STEPHEN
Stephen Joynt (Stephen Joynt named President and CEO of Fitch, an international rating agency.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 4

JUDAISM - CUSTOMS AND PRACTICES
A new series of Jewish music begins with Hannukah program (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 17

JUDGES
Nominee sought (The Judicial Qualifications Advisory Committee is seeking candidates for the position of Village Justice for a one year term.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

JUNG, SOKNAN HAN
Soknan Han Jung (photo) (Soknan Han Jung appointed resident coordinator of the United Nations System and resident representative of the U.N. Development Program in Bucharest, Romania), May 3, 2002, p. 4

JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER
Junior Leaguers make a difference (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4A

JURELLER, JOHN M
John Jureller (John M. Jureller joins Trans-Resources as Vice President), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4

JURIST, BRETT STUART
Roth, Jurist (wed) (photo) (Melissa Caroline Roth and Brett Stuart Jurist were wed on October 19, 2002, at Chelsea Piers in Manhattan.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 24

JURMAN, SPENCER
Spencer Jurman (Scarsdale resident, Spencer Jurman, promoted to Senior Vice President at Hunter and Partners, Inc.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 4

JUSTER, KENNETH
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

KACZYNSKI, DAVID
Brother of Unabomber to speak at Hitchcock (photo) (David Kaczynski to address forum at the Hitchcock Church on May 19.), May 10, 2002, p. 2
Unabomber's brother: End death penalty (photo) (David Kaczynski, brother of notorious unabomber Ted Kaczynski, speaks out against the death penalty at the Hitchcock Presbyterian Church on May 19.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 3
A capital mistake (editorial) (The Inquirer makes a case against the death penalty.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6
Unabomber and one of his victims shared the same Luddite philosophy (letter) (A. F. Lazzara of Garth Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 9

KACZYNSKI, TED
Brother of Unabomber to speak at Hitchcock (photo) (David Kaczynski to address forum at the Hitchcock Church on May 19.), May 10, 2002, p. 2
Unabomber’s brother: End death penalty (photo) (David Kaczynski, brother of notorious unabomber Ted Kaczynski, speaks out against the death penalty at the Hitchcock Presbyterian Church on May 19.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 3
A capital mistake (editorial) (The Inquirer makes a case against the death penalty.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6
Unabomber and one of his victims shared the same Luddite philosophy (letter) (A. F. Lazzara of Garth Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 9
KADAMUS, JIM
Mills says no (New York State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, was "unavailable" to come to Scarsdale to defend state mandated educational testing.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
8th-grade tests '02: No boycott but some 'refused,' Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

KADIN, RICHARD
Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

KAGAN, LARRY
Pups for Peace to deter terrorism in Israel (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Barbara Fix, hosted a fund raiser to benefit Pups for Peace, a program that uses trained dogs to detect explosives in Israel.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 3

KAHL, ANNE
Senior Options students explore interests, career possibilities (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 10

KAHN, ARSHAD
People of all faiths gather for 9/11 service at synagogue (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 8

KAHN, ERIKA
'Grease' (photo) (The Scardale High School Drama Club will perform 'Grease' on November 15, 16, and 17.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 11

KAISER, JOSEPH
How would we cope with a nuclear disaster? (continued) (Discussion of efforts to close the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant in Buchanan, New York), Aug 2, 2002, p. 12

KAITZ, HOLLY
Scarsdale Spring Awards (photo) (Listings of Scarsdale High School Maroon and White athletic award winners for Spring, 2002), Jun 21, 2002, p. 22

KAITZ, STU
Scarsdale Spring Awards (photo) (Listings of Scarsdale High School Maroon and White athletic award winners for Spring, 2002), Jun 21, 2002, p. 22

KALLSTROM, JAMES
How would we cope with a nuclear disaster? (continued) (Discussion of efforts to close the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant in Buchanan, New York), Aug 2, 2002, p. 12

KALT, STEVEN
Steven Kalt (Steven Kalt was elected President of the Westchester Association of Insurance and Financial Advisors.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 4

KAMEN, CHARLES
Class of 2002 Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists 2002 Scarsdale High School graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4A

KAMINER, JACK
Hardwood heroes give us the inside stuff (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 18
Men of Honor: Coaches Kaminer and Bergen were the life force of Scarsdale High School boys' basketball (photo) (State coaches induct Jack Kaminer into Hall of Fame.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 19

KANCHEWA, STELLA
Your wish is granted (photo) (Scarsdale High School Make a Wish Foundation volunteers sponsored a fund raising walk on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 11

KANE, LEONARD
Remembering Marguerite Kane (Laura Strauss memorializes long time resident Marguerite Kane, who passed away on Christmas Day, 2001, at the age of 95.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 7

KANE, MARGUERITE S
Remembering Marguerite Kane (Laura Strauss memorializes long time resident Marguerite Kane, who passed away on Christmas Day, 2001, at the age of 95.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 7
Marguerite S. Kane (dies) (Former Scarsdale Adult School staff member and longtime resident, Marguerite S. Kane, died on December 25, 2001, in Lewis, Delaware. She was 95.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 12

KANE, THOMAS
Arson investigators deem fire at Saxon Woods house deliberate (photo) (Investigators at the remains of the house at 25 Saxon Woods Road have concluded that the October 7 fire was arson.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1

KANEKO, MASAYO
Masayo Kaneko (Scarsdale resident, Masayo Kaneko, receives a Golden Dozen teaching award from New York University.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

KAPICA, JOHN A
Antenna board locked out of town hall (Greenburgh Antenna Review Board protests discriminatory treatment from Paul Feiner), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
Antenna Review Board had other meeting options (letter) (Paul Feiner responds to the Antenna Review Board's decision to meet outside in late December due to restricted access to the Greenburgh Town Hall.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6
Open Door Award to honor police, firefighters (photo) (The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service will present its Open Door Award for Community Service on May 1.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4
KAPICA, JOHN A (Continued)
Identity thieves exploit easily available info (New York State legislators are seeking to create a penalty for identity theft.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Identity thieves exploit easily available info (continued) (New York State legislators are seeking to create a penalty for identity theft.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11
Edgemont task force tackles underage drinking (photo) (The Edgemont Task Force on Alcohol and Substance Abuse is attempting to change an attitude of parental permissiveness towards teenaged drinking.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Lawns go dry with drought restrictions, Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
Police chief's campaign against drinking is not constructive (letter) (Alan S. Gordon of New York City), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6
Making kids face consequences of behavior is the right thing to do (letter) (Ernie Collabolletta, School Psychologist, Scarsdale High School), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6
County trying old and new ways of halting sale of alcohol to teens, Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
County trying old and new ways of halting sale of alcohol to teens (photo) (continued), Dec 13, 2002, p. 14
KAPICA, JOHN A (AUTHOR)
Funding delays jeopardize lives (editorial) (John A. Kapica discusses the delay behind the purchase of the Cascade vehicle and civil defense equipment by the town of Greerburgh.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 7
KAPLAN, ALAN
Prudential Centennial adds six new agents (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 4
KAPLAN, BONNIE
Fire engulfs 2 rooms of Walworth house (photo) (On December 5 Scarsdale Firefighters extinguished a quickly spreading house fire at 80 Walworth Avenue.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
KAPLAN, DANIEL
Class of 2002 Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists 2002 Scarsdale High School graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4A
KAPLAN, DEBORAH
KAPLAN, DOROTHY MAE
Dorothy Mae Kaplan (dies) (Former resident, Dorothy Mae Kaplan, died on April 13, 2002 in Alpharetta, Georgia. She was 97.), May 3, 2002, p. 22
KAPLAN, LAURA
Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16
KAPLAN, LEE
Representing the people (photo) (Pictured are the newly elected Scarsdale Middle School student organization officers.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 11
KAPLAN, MELANIE
Fire engulfs 2 rooms of Walworth house (photo) (On December 5 Scarsdale Firefighters extinguished a quickly spreading house fire at 80 Walworth Avenue.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
KAPLAN, MITCHEL
Focal Points: How do you feel about the cloning of animals, particularly as pets? (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 7
KAPLAN, ROBERT
Focal Points: Do you think that professional sports and athletes occupy attention that is out of proportion to their importance? (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7
KAPLIN, RONNIE RESNIK (DR)
Degrading scene of drunkenness bodes ill for the year (letter) (Ronnie Resnik Kaplin, M.D., of Mamaroneck), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6
KAPP, RICHARD
Philharmonia Virtuosi: alive and thrilling at 25 (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 29
Philharmonia Virtuosi: alive and thrilling at 25 (continued), Dec 6, 2002, p. 30
KARDON, JOE
Focal Points: Should the president be authorized to take pre-emptive action against countries that harbor terrorists? (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 7
KARLAN, JACKIE
Focal Points: If this year's mild winter indicates a possible climatic change, would you be pleased? (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 7
KAROTKIN, LIZA
Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16
KARP, DOUG
Village sidewalk cafe ordinance is changed (An amendment to the year old sidewalk cafe law will allow the Parkway Cafe to have an outdoor eating area.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
KARPLUS, ESTEBAN (STEVE)
Karplus, Esteban (Steve) (dies) (Edgemont resident, Esteban Karplus, died on April 11. He was 64.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 20

KASHIBA, YUKIA
Yukio Kashiba (Yukia Kashiba joins Pittney, Kardin, Kipp and Szuch law firm), May 24, 2002, p. 4

KASKEY, BRUCE
Move over GI Joe: Here come the Football Guys (photo) (continued) (Christy Kaskey launched Football Guys last month.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 8

KASKEY, BRUCE JR
Move over GI Joe: Here come the Football Guys (photo) (continued) (Christy Kaskey launched Football Guys last month.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 8

KASKEY, CHRISTY FEE
Move over GI Joe: Here come the Football Guys (photo) (continued) (Christy Kaskey launched Football Guys last month.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 8

KASKOV, JOSEPH R (AUTHOR)
It's not about Sharon and Arafat (editorial) (Joseph R. Kasov on the Israel/Palestinian conflict), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7

KATCHIS, MARY
Julia B. Fee sold to sons of previous owners (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1

KATCHIS, RANDALL
Julia B. Fee sold to sons of previous owners (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1

KATZ, ARLENE
Nominee sought (The Judicial Qualifications Advisory Committee is seeking candidates for the position of Village Justice for a one year term.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

KATZ, BONNIE KAY
Scarsdale Coffee Shop queen bids goodbye to the daily grind (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale Coffee Shop queen bids goodbye to the daily grind (photo) (continued), Sep 6, 2002, p. 9

KATZ, DANNY
Friends in concert: Danny Katz reunites with SHS (Scarsdale High School) friends for NYC concert (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 15
Friends in concert: Danny Katz reunites with SHS (Scarsdale High School) friends for NYC concert (continued), Aug 9, 2002, p. 16

KATZ, DAVID
AYSO believes in open registration, playtime for all (letter) (William D. Hummell, Director, AYSO Area 3-T), May 3, 2002, p. 6

KATZ, DAVID (AUTHOR)
All teams should be able to play on local fields (editorial) (Soccer coach, David Katz, believes that Scarsdale AYSO [American Youth Soccer Organization] teams should be open to all players.), May 3, 2002, p. 6

KATZ, KUNIKO
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

KATZ, LISA
Advocacy dinner sited (photo) (The October fundraiser for the Westchester Children's Association will be held at Whitby Castle in Rye.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 14

KATZ, MICHAEL (AUTHOR)
Policy more important than compassion to cruel pool officials (letter) (Michael Katz of Carthage Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6

KATZ, MICHELLE
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

KATZ, STEVEN (DR)
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

KAUFMAN, JAY
Focal Points: How successful do you think the U. N. inspection of Iraq's weaponry will be in averting war? (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 7
KAUFMAN, JOSEPH (AUTHOR)
Community needs a year-round recreation center (letter) (Joseph Kaufman of Ogden Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
Founding members $ won’t be used to fund pool campaign (letter) (Joseph Kaufman of Ogden Road), Jul 19, 2002, p. 7

KAUFMAN, SUSAN
New officers elected at United Way (photo) (Susan Kaufman is new president of Scarsdale-Edgemont United Way.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 4

KAUL, NISHU
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids’ Base/ The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, “Reach Around the World,” on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

KAVEY, MARJORIE H
Kavey, Marjorie (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Marjorie H. Kavey, died on March 20, 2002. She was 87.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 10

KAY, BILL
Indian Point risks debated (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board has not joined the movement to close the nuclear power plant in Indian Point despite the resolutions urging closing from 28 Westchester municipalities and school districts.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 12
Hearing on 4th draft of FAR to begin (A public hearing on the third draft of the Floor Area Ratio cap amendment to the Village Code was held on February 26.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Hearing on 4th draft of FAR to begin (continued) (A public hearing on the third draft of the Floor Area Ratio cap amendment to the Village Code was held on February 26.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 8
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with ‘friendly’ amendment (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
Debate continues on telecommunications law (continued), Mar 29, 2002, p. 17
Beyond FAR (Floor Area Ratio) (Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the Village Zoning Code that would grant variances to houses that exceed the legal floor area ratio.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
Seniors enjoy a bit of home after a night on the town (letter) (Ellen Sunness and Nancy Solomon, Co-Chairs, Senior Prom Breakfast Committee), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

KAY, BILL (AUTHOR)
Nonpartisan system is more democratic than it appears (letter) (Bill Kay of Wildwood Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

KAY, BONNIE (AUTHOR)
Coffee shop owner will be able to sleep later now (letter) (Bonnie Kay, Scarsdale Coffee Shop), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

KAY, CAROLYN
Seniors enjoy a bit of home after a night on the town (letter) (Ellen Sunness and Nancy Solomon, Co-Chairs, Senior Prom Breakfast Committee), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

KAY, JESSICA
Class of 2002 Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists 2002 Scarsdale High School graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4A

KEATING, MICHAEL
Antique fire engine makes memorial run (photo), Sep 27, 2002, p. 3

KEATING, PETER
Antique fire engine makes memorial run (photo), Sep 27, 2002, p. 3

KEEGAN, ALESSANDRO
Students art that heals (photo) (“The Authentic Self” features local art students and will be at the Gertrude White Gallery in Greenwich through October 31.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 19

KEEGAN, COLIN

KEHOE, OLIVIA
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (continued) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6

KEILER, STACEY
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids’ Base/ The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, “Reach Around the World,” on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

KEITEL, CRAIG
Police awards (The Scarsdale Village Board announced the 2002 recipients of the Scarsdale Police Department awards.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

KEITH, BOB
Having a ball (photo) (Scarsdale Raiders varsity football team celebrated a 21-6 victory over Ossining and secured a spot in the playoffs.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1

Scarsdale High School Fall Sports Awards 2002 (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 33

KELLER, BETTY
Julia B. Fee sold to sons of previous owners (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
KELLY, CHRISTOPHER A
Christopher A. Kelly (dies) (Christopher A. Kelly, former Scarsdale resident, died on September 17, 2002, following a long illness. He was 50.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 20

KELLY, JULIA
'The Best Christmas Pageant Ever' (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 21

KELLY, PETER
Police awards (The Scarsdale Village Board announced the 2002 recipients of the Scarsdale Police Department awards.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Officials reap awards for eventful year (continued) (Attendees at Public Safety Promotions and Awards ceremony looked back at a historic year.), May 31, 2002, p. 20

KELLY, ROBERT M (AUTHOR)
Terrorism, wherever it is committed, is a heinous crime against humanity and one that cannot be condoned (letter) (Robert M. Kelly, Eastchester), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8

KELLY, SUE
State redistricting battle had national impact (New York State legislators OK'd a map of Congressional Districts for the next ten years.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Delays benefit incumbents (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

KEMP, ROCHELLE
WISE (Woodlands Individualized Senior Experience) kids taste freedom 'beyond the walls' of high school (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 11

KENNEDY, ED
Construction on track as school year begins in E'mont (Edgemont) (photo) (continued), Sep 6, 2002, p. 11

KENNEDY, ROBERT F (JR)
Kennedy to students: save the environment! (photo) (Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., addressed the students of Edgemont Junior/Senior High School on November 13 on "A Contract with Our Future.")., Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
Kennedy to students: save the environment! (photo) (continued) (Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., addressed the students of Edgemont Junior/Senior High School on November 13 on "A Contract with Our Future.")., Nov 22, 2002, p. 13
Indian Point vulnerable, Kennedy warns (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 13

KENNEY, AMY
Fond farewells, friendly hellos (Seven beloved employees retire from Scarsdale schools), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10

KENNY, AUSTIN
(Austin Kenny, age 2, is pictured playing with balloons at the Scarsdale Historical Society's country fair.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6

KERANS, MARGARET AINSLIE
Margaret Ainslie Kerans (dies) (Former Village employee, Margaret Ainslie Kerans, died on December 29, 2001, at her Scarsdale home. She was 90.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 12

KERNER, EDWARD
Deadline Day (photo) (Last minute tax-filers pictured at Scarsdale Post Office), Apr 19, 2002, p. 3

KERSHNER, BRUCE
Ancient Forests (photo) (Environmentalist Bruce Kershner addressed The Friends of the Scarsdale Parks on October 14.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 16

KESTENBAUM, CURTIS
School's a picnic (photo) (Scarsdale elementary schools inaugurate the new school year with picnics.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 9

KESTENBAUM, DANIEL
School's a picnic (photo) (Scarsdale elementary schools inaugurate the new school year with picnics.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 9

KETOVER, ROSS MATTHEW

KHAN, SAIF
People of all faiths gather for 9/11 service at synagogue (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 8

KIDS' BASE
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 3
KBLs (Kids' BASE Little School) rennovation in progress (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 5A
Hall of presidents (photo) (Celebration on March 13 honors contributors to the renovation of the Kids' Base and Little School), Apr 5, 2002, p. 11
KB-LS (Kids’ Base, Little School) breaks ground on expansion (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 11
Kids' BASE benefit reached around the world (letter) (Cheryl Milstein, President, Board of Trustees, Kids' Base and the Little School), May 3, 2002, p. 6
KIDS' BASE (Continued)
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34
Art for all ages (photo) (Photo of party kicking off recent Kids' Base art exhibit on June 13), Jul 5, 2002, p. 9
Kids' BASE ready for new school year (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 50A
KBLS (Kids' BASE Little School) completes expansion (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 12
KIELL, JOSEPH (AUTHOR)
Supervisor not qualified to determine who is a security risk (letter) (Joseph Kiell criticizes Greenburgh Supervisor Paul Feiner's security initiatives.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 6
KIEMAN, DIANE
Focal Points: Do you still find the radio a useful source of information or entertainment? (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7
KILDAH, JOYCE
Joyce Kildahl (dies) (Joyce Kildahl, a Scarsdale resident for 34 years, died on November 2, 2002, in White Plains. She was 74.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 20
KILIK, HOWARD
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28
KILLIAN, LINDA
Hall of presidents (photo) (Celebration on March 13 honors contributors to the renovation of the Kids' Base and Little School), Apr 5, 2002, p. 11
KIM, SEO-JIN
Student Artist of the Month (photo) (Seo-Jin Kim is the Scarsdale High School Artist of the Month.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 12
KIM, YOON HEE
The art of carving (photo) (Yoon Hee Kim is shown carving a Thanksgiving turkey at the annual Greenacres School celebration.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 12
KINDRED, BROOK
Civic volunteers commend service (photo), Dec 27, 2002, p. 3
KING, CHARLIE
Democrats to hold primary Tuesday, Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
KING, JOHN
Art wish granted (photo) (Westchester Arts Council awards $1,000 grant to Scarsdale based New Choral Society of Westchester), Feb 15, 2002, p. 4
Hallelujah! Scarsdale's community chorus to sing 'Messiah' at Carnegie Hall (photo) (continued), Nov 22, 2002, p. 21
KING, JOHN (DR)
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3
KINLEN, SUSAN
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) math teacher resigns; PR (Public Relations) assistant hired, Mar 22, 2002, p. 10
KIRSHENBAUM, NANCY
Focal Points: What changes do you think will result from the Enron situation? (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 7
KIRWIN, ANDREW
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 21
KIRWIN, GLENN
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 21
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1
KIRWIN, MILES
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 21
KISANDRA, DEBRA
Rec coaches are enthusiastic and very supportive (letter) (Dale Langeveldt of Post Road), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
KLABER, ADAM
Focal Points: Would you serve in local public office on either a paid or volunteer basis? (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 7
KLAMPERT, ANDREW
The art and artistry of Jerry Pinkney (photo) (The Katonah Museum of Art will open an exhibit of the art of Jerry Pinkney and Eric Carle on June 8.), May 24, 2002, p. 17
KLAMPERT, ELIZABETH
Focal Points: Should libraries filter the Internet for material harmful to minors? (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7
KLEIN, BETTINA
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34
KLEIN, CAREY
Hopelessly, devoted...(photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club is performing “Grease” this weekend.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

KLEIN, JEFF
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids’ Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, “Reach Around the World,” on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

KLEIN, LISA
Prudential Centennial adds six new agents (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 4

KLEIN, LYDIA
Say YES to jobs for kids (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23

KLEIN, STEPHEN A
Rabbi Klein celebrates 20 years at synagogue (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 17
People of all faiths gather for 9/11 service at synagogue (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 8

KLEIN, STEPHEN A (AUTHOR)

KLEMME, JOHN
Students learn to live in a world of diversity (A March 18 School Board meeting discussed a report titled “Educating for Diversity.”), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Students learn to live in a world of diversity (continued) (A March 18 School Board meeting discussed a report titled “Educating for Diversity.”), Mar 22, 2002, p. 10
High school student volunteers win awards for community service (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 10
PT Council lunch (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10
Educators outraged by ‘sanitized’ regents test (Local educators protest the New York State Education Department’s “sanitizing” of the English regents exams.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
Educators outraged by ‘sanitized’ regents test (continued) (Local educators protest the New York State Education Department’s “sanitizing” of the English regents exams.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 15
Construction, 9/11 plans top school to-do list (Scarsdale Schools are off and running in preparation for their September 4 opening.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1
Hundreds of kids arrive drunk at SHS (Scarsdale High School) dance (More than 200 students showed up drunk to the Scarsdale High School homecoming dance on September 20.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 1
Mayor: Scarsdale must unite against teenage drinking (continued), Sep 27, 2002, p. 9
Excerpt from Klemme’s letter (Scarsdale High School Principal John Klemme puts a moratorium on high school dances following the September 20 Homecoming when over 200 students arrived intoxicated.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 11
Hundreds of kids arrive drunk at SHS (Scarsdale High School) dance (continued) (More than 200 students showed up drunk to the Scarsdale High School homecoming dance on September 20.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 11
Parents’ forum seeks consensus on teenage drinking at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (A public meeting for parents at Scarsdale High School on October 7 addressed the issue of underage drinking.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Parents’ forum seeks consensus on teenage drinking at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (continued) (A public meeting for parents at Scarsdale High School on October 7 addressed the issue of underage drinking.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 11
Moratorium on high school social activities lifted (The ban on Scarsdale High School social activities has been lifted.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
SHS (Scarsdale High School) student injured in collision (Matthew Lebowitz, 16, was seriously injured when his Volvo collided with a dump truck while he was turning onto the Post Road from Oxford Road.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
Kids want code they can respect (The new Scarsdale High School Code of Conduct will be presented to Principal John Klemme in January, 2003.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1

KLEMME, JOHN (AUTHOR)

KLEPP, EVAN
Celebrating diversity (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 10

KLIGERMAN, ROBERT
Candidates for trustee field questions (Candidates for Scarsdale Village Board fielded questions at a Forum sponsored by the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents on March 4.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
Depot plans discussed (illus) (Robert Kligerman is working on plans to make the juncture between Ardsley Road and Popham Road more appealing.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Depot plans discussed (illus) (continued) (Robert Kligerman is working on plans to make the juncture between Ardsley Road and Popham Road more appealing.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 3
KLIGERMAN, ROBERT (Continued)
Taxis need space (editorial) (The Inquirer hopes that Robert Kligerman's design for Depot Place will address the issue of traffic congestion.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6

KLINE, THOMAS
SHS (Scarsdale High School) alum recovers art looted in WW II (World War II) (Scarsdale High School alum, Thomas Kline, received the Officer's Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany for his work to recover art stolen from Holocaust victims.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Healing acts (editorial) (The Inquirer lauds the work of Thomas Kline, who was honored by the German government for his efforts to return artwork stolen by the Nazis to the rightful owners.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6
SHS (Scarsdale High School) alum recovers art looted in WW II (World War II) (continued) (Scarsdale High School alum, Thomas Kline, received the Officer's Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany for his work to recover art stolen from Holocaust victims.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 10

KLING, STEPHEN
Scarsdale during the Vietnam War (editorial) (Village historian Irving Sloane describes Scarsdale during the Vietnam War years.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 15

KLUBACK, ED

KNIEF, THOMAS DRESHER
Dawn Dresher Knief (photo) (Dawn Dresher Knief joins Julia B. Fee), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4

KNIGHT, RAY
Amazin' autographs (photo) (Five 1986 World Champion New York Mets signed autographs at Last Licks on November 9.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 26

KNOPP, AL
Builder fined for work in wetlands without permit, Feb 8, 2002, p. 5
New Carthage Road house approved at last BAR meeting (Report on May 20 Board of Architectural Review meeting), Jun 21, 2002, p. 9
Scarsdale Spring Awards (photo) (Listings of Scarsdale High School Maroon and White athletic award winners for Spring, 2002), Jun 21, 2002, p. 22

KNOWLAND, EBEN
Skiing: Put something your feet and hit the snow (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 24

KOCH, LINDA (AUTHOR)
Daffodils gift of scouts, friends (letter) (Linda Koch of Old County Road, Hartsdale), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6

KOCH-MEHRRIN, KJELL
A slice of patriotic Americana (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10

KORNFIELD, ALICE
Alice Kornfield (Alice Kornfield appointed general counsel of the New York Chapter of the National Association of Women Business Owners), Nov 1, 2002, p. 4

KORSSEN, BARBARA
Barbara Korsen (Scarsdale resident, Barbara Korsen, is the narrator for the audiobook, "The Spy Next Door: The Extraordinary Secret Life of Robert Philip Hansen.")., Jul 12, 2002, p. 4

KORYN, NANETTE
Appreciate your teachers (photo) (Fox Meadow staff recognition luncheon was hosted on June 5), Jul 5, 2002, p. 9

KORZENIK, EMILY
Rabbi embraces life's opportunities, challenges (photo) (Profile of Rabbi Emily Korzenik, longtime spiritual leader of the Fellowship for Jewish Learning.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 3

KOSTER, FRANS
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28
How to succeed in show biz with Scarsdale Summer Music Theater (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 15

KOTTLE, KAYLA
Cooking club outing (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 17
KOJRKOS, LISA
Middle school SO (Student Organization) kids sharpen skills (photo) (Four Scarsdale Middle School students attend student organization conference in Maryland March 8-10), Apr 5, 2002, p. 10

Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16

KOVACS, FRED
Into the woods (photo) (The Garth Woods Conservancy sponsored an outdoor photo workshop on July 20.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 2

KOZLOVA, VALENTINA
In step with the music: the art of ballet choreography (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 17

In step with the music: the art of ballet choreography (photo) (continued), May 10, 2002, p. 19

KOZLowski, JEFF
Company 3 recruits (photo) (Two new recruits officially joined Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 3 on March 5.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 4

KRAMER, BARRY
Apartments will replace Plaza (illustration) (continued) (Luxury rental apartments will take the place of the closed Scarsdale Plaza movie theater.), May 31, 2002, p. 10

Awards for Claire D. Leone (photo) (Claire D. Leone real estate agents win prestigious awards from the Westchester County Board of Realtors), Jun 7, 2002, p. 4

KRAMER, BARRY (AUTHOR)
Amy Paulin has 20-year record as human rights advocate (letter) (Barry Kramer, John Crittenden of Garth Road), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6

KRAMER, EVERETT
Latin Club members have grapetime at banquet (photo), Mar 22, 2002, p. 10

KRAPIN, ARI
Artist-in-residence brings rhythm and fun to Heathcote (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 11

KRATZER, REIKO
'World Friends' is mosaic of languages (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10

KRAUSS, ED
Democrats to hold primary Tuesday, Sep 6, 2002, p. 1

KRAUSS, ED (AUTHOR)
Calm discussion is more useful than hysteria (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6

No easy answers to the question of Indian Point (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6

Our economic, social, scientific, democratic, cultural and religious status precipitate Muslim hatred (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8


Assemblywoman has brought vision, accomplishments (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue lauds the accomplishments of freshman Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin.), May 17, 2002, p. 6

One man's 'open government' is another's 'indecent exposure' (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

News coverage should be limited to facts and avoid rumors (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6

Assemblywoman Amy Paulin is not a prejudiced person (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6

Inquirer cast sunlight onto the 'real' Paul Feiner (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6

KREIGER, RAY
Focal Points: How do you feel about the recent court decision that the insertion of the phrase "under God" in the Pledge of Allegiance is unconstitutional? (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7

KREINESS, DAVID
Antenna board locked out of town hall (Greenburgh Antenna Review Board protests discriminatory treatment from Paul Feiner), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1

KRISANDA, DEB
Sports Swap to benefit PT (Parent-Teacher) Council (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 52A

KROENLEIN, DAVID
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (photo) (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 8

Speeding cars are a menace to neighborhood residents (letter) (Andrew Chamlin deplores speed limit violations in residential neighborhoods.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6

Trustees target March for vote on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 9

Many questions linger over recreation center (Discussion of a proposed recreation center adjacent to the Mamaroneck Road pool complex tabled till after March 19 village election), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1

Village budget process demands clairvoyance and tough choices; Budget estimates are nipped and tucked to limit tax hike, Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
KROENLEIN, DAVID
(Continued)
Art wish granted (photo) (Westchester Arts Council awards $1,000 grant to Scarsdale based New Choral Society of Westchester), Feb 15, 2002, p. 4
Police force commended for investigative success (Scarsdale Village Board commends the Police for apprehending suspects in July robbery of downtown jewelers), Feb 22, 2002, p. 3
Samples of water show increased organisms, Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Mayors: Do things ever change in village? (photo) (Former and present Scarsdale mayors reflected on their experiences at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on February 27.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 3
Candidates for trustee field questions (Candidates for Scarsdale Village Board fielded questions at a Forum sponsored by the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents on March 4.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
Concerns linger as FAR (floor to area ratio) nears vote (Proposed FAR amendment to the zoning code is now in its fourth iteration), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Voters elect 2 new trustees (photo) (Noreen Fisher, James O'Connor and incumbent Carl Pforzheimer were elected to the Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Drought emergency declared (Westchester County Executive, Andy Spano, declares a drought emergency; water restrictions to go into effect.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
Retiring trustees Sved and Weisberg praised at final meeting (Retiring trustees Beverley Sved and Anne Weisberg were honored by trustees at the March 26 Village Board meeting.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
She got our vote (photo) (Longtime resident, Kathryn Price Johnson Day, was honored by Mayor David Kroenlein on her 105th birthday.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
Debate continues on telecommunications law (continued), Mar 29, 2002, p. 17
Board urged to back power plant closing (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Youth and other organizations urge the Scarsdale Village Board to demand shutdown of Indian Point nuclear power plant), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
KB-LS (Kids' Base, Little School) breaks ground on expansion (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 11
No progress on Christie Place garage proposal (Christie Place indoor parking facility proposal is referred back to Village Center Committee on April 23.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 1
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 21
Christie Place parking debate divides trustees, May 24, 2002, p. 1
Are we building a garage for the convenience of out-of town commuters? (letter) (Kathryn Litsas of Scarsdale Chateaux), May 24, 2002, p. 6
Christie Garage to enter design phase, cautiously, May 31, 2002, p. 1
Outgoing Ferraro pins badge on new police chief Brogan (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 1
Gorgeous weather for a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 3
Will the real majority please speak up (editorial) (The Inquirer questions whether the vocal opponents to the Christie Place Parking Garage represent the majority of Village residents.), May 31, 2002, p. 6
Local generosity refurbishes house for homeless on Drake (photo) (continued) (Westhab is refurbishing a Village owned property at 2 Drake Road.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 26
Committee must focus on garage, Kroenlein says (Mayor Kroenlein refuses to respond point by point to a list of TVCC concerns about the Christie Place Garage.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Reforms under way in building dept. (Reforms and new hires at Scarsdale's Building Department will reduce the approval process from six or seven weeks to under a week.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Committee must focus on garage, Kroenlein says (continued) (Mayor Kroenlein refuses to respond point by point to a list of TVCC concerns about the Christie Place Garage.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 14
IDP committee forming (Mayor David Kroenlein to announce appointments to the Interactive Design Process Committee for the Christie Place Garage.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Old-fashioned games highlight Grenacres' 4th (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 3
Design committee MO is explained (Architect Steve Tilly, chairman of the Interactive Design Committee on the Christie Place indoor parking garage, will facilitate discussion and seek to arrive at a consensus for the property.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Design committee MO is explained (continued) (Architect Steve Tilly, chairman of the Interactive Design Committee on the Christie Place indoor parking garage, will facilitate discussion and seek to arrive at a consensus for the property.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 12
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues to mull fate of Christie (Community members attended a meeting of the Town and Village Civic Club on August 5 to debate the future of the Robison Lot on Christie Place.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
'87 report found 1,000+ parking space dearth, Aug 9, 2002, p. 8
KROENLEIN, DAVID (Continued)
Village board seeks feedback on water control proposal, Aug 16, 2002, p. 1
Trustees amend wireless telecommunications law, Sep 13, 2002, p. 1
Mayor: Scarsdale must unite against teenage drinking, Sep 27, 2002, p. 1
TVCC meeting (The proposed Christie Place Garage will be discussed at a Town and Village Club meeting on October 10.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
Arson investigators deem fire at Saxon Woods house deliberate (photo) (Investigators at the remains of the house at 25 Saxon Woods Road have concluded that the October 7 fire was arson.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max (The Interactive Design Process Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Trustee urges support for ScarVAC (continued) (Scarsdale Village Trustee, Peter Strauss, extolled the life saving work of the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps and endorsed construction of a new ambulance facility on Weaver Street.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 8
Parents’ forum seeks consensus on teenage drinking at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (continued) (A public meeting for parents at Scarsdale High School on October 7 addressed the issue of underage drinking.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 11
Mayor outlines state of village for TVCC (Town and Village Club) (Scarsdale Mayor David Kroenlein delivered the annual State of the Village address to the Town and Village Civic Club on October 17.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1
Mayor outlines state of village for TVCC (Town and Village Club) (continued) (Scarsdale Mayor David Kroenlein delivered the annual State of the Village address to the Town and Village Civic Club on October 17.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 10
Trustees OK SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) ground lease, ambulance (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees voted 6-0 to approve a lot at 6 Weaver Street for construction of a new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Coalition explores ways in which domestic abuse hurts children (The Scarsdale Coalition on Family Violence held it's second annual forum on October 29 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
Veterans Day (American Legion Post 52 will sponsor the annual Veterans Day ceremonies on November 11 in Boniface Circle.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Eckstein resigns from IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) in protest (Alan Eckstein resigned from the Interactive Design Process Committee saying it had been "hijacked by special interests."), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
Old soldiers remembered on Veterans Day (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 3
He's coming to town (Santa will make an appearance at Boniface Circle on November 30.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Trustees endorse Safe Homes Initiative, Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Trustees endorse Safe Homes Initiative (continued), Nov 29, 2002, p. 26
Recycling pride (Scarsdale received a Pride in Public Works award from New York State.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
A lot of work made 'Visions' brunch happen (letter) (Michelle Abelson, President, Scarsdale Teen Center), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6
Everyone's talking about teen drinking; Scarsdale coordinates multiple arms to fight problem, Dec 20, 2002, p. 1
Mayor wanted (The Scarsdale Citizens Committee is seeking candidates for Mayor.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
Subdivision process was handled in fair, businesslike way (letter) (Jim Fitzgerald of Brambach Road), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6
KROENLEIN, DAVID (AUTHOR)
Shaping up; Scarsdale residents share in village's progress (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1A
Shaping up; Scarsdale residents share in village's progress (photo) (Progress Edition) (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 15A
Domestic violence in Scarsdale? (editorial) (Scarsdale Mayor, David Kroenlein, writes that Scarsdale is not immune to incidents of domestic violence.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 7
KROLL, DOUGLAS
Focal Points: Would you serve in local public office on either a paid or volunteer basis? (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 7
KROLL, DOUGLAS ALAN
Kroll, Douglas Alan (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Douglas Alan Kroll, died on April 8, 2001, of complications due to leukemia. He was 34.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 24
KROLL, WENDIE (AUTHOR)
The indoor pool: Now let us turn words into action (letter) (Wendie Kroll of Vanderbilt Road), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6
KROSSMAN, CINDY
Newhouse resigns as historical society president (photo) (Eda Newhouse has resigned as the President of the Scarsdale Historical Society; Corky Thompson will be acting President.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1
Newhouse resigns as historical society president (continued) (Eda Newhouse has resigned as the President of the Scarsdale Historical Society; Corky Thompson will be acting President.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 8
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KRUUK, JONATHAN
Historical Society joins tercentenary celebrations (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10A

KUMAR, NICOLE
Here we are now, entertain us! SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) performers bring talent and teen spirit to S.O. (Student Organization) Showcase (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 10

KUPPERBERG, JEANNE
Paddle tennis tournament benefits Children's Village (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 8

KURLAN, CALI
Heathcote Blue wins 1st (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11

KURLAN, IAN
Curious Heathcote first-graders find out about life as a blind person (photo) (First graders at the Heathcote School found out first hand about being blind from story teller Becky Barnes and her guide dog, Rowan.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 11

KURTZ, ELLEN
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3
10 elected to SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (Elections were held on January 15.), Jan 18, 2002, p.

KURZMAN, ROBERT
Raising funds for Israel (photo) (Photos of May 16 UJA fundraising gala for Israel), Jun 7, 2002, p. 22

KUTNER, LINDSAY
Aloha, it's Halloween! (photo) (The A-School held its annual Halloween party.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1

KUTTNER, SOL (AUTHOR)
Sanitation workers do a great job (letter) (Sol Kuttner of Post Road), May 10, 2002, p. 9
Scarsdale Library is a wonderful resource (letter) (Sol Kuttner of Post Road), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6
Tag sale signs should be permitted here (letter) (Sol Kuttner of Post Road), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6

KUTZIN, MICHAEL S

KUTZIN, MICHAEL S (AUTHOR)
We have the right to criticize Israel, but it's still our ally (letter) (Michael S. Kutzin of Fox Meadow Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Indian Point debate evokes memories (editorial), May 3, 2002, p. 7
Open invitation to the TVCC education committee (letter) (Michael S. Kutzin of Fox Meadow Road), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
Reality TV hits a new low (editorial) (Michael Kutzin on a new reality television program called "The Will."), Nov 22, 2002, p. 7
Commuters should not be asked to solve NYC's problems (editorial), Dec 6, 2002, p. 7
GOP is not the party of racists (editorial), Dec 27, 2002, p. 7

LABOR DAY
Labor Day games (Scarsdale will say goodbye to Summer at the annual Labor Day celebration at the Scarsdale Pool on September 2.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1

LACEY, FREDERIC
Master's plan gives G'burgh (Greenburgh) to Lowey (Final plan for Westchester Congressional districts released on May 13), May 17, 2002, p. 1
Master's plan gives G'burgh (Greenburgh) to Lowey (photo) (continued) (Final plan for Westchester Congressional districts released on May 13), May 17, 2002, p. 10

LACOVARA, ANNA
Anna Lacovara (dies) (Anna Lacovara, who resided in Scarsdale for over 30 years, died on September 3, 2002. She was 93.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 29

LACROSSE
Scarsdale boys' lacrosse is: A Curran Affair (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 21
Scarsdale boys' lacrosse is: A Curran Affair (continued), Apr 19, 2002, p. 30

LAKE, DON
Citizens can improve water quality (A League of Women Voters panel discussion on April 29 addressed the issue of water pollution.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Citizens can improve water quality (continued) (A League of Women Voters panel discussion on April 29 addressed the issue of water pollution.), May 3, 2002, p. 14

LALLI, ELENA
Class of 2002 Edgemont High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Edgemont High School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 13A
LAMAN, BARBARA
Fond farewells, friendly hellos (Seven beloved employees retire from Scarsdale schools), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10

LAMBERT, MAUREEN
A woman’s place (editorial) (The Drake Road home of the Scarsdale Woman’s Club is showing it’s age; the Inquirer recommends updating.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Woman's club names new president (photo) (Maureen Lambert takes office as new president of Scarsdale Woman's Club), Apr 12, 2002, p. 17

LANCASTER, JIM
Seniors enjoy a bit of home after a night on the town (letter) (Ellen Sunness and Nancy Solomon, Co-Chairs, Senior From Breakfast Committee), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

LANDANO, ANDREA
Hartsdale going to the dogs (and cats) with opening of animal clinic (photo), Aug 30, 2002, p. 4

LANDAU, HENRY J
Grant will be used not to poll but to advance recreation center (letter) (Henry J. Landau of Chesterfield Road), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6
Letter was not accurate on recreation center (letter) (John C. Needham of Palmer Avenue), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6

LANDAU, HENRY J (AUTHOR)
Recreation center tail is wagging the indoor pool dog (letter) (Henry Landau of Chesterfield Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

LANDAU, UZI
Pups for Peace to deter terrorism in Israel (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Barbara Fix, hosted a fund raiser to benefit Pups for Peace, a program that uses trained dogs to detect explosives in Israel.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 3

LANDES, BETTE
LWV responds to changing needs (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 3A

LANDES, BETTE (AUTHOR)
New indoor rec center will be 'a perfect arrangement' (letter) (Bette Landes of Hampton Road), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6
Scarsdale LWV (League of Women Voters) appreciates donations (letter) (Laura Fratt and Bette Landes, Scarsdale League of Women Voters), Dec 20, 2002, p. 6

LANDLORD AND TENANT
Landlords protest assessment (Village center property owners protest assessment formula for Village improvements), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Landlords protest assessment (continued) (Village center property owners protest assessment formula for Village improvements), Jan 11, 2002, p. 2

LANDSBERG, SUSAN
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids’ Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

LAND USE
Lincoln Road sale (A prospective land sale on Lincoln Road was referred to the Trustees Land Use Committee; Tom Cusick asked for comments from residents at a Village Board meeting on March 19.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1

LANG, DEBBIE
"University" reassures parents: Kids will grow out of it (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10
"University" reassures parents: Kids will grow out of it (continued), Apr 12, 2002, p. 11

LANG, EUGENIE
SAT changes try to make test fairer, but will they succeed? (Changes to the SAT I to be implemented in March 2005), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1
SAT prep program at crossroads (photo) (Eugenie Lang announced that "Let’s Get Ready," the free SAT prep course for underserved student populations, is "broke.")., Sep 20, 2002, p. 1
Reaching out (editorial) (The Inquirer commends Eugenie Lang on her work with Let’s Get Ready and hopes the organization achieves it's funding goals.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6
SAT prep program at crossroads (photo) (continued) (Eugenie Lang announced that "Let’s Get Ready," the free SAT prep course for underserved student populations, is "broke.")., Sep 20, 2002, p. 8
Corrections (Contrary to the information in the September 20 article on "Let’s Get Ready," the free test prep organization is neither moribund nor diminished.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 4

LANG, EUGENIE (AUTHOR)
It's onward and upward for Let's Get Ready! (letter) (Eugenie Lang, Founder, Let's Get Ready), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6

LANG, JEANNIE
Get Ready! again (Get Ready!, the free Scarsdale-based SAT prep course is seeking summer mentors and tutors.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1

LANG, MARTIN (AUTHOR)
Other dangers greater than thermometers (letter) (Martin Lang of New York), Nov 8, 2002, p. 9

LANGEVELDT, CLAIRE
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (continued) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8
LANGEVELDT, CLAIRE (Continued)
Here we are now, entertain us! SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) performers bring talent and teen spirit to S.O. (Student Organization) Showcase (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 10

LANGEVELDT, DALE
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (continued) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8

LANGEVELDT, DALE (AUTHOR)
Rec coaches are enthusiastic and very supportive (letter) (Dale Langeveldt of Post Road), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

LANGSAM, JANET
Ensler urges women to ‘transform’ violence (photo) (continued) (Playwright Eve Ensler addressed The Westchester Fund for Women and Girls on November 20.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 26

LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES - STUDY AND TEACHING
Foreign language study urged for young kids (At a February 12 Edgemont School Board meeting, Jane Gertler urged the introduction of language study to elementary school students.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Students should be world citizens (On February 7, a Town and Village Civic Club panel discussed foreign language and diversity education.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Foreign language study urged for young kids (continued) (At a February 12 Edgemont School Board meeting, Jane Gertler urged the introduction of language study to elementary school students.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 9
Students should be world citizens (continued) (On February 7, a Town and Village Civic Club panel discussed foreign language and diversity education.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 11
Stop dithering: start teaching foreign languages (letter) (Michael W. Blumstein of Wheelock Road), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6

LANSBERG, SUSAN
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

LANZA, PATRICIA
Patricia Lanza (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Patricia Lanza, received a public service award from the Greenburgh Police Department.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

LANZET, GREER
"You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown" to hit SHS stage (photo) (Clark Gesner's musical, "You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown," will be presented at Scarsdale High School on February 1 and 2.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 19

LARKIN, JOHN
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

LARKIN, MARGARET SLANER
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

LARSEN, ALEX
Out and about with troop 60 (photo) (Members of Scarsdale Boy Scout Troop 60 are pictured at an outing to Playland Park in Rye.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 4

LARSON, GERALD ALLYN
Gerald Allyn Larson (dies) (Gerald Allyn Larson, former Scarsdale High School Social Studies teacher, died on April 30, 2002. He was 64.), May 24, 2002, p. 20

LASSER, EMILY (AUTHOR)
Children can learn a lot from other people's mistakes (letter) (Emily Lasser of Glendale Road), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

LASSER, JAMES
2 leaving board (The Edgemont School Board has two vacancies; replacements are being sought.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; 2 new candidates run in Edgemont, May 17, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; 2 new candidates run in Edgemont (continued), May 17, 2002, p. 13
Jobs well done (editorial) (The Inquirer salutes David Glazer and Jim Lasser, who are stepping down after many years from the Edgemont Board of Education.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6

LATIMER, GEORGE
Bronz to chair board (photo) (Lois Bronz elected to head Westchester County Board of Legislators), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Audubon lauds 3 committed to environment (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4
Latimer's party star ascends to chair (photo) (On September 30, George Latimer was elected chairman of the Westchester County Democratic Committee.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
Latimer's party star ascends to chair (continued) (On September 30, George Latimer was elected chairman of the Westchester County Democratic Committee.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 13
Feiner would axe county government; Feiner pointed to Connecticut as an example of how irrelevant this so-called "second level" of government can be., Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
LATIMER, GEORGE  (Continued)
News coverage should be limited to facts and avoid rumors (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6

LATIN LANGUAGE
Latin Club members have grape time at banquet (photo), Mar 22, 2002, p. 10
Back from the dead (editorial) (Marc Wollin addresses the resurgence in the study of Latin.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 7

LAU KENNETH
Kenneth Lau (photo) (Kenneth Lao, CSW, honored by the Westchester Task Force on Child Abuse and Neglect.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

LAWNS
Lawns go dry with drought restrictions, Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
Lawns go dry with drought restrictions (photo) (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 1

LAWTON, ELLEN
Top producers at Doernberg (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4
Doernberg agents receive honors (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4

LAWYERS
Harry Reynolds (Scarsdale attorney, Harry Reynolds, to work with New York City Bar Association's Committee on Capital Punishment Subcommittee), Feb 8, 2002, p. 4
Sport court; Arbitrator Rivkin sifted through the unfortunate messes in Salt Lake (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 20
Sport court; Arbitrator Rivkin sifted through the unfortunate messes in Salt Lake (photo) (continued), Mar 8, 2002, p. 24
Yukio Kashiba (Yukio Kashiba joins Pittney, Kardin, Kipp and Szuch law firm), May 24, 2002, p. 4
'Family friendly' firm awarded (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Jerold Ruderman, won the Westchester Women Bar Association's "Family Friendly Employer Policy Award.")., Jun 28, 2002, p. 4
Patricia McConnell (photo) (Scarsdale resident and attorney, Patricia McConnell, named a partner at the law firm Meyer, Suozzi, English & Klein), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4
Richard Simonds Jr. (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Richard Simonds, Jr., was named a partner at Thacher Profitt & Wood.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 4
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad leads charge to balance career and family (photo) (Attorney Deborah Epstein Henry, SHS class of '85, is founder and President of Flextime Lawyers.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad leads charge to balance career and family (continued) (Attorney Deborah Epstein Henry, SHS class of '85, is founder and President of Flextime Lawyers.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 32
Alice Kornfield (Alice Kornfield appointed general counsel of the New York Chapter of the National Association of Women Business Owners), Nov 1, 2002, p. 4

LAYTON, SARAH
Art in the park (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association had the perfect weather for it's annual art show and sale last weekend in Chase Park.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 3

LAZZARA, ANTHONY F

LAZZARA, ANTHONY F (AUTHOR)
Unabomber and one of his victims shared the same Luddite philosophy (letter) (A. F. Lazzara of Garth Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 9

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
LWV (League of Women Voters) pres (president) to speak (photo) (Kay Maxwell, President of the League of Women Voters of the United States, will speak at a luncheon on November 6.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 2

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS - SCARSDALE
LWV responds to changing needs (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 3A
Food for thought (photo) (Dr. Guthrie Birkhead to address Scarsdale League of Women Voters "Food for Thought" Luncheon on February 8.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 2
Retiring trustees Sved and Weisberg praised at final meeting (Retiring trustees Beverley Sved and Anne Weisberg were honored by trustees at the March 26 Village Board meeting.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
No present opposition to village budget at hearing, Apr 12, 2002, p. 3
Put it on the Web (editorial) (The Inquirer urges greater transparency in preparing and presenting the Village budget to residents.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Citizens can improve water quality (A League of Women Voters panel discussion on April 29 addressed the issue of water pollution.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Citizens can improve water quality (continued) (A League of Women Voters panel discussion on April 29 addressed the issue of water pollution.), May 3, 2002, p. 14
Hillman to speak at LWV (League of Women Voters) annual luncheon (Andrew Hillman will address the Scarsdale League of Women Voters at their annual meeting and luncheon on May 31.), May 24, 2002, p. 2
Laura Fratt is new president of LWV (League of Women Voters) (photo); Andrew Hillman discusses purpose of U.N. sanctions, Jun 7, 2002, p. 8
Voters guide out soon, Oct 11, 2002, p. 4
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS - SCARSDALE  (Continued)
Candidates forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters will sponsor a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
2 from Mamaroneck vie for Senate seat (photo) (Democratic incumbent Suzi Oppenheim and Republican Irving Scharf, candidates for the 37th District New York State Senate seat, debated at a League of Women Voters forum.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
Candidates debate issues, trade barbs at LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters hosted a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
LWV speaker: Security vs. civil liberties (Attorney Evan Chesler will address the Scarsdale League of Women Voters at a luncheon on November 15.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 2
2 from Mamaroneck vie for Senate seat (continued) (Democratic incumbent Suzi Oppenheim and Republican Irving Scharf, candidates for the 37th District New York State Senate seat, debated at a League of Women Voters forum.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 9
Candidates debate issues, trade barbs at LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (continued) (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters hosted a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 9
Serving the public interest (letter) (Laura Fratt, President, Scarsdale League of Women Voters), Nov 8, 2002, p. 9
Scarsdale LWV (League of Women Voters) appreciates donations (letter) (Laura Fratt and Bette Landes, Scarsdale League of Women Voters), Dec 20, 2002, p. 6

LEAVITT-WIPT, JENNIFER
2 join editorial staff (Jennifer Leavitt-Wipf and Alice Brodie join Inquirer staff), Dec 20, 2002, p. 4

LEBOWITZ, ALAN (AUTHOR)
Family of injured boy grateful for caring community (letter) (Alan and Lynn Lebowitz of Park Road), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

LEBOWITZ, LYNN (AUTHOR)
Family of injured boy grateful for caring community (letter) (Alan and Lynn Lebowitz of Park Road), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

LEBOWITZ, MATTHEW
SHS (Scarsdale High School) student injured in collision (Matthew Lebowitz, 16, was seriously injured when his Volvo collided with a dump truck while he was turning onto the Post Road from Oxford Road.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
Family of injured boy grateful for caring community (letter) (Alan and Lynn Lebowitz of Park Road), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

LEDEEN, MICHAEL
White House flacks attack Iraq (editorial) (Bob Pilpel suggests that the long term policy of the United States against terrorism should be support of relatively democratic forces in countries like Iraq, Iran and Syria.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6

LEDERER-PLASKETT, CATHERINE
Antenna board locked out of town hall (Greenburgh Antenna Review Board protests discriminatory treatment from Paul Feiner), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
Greenburgh contretemps is all too personal (editorial) (Antenna Review Board locked out of Greenburgh Town Hall due to Paul Feiner's security measures.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 6
Antenna board locked out of town hall (photo) (continued) (Greenburgh Antenna Review Board protests discriminatory treatment from Paul Feiner), Jan 4, 2002, p. 11

LEE, BRIAN
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11
LEE, COURTNEY
Happy Birthday to U.S. and me! (photo) (Tracy Lee shares her birthday with the nation; photo of her celebration at the Scarsdale pool), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

LEE, CYNTHIA MARION
Cynthia Marion Lee (died) (Cynthia Marion Lee, aka Gigi, died on February 16, 2002, in San Francisco following an extended illness.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 24

LEE, ELSIE ALDEN
DAR chapter celebrates 75 years (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11A

LEE, ILKYN
(Ilkyn Lee is pictured hoisting a snowball at his friend Maitali Hans.) (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6

LEE, JANICE
DAR chapter celebrates 75 years (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11A

LEE, JASON
Slip-sliding away (photo) (Wyatt Semenuk and Jason Lee are shown on a slide at the Fox Meadow School carnival on May 11.), May 17, 2002, p. 1
Happy Birthday to U.S. and me! (photo) (Tracy Lee shares her birthday with the nation; photo of her celebration at the Scarsdale pool), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

LEE, JESSE
At 14, Rachel Lee blends school and career, without missing a beat (photo) (Scarsdale High School student, Rachel Lee, is an internationally recognized violinist and full time honors student.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 33

LEE, KAREN
At 14, Rachel Lee blends school and career, without missing a beat (photo) (Scarsdale High School student, Rachel Lee, is an internationally recognized violinist and full time honors student.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 33

LEE, RACHEL
At 14, Rachel Lee blends school and career, without missing a beat (photo) (Scarsdale High School student, Rachel Lee, is an internationally recognized violinist and full time honors student.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 33
At 14, Rachel Lee blends school and career, without missing a beat (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School student, Rachel Lee, is an internationally recognized violinist and full time honors student.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 34

LEE, STEPHANIE
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11
Senior Girl Scout Lee balances diverse dreams (photo) (Profile of Scarsdale High School senior and long time Girl Scout Stephanie Lee), May 31, 2002, p. 11

LEE, TEGAN (AUTHOR)
Vote March 19: show commitment to performance (letter) (Tegan Lee of Lyons Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6

LEE, TRACY
Happy Birthday to U.S. and me! (photo) (Tracy Lee shares her birthday with the nation; photo of her celebration at the Scarsdale pool), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

LEECH, MARY
Scarsdalians give warm sendoff to 'titans' retiring from schools, Apr 26, 2002, p. 10

LEFFEL, LISA
Lisa Leffel (Scarsdale resident Lisa Leffel to serve on Board of Directors of Jewish Community Services), Nov 1, 2002, p. 4

LEFFLER, DAVID
Focal Points: What do you think can be done to prevent a recurrence of the recent sniper killings? (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7

LEFKOWITZ, JANET
Today's Woman (photo) (Profile of Janet Lefkowitz: a sportswoman for all seasons), Mar 29, 2002, p. 32
Today's Woman (photo) (continued) (Profile of Janet Lefkowitz: a sportswoman for all seasons), Mar 29, 2002, p. 36

LEGARZA, JIM
Building a better Scarsdale to play in (photo) (Jim Legarza conducted positive coaching workshops for parents and coaches), Jan 4, 2002, p. 20

LEGATT, JOEL
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

LEGISLATION - NEW YORK (STATE)
Sprinkler law nixed (The New York State Code Council rejected Scarsdale's sprinkler law, enacted last year.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
LEGISLATORS
Librarians honor legislators (photo) (Westchester legislators and public officials were honored in December at the 42nd annual meeting of the Westchester Library System.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 14
Gilman will not run again (continued) (Congressman Benjamin Gillman announced that he would not seek a 16th term representing District 20.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 9

LEGISLATORS - UNITED STATES
Gilman will not run again (Congressman Benjamin Gillman announced that he would not seek a 16th term representing District 20.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

LEHR-KLUGE, MARILYN L
Marilyn L. Lehr-Kluge (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Marilyn L. Lehr-Kluge, died on July 16, 2002, in Williston, Vermont. She was 69.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 18

LEIBERMAN, LINDA
Concerns linger as FAR (floor to area ratio) nears vote (illustration) (continued) (Proposed FAR amendment to the zoning code is now in its fourth iteration), Mar 22, 2002, p. 8

LEMBERGER, KARA
Class of 2002 Edgemont High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Edgemont High School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 13A

LEMLE, AMY (AUTHOR)
We must pursue ideals for all parties in the ongoing Middle East conflict (letter) (Amy Lemle of Tory Lane), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8

LEMPEL, JUDY (AUTHOR)
Choice de-emphasizes importance of college labels (letter) (Judy Lempel of Jefferson Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

LEMPEL, ROBIN
Edgewood 2002 - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Edgewood School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 22A

LENGEL, MICHAEL
Focal Points: In the event that the U.N. inspection of Iraq weaponry fails to turn up anything significant, what action, if any should the United States take? (photo), Dec 8, 2002, p. 7

LEONARD, ELAINE
Here we are now, entertain us! SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) performers bring talent and teen spirit to S.O. (Student Organization) Showcase (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 10

LEONARD-JOHNS, LU ANN
New dance teachers (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 4

LEONE, DOUGLAS
Awards for Claire D. Leone (photo) (Claire D. Leone real estate agents win prestigious awards from the Westchester County Board of Realtors), Jun 7, 2002, p. 4

LEONE, LEWIS
Physical and mental workouts unite at Edgewood (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 11

LEPAGE, VICKI (AUTHOR)
Thanks to United Way for funding Edgemont Scholarship (letter) (Vicki LePage, Susan Davis, Co-Presidents, United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont), May 17, 2002, p. 6
Need up, donations down for scholarships (letter) (Vicki LePage and Susan Davis, Edgemont Scholarship Council), Jun 14, 2002, p. 7
Edgemont Scholarship Council helped 17 needy students (letter) (Vicki LePage and Susan Davis, Co-Chairmen, Edgemont Scholarship Council), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6

LEPTAK, MARY
Focal Points: Do you think the high tax on cigarettes will be an efficient deterrent to smoking? (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 7

LERNER, ELINOR
We are now, entertain us! SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) performers bring talent and teen spirit to S.O. (Student Organization) Showcase (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 10

LESLE, JEFFREY
Class of 2002 Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists 2002 Scarsdale High School graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4A

LE Sourd, Jacques
Drama critic to speak at SWC (Scarsdale Woman's Club) (Jacques le Sourd, drama critic for The Journal News, will speak to the Scarsdale Woman's Club, Drama Section, on October 23.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 16

LESTCH, CORRINE
LETTERS
Write on, dear reader (editorial) (In response to the onslaught of criticism regarding the Inquirer's publication of Harry Reynold's March 29 editorial on Israel, the Inquirer defends it's right to deal with issues beyond local concerns.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
Be a part of the paper (editorial) (The Inquirer offers tips to publicity chairmen and readers who have news or views to share with Inquirer readers.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6

LEUKENS, KATIE
'Made for me;' New director Tobe Sevush finds her dream job at JCC's (Jewish Community Center's) intensive arts camp (photo) (continued), Jul 26, 2002, p. 3

LEVAILLE, GEORGE
Old soldiers remembered on Veterans Day (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 3

LEVI, LIKA L (AUTHOR)
We're about to become a village in a parking lot (letter) (Lika L. Levi of Lockwood Road), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6

LEVIN, ALLISON
Clubs add variety to SHS (Scarsdale High School) students' busy schedules (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 9
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

LEVIN, ANDREA
CAMERA focuses on media accuracy (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 3

LEVIN, JOANNA
Clubs add variety to SHS (Scarsdale High School) students' busy schedules (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 9

LEVIN, LESTER
In memoriam (Scarsdale Inquirer notes some of the residents who died in 2001.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

LEVINE, ADAM
Clubs add variety to SHS (Scarsdale High School) students' busy schedules (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 9
Focal Points: What action do you think the United States should take against Iraq, if any? (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 7

LEVINE, ANDY
Out and about with troop 60 (photo) (Members of Scarsdale Boy Scout Troop 60 are pictured at an outing to Playland Park in Rye.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 4

LEVINE, ARLENE
Gourmet Galaxy: Tasting the joys of fine dining (photo) (The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service's annual fundraiser, Gourmet Galaxy, will be held May 1.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 17

LEVINE, CARY SETH
Dampf, Levine (photo) (Alyse Caroline Dampf and Cary Seth Levine were wed on July 4, 2002, in New Rochelle, New York.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 11

LEVINE, DENISE
Alzheimer's benefit (photo) (An "Evening in Spring" gala was recently held at the Scarsdale Golf Club to benefit the Alzheimer's Association.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 11

LEVINE, ELEANOR
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

LEVINE, JOAN

LEVINE, JOE
Against A & B teams, in favor of Positive Coaching (letter) (Barry Peretz of Carthage Road), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6

LEVINE, JOE (AUTHOR)
The rewards of coaching sports (editorial) (Joe Levine describes the attributes of a "true coach."), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7

LEVINE, LEONARD
Focal Points: Does availability of parking influence where you shop? (photo), May 17, 2002, p. 7

LEVINE, SUSAN
Focal Points: Do people's personalities change when they get behind the wheel of a car? (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 7

LEVINE, TOM
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

LEVINSON, MIKE
Clubs add variety to SHS (Scarsdale High School) students' busy schedules (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 9

LEVITIN, ELAINE
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

LEVITT, RENEE
Today's Woman (photo) (Supplement) (Pets: Puppylove - Dog is woman's best friend), Mar 29, 2002, p. 36
LEVY, GERALD
Focal Points: What changes do you think will result from the Enron situation? (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 7

LEVY, JANICE
Say YES to jobs for kids (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23
Young cancer victim is teacher's inspiration (Retired Fox Meadow teacher, Rona Roth, creates "One More Story," a program where volunteers read to hospitalized children with cancer), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JEROME
Assisted living facility doesn't belong in the 'boondocks' (letter) (Ben and Marsha Jamil, Joseph and Marian Tessar of Saxon Woods Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

LEVY, JENNIFER MICHELLE
Levy Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17
LIBRARY - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Library to celebrate reopening of Dickinson Room (letter) (Dalya Inhaber, President of the Friends of the Scarsdale Library, invites the public to celebrate the reopening of the newly decorated Dickinson Room by attending a talk by Marilyn Stasio on January 24.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6
Friends group supports library, services, events (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 3A
Friends to host author (Author/journalist, Alex Witchel, to speak at Scarsdale Library on February 28), Feb 22, 2002, p. 2
Struttin' their stuff (photo) (Debra Weiss of the Debra Weiss Dance Company taught the Charleston to kids at the Scarsdale Library on February 21.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 2
Memoir author to speak here (photo) (Journalist and author, Joseph Berger, to speak at the Scarsdale Public Library on March 14), Mar 8, 2002, p. 2
Journalist/novelist talks about fact vs. fiction (photo) (New York Times reporter and novelist, Alex Witchel, addressed a packed crowd at the Scarsdale Library on February 28.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 3
Son of refugees celebrates story of triumph (photo) (Joseph Berger shared his memories as a child of Holocaust survivors at a Scarsdale Library program on March 21.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 3
Right and Wrong (photo) (Friends of the Scarsdale Library will host Randy Cohen, "Ethicist" columnist of the New York Times, on April 18.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 2
Untaught ethicist explores moral quandaries (Randy Cohen, the New York Times Magazine's "Ethicist," addressed a crowd at the Scarsdale Library on April 18.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 3
Untaught ethicist explores moral quandaries (photo) (continued) (Randy Cohen, the New York Times Magazine's "Ethicist," addressed a crowd at the Scarsdale Library on April 18.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8
Citizens can improve water quality (A League of Women Voters panel discussion on April 29 addressed the issue of water pollution.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Citizens can improve water quality (continued) (A League of Women Voters panel discussion on April 29 addressed the issue of water pollution.), May 3, 2002, p. 14
The 'ladies who paint' create models for success (photo) (The Grandview Group will hold an exhibit featuring portraits called "Models and More" at the Scarsdale Public Library May 1-May 30.), May 3, 2002, p. 19
Friends to host author, hold annual election (photo) (Author and clinical psychologist, Peter Sheras, will speak at the Scarsdale Public Library on May 16.), May 10, 2002, p. 2
All in the family (photo) (Actress Eden Riegel and her grandmother, artist Iris Engelmann, are pictured at the Grandview Group art exhibit at the Scarsdale Library on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 19
Bullying is a problem with lasting effects (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10
Paulin to headline TVCC meeting (photo) (New York State Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin, will be the featured speaker at the June 6 meeting of the Town and Village Civic Club.), May 31, 2002, p. 2
Summertime fun at the Scarsdale Library (A plethora of summer programming coming up at the Scarsdale Public Library), Jun 7, 2002, p. 2
Books wanted (August 24 is the last day to donate books to the Friends of the Scarsdale Library book fair.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
Music, stories, puppets and film to delight children at library (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 50A
Books still wanted (The Friends of the Scarsdale Public Library are seeking book donations through September 7 for the annual book fair, to be held the week of September 28.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1
Book fair (The Scarsdale Public Library's annual book sale will be open to the public September 28 and 29.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1
Why does the public tolerate bigotry against homosexuals? (letter) (Phyllis Finkelstein of Fenimore Road), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6
All booked up (photo) (The annual Scarsdale Library bookfair, directed by Kathy Steves, will be held September 28-29.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 2
Scarsdale Library is a wonderful resource (letter) (Sol Kuttnner of Post Road), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6
Psychoanalyst to address roots of prejudice (Dr. Eugene Mahon will speak at the Scarsdale Library on October 15 on dealing with prejudice.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 3
Clara Elizabeth Lucioli (dies) (Former Assistant Director of the Scarsdale Public Library, Clara Elizabeth Lucioli, died on September 30, 2002, in Oberlin, Ohio. She was 92.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 30
Society to host talk (photo) ("Westchester in the Civil War" will be the topic of the Scarsdale Historical Society's October 30 lecture at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 2
More questions than answers in prejudice talk (A talk on the origins of prejudice stirred up divisive debate on October 15 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 3
Candidates forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters will sponsor a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Candidates debate issues, trade barbs at LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters hosted a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
"The Shimmering Verge": A cornucopia of word pictures (photo) (Famed poet, Molly Peacock, will read from her new performance piece, "The Shimmering Verge," at the Scarsdale Library on November 3.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 19
The Shimmering Verge (photo) (Poet Molly Peacock presented a performance piece at the Scarsdale Library on November 3.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 18
Secrets to college admissions revealed: There are no secrets (photo) (On November 7, journalist Jacques Steinberg addressed a rapt audience at the Scarsdale Library on his book about the college admissions process, The Gatekeepers.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

Ribbon winners, Nov 15, 2002, p. 19

Stories, songs abound at Children's Room (The Scarsdale Public Library's children's room has a series of monthly events planned for Sundays.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 2

Sweet gift (photo) (Girl Scout Troop 2673 donated a new chair to the Children's Room of the Scarsdale Public Library.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 4

Cherry blossom festival set (photo) (Cherry Blossom Festival to be held at library pond on April 21), Apr 19, 2002, p. 2

Sprucing up for Spring (photo) (Nature lovers spruce up outdoor areas in honor of Arbor Day), May 3, 2002, p. 3

Bench recalls local woman's favorite places (photo) (A bench has been placed at the Scarsdale Library Pond in memory of Beverly Andres Rydell by her husband, Irwin.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 2

( Photo of a blue heron at the Scarsdale Library pond) (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6

PT Council lunch (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10

Steves, Sherwood named board officers (photo) (Bob Steves and Emily Sherwood welcomed to the Scarsdale Board of Education on July 1), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1

Scarsdale mobilizes after SHS (Scarsdale High School) dance, Oct 4, 2002, p. 11

PTA, other districts brainstorm strategies to curb teen drinking, Nov 8, 2002, p. 1

Teachers' gifts low key (Scarsdale school teachers do not receive over the top holiday gifts.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

(Continued), Dec 27, 2002, p. 9

Bodyfit puts new spin on fitness in Scarsdale (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 4

LIEB, DOUGLAS

SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

LIEBER, BLAIR

Lieber answers 'YES' to internship with new network (photo) (Scarsdale High School senior, Blair Lieber, spent her senior options weeks as an intern at the YES Network.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 23

Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

LIEBERMAN, AMY

Talent show story appreciated, more talent to come (letter) (Sandy Failla of Paddington Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6

LIEBERMAN, EDWARD

Citizen's group contests Carstensen lot merger-subdivision, Jan 18, 2002, p. 1

LIEBERMAN, LINDA

Lincoln Road sale (A prospective land sale on Lincoln Road was referred to the Trustees Land Use Committee; Tom Cusick asked for comments from residents at a Village Board meeting on March 19.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1

Focal Points: Do you think the problem of teen drinking is worse today than in the past? (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 7

LIEBLER, H GUY

Scarsdale auxiliary donations reach $1 million (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 4

LIEBMANN, JESSICA

Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

LIFSHITZ, MARK


LIMBACHER, RICHARD

Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 21

LIN, ED

The drawing board: Young ultimate players start with the basics (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 19

LIN, SHERRY

Here we are now, entertain us! SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) performers bring talent and teen spirit to S.O. (Student Organization) Showcase (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 10

LIN, TED

Company 3 recruits (photo) (Two new recruits officially joined Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 3 on March 5.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 4

LINCOLN, ABRAHAM

Heroes for all time (editorial) (The Inquirer honors Presidents Washington and Lincoln and extolls them as exemplary leaders.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6
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LINDER, BEN
Authentic Science students’ research reaches wider audience (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

LINDH, JOHN WALKER
Focal Points: Will it be possible to secure an unprejudiced jury in the trial of John Walker Lindh? (photo), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7

LINDHEIM, ADAM
Confidence, poise win points with judges at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest (photo) (continued), Apr 19, 2002, p. 11

LINDSAY, JOHN WALKER
Neighbors try to scuttle assisted living facility (continued) (Saxon Woods Road residents protest proposed Assisted Living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 26
Civic volunteers commend service (photo), Dec 27, 2002, p. 3

LIPPMAN, LISA
Lippman, Polen (engaged) (photo) (Lisa Lippman and David Polen are engaged; a June wedding is planned.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 14

LIPSITZ, SUSAN
CHILD mobilizes for special-ed needs at school board meeting, Jun 7, 2002, p. 10

LITSAS, KATHRYN (AUTHOR)
Are we building a garage for the convenience of out-of town commuters? (letter) (Kathryn Litsas of Scarsdale Chateaux), May 24, 2002, p. 6

LITTLE LEAGUE
Little League is grateful to volunteers for getting the job done (letter) (Rick Carr, President, Scarsdale Little League), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6

LITWAK, ELEANOR
Focal Points: What action do you think the United States should take against Iraq, if any? (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 7

LIU, WENDY
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

LIVANOS, KATIE
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

LIVINGSTON, MARY WILLIAMS
Mary Williams Livingston (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Mary Williams Livingston, died on September 14, 2002, in Las Vegas, Nevada; she had lived in Scarsdale from 1942-1988.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 30
Everyone's talking about teen drinking; Scarsdale coordinates multiple arms to fight problem, Dec 20, 2002, p. 1

LIVINGSTON, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
Story inspired donations for teacher memorial (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6

LOASE, GRETCHEN
Focal Points: If you were offered a tuition-free college level course in any area of interest, what would you elect? (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7

LOASE, JOHN
Focal Points: Do you think inspection procedures for entrance into business buildings or places of entertainment are necessary or adequate? (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7

LOBUE, CHELSEA
Just like olden times (photo) (Quaker Ridge fifth graders participate in traditional Thanksgiving feast), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10

LOBUE, DEBRA
Say YES to jobs for kids (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10

LOGITZER, ELIOT
Focal Points: What do you think about the salaries now being offered to professional athletes? (photo), Jan 11, 2002, p. 7

LOFT, HAYLEY
Advertising the future at QR (Quaker Ridge) (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 11

LOGUERCIO, PAUL
Fond farewells, friendly hellos (Seven beloved employees retire from Scarsdale schools), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10

LOGUERCIO, PAUL
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

LOLIS, NICOLETTE
Senior Options students explore interests, career possibilities (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 10
HOPE for Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10
LONDON, MARINA (AUTHOR)
Younger grades needed a 9/11 commemorative event, too (letter) (Marina London, C.S.W., Palmer Avenue), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6

LONG, LISA
Scarsdalians give warm sendoff to 'titans' retiring from schools, Apr 26, 2002, p. 10

LONGMAN, MONA
Helping your child too much may backfire; How to strike a balance that teaches your child life's real lessons (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 20A
Helping your child too much may backfire; How to strike a balance that teaches your child life's real lessons (photo) (continued) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 21A

LONGWORTH, GEORGE
Forum takes on underage drinking (photo) (continued) (On November 7, a panel of community leaders gathered at Manhattanville College to address underage drinking.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 15

LONNER, MEREDITH
Wired schools turn out tech-savvy, connected kids (continued) (Gerald Crisci addressed the School Board on May 7 on technology advances in Scarsdale schools.), May 10, 2002, p. 14

LOPEZ, DENISE
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Final suspect arrested in jewelry store robberies (photo) (Police wrap up jewelry heist dating back nine months), Apr 12, 2002, p. 3

LOPEZ, DOMINGO
As corny as Heathcote in August (photo) (Al Porpora of the Heathcote Auto Center is shown peeping out through the corn growing in front of his service station.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 1

LOPEZ, MARCUS
As corny as Heathcote in August (photo) (Al Porpora of the Heathcote Auto Center is shown peeping out through the corn growing in front of his service station.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 1

LORETTAN, ANN (AUTHOR)
Compeer program seeks volunteers (letter) (Ann Loretan, Compeer Coordinator), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6

LOSARDO, JOSEPHY (AUTHOR)
Consolidated debt load on Scarsdale homeowners is at record levels (letter) (John Bonanno of Carman Road; Joseph Losardo; Peter Schweitzer; Randy Whitestone), May 24, 2002, p. 6

LOTT, TRENT
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the Trent Lott controversy? (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 7
Republicans call for efficiency and reform (continued), Dec 27, 2002, p. 7

LOUGHRAN, JOHN
Creative American fare at Heathcote Tavern (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 23

LOUGHRAN, JOHN B
John B. Loughran (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, John B. Loughran, died on August 26, 2002, on the day before his 86th birthday.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 12

LOVE
Love & Marriage (photo) (Supplement), Feb 8, 2002, pp. 17-28

LOWENTHAL, CELIA
Young and old learn from each other through '8 to 80' (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 12

LOWENTHAL, STEVE
Substance over style: Three independent-minded SHS (photo) (Scarsdale High School) grads launch music and art zine (photo) (Steve Lowenthal, Howie Wyman and Sheila Refael launch Swingset.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 27
Substance over style: Three independent-minded SHS (Scarsdale High School) grads launch music and art zine (photo) (continued) (Steve Lowenthal, Howie Wyman and Sheila Refael launch Swingset.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 29

LOWEY, NITA
$1M for bioterror (Congresswoman Nita Lowey announced that $1 million in federal funding will go to Westchester County for bioterrorism preparedness planning.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1
Stop, look, listen (editorial) (The Inquirer urges a thoughtful examination of all issues before considering closure of the Indian Point nuclear power plant.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6
Woman's Day (Nita Lowey and Marcia Brewster will be guest speakers on International Woman's Day, March 17, at the Mamaroneck Town Senior Center.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
Master's plan gives G'burgh (Greenburgh) to Lowey (Final plan for Westchester Congressional districts released on May 13), May 17, 2002, p. 1
Master's plan gives G'burgh (Greenburgh) to Lowey (photo) (continued) (Final plan for Westchester Congressional districts released on May 13), May 17, 2002, p. 10
State redistricting battle had national impact (New York State legislators OK'd a map of Congressional Districts for the next ten years.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Delays benefit incumbents (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Petition drive gets late start (Petition drive swings into action for November 2002 elections.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
LOWEY, NITA (Continued)
Student interns for Lowey (photo) (Michael Chahinian of Scarsdale is pictured with Representative Nita Lowey in Washington, D.C., during his six week internship.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 4
Latimer's party star ascends to chair (continued) (On September 30, George Latimer was elected chairman of the Westchester County Democratic Committee.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 13
Candidates debate issues, trade barbs at LVV (League of Women Voters) forum (continued) (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters hosted a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 14
Lowey leaving campaign post (Congresswoman Nita Lowey to step down as chair of the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee when her term expires.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1

LOWIN, JEFFREY (AUTHOR)
'Apology for terrorism' helps us see our enemies (letter) (Lynn and Jeffrey Lowin of Fox Meadow Road), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6

LOWIN, JOANNA
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

LOWIN, LYNN (AUTHOR)
'Apology for terrorism' helps us see our enemies (letter) (Lynn and Jeffrey Lowin of Fox Meadow Road), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6

LUBARSKY, NEIL (AUTHOR)
We must reduce our dependence on foreign oil (letter) (Neil Lubarsky of White Plains), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6
We must reduce our dependence on foreign oil (letter) (Neil Lubarsky of West Red Oak Lane), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6

LUCAS, PAUL
Focal Points: Do you think that professional sports and athletes occupy attention that is out of proportion to their importance? (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7

LUCIO, CLARA ELIZABETH
Clara Elizabeth Lucio (dies) (Former Assistant Director of the Scarsdale Public Library, Clara Elizabeth Lucio, died on September 30, 2002, in Oberlin, Ohio. She was 92.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 30

LUCK, DANA
Want unfair edge on SAT? In Scarsdale, hard to get, Nov 1, 2002, p. 10

LYNCH, MAUREEN
Focal Points: Do you still find the radio a useful source of information or entertainment? (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7

LYNN, GARY
Professionals educated, trained local athletic enthusiasts in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 18

LYON, JEFF
Focal Points: How do you feel about the increased dependency on gambling by New York and other states as an important source of revenue? (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 7

LYONS, ANNE
PT Council lunch (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10

LYONS, ANNE (AUTHOR)
Story inspired donations for teacher memorial (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6

LYONS, DAN
Clogged arteries (Ardsley Road will be undergoing major road work until April 5; expect major inconveniences.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1

LYONS, DOUGLAS
Talkin' baseball with Cashman, Coleman, Rokito and Lyons (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 19

LYONS, JEFFREY
Talkin' baseball with Cashman, Coleman, Rokito and Lyons (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 19

LYRA, ALEXANDER
SHS alum's 'unequalibrium' balances acting, writing career (photo) (Scarsdale High School alum Alexander Lyra's new one man show, 'unequalibrium,' opens off-Broadway.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 17

LYTLE, GINA
QR (Quaker Ridge) kids show their American spirit on stage (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 10

MABIE, BARRIE
DAR chapter celebrates 75 years (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11A

MACDONALD, CHRISTINE
Seniors enjoy a bit of home after a night on the town (letter) (Ellen Sunness and Nancy Solomon, Co-Chairs, Senior Prom Breakfast Committee), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

MACKAY, ARTHUR (AUTHOR)
Why would planners destroy a community (letter) (Arthur MacKay of Saxon Wood Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
There's still time to voice opinion on Realm 'madness' (letter) (Arthur MacKay of Saxon Woods Road), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6
MACKAY, ARTHUR (AUTHOR)  
(Continued)
A major asset needs protection (letter) (Arthur MacKay of White Plains), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6

MACKENZIE, LINDA
Art in the park (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association had the perfect weather for its annual art show and sale last weekend in Chase Park.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 3

MACKLER, JEANNIE
Focal Points: How should the U.S. solve the problems presented by Saddam Hussein? (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 7

MACMILLAN, KELLY (AUTHOR)
Assemblyman is keeping his promise to Greenburgh (letter) (Kelly MacMillan, Chief of Staff, Office of Assemblyman Richard Brodsky), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6

MACR, JIM
Samples of water show increased organisms, Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Forecast: Dry, dull, dirty (editorial) (Inquirer discussed drought emergency restrictions), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6

MACY, BOB
Membership drive begins tomorrow for indoor pool (photo) (continued), Jun 7, 2002, p. 9
Steves, Shenwood named board officers (photo) (Bob Steves and Emily Sherwood welcomed to the Scarsdale Board of Education on July 1.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Proposed SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) will be self-supporting (editorial) (Neil Bicknell makes a case for the financial independence of the proposed Scarsdale Community Center and indoor swimming pool.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7

MAFUCCI, DAN
Gourmet Galaxy: Tasting the joys of fine dining (photo) (The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service's annual fundraiser, Gourmet Galaxy, will be held May 1.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 17

MAGALETTI, AMY

MAGID, CARYN (LEVY)
High-profile murder suspect kept a low profile at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Robert Durst, now on trial for a gruesome murder, was under the radar during his years at Scarsdale High School.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1

MAHATME, ALYSSA
Old-fashioned games highlight Greenacres' 4th (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 3

MAHATME, UJJU
Old-fashioned games highlight Greenacres' 4th (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 3

MAHONEY, MEGAN
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

MAIER, JANET
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 3, 2002, p. 9

MAKABYAH GAMES
Relnely sisters shine at Maccabi Games (photo), Sep 20, 2002, p. 21

MAKE-A-WISH FOUNDATION
Wish Walk (The Scarsdale High School Make-A-Wish Club will sponsor a fundraising walk-a-thon on Sunday, April 28.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

MALCOLM, THRESHIA
Authentic Science students' research reaches wider audience (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

MALHOTA, PRIYA
Authentic Science students' research reaches wider audience (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

MALINA, ANITA
Remembering Marguerite Kane (Laura Strauss memorializes long time resident Marguerite Kane, who passed away on Christmas Day, 2001, at the age of 95.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 7

MALINCHOC, PETER
Focal Points: How successful do you think the U.N. inspection of Iraq's weaponry will be in averting war? (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 7
MALONZO, CHRISTINE
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

MALSCH, SYDNEY
Fire engulfs 2 rooms of Walworth house (photo) (On December 5 Scarsdale Firefighters extinguished a quickly spreading house fire at 80 Walworth Avenue.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1

MANCINI, LOU
Volunteer firefighters (Three Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Fighters completed a course in defense against terrorism.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4
Brother to brother (photo) (A donation to the FDNY Widows and Orphans Fund was announced at the annual dinner dance of Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company Number 1.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 14

MANIERRE, DAVID
Scholarship fund established in memory of gifted soccer player (letter) (Keith Crews of Kingston Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

MANIX, CATHERINE
Authentic Science students' research reaches wider audience (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

MANKIEWICZ, PAUL (DR)
Citizens can improve water quality (A League of Women Voters panel discussion on April 29 addressed the issue of water pollution.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Citizens can improve water quality (continued) (A League of Women Voters panel discussion on April 29 addressed the issue of water pollution.), May 3, 2002, p. 14

MANN, MATTHEW
Making a difference (photo) (New York State Assemblywoman Amy Paulin meets with Matthew Mann, a life scout, to discuss aiding victims of domestic violence.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 4

MANTELL, NANCY
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

MANVILLE, STEWARE R
New houses on Cooper found lacking in soul and charm (editorial), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7

MARAFIOTI, BOB
Love & Marriage (photo) (Supplement), Feb 8, 2002, p. 22

MARAFIOTI, MARCIA
Love & Marriage (photo) (Supplement), Feb 8, 2002, p. 22

MARATHON RUNNING
International man of marathons; Scarsdale resident Shelton-Smith finishes 195th in 33d NYC Marathon (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 21
International man of marathons; Scarsdale resident Shelton-Smith finishes 195th in 33d NYC Marathon (photo) (continued), Nov 8, 2002, p. 22

MARCUS, LLOYD
Lloyd Marcus (Lloyd Marcus has been named to the County Office for the Aging 2002 Hall of Fame.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 4

MARCUS, MARILYN (AUTHOR)
Diversity must not be allowed to become division (editorial) (Marilyn Marcus on Harold J. Reynolds' April 19 editorial), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7

MARCUS, RICHARD (AUTHOR)
Fortunately, our leaders and most Americans know who our enemies are (letter) (Richard Marcus of Secor Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6

MARGARITOV, KATHLEEN HABER
Kathleen Haber Margaritov (dies) (Kathleen Haber Margaritov, a resident of Scarsdale for 24 years, died on June 22, 2002, at White Plains Hospital following a lengthy illness. She was 58.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 20

MARGULIES, MARCEL
FAR cap + bonus is reviewed and debated (Scarsdale Village Board hears suggestions for changes to proposed FAR cap zoning law amendment.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

MARKOWITZ, HILLARY (AUTHOR)
Appeasing fundamentalists will cause more deaths (letter) (Hilllary Markowitz of Kensington Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6

MARKS, JEROME
Gerald Martin (dies) (Gerald Martin, aka Jerome Marks, died on January 5, 2002, following a long illness. He was 83.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 12

MARKS, JUSTIN
Young filmmaker puts his career on fast forward; a short film by Brad Furman (photo) (Scarsdale resident Justin Marks, a senior at Columbia University, has co-written and co-produced a short film titled, "Fast Forward."). Mar 8, 2002, p. 15
MARKS, JUSTIN (Continued)
Young filmmaker puts his career on fast forward; a short film by Brad Furman (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale resident Justin Marks, a senior at Columbia University, has co-written and co-produced a short film titled, "Fast Forward."), Mar 8, 2002, p. 16

MARMELSTEIN, MICHELLE LEE
Board calls for assessment of risk (The future of the controversial Indian Point Nuclear Power plant was debated at a Village Board meeting on May 28.), May 31, 2002, p. 1

MAROON AND WHITE
Life of Bryan: Aronow sits out senior year with mono (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 33
Life of Bryan: Aronow sits out senior year with mono (photo) (continued), Jan 18, 2002, p. 36
Scarsdale Spring Awards (photo) (Listings of Scarsdale High School Maroon and White athletic award winners for Spring, 2002), Jun 21, 2002, p. 22
Maroon and White supports Scarsdale High School athletics (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 52A
Fall Sports Preview (photo) (Special Supplement to the Scarsdale Inquirer features highlights of the upcoming fall season at Scarsdale and Edgemont schools.), Sep 6, 2002, pp. 15–28
Maroon & White ‘honors’ the game at Raider Pride Day (letter) (Rip and Noreen Fisher, Co-chairmen, Raider Pride Day), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6

SHS (Scarsdale High School) ’52 reunited in record numbers (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 11
Julia B. Fee Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo) (Fall 2002 season), Nov 22, 2002, p. 31

MARRIAGE
Love & Marriage (photo) (Supplement), Feb 8, 2002, pp. 17–28

MARRINAN, ELIZABETH
Consultants say new H-B lot would help (At a public workshop on June 4, Scarsdale residents were briefed on the status of the new parking lot and expansion plans at the Hoff-Barthelson Music School.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Planning board OKs music school annex (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School got the go-ahead to proceed with its plans for expansion and a new parking lot.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1
Planning board OKs music school annex (continued) (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School got the go-ahead to proceed with its plans for expansion and a new parking lot.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 19
Subdivision process was handled in fair, businesslike way (letter) (Jim Fitzgerald of Brambach Road), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6

MARSHAL, BARRY (AUTHOR)
Plaza Theater had lost its relevance to the community (letter) (Barry Marshal of Garth Road), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6

MARSHALL-LAURIA, LAURIE
Scarsdalians give warm sendoff to 'titans' retiring from schools, Apr 26, 2002, p. 10

MARTIN, CHRISTOPHER A (DR)
Morrison, Martin (wed) (photo) (Dr. Donna Morrison and Dr. Christopher A. Martin were wed on September 14, 2002, at a winery in Sagaponack, New York.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 14

MARTIN, GERALD
Gerald Martin (dies) (Gerald Martin, aka Jerome Marks, died on January 5, 2002, following a long illness. He was 83.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 12

MARTIN, JEFFREY
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budgets pass; Scarsdale school budget passes 427 to 293 (continued), May 24, 2002, p. 10
Treasurer back in the saddle; Folkemer sets school program goals, Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Treasurer back in the saddle; Folkemer sets school program goals (continued), Oct 25, 2002, p. 13

MARTIN, ROSEMARY
Focal Points: Do you think concern for security has overshadowed the spirit of the Olympic Games? (photo), Feb 15, 2002, p. 7

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., DAY
Fox Meadow Whiz Kids get introspective for King holiday (photo), Jan 11, 2002, p. 11
Making 'peace posts' (Children created "peace posts" at the Scarsdale Historical Society's Martin Luther King, Jr., holiday workshop.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 2
Students contemplate social change for Martin Luther King Day in Scarsdale (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 12

MARTORANO, JOSEPH T (DR)
Psychotic engineer worked at Indian Point (letter) (Dr. Joseph T. Martorano of Axtell Drive), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6
Calm discussion is more useful than hysteria (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6
Nuclear Industry has developed a strong safety culture (letter) (Joseph McCourt of Tunstall Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6

MARX, ANNE (AUTHOR)
Elephants belong in the wild, not abused in circuses (editorial), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7

MARX, JOANNA (AUTHOR)
Elephants belong in the wild, not abused in circuses (editorial), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7
MARX, LEONARD MAXIMILIAN
Leonard Marx dies (photo) (Leonard Maximilian Marx, philanthropist and real estate developer, died at his Scarsdale home on April 12, 2002. He was 97.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
Leonard Marx dies (continued) (Leonard Maximilian Marx, philanthropist and real estate developer, died at his Scarsdale home on April 12, 2002. He was 97.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 31

MARX, VIRGINIA WISE
Leonard Marx dies (photo) (Leonard Maximilian Marx, philanthropist and real estate developer, died at his Scarsdale home on April 12, 2002. He was 97.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
Leonard Marx dies (continued) (Leonard Maximilian Marx, philanthropist and real estate developer, died at his Scarsdale home on April 12, 2002. He was 97.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 31

MASCOTS
Dewie the Turtle - This is one reptile who won't get crushed on the information highway (editorial) (Marc Wollin on media mascots), Nov 15, 2002, p. 7

MASON, DANA JILL
Mason, Forman (wed) (photo) (Dana Jill Mason and Brett Stuart Forman were wed on August 18, 2002, at Westhampton Beach.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 11

MASSEL, TRACY
SHS dinner theater proves kids can make a difference (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11
SHS dinner theater proves kids can make a difference (photo) (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 13

MASSONE, JERRY
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

MASTELLONE, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
Keep Scarsdale small and quaint (letter) (Vincent and Susan Mastellone of Scarsdale Chateaux), May 3, 2002, p. 8

MASTELLONE, VINCENT (AUTHOR)
Keep Scarsdale small and quaint (letter) (Vincent and Susan Mastellone of Scarsdale Chateaux), May 3, 2002, p. 8

MASUNAGA, ISSEI
Out and about with troop 60 (photo) (Members of Scarsdale Boy Scout Troop 60 are pictured at an outing to Playland Park in Rye.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 4
Summer time scouting (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale Troop 60 and their chaperones recently enjoyed a day of canoeing on Eagle Lake.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 4

MASUR, TOMOKO
An International Christmas (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 15

MATHEMATICS - STUDY AND TEACHING
Consortium: district's A can become an A+ (At the April 8 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting, Paul Folkemer presented findings of the Tri-States Consortium on K-12 mathematics.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10

MATHIESSON, ALEX
Board urged to back power plant closing (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Youth and other organizations urge the Scarsdale Village Board to demand shutdown of Indian Point nuclear power plant), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1

MATIUSOVAITE, MIGLE
Focal Points: Do you think the high tax on cigarettes will be an efficient deterrent to smoking? (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 7

MATLICK, LAUREL BARBARA
Laurel Barbara Matlick (dies) (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Laurel Barbara Matlick, died on April 12, 2002, following a long illness. She was 59.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 20

MATTHES, JOANNA
Wins wind prize (Scarsdale High School senior, Joanna Mathes, won the Jerome G. Sella Wind Competition Scholarship.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 15

MATTHEWS, JESSICA
Making 'peace posts' (Children created "peace posts" at the Scarsdale Historical Society's Martin Luther King, Jr., holiday workshop.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 2

MATTHEWS, JONATHAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

MATTHEWS, WILL
The play's the thing; Scarsdale playwright's relationship with Fleetwood Stage a happy collaboration (photo) (Scarsdale resident Joan Ross Sorkin's play, "The Sacrifice," to be presented at the Fleetwood Stage of New Rochelle in January), Jan 25, 2002, p. 19
MATTHIESSEN, ALEX
Indian Point risks debated (photo) (The Scarsdale Village Board has not joined the movement to close the nuclear power plant in Indian Point despite resolutions urging closing from 28 Westchester municipalities and school districts.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1
Indian Point risks debated (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board has not joined the movement to close the nuclear power plant in Indian Point despite the resolutions urging closing from 28 Westchester municipalities and school districts.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 12

MATTIOLI, ELI
Music school plan sounds sour note (Hoff-Barthelson School of Music seeks to expand it’s parking lot and acquire the property at 8 Popham Road despite protests from concerned neighbors), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
Music school plan sounds sour note (continued) (Hoff-Barthelson School of Music seeks to expand it’s parking lot and acquire the property at 8 Popham Road despite protests from concerned neighbors), Mar 8, 2002, p. 17

MATTIS, AARON
2 serious SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) singers rise to honor choir challenge (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 10

MATTIS, JOANNA
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

MATZKIN, ROBERT
The practice; Tyler treats athletes at new Scarsdale office (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 33

MAXWELL, KAY
LWV (League of Women Voters) pres (president) to speak (photo) (Kay Maxwell, President of the League of Women Voters of the United States, will speak at a luncheon on November 6), Oct 25, 2002, p. 2

MAY, WILLIAM STRATFORD
William Stratford May (dies) (William Stratford May died in Florida; the former Scarsdale resident was 85), Oct 18, 2002, p. 22

MAYER, BEN
Kids’ BASE ready for new school year (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 50A

MAYORS - SCARSDALE
Mayors: Do things ever change in village? (photo) (Former and present Scarsdale mayors reflected on their experiences at the Scarsdale Woman’s Club on February 27), Mar 1, 2002, p. 3
Mayor wanted (The Scarsdale Citizens Committee is seeking candidates for Mayor), Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

MCALLISTER, BEVERLY
KB-LS (Kids’ Base, Little School) breaks ground on expansion (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 11
KBLS (Kids’ BASE Little School) completes expansion (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 12

MCAVOY, CAROL
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District’s Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

MCAVOY, CAROL (AUTHOR)
Health section was informative but ad was distressing (letter) (Carol McAvoy of Bell Road), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6

MCCABE, EDWARD
Focal Points - Do you think communities should maintain recreational facilities such as an indoor pool? (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 7

MCCALL, CARL
Students contemplate social change for Martin Luther King Day in Scarsdale (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 12
Democrats to hold primary Tuesday, Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
Seeking local votes for democratic commiteewoman (letter) (Willa Swiller of Dickel Road), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6

MCCABE, EDWARD
Focal Points - Do you think communities should maintain recreational facilities such as an indoor pool? (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 7

MCCALL, CARL
Students contemplate social change for Martin Luther King Day in Scarsdale (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 12
Democrats to hold primary Tuesday, Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
Seeking local votes for democratic commiteewoman (letter) (Willa Swiller of Dickel Road), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6

MCCALL, CARL
Students contemplate social change for Martin Luther King Day in Scarsdale (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 12
Democrats to hold primary Tuesday, Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
Seeking local votes for democratic commiteewoman (letter) (Willa Swiller of Dickel Road), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6

MCCALL, CARL
Students contemplate social change for Martin Luther King Day in Scarsdale (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 12
Democrats to hold primary Tuesday, Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
Seeking local votes for democratic commiteewoman (letter) (Willa Swiller of Dickel Road), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6
MCCREERY, BILL
Friends, family laud Mccreery (photo) (A group of 321 people gathered on April 24 to celebrate William McCreery, winner of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Award.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
The Eda Era (editorial) (The Inquirer reacts to the news of Eda Newhouse resigning as president of the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6

MCCREERY, GAY
A woman's place (editorial) (The Drake Road home of the Scarsdale Woman's Club is showing it's age; the Inquirer recommends updating.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6

MCCREERY, JACK
Friends, family laud Mccreery (photo) (A group of 321 people gathered on April 24 to celebrate William McCreery, winner of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Award.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

MCCREERY, SEAN
Friends, family laud Mccreery (photo) (A group of 321 people gathered on April 24 to celebrate William McCreery, winner of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Award.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

MCCREERY, WILLIAM
Bill McCreery chosen for Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Bill McCreery chosen for Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (continued), Jan 11, 2002, p. 9
Foundation offers tuition assistance (Scarsdale Foundation provides tuition assistance for college students.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 4
Reservations being taken for bowl (photo) (Invitations have been mailed for the April 17 Scarsdale Bowl dinner honoring William McCreery.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 2
Not too late for Bowl (Seats still available for Scarsdale Bowl dinner honoring William McCreery on April 17), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
Friends, family laud McCreery (photo) (A group of 321 people gathered on April 24 to celebrate William McCreery, winner of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Award.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Friends, family laud McCreery (continued) (A group of 321 people gathered on April 24 to celebrate William McCreery, winner of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Award.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 9

MCDERMOTT, MICHAEL
Groundbreaking begins new era at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo) (Construction began on June 10 on Elizabeth Fountain House at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Groundbreaking begins new era at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (continued) (Construction began on June 10 on Elizabeth Fountain House at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10
8th-grade tests '02: No boycott but some 'refused,' Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
8th-grade tests '02: No boycott but some 'refused' (continued), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11
Scarsdale Middle School: Effective traditions and exciting additions (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 8A
Construction, 9/11 plans top school to-do list (Scarsdale Schools are off and running in preparation for their September 4 opening.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1
Construction, 9/11 plans top school to-do list (continued) (Scarsdale Schools are off and running in preparation for their September 4 opening.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 8

MCDONALD, MICHAEL
Pizza gets financial - and gustatory - OK, Nov 8, 2002, p. 11

MCGEAN, DENNIS
Focal Points: How do you feel about random drug tests for high school students? (photo), Jul 5, 2002, p. 7

MCGILL, MICHAEL (DR)
School board reviews district strategic plan (The District's Strategic Plan for 2001 - 2006 was the topic at a school board meeting on January 7.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 11
Board approves district plans, financial reports, Jan 25, 2002, p. 13
Parents' group wants girls' soccer moved to fall (photo) (continued) (Some Section 1 parents demand that schools move girls' soccer to the autumn in compliance with Title IX), Feb 8, 2002, p. 9
School board discourages test boycott (The Scarsdale Board of Education does not support a boycott of state mandated standardized tests.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Architects crossing fingers for SHS (Scarsdale High School) construction OK (Scarsdale school construction projects moving right along according to architects Peter Gisolfi Associates), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
Wired schools turn out tech-savvy, connected kids (continued) (Gerald Crisci addressed the School Board on May 7 on technology advances in Scarsdale schools.), May 10, 2002, p. 14
Groundbreaking begins new era at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo) (Construction began on June 10 on Elizabeth Fountain House at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
CHILD outcry is heard (At the June 17 Scarsdale School Board meeting, Dr. Michael McGill reaffirmed the District's legal and ethical commitment to special education.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
CHILD outcry is heard (continued) (At the June 17 Scarsdale School Board meeting, Dr. Michael McGill reaffirmed the District's legal and ethical commitment to special education.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11
MCGILL, MICHAEL (DR) (Continued)
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32
Scarsdale Middle School: Effective traditions and exciting additions (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 8A
Younger grades needed a 9/11 commemorative event, too (letter) (Marina London, C.S.W., Palmer Avenue), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6
Mayor: Scarsdale must unite against teenage drinking (continued), Sep 27, 2002, p. 9
Board debates: does regents resolution go far enough?, Sep 27, 2002, p. 10
Superintendent mobilizes after SHS (Scarsdale High School) dance, Oct 4, 2002, p. 11
Superintendent shows restraint and thoughtfulness (letter) (Bob Fischel of Montrose Road), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
Board to kids: Need to create co-curricular code, or we will, Oct 11, 2002, p. 11
Parents' forum seeks consensus on teenage drinking at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (continued) (A public meeting for parents at Scarsdale High School on October 7 addressed the issue of underage drinking.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 11
Scarsdale kids need 'tough love' (letter) (Marion Speer, American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6
Candidates debate issues, trade barbs at LWV forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters hosted a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
Moratorium on high school social activities lifted (The ban on Scarsdale High School social activities has been lifted.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
United we stand (editorial) (The Inquirer urges the adult community to cooperate and coordinate their efforts to stop teenaged alcohol abuse.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 6
Teachers' gifts low key (Scarsdale school teachers do not receive over the top holiday gifts.) (continued), Dec 27, 2002, p. 9

MCGILL, MICHAEL (DR) (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale schools set priorities for the district (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1A
Scarsdale schools set priorities for the district (Progress Edition) (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11A
Scarsdale seeks to inspire lives of contribution (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6A
Scarsdale seeks to inspire lives of contribution (photo) (Back to School Supplement) (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 7A

MCGINNIS, VIRGINIA
Sarah Berger and Virginia McGinnis (photo) (Sarah Berger, shown with her sponsor, Virginia McGinnis, is initiated into Phi Delta Kappa.), May 3, 2002, p. 4

MCGUIGAN, FRANCIS JR
Focal Points - Do you think communities should maintain recreational facilities such as an indoor pool? (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 7

MCILVAIN, GERALD
2 men die in parkway crash (Two men died in a vehicular accident on the Bronx River Parkway on July 21.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1

MCINERNEY, PEGGY
Meals on Wheels delivers food and friendship (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4A

MCKENNA, EMILY
Walk like an Egyptian (photo) (Popham House students at Scarsdale Middle School create a large exhibit of homemade Egyptian art and artifacts.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 11
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

MCKENNA, JOHN
Trustees OK SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) ground lease, ambulance (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees voted 6-0 to approve a lot at 6 Weaver Street for construction of a new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1

MCKINNON, BARBARA
Open house and flower show at Scarsdale (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 20

MCLAUGHLIN, JOSEPH
Sprucing up for Spring (photo) (Nature lovers spruce up outdoor areas in honor of Arbor Day), May 3, 2002, p. 3

MCRAE, JOHN (AUTHOR)
New FAR caps are much too lenient to solve problem (letter) (John McRae supports tougher zoning ordinances.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6

MEALS ON WHEELS PROGRAMS
Meals on Wheels delivers food and friendship (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4A
Meals on Wheels needs a little time from you (letter) (Marjory Simon, President, Scarsdale Meals on Wheels), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6
Giving Thanks (photo) (The Claire D. Leone Real Estate Office delivered food baskets to the Scarsdale and Eastchester Meals on Wheels program.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 4
MEANEY, THOMAS
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Police awards (The Scarsdale Village Board announced the 2002 recipients of the Scarsdale Police Department awards.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 1
St. Pius, IHM fifth-graders graduate DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Program) (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 10
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1
County trying old and new ways of halting sale of alcohol to teens (photo) (continued), Dec 13, 2002, p. 14
License verifier has life-saving potential, Dec 13, 2002, p. 14

MEDICAID
Paulin helped voter with Medicaid problem (letter) (Theresa O'Brien of Summerfield Street), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6

MEDICINE
William Frishman, M. D. (photo) (Dr. William Frishman of Scarsdale has been nominated for the Humanism in Medicine Award.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4

MEHTA, CAROLYN (AUTHOR)
Why do 5 village trustees want a garage on Christie? (letter) (Carolyn Mehta of Rochambeau Road), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6

MEHTA, NAMRATA
Global tastes fill SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) stomachs (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10

MEHTA, RISHABH

MEIER, CARLA
High hopes for a new Lutheran congregation (photo) (Former Evangelical Lutheran Church on Murray Hill Road to become Hope Lutheran Church), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1
High hopes for a new Lutheran congregation (continued) (Former Evangelical Lutheran Church on Murray Hill and Post Roads to become Hope Lutheran Church), Jul 19, 2002, p. 18

MEISELMAN, BARRY
Focal Points: In the event that the U.N. inspection of Iraq weaponry fails to turn up anything significant, what action, if any should the United States take? (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 7

MEISELMAN, HEATHER
Class of 2002 Scarsdale Middle School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Scarsdale Middle School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 16A

MEISELMAN, JON
Focal Points: Is the threat of terrorism causing you to make any changes in your lifestyle? (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: In the event that the U.N. inspection of Iraq weaponry fails to turn up anything significant, what action, if any should the United States take? (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 7

MEJCA, LENIN
Lange's Deli boasts new appearance (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 4

MELLILO, SUZANNE
Focal Points: Do you think the Olympic Games tend to produce friendship or acrimony among nations? (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 7

MEMECAN, MEHMET
Class of 2002 Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists 2002 Scarsdale High School graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4A

MEMORIAL DAY
Memorial Day (The Scarsdale Memorial Day Parade, sponsored by American Legion Post 52, will take place on May 27.), May 24, 2002, p. 1
Rock, jazz & punk (The Scarsdale Teen Center will host a Memorial Day music fest on May 25.), May 24, 2002, p. 1
Gorgeous weather for a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 3
Booming SHS (Scarsdale High School) Band showed its colors on Memorial Day (letter) (Robin Ascher, Friends of Music and the Arts in the Scarsdale Schools), May 31, 2002, p. 6
Parade was poorly attended (letter) (Debra Franco of Bell Road), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6

MEMORIAL PARK
Garden will memorialize every war American fought in (letter) (Nelson Heyer of Farcift Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 1
History lives (editorial) (The Inquirer expresses pride in the American Legion's new Memorial Garden, which honors Scarsdale veterans.), May 10, 2002, p. 6
MEMORIAL PARK  (Continued)
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52
dedicated Its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 21

MEMORIAL RITES AND CEREMONIES
SHS (Scarsdale High School), SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) students memorialize Sept. (September) 11 with
stories, songs (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 11

MEMORIALS
Legion Post plans memorial garden (photo) (Scarsdale American Legion Post 52 plans memorial garden for
victims of 9/11 terrorist attacks), Mar 1, 2002, p. 4
Garden will memorialize every war American fought in (letter) (Nelson Heyer of Ferncliff Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated Its
Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 1
Community was generous in support of police memorial (letter) (Anthony Barreira of the Scarsdale Police), May
10, 2002, p. 6
History lives (editorial) (The Inquirer expresses pride in the American Legion's new Memorial Garden, which
honors Scarsdale veterans.), May 10, 2002, p. 6
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52
dedicated Its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 21
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad memorialized in 9/11 monument (photo) (Scarsdale High School graduate,
Peter Alderman, will be memorialized with other victims in the Amwork Rotary Club's permanent memorial.),
Jun 14, 2002, p. 2
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3
Memorial is planned for beloved teacher (photo) (A memorial statue is being planned for deceased Scarsdale
Story inspired donations for teacher memorial (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne
Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6

MEMORIAL SERVICE
People of all faiths gather for 9/11 service at synagouge (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 8

MENDEL, LESLIE
Nuclear power can be made safe (editorial) (Richard L. Garwin endorses an earlier op-ed piece on nuclear power
by Nina Cannon, Pam Slater and Leslie Mendel.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 7

MENDEL, LESLIE (AUTHOR)
Nuclear power saves the day? (editorial) (Nina Cannon, Pam Slater and Leslie Mendel respond to an earlier
editorial by Joseph McCourt encouraging us to embrace nuclear power.), Feb 16, 2002, p. 7

MENDELSON, BOBBY
Musicfest: Scarsdale Teen Center hosts first outdoor music concert (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 17

MENDELSON, BROOKE
Authentic Science students' research reaches wider audience (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

MENDELSON, LISA
Seniors enjoy a bit of home after a night on the town (letter) (Ellen Sunness and Nancy Solomon, Co-Chairs,
Senior Prom Breakfast Committee), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

MENDELSON, MICHAEL
Chill outcry is heard (At the June 17 Scarsdale School Board meeting, Dr. Michael McGill reaffirmed the
District's legal and ethical commitment to special education.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1

MENNA, MIKE
Parents' group wants girls' soccer moved to fall (Some Section 1 parents demand that schools move girls' soccer
to the autumn in compliance with Title IX), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Parents' group wants girls' soccer moved to fall (photo) (continued) (Some Section 1 parents demand that schools
move girls' soccer to the autumn in compliance with Title IX), Feb 8, 2002, p. 9

MERCHANTS
7 easy steps to more profitable retailing (editorial) (Howard Givner on successful merchandizing), May 24, 2002, p.

Wilsion & Son hosts bridal event (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 4
Zachy's goes solo in wine auction venture (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 4
Coffee shop seeks change in law for sidewalk cafe (Lawyer for the Parkway Coffee Shop asks Village to amend
the Village Code to allow the restaurant to offer al fresco dining), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Keep yours on the prize (photo) (Ethan Zomow wins Playstation 2 at grand opening of Eye Designs store.), Jul 19,
2002, p. 4

MERCHANTS - SCARSDALE
Last Licks gave sports fans a piece of history (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 19
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and
Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
MERCHANTS - SCARSDALE  (Continued)

Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (photo) (continued)  (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 3

A high 5 for police (editorial)  (The Inquirer expresses awed amazement at the way the Scarsdale Police Department cracked the jewelry store heists from July 2001.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6

La Renaissance reports pastry shop, catering growth (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 9A

Candy 'n Cards marks 35th year in village (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 4

Pamela Robbins doubles its store space (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 4

Final suspect arrested in jewelry store robberies (photo)  (Police wrap up jewelry heist dating back nine months), Apr 12, 2002, p. 3

As time goes by (photo)  (Solly Rafael cuts the inaugural ribbon on the new clock he donated on East Parkway.), May 17, 2002, p. 3

Focal Points: Does availability of parking influence where you shop? (photo), May 17, 2002, p. 7

Magic makes dreams come true at Last Licks (photo)  (Legendarry NBA basketball player, Magic Johnson, signed autographs at Last Licks on June 2.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 27

Mailboxes Etc. store comes to Garth Road (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

Wilson family honored at cancer society gala (photo)  (The Wilson family, owners of Wilson and Sons Jewelers, honored on May 30 at the American Cancer Society's 2002 Diamond Award Gala), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4

Paris, Scarsdale, oui! (editorial)  (The Inquirer approves of the amendment to the Village Zoning Code that would enable the Parkway Coffee Shop to have outdoor seating.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6

Village sidewalk cafe ordinance is changed  (An amendment to the year old sidewalk cafe law will allow the Parkway Cafe to have an outdoor eating area.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

Coffee shop owner will be able to sleep later now (letter)  (Bonnie Kay, Scarsdale Coffee Shop), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

Many generous businesses, volunteers, aided SSMT (letter)  (Trudi Greenwood, Board of Directors, Scarsdale Summer Music Theater), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

Scarsdale Coffee Shop queen bids goodbye to the daily grind (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 1

Scarsdale Coffee Shop queen bids goodbye to the daily grind (photo) (continued), Sep 6, 2002, p. 9

Fall fashion 2002 (photo)  (Supplement to the Scarsdale Inquirer), Sep 13, 2002, pp. 17-32

Garage revs up (photo)  (Gourmet Garage had its grand opening on October 5 and 6.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 4

Read All About Us! (photo)  (A Supplement to the Scarsdale Inquirer featuring local and nearby merchants and services.), Oct 25, 2002

MERKEL, STEPHEN

Local synagogues take new precautions for holidays (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 1

MERKLE, CARINA

(Photo of Carina Merkel braving the winter's first snow storm on her bicycle.) (photo), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6

METRO-NORTH RAILROAD

Towers to tumble  (Parking will be prohibited in the Merchant Lot on February 23 as Metro-North removes transmission towers.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1

Cell call from train saves friend's life (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 13

Metro-North changes (Schedule changes on the Harlem Line), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

Electrical towers to go  (The Village will remove the large transmission tower north of the Scarsdale train station; Metro North will remove the three transmission towers in Constitution Circle.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

Tree on the track (A tree fell across the Metro North tracks in Hartsdale on July 22.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1

Pigeons are winning down by the station (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 3

Why pigeons hang out at the Scarsdale train station (letter)  (Carolyn and Seth Schwartz of Sheldrake Road), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6

Commuters should not be asked to solve NYC's problems (editorial), Dec 6, 2002, p. 7

METZ, DOUG

Landlords protest assessment (Village center property owners protest assessment formula for Village improvements), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

MEYER, LUCAS

Old Scarsdale group reports an active year (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 3A

MEYER, LUCAS (AUTHOR)

Clarification needed on trustee's spontaneous comment (letter)  (Lucas J. Meyer of Autenrieth Road), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6

MEYERS, ANDREW

Old-fashioned games highlight Greenacres' 4th (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 3

MEYERS, KIM

PT Council lunch (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10

MEYERS, RICHARD

Old-fashioned games highlight Greenacres' 4th (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 3
MICHAELS, ALVIN
Focal Points: To what extent, if any, have recent events altered your attitude toward capital punishment? (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7

MICHAELS, B J
Play it forward (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School students shown with equipment collected for the Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club’s Passback Program.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 2

MIDDLE AGES
Middle Ages meet modern age with Popham House i-Movies at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

MIDDLE EAST
Democrats are our allies and terrorists are our enemies (letter) (Bill Jacobs of Drake Road), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
Why have other Arabs failed to offer Palestinians a home? (letter) (Laura J. Lewis, Executive Director, American Jewish Committee), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
Writer uses illogical reasoning and distorts history (letter) (Arlene Edelson of Hartsdale), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
Can’t we help Arabs find a way out of the corner? (editorial) (Helene Buchen describes Arabs in the Mideast as having painted themselves into a corner.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7
If protection is state's top priority, why criticize Israel? (editorial) (Dr. Michael Serby responds to Harold J. Reynolds’ April 19 editorial.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7
It's not about Sharon and Arafat (editorial) (Joseph R. Kasov on the Israel/Palestinian conflict), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7
Writer does not want to stir up divisiveness (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road responds to criticism of his op ed pieces on Israel.), May 3, 2002, p. 6
CAMERA focuses on media accuracy (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 3
White House flacks attack Iraq (editorial) (Bob Pilpel suggests that the Jong term policy of the United States against terrorism should be support of relatively democratic forces in countries like Iran, Iraq and Syria.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6

MIKHAILECH, JESSICA
SHS (Scarsdale High School) club shifts focus, but fun is still No. 1 (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 25

MILBERG, LEONARD
Focal Points: Is the threat of terrorism causing you to make any changes in your lifestyle? (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 7

MILLER, BOB
School board OKs 8.29% budget hike, Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; Budget raises taxes 9.6% in Scarsdale, May 17, 2002, p. 1

MILLER, BODIE
Olympics for the rest of us (editorial) (Howard Givner's humorous musings on the recent Winter Olympics), Mar 29, 2002, p. 7

MILLER, DEBBIE
School board incumbents Shenwood and Simon renominated (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
School board OKs 8.29% budget hike, Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
School board OKs 8.29% budget hike (continued), Apr 26, 2002, p. 10
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; Budget raises taxes 9.6% in Scarsdale, May 17, 2002, p. 1

MILLER, EMELIE
Focal Points: Do you think the high tax on cigarettes will be an efficient deterrent to smoking? (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 7

MILLER, HENRY
Friends, family laud McCreery (continued) (A group of 321 people gathered on April 24 to celebrate William McCreery, winner of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Award.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 9

MILLER, JACK

MILLER, JAY
DAR chapter celebrates 75 years (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11A

MILLER, MARJORIE
Marjorie Miller to receive award (Marjorie Miller, an active Scarsdale volunteer in many organizations, received the 31st Brotherhood Award from Westchester Reform Temple.), May 3, 2002, p. 22

MILLER, MORGAN (AUTHOR)
Municipal workers make village a special place (letter) (Morgan Miller of Normandy Lane), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6
MILLER, MORGAN (AUTHOR)  (Continued)
Eliminate the PBA (Patrolmen's Benevolent Association) middleman (letter) (Morgan L. Miller of New York City), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6

MILLER, PÁUL
Focal Points: Are you concerned about the possibility of a water shortage? (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 7

MILLER, RACHEL L
Miller, Becker (wed) (Rachel L. Miller and Kent G. Becker were wed April 20, 2002, in Manhattan.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 14

MILLER, SANDY
Stormy weather (Six thousand Scarsdale homes were affected by the severe rain storms on July 9.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

MILLER, SUSAN
Firefighters all (photo) (The Scarsdale Fire Department held its annual fair and open house on October 19.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 3

MILLER, WILLIAM W
William W. Miller (dies) (Former resident, William W. Miller, died on December 23, 2001, in Colorado Springs, Colorado. He was 86.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 12
Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

MILLER, W ROWLAND
Nominee sought (The Judicial Qualifications Advisory Committee is seeking candidates for the position of Village Justice for a one year term.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

MILLHAUSER, ARIEL
Middle Ages meet modern age with Popham House i-Movies at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

MILLIKEN, JOHN
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

MILLMAN, JEFF
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
State education chief comes to Scarsdale to defend tests (photo) (State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, discussed the state assessment testing program on March 6 at Scarsdale High School.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 8
State education chief comes to Scarsdale to defend tests (photo) (continued) (State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, discussed the state assessment testing program on March 6 at Scarsdale High School.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 8

MILLSTEIN, CHERYL
Hall of presidents (photo) (Celebration on March 13 honors contributors to the renovation of the Kids' Base and Little School), Apr 5, 2002, p. 11
KB-LS (Kids' Base, Little School) breaks ground on expansion (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 11
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34
Candidates debate issues, trade barbs at LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters hosted a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1

MILSTEIN, CHERYL (AUTHOR)
Kids' BASE benefit reached around the world (letter) (Cheryl Milstein, President, Board of Trustees, Kids' Base and the Little School), May 3, 2002, p. 6

MILSTEIN, PHILIP
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34
MINNICH, RICHARD
Focal Points: How do you feel about the selection of New York City as the site for the next Olympic games? (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 7

MINOR, LORNA
Focal Points: Do you think the problem of teen drinking is worse today than in the past? (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 7

MINSTER, MALLORY
So you want to be in pictures? (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10

MIRABELLI, ROBERT (DR)
Thomas, Mirabelli (wed) (photo) (Dr. Jennifer Thomas and Dr. Robert Mirabelli were wed on New Year's Eve, 2001, in Newport Beach, California.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 15

MISARTI, JESSE
Middle school SO (Student Organization) kids sharpen skills (photo) (Four Scarsdale Middle School students attend student organization conference in Maryland March 8-10), Apr 5, 2002, p. 10

MITCHELL, RHETT
Top producers at First Realty (photo), Mar 22, 2002, p. 4

MITTELMAN, AMY
Mock trial team argues down competition (photo) (Scarsdale High School's Mock Trial Team wins County championship in 2002 competition), Apr 26, 2002, p. 11

MIZRAHI, ROBIN
Pamela Robbins doubles its store space (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 4
Cancer foundation to host fall luncheon (photo), Sep 20, 2002, p. 4

MOCK TRIALS
Mock trial team argues down competition (photo) (Scarsdale High School's Mock Trial Team wins County championship in 2002 competition), Apr 26, 2002, p. 11

MODEL, JACOB
Focal Points: What do you think about the salaries now being offered to professional athletes? (photo), Jan 11, 2002, p. 7

MODLIN, JESSICA SALLES
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3

MONEY
Expert is bullish on financial education (photo) (Greenacres resident, Jordan Goodman, recommends courses in personal finance for high school students.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 3
Jordan Goodman's 12 commandments on investments, Oct 11, 2002, p. 3
Expert is bullish on financial education (continued) (Greenacres resident, Jordan Goodman, recommends courses in personal finance for high school students.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 9

MONTH, JO ANN
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1

MONTPELIER, PETER
Ready to ride (photo) (Gina Capelli and Peter Montpelier pictured at the American Diabetes Association's annual Tour de Cure cycling event.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 4

MORANO, MICHAEL N (AUTHOR)
Greenburgh firefighters are grateful to Brodsky (letter) (Michael N. Morano, Vice-President, Greenburgh Uniformed Firefighters, Local 1586), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6

MORETTI, EVAN
On Call (Photographic essay on the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps at the Five Comers), Jun 28, 2002, p. 9

MORGAN, BARBARA
Intimate Encounters: Renata Rainer's relationship with photographer Barbara Morgan inspired exhibit (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 19
Intimate Encounters: Renata Rainer's relationship with photographer Barbara Morgan inspired exhibit (photo) (continued), Nov 15, 2002, p. 21

MORGAN, EDWARD A
Christie Garage to enter design phase, cautiously, May 31, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) has questions for trustees (continued), Jun 14, 2002, p. 8
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) seeks clarity (The Town and Village Civic Club subcommittee on village center parking will submit a second report to the Scarsdale Village Board.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) on parking (The Town and Village Civic Club will hold an open meeting on August 5 to discuss Christie Place parking.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Christie Place update (The Town and Village Civic Club has cancelled the September 4 meeting dealing with the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
Report on Christie (The Town and Village Civic Club will meet on September 25 to discuss the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1
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MORGAN, EDWARD A (Continued)

TVCC meeting (The proposed Christie Place Garage will be discussed at a Town and Village Club meeting on October 10.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) recomputes village parking needs and dearth (The Town and Village Civic Club met on October 3 to review the financial report and parking needs analysis completed by its members.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) recomputes village parking needs and dearth (continued) (The Town and Village Civic Club met on October 3 to review the financial report and parking needs analysis completed by its members.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 32

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) OKs report on Christie Place parking, Oct 18, 2002, p. 1

CRC (Community Recreation Center), Christie Place progress update, Dec 27, 2002, p. 3

MORGAN, EDWARD A (AUTHOR)

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) planning committee is not stuck, not in reverse (letter) (Edward A. Morgan of Tunstall Road), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6

Give parking management a trial run (letter) (Edward A. Morgan, Chairman Zoning and Planning Committee, Town and Village Civic Club), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6

MORRIS, HEATHER

Focal Points: What do you think should be included in the rebuilding of ground zero? (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 7

MORRISON, DONNA (DR)

Morrison, Martin (wed) (photo) (Dr. Donna Morrison and Dr. Christopher A. Martin were wed on September 14, 2002, at a winery in Sagaponack, New York.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 14

MORRISSEY, SANDY (AUTHOR)

Good bluebird houses make good neighbors (Sandy Morrissey puts up birdhouses on Ridge Road in Hartsdale in the hopes of attracting Eastern bluebirds.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1

MORSE, BETSY


MORSE, SANDRA

Adult School attendance grows (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 5A

MORTON, KAELEY

Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16

MORTON, RICK

IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max (The Interactive Design Process Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1

MORVANT, RUSSELL

Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1

Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (photo) (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 3

Police awards (The Scarsdale Village Board announced the 2002 recipients of the Scarsdale Police Department awards.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

Officials reap awards for eventful year (photo) (Attendees at Public Safety Promotions and Awards ceremony looked back at a historic year.), May 31, 2002, p. 6

Identity thieves exploit easily available info (New York State legislators are seeking to create a penalty for identity theft.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

Identity thieves exploit easily available info (continued) (New York State legislators are seeking to create a penalty for identity theft.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11

MORVANT, RUSSELL (AUTHOR)

Village is not required to provide bulletproof vests (Russell T. Morvant, Vice President, Scarsdale Benevolent Association), Aug 23, 2002, p. 7

MOSAICS

‘One World’ mosaic mural celebrates peace, friendship (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 10

MOSCATELLO, MARIEL (AUTHOR)

Many made generous contributions to students’ food drive (letter) (Catherine Fisher and Mariel Moscatello, Scarsdale High School Juniors), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6

MOSER, PAMELA

Sharing the spirit (photo) (Greenacres Principal, Francine Ballan, helps distribute coats and gloves to students at PS 1 in the South Bronx.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

MOSER, PAMELA (AUTHOR)

In the aftermath (letter) (Pamela Moser of Tompkins Road), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6

MOSKIN, DORIS BLOCH

Moskin’s 20 years of contributions to Scarsdale Adult School recalled (letter) (Laura Strauss of the Scarsdale Adult School), Oct 4, 2002, p. 10
MOSKIN, DORIS BLOCH (Continued)
Doris Bloch Moskin (dies) (Doris Bloch Moskin, former chair of the board of the Scarsdale Adult School, died suddenly on July 24 at White Plains Hospital. She was 75.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 18

MOSKOWITZ, CAROL
Doenbecher agents receive honors (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4

MOSQUITOES
Mosquito time (Inquirer warns about the link between mosquitoes and West Nile Virus), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1

MOTHERHOOD
Not all women want to be relieved of child care 'burden' (letter) (Elaine Holbrook responds to a January 18 Inquirer article by Myron R. Schoenfeld.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6
Schoenfeld's article reads like '30s communist propaganda (letter) (Scott Jaffin criticizes an earlier Inquirer article by Myron Schoenfeld on the issue of working mothers and childcare.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6
Recalling the longest night of my life (editorial) (Sam Witchel recalls the night his mother nursed him through scarlet fever.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 8

MOTHERS
New mothers share ideas in networking, Dec 20, 2002, p. 2

MOTION PICTURES
Reel person extraordinaire (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Adele Greene, hosts Greenwich Classic Film Series from February 9 - April 20), Mar 1, 2002, p. 17
Young filmmaker puts his career on fast forward; a short film by Brad Furman (photo) (Scarsdale resident Justin Marks, a senior at Columbia University, has co-written and co-produced a short film titled, "Fast Forward."), Mar 8, 2002, p. 15
Young filmmaker puts his career on fast forward; a short film by Brad Furman (continued) (Scarsdale resident Justin Marks, a senior at Columbia University, has co-written and co-produced a short film titled, "Fast Forward."), Mar 8, 2002, p. 16
End credits with 'A Beautiful Mind's' Akiva Goldsman (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 15
Art imitates Tovah's life (photo) (Actress and Scarsdale High School graduate, Tovah Feldshuh, co-stars in recent movie, "Kissing Jessica Stein."), May 17, 2002, p. 19

MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
Profit motive a sorry excuse for destruction of Plaza (editorial), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7
The Scarsdale Plaza's last stand (The Scarsdale Plaza Theater on Garth Road got a reprieve from the wrecking ball on May 21.), May 24, 2002, p. 1
The Scarsdale Plaza's last stand (continued) (The Scarsdale Plaza Theater on Garth Road got a reprieve from the wrecking ball on May 21.), May 24, 2002, p. 15
Apartments will replace Plaza (photograph) (Luxury rental apartments will take the place of the closed Scarsdale Plaza movie theater.), May 31, 2002, p. 1
Apartments will replace Plaza (illustration) (continued) (Luxury rental apartments will take the place of the closed Scarsdale Plaza movie theater.), May 31, 2002, p. 10
Garson Bros. (Brothers) defend their record on asbestos (Jeff and Stafford Garson respond to an article in last week's Inquirer that raised questions about their work on the Plaza Theater demolition.), May 31, 2002, p. 10
It's not too late to save the Plaza from Destruction (editorial) (Andy Bass argues that the Scarsdale Plaza Theater should be spared the wrecking ball.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6
Scarsdalians should fight to save community resource (letter) (Matthew Brokman of Foxhall Place), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6
A tragedy of epic proportions unfolds on Garth Road (letter) (Jay Shulman of Garth Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Students protest theater demolition (photo) (Scarsdale High School students led a protest on June 17 against the proposed demolition of the Scarsdale Plaza Cinema.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
Garth Commons will improve neighborhood eyesore (letter) (Barbara and Eli Elvove of Garth Road), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
Students protest theater demolition (continued) (Scarsdale High School students led a protest on June 17 against the proposed demolition of the Scarsdale Plaza Cinema.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 19
Plaza Theater had lost its relevance to the community (letter) (Barry Marshal of Garth Road), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6
Loss of Plaza Theater is a tragedy of development (letter) (Jay Shulman of Garth Road), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6
Ground broken for Garth apartments (photo) (Groundbreaking ceremony for Scarsdale Commons apartments, on the site of the former Scarsdale Plaza Theater, held on July 17), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1
Coming attraction (editorial) (The Inquirer sees the upside to the construction of apartments on the site of the former Scarsdale Theater.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6
Ground broken for Garth apartments (continued) (Groundbreaking ceremony for Scarsdale Commons apartments, on the site of the former Scarsdale Plaza Theater, held on July 17), Jul 19, 2002, p. 18
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS (Continued)
Perhaps more coverage of plans would have saved Plaza (letter) (Don Ogden of Massachusetts), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6

MOUNKHALL, STEPHEN
Sms dinner theater proves kids can make a difference (photo) (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 13

MRAZ, JOANNE
A slice of patriotic Americana (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10

MUKAMAL, TEDDY
Pre-Earth Day Summit showcases county’s environmental plans (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 12

MULCAHEY, JOSEPHINE
Josephine Mulcahey (dies) (Josephine Mulcahey died on May 10, 2002, in her Yonkers home. She was 69.), May 17, 2002, p. 20

MULDOON, CAITLIN
LAX girls honored (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 26
Class of 2002 Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists 2002 Scarsdale High School graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4A

MULDOON, MARY ELLEN
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3
10 elected to SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (Elections were held on January 15.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1

MULLEN, CAROL
Focal Points: To what extent, if any, do you think diversity should be an element in college admissions? (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 7

MULLEN, GERALDINE
Open house and flower show at Scarsdale (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 20

MÜLLER, LENDY
Holiday sharing (photo) (Volunteers for the United Jewish Appeal are shown at a Hanukkah party and fundraiser on behalf of the children at the Pleasantville Cottage School.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 17

MULLINS, TOM
Clogged arteries (Ardsley Road will be undergoing major road work until April 5; expect major inconveniences.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1

MULROW, BILL
Democrats to hold primary Tuesday, Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
Seeking local votes for democratic committeewoman (letter) (Willa Swiller of Dickel Road), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6

MULTICULTURALISM
Students should be world citizens (On February 7, a Town and Village Civic Club panel discussed foreign language and diversity education.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Students should be world citizens (continued) (On February 7, a Town and Village Civic Club panel discussed foreign language and diversity education.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 11
World cultures rule the night at Greenacres (Greenacres students host a multicultural family night on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 11
World cultures rule the night at Greenacres (photo) (continued) (Greenacres students host a multicultural family night on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 13
Quaker Ridge has the whole world in its gym (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 11
Global tastes fill SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) stomachs (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10
‘World Friends’ is mosaic of languages (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10
Focal Points: To what extent, if any, do you think diversity should be an element in college admissions? (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 7
Global Village (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 11

MURA, MAI NII
Caught napping (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 8

MURAL PAINTING AND DECORATION
Strength of character celebrated in Edgewood (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 11
‘One World’ mosaic mural celebrates peace, friendship (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 10

MURDER
Focal Points: What do you think can be done to prevent a recurrence of the recent sniper killings? (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7

MURPHY, EDWARD
Police awards (The Scarsdale Village Board announced the 2002 recipients of the Scarsdale Police Department awards.), Apr 28, 2002, p. 1
MURPHY, MARK
2 arrested in July 4 weekend party (Three people were arrested at an Edgemont gathering where underage teens were discovered consuming alcohol.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 17

MURPHY, WILLIAM
BRP (Bronx River Conservancy) names directors (list of recent appointees), May 17, 2002, p. 4

MURRAY, MICHAEL
Jacquet, Murray (engaged) (photo) (Jennifer Jacquet and Michael Murray are engaged; a June, 2003, wedding is planned.) Jan 18, 2002, p. 15

MURSTEIN, MARJORIE
SAT changes try to make test fairer, but will they succeed? (continued) (Changes to the SAT I to be implemented in March 2005), Jul 19, 2002, p. 18

MUSEUMS
Art patrons (photo) (Art collectors George and Sandy Gottlieb of Scarsdale were among 800 people in attendance at the opening of the 2002 Spring exhibit at the Neuberger Museum of Art.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 12

MUSIC
Scarsdale music and art teachers recognized as educational leaders in county (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 12
The Commuter Computer - "The Sounds of Silence" (Part I) (Robert Reiser's take on on-line music providers), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4
Wins wind prize (Scarsdale High School senior, Joanna Mathes, won the Jerome G. Salla Wind Competition Scholarship.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 15
The Commuter Computer - The 'sounds of silence' (Part II) (Robert Reiser coaches readers on how to use a media manager program), Apr 5, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - "The Sounds of Silence" (Part III) (Robert Reiser discusses building a music collection on your computer.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - "The Sounds of Silence" (Part IV) (Robert Reiser discusses copying music onto CD's from your computer.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 4

MUSICALS
"You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown" to hit SHS stage (photo) (Clark Gesner's musical, "You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown," will be presented at Scarsdale High School on February 1 and 2.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 19
"How to Succeed" (photo) (Photo of performer Anthony Nunziata in the Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying"), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
Hopelessly, devoted... (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club is performing "Grease" this weekend.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
"Grease" (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will perform 'Grease' on November 15, 16, and 17.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 11
From salsa to country, kids span musical styles with 'KIDS' radio' (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 11

MUSIC FESTIVALS
The miracles of Tanglewood (Arthur Ash on the annual summer music festival in Tanglewood), Aug 23, 2002, p. 7

MUSIC TEACHERS
Scarsdale music and art teachers recognized as educational leaders in county (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 12

MUSLIMS
America and Israel share many values and interests (letter) (Harold B. Aspis of Heathcote Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7
Our economic, social, scientific, democratic, cultural and religious status precipitate Muslim hatred (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8
Terrorism, wherever it is committed, is a heinous crime against humanity and one that cannot be condoned (letter) (Robert M. Kelly, Eastchester), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8
We must pursue ideals for all parties in the ongoing Middle East conflict (letter) (Amy Lemle of Tory Lane), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8
Muslim threat is as evil and virulent as Nazi threat (letter) (Theo Falowitz of School Lane), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7

MUTTERPERL, DONALD (AUTHOR)
Bumper Car and other diversions in downtown Scarsdale (letter) (Donald Mutterperl of Taunton Road), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6

NAARENDORP, NATASJA
Class of 2002 Scarsdale Middle School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Scarsdale Middle School 2002 graduates), Jul 6, 2002, p. 16A

NADEL, ELLEN
Quaker Ridge has the whole world in its gym (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 11

NADEL, HOWARD (AUTHOR)
Community should support proposed indoor pool (letter) (Howard Nadel of Quaker Ridge), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6

NADLER, MARK
Hearing on 4th draft of FAR to begin (A public hearing on the third draft of the Floor Area Ratio cap amendment to the Village Code was held on February 26.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
NADLER, MARK (AUTHOR)
FAR will have devastating effect on would-be renovators (letter) (Mark Nadler, President, Prudential Reality), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6

NAFSHI, SHIRA
People of all faiths gather for 9/11 service at synagogue (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 8

NAGER, ISABEL
Isabel Nager (dies) (Isabel Nager died on November 19, 2002, at her Guilford, Connecticut home. She was 90.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 19

NAGLE, WILLIAM G

NAGLER, BRUCE

NAIB, PIA
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

NAJAC, MARJORIE

NARINS, RHODA (DR)
Scarsdale M.D. can help save face (Profile of dermatologist and cosmetic surgeon, Dr. Rhoda Narins), Jun 28, 2002, p. 3
Natural deposit of fat cells is not a 'deformity' (letter) (Dr. Rena Schwartzbaum of Black Birch Lane), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6
Overweight America immune to joys of body contouring (letter) (Neil Sullivan of Taunton Road), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6
Rhoda Narins, M.D. (Scarsdale resident Dr. Rhoda Narins elected Vice President of the American Society of Dermatologic Surgery), Nov 1, 2002, p. 4

NARINS, RHODA (DR) (AUTHOR)
Consultation evaluates, educates patients before surgery (letter) (Dr. Rhoda S. Narins of Dolma Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

NASIBU, DEDAAH
SAT prep program at crossroads (photo) (Eugenie Lang announced that "Let's Get Ready," the free SAT prep course for underserved student populations, is "broke."), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1

NATHAN, JAKE
From salsa to country, kids span musical styles with 'KIDS' radio' (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 11

NATHANSON, JOHN
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (continued) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 10

NATHANSON, STEVE
Carnival! (photo) (Photos of carnivals held at the five Scarsdale elementary schools and the SHS A-School on May 11), May 17, 2002, p. 11

NATIONAL SECURITY
Security is a local issue (Jonathan Lewis reflects on the one year anniversary of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 7

NATOWITZ, JULES
Focal Points: To what extent, if any, do you think diversity should be an element in college admissions? (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 7

NAUGHTON, GINNY
Grand Tooley Dam appreciated (letter) (Ginny & Jim Naughton of Fountain Terrace), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6

NAUGHTON, JOHN
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
New nominators (The Citizen's Committee gained 11 new members following the Nominating Committee election.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

NAUGHTON, JOHN (AUTHOR)
Grand Tooley Dam appreciated (letter) (Ginny & Jim Naughton of Fountain Terrace), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6

NAUGHTON, KATHLEEN
Awards for Claire D. Leone (photo) (Claire D. Leone real estate agents win prestigious awards from the Westchester County Board of Realtors), Jun 7, 2002, p. 4

NAYDER, JIM
It's not bad, it's annoying (editorial) (Marc Wollin on Jim Nayder, self-professed guru of annoying music), Sep 20, 2002, p. 7
NEWHOUSE, EDA (AUTHOR)
Dinner dance raised money for visitors center (letter) (Eda L. Newhouse, President, Scarsdale Historical Society), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6

NEWMAN, JAMES
Police awards (The Scarsdale Village Board announced the 2002 recipients of the Scarsdale Police Department awards.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

NEWSPAPERS - AWARDS
Inquirer top in state competition (Scarsdale Inquirer wins 29 awards in New York Press Association’s annual better newspaper contest), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
Inquirer top in state competition (continued) (Scarsdale Inquirer wins 29 awards in New York Press Association’s annual better newspaper contest), Apr 12, 2002, p. 16

NEW YEAR
Seeing the lights (editorial) (The Inquirer wishes for peace, understanding and an eye towards the “big picture” for 2003.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6

NEW YORK (N.Y.)
Trading Places (editorial) (The Inquirer encourages downtown New York City financial institutions and businesses not to flee the area following the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6

NEW YORK (STATE), DEPT. OF MOTOR VEHICLES
Crackdown on underage drinking, Nov 1, 2002, p. 3

NEW YORK (STATE), DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION
Focus on Weaver (The New York State Department of Transportation is conducting a long term traffic study along Weaver Street.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1

NEW YORK (STATE), LEGISLATURE, ASSEMBLY
Paulin’s district borders may be about to change, Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
Paulin’s district borders may be about to change (continued), Apr 5, 2002, p. 15
Domestic violence bill passes (One of two bills dealing with domestic violence has made it through the New York State Assembly.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Paulin’s domestic violence bill passes Assembly (continued), May 3, 2002, p. 14
Tony Sayegh to challenge Amy Paulin (photo) (Republican Tony Sayegh of Bronxville to challenge Democratic Assemblywoman Amy Paulin in her bid for re-election next November.), May 10, 2002, p. 1
Assemblywoman has brought vision, accomplishments (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue lauds the accomplishments of freshman Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin.), May 17, 2002, p. 6
Sayegh gets GOP nod (Tony Sayegh unanimously endorsed as Republican candidate for the New York State Assembly in District 88.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Amy Paulin describes life in state Assembly (Scarsdale resident and New York State Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin, addressed the Town and Village Civic Club on June 6.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Compromise near? (Amy Paulin maintains efforts to pass “graduated licensing” legislation in the State Legislature.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Amy Paulin describes life in state Assembly (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale resident and New York State Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin, addressed the Town and Village Civic Club on June 6.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23
Safer times ahead (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the New York State Legislature for passing the graduated license bill.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
Identity thieves exploit easily available info (New York State legislators are seeking to create a penalty for identity theft.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Identity thieves exploit easily available info (continued) (New York State legislators are seeking to create a penalty for identity theft.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11
Assemblyman is keeping his promise to Greenburgh (letter) (Kelly MacMillan, Chief of Staff, Office of Assemblyman Richard Brodsky), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6
Paulin continues to work for best interests of children (letter) (Cindy Veazy, Co-President, Early Childhood Directors Association), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6
Sayegh on Garth (Republican Tony Sayegh, who is challenging Democrat Amy Paulin for State Assembly in the 88th District, has opened campaign headquarters on Garth Road.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
Paulin helped (letter) (Lottie Harris, Executive Director, Child Care Council of Westchester), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6
Paulin, Sayegh in rough contest (photo) (Republican Tony Sayegh is challenging Democratic incumbent Amy Paulin for the 88th District Assembly seat.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Let’s keep Amy Paulin in Albany (editorial) (Irving Sloan endorses Amy Paulin, Democratic incumbent to New York State Assembly.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 7
Paulin, Sayegh in rough contest (continued) (Republican Tony Sayegh is challenging Democratic incumbent Amy Paulin for the 88th District Assembly seat.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 11
Candidates debate issues, trade barbs at LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters hosted a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
NEW YORK (STATE). LEGISLATURE. ASSEMBLY (Continued)
Accusation of anti-Semitism is 'dangerous and ugly' (letter) (Dr. James J. Zogby, President, American Arab Institute), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Amy Paulin has 20-year record as human rights advocate (letter) (Barry Kramer, John Crittenden of Garth Road), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Paulin for Assembly (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Democratic incumbent, Amy Paulin, for the 88th Assembly District seat.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Sayegh’s experience and track record are nil (letter) (Mervyn L. Goldstein, M.D., of Horseguard Lane), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Why can’t people vote for person and not party? (letter) (Miles B. Ehrenkranz, Republican District Leader, New Rochelle), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Paulin is an effective legislator on all levels (letter) (Debbie Rapaport of Brite Avenue), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7
Candidates debate issues, trade barbs at LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (continued) (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters hosted a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Paulin, Pataki big winners here (Democrat Amy Paulin beat out Tony Sayegh for the State Assembly in District 88.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Amy Paulin is re-elected to the 88th Assembly District of New York State., Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Paulin, Pataki big winners here (continued) (Democrat Amy Paulin beat out Tony Sayegh for the State Assembly in District 88.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 10
Assemblywoman thanks supporters (letter) (Amy Paulin, Member of Assembly), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6
Sales tax will not spell relief for county budget (New York State Legislature adjourned for the year without approving a one percent increase in the county sales tax.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 1
Sales tax will not spell relief for county budget (continued) (New York State Legislature adjourned for the year without approving a one percent increase in the county sales tax.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 13

NEW YORK (STATE). LEGISLATURE. SENATE
Domestic violence bill passes (One of two bills dealing with domestic violence has made it through the New York State Assembly.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Paulin's domestic violence bill passes Assembly (continued), May 3, 2002, p. 14
Safer times ahead (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the New York State Legislature for passing the graduated license bill.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
Identity thieves exploit easily available info (New York State legislators are seeking to create a penalty for identity theft.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Identity thieves exploit easily available info (continued) (New York State legislators are seeking to create a penalty for identity theft.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11
2 from Mamaroneck vie for Senate seat (photo) (Democratic incumbent Suzi Oppenheimer and Republican Irving Scharf, candidates for the 37th District New York State Senate seat, debated at a League of Women Voters forum), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
Suzi Oppenheimer (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Democratic incumbent Suzi Oppenheimer in the 37th District of the state Senate.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
2 from Mamaroneck vie for Senate seat (continued) (Democratic incumbent Suzi Oppenheimer and Republican Irving Scharf, candidates for the 37th District New York State Senate seat, debated at a League of Women Voters forum), Nov 1, 2002, p. 9

NEW YORK (STATE). STATE EDUCATION DEPT.
Educators outraged by 'sanitized' regents test (Local educators protest the New York State Education Department's "sanitizing" of the English regents exams.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
Educators outraged by 'sanitized' regents test (continued) (Local educators protest the New York State Education Department's "sanitizing" of the English regents exams.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 15
Board gears up to lobby for more state testing flexibility, Nov 22, 2002, p. 10

NEW YORK STATE BOARD OF REGENTS
Demonstrator quoted in story misstated regent's role (letter) (Dr. Charlotte K. Frank, New York State Regent Emeritus), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6

NEW YORK (STATE.) EDUCATION DEPT.
State education chief comes to Scarsdale to defend tests (photo) (State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, discussed the state assessment testing program on March 6 at Scarsdale High School.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
State education chief comes to Scarsdale to defend tests (continued) (State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, discussed the state assessment testing program on March 6 at Scarsdale High School.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 8

NEW YORK (STATE.) LEGISLATURE, ASSEMBLY
A difficult year closes with challenges yet to be faced (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 8A
Upstate/Downstate conflicts continue to stall license bill (photo) (New York State Senate considers bill to limit junior license holders to only one teenaged passenger), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
NEW YORK (STATE.) LEGISLATURE. ASSEMBLY  (Continued)
Upstate/Downstate conflicts continue to stall license bill (continued) (The New York State Senate considers bill to limit junior license holders to only one teenaged passenger.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 10

NEW YORK (STATE.) LEGISLATURE. SENATE
Addressing fiscal responsibility following Sept. 11 (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 8A
Upstate/Downstate conflicts continue to stall license bill (photo) (New York State Senate considers bill to limit junior license holders to only one teenaged passenger.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
Upstate/Downstate conflicts continue to stall license bill (continued) (The New York State Senate considers bill to limit junior license holders to only one teenaged passenger.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 10

NEW YORK (STATE.) STATE EDUCATION DEPT.
Mills says no (New York State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, was "unavailable" to come to Scarsdale to defend state mandated educational testing.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGES
The art of reading tea leaves (editorial) (Marc Wollin on the vagaries of the stock market), May 31, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think the current stock market collapse will affect future quality of life? (photo), Jul 26, 2002, p. 7

NEW YORK TIMES
Wenglin wins Times award (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 4
NGWEVELA, LINDE
Here we are now, entertain us! SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) performers bring talent and teen spirit to S.O. (Student Organization) Showcase (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 10

NIAB, PIA
Class of 2002 Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists 2002 Scarsdale High School graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4A

NIEMOLLER, MARTIN
Democracies are our allies and terrorists are our enemies (letter) (Bill Jacobs of Drake Road), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6

NIGHTINGALE, FREDDA (AUTHOR)
Mementos of a mysterious realm (editorial) (Fredda Nightingale discovers treasures in her long unopened armoire.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7
Hoff wants to maintain its unique, homely character (letter) (Fredda Nightingale of Harvest Drive), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6

NISHANIAN, ARMEN

NITSCH, FREDERICK (AUTHOR)
The new editors of Maroon made the right decision (letter) (Frederick Nitsch of Brown Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

NITSCH, MARY (AUTHOR)
Vendors in large trucks should not be issued permits (letter) (Mary Nitsch of Brown Road), Nov 22, 2002, p. 7

NIXON, TOM
Focal Points: If you were offered a tuition-free college level course in any area of interest, what would you elect? (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE
Candidates wanted (Community input needed for candidates for Village offices), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (photo) (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 8
Fisher, O'Connor, Pforzheimer chosen (photo) (The Non-Partisan Citizens Nominating Committee named its candidates for Village Trustee at a meeting on January 13.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Fisher, O'Connor, Pforzheimer chosen (continued) (The Non-Partisan Citizens Nominating Committee named its candidates for Village Trustee at a meeting on January 13.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 16
Nominating petitions are circulating in village (letter) (Peter Gelfman reminds residents to vote in the elections for Village trustees on March 19.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10
Support nonpartisan government by voting in election (letter) (Corky Thompson of Jefferson Road), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6
Nominators should consider neighborhood (editorial) (Irving Sloan discusses geographic representation on the Village Board), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7
Nominees will continue tradition (letter) (Walter Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6
Thanks to many volunteers in signature drive (letter) (Thomas Giordano, Chairman of Citizens Committee), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6
Vote for Noreen, Jim and Carl (letter) (Mary Beth Gose of Meadow Road), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6
Vote March 19: show commitment to performance (letter) (Tegan Lee of Lyons Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6
Citizens Campaign Committee ask financial support (letter) (Peter Gelfman of Brite Avenue), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
Citizens Committee is seeking new member, Aug 30, 2002, p. 3
NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS’ COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Letter misrepresented relationship of mayors and TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (letter) (Boine Johnson of Fairview Road), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6
Feedback on proposed amendments sought (The Procedure Committee has proposed amendments to the nonpartisan resolution that will clarify the Citizens’ Committee candidate selection process.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 3
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Duty calls again (editorial) (The Inquirer recommends voting "yes" on all three amendments to the nonpartisan resolution that governs village elections.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6
New nominators (The Citizens’ Committee gained 11 new members following the Nominating Committee election.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
Citizens’ slate should reflect the people’s values (editorial) (Irvig Sloan implores the Citizens’ Committee to choose candidates who accurately reflect the opinions of the community.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 6
Nonpartisan committees request candidates and checks (letter) (Peter T. Gelfman, Chairman, Citizens Committee), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS’ PARTY - SCARSDALE
Carl Pforzheimer will continue to seek balance (photo) (Platform for Carl Pforzheimer, Citizens’ Party candidate for Village Trustee), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
Jim O’Connor promises to consider all sides (photo) (Platform for Jim O’Connor, Citizens’ Party candidate for Village Trustee.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
3 good candidates (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses all three candidates running for Village Trustee in the elections on March 19.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
Carl Pforzheimer will continue to seek balance (continued) (Platform for Carl Pforzheimer, the Citizens’ Party candidate for Village Trustee), Mar 15, 2002, p. 29
Jim O’Connor promises to consider all sides (continued) (Platform for Jim O’Connor, Citizens’ Party candidate for Village Trustee.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 29
Noreen Fisher will bring varied experience, skills (continued) (Platform for Noreen Fisher, Citizens Party candidate for Village Trustee), Mar 15, 2002, p. 29
Voters elect 2 new trustees (photo) (Noreen Fisher, James O'Connor and incumbent Carl Pforzheimer were elected to the Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Citizens Campaign Committee ask financial support (letter) (Peter Gelfman of Brite Avenue), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6

NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM - SCARSDALE
Nonpartisan system is more democratic than it appears (letter) (Bill Kay of Wildwood Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
Jim O’Connor promises to consider all sides (photo) (Platform for Jim O’Connor, Citizens’ Party candidate for Village Trustee.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1

NORTH, JOHN
Focal Points: Do you think the Olympic Games tend to produce friendship or acrimony among nations? (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 7

NOSTALGIA
Mementos of a mysterious realm (editorial) (Fredda Nightingale discovers treasures in her long unopened armoire.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7

NOVATT, MOLLY
Representing the people (photo) (Pictured are the newly elected Scarsdale Middle School student organization officers.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 11

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

NOVEMBER, ROBERT
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

NOWIERKSI, JENNIFER
Middle Ages meet modern age with Popham House i-Movies at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

NOWIERKSI, LAUREN
Professionals educated, trained local athletic enthusiasts in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 18

NUCLEAR ENERGY
Nuclear power can be made safe (editorial) (Richard L. Garwin endorses an earlier op-ed piece on nuclear power by Nina Cannon, Pam Slater and Leslie Mendel.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 7
County should not subsidize the nuclear power industry (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Indian Point risks debated (photo) (The Scarsdale Village Board has not joined the movement to close the nuclear power plant in Indian Point despite resolutions urging closing from 28 Westchester municipalities and school districts.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1

Evacuation plan in event of meltdown not viable (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6

How dangerous is Indian Point? (editorial) (Nina Cannon, Leslie Hendel and Pamela Slater ask readers to call elected officials and ask them to shut down the Indian Point nuclear power plant.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7

Indian Point risks debated (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board has not joined the movement to close the nuclear power plant in Indian Point despite the resolutions urging closing from 28 Westchester municipalities and school districts.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 12

Coalition formed to force shutdown of Indian Point (letter) (Nina Cannon of Hampton Road), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6

Stop, look, listen (editorial) (The Inquirer urges thoughtful examination of all issues before considering closure of the Indian Point nuclear power plant.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6

Indian Point foes ignore benefits (editorial) (continued), Feb 8, 2002, p. 7

Indian Point foes ignore benefits (editorial) (continued), Feb 8, 2002, p. 8

Psychotic engineer worked at Indian Point (letter) (Dr. Joseph T. Martorano of Axtell Drive), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6

Nuclear power saves the day? (editorial) (Nina Cannon, Pam Slater and Leslie Mendel respond to an earlier editorial by Joseph McCourt encouraging us to embrace nuclear power.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 7

Calm discussion is more useful than hysteria (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6

Nuclear industry has developed a strong safety culture (letter) (Joseph McCourt of Tunstall Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6

Nuclear power can be made safe (editorial) (Richard L. Garwin endorses an earlier op-ed piece on nuclear power by Nina Cannon, Pam Slater and Leslie Mendel.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 7

More answers needed about spent fuel tank at Indian Point (letter) (Nina Cannon, Pam Slater, Leslie Hendel), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6

Spent rods at Indian Point must be contained (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6

State and county should study feasibility of closing plant (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6

Errors on both sides of Indian Point (letter) (Alfred Strasser of Sleepy Hollow), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6

No easy answers to the question of Indian Point (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6

Citizens will bring Indian Point issue to village board (letter) (Nina Cannon, Pamela Slater of Fox Meadow), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6

Board urged to back power plant closing (The Scarsdale Village Board to demand shutdown of Indian Point nuclear power plant), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1

Board urged to back power plant closing (continued) (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Youth and other organizations urge the Scarsdale Village Board to demand shutdown of Indian Point nuclear power plant), Apr 12, 2002, p. 16

Indian Point debate evokes memories (editorial), May 3, 2002, p. 7

Indian Point officers should be personally liable for spills (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), May 17, 2002, p. 6

Board calls for assessment of risk (The future of the controversial Indian Point Nuclear Power plant was debated at a Village Board meeting on May 28.), May 31, 2002, p. 1

Board calls for assessment of risk (continued) (The future of the controversial Indian Point Nuclear Power plant was debated at a Village Board meeting on May 28.), May 31, 2002, p. 11

Trustees should take leadership role in closing Indian Point (letter) (Andrew Chamlin of Brewster Road), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6

How would we cope with a nuclear disaster? (photo) (Discussion of efforts to close the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant in Buchanan, New York), Aug 2, 2002, p. 3

How would we cope with a nuclear disaster? (continued) (Discussion of efforts to close the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant in Buchanan, New York), Aug 2, 2002, p. 12

County should not subsidize the nuclear power industry (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6

Environmentalists urge another I.P. review (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 8

Legislators say: Close the plant, Sep 13, 2002, p. 9

Simulated nuke drill causes real concern (photo), Sep 27, 2002, p. 3

Entergy’s tax break is misguided subsidy (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6


Spano orders study of Indian Point conversion to gas, Nov 22, 2002, p. 1

Spano orders study of Indian Point conversion to gas (photo) (continued), Nov 22, 2002, p. 8

Indian Point vulnerable, Kennedy warns (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 13
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS (Continued)
Spano's proposed takeover of nuclear facility was courageous (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6

NUCLEAR WEAPONS
Focal Points: In the event that the U.N. inspection of Iraq weaponry fails to turn up anything significant, what action, if any should the United States take? (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 7

NUNZIATA, ANTHONY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28
How to succeed in show biz with Scarsdale Summer Music Theater (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 15
How to succeed in show biz with Scarsdale Summer Music Theater (photo) (continued), Aug 2, 2002, p. 16
'How to Succeed' (photo) (Photo of performer Anthony Nunziata in the Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of "How to Succeed In Business Without Really Trying"), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1

NURSERY SCHOOLS
'Truck Day' at WRT (Westchester Reform Temple), Jun 14, 2002, p. 11

NURSES
Paulin helped (letter) (Lottie Harris, Executive Director, Child Care Council of Westchester), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6

NURSING HOMES
Assisted living facility doesn't belong in the 'boondocks' (letter) (Ben and Marsha Jamil, Joseph and Marian Tessar of Saxon Woods Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Why would planners destroy a community? (letter) (Arthur MacKay of Saxon Wood Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
There's still time to voice opinion on Realm 'madness' (letter) (Arthur MacKay of Saxon Woods Road), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6
Young and old learn from each other through '8 to 80' (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 12

NUSSBAUM, ERIC (AUTHOR)
Isolationism, ethnocentricity and ignorance can weaken us as a nation (letter) (Eric Nusbaum and Fredda Cohen of Graham Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8

NUSSBAUM, SARAH
Aloha, it's Halloween! (photo) (The A-School held its annual Halloween party.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1

OAKES, THOMAS
Local professionals show their mettle (letter) (John Beyersdorf of Fairview Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

OBESITY
Overweight America immune to joys of body contouring (letter) (Neil Sullivan of Taunton Road), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6

OBITUARIES
Adolph, William Henry Jr. (Dr.) (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Dr. William Henry Adolph Jr., D.V.M., died in Wilmington, North Carolina, on July 23, 2002. He was 84.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 17
Baron, Sylvia (dies) (Sylvia Baron died on January 4, 2002. She was 84.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 12
Barry, Virginia D. (dies) (Virginia D. Barry died on December 12, 2002, in Rhinebeck, New York. She was 84.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 21
Behrman, Darryl (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Darryl Behrman, died of a heart attack on February 12, 2002, while vacationing in Anguilla. He was 51.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 18
Bermingham, Beth Reny (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Beth Reny Bermingham, died on September 17, 2002. She was 74.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 15
Bilezikian, Sara Ann (dies) (Lifelong Scarsdale resident, Sara Ann Bilezikian, died on January 12, 2002, in Maryland. She was 23.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 12
Blair, Abbie (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Abbie Blair, died at White Plains Hospital on August 15, 2002, following a fall at her home. She was 81.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 17
Boker, Polly Ann (dies) (Polly Ann Boker died on August 2, 2002, in her Scarsdale home. She was 87.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 17
Bozorth, Squire Newland (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Squire Newland Bozorth, died on November 5, 2002. He was 67.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 20
Burg, Robert Janos (dies) (photo) (Robert Janos Burg died at his Hartsdale home on February 8, 2002. He was 72.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 20
Burleigh, Ethel K. (dies) (Ethel K. Burleigh, a Scarsdale resident for 65 years, died on February 21, 2002, at a nursing home in Middletown. She was 96.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 20
Burstein, Mildred S. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Mildred S. Burstein, died on November 9, 2002, at her home in Williamstown, Massachusetts. She was 94.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22
Byrne, Robert M. (dies) (Robert M. Byrne died on October 10, 2002, following a long battle with cancer. He was 81.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 22
Carden, Dyas Weber (dies) (Former long-time Scarsdale resident, Dyas Weber Carden, died on May 24, 2002, in Spanish Fort, Alabama. He was 96.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 20
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Carpanzano, Carmelo (Dr.) (dies) (Former longtime Scarsdale resident, Dr. Carmelo Carpanzano of Rocky Hill, Connecticut, died on August 2, 2002. He was 88.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 17

Carpenter, Julianne A. (dies) (Julianne A. Carpenter, a Scarsdale resident for 70 years, died on February 26, 2002. She was 86.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 20

Chittenden, Ruth E. Haas (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Ruth E. Haas Chittenden, died on August 30, 2002, at a Rye nursing home. She was 88.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 29

Christnacht, Lois (dies) (Lois Christnacht, Scarsdale resident since 1963, died on June 11. She was 77.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 10

Cohn, Michael (dies) (Michael Cohn of Scarsdale died on March 3, 2002. He was 69.), Mar 6, 2002, p. 18

Cook, Marjorie T. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Marjorie T. Cook, died on July 22, 2002, in Richmond, Virginia. She was 83.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 18

Cosse, Dr. W. James (dies) (Prominent psychologist/psychotherapist, Dr. W. James Cosse, died on December 20, 2002, following a brief battle with cancer.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 12

Dyason, Evelyn Gobel Hartpence (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Evelyn Gobel Hartpence Dyason, died on June 9, 2002, at Rhode Island Hospital. She was 81.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 20

Farnham, Constance A. (dies) (Lifelong Scarsdale resident, Constance A. Farnham, died on December 6, 2002, at White Plains Hospital. She was 82.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 21


Flesch, Marjorie D. (dies) (Marjorie D. Flesch, a 54 year resident of Scarsdale, died on March 4, 2002, at the Osborne Retirement Community. She was 87.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 24


Fraser, Norman Albert (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Norman Albert Fraser, died on November 7, 2002, in Fort Myers, Florida. He was 88.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22

Fross, Alvin (dies) (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Alvin Fross, died on September 11, 2002. He was 77.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 15


Gilpin, Nellie (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Nellie Gilpin, died on November 8, 2002, at The Landing in Queensbury, New York. She was 92.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22

Gledman, Dr. Richard (dies) (Dr. Richard Gledman, a Scarsdale resident for 38 years, died suddenly on October 10, 2002.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 22


Hanson, Ann M. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Ann M. [Smith] Hanson died on August 27, 2002, at a nursing home in East Greenbush, New York following a long illness. She was 89.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 12

Harris, (Rev.) W. Donald (dies) (The Rev. W. Donald Harris died on June 8, 2002, in Charlotte, North Carolina. The former minister and Edgemont resident was 92.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 20

Herbert, Victor, M.D. (dies) (photo) (Renowned hematologist, Dr. Victor Herbert, JD, died in his New York City home on November 19, 2002. He was 75.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 19

Heyer, Nora Frain (dies) (Nora Frain Heyer, a resident of Scarsdale for 42 years, died on July 3, 2002, of Parkinson’s Disease. She was 83.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 19

Higgins, Mary G. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Mary G. Higgins (Enright), died on December 3, 2002, in Escondido, California. She was 92.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 21

Hoffman, Ellen Wheeler (dies) (Ellen Wheeler Hoffman died on October 20, 2002, following a battle with cancer. She was 54.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 22

Hopkins, Lulu (dies) (Lulu Hopkins of Scarsdale died on November 25, 2002.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 19

Hyatt, Oliver Avery (dies) (photo) (Former Cudner-Hyatt House resident, Oliver Avery Hyatt, died on April 21, 2002, in Bennington, Vermont. He was 92.), May 10, 2002, p. 22

Kane, Marguerite S. (dies) (Former Scarsdale Adult School staff member and longtime resident, Marguerite S. Kane, died on December 25, 2001. She was 93.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 12

Kaplan, Dorothy Mae (dies) (Former resident, Dorothy Mae Kaplan, died on April 13, 2002 in Alpharetta, Georgia. She was 97.), May 3, 2002, p. 27

Kaprus, Esteban (Steve) (dies) (Edgemont resident, Esteban Kaprus, died on April 11. He was 64.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 20

Kavey, Marjorie (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Marjorie H. Kavey, died on March 20, 2002. She was 87.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 10
OBITUARIES (Continued)

Kelly, Christopher A. (dies) (Christopher A. Kelly, former Scarsdale resident, died on September 17, 2002, following a long illness. He was 50.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 20

Kerans, Margaret Ainslie (dies) (Former Village employee, Margaret Ainslie Kerans, died on December 29, 2001, at her Scarsdale home. She was 90.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 12

Kildahl, Joyce (dies) (Joyce Kildahl, a Scarsdale resident for 34 years, died on November 2, 2002, in White Plains. She was 74.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 20

Kroll, Douglas Alan (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Douglas Alan Kroll, died on April 8, 2001, of complications due to leukemia. He was 34.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 24

Lacovara, Anna (dies) (Anna Lacovara, who resided in Scarsdale for over 30 years, died on September 3, 2002. She was 93.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 29

Larson, Gerald Allyn (dies) (Gerald Allyn Larson, former Scarsdale High School Social Studies teacher, died on April 30, 2002. He was 64.), May 24, 2002, p. 20

Lee, Cynthia Marion (dies) (Cynthia Marion Lee, aka Gigi, died on February 16, 2002, in San Francisco following an extended illness.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 24

Lehr-Kluge, Marilyn L. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Marilyn L. Lehr-Kluge, died on July 16, 2002, in Williston, Vermont. She was 69.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 18

Livingston, Mary Williams (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Mary Williams Livingston, died on September 14, 2002, in Las Vegas, Nevada; she had lived in Scarsdale from 1942-1988.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 30

Loughran, John B. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, John B. Loughran, died on August 28, 2002, on the day before his 86th birthday.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 12

Lucioli, Clara Elizabeth (dies) (Former Assistant Director of the Scarsdale Public Library, Clara Elizabeth Lucioli, died on September 30, 2002, in Oberlin, Ohio. She was 92.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 20

Margaritov, Kathleen Haber (dies) (Kathleen Haber Margaritov, a resident of Scarsdale for 24 years, died on June 22, 2002, at White Plains Hospital following a lengthy illness. She was 58.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 20

Martin, Gerald (dies) (Gerald Martin, aka Jerome Marks, died on January 5, 2002, following a long illness. He was 83.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 12

Marx, Leonard dies (continued) (Leonard Maximilian Marx, philanthropist and real estate developer, died at his Scarsdale home on April 12, 2002. He was 97.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 31

Marx, Leonard dies (photo) (Leonard Maximilian Marx, philanthropist and real estate developer, died at his Scarsdale home on April 12, 2002. He was 97.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1

Matlick, Laurel Barbara (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Laurel Barbara Matlick, died on April 12, 2002, following a long illness. She was 59.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 20

May, William Stratford (dies) (William Stratford May died in Florida; the former Scarsdale resident was 85.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 22

McClintock, John William (dies) (Former resident, John William McClintock, died on January 28, 2002, in New York City, where he had long resided. He was 72.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 18


Moskin, Doris Bloch (dies) (Doris Bloch Moskin, former chair of the board of the Scarsdale Adult School, died suddenly on July 24 at White Plains Hospital. She was 75.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 18

Muciahey, Josephine (dies) (Josephine Muciahey died on May 10, 2002, in her Yonkers home. She was 69.), May 17, 2002, p. 20

Nager, Isabel (dies) (Isabel Nager died on November 19, 2002, at her Guilford, Connecticut home. She was 90.), Nov 20, 2002, p. 19


Navy vet dies on Veterans Day (Captain Eugene A. Hemley, (ret.), USN, died suddenly on November 11, 2002. He was 84.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22

Neuman de Vegvar, Ema C. (dies) (Edgemont resident, Ema C. Neuman de Vegvar, died unexpectedly on December 4, 2002. She was 79.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 21

O'Brien, Maureen Brigid (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Maureen Brigid O'Brien, died on August 23, 2002. She was 72.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 12

Olander, Paul Allan Sr. (dies) (Long time resident, Paul Allan Olander, Sr., died in New Rochelle on January 1, 2002. He was 85.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 12

Pickering, Anita Felber (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Anita Felber Pickering, died on January 3, 2002, in Lincoln, Nebraska. She was 92.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 12

Pingel, Janice K. (dies) (Janice K. Pingel of Scarsdale died on April 22, 2002. She was 68.), May 3, 2002, p. 22

Polin, Raymond (dies) (Raymond Polin, a political theorist and constitutional scholar, died on April 25, 2002, following a long illness. He was 83.), May 3, 2002, p. 22

Ragus, Susan (dies) (Susan Ragus, a resident of Scarsdale for 40 years, died at a Mamaroneck nursing home on June 27, 2002. She was 82.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 19

Roeder, Carol Jane (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Carol Jane Roeder, died on January 12, 2002. She was 59.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 12
OBITUARIES
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Rohman, Michael (dies) (Dr. Michael Rohman died on July 12, 2002, of a massive heart attack. He was 76.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 12

Rosen, Hyman Matthew (dies) (Hyman Matthew Rosan died on March 19, 2002, at White Plains Hospital following a brief illness. He was 94.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 14

Rowe, Charles Hines (dies) (photo) (Charles Hines Rowe, former owner of the Scarsdale Travel Service, died in Newark, Ohio, of a heart attack. He was 72.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 29

Rydel, Beverly Andres (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Beverly Andres Rydell, died on December 18, 2001.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 12


Sorrel, William Edwin (dies) (Dr. William Edwin Sorrel died on November 16, 2002. Dr. Sorrel was a psychiatrist, educator and psychoanalyst.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 22

Steiner, Lee N. (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Lee N. Steiner, died on March 28, 2002, from complications due to Parkinson's Disease. He was 79.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 14

Stock, Howard F. (dies) (Dr. Howard F. Stock of Scarsdale died on August 1, 2002, following a five year battle with multiple myeloma. He was 65.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 18

Sweenie, Deborah (dies) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Deborah Sweenie, died on June 1, 2002, in Raleigh, North Carolina. She was 54.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 20

Szabad, George (dies) was mayor, bowl winner (continued) (George Michael Szabad, former Scarsdale Mayor, died on March 30, 2002, at his home in Haverford, Pennsylvania. He was 85.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 15

Toll, Lawrence (dies) (Former resident, Lawrence Toll, died on February 12, 2002, of heart failure at his home in Houston, Texas. He was 42.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 18

Vaccaro, Carmela (dies) (photo) (Carmela Vaccaro of Eastchester died on May 15. She was 99. She and her husband had founded Vaccaro Shoe Repair in the Hanwood Building in 1928.), May 24, 2002, p. 20

Vagl, Henry Tyrrell Jr. (dies) (Henry Tyrrell Vagl, Jr., died on July 14. He was 75.), Jul 15, 2002, p. 10

Van Wert, Cleveland E. (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident and founder of the real estate firm that bears his name, Cleveland E. Van Wert died on January 11, 2002, in Cincinnati, Ohio. He was 99.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 12

Vuilleumier, Eleanor William (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident and Heathcote School teacher, Eleanor Williams Vuilleumier, died at her Vero Beach, Florida, home on October 15, 2002. She was 91.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 22

Wagner, Roberta C. (dies) (Roberta C. Wagner of Scarsdale died on October 4, 2002. She was 86.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 30

Wake, Diane (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Diane Wake, died on May 28, 2002, at her Philadelphia home. She was 42.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 24

Washburn, Nancy Githens (dies) (photo) (Nancy Githens Washburn died at her Scarsdale home on January 11, 2002, following a six month battle with cancer. She and her husband, who was minister of the Scarsdale Congregational Church, had lived in the Village for 18 years. She was 57.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 12


Wemple, William (dies) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, William Wemple, died on February 25, 2002, at his home in Charlottesville, Virginia, following a brief illness. He was 89.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 18

Wilson, Rose Marie (dies) (Rose Marie Wilson, former Scarsdale resident and local real estate agent, died on August 31, 2002. She was 86.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 30

Wubbenhorst-VonderHeide, Louise Elizabeth (dies) (Louise Elizabeth [Hall] Wubbenhorst-VonderHeide died on August 6, 2002, in Athens, Georgia. She was 90.), Aug 18, 2002, p. 15

Young, Marjorie Mae (nee Stryker) (dies) (Marjorie Mae Young (nee Stryker) of Boynton Beach, Florida, and former Scarsdale resident died on September 7, 2002.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 35

O'BRIEN, CHRIS

Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (continued) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8

O'BRIEN, DAN

Playwright finds comfort in NYC's chaotic creativity; playwright Dan O'Brien sheds light on his artistic vision during a rehearsal of his play, "Moving Picture." (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 15

O'BRIEN, JAMIE SUSANNE


O'BRIEN, MAUREEN BRIDG

Maureen Brigid O'Brien (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Maureen Brigid O'Brien, died on August 23, 2002. She was 72.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 12

O'BRIEN, THERESA (AUTHOR)

Paulin helped voter with Medicaid problem (letter) (Teresa O'Brien of Summerfield Street), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
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O'BRIEN, TIM
Musicfest: Scarsdale Teen Center hosts first outdoor music concert (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 17

OCH, ALISON
Healthcote Blue wins 1st (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11

O'CONNELL, DAN
Focal Points: Do you think that people's dress habits have gone from too strict to too liberal? (photo), Aug 30, 2002, p. 7

O'CONNOR, BRIDGET
Shining stars prove they have what it takes (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 16
National standards: Recent swims put (Bridget) O'Connor vs. the best (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 23
Grecian formula: Bridget O'Connor makes 2004 Olympic trials (photo) (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 21
O'Connor hits unfamiliar waters on national swimming scene (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 23
O'Connor hits unfamiliar waters on national swimming scene (photo) (continued), Nov 1, 2002, p. 29
Community Center drive in full swing (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 4
Simply the best; Scarsdale junior O'Connor repeats as state 100 fly champion (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 23
Simply the best; Scarsdale junior O'Connor repeats as state 100 fly champion (continued), Nov 29, 2002, p. 26

O'CONNOR, JAMES P
Fisher, O'Connor, Pforzheimer chosen (photo) (The Non-Partisan Citizens Nominating Committee named its candidates for Village Trustee at a meeting on January 13.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Fisher, O'Connor, Pforzheimer chosen (continued) (The Non-Partisan Citizens Nominating Committee named its candidates for Village Trustee at a meeting on January 13.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Nominating petitions are circulating in village (letter) (Peter Gelfman reminds residents to vote in the elections for Village trustees on March 19.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10
Support nonpartisan government by voting in election (letter) (Corky Thompson of Jefferson Road), Feb 1, 2002, p. 5
Nominators should consider neighborhood (editorial) (Irving Sloan discusses geographic representation on the Village Board), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7
Nominees will continue tradition (letter) (Walter Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6
Thanks to many volunteers in signature drive (letter) (Thomas Giordano, Chairman of Citizens Committee), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6
Vote for Noreen, Jim and Carl (letter) (Mary Beth Gose of Meadow Road), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6
Vote March 19: show commitment to performance (letter) (Tegan Lee of Lyons Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6
Nonpartisan system is more democratic than it appears (letter) (Bill Kay of Wildwood Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
Candidates for trustee field questions (Candidates for Scarsdale Village Board fielded questions at a Forum sponsored by the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents on March 4.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
Candidates for trustee field questions (continued) (Candidates for Scarsdale Village Board fielded questions at a Forum sponsored by the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents on March 4.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 14
3 good candidates (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses all three candidates running for Village Trustee in the elections on March 19.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
Voters elect 2 new trustees (photo) (Noreen Fisher, James O'Connor and incumbent Carl Pforzheimer were elected to the Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
No progress on Christie Place garage proposal (Christie Place indoor parking facility proposal is referred back to Village Center Committee on April 23.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Christie Place parking debate divides trustees, May 24, 2002, p. 1
Board mulls crackdown on building violations, Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Reforms under way in building dept. (Reforms and new hires at Scarsdale's Building Department will reduce the approval process from six or seven weeks to under a week.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Village sidewalk cafe ordinance is changed (An amendment to the year old sidewalk cafe law will allow the Parkway Cafe to have an outdoor eating area.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Trustees amend wireless telecommunications law, Sep 13, 2002, p. 1
Trustees OK SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) ground lease, ambulance (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees voted 6-0 to approve a lot at 6 Weaver Street for construction of a new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Erosion hearing draws few speakers, again (Summary of the October 22 Village Board meeting; of particular interest was proposed legislation for regulating storm water management and erosion.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 3
Revised draft of stormwater law responds to some TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) ideas, Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
O'CONNOR, JAMES P (Continued)  
Revised draft of stormwater law responds to some TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) ideas (continued), Dec 13, 2002, p. 10

O'CONNOR, MARC  
Celebrating diversity (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 10
Christmas countdown (photo) (Scenes from Scarsdale and Edgemont as residents and merchants gear up for Christmas), Dec 20, 2002, p. 3

O'CONNOR, ROB  
Focal Points: Should Pete Rose be removed from the permanently ineligible list to permit him to be a candidate for baseball's Hall of Fame? (photo), Dec 27, 2002, p. 7

ODESSER, ALEXIS  
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

O'DONNELL, MARYBETH  
Local generosity refurbishes house for homeless on Drake (photo) (Westhab is refurbishing a Village owned property at 2 Drake Road.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1

O'FARRELL, MARGARET  
A slice of patriotic Americana (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10

OGDEN, DON (AUTHOR)  
Profit motive a sorry excuse for destruction of Plaza (editorial), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7
Perhaps more coverage of plans would have saved Plaza (letter) (Don Ogden of Massachusetts), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6

O'HARA, MICHAEL  
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
New nominators (The Citizen's Committee gained 11 new members following the Nominating Committee election.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

O'HARA, PETER  
Feiner proposes new cure for town growing pains (photo) (At a town board meeting on September 12, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner, announced that a location to house the new town hall and library had been found.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1

OHNO, APOLLO ANTON  
Olympics for the rest of us (editorial) (Howard Givner's humorous musings on the recent Winter Olympics), Mar 29, 2002, p. 7

OLANDER, PAUL  
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3

OLANDER, PAUL ALLAN SR  
Paul Allan Olander, Sr. (dies) (Long time resident, Paul Allan Olander, Sr., died in New Rochelle on January 1, 2002. He was 85.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 12

OLANER, PAUL  
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1

OLCESE, ANGELA  
Candidates for trustee field questions (Candidates for Scarsdale Village Board fielded questions at a Forum sponsored by the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents on March 4.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1

OLCESE, ANGELO  
Cheers for the red, white & blue (photo), Jul 5, 2002, p. 2

OLCESE, CARLO  
Cheers for the red, white & blue (photo), Jul 5, 2002, p. 2

OLDER, CAROLYN SUE  
Older, Bortner (wed) (photo) (Carolyn Sue Older and Laurence Michael were wed on May 26, 2002, at Westchester Reform Temple in Scarsdale.), May 31, 2002, p. 14

OLDER PEOPLE - CARE  
Community service award (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Daniel Reingold, wins community service award for his efforts to prevent elder abuse.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 4

OLD SCARSDALE NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION  
Old Scarsdale group reports an active year (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 3A
Trustee Committee left OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) alternative out of discussion (letter) (Bruce Walls of Chase Road), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
Clarification needed on trustee's spontaneous comment (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer of Autenrieth Road), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6
Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Eckstein resigns from IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) in protest (Alan Eckstein resigned from the Interactive Design Process Committee saying it had been "hijacked by special interests."), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

Scarsdaleians give warm sendoff to 'titans' retiring from schools, Apr 26, 2002, p. 10

The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

Pups for Peace to deter terrorism in Israel (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Barbara Fix, hosted a fund raiser to benefit Pups for Peace, a program that uses trained dogs to detect explosives in Israel.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 3

Joseph Todd Olson has earned the rank of Eagle Scout, the highest rank in scouting.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 4

For Brian Brown, closer time zone enhances Olympic experience (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 20

Sportscaster (Bruce) Beck anchors NBC's Olympic news team in Salt Lake (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 21

Lift ticket to Athens; Weightlifter Inga DeNunzio sets sights on 2004 Olympics (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 22

Scarsdale's (Katie) Rivkin on track to become like her Olympic heroes (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 22

National standards: Recent swims put (Bridget) O'Connor vs. the best (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 23

Olympics for the rest of us (editorial) (Howard Givner's humorous musings on the recent Winter Olympics), Mar 29, 2002, p. 7


Grecian formula: Bridget O'Connor makes 2004 Olympic trials (photo) (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 21

Seniors enjoy a bit of home after a night on the town (letter) (Ellen Sunness and Nancy Solomon, Co-Chairs, Senior Prom Breakfast Committee), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

Artist-in-residence brings rhythm and fun to Heathcote (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 11

'Musical Moms' meld opera and puppetry at Edgewood (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 10

A woman's place (editorial) (The Drake Road home of the Scarsdale Woman's Club is showing it's age; the Inquirer recommends updating.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6

From Scarsdale to Cameroon - Woman's Club project spans the globe (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 3

From Scarsdale to Cameroon - Woman's Club project spans the globe (continued), Nov 8, 2002, p. 8

Julia B. Fee sold to sons of previous owners (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1

Test debate at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) raises thorny issues (The debate over standardized testing raised tempers and ire at the Scarsdale Middle School PTA meeting on January 30.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1

Upstate/Downstate conflicts continue to stall license bill (The New York State Senate considers bill to limit junior license holders to only one teenaged passenger.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1

Upstate/Downstate conflicts continue to stall license bill (continued) (The New York State Senate considers bill to limit junior license holders to only one teenaged passenger.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 10

Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

Lawmakers pass graduated license bill in Albany (continued), Jun 21, 2002, p. 19

Delays benefit incumbents (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 20

Petition drive gets late start (Petition drive swings into action for November 2002 elections.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1

KBLS (Kids' BASE Little School) completes expansion (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 12
OPPENHEIMER, SUZI (Continued)
2 from Mamaroneck vie for Senate seat (photo) (Democratic incumbent Suzi Oppenheimer and Republican Irving Scharf, candidates for the 37th District New York State Senate seat, debated at a League of Women Voters forum), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
Suzi Oppenheimer (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Democratic incumbent Suzi Oppenheimer in the 37th District of the state Senate.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
2 from Mamaroneck vie for Senate seat (continued) (Democratic incumbent Suzi Oppenheimer and Republican Irving Scharf, candidates for the 37th District New York State Senate seat, debated at a League of Women Voters forum), Nov 1, 2002, p. 9
Paulin, Pataki big winners here (Democrat Amy Paulin beat out Tony Sayegh for the State Assembly in District 88.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Paulin, Pataki big winners here (continued) (Democrat Amy Paulin beat out Tony Sayegh for the State Assembly in District 88.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 10
OPPENHEIMER, SUZI (AUTHOR)
Addressing fiscal responsibility following Sept. 11 (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 8A
OPTOMETRISTS
Keep yours on the prize (photo) (Ethan Zomow wins Playstation 2 at grand opening of Eye Designs store.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 4
ORCHESTRA
Philharmonia Virtuosi: alive and thrilling at 25 (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 29
Philharmonia Virtuosi: alive and thrilling at 25 (continued), Dec 6, 2002, p. 30
ORINGER, RICHARD H (AUTHOR)
U.S. should wield influence (letter) (Richard H. Oringer of Chateaux Circle), May 17, 2002, p. 9
ORLANDO, ADOLPH
Citizen's group contests Carstensen lot merger-subdivision, Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Out to lunch (editorial) (The Inquirer explains that minutes from the Scarsdale Board of Architectural Review have not been available for publication since the recent departure of Frank Ruccolo.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6
Sprinkler law nixed (The New York State Code Council rejected Scarsdale's sprinkler law, enacted last year.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Board mulls crackdown on building violations, Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Board mulls crackdown on building violations (continued), Jun 7, 2002, p. 21
Neighbors try to scuttle assisted living facility (Saxon Woods Road residents protest proposed Assisted Living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Realm presses case for assisted living facility (A decision by the Scarsdale Zoning Board of Appeals will decide the fate of a proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Realm presses case for assisted living facility (continued) (A decision by the Scarsdale Zoning Board of Appeals will decide the fate of a proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
ORTHOPEDISTS
Surgeon dad is role model for his daughter (photo) (Orthopedic surgeon, Dr. Laurie Hirsch, follows in the footsteps of her father, Dr. David Hirsch.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 3
ORTOF, EDNA
Art in the park - a fall tradition (photo) (Chase Park will become an outdoor art promenade on September 14-15 when the Scarsdale Art Association holds it's annual art show and sale.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 27
OTTO, MARY K (AUTHOR)
Leaving home has been a way of life (editorial) (Mary K. Otto reflects on her upcoming retirement and move to Vermont.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6
OVERHILL NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
Neighbors protest music school plan (School Lane residents have mobilized against the Hoff-Barthelson Music School's expansion plans.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1
School 'welcomed' with reservations (letter) (William Glendon of Lockwood Road), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
OZAWA, SATOKO
Global Village (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 11
OZERKIS, ROBERTA (AUTHOR)
Midway expansion makes mockery of G'burgh zoning laws (letter) (Roberta Ozekis of High Point Road), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6
PADDLE TENNIS
Paddle tennis tournament benefits Children's Village (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 8
PADIN, ELIZABETH
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28
PAINTERS
'Memories of Maine' (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 30

PAINTING
Art in the park - a fall tradition (photo) (Chase Park will become an outdoor 'art promenade' on September 14-15 when the Scarsdale Art Association holds it's annual art show and sale.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 27

PALESTINIAN ARABS
It's dangerous to dismiss the Palestinian Arabs as 'childish' (letter) (Seth A. Halpem of Ridgecrest East), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
Deadlock and dead end in Middle East (editorial) (Harry Reynolds responds to critics of his March 29 editorial), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7
Why have other Arabs failed to offer Palestinians a home? (letter) (Laura J. Lewis, Executive Director, American Jewish Committee), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
It's not about Sharon and Arafat (editorial) (Joseph R. Kasov on the Israel/Palestinian conflict), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7
World needs more democracies, not more dictatorships (editorial) (Mark B. Hirsch responds to Harold J. Reynolds' April 19 editorial.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7
Palestine, Arab countries, must recognize Israel (letter) (Dr. Harold R. Sussman of Popham Road), May 17, 2002, p. 9
An oasis of peace in Israel (editorial) (Joseph L. Andrews, Jr., on peaceful co-existence between Israelis and Palestinians in Neve Shalom, Israel), Jul 26, 2002, p. 7

PANDALEON, ALEC
Focal Points: Do people's personalities change when they get behind the wheel of a car? (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 7

PANDALEON, DOROTHY
Flower show blooms at club (photo) (The Garden Section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club presented awards on May 1.), May 10, 2002, p. 23

PANESSA, JOE
Soccer dilemmas occupy PRC (Parks and Recreation) (At an open forum on March 13, residents vented their concerns to the Advisory Council on Parks and Recreation.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1

PANKOW, JULIANA
Your wish is granted (photo) (Scarsdale High School Make a Wish Foundation volunteers sponsored a fund raising walk on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 11

PANTHEN, DONALD
Lt. Donald Panthen (photo) (Lt. Donald Panthen called by Navy to active duty in Bahrain), Feb 8, 2002, p. 4

PAPANTONIO, MIMI
Top producers at First Realty (photo), Mar 22, 2002, p. 4

PAPILLO, MIKE
Amazin' autographs (photo) (Five 1986 World Champion New York Mets signed autographs at Last Licks on November 9.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 26

PAPPALARDO, STEPHEN
Forecast: Dry, dull, dirty (editorial) (Inquirer discussed drought emergency restrictions), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
Village staff to explore fields at Crossway, May 10, 2002, p. 1
Village trying new yard waste schedule, Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Stormy weather (Six thousand Scarsdale homes were affected by the severe rain storms on July 9.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Stormy weather (Heavy rain and strong winds beset Scarsdale Village on August 2, resulting in flooding and power outages.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
Curbiside only (Village Manager Steve Pappalardo urges residents to comply with strict leaf collection rules.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Deputy manager leaving village (photo) (Deputy Village Manager, John Crary, to leave his Scarsdale position after 17 years.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Focus on Weaver (The New York State Department of Transportation is conducting a long term traffic study along Weaver Street.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Snow falls on piles of uncollected leaves, making residents irate, village crews busy (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 3

PARADES
Memorial Day (The Scarsdale Memorial Day Parade, sponsored by American Legion Post 52, will take place on May 27.), May 24, 2002, p. 1
Parade was poorly attended (letter) (Debra Franco of Bell Road), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6

PARAMESWARAN, VEN
Trustees: Do not commercialize Scarsdale with multi-level parking garage (letter) (Ven Parameswaran of Stonehouse Road), May 10, 2002, p. 6

PARAMESWARAN, VEN (AUTHOR)
What constitutes a majority view on Scarsdale (letter) (Ven Parameswaran of Stonehouse Road), May 31, 2002, p. 6
PARENTING
But who should take care of the kids? (editorial) (Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses child care responsibilities in the modern age.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 7
But who should take care of the kids? (editorial) (continued) (Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses child care responsibilities in the modern age.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 8
Professor tells parents how to raise 'emotionally intelligent' kids, Feb 22, 2002, p. 9
"Hyper-parenting" talk (Dr. Alvin Rosenfeld to address PT Council on April 10), Apr 5, 2002, p. 10
Does vandalism tell us something about the parents? (letter) (Wendy Reno of Nelson Road), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
Mothering on Mars is a challenge when you come from Venus (editorial) (Janet Rivkin on being the only woman in a family of men), May 10, 2002, p. 7
Helping your child too much may backfire; How to strike a balance that teaches your child life's real lessons (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 20A
Helping your child too much may backfire; How to strike a balance that teaches your child life's real lessons (photo) (continued) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 21A
Some parents must increase their vigilance (letter) (Dr. Ernie Collabolletta, School Psychologist, Scarsdale High School), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6
The party's over: Parents challenged to set teen limits (Discussion of the aftermath of the recent Scarsdale Homecoming dance, where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad leads charge to balance career and family (photo) (Attorney Deborah Epstein Henry, SHS class of '85, is founder and President of Flextime Lawyers.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
Saying goodbye is so hard - for dad (editorial) (Stephen Schnur on sending his daughter to college.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 7
The party's over: Parents challenged to set teen limits (continued) (Discussion of the aftermath of the recent Scarsdale Homecoming dance, where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated), Oct 4, 2002, p. 8
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad leads charge to balance career and family (continued) (Attorney Deborah Epstein Henry, SHS class of '85, is founder and President of Flextime Lawyers.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 32
Finger-pointing at parents does not help kids (letter) (Dean H. Jordan, Scarsdale High School, Class of '86), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
Teen behavior reflects Godlessness of modern life (letter) (Thea Falkowitz of School Lane), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
Scarsdale kids need 'tough love' (letter) (Marion Speer, American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6
If we only knew then... (Steven Schnur on raising twins), Nov 29, 2002, p. 7
New mothers share ideas in networking, Dec 20, 2002, p. 2

PARENTS' AND TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIONS
Test debate at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) raises thorny issues (The debate over standardized testing raised tempers and ire at the Scarsdale Middle School PTA meeting on January 30.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Test debate at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) raises thorny issues (continued) (The debate over standardized testing raised tempers and ire at the Scarsdale Middle School PTA meeting on January 30.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 11

PARK, JOHN
Internet hoaxter gets 3 years' probation and town payback (photo) (Benjamin Ballard sentenced to three years probation for making an email threat to the Edgemont School District), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Carnival! (photo) (Photos of carnivals held at the five Scarsdale elementary schools and the SHS A-School on May 11), May 17, 2002, p. 11

PARK, MIKE
A-School Halloween costumes go 'all out' (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 10

PARKER, ETTA
Open House (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society is hosting its annual museum shop open house on November 14-16.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 15

PARKING GARAGES
New trustees need more time to study garage proposal (letter) (Alan Eckstein of Scarsdale Chateaux Apartments), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
Trustee Committee left OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) alternative out of discussion (letter) (Bruce Wells of Chase Road), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
No progress on Christie Place garage proposal (Christie Place indoor parking facility proposal is referred back to Village Center Committee on April 23.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Does vandalism tell us something about the parents? (letter) (Wendy Reno of Nelson Road), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
We still need parking (editorial) (The Inquirer feels the Village Board should not allow a small minority of dissenters to put the kibosh on the Christie Place Parking facility.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
PARKING GARAGES

No progress on Christie Place garage proposal (continued) (Christie Place indoor parking facility proposal is referred back to Village Center Committee on April 23.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6

A defeat for long-term planning (editorial), May 3, 2002, p. 7

Keep Scarsdale small and quaint (letter) (Vincent and Susan Mastellone of Scarsdale Chateaux), May 3, 2002, p. 8

Parking permits (Freightway parking permits available May 16-June 15.), May 10, 2002, p. 1

Trustees: Do not commercialize Scarsdale with multi-level parking garage (letter) (Ven Parameswaran of Stonehouse Road), May 10, 2002, p. 6

Parking structure on Christie Place would certainly be a disaster for our village (letter) (Kevin M. Hirson of Chase Road), May 10, 2002, p. 9

Objections voiced to Christie Garage (Beatrice Underweiser of the Town and Village Civic Club urged the Scarsdale Village Board to postpone advancing plans for the Christie Place parking garage.), May 17, 2002, p. 1

New process needed for parking (editorial) (Bruce Wells on downtown parking situation), May 17, 2002, p. 7

Objections voiced to Christie Garage (photo) (continued) (Beatrice Underweiser of the Town and Village Civic Club urged the Scarsdale Village Board to postpone advancing plans for the Christie Place parking garage.), May 17, 2002, p. 9

Christie Place parking debate divides trustees, May 24, 2002, p. 1

TVCC recommends more study on Christie (The Town and Village Civic Club urged the Scarsdale Village Board to come up with yet another alternative to the Christie Place Parking Garages proposals.), May 24, 2002, p. 1

Are we building a garage for the convenience of out-of town commuters? (letter) (Kathryn Litsas of Scarsdale Chateaux), May 24, 2002, p. 6

Proposed garage on Christie will lead to increase in accidents, crime (letter) (Marcia Chithelen of Axtel Drive), May 24, 2002, p. 6

Petition (Residents sign a petition in support of the Town and Village Civic Club's position on the proposed Christie Place parking garage.), May 24, 2002, p. 9

Christie Place parking debate divides trustees (continued), May 24, 2002, p. 15

Christie Garage to enter design phase, cautiously, May 31, 2002, p. 1

Christie Garage to enter design phase, cautiously (continued), May 31, 2002, p. 3

What constitutes a majority view on Scarsdale (letter) (Ven Parameswaran of Stonehouse Road), May 31, 2002, p. 6

Will the real majority please speak up (editorial) (The Inquirer questions whether the vocal opponents to the Christie Place Parking Garage represent the majority of Village residents.), May 31, 2002, p. 6

Garage is in everyone's interest (editorial) (Carole Tunick makes a case for the Christie Place indoor parking garage.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7

Revenue should not be garage goal (editorial) (Simon Breines urges compromise on the Christie Place parking garage debate.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7

Freightway repair (The long awaited repair efforts at the Freightway Garage got off to a confusing and disorganized start on June 11.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1

Chateaux residents could park in garage (letter) (Judy and Walter Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6

Parking crunch (A $1.5 million restoration project has reduced the number of parking spots at the Freightway Garage.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) seeks clarity (The Town and Village Civic Club subcommittee on village center parking will submit a second report to the Scarsdale Village Board.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1

A clumsy solution (editorial) (The Inquirer opines that the Freightway Parking Garage renovation is creating a spillover of inconvenience for both merchants and residents.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

Committee must focus on garage, Kroenlein says (Mayor Kroenlein refuses to respond point by point to a list of TVCC concerns about the Christie Place Garage.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

Committee must focus on garage, Kroenlein says (continued) (Mayor Kroenlein refuses to respond point by point to a list of TVCC concerns about the Christie Place Garage.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

IDP committee forming (Mayor David Kroenlein to announce appointments to the Interactive Design Process Committee for the Christie Place Garage.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1

Merchants only in lot (Starting July 8, phase II of the Freightway Garage renovation begins and the Merchant's Lot will once again be restricted to Merchant parking permits only.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1

Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

Garage will serve public good, say realtor and environmentalist (letter) (Paulatte Talley of White Plains and Jane Bedich of Ridgefield Road), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6

Tranquility of village should not be disrupted by garage (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6

Divided board OKs garage committee (continued) (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11
PARKING GARAGES (Continued)
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) group tackles the parking problem (Town and Village Civic Club boycotts planning meeting for the Christie Place indoor parking facility), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) group tackles the parking problem (continued) (Town and Village Civic Club boycotts planning meeting for the Christie Place indoor parking facility), Jul 19, 2002, p. 3
Stuck in reverse (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that the Town and Village Club is hindering progress on the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) on parking (The Town and Village Civic Club will hold an open meeting on August 5 to discuss Christie Place parking.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) is trying to fill information void on parking (letter) (Peter Gelfman, President, Town and Village Civic Club), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6
Solid numbers needed on parking (editorial) (Josh Frankel on the Christie Place indoor parking garage controversy), Aug 2, 2002, p. 7
Squaring the circle is a snap compared to PPP (Perennial Parking Problems) (editorial) (Arthur Ash on frustrating parking problems) (editorial), Aug 2, 2002, p. 7
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues to mull fate of Christie (Community members attended a meeting of the Town and Village Civic Club on August 5 to debate the future of the Robison Lot on Christie Place.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
Freightway to finish (All five floors of the Freightway Garage are expected to be open on Monday, September 16.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1
Freightway update (All levels of the Freightway Parking Garage will mostly be open October 1 - 10; additional work will continue the following week.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1
Freightway lot on to-do list (The Scarsdale Village Board is pursuing plans for renovating the Freightway Open Lot.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) recomputes village parking needs and dearth (The Town and Village Civic Club met on October 3 to review the financial report and parking needs analysis completed by its members.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) recomputes village parking needs and dearth (continued) (The Town and Village Civic Club met on October 3 to review the financial report and parking needs analysis completed by its members.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 32
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max (The Interactive Design Process Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Christie Place site developers should discuss a music school (David Buchen suggests that the proposed indoor parking facility on Christie Place share space with the enlarged Hoff-Barthelson Music School.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max (continued) (The Interactive Design Process Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 14
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) OKs report on Christie Place parking (The Scarsdale Village consultants, Desman Associates, understated the need for inexpensive, safe employee parking.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) OKs report on Christie Place parking (continued), Oct 18, 2002, p. 14
Parking crunch (Sections of the Freightway Parking Garage will be closed for two weeks while undergoing renovations.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
Give parking management a trial run (letter) (Edward A. Morgan, Chairman Zoning and Planning Committee, Town and Village Civic Club), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6
Christie Place plans to debut (Plans for the enclosed Christie Place multilevel parking facility will be revealed by the Scarsdale Village Board on December 9.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Christie Place plans to debut (continued) (Plans for the enclosed Christie Place multilevel parking facility will be revealed by the Scarsdale Village Board on December 9.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 14
Why is the village planning to build a garage no one wants (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Oct 25, 2002, p. 7
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) presents plans for 415-space garage (illustration) (Preliminary plans for the proposed Christie Place Garage were unveiled at the December 9 meeting of the Scarsdale Trustees' Village Center Committee.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
We like it! (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to be open minded about plans for a multi level indoor parking stucture at Christie Place.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) presents plans for 415-space garage (illustration) (continued) (Preliminary plans for the proposed Christie Place Garage were unveiled at the December 9 meeting of the Scarsdale Trustees' Village Center Committee.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 10
Trustees should certify that garage won't cost taxpayers a cent (letter) (Andrew E. Brennan of Fox Meadow Road), Dec 20, 2002, p. 6
Scarsdale Inquirer Index 2002

PARKING LOTS
Disarray (editorial) (The Inquirer considers the pluses and minuses of Hoff-Barthelson’s proposed expansion program.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6

PARKING METERS
How many are feeding meters? (letter) (Grady E. Jensen of Ridgecrest West), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6

PARKS
Summer camping in Westchester County parks (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 2

PARRA, ALEJO
Lange’s Deli boasts new appearance (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 4

PASTERNACK, ARON
Focal Points: Do you think concern for security has overshadowed the spirit of the Olympic Games? (photo), Feb 15, 2002, p. 7

PASTERNACK, HELEN
A slice of patriotic Americana (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10

PASTOR, PAUL
Physical and mental workouts unite at Edgewood (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 11

PATAKI, GEORGE
Schools provide support network in troubled year (photo) (continued) (School district helps students cope in the wake of the September 11, 2001, World Trade Center terrorist attacks), Jan 4, 2002, p. 9


Delays benefit incumbents (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

Let’s take time to appreciate our fine school board (letter) (Anna S. Decker, PT Council President), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6

Paulin, Pataki big winners here (Democrat Amy Paulin beat out Tony Sayegh for the State Assembly in District 88.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1

Paulin, Pataki big winners here (continued) (Democrat Amy Paulin beat out Tony Sayegh for the State Assembly in District 88.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 10

PATAKI, LIBBY
Libby Pataki to speak at Cancer Survivors’ Day (June 2), May 31, 2002, p. 4

PATENTS
Business people are listening to young inventor Cassidy Goldstein (photo), Jul 5, 2002, p. 9

PATRIOTIC MUSIC
A slice of patriotic Americana (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10

PATRIOTISM
A slice of patriotic Americana (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10


PATROLMEN’S BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION - SCARSDALE
Village is not required to provide bulletproof vests (Russell T. Morvant, Vice President, Scarsdale Benevolent Association), Aug 23, 2002, p. 7

Eliminate the PBA (Patrolmen’s Benevolent Association) middleman (letter) (Morgan L. Miller of New York City), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6

PATTERSON, VAUGHN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

PATTON, JOE DONOVAN
Look who’s in town! (photo) (Joe Donovan Patton greets fans at Crossway Field while filming a commercial.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 2

PAULIN, AMY
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

Paulin-sponsored bill makes alternate ‘date rape’ drugs illegal, Jan 18, 2002, p. 8
PAULIN, AMY (Continued)

Indian Point risks debated (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board has not joined the movement to close the nuclear power plant in Indian Point despite the resolutions urging closing from 28 Westchester municipalities and school districts.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 12

Test debate at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) raises thorny issues (continued) (The debate over standardized testing raised tempers and ire at the Scarsdale Middle School PTA meeting on January 30.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 11

Upstate/Downstate conflicts continue to stall license bill (The New York State Senate considers bill to limit junior license holders to only one teenaged passenger.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1

Upstate/Downstate conflicts continue to stall license bill (continued) (The New York State Senate considers bill to limit junior license holders to only one teenaged passenger.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 10

Tougher on DWI (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin seeks to amend the DWI legislation.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1

State education chief comes to Scarsdale to defend tests (photo) (State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, discussed the state assessment testing program on March 6 at Scarsdale High School.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1

STOP rally draws anti-testing support (photo) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1

Dialogue on state tests appreciated (letter) (Anna S. Decker, President of the Scarsdale PT Council), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6

Paulin's district borders may be about to change, Apr 5, 2002, p. 1

Paulin's district borders may be about to change (continued), Apr 5, 2002, p. 15

KB-LS (Kids' Base, Little School) breaks ground on expansion (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 11

Domestic violence bill passes (One of two bills dealing with domestic violence has made it through the New York State Assembly.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

Paulin's domestic violence bill passes Assembly (continued), May 3, 2002, p. 14

The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

Tony Sayegh to challenge Amy Paulin (photo) (Republican Tony Sayegh of Bronxville to challenge Democratic Assemblywoman Amy Paulin in her bid for re-election next November.), May 10, 2002, p. 1

Assemblywoman has brought vision, accomplishments (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue lauds the accomplishments of freshman Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin.), May 17, 2002, p. 6

Paulin to headline TVCC meeting (photo) (New York State Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin, will be the featured speaker at the June 6 meeting of the Town and Village Civic Club.), May 31, 2002, p. 2

Amy Paulin describes life in state Assembly (Profile of Scarsdale resident and New York State Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1

Compromise near? (Amy Paulin maintains efforts to pass "graduated licensing" legislation in the State Legislature.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1

Amy Paulin describes life in state Assembly (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale resident and New York State Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin, addressed the Town and Village Civic Club on June 6.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23

Safer times ahead (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the New York State Legislature for passing the graduated license bill.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

Lawmakers pass graduated license bill in Albany (continued), Jun 21, 2002, p. 19

Delays benefit incumbents (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

Delays benefit incumbent (continued) (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 20

Petition drive gets late start (Petition drive swings into action for November 2002 elections.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1

Petition drive gets late start (photo) (continued) (Petition drive swings into action for November 2002 elections.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4

Making a difference (photo) (New York State Assemblywoman Amy Paulin meets with Matthew Mann, a life scout, to discuss aiding victims of domestic violence.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 4

Paulin continues to work for best interests of children (letter) (Cindy Veazy, Co-President, Early Childhood Directors Association), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6

Sayegh on Garth (Republican Tony Sayegh, who is challenging Democrat Amy Paulin for State Assembly in the 88th District, has opened campaign headquarters on Garth Road.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 1

Paulin helped (letter) (Lottie Harris, Executive Director, Child Care Council of Westchester), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6

Democracy in action (photo) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin showed Quaker Ridge fourth graders how a bill becomes a law.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 10

Paulin, Sayegh in rough contest (photo) (Republican Tony Sayegh is challenging Democratic incumbent Amy Paulin for the 88th District Assembly seat.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1


Paulin, Sayegh in rough contest (continued) (Republican Tony Sayegh is challenging Democratic incumbent Amy Paulin for the 88th District Assembly seat.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 11

KBLS (Kids' BASE Little School) completes expansion (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 12

Candidates debate issues, trade barbs at LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters hosted a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
PAULIN, AMY (Continued)
Accusation of anti-Semitism is 'dangerous and ugly' (letter) (Dr. James J. Zogby, President, American Arab Institute), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Amy Paulin has 20-year record as human rights advocate (letter) (Barry Kramer, John Crittenden of Garth Road), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Paulin for Assembly (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Democratic incumbent, Amy Paulin, for the 88th Assembly District seat.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Paulin helped voter with Medicaid problem (letter) (Theresa O'Brien of Summerfield Street), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Sayegh's experience and track record are nil (letter) (Mervyn L. Goldstein, M.D., of Horseguard Lane), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Why can't people vote for person and not party? (letter) (Miles B. Ehrenkranz, Republican District Leader, New Rochelle), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Paulin is an effective legislator on all levels (letter) (Debbie Rapaport of Brite Avenue), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7
Candidates debate issues, trade barbs at LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (continued) (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters hosted a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 14
Paulin, Pataki big winners here (Democrat Amy Paulin beat out Tony Sayegh for the State Assembly in District 88.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Sweet victory (photo) (Democrat Amy Paulin is re-elected to the 88th Assembly District of New York State.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Assemblywoman Amy Paulin is not a prejudiced person (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6
Paulin, Pataki big winners here (continued) (Democrat Amy Paulin beat out Tony Sayegh for the State Assembly in District 88.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 10
PAULIN, AMY (AUTHOR)
A difficult year closes with challenges yet to be faced (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 8A
Assemblywoman thanks supporters (letter) (Amy Paulin, Member of Assembly), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6
PAVIA, MICHAELA
Edgewood 2002 - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Edgewood School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 22A
PEACE
Seeing the lights (editorial) (The Inquirer wishes for peace, understanding and an eye towards the *big picture* for 2003.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6
PEACOCK, MOLLY
'Shimmering Verge'; A cornucopia of word pictures (photo) (Famed poet, Molly Peacock, will read from her new performance piece, "The Shimmering Verge," at the Scarsdale Library on November 3.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 19
The Shimmering Verge (photo) (Poet Molly Peacock presented a performance piece at the Scarsdale Library on November 3.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 18
PEDESTRIANS - SAFETY
Popham-Garth crossing dangerous for pedestrians (letter) (Claire E. Stermecker of Garth Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
Police needed near train station (letter) (John Goodman of Madison Road), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6
Praise for committee (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the committee efforts that resulted in safer pickups and dropoffs surrounding the Fox Meadow School.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6
PEKOWITZ, WILLIAM ROBERT JR
Dickinson, Pekowitz (photo) (Karen Alice Dickinson and William Robert Pekowitz, Jr., are engaged.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 19
PELEKIS, KAREN
Scarsdallians give warm sendoff to 'titans' retiring from schools, Apr 26, 2002, p. 10
PELLERIN, ISABEL
Middle Ages meet modern age with Popham House i-Movies at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11
PELUSO, JASON
Squirrel sown, home grown (photo) (Jason and Olivia Peluso examine their bumper crop of pumpkins that was made possible by squirrels spreading pumpkin seeds the prior Autumn.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 1
PELUSO, OLIVIA
Edgewood 2002 - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Edgewood School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 22A
Squirrel sown, home grown (photo) (Jason and Olivia Peluso examine their bumper crop of pumpkins that was made possible by squirrels spreading pumpkin seeds the prior Autumn.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 1
PENFOLD, ANDRES
The art and artistry of Jerry Pinkney (photo) (The Katonah Museum of Art will open an exhibit of the art of Jerry Pinkney and Eric Carle on June 8.), May 24, 2002, p. 17
PENNY, WILLIAM
Petition drive gets late start (Petition drive swings into action for November 2002 elections.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
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PENNY, WILLIAM (Continued)
Petition drive gets late start (photo) (continued) (Petition drive swings into action for November 2002 elections.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
Campers learn about challenges confronting disabled (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 10

PEPPERS, JERRY
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1

PEREIRA, NANCY
Petition drive gets late start (photo) (continued) (Petition drive swings into action for November 2002 elections.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4

PERETZ, BARRY (AUTHOR)
Against A & B teams, in favor of Positive Coaching (letter) (Barry Peretz of Carthage Road), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6

PERETZ, GERRY
Summertime scouting (photo) (Boy Scouts from Scarsdale Troop 60 and their chaperones recently enjoyed a day of canoeing on Eagle Lake.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 4

PEREZ, PETER
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1

PERIODICALS
Glancing Askance: Renew or else! (editorial) (Marc Wollin on the "hucksterism" of the subscription departments of major magazines.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 7
Substance over style: Three independent-minded SHS (Scarsdale High School) grads launch music and art zine (photo) (Steve Lowenthal, Howie Wyman and Sheila Refael launch Swingset.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 27
Substance over style: Three independent-minded SHS (Scarsdale High School) grads launch music and art zine (photo) (continued) (Steve Lowenthal, Howie Wyman and Sheila Refael launch Swingset.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 29

PERKINS, BRADFORD
Focal Points: Do you think concern for security has overshadowed the spirit of the Olympic Games? (photo), Feb 15, 2002, p. 7
Historical society expansion is OK’d (At an April 24 meeting, the Scarsdale Planning Board signed off on the proposed expansion of the Scarsdale Historical Society.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Diminishing expectations for senior housing (Discussion of proposed senior housing on Saxon Woods Road), May 24, 2002, p. 1
Diminishing expectations for senior housing (continued) (Discussion of proposed senior housing on Saxon Woods Road), May 24, 2002, p. 13
Assisted living facility doesn’t belong in the ‘boondocks’ (letter) (Ben and Marsha Jamil, Joseph and Marian Tessar of Saxon Woods Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Neighbors try to scuttle assisted living facility (Saxon Woods Road residents protest proposed Assisted Living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Neighbors try to scuttle assisted living facility (continued) (Saxon Woods Road residents protest proposed Assisted Living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 26
Realm presses case for assisted living facility (A decision by the Scarsdale Zoning Board of Appeals will decide the fate of a proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Saxon Woods is not a suitable area for frail elderly (letter) (Ben Jamil of Saxon Woods Road), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

PERKINS, REBECCA
Focal Points: To what extent has the computer made handwriting obsolete? (photo), Oct 4, 2002, p. 7

PERL, TERRY
United Way to hold leadership reception (photo), Sep 20, 2002, p. 4

PERLMAN, ITZHAK
At 14, Rachel Lee blends school and career, without missing a beat (photo) (Scarsdale High School student, Rachel Lee, is an internationally recognized violinist and full time honors student.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 33

PERRITT, BILL
Greenacres students learn to be fire-savvy (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 11

PERRONE, CHRIS
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

PERSKY, JENNA
(Three Scarsdale High School seniors pictured taking in the sun on a break from Senior Options), May 31, 2002, p. 6

PERSKY, STAN
Focal Points: Are your feelings about cell phones positive or negative? (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7

PETERSEN, ROGER COLE II
Ricci, Petersen (engaged) (photo) (Elizabeth Jordan Ricci and Roger Cole Petersen II are engaged.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 13
PETRIZZINI, JACQUES
Jacques Petrazzini is shown feeding geese during his lunchtime. (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6

PETROLEUM
We must reduce our dependence on foreign oil (letter) (Neil Lubarsky of White Plains), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6
We must reduce our dependence on foreign oil (letter) (Neil Lubarsky of West Red Oak Lane), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6

PETS
Focal Points: How do you feel about the cloning of animals, particularly as pets? (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 7
All creatures great and small (photo) (In honor of the feast day of St. Francis of Assisi on October 4, pets received blessings at the St. James the Less Church.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 30

PFORZHEIMER, BETTY
Love & Marriage (photo) (Supplement), Feb 8, 2002, p. 22

PFORZHEIMER, CARL H
Fisher, O'Connor, Pforzheimer chosen (photo) (The Non-Partisan Citizens Nominating Committee named its candidates for Village Trustee at a meeting on January 13.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Fisher, O'Connor, Pforzheimer chosen (continued) (The Non-Partisan Citizens Nominating Committee named its candidates for Village Trustee at a meeting on January 13.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 16
Nominating petitions are circulating in village (letter) (Peter Gelfman reminds residents to vote in the elections for Village trustees on March 19.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10
Support nonpartisan government by voting in election (letter) (Corky Thompson of Jefferson Road), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6
Nominators should consider neighborhood (editorial) (Irving Sloan discusses geographic representation on the Village Board.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7
Nominees will continue tradition (letter) (Walter Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6
Thanks to many volunteers in signature drive (letter) (Thomas Giordano, Chairman of Citizens Committee), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6
Love & Marriage (photo) (Supplement), Feb 8, 2002, p. 22
Vote for Noreen, Jim and Carl (letter) (Mary Beth Gose of Meadow Road), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6
Vote March 19: show commitment to performance (letter) (Tegan Lee of Lyons Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6
On credit (Scarsdalians may soon be able to pay Recreation Department fees with credit cards.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Carl Pforzheimer will continue to seek balance (photo) (Platform for Carl Pforzheimer, the Citizens' Party candidate for Village Trustee), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
3 good candidates (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses all three candidates running for Village Trustee in the elections on March 19.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
Carl Pforzheimer will continue to seek balance (continued) (Platform for Carl Pforzheimer, the Citizens' Party candidate for Village Trustee), Mar 15, 2002, p. 29
Voters elect 2 new trustees (photo) (Noreen Fisher, James O'Connor and incumbent Carl Pforzheimer were elected to the Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Retiring trustees Sved and Weisberg praised at final meeting (Retiring trustees Beverley Sved and Anne Weisberg were honored by trustees at the March 26 Village Board meeting.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
Parking on Christie (Christie Place parking garage proposal to proceed to design phase), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
No progress on Christie Place garage proposal (Christie Place indoor parking facility proposal is referred back to Village Center Committee on April 23.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
No progress on Christie Place garage proposal (continued) (Christie Place indoor parking facility proposal is referred back to Village Center Committee on April 23.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8
Christie Place parking debate divides trustees, May 24, 2002, p. 1
Christie Place parking debate divides trustees (continued), May 24, 2002, p. 15
Christie Garage to enter design phase, cautiously; The Interactive design process, May 31, 2002, p. 1
PFORZHEIMER, CARL H (Continued)
Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max (The Interactive Design Process Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Eckstein resigns from IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) in protest (Alan Eckstein resigned from the Interactive Design Process Committee saying it had been "hijacked by special interests.")., Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
Christie Place plans to debut (Plans for the enclosed Christie Place multilevel parking facility will be revealed by the Scarsdale Village Board on December 9.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) presents plans for 415-space garage (illustration) (Preliminary plans for the proposed Christie Place Garage were unveiled at the December 9 meeting of the Scarsdale Trustee's Village Center Committee.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1

PHILHARMONIA VIRTUOSI
Philharmonia Virtuosi: alive and thrilling at 25 (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 29
Philharmonia Virtuosi: alive and thrilling at 25 (continued), Dec 8, 2002, p. 30

PHILPIPS, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

PHILPIPS, RIPPY
Scarsdale football Web site informs community, helps reunite alumni, Sep 27, 2002, p. 24

PHILPIPS, SHARI
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

PHILPIPS, JULIE
Scarsdalians give warm sendoff to 'titans' retiring from schools, Apr 26, 2002, p. 10

PHILLIBERT, CHRISTOPHER
School's a picnic (photo) (Scarsdale elementary schools inaugurate the new school year with picnics.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 9

PHILLIBERT, GAVIN
School's a picnic (photo) (Scarsdale elementary schools inaugurate the new school year with picnics.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 9

PHILLIBERT, LISA
School's a picnic (photo) (Scarsdale elementary schools inaugurate the new school year with picnics.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 9

PHILLIPS, CHRISTIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

PHILLIPS, HARRY III
Test debate at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) raises thorny issues (The debate over standardized testing raised tempers and ire at the Scarsdale Middle School PTA meeting on January 30.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1

PHILLIPS, LAURA
Middle school SO (Student Organization) kids sharpen skills (photo) (Four Scarsdale Middle School students attend student organization conference in Maryland March 8-10), Apr 5, 2002, p. 10

PHILLIPS, MACKENZIE
So you want to be in pictures? (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10

PHILOSOPHY
It's the principle (editorial) (Marc Wollin's take on ethics and core values), Mar 8, 2002, p. 7

PHOON, COLLIN
Carnival! (photo) (Photos of carnivals held at the five Scarsdale elementary schools and the SHS A-School on May 11), May 17, 2002, p. 11

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Camera Ready (photo) (Scarsdale resident Joseph Giunta won second place for his photograph at the Mamaroneck Artists' Guild annual award show.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 14
Intimate Encounters: Renata Rainer's relationship with photographer Barbara Morgan inspired exhibit (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 19
Intimate Encounters: Renata Rainer's relationship with photographer Barbara Morgan inspired exhibit (photo) (continued), Nov 15, 2002, p. 21

PHOTOGRAPHY
An eye for nature (photo) (Robert Borg of the Garth Woods Conservancy will lead a photo workshop on July 20.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 2
Mother-daughter duo exhibit (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 13
PHYSICAL FITNESS
Bodyfit puts new spin on fitness in Scarsdale (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 4

PHYSICAL FITNESS CENTERS
Olympic development program comes to Forme (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 24

PHYSICAL THERAPY
The practice; Tyler treats athletes at new Scarsdale office (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 33
The practice; Tyler treats athletes at new Scarsdale office (photo) (continued), Feb 8, 2002, p. 38

PHYSICIANS
Bernard Gitler, M. D. (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Dr. Bernard Gitler, appointed to Chief of Cardiology at Sound Shore Medical Center of Westchester), Feb 8, 2002, p. 4
Gary Williams, M. D. (photo) (Dr. Gary Williams wins The Enhancement of Animal Welfare Award from the Society of Toxicology.), May 3, 2002, p. 4
Local OB-GYN named 1 of top in region (photo) (Dr. Akinori Adache named one of the top OB/GYN doctors in the Northeast.), May 10, 2002, p. 3
Marc Zisselman, M.D. (Dr. Marc Zisselman, Scarsdale High School Class of '77, was named one of the "Top Docs 2002" in Philadelphia Magazine.), May 24, 2002, p. 4
Neil Cobelli, M.D. (photo) (Dr. Neil Cobelli appointed Director of orthopedic surgery at Albert Einstein College of Medicine), May 24, 2002, p. 4
Scarsdale M.D. can help save face (Profile of dermatologist and cosmetic surgeon, Dr. Rhoda Narins), Jun 28, 2002, p. 3

PHYSICIANS - AWARDS
William Frishman, M. D. (photo) (Dr. William Frishman of Scarsdale has been nominated for the Humanism in Medicine Award.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4

PIANO

PICK, DOUGLAS J
Focal Points: Should Pete Rose be removed from the permanently ineligible list to permit him to be a candidate for baseball's Hall of Fame? (photo), Dec 27, 2002, p. 7

PICKERING, ANITA FELBER
Anita Felber Pickering (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Anita Felber Pickering, died on January 3, 2002, in Lincoln, Nebraska. She was 92.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 12

PICKET, BETSY (AUTHOR)
Village staff showed her wrong plans - twice (letter) (Betsey Picket alleges that her rights as a homeowner were violated because she did not have adequate time to review a new house application before a Board of Architectural Review hearing.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6

PIEKARSKI, JAMES
Scarsdale High School Fall Sports Awards 2002 (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 33

PIGEONS
Pigeons are winning down by the station (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 3
Why pigeons hang out at the Scarsdale train station (letter) (Carolyn and Seth Schwartz of She/drake Road), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6

PILPEL, BOB (AUTHOR)
Honey, let's take the kids! (editorial) (Bob Pilpel on planning for traveling with kids), Aug 16, 2002, p. 7
An attack on human freedom (editorial) (Bob Pilpel distinguishes the September 11 terrorist attacks from prior atrocities.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 7
While House flacks attack Iraq (editorial) (Bob Pilpel suggests that the long term policy of the United States against terrorism should be support of relatively democratic forces in countries like Iraq, Iran and Syria.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6
Is the United States at war? (editorial) (Bob Pilpel on whether the United States is involved in a war or a battle against terrorism.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 7

PILPEL, MADELAINE FRENCH
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3

PINGEL, JANICE K
Janice K. Pingel (dies) (Janice K. Pingel of Scarsdale died on April 22, 2002. She was 68.), May 3, 2002, p. 22

PINK, ALMA
Scarsdale Coffee Shop queen bids goodbye to the daily grind (photo) (continued), Sep 6, 2002, p. 9

PINKERMELL, JASON GEORGE
Bayer, Pinkernell (wed) (photo) (Kari Elizabeth Bayer and Jason George Pinkernell were wed on August 17, 2002, on Block Island, Rhode Island.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 12
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PINKNEY, JERRY
The art and artistry of Jerry Pinkney (photo) (The Katonah Museum of Art will open an exhibit of the art of Jerry Pinkney and Eric Carle on June 8.), May 24, 2002, p. 17

PINN, HOWARD
Focal Points: How do you feel about the cloning of animals, particularly as pets? (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 7

PIRES, ARINA
(Arina Pires feeds ducklings in a Hampton Road swimming pool.) (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6

PIRRO, JEANINE
High-profile murder suspect kept a low profile at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Robert Durst, now on trial for a gruesome murder, was under the radar during his years at Scarsdale High School.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
Community service award (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Daniel Reingold, wins community service award for his efforts to prevent elder abuse.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 4

PIZZA
Pizza gets financial - and gustatory - OK, Nov 8, 2002, p. 11

PIZZITOLA, BRIAN
The Hudson and beyond (photo) (continued)

PLANNING BOARD - SCARSDALE
FAR cap + bonus is reviewed and debated (Scarsdale Village Board hears suggestions for changes to proposed FAR cap zoning law amendment.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Planning board meets, board of appeals doesn't (Planning Board met on December 19, 2001; Scarsdale Board of Appeals met on January 9, 2002), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3

Building dept. (department) study recommends change (A report by consultants, Management Partners, Inc., suggests 17 ways the Scarsdale Building Department could be improved.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1

Citizen's group contests Carstensen lot merger-subdivision, Jan 18, 2002, p. 1

Building dept. (department) study recommends change (continued) (A report by consultants, Management Partners, Inc., suggests 17 ways the Scarsdale Building Department could be improved.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 16

Village board: Leave smaller lots alone (letter) (Jim Fitzgerald asks the mayor and trustees not to impose any further legislation on the 700 homes in A-5 areas, where the houses are smaller.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6

Trustees target March for vote on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 9
Neighbors protest music school plan (School Lane residents have mobilized against the Hoff-Barthelson Music School's expansion plans.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1

New law are needed (editorial) (The Inquirer calls for new legislation to control overdevelopment of residential properties.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6

Compromise would make FAR proposal more fair (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6

More adjustments expected for FAR (Scarsdale residents continue to heatedly debate maximum floor area ratio (FAR) at a public hearing on February 21.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
More adjustments expected for FAR (continued) (Scarsdale residents continue to heatedly debate maximum floor area ratio (FAR) at a public hearing on February 21.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 8

Hearing on 4th draft of FAR to begin (A public hearing on the third draft of the Floor Area Ratio cap amendment to the Village Code was held on February 26.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1

FAR zoning proposal will halt neighborhood revitalization (letter) (Richard Behr of Post Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
Time for a vote (editorial) (The Inquirer calls for a vote on controversial FAR [Floor to Area Ratio] regulation), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

Hearing on 4th draft of FAR to begin (continued) (A public hearing on the third draft of the Floor Area Ratio cap amendment to the Village Code was held on February 26.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 8

Music school plan sounds sour note (Hoff-Barthelson School of Music seeks to expand it's parking lot and acquire the property at 8 Popham Road despite protests from concerned neighbors), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1

Disarray (editorial) (The Inquirer considers the pluses and minuses of Hoff-Barthelson's proposed expansion program), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6

Music school plan sounds sour note (continued) (Hoff-Barthelson School of Music seeks to expand it's parking lot and acquire the property at 8 Popham Road despite protests from concerned neighbors), Mar 8, 2002, p. 17

BAR withdraws support for FAR (Floor to Area Ratio), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1

Don't change antenna law, residents urge (At a Village Board meeting on March 12, residents urged Trustees not to place a wireless communications antenna on Garden Road.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
PLANNING BOARD - SCARSDALE  (Continued)

Hoff wants to maintain its unique, homely character (letter) (Fredda Nightingale of Harvest Drive), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6

School welcomed with reservations (letter) (William Glendon of Lockwood Road), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6

Don't change antenna law, residents urge (continued) (At a Village Board meeting on March 12, residents urged Trustees not to place a wireless communications antenna on Garden Road.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 9

BAR withdraws support for FAR (Floor to Area Ratio) (continued), Mar 15, 2002, p. 29

Concerns linger as FAR (floor to area ratio) nears vote (Proposed FAR amendment to the zoning code is now in its fourth iteration), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1

Concerns linger as FAR (floor to area ratio) nears vote (Illustration) (continued) (Proposed FAR amendment to the zoning code is now in its fourth iteration), Mar 22, 2002, p. 8

Debate continues on telecommunications law, Mar 29, 2002, p. 1

FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with 'friendly' amendment (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1

Historical Society revises building plans (Revised plans for the Scarsdale Historical Society were presented to the Scarsdale Planning Board on March 20.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1

FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with 'friendly' amendment (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 8

Historical Society revises building plans (Illustration) (continued) (Revised plans for the Scarsdale Historical Society were presented to the Scarsdale Planning Board on March 20.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 8

Friends, family laud McCréery (photo) (A group of 321 people gathered on April 24 to celebrate William McCréery, winner of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Award.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

Historical society expansion is OK'd (At an April 24 meeting, the Scarsdale Planning Board signed off on the proposed expansion of the Scarsdale Historical Society.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

Alternates needed (The Scarsdale Village Board considering a request from the Planning Board to permit appointment of two alternates to the Planning Board), May 17, 2002, p. 1

Alternates OK'd (The Scarsdale Village Board allows alternate members to be appointed to the Scarsdale Planning Board.), May 31, 2002, p. 1

Christie Garage to enter design phase, cautiously; The Interactive design process, May 31, 2002, p. 1

Consultants say new H-B lot would help (At a public workshop on June 4, Scarsdale residents were briefed on the status of the new parking lot and expansion plans at the Hoff-Barthelson Music School.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1

Traffic report (The Scarsdale Planning Board will discuss the Hoff-Barthelson Music School's application to acquire and renovate an adjacent property and construct a parking lot.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1

Taxi need space (editorial) (The Inquirer hopes that Robert Kligerman's design for Depot Place will address the issue of traffic congestion.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6

Village sidewalk cafe ordinance is changed (An amendment to the year old sidewalk cafe law will allow the Parkway Cafe to have an outdoor eating area.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1


Planning board OKs music school annex (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School got the go-ahead to proceed with its plans for expansion and a new parking lot.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1

Planning board OKs music school annex (continued) (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School got the go-ahead to proceed with its plans for expansion and a new parking lot.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 19

Design committee MO is explained (Architect Steve Tilly, chairman of the Interactive Design Committee on the Christie Place indoor parking garage, will facilitate discussion and seek to arrive at a consensus for the property.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1

Planners list new restrictions on music school (Following a July 24 hearing, the Scarsdale Planning Board issued restrictions on the expansion plan of the Hoff-Barthelson Music School.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1

Planning board delays action on Realm facility, Aug 2, 2002, p. 3

Approval of music school was slap in the face (letter) (Elliot DeBear of Circle Road), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6

Give peace a chance (editorial) (The Inquirer urges neighbors adjacent to the Hoff-Barthelson Music School to be more open minded about the school's proposed expansion and additional parking area.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6


Amend antenna law (editorial) (The Inquirer recommends passage of the amendment to the zoning code removing as-of-right permits and granting the planning board control over the siting of cell antenna installations.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

Approval of school expansion sets dangerous precedent (letter) (Sheila and Richard Sweet of School Lane), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

Hoff-Barthelson denies traffic/parking problems exist (letter) (Frank Quigley of Lockwood Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

Planning board visits assisted living site (photo) (Scarsdale Planning Board members visited the Saxon Woods Road site of the proposed assisted living home for senior residents.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 1

Planning board visits assisted living site (continued) (Scarsdale Planning Board members visited the Saxon Woods Road site of the proposed assisted living home for senior residents.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 11
PLANNING BOARD - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Assisted living facility application is held over (The proposed Assisted Living facility on Saxon Woods Road was discussed at a Planning Board meeting on October 3.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
Planning board meeting summary: Windfair subdivision application is held over, Oct 4, 2002, p. 3
Public hearing on assisted living closed, Nov 1, 2002, p. 3
Neighbors try to scuttle assisted living facility (Saxon Woods Road residents protest proposed Assisted Living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Planning board OKs 'Windfair' FEIS (Final Environmental Impact Statement), Nov 29, 2002, p. 3
Realm presses case for assisted living facility (A decision by the Scarsdale Zoning Board of Appeals will decide the fate of a proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Fight against assisted living facility continues, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
Subdivision process was handled in fair, businesslike way (letter) (Jim Fitzgerald of Brambach Road), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6
PLANNING CONSULTANTS
Consultants should have talked to unrepresented residents (letter) (Robert Wals feels that consultants hired to review the Building Department should have spoken to residents as well.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6
PLATFORM TENNIS
Paddle tennis tournament benefits Children's Village (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 8
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Focal Points: How do you feel about the recent court decision that the insertion of the phrase "under God" in the Pledge of Allegiance is unconstitutional? (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7
Attention to minority concerns make U.S.A. a great nation (letter) (Arlene Edelson of Hartsdale), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6
PLINE, NANCY
Into the woods (photo) (The Garth Woods Conservancy sponsored an outdoor photo workshop on July 20.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 2
PLUMMER, SIMONE
Confidence, poise win points with judges at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest, Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
PODOSEN, LOIS (AUTHOR)
The elusive post-Christmas bargain (editorial) (Lois Podoshen pursues the elusive post-Christmas shopping bargain.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 7
POETS
Billy Collins comes home; The poet that astonished Edgemont (photo) (Billy Collins, Poet Laureate of the United States, addressed Edgemont High School students on October 22.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
The poet that astonished Edgemont: Billy Collins comes home (photo) (Billy Collins, poet laureate of the United States, addressed students at Edgemont High School on October 22.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Billy Collins shares secrets of life as the nation's poet (photo) (Poet Laureate Billy Collins talks to the Inquirer about his personal and professional life.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 14
Billy Collins comes home; The poet that astonished Edgemont (photo) (continued) (Billy Collins, Poet Laureate of the United States, addressed Edgemont High School students on October 22.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 15
The poet that astonished Edgemont: Billy Collins comes home (photo) (continued) (Billy Collins, poet laureate of the United States, addressed students at Edgemont High School on October 22.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 15
'The Shimmering Verge'; A cornucopia of word pictures (photo) (Famed poet, Molly Peacock, will read from her new performance piece, "The Shimmering Verge," at the Scarsdale Library on November 3.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 19
The Shimmering Verge (photo) (Poet Molly Peacock presented a performance piece at the Scarsdale Library on November 3.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 18
POHORELSKY, VIKTOR
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
POJMAN, KEN
Architects crossing fingers for SHS (Scarsdale High School) construction OK (Scarsdale school construction projects moving right along according to architects Peter Gisolfi Associates), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
SHS (Scarsdale High School) plans unveiled (Plans for the new northwest wing of Scarsdale High School were revealed at the September 9 School Board meeting.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1
SHS (Scarsdale High School) plans unveiled (continued) (Plans for the new northwest wing of Scarsdale High School were revealed at the September 9 School Board meeting.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 11
POKORY, BELINDA
At opening (photo) (Belinda and Ivan Pokorny attended the January 12 opening of "Divine Mirrors: The Virgin Mary in the Visual Arts" at the Katonah Museum of Art.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 15
POKORY, IVAN
At opening (photo) (Belinda and Ivan Pokorny attended the January 12 opening of "Divine Mirrors: The Virgin Mary in the Visual Arts" at the Katonah Museum of Art.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 15
POLEN, DAVID
Lippman, Polen (engaged) (photo) (Lisa Lippman and David Polen are engaged; a June wedding is planned.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 14

POLICE
Community was generous in support of police memorial (letter) (Anthony Barreira of the Scarsdale Police), May 10, 2002, p. 6
Criminal imposters (The Police are on the lookout for various scam artists, impersonating police offers and defrauding elderly residents.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
License verifier has life-saving potential, Dec 13, 2002, p. 14

POLICE - GREENBURGH
Open Door Award to honor police, firefighters (photo) (The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service will present its Open Door Award for Community Service on May 1.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4
Patricia Lanza (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Patricia Lanza, received a public service award from the Greenburgh Police Department.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4
Edgemont task force tackles underage drinking (photo) (The Edgemont Task Force on Alcohol and Substance Abuse is attempting to change an attitude of parental permissiveness towards teenaged drinking.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
2 arrested in July 4 weekend party (Three people were arrested at an Edgemont gathering where underage teens were discovered consuming alcohol.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 17
Edgemont task force tackles underage drinking (continued) (The Edgemont Task Force on Alcohol and Substance Abuse is attempting to change an attitude of parental permissiveness towards teenaged drinking.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 17
Police chief's campaign against drinking is not constructive (letter) (Alan S. Gordon of New York City), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6
Funding delays jeopardize lives (editorial) (John A. Kapica discusses the delay behind the purchase of the Cascade vehicle and civil defense equipment by the town of Greenburgh.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 7

POLICE - SCARSDALE
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (photo) (continued) (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 3
Open Door Award to honor police, firefighters (photo) (The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service will present its Open Door Award for Community Service on May 1.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4
A high 5 for police (editorial) (The Inquirer expresses awed amazement at the way the Scarsdale Police Department cracked the jewelry store heists from July 2001.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6
Police force commended for investigative success (Scarsdale Village Board commends the Police for apprehending suspects in July robbery of downtown jewelers), Feb 22, 2002, p. 3
Brogan to replace retiring Chief Ferraro (photo) (Lt. John Brogan will replace retiring Donald Ferraro as Chief of Police in Scarsdale.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
Brogan to replace retiring Chief Ferraro (photo) (continued) (Lt. John Brogan will replace retiring Donald Ferraro as Chief of Police in Scarsdale.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 15
Caught with booty (Scarsdale police identify seven twelve year old boys who had been stealing hood ornaments and emblems from cars in the Freightway Garage), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
Ferraro retires on high note (photo) (Scarsdale Police Chief, Donald Ferraro, retires after 34 years on the job.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
Ferraro retires on high note (continued) (Scarsdale Police Chief, Donald Ferraro, retires after 34 years on the job.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 31
Police awards (The Scarsdale Village Board announced the 2002 recipients of the Scarsdale Police Department awards.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
St. Plus, H/M fifth-graders graduate DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Program) (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 10
Hall to the chief (Retiring Scarsdale Police Chief, Donald Ferraro, is honored in a resolution adopted by the Village Board which acknowledges his accomplishments.), May 17, 2002, p. 1
Local professionals show their mettle (letter) (John Beyersdorf of Fairview Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8
Outgoing Ferraro pins badge on new police chief Brogan (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 1
Officials reap awards for eventful year (photo) (Attendees at Public Safety Promotions and Awards ceremony looked back at a historic year), May 31, 2002, p. 5
Officials reap awards for eventful year (continued) (Attendees at Public Safety Promotions and Awards ceremony looked back at a historic year), May 31, 2002, p. 20
Officer and gentleman (The inquirer honors the legacy of Don Ferraro, retiring Scarsdale Chief of Police.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6
Police needed near train station (letter) (John Goodman of Madison Road), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6
Village should supply police with vests (letter) (Howard Burkat of Drake Road), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6
Village is not required to provide bulletproof vests (Russell T. Morvant, Vice President, Scarsdale Benevolent Association), Aug 23, 2002, p. 7
POLICE - SCARSDALE  (Continued)
Eliminate the PBA (Patrolmen's Benevolent Association) middleman (letter) (Morgan L. Miller of New York City),
Aug 30, 2002, p. 6
How are they doing? (Police Chief John Brogan announced that the Scarsdale Police Department is being assessed.),
Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
Jury trial in Scarsdale postponed to January (Jury trial of David Buchy, charged with assault in the third degree, is
County trying old and new ways of halting sale of alcohol to teens, Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
County trying old and new ways of halting sale of alcohol to teens (photo) (continued), Dec 13, 2002, p. 14
Village tackles extremely heavy snow on Christmas Day and night, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

POLIN, RAYMOND
Raymond Polin (dies) (Raymond Polin, a political theorist and constitutional scholar, died on April 25, 2002,
following a long illness. He was 83.), May 3, 2002, p. 22

POLITICAL PRISONERS

POLIACK, BARBARA
Love & Marriage (photo) (Supplement), Feb 8, 2002, p. 22

POLIACK, GLENN
Love & Marriage (photo) (Supplement), Feb 8, 2002, p. 22

PONDS
Ann's Way Pond has become mosquito breeding ground (photo) (Ann's Way, near the intersection of Walworth
and Greenacres Avenue, has become an overgrown breeding ground for mosquitoes.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 1
Grand Tooley Dam appreciated (letter) (Ginny & Jim Naughton of Fountain Terrace), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6

PONTEROTTO, JOSEPH (DR)
Students learn to live in a world of diversity (continued) (A March 18 School Board meeting discussed a report
titled 'Educating for Diversity?'), Mar 22, 2002, p. 10
Construction, 9/11 plans top school to-do list (Scarsdale Schools are off and running in preparation for their
September 4 opening.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1

POOLS
Scarsdale pool set to open tomorrow (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 2
Membership drive begins tomorrow for indoor pool (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Membership drive begins tomorrow for indoor pool (photo) (continued), Jun 7, 2002, p. 9
Sign up for a great community asset (letter) (Marjorie and Al Spiro of Paddington Road), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6
Community should support proposed indoor pool (letter) (Howard Nadel of Quaker Ridge), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6
10 ways an indoor pool would benefit the community (letter) (Razy and Diane Hirschberg of Brookby Road), Nov
8, 2002, p. 7

POOL - SCARSDALE
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (continued) (The Inquirer
reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 3
Some Q's and A's on rec center (editorial), Mar 8, 2002, p. 7
Community recreation center would fill the void of winter months (letter) (Doug Rachlin of Secor Road), Mar 29,
2002, p. 6
Community needs a year-round recreation center (letter) (Joseph Kaufman of Ogden Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
Move recreation center project to the top of the list (letter) (Irwin Smoler of Spier Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 9
Let's not let another opportunity slip through our fingers (letter) (Ruth Goldstein of Horseguard Lane), Apr 19,
2002, p. 6
Subscriptions would support pool (letter) (Sue Neale of Barry Road), May 3, 2002, p. 6
Indoor Pool report was never OK'd by the TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (letter) (Boine Johnson of Fairview
Road), May 10, 2002, p. 6
This is not the time for an indoor pool (letter) (John Bonanno, Co-President, Arthur Manor Neighborhood
Association), May 10, 2002, p. 9
Permit time (Scarsdale Recreation Department has begun issuing permits for the municipal pool, which will open
May 25), May 17, 2002, p. 1
Local teenager found dead in Scarsdale diving pool Tuesday (photo) (David Freedman found dead in Scarsdale
diving pool on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale pool set to open tomorrow (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 2
Membership drive begins tomorrow for indoor pool (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Membership drive begins tomorrow for indoor pool (photo) (continued), Jun 7, 2002, p. 9
Policy more important than compassion to cruel pool officials (letter) (Michael Katz of Carthage Road), Jun 14,
2002, p. 6
Pool 'poll' applauded (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the Scarsdale Village Board's efforts to rally support for the
indoor pool complex.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
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POOL - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Recreation center cost estimates keep climbing (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

(Scarsdale Middle School eighth graders shown at annual party at Scarsdale Pool.) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

Focal Points - Do you think communities should maintain recreational facilities such as an indoor pool? (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 7

Scarsdale is set for a bang-up July Fourth, Jun 28, 2002, p. 2

Downtown would be a better place for a rec center (letter) (Julie Weill-Landau of Chesterfield Road), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6

Sign up to be founding member of an indoor pool (letter) (Barbara Jaffe of Kingston Road), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6

Happy Birthday to U.S. and me! (photo) (Tracy Lee shares her birthday with the nation; photo of her celebration at the Scarsdale pool), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

Scarsdale pool keeps residents cool on the 4th (Article reports results of July 4 races and games.) (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 3

Grant will be used not to poll but to advance recreation center (letter) (Henry J. Landau of Chesterfield Road), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6

Proposed site for rec center was well studied (letter) (Charlotte Baecher, Chairman, SCC Site Selection Subcommittee), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6

Proposed SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) will be self-supporting (editorial) (Neil Bicknell makes a case for the financial independence of the proposed Scarsdale Community Center and indoor swimming pool.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7

Community center (The Scarsdale Community Center Committee met on July 17 to plan a publicity and membership campaign.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1

Founding members $ won't be used to fund pool campaign (letter) (Joseph Kaufman of Ogden Road), Jul 19, 2002, p. 7

Membership in community center is truly a bargain (letter) (Bill Doescher of Fox Meadow Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

Recreation center must be entirely self-supporting (letter) (Alan Garfunkel of Lincoln Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

Recreation center tail is wagging the indoor pool dog (letter) (Henry Landau of Chesterfield Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

Labor Day games (Scarsdale will say goodbye to Summer at the annual Labor Day celebration at the Scarsdale Pool on September 2.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1

SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) membership drive offers new option, Sep 6, 2002, p. 3

Now is the time to support SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) (editorial) (David Goldstein on the need for an indoor pool and community center), Oct 4, 2002, p. 7

Community Center will not be built unless you join (letter) (Sharon Strassberg of Valley Road), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6

Proposed community center will attract new residents (letter) (Lynne B. Clark of Walworth Avenue), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6

If you build it, I will join! The pool of dreams (letter) (Ruth Goldstein, SCC Membership Chairman, Horseguard Lane), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6

The indoor pool: Now let us turn words into action (letter) (Wendie Kroll of Vanderbuilt Road), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6

Signing up for the new indoor pool is a vote for improvement (letter) (John Auerbacher of Bradford Road), Nov 8, 2002, p. 7

Outdoor pool area is already too congested (letter) (Jane Stanley of Crossway), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6

POPHAM, THOMAS
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

POPHAM, WILLIAM
Garden will memorialize every war American fought in (letter) (Nelson Heyer of Femcliff Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

POPHAM HOUSE (SCARSDALE)
Middle Ages meet modern age with Popham House i-Movies at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

PORDER, DEBORAH (AUTHOR)
Indoor pool/rec center would be great community meeting place (letter) (Deborah Porder of Lawrence Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6
PORPORA, AL
As corny as Heathcote in August (photo) (Al Porpora of the Heathcote Auto Center is shown peeping out through the corn growing in front of his service station.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 1

PORPORA, JANE
Focal Points: If this year's mild winter indicates a possible climatic change, would you be pleased? (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 7

PORT, CHARLES
At the Purchase gala (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 22

PORT, LILY LIEB
At the Purchase gala (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 22

POSEY, ROBERT
Assisted living facility application is held over (The proposed Assisted Living facility on Saxon Woods Road was discussed at a Planning Board meeting on October 3.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1

POSTAL RATES
Rates rising (First class postage stamps will increase from 34 cents to 37 cents on June 30.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

POSTAL SERVICE
Helped taxpayer avoid a penalty (letter) (Dan Grabel of Cohawney Road), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6

POST OFFICE BUILDINGS - SCARSDALE
Deadline Day (photo) (Last minute tax-filers pictured at Scarsdale Post Office), Apr 19, 2002, p. 3

POTACK, DAVID JED

POTACK, JONATHAN ZACHARY
German, Potack (engaged) (photo) (Erica Kate German and Jonathan Zachary Potack to be wed in April, 2002.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 15
German, Potack (wed) (photo) (Erica Kate German and Jonathan Zachary Potack were wed on April 27, 2002, at the New York Botanical Garden in the Bronx.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 15

POVERTY
Remember that poverty is not a seasonal affliction (editorial), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6

POZZUOLI, MARIEMMI
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

PRATT, SANDRA
Pratt, Siegel engaged (Sandra Pratt and David Siegel are engaged. A September 2003 wedding is planned), Nov 29, 2002, p. 20

PRAVDA, DAVID
Coffee shop seeks change in law for sidewalk cafe (Lawyer for the Parkway Coffee Shop asks Village to amend the Village Code to allow the restaurant to offer al fresco dining), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Paris, Scarsdale, oui! (editorial) (The Inquirer approves of the amendment to the Village Zoning Code that would enable the Parkway Coffee Shop to have outdoor seating.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6
Village sidewalk cafe ordinance is changed (An amendment to the year old sidewalk cafe law will allow the Parkway Cafe to have an outdoor eating area.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

PREISER, ELLA
Slow down and listen (editorial) (The Inquirer is harshly critical of Greenburgh Town Supervisor Paul Feiner's management style.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

PREISER, ELLA (AUTHOR)
Is this 'open government?' (editorial) (A politician who boasts about open government turned the taxpayers' town hall into his fortress), Dec 6, 2002, p. 7

PREJUDICES
Diversity must not be allowed to become division (editorial) (Marilyn Marcus on Harold J. Reynolds' April 19 editorial), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7

PRESIDENTS' DAY
Heroes for all time (editorial) (The Inquirer honors Presidents Washington and Lincoln and extolls them as exemplary leaders.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6

PRESSER, RICHARD (AUTHOR)
Support sought for town ban on circuses that exploit and demean animals (letter) (Richard Presser of Hartsdale), May 10, 2002, p. 9

PRESSER, VICKI
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

PRESSER, VICTORIA FREE
New publicist eager to work with 'principals and principles' (photo) (Victoria Free Presser is new public relations assistant for the Scarsdale School system), Apr 26, 2002, p. 10
PRICE, ADRIENNE
More adjustments expected for FAR (Scarsdale residents continue to heatedly debate maximum floor area ratio (FAR) at a public hearing on February 21.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
More adjustments expected for FAR (continued) (photo) (Scarsdale residents continue to heatedly debate maximum floor area ratio (FAR) at a public hearing on February 21.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 8
BAR withdraws support for FAR (Floor to Area Ratio), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
BAR withdraws support for FAR (Floor to Area Ratio) (continued), Mar 15, 2002, p. 29
Board mulls crackdown on building violations, Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Reforms under way in building dept. (Reforms and new hires at Scarsdale's Building Department will reduce the approval process from six or seven weeks to under a week.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

PRICE, ELAINE
News coverage should be limited to facts and avoid rumors (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6

PRICE, HUGH B (AUTHOR)
To Be Equal: Economic gap is widening (editorial) (Hugh B. Price on the economic chasm), Nov 22, 2002, p. 7

PRICE, JOHNNY
Here we are now, entertain us! SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) performers bring talent and teen spirit to S.O. (Student Organization) Showcase (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 10

PRICE, JONATHAN
Representing the people (photo) (Pictured are the newly elected Scarsdale Middle School student organization officers.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 11

PRICE, JONNY
Confidence, poise win points with judges at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest (photo) (continued), Apr 19, 2002, p. 11

PRICE, RICHARD
Secrets to college admissions revealed: There are no secrets (photo) (On November 7, journalist Jacques Steinberg addressed a rapt audience at the Scarsdale Library on his book about the college admissions process, The Gatekeepers.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

PRIMARIES
Democrats to hold primary Tuesday, Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
Primary duty (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to exercise their right to vote in the upcoming Primary elections.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6
Seeking local votes for democratic committeewoman (letter) (Willa Swiller of Dickel Road), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6
Democrats to hold primary Tuesday (continued), Sep 6, 2002, p. 9
Hevesi, Golisano, Walker win primary, Sep 13, 2002, p. 1

PRICE, ALIX
Fee attends conference (photo) (Julia B. Fee Vice Presidents attend conference in London), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4

PRICE, BECKY
Professionals educated, trained local athletic enthusiasts in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 18

PRICE, DEBRA (AUTHOR)
The show must go on at Middle School (letter) (Debra Prince of Griffen Avenue), Feb 15, 2002, p. 7

PRICE, LIZZY
Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16

PRICE, STEVE
Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16

PRICE, TALIA
Heathcote Blue wins 1st (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11

PRITULA, CHRISTINE
Heathcote Blue wins 1st (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11

PROCEDURE COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE
Amendments aim to streamline nominations (Scarsdale's nonpartisan Procedure Committee has completed its annual review of the village election process.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Citizens Committee is seeking new member, Aug 30, 2002, p. 3
Feedback on proposed amendments sought (The Procedure Committee has proposed amendments to the nonpartisan resolution that will clarify the Citizens' Committee candidate selection process.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 3

PRO-LIFE MOVEMENT
Health section was informative but ad was distressing (letter) (Carol McAvoy of Bell Road), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6

PROMS
Prom fever: From teen dance to celebrity wedding (editorial) (Local author, Steven Schnur, reflects on current day prom practices.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 7

PRUDHOMME, CHRIS JOSEPH
Friedman, Prudhomme (wed) (photo) (Janice Hope Friedman and Chris Joseph Prudhomme were wed March 10, 2002, in San Francisco.), May 10, 2002, p. 25
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PRYOR, MARK
At the fundraiser (photo) (Ten year old Caitlin Rosner of Scarsdale is pictured with President Bill Clinton at a June 25 fundraiser for Mark Pryor.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 13

PSYCHOANALYSTS
Psychoanalyst to address roots of prejudice (Dr. Eugene Mahon will speak at the Scarsdale Library on October 15 on dealing with prejudice.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 3

PT COUNCIL - SCARSDALE
PT Council strengthens our schools (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 5A
"Hyper-parenting" talk (Dr. Alvin Rosenfeld to address PT Council on April 10), Apr 5, 2002, p. 10
Writer's Conference (Sixth Annual Young Writers' Conference will take place April 13), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10
Future journalists, novelists get head start at conference (photo) (Scarsdale PT Council Young Writers' Conference held at High School on April 13), Apr 19, 2002, p. 10
Future journalists, novelists get head start at conference (continued) (photo) (Scarsdale PT Council Young Writers' Conference held at High School on April 13), Apr 19, 2002, p. 11
Record number of young writers attend conference (letter) (Anna S. Decker, President, PT Council), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
Voters: support Scarsdale's greatest asset (letter) (PT Council President and Budget Study Committee urge the Scarsdale community to endorse the proposed 2002-03 school budget), May 17, 2002, p. 6
PT Council lunch (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10
Sports Swap to benefit PT (Parent-Teacher) Council (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 52A
Sports Swap September 14 (The Parent Teacher Council for Scarsdale Schools will hold its annual Sports Swap and Raffle on September 14 at the Middle School), Sep 13, 2002, p. 2
Everyone was a winner at the PT Council Sports Swap (letter) (Anna S. Decker, President, PT Council), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6

PUBLIC RELATIONS
New publicist eager to work with 'principals and principles' (photo) (Victoria Free Presser is new public relations assistant for the Scarsdale School system), Apr 26, 2002, p. 10

PUBLIC WORKS - SCARSDALE
Recycling mix-up: OK, let's try this again (Village has inaugurated a new recycling schedule which resulted in some confusion amongst residents), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
End night parking ban (editorial) (The Inquirer urges the repeal of the inconvenient and outdated five month overnight parking ban.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6
Sanitation workers do a great job (letter) (Sol Kuttner of Post Road), May 10, 2002, p. 9

PUMILLO, FRANK
2 arrested in July 4 weekend party (Three people were arrested at an Edgemont gathering where underage teens were discovered consuming alcohol.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 17

PUPPET PLAYS
'Musical Moms' meld opera and puppetry at Edgewood (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 10

PUPPET THEATER
'Nutcracker' makes multimedia artisans out of Heathcote kids (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 10

PURDY, CYRUS

PURVIS, LINDA
Board approves district plans, financial reports, Jan 25, 2002, p. 13
Architects crossing fingers for SHS (Scarsdale High School) construction OK (Scarsdale school construction projects moving right along according to architects Peter Gisolfi Associates), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budgets pass; Scarsdale school budget passes 427 to 293, May 24, 2002, p. 1

PUTTEN, CHRIS VANDER
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

PUTTERMAN, VICTORIA ELENA
Violin virtuoso (photo) (Nine-year old violin virtuoso, Victoria Elena Puttermann, will perform in four Norwegian cities.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 17
Making beautiful music together (photo) (Mother and daughter violinists, Ragin Wenk-Wolff and nine year old Victoria Puttermann, have returned from a concert tour of Norway.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 13
Making beautiful music together (continued) (Mother and daughter violinists, Ragin Wenk-Wolff and nine year old Victoria Puttermann, have returned from a concert tour of Norway.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 15

QUAKERS
Quakers seek peace through understanding, responsibility (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 18A
QUARTNER, JAN
Quarton joins Doernberg (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Jan Quartner, joined Coldwell Banker/Doemberg Real Estate Agency.), May 10, 2002, p. 4

QUIGLEY, FRANK (AUTHOR)
Music school should relocate (editorial), Mar 15, 2002, p. 7
Hoff-Barthelson denies traffic/parking problems exist (letter) (Frank Quigley of Lockwood Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

QUIGLEY, JULIE
PT Council lunch (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10
Sports Swap to benefit PT (Parent-Teacher) Council (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 52A

QUIGLEY, LIBBY
Sports Swap to benefit PT (Parent-Teacher) Council (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 52A

RABBIS
A new face of tradition at Reform temple (photo) (Angela Warnick Buchdahl, Cantor at Westchester Reform Temple, becomes the first Asian American to be ordained as a Rabbi.), May 24, 2002, p. 3
A new face of tradition at Reform temple (continued) (Angela Warnick Buchdahl, Cantor at Westchester Reform Temple, becomes the first Asian American to be ordained as a Rabbi.), May 24, 2002, p. 13
New rabbi to be installed Sunday at Shaarei Tikvah (photo) (Rabbi David Fine will be officially installed as the spiritual leader of Temple Shaarei Tikvah on November 3.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
New rabbi to be installed Sunday at Shaarei Tikvah (continued) (Rabbi David Fine will be officially installed as the spiritual leader of Temple Shaarei Tikvah on November 3.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 14
Three rabbis (photo) (Rabbi David Fine was installed as rabbi of Shaarei Tikvah on November 3.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22
Rabbi embraces life's opportunities, challenges (photo) (Profile of Rabbi Emily Korzenik, longtime spiritual leader of the Fellowship for Jewish Learning.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 3

RABINO, YONI
Musicfest: Scarsdale Teen Center hosts first outdoor music concert (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 17

RABOY, JOSEPH
Local synagogues take new precautions for holidays (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 1

RACHLIN, AMANDA
American Pie (photo) (Scarsdale Historical Society hosts childrens' programs during the holiday vacation week), Feb 22, 2002, p. 3

RACHLIN, DOUG (AUTHOR)
Community recreation center would fill the void of winter months (letter) (Doug Rachlin of Secor Road), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6

RACISM
GOP is not the party of racists (editorial), Dec 27, 2002, p. 7

RADIO
Focal Points: Do you still find the radio a useful source of information or entertainment? (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7
Timing, persistence lead to radio success (photo) (Class of '88 Scarsdale High School graduate, Chris Arnold, is a reporter for the National Public Radio Station.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 3
It's not bad, it's annoying (editorial) (Marc Wollin on Jim Nayder, self-professed guru of annoying music), Sep 20, 2002, p. 7

RADNER, MELVYN
Focal Points: Does availability of parking influence where you shop? (photo), May 17, 2002, p. 7

RADOV, SARAH
Confidence, poise win points with judges at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest (photo) (continued), Apr 19, 2002, p. 11

RADY, ARNOLD
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
New nominators (The Citizen's Committee gained 11 new members following the Nominating Committee election.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

RADY, SAMANTHA
Building Web sites, granite curbs and human connections; interns beef up their resumes at village hall (photo) (continued), Aug 16, 2002, p. 8

RAFTERY, BILL
Neighbor saves 3 from fire (photo) (A Hartsdale family was saved from a devastating house fire due to the quick actions of their neighbor, who put a ladder against their second story window so they could escape.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1

RAFTERY, DANIEL
Open Door Award to honor police, firefighters (photo) (The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service will present its Open Door Award for Community Service on May 1.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4
RAGUS, SUSAN
Susan Ragus (dies) (Susan Ragus, a resident of Scarsdale for 40 years, died at a Mamaroneck nursing home on June 27, 2002. She was 82.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 19

RAINER, RENATA
Intimate Encounters: Renata Rainer's relationship with photographer Barbara Morgan inspired exhibit (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 19
Intimate Encounters: Renata Rainer's relationship with photographer Barbara Morgan inspired exhibit (photo) (continued), Nov 15, 2002, p. 21

RAISFELD, RUTH
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3
10 elected to SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (Elections were held on January 15.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1

RAIZEN, DAVID
Trustees OK SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) ground lease, ambulance (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees voted 6-0 to approve a lot at 6 Weaver Street for construction of a new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Prognosis improves (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to support the proposed move of the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps to new headquarters on Weaver Street.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6
Trustees OK SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) ground lease, ambulance (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees voted 6-0 to approve a lot at 6 Weaver Street for construction of a new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 9
Alarm saves H'cote (Heathcote) family (A Heathcote family was saved from carbon monoxide poisoning when their detector sounded an alarm.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1

RAIZEN, NANCY B
JCC (Jewish Community Center) of Mid-Westchester offers extensive programming for all ages (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 21A

RAIZEN, NANCY B (AUTHOR)
Community Center would duplicate facilities already available here (letter) (Nancy B. Raizen, President and the JGC Board of Directors), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6

RAIZEN, ROY
JCC (Jewish Community Center) of Mid-Westchester offers extensive programming for all ages (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 21A

RAIZES, DEBORAH
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3

RAIZES, GARY
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3

RAJALA, PATRICIA
Hochberg to speak (Former Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, will address the Scarsdale Woman's Club on September 27.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 13

RAJAN, ANIL
Focal Points: Do you still find the radio a useful source of information or entertainment? (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7

RAJASINGHAM, RAMESH
Focal Points: How should the U.S. solve the problems presented by Saddam Hussein? (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 7

RAKOFF, DIANE
Focal Points: Do you think the problem of teen drinking is worse today than in the past? (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 7

RAKOFF, STEVE
Hearing on 4th draft of FAR to begin (continued) (A public hearing on the third draft of the Floor Area Ratio cap amendment to the Village Code was held on February 26.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 8
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with 'friendly' amendment (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1

RAMADAN
The other November holiday (editorial) (Ramadan started on November 6.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6
Holiday party includes Ramadan, Diwali and more at Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 11

RAMBONE, ROBIN
Middle school SO (Student Organization) kids sharpen skills (photo) (Four Scarsdale Middle School students attend student organization conference in Maryland March 8-10), Apr 5, 2002, p. 10

RAMBONE, STEVE
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) students find Orange County kids are a lot like them (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 11
Middle school SO (Student Organization) kids sharpen skills (photo) (Four Scarsdale Middle School students attend student organization conference in Maryland March 8-10), Apr 5, 2002, p. 10
Representing the people (photo) (Pictured are the newly elected Scarsdale Middle School student organization officers.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 11
RAMIREZ, NICOLE
Focal Points: If you were offered a tuition-free college level course in any area of interest, what would you elect? (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7

RAMSEY, JOHN
(John Ramsey is pictured ringing up home grown produce for Don Baughman at Ramsey Farm) (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6

RAND, DAVID
Focal Points: To what extent, if any, do you think diversity should be an element in college admissions? (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 7

RANDOLPH, LISA
Seniors enjoy a bit of home after a night on the town (letter) (Ellen Sunness and Nancy Solomon, Co-Chairs, Senior Prom Breakfast Committee), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

RANGAIAH, GIOVINDAPPA (DR)
Focal Points: Should white-collar crime be subject to the same penalties as "ordinary" crime? (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 7

RANSOM, GREG
Parents' group wants girls' soccer moved to fall (Some Section 1 parents demand that schools move girls' soccer to the autumn in compliance with Title IX), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1

RAPAPORT, DEBBIE (AUTHOR)
Paulin is an effective legislator on all levels (letter) (Debbie Rapaport of Brite Avenue), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7

RAPAPORT, JOHN
I am Rapaport; New SHS (Scarsdale High School) boys' hoops coach leads ESG (Empire State Games) team to bronze medal, Aug 9, 2002, p. 19

RAPPORT, LLOYD

RASEKH, EYTAN
Students travel to Israel (Gila Daman, Eytan Rasekh and Ashley Sokol awarded Singer Family scholarships to travel to Israel this Summer), Jul 26, 2002, p. 4

RASHKOVICH, EMILE
Focal Points: Do people's personalities change when they get behind the wheel of a car? (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 7

RASKIN, JOCELYN
2 Good 2 B 4got10 (photo) (Scarsdale High School seniors check out the 2002 Bandersnatch on June 4, Senior Transition Day.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1

RASKIND, LINDSAY
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

RASTOGI, RADHIKA
Heathcote Blue wins 1st (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11

RAUCH, DANIEL
Focal Points: In the event that the U.N. inspection of Iraq weaponry fails to turn up anything significant, what action, if any should the United States take? (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 7

RAVISHANKAR, PRIYA
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

RAYMOND, EDWARD A (AUTHOR)
Towering garage is as big as house (letter) (Edward A. Raymond of Welworth Avenue), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6

RAYNOR, CHARLOTTE
Advocacy dinner sited (photo) (The October fundraiser for the Westchester Children's Association will be held at Whitby Castle in Rye.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 14

RAYNOR, CHARLOTTE (AUTHOR)
Story inspired donations for teacher memorial (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6

REAL ESTATE AGENTS
Cleveland E. Van Wert (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident and founder of the real estate firm that bears his name, Cleveland E. Van Wert died on January 11, 2002, in Cincinnati, Ohio. He was 99.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 12
Claire D. Leone, R.E. anticipates a banner year (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 9A
Coldwell Banker Doernberg posts successes in business (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 9A
Houlihan Lawrence is strong in the luxury market (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 9A
Julia B. Fee reports a record-setting year (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 9A
Dawn Dresher Knief (photo) (Dawn Dresher Knief joins Julia B. Fee), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4
Fee attends conference (photo) (Julia B. Fee Vice Presidents attend conference in London), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4
Fee is agent for 13 new manor homes (illustration), Mar 15, 2002, p. 4
REAL ESTATE AGENTS (Continued)
Top producers at First Realty (photo), Mar 22, 2002, p. 4
Top producers at Doernberg (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4
Houlihan names top 3 (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 4
Spiegel joins Fee (photo) (Joyce Spiegel joins Julia B. Fee Real Estate.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 4
Quartner joins Doernberg (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Jan Quartner, joined Coldwell Banker/Doernberg Real
Agency.), May 10, 2002, p. 4
New agent at Claire D. Leone (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 4
New agent at Doernberg (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 4
Awards for Claire D. Leone (photo) (Claire D. Leone real estate agents win prestigious awards from the
Westchester County Board of Realtors), Jun 7, 2002, p. 4
Doernberg agents receive honors (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4
Leone has new agent (photo) (Lillian Brady has joined the Claire D. Leone Real Estate Agency.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4
Julia B. Fee sold to sons of previous owners (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
(Photo of pumpkin sale outside of HSBC to benefit the American Legion) (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
New sales associates (photo) (Joni Linker Hugnagel and Denise Rothberg have joined Coldwell
Banker/Doernberg Real Estate.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 4
Prudential Centennial adds six new agents (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 4
Community Center drive in full swing (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 4
Julia B. Fee Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo) (Fall 2002 season), Nov 22,
2002, p. 31
Giving Thanks (photo) (The Claire D. Leone Real Estate Office delivered food baskets to the Scarsdale and
Eastchester Meals on Wheels program.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 4
Julia B. Fee Salutes the Westchester Fund for Women and Girls (photo) (Gala held on November 20 at the Hilton
Rye Town), Dec 6, 2002, p. 42
New at Doernberg (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 4
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT - SCARSDALE
Builder fined for work in wetlands without permit, Feb 8, 2002, p. 5
RECIPES
Firehouse feasts on quickly prepared fare (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 15
RECREATION
Scarsdale likely to become a 'Greenway Community' (Scarsdale Village Board passes a formal resolution on
February 14 to designate Scarsdale as a Greenway Community.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
RECREATION CENTERS
Many questions linger over recreation center (Discussion of a proposed recreation center adjacent to the
Mamaroneck Road pool complex tabled till after March 19 village election), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Many questions linger over recreation center (continued) (Discussion of a proposed recreation center adjacent to
the Mamaroneck Road pool complex tabled till after March 19 village election), Feb 8, 2002, p. 8
Some Q's and A's on rec center (editorial), Mar 8, 2002, p. 7
Community recreation center would fill the void of winter months (letter) (Doug Rachlin of Secor Road), Mar 29,
2002, p. 6
Community needs a year-round recreation center (editorial), Mar 8, 2002, p. 7
Move recreation center project to the top of the list (letter) (Irwin Smoler of Spier Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 9
Trustees grant $10K for rec center promo (The Scarsdale Village Board approved a $10,000 grant to promote
subscriptions to an indoor pool complex.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Pool 'poll' applauded (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the Scarsdale Village Board's efforts to rally support for the
indoor pool complex.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Trustees grant $10K for rec center promo (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board approved a $10,000 grant to
promote subscriptions to an indoor pool complex.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23
Recreation center cost estimates keep climbing (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Jun
21, 2002, p. 6
Focal Points - Do you think communities should maintain recreational facilities such as an indoor pool? (photo),
Jun 21, 2002, p. 7
Downtown would be a better place for a rec center (letter) (Julie Weill-Landau of Chesterfield Road), Jul 5, 2002,
p. 6
Grant will be used not to poll but to advance recreation center (letter) (Henry J. Landau of Chesterfield Road), Jul
12, 2002, p. 6
Proposed site for rec center was well studied (letter) (Charlotte Baecher, Chairman, SCC Site Selection
Subcommittee), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6
Community should show support of rec center (editorial) (Irving Sloan in support of the Scarsdale Recreation
Community Center), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7
RECREATION CENTERS  (Continued)
Proposed SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) will be self-supporting (editorial) (Neil Bicknell makes a case for
the financial independence of the proposed Scarsdale Community Center and indoor swimming pool.), Jul 12,
2002, p. 7
Founding members $ won’t be used to fund pool campaign (letter) (Joseph Kaufman of Ogden Road), Jul 19, 2002,
p. 7
Membership in community center is truly a bargain (letter) (Bill Doescher of Fox Meadow Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6
Recreation center must be entirely self-supporting (letter) (Alain Garfunkel of Lincoln Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6
Recreation center tail is wagging the indoor pool dog (letter) (Henry Landau of Chesterfield Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6
New indoor rec center will be ‘a perfect arrangement’ (letter) (Bette Landes of Hampton Road), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6
Indoor pool/rec center would be great community meeting place (letter) (Deborah Porder of Lawrence Road), Aug
16, 2002, p. 6
Letter was not accurate on recreation center (letter) (John C. Needham of Palmer Avenue), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6
SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) membership drive offers new option, Sep 6, 2002, p. 3
Come on in (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to sign up as members for the proposed Scarsdale
Community Center and indoor swimming pool.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6
Community center would help make Scarsdale a more desirable place (letter) (Lisa Bostrom of Bradford Road),
Dec 13, 2002, p. 6
Take advantage of an opportunity while you can (letter) (Evelyn Stock of Catherine Road), Dec 20, 2002, p. 6

RECREATION COUNCIL - SCARSDALE
Some Q’s and A’s on rec center (editorial), Mar 8, 2002, p. 7

RECREATION DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE
To some goodbye, to even more hello (photo) (Recap of retirees and new hires in school and village sports and
recreation), Jan 4, 2002, p. 17
Many questions linger over recreation center (Discussion of a proposed recreation center adjacent to the
Mamaroneck Road pool complex tabled till after March 19 village election), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Village budget process demands clairvoyance and tough choices; Finance Committee advocates upping
recreation charges, Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Many questions linger over recreation center (continued) (Discussion of a proposed recreation center adjacent to
the Mamaroneck Road pool complex tabled till after March 19 village election), Feb 8, 2002, p. 8
On credit (Scarsdalians may soon be able to pay Recreation Department fees with credit cards.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Carpenter, Julianne A. (dies) (Julianne A. Carpenter, a Scarsdale resident for 70 years, died on February 26,
2002. She was 86.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 22
Safety post winners (Winners announced for the safety poster contest sponsored by the Scarsdale Recreation
Department), Mar 15, 2002, p. 4
All teams should be able to play on local fields (editorial) (Soccer coach David Katz believes that Scarsdale AYSO
[American Youth Soccer Organization] teams should be open to all players.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6
Race closing roads (Streets in Fox Meadow and Greenacres will be closed on April 7 for the Scarsdale 15K/4-Mile
run.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
Leaf site inquiry (The trustees of the Municipal Services and Recreation Committees will meet May 7 to discuss
location of the leaf transfer facility.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Permit time (Scarsdale Recreation Department has begun issuing permits for the municipal pool, which will open
May 25), May 17, 2002, p. 1
Halloween’s coming (The Scarsdale Department of Parks and Recreation will host the Halloween window painting
contest on October 20.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1
Hall to rec sports for fostering good times, strong values (letter) (Linda and Michael Chayes of Taunton Road),
Nov 22, 2002, p. 6

RECYCLING (WASTE, ETC.)
Recycling mix-up: OK, let’s try this again (Village has inaugurated a new recycling schedule which resulted in
some confusion amongst residents), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
Leaf site inquiry (The trustees of the Municipal Services and Recreation Committees will meet May 7 to discuss
location of the leaf transfer facility.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Recycling pride (Scarsdale received a Pride in Public Works award from New York State.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1

REDZEPAGIC, SID
Creative American fare at Heathcote Tavern (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 23

REEDER, DOUGLAS JR
Focal Points: Are you concerned about the possibility of a water shortage? (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 7

REFEAEL, SHEILA
Substance over style: Three independent-minded SHS (Scarsdale High School) grads launch music and art zine
(photo) (Steve Lowenthal, Howie Wyman and Sheila Refael launch Swingset.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 27
Substance over style: Three independent-minded SHS (Scarsdale High School) grads launch music and art zine
(photo) (continued) (Steve Lowenthal, Howie Wyman and Sheila Refael launch Swingset.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 29
REFUSE AND REFUSE DISPOSAL
Village trying new yard waste schedule, Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Unsightly sighting (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to keep curbs rubbish free and sightly at least six days a week.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6
Greenburgh's holiday garbage policy doesn't work (letter) (William S. Greenawalt, Greenburgh Democratic Town Committee), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6

REFUSE COLLECTION
Village trying new yard waste schedule, Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Unsightly sighting (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to keep curbs rubbish free and sightly at least six days a week.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

REHM, MERLIN D (AUTHOR)

REHM, WILLIAM
2 men die in parkway crash (Two men died in a vehicular accident on the Bronx River Parkway on July 21.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1

REICH, LEE (AUTHOR)
Good germs for gardeners, Feb 1, 2002, p. 15

REICHART, GEORGE
Art in the park (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association had the perfect weather for it's annual art show and sale last weekend in Chase Park.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 3

REICHIG, LEN
Focal Points: To what extent, if any, do you think diversity should be an element in college admissions? (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 7

REID, PASCAL
Focal Points: How should the U.S. solve the problems presented by Saddam Hussein? (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 7

REIDENBURG, MARCUS (DR)
Dr. Marcus Reidenburg (Dr. Marcus Reidenburg inducted into Temple University Gallery of Success), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4

REINFELD, JUDITH
The Shimmering Verge (photo) (Poet Molly Peacock presented a performance piece at the Scarsdale Library on November 3.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 18

REINWALD, CHARLES
Charity appoints 3 (photo) (The Cancer Cure Coalition appointed three new executives.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 2

REISER, ROBERT
Reiser to perform at country fair (photo) (Story teller and writer, Rob Reiser, will perform at the Scarsdale Historical Society's country fair on September 14.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 2

REISER, ROBERT (AUTHOR)
The Commuter Computer - 'The Sounds of Silence' (Part I) (Robert Reiser's take on on-line music providers), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer: 'The Sounds of Silence' (Part II) (Robert Reiser coaches readers on how to use a media manager program.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - 'The Sounds of Silence' (Part III) (Robert Reiser discusses building a music collection on your computer.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - 'The Sounds of Silence' (Part IV) (Robert Reiser discusses copying music onto CD's from your computer.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - Internet karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online (Part 1, Spam and Eggs; Robert Reiser on internet security), Sep 13, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - Internet karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online (Part II: Damn that spam; Robert Reiser on internet security), Sep 20, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - Internet karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online (Part III: Black belt anti-spam; Robert Reiser on internet security), Oct 4, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - Internet karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online (Part IV: Just say "no;" Robert Reiser on internet security), Oct 11, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - Internet karate: a seven part guide to protecting yourself online (Part V: When the chips are down - when a virus strikes; Robert Reiser on internet security), Oct 18, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - Internet karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online (Part 6: Down with pop-ups; Robert Reiser on internet security), Oct 25, 2002, p. 4
The Commuter Computer - Internet karate: A seven-part guide to protecting yourself online (Part 7, Virus hoaxes; Robert Reiser on internet security), Nov 1, 2002, p. 4
One for all - multifunction printers - Part 1 (Robert Reiser discusses multifunction printers.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 4
One for all - multifunction printers - Part 2 (Robert Reiser discusses multifunction printers.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 4
RELIGION AND POLITICS
Attention to minority concerns make U.S.A. a great nation (letter) (Arlene Edelson of Hartsdale), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6

REMINISCING
Mementos of a mysterious realm (editorial) (Fredda Nightingale discovers treasures in her long unopened armoire), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7
Grandmother's graces recalled (letter) (Sam Witchel of Popham Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 8
Beloved teacher lives on in students (editorial) (Robin Ascher memorializes Werner Feig, late Scarsdale High School history teacher), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7
Former resident welcomed 'home' (letter) (Gregory Seiden, Greenacres School), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
Leaving home has been a way of life (editorial) (Mary K. Otto reflects on her upcoming retirement and move to Vermont), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6

In the aftermath (letter) (Pamela Moser of Tompkins Road), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6

RENEWABLE ENERGY OPTIONS
We must reduce our dependence on foreign oil (letter) (Neil Lubarsky of White Plains), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6
We must reduce our dependence on foreign oil (letter) (Neil Lubarsky of West Red Oak Lane), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6

RENO, WENDY (AUTHOR)
Does vandalism tell us something about the parents? (letter) (Wendy Reno of Nelson Road), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6

REPUBLICAN PARTY (N.Y.)
Republicans call for efficiency and reform, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

REPUBLICAN PARTY (U.S.: 1854-)
GOP is not the party of racists (editorial), Dec 27, 2002, p. 7

REPUBLICAN PARTY - WESTCHESTER COUNTY (N.Y.)
Republicans call for efficiency and reform (continued), Dec 27, 2002, p. 20

REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE
Petition drive gets late start (Petition drive swings into action for November 2002 elections.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Petition drive gets late start (photo) (continued) (Petition drive swings into action for November 2002 elections.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4

RESNICK, ALAN
Samples of water show increased organisms, Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Don't change antenna law, residents urge (continued) (At a Village Board meeting on March 12, residents urged Trustees not to place a wireless communications antenna on Garden Road.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 9

RESNICK, ANITA (AUTHOR)
Thugs, terrorists should not dictate foreign policy (letter) (Anita and Art Resnick of Wynmor Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Firefighters do more than put out fires (letter) (Anita Resnick of Wynmor Road), May 3, 2002, p. 8

RESNICK, ART (AUTHOR)
Thugs, terrorists should not dictate foreign policy (letter) (Anita and Art Resnick of Wynmor Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6

RESNICK, BRAD
SHS (Scarsdale High School) club shifts focus, but fun is still No. 1 (photo) (continued), Jun 14, 2002, p. 26
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

RESNICK, MICHAEL
Scarsdale Spring Awards (photo) (Listings of Scarsdale High School Maroon and White athletic award winners for Spring, 2002), Jun 21, 2002, p. 22

RESNICK, SUSAN
Houlihan names top 3 (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 4

RESTAURANTS
Steakhouse combines great food, great service, Feb 1, 2002, p. 15
Creative American fare at Heathcote Tavern (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 23
Paris, Scarsdale, oui! (editorial) (The Inquirer approves of the amendment to the Village Zoning Code that would enable the Parkway Coffee Shop to have outdoor seating.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6
Village sidewalk cafe ordinance is changed (An amendment to the year old sidewalk cafe law will allow the Parkway Cafe to have an outdoor eating area.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Hey, Scarsdale, eat your art out (Art of the Sandwich, gourmet deli and take out shop, opened its doors on Central Avenue), Sep 13, 2002, p. 4
Garage revs up (photo) (Gourmet Garage had its grand opening on October 5 and 6.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 4

RETLEY, ANGELA
Basketball dreams (photo) (The Women's International Zionist Organization raised money for children in Israel with a "Fantasy Basketball Event" held in November.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 22

RETLEY, DANIELA
Retley sisters shine at Maccabi Games (photo), Sep 20, 2002, p. 21

RETLEY, JESSICA
SHS (Scarsdale High School) fashionistas strut their stuff (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 10
Runners, throwers use state meet as springboard (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 21
RETELNY, JESSICA  (Continued)
Retelny sisters shine at Maccabi Games (photo), Sep 20, 2002, p. 21

RETIREMENT
Meeting time (Scarsdale Village Board will meet on March 26; Trustees Beverly Sved and Anne Weisberg will be retiring), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Brogan to replace retiring Chief Ferraro (photo) (Lt. John Brogan will replace retiring Donald Ferraro as Chief of Police in Scarsdale.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
Brogan to replace retiring Chief Ferraro (photo) (continued) (Lt. John Brogan will replace retiring Donald Ferraro as Chief of Police in Scarsdale.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 15
Outgoing Ferraro pins badge on new police chief Brogan (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 1
Leaving home has been a way of life (editorial) (Mary K. Otto reflects on her upcoming retirement and move to Vermont.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6
Scarsdale Coffee Shop queen bids goodbye to the daily grind (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale Coffee Shop queen bids goodbye to the daily grind (photo) (continued), Sep 6, 2002, p. 9

REUNIONS
SHS (Scarsdale High School) '52 reunited in record numbers (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 11

REUTER, KAREN
Open house and flower show at Scarsdale (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 20

REYNOLDS, HARRY J
Harry Reynolds (Scarsdale attorney, Harry Reynolds, to work with New York City Bar Association's Committee on Capital Punishment Subcommittee), Feb 8, 2002, p. 4
'Apology for terrorism' helps us see our enemies (letter) (Lynn and Jeffrey Lowin of Fox Meadow Road), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6
Senator Clinton will do anything to get votes (letter) (Seth A. Halpem of Ridgecrest East), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6
Fortunately, our leaders and most Americans know who our enemies are (letter) (Richard Marcus of Secor Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
The threats are real; true allies should be cherished, not abandoned (letter) (Glen A. Tobias, National Chairman, Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
Write on, dear reader (editorial) (In response to the onslaught of criticism regarding the Inquirer's publication of Harry Reynold's March 29 editorial on Israel, the Inquirer defends it's right to deal with issues beyond local concerns.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
America and Israel share many values and interests (letter) (Harold B. Aspis of Heathcote Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7
Goal is a diverse Middle East (editorial) (David Arnow of Grifffen Avenue responds to Harry Reynold's controversial March 29 editorial.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7
Jews are not the only 'infidels' to the radical Muslims (letter) (Stanley J. Schaffer of She/drake Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7
Our alliance with Israel is longstanding, profound (letter) (Lowell Williams of Paddington Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7
We will not gain security by forsaking strategic, moral ally (letter) (Rabbi Richard Jacobs of Westchester Reform Temple), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7
Isolationism, ethnecentricity and ignorance can weaken us as a nation (letter) (Eric Nusbaum and Fredda Cohen of Graham Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8
Our economic, social, scientific, democratic, cultural and religious status precipitate Muslim hatred (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8
Terrorism, wherever it is committed, is a heinous crime against humanity and one that cannot be condoned (letter) (Robert M. Kelly, Eastchester), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8
We must pursue ideals for all parties in the ongoing Middle East conflict (letter) (Amy Lemle of Tory Lane), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8
Danger comes not from Israel but from finger-pointing (letter) (Laurie Disick of Farragut Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 9
Fear of reprisal should not determine nation's decisions (letter) (Art and Anne Resnick of Ridgecrest East), Apr 5, 2002, p. 9
Inquirer should not be forum for debate on national issues (letter) (James E. Brandt of Hampton Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 9
Appeasing fundamentalists will cause more deaths (letter) (Hillary Markowitz of Kensington Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Israel's enemies are also the enemies of America (letter) (Bill Jacobs of Drake Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Our government has courage (letter) (Charles Platto, Vermont), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Thugs, terrorists should not dictate foreign policy (letter) (Anita Resnick of Wynnmore Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
We have no choice but to join this fight (letter) (Anne Weisberg of Fox Meadow Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
We have the right to criticize Israel, but it's still our ally (letter) (Michael S. Kutzin of Fox Meadow Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
We should not accept rhetoric that justifies attacks (letter) (Johanna Drescher of Black Birch Lane), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Affluent Israel is the focal point for Arab hostility (letter) (Dr. Elliott Rose of Richbell Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7
REYNOLDS, HARRY J  (Continued)
Muslim threat is as evil and virulent as Nazi threat (letter) (Theo Falowitz of School Lane), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7
Democrats are our allies and terrorists are our enemies (letter) (Bill Jacobs of Drake Road), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
Writer uses illogical reasoning and distorts history (letter) (Arlene Edelson of Hartsdale), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
Diversity must not be allowed to become division (editorial) (Marilyn Marcus on Harold J. Reynolds' April 19 editorial), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7
World needs more democracies, not more dictatorships (editorial) (Mark B. Hirsch responds to Harold J. Reynolds' April 19 editorial.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7
Expertise not required (editorial) (Vis a vis the controversy over the Harry Reynolds op ed pieces on Israel, the Inquirer restates its editorial policy.), May 3, 2002, p. 6
Extremists would not reward U.S. for withdrawing support (letter) (Stephen M. Goodman of Rectory Lane), May 3, 2002, p. 6
Scapegoating the Jews would be irrational, unproductive (letter) (Thea Falkowitz of School Lane), May 3, 2002, p. 6
Japan is heaven for prosecution, hell for defense (book review by Harry Reynolds), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6
Drunken students deserved to be suspended (letter) (Jon Rothman of Huntington Avenue), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
Getting away with it seems to be the name of the game (letter) (Josh Frankel of Black Birch Lane), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6

REYNOLDS, HARRY J (AUTHOR)
Volunteers need ID cards (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6
Hillary Clinton makes a bad move (editorial), Mar 15, 2002, p. 7
U.S. should disengage from Israel (editorial), Mar 29, 2002, p. 7
Deadlock and dead end in Middle East (editorial) (Harry Reynolds responds to criticism of his March 29 editorial), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7
Writer does not want to stir up divisiveness (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road responds to criticism of his op ed pieces on Israel.), May 3, 2002, p. 6
School paper should be applauded for moral choice (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8
Student body should conduct its own inquiry on misconduct (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6
SHS (Scarsdale High School) administration dealt with students too harshly (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
Student suspensions should be expunged from record (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6

RICCI, ELIZABETH JORDAN
Ricci, Petersen (engaged) (photo) (Elizabeth Jordan Ricci and Roger Cole Petersen II are engaged.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 13
Ricci, Petersen (wed) (Elizabeth Jordan Ricci and Roger Cole Petersen, II, were wed on October 6, 2002, in South Salem, New York.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 16

RICCI, PATRICIA
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

RICE, GABI
Bubbling Over (photo) (Third graders delighted by science experience at Seely Place School), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1

RICE, SCOTT
Rising to new lows (editorial) (Marc Wollin on the 2002 writing contest created by Professor Scott Rice.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7

RICE, TERRY
BOA (Board of Appeals) seeks dismissal of subdivision challenge (Merger of property at 8 Carstenson Road with Sharon Lane lot disputed in Westchester County Supreme Court on January 25), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1
BOA (Board of Appeals) (continued) seeks dismissal of subdivision challenge (Merger of property at 8 Carstenson Road with Sharon Lane lot disputed in Westchester County Supreme Court on January 25), Feb 1, 2002, p. 9

RICHMAN, JEANNE
George Szabad dies; was mayor, bowl winner (George Michael Szabad, former Scarsdale Mayor, died on March 30, 2002, at his home in Haverford, Pennsylvania. He was 85.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
We still need parking (editorial) (The Inquirer feels the Village Board should not allow a small minority of dissenters to put the kibosh on the Christie Place Parking facility.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale honoree (Jeanne Richman, an expert on land use issues, was presented with a proclamation of thanks by the Westchester County Board of Legislators.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1

RICHMAN, JEANNE (AUTHOR)
A defeat for long-term planning (editorial), May 3, 2002, p. 7
RICHMAN, JORDAN
Focal Points: Do you think the high tax on cigarettes will be an efficient deterrent to smoking? (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think the problem of teen drinking is worse today than in the past? (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 7

RICHMAN, MURRAY
Jury trial in Scarsdale postponed to January (Jury trial of David Buchy, charged with assault in the third degree, is delayed till January 27 and 28, 2003.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 5

RIEBLING, FRED
Focal Points: How do you feel about the recent court decision that the insertion of the phrase "under God" in the Pledge of Allegiance is unconstitutional? (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7

RIGEL, EDEN
All in the family (photo) (Actress Eden Riegel and her grandmother, artist Iris Engelmann, are pictured at the Grandview Group art exhibit at the Scarsdale Library on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 19

RIS, MARTIN
Ries' pieces: Scarsdale resident exhibits 7 decades of paintings and prints (photo) (Scarsdale resident and artist, Martin Ries, will display his paintings and prints through August 25 at the Karpeles Manuscript Museum in Newburgh.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 15

RILANDER, KEN
TVCC reports: Watch those tax hikes! (Town and Village Club strategizes on ways to keep taxes lower), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) recomputes village parking needs and dearth (The Town and Village Civic Club met on October 3 to review the financial report and parking needs analysis completed by its members.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1

RIVER, HECTOR
Police awards (The Scarsdale Village Board announced the 2002 recipients of the Scarsdale Police Department awards), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

RIVERA, CARMEN
Internet hoaxer gets 3 years' probation and town payback (photo) (Benjamin Ballard sentenced to three years probation for making an email threat to the Edgemont School District), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

RIVERA, KARLO
Karlo Rivera (Karlo Rivera joined the U. S. Army), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4

RIVKIN, DAVID
Sport court; Arbitrator Rivkin sifted through the unfortunate messes in Salt Lake (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 20
Sport court; Arbitrator Rivkin sifted through the unfortunate messes in Salt Lake (photo) (continued), Mar 8, 2002, p. 24

RIVKIN, JESSICA
Sport court; Arbitrator Rivkin sifted through the unfortunate messes in Salt Lake (photo) (continued), Mar 8, 2002, p. 24

RIVKIN, KATIE
Scarsdale's (Katie) Rivkin on track to become like her Olympic heroes (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 22
Sport court; Arbitrator Rivkin sifted through the unfortunate messes in Salt Lake (photo) (continued), Mar 8, 2002, p. 24
LAX girls honored (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 26
'Little Shop of Horrors' gets big round of applause (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 7A
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

RIVKIN, MARILYN
Sport court; Arbitrator Rivkin sifted through the unfortunate messes in Salt Lake (photo) (continued), Mar 8, 2002, p. 24

RIZZO, ANDREA
Scarsdalians give warm sendoff to 'titans' retiring from schools, Apr 26, 2002, p. 10

ROADS
Clogged arteries (Ardsley Road will be undergoing major road work until April 5; expect major inconveniences.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1

ROADSIDE IMPROVEMENT
Clogged arteries (Ardsley Road will be undergoing major road work until April 5; expect major inconveniences.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1

ROANE, JENNIFER
Fall Sports Preview (photo) (Special Supplement to the Scarsdale Inquirer features highlights of the upcoming fall season at Scarsdale and Edgemont schools.), Sep 6, 2002, pp. 15–26

ROBBERY
Police force commended for investigative success (Scarsdale Village Board commends the Police for apprehending suspects in July robbery of downtown jewelers), Feb 22, 2002, p. 3
ROBBINS, PAUL
Parents' group wants girls' soccer moved to fall (Some Section 1 parents demand that schools move girls' soccer to the autumn in compliance with Title IX), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1

ROBBINS, RISE
Open Door Award to honor police, firefighters (photo) (The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service will present its Open Door Award for Community Service on May 1.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4
Prognosis improves (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to support the proposed move of the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps to new headquarters on Weaver Street.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6

ROBERTS, CARA
From salsa to country, kids span musical styles with 'KIDS' radio' (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 11

ROBERTS, CYNTHIA
Sprucing up for Spring (photo) (Nature lovers spruce up outdoor areas in honor of Arbor Day), May 3, 2002, p. 3

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues to mull fate of Christie (Community members attended a meeting of the Town and Village Civic Club on August 5 to debate the future of the Robison Lot on Christie Place.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1

ROBERTS, NORMA
Top producers at First Realty (photo), Mar 22, 2002, p. 4

ROBERTS, WILLIAM
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues to mull fate of Christie (Community members attended a meeting of the Town and Village Civic Club on August 5 to debate the future of the Robison Lot on Christie Place.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
New nominators (The Citizen's Committee gained 11 new members following the Nominating Committee election.), Nov 16, 2002, p. 1

ROBERTSON-CHOW, DONNA
Focal Points: Do you think concern for security has overshadowed the spirit of the Olympic Games? (photo), Feb 15, 2002, p. 7

ROBINSON, BARBARA
'The Best Christmas Pageant Ever' (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 21

ROBINSON, SALLY
More adjustments expected for FAR (continued) (photo) (Scarsdale residents continue to heatedly debate maximum floor area ratio (FAR) at a public hearing on February 21.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 8

Retiring trustees Sved and Weisberg praised at final meeting (Retiring trustees Beverley Sved and Anne Weisberg were honored by trustees at the March 26 Village Board meeting.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1

No present opposition to village budget at hearing, Apr 12, 2002, p. 3

ROCKOWITZ, DAHLIA
Focal Points: Should libraries filter the Internet for material harmful to minors? (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7

RODGERS, RICHARD
More new courses start at adult school, Apr 5, 2002, p. 2

RODMAN, BEN
Play it forward (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School students shown with equipment collected for the Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club's Passback Program.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 2

RODSTEIN, HOWARD
A-School Halloween costumes go 'all out' (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 10

ROEGER, CAROL JANE
Carol Jane Roeder (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Carol Jane Roeder, died on January 12, 2002. She was 59.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 12

ROGALSKI, GREGORY
Butter churning, hoop rolling at Heathcote take kids back in time (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10

ROGALSKI, REBECCA
(Three Scarsdale High School seniors pictured taking in the sun on a break from Senior Options), May 31, 2002, p. 6

ROGERS, LARS (AUTHOR)
We cannot solve the world's problems until we become world citizens; the true challenge is to expand our hearts (editorial) (Lars Rogers reports on the World Summit on Sustainable Development.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 7

ROGERS, STEVE
Focal Points: Do you think that professional sports and athletes occupy attention that is out of proportion to their importance? (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7

ROGLIANO, EUGENE
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 21
ROGLIANO, EUGENE SR
Post 52 patriarch still going strong at age 94 (photo) (At almost 95, Eugene Rogliano, Sr., remains an active member of American Legion Post 52.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

ROHMAN, MICHAEL (DR)
Michael Rohman (dies) (Dr. Michael Rohman died on July 12, 2002, of a massive heart attack. He was 76.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 12

ROLKTO, ANDREW (DR)
Talkin' baseball with Cashman, Coleman, Rokito and Lyons (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 19

ROMAN, JENNIFER

ROMANI, CHRIS
Today's Woman (photo) (Supplement) (Profile of Chris Romani, owner of a Mobil service station in Hartsdale.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 29

ROMNEY, MARK
E'mont (Edgemont) SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) endorses Romney, Stern (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1

ROMNEY, ROBERT
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

ROSEN, CHERYL
Holiday sharing (photo) (Volunteers for the United Jewish Appeal are shown at a Hanukkah party and fundraiser on behalf of the children at the Pleasantville Cottage School.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 17

ROSEN, ELAINE
Focal Points: How do you feel about the cloning of animals, particularly as pets? (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 7

ROSEN, HYMAN MATTHEW
Hyman Matthew Rosen (A memorial service for Hyman Matthew Rosen will be held on March 24, 2002.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 18

ROSEN, JUDY
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

ROSEN, ROBERT
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

ROSENBACH, LENORE
Networks for the newly widowed help them cope (Westchester Self-Help Clearinghouse helps widows and widowers cope with loss), Jul 5, 2002, p. 3

ROSENBACH, TERRI
Focal Points: How do you feel about the increased dependency on gambling by New York and other states as an important source of revenue? (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 7

ROSENBLETT, TOM
Bubbling Over (photo) (Third graders delighted by science experience at Seely Place School), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
ROTHSCHILD, ERIC
WISE (Woodlands Individualized Senior Experience) kids taste freedom 'beyond the walls' of high school (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 11

ROTHSTEIN, JANET
Janet Rothstein (photo) (Edgemont resident, Janet Rothstein, appointed Principal of the Colonial School in the Pelham Public School District), Jun 28, 2002, p. 4

ROWAN, DAN
Antique fire engine makes memorial run (photo), Sep 27, 2002, p. 3

ROWDEN, WENDY
Seeking candidates (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee seeks candidates for the Board of Education), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
School board incumbents Sherwood and Simon renominated (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
Spring benefit for H-B (Hoff-Barthelson) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 14

ROWE, CHARLES HINES
Charles Hines Rowe (dies) (photo) (Charles Hines Rowe, former owner of the Scarsdale Travel Service, died in Newark, Ohio, of a heart attack), Sep 6, 2002, p. 29

RUBIN, CAMNER
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

RUBIN, ELLEN G K (AUTHOR)
Story shows need for CPR training (letter), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6

RUDERMAN, JEROLD
Raising funds for Israel (photo) (Photos of May 16 UJA fundraising gala for Israel), Jun 7, 2002, p. 22
'Family friendly' firm awarded (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Jerold Ruderman, won the Westchester Women Bar Association's 'Family Friendly Employer Policy Award'), Jun 28, 2002, p. 4

RUDERMAN, TERRY JANE
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4
'Raising funds for Israel' (photo) (Photos of May 16 UJA fundraising gala for Israel), Jun 7, 2002, p. 22
'Family friendly' firm awarded (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Jerold Ruderman, won the Westchester Women Bar Association's 'Family Friendly Employer Policy Award'), Jun 28, 2002, p. 4

RUDIN, BONNIE
Basketball dreams (photo) (The Women's International Zionist Organization raised money for children in Israel with a 'Fantasy Basketball Event' held in November), Dec 20, 2002, p. 22

RUDIN, MITCHELL
Mitchell Rudin (photo) (On February 7, Mitchell Rudin was honored by The American Friends of the Jerusalem College of Technology), Mar 15, 2002, p. 4

RUDMAN, BERT
Schools provide support network in troubled year (photo) (continued) (School district helps students cope in the wake of the September 11, 2001, World Trade Center terrorist attacks), Jan 4, 2002, p. 9

RUDNICK, SHOSHANA
A-School (Alternative School) interns experience the 'real world' (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 11
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

RUELLA, PHIL
Amazin' autographs (photo) (Five 1986 World Champion New York Mets signed autographs at Last Licks on November 9), Nov 15, 2002, p. 26

RUIMY, ALEX
A-School (Alternative School) interns experience the 'real world' (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 11
RUMMAGE SALES
Tag sale signs should be permitted here (letter) (Sol Kuttner of Post Road), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6

RUND, RACHEL
White Plains Hospital Center recognizes volunteers (photo) (Scarsdale resident Rachel Rund was awarded the White Plains Hospital Spirit of Volunteerism Award while resident Natalie Hofheimer received her 40 year pin.), May 17, 2002, p. 4

RUNNING
Race closing roads (Streets in Fox Meadow and Greenacres will be closed on April 7 for the Scarsdale 15K/4-Mile run.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
International man of marathons; Scarsdale resident Shelton-Smith finishes 195th in 33d NYC Marathon (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 21
International man of marathons; Scarsdale resident Shelton-Smith finishes 195th in 33d NYC Marathon (photo) (continued), Nov 8, 2002, p. 22

RUNOFF
Board proposes new stormwater management, erosion control law, Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Board proposes new stormwater management, erosion control law (continued), Jun 28, 2002, p. 14
Village board seeks feedback on water control proposal, Aug 16, 2002, p. 1
To be continued (Report on November 26 Village Board meeting), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Revised draft of stormwater law responds to some TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) ideas, Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
Revised draft of stormwater law responds to some TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) ideas (continued), Dec 13, 2002, p. 10

RUNYON, SCOTT M (AUTHOR)
Many contributed to the success of Teen Center Music Fest (letter) (Michelle Mirsky-Abelson and Scott M. Runyon of Scarsdale Teen Center), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6

RUSH, SUSIE
PT Council lunch (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10

RUSSELL, LINDSEY
In step with the music: the art of ballet choreography (photo) (continued), May 10, 2002, p. 19

RUTMAN, NEIL
September song (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Neil Rutman, has written a song inspired by the September 11 tragedy which was selected for inclusion in a commemorative CD.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 13

RUTSCH, NINA
The play's the thing; Scarsdale playwright's relationship with Fleetwood Stage a happy collaboration (photo) (Scarsdale resident Joan Ross Sorkin's play, "The Sacrifice," to be presented at the Fleetwood Stage of New Rochelle in January), Jan 25, 2002, p. 19

RYAN, LIDA CRAIG
Ryan, Ward (wed) (photo) (Lida Craig Ryan and Timothy Buchanan Ward were wed on September 14, 2002, in Rhinebeck, New York.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 4

RYAN, WILLIAM
County news: Scarsdale is made whole again (photo) (Scarsdale is once again a single county legislative district thanks to a new redistricting plan.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4
Branz to chair board (photo) (Lois Branz elected to head Westchester County Board of Legislators), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Candidates for trustee field questions (Candidates for Scarsdale Village Board fielded questions at a Forum sponsored by the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents on March 4.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
Local legislators lobby to pass licensing law, Mar 15, 2002, p. 3
Legislators say: Close the plant, Sep 13, 2002, p. 9
Sales tax will not spell relief for county budget (continued) (New York State Legislature adjourned for the year without approving a one percent increase in the county sales tax), Dec 20, 2002, p. 13

RYAN, WILLIAM (AUTHOR)
Emergency preparedness in place (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 8A

RYDELL, BEVERLY ANDRES
Beverly Andres Rydell (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Beverly Andres Rydell, died on December 18, 2001.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 12
Bench recalls local woman's favorite places (photo) (A bench has been placed at the Scarsdale Library Pond in memory of Beverly Andres Rydell by her husband, Irwin.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 2

RYDELL, IRWIN
Bench recalls local woman's favorite places (photo) (A bench has been placed at the Scarsdale Library Pond in memory of Beverly Andres Rydell by her husband, Irwin.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 2

SAAL, JOSHUA
Students protest theater demolition (photo) (Scarsdale High School students led a protest on June 17 against the proposed demolition of the Scarsdale Plaza Cinema.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
SACCOMANO, ANNINA
First-day fanfare (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 3

SACHS, GAY
Focal Points: What do you think about the salaries now being offered to professional athletes? (photo), Jan 11, 2002, p. 7

SAFETY

SAKAGUCHI, AYAKA
Physical and mental workouts unite at Edgewood (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 11

SAKAGUCHI, WAKA
First-day fanfare (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 3

SALANITRO, BENEDICT
Deputy manager leaving village (photo) (Deputy Village Manager, John Crary, to leave his Scarsdale position after 17 years.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Village tackles extremely heavy snow on Christmas Day and night, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
Subdivision process was handled in fair, businesslike way (letter) (Jim Fitzgerald of Brambach Road), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6

SALANITRO, BENNY
Board mulls crackdown on building violations, Jun 7, 2002, p. 1

SALANT, JENNIFER
Future star (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Jennifer Salant, 15, appeared in a Stagedoor Manor production of “Copacabana.”), Aug 9, 2002, p. 15
‘Grease’ (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will perform ‘Grease’ on November 15, 16, and 17.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 11

SALES TAX
County executive protests the ‘Albany property tax’ (County Executive, Andrew Spano, is seeking a one percent increase in Westchester sales tax.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
County executive protests the ‘Albany property tax’ (photo) (continued) (County Executive, Andrew Spano, is seeking a one percent increase in Westchester sales tax.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 10
Sales tax will not spell relief for county budget (New York State Legislature adjourned for the year without approving a one percent increase in the county sales tax), Dec 20, 2002, p. 1
Sales tax will not spell relief for county budget (continued) (New York State Legislature adjourned for the year without approving a one percent increase in the county sales tax), Dec 20, 2002, p. 13

SALKO, HALLIE
On Call (Photographic essay on the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps at the Five Corners), Jun 28, 2002, p. 9

SALOMON, HAYM
His Jewish roots go back to the Revolution (photo) (Author and Scarsdale High School graduate, Dr. Joseph Andrews, traces his roots back to Jewish Revolutionary War figure, Haym Salomon.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 3

SALTZBURG, IRENE
Audubon lauds 3 committed to environment (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4

SALVATERRA, RICHARD
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District’s Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

SAMIS, HAL
One man’s ‘open government’ is another’s ‘indecent exposure’ (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Jul 28, 2002, p. 6

SAMIS, HAL (AUTHOR)
Perhaps the ‘new faces’ at meetings should be officials’ (letter) (Hal Samis of Hartsdale), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6
Amending law passed in haste will super’s future good (letter) (Hal Samis of Hartsdale), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6
How to make Greenburgh truly responsive to the people (Hal Samis on Greenburgh town supervisor Paul Feiner’s claim to be running an open government), Dec 20, 2002, p. 7

SAMOWITZ, PERRY
Focal Points: Will it be possible to secure an unprejudiced jury in the trial of John Walker Lindh? (photo), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7

SMTUR, ADAM
(Adam Smtur and Scarsdale High School share a puddle on a rare rainy day.) (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6
‘Little Shop of Horrors’ gets big round of applause (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 7A

SAMUELSON, JEFFREY
Architects crossing fingers for SHS (Scarsdale High School) construction OK (Scarsdale school construction projects moving right along according to architects Peter Gisolfi Associates), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
SAMUELSON, JEFFREY (Continued)
School board OKs 8.29% budget hike (continued), Apr 28, 2002, p. 10
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32
Let's take time to appreciate our fine school board (letter) (Anna S. Decker, PT Council President), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6

SAMUELSON, WENDY
Firehouse feasts on quickly prepared fare (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 15

SAMWICH, MARK
Firefighters all (photo) (The Scarsdale Fire Department held its annual fair and open house on October 19.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 3

SANDHU, SONIA
Focal Points: What do you think should be included in the rebuilding of ground zero? (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 7
SANITATION DEPARTMENT - GREENBURGH
Greenburgh's holiday garbage policy doesn't work (letter) (William S. Greenawalt, Greenburgh Democratic Town Committee), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6

SANITATION DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE
Sanitation workers do a great job (letter) (Sol Kuttner of Post Road), May 10, 2002, p. 9
Leaf collection (Leaves may be brought to the recycling center at 110 Secor Road; leaves left at the curb must be placed in biodegradable bags and may not be left in piles in the street.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
Snow falls on piles of uncollected leaves, making residents irate, village crews busy (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 3

SAN MARCO, JAMES F (AUTHOR)
Inquirer sports coverage has never been better (letter) (James F. San Marco, Director of Athletics, Edgemont High School), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

SANNICANDRO, RON
Volunteer firefighters (Three Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Fighters completed a course in defense against terrorism.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4

SANTA, NICK
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (continued) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 10

SANTA CLAUS
He's coming to town (Santa will make an appearance at Boniface Circle on November 30.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Tiny tot meets jolly old elf (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 3
From Santa's mailbag (editorial) (Tongue in cheek letters to Santa by Marc Wollin), Dec 20, 2002, p. 7

SARACHEK, JOSEPH
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1

SARNER, TAYLOR
Spring Eggstravaganza entertains local kids (photo) (The Scarsdale Recreation Department held its annual Spring Eggstravaganza at the Middle School on March 23.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 3

SARNOFF, DAN
Scarsdale likely to become a 'Greenway Community' (Scarsdale Village Board passes a formal resolution on February 14 to designate Scarsdale as a Greenway Community.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

SARNOFF, STEPHANIE
Librarians honor legislators (photo) (Westchester legislators and public officials were honored in December at the 42nd annual meeting of the Westchester Library System.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 14

SARTRER, KATHI
Seniors enjoy a bit of home after a night on the town (letter) (Ellen Sunness and Nancy Solomon, Co-Chairs, Senior Prom Breakfast Committee), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

SASOWSKI, CHELSEA
Historical Society joins tercentenary celebrations (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10A

SAT (EDUCATIONAL TEST)
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) teacher fills gap with workbook (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School CHOICE teacher Sue Goldman's new book, SAT II Writing Guide, teaches students what to expect from the grammar test.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 11
Get Ready! again (Get Ready!, the free Scarsdale-based SAT prep course is seeking summer mentors and tutors.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
SAT changes try to make test fairer, but will they succeed? (Changes to the SAT I to be implemented in March 2005), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1
SAT changes try to make test fairer, but will they succeed? (continued) (Changes to the SAT I to be implemented in March 2005), Jul 19, 2002, p. 18
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SAT (EDUCATIONAL TEST) (Continued)
SAT prep program at crossroads (photo) (Eugenie Lang announced that "Let's Get Ready," the free SAT prep course for underserved student populations, is "broke."), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1
Reaching out (editorial) (The Inquirer commends Eugenie Lang on her work with Let's Get Ready and hopes the organization achieves it's funding goals.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6
SAT prep program at crossroads (photo) (continued) (Eugenie Lang announced that "Let's Get Ready," the free SAT prep course for underserved student populations, is "broke."), Sep 20, 2002, p. 8
SHS (Scarsdale High School) sophomores shouldn't take SAT, Sep 20, 2002, p. 9
Corrections (Contrary to the information in the September 20 article on "Let's Get Ready," the free test prep organization is neither moribund nor diminished.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 4
It's onward and upward for Let's Get Ready! (letter) (Eugenie Lang, Founder, Let's Get Ready), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6
Want unfair edge on SAT? In Scarsdale, hard to get, Nov 1, 2002, p. 10

SATO, SHIO
Art in the park (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association had the perfect weather for it's annual art show and sale last weekend in Chase Park.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 3

SAUER, ERIKA
Focal Points: Do you think that the admission to colleges of Arab students should be discontinued? (photo), Sep 27, 2002, p. 7

SAVARESE, JOHN
Firehouse feasts on quickly prepared fare (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 15

SAVARESE, SAMANTHA
Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16

SAYA, ROBERT
Middle Ages meet modern age with Popham House i-Movies at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

SAVEGH, TONY
Tony Sayegh to challenge Amy Paulin (photo) (Republican Tony Sayegh of Bronxville to challenge Democratic Assemblywoman Amy Paulin in her bid for re-election next November.), May 10, 2002, p. 1
Assemblywoman has brought vision, accomplishments (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue lauds the accomplishments of freshman Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin.), May 17, 2002, p. 6
Sayegh gets GOP nod (Tony Sayegh unanimously endorsed as Republican candidate for the New York State Assembly in District 88.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Delays benefit incumbents (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Petition drive gets late start (Petition drive swings into action for November 2002 elections.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Sayegh on Garth (Republican Tony Sayegh, who is challenging Democrat Amy Paulin for State Assembly in the 88th District, has opened campaign headquarters on Garth Road.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
Paulin, Sayegh in rough contest (photo) (Republican Tony Sayegh is challenging Democratic incumbent Amy Paulin for the 88th District Assembly seat.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Paulin, Sayegh in rough contest (continued) (Republican Tony Sayegh is challenging Democratic incumbent Amy Paulin for the 88th District Assembly seat.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 11
Candidates debate issues, trade barbs at LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters hosted a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
Accusation of anti-Semitism is 'dangerous and ugly' (letter) (Dr. James J. Zogby, President, American Arab Institute), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Paulin for Assembly (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Democratic incumbent, Amy Paulin, for the 88th Assembly District seat.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Sayegh's experience and track record are nil (letter) (Mervyn L. Goldstein, M.D., of Horseguard Lane), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Why can't people vote for person and not party? (letter) (Miles B. Ehrenkranz, Republican District Leader, New Rochelle), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Paulin is an effective legislator on all levels (letter) (Debbie Rapaport of Brite Avenue), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7
Candidates debate issues, trade barbs at LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (continued) (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters hosted a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 14
Paulin, Pataki big winners here (Democrat Amy Paulin beat out Tony Sayegh for the State Assembly in District 88.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1

SAYLAK, JENNY
2 serious SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) singers rise to honor choir challenge (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 10

SAYLAK, LAURIE
Focal Points: Do you think that the admission to colleges of Arab students should be discontinued? (photo), Sep 27, 2002, p. 7

Corrections (Contrary to the information in the September 20 article on "Let's Get Ready," the free test prep organization is neither moribund nor diminished.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 4
Want unfair edge on SAT? In Scarsdale, hard to get, Nov 1, 2002, p. 10

2 serious SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) singers rise to honor choir challenge (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 10
SCAMS
A short telephone pitch goes a long way (editorial), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6

SCANLON, JOHN
On Call (Photographic essay on the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps at the Five Corners), Jun 28, 2002, p. 9

SCARBOURGH, CHUCK
Sportscaster (Bruce) Beck anchors NBC's Olympic news team in Salt Lake (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 21

SCARSDALE
Shaping up; Scarsdale residents share in village's progress (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1A

Mayor outlines state of village for TVCC (Town and Village Club) (Scarsdale Mayor David Kroenlein delivered the annual State of the Village address to the Town and Village Civic Club on October 17.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1

Mayor outlines state of village for TVCC (Town and Village Club) (continued) (Scarsdale Mayor David Kroenlein delivered the annual State of the Village address to the Town and Village Civic Club on October 17.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 10

The age of innocence; Historical Society exhibit chronicles Scarsdale of yesterday (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 19

Village tackles extremely heavy snow on Christmas Day and night, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

SCARSDALE ADULT SCHOOL
Remembering Marguerite Kane (Laura Strauss memorializes long time resident Marguerite Kane, who passed away on Christmas Day, 2001, at the age of 95.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 7

Marguerite S. Kane (dies) (Former Scarsdale Adult School staff member and longtime resident, Marguerite S. Kane, died on December 25, 2001, in Lewis, Delaware. She was 95.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 12

Adult School attendance grows (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 5A

Art, music courses offered at adult school, Mar 1, 2002, p. 2

New adult school spring courses to begin, Mar 15, 2002, p. 2

Variety of new classes to start at adult school, Mar 22, 2002, p. 2

New classes to start at Scarsdale Adult School, Mar 29, 2002, p. 2

More new courses start at adult school, Apr 5, 2002, p. 2

American art focus of 2 adult school courses, Apr 12, 2002, p. 2

Adult School gives courses on assets, long-term care, Apr 19, 2002, p. 2

Culinary history, quilting up next at adult school, Apr 26, 2002, p. 2

Moskin's 20 years of contributions to Scarsdale Adult School recalled (letter) (Laura Strauss of the Scarsdale Adult School), Aug 2, 2002, p. 10

Scarsdale Adult School should offer Spanish course (letter) (Rita A. Grant of Tyler Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 7

Register now for adult school courses, Aug 23, 2002, p. 2

Scarsdale Adult School will offer Spanish in spring (letter) (Hedy Erbsen, Director, Scarsdale Adult School), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6

Art courses highlight of Adult School lineup, Sep 6, 2002, p. 2

The ancient world at fall adult school, Sep 13, 2002, p. 2

Adult school opens Monday, Sept. 30, Sep 27, 2002, p. 4

There's still time to enroll at Adult School, Oct 4, 2002, p. 2

Politics and Othello next at adult school, Oct 18, 2002, p. 2

Workshop offers help for parents, Oct 25, 2002, p. 2

Tribal rugs a focus at Scarsdale Adult School, Nov 1, 2002, p. 2

Artist couples are adult school topic, Nov 8, 2002, p. 2

SCARSDALE ANTIQUES RUNNING CLUB
Race closing roads (Streets in Fox Meadow and Greenacres will be closed on April 7 for the Scarsdale 15K/4-Mile run.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1

SCARSDALE ART ASSOCIATION
Scarsdale art show (photo) (Scarsdale Art Association art show to be held on January 13 - February 23 at the Girl Scout House), Jan 4, 2002, p. 13


'America the Beautiful' (photo) (The theme of the Scarsdale Art Association's April show will be 'America the Beautiful'), Apr 5, 2002, p. 31

Art Association elections (photo) (Phil Wallace re-elected President of the Scarsdale Art Association), May 10, 2002, p. 17

Art in the park - a fall tradition (photo) (Chase Park will become an outdoor art promenade on September 14-15 when the Scarsdale Art Association holds it's annual art show and sale.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 27

SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) outdoor show (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 33
SCARSDALE ART ASSOCIATION (Continued)  
Art in the park (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association had the perfect weather for its annual art show and sale last weekend in Chase Park.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 3
An entrepreneurial student with a heart for art (photo) (College student and recent Scarsdale High School graduate, Sanaa Hyder, displayed her art at the Scarsdale Art Association's outdoor show last weekend.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 15
Ribon winners, Nov 15, 2002, p. 19
Best in show (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 20

SCARSDALE ARTS COUNCIL  
Scarsdale Arts Council to broaden cultural focus (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 15A

SCARSDALE BALLET STUDIO  
In step with the music: the art of ballet choreography (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 17
In step with the music: the art of ballet choreography (photo) (continued), May 10, 2002, p. 19
New dance teachers (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 4

SCARSDALE BOWL (2002)  
Bill McCreery chosen for Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Bill McCreery chosen for Scarsdale Bowl (photo) (continued), Jan 11, 2002, p. 9
Reservations being taken for bowl (photo) (Invitations have been mailed for the April 17 Scarsdale Bowl dinner honoring William McCcreery.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 2
Not too late for Bowl (Seats still available for Scarsdale Bowl dinner honoring William McCcreery on April 17), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
Friends, family laud McCreery (photo) (A group of 321 people gathered on April 24 to celebrate William McCcreery, winner of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Award.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Friends, family laud McCreery (continued) (A group of 321 people gathered on April 24 to celebrate William McCcreery, winner of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Award.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 9

SCARSDALE BOWL (2003)  
Sue Neale to head 2003 bowl committee, Dec 6, 2002, p. 4

SCARSDALE CAMPAIGN FOR PEACE THROUGH COMMON SECURITY  
Campaign for Peace seeks solutions with nonviolence (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11A

SCARSDALE CHORAL SOCIETY  
New Choral Society offers ambitious song program (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 13A

SCARSDALE CITIZENS FOR SENIOR HOUSING INC.  
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (photo) (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 8

SCARSDALE COALITION ON FAMILY VIOLENCE  
Coalition explores ways in which domestic abuse hurts children (The Scarsdale Coalition on Family Violence held its second annual forum on October 29 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
Coalition explores ways in which domestic abuse hurts children (continued) (The Scarsdale Coalition on Family Violence held its second annual forum on October 29 at the Scarsdale Woman’s Club.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 14
Family violence forum was effective (letter) (Lauren Herman of Catherine Road), Nov 8, 2002, p. 7

SCARSDALE COMMUNITY CENTER  
Pool progress (The Scarsdale Community Recreation Committee is inviting new members to help with Phase II of the proposal for a community recreation center and pool.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
Downtown would be a better place for a rec center (letter) (Julie Weill-Landau of Chesterfield Road), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6
Sign up to be founding member of an indoor pool (letter) (Barbara Jaffe of Kingston Road), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6
Community should show support of rec center (editorial) (Irving Sloan in support of the Scarsdale Recreation Community Center), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7
Proposed SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) will be self-supporting (editorial) (Neil Bicknell makes a case for the financial independence of the proposed Scarsdale Community Center and indoor swimming pool.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7
Community center (The Scarsdale Community Center Committee met on July 17 to plan a publicity and membership campaign.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1
Recreation center must be entirely self-supporting (letter) (Alan Garfunkel of Lincoln Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6
Anyone for a swim? (The Scarsdale Community Recreation Center Committee is asking for advance membership as a sign of community support.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 1
Letter was not accurate on recreation center (letter) (John C. Needham of Palmer Avenue), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6
SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) membership drive offers new option, Sep 6, 2002, p. 3
If you build it, I will join! The pool of dreams (letter) (Ruth Goldstein, SCC Membership Chairman, Horseguard Lane), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6
The indoor pool: Now let us turn words into action (letter) (Wendie Kroll of Vanderbilt Road), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6
10 ways an indoor pool would benefit the community (letter) (Razy and Diane Hirschberg of Brookby Road), Nov 8, 2002, p. 7
SCARSDALE COMMUNITY CENTER  (Continued)
Signing up for the new indoor pool is a vote for improvement (letter) (John Auerbacher of Bradford Road), Nov 8, 2002, p. 7
Community Center drive in full swing (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 4
Come on in (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to sign up as members for the proposed Scarsdale Community Center and indoor swimming pool.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6
Community center would help make Scarsdale a more desirable place (letter) (Lisa Bostrom of Bradford Road), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6
Take advantage of an opportunity while you can (letter) (Evelyn Stock of Catherine Road), Dec 20, 2002, p. 6
CRC (Community Recreation Center), Christie Place progress update, Dec 27, 2002, p. 3

SCARSDALE & EDGEMONT FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
Open Door Award to honor police, firefighters (photo) (The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service will present its Open Door Award for Community Service on May 1.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service): ready to help the community to move forward (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 21A
University of Scarsdale (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service to hold "University of Scarsdale" at Scarsdale High School on April 4), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
Samples of water show increased organisms, Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
University of Scarsdale offers workshops, Mar 15, 2002, p. 2
'University' next week (The 'University of Scarsdale' hosted by Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling will take place on April 4 at Scarsdale High School), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
Gourmet Galaxy: Tasting the joys of fine dining (photo) (The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service's annual fundraiser, Gourmet Galaxy, will be held May 1.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 17
SFCS (Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service) gala honoring emergency workers was huge success (letter) (Lorraine Gilden, Board President, SFCS), May 10, 2002, p. 6
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service Benefit (Photos of attendees at the May 1 fund raising benefit at the Glen Island Harbour Club), May 10, 2002, p. 42
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) discussion groups: valuable resource for parents (letter) (Penny Buaersfeld, Fox Meadow), May 17, 2002, p. 6
Youth outreach worker to leave Scarsdale (photo) (Youth outreach worker Tom Carney to leave Scarsdale Edgemont Family Counseling Service), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1
Youth outreach worker to leave Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (Youth outreach worker Tom Carney to leave Scarsdale Edgemont Family Counseling Service), Jul 26, 2002, p. 4
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) provides outreach, counseling and social skills (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 42A
The party's over: Parents challenged to set teen limits (Discussion of the aftermath of the recent Scarsdale Homecoming dance, where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
The party's over: Parents challenged to set teen limits (continued) (Discussion of the aftermath of the recent Scarsdale Homecoming dance, where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated), Oct 4, 2002, p. 8
Youth worker leaves legacy of compassion (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 3

SCARSDALE-EDGEMONT NEW RESIDENTS CLUB
A home for new residents (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11A

SCARSDALE FOUNDATION
The Scarsdale Foundation will keep on giving (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4A
Foundation offers tuition assistance (Scarsdale Foundation provides tuition assistance for college students.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 4
Friends, family laud McCrery (photo) (A group of 321 people gathered on April 24 to celebrate William McCreery, winner of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Award.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Local generosity refurbishes house for homeless on Drake (photo) (continued) (Westhab is refurbishing a Village owned property at 2 Drake Road.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 26

SCARSDALE GARDEN CLUB
Christmas trimmings (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 16
Open house and flower show at Scarsdale (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 20

SCARSDALE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Making 'peace posts' (Children created "peace posts" at the Scarsdale Historical Society's Martin Luther King, Jr., holiday workshop.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 2
Historical Society joins tercentenary celebrations (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10A
Historical Society to host vacation week activities, Feb 8, 2002, p. 2
Historical society to honor Lillian Gleicher (photo), Feb 15, 2002, p. 4
American Pie (photo) (Scarsdale Historical Society hosts children's programs during the holiday vacation week), Feb 22, 2002, p. 3
Historical Society revises building plans (Revised plans for the Scarsdale Historical Society were presented to the Scarsdale Planning Board on March 20.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
SCARSDALE HISTORICAL SOCIETY (Continued)

Historical Society revises building plans (illustration) (continued) (Revised plans for the Scarsdale Historical Society were presented to the Scarsdale Planning Board on March 20.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 8

Historic honoree (photo) (Lillian Gleicher honored at annual Scarsdale Historical Society dinner dance), Apr 12, 2002, p. 18

The 'nature' of collecting: Utilitarian or decorative, new exhibit gathers treasure from the natural world (photo) (100 craft objects currently on view at Scarsdale Historical Society), Apr 12, 2002, p. 21

Cherry blossom festival set (photo) (Cherry Blossom Festival to be held at library pond on April 21), Apr 19, 2002, p. 2

Dinner dance raised money for visitors center (letter) (Eda L. Newhouse, President, Scarsdale Historical Society), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6

Historical Society spring lecture Thursday (photo) (Lorella Brocklesby to speak at Scarsdale Historical Society on April 25), Apr 19, 2002, p. 13

Historical Society expansion is Ok'd (At an April 24 meeting, the Scarsdale Planning Board signed off on the proposed expansion of the Scarsdale Historical Society.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

Historical Society plant sale (photo) (Scarsdale Historical Society plant sale to be held May 10-11), May 10, 2002, p. 2

Historical Society receives 2002 conservation grant (The Scarsdale Historical Society received a 2002 Conservation Assessment Program grant from the Institute of Museum and Library Services.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 4

Reforms under way in building dept. (continued) (Reforms and new hires at Scarsdale's Building Department will reduce the approval process from six or seven weeks to under a week.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 14

Reiser to perform at country fair (photo) (Story teller and writer, Rob Reiser, will perform at the Scarsdale Historical Society's country fair on September 14.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 2

Scarsdale Historical Society serves wide area (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 48A


Juggler Will Shaw to perform at country fair Sept. 14 (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 2

Busy weekend (The Scarsdale Historical Society's country fair will take place Saturday, September 14 at the Cudner-Hyatt House.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1

Newhouse resigns as historical society president (photo) (Eda Newhouse has resigned as the President of the Scarsdale Historical Society; Corky Thompson will be acting President.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1

(Austin Kenny, age 2, is pictured playing with balloons at the Scarsdale Historical Society's country fair.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6

The Eda Era (editorial) (The Inquirer reacts to the news of Eda Newhouse resigning as president of the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6

Newhouse resigns as historical society president (continued) (Eda Newhouse has resigned as the President of the Scarsdale Historical Society; Corky Thompson will be acting President.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 8

Doescher to succeed Newhouse (photo) (Bill Doescher will succeed Eda Newhouse as President of the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 1

Hundreds were at historical society country fair (letter) (Kathy Steves, Chairman, Country Fair Committee), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6

Historical Society needs Newhouse back (editorial), Sep 27, 2002, p. 7

Doescher to succeed Newhouse (continued) (Bill Doescher will succeed Eda Newhouse as President of the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 8

Society to host talk (photo) ("Westchester in the Civil War" will be the topic of the Scarsdale Historical Society's October 30 lecture at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 2


Open House (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society is hosting its annual museum shop open house on November 14-15.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 15

Historical Society marks 30th anniversary with new exhibitions (photo) (The new exhibit at the Scarsdale Historical Society features the first issue of the Scarsdale Inquirer from July 4, 1901.), Nov 16, 2002, p. 2

The age of innocence: Historical Society exhibit chronicles Scarsdale of yesterday (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 19

SCARSDALE - HISTORY

Scarsdale during the Vietnam War (editorial) (Village historian Irving Sloane describes Scarsdale during the Vietnam War years.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 15

SCARSDALE - LAW AND LEGISLATION

Sprinkler law nixed (The New York State Code Council rejected Scarsdale's sprinkler law, enacted last year.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1

SCARSDALE MEMORIAL GARDEN

Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 1

Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 21
SCARSDALE NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION PRESIDENTS

SNAP seeks solutions to neighborhood problems (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 3A

Indian Point risks debated (photo) (The Scarsdale Village Board has not joined the movement to close the nuclear power plant in Indian Point despite resolutions urging closing from 28 Westchester municipalities and school districts.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1

Stop, look, listen (editorial) (The Inquirer urges a thoughtful examination of all issues before considering closure of the Indian Point nuclear power plant.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6

Candidates for trustee field questions (Candidates for Scarsdale Village Board fielded questions at a Forum sponsored by the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents on March 4.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1

More answers needed about spent fuel tank at Indian Point (letter) (Nina Cannon, Pam Slater, Leslie Hendel), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6

Candidates for trustee field questions (continued) (Candidates for Scarsdale Village Board fielded questions at a Forum sponsored by the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents on March 4.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 14

BAR withdraws support for FAR (Floor to Area Ratio) (continued), Mar 15, 2002, p. 29

SCARSDALE RIDING ACADEMY

(Photograph of a grazing horse at Scarsdale Riding Academy) (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

SCARSDALE SENIORS

Scarsdale Seniors enjoy active program (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10A

Scarsdale Seniors kicks off year (Fall picnic to be held at Girl Scout House on September 12), Sep 6, 2002, p. 13

SCARSDALE SUMMER MUSIC THEATER

Scarsdale Summer Music Theater was ‘Crazy for You’ (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 15A

SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) opening soon, Jul 26, 2002, p. 1

SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) to host silent auction, Jul 26, 2002, p. 17

The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

How to succeed in show biz with Scarsdale Summer Music Theater (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 15

How to succeed in show biz with Scarsdale Summer Music Theater (photo) (continued), Aug 2, 2002, p. 16


Many generous businesses, volunteers, aided SSMT (letter) (Trudi Greenwood, Board of Directors, Scarsdale Summer Music Theater), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

SCARSDALE TEEN CENTER

Teen center agreement (Village Board approves a new agreement with the Scarsdale Teen Center, continuing the 50/50 operating expenses split shared by the Village and School Boards), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1

Teen center gains new director, establishes award (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 20A

Rock, jazz & punk (The Scarsdale Teen Center will host a Memorial Day music fest on May 25.), May 24, 2002, p. 1

Musicfest: Scarsdale Teen Center hosts first outdoor music concert (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 17

Many contributed to the success of Teen Center Music Fest (letter) (Michelle Mirsky-Abelson and Scott M. Runyon of Scarsdale Teen Center), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6

Students protest theater demolition (photo) (Scarsdale High School students led a protest on June 17 against the proposed demolition of the Scarsdale Plaza Cinema.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1

'The Sacrifice' at teen center, Jul 6, 2002, p. 17

STC (Scarsdale Teen Center) to honor Carney, Sep 20, 2002, p. 2

Sloan: Numbers don't tell story on teen center (Irving Sloan made an impassioned plea for the continued existence of the Scarsdale Teen Center at the November 12 meeting of the Scarsdale Village Board.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 3

STC (Scarsdale Teen Center) to fete Carney (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 2

Trustees endorse Safe Homes Initiative, Nov 29, 2002, p. 1

Youth worker leaves legacy of compassion (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 3

Trustees endorse Safe Homes Initiative (continued), Nov 29, 2002, p. 26

A lot of work made 'Visions' brunch happen (letter) (Michelle Abelson, President, Scarsdale Teen Center), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

SCARSDALE VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS

Open Door Award to honor police, firefighters (photo) (The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service will present its Open Door Award for Community Service on May 1.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4

Story shows need for CPR training (letter) (Ellen G.K. Rubin, EMT-D, SVAC member), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6

On Call (Photographic essay on the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps at the Five Corners), Jun 28, 2002, p. 9

234
SCARSDALE VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS (Continued)
Trustee urges support for ScarVAC (Scarsdale Village Trustee, Peter Strauss, extolled the life saving work of the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps and endorsed construction of a new ambulance facility on Weaver Street.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Trustee urges support for ScarVAC (continued) (Scarsdale Village Trustee, Peter Strauss, extolled the life saving work of the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps and endorsed construction of a new ambulance facility on Weaver Street.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 8
Mayor outlines state of village for TVCC (Town and Village Club) (Scarsdale Mayor David Kroenlein delivered the annual State of the Village address to the Town and Village Civic Club on October 17.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1
Trustees OK SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) ground lease, ambulance (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees voted 6-0 to approve a lot at 6 Weaver Street for construction of a new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Prognosis improves (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to support the proposed move of the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps to new headquarters on Weaver Street.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6
Trustees OK SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) ground lease, ambulance (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees voted 6-0 to approve a lot at 6 Weaver Street for construction of a new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 9

SCARSDALE WOMAN'S CLUB
Woman's club: a place to serve, grow and connect (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 4A
Mayors: Do things ever change in village? (photo) (Former and present Scarsdale mayors reflected on their experiences at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on February 27.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 3
Citizens Campaign Committee ask financial support (letter) (Peter Gelfman of Brit Avenue), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
A woman's place (editorial) (The Drake Road home of the Scarsdale Woman's Club is showing its age; the Inquirer recommends updating.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Woman's club names new president (photo) (Maureen Lambert takes office as new president of Scarsdale Woman's Club), Apr 12, 2002, p. 17
'Cuba Revisited' (photo) (Judith Handelman presents "Cuba Revisited" at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on April 17.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 19
Music at woman's club (photo) (Wanda Grochowski will perform on May 8 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), May 3, 2002, p. 15
Flower show blooms at club (photo) (The Garden Section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club presented awards on May 1.), May 10, 2002, p. 23
Salsa at woman's club (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 13
Hochberg to speak (Former Assemblywoman, Audrey Hochberg, will address the Scarsdale Woman's Club on September 27.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 13
Drama critic to speak at SWC (Scarsdale Woman's Club) (Jacques le Sourd, drama critic for The Journal News, will speak to the Scarsdale Woman's Club, Drama Section, on October 23.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 16
Forum to look at effects of domestic violence (On October 29 the Scarsdale Woman's Club will host a forum on the impact of family violence on children.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 2
Coalition explores ways in which domestic abuse hurts children (The Scarsdale Coalition on Family Violence held it's second annual forum on October 29 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
Coalition explores ways in which domestic abuse hurts children (continued) (The Scarsdale Coalition on Family Violence held it's second annual forum on October 29 at the Scarsdale Woman's Club.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 14
From Scarsdale to Cameroon - Woman's Club project spans the globe (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 3
From Scarsdale to Cameroon - Woman's Club project spans the globe (continued), Nov 8, 2002, p. 8
Christmas trimmings (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 16
Open house and flower show at Scarsdale (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 20

SCARSDALE WOMAN'S EXCHANGE
Scarsdale Woman's Exchange celebrates 70 years (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 9A

SCARSDALE YOUTH SOCCER CLUB
Scarsdale boys and girls love to play soccer (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 20A
All teams should be able to play on local fields (editorial) (Soccer coach David Katz believes that Scarsdale AYSO [American Youth Soccer Organization] teams should be open to all players.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6
Scarsdale AYSO no longer under leadership of SYSC (Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club) (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 27
Scarsdale AYSO no longer under leadership of SYSC (Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club) (continued), Nov 22, 2002, p. 30
SYSC (Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club) should not cut children after a few months' play (letter) (Roger Harris of Brook Lane), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6
SYSC (Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club) violates positive coaching philosophy (letter) (Jerry Dolins of Valley Road.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6

SCHACTER, BRIAN
'Grease' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will perform 'Grease' on November 15, 16, and 17.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 11
SCHAEFFER, ANNE
Scarsdalians give warm sendoff to 'titans' retiring from schools, Apr 26, 2002, p. 10
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

SCHAEFFER, SHIRLEY
Doernberg agents receive honors (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4

SCHAEFFER, STANLEY J (AUTHOR)
Jews are not the only 'infidels' to the radical Muslims (letter) (Stanley J. Schaffer of She/drae Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7

SCHANDLER, JON
Scarsdale auxiliary donations reach $1 million (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 4

SCHARR, IRVING A
Delays benefit incumbents (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
2 from Mamaroneck vie for Senate seat (photo) (Democratic incumbent Suzi Oppenheim and Republican Irving Scharf, candidates for the 37th District New York State Senate seat, debated at a League of Women Voters forum), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
2 from Mamaroneck vie for Senate seat (continued) (Democratic incumbent Suzi Oppenheim and Republican Irving Scharf, candidates for the 37th District New York State Senate seat, debated at a League of Women Voters forum), Nov 1, 2002, p. 9

SCHARGEL, BERNICE
Alzheimer's benefit (photo) (An "Evening in Spring" gala was recently held at the Scarsdale Golf Club to benefit the Alzheimer's Association.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 11

SCHER, RHONDA
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (continued) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 10

SCHIFFRIN, REINA (AUTHOR)
Lois Branz will do a great job for people of Westchester (letter) (Reina Schiffirn endorses the election of Lois Bronz as chairperson of the Westchester County Board of Legislators.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10

SCHILLING, CURT
Diamond Vision: How Joe Garagiola Jr. won the West - and the world (photo) (continued) (Profile of former Scarsdale resident and baseball figure Joe Garagiola, Jr.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 28

SCHIRONE, NATALIE MARIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

SCHLAKMAN, DAVID
David and Steven Schlakman (photo) (David and Steven Shlakman received the Esprit de Corps award from Manhattanville College.), May 24, 2002, p. 4

SCHLAKMAN, STEVEN
David and Steven Schlakman (photo) (David and Steven Shlakman received the Esprit de Corps award from Manhattanville College.), May 24, 2002, p. 4

SCHLESINGER, CHLOE
Just like olden times (photo) (Quaker Ridge fifth graders participate in traditional Thanksgiving feast), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10

SCHLESINGER, MICHAEL
Focal Points: Should Pete Rose be removed from the permanently ineligible list to permit him to be a candidate for baseball's Hall of Fame? (photo), Dec 27, 2002, p. 7

SCHMERLER, JESSICA
Working together is key for Skyliner skaters (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 21

SCHMERLER, SUSAN
Say YES to jobs for kids (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23

SCHNEIDER, CYNTHIA
Adult School attendance grows (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 5A

SCHNEIDER, ELI
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

SCHNUR, LIZ
(Three Scarsdale High School seniors pictured taking in the sun on a break from Senior Options), May 31, 2002, p. 6

SCHNUR, NANCIE (AUTHOR)
Story inspired donations for teacher memorial (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
SCHNUR, STEVEN
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3
How to help children cope with 9/11 fears; Remembering, living last September, Sep 20, 2002, p. 3
SCHNUR, STEVEN (AUTHOR)
Prom fever: From teen dance to celebrity wedding (editorial) (Local author, Steven Schnur, reflects on current day prom practices.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 7
Wildlife find Scarsdale desirable, too (editorial), Jul 5, 2002, p. 7
Saying goodbye is so hard - for dad (editorial) (Stephen Schnur on sending his daughter to college.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 7
Story inspired donations for teacher memorial (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
If we only knew then... (Steven Schnur on raising twins), Nov 29, 2002, p. 7
Elegy for a last leaf (editorial), Dec 13, 2002, p. 7
SCHOEN, MICHAEL
Art in the park - a fall tradition (photo) (Chase Park will become an outdoor art promenade on September 14-15 when the Scarsdale Art Association holds it's annual art show and sale.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 27
SCHOENBRUN, BETH
Authentic Science students' research reaches wider audience (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11
SCHOENFELD, MYRON R
But who should take care of the kids? (editorial) (continued) (Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses child care responsibilities in the modern age.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 8
Not all women want to be relieved of child care 'burden' (letter) (Elaine Holbrook responds to a January 18 Inquirer article by Myron R. Schoenfeld.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6
Schoenfeld's article reads like '30s communist propaganda (letter) (Scott Jaffin criticizes an earlier Inquirer article by Myron Schoenfeld on the issue of working mothers and childcare.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6
SCHOENFELD, MYRON R (AUTHOR)
But who should take care of the kids? (editorial) (Myron R. Schoenfeld discusses child care responsibilities in the modern age.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 7
Is it time to close the gates? (editorial), Aug 9, 2002, p. 7
The joys of the liberal arts (editorial) (Dr. Myron Schoenfeld on the roll of the liberal arts in college education.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 7
SCHOENFELD, NEIL
Audubon lauds 3 committed to environment (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4
SCHOETZ, CATHERINE
How to succeed in show biz with Scarsdale Summer Music Theater (photo) (continued), Aug 2, 2002, p. 16
SCHOLL, DOC
To some goodbye, to even more hello (photo) (Recap of retirees and new hires in school and village sports and recreation), Jan 4, 2002, p. 17
SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE - EDEGMENT
E'mont (Edgemont) SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) endorses Romney, Stern (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) endorses Romney, Stern (photo) (continued), Apr 12, 2002, p. 15
SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (continued) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 11
10 elected to SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (Elections were held on January 15.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Seeking candidates (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee seeks candidates for the Board of Education.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
SNBC (School Board Nominating Committee) sets deadline (Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee sets February 24 as deadline for submission of nomination forms for school board candidates), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
School board incumbents Sherwood and Simon renominated (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
Candidates needed for school committee, Nov 8, 2002, p. 3

SCHOOL BUILDINGS - SCARSDALE
Architects crossing fingers for SHS (Scarsdale High School) construction OK (Scarsdale school construction projects moving right along according to architects Peter Gisolfi Associates), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1

SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
Robert A. Furey (dies) (Robert A. Furey, former Greenacres School principal, died on March 3, 2002, in Meredith, New Hampshire. He was 87.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 18
New principal for Greenville School (photo) (Dr. Marc Heller has been appointed Principal of the Greenville School for a three year probationary period.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
New principal for Greenville School (continued) (Dr. Marc Heller has been appointed Principal of the Greenville School for a three year probationary period.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 2

SCHOOL RATINGS AND RANKINGS
Magazine ranking of high schools was misleading (editorial), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT
Internet hoaxter gets 3 years' probation and town payback (photo) (Benjamin Ballard sentenced to three years probation for making an email threat to the Edgemont School District), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Taddiken says 2nd bond needed to complete E'mont capital project (Edgemont schools Superintendent, Nancy Taddiken, delivered the bad news that the district capital project was running out of funds.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Spotlight puts Edgemont in the spotlight (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1A
Taddiken says 2nd bond needed to complete E'mont capital project (continued) (Edgemont schools Superintendent, Nancy Taddiken, delivered the bad news that the district capital project was running out of funds.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 14
Spotlight puts Edgemont in the spotlight (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 15A
Bubbling Over (photo) (Third graders delighted by science experience at Seely Place School), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) endorses Romney, Stern (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) endorses Romney, Stern (photo) (continued), Apr 12, 2002, p. 15
More than 300 enjoyed E Day (letter) (Rita Braunstein, John Gerspach, Co-Presidents E-Club), May 17, 2002, p. 9
Need up, donations down for scholarships (letter) (Vicki LePage and Susan Davis, Edgemont Scholarship Council), Jun 14, 2002, p. 7
Inquirer sports coverage has never been better (letter) (James F. San Marco, Director of Athletics, Edgemont High School), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
Edgemont Scholarship Council helped 17 needy students (letter) (Vicki LePage and Susan Davis, Co-Chairmen, Edgemont Scholarship Council), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6
Edgemont PTA: Growing in every way (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 10A
Construction on track as school year begins in E'mont (Edgemont), Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
Construction on track as school year begins in E'mont (Edgemont) (photo) (continued), Sep 6, 2002, p. 11

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - BUDGET
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; 2 new candidates run in Edgemont, May 17, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; 2 new candidates run in Edgemont (continued), May 17, 2002, p. 13
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budgets pass; Budget, bond pass 3-to-1 (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budgets pass; Budget, bond pass 3-to-1 (photo) (continued), May 24, 2002, p. 12

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM
Foreign language study urged for young kids (At a February 12 Edgemont School Board meeting, Jane Gertler urged the introduction of language study to elementary school students.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Foreign language study urged for young kids (continued) (At a February 12 Edgemont School Board meeting, Jane Gertler urged the introduction of language study to elementary school students.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 9
SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - GREENVILLE
New principal for Greenville School (photo) (Dr. Marc Heller has been appointed Principal of the Greenville School for a three year probationary period.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
New principal for Greenville School (continued) (Dr. Marc Heller has been appointed Principal of the Greenville School for a three year probationary period.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 2

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - HIGH SCHOOL
Sloan's sneering says more about him than about Edgemont high (letter) (Mark D. Brodsky defends Edgemont High School from criticism by Irving Sloan in a January 11 Inquirer editorial.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6
Edgemont task force tackles underage drinking (photo) (The Edgemont Task Force on Alcohol and Substance Abuse is attempting to change an attitude of parental permissiveness towards teenaged drinking.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Edgemont task force tackles underage drinking (continued) (The Edgemont Task Force on Alcohol and Substance Abuse is attempting to change an attitude of parental permissiveness towards teenaged drinking.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 17

Billy Collins comes home; The poet that astonished Edgemont (photo) (Billy Collins, Poet Laureate of the United States, addressed Edgemont High School students on October 22.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
The poet that astonished Edgemont: Billy Collins comes home (photo) (Billy Collins, poet laureate of the United States, addressed students at Edgemont High School on October 22.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
The poet that astonished Edgemont: Billy Collins comes home (photo) (continued) (Billy Collins, poet laureate of the United States, addressed students at Edgemont High School on October 22.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 15
Kennedy to students: save the environment! (photo) (Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., addressed the students of Edgemont Junior/Senior High School on November 13 on "A Contract with Our Future.")., Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
Kennedy to students: save the environment! (photo) (continued) (Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., addressed the students of Edgemont Junior/Senior High School on November 13 on "A Contract with Our Future.")., Nov 22, 2002, p. 13

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - HIGH SCHOOL - ALUMNI
On the double (photo) (Twins Alexandra and Christiana Ciolfi of Edgemont are plebes at West Point Military Academy.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
On the double (photo) (continued) (Twins Alexandra and Christiana Ciolfi of Edgemont are plebes at West Point Military Academy.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 13

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - HIGH SCHOOL - FOOTBALL
What it takes: Ex-Edgemont fullback Bernstein scores 2 TDs in Wisconsin debut (photo) (Matt Bernstein, Edgemont High School Class of 2001, helped lead the Wisconsin Badgers to victory in his freshman debut on August 23.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 8
What it takes: Ex-Edgemont fullback Bernstein scores 2 TDs in Wisconsin debut (continued) (Matt Bernstein, Edgemont High School Class of 2001, helped lead the Wisconsin Badgers to victory in his freshman debut on August 23.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 18

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - HIGH SCHOOL - GRADUATION
Commencing (photo) (Preview of commencement coverage for Scarsdale and Edgemont High Schools), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Edgemont High school graduates 106 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 11A
Edgemont High school graduates 105 (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 12A
Class of 2002 Edgemont High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Edgemont High School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 13A

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Kennedy to students: save the environment! (photo) (Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., addressed the students of Edgemont Junior/Senior High School on November 13 on "A Contract with Our Future.")., Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
Kennedy to students: save the environment! (photo) (continued) (Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., addressed the students of Edgemont Junior/Senior High Schools on November 13 on "A Contract with Our Future.")., Nov 22, 2002, p. 13

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - SPORTS
Fall Sports Preview (photo) (Special Supplement to the Scarsdale Inquirer features highlights of the upcoming fall season at Scarsdale and Edgemont schools.), Sep 6, 2002, pp. 15–26
Winter sports preview; The inside scoop on Scarsdale and Edgemont's varsity teams, players and coaches (photo), Dec 6, 2002, pp. 18–28

SCHOOLS - GREENBURGH
WISE (Woodlands Individualized Senior Experience) kids taste freedom 'beyond the walls' of high school (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 11
Children can learn a lot from other people's mistakes (letter) (Emily Lasser of Glendale Road), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE
Schools provide support network in troubled year (School district helps students cope in the wake of the September 11, 2001, World Trade Center terrorist attacks), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Schools provide support network in troubled year (photo) (continued) (School district helps students cope in the wake of the September 11, 2001, World Trade Center terrorist attacks), Jan 4, 2002, p. 9
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (continued) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 11
School board reviews district strategic plan (The District's Strategic Plan for 2001 - 2006 was the topic at a school board meeting on January 7.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 11
10 elected to SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (Elections were held on January 15.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Seeking candidates (The Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee seeks candidates for the Board of Education.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale schools set priorities for the district (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1A
PT Council strengthens our schools (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 5A
It's not only sticks and stones that hurt (editorial) (Emile Collabolletta and Marjorie Jacobs define and decry "sexual harassment" in the schools.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7
It's not only sticks and stones that hurt (editorial) (continued) (Emile Collabolletta and Marjorie Jacobs define and decry "sexual harassment" in the schools.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10
Scarsdale schools set priorities for the district (Progress Edition) (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11A
Dynamic teacher energizes SHS social studies classes (photo) (Scarsdale High School social studies teacher, David Heyman, enlivens the classroom with creative and innovative teaching.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 10
SNBC (School Board Nominating Committee) sets deadline (Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee sets February 24 as deadline for submission of nomination forms for school board candidates), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Students should be world citizens (On February 7, a Town and Village Civic Club panel discussed foreign language and diversity education.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Students should be world citizens (continued) (On February 7, a Town and Village Civic Club panel discussed foreign language and diversity education.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 11
Rally for Reform (editorial) (The Inquirer supports STOP [State Testing Opposed by Parents] and urges residents to lead the protests for meaningful educational reform.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
STOP (State Testing Opposed by Parents) seeks further dialogue on state testing (editorial) (Ellen Cohen urges the community to attend a rally on March 7 to express opposition to state mandated standardized tests.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
K-12 art show (Scarsdale Schools will present "Visions Across the Grades" in celebration of National Youth Art Month.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 11
School taxes may rise 9.6%, Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
State education chief comes to Scarsdale to defend tests (photo) (State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, discussed the state assessment testing program on March 6 at Scarsdale High School.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
Creativity on display (photo) (Scarsdale students display their artistic creations at an exhibit called "Visions Across the Grades.")., Mar 8, 2002, p. 8
State education chief comes to Scarsdale to defend tests (photo) (continued) (State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, discussed the state assessment testing program on March 6 at Scarsdale High School.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 8
School taxes may rise 9.6% (illustration) (continued), Mar 8, 2002, p. 9
STOP rally draws anti-testing support (photo) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
Dialogue on state tests appreciated (letter) (Anna S. Decker, President of the Scarsdale PT Council), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
STOP rally draws anti-testing support (continued) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 13
Students learn to live in a world of diversity (A March 18 School Board meeting discussed a report titled "Eduating for Diversity.")., Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Students learn to live in a world of diversity (continued) (A March 18 School Board meeting discussed a report titled "Eduating for Diversity.")., Mar 22, 2002, p. 10
Robert A. Furey (dies) (Robert A. Furey, former Greenacres School principal, died on March 3, 2002, in Meredith, New Hampshire. He was 87.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 18
SED (State Education Department) scores released, Apr 5, 2002, p. 10
Architects crossing fingers for SHS (Scarsdale High School) construction OK (Scarsdale school construction projects moving right along according to architects Peter Gisolfi Associates), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
Consortium: district's A can become an A+ (At the April 8 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting, Paul Folkemer presented findings of the Tri-States Consortium on K-12 mathematics.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10
Writer's Conference (Sixth Annual Young Writers' Conference will take place April 13), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Record number of young writers attend conference (letter) (Anna S. Decker, President, PT Council), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
New publicist eager to work with 'principals and principles' (photo) (Victoria Free Presser is new public relations assistant for the Scarsdale School system), Apr 26, 2002, p. 10
Carnival time (Six Scarsdale schools will hold their yearly carnivals on May 11.), May 10, 2002, p. 1
Wired schools turn out tech-savvy, connected kids (Gerald Crisci addressed the Scarsdale School Board on May 7 on technology advances in the schools.), May 10, 2002, p. 1
Wired schools turn out tech-savvy, connected kids (continued) (Gerald Crisci addressed the School Board on May 7 on technology advances in Scarsdale schools.), May 10, 2002, p. 14
Carnival! (photo) (Photos of carnivals held at the five Scarsdale elementary schools and the SHS A-School on May 11), May 17, 2002, p. 11
The Internet: sex, violence, frivolity - but also learning, May 31, 2002, p. 11
Many made generous contributions to students' food drive (letter) (Catherine Fisher and Mariel Moscatello, Scarsdale High School Juniors), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6
Back to school (The Scarsdale Inquirer will publish its annual Back to School special section on August 23.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Youth outreach worker to leave Scarsdale (photo) (Youth outreach worker Tom Carney to leave Scarsdale Edgemont Family Counseling Service), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1
Youth outreach worker to leave Scarsdale (photo) (continued) (Youth outreach worker Tom Carney to leave Scarsdale Edgemont Family Counseling Service), Jul 26, 2002, p. 4
Scarsdale seeks to inspire lives of contribution (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6A
Scarsdale seeks to inspire lives of contribution (photo) (Back to School Supplement) (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 7A
Construction, 9/11 plans top school to-do list (Scarsdale Schools are off and running in preparation for their September 4 opening.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1
Construction, 9/11 plans top school to-do list (continued) (Scarsdale Schools are off and running in preparation for their September 4 opening.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 8
Younger grades needed a 9/11 commemorative event, too (letter) (Marina London, C.S.W., Palmer Avenue), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6
School's a picnic (photo) (Scarsdale elementary schools inaugurate the new school year with picnics.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 9
Board to kids: Need to create co-curricular code, or we will, Oct 11, 2002, p. 11
Treasurer back in the saddle; Folkemer sets school program goals, Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Treasurer back in the saddle; Folkemer sets school program goals (continued), Oct 25, 2002, p. 13
Candidates needed for school committee, Nov 8, 2002, p. 3
Teachers get support on all sides, Nov 22, 2002, p. 10
Teachers' gifts low key (Scarsdale school teachers do not receive over the top holiday gifts.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
Teachers' gifts low key (Scarsdale school teachers do not receive over the top holiday gifts.) (continued), Dec 27, 2002, p. 9
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
A-School (Alternative School) interns experience the 'real world' (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 11
Expressive A-school family dives right into ethical complexities (The Scardale High School Alternative School held a friendly and welcoming orientation for new students on September 4.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 9
A-School honored as National School of Character, Oct 4, 2002, p. 10
A-School Halloween costumes go all out (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 10
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL - GRADUATION
A-School grads celebrated in personal tributes by advisors (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 10
A-School grads celebrated in personal tributes by advisors (continued), Jun 28, 2002, p. 11
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - ARTS PROGRAM
Artist-in-residence brings rhythm and fun to Heathcote (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 11
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - BUDGET
School board OKs 8.29% budget hike, Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
School board OKs 8.29% budget hike (continued), Apr 26, 2002, p. 10
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; Budget raises taxes 9.6% in Scarsdale, May 17, 2002, p. 1
TVCC urges yes vote on proposed school budget (letter) (Mary Beth Gose, Chair, TVCC Education Committee), May 17, 2002, p. 6
Voters: support Scarsdale's greatest asset (letter) (PT Council President and Budget Study Committee urge the Scarsdale community to endorse the proposed 2002-03 school budget), May 17, 2002, p. 6
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; Budget raises taxes 9.6% in Scarsdale (continued), May 17, 2002, p. 10
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budgets pass; Scarsdale school budget passes 427 tp 293, May 24, 2002, p. 1
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - BUDGET
(Continued)
Consolidated debt load on Scarsdale homeowners is at record levels (letter) (John Bonanno of Carman Road; David Buchen; Joseph Losardo; Peter Schweitzer; Randy Whitestone), May 24, 2002, p. 6
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budgets pass; Scarsdale school budget passes 427 tp 293 (continued), May 24, 2002, p. 10

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - EDGEWOOD
Professor tells parents how to raise 'emotionally intelligent' kids, Feb 22, 2002, p. 9
Edgewood is posh cabaret at 'Classical Cafe' (photo), Mar 22, 2002, p. 9
A slice of patriotic Americana (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10
'Musical Moms' meld opera and puppetry at Edgewood (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 10
K-I-D-S spell Edgewood (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10
Strength of character celebrated in Edgewood (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 11
First-day fanfare (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 3
Physical and mental workouts unite at Edgewood (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 11
'Try this at home!' says the Dirtmeister (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - EDGEWOOD - GRADUATION
Edgewood 2002 - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Edgewood School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 22A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - EMPLOYEES
Fond farewells, friendly hellos (Seven beloved employees retire from Scarsdale schools), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM
Foreign language study urged for young kids (continued) (At a February 12 Edgemont School Board meeting, Jane Gerfler urged the introduction of language study to elementary school students.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 9
Stop dithering: start teaching foreign languages (letter) (Michael W. Blumstein of Wheelock Road), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - FOX MEADOW
Fox Meadow Whiz Kids get introspective for King holiday (photo), Jan 11, 2002, p. 11
Sarah Berger and Virginia McGinnis (photo) (Sarah Berger, shown with her sponsor, Virginia McGinnis, is initiated into Phi Delta Kappa.), May 3, 2002, p. 4
Vehicles violate state law on parking every day around Fox Meadow School (letter) (James E. Ellis of Butler Road), May 10, 2002, p. 9
'Slip-siding away (photo) (Wyatt Semenuk and Jason Lee are shown on a slide at the Fox Meadow School carnival on May 11.), May 17, 2002, p. 1
'World Friends' is mosaic of languages (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10
Rec coaches are enthusiastic and very supportive (letter) (Dale Langeveldt of Post Road), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
Ensley turned out 'museum-friendly' kids (photo) (Fox Meadow art teacher, Joanne Ensley, is retiring.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 11
Appreciate your teachers (photo) (Fox Meadow staff recognition luncheon was hosted on June 5.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 9
Consensus reached on safety at Fox Meadow (The Village is moving to rectify the ongoing parking safety problems at the Fox Meadow School.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1
Consensus reached on safety at Fox Meadow (continued) (The Village is moving to rectify the ongoing parking safety problems at the Fox Meadow School.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 8
Construction, 9/11 plans top school to-do list (continued) (Scarsdale Schools are off and running in preparation for their September 4 opening.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 8
Praise for committee (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the committee efforts that resulted in safer pickups and dropoffs surrounding the Fox Meadow School.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6
...So that's why it's been rainy lately (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10
Holiday party includes Ramadan, Divali and more at Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 11
From salsa to country, kids span musical styles with 'KIDS' radio' (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS
Friends group encourages music, art (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 5A
Friends get new officers (A slate of officers for 2002-03 has been named for Friends of Music and the Arts in the Scarsdale Schools.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 4
Group supports music and arts in Scarsdale (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 38A
SCHOLLS - SCARSDALE - GRADUATION
2002 Graduation; A Supplement to the Scarsdale Inquirer (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, pp. 1A-28A

SCHOLLS - SCARSDALE - GREENACRES
Who's that groundhog on the Greenacres lawn? (photo), Feb 1, 2002, p. 10
World cultures rule the night at Greenacres (Greenacres students host a multicultural family night on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 11
World cultures rule the night at Greenacres (photo) (continued) (Greenacres students host a multicultural family night on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 13
Former resident welcomed 'home' (letter) (Gregory Seiden, Greenacres School), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
The art and artistry of Jerry Pinkney (photo) (The Katonah Museum of Art will open an exhibit of the art of Jerry Pinkney and Eric Carle on June 8.), May 24, 2002, p. 17
So you want to be in pictures? (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10
Memorial is planned for beloved teacher (photo) (A memorial statue is being planned for deceased Scarsdale elementary school teacher, Ed Grossman.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 9
Young and old learn from each other through '8 to 80' (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 12
Greenacres students learn to be fire-savvy (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 11
The art of carving (photo) (Yoon Hee Kim is shown carving a Thanksgiving turkey at the annual Greenacres School celebration.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
Sharing the spirit (photo) (Greenacres Principal, Francine Ballan, helps distribute coats and gloves to students at PS 1 in the South Bronx.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

SCHOLLS - SCARSDALE - GREENACRES - GRADUATION
Greenacres 2002 - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Greenacres School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 18A

SCHOLLS - SCARSDALE - HEATHCOTE
Artist-in-residence brings rhythm and fun to Heathcote (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 11
Heathcote goes for the gold at Fun Night, Mar 22, 2002, p. 9
Heathcote student on stage (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 17
'Nutcracker' makes multimedia artisans out of Heathcote kids (photo) (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 10
Heathcote Blue wins 1st (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11
Memorial is planned for beloved teacher (photo) (A memorial statue is being planned for deceased Scarsdale elementary school teacher, Ed Grossman.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 9
Curious Heathcote first-graders find out about life as a blind person (photo) (First graders at the Heathcote School found out first hand about being blind from story teller Becky Barnes and her guide dog, Rowan.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 11
Eleanor Williams Vuilleumier (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident and Heathcote School teacher, Eleanor Williams Vuilleumier, died at her Vero Beach, Florida, home on October 15, 2002. She was 91.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 22

Global Village (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 11

SCHOLLS - SCARSDALE - HEATHCOTE - GRADUATION
Heathcote 2002 (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Heathcote School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 20A

SCHOLLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 3
Magazine ranking of high schools was misleading (editorial), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6
Students contemplate social change for Martin Luther King Day in Scarsdale (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 12
Dynamic teacher energizes SHS social studies classes (photo) (Scarsdale High School social studies teacher, David Heyman, enlivens the classroom with creative and innovative teaching.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 10
SHS (Scarsdale High School) sophomores brighten Blythedale kids' day (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 10
University of Scarsdale (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service to hold "University of Scarsdale" at Scarsdale High School on April 4), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
Never forget: German students confront painful heritage (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 9
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) math teacher resigns; PR (Public Relations) assistant hired, Mar 22, 2002, p. 10
'Student' next week (The 'University of Scarsdale' hosted by Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling will take place on April 4 at Scarsdale High School), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
(Adam Samtur and Scarsdale High School share a puddle on a rare rainy day.) (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6
Math department's direct recruiting: Poaching or much ado about nothing? (Scarsdale High School Math Department head, Doug Bumby, defends his department's recruiting policy.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
Math department's direct recruiting: Poaching or much ado about nothing? (continued) (Scarsdale High School Math Department head, Doug Bumby, defends his department's recruiting policy.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
'Student' reassures parents: Kids will grow out of it (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10
'Student' reassures parents: Kids will grow out of it (continued), Apr 12, 2002, p. 11
Teacher recruiting tactics defended (letter) (Bob Arrigo, Scarsdale High School math teacher), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL  (Continued)
Auschwitz expert tells kids: seek truth over propaganda (photo) (Historian Robert Jan Van Pelt recounts his testimony against Holocaust deniers to Scarsdale High School students.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 10
Future journalists, novelists get head start at conference (photo) (Scarsdale PT Council Young Writers' Conference held at High School on April 13), Apr 19, 2002, p. 10
Future journalists, novelists get head start at conference (continued) (photo) (Scarsdale PT Council Young Writers' Conference held at High School on April 13), Apr 19, 2002, p. 11
Alvarez, Brescia (wed) (photo) (Lowry Ragdeliz Alvarez and Richard Ryan Brescia were wed on March 16, 2002, in Margarita, Venezuela.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 13
Applications due (Applications for Scarsdale High School PTA scholarships are due May 1.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Carnival! (photo) (Photos of the second annual Scarsdale High School Carnival, held the weekend of April 19-21.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 3
Mock trial team argue down competition (photo) (Scarsdale High School's Mock Trial Team wins County championship in 2002 competition), Apr 26, 2002, p. 11
SHS (Scarsdale High School) fashionistas strut their stuff (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 10
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) kicks off fundraising campaign (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 10
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21.), May 24, 2002, p. 11
Seniors ponder what's to come at Transition Day (photo) (Author and attorney, Joel Epstein, counseled Scarsdale High School seniors on June 4.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 11
Say YES to jobs for kids (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23
Students protest theater demolition (photo) (Scarsdale High School students led a protest on June 17 against the proposed demolition of the Scarsdale Plaza Cinema.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
Authentic Science students' research reaches wider audience (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11
Students protest theater demolition (continued) (Scarsdale High School students led a protest on June 17 against the proposed demolition of the Scarsdale Plaza Cinema.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 19
Business people are listening to young inventor Cassidy Goldstein (photo), Jul 5, 2002, p. 9
Do we really need new tennis courts at Scarsdale High School? (letter) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 2, 2002, p. 10
Enrollment is up at middle and high schools (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 5A
Enrollment is up at middle and high schools (photo) (continued) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 9A
Construction, 9/11 plans top school to-do list (Scarsdale Schools are off and running in preparation for their September 4 opening.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1
Construction, 9/11 plans top school to-do list (continued) (Scarsdale Schools are off and running in preparation for their September 4 opening.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 8
SHS (Scarsdale High School) plans unveiled (Plans for the new northwest wing of Scarsdale High School were revealed at the September 9 School Board meeting.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1
SHS (Scarsdale High School), SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) students memorialize Sept. (September) 11 with stories, songs (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 11
SHS (Scarsdale High School) plans unveiled (continued)(Plans for the new northwest wing of Scarsdale High School were unveiled at the September 9 School Board meeting.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 11
At 14, Rachel Lee blends school and career, without missing a beat (photo) (Scarsdale High School student, Rachel Lee, is an internationally recognized violinist and full time honors student.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 33
At 14, Rachel Lee blends school and career, without missing a beat (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School student, Rachel Lee, is an internationally recognized violinist and full time honors student.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 34
Making kids face consequences of behavior is the right thing to do (letter) (Emrie Collabolletta, School Psychologist, Scarsdale High School), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6
Expressive A-school family dives right into ethical complexities (The Scarsdale High School Alternative School held a friendly and welcoming orientation for new students on September 4.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 9
SHS (Scarsdale High School) sophomores shouldn't take SAT, Sep 20, 2002, p. 9
Mayor outlines state of village for TVCC (Town and Village Club) (Scarsdale Mayor David Kroenelein delivered the annual State of the Village address to the Town and Village Civic Club on October 17.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1
Student Artist of the Month (photo) (Seo-Jin Kim is the Scarsdale High School Artist of the Month.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 12
Want unfair edge on SAT? In Scarsdale, hard to get, Nov 1, 2002, p. 10
Pizza gets financial - and gustatory - OK, Nov 8, 2002, p. 11
Moratorium on high school social activities lifted (The ban on Scarsdale High School social activities has been lifted.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
Hot Thursday (A faulty boiler set off fire alarms at Scarsdale High School on November 21.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL (Continued)

SHS (Scarsdale High School) student injured in collision (Matthew Lebowitz, 16, was seriously injured when his Volvo collided with a dump truck while he was turning onto the Post Road from Oxford Road.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1

Cooking club outing (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 17

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - ALUMNI

Beverly Andres Rydell (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Beverly Andres Rydell, died on December 18, 2001.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 12

SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad gets award for service (photo) (College student, Rebecca Abom, received the Vermont Student Citizen Award for community service.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 4

German, Potack (engaged) (photo) (Erica Kate German and Jonathan Zachary Potack to be wed in April, 2002.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 15

Sara Ann Bilezikian (dies) (Lifelong Scarsdale resident, Sara Ann Bilezikian, died on January 12, 2002, in Maryland. She was 23.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 12

Thomas, Mirabelli (wed) (photo) (Dr. Jennifer Thomas and Dr. Robert Mirabelli were wed on New Year's Eve, 2001, in Newport Beach, California.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 15


SHS alum's "unequalibrium" balances acting, writing career (photo) (Scarsdale High School alum Alexander Lyra's new one man show, 'unequalibrium,' opens off-Broadway.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 17

SHS (Scarsdale High School) Alum at Avery Fisher Hall (photo) (Soprano Emily Halpern, SHS class of '98, to perform at Avery Fisher Hall February 15, 16, and 19.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 20

SHS (Scarsdale High School) alum recovers art looted in WW II (World War II) (Continued) (Scarsdale High School alum, Thomas Kline, received the Officer's Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany for his work to recover art stolen from Holocaust victims.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1

SHS (Scarsdale High School) alum recovers art looted in WW II (World War II) (Continued) (Scarsdale High School alum, Thomas Kline, received the Officer's Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany for his work to recover art stolen from Holocaust victims.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 10


High-profile murder suspect kept a low profile at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Robert Duost, now on trial for a gruesome murder, was under the radar during his years at Scarsdale High School.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1

Lawrence Toll (dies) (Former resident, Lawrence Toll, died on February 12, 2002, of heart failure at his home in Houston, Texas. He was 42.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 18

Dana Goodman (Scarsdale High School graduate, Dana Goodman, will help produce post Academy Awards special), Mar 1, 2002, p. 4

Young filmmaker puts his career on fast forward; a short film by Brad Furman (photo) (Scarsdale resident Justin Marks, a senior at Columbia University, has co-written and co-produced a short film titled, "Fast Forward."). Mar 2, 2002, p. 1

Young filmmaker puts his career on fast forward; a short film by Brad Furman (photo) (Continued) (Scarsdale resident Justin Marks, a senior at Columbia University, has co-written and co-produced a short film titled, "Fast Forward."). Mar 2, 2002, p. 10

Weintraub, Brass (engaged) (photo) (Dr. Tara Lynn Weintraub and Justin Brass are engaged; a November wedding is planned), Mar 15, 2002, p. 17

Karen Feldman (Former Scarsdale resident, Karen Feldman, has announced the opening of a Prague showroom for her luxury crystal firm, Arte!,), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4

Playwright finds comfort in NYC's chaotic creativity; playwright Dan O'Brien sheds light on his artistic vision during a rehearsal of his play, "Moving Picture." (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 15

Levy, Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

Sculpture meadow, Apr 19, 2002, p. 17

Scarsdale boys' lacrosse is: A Curran Affair (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 21


Lippman, Polen (engaged) (photo) (Lisa Lippman and David Polen are engaged; a June wedding is planned), Apr 26, 2002, p. 14

Miller, Becker (wed) (Rachel L. Miller and Kent G. Becker were wed April 20, 2002, in Manhattan.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 14


O'Brien, Hanley (wed) (photo) (Jamie Susanne O'Brien and Michael Anthony Hanley were wed on October 27, 2001, in Scarsdale."). May 3, 2002, p. 15

College Mailbag, May 10, 2002, p. 10
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - ALUMNI (Continued)

Oliver Avery Hyatt (dies) (photo) (Former Cudner-Hyatt House resident, Oliver Avery Hyatt, died on April 21, 2002, in Bennington, Vermont. He was 92.), May 10, 2002, p. 22

Art imitates Tovah's life (photo) (Actress and Scarsdale High School graduate, Tovah Feldshuh, stars in recent movie, "Kissing Jessica Stein."). May 17, 2002, p. 17

SHS grad in juried exhibition (Scarsdale High School graduate, Saya Woolfalk, will compete in the fifth annual competition of the Ceres Gallery in New York City.), May 17, 2002, p. 17

Art imitates Tovah's life (photo) (continued) (Actress and Scarsdale High School graduate, Tovah Feldshuh, co-stars in recent movie, "Kissing Jessica Stein."). May 17, 2002, p. 19

Marc Zisselman, M.D. (Dr. Marc Zisselman, Scarsdale High School Class of '77, was named one of the "Top Docs 2002" in this month's Philadelphia Magazine.), May 24, 2002, p. 4

Hasday, Erbson (wed) (photo) (Jill Elaine Hasday and Allan Henry Erbson were wed on May 26, 2002, at the Lighthouse at the Chelsea Piers in Manhattan.). May 31, 2002, p. 14

Older, Bortner (wed) (photo) (Carolyn Sue Older and Laurence Michael were wed on May 26, 2002, at Westchester Reform Temple in Scarsdale.). May 31, 2002, p. 14

Get Ready! again (Get Ready!, the free Scarsdale-based SAT prep course is seeking summer mentors and tutors.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1

SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad memorialized in 9/11 monument (photo) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Peter Alderman, will be memorialized with other victims in the Armonk Rotary Club's permanent memorial.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 2

His Jewish roots go back to the Revolution (photo) (Author and Scarsdale High School graduate, Dr. Joseph Andrews, traces his roots back to Jewish Revolutionary War figure, Haym Salomon.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 3

Kimberly Yuracko (Dr. Kimberly Yuracko publishes new book: "Perfectionism and Contemporary Feminist Values."). Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

Peter Gelfman is new TVCC (Town and Village Club) president (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 8

Diane Wake (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Diane Wake, died on May 28, 2002, at her Philadelphia home. She was 42.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 24

Alison Hickey (Alison Hickey, a Scarsdale High School graduate, was named the Barbara Morris Caspersen Associate Professor of Humanities at Wellesley College.). Jun 28, 2002, p. 4

'Two Rooms' (Matty Stuart, Scarsdale High School graduate, class of 1996, will perform in the play "Two Rooms" in New York City.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 17

Surgeon dad is role model for his daughter (photo) (Orthopedic surgeon, Dr. Laurie Hirsch, follows in the footsteps of her father, Dr. David Hirsch.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 3

College Mailbag (Updates on Scarsdale college students.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 4

Weiss, Colagiovanni (wed) (photo) (Pamela Hope Weiss and Michael Francis Colagiovanni were wed on July 20, 2002, in White Plains.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 13

The drawing board: Young ultimate players start with the basics (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 19

Friends in concert: Danny Katz reunites with SHS (Scarsdale High School) friends for NYC concert (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 15

Friends in concert: Danny Katz reunites with SHS (Scarsdale High School) friends for NYC concert (continued), Aug 9, 2002, p. 16

Timing, persistence lead to radio success (photo) (Class of '88 Scarsdale High School graduate, Chris Arnold, is a reporter for the National Public Radio Station.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 3


Grecian formula: Bridget O'Connor makes 2004 Olympic trials (photo) (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 21

Mason, Forman (wed) (photo) (Dana Jill Mason and Brett Stuart Forman were wed on August 18, 2002, at Westhampton Beach.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 11

September song (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Neil Rutman, has written a song inspired by the September 11 tragedy which was selected for inclusion in a commemorative CD.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 13

Ashraf and Rothschild (wed) (photo) (Sayada Reine Ashraf and Alan Joseph Rothschild were wed on August 24, 2002, in Saugerties, New York.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 13

We cannot solve the world's problems until we become world citizens; the true challenge is to expand our hearts (editorial) (Lars Rogers reports on the World Summit on Sustainable Development.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 7

SAT prep program at crossroads (photo) (Eugenie Lang announced that "Let's Get Ready," the free SAT prep course for underserved student populations, is "broke."). Sep 20, 2002, p. 1

SAT prep program at crossroads (photo) (continued) (Eugenie Lang announced that "Let's Get Ready," the free SAT prep course for underserved student populations, is "broke."). Sep 20, 2002, p. 8

Bayer, Pinkernell (wed) (photo) (Kari Elizabeth Bayer and Jason George Pinkernell were wed on August 17, 2002, on Block Island, Rhode Island.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 12

An entrepreneurial student with a heart for art (photo) (College student and recent Scarsdale High School graduate, Sanaa Hyder, displayed her art at the Scarsdale Art Association's outdoor show last weekend.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 15
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - ALUMNI (Continued)

Morrison, Martin (wed) (photo) (Dr. Donna Morrison and Dr. Christopher A. Martin were wed on September 14, 2002, at a winery in Sagaponack, New York.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 14

Sohm, Zeiger (wed) (Sarah Sohm and Jeffrey Zeiger are engaged; an April, 2003 wedding is planned.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 14

Wohlleber, Stempel (wed) (Michelle Ann Wohlleber and Jeremy Marc Stempel were wed on September 21, 2002.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 14

Scarsdale football Web site informs community, helps reunite alumni, Sep 27, 2002, p. 24

SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad leads charge to balance career and family (photo) (Attorney Deborah Epstein Henry, SHS class of '85, is founder and President of Flextime Lawyers.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1

Mother finishes her daughter's last report (photo) (Journalist Grace Donati died before she could finish a news story on Brazil; her mother, Georgia Donati, has vowed to complete the project.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 3

Mother finishes her daughter's last report (photo) (continued) (Journalist Grace Donati died before she could finish a news story on Brazil; her mother, Georgia Donati, has vowed to complete the project.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 8

Christopher A. Kelly (dies) (Christopher A. Kelly, former Scarsdale resident, died on September 17, 2002, following a long illness. He was 50.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 20

Boucher's 'Greatest' - The boys of '72 gather for 30th anniversary (photo) (continued) (Twenty-five members of the 1972 Raiders championship football team gathered at Dean Field on September 28.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 22

Boucher's 'Greatest' - The boys of '72 gather for 30th anniversary (photo) (Twenty-five members of the 1972 Raiders championship football team gathered at Dean Field on September 28.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 22

SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad leads charge to balance career and family (continued) (Attorney Deborah Epstein Henry, SHS class of '85, is founder and President of Flextime Lawyers.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 32

Kaul, Disick (wed) (photo) (Tia Caul and Dr. Grant I.S. Disick were wed on October 13, 2002, in New Rochelle.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 16

Substance over style: Three independent-minded SHS (Scarsdale High School) grads launch music and art zine (photo) (Steve Lowenthal, Howie Wyman and Sheila Reafla launch Swingset.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 27

Substance over style: Three independent-minded SHS (Scarsdale High School) grads launch music and art zine (photo) (continued) (Steve Lowenthal, Howie Wyman and Sheila Reafla launch Swingset.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 29

Beyond the Medium; Scarsdale High School Graduate mixes art with politics (photo) (Andrew Epstein, Scarsdale High School class of '97, is featured artist at an exhibit titled "The Authentic Self" at the Gertrude White Gallery in Greenwich.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 19

Fink, Gelboim (engaged) (photo) (Jennifer Ashley Fink and Avi Joseph Gelboim are engaged; a 2004 wedding is planned.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 25

Sorial, Fee (engaged) (photo) (Suzanne Sorial and Michael John Fee are engaged; a June 2003 wedding is planned.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 25

Alice Kornfield (Alice Kornfield appointed general counsel of the New York Chapter of the National Association of Women Business Owners), Nov 1, 2002, p. 4

Hoffman, Ellen Wheeler (Ellen Wheeler Hoffman died on October 20, 2002, following a battle with cancer. She was 54.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 22

Paul Ghiozzi (United States Marine Corps Captain, Paul Ghiozzi, is assigned to the 11th Marine Expeditionary Unit and is currently deployed in the Middle East in support of Operation Enduring Freedom.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 4

Mother/daughter team pays tribut to four-legged heroes (continued), Nov 8, 2002, p. 17

Mother/daughter team pays tribut to four-legged heroes, Nov 8, 2002, p. 17

Goldman, Turkel (wed) (photo) (Elizabeth Hope Goldman and Randall Jeremy Turkel were wed on November 16, 2002, in Manhattan.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 20

Pratt, Siegel engaged (Sandra Pratt and David Siegel are engaged. A September 2003 wedding is planned.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 20

Shedlin, Goodman (wed) (photo) (Lauren Beth Shedlin and Derek Matthew Goodman were wed on November 23, 2002, in Scarsdale.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 20

Boudreau, Doherty (wed) (photo) (Suzanne Catherine Boudreau and Brian Andrew Doherty were wed on October 4, 2002, in Scarsdale.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 16

Ryan, Ward (wed) (photo) (Lida Craig Ryan and Timothy Buchanan Ward were wed on September 14, 2002, in Rhinebeck, New York.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 4

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - ART PROGRAM

Odd images are student artist's signature (photo) (December student artist of the month, Andrea Tsurumi, creates fantastical, surreal illustrations.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - AWARDS

High school student volunteers win awards for community service (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 10

28 SHS (Scarsdale High School) students get AP awards, Nov 29, 2002, p. 10
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - BAND
Booming SHS (Scarsdale High School) Band showed its colors on Memorial Day (letter) (Robin Ascher, Friends of Music and the Arts in the Scarsdale Schools), May 31, 2002, p. 6

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - BASEBALL
Turnin' up the heat (photo) (Photo of Mike Smith, Scarsdale High School Raiders baseball pitcher, during winning game against New Rochelle), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
Battery powered - Smitty: a pitcher, a catcher, and an underdog among underdogs (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 27
Scarsdale Spring Awards (photo) (Listings of Scarsdale High School Maroon and White athletic award winners for Spring, 2002), Jun 21, 2002, p. 22

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - BASKETBALL
Life of Bryan: Aronow sits out senior year with mono (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 33
Life of Bryan: Aronow sits out senior year with mono (photo) (continued), Jan 18, 2002, p. 36
Lindsay Gottlieb at home on the basketball court (photo) (Scarsdale High School alum and multi-sport athlete, Lindsay Gottlieb, is now an assistant basketball coach at the University of New Hampshire), Jan 25, 2002, p. 23
Lindsay Gottlieb at home on the basketball court (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School alum and multi-sport athlete, Lindsay Gottlieb, is an assistant basketball coach at the University of New Hampshire), Jan 25, 2002, p. 27
Conte breaks record! Senior surpasses Howard as all-time scoring champ (photo) (Scarsdale High School senior, Jessica Conte, is Scarsdale's all-time leading career point scorer in basketball), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Conte breaks record! Senior surpasses Howard as all-time scoring champ (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School senior, Jessica Conte, is Scarsdale’s all-time leading career point scorer in basketball), Feb 15, 2002, p. 10
Men of Honor: Coaches Kaminer and Bergen were the life force of Scarsdale High School boys' basketball (photo) (Barry Bergen retires from teaching, coaching), Mar 22, 2002, p. 19
Men of Honor: Coaches Kaminer and Bergen were the life force of Scarsdale High School boys' basketball (photo) (State coaches induct Jack Kaminer into Hall of Fame), Mar 22, 2002, p. 19
Men of Honor: Coaches Kaminer and Bergen were the life force of Scarsdale High School boys' basketball (photo) (continued) (Barry Bergen retires from teaching, coaching), Mar 22, 2002, p. 22
Senior Whitney Davis eyas Urseline, Ketcham and the County Center (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 29

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - BOWLING TEAM
SHS (Scarsdale High School) club shifts focus, but fun is still No. 1 (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 25
SHS (Scarsdale High School) club shifts focus, but fun is still No. 1 (photo) (continued), Jun 14, 2002, p. 26

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - CHEERLEADERS
Give me an 'S' (photo) (All Foran and the Scarsdale High School cheerleaders qualified for the Westchester County Grand Championship by winning first place), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - CLUBS
Clubs add variety to SHS (Scarsdale High School) students' busy schedules (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 9
Pre-Earth Day Summit showcases county's environmental plans (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 12
Students learn to live in a world of diversity (A March 18 School Board meeting discussed a report titled Educating for Diversity), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Latin Club members have grapetime at banquet (photo), Mar 22, 2002, p. 10
Wish Walk (The Scarsdale High School Make-A-Wish Club will sponsor a fundraising walk-a-thon on Sunday, April 28), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Your wish is granted (photo) (Scarsdale High School Make a Wish Foundation volunteers sponsored a fundraising walk-a-thon on May 5), May 10, 2002, p. 11
SHS club learns how signing helps deaf assimilate, May 24, 2002, p. 10
Senior Girl Scout Lee balances diverse dreams (photo) (Profile of Scarsdale High School senior and long time Girl Scout Stephanie Lee), May 31, 2002, p. 11
Scarsdale High School students have tradition of helping those in need (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 46A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - CODE OF CONDUCT
Kids want code they can respect (The new Scarsdale High School Code of Conduct will be presented to Principal John Klemme in January, 2003), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
Kids want code they can respect (continued) (The new Scarsdale High School Code of Conduct will be presented to Principal John Klemme in January, 2003), Dec 13, 2002, p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - CONCERTS
A cappella contest (For Good Measure, the Scarsdale High School A Cappella group, will perform at Harrison High School on April 26), Apr 26, 2002, p. 17

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - DRAMA CLUB
'You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown' to hit SHS stage (photo) (Clark Gesner's musical, 'You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown,' will be presented at Scarsdale High School on February 1 and 2), Jan 25, 2002, p. 19
'Little Shop of Horrors' (The Scarsdale High School Seniors will present 'Little Shop of Horrors' on June 6 and June 7), May 24, 2002, p. 17; Jun 7, 2002, p. 10
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - DRAMA CLUB (Continued)

'Little Shop of Horrors' gets big round of applause (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6A
'Margaret Shiu conducts the Scarsdale High School orchestra in a dress rehearsal of "Little Shop of Horrors." (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6

Hopelessly, devoted...(photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club is performing "Grease" this weekend.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

'Shopping for a better world' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will perform 'Grease' on November 15, 16, and 17.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 11

It takes a village...to put on a terrific show (letter) (Jill Spieler of Claremont Road), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - ECO-SAVERS CLUB

Pre-Earth Day Summit showcases county's environmental plans (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 12

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - FIELD HOCKEY

Scarsdale's (Katie) Rivkin on track to become like her Olympic heroes (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 22

'Fire and desire' - Senior Katie Drucker pushes Scarsdale field hockey and the opposition to the limit (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 25

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - FOOTBALL

Scarsdale football Web site informs community, helps reunite alumni, Sep 27, 2002, p. 24

Having a ball (photo) (Scarsdale Raiders varsity football team celebrated a 21-6 victory over Ossining and secured a spot in the playoffs.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - FUND RAISING

SHS dinner theater proves kids can make a difference (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11

SHS dinner theater proves kids can make a difference (photo) (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 13

Go, Raiders (photo) (Mike Smith pictured as a cheerleader on Rent-a-Senior Day at the Scarsdale High School.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

SHS (Scarsdale High School) fashionistas strut their stuff (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 10

High school fashion show a success (letter) (Suzi Elsam, Benefit chairman), May 10, 2002, p. 9

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - GOLF

Golfers Donnell, Solomon enjoy the ride (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 27

Scarsdale Spring Awards (photo) (Listings of Scarsdale High School Maroon and White athletic award winners for Spring, 2002), Jun 21, 2002, p. 22

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - GRADUATION

Commencing (photo) (Preview of commencement coverage for Scarsdale and Edgemont High Schools), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

SHS (Scarsdale High School) class of '02 enters a challenging world (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 3A

Class of 2002 Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists 2002 Scarsdale High School graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4A

SHS (Scarsdale High School) class of '02 enters a challenging world (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 8A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - HOMECOMING

Hundreds of kids arrive drunk at SHS (Scarsdale High School) dance (More than 200 students showed up drunk to the Scarsdale High School homecoming dance on September 20.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 1

Mayor: Scarsdale must unite against teenage drinking, Sep 27, 2002, p. 1

Degenerating scene of drunkenness bodes ill for the year (letter) (Ronnie Resnik Kaplin, M.D., of Mamaroneck), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6

Don't demonized kids (editorial) (In response to the Scarsdale Homecoming dance where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated, the Inquirer urges the community not to demonize teens who drink but to educate them on the dangers.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6

Some parents must increase their vigilance (letter) (Dr. Ernie Collabolletta, School Psychologist, Scarsdale High School), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6

Mayor: Scarsdale must unite against teenage drinking (continued), Sep 27, 2002, p. 9

Excerpt from Klemme's letter (Scarsdale High School Principal John Klemme puts a moratorium on high school dances following the September 20 Homecoming when over 200 students arrived intoxicated.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 11

Hundred of kids arrive drunk at SHS (Scarsdale High School) dance (continued) (More than 200 students showed up drunk to the Scarsdale High School homecoming dance on September 20.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 11

After the homecoming (Parenting issues relating to teenage substance abuse will be discussed at a meeting at the High School on October 7.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1

The party's over: Parents challenged to set teen limits (Discussion of the aftermath of the recent Scarsdale Homecoming dance, where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1

District should implement DARE anti-drug program (letter) (Gail Wissenfeld of Sheldrake Road), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6

Student body should conduct its own inquiry on misconduct (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6
Wake up already! (editorial) (In the aftermath of the disastrous Scarsdale High School Homecoming dance, where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated, the Inquirer urges parental vigilance and action.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6
The party's over: Parents challenged to set teen limits (continued) (Discussion of the aftermath of the recent Scarsdale Homecoming dance, where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated), Oct 4, 2002, p. 8
Scarsdale mobilizes after SHS (Scarsdale High School) dance, Oct 4, 2002, p. 11
Parents' forum seeks consensus on teenage drinking at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (A public meeting for parents at Scarsdale High School on October 7 addressed the issue of underage drinking.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Finger-pointing at parents does not help kids (letter) (Dean H. Jordan, Scarsdale High School, Class of '86), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
SHS (Scarsdale High School) administration dealt with students too harshly (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
Superintendent shows restraint and thoughtfulness (letter) (Bob Fischel of Montrose Road), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
Parents' forum seeks consensus on teenage drinking at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (continued) (A public meeting for parents at Scarsdale High School on October 7 addressed the issue of underage drinking.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 11
Drunken students deserved to be suspended (letter) (Jon Rothman of Huntington Avenue), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
Student suspensions should be expunged from record (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
This is a time for brutal honesty and for action (letter) (Wendy Bedenbaugh of Wolworth Avenue), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
Social or problem drinking? Blurry line is easily crossed (editorial), Oct 18, 2002, p. 7
Getting away with it seems to be the name of the game (letter) (Josh Frankel of Black Birch Lane), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6
Scarsdale kids need 'tough love' (letter) (Marion Speer, American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6
PTA, other districts brainstorm strategies to curb teen drinking, Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
PTA, other districts brainstorm strategies to curb teen drinking (continued), Nov 8, 2002, p. 11
Moratorium on high school social activities lifted (The ban on Scarsdale High School social activities has been lifted.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
United we stand (editorial) (The Inquirer urges the adult community to cooperate and coordinate their efforts to stop teenaged alcohol abuse.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 6
Scarsdale boys' lacrosse is: A Curran Affair (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 21
Scarsdale Spring Awards (photo) (Listings of Scarsdale High School Maroon and White athletic award winners for Spring, 2002), Jun 21, 2002, p. 22
LAX girls honored (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 26
Student suspensions should be expunged from record (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
Getting away with it seems to be the name of the game (letter) (Josh Frankel of Black Birch Lane), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6
From fever: From teen dance to celebrity wedding (editorial) (Local author, Steven Schnur, reflects on current day prom practices.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 7
Seniors enjoy a bit of home after a night on the town (letter) (Ellen Sunness and Nancy Solomon, Co-Chairs, Senior Prom Breakfast Committee), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A
PTA to hold fashion benefit (Scarsdale High School PTA annual benefit to be held April 27 at Bloomingdale's In White Plains), Apr 12, 2002, p. 11
SHS (Scarsdale High School) fashionistas strut their stuff (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 10
PTA, other districts brainstorm strategies to curb teen drinking, Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
PTA, other districts brainstorm strategies to curb teen drinking (continued), Nov 8, 2002, p. 11
Generosity of Scarsdalians helped college freshmen (letter) (Lynn Bagliebter and Lynn Demetrieus, Co-Chairmen, SHS PTA Scholarship Fund), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - PUBLICATIONS

SHS (Scarsdale High School) Maroon decides college survey is for seniors' eyes only (photo) (For the first time in its history, the Maroon will not share the senior college survey with the entire school.), May 17, 2002, p. 1

Marooned (editorial) (The Inquirer disagrees with the decision of the Maroon editors to discontinue publication of the Seniors' college destination survey, calling it suppression of information.), May 17, 2002, p. 6

SHS (Scarsdale High School) Maroon decides college survey is for seniors' eyes only (continued) (For the first time in its history, the Maroon will not share the senior college survey with the entire school.), May 17, 2002, p. 11

Most high school students were not consulted about college survey (letter) (Michael Schwartz of Ridgecrest North), May 24, 2002, p. 6

College survey is not news, shouldn't be published in the Inquirer (letter) (Alan Tabak, the Maroon), May 24, 2002, p. 7

School paper seeks to minimize negative competition (editorial) (Irving Sloan on the decision of the Maroon editors not to publish the annual college survey), May 24, 2002, p. 7

Adults should look to kids to set example (letter) (Rob Gordon of Cohawney Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

Choice de-emphasizes importance of college labels (letter) (Judy Lempel of Jefferson Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

Could it be that Maroon's editors were on to something? (letter) (Seth A. Halpern of Ridgecrest East), May 24, 2002, p. 8

Maroon practices standard and fair journalism (letter) (Daniel Hemel and Zach Seward, Editors-in-Chief, the Maroon), May 24, 2002, p. 8

The new editors of Maroon made the right decision (letter) (Frederick Nitsch of Brown Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

College paper should be applauded for moral choice (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

College name is not a measure of a person's worth (editorial) (Ellen Grenley of Autenrieth Road), May 31, 2002, p. 6

Heavy hypocrisy from a 'silent' Maroon staff (letter) (Brian L. Cohen of Magnolia Road), May 31, 2002, p. 6

Response reveals a gender gap (letter) (Seth Halpern of Ridgecrest East), Jun 14, 2002, p. 9

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - REUNIONS

Boucher's 'Greatest' - The boys of '72 gather for 30th anniversary (photo) (continued) (Twenty-five members of the 1972 Raiders championship football team gathered at Dean Field on September 28.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 22

Boucher's 'Greatest' - The boys of '72 gather for 30th anniversary (photo) (Twenty-five members of the 1972 Raiders championship football team gathered at Dean Field on September 28.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 22

SHS (Scarsdale High School) '52 reunited in record numbers (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - SENIOR OPTIONS

(Three Scarsdale High School seniors pictured taking in the sun on a break from Senior Options), May 31, 2002, p. 6

Lieber answers 'YES' to internship with new network (photo) (Scarsdale High School senior, Blair Lieber, spent her senior options weeks as an intern at the YES Network), Jun 21, 2002, p. 23

Senior Options students explore interests, career possibilities (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 10

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - SIGN LANGUAGE CLUB

SHS club learns how signing helps deaf assimilate, May 24, 2002, p. 10

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - SOCCER

Parents' group wants girls' soccer moved to fall (Some Section 1 parents demand that schools move girls' soccer to the autumn in compliance with Title IX), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1

Parents' group wants girls' soccer moved to fall (photo) (continued) (Some Section 1 parents demand that schools move girls' soccer to the autumn in compliance with Title IX), Feb 8, 2002, p. 9

Scarsdale's Coape-Arnold sets goal to squash competition for college (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 26

Scarsdale Spring Awards (photo) (Listings of Scarsdale High School Maroon and White athletic award winners for Spring, 2002), Jun 21, 2002, p. 22

Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16

Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (continued), Aug 16, 2002, p. 19

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - SOFTBALL

Scarsdale Spring Awards (photo) (Listings of Scarsdale High School Maroon and White athletic award winners for Spring, 2002), Jun 21, 2002, p. 22

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - SPORTS

The practice; Tyler treats athletes at new Scarsdale office (photo) (continued), Feb 8, 2002, p. 33

The practice; Tyler treats athletes at new Scarsdale office (photo) (continued), Feb 8, 2002, p. 38

Maroon and White supports Scarsdale High School athletics (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 52A

Retelny sisters shine at Maccabi Games (photo), Sep 20, 2002, p. 21

Maroon & White 'honors' the game at Raider Pride Day (letter) (Rip and Noreen Fisher, Co-chairs, Raider Pride Day), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6

Boucher's 'Greatest' - The boys of '72 gather for 30th anniversary (photo) (Twenty-five members of the 1972 Raiders championship football team gathered at Dean Field on September 28.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 22

Julia B. Fee Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo) (Fall 2002 season), Nov 22, 2002, p. 31
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - SPORTS - AWARDS
Scarsdale High School Fall Sports Awards 2002 (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 33

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - SWIMMING
Weir No. 1! Scarsdale High School junior (Paul Weir) wins state title (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 19
National standards: Recent swims put (Bridget) O'Connor vs. the best (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 23
Weir No. 1! Scarsdale High School junior (Paul Weir) wins state title (continued), Mar 8, 2002, p. 25
O'Connor hits unfamiliar waters on national swimming scene (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 23
O'Connor hits unfamiliar waters on national swimming scene (photo) (continued), Nov 1, 2002, p. 29
Simply the best; Scarsdale junior O'Connor repeats as state 100 fly champion (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 23
Simply the best; Scarsdale junior O'Connor repeats as state 100 fly champion (continued), Nov 28, 2002, p. 26

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - TENNIS TEAM
Scarsdale Spring Awards (photo) (Listings of Scarsdale High School Maroon and White athletic award winners for Spring, 2002), Jun 21, 2002, p. 22

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - THEATER
'Charlie Brown' on SHS (Scarsdale High School) stage (photo), Feb 1, 2002, p. 17

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - TRACK
Scarsdale High School Fall Sports Awards (photo) (Listings of Scarsdale High School Maroon and White athletic award winners for Spring, 2002), Jun 21, 2002, p. 22

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - WRESTLING
A labor of love (photo) (Vince Urbano, who was honored by the Scarsdale High School wrestling program, reflects on his years of writing about high school wrestling for the Inquirer.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 25
A labor of love (photo) (continued) (Vince Urbano, who was honored by the Scarsdale High School wrestling program, reflects on his years of writing about high school wrestling for the Inquirer.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 26

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - YEARBOOK
2 Good 2 B 4got10 (photo) (Scarsdale High School seniors check out the 2002 Bandersnatch on June 4, Senior Transition Day.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - IMMACULATE HEART OF MARY
St. Pius, IHM fifth-graders graduate DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Program) (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 10
IHM (Immaculate Heart of Mary School) celebrates its seventy-fifth anniversary (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 49A
IHM (Immaculate Heart of Mary School) kids get a look at grown-up software (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MATHEMATICS PROGRAM
Math department's direct recruiting: Poaching or much ado about nothing? (Scarsdale High School Math Department head, Doug Bumby, defends his department's recruiting policy.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
Math department's direct recruiting: Poaching or much ado about nothing? (continued) (Scarsdale High School Math Department head, Doug Bumby, defends his department's recruiting policy.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 11
Consortium: district's A can become an A+ (At the April 8 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting, Paul Folkemer presented findings of the Tri-States Consortium on K-12 mathematics.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10
Teacher recruiting tactics defended (letter) (Bob Amigo, Scarsdale High School math teacher), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL
The Year in Review: Parents try to STOP standardized tests (Middle School parents had their eighth graders boycott state mandated standardized tests, resulting in a media circus.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
The Year in Review: Parents try to STOP standardized tests (continued) (Middle School parents had their eighth graders boycott state mandated standardized tests, resulting in a media circus.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 9
Mills says no (New York State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, was “unavailable” to come to Scarsdale to defend state mandated educational testing.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Medical professor's anti-drug program fosters self-esteem (photo) (Dr. Gilbert Botvin's LifeSkills program, used at Scarsdale Middle School, builds self-esteem in teens so they can resist drugs, smoking and alcohol.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1
Medical professor's anti-drug program fosters self-esteem (continued) (Dr. Gilbert Botvin's LifeSkills program, used at Scarsdale Middle School, builds self-esteem in teens so they can resist drugs, smoking and alcohol.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL - THEATER
'Showcase of Talent' wows classmates (photo), Feb 1, 2002, p. 11
Test debate at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) raises thorny issues (The debate over standardized testing raised tempers and ire at the Scarsdale Middle School PTA meeting on January 30.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Test debate at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) raises thorny issues (continued) (The debate over standardized testing raised tempers and ire at the Scarsdale Middle School PTA meeting on January 30.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 11

The show must go on at Middle School (letter) (Debra Prince of Griffen Avenue), Feb 15, 2002, p. 7
Talent show story appreciated, more talent to come (letter) (Sandy Failla of Paddington Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6
Parents, teachers try to save SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) play, to no avail (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 9
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL (Continued)

Science olympiad (Scarsdale Middle School team places in the top ten of 14 out of 17 events at the Lower Hudson Regional Science Olympiad), Mar 1, 2002, p. 11

SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) students find Orange County kids are a lot like them (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 11

Walk like an Egyptian (photo) (Popham House students at Scarsdale Middle School create a large exhibit of home made Egyptian art and artifacts), Mar 15, 2002, p. 11

SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) math teacher resigns; PR (Public Relations) assistant hired, Mar 22, 2002, p. 10

SMS catches the TV spotlight with tech-savvy kids (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 11

Confidence, poise win points with judges at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest, Apr 19, 2002, p. 1

Confidence, poise win points with judges at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest (photo) (continued), Apr 18, 2002, p. 11

Student scientists go to the Olympics (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 11

We are the world: SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) kids use diplomacy at World Conference (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 10

From the page to the stage: Shakespeare comes alive (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 11

Celebrating diversity (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 10

Groundbreaking (Official groundbreaking ceremony to be held at Scarsdale Middle School on June 10), Jun 7, 2002, p. 10

Groundbreaking begins new era at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo) (Construction began on June 10 on Elizabeth Fountain House at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1

Global tastes fill SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) stomachs (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10

Groundbreaking begins new era at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (continued) (Construction began on June 10 on Elizabeth Fountain House at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10

SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) volunteers bring this old house to life (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 11

Play it forward (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School students shown with equipment collected for the Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club's Passback Program.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 2

(SCarsdale Middle School eighth graders shown at annual party at Scarsdale Pool.) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

Digital video camp to be held at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10

Middle Ages meet modern age with Popham House i-Movies at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

8th-grade tests '02: No boycott but some refused (continued), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

8th-grade tests '02: No boycott but some refused (continued), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11

Enrollment is up at middle and high schools (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 5A

Scarsdale Middle School: Effective traditions and exciting additions (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 8A

Enrollment is up at middle and high schools (Back to School Supplement) (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 9A

Construction, 9/11 plans top school to-do list (Scarsdale Schools are off and running in preparation for their September 4 opening.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1

Construction, 9/11 plans top school to-do list (continued) (Scarsdale Schools are off and running in preparation for their September 4 opening.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 8

SHS (Scarsdale High School), SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) students memorialize Sept. (September) 11 with stories, songs (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 11

Middle schoolers get substantial unit on substance abuse (letter) (Emelie Sciarpelletti and Michelle Gould, Health Educators, Scarsdale Middle School), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6

SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) students show appreciation for brave, caring 'giraffes' (photo) (The Scarsdale Middle School "Giraffe Project" puts September 11 in perspective.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 11

2 senior SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) singers rise to honor choir challenge (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 10

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL - CHOICE PROGRAM

SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) teacher fills gap with workbook (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School CHOICE teacher Sue Goldman's new book, SAT II Writing Guide, teaches students what to expect from the grammar test.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 11

We are the world: SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) kids use diplomacy at World Conference (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 10

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL - GRADUATION

Class of 2002 Scarsdale Middle School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Scarsdale Middle School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 16A

Class of 2002 Scarsdale Middle School (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement lists Scarsdale Middle School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 17A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL - PTA

Vigilance is the best defense against Internet predators, Nov 15, 2002, p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL - STUDENT ORGANIZATION

SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) students find Orange County kids are a lot like them (photo), Mar 16, 2002, p. 11

Middle school SO (Student Organization) kids sharpen skills (photo) (Four Scarsdale Middle School students attend student organization conference in Maryland March 8-10), Apr 5, 2002, p. 10
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL - STUDENT ORGANIZATION (Continued)
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) volunteers bring this 'ol house to life (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 11
Representing the people (photo) (Pictured are the newly elected Scarsdale Middle School student organization
officers.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 11
Here we are now, entertain us! SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) performers bring talent and teen spirit to S.O.
(Student Organization) Showcase (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 10

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MUSIC PROGRAM
Fifth-grade hepcats riff with the pros at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - QUAKER RIDGE
QR (Quaker Ridge) kids show their American spirit on stage (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 10
Cross generational cheer (photo) (Quaker Ridge students give Valentines to seniors at the Andrus Retirement
Community ()), Feb 15, 2002, p. 11
Quaker Ridge has the whole world in its gym (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 11
Fifth-grade hepcats riff with the pros at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10
Democracy in action (photo) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin showed Quaker Ridge fourth graders how a bill
becomes a law.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 10
"One World" mosaic mural celebrates peace, friendship (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 10
Just like olden times (photo) (Quaker Ridge fifth graders participate in traditional Thanksgiving feast), Nov 29,
2002, p. 10
Advertising the future at QR (Quaker Ridge) (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - QUAKER RIDGE - GRADUATION
Quaker Ridge 2002 - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Quaker Ridge School 2002 graduates), Jul
5, 2002, p. 19A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - SAINT PIUS X
St. Pius, IHM fifth-graders graduate DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Program) (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 10
Senior Options students explore interests, career possibilities (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 10
HOPE for Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - SCIENCE PROGRAM
Authentic Science students' research reaches wider audience (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - SPECIAL EDUCATION
CHILD outcry is heard (At the June 17 Scarsdale School Board meeting, Dr. Michael McGill reaffirmed the
District's legal and ethical commitment to special education.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
CHILD outcry is heard (continued) (At the June 17 Scarsdale School Board meeting, Dr. Michael McGill reaffirmed
the District's legal and ethical commitment to special education.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - SPORTS
Another year to remember; Scarsdale's success extended beyond elite sports (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 15
The Year in Review: 2001 - A Sports Odyssey: It was the best of times, it was the worst of times (photo) (Recap of
the year in school sports.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 15
To some goodbye, to even more hello (photo) (Recap of retirees and new hires in school and village sports and
recreation), Jan 4, 2002, p. 17
Sports help parents and their kids grow closer (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 17
Another year to remember; Scarsdale's success extended beyond elite sports (photo) (continued), Jan 4, 2002, p.
20
The best of the rest; the most interesting stories we couldn't fit in this issue (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 20
Building a better Scarsdale to play in (photo) (Jim Legarza conducted positive coaching workshops for parents
and coaches), Jan 4, 2002, p. 20
Fall Sports Preview (photo) (Special Supplement to the Scarsdale Inquirer features highlights of the upcoming fall
season at Scarsdale and Edgemont schools.), Sep 6, 2002, pp. 15–26
Winter sports preview; The inside scoop on Scarsdale and Edgemont's varsity teams, players and coaches
(photo), Dec 6, 2002, pp. 18–28

SCHOOLS - WESTCHESTER COUNTY (N.Y.)
State education chief comes to Scarsdale to defend tests (photo) (State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills,
discussed the state assessment testing program on March 6 at Scarsdale High School.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1

SCHOOLS - YONKERS (N.Y.) - OUR LADY OF FATIMA
Fatima school welcomes new principal (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 5A

SCHOOL TAXES
School taxes may rise 9.6%, Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
School taxes may rise 9.6% (illustration) (continued), Mar 8, 2002, p. 9

SCHOOL TAX RELIEF PROGRAM
STAR bright (Greenburgh Assemblyman Richard Brodsky reminds home owners of tax reductions available under
the STAR Program, aka the School Tax Relief Program.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
Tax breaks (June 1 is deadline for tax exemption applications), May 3, 2002, p. 1
SCHUHART, DAVID
Focal Points: What changes do you think will result from the Enron situation? (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 7

SCHWALBE, MICHAEL
At Cornell commencement (photo) (Rabbi Richard Jacobs of Westchester Reform Temple gave the principal address at the Baccalaureate service at Cornell University in Ithaca.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 20

SCHWAM, WENDY
Say YES to jobs for kids (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23

SCHWARTZ, BOB
Don't change antenna law, residents urge (At a Village Board meeting on March 12, residents urged Trustees not to place a wireless communications antenna on Garden Road.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1

SCHWARTZ, CARLY
From salsa to country, kids span musical styles with 'KIDS' radio' (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 11

SCHWARTZ, CAROLYN (AUTHOR)
Why pigeons hang out at the Scarsdale train station (letter) (Carolyn and Seth Schwartz of She/drake Road), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6

SCHWARTZ, ELLEN
Prudential Centennial adds six new agents (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 4

SCHWARTZ, FELICIA
Butter churning, hoop rolling at Heathcote take kids back in time (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10

SCHWARTZ, HARRY
Focal Points: Would you serve in local public office on either a paid or volunteer basis? (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think inspection procedures for entrance into business buildings or places of entertainment are necessary or adequate? (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think the current stock market collapse will affect future quality of life? (photo), Jul 26, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: How should the U.S. solve the problems presented by Saddam Hussein? (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 7

SCHWARTZ, JOSH
Shining stars prove they have what it takes (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 16

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH
Retirement party (Judith Schwartz to retire), Jun 7, 2002, p. 10
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

SCHWARTZ, MARIE (AUTHOR)
Junior League boutique helps support a variety of worthy causes (letter) (Marie Schwartz, President, Junior League of Central Westchester), Nov 15, 2002, p. 6

SCHWARTZ, MICHAEL (AUTHOR)
Most high school students were not consulted about college survey (letter) (Michael Schwartz of Ridgecrest North), May 24, 2002, p. 6

SCHWARTZ, SANDI
Seniors enjoy a bit of home after a night on the town (letter) (Ellen Sunness and Nancy Solomon, Co-Chairs, Senior Prom Breakfast Committee), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

SCHWARTZ, SETH (AUTHOR)
Why pigeons hang out at the Scarsdale train station (letter) (Carolyn and Seth Schwartz of She/drake Road), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6
SCHWARTZBAUM, RENA (DR)
Natural deposit of fat cells is not a 'deformity' (letter) (Dr. Rena Schwartzbaum of Black Birch Lane), Jul 5, 2002, p. 8

Overweight America immune to joys of body contouring (letter) (Neil Sullivan of Taunton Road), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6

Consultation evaluates, educates patients before surgery (letter) (Dr. Rhoda S. Narins of Dolma Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

SCHWARTZMAN, EVAN
'Musical Moms' meld opera and puppetry at Edgewood (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 10

SCHWARTZMAN, GIGI
'Musical Moms' meld opera and puppetry at Edgewood (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 10

SCHWARZ, PAUL
Confidence, poise win points with judges at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest, Apr 19, 2002, p. 1

Fond farewells, friendly hellos (Seven beloved employees retire from Scarsdale schools), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10

SCHWEBER, TRACEY
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

SCHWEITZER, CAREN
Networks for the newly widowed help them cope (Westchester Self-Help Clearinghouse helps widows and widowers cope with loss), Jul 5, 2002, p. 3

SCHWEITZER, PETER (AUTHOR)
Consolidated debt load on Scarsdale homeowners is at record levels (letter) (John Bonanno of Carman Road; David Buchen; Joseph Losardo; Peter Schweitzer; Randy Whitestone), May 24, 2002, p. 6

SCHWER, WALTER
Volunteer firefighters (Three Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Fighters completed a course in defense against terrorism.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4

Curbside only (Village Manager Steve Pappalardo urges residents to comply with strict leaf collection rules.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1

SCIARPELLETTI, EMELIE (AUTHOR)
Middle schoolers get substantial unit on substance abuse (letter) (Emelie Sciarpeffetti and Michelle Gould, Health Educators, Scarsdale Middle School), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6

SCIENCE
Student scientists go to the Olympics (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 11

'Try this at home!' says the Dirtmeister (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 11

SCIENCE - STUDY AND TEACHING
Science olympiad (Scarsdale Middle School team places in the top ten of 14 out of 17 events at the Lower Hudson Regional Science Olympiad), Mar 1, 2002, p. 11

SCOTT, ADAM
'You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown' to hit SHS stage (photo) (Clark Gesner's musical, "You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown," will be presented at Scarsdale High School on February 1 and 2.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 19

SCULPTORS
Shaw exhibit (photo) (Scarsdale sculptor and resident, Isabel Shaw, will display her works at the Broome Street Gallery from July 9-July 27.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 13

SCULPTURE
Mother/daughter team pays tribute to four-legged heroes (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 17

Mother/daughter team pays tribute to four-legged heroes (continued), Nov 8, 2002, p. 18

SEADER, BARBARA
Say YES to jobs for kids (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23

SEALY, BETTY
From Scarsdale to Cameroon - Woman's Club project spans the globe (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 3

SEASONS
Elegy for a last leaf (editorial), Dec 13, 2002, p. 7

SEBESTA, LOU
Sprucing up for Spring (photo) (Nature lovers spruce up outdoor areas in honor of Arbor Day), May 3, 2002, p. 3

SECTOR, FRANCIS
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

SECTOR FARMS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
Indian Point risks debated (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board has not joined the movement to close the nuclear power plant in Indian Point despite the resolutions urging closing from 28 Westchester municipalities and school districts.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 12
SECURITY SYSTEMS
Supervisor not qualified to determine who is a security risk (letter) (Joseph Kiell criticizes Greenburgh Supervisor Paul Feiner's security initiatives.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 6
Focal Points: Do you think inspection procedures for entrance into business buildings or places of entertainment are necessary or adequate? (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7

SEDAR, SANDRA
Wilson & Son hosts bridal event (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 4

SEGAL, BARBARA
Sculpture meadow, Apr 19, 2002, p. 17

SEIDEN, GREGORY (AUTHOR)
Former resident welcomed 'home' (letter) (Gregory Seiden, Greenacres School), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6

SEIDES, SARA L
Seides, Enis (engaged) (photo) (Sara L. Seides and Steven R. Enis are engaged.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 11

SEIFE, TAMA
Letter misrepresented relationship of mayors and TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (letter) (Boine Johnson of Fairview Road), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6

SEIFE, TAMA (AUTHOR)
Hoff-Barthelson has outgrown its School Lane site (letter) (Tama Seife of Circle Road), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
'Special interests' are diversity and independence (letter) (Tama Seife of Circle Road), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6

SEILER, RICHARD

SEKINE, YUKI
First-day fanfare (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 3

Selden, Isabel
Focal Points: To what extent, if any, have recent events altered your attitude toward capital punishment? (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7

SELF-ESTEEM
Medical professor's anti-drug program fosters self-esteem (photo) (Dr. Gilbert Botvin's LifeSkills program, used at Scarsdale Middle School, builds self-esteem in teens so they can resist drugs, smoking and alcohol.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1
Medical professor's anti-drug program fosters self-esteem (continued) (Dr. Gilbert Botvin's LifeSkills program, used at Scarsdale Middle School, builds self-esteem in teens so they can resist drugs, smoking and alcohol.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 11

SELLER, RICHARD
Focal Points: What do you think should be included in the rebuilding of ground zero? (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 7

Seltzer, Brad
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

Seltzer, Mike
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3

Semenuk, Wyatt
Slip-sliding away (photo) (Wyatt Semenuk and Jason Lee are shown on a slide at the Fox Meadow School carnival on May 11.), May 17, 2002, p. 1
...So that's why it's been rainy lately (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10

SEPTEMBER 11 TERRORIST ATTACKS, 2001
Schools provide support network in troubled year (School district helps students cope in the wake of the September 11, 2001, World Trade Center terrorist attacks), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
Focal Points: Why would you or would you not want to visit ground zero? (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 7
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (photo) (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 8
Schools provide support network in troubled year (photo) (continued) (School district helps students cope in the wake of the September 11, 2001, World Trade Center terrorist attacks), Jan 4, 2002, p. 9
Town of Greenburgh beefs up security following Sept. 11 (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1A
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Legion Post plans memorial garden (photo) (Scarsdale American Legion Post 52 plans memorial garden for victims of 9/11 terrorist attacks), Mar 1, 2002, p. 4
Platform blues (editorial) (Debra Banerjee describes visit to Ground Zero), Mar 1, 2002, p. 7
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (continued) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 10
SEPTEMBER 11 TERRORIST ATTACKS, 2001  (Continued)

'Apology for terrorism' helps us see our enemies (letter) (Lynn and Jeffrey Lowin of Fox Meadow Road), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6

Senator affirms bond with Israel (editorial) (photo) (Susan Stern accompanied Senator Hillary Clinton on a fact finding mission to Israel; the Senator stressed the many ties between New York and Israel, particularly in the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 7

Focal Points: A movement has been started to have the government declare Sept. 11, 2001, a national holiday in memory of those who died. How do you feel about this? (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 7

Goal is a diverse Middle East (editorial) (David Arrow of Griffen Avenue responds to Harry Reynolds's controversial March 29 editorial.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7

Isolationism, ethnocentrism and ignorance can weaken us as a nation (letter) (Eric Nusbaum and Fredda Cohen of Graham Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8

Our economic, social, scientific, democratic, cultural and religious status precipitate Muslim hatred (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8

Thugs, terrorists should not dictate foreign policy (letter) (Anita and Art Resnick of Wynmor Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6

We have no choice but to join this fight (letter) (Anne Weisberg of Fox Meadow Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6

We have the right to criticize Israel, but it's still our ally (letter) (Michael S. Kutzin of Fox Meadow Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6

Affluent Israel is the focal point for Arab hostility (letter) (Dr. Elliott Rose of Richbell Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7

Muslim threat is as evil and virulent as Nazi threat (letter) (Theo Falowitz of School Lane), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7

Why have other Arabs failed to offer Palestinians a home? (letter) (Laura J. Lewis, Executive Director, American Jewish Committee), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6

Brother to brother (photo) (A donation to the FDNY Widows and Orphans Fund was announced at the annual dinner dance of Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company Number 1.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 14

Borg leads engineers in study after 9/11 (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 4

Extremists would not reward U.S. for withdrawing support (letter) (Stephen M. Goodman of Rectory Lane), May 3, 2002, p. 6

U.S. should wield influence (letter) (Richard H. Oringer of Chateaux Circle), May 17, 2002, p. 9


SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad memorialized in 9/11 monument (photo) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Peter Alderman, will be memorialized with other victims in the Amorkn Rotary Club's permanent memorial.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 2

September song (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Neil Rutman, has written a song inspired by the September 11 tragedy which was selected for inclusion in a commemorative CD.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 13

In the aftermath (letter) (Pamela Moser of Tompkins Road), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6

An attack on human freedom (editorial) (Bob Pilpel distinguishes the September 11 terrorist attacks from prior atrocities.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 7

Security is a local issue (Jonathan Lewis reflects on the one year anniversary of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 7

Sept. (September) 11 services (Several Scarsdale churches and synagogues will mark the first anniversary of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 29

Ground zero engineer studies ways to make buildings stronger (photo) (Emmanuel Velivasakis oversees the cleanup operation at the World Trade Center disaster site.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1

Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1

Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3

One year later (editorial) (The Inquirer commemorates the one year anniversary of the tragic September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6

Focal Points: What do you think should be included in the rebuilding of ground zero? (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 7

People of all faiths gather for 9/11 service at synagogue (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 8

Ground zero engineer studies ways to make buildings stronger (photo) (continued) (Emmanuel Velivasakis oversees the cleanup operation at the World Trade Center disaster site.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 10

SHS (Scarsdale High School), SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) students memorialize Sept. (September) 11 with stories, songs (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 11

How to help children cope with 9/11 fears, Sep 20, 2002, p. 3

How to help children cope with 9/11 fears; Remembering, living last September, Sep 20, 2002, p. 3

Younger grades needed a 9/11 commemorative event, Too (letter) (Marina London, C.S.W., Palmer Avenue), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6

How to help children cope with 9/11 fears (continued), Sep 20, 2002, p. 11

SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) students show appreciation for brave, caring 'giraffes' (photo) (The Scarsdale Middle School "Giraffe Project" puts September 11 in perspective.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 11

SERAFIN, TRISH

Confidence, poise win points with judges at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest, Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
SERBY, MICHAEL (DR) (AUTHOR)
If protection is state's top priority, why criticize Israel? (editorial) (Dr. Michael Serby responds to Harold J. Reynolds' April 19 editorial.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7

SEREYSKY, JEDD
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

SERGI, JOHN
Gorgeous weather for a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 3

SERUYA, BRIAN
Edgewood is posh cabaret at 'Classical Cafe' (photo), Mar 22, 2002, p. 9

SERVICE STATIONS
As corny as Heathcote in August (photo) (Al Porpora of the Heathcote Auto Center is shown peeping out through the corn growing in front of his service station.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 1

SERVIO, ROBIN
Doernberg agents receive honors (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4

SESTI, BARBARA
Focal Points: Do you think the problem of teen drinking is worse today than in the past? (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 7

SEVUSH, TOBE
'Made for me;' New director Tobe Sevush finds her dream job at JCC's (Jewish Community Center's) intensive arts camp (photo), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1
'Made for me;' New director Tobe Sevush finds her dream job at JCC's (Jewish Community Center's) intensive arts camp (photo) (continued), Jul 26, 2002, p. 3

SEWARD, ZACHARY
SHS (Scarsdale High School) Maroon decides college survey is for seniors' eyes only (photo) (For the first time in its history, the Maroon will not share the senior college survey with the entire school.), May 17, 2002, p. 1
Maroon editorial (The Inquirer disagrees with the decision of the Maroon editors to discontinue publication of the Seniors' college destination survey, calling it suppression of information.), May 17, 2002, p. 6
SHS (Scarsdale High School) Maroon decides college survey is for seniors' eyes only (continued) (For the first time in its history, the Maroon will not share the senior college survey with the entire school.), May 17, 2002, p. 11
School paper seeks to minimize negative competition (editorial) (Irving Sloan on the decision of the Maroon editors not to publish the annual college survey), May 24, 2002, p. 7
The new editors of Maroon made the right decision (letter) (Frederick Nitsch of Brown Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8
School paper should be applauded for moral choice (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

SEWARD, ZACHARY (AUTHOR)
Maroon practices standard and fair journalism (letter) (Daniel Heme and Zach Seward, Editors-in-Chief, the Maroon), May 24, 2002, p. 8

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
It's not only sticks and stones that hurt (editorial) (Ernie Collabolletta and Marjorie Jacobs define and decry "sexual harassment in the schools."), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7
It's not only sticks and stones that hurt (editorial) (continued) (Ernie Collabolletta and Marjorie Jacobs define and decry "sexual harassment in the schools."), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10

SHAKESPEARE - READING
From the page to the stage: Shakespeare comes alive (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 11

SHAMOON, RONA
Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

SHAPIRO, MARY
Open house and flower show at Scarsdale (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 20

SHAPIRO, MELISSA
Hall of presidents (photo) (Celebration on March 13 honors contributors to the renovation of the Kids' Base and Little School), Apr 5, 2002, p. 11

SHAPIRO, REBECCA
Authentic Science students' research reaches wider audience (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

SHARON, ARIEL
Deadlock and dead end in Middle East (editorial) (Harry Reynolds responds to critics of his March 29 editorial), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7

SHAVER, PETER
Ground broken for Garth apartments (continued) (Groundbreaking ceremony for Scarsdale Commons apartments, on the site of the former Scarsdale Plaza Theater, held on July 17), Jul 19, 2002, p. 18

SHAW, ISABEL
Shaw exhibit (photo) (Scarsdale sculptor and resident, Isabel Shaw, will display her works at the Broome Street Gallery from July 9-July 27.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 13
SHAW, JOAN
Fee attends conference (photo) *(Julia B. Fee Vice Presidents attend conference in London)*, Feb 1, 2002, p. 4

SHAW, WILL
Juggler Will Shaw to perform at country fair Sept. 14 (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 2

SHAY, ROBERT
In memoriam *(Scarsdale Inquirer notes some of the residents who died in 2001.)*, Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

SHEA, JIM
Sportscaster (Bruce) Beck anchors NBC's Olympic news team in Salt Lake (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 21

SHEDLIN, LAUREN BETH
Shedlin, Goodman (wed) (photo) *(Lauren Beth Shedlin and Derek Matthew Goodman were wed on November 23, 2002, in Scarsdale.)*, Nov 29, 2002, p. 20

SHEEHAN, FRANCIS

Antenna board locked out of town hall (photo) *(continued) (Greenburgh Antenna Review Board protests discriminatory treatment from Paul Feiner)*, Jan 4, 2002, p. 11

Feiner used national tragedy against antenna board (letter) *(Mary Tobias has some quibbles regarding the Greenburgh articles in the January 4 edition of the Inquirer.)*, Jan 18, 2002, p. 6

SHEEHAN, FRANCIS (AUTHOR)
Supervisor's response proves editorial's point (letter) *(Francis Sheehan of Essex Place)*, Dec 20, 2002, p. 6

SHEINFELD, RACHEL HEISLER
Basketball dreams (photo) *(The Women's International Zionist Organization raised money for children in Israel with a "Fantasy Basketball Event" held in November.)*, Dec 20, 2002, p. 22

SHELTON-SMITH, KEVIN
International man of marathons; Scarsdale resident Shetlon-Smith finishes 195th in 33d NYC Marathon (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 21

International man of marathons; Scarsdale resident Shetlon-Smith finishes 195th in 33d NYC Marathon (photo) *(continued)*, Nov 8, 2002, p. 22

SHERAS, PETER
Friends to host author, hold annual election (photo) *(Author and clinical psychologist, Peter Sheras, will speak at the Scarsdale Public Library on May 16.)*, May 10, 2002, p. 2

Bullying is a problem with lasting effects (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10

SHERMAN, CRAIG
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

SHERMAN, MIMI
The 'nature' of collecting: Utilitarian or decorative, new exhibit gathers treasure from the natural world (photo) *(100 craft objects currently on view at Scarsdale Historical Society)*, Apr 12, 2002, p. 21

SHERMAN, PETER
Nominators to be elected Wednesday *(The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.)*, Nov 8, 2002, p. 1

SHERWOOD, EMILY LAZER
School board incumbents Sherwood and Simon renominated (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1

Consortium: district's A can become an A+ *(At the April 8 Scarsdale Board of Education meeting, Paul Folkemer presented findings of the Tri-States Consortium on K-12 mathematics.)*, Apr 12, 2002, p. 10

Wired schools turn out tech-savvy, connected kids (continued) *(Gerald Crisci addressed the School Board on May 7 on technology advances in Scarsdale schools.)*, May 10, 2002, p. 14

Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; Budget raises taxes 9.6% in Scarsdale, May 17, 2002, p. 1

Scarsdale and Edgemont school budgets pass; Scarsdale school budget passes 427 tp 293, May 24, 2002, p. 1

Scarsdale and Edgemont school budgets pass; Scarsdale school budget passes 427 tp 293 (continued), May 24, 2002, p. 10

Groundbreaking begins new era at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo) *(Construction began on June 10 on Elizabeth Fountain House at the Scarsdale Middle School.)*, Jun 14, 2002, p. 1

Stevens, Sherwood named board officers (photo) *(Bob Stevens and Emily Sherwood welcomed to the Scarsdale Board of Education on July 1.)*, Jul 5, 2002, p. 1

Stevens, Sherwood named board officers (continued) *(Bob Stevens and Emily Sherwood welcomed to the Scarsdale Board of Education on July 1.)*, Jul 5, 2002, p. 9

Scarsdale Middle School; Effective traditions and exciting additions (photo) *(Back to School Supplement)*, Aug 23, 2002, p. 6A
SHERWOOD, EMILY LAZER (Continued)
Board to kids: Need to create co-curricular code, or we will, Oct 11, 2002, p. 11
Let's take time to appreciate our fine school board (letter) (Anna S. Dicker, PT Council President), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6

SHIELDS, REBECCA
SHS (Scarsdale High School) class of '02 enters a challenging world (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 3A

SHIFFREN, Loretta
Into the woods (photo) (The Garth Woods Conservancy sponsored an outdoor photo workshop on July 20.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 2

SHIU, MARGARET
(Margaret Shiu conducts the Scarsdale High School orchestra in a dress rehearsal of "Little Shop of Horrors.") (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6

SHODA, ENFU
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (continued) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 10

SHOOTING
Focal Points: What do you think can be done to prevent a recurrence of the recent sniper killings? (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7

SHOPPING
The elusive post-Christmas bargain (editorial) (Lois Podoshen pursues the elusive post-Christmas shopping bargain.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 7

SHOPPING CENTERS
Midway is not addressing problems it has now (letter) (Arlene Berkman of Westminster Road), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6
Midway Shopping Center is upgrading, improving traffic conditions (letter) (Lyle Ison Steinberg, Owner, Midway Shopping Center), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6
Midway expansion makes mockery of G'burgh zoning laws (letter) (Roberta Ozerkis of High Point Road), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6

SHORE, RACHEL
The art and artistry of Jerry Pinkney (photo) (The Katonah Museum of Art will open an exhibit of the art of Jerry Pinkney and Eric Carle on June 8.), May 24, 2002, p. 17

SHULMAN, ALAN

SHULMAN, JAY (AUTHOR)
A tragedy of epic proportions unfolds on Garth Road (letter) (Jay Shulman of Garth Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Loss of Plaza Theater is a tragedy of development (letter) (Jay Shulman of Garth Road), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6

SHULMAN, MINDY
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

SHWEITZER, PETER
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3

SICILIANO, MICHAEL
Police awards (The Scarsdale Village Board announced the 2002 recipients of the Scarsdale Police Department awards.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

SIDER, CHARLIE
Making 'peace posts' (Children created "peace posts" at the Scarsdale Historical Society's Martin Luther King, Jr., holiday workshop.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 2

SIEGEL, DAVID
Pratt, Siegel engaged (Sandra Pratt and David Siegel are engaged. A September 2003 wedding is planned), Nov 29, 2002, p. 20

SIEGEL, JILL
Aloha, it's Halloween! (photo) (The A-School held its annual Halloween party.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1

SIEGEL, STEPHEN J
Focal Points: What action do you think the United States should take against Iraq, if any? (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 7

SIERRA, FRANCISCO
Sports Swap to benefit PT (Parent-Teacher) Council (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 52A
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SIFF-KORPI, MARNIE
Scarsdalians give warm sendoff to 'titans' retiring from schools, Apr 26, 2002, p. 10

SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS
Tag sale signs should be permitted here (letter) (Sol Kuttner of Post Road), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6

SILKOWITZ, SUSAN
Focal Points: Should libraries filter the Internet for material harmful to minors? (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7

SILVA, PAUL
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

SILVER, JESSE
Scarsdale High School's athletic success extended beyond elite sports (photo) (continued), Jan 4, 2002, p. 20

SILVER, LAWRENCE
State redistricting battle had national impact (New York State legislators OK'd a map of Congressional Districts for the next ten years.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

SILVERA, RASHID
SHS (Scarsdale High School) fashionistas strut their stuff (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 10

SIMKIN, ZACH

SIMMONS, CHARLES
Focal Points: Will it be possible to secure an unprejudiced jury in the trial of John Walker Lindh? (photo), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7

SIMMONS, SUE
Sportscaster (Bruce) Beck anchors NBC's Olympic news team in Salt Lake (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 21

SIMON, ANN ROSE
School board incumbents Sherwood and Simon renominated (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1

SIMON, DAN
Focal Points: How do you feel about the increased dependency on gambling by New York and other states as an important source of revenue? (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 7

SIMON, JEANNINE
Focal Points: A movement has been started to have the government declare Sept. 11, 2001, a national holiday in memory of those who died. How do you feel about this? (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 7

SIMON, MARJORIE (AUTHOR)
Meals on Wheels needs a little time from you (letter) (Marjory Simon, President, Scarsdale Meals on Wheels), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6

SIMON, NANCY
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3
SIMON, NANCY (Continued)
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
New at Doernberg (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 4

SIMON, TERRI
School taxes may rise 9.6% (illustration) (continued), Mar 8, 2002, p. 9
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32
Let's take time to appreciate our fine school board (letter) (Anna S. Decker, PT Council President), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6

SIMONDS, RICHARD JR
Richard Simonds Jr. (Scarsdale resident, Richard Simonds, Jr., was named a partner at Thacher Profitt & Wood.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 4

SIN, DANIEL
Focal Points: How do you feel about the recent court decision that the insertion of the phrase "under God" in the Pledge of Allegiance is unconstitutional? (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7

SINGER, LISA
Focal Points: Do people's personalities change when they get behind the wheel of a car? (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 7

SINGER, TEDDY
Olympic development program comes to Forme (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 24

SINGERS

SISTI, GINA
Top producers at Doernberg (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4

SKATING
Working together is key for Skyliner skaters (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 21

SKIING
Skiing: Put something your feet and hit the snow (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 24

SKIOWITZ, CLAIRE
Focal Points: To what extent do you depend on TV for your news? (photo), Sep 20, 2002, p. 7

SKIS AND SKIING
Skiing: Put something your feet and hit the snow (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 24

SKOLNIK, ANDREA
Hey, Scarsdale, eat your art out (Art of the Sandwich, gourmet deli and take out shop, opened its doors on Central Avenue), Sep 13, 2002, p. 4

SLATER, DEBORAH
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

SLATER, LOUELLA
In memoriam (Scarsdale Inquirer notes some of the residents who died in 2001.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

SLATER, LUELLA LAMER
Luella LaMer Slater (photo) (The late Luella LaMer Slater was posthumously awarded the 19th Annual Women's Hall of Fame Award.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 4

SLATER, PAMELA
LWV responds to changing needs (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 3A
How dangerous is Indian Point? (editorial) (Nina Cannon, Leslie Hendel and Pamela Slater ask readers to call elected officials and ask them to shut down the Indian Point nuclear power plant.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7
Nuclear power can be made safe (editorial) (Richard L. Garwin endorses an earlier op-ed piece on nuclear power by Nina Cannon, Pam Slater and Leslie Mendel.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 7
Errors on both sides of Indian Point (letter) (Alfred Strasser of Sleepy Hollow), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6

SLATER, PAMELA (AUTHOR)
Nuclear power saves the day? (editorial) (Nina Cannon, Pam Slater and Leslie Mendel respond to an earlier editorial by Joseph McCourt encouraging us to embrace nuclear power.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 7
More answers needed about spent fuel tank at Indian Point (letter) (Nina Cannon, Pam Slater, Leslie Hendel), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
Citizens will bring Indian Point issue to village board (letter) (Nina Cannon, Pamela Slater of Fox Meadow), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6

SLISS, TODD
Inquirer top in state competition (Scarsdale Inquirer wins 29 awards in New York Press Association's annual better newspaper contest), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
SLISS, TODD  (Continued)
Inquirer top in state competition (continued) (Scarsdale Inquirer wins 29 awards in New York Press Association's annual better newspaper contest), Apr 12, 2002, p. 16
Inquirer sports coverage has never been better (letter) (James F. San Marco, Director of Athletics, Edgemont High School), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

SLOAN, IRVING
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4
Sloan's sneering says more about him than about Edgemont high (letter) (Mark D. Brodsky defends Edgemont High School from criticism by Irving Sloan in a January 11 Inquirer editorial.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6
Teen center gains new director, establishes award (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 20A
Stop those creeping vines from strangling our beautiful trees (letter) (Christina Holbrook of Edgewood Road), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
John W. Gardner remembered by TVCC (Town and Village Club) (Prominent resident, John W. Gardner, memorialized at April 4 meeting of Town and Village Club), Apr 19, 2002, p. 3
Local teenager found dead in Scarsdale diving pool Tuesday (photo) (David Freedman found dead in Scarsdale diving pool on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 1
Board proposes new stormwater management, erosion control law (continued), Jun 28, 2002, p. 14
Divided board OKs garage committee (continued) (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11
Trustee urges support for ScarVAC (continued) (Scarsdale Village Trustee, Peter Strauss, extolled the life saving work of the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps and endorsed construction of a new ambulance facility on Weaver Street.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 8
Scarsdale during the Vietnam War (editorial) (Village historian Irving Sloane describes Scarsdale during the Vietnam War years.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 15
Sloan: Numbers don't tell story on teen center (Irving Sloan made an impassioned plea for the continued existence of the Scarsdale Teen Center at the November 12 meeting of the Scarsdale Village Board.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 3

SLOAN, IRVING (AUTHOR)
Magazine ranking of high schools was misleading (editorial), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6
Nominators should consider neighborhood (editorial) (Irving Sloan discusses geographic representation on the Village Board.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7
Is Scarsdale still Tree City USA? (editorial), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
Low turnout in local elections a tradition here, Apr 5, 2002, p. 3
Voices needed to convince village to take care of trees (letter) (Irving Sloan of Tompkins Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 9
School paper seeks to minimize negative competition (editorial) (Irving Sloan on the decision of the Maroon editors not to publish the annual college survey), May 24, 2002, p. 7
Community should show support of rec center (editorial) (Irving Sloan in support of the Scarsdale Recreation Community Center), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7
Trustees should have awaited TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) report (editorial) (Irving Sloan on the plan for the Christie Place indoor parking facility), Jul 19, 2002, p. 7
Editorial was disrespectful of TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (editorial), Aug 9, 2002, p. 7
Historical Society needs Newhouse back (editorial), Sep 27, 2002, p. 7
Changing the bar/bat mitzvah scene (editorial) (Irving Sloan on Scarsdale High School student Adam Cohen's recent Maroon article), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7
The time has come for a preservation law (editorial) (Irving Sloan on the need to preserve historical Scarsdale sites.), Nov 25, 2002, p. 7
Citizens' slate should reflect the people's values (editorial) (Irving Sloan implores the Citizens' Committee to choose candidates who accurately reflect the opinions of the community.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 6
Village should hold referendum on garage (editorial) (Irving Sloan on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility), Dec 20, 2002, p. 6

SLOBODIEN, MIKE
More answers needed about spent fuel tank at Indian Point (letter) (Nina Cannon, Pam Slater, Leslie Hendel), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
Errors on both sides of Indian Point (letter) (Alfred Strasser of Sleepy Hollow), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6

SLOTE, KAY
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32
SLOTNICK, BARRY
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with 'friendly' amendment (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1

SMITH, ARTHUR
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner-dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

SMITH, BILL
Edgemont High school graduates 105 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 11A
Construction on track as school year begins in E'mont (Edgemont) (photo) (continued), Sep 6, 2002, p. 11

SMITH, JENNER
Class of 2002 Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists 2002 Scarsdale High School graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4A

SMITH, MARY
Smith took RTL line in violation of agreement (letter) (Patrick Welsh, Vice Chairman, WFP Westchester Chapter), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7

SMITH, MIKE
Turnin' up the heat (photo) (Photo of Mike Smith, Scarsdale High School Raiders baseball pitcher, during winning game against New Rochelle), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
Battery powered - Smitty: a pitcher, a catcher, and an underdog among underdogs (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 27
Go, Raiders (photo) (Mike Smith pictured as a cheerleader on Rent-a-Senior Day at the Scarsdale High School. ), May 3, 2002, p. 1
'Little Shop of Horrors' gets big round of applause (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 7A

SMITH, STAN
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3

SMITH, TONY
Seniors enjoy a bit of home after a night on the town (letter) (Ellen Sunness and Nancy Solomon, Co-Chairs, Senior Prom Breakfast Committee), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

SMOKING · LAW AND LEGISLATION
Second-hand smoke laws stalled in legislatures, Jul 26, 2002, p. 3
Second-hand smoke laws stalled in legislatures (continued), Jul 26, 2002, p. 9

SMOLER, IRWIN (AUTHOR)
Move recreation center project to the top of the list (letter) (Irwin Smoler of Spier Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 9

SNOW
A taste of winter (photo) (Nina Beizer samples the winter's first significant snowfall.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Snow falls on piles of uncollected leaves, making residents irate, village crews busy (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 3
(Ilkyn Lee is pictured hoisting a snowball at his friend Maitali Hans.) (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6
Village tackles extremely heavy snow on Christmas Day and night, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

SOCCER
Scarsdale boys and girls love to play soccer (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 20A
Parents' group wants girls' soccer moved to fall (Some Section 1 parents demand that schools move girls' soccer to the autumn in compliance with Title IX), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Parents' group wants girls' soccer moved to fall (photo) (continued) (Some Section 1 parents demand that schools move girls' soccer to the autumn in compliance with Title IX), Feb 8, 2002, p. 9
Soccer dilemmas occupy PRC (Parks and Recreation) (At an open forum on March 13, residents vented their concerns to the Advisory Council on Parks and Recreation.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
All teams should be able to play on local fields (editorial) (Soccer coach, David Katz, believes that Scarsdale AYSO [American Youth Soccer Organization] teams should be open to all players.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6
AYSO believes in open registration, playtime for all (letter) (William D. Hummell, Director, AYSO Area 3-T), May 3, 2002, p. 6
Scarsdale's Coape-Arnold sets goal to squash competition for college (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 26
Play it forward (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School students shown with equipment collected for the Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club's Passback Program.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 2
Scholarship fund established in memory of gifted soccer player (letter) (Keith Crews of Kingston Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6
Travelling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16
Travelling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (continued), Aug 16, 2002, p. 19
Hail to rec sports for fostering good times, strong values (letter) (Linda and Michael Chayes of Taunton Road.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6
Scarsdale AYSO no longer under leadership of SYSC (Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club) (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 27
Scarsdale AYSO no longer under leadership of SYSC (Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club) (continued), Nov 22, 2002, p. 30
SOCCER  (Continued)
SYSC (Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club) violates positive coaching philosophy (letter) (Jerry Dolins of Valley Road.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6

SODEN, IRENE
Open house and flower show at Scarsdale (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 20

SOFBALL
Heathcote Blue wins 1st (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11

SOHN, SARAH
Sohn, Zeiger (wed) (Sarah Sohm and Jeffrey Zeiger are engaged; an April, 2003 wedding is planned.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 14

SOKOL, ASHLEY
Students travel to Israel (Gila Daman, Eytan Rasekh and Ashley Sokol awarded Singer Family scholarships to travel to Israel this Summer), Jul 26, 2002, p. 4

SOKOL, LINDSEY
SHS (Scarsdale High School) class of '02 enters a challenging world (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 8A
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

SOLDATENKO, AVITAL ROZYCKI
New faces at Prudential Centennial Realty (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4
Focal Points - Do you think communities should maintain recreational facilities such as an indoor pool? (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 7

SOLIMANO, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

SOLL, LARRY
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the Trent Lott controversy? (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 7

SOLOMON, MIKE
Golfers Donnell, Solomon enjoy the ride (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 27

SOLOMON, NANCY (AUTHOR)
Voters: support Scarsdale’s greatest asset (letter) (PT Council President and Budget Study Committee urge the Scarsdale community to endorse the proposed 2002-03 school budget), May 17, 2002, p. 6
Seniors enjoy a bit of home after a night on the town (letter) (Ellen Sunness and Nancy Solomon, Co-Chairs, Senior Prom Breakfast Committee), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

SOMMER, HOWARD
Rabbi Klein celebrates 20 years at synagogue (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 17

SON, MIN-SON
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

SOOGEA, EDUARDO
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Final suspect arrested in jewelry store robberies (photo) (Police wrap up jewelry heist dating back nine months), Apr 12, 2002, p. 3

SOPRANOS (SINGERS)
SHS (Scarsdale High School) Alum at Avery Fisher Hall (photo) (Soprano Emily Halpem, SHS class of '98, to perform at Avery Fisher Hall February 15, 16, and 19.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 29

SORAVILLA, AMY
Wilson family honored at cancer society gala (photo) (The Wilson family, owners of Wilson and Sons Jewelers, honored on May 30 at the American Cancer Society's 2002 Diamond Award Gala), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4

SORAVILLA, DANNY
Wilson family honored at cancer society gala (photo) (The Wilson family, owners of Wilson and Sons Jewelers, honored on May 30 at the American Cancer Society's 2002 Diamond Award Gala), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4

SORIAL, SUZANNE
Sorial, Fee (engaged) (photo) (Suzanne Sorial and Michael John Fee are engaged; a June 2003 wedding is planned.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 25

SORKIN, AARON
Beloved teacher lives on in students (editorial) (Robin Ascher memorializes Werner Feig, late Scarsdale High School history teacher), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7

SORKIN, JOAN ROSS
The play's the thing; Scarsdale playwright's relationship with Fleetwood Stage a happy collaboration (photo) (Scarsdale resident Joan Ross Sorkin's play, "The Sacrifice," to be presented at the Fleetwood Stage of New Rochelle in January), Jan 25, 2002, p. 19
SORKIN, JOAN ROSS (Continued)
The play's the thing; Scarsdale playwright's relationship with Fleetwood Stage a happy collaboration (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale resident Joan Ross Sorkin's play, "The Sacrifice," to be presented at the Fleetwood Stage of New Rochelle in January), Jan 25, 2002, p. 20
Sorkin's plays presented (Scarsdale playwright Joan Ross Sorkin will present two one act plays in a staged reading at the Mamaroneck Public Library on February 24.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 16
GCT (Greenville Community Theater) workshop series, Apr 5, 2002, p. 31
'The Sacrifice' at teen center, July 26, 2002, p. 17

SORREL, WILLIAM EDWIN (DR)
Dr. William Edwin Sorrel (dies) (Dr. William Edwin Sorrel died on November 16, 2002. Dr. Sorrel was a psychiatrist, educator and psychoanalyst.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 22

SOTER, MARGARET
DAR chapter celebrates 75 years (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11A

SOTSKY, REBECCA
Focal Points: Is the threat of terrorism causing you to make any changes in your lifestyle? (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 7

SOUTHER, CATHERINE CURRAN
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3
10 elected to SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (Elections were held on January 15.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Fox Meadow 2002 - Moving Up (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Fox Meadow School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 22A
Everyone's talking about teen drinking; Scarsdale coordinates multiple arms to fight problem, Dec 20, 2002, p. 1

SPAGNA, JOHN
Police awards (The Scarsdale Village Board announced the 2002 recipients of the Scarsdale Police Department awards.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

SPANISH LANGUAGE - STUDY AND TEACHING
Scarsdale Adult School should offer Spanish course (letter) (Rita A. Grant of Tyler Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 7
Scarsdale Adult School will offer Spanish in spring (letter) (Hedy Erbsen, Director, Scarsdale Adult School), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6

SPANO, ANDREW
Drought warning (County Executive Andy Spano has declared a drought warning for Westchester County.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1
Indian Point risks debated (photo) (The Scarsdale Village Board has not joined the movement to close the nuclear power plant in Indian Point despite resolutions urging closing from 28 Westchester municipalities and school districts.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1
Evacuation plan in event of meltdown not viable (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6
How dangerous is Indian Point? (editorial) (Nina Cannon, Leslie Hendel and Pamela Slater ask readers to call elected officials and ask them to shut down the Indian Point nuclear power plant.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7
Stop, look, listen (editorial) (The Inquirer urges a thoughtful examination of all issues before considering closure of the Indian Point nuclear power plant.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 6
Drought emergency declared (Westchester County Executive, Andy Spano, declares a drought emergency; water restrictions to go into effect.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Conservation efforts (Andy Spano announces that water consumption is down in Westchester County.), May 31, 2002, p. 1
Second-hand smoke laws stalled in legislatures, Jul 26, 2002, p. 3
Second-hand smoke laws stalled in legislatures (continued), Jul 26, 2002, p. 9
County should not subsidize the nuclear power industry (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6
Latimer's party star ascends to chair (continued) (On September 30, George Latimer was elected chairman of the Westchester County Democratic Committee.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 13
Feiner would axe county government; Feiner pointed to Connecticut as an example of how irrelevant this so-called "second level" of government can be., Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Spano should slash his salary, office budget (letter) (William Stern of Rural Road), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
Candidates debate issues, trade barbs at LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters hosted a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1
County executive protests the 'Albany property tax' (County Executive, Andrew Spano, is seeking a one percent increase in Westchester sales tax.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
SPANO, ANDREW  (Continued)
Other dangers greater than thermometers (letter) (Martin Lang of New York), Nov 8, 2002, p. 9
County executive protests the 'Albany property tax' (photo) (continued) (County Executive, Andrew Spano, is seeking a one percent increase in Westchester sales tax.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 10
County proposes record tax hike (County Executive Andrew Spano called for one of the largest county property tax increases in county history.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
Spano orders study of Indian Point conversion to gas, Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
Spano orders study of Indian Point conversion to gas (photo) (continued), Nov 22, 2002, p. 8
County proposes record tax hike (continued) (County Executive Andrew Spano called for one of the largest county property tax increases in county history.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 14
Everyone’s talking about teen drinking; Spano empowers teens at first county summit, Dec 20, 2002, p. 1
Sales tax will not spell relief for county budget (New York State Legislature adjourned for the year without approving a one percent increase in the county sales tax), Dec 20, 2002, p. 1
Everyone’s talking about teen drinking; Spano empowers teens at first county summit (photo) (continued), Dec 20, 2002, p. 6
Sales tax will not spell relief for county budget (continued) (New York State Legislature adjourned for the year without approving a one percent increase in the county sales tax), Dec 20, 2002, p. 13
County OKs budget with no tax hike, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
Republicans call for efficiency and reform, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
Spano's proposed takeover of nuclear facility was courageous (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6

SPANO, MICHAEL
Delays benefit incumbent (continued) (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 20

SPANO, NICK
Delays benefit incumbent (continued) (Delays in redistricting have benefits for incumbents.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 20

SPARROW, KATHY
Focal Points: Does availability of parking influence where you shop? (photo), May 17, 2002, p. 7

SPECIAL EDUCATION
CHILD outcry is heard (At the June 17 Scarsdale School Board meeting, Dr. Michael McGill reaffirmed the District's legal and ethical commitment to special education.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
CHILD outcry is heard (continued) (At the June 17 Scarsdale School Board meeting, Dr. Michael McGill reaffirmed the District's legal and ethical commitment to special education.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

SPECIAL OLYMPICS
Supervisor to bike to Vermont for Special Olympics (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), May 31, 2002, p. 6

SPEECHES, ADDRESSES, ETC.
Confidence, poise win points with judges at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest, Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
Confidence, poise win points with judges at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest (photo) (continued), Apr 19, 2002, p. 11

SPEER, MARION (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale kids need 'tough love' (letter) (Marion Speer, American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6

SPENCER, JASON
Magic makes dreams come true at Last Licks (photo) (Legendary NBA basketball player, Magic Johnson, signed autographs at Last Licks on June 2.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 27

SPENCER-EL, AKHNATEN
Olympic development program comes to Forme (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 24

SPICEHANDLER, ZACK
Middle Ages meet modern age with Popham House i-Movies at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 11

SPIEGEL, JEFF
SHS (Scarsdale High School) senior defends Scarsdale on Fox News' 'The O'Reilly Factor' (photo), Oct 4, 2002, p. 10
SHS (Scarsdale High School) senior defends Scarsdale on Fox News' 'The O'Reilly Factor' (continued), Oct 4, 2002, p. 11

SPIEGEL, JOYCE
Spiegel joins Fee (photo) (Joyce Spiegel joins Julia B. Fee Real Estate.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 4

SPIEGELMAN, BEN
Just like olden times (photo) (Quaker Ridge fifth graders participate in traditional Thanksgiving feast), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10

SPIELER, DANIELLE
'Grease' (photo) (The Scardale High School Drama Club will perform 'Grease' on November 15, 16, and 17.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 11
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SPIELE, JILL
Civic volunteers commend service (photo), Dec 27, 2002, p. 3

SPIELE, JILL (AUTHOR)
It takes a village...to put on a terrific show (letter) (Jill Spieler of Claremont Road), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6

SPIRO, AL (AUTHOR)
Sign up for a great community asset (letter) (Marjorie and Al Spiro of Paddington Road), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6

SPIRO, MARJORIE (AUTHOR)
Sign up for a great community asset (letter) (Marjorie and Al Spiro of Paddington Road), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6

SPITZ, MARK
Olympics for the rest of us (editorial) (Howard Givner's humorous musings on the recent Winter Olympics), Mar 29, 2002, p. 7

SPITZER, BEVERLY
Focal Points: What do you think can be done to prevent a recurrence of the recent sniper killings? (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7

SPIVAK, DALE
Today's Woman (photo) (Supplement) (Pets: Puppylove - Dog is woman's best friend), Mar 29, 2002, p. 36

SPIVAK, GABBY
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (photo) (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 8

SPIVAK, MELANIE
Mills says no (New York State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, was "unavailable" to come to Scarsdale to defend state mandated educational testing.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

STOP rally draws anti-testing support (photo) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1

STOP rally draws anti-testing support (continued) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 13

Today's Woman (photo) (Supplement) (Pets: Puppylove - Dog is woman's best friend), Mar 29, 2002, p. 36

PT Council lunch (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10

Groundbreaking begins new era at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo) (Construction began on June 10 on Elizabeth Fountain House at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1

Groundbreaking begins new era at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (continued) (Construction began on June 10 on Elizabeth Fountain House at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10

Scarsdale Middle School: Effective traditions and exciting additions (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 8A

SPORTING GOODS
Sports Swap September 14 (The Parent Teacher Council for Scarsdale Schools will hold its annual Sports Swap and Raffle on September 14 at the Middle School), Sep 13, 2002, p. 2

SPORTS
The best of the rest; the most interesting stories we couldn't fit in this issue (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 20

Focal Points: Do you think that professional sports and athletes occupy attention that is out of proportion to their importance? (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7

Fall Sports Preview (photo) (Special Supplement to the Scarsdale Inquirer features highlights of the upcoming fall season at Scarsdale and Edgemont schools.), Sep 6, 2002, pp. 15–26

Winter sports preview: The inside scoop on Scarsdale and Edgemont's varsity teams, players and coaches (photo), Dec 6, 2002, pp. 16–28

SPORTSCASTERS
Sportscaster (Bruce) Beck anchors NBC's Olympic news team in Salt Lake (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 21

SPORTS INJURIES
Professionals educated, trained local athletic enthusiasts in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 18

SPRAGUE, RICHARD
Schools provide support network in troubled year (photo) (continued) (School district helps students cope in the wake of the September 11, 2001, World Trade Center terrorist attacks.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 9

SPRING
Spring Eggstravaganza entertains local kids (photo) (The Scarsdale Recreation Department held its annual Spring Eggstravaganza at the Middle School on March 23.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 3

SPRING HARVEST FOOD DRIVE
Many made generous contributions to students' food drive (letter) (Catherine Fisher and Mariel Moscatello, Scarsdale High School Juniors), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6

SPRINKLERS
Sprinkler law nixed (The New York State Code Council rejected Scarsdale's sprinkler law, enacted last year.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1

Lawns go dry with draught restrictions, Aug 23, 2002, p. 1

Lawns go dry with draught restrictions (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
SPRINKLERS  (Continued)
A drop in the bucket (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to comply with water conservation advisories during this summer of drought.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6

SQUIRRELS
Squirrel sown, home grown (photo) (Jason and Olivia Peluso examine their bumper crop of pumpkins that was made possible by squirrels spreading pumpkin seeds the prior Autumn.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 1

STABENAU, CHARLOTTE
In step with the music: the art of ballet choreography (photo) (continued), May 10, 2002, p. 19

STAFFIERI, JOHN
St. Plus, IHM fifth-graders graduate DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Program) (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 10

STANLEY, JANE (AUTHOR)
Outdoor pool area is already too congested (letter) (Jane Stanley of Crossway), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6

STAPEN, ERIC
Focal Points: Should the president be authorized to take pre-emptive action against countries that harbor terrorists? (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 7

STARER, ANN
Appreciate your teachers (photo) (Fox Meadow staff recognition luncheon was hosted on June 5), Jul 5, 2002, p. 9

STARK, BERNARD
Focal Points: To what extent, if any, have recent events altered your attitude toward capital punishment? (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7

STAR PROGRAM
See SCHOOL TAX RELIEF PROGRAM

STARR, MOSES

STATE TESTING OPPOSED BY PARENTS
The Year in Review: Parents try to STOP standardized tests (Middle School parents had their eighth graders boycott state mandated standardized tests, resulting in a media circus.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1

The Year in Review: Parents try to STOP standardized tests (continued) (Middle School parents had their eighth graders boycott state mandated standardized tests, resulting in a media circus.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 9

Rally for Reform (editorial) (The Inquirer supports STOP [State Testing Opposed by Parents] and urges residents to lead the protests for meaningful educational reform.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

STOP (State Testing Opposed by Parents) seeks further dialogue on state testing (editorial) (Ellen Cohen urges the community to attend a rally on March 7 to express opposition to state mandated standardized tests.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

STOP rally draws anti-testing support (photo) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1

Dialogue on state tests appreciated (letter) (Anna S. Decker, President of the Scarsdale PT Council), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6

STOP rally draws anti-testing support (continued) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7), Mar 15, 2002, p. 13

STEELE, DONALD J
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5), May 10, 2002, p. 1

Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5), May 10, 2002, p. 21

People of all faiths gather for 9/11 service at synagogue (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 8

STEELE, DONALD J (AUTHOR)

STEELE, MARIAH
Students contemplate social change for Martin Luther King Day in Scarsdale (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 12

SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

Steffi Nossen exposed students to varied dance styles (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 37A

STEETS, JIM
Indian Point risks debated (photo) (The Scarsdale Village Board has not joined the movement to close the nuclear power plant in Indian Point despite the resolutions urging closing from 28 Westchester municipalities and school districts.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1

Indian Point risks debated (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board has not joined the movement to close the nuclear power plant in Indian Point despite the resolutions urging closing from 28 Westchester municipalities and school districts.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 12

More answers needed about spent fuel tank at Indian Point (letter) (Nina Cannon, Pam Slater, Leslie Hendel), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
STEFFI NOSSEN SCHOOL OF DANCE
Steffi Nossen exposed students to varied dance styles (photo) *(Back to School Supplement)*, Aug 23, 2002, p. 37A

STEIN, FERN

STEIN, IRA

STEIN, JACOB
...So that's why it's been rainy lately (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10

STEIN, JEFF
Board calls for assessment of risk *(The future of the controversial Indian Point Nuclear Power plant was debated at a Village Board meeting on May 28.)*, May 31, 2002, p. 1

STEIN, MATTHEW

STEIN, PETER

Body of swimmer recovered *(The body of Peter Stein, 21, was discovered on Great Kills Beach in Staten Island on September 29; he disappeared on September 24 while swimming across the East River in Manhattan.)*, Oct 4, 2002, p. 20

STEINBERG, JACQUES
Secrets to college admissions revealed: There are no secrets (photo) *(On November 7, journalist Jacques Steinberg addressed a rapt audience at the Scarsdale Library on his book about the college admissions process, The Gatekeepers.)*, Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

Secrets to college admissions revealed: There are no secrets (continued) *(On November 7, journalist Jacques Steinberg addressed a rapt audience at the Scarsdale Library on his book about the college admissions process, The Gatekeepers.)*, Nov 15, 2002, p. 15

STEINBERG, LYLE ISON (AUTHOR)
Midway Shopping Center is upgrading, improving traffic conditions (letter) *(Lyle Ison Steinberg, Owner, Midway Shopping Center)*, Sep 13, 2002, p. 6

STEINER, LEE N
Lee N. Steiner (dies) *(Scarsdale resident, Lee N. Steiner, died on March 28, 2002, from complications due to Parkinson's Disease. He was 79.)*, Apr 5, 2002, p. 14

STEINTHAL, JASON
SHS (Scarsdale High School) club shifts focus, but fun is still No. 1 (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 25
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) *(Graduation Supplement)*, Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A
Having a ball (photo) *(Scarsdale Raiders varsity football team celebrated a 21-6 victory over Ossining and secured a spot in the playoffs.)*, Oct 18, 2002, p. 1

STELLATO, MARK
Feiner proposes new cure for town growing pains (continued) *(At a town board meeting on September 12, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner, announced that a location to house the new town hall and library had been found.)*, Sep 20, 2002, p. 8

STEMPEL, JEREMY MARC
Wohlleber, Stempel (wed) (photo) *(Michelle Ann Wohlleber and Jeremy Marc Stempel were wed on September 21, 2002.)*, Sep 27, 2002, p. 14

STERN, DAVID
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4
Hardwood heroes give us the inside stuff (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 18

STERN, SARAH
E'mont (Edgemont) SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) endorses Romney, Stern (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) endorses Romney, Stern (photo) (continued), Apr 12, 2002, p. 15

Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; 2 new candidates run in Edgemont, May 17, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale and Edgemont budget votes, elections Tuesday; 2 new candidates run in Edgemont (continued), May 17, 2002, p. 13

Scarsdale and Edgemont school budgets pass; Budget, bond pass 3-to-1 (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 1

STERN, SUSAN K
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo) *(Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Mid-Westchester on April 19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.)*, Apr 19, 2002, p. 9
STERN, SUSAN K (AUTHOR)
Senator affirms bond with Israel (editorial) (Susan Stern accompanied Senator Hillary Clinton on a fact finding mission to Israel; the Senator stressed the many ties between New York and Israel, particularly in the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 7

STERN, WILLIAM (AUTHOR)
Spano should slash his salary, office budget (letter) (William Stern of Rural Road), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6

STERNECKER, CLAIRE E (AUTHOR)
Popham-Garth crossing dangerous for pedestrians (letter) (Claire E. Sternecker of Garth Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

STEVES, AUDREY
Say YES to jobs for kids (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23

STEVES, CAROLYN
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with 'friendly' amendment (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
Board mulls crackdown on building violations, Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Board mulls crackdown on building violations (continued), Jun 7, 2002, p. 21

STEVES, KATHY
Old-fashioned games highlight Greenacres' 4th (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 3
All booked up (photo) (The annual Scarsdale Library bookfair, directed by Kathy Steves, will be held September 28-29.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 2
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
New nominators (The Citizen's Committee gained 11 new members following the Nominating Committee election.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

STEVES, KATHY (AUTHOR)
Hundreds were at historical society country fair (letter) (Kathy Steves, Chairman, Country Fair Committee), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6

STEVES, ROBERT J
School taxes may rise 9.6%, Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
School board OKs 8.29% budget hike, Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Wired schools turn out tech-savvy, connected kids (continued) (Gerald Crisci addressed the School Board on May 7 on technology advances in Scarsdale schools.), May 10, 2002, p. 14
Scarsdale and Edgemont school budgets pass; Scarsdale school budget passes 427 tp 293 (continued), May 24, 2002, p. 10
Steves, Sherwood named board officers (photo) (Bob Steves and Emily Sherwood welcomed to the Scarsdale Board of Education on July 1.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Steves, Sherwood named board officers (continued) (Bob Steves and Emily Sherwood welcomed to the Scarsdale Board of Education on July 1.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 9
Board to kids: Need to create co-curricular code, or we will, Oct 11, 2002, p. 11
Parents' forum seeks consensus on teenage drinking at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (continued) (A public meeting for parents at Scarsdale High School on October 7 addressed the issue of underage drinking.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 11
Let's take time to appreciate our fine school board (letter) (Anna S. Decker, PT Council President), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6
Kids want code they can respect (The new Scarsdale High School Code of Conduct will be presented to Principal John Klemme in January, 2003.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
Kids want code they can respect (continued) (The new Scarsdale High School Code of Conduct will be presented to Principal John Klemme in January, 2003.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 11

STEVES, ROBERT J (AUTHOR)
Enrollment is up at middle and high schools (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 5A
Enrollment is up at middle and high schools (Back to School Supplement) (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 9A

STEWART, CHRIS
Focal Points: What do you think about the salaries now being offered to professional athletes? (photo), Jan 11, 2002, p. 7

STEWART, PATSY
Focal Points: Do you think the current stock market collapse will affect future quality of life? (photo), Jul 26, 2002, p. 7

STEWART-COUSINS, ANDREA
Local legislators lobby to pass licensing law, Mar 15, 2002, p. 3

STILLMAN, DIANNE

STILLMAN, LILA
Gourmet Galaxy: Tasting the joys of fine dining (photo) (The Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service's annual fundraiser, Gourmet Galaxy, will be held May 1.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 17
STOCK, ANDREA
Scarsdale is an extraordinary community (letter) (Evelyn Stock of Catherine Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

STOCK, ELISABETH
Scarsdale is an extraordinary community (letter) (Evelyn Stock of Catherine Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

STOCK, EVELYN M
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

STOCK, EVELYN M (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale is an extraordinary community (letter) (Evelyn Stock of Catherine Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

STOCK, HOWARD F (DR)
Howard F. Stock (dies) (Dr. Howard F. Stock of Scarsdale died on August 1, 2002, following a five year battle with multiple myeloma. He was 65.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 18

STOCK EXCHANGES
The art of reading tea leaves (editorial) (Marc Wollin on the vagaries of the stock market), May 31, 2002, p. 7

STOFFEL, AMANDA (AUTHOR)
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) volunteers bring this 'ol house to life (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 11

STONE, GEORGE
Julia B. Fee sold to sons of previous owners (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1

STONE, JENNIFER
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

STONE, SHEILA
Fee attends conference (photo) (Julia B. Fee Vice Presidents attend conference in London), Feb 1, 2002, p. 4

STONEHILL, JEFFREY
Board mulls crackdown on building violations, Jun 7, 2002, p. 1

STORM, WALTER
DAR chapter celebrates 75 years (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11A

STORMS
Stormy weather (Six thousand Scarsdale homes were affected by the severe rain storms on July 9.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

STRASSBERG, SHARON (AUTHOR)
Community Center will not be built unless you join (letter) (Sharon Strassberg of Valley Road), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6

STRASSER, ALFRED (AUTHOR)
Errors on both sides of Indian Point (letter) (Alfred Strasser of Sleepy Hollow), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6
STRAUB, JOANNA
Joanna Straub (Joanna Straub of Hartsdale to be Director of the senior and volunteer program at the Volunteer Center of United Way.), May 24, 2002, p. 4

STRAUSS, LAURA
Adult School attendance grows (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 5A

STRAUSS, LAURA (AUTHOR)
Remembering Marguerite Kane (Laura Strauss memorializes long time resident Marguerite Kane, who passed away on Christmas Day, 2001, at the age of 95.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 7
Moskin's 20 years of contributions to Scarsdale Adult School recalled (letter) (Laura Strauss of the Scarsdale Adult School), Aug 2, 2002, p. 10

STRAUSS, MARK
The Scarsdale Plaza's last stand (The Scarsdale Plaza Theater on Garth Road got a reprieve from the wrecking ball on May 21.), May 24, 2002, p. 1

STRAUSS, PETER
New law are needed (editorial) (The Inquirer calls for new legislation to control overdevelopment of residential properties.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6
Hearing on 4th draft of FAR to begin (A public hearing on the third draft of the Floor Area Ratio cap amendment to the Village Code was held on February 26.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Time for a vote (editorial) (The Inquirer calls for a vote on controversial FAR [Floor to Area Ratio] regulation), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
Concerns linger as FAR (floor to area ratio) nears vote (illustration) (continued) (Proposed FAR amendment to the zoning code is now in its fourth iteration), Mar 22, 2002, p. 8
Retiring trustees Sved and Weisberg praised at final meeting (Retiring trustees Beverley Sved and Anne Weisberg were honored by trustees at the March 26 Village Board meeting.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
$28M village budget approved (On April 23, the Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved the $28 million village budget.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
$28M village budget approved (continued) (On April 23, the Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved the $28 million village budget.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8

Sprucing up for Spring (photo) (Nature lovers spruce up outdoor areas in honor of Arbor Day), May 3, 2002, p. 3
Village staff to explore fields at Crossway, May 10, 2002, p. 1
Diminishing expectations for senior housing (continued) (Discussion of proposed senior housing on Saxon Woods Road), May 24, 2002, p. 13

Will the real majority please speak up (editorial) (The Inquirer questions whether the vocal opponents to the Christie Place Parking Garage represent the majority of Village residents.), May 31, 2002, p. 6
Board mulls crackdown on building violations, Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Local generosity refurbishes house for homeless on Drake (photo) (continued) (Westhab is refurbishing a Village owned property at 2 Drake Road.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 28
Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place Indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Dwindling rates reflect downturn (Economic uncertainty has affected municipal revenues.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1
Village board seeks feedback on water control proposal, Aug 16, 2002, p. 1

Unsightly sighting (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to keep curbs rubbish free and sightly at least six days a week.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6
Trustee urges support for ScarVAC (Scarsdale Village Trustee, Peter Strauss, extolled the life saving work of the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps and endorsed construction of a new ambulance facility on Weaver Street.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Trustee urges support for ScarVAC (continued) (Scarsdale Village Trustee, Peter Strauss, extolled the life saving work of the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps and endorsed construction of a new ambulance facility on Weaver Street.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 8
Prognosis improves (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to support the proposed move of the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps to new headquarters on Weaver Street.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6

STREET LIGHTING
Popham-Garth crossing dangerous for pedestrians (letter) (Claire E. Sterneck in of Garth Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

STREETS - GREENBURGH
Meeting on Ardsley Road (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6

STREETS - SCARSDALE
Race closing roads (Streets in Fox Meadow and Greenacres will be closed on April 7 for the Scarsdale 15K/4-Mile run.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
What's up on Popham (Con Edison seems to have temporarily abandoned repair project on Popham Road.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 1
Paving time (Numerous Scarsdale streets will be milled and paved next week.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1

STREJA, JILL
Class of 2002 Edgemont High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Edgemont High School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 13A
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STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS

STROKE, H H (AUTHOR)
No excuse for E'mont board’s request for more $ (letter) (H.H. Stroke of Old Army Road), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6

STUART, AMANDA
'You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown' to hit SHS stage (photo) (Clark Gesner's musical, "You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown," will be presented at Scarsdale High School on February 1 and 2.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 19
'Charlie Brown' on SHS (Scarsdale High School) stage (photo), Feb 1, 2002, p. 17
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11
How to succeed in show biz with Scarsdale Summer Music Theater (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 15

STUDENT, FOREIGN
Focal Points: Do you think that colleges and technical schools should reconsider their procedures for accepting foreign students (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 7

STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) kicks off fundraising campaign (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 10

SUBBAKRISHNA, MAYA
... So that's why it's been rainy lately (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Glancing Askance: Renew or else! (editorial) (Marc Wollin on the "hucksterism" of the subscription departments of major magazines), Aug 16, 2002, p. 7

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Community must keep teens safe (editorial) (Geraldine Greene on substance abuse by teenagers), Oct 4, 2002, p. 7
Scarsdale mobilizes after SHS (Scarsdale High School) dance, Oct 4, 2002, p. 11
Middle schoolers get substantial unit on substance abuse (letter) (Emelie Sciarpeletti and Michelle Gould, Health Educators, Scarsdale Middle School), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
Social or problem drinking? Blurry line is easily crossed (editorial), Oct 18, 2002, p. 7

SUDAME, NIKHIL
Focal Points: To what extent do you depend on TV for your news? (photo), Sep 20, 2002, p. 7

SUICIDE
Local teenager found dead in Scarsdale diving pool Tuesday (photo) (David Freedman found dead in Scarsdale diving pool on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 1

SUKOV, NINA
Creativity on display (photo) (Scarsdale students display their artistic creations at an exhibit called "Visions Across the Grades."), Mar 8, 2002, p. 8

SULLIVAN, JAMES
Neighbor saves 3 from fire (photo) (A Hartsdale family was saved from a devastating house fire due to the quick actions of their neighbor, who put a ladder against their second story window so they could escape.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Neighbor saves 3 from fire (continued) (A Hartsdale family was saved from a devastating house fire due to the quick actions of their neighbor, who put a ladder against their second story window so they could escape.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 16

SULLIVAN, JOHN

SULLIVAN, NEIL
Consultation evaluates, educates patients before surgery (letter) (Dr. Rhoda S. Narins of Dolma Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

SULLIVAN, NEIL (AUTHOR)
Children need raising - not 'taking care of" (letter) (Neil Sullivan responds to Myron R. Schoenfeld's January 18 Inquirer article on the issue of child care), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6
Overweight America immune to joys of body contouring (letter) (Neil Sullivan of Taunton Road), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6

SULLIVAN, ROBERT
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the Trent Lott controversy? (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 7
SUMMO, JEANNIE
Focal Points: What do you think can be done to prevent a recurrence of the recent sniper killings? (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7

SUNNESS, ELLEN (AUTHOR)
Seniors enjoy a bit of home after a night on the town (letter) (Ellen Sunness and Nancy Solomon, Co-Chairs, Senior Prom Breakfast Committee), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

SURGEONS
Surgeon dad is role model for his daughter (photo) (Orthopedic surgeon, Dr. Laurie Hirsch, follows in the footsteps of her father, Dr. David Hirsch.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 3

SURGERY, PLASTIC
Scarsdale M.D. can help save face (Profile of dermatologist and cosmetic surgeon, Dr. Rhoda Narins), Jun 28, 2002, p. 3
Overweight America immune to joys of body contouring (letter) (Neil Sullivan of Taunton Road), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6
Consultation evaluates, educates patients before surgery (letter) (Dr. Rhoda S. Narins of Dolina Road), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6

SUSSMAN, EDNA
Indian Point risks debated (photo) (The Scarsdale Village Board has not joined the movement to close the nuclear power plant in Indian Point despite resolutions urging closing from 28 Westchester municipalities and school districts.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1
Board urged to back power plant closing (continued) (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Youth and other organizations urge the Scarsdale Village Board to demand shutdown of Indian Point nuclear power plant), Apr 12, 2002, p. 16
Board calls for assessment of risk (The future of the controversial Indian Point Nuclear Power plant was debated at a Village Board meeting on May 28), May 31, 2002, p. 1

SUSSMAN, HAROLD I (DR)
Dentist brings emergency care to geriatric patient (letter) (Dr. Harold I. Sussman of Popham Road), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6

SUSSMAN, HAROLD I (DR) (AUTHOR)
Palestine, Arab countries, must recognize Israel (letter) (Dr. Harold R. Sussman of Popham Road), May 17, 2002, p. 9

SVED, BEVERLEY
Trustees ponder 2002-03 village budget, Jan 25, 2002, p. 3
Business Improvement District properties tax allocation to stand, Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Samples of water show increased organisms, Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Meeting time (Scarsdale Village Board will meet on March 26; Trustees Beverley Sved and Anne Weisberg will be retiring), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Retiring trustees Sved and Weisberg praised at final meeting (Retiring trustees Beverley Sved and Anne Weisberg were honored by trustees at the March 26 Village Board meeting.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
2 of the best (editorial) (The Inquirer touts the accomplishments of departing Scarsdale Village Board members, Beverley Sved and Anne Weisberg.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with 'friendly' amendment (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 8
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues to mull fate of Christie (Community members attended a meeting of the Town and Village Civic Club on August 5 to debate the future of the Robison Lot on Christie Place.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1

SVED, PAUL
Settlement reached in cramming suit against Verizon, Sep 20, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) OKs report on Christie Place parking (continued), Oct 18, 2002, p. 14

SVENDSEN, CARL PETTER
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3

SVENDSEN, CHARLOTTE
Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16

SWAN, PAM
Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

SWEENIE, DEBORAH
Deborah Sweenie (dies) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Deborah Sweenie, died on June 1, 2002, in Raleigh, North Carolina. She was 54.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 20
SWEET, RICHARD (AUTHOR)
Approval of school expansion sets dangerous precedent (letter) (Sheila and Richard Sweet of School Lane), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

SWEET, SHEILA (AUTHOR)
Approval of school expansion sets dangerous precedent (letter) (Sheila and Richard Sweet of School Lane), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

SWERSEY, KEVIN
Zachy's goes solo in wine auction venture (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 4

SWERSKY, LARA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

SWILLER, WILLA
Petition drive gets late start (Petition drive swings into action for November 2002 elections.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Hevesi, Golisano, Walker win primary, Sep 13, 2002, p. 1
Seeking local votes for democratic committee woman (letter) (Willa Swiller of Dickel Road), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6

SWIMMING
Weir No. 1! Scarsdale High School junior (Paul Weir) wins state title in 500 free (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 19
National standards: Recent swims put (Bridget) O'Connor vs. the best (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 23
Weir No. 1! Scarsdale High School junior (Paul Weir) wins state title (photo) (continued), Mar 8, 2002, p. 25
Peak Week: Within days, Caliara wins county meet, silver at Empires (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 18
Peak Week: Within days, Caliara wins county meet, silver at Empires (photo) (continued), Aug 9, 2002, p. 21
O'Connor hits unfamiliar waters on national swimming scene (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 23
O'Connor hits unfamiliar waters on national swimming scene (photo) (continued), Nov 1, 2002, p. 29

SWIMMING POOLS
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 3
Pool progress (The Scarsdale Community Recreation Committee is inviting new members to help with Phase II of the proposal for a community recreation center and pool.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
Pools get green light from appeals board, Mar 29, 2002, p. 3
Community recreation center would fill the void of winter months (letter) (Doug Rachlin of Secor Road), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6
Let's not let another opportunity slip through our fingers (letter) (Ruth Goldstein of Horseguard Lane), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
Indoor Pool report was never OK'd by the TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (letter) (Boine Johnson of Fairview Road), May 10, 2002, p. 6
Trustees grant $10K for rec center promo (The Scarsdale Village Board approved a $10,000 grant to promote subscriptions to an indoor pool complex.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Pool 'poll' applauded (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the Scarsdale Village Board's efforts to rally support for the indoor pool complex.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Trustees grant $10K for rec center promo (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board approved a $10,000 grant to promote subscriptions to an indoor pool complex.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23
Community center (The Scarsdale Community Center Committee met on July 17 to plan a publicity and membership campaign.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1
Anyone for a swim? (The Scarsdale Community Recreation Center Committee is asking for advance membership as a sign of community support.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 1
Indoor pool/rec center would be great community meeting place (letter) (Deborah Porder of Lawrence Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6
Outdoor pool area is already too congested (letter) (Jane Stanley of Crossway), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6
Come on in (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to sign up as members for the proposed Scarsdale Community Center and indoor swimming pool.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6
Community center would help make Scarsdale a more desirable place (letter) (Lisa Bostrom of Bradford Road), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6

SWINGSET
Substance over style: Three independent-minded SHS (Scarsdale High School) grads launch music and art zine (photo) (Steve Lowenthal, Howie Wyman and Sheila Refael launch Swingset.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 27

SYNAGOGUES
SYNAGOGUES (Continued)

At Scarsdale Synagogue, a year of physical and spiritual change (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 18A

WRT (Westchester Reform Temple) explores Jewish heritage through programs for all ages (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 18A

Shaarei Tikvah: growing membership, more spaces (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 19A

Volunteers build dream house for homeless (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 3

WRT (Westchester Reform Temple) rejects Boy Scouts' discriminatory policy (letter) (Amy S. Lemle, President, Westchester Reform Temple), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6

Burning Bush Mezuzah (photo) (Scarsdale artist, Diane Cher, created an acrylic mezuzah titled, "Burning Mezuzah," to be featured at the ninth annual Judaica Crafts Show at Temple Bet Am Shalom.), Mar 6, 2002, p. 12

(The children of Shaarei Tikvah nursery school share traditional Passover foods at a model Seder.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 10

We will not gain security by forsaking strategic, moral ally (letter) (Rabbi Richard Jacobs of Westchester Reform Temple), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7

A sacred gift (photo) (Temple Shaarei Tikvah donated a sacred Torah to a congregation in Modin, Israel.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 14

Marjorie Miller to receive award (Marjorie Miller, an active Scarsdale volunteer in many organizations, received the 31st Brotherhood Award from Westchester Reform Temple.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17

A new face of tradition at Reform temple (photo) (Angela Warnick Buchdahl, Cantor at Westchester Reform Temple, becomes the first Asian American to be ordained as a Rabbi.), May 24, 2002, p. 3

A new face of tradition at Reform temple (continued) (Angela Warnick Buchdahl, Cantor at Westchester Reform Temple, becomes the first Asian American to be ordained as a Rabbi.), May 24, 2002, p. 13

Heschel to speak (Dr. Susannah Heschel to speak at Westchester Reform Temple on May 31), May 24, 2002, p. 20

Confirmation winner (photo) (Mitchell Ian Bloom wins the 2002 Tracy Kreisberg Prize at Westchester Reform Temple.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 20

'Truck Day' at WRT (Westchester Reform Temple), Jun 14, 2002, p. 11

Rabbi Klein celebrates 20 years at synagogue (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 17

New rabbi at Shaarei Tikvah (photo) (Rabbi David Fine appointed new spiritual leader at Temple Shaarei Tikvah in Scarsdale), Aug 9, 2002, p. 17

Local synagogues take new precautions for holidays (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 1

Sept. (September) 11 services (Several Scarsdale churches and synagogues will mark the first anniversary of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 29

People of all faiths gather for 9/11 service at synagogue (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 8

New rabbi to be installed Sunday at Shaarei Tikvah (photo) (Rabbi David Fine will be officially installed as the spiritual leader of Temple Shaarei Tikvah on November 3.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 1

New rabbi to be installed Sunday at Shaarei Tikvah (continued) (Rabbi David Fine will be officially installed as the spiritual leader of Temple Shaarei Tikvah on November 3.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 14

Three rabbis (photo) (Rabbi David Fine was installed as rabbi of Shaarei Tikvah on November 3.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22

A new series of Jewish music begins with Hannukah program (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 17

Rabbi embraces life's opportunities, challenges (photo) (Profile of Rabbi Emily Korzenik, longtime spiritual leader of the Fellowship for Jewish Learning.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 3

Holitots (photo) (Toddlers learn about the sabbath at Temple Shaarei Tikvah.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 32

SZABAD, GEORGE MICHAEL

George Szabad dies; was mayor, bowl winner (George Michael Szabad, former Scarsdale Mayor, died on March 30, 2002, at his home in Haverford, Pennsylvania. He was 85.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1

George Szabad dies; was mayor, bowl winner (continued) (George Michael Szabad, former Scarsdale Mayor, died on March 30, 2002, at his home in Haverford, Pennsylvania. He was 85.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 15

TABACK, JOSHUA

Focal Points: To what extent has the computer made handwriting obsolete? (photo), Oct 4, 2002, p. 7

TABAK, ALAN (AUTHOR)

College survey is not news, shouldn't be published in the Inquirer (letter) (Alan Tabak, the Maroon), May 24, 2002, p. 7

TABAK, MELISSA

Quaker Ridge has the whole world in its gym (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 11

TACHIBANA, KAORI

...So that's why it's been rainy lately (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10

TADDIKEN, NANCY

Taddiken says 2nd bond needed to complete E'mont capital project (Edgemont schools Superintendent, Nancy Taddiken, delivered the bad news that the district capital project was running out of funds.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
TADDIKEN, NANCY (Continued)
Taddiken says 2nd bond needed to complete E'mont capital project (continued) (Edgemont schools Superintendent, Nancy Taddiken, delivered the bad news that the district capital project was running out of funds.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 14

Scarsdale and Edgemont school budgets pass; Budget, bond pass 3-to-1 (photo) (continued), May 24, 2002, p. 12
New principal for Greenville School (photo) (Dr. Marc Heller has been appointed Principal of the Greenville School for a three year probationary period.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1

Construction on track as school year begins in Edgemont (Edgemont), Sep 6, 2002, p. 1

TADDIKEN, NANCY (AUTHOR)
Spotlight puts Edgemont in the spotlight (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1A
Spotlight puts Edgemont in the spotlight (Progress Edition) (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 15A

TALLEY, PAULETTE
Paulette Talley (photo) (Real estate broker, Paulette Talley, elected to a second term as President of the Rotary Club of Scarsdale), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4

TALLY, PAULETTE (AUTHOR)
Garage will serve public good, say realtor and environmentalist (letter) (Paulette Talley of White Plains and Jane Bedichek of Kingston Road), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6

TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL - SCARSDALE
Scarsdale Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol sponsors parenting groups (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 42A

Making kids face consequences of behavior is the right thing to do (letter) (Ernie Collabolletta, School Psychologist, Scarsdale High School), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6

TATZ, BIANCA
Confidence, poise win points with judges at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest (photo) (continued), Apr 19, 2002, p. 11

TATZ, STEVEN
SYSC (Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club) should not cut children after a few months' play (letter) (Roger Harris of Brook Lane), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

TAUBERT, ELIZABETH
Senior Girl Scout Lee balances diverse dreams (photo) (Profile of Scarsdale High School senior and long time Girl Scout Stephanie Lee), May 31, 2002, p. 11

TAUBIN, GREGORY BRETT
Hoffenberg, Taubin (wed) (photo) (Felicia Robin Hoffenberg and Gregory Brett Taubin were wed on September 2, 2002, in South Salem, New York), Sep 20, 2002, p. 12

TAXATION
Sales tax will not spell relief for county budget (New York State Legislature adjourned for the year without approving a one percent increase in the county sales tax), Dec 20, 2002, p. 1
The big picture (editorial) (According to the Inquirer, each player in the budget blame game is trying to balance his budget on the back of someone else.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 6

Trustees should certify that garage won't cost taxpayers a cent (letter) (Andrew E. Brennan of Fox Meadow Road), Dec 20, 2002, p. 6
Sales tax will not spell relief for county budget (continued) (New York State Legislature adjourned for the year without approving a one percent increase in the county sales tax), Dec 20, 2002, p. 13

County OKs budget with no tax hike, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
County OKs budget with no tax hike (continued), Dec 27, 2002, p. 20
TAXATION - SCARSDALE
School taxes may rise 9.6%, Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
School taxes may rise 9.6% (illustration) (continued), Mar 8, 2002, p. 9
Trustees OK BID assessment despite protest, Mar 15, 2002, p. 3
TVCC reports: Watch those tax hikes! (Town and Village Club strategizes on ways to keep taxes lower), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
TVCC reports: Watch those tax hikes! (continued) (Town and Village Club strategizes on ways to keep taxes lower), Apr 12, 2002, p. 15
Helped taxpayer avoid a penalty (letter) (Dan Grabel of Cohawney Road), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
Tax breaks (June 1 is deadline for tax exemption applications), May 3, 2002, p. 1

TAXATION - WESTCHESTER COUNTY (N.Y.)
The cruelest month (Village clerk Donna Conkling reminds Scarsdale residents that county taxes are due April 30.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
Spano should slash his salary, office budget (letter) (William Stern of Rural Road), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
County executive protests the 'Albany property tax' (County Executive, Andrew Spano, is seeking a one percent increase in Westchester sales tax.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
County executive protests the 'Albany property tax' (photo) (continued) (County Executive, Andrew Spano, is seeking a one percent increase in Westchester sales tax.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 10
County proposes record tax hike (County Executive Andrew Spano called for one of the largest county property tax increases in county history.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
County proposes record tax hike (continued) (County Executive Andrew Spano called for one of the largest county property tax increases in county history.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 14
Another question for the county (letter) (Harold Aspis of Heathcote Road), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6

TAXICABS - SCARSDALE
Taxis need space (editorial) (The Inquirer hopes that Robert Kligerman's design for Depot Place will address the issue of traffic congestion.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6

TAYLOR, DEVIN
Scarsdale High School Fall Sports Awards 2002 (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 33

TAYLOR, KOKO
An International Christmas (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 15

TAYLOR, SUSAN
We are the world: SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) kids use diplomacy at World Conference (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 10

TAYLOR, ZACHARY
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

TAYLOR-GORDON, ELAINE (AUTHOR)
Commercial expansion unfair to Popham Road dwellers (letter) (Elaine Taylor-Gordon of Popham Road), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6

TEACHERS - SCARSDALE
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) teacher fills gap with workbook (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School CHOICE teacher Sue Goldman's new book, SAT II Writing Guide, teaches students what to expect from the grammar test.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 11
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) math teacher resigns; PR (Public Relations) assistant hired, Mar 22, 2002, p. 10
Math department's direct recruiting: Poaching or much ado about nothing? (Scarsdale High School Math Department head, Doug Bumby, defends his department's recruiting policy.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
Math department's direct recruiting: Poaching or much ado about nothing? (continued) (Scarsdale High School Math Department head, Doug Bumby, defends his department's recruiting policy.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 11
Beloved teacher lives on in students (editorial) (Robin Ascher memorializes Werner Feig, late Scarsdale High School history teacher), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7
Teacher recruiting tactics defended (letter) (Bob Arrigo, Scarsdale High School math teacher), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
Scarsdalians give warm sendoff to 'titans' retiring from schools, Apr 26, 2002, p. 10
Sarah Berger and Virginia McGinnis (photo) (Sarah Berger, shown with her sponsor, Virginia McGinnis, is initiated into Phi Delta Kappa.), May 3, 2002, p. 4
New and newly tenured teachers recognized at school board meeting (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 11
Gerald Allyn Larson (dies) (Gerald Allyn Larson, former Scarsdale High School Social Studies teacher, died on April 30, 2002. He was 64.), May 24, 2002, p. 20
Scarsdale art teacher Maria DeAngelis confronts the lint trap (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 19
Appreciate your teachers (photo) (Fox Meadow staff recognition luncheon was hosted on June 5.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 9
TEACHERS - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Young cancer victim is teacher's inspiration (Retired Fox Meadow teacher, Rona Roth, creates "One More Story," a program where volunteers read to hospitalized children with cancer), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
Young cancer victim is teacher's inspiration (photo) (continued) (Retired Fox Meadow teacher, Rona Roth, creates "One More Story," a program where volunteers read to hospitalized children with cancer), Aug 9, 2002, p. 3
Memorial is planned for beloved teacher (photo) (A memorial statue is being planned for deceased Scarsdale elementary school teacher; Ed Grossman.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 9
Eleanor Williams Vullieuermier (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident and Heathcote School teacher, Eleanor Williams Vullieuermier, died at her Vero Beach, Florida, home on October 15, 2002. She was 91.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 22
Teachers get support on all sides, Nov 22, 2002, p. 10
Book club: raising socially confident kids (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 11
Teachers' gifts low key (Scarsdale school teachers do not receive over the top holiday gifts.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
Teachers' gifts low key (Scarsdale school teachers do not receive over the top holiday gifts.) (continued), Dec 27, 2002, p. 9
TEACHERS - SCARSDALE - RETIREMENT
Retirement party (Judith Schwartz to retire), Jun 7, 2002, p. 10
TECHNOLOGY
SMS catches the TV spotlight with tech-savvy kids (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 11
Wired schools turn out tech-savvy, connected kids (Gerald Crisci addressed the Scarsdale School Board on May 7 on technology advances in the schools.), May 10, 2002, p. 1
Wired schools turn out tech-savvy, connected kids (continued) (Gerald Crisci addressed the School Board on May 7 on technology advances in Scarsdale schools.), May 10, 2002, p. 14
Fall, not so safe (editorial) (An editorial on the pitfalls of modern day technology by Marc Wollin), Jul 19, 2002, p. 7
TEENAGE AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
Upstate/Downstate conflicts continue to stall license bill (photo) (The New York State Senate considers bill to limit junior license holders to only one teenaged passenger.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
Upstate/Downstate conflicts continue to stall license bill (continued) (The New York State Senate considers bill to limit junior license holders to only one teenaged passenger.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 10
Local legislators lobby to pass licensing law, Mar 15, 2002, p. 3
Compromise near? (Amy Paulin maintains efforts to pass "graduated licensing" legislation in the State Legislature.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Safer times ahead (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the New York State Legislature for passing the graduated license bill.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
Lawmakers pass graduated license bill in Albany (continued), Jun 21, 2002, p. 19
TEENAGERS
Lie-ability (editorial) (The Inquirer calls upon parents to stop feigning ignorance about underage drinking.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6
We must start early to educate kids about alcohol abuse (letter) (Bonnie Grossman of Round Hill Road), Aug 9, 2002, p. 7
Scarsdale Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol sponsors parenting groups (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 42A
Hundreds of kids arrive drunk at SHS (Scarsdale High School) dance (More than 200 students showed up drunk to the Scarsdale High School homecoming dance on September 20.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 1
Some parents must increase their vigilance (letter) (Dr. Ernie Collabolletta, School Psychologist, Scarsdale High School), Sep 27, 2002, p. 8
Hundreds of kids arrive drunk at SHS (Scarsdale High School) dance (continued) (More than 200 students showed up drunk to the Scarsdale High School homecoming dance on September 20.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 11
Forum takes on underage drinking (On November 7, a panel of community leaders gathered at Manhattanville College to address the pervasive issue of underage drinking.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
Moratorium on high school social activities lifted (The ban on Scarsdale High School social activities has been lifted.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
Forum takes on underage drinking (photo) (continued) (On November 7, a panel of community leaders gathered at Manhattanville College to address underage drinking.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 15
County trying old and new ways of halting sale of alcohol to teens, Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
County trying old and new ways of halting sale of alcohol to teens (photo) (continued), Dec 13, 2002, p. 14
TEENAGERS - SCARSDALE
Teen center agreement (Village Board approves a new agreement with the Scarsdale Teen Center, continuing the 50/50 operating expenses split shared by the Village and School Boards), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
'Univeristy' reassures parents: Kids will grow out of it (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10
'Univeristy' reassures parents: Kids will grow out of it (continued), Apr 12, 2002, p. 11
Natural deposit of fat cells is not a 'deformity' (letter) (Dr. Rena Schwartzbaum of Black Birch Lane), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6
Overweight America immune to joys of body contouring (letter) (Neil Sullivan of Taunton Road), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6
TEENAGERS - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Mayor: Scarsdale must unite against teenage drinking, Sep 27, 2002, p. 1
The party's over: Parents challenged to set teen limits (Discussion of the aftermath of the recent Scarsdale Homecoming dance, where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
District should implement DARE anti-drug program (letter) (Gail Wiesenfeld of Sheldrake Road), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6
Student body should conduct its own inquiry on misconduct (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6
Wake up already! (editorial) (In the aftermath of the disastrous Scarsdale High School Homecoming dance, where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated, the Inquirer urges parental vigilance and action.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 7
Community must keep teens safe (editorial) (Geraldine Greene on substance abuse by teenagers.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 7
SHS (Scarsdale High School) senior defends Scarsdale on Fox News 'The O'Reilly Factor' (photo), Oct 4, 2002, p. 10
SHS (Scarsdale High School) senior defends Scarsdale on Fox News 'The O'Reilly Factor' (continued), Oct 4, 2002, p. 11
Parents' forum seeks consensus on teenage drinking at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (A public meeting for parents at Scarsdale High School on October 7 addressed the issue of underage drinking.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
SHS (Scarsdale High School) administration dealt with students too harshly (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
Drunken students deserved to be suspended (letter) (Jon Rothman of Huntington Avenue), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
Student suspensions should be expunged from record (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
Teen behavior reflects Godlessness of modern life (letter) (Thea Falkowitz of School Lane), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
This is a time for brutal honesty and for action (letter) (Wendy Bedenbaugh of Walworth Avenue), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
Workshop offers help for parents, Oct 25, 2002, p. 2
Scarsdale kids need 'tough love' (letter) (Marion Speer, American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6
PTA, other districts brainstorm strategies to curb teen drinking, Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
PTA, other districts brainstorm strategies to curb teen drinking (continued), Nov 8, 2002, p. 11
United we stand (editorial) (The Inquirer urges the adult community to cooperate and coordinate their efforts to stop teenaged alcohol abuse.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 6
Trustees endorse Safe Homes Initiative, Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Youth worker leaves legacy of compassion (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 3
Summit meeting (A community meeting is scheduled for December 12 to address underage drinking in Scarsdale.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Everyone's talking about teen drinking; Scarsdale coordinates multiple arms to fight problem, Dec 20, 2002, p. 1
Everyone's talking about teen drinking; Scarsdale coordinates multiple arms to fight problem (continued), Dec 20, 2002, p. 11

TEETH
Dentist brings emergency care to geriatric patient (letter) (Dr. Harold I. Sussman of Popham Road), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6

TELEPHONE
Settlement reached in cramming suit against Verizon, Sep 20, 2002, p. 1

TELEPHONE CALLS
A short telephone pitch goes a long way (editorial), Dec 27, 2002, p. 6

TELEVISION BROADCASTING
Focal Points: To what extent do you depend on TV for your news? (photo), Sep 20, 2002, p. 7

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
Drug ads make doctors of us all (editorial) (Bruce J. Bloom expresses puzzlement and concern about pharmaceutical ads on TV.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 7

TELEVISION PROGRAMS
SMS catches the TV spotlight with tech-savvy kids (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 11
Getting too real (Marc Wollin's take on reality television programs), Sep 6, 2002, p. 7
SHS (Scarsdale High School) senior defends Scarsdale on Fox News 'The O'Reilly Factor' (photo), Oct 4, 2002, p. 10
SHS (Scarsdale High School) senior defends Scarsdale on Fox News 'The O'Reilly Factor' (continued), Oct 4, 2002, p. 11
Reality TV hits a new low (editorial) (Michael Kutzin on a new reality television program called "The Will."), Nov 22, 2002, p. 7

TENNIS
TENNIS COURTS
Do we really need new tennis courts at Scarsdale High School? (letter) (Andrew E. Brennan of Fox Meadow Road), Aug 2, 2002, p. 10

TENZER, MARK
Cell call from train saves friend’s life (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 13
Story shows need for CPR training (letter) (Ellen G.K. Rubin, EMT-D, SVAC member), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6

TERDIMAN, JO ANN
Tag sale signs should be permitted here (letter) (Sol Kuttner of Post Road), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6

TERDIMAN, LESLIE
SHS (Scarsdale High School) class of ’02 enters a challenging world (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 8A

TERRORISM
$1M for bioterror (Congresswoman Nita Lowey announced that $1 million in federal funding will go to Westchester County for bioterrorism emergency preparedness planning.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1
Surviving 9/11: After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Legion Post plans memorial garden (photo) (Scarsdale American Legion Post 52 plans memorial garden for victims of 9/11 terrorist attacks), Mar 1, 2002, p. 4
Platform blues (editorial) (Debra Banerjee describes visit to Ground Zero), Mar 1, 2002, p. 7
Surviving 9/11: After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (continued) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 10
‘Apology for terrorism’ helps us see our enemies (letter) (Lynn and Jeffrey Lowin of Fox Meadow Road), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6
Journey to war zone took courage (editorial) (Bill Jacobs lauds Senator Hillary Clinton’s bravery in undertaking a fact finding mission to Israel.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 7
Volunteer firefighters (Three Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Fighters completed a course in defense against terrorism.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4
Citizens will bring Indian Point issue to village board (letter) (Nina Cannon, Pamela Slater of Fox Meadow), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
Fortunately, our leaders and most Americans know who our enemies are (letter) (Richard Marcus of Secor Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
The threats are real; true allies should be cherished, not abandoned (letter) (Glen A. Tobias, National Chairman, Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
America and Israel share many values and interests (letter) (Harold B. Aspis of Heathcote Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7
Goal is a diverse Middle East (editorial) (David Arnow of Griffen Avenue responds to Harry Reynolds’s controversial March 29 editorial.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7
We will not gain security by forsaking strategic, moral ally (letter) (Rabbi Richard Jacobs of Westchester Reform Temple), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7
Isolationism, ethnocentrism and ignorance can weaken us as a nation (letter) (Eric Nusbaum and Fredda Cohen of Graham Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8
Our economic, social, scientific, democratic, cultural and religious status precipitate Muslim hatred (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8
Terrorism, wherever it is committed, is a heinous crime against humanity and one that cannot be condoned (letter) (Robert M. Kelly, Eastchester), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8
We must pursue ideals for all parties in the ongoing Middle East conflict (letter) (Amy Lemle of Tory Lane), Apr 5, 2002, p. 8
Danger comes not from Israel but from finger-pointing (letter) (Laurie Disick of Farragut Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 9
Fear of reprisal should not determine nation’s decisions (letter) (Art and Anne Grimes of Ridgecrest East), Apr 5, 2002, p. 9
Inquirer should not be forum for debate on national issues (letter) (James E. Brandt of Hampton Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 9
Our government has courage (letter) (Charles Platto, Vermont), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Thugs, terrorists should not dictate foreign policy (letter) (Anita and Art Resnick of Wynmor Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
We have no choice but to join this fight (letter) (Anne Weisberg of Fox Meadow Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
We should not accept rhetoric that justifies attacks (letter) (Jonathna Drescher of Black Birch Lane), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo) (Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Mid-Westchester on April 19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
Deadlock and dead end in Middle East (editorial) (Harry Reynolds responds to critics of his March 29 editorial), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7
TERORISM (Continued)
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo) (continued) (Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Mid-Westchester on April 19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 8
Democracies are our allies and terrorists are our enemies (letter) (Bill Jacobs of Drake Road), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6
It's not about Sharon and Arafat (editorial) (Joseph R. Kasov on the Israel/Palestinian conflict), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7
World needs more democracies, not more dictatorships (editorial) (Mark B. Hirsch responds to Harold J. Reynolds' April 19 editorial), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7
Extremists would not reward U.S. for withdrawing support (letter) (Stephen M. Goodman of Rectory Lane), May 3, 2002, p. 6
U.S. should wield influence (letter) (Richard H. Oringer of Chateaux Circle), May 17, 2002, p. 9
Focal Points: Is the threat of terrorism causing you to make any changes in your lifestyle? (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 7
Unabomber's brother: End death penalty (photo) (David Kaczynski, brother of notorious unabomber Ted Kaczynski, speaks out against the death penalty at the Hitchcock Presbyterian Church on May 19.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 3
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad memorialized in 9/11 monument (photo) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Peter Alderman, will be memorialized with other victims in the Amonk Rotary Club's permanent memorial), Jun 14, 2002, p. 2
Unabomber and one of his victims shared the same Luddite philosophy (letter) (A. F. Lazzara of Garth Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 9
Focal Points: Should the president be authorized to take pre-emptive action against countries that harbor terrorists? (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 7
Pups for Peace to deter terrorism in Israel (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Barbara Fix, hosted a fund raiser to benefit Pups for Peace, a program that uses trained dogs to detect explosives in Israel.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 3
An attack on human freedom (editorial) (Bob Pilpel distinguishes the September 11 terrorist attacks from prior atrocities.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 7
Security is a local issue (Jonathan Lewis reflects on the one year anniversary of the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 7
One year later (editorial) (The Inquirer commemorates the one year anniversary of the tragic September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6
How to help children cope with 9/11 fears, Sep 20, 2002, p. 3
Is the United States at war? (editorial) (Bob Pilpel on whether the United States is involved in a war or a battle against terrorism.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 7
There are terrorists among us (editorial) (Arthur Chang cites parallels between domestic violence and terrorism.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 7
For better or worse (editorial) (The Inquirer urges citizens to trust the Constitution in the age of post 9/11 hyper vigilance.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6
TESSAR, JOSEPH (AUTHOR)
Assisted living facility doesn't belong in the 'boondocks' (letter) (Ben and Marsha Janil, Joseph and Marian Tessar of Saxon Woods Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
TESSAR, MARIAN (AUTHOR)
Assisted living facility doesn't belong in the 'boondocks' (letter) (Ben and Marsha Janil, Joseph and Marian Tessar of Saxon Woods Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
TESTING
The Year in Review: Parents try to STOP standardized tests (Middle School parents had their eighth graders boycott state mandated standardized tests, resulting in a media circus.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
The Year in Review: Parents try to STOP standardized tests (continued) (Middle School parents had their eighth graders boycott state mandated standardized tests, resulting in a media circus.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 9
Mills says no (New York State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, was "unavailable" to come to Scarsdale to defend state mandated educational testing.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Test debate at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) raises thorny issues (The debate over standardized testing raised tempers and ire at the Scarsdale Middle School PTA meeting on January 30.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Test debate at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) raises thorny issues (continued) (The debate over standardized testing raised tempers and ire at the Scarsdale Middle School PTA meeting on January 30.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 11
School board discourages test boycott (The Scarsdale Board of Education does not support a boycott of state mandated standardized tests.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
TESTING  (Continued)
Folkemer presents test comparison system, Feb 15, 2002, p. 11
School board discourages test boycott (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education does not support a boycott of state mandated standardized tests.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 11
Rally for Reform (editorial) (The Inquirer supports STOP [State Testing Opposed by Parents] and urges residents to lead the protests for meaningful educational reform.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
STOP (State Testing Opposed by Parents) seeks further dialogue on state testing (editorial) (Ellen Cohen urges the community to attend a rally on March 7 to express opposition to state mandated standardized tests.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
State education chief comes to Scarsdale to defend tests (photo) (State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, discussed the state assessment testing program on March 6 at Scarsdale High School.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
State education chief comes to Scarsdale to defend tests (photo) (continued) (State Education Commissioner, Richard Mills, discussed the state assessment testing program on March 6 at Scarsdale High School.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 8
STOP rally draws anti-testing support (photo) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
Dialogue on state tests appreciated (letter) (Anna S. Decker, President of the Scarsdale PT Council), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
STOP rally draws anti-testing support (continued) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 13
Demonstrator quoted in story misstated regent's role (letter) (Dr. Charlotte K. Frank, New York State Regent Emeritus), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6
An apparent conflict of interest is hard to ignore (letter) (Robert Wick of Church Lane), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
SED (State Education Department) scores released, Apr 5, 2002, p. 10
Educators outraged by 'sanitized' regents test (Local educators protest the New York State Education Department's "sanitizing" of the English regents exams.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
Educators outraged by 'sanitized' regents test (continued) (Local educators protest the New York State Education Department's "sanitizing" of the English regents exams.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 15
8th-grade tests '02: No boycott but some 'refused,' Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
SAT changes try to make test fairer, but will they succeed? (Changes to the SAT I to be implemented in March 2005), Jul 19, 2002, p. 18
SAT changes try to make test fairer, but will they succeed? (continued) (Changes to the SAT I to be implemented in March 2005), Jul 19, 2002, p. 18
SAT prep program at crossroads (photo) (Eugenie Lang announced that "Let's Get Ready," the free SAT prep course for underserved student populations, is "broke.") Sep 20, 2002, p. 1
Reaching out (editorial) (The Inquirer commends Eugenie Lang on her work with Let's Get Ready and hopes the organization achieves it's funding goals.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6
SAT prep program at crossroads (photo) (Eugenie Lang announced that "Let's Get Ready," the free SAT prep course for underserved student populations, is "broke.") Sep 20, 2002, p. 8
It's onward and upward for Let's Get Ready! (letter) (Eugenie Lang, Founder, Let's Get Ready), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6
Treasurer back in the saddle; Folkemer sets school program goals, Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Treasurer back in the saddle; Folkemer sets school program goals (continued), Oct 25, 2002, p. 13
Want unfair edge on SAT? In Scarsdale, hard to get, Nov 1, 2002, p. 10

THALER, JORDAN
Heathcote Blue wins 1st (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11

THALHEIM, NEIL
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo) (Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Mid-Westchester on April 19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1

THANKSGIVING
The art of carving (photo) (Yoon Hee Kim is shown carving a Thanksgiving turkey at the annual Greenacres School celebration.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
Celebrating and early Hanukkah and a lat(k)e Thanksgiving (photo) (Hanukkah falls on November 29 in 2002, practically coinciding with Thanksgiving.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Days of thanks (editorial) (Inquirer discusses the significance of Hanukkah falling one day after Thanksgiving in 2002.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 5
Celebrating and early Hanukkah and a lat(k)e Thanksgiving (continued) (Hanukkah falls on November 29 in 2002, practically coinciding with Thanksgiving.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 9
HOPE for Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10
Just like olden times (photo) (Quaker Ridge fifth graders participate in traditional Thanksgiving feast), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10
...So that's why it's been rainy lately (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 10
News coverage should be limited to facts and avoid rumors (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Dec 13, 2002, p. 6
THAYER, ANDREW (DR)
Hartsdale going to the dogs (and cats) with opening of animal clinic (photo), Aug 30, 2002, p. 4

THEATER
The play's the thing; Scarsdale playwright's relationship with Fleetwood Stage a happy collaboration (photo) (Scarsdale resident Joan Ross Sorkin's play, "The Sacrifice," to be presented at the Fleetwood Stage of New Rochelle in January), Jan 25, 2002, p. 19
"You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown," will be presented at Scarsdale High School on February 1 and 2. (continued) (Scarsdale resident Joan Ross Sorkin's play, "The Sacrifice," to be presented at the Fleetwood Stage of New Rochelle in January), Jan 25, 2002, p. 20

THEATERS
SHS alum's 'unequilbrium' balances acting, writing career (photo) (Scarsdale High School alum Alexander Lyra's new one man show, 'unequilbrium,' opens off-Broadway.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 17

THEFT
Parents, teachers try to save SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) play, to no avail (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 9

THEMOMETERS
SHS (Scarsdale High School) Maroon decides college survey is for seniors' eyes only (continued) (For the first time in its history, the Maroon will not share the senior college survey with the entire school.), May 17, 2002, p. 11
Most high school students were not consulted about college survey (letter) (Michael Schwartz of Ridgecrest North), May 24, 2002, p. 6

THEMARON
College survey is not news, shouldn't be published in the Inquirer (letter) (Alan Tabak, the Maroon), May 24, 2002, p. 7

THERMOS
College paper seeks to minimize negative competition (editorial) (Irving Sloan on the decision of the Maroon editors not to publish the annual college survey), May 24, 2002, p. 7

THERMOSEC
Adults should look to kids to set example (letter) (Rob Gordon of Cohawney Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

THIEVES
Thieves sentenced (Thieves caught stealing cars from the Freightway Garage last year appeared in court for sentencing.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1

THEMARON
SHS (Scarsdale High School) Maroon decides college survey is for seniors' eyes only (continued) (For the first time in its history, the Maroon will not share the senior college survey with the entire school.), May 17, 2002, p. 11
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THERMOSES
College paper seeks to minimize negative competition (editorial) (Irving Sloan on the decision of the Maroon editors not to publish the annual college survey), May 24, 2002, p. 7

THERMOMETERS
Other dangers greater than thermometers (letter) (Martin Lang of New York), Nov 8, 2002, p. 9
[THE] SCARSDALE INQUIRER [NEWSPAPER]
Progress is here! (The Progress edition of the Scarsdale Inquirer will be published on January 25.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
Inquirer should not be forum for debate on national issues (letter) (James E. Brandt of Hampton Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 9
Inquirer top in state competition (Scarsdale Inquirer wins 29 awards in New York Press Association's annual better newspaper contest), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
Inquirer top in state competition (continued) (Scarsdale Inquirer wins 29 awards in New York Press Association's annual better newspaper contest), Apr 12, 2002, p. 16
Keep it up (letter) (Harold Aspis of Heathcote Road), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
Inquirer publisher to receive Matrix Award (Scarsdale Inquirer publisher, Deborah White, will receive the 2002 Matrix All-Star Award in publishing.), May 17, 2002, p. 4
Inquirer sports coverage has never been better (letter) (James F. San Marco, Director of Athletics, Edgemont High School), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6
Price increase (The single copy price of the Scarsdale Inquirer will now be $1.00), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Be a part of the paper (editorial) (The Inquirer offers tips to publicity chairmen and readers who have news or views to share with Inquirer readers.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
Billy Collins shares secrets of life as the nation's poet (photo) (Poet Laureate Billy Collins talks to the Inquirer about his personal and professional life.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 14
Historical Society marks 30th anniversary with new exhibitions (photo) (The new exhibit at the Scarsdale Historical Society features the first issue of the Scarsdale Inquirer from July 4, 1901.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 2
2 join editorial staff (Jennifer Leavitt-Wipf and Alice Brodie join Inquirer staff), Dec 20, 2002, p. 4

THOMAS, DAVE
Garage revs up (photo) (Gourmet Garage had its grand opening on October 5 and 6.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 4

THOMAS, DWAYNE
2 men die in parkway crash (Two men died in a vehicular accident on the Bronx River Parkway on July 21.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1

THOMAS, JENNIFER (DR)
Thomas, Mirabelli (wed) (photo) (Dr. Jennifer Thomas and Dr. Robert Mirabelli were wed on New Year's Eve, 2001, in Newport Beach, California.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 15

THOMAS, MARK
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Police awards (The Scarsdale Village Board announced the 2002 recipients of the Scarsdale Police Department awards.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

THOMPSON, CORKY
Steves, Sherwood named board officers (photo) (Bob Steves and Emily Sherwood welcomed to the Scarsdale Board of Education on July 1.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
Newhouse resigns as historical society president (photo) (Eda Newhouse has resigned as the President of the Scarsdale Historical Society; Corky Thompson will be acting President.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1

THOMPSON, CORKY (AUTHOR)
Support nonpartisan government by voting in election (letter) (Corky Thompson of Jefferson Road), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6

THOMPSON, JENNY
Greekian formula: Bridget O'Connor makes 2004 Olympic trials (photo) (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 21

THOMPSON, MICHAEL
Book club: raising socially confident kids (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 11

THOMPSON, NICK
Out and about with troop 60 (photo) (Members of Scarsdale Boy Scout Troop 60 are pictured at an outing to Playland Park in Rye.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 4

THOMPSON, RUTH HASSELL
Art wish granted (photo) (Westchester Arts Council awards $1,000 grant to Scarsdale based New Choral Society of Westchester), Feb 15, 2002, p. 4

THORP, PETER
BRP (Bronx River Conservancy) names directors (list of recent appointees), May 17, 2002, p. 4

TICOLL, ANNA
Global tastes fill SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) stomachs (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10

TIDBALL, LISA
CHILD mobilizes for special-ed needs at school board meeting, Jun 7, 2002, p. 10

TIERNEY, JIM
Citizens can improve water quality (A League of Women Voters panel discussion on April 29 addressed the issue of water pollution.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
TILLY, STEPHEN
Design committee MO is explained (Architect Steve Tilly, chairman of the Interactive Design Committee on the Christie Place indoor parking garage, will facilitate discussion and seek to arrive at a consensus for the property.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
Design committee MO is explained (continued) (Architect Steve Tilly, chairman of the Interactive Design Committee on the Christie Place indoor parking garage, will facilitate discussion and seek to arrive at a consensus for the property.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 12
Christie Place update (The Town and Village Civic Club has cancelled the September 4 meeting dealing with the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
Christie Place plans to debut (Plans for the enclosed Christie Place multilevel parking facility will be revealed by the Scarsdale Village Board on December 9.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Christie Place plans to debut (continued) (Plans for the enclosed Christie Place multilevel parking facility will be revealed by the Scarsdale Village Board on December 9.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 14

TJAN, CHRISTINE
Year of the Horse gallops into Edgemont (photo), Feb 15, 2002, p. 3

TJAN, HAN
Year of the Horse gallops into Edgemont (photo), Feb 15, 2002, p. 3

TOBIAS, GLEN A
The threats are real; true allies should be cherished, not abandoned (letter) (Glen A. Tobias, National Chairman, Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6

TOBIAS, MARY (AUTHOR)
Feiner used national tragedy against antenna board (letter) (Mary Tobias has some quibbles regarding the Greenburgh articles in the January 4 edition of the Inquirer.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6

TOFF, IRA N
Focal Points: Why would you or would you not want to visit ground zero? (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Are your feelings about cell phones positive or negative? (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Will it be possible to secure an unprejudiced jury in the trial of John Walker Lindh? (photo), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: What changes do you think will result from the Enron situation? (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think concern for security has overshadowed the spirit of the Olympic Games? (photo), Feb 15, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about the cloning of animals, particularly as pets? (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think the Olympic Games tend to produce friendship or acrimony among nations? (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: If this year's mild winter indicates a possible climatic change, would you be pleased? (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: A movement has been started to have the government declare Sept. 11, 2001, a national holiday in memory of those who died. How do you feel about this? (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think that professional sports and athletes occupy attention that is out of proportion to their importance? (photo), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think inspection procedures for entrance into business buildings or places of entertainment are necessary or adequate? (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: If you were offered a tuition-free college level course in any area of interest, what would you elect? (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you still find the radio a useful source of information or entertainment? (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Do people's personalities change when they get behind the wheel of a car? (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about a proposal to arm commercial airline pilots with guns? (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Does availability of parking influence where you shop? (photo), May 17, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Is the threat of terrorism causing you to make any changes in your lifestyle? (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Should libraries filter the Internet for material harmful to minors? (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think communities should maintain recreational facilities such as an indoor pool? (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Should the president be authorized to take pre-emptive action against countries that harbor terrorists? (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about the recent court decision that the insertion of the phrase "under God" in the Pledge of Allegiance is unconstitutional? (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think the high tax on cigarettes will be an efficient deterrent to smoking? (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 7
TOFF, IRA N (Continued)
Focal Points: Do you think the current stock market collapse will affect future quality of life? (photo), Jul 26, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Should white-collar crime be subject to the same penalties as "ordinary" crime? (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: What action do you think the United States should take against Iraq, if any? (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think that people's dress habits have gone from too strict to too liberal? (photo), Aug 30, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: How should the U.S. solve the problems presented by Saddam Hussein? (photo), Sep 6, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: What do you think should be included in the rebuilding of ground zero? (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: To what extent do you depend on TV for your news? (photo), Sep 20, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think that the admission to colleges of Arab students should be discontinued? (photo), Sep 27, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: To what extent has the computer made handwriting obsolete? (photo), Oct 4, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: What do you think can be done to prevent a recurrence of the recent sniper killings? (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think the problem of teen drinking is worse today than in the past? (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: To what extent, if any, have recent events altered your attitude toward capital punishment? (photo), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about the selection of New York City as the site for the next Olympic games? (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about the increased dependency on gambling by New York and other states as an important source of revenue? (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: In the event that the U.N. inspection of Iraq weaponry fails to turn up anything significant, what action, if any should the United States take? (photo), Dec 6, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: To what extent, if any, do you think diversity should be an element in college admissions? (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the Trent Lott controversy? (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: Should Pete Rose be removed from the permanently ineligible list to permit him to be a candidate for baseball's Hall of Fame? (photo), Dec 27, 2002, p. 7

TOLEDO, BARBARA
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32

TOLEDO, DANIEL
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (continued) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8

TOLERATION
Diversity must not be allowed to become division (editorial) (Marilyn Marcus on Harold J. Reynolds' April 19 editorial), Apr 26, 2002, p. 7
Why does the public tolerate bigotry against homosexuals? (letter) (Phyllis Finkelstein of Fenimore Road), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6

TOLL, LAWRENCE
Lawrence Toll (dies) (Former resident, Lawrence Toll, died on February 12, 2002, of heart failure at his home in Houston, Texas. He was 42.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 18

TOMBACK, ANDREW
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4
TOMECEK, STEVE
'Try this at home!' says the Dirtmeister (photo), Nov 29, 2002, p. 11

TOMPKINS, CALEB
Butler Woods: Can paradise lost be restored (photo), Aug 30, 2002, p. 3

TOMPKINS, DANIEL D
Garden will memorialize every war American fought in (letter) (Nelson Heyer of Ferncliff Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5), May 3, 2002, p. 1

TOMPKINS, ELIJAH
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5), May 3, 2002, p. 1

TOOLEY, LOWELL
Lectures on Bronx River Reservation to begin (photo) (Lectures to be held at the Bronxville Public Library on April 17 and the White Plains Public Library on April 18), Apr 12, 2002, p. 2
BRP (Bronx River Conservancy) names directors (list of recent appointees), May 17, 2002, p. 4
Ann's Way Pond has become mosquito breeding ground (photo) (Ann's Way, near the intersection of Walworth and Greenacres Avenue, has become an overgrown breeding ground for mosquitoes.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 1
Grand Tooley Dam appreciated (letter) (Ginny & Jim Naughton of Fountain Terrace), Nov 29, 2002, p. 6
A double bypass for a trash-clogged river (continued) (Trash catching devices will improve the flow of the Bronx River through Westchester.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
A double bypass for a trash-clogged river (photo) (Trash catching devices will improve the flow of the Bronx River through Westchester.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1

TIPPING, AUDREY
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

TIPPING, SEYMOUR
The Year in Review: Scarsdale Headliners - The following are among the Scarsdalians who made headlines in 2001 (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4

TORAH
A sacred gift (photo) (Temple Shaarei Tikvah donated a sacred Torah to a congregation in Modin, Israel.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 14

TOWERS
Feiner used national tragedy against antenna board (letter) (Mary Tobias has some quibbles regarding the Greenburgh articles in the January 4 edition of the Inquirer.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 6
Don't change antenna law, residents urge (At a Village Board meeting on March 12, residents urged Trustees not to place a wireless communications antenna on Garden Road.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
Don't change antenna law, residents urge (continued) (At a Village Board meeting on March 12, residents urged Trustees not to place a wireless communications antenna on Garden Road.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 9
Electrical towers to go (The Village will remove the large transmission tower north of the Scarsdale train station; Metro North will remove the three transmission towers in Constitution Circle.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
New cell tower law vote set for Sept. 10 (continued), Aug 16, 2002, p. 20

TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB (EDUCATION FORUM)
Candidates wanted (Community input needed for candidates for Village offices), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
Lectures, awards highlight TVCC's year (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 3A
Education taking center stage at TVCC meeting (Education will be the topic of discussion at the February 7 general membership meeting of the Town and Village Civic Club.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 2
Many questions linger over recreation center (continued) (Discussion of a proposed recreation center adjacent to the Mamaroneck Road pool complex tabled till after March 19 village election), Feb 8, 2002, p. 8
Students should be world citizens (On February 7, a Town and Village Civic Club panel discussed foreign language and diversity education.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1
Students should be world citizens (continued) (On February 7, a Town and Village Civic Club panel discussed foreign language and diversity education.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 11
Nonpartisan system is more democratic than it appears (letter) (Bill Kay of Wildwood Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6
Retiring trustees Sved and Weisberg praised at final meeting (Retiring trustees Beverley Sved and Anne Weisberg were honored by trustees at the March 26 Village Board meeting.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
Lois Bronz to speak at next TVCC meeting (photo) (Lois Bronz, Chairman of the Westchester County Board of Legislators, to address Town and Village Civic Club on April 4), Mar 29, 2002, p. 2
Not too late for Bowl (Seats still available for Scarsdale Bowl dinner honoring William McCready on April 17), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
TVCC reports: Watch those tax hikes! (Town and Village Club strategizes on ways to keep taxes lower), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
No present opposition to village budget at hearing, Apr 12, 2002, p. 3
TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB (EDUCATION FORUM) (Continued)
Put it on the Web (editorial) (The Inquirer urges greater transparency in preparing and presenting the Village budget to residents.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
John W. Gardner remembered by TVCC (Town and Village Club) (Prominent resident, John W. Gardner, memorialized at April 4 meeting of Town and Village Club), Apr 19, 2002, p. 3
$28M village budget approved (On April 23, the Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved the $28 million village budget.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
School board OKs 8.29% budget hike, Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Subscriptions would support pool (letter) (Sue Neale of Barry Road), May 3, 2002, p. 6
Indoor Pool report was never OK'd by the TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (letter) (Boine Johnson of Fairview Road), May 10, 2002, p. 6
Objections voiced to Christie Garage (Beatrice Underweiser of the Town and Village Civic Club urged the Scarsdale Village Board to postpone advancing plans for the Christie Place parking garage.), May 17, 2002, p. 1
TVCC urges yes vote on proposed school budget (letter) (Mary Beth Gose, Chair, TVCC Education Committee), May 17, 2002, p. 6
Christie Place parking debate divides trustees, May 24, 2002, p. 1
TVCC recommends more study on Christie (The Town and Village Civic Club urged the Scarsdale Village Board to come up with yet another alternative to the Christie Place Parking Garage proposals.), May 24, 2002, p. 1
Petition (Residents sign a petition in support of the Town and Village Civic Club's position on the proposed Christie Place parking garage.), May 24, 2002, p. 6
Christie Garage to enter design phase, cautiously, May 31, 2002, p. 1
Paulin to headline TVCC meeting (photo) (New York State Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin, will be the featured speaker at the June 6 meeting of the Town and Village Civic Club.), May 31, 2002, p. 2
What constitutes a majority view on Scarsdale (letter) (Ven Parameswaran of Stonehouse Road), May 31, 2002, p. 6
Will the real majority please speak up (editorial) (The Inquirer questions whether the vocal opponents to the Christie Place Parking Garage represent the majority of village residents.), May 31, 2002, p. 6
Membership drive begins tomorrow for indoor pool (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Membership drive begins tomorrow for indoor pool (photo) (continued), Jun 7, 2002, p. 9
Amy Paulin describes life in state Assembly (Scarsdale resident and New York State Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin, addressed the Town and Village Civic Club on June 6.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) has questions for trustees (Town and Village Civic Club asks Village Board for clarification of it's position on Christie Place Parking Garage), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Pool 'poll' applauded (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the Scarsdale Village Board's efforts to rally support for the indoor pool complex.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6
Peter Gelfman is new TVCC (Town and Village Club) president (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 8
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) has questions for trustees (continued), Jun 14, 2002, p. 8
Amy Paulin describes life in state Assembly (Scarsdale resident and New York State Assemblywoman, Amy Paulin, addressed the Town and Village Civic Club on June 6.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) seeks clarity (The Town and Village Civic Club subcommittee on village center parking will submit a second report to the Scarsdale Village Board.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
Committee must focus on garage, Kroenlein says (Mayor Kroenlein refuses to respond point by point to a list of TVCC concerns about the Christie Place Garage.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Committee must focus on garage, Kroenlein says (continued) (Mayor Kroenlein refuses to respond point by point to a list of TVCC concerns about the Christie Place Garage.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 14
Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place Indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) group tackles the parking problem (Town and Village Civic Club boycotts planning meeting for the Christie Place indoor parking facility), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) group tackles the parking problem (continued) (Town and Village Civic Club boycotts planning meeting for the Christie Place indoor parking facility), Jul 19, 2002, p. 3
Stuck in reverse (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that the Town and Village Club is hindering progress on the Christie Place Indoor parking facility.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 6
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) on parking (The Town and Village Civic Club will hold an open meeting on August 5 to discuss Christie Place parking.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) committee meetings not organized to oppose garage (letter) (David Buchen of Overhill Road), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) is trying to fill information void on parking (letter) (Peter Gelfman, President, Town and Village Civic Club), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) planning committee is not stuck, not in reverse (letter) (Edward A. Morgan of Tunstall Road), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6
TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB (EDUCATION FORUM) (Continued)
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues to mull fate of Christie (Community members attended a meeting of the Town and Village Civic Club on August 5 to debate the future of the Robison Lot on Christie Place.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) is now dominated by special interest groups (letter) (Boine Johnson of Fairview Road), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6
Editorial was disrespectful of TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (editorial), Aug 9, 2002, p. 7
'87 report found 1,000+ parking space dearth, Aug 9, 2002, p. 8
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues to mull fate of Christie (continued) (Community members attended a meeting of the Town and Village Civic Club on August 5 to debate the future of the Robison Lot on Christie Place.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 8
'Special interests' are diversity and independence (letter) (Tama Sefo of Circle Road), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6
Letter misrepresented relationship of mayors and TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (letter) (Boine Johnson of Fairview Road), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6
Muckraking can lead to reform (editorial) (Irving Sloan on the history of American "muckrakers"), Aug 30, 2002, p. 7
Christie Place update (The Town and Village Civic Club has cancelled the September 4 meeting dealing with the Christie Place Indoor parking facility.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 1
Report on Christie (The Town and Village Civic Club will meet on September 25 to discuss the Christie Place Indoor parking facility.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1
Doescher to succeed Newhouse (photo) (Bill Doescher will succeed Eda Newhouse as President of the Scarsdale Historical Society.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 1
TVCC meeting (The proposed Christie Place Garage will be discussed at a Town and Village Club meeting on October 10.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) recomputes village parking needs and dearth (The Town and Village Civic Club met on October 3 to review the financial report and parking needs analysis completed by its members.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) recomputes village parking needs and dearth (continued) (The Town and Village Civic Club met on October 3 to review the financial report and parking needs analysis completed by its members.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 32
Open invitation to the TVCC education committee (letter) (Michael S. Kutzin of Fox Meadow Road), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max (continued) (The Interactive Design Process Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place Indoor parking facility.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 14
Mayor outlines state of village for TVCC (Town and Village Club) (Scarsdale Mayor David Kroenlein delivered the annual State of the Village address to the Town and Village Civic Club on October 17.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) OKs report on Christie Place parking (continued), Oct 18, 2002, p. 14
Give parking management a trial run (letter) (Edward A. Morgan, Chairman Zoning and Planning Committee, Town and Village Civic Club), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6
Eckstein resigns from IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee in protest (Alan Eckstein resigned from the Interactive Design Process Committee saying it had been "hijacked by special interests.");), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
Time for a vote (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6
To be continued (Report on November 26 Village Board meeting), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Simplify water law, report tells trustees; TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) urges simplifying proposed law, Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Simplify water law, report tells trustees; TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) urges simplifying proposed law (continued), Dec 6, 2002, p. 9
Revised draft of stormwater law responds to some TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) ideas, Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
Revised draft of stormwater law responds to some TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) ideas (continued), Dec 13, 2002, p. 10
Mayor wanted (The Scarsdale Citizens Committee is seeking candidates for Mayor.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) urges higher threshold on proposed stormwater legislation, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
Civic volunteers commend service (photo), Dec 27, 2002, p. 3
CRC (Community Recreation Center), Christie Place progress update, Dec 27, 2002, p. 3
TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB - FISCAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
TVCC reports: Watch those tax hikes! (Town and Village Club strategizes on ways to keep taxes lower), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
TVCC reports: Watch those tax hikes! (continued) (Town and Village Club strategizes on ways to keep taxes lower), Apr 12, 2002, p. 15

TOWN BOARD - GREENBURGH
Cancel the road show (editorial) (The Inquirer is not a fan of Greenburgh Town Supervisor Paul Feiner's traveling town board meetings, citing inconvenience and discomfort.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6
Neighborhood meetings make town more responsive (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6
Time to get this show off the road (editorial) (David Gottlieb on Paul Feiner's decision that Greenburgh Town Board meetings be held at rotating locations in the community.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 7
One man's 'open government' is another's 'indecent exposure' (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Jul 26, 2002, p. 8
Other towns should follow Greenburgh's lead (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6
Feiner proposes new cure for town growing pains (photo) (At a town board meeting on September 12, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner, announced that a location to house the new town hall and library had been found.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 1
Feiner proposes new cure for town growing pains (continued) (At a town board meeting on September 12, Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner, announced that a location to house the new town hall and library had been found.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 8
Is this 'open government?' (editorial) (A politician who boasts about open government turned the taxpayers' town hall into his fortress), Dec 6, 2002, p. 7

TOWN HALL (GREENBURGH)
Off the Record: Ejected (editorial) (David Gottlieb discusses Greenburgh's tortuous road to building a new town hall and library.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7
Greenburgh town hall and library solution may be near (photo) (An office building in the Fairview neighborhood may become the new Greenburgh Town Hall and Library.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1; Oct 18, 2002, p. 13
Supervisor does listen (editorial), Dec 13, 2002, p. 7

TOYS
Toy company will give Hanukkah shoppers a break, too (letter) (Josh Frankel of Black Birch Lane), Nov 15, 2002, p. 6
Move over GI Joe: Here come the Football Guys (photo) (Christy Kaskey launched Football Guys last month.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 1

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Police needed near train station (letter) (John Goodman of Madison Road), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6
2 men die in parkway crash (Two men died in a vehicular accident on the Bronx River Parkway on July 21.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1
SHS (Scarsdale High School) student injured in collision (Matthew Lebowitz, 16, was seriously injured when his Volvo collided with a dump truck while he was turning onto the Post Road from Oxford Road.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
Family of injured boy grateful for caring community (letter) (Alan and Lynn Lebowitz of Park Road), Dec 6, 2002, p. 6

TRAFFIC CONGESTION
Commercial expansion unfair to Popham Road dwellers (letter) (Elaine Taylor-Gordon of Popham Road), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6
Music school plan sounds sour note (Hoff-Barthelson School of Music seeks to expand it's parking lot and acquire the property at 8 Popham Road despite protests from concerned neighbors), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
Music school plan sounds sour note (continued) (Hoff-Barthelson School of Music seeks to expand it's parking lot and acquire the property at 8 Popham Road despite protests from concerned neighbors), Mar 8, 2002, p. 17
Ramsey-Secor area cannot accommodate field traffic (letter) (Amy Bemingham of Secor Road), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6
Hoff-Barthelson denies traffic/parking problems exist (letter) (Frank Quigley of Lockwood Road), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6
Focus on Weaver (The New York State Department of Transportation is conducting a long term traffic study along Weaver Street.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Bumper Car and other diversions in downtown Scarsdale (letter) (Donald Mutterperl of Taunton Road), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6

TRAFFIC SAFETY
Consensus reached on safety at Fox Meadow (The Village is moving to rectify the ongoing parking safety problems at the Fox Meadow School), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1
Consensus reached on safety at Fox Meadow (continued) (The Village is moving to rectify the ongoing parking safety problems at the Fox Meadow School), Aug 30, 2002, p. 8
TRAFFIC SAFETY (Continued)
   Praise for committee (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the committee efforts that resulted in safer pickups and drops for surrounding the Fox Meadow School.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6

TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS
   Popham-Garth crossing dangerous for pedestrians (letter) (Claire E. Stemecker of Garlh Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

TRAUT, JAMES
   Beloved teacher lives on in students (editorial) (Robin Ascher memorializes Werner Feig, late Scarsdale High School history teacher), Apr 12, 2002, p. 7

TRAVEL
   Honey, let's take the kids! (editorial) (Bob Pilpel on planning for traveling with kids), Aug 16, 2002, p. 7

TREADWAY, DAVID (DR)
   University of Scarsdale (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service to hold "University of Scarsdale" at Scarsdale High School on April 4), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
   'University' next week (The 'University of Scarsdale' hosted by Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling will take place on April 4 at Scarsdale High School), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
   'University' reassures parents: Kids will grow out of it (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10
   'University' reassures parents: Kids will grow out of it (continued), Apr 12, 2002, p. 11

TREADWAY, JIM
   Creativity on display (photo) (Scarsdale students display their artistic creations at an exhibit called "Visions Across the Grades."). Mar 8, 2002, p. 8
   Fall Sports Preview (photo) (Special Supplement to the Scarsdale Inquirer features highlights of the upcoming fall season at Scarsdale and Edgemont schools.), Sep 6, 2002, pp. 15–26

TREADWAY, MICHAEL
   'University' reassures parents: Kids will grow out of it (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 10
   'University' reassures parents: Kids will grow out of it (continued), Apr 12, 2002, p. 11

TREES
   Is Scarsdale still Tree City USA? (editorial), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
   Stop those creeping vines from strangling our beautiful trees (letter) (Christina Holbrook of Edgewood Road), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
   Voices needed to convince village to take care of trees (letter) (Irving Sloan of Tompkins Road). Apr 12, 2002, p. 9
   Local professionals show their mettle (letter) (John Beyersdorf of Fairview Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8
   Tree on the track (A tree fell across the Metro North tracks in Hartsdale on July 22.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1
   There's still time to voice opinion on Realm 'madness' (letter) (Arthur MacKay of Saxon Woods Road), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6

TRENK, BENITA
   Trenk sisters win music award (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 13

TRENK, JANA
   Trenk sisters win music award (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 13

TRENK, MORIAH FEINER
   Trenk sisters win music award (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 13

TRESSLER, CLYDE
   Schools provide support network in troubled year (photo) (continued) (School district helps students cope in the wake of the September 11, 2001, World Trade Center terrorist attacks), Jan 4, 2002, p. 9

TRIALS
   Jury trial in Scarsdale postponed to January (Jury trial of David Buchy, charged with assault in the third degree, is delayed till January 27 and 28, 2003.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 5

TRIMARCHI, MARGARET
   Art in the park (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association had the perfect weather for it's annual art show and sale last weekend in Chase Park.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 3

TROETEL, BARBARA
   BRP (Bronx River Conservancy) names directors (list of recent appointees), May 17, 2002, p. 4

TRUCKS
   Vendors in large trucks should not be issued permits (letter) (Mary Nitsch of Brown Road), Nov 22, 2002, p. 7

TSURUMI, ANDREA
   SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11
   Odd images are student artist's signature (photo) (December student artist of the month, Andrea Tsurumi, creates fantastical, surreal Illustrations.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 11

TSURUMI, EVAN
   On Call (Photographic essay on the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps at the Five Comers), Jun 28, 2002, p. 9
TSURUMI, YOSHI (DR)
Yoshi Tsurumi (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Dr. Yoshi Tsurumi, given the 2002 Baruch College Presidential Excellence Award), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

TUCKER, CECILIA
The beat goes on - Mr. Hollander's new opus (photo) (Alan Hollander reflects on his first summer as the conductor of the Westchester Band.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 15

TUNICK, CAROLE
Chateaux residents could park in garage (letter) (Judy and Walter Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6

TUNICK, CAROLE (AUTHOR)
Garage is in everyone's interest (editorial) (Carole Tunick makes a case for the Christie Place indoor parking garage.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7

TURKEL, RANDALL JEREMY
Goldman, Turkel (wed) (photo) (Elizabeth Hope Goldman and Randall Jeremy Turkel were wed on November 16, 2002, in Manhattan.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 20

TURLEY, LYNEE
Seniors enjoy a bit of home after a night on the town (letter) (Ellen Sunness and Nancy Solomon, Co-Chairs, Senior Prom Breakfast Committee), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

TUTORS AND TUTORING
Get Ready! again (Get Ready!, the free Scarsdale-based SAT prep course is seeking summer mentors and tutors.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1

Reaching out (editorial) (The Inquirer commends Eugenie Lang on her work with Let's Get Ready and hopes the organization achieves it's funding goals.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6

TWINS
If we only knew then... (Steven Schnur on raising twins), Nov 29, 2002, p. 7

TYLER, TIM
The practice; Tyler treats athletes at new Scarsdale office (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 33

The practice; Tyler treats athletes at new Scarsdale office (photo) (continued), Feb 8, 2002, p. 38

UCHITELLE, JOAN
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1

UENO, YASUE (AUTHOR)
Weird weather may be the cause of new allergies (letter) (Yasue Ueno of Fox Meadow Road), May 3, 2002, p. 6

UGLIAROLO, MICHAEL
Scarsdale Spring Awards (photo) (Listings of Scarsdale High School Maroon and White athletic award winners for Spring, 2002), Jun 21, 2002, p. 22

Scarsdale High School's prom night: a glittering occasion (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 5, 2002, p. 10A

UGLIAROLO, SUE
Seniors enjoy a bit of home after a night on the town (letter) (Ellen Sunness and Nancy Solomon, Co-Chairs, Senior Prom Breakfast Committee), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

ULENE, BEN
Curious Heathcote first-graders find out about life as a blind person (photo) (First graders at the Heathcote School found out first hand about being blind from story teller Becky Barnes and her guide dog, Rowan.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 11

ULTIMATE (GAME)
The drawing board: Young ultimate players start with the basics (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 19

UNDERHILL, BENJAMIN
Memorial garden to be dedicated Sunday (The American Legion Post 52 will dedicate a memorial garden on Mamaroneck Road on May 5.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

UNDERWEISER, BEATRICE
Objections voiced to Christie Garage (Beatrice Underweiser of the Town and Village Civic Club urged the Scarsdale Village Board to postpone advancing plans for the Christie Place parking garage.), May 17, 2002, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) has questions for trustees (Town and Village Civic Club asks Village Board for clarification of it's position on Christie Place Parking Garage), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1

To be continued (Report on November 26 Village Board meeting), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) urges higher threshold on proposed stormwater legislation, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

UNGER, HARRY
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the Trent Lott controversy? (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 7

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL
Holiday sharing (photo) (Volunteers for the United Jewish Appeal are shown at a Hanukkah party and fundraiser on behalf of the children at the Pleasantville Cottage School.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 17
UNITED JEWISH APPEAL  (Continued)
Senator affirms bond with Israel (editorial) (photo)  (Susan Stern accompanied Senator Hillary Clinton on a fact-finding mission to Israel; the Senator stressed the many ties between New York and Israel, particularly in the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 7
Area Jews rally to support Israel (photo)  (Three thousand people gathered at the JCC of Mid-Westchester on April 19 for a walkathon to show support for Israeli terrorist victims.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 9
Raising funds for Israel (photo)  (Photos of May 16 UJA fundraising gala for Israel), Jun 7, 2002, p. 22
UNITED NATIONS
Soknan Han Jung (photo)  (Soknan Han Jung appointed resident coordinator of the United Nations System and resident representative of the U.N. Development Program in Bucharest, Romania), May 3, 2002, p. 4
We are the world: SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) kids use diplomacy at World Conference (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 10
Laura Fratt is new president of LWV (League of Women Voters) (photo); Andrew Hillman discusses purpose of U.N. sanctions, May 3, 2002, p. 8
Focal Points: How successful do you think the U. N. inspection of Iraq's weaponry will be in averting war? (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 7
UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. HOUSE
Gilman will not run again (Congressman Benjamin Gillman announced that he would not seek a 16th term representing District 20.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Distinguished service (editorial)  (The Inquirer applauds the decision of Greenburgh Republican Congressman, Benjamin Gilman, to step down after 30 years in the House.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6
Gilman will not run again (continued)  (Congressman Benjamin Gillman announced that he would not seek a 16th term representing District 20.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 9
Student interns for Lowey (photo)  (Michael Chahinian of Scarsdale is pictured with Representative Nita Lowey in Washington, D.C., during his six week internship.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 4
Candidates debate issues, trade barbs at LWV (League of Women Voters) forum (continued)  (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters hosted a candidates forum at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 28.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 14
Lowey leaving campaign post (Congresswoman Nita Lowey to step down as chair of the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee when her term expires.), Dec 5, 2002, p. 1
UNITED STATES. CONSTITUTION
For better or worse (editorial)  (The Inquirer urges citizens to trust the Constitution in the age of post 9/11 hyper-vigilance.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6
UNITED STATES. NAVY
Lt. Donald Panthen (photo)  (Lt. Donald Panthen called by Navy to active duty in Bahrain), Feb 8, 2002, p. 4
Nora Heyer served her country well (letter)  (Capt. Eugene A. Hemley, retired U.S.N. of Cohawney Road), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6
UNITED STATES. SUPREME COURT
Attention to minority concerns make U.S.A. a great nation (letter)  (Arlene Edelson of Hartsdale), Jul 19, 2002, p. 6
UNITED STATES - FOREIGN RELATIONS
We cannot solve the world's problems until we become world citizens; the true challenge is to expand our hearts (editorial)  (Lars Rogers reports on the World Summit on Sustainable Development.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 7
UNITED STATES - HISTORY - CIVIL WAR, 1861-1865
The Confederados: Brazil's Dixie descendents  (Following the Civil War, approximately 9,000 Southerners emigrated to Brazil at the invitation of Emperor Dom Pedro II.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 3
UNITED STATES - HISTORY - COLONIAL PERIOD, CA 1600-1775
Butter churning, hoop rolling at Heathcote take kids back in time (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 10
UNITED STATES - HISTORY - REVOLUTION, 1775-1783
His Jewish roots go back to the Revolution (photo)  (Author and Scarsdale High School graduate, Dr. Joseph Andrews, traces his roots back to Jewish Revolutionary War figure, Haym Salomon.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 3
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY
On the double (photo)  (Twins Alexandra and Christiana Cioffi of Edgemont are plebes at West Point Military Academy.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
On the double (photo)  (continued)  (Twins Alexandra and Christiana Cioffi of Edgemont are plebes at West Point Military Academy.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 13
UNITED STATES PRESIDENTS
Heroes for all time (editorial)  (The Inquirer honors Presidents Washington and Lincoln and extolls them as exemplary leaders.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6
UNITED WAY
United Way responds to community, county needs (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002; p. 21A
United Way to meet (photo)  (United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont to hold its annual meeting May 6; Rosa Boone will be the guest speaker.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 4
UNITED WAY (Continued)

Thanks to United Way for funding Edgemont Scholarship (letter) (Vicki LePage, Susan Davis, Co-Presidents, United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont), May 17, 2002, p. 6

United Way to hold leadership reception (photo), Sep 20, 2002, p. 4

New officers elected at United Way (photo) (Susan Kaufman is new president of Scarsdale-Edgemont United Way.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 4

The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo) (The Bank of New York pays tribute to the many programs and people associated with the United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 34

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

Focal Points: If you were offered a tuition-free college level course in any area of interest, what would you elect? (photo), Apr 19, 2002, p. 7

College Mailbag, May 10, 2002, p. 10

SHS (Scarsdale High School) Maroon decides college survey is for seniors’ eyes only (photo) (For the first time in its history, the Maroon will not share the senior college survey with the entire school.), May 17, 2002, p. 1

Marooned (editorial) (The Inquirer disagrees with the decision of the Maroon editors to discontinue publication of the Seniors’ college destination survey, calling it suppression of information.), May 17, 2002, p. 6

SHS (Scarsdale High School) Maroon decides college survey is for seniors’ eyes only (continued) (For the first time in its history, the Maroon will not share the senior college survey with the entire school.), May 17, 2002, p. 11

College survey is not news, shouldn’t be published in the Inquirer (letter) (Alan Tabak, the Maroon), May 24, 2002, p. 7

Focal Points: Do you think that colleges and technical schools should reconsider their procedures for accepting foreign students (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 7

Adults should look to kids to set example (letter) (Rob Gordon of Cohawney Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

Choice de-emphasizes importance of college labels (letter) (Judy Lempel of Jefferson Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

Could it be that Maroon’s editors were on to something? (letter) (Seth A. Halpern of Ridgecrest East), May 24, 2002, p. 8

Maroon practices standard and fair journalism (letter) (Daniel Hemel and Zach Seward, Editors-in-Chief, the Maroon), May 24, 2002, p. 8

The new editors of Maroon made the right decision (letter) (Frederick Nitsch of Brown Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

School paper should be applauded for moral choice (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), May 24, 2002, p. 8

College name is not a measure of a person’s worth (editorial) (Ellen Grenley of Autenrieth Road), May 31, 2002, p. 6

Heavy hypocrisy from a ‘silent’ Maroon staff (letter) (Brian L. Cohen of Magnolia Road), May 31, 2002, p. 6

Response reveals a gender gap (letter) (Seth Halpern of Ridgecrest East), Jun 14, 2002, p. 9

Alison Hickey (Alison Hickey, a Scarsdale High School graduate, was named the Barbara Morris Caspersen Associate Professor of Humanities at Wellesley College.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 4

At Cornell commencement (photo) (Rabbi Richard Jacobs of Westchester Reform Temple gave the principal address at the Baccalaureate service at Cornell University in Ithaca.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 20

Best of Luck College Grads (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Scarsdale and Edgemont 2002 college and graduate school graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 26A–27A

Focal Points: Do you think that the admission to colleges of Arab students should be discontinued? (photo), Sep 27, 2002, p. 7

The joys of the liberal arts (editorial) (Dr. Myron Schoenfeld on the roll of the liberal arts in college education.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 7

Focal Points: To what extent, if any, do you think diversity should be an element in college admissions? (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 7

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES - ADMISSION

Secrets to college admissions revealed: There are no secrets (photo) (On November 7, journalist Jacques Steinberg addressed a rapt audience at the Scarsdale Library on his book about the college admissions process, The Gatekeepers.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

Secrets to college admissions revealed: There are no secrets (continued) (On November 7, journalist Jacques Steinberg addressed a rapt audience at the Scarsdale Library on his book about the college admissions process, The Gatekeepers.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 15

UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

SED (State Education Department) scores released, Apr 5, 2002, p. 10

URBANO, VERNE (AUTHOR)

A labor of love (photo) (Vince Urbano, who was honored by the Scarsdale High School wrestling program, reflects on his years of writing about high school wrestling for the Inquirer.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 25

A labor of love (photo) (continued) (Vince Urbano, who was honored by the Scarsdale High School wrestling program, reflects on his years of writing about high school wrestling for the Inquirer.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 26

URQUART, HEATHER

Focal Points - Do you think communities should maintain recreational facilities such as an indoor pool? (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 7
VACATIONS
Honey, let’s take the kids! (editorial) (Bob Pilpel on planning for traveling with kids), Aug 16, 2002, p. 7

VACCARO, Carmela
Carmela Vaccaro (died) (photo) (Carmela Vaccaro of Eastchester died on May 15. She was 89. She and her husband had founded Vaccaro Shoe Repair in the Harwood Building in 1928.), May 24, 2002, p. 20

VACCINES
Wake-up call: There’s still no vaccine, no cure for AIDS (letter) (Jean Wentworth of Lockwood Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6

VAGT, Henry Tyrrell Jr.
Henry Tyrrell Vagt, Jr. (died) (Henry Tyrrell Vagt, Jr., died on July 14. He was 75.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 10

VAILENTE, Gabriel
Lange’s Deli boasts new appearance (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 4

VALENTIN, Maria
Scarsdalians give warm sendoff to ‘titans’ retiring from schools, Apr 26, 2002, p. 10

VANADIA, Jessica
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

VANDALISM
Does vandalism tell us something about the parents? (letter) (Wendy Reno of Nelson Road), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6

VAN PELT, Robert Jan
Auschwitz expert tells kids: seek truth over propaganda (photo) (Historian Robert Jan Van Pelt recounts his testimony against Holocaust deniers to Scarsdale High School students.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 10

VAN WERT, Cleveland E.
Cleveland E. Van Wert (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident and founder of the real estate firm that bears his name, Cleveland E. Van Wert died on January 11, 2002, in Cincinnati, Ohio. He was 99.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 12

VeaZY, Cindy (AUTHOR)
Paulin continues to work for best interests of children (letter) (Cindy Veazy, Co-President, Early Childhood Directors Association), Aug 9, 2002, p. 6

VEGA, Ray
Fifth-grade hepcats riff with the pros at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10

VElez, Caitlin
The best of the rest; the most interesting stories we couldn’t fit in this issue (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 20

VELivasakis, Emmanuel
Ground zero engineer studies ways to make buildings stronger (photo) (Emmanuel Velivasakis oversees the cleanup operation at the World Trade Center disaster site.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1

VENDORS AND PURCHASERS
Vendors in large trucks should not be issued permits (letter) (Mary Nitsch of Brown Road), Nov 22, 2002, p. 7

VERAS, Gregory
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

VERBOYS, Andy
Wired schools turn out tech-savvy, connected kids (Gerald Crisci addressed the School Board on May 7 on technology advances in Scarsdale schools.), May 10, 2002, p. 1

VERBOYS, Noelie
Digital video camp to be held at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10

VERCESI, John
Fifth-grade hepcats riff with the pros at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10

VERIZON
Settlement reached in cramming suit against Verizon, Sep 20, 2002, p. 1

VERON, Jane
Concerns linger as FAR (floor to area ratio) nears vote (illustration) (continued) (Proposed FAR amendment to the zoning code is now in its fourth iteration), Mar 22, 2002, p. 8

Board urged to back power plant closing (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Youth and other organizations urge the Scarsdale Village Board to demand shutdown of Indian Point nuclear power plant), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1

Board calls for assessment of risk (The future of the controversial Indian Point Nuclear Power plant was debated at a Village Board meeting on May 28.), May 31, 2002, p. 1
VETERANS
American Legion develops memorial garden project (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11A
Legion Post plans memorial garden (photo) (Scarsdale American Legion Post 52 plans memorial garden for victims of 9/11 terrorist attacks), Mar 1, 2002, p. 4
Post 52 patriarch still going strong at age 94 (photo) (At almost 95, Eugene Rogliano, Sr., remains an active member of American Legion Post 52.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Post 52 patriarch still going strong at age 94 (photo) (continued) (At almost 95, Eugene Rogliano, Sr., remains an active member of American Legion Post 52.), May 3, 2002, p. 9
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 1
Memorial garden commemorates history of sacrifice (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 dedicated its Memorial Garden on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 21
Old soldiers remembered on Veterans Day (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 3
Navy vet dies on Veterans Day (Captain Eugene A. Hemley, (ret.), USN, died suddenly on November 11, 2002. He was 84.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22

VETERANS DAY
Veterans Day (American Legion Post 52 will sponsor the annual Veterans Day ceremonies on November 11 in Boniface Circle.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
Old soldiers remembered on Veterans Day (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 3
Navy vet dies on Veterans Day (Captain Eugene A. Hemley, (ret.), USN, died suddenly on November 11, 2002. He was 84.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 22

VETERINARIANS
Hartsdale going to the dogs (and cats) with opening of animal clinic (photo), Aug 30, 2002, p. 4

VETTER, ROBERT

VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961-1975
Scarsdale during the Vietnam War (editorial) (Village historian Irving Sloane describes Scarsdale during the Vietnam War years.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 15

VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (photo) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
Readers are urged to attend hearing on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap plus bonus (letter) (Bob Harrison urges homeowners to attend upcoming FAR cap plus bonus meetings on January 8.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 6
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (photo) (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 8
FAR cap + bonus is reviewed and debated (Scarsdale Village Board hears suggestions for changes to proposed FAR cap zoning law amendment.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Landlords protest assessment (Village center property owners protest assessment formula for Village improvements), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
Landlords protest assessment (continued) (Village center property owners protest assessment formula for Village improvements), Jan 11, 2002, p. 2
New FAR caps are much too lenient to solve problem (letter) (John McRae supports tougher zoning ordinances.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6
FAR cap + bonus is reviewed and debated (continued) (Scarsdale Village Board hears suggestions for changes to proposed FAR cap zoning law amendment.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 8
Fisher, O' Connor, Pforzheimer chosen (photo) (The Non-Partisan Citizens Nominating Committee named its candidates for Village Trustee at a meeting on January 13.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Teen center agreement (Village Board approves a new agreement with the Scarsdale Teen Center, continuing the 50/50 operating expenses split shared by the Village and School Boards), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
44 openings on boards and councils (The Personnel Committee of the Scarsdale Village Board is seeking 44 volunteers to fill positions on various village boards and councils.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 13
Fisher, O'Connor, Pforzheimer chosen (continued) (The Non-Partisan Citizens Nominating Committee named its candidates for Village Trustee at a meeting on January 13.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 16
$1.75M bond OK'd for Freightway fix-up (The Scarsdale Village Board authorized $1.75 million in 20 year bonds to renovate the crumbling Freightway Garage.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Meeting dates set (The Village Center Committee of the Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees will meet January 29.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Trustees target March for vote on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap, Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Trustees ponder 2002-03 village budget, Jan 25, 2002, p. 3
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Village board: Leave smaller lots alone (letter) (Jim Fitzgerald asks the mayor and trustees not to impose any further legislation on the 700 homes in A-6 areas, where the houses are smaller.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6

Trustees target March for vote on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 9

Indian Point risks debated (photo) (The Scarsdale Village Board has not joined the movement to close the nuclear power plant in Indian Point despite resolutions urging closing from 28 Westchester municipalities and school districts.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1

Meeting date change (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees will meet at 8 p.m. February 14 instead of February 12.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1

Nominators should consider neighborhood (editorial) (Irving Sloan discusses geographic representation on the Village Board.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 7

Date change (The correct date for the Scarsdale Village Board meeting is Thursday, February 14, not Tuesday, February 12.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1

Many questions linger over recreation center (Discussion of a proposed recreation center adjacent to the Mamaroneck Road pool complex tabled till after March 19 village election), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1

Village board (The Finance Committee of the Scarsdale Village Board will meet on Tuesdays till the budget for 2002-03 is completed.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1

Volunteers need ID cards (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6

Vote for Noreen, Jim and Carl (letter) (Mary Beth Gose of Meadow Road), Feb 15, 2002, p. 6

More adjustments expected for FAR (Scarsdale residents continue to heatedly debate maximum floor area ratio (FAR) at a public hearing on February 21.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1

Scarsdale likely to become a ‘Greenway Community’ (Scarsdale Village Board passes a formal resolution on February 14 to designate Scarsdale as a Greenway Community.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1

Police forcecomended for investigative success (Scarsdale Village Board commends the Police for apprehending suspects in July robbery of downtown jewelers), Feb 22, 2002, p. 3

Vote March 19: show commitment to performance (letter) (Tegan Lee of Lyons Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6

More adjustments expected for FAR (continued) (photo) (Scarsdale residents continue to heatedly debate maximum floor area ratio (FAR) at a public hearing on February 21.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6

Business Improvement District properties tax allocation to stand, Mar 1, 2002, p. 1

On credit (Scarsdalian may soon be able to pay Recreation Department fees with credit cards.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1

Hearing on 4th draft of FAR to begin (A public hearing on the third draft of the Floor Area Ratio cap amendment to the Village Code was held on February 26.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1

Samples of water show increased organisms, Mar 1, 2002, p. 1

Time for a vote (editorial) (The Inquirer calls for a vote on controversial FAR [Floor to Area Ratio] regulation), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

Hearing on 4th draft of FAR to begin (continued) (A public hearing on the third draft of the Floor Area Ratio cap amendment to the Village Code was held on February 26.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 8

Candidates for trustee field questions (Candidates for Scarsdale Village Board fielded questions at a Forum sponsored by the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents on March 4.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1

Current FAR (Floor to Area Ratio) proposal is too restrictive (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6

Some Q’s and A’s on rec center (editorial), Mar 8, 2002, p. 7

Candidates for trustee field questions (continued) (Candidates for Scarsdale Village Board fielded questions at a Forum sponsored by the Confederation of Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents on March 4.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 14

BAR withdraws support for FAR (Floor to Area Ratio), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1

Carl Pforzheimer will continue to seek balance (photo) (Platform for Carl Pforzheimer, Citizens’ Party candidate for Village Trustee), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1

Don’t change antenna law, residents urge (At a Village Board meeting on March 12, residents urged Trustees not to place a wireless communications antenna on Garden Road.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1

Jim O’Connor promises to consider all sides (photo) (Platform for Jim O’Connor, Citizens’ Party candidate for Village Trustee.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1


Trustees OK BID assessment despite protest, Mar 15, 2002, p. 3

3 good candidates (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses all three candidates running for Village Trustee in the elections on March 19.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6

Don’t change antenna law, residents urge (continued) (At a Village Board meeting on March 12, residents urged Trustees not to place a wireless communications antenna on Garden Road.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 9

BAR withdraws support for FAR (Floor to Area Ratio) (continued), Mar 15, 2002, p. 29
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Carl Pforzheimer will continue to seek balance (continued) (Platform for Carl Pforzheimer, the Citizens’ Party candidate for Village Trustee), Mar 15, 2002, p. 29
Jim O'Connor promises to consider all sides (continued) (Platform for Jim O'Connor, Citizens’ Party candidate for Village Trustee), Mar 15, 2002, p. 29
Noreen Fisher will bring varied experience, skills (continued) (Platform for Noreen Fisher, Citizens Party candidate for Village Trustee), Mar 15, 2002, p. 29
Meeting time (Scarsdale Village Board will meet on March 26; Trustees Beverley Sved and Anne Weisberg will be retiring), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Soccer dilemmas occupy PRC (Parks and Recreation) (At an open forum on March 13, residents vented their concerns to the Advisory Council on Parks and Recreation), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Voters elect 2 new trustees (photo) (Noreen Fisher, James O'Connor and incumbent Carl Pforzheimer were elected to the Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
Proceed with caution (editorial) (The Inquirer is troubled by several aspects of the proposed floor area ratio amendment to the Scarsdale Village Code and urges Trustees to proceed with caution), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6
Debate continues on telecommunications law, Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
Drought emergency declared (Westchester County Executive, Andy Spano, declares a drought emergency; water restrictions to go into effect.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with ‘friendly’ amendment (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
Retiring trustees Sved and Weisberg praised at final meeting (Retiring trustees Beverley Sved and Anne Weisberg were honored by trustees at the March 26 Village Board meeting.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
2 of the best (editorial) (The Inquirer touts the accomplishments of departing Scarsdale Village Board members, Beverley Sved and Anne Weisberg.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6
End night parking ban (editorial) (The Inquirer urges greater transparency in preparing and presenting the Village budget to residents.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
FAR zoning amendment takes effect Friday (photo) (Scarsdale Village establishes a floor area ratio [FAR] with the approval of Article XVI, Chapter 310 of the Village Zoning Code.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
George Szabad died; was mayor, bowl winner (George Michael Szabad, former Scarsdale Mayor, died on March 30, 2002, at his home in Haverford, Pennsylvania. He was 85.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
Citizens will bring Indian Point issue to village board (letter) (Nina Cannon, Pamela Slater of Fox Meadow), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with ‘friendly’ amendment (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 8
Debate continues on telecommunications law (continued), Mar 29, 2002, p. 17
FAR zoning amendment takes effect Monday (photo) (Scarsdale Village establishes a floor area ratio [FAR] with the approval of Article XVI, Chapter 310 of the Village Zoning Code.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
George Szabad died; was mayor, bowl winner (George Michael Szabad, former Scarsdale Mayor, died on March 30, 2002, at his home in Haverford, Pennsylvania. He was 85.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
Citizens will bring Indian Point issue to village board (letter) (Nina Cannon, Pamela Slater of Fox Meadow), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6
FAR zoning amendment takes effect Monday (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Village establishes a floor area ratio [FAR] with the approval of Article XVI, Chapter 310 of the Village Zoning Code.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 13
George Szabad died; was mayor, bowl winner (continued) (George Michael Szabad, former Scarsdale Mayor, died on March 30, 2002, at his home in Haverford, Pennsylvania. He was 85.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 15
Beyond FAR (Floor Area Ratio) (Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the Village Zoning Code that would grant variances to houses that exceed the legal floor area ratio.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
Board urged to back power plant closing (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Youth and other organizations urge the Scarsdale Village Board to demand shutdown of Indian Point nuclear power plant), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
TVCC reports: Watch those tax hikes! (Town and Village Club strategizes on ways to keep taxes lower), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
No present opposition to village budget at hearing, Apr 12, 2002, p. 3
Put it on the Web (editorial) (The Inquirer urges greater transparency in preparing and presenting the Village budget to residents.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6
Move recreation center project to the top of the list (letter) (Irwin Smoler of Spier Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 9
Voices needed to convince village to take care of trees (letter) (Irving Sloan of Tompkins Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 9
TVCC reports: Watch those tax hikes! (continued) (Town and Village Club strategizes on ways to keep taxes lower), Apr 12, 2002, p. 15
Parking on Christie (Christie Place parking garage proposal to proceed to design phase), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
New trustees need more time to study garage proposal (letter) (Alan Eckstein of Scarsdale Chateaux Apartments), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
Trustee Committee left OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) alternative out of discussion (letter) (Bruce Wells of Chase Road), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
$28M village budget approved (On April 23, the Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved the $28 million village budget.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Police awards (The Scarsdale Village Board announced the 2002 recipients of the Scarsdale Police Department awards.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

We still need parking (editorial) (The Inquirer feels the Village Board should not allow a small minority of dissenters to put the kibosh on the Christie Place Parking facility.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 6

$28M village budget approved (continued) (On April 23, the Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved the $28 million village budget.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8

No progress on Christie Place garage proposal (continued) (Christie Place indoor parking facility proposal is referred back to Village Center Committee on April 23.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8

Village staff to explore fields at Crossway, May 10, 2002, p. 1

Village boards, councils have new members (includes lists of names for 2002-2003 positions), May 10, 2002, p. 4

Trustees: Do not commercialize Scarsdale with multi-level parking garage (letter) (Ven Parameswaran of Stonehouse Road), May 10, 2002, p. 6

Parking structure on Christie Place would certainly be a disaster for our village (letter) (Kevin M. Hirson of Chase Road), May 10, 2002, p. 9

Alternates needed (The Scarsdale Village Board considering a request from the Planning Board to permit appointment of two alternates to the Planning Board), May 17, 2002, p. 1

Hail to the chief (Retiring Scarsdale Police Chief, Donald Ferraro, is honored in a resolution adopted by the Village Board which acknowledges his accomplishments.), May 17, 2002, p. 1

Objections voiced to Christie Garage (Beatrice Underweiser of the Town and Village Civic Club urged the Scarsdale Village Board to postpone advancing plans for the Christie Place parking garage.), May 17, 2002, p. 1

Village Board meeting summary: $1 million-plus OK’d for Freightway repairs, May 17, 2002, p. 9

Objections voiced to Christie Garage (photo) (continued) (Beatrice Underweiser of the Town and Village Civic Club urged the Scarsdale Village Board to postpone advancing plans for the Christie Place parking garage.), May 17, 2002, p. 9

Christie Place parking debate divides trustees, May 24, 2002, p. 1

TVCC recommends more study on Christie (The Town and Village Civic Club urged the Scarsdale Village Board to come up with yet another alternative to the Christie Place Parking Garage proposals.), May 24, 2002, p. 1

Invective widens gap (editorial) (The Inquirer comments on the adversarial relationship between the Village Board and residents, citing the proposed Christie Place Garage negotiations.), May 24, 2002, p. 6

Christie Place parking debate divides trustees (continued), May 24, 2002, p. 15

Alternates OK’d (The Scarsdale Village Board allows alternate members to be appointed to the Scarsdale Planning Board.), May 31, 2002, p. 1

Board calls for assessment of risk (The future of the controversial Indian Point Nuclear Power plant was debated at a Village Board meeting on May 28.), May 31, 2002, p. 1

Clariﬁcation needed on trustee’s spontaneous comment (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer of Autenrieth Road), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6

Trusted should take leadership role in closing Indian Point (letter) (Andrew Chamlin of Brewster Road), Jun 7, 2002, p. 6

Garage is in everyone’s interest (editorial) (Carole Tunick makes a case for the Christie Place indoor parking garage.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7

Revenue should not be garage goal (editorial) (Simon Breines urges compromise on the Christie Place parking garage debate.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7

Board mulls crackdown on building violations (continued), Jun 7, 2002, p. 21

Public hearings (Public hearings on two proposed amendments to the Village Code to be held on July 9.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1

Trusted grant $10K for rec center promo (The Scarsdale Village Board approved a $10,000 grant to promote subscriptions to an indoor pool complex.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) has questions for trustees (Town and Village Civic Club asks Village Board for clarification of it’s position on Christie Place Parking Garage), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1

Pool ‘poll’ applauded (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the Scarsdale Village Board’s efforts to rally support for the indoor pool complex.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 6


TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) has questions for trustees (continued), Jun 14, 2002, p. 8
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Trustees grant $10K for rec center promo (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board approved a $10,000 grant to promote subscriptions to an indoor pool complex.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23

Local generosity refurbishes house for homeless on Drake (photo) (Westhab is refurbishing a Village owned property at 2 Drake Road.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) seeks clarity (The Town and Village Civic Club subcommittee on village center parking will submit a second report to the Scarsdale Village Board.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1

Local generosity refurbishes house for homeless on Drake (photo) (continued) (Westhab is refurbishing a Village owned property at 2 Drake Road.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 26

Board proposes new stormwater management, erosion control law, Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

Fourth of July (The Village will present its annual fireworks display on Thursday, July 4, at the Scarsdale Pool.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

Reforms under way in building dept. (Reforms and new hires at Scarsdale's Building Department will reduce the approval process from six or seven weeks to under a week.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 1

Board proposes new stormwater management, erosion control law (continued), Jun 28, 2002, p. 14

Paris, Scarsdale, ouil! (editorial) (The Inquirer approves of the amendment to the Village Zoning Code that would enable the Parkway Coffee Shop to have outdoor seating.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6

Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

Hearings continued (On July 9, Scarsdale Village Board amended the Cable Television Chapter of the Village Code.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

Village sidewalk cafe ordinance is changed (An amendment to the year old sidewalk cafe law will allow the Parkway Cafe to have an outdoor eating area.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

Grant will be used not to poll but to advance recreation center (letter) (Henry J. Landau of Chesterfield Road), Jul 12, 2002, p. 6

Divided board OKs garage committee (continued) (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) group tackles the parking problem (Town and Village Civic Club boycotts planning meeting for the Christie Place indoor parking facility), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) group tackles the parking problem (continued) (Town and Village Civic Club boycotts planning meeting for the Christie Place indoor parking facility), Jul 19, 2002, p. 3

Trustees should have awaited TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) report (editorial) (Irving Sloan on the plan for the Christie Place indoor parking facility), Jul 19, 2002, p. 7

Dwindling rates reflect downturn (Economic uncertainty has affected municipal revenues.), Jul 26, 2002, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) planning committee is not stuck, not in reverse (letter) (Edward A. Morgan of Tunstall Road), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues to mull fate of Christie (Community members attended a meeting of the Town and Village Civic Club on August 5 to debate the future of the Robison Lot on Christie Place.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) continues to mull fate of Christie (continued) (Community members attended a meeting of the Town and Village Civic Club on August 5 to debate the future of the Robison Lot on Christie Place.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 8


Village board seeks feedback on water control proposal, Aug 16, 2002, p. 1

Amend antenna law (editorial) (The Inquirer recommends passage of the amendment to the zoning code removing as-of-right permits and granting the planning board control over the siting of cell antenna installations.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

Approval of school expansion sets dangerous precedent (letter) (Sheila and Richard Sweet of School Lane), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

New cell tower law vote set for Sept. 10 (continued), Aug 16, 2002, p. 20

Efficiency is increasing on second floor of village hall; Getting tough on building code violators, Aug 23, 2002, p. 1

Efficiency is increasing on second floor of village hall; Getting tough on building code violators (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 11

Consensus reached on safety at Fox Meadow (The Village is moving to rectify the ongoing parking safety problems at the Fox Meadow School.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 1

Consensus reached on safety at Fox Meadow (continued) (The Village is moving to rectify the ongoing parking safety problems at the Fox Meadow School.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 8

Feedback on proposed amendments sought (The Procedure Committee has proposed amendments to the nonpartisan resolution that will clarify the Citizens’ Committee candidate selection process.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 3

Truckers amend wireless telecommunications law, Sep 13, 2002, p. 1

Freightway lot on to-do list (The Scarsdale Village Board is pursuing plans for renovating the Freightway Open Lot.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 1

Mayor: Scarsdale must unite against teenage drinking, Sep 27, 2002, p. 1
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE  (Continued)
Trustees continue storm water law hearing (continued), Sep 27, 2002, p. 9
Wake up already! (editorial) (In the aftermath of the disastrous Scarsdale High School Homecoming dance, where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated, the Inquirer urges parental vigilance and action.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) suggests parking to the max (The Interactive Design Process Committee presented recommendations to the Village Center Committee on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Trustee urges support for ScarVAC (Scarsdale Village Trustee, Peter Strauss, extolled the life saving work of the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps and endorsed construction of a new ambulance facility on Weaver Street.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Numbers don't tell all (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that the Scarsdale Village consultants, Desman Associates, understated the need for inexpensive, safe employee parking.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
Stonehill to leave village manager's office for new job (photo) (Jeff Stonehill will be leaving his job in the Village Manager's office on October 25.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1
Stonehill to leave village manager's office for new job (continued) (Jeff Stonehill will be leaving his job in the Village Manager's office on October 25.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 8
Trustees OK SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) ground lease, ambulance (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees voted 6-0 to approve a lot at 6 Weaver Street for construction of a new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1
Erosion hearing draws few speakers, again (Summary of the October 22 Village Board meeting; of particular interest was proposed legislation for regulating storm water management and erosion.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 3
Trustees OK SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) ground lease, ambulance (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees voted 6-0 to approve a lot at 6 Weaver Street for construction of a new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 9
Village board finds 'public purpose' only where it wants to (letter) (Walter J. and Judith A. Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6
Eckstein resigns from IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) in protest (Alan Eckstein resigned from the Interactive Design Process Committee saying it had been "hijacked by special interests.")., Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
Public hearings (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees scheduled a public hearing on a proposed amendment to Chapter 132 of the Village Code on December 10.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
Sloan: Numbers don't tell story on teen center (Irvin Sloan made an impassioned plea for the continued existence of the Scarsdale Teen Center at the November 12 meeting of the Scarsdale Village Board.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 3
Why do 5 village trustees want a garage on Christie? (letter) (Carolyn Mehta of Rochambeau Road), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6
Architect wanted (The Scarsdale Village Board needs to fill a vacancy on the Board of Architectural Review.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Trustees endorse Safe Homes Initiative, Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Trustees endorse Safe Homes Initiative (continued), Nov 29, 2002, p. 26
Christie Place plans to debut (Plans for the enclosed Christie Place multilevel parking facility will be revealed by the Scarsdale Village Board on December 9.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Public hearings (The Scarsdale Village Board has scheduled public hearings on December 10 on two proposed laws.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Recycling pride (Scarsdale received a Pride in Public Works award from New York State.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Simplify water law, report tells trustees; TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) urges simplifying proposed law, Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Simplify water law, report tells trustees; TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) urges simplifying proposed law (continued), Dec 6, 2002, p. 9
Christie Place plans to debut (continued) (Plans for the enclosed Christie Place multilevel parking facility will be revealed by the Scarsdale Village Board on December 9.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 14
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) presents plans for 415-space garage (Illustration) (Preliminary plans for the proposed Christie Place Garage were unveiled at the December 9 meeting of the Scarsdale Trustee's Village Center Committee.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
Public hearings (Public hearings on four proposed amendments to the Scarsdale Village Code are scheduled for January 14, 2003.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
Revised draft of stormwater law responds to some TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) ideas, Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
Snow falls on piles of uncollected leaves, making residents irate, village crews busy (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 3
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) presents plans for 415-space garage (Illustration) (continued) (Preliminary plans for the proposed Christie Place Garage were unveiled at the December 9 meeting of the Scarsdale Trustee's Village Center Committee.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 10
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE  (Continued)
Revised draft of stormwater law responds to some TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) ideas (continued), Dec 13, 2002, p. 10
Everyone's talking about teen drinking; Scarsdale coordinates multiple arms to fight problem, Dec 20, 2002, p. 1
Everyone's talking about teen drinking; Scarsdale coordinates multiple arms to fight problem (continued), Dec 20, 2002, p. 11
Mayor wanted (The Scarsdale Citizens Committee is seeking candidates for Mayor.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE - FINANCE COMMITTEE
Trustees ponder 2002-03 village budget, Jan 25, 2002, p. 3
Village budget process demands clairvoyance and tough choices; Budget estimates are nipped and tucked to limit tax hike, Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Village budget process demands clairvoyance and tough choices; Finance Committee advocates upping recreation charges, Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Business Improvement District properties tax allocation to stand, Mar 1, 2002, p. 1

VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE - PERSONNEL COMMITTEE
44 openings on boards and councils (The Personnel Committee of the Scarsdale Village Board is seeking 44 volunteers to fill positions on various village boards and councils.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 13

VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE - RECREATION COMMITTEE
Soccer dilemmas occupy PRC (Parks and Recreation) (At an open forum on March 13, residents vented their concerns to the Advisory Council on Parks and Recreation.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1

VILLAGE CODE - SCARSDALE
Building dept. must get its house in order (letter) (Josh Frankel of Black Birch Lane), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6
Proceed with caution (editorial) (The Inquirer is troubled by several aspects of the proposed floor area ratio amendment to the Scarsdale Village Code and urges Trustees to proceed with caution.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6
Board mulls crackdown on building violations, Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
Board mulls crackdown on building violations (continued), Jun 7, 2002, p. 21
Public hearings (Public hearings on two proposed amendments to the Village Code to be held on July 9.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Hearings continued (On July 9, Scarsdale Village Board amended the Cable Television Chapter of the Village Code.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Public hearings (The Scarsdale Village Board has scheduled public hearings on December 10 on two proposed laws.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Public hearings (Public hearings on four proposed amendments to the Scarsdale Village Code are scheduled for January 14, 2003.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1

VILLAGE HALL (SCARSDALE)
Interns wanted (Scarsdale Village Hall is accepting applications for Summer internships from undergraduate and graduate students), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1
Family dogs and 44,000 quarters intrigue scouts at village hall (photo) (continued) (Local Girl and Boy Scout troops toured Scarsdale Village Hall on Scout Day.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8
Building Web sites, granite curbs and human connections; interns beef up their resumes at village hall (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 8
Building Web sites, granite curbs and human connections; interns beef up their resumes at village hall (photo) (continued), Aug 16, 2002, p. 8
Efficiency is increasing on second floor of village hall; Building dept. is better already, Crary says, Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
Efficiency is increasing on second floor of village hall; Getting tough on building code violators, Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
Efficiency is increasing on second floor of village hall; Building dept. is better already, Crary says (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
Efficiency is increasing on second floor of village hall; Getting tough on building code violators (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 11
Columbus Day (Village Hall will be closed on October 14 for Columbus Day.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Continuity and progress (editorial) (In light of the departure of Deputy Village Manager John Crary, the Inquirer suggests residents appreciate the hard work of all Village employees.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 6

VILLAGE MANAGER - SCARSDALE
Stonehill to leave village manager's office for new job (photo) (Jeff Stonehill will be leaving his job in the Village Manager's office on October 25.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1
Stonehill to leave village manager's office for new job (continued) (Jeff Stonehill will be leaving his job in the Village Manager's office on October 25.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 8
Scarsdale Inquirer Index 2002

VILMOS, MADELEINE
Focal Points: Should white-collar crime be subject to the same penalties as "ordinary" crime? (photo), Aug 2, 2002, p. 7

VIOLINISTS
Violin virtuoso (photo) (Nine-year old violin virtuoso, Victoria Elena Putteman, will perform in four Norwegian cities.), Apr 28, 2002, p. 17
Making beautiful music together (photo) (Mother and daughter violinists, Ragin Wenk-Wolff and nine year old Victoria Putteman, have returned from a concert tour of Norway.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 13
Making beautiful music together (continued) (Mother and daughter violinists, Ragin Wenk-Wolff and nine year old Victoria Putteman, have returned from a concert tour of Norway.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 15
At 14, Rachel Lee blends school and career, without missing a beat (photo) (Scarsdale High School student, Rachel Lee, is an internationally recognized violinist and full time honors student.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 33
At 14, Rachel Lee blends school and career, without missing a beat (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School student, Rachel Lee, is an internationally recognized violinist and full time honors student.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 34

VITALE, FERRUCIO
Muckraking can lead to reform (editorial) (Irving Sloan on the history of American "muckrakers"), Aug 30, 2002, p. 7

VOGEL, JOHN
Focal Points: Would you serve in local public office on either a paid or volunteer basis? (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 7

VOLUNTARISM
Focal Points: Would you serve in local public office on either a paid or volunteer basis? (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 7
44 openings on boards and councils (The Personnel Committee of the Scarsdale Village Board is seeking 44 volunteers to fill positions on various village boards and councils.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 13
Volunteers build dream house for homeless (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 3
Compeer program seeks volunteers (letter) (Ann Loretan, Compeer Coordinator), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
Little League is grateful to volunteers for getting the job done (letter) (Rick Carr, President, Scarsdale Little League), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6
Civic volunteers commend service (photo), Dec 27, 2002, p. 3

VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers build dream house for homeless (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 3
Company 3 recruits (photo) (Two new recruits officially joined Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 3 on March 5.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 4
Volunteer firefighters (Three Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Fighters completed a course in defense against terrorism.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4
Your wish is granted (photo) (Scarsdale High School Make a Wish Foundation volunteers sponsored a fund raising walk on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 11
White Plains Hospital Center recognizes volunteers (photo) (Scarsdale resident Rachel Rund was awarded the White Plains Hospital Spirit of Volunteerism Award while resident Natalie Hofheimer received her 40 year pin.), May 17, 2002, p. 4
Joanna Straub (Joanna Straub of Hartsdale to be Director of the senior and volunteer program at the Volunteer Center of United Way.), May 24, 2002, p. 4
Get Ready! again (Get Ready!, the free Scarsdale-based SAT prep course is seeking summer mentors and tutors.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) volunteers bring this 'ol house to life (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 11
Networks for the newly widowed help them cope (Westchester Self-Help Clearinghouse helps widows and widowers cope with loss), Jul 5, 2002, p. 3
Meals on Wheels needs a little time from you (letter) (Marjory Simon, President, Scarsdale Meals on Wheels), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6
Civic volunteers commend service (photo), Dec 27, 2002, p. 3

VON FUCHS, RICHARD
Focal Points: Do you think that colleges and technical schools should reconsider their procedures for accepting foreign students (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 7

VON LETKEMANN, LUCKY
Focal Points: How do you feel about the selection of New York City as the site for the next Olympic games? (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 7

VORPERIAN, HARRY
Citizen's group contests Carstensen lot merger-subdivision, Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
VOTING
County news: Scarsdale is made whole again (photo) (Scarsdale is once again a single county legislative district thanks to a new redistricting plan.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 4
Support nonpartisan government by voting in election (letter) (Corky Thompson of Jefferson Road), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6
3 good candidates (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses all three candidates running for Village Trustee in the elections on March 19.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
Primary duty (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to exercise their right to vote in the upcoming Primary elections.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 6
Time for a vote (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Nov 22, 2002, p. 6
VUILLEUMIER, ELEANOR WILLIAMS
Eleanor William Vuilleumier (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident and Heathcote School teacher, Eleanor Williams Vuilleumier, died at her Vero Beach, Florida, home on October 15, 2002. She was 91.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 22
WACHTENHEIM, ANDREW
Clubs add variety to SHS (Scarsdale High School) students’ busy schedules (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 9
WACHTENHEIM, FLORIE
School board reviews district strategic plan (The District's Strategic Plan for 2001 - 2006 was the topic at a school board meeting on January 7.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 11
The 2001-02 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 167th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 32
Board debates: does regents resolution go far enough?, Sep 27, 2002, p. 10
Let's take time to appreciate our fine school board (letter) (Anna S. Decker, PT Council President), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6
Kids want code they can respect (continued) (The new Scarsdale High School Code of Conduct will be presented to Principal John Klemme in January, 2003.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 11
WAGES
Focal Points: What do you think about the salaries now being offered to professional athletes? (photo), Jan 11, 2002, p. 7
WAGNER, ROBERTA C
Roberta C. Wagner (dies) (Roberta C. Wagner of Scarsdale died on October 4, 2002. She was 86.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 30
WAIZER, HARRY
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (continued) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 10
WAIZER, JODI
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (continued) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 10
WAIZER, JOSHUA
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (continued) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 10
WAIZER, KAREN
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (continued) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 10
WAIZER, KATIE
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
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WAKE, DIANE
Diane Wake (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Diane Wake, died on May 28, 2002, at her Philadelphia home. She was 42.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 24

WALD, DAVID
$28M village budget approved (continued) (On April 23, the Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved the $28 million village budget.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8

WALD, JASON
Class of 2002 Scarsdale Middle School (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement lists Scarsdale Middle School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 17A

WALD, STEVEN
Play it forward (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School students shown with equipment collected for the Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club’s Passback Program.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 2

WALDMAN, JERI
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the Trent Lott controversy? (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 7

WALDMAN, ROCHELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

WALKER, JACQUELINE
Jacqueline Walker (Art collector and philanthropist, Jacqueline Walker, has joined the Board of the Westchester Arts Council.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 4

WALKER, SAM
Hevesi, Golisano, Walker win primary, Sep 13, 2002, p. 1

WALLACE, PHIL
Art Association elections (photo) (Phil Wallace re-elected President of the Scarsdale Art Association), May 10, 2002, p. 17
Art in the park - a fall tradition (photo) (Chase Park will become an outdoor art promenade on September 14-15 when the Scarsdale Art Association holds it's annual art show and sale.), Sep 8, 2002, p. 27
2, Nov 15, 2002, p. 19

WALLENSTEIN, JOANNE
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) to hold elections next Tuesday (January 18) (Eighteen Scarsdale residents have announced their candidacy for the School Board Nominating Committee.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 3
10 elected to SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (Elections were held on January 15.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1

WALS, ROBERT
More adjustments expected for FAR (Scarsdale residents continue to heatedly debate maximum floor area ratio (FAR) at a public hearing on February 21.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1

WALS, ROBERT (AUTHOR)
Consultants should have talked to unrepresented residents (letter) (Robert Wals feels that consultants hired to review the Building Department should have spoken to residents as well.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6

WANG, ANDREW
Artist-in-residence brings rhythm and fun to Heathcote (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 11

WANG, ANNE
School's a picnic (photo) (Scarsdale elementary schools inaugurate the new school year with picnics.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 9

WAR
An attack on human freedom (editorial) (Bob Pilpel distinguishes the September 11 terrorist attacks from prior atrocities.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 7
Is the United States at war? (editorial) (Bob Pilpel on whether the United States is involved in a war or a battle against terrorism.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 7

WARE, MOLLY
Focal Points: What do you think can be done to prevent a recurrence of the recent sniper killings? (photo), Oct 11, 2002, p. 7

WAR MEMORIALS
American Legion develops memorial garden project (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11A
Garden will memorialize every war American fought in (letter) (Nelson Heyer of Femcliff Road), Mar 1, 2002, p. 6

WARNECKE, ALLAN
DAR chapter celebrates 75 years (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 11A

WARNKEN, PAT
New agent at Doernberg (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 4

WASHBURN, NANCY GITHENS
Nancy Githens Washburn (dies) (photo) (Nancy Githens Washburn died at her Scarsdale home on January 11, 2002, following a six month battle with cancer. She and her husband, who was minister of the Scarsdale Congregational Church, had lived in the Village for 18 years. She was 57.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 12
WASHBURN, PHILLIP S
People of all faiths gather for 9/11 service at synagogue (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 8

WASHINGTON, GEORGE
Heroes for all time (editorial) (The Inquirer honors Presidents Washington and Lincoln and extolls them as exemplary leaders.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6

WASSERMAN, JESSE
Magic makes dreams come true at Last Licks (photo) (Legendary NBA basketball player, Magic Johnson, signed autographs at Last Licks on June 2.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 27

WATER
Caveat emptor (Village staff warns that vendors are contacting residents to ply their water purification systems in light of contamination concerns.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
Homemakers can conserve water (letter) (Lynette Wilson of Lyons Road), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
Water law (County wide restrictions on nonessential uses of water continue to be in effect), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1
Forecast: Dry, dull, dirty (editorial) (Inquirer discussed drought emergency restrictions), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
Conservation efforts (Andy Spano announces that water consumption is down in Westchester County.), May 31, 2002, p. 1
Board proposes new stormwater management, erosion control law, Jun 28, 2002, p. 1
Board proposes new stormwater management, erosion control law (continued), Jun 28, 2002, p. 14
Lawns go dry with draught restrictions, Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
Lawns go dry with draught restrictions (photo) (continued), Aug 23, 2002, p. 1
A drop in the bucket (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to comply with water conservation advisories during this summer of drought.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 6
So are the inspectors (Village consultants will inspect open watercourses for an 8-10 week period starting October 21.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 1
Erosion hearing draws few speakers, again (Summary of the October 22 Village Board meeting; of particular interest was proposed legislation for regulating storm water management and erosion.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 3
Simplify water law, report tells trustees; TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) urges simplifying proposed law, Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
Simplify water law, report tells trustees; TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) urges simplifying proposed law (continued), Dec 6, 2002, p. 9
Revised draft of stormwater law responds to some TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) ideas, Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
Revised draft of stormwater law responds to some TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) ideas (continued), Dec 13, 2002, p. 10
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) urges higher threshold on proposed stormwater legislation, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

WATER CONSERVATION
Homemakers can conserve water (letter) (Lynette Wilson of Lyons Road), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
Conservation efforts (Andy Spano announces that water consumption is down in Westchester County.), May 31, 2002, p. 1
Village board seeks feedback on water control proposal, Aug 16, 2002, p. 1

WATER DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE
Samples of water show increased organisms, Mar 1, 2002, p. 1

WATER - POLLUTION
Samples of water show increased organisms, Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Caveat emptor (Village staff warns that vendors are contacting residents to ply their water purification systems in light of contamination concerns.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 1
Citizens can improve water quality (A League of Women Voters panel discussion on April 29 addressed the issue of water pollution.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Citizens can improve water quality (continued) (A League of Women Voters panel discussion on April 29 addressed the issue of water pollution.), May 3, 2002, p. 14
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) urges higher threshold on proposed stormwater legislation, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

WATER - SUPPLY
Focal Points: Are you concerned about the possibility of a water shortage? (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 7

WATIKER, JEFF
Hearing on 4th draft of FAR to begin (A public hearing on the third draft of the Floor Area Ratio cap amendment to the Village Code was held on February 26.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Samples of water show increased organisms, Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Hearing on 4th draft of FAR to begin (continued) (A public hearing on the third draft of the Floor Area Ratio cap amendment to the Village Code was held on February 26.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 8
Concerns linger as FAR (floor to area ratio) nears vote (illustration) (continued) (Proposed FAR amendment to the zoning code is now in its fourth iteration), Mar 22, 2002, p. 8
WATTS, STEWART
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

WAX, AUDREY
Focal Points: Do you think that people’s dress habits have gone from too strict to too liberal? (photo), Aug 30, 2002, p. 7

WAYNE, SUSAN
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) math teacher resigns; PR (Public Relations) assistant hired, Mar 22, 2002, p. 10

WEALTH
Glimping Askance: How rich is rich? (editorial), Mar 29, 2002, p. 7

WEAPONS
Focal Points: How do you feel about a proposal to arm commercial airline pilots with guns? (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 7
Focal Points: How successful do you think the U. N. inspection of Iraq’s weaponry will be in averting war? (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 7

WEATHER
Dog day advice (Con Edison urges customers to reduce energy consumption during the dog days of summer.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 1

WEATHERHEAD, BETTY
Focal Points: Are your feelings about cell phones positive or negative? (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7

WEATHERS, ELOI BROOKS

WEBER, ADAM
Fifth-grade hepcats riff with the pros at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 10
Bravo! (photo) (Westchester Band conductor, Alan Hollander, presented a plaque to founding members Richard and Jeanne Weber.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 4

WEBER, BEN
Clean me a river (photo) (Scarsdale students joined others on May 18 in an effort to clean up the Bronx River Parkway area.), May 31, 2002, p. 15

WEBER, JEANNE
Bravo! (photo) (Westchester Band conductor, Alan Hollander, presented a plaque to founding members Richard and Jeanne Weber.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 4

WEBER, JOAN (DR)
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) math teacher resigns; PR (Public Relations) assistant hired, Mar 22, 2002, p. 10
Steves, Sherwood named board officers (photo) (Bob Steves and Emily Sherwood welcomed to the Scarsdale Board of Education on July 1.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1
School board meeting summary: District’s medical self-insurance is A-OK, Nov 8, 2002, p. 11

WEB SITES
Scarsdale football Web site informs community, helps reunite alumni, Sep 27, 2002, p. 24

WEDDINGS
Thomas, Mirabelli (wed) (photo) (Dr. Jennifer Thomas and Dr. Robert Mirabelli were wed on New Year’s Eve, 2001, in Newport Beach, California.), Jan 18, 2002, p. 15
Love & Marriage (photo) (Supplement), Feb 8, 2002, pp. 17-28
Levy, Epstein (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Michelle Levy and Adam Hunter Epstein were wed on March 2, 2002, at the Boca Raton Resort in Florida.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 17
Alvarez, Brescia (wed) (photo) (Lowry Ragdeliz Alvarez and Richard Ryan Brescia were wed on March 16, 2002, in Margarita, Venezuela.), Apr 19, 2002, p. 13
Miller, Becker (wed) (Rachel L. Miller and Kent G. Becker were wed April 20, 2002, in Manhattan.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 14
O’Brien, Hanley (wed) (photo) (Jamie Susanne O’Brien and Michael Anthony Hanley were wed on October 27, 2001, in Scarsdale.,) Jul 5, 2002, p. 11
Friedman, Prudhomme (wed) (photo) (Janice Hope Friedman and Chris Joseph Prudhomme were wed March 10, 2002, in San Francisco.), May 10, 2002, p. 25
Hasday, Erbson (wed) (photo) (Jill Elaine Hasday and Allan Henry Erbson were wed May 26, 2002, at the Lighthouse at the Chelsea Piers in Manhattan.), May 31, 2002, p. 14
Older, Bortner (wed) (photo) (Carolyn Sue Older and Laurence Michael were wed on May 26, 2002, at Westchester Reform Temple in Scarsdale.), May 31, 2002, p. 14
WEDDINGS (Continued)

German, Potack (wed) (photo) (Erica Kate German and Jonathan Zachary Potack were wed on April 27, 2002, at the New York Botanical Garden in the Bronx.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 15

Weiss, Colagiovanni (wed) (photo) (Pamela Hope Weiss and Michael Francis Colagiovanni were wed on July 20, 2002, in White Plains.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 13

Mason, Forman (wed) (photo) (Dana Jill Mason and Brett Stuart Forman were wed on August 18, 2002, at Westhampton Beach.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 11

Ashraf and Rothschild (wed) (photo) (Sayade Rain Ashraf and Alan Joseph Rothschild were wed on August 24, 2002, in Saugerties, New York.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 13

Harper, Gilbert (wed) (photo) (Karlyn Leslie Harper and Darren Todd Gilbert were wed on July 21 in Napa, California.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 11

Alpert, Schuldenfrei (wed) (photo) (Leslie Dana Alpert and Jonathan Mathew Schuldenfrei were wed on September 14, 2002, in New York City.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 12

Bayer, Pinkernell (wed) (photo) (Kari Elizabeth Bayer and Jason George Pinkernell were wed on August 17, 2002, on Block Island, Rhode Island.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 12

Hoffenberg, Taubin (wed) (photo) (Felicia Robin Hoffenberg and Gregory Brett Taubin were wed on September 2, 2002, in South Salem, New York.), Sep 20, 2002, p. 12

Morrison, Martin (wed) (photo) (Dr. Donna Morrison and Dr. Christopher A. Martin were wed on September 14, 2002, at a winery in Sagaponack, New York.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 14

Wohlleber, Stempel (wed) (photo) (Michelle Ann Wohlleber and Jeremy Marc Stempel were wed on September 21, 2002.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 14

Rothman, Potack (wed) (photo) (Samantha Paige Rothman and David Jed Potack were wed on the Ridgeway Country Club in White Plains, New York.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 14

Kaul, Disick (wed) (photo) (Tia Caul and Dr. Grant I.S. Disick were wed on October 13, 2002, in New Rochelle.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 16

Roth, Jurist (wed) (photo) (Melissa Caroline Roth and Brett Stuart Jurist were wed on October 19, 2002, at Chelsea Piers in Manhattan.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 24

Goldman, Turkel (wed) (photo) (Elizabeth Hope Goldman and Randall Jeremy Turkel were wed on November 16, 2002, in Mahattan.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 20

Shedlin, Goodman (wed) (photo) (Lauren Beth Shedlin and Derek Matthew Goodman were wed on November 23, 2002, in Scarsdale.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 20

Boudreau, Doherty (wed) (photo) (Suzanne Catherine Boudreau and Brian Andrew Doherty were wed on October 4, 2002, in Scarsdale.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 16

Ricci, Petersen (wed) (photo) (Elizabeth Jordan Ricci and Roger Cole Petersen, II, were wed on October 6, 2002, in South Salem, New York.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 16

Brucker, Broff (wed) (photo) (Erica Blaine Brucker and Jacob Aaron Broff were wed on November 16, 2002, at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle, New York.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 22

Ryan, Ward (wed) (photo) (Lida Craig Ryan and Timothy Buchanan Ward were wed on September 14, 2002, in Rhinebeck, New York.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 4

WEIGHT LIFTING

Lift ticket to Athens; Weightlifter Inga DeNunzio sets sights on 2004 Olympics (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 22
DeNunzio overcomes obstacles to keep up training, Aug 2, 2002, p. 16
DeNunzio overcomes obstacles to keep up training (continued), Aug 2, 2002, p. 21

WEILL-LANDÁU, JULIE (AUTHOR)

Downtown would be a better place for a rec center (letter) (Julie Weill-Landau of Chesterfield Road), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6

WEINMAR, PETER

Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3

WEIN, REBECCA

SHS (Scarsdale High School) fashionistas strut their stuff (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 10

WEINBERG NATURE CENTER

Native Americans come into focus this fall at Weinberg Nature Center (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 50A

WEINER, HANNAH

Class of 2002 Edgemont High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Edgemont High School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 13A

WEINER, SHOSHI

A gift for the ages (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 22

WEINGARTEN, WILLIAM

Kids’ BASE ready for new school year (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 50A

WEINSTEIN, EVE

Top producers at Doernberg (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4
WEINSTEIN, JULIE
Focal Points: Do you think that the admission to colleges of Arab students should be discontinued? (photo), Sep 27, 2002, p. 7

WEINSTEIN, WILLIAM
Settlement reached in cramming suit against Verizon, Sep 20, 2002, p. 1

WEINTRAUB, ELLEN
Son of refugees celebrates story of triumph (photo) (Joseph Berger shared his memories as a child of Holocaust survivors at a Scarsdale Library program on March 21.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 3

WEINTRAUB, JOSEPH
Clubs add variety to SHS (Scarsdale High School) students' busy schedules (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 9

WEINTRAUB, TARA LYNN (DR)
Weintraub, Brass (engaged) (photo) (Dr. Tara Lynn Weintraub and Justin Brass are engaged; a November wedding is planned), Mar 15, 2002, p. 17

WEIR, PAUL
Weir No. 1! Scarsdale High School junior (Paul Weir) wins state title in 500 free (photo), Mar 8, 2002, p. 19

WEIR, RYAN
Christmas countdown (photo) (Scenes from Scarsdale and Edgemont as residents and merchants gear up for Christmas), Dec 20, 2002, p. 3

WEISBERG, ANNE
Village budget process demands clairvoyance and tough choices; Budget estimates are nipped and tucked to limit tax hike, Feb 8, 2002, p. 1

WEISBERG, ANNE (AUTHOR)
We have no choice but to join this fight (letter) (Anne Weisberg of Fox Meadow Road), Apr 12, 2002, p. 6

WEISLER, ADAM
SHS club learns how signing helps deaf assimilate, May 24, 2002, p. 10

WEISS, ANITA
Doernberg agents receive honors (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 4

WEISS, ASHLEY
Cooking club outing (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 17

WEISS, DEBRA
Struttin' their stuff (photo) (Debra Weiss of the Debra Weiss Dance Company taught the Charleston to kids at the Scarsdale Library on February 21.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 2

WEISS, JUNE
Say YES to jobs for kids (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23

WEISS, LOIS
Mother/daughter team pays tribute to four-legged heroes (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 17

Mother/daughter team pays tribute to four-legged heroes (continued), Nov 8, 2002, p. 18
WEISS, MONA
Mother/daughter team pays tribute to four-legged heroes (photo), Nov 8, 2002, p. 17
Mother/daughter team pays tribute to four-legged heroes (continued), Nov 8, 2002, p. 18

WEISS, PAMELA HOPE
Weiss, Colagiovanni (wed) (photo) (Pamela Hope Weiss and Michael Francis Colagiovanni were wed on July 20, 2002, in White Plains.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 13

WEISSMAN, ALFRED
Raising funds for Israel (photo) (Photos of May 16 UJA fundraising gala for Israel), Jun 7, 2002, p. 22

WEISSMAN, JEFF
Focal Points: Would you serve in local public office on either a paid or volunteer basis? (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 7

WEISSMAN, LISA
Top producers at Doernberg (photo), Mar 29, 2002, p. 4

WELLS, BRUCE (AUTHOR)
Reader offers more Internet tips for techies (letter) (Bruce Wells suggests DSL providers other than Verizon as mentioned in Mordechai Beizer's series of articles on the Internet.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10
Trustee Committee left OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) alternative out of discussion (letter) (Bruce Wells of Chase Road), Apr 19, 2002, p. 6
New process needed for parking (editorial) (Bruce Wells on downtown parking situation), May 17, 2002, p. 7

WELSH, PATRICK (AUTHOR)
Smith took RTL line in violation of agreement (letter) (Patrick Welsh, Vice Chairman, WFP Westchester Chapter), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7

WEMPLE, WILLIAM
William Wemple (dies) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, William Wemple, died on February 25, 2002, at his home in Charlottesville, Virginia, following a brief illness. He was 89.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 18

WENGLIN, BARBARA
Wenglin wins Times award (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 4

WENK-WOLFF, RAGIN
Violin virtuoso (photo) (Nine-year old violin virtuoso, Victoria Elena Putterman, will perform in four Norwegian cities.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 17
Making beautiful music together (photo) (Mother and daughter violinists, Ragan Wenk-Wolff and nine year old Victoria Putterman, have returned from a concert tour of Norway.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 13
Making beautiful music together (continued) (Mother and daughter violinists, Ragan Wenk-Wolff and nine year old Victoria Putterman, have returned from a concert tour of Norway.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 15

WENTWORTH, JEAN (AUTHOR)
Wake-up call: There's still no vaccine, no cure for AIDS (letter) (Jean Wentworth of Lockwood Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6

WERTHEIMER, ROBERT
Focal Points - Do you think communities should maintain recreational facilities such as an indoor pool? (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 7

WESOLOWSKI, LYNNE
Art in the park - a fall tradition (photo) (Chase Park will become an outdoor 'art promenade' on September 14-15 when the Scarsdale Art Association holds its annual art show and sale.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 27

WESTCHESTER ARTS COUNCIL
Art wish granted (photo) (Westchester Arts Council awards $1,000 grant to Scarsdale based New Choral Society of Westchester), Feb 15, 2002, p. 4

WESTCHESTER BAND
The beat goes on - Mr. Hollander's new opus (photo) (Alan Hollander reflects on his first summer as the conductor of the Westchester Band.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 15
Bravo! (photo) (Westchester Band conductor, Alan Hollander, presented a plaque to founding members Richard and Jeanne Weber.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 4

WESTCHESTER CHILDREN'S ASSOCIATION
Advocacy dinner sited (photo) (The October fundraiser for the Westchester Children's Association will be held at Whitey Castle in Rye.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 14

WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Pre-Earth Day Summit showcases county's environmental plans (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 12
Water law (County wide restrictions on nonessential uses of water continue to be in effect), Apr 19, 2002, p. 1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY. PARK COMMISSION
Summer camping in Westchester County parks (photo), Jul 19, 2002, p. 2

WESTCHESTER COUNTY. RECREATION COMMISSION
Kids can get hooked up at the fishing derby (photo), Apr 26, 2002, p. 4

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
Bronz to chair board (photo) (Lois Bronz elected to head Westchester County Board of Legislators), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS (Continued)
Bronz to chair board (continued) (Lois Bronz elected to head Westchester County Board of Legislators), Jan 11, 2002, p. 2
2001 brought immeasurable changes here (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 8A
Emergency preparedness in place (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 8A
Lois Bronz will do a great job for people of Westchester (letter) (Reina Schifferlin endorses the election of Lois Bronz as chairperson of the Westchester County Board of Legislators.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 10
Librarians honor legislators (photo) (Westchester legislators and public officials were honored in December at the 42nd annual meeting of the Westchester Library System.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 14
Local legislators lobby to pass licensing law, Mar 15, 2002, p. 3
Legislators say: Close the plant, Sep 13, 2002, p. 9
Feiner would axe county government; Feiner pointed to Connecticut as an example of how irrelevant this so-called "second level" of government can be., Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Scarsdale honoree (Jeannie Richman, an expert on land use issues, was presented with a proclamation of thanks by the Westchester County Board of Legislators.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Feiner would axe county government; Feiner pointed to Connecticut as an example of how irrelevant this so-called "second level" of government can be. (continued), Oct 11, 2002, p. 15
County proposes record tax hike (County Executive Andrew Spano called for one of the largest county property tax increases in county history.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1
County OKs budget with no tax hike, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
Republicans call for efficiency and reform, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1
Republicans call for efficiency and reform (continued), Dec 27, 2002, p. 20
WESTCHESTER HOLOCAUST COMMISSION AND FOUNDATION
Never forget: German students confront painful heritage (photo), Feb 22, 2002, p. 9
WESTCHESTER JEWISH COMMUNITY SERVICES
Compeer program seeks volunteers (letter) (Ann Loretan, Compeer Coordinator), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
WESTCHESTER LIBRARY SYSTEM
Librarians honor legislators (photo) (Westchester legislators and public officials were honored in December at the 42nd annual meeting of the Westchester Library System.), Feb 8, 2002, p. 14
Sales tax will not spell relief for county budget (continued) (New York State Legislature adjourned for the year without approving a one percent increase in the county sales tax), Dec 20, 2002, p. 13
WESTFELDT, JENNIFER
Art imitates Tovah's life (photo) (Actress and Scarsdale High School graduate, Tovah Feldshuh, stars in recent movie, "Kissing Jessica Stein."), May 17, 2002, p. 17
Art imitates Tovah's life (photo) (continued) (Actress and Scarsdale High School graduate, Tovah Feldshuh, co-stars in recent movie, "Kissing Jessica Stein."), May 17, 2002, p. 19
WESTHAB
Local generosity refurbishes house for homeless on Drake (photo) (Westhab is refurbishing a Village owned property at 2 Drake Road.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 1
Westhab is refurbishing a Village owned property at 2 Drake Road. (continued), Jun 21, 2002, p. 26
WEST NILE VIRUS
Mosquito time (Inquirer warns about the link between mosquitoes and West Nile Virus), Jul 19, 2002, p. 1
Avian victims (Two more birds have been found carrying the West Nile Virus.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
WETLANDS
Builder fined for work in wetlands without permit, Feb 8, 2002, p. 5
WHelan, Charles
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
WHITE, DEBORAH
Inquirer top in state competition (continued) (Scarsdale Inquirer wins 29 awards in New York Press Association's annual better newspaper contest), Apr 12, 2002, p. 16
Inquirer publisher to receive Matrix Award (Scarsdale Inquirer publisher, Deborah White, will receive the 2002 Matrix All-Star Award in publishing.), May 17, 2002, p. 4
WHITE, DIANA
In step with the music: the art of ballet choreography (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 17
In step with the music: the art of ballet choreography (photo) (continued), May 10, 2002, p. 19
WHITESTONE, RANDY
No present opposition to village budget at hearing, Apr 12, 2002, p. 3
Nominators to be elected Wednesday (The Citizens Committee election will be held on November 13.), Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
WHITESTONE, RANDY (Continued)
New nominators, (The Citizen's Committee gained 11 new members following the Nominating Committee election.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1

WHITESTONE, RANDY (AUTHOR)
Consolidated debt load on Scarsdale homeowners is at record levels (letter) (John Bonanno of Carman Road; David Buchen; Joseph Losardo; Peter Schweitzer; Randy Whitestone), May 24, 2002, p. 6

WHITTINGHAM, DWAYNE
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Final suspect arrested in jewelry store robberies (Police wrap up jewelry heist dating back nine months), Apr 12, 2002, p. 3

WHYATT, THOMAS
Neighbors try to scuttle assisted living facility (Saxon Woods Road residents protest proposed Assisted Living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1

WHYTE, RUDYARD
Candidates needed for school committee, Nov 8, 2002, p. 3

WICK, ROBERT
STOP rally draws anti-testing support (photo) (Parents against mandatory standardized testing rallied in protest on March 7.), Mar 15, 2002, p. 1
Demonstrator quoted in story misstated regent's role (letter) (Dr. Charlotte K. Frank, New York State Regent Emeritus), Mar 29, 2002, p. 6

WICK, ROBERT (AUTHOR)
An apparent conflict of interest is hard to ignore (letter) (Robert Wick of Church Lane), Apr 5, 2002, p. 6

WIDOWERS
Networks for the newly widowed help them cope (Westchester Self-Help Clearinghouse helps widows and widowers cope with loss), Jul 5, 2002, p. 3

WIDOWS
Networks for the newly widowed help them cope (Westchester Self-Help Clearinghouse helps widows and widowers cope with loss), Jul 5, 2002, p. 3

WIENER, BRUCE
Scarsdale Coffee Shop queen bids goodbye to the daily grind (photo) (continued), Sep 6, 2002, p. 9

WIENER, LAUREN
Heathcote Blue wins 1st (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11

WIENER, LYNN
PT Council lunch (photo), May 24, 2002, p. 10

WIESENFELD, GAIL (AUTHOR)
District should implement DARE anti-drug program (letter) (Gail Wiesenfeld of She/drake Road), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6

WIFE ABUSE
Domestic violence bill passes (One of two bills dealing with domestic violence has made it through the New York State Assembly.), May 3, 2002, p. 1
Paulin's domestic violence bill passes Assembly (continued), May 3, 2002, p. 14
Ensler urges women to 'transform' violence (Playwright Eve Ensler addressed The Westchester Fund for Women and Girls on November 20.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Ensler urges women to 'transform' violence (photo) (continued) (Playwright Eve Ensler addressed The Westchester Fund for Women and Girls on November 20.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 26

WILDLIFE
Wildlife find Scarsdale desirable, too (editorial), Jul 5, 2002, p. 7

WILLIAMS, BRIAN
The Year in Review: Parents try to STOP standardized tests (Middle School parents had their eighth graders boycott state mandated standardized tests, resulting in a media circus.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1

WILLIAMS, CAROL
Focal Points: How do you feel about a proposal to arm commercial pilots with guns? (photo), May 10, 2002, p. 7

WILLIAMS, GARY (DR)
Gary Williams, M. D. (photo) (Dr. Gary Williams wins The Enhancement of Animal Welfare Award from the Society of Toxicology.), May 3, 2002, p. 4

WILLIAMS, LINDA
Cherry blossom festival set (photo) (Cherry Blossom Festival to be held at library pond on April 21), Apr 19, 2002, p. 2

WILLIAMS, LOWELL (AUTHOR)
Our alliance with Israel is longstanding, profound (letter) (Lowell Williams of Paddington Road), Apr 5, 2002, p. 7
WILSON, BARBARA
Wilson family honored at cancer society gala (photo) (The Wilson family, owners of Wilson and Sons Jewelers, honored on May 30 at the American Cancer Society's 2002 Diamond Award Gala), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4

WILSON, IRA
Wilson family honored at cancer society gala (photo) (The Wilson family, owners of Wilson and Sons Jewelers, honored on May 30 at the American Cancer Society's 2002 Diamond Award Gala), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4

WILSON, JOHN S
Focal Points: Are your feelings about cell phones positive or negative? (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7

WILSON, LYNNE
Homemakers can conserve water (letter) (Lynette Wilson of Lyons Road), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6

WILSON, JOHNS
Focal Points: Are your feelings about cell phones positive or negative? (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7

WILSON, LYNETTE (AUTHOR)
Homemakers can conserve water (letter) (Lynette Wilson of Lyons Road), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6

WILSON, LYNNE
Wilson family honored at cancer society gala (photo) (The Wilson family, owners of Wilson and Sons Jewelers, honored on May 30 at the American Cancer Society's 2002 Diamond Award Gala), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4

WILSON, MATTHEW
Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (photo) (continued) (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 3

Wilson family honored at cancer society gala (photo) (The Wilson family, owners of Wilson and Sons Jewelers, honored on May 30 at the American Cancer Society's 2002 Diamond Award Gala), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4

WILSON, MICHAEL
Wilson family honored at cancer society gala (photo) (The Wilson family, owners of Wilson and Sons Jewelers, honored on May 30 at the American Cancer Society's 2002 Diamond Award Gala), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4

WILSON, ROSE MARIE
Wilson, Rose Marie (dies) (Rose Marie Wilson, former Scarsdale resident and local real estate agent, died on August 31, 2002. She was 86.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 30

WILSON, RUSH
Landlords protest assessment (Village center property owners protest assessment formula for Village improvements), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

As time goes by (photo) (Solly Rafael cuts the inaugural ribbon on the new clock he donated on East Parkway.), May 17, 2002, p. 3

Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

WILSON, TARA
Wilson family honored at cancer society gala (photo) (The Wilson family, owners of Wilson and Sons Jewelers, honored on May 30 at the American Cancer Society's 2002 Diamond Award Gala), Jul 5, 2002, p. 4

WINDELS, CATHERINE
Focal Points: Should libraries filter the Internet for material harmful to minors? (photo), Jun 7, 2002, p. 7

WINGATE, RICK
Tiny tot meets jolly old elf (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 3

WINTER
Winter, the season of gloom (editorial) (Howard Givner muses on the endless gloominess of Winter.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 7

WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
Debate continues on telecommunications law, Mar 29, 2002, p. 1

Debate continues on telecommunications law (continued), Mar 29, 2002, p. 17

Amend antenna law (editorial) (The Inquirer recommends passage of the amendment to the zoning code removing as-of-right permits and granting the planning board control over the siting of cell antenna installations.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 6

New cell tower law vote set for Sept. 10 (continued), Aug 16, 2002, p. 20

Trustees amend wireless telecommunications law, Sep 13, 2002, p. 1

WISE, LIZ
LAX girls honored (photo), Jun 21, 2002, p. 26

WISHNIE, RICHARD
Bronz to chair board (photo) (Lois Bronz elected to head Westchester County Board of Legislators), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1

WIT AND HUMOR
Dubious Distinctions (editorial) (The Inquirer presents awards for the most humorous and absurd moments from the past year.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 6

WITCHEL, ALEX
Friends to host author (Author/journalist, Alex Witchel, to speak at Scarsdale Library on February 28), Feb 22, 2002, p. 2

Journalist/novelist talks about fact vs. fiction (photo) (New York Times reporter and novelist, Alex Witchel, addressed a packed crowd at the Scarsdale Library on February 28.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 3
WITCHEL, MASHA
Grandmother’s graces recalled (letter) (Sam Witchel of Popham Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6

WITCHEL, SAM (AUTHOR)
Recalling the longest night of my life (editorial) (Sam Witchel recalls the night his mother nursed him through scarlet fever.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 8
Grandmother’s graces recalled (letter) (Sam Witchel of Popham Road), Feb 22, 2002, p. 6

WITTEK, KRYSTOF
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3

WITER, TANYA
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3

WITTLIN, MAGGIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre - 35 Years of Success (photo) (Photographic tribute to 2002 Scarsdale Summer Music Theater production of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying), Jul 26, 2002, p. 28

WITTLIN, PAULA
Say YES to jobs for kids (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23

WOHLLEBER, MICHELLE ANN
Wohlleber, Stempel (wed) (photo) (Michelle Ann Wohlleber and Jeremy Marc Stempel were wed on September 21, 2002.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 14

WOLF, DICK
Debate continues on telecommunications law (continued), Mar 29, 2002, p. 17

WOLFE, CAROL

WOLFE, CONNER
Carnival! (photo) (Photos of the second annual Scarsdale High School Carnival, held the weekend of April 19-21.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 3

WOLFRAM, SOPHIE
Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16

WOLFSOHN, ELLEN
Advocacy dinner sited (photo) (The October fundraiser for the Westchester Children’s Association will be held at Whitby Castle in Rye.), Jun 21, 2002, p. 14

WOLLIN, MARC
Glancing Askance: It's time for a jump start (editorial), Jan 11, 2002, p. 7
Back from the dead (editorial) (Marc Wollin addresses the resurgence in the study of latin.), Oct 18, 2002, p. 7

WOLLIN, MARC (AUTHOR)
Fly the safe skies (editorial) (Marc Wollin's humorous take on flying in the post 9/11 era), Jan 18, 2002, p. 7
2001: the best of the worst (editorial) (According to Marc Wollin, as the web becomes more pervasive in our lives, it is hardly surprising that the sites are not all stellar.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7
It's the principle (editorial) (Marc Wollin addresses the issue of seat belts and one's position in the vehicle.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 7
Brush till you drop (editorial), Mar 15, 2002, p. 7
Black letter crime (editorial) (Marc Wollin on modern day manners and morality), May 10, 2002, p. 7
A new meaning to the term 'convenience food' (editorial) (Marc Wollin on food trends), May 17, 2002, p. 7
The art of reading tea leaves (editorial) (Marc Wollin on the vagaries of the stock market), May 31, 2002, p. 7
Buckle up, Maggot (editorial) (Marc Wollin addresses the issue of seat belts and one's position in the vehicle.), Jun 28, 2002, p. 7
Fall, not so safe (editorial) (An editorial on the pitfalls of modern day technology by Marc Wollin), Jul 19, 2002, p. 7
Glancing Askance: Renew or else! (editorial) (Marc Wollin on the "hucksterism" of the subscription departments of major magazines.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 7
Speak to me, Baby (editorial) (Marc Wollin on the latest high tech dolls), Aug 30, 2002, p. 7
Getting too real (Marc Wollin's take on reality television programs), Sep 6, 2002, p. 7
It's not bad, it's annoying (editorial) (Marc Wollin on Jim Nayder, self-professed guru of annoying music), Sep 20, 2002, p. 7
Time out! (editorial) (Marc Wollin on his new digital watch), Sep 27, 2002, p. 7
Rising to new lows (editorial) (Marc Wollin on the 2002 writing contest created by Professor Scott Rice.), Nov 1, 2002, p. 7
Dewie the Turtle - This is one reptile who won't get crushed on the information highway (editorial) (Marc Wollin on media mascots), Nov 15, 2002, p. 7
The most frustrating time of the year (editorial) (Marc Wollin on holiday gifts), Dec 13, 2002, p. 7
The most frustrating time of the year (editorial) (continued) (Marc Wollin on holiday gifts), Dec 13, 2002, p. 9
From Santa's mailbag (editorial) (Tongue in cheek letters to Santa by Marc Wollin), Dec 20, 2002, p. 7
WOLLOCH, CLAUDIA
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (continued) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 10

WOMEN
Today's Woman (photo) (Supplement), Mar 29, 2002, pp. 25-38
Julia B. Fee Salutes the Westchester Fund for Women and Girls (photo) (Gala held on November 20 at the Hilton Rye Town), Dec 6, 2002, p. 42

WOMEN AUTHORS
Web opens new vistas for stay-at-home moms (photo) (Scarsdale authors Patricia Cobe and Ellen H. Parlapiano have published a book titled, "Mompreneurs Online: Using the Internet to Build Work-At-Home Success.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 3

WOOD, TARA MCCREERY
Friends, family laud McCreery (photo) (A group of 321 people gathered on April 24 to celebrate William McCreery, winner of the 2002 Scarsdale Bowl Award.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 1

WOODHAM, ABBY
All booked up (photo) (The annual Scarsdale Library bookfair, directed by Kathy Steves, will be held September 28-29.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 2

WOODS, MISSY STOTT
High-profile murder suspect kept a low profile at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Robert Durst, now on trial for a gruesome murder, was under the radar during his years at Scarsdale High School.), Feb 22, 2002, p. 1

WOOLFALK, SAYA
SHS grad in juried exhibition (Scarsdale High School graduate, Saya Woolfalk, will compete in the fifth annual competition of the Ceres Gallery in New York City.), May 17, 2002, p. 17

WORKMAN, REBECCA

WORLD TRADE CENTER (NEW YORK, N.Y.)
Focal Points: Why would you or would you not want to visit ground zero? (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 7
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 1
Legion Post plans memorial garden (photo) (Scarsdale American Legion Post 52 plans memorial garden for victims of 9/11 terrorist attacks), Mar 1, 2002, p. 4
Platform blues (editorial) (Debra Banerjee describes visit to Ground Zero), Mar 1, 2002, p. 7
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (continued) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 10

'Apology for terrorism' helps us see our enemies (letter) (Lynn and Jeffrey Lowin of Fox Meadow Road), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6
Borg leads engineers in study after 9/11 (photo), May 3, 2002, p. 4
Extremists would not reward U.S. for withdrawing support (letter) (Stephen M. Goodman of Rectory Lane), May 3, 2002, p. 6
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad memorialized in 9/11 monument (photo) (Scarsdale High School graduate, Peter Alderman, will be memorialized with other victims in the Armonk Rotary Club's permanent memorial.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 2
Trading Places (editorial) (The Inquirer encourages downtown New York City financial institutions and businesses not to flee the area following the 9/11 terrorist attacks.), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6

GROUND ZERO ENGINEER STUDIES WAYS TO MAKE BUILDINGS STRONGER (photo) (Emmanuel Velivasakis oversees the cleanup operation at the World Trade Center disaster site.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1

Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 1
Remembering 9/11: Scarsdale seeks inspiration in tragedy (photo) (continued), Sep 13, 2002, p. 3
One year later (editorial) (The Inquirer commemorates the one year anniversary of the tragic September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 6
Focal Points: What do you think should be included in the rebuilding of ground zero? (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 7
People of all faiths gather for 9/11 service at synagogue (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 8

GROUND ZERO ENGINEER STUDIES WAYS TO MAKE BUILDINGS STRONGER (photo) (continued) (Emmanuel Velivasakis oversees the cleanup operation at the World Trade Center disaster site.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 10

SHS (Scarsdale High School), SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) students memorialize Sept. (September) 11 with stories, songs (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 11

How to help children cope with 9/11 fears, Sep 20, 2002, p. 3
How to help children cope with 9/11 fears (continued), Sep 20, 2002, p. 11
WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 - GERMANY

SHS (Scarsdale High School) alum recovers art looted in WW II (World War II) (Scarsdale High School alum, Thomas Klme, received the Officer's Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany for his work to recover art stolen from Holocaust victims.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 1

SHS (Scarsdale High School) alum recovers art looted in WW II (World War II) (continued) (Scarsdale High School alum, Thomas Klme, received the Officer's Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany for his work to recover art stolen from Holocaust victims.), Feb 15, 2002, p. 10

WORMSER, PETER

Depot plans discussed (illus) (Robert Kligerman is working on plans to make the juncture between Ardsley Road and Popham Road more appealing.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1

WRESTLING

A labor of love (photo) (Vince Urbano, who was honored by the Scarsdale High School wrestling program, reflects on his years of writing about high school wrestling for the Inquirer.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 25

A labor of love (photo) (continued) (Vince Urbano, who was honored by the Scarsdale High School wrestling program, reflects on his years of writing about high school wrestling for the Inquirer.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 26

Pee Wee clinic introduces kids to new sport (photo) (Coach Barne Feldman starts Pee Wee Youth Wrestling Clinic in conjunction with Scarsdale Recreation Department), Mar 1, 2002, p. 22

WUBBENHORST-VONDERHEIDE, LOUISE ELIZABETH

Louise Elizabeth Wubbenhorst-VonderHeide (dies) (Louise Elizabeth [Hall] Wubbenhorst-VonderHeide died on August 6, 2002, in Athens, Georgia. She was 90.), Aug 16, 2002, p. 15

WYMAN, HOWIE

Substance over style: Three independent-minded SHS (Scarsdale High School) grads launch music and art zine (photo) (Steve Lowenthal, Howie Wyman and Sheila Refael launch Swingset.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 27

Substance over style: Three independent-minded SHS (Scarsdale High School) grads launch music and art zine (photo) (continued) (Steve Lowenthal, Howie Wyman and Sheila Refael launch Swingset.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 29

WYNN, ELLEN

Focal Points: Do you think that people's dress habits have gone from too strict to too liberal? (photo), Aug 30, 2002, p. 7

XU, PING

Art in the park - a fall tradition (photo) (Chase Park will become an outdoor art promenade on September 14-15 when the Scarsdale Art Association holds it's annual art show and sale.), Sep 6, 2002, p. 27

Best in show (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 20

YADAV, JESSICA

Class of 2002 Scarsdale Middle School (photo) (Graduation Supplement lists Scarsdale Middle School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 17A

YAGGI, MARC

Citizens can improve water quality (A League of Women Voters panel discussion on April 29 addressed the issue of water pollution.), May 3, 2002, p. 1

Citizens can improve water quality (continued) (A League of Women Voters panel discussion on April 29 addressed the issue of water pollution.), May 3, 2002, p. 14

YAGHOUBI, NADIA

Another year to remember; Scarsdale's success extended beyond elite sports (photo), Jan 4, 2002, p. 15

YAGHOUBI, STEPHANIE

Traveling Raiders earn honors at Dana, Norway Cups (photo), Aug 16, 2002, p. 16

YAGO, GLENN (DR)

Pups for Peace to deter terrorism in Israel (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Barbara Fix, hosted a fund raiser to benefit Pups for Peace, a program that uses trained dogs to detect explosives in Israel.), Aug 23, 2002, p. 3

YAMAUCHI, MARINA

Cherry blossom festival set (photo) (Cherry Blossom Festival to be held at library pond on April 21), Apr 19, 2002, p. 2

YANG, WILLIAM

Wired schools turn out tech-savvy, connected kids (Gerald Crisci addressed the School Board on May 7 on technology advances in Scarsdale schools.), May 10, 2002, p. 1

'Nutcracker' makes multimedia artisans out of Heathcote kids (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 10

YANTHIS, GEORGE A

Police nab 4 in jewelry store robberies (A team of detectives nabbed the robbers who held up Wilson and Son and Daniele Trissi six months ago.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 1

YAVERBAUM, RACHEL

Friends in concert: Danny Katz reunites with SHS (Scarsdale High School) friends for NYC concert (photo), Aug 9, 2002, p. 15

Friends in concert: Danny Katz reunites with SHS (Scarsdale High School) friends for NYC concert (continued), Aug 9, 2002, p. 16
YEARBOOKS
2 Good 2 B 4got10 (photo) (Scarsdale High School seniors check out the 2002 Bandersnatch on June 4, Senior Transition Day.), Jun 7, 2002, p. 1

YEE, AMANDA
Clubs add variety to SHS (Scarsdale High School) students' busy schedules (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 9

YEN, KATLYN
Scarsdalians give warm sendoff to 'titans' retiring from schools, Apr 26, 2002, p. 10

YI, NANCY
Prudential Centennial adds six new agents (photo), Nov 15, 2002, p. 4

YORAN, ADAM
Kennedy to students: save the environment! (photo) (continued) (Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., addressed the students of Edgemont Junior and Senior High Schools on November 13 on "A Contract with Our Future."), Nov 22, 2002, p. 11

YOUNG, CLINTON
County proposes record tax hike (County Executive Andrew Spano called for one of the largest county property tax increases in county history.), Nov 22, 2002, p. 1

YOUNG, HOLLY
A-School (Alternative School) interns experience the 'real world' (photo), Feb 8, 2002, p. 11

YOUNG, MARJORIE MAE
Marjorie Mae Young (nee Stryker) (dies) (Marjorie Mae Young (nee Stryker) of Boynton Beach, Florida, and former Scarsdale resident died on September 7, 2002.), Sep 13, 2002, p. 35

YOUNG, TRACY
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11

YOUTH - ALCOHOL USE
Medical professor's anti-drug program fosters self-esteem (photo) (Dr. Gilbert Botvin's LifeSkills program, used at Scarsdale Middle School, builds self-esteem in teens so they can resist drugs, smoking and alcohol.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1

Medial professor's anti-drug program fosters self-esteem (continued) (Dr. Gilbert Botvin's LifeSkills program, used at Scarsdale Middle School, builds self-esteem in teens so they can resist drugs, smoking and alcohol.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 11

Edgemont task force tackles underage drinking (photo) (The Edgemont Task Force on Alcohol and Substance Abuse is attempting to change an attitude of parental permissiveness towards teenaged drinking.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 1

Lie-ability (editorial) (The Inquirer calls upon parents to stop feigning ignorance about underage drinking.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 6

2 arrested in July 4 weekend party (Three people were arrested at an Edgemont gathering where underage teens were discovered consuming alcohol.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 17

Edgemont task force tackles underage drinking (continued) (The Edgemont Task Force on Alcohol and Substance Abuse is attempting to change an attitude of parental permissiveness towards teenaged drinking.), Aug 2, 2002, p. 17

We must start early to educate kids about alcohol abuse (letter) (Bonnie Grossman of Round Hill Road), Aug 9, 2002, p. 7

Police chief's campaign against drinking is not constructive (letter) (Alan S. Gordon of New York City), Aug 30, 2002, p. 6

Making kids face consequences of behavior is the right thing to do (letter) (Emie Collabolletta, School Psychologist, Scarsdale High School), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6

Hundreds of kids arrive drunk at SHS (Scarsdale High School) dance (More than 200 students showed up drunk to the Scarsdale High School homecoming dance on September 20.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 1

Mayor: Scarsdale must unite against teenage drinking, Sep 27, 2002, p. 1

Degrading scene of drunkenness bodes ill for the year (letter) (Ronnie Resnik Kaplin, M.D., of Mamaroneck), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6

Don't demonized kids (editorial) (In response to the Scarsdale Homecoming dance where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated, the Inquirer urges the community not to demonize teens who drink but to educate them on the dangers.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 6

Some parents must increase their vigilance (letter) (Dr. Emie Collabolletta, School Psychologist, Scarsdale High School), Sep 27, 2002, p. 9

Excerpt from Klemme's letter (Scarsdale High School Principal John Klemme puts a moratorium on high school dances following the September 20 Homecoming when over 200 students arrived intoxicated.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 11

Hundreds of kids arrive drunk at SHS (Scarsdale High School) dance (continued) (More than 200 students showed up drunk to the Scarsdale High School homecoming dance on September 20.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 11
YOUTH - ALCOHOL USE  (Continued)
After the homecoming (Parenting issues relating to teenage substance abuse will be discussed at a meeting at the High School on October 7, Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
The party's over: Parents challenged to set teen limits (Discussion of the aftermath of the recent Scarsdale Homecoming dance, where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated), Oct 4, 2002, p. 1
District should implement DARE anti-drug program (letter) (Gail Wiesenfeld of Sheldrake Road), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6
Student body should conduct its own inquiry on misconduct (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6
Wake up already! (editorial) (In the aftermath of the disastrous Scarsdale High School Homecoming dance, where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated, the Inquirer urges parental vigilance and action.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 6
Community must keep teens safe (editorial) (Geraldine Greene on substance abuse by teenagers.), Oct 4, 2002, p. 7
The party's over: Parents challenged to set teen limits (continued) (Discussion of the aftermath of the recent Scarsdale Homecoming dance, where over 200 teens arrived intoxicated), Oct 4, 2002, p. 8
SHS (Scarsdale High School) senior defends Scarsdale on Fox News' 'The O'Reilly Factor' (photo), Oct 4, 2002, p. 10
Scarsdale mobilizes after SHS (Scarsdale High School) dance, Oct 4, 2002, p. 11
SHS (Scarsdale High School) senior defends Scarsdale on Fox News' 'The O'Reilly Factor' (continued), Oct 4, 2002, p. 11
Parents' forum seeks consensus on teenage drinking at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo) (A public meeting for parents at Scarsdale High School on October 7 addressed the issue of underage drinking.), Oct 11, 2002, p. 1
Finger-pointing at parents does not help kids (letter) (Dean H. Jordan, Scarsdale High School, Class of '86), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
SHS (Scarsdale High School) administration dealt with students too harshly (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Oct 11, 2002, p. 8
Superintendent shows restraint and thoughtfulness (letter) (Bob Fischel of Montrose Road), Oct 11, 2002, p. 6
Board to kids: Need to create co-curricular code, or we will, Oct 11, 2002, p. 11
Drunken students deserved to be suspended (letter) (Jon Rothman of Huntington Avenue), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
Student suspensions should be expunged from record (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
Teen behavior reflects Godlessness of modern life (letter) (Thea Falkowitz of School Lane), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
This is a time for brutal honesty and for action (letter) (Wendy Bedenbaugh of Walworth Avenue), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
Social or problem drinking? Blurry line is easily crossed (editorial), Oct 18, 2002, p. 7
Getting away with it seems to be the name of the game (letter) (Josh Frankel of Black Birch Lane), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6
Focal Points: Do you think the problem of teen drinking is worse today than in the past? (photo), Oct 25, 2002, p. 7
Crackdown on underage drinking, Nov 1, 2002, p. 3
PTA, other districts brainstorm strategies to curb teen drinking, Nov 8, 2002, p. 1
PTA, other districts brainstorm strategies to curb teen drinking (continued), Nov 8, 2002, p. 11
Forum takes on underage drinking (On November 7, a panel of community leaders gathered at Manhattanville College to address the pervasive issue of underage drinking.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
Moratorium on high school social activities lifted (The ban on Scarsdale High School social activities has been lifted.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 1
United we stand (editorial) (The Inquirer urges the adult community to cooperate and coordinate their efforts to stop teenaged alcohol abuse.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 6
Forum takes on underage drinking (photo) (continued) (On November 7, a panel of community leaders gathered at Manhattanville College to address underage drinking.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 15
Trustees endorse Safe Homes Initiative, Nov 29, 2002, p. 1
Trustees endorse Safe Homes Initiative (continued), Nov 29, 2002, p. 26
Summit meeting (A community meeting is scheduled for December 12 to address underage drinking in Scarsdale), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1
County trying old and new ways of halting sale of alcohol to teens, Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
County trying old and new ways of halting sale of alcohol to teens (photo) (continued), Dec 13, 2002, p. 14
License verifier has life-saving potential, Dec 13, 2002, p. 14
Everyone's talking about teen drinking; Scarsdale coordinates multiple arms to fight problem, Dec 20, 2002, p. 1
Everyone's talking about teen drinking; Scarsdale coordinates multiple arms to fight problem (continued), Dec 20, 2002, p. 8
Everyone's talking about teen drinking; Scarsdale coordinates multiple arms to fight problem (continued), Dec 20, 2002, p. 11
YOUTH - DRUG USE
Medical professor's anti-drug program fosters self-esteem (photo) (Dr. Gilbert Botvin's LifeSkills program, used at Scarsdale Middle School, builds self-esteem in teens so they can resist drugs, smoking and alcohol.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1
Medical professor's anti-drug program fosters self-esteem (continued) (Dr. Gilbert Botvin's LifeSkills program, used at Scarsdale Middle School, builds self-esteem in teens so they can resist drugs, smoking and alcohol.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 11
Focal Points: How do you feel about random drug tests for high school students? (photo), Jul 5, 2002, p. 7
Making kids face consequences of behavior is the right thing to do (letter) (Ernie Collabolletta, School Psychologist, Scarsdale High School), Sep 20, 2002, p. 6
Middle schoolers get substantial unit on substance abuse (letter) (Emelie Sclarpelletti and Michelle Gould, Health Educators, Scarsdale Middle School), Oct 18, 2002, p. 6
YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE - SCARSDALE
YES (Youth Employment Service) matches Scarsdale students with part-time jobs (Progress Edition), Jan 25, 2002, p. 20A
Say YES to jobs for kids (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 23
YES (Youth Employment Service) matches employers with students (Back to School Supplement), Aug 23, 2002, p. 49A
YUBAS, SUSAN
Scarsdale auxiliary donations reach $1 million (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 4
YUEN, ERIC
Clubs add variety to SHS (Scarsdale High School) students' busy schedules (photo), Jan 18, 2002, p. 9
YUGOVICH, ALICE
Heathcote goes for the gold at Fun Night, Mar 22, 2002, p. 9
'Nutcracker' makes multimedia artisans out of Heathcote kids (photo), Jun 28, 2002, p. 10
YUH, HYUN-KYUNG
From salsa to country, kids span musical styles with 'KIDS' radio' (photo), Dec 20, 2002, p. 11
YUH, OUNG-JO
Fencing phenom (photo) (Oung-Jo Yuh, a seventh grader at Scarsdale Middle School, won the Senior Divisional Championship in Men's Foil for the Westchester-Rockland Division of the United States Fencing Association.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 34
YUNG, WILLIE
SHS students honored (photo) (Scarsdale High School students honored for academic achievement and community service at ceremony on May 21), May 24, 2002, p. 11
YURACKO, KIMBERLY (DR)
Kimberly Yuracko (Dr. Kimberly Yuracko publishes new book: "Perfectionism and Contemporary Feminist Values.") (photo), Jun 14, 2002, p. 4

ZACHARIA, DON
Zachy's goes solo in wine auction venture (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 4
ZACHARIA, JEFF
Zachy's goes solo in wine auction venture (photo), May 31, 2002, p. 4
ZADEK, BETH
Board urged to back power plant closing (The Scarsdale Advisory Council on Youth and other organizations urge the Scarsdale Village Board to demand shutdown of Indian Point nuclear power plant), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1
ZAGUIRE, CHRISTINE
Amazin' autographs (photo) (Five 1986 World Champion New York Mets signed autographs at Last Licks on November 9.), Nov 15, 2002, p. 26
ZAKIERSKI, JOE
SHS (Scarsdale High School), SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) students memorialize Sept. (September) 11 with stories, songs (photo), Sep 13, 2002, p. 11
Everyone's talking about teen drinking; Spano empowers teens at first county summit (photo) (continued), Dec 20, 2002, p. 8
ZAMBIETTI, MATT
Scarsdale High School Fall Sports Awards 2002 (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 33
ZARAMA, CARMEN
Focal Points: If this year's mild winter indicates a possible climatic change, would you be pleased? (photo), Mar 15, 2002, p. 7
ZAYAC, BOB
Scarsdale High School Fall Sports Awards 2002 (photo), Nov 22, 2002, p. 33
ZAYDE, RISA
New principal for Greenville School (photo) (Dr. Marc Heller has been appointed Principal of the Greenville School for a three year probationary period.), Aug 9, 2002, p. 1
ZECCHINI, GRACE
Local woman needs blood (letter) (The Freiman family of Carthage Road), Oct 25, 2002, p. 6

ZEIGER, JEFFREY
Sohm, Zeiger (wed) (Sarah Sohm and Jeffrey Zeiger are engaged; an April, 2003 wedding is planned.), Sep 27, 2002, p. 14

ZELICOF, ALYSSA
Heathcote Blue wins 1st (photo), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11

ZELLER, NEIL
Hamerman, Zeller (engaged) (Judith Hamerman and Neil Zeller are engaged; a May, 2003 wedding is planned.), Dec 20, 2002, p. 22

ZHANG, BRENDA
Surviving 9/11; After 5 months in hospital, Edgemont man returns home (photo) (continued) (Harry Waizer, badly injured during the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, returns home to his family after a lengthy hospitalization.), Mar 1, 2002, p. 10

ZIEGLER, SOFIA
Confidence, poise win points with judges at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest (photo) (continued), Apr 19, 2002, p. 11

ZIMBALIST, CARA
Your wish is granted (photo) (Scarsdale High School Make a Wish Foundation volunteers sponsored a fund raising walk on May 5.), May 10, 2002, p. 11

ZIPF, ROBERT
Focal Points: Are your feelings about cell phones positive or negative? (photo), Jan 25, 2002, p. 7

ZISSELMAN, ARNOLD
Focal Points: Do you think the Olympic Games tend to produce friendship or acrimony among nations? (photo), Mar 1, 2002, p. 7

ZISSELMAN, MARC (DR)
Marc Zisselman, M.D. (Dr. Marc Zisselman, Scarsdale High School Class of '77, was named one of the "Top Docs 2002" in this month's Philadelphia Magazine.), May 24, 2002, p. 4

ZOCK, JOSEPH
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (photo) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 3
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (photo) (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 8

Teen center agreement (Village Board approves a new agreement with the Scarsdale Teen Center, continuing the 50/50 operating expenses split shared by the Village and School Boards), Jan 18, 2002, p. 1
Many questions linger over recreation center (Discussion of a proposed recreation center adjacent to the Mamaroneck Road pool complex tabled till after March 19 village election), Feb 8, 2002, p. 1
Concerns linger as FAR (floor to area ratio) nears vote (Proposed FAR amendment to the zoning code is now in its fourth iteration), Mar 22, 2002, p. 1
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with 'friendly' amendment (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1

Retiring trustees Sved and Weisberg praised at final meeting (Retiring trustees Beverly Sved and Anne Weisberg were honored by trustees at the March 26 Village Board meeting.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
No progress on Christie Place garage proposal (continued) (Christie Place indoor parking facility proposal is referred back to Village Center Committee on April 23.), Apr 26, 2002, p. 8
Christie Place parking debate divides trustees, May 24, 2002, p. 1
Christie Place parking debate divides trustees (continued), May 24, 2002, p. 15
Christie Garage to enter design phase, cautiously, May 31, 2002, p. 1
Trustees grant $10K for rec center promo (The Scarsdale Village Board approved a $10,000 grant to promote subscriptions to an indoor pool complex.), Jun 14, 2002, p. 1
Ramsey-Secor area cannot accommodate field traffic (letter) (Amy Bermingham of Secor Road), Jun 28, 2002, p. 6

Divided board OKs garage committee (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1
Divided board OKs garage committee (continued) (Scarsdale Village Board appoints Interactive Design Process Committee to come up with an acceptable design for the Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 11
ZOCH, JOSEPH  (Continued)
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) presents plans for 415-space garage (illustration) (Preliminary plans for the proposed Christie Place Garage were unveiled at the December 9 meeting of the Scarsdale Trusted Village Center Committee.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 1
IDPC (Interactive Design Process Committee) presents plans for 415-space garage (illustration) (continued) (Preliminary plans for the proposed Christie Place Garage were unveiled at the December 9 meeting of the Scarsdale Trusted Village Center Committee.), Dec 13, 2002, p. 10
Mayor wanted  (The Scarsdale Citizens Committee is seeking candidates for Mayor.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

ZOGBY, JAMES J (DR)
Accusation of anti-Semitism is 'dangerous and ugly' (letter) (Dr. James J. Zogby, President, American Arab Institute), Nov 1, 2002, p. 6

ZOMBECK, MIKE
Class of 2002 Scarsdale Middle School (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement lists Scarsdale Middle School 2002 graduates), Jul 5, 2002, p. 17A

ZONING - SCARSDALE
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (photo) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 1
The Year in Review: Village Government - Development pressures preoccupy trustees (photo) (continued) (The Inquirer reflects on highlights of 2001 and notes the attempts of residents to thwart overdevelopment.), Jan 4, 2002, p. 8
FAR cap + bonus is reviewed and debated (Scarsdale Village Board hears suggestions for changes to proposed FAR cap zoning law amendment.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 1
New FAR caps are much too lenient to solve problem (letter) (John McRaee supports tougher zoning ordinances.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6
A palindromic year (editorial) (Inquirer editorial debates preservation vs. progress and development), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6
Teardown 'awards' were dubious indeed (letter) (Elizabeth Biers comments on the "Dubious Distinctions" editorial in the January 4 Inquirer.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 6
FAR cap + bonus is reviewed and debated (continued) (Scarsdale Village Board hears suggestions for changes to proposed FAR cap zoning law amendment.), Jan 11, 2002, p. 8
Trustees target March for vote on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap, Jan 25, 2002, p. 1
Village board: Leave smaller lots alone (letter) (Jim Fitzgerald asks the mayor and trustees not to impose any further legislation on the 700 homes in A - 5 areas, where the houses are smaller.), Jan 25, 2002, p. 6
Trustees target March for vote on FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (continued), Jan 25, 2002, p. 9
BOA (Board of Appeals) seeks dismissal of subdivision challenge (Merger of property at 8 Carstenson Road with Sharon Lane lot disputed in Westchester County Supreme Court on January 25), Feb 1, 2002, p. 1
New law are needed (editorial) (The Inquirer calls for new legislation to control overdevelopment of residential properties.), Feb 1, 2002, p. 6
BOA (Board of Appeals) (continued) seeks dismissal of subdivision challenge (Merger of property at 8 Carstenson Road with Sharon Lane lot disputed in Westchester County Supreme Court on January 25), Feb 1, 2002, p. 9
Current FAR (Floor to Area Ratio) proposal is too restrictive (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
Disharmony (editorial) (The Inquirer considers the pluses and minuses of Hoff-Barthelson's proposed expansion program.), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
Editorial was on the mark (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Mar 8, 2002, p. 6
Hoff-Barthelson has outgrown its School Lane site (letter) (Tama Seife of Circle Road), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
Hoff wants to maintain its unique, homey character (letter) (Fredda Nightingale of Harvest Drive), Mar 15, 2002, p. 6
FAR will have devastating effect on would-be renovators (letter) (Mark Nadler, President, Prudential Reality), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6
Proceed with caution (editorial) (The Inquirer is troubled by several aspects of the proposed floor area ratio amendment to the Scarsdale Village Code and urges Trustees to proceed with caution.), Mar 22, 2002, p. 6
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with 'friendly' amendment (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 1
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) Cap passes, with 'friendly' amendment (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the zoning law that establishes a FAR cap for houses on lots up to one and three quarters acres.), Mar 29, 2002, p. 8
FAR zoning amendment takes effect Monday (photo) (Scarsdale Village establishes a floor area ratio [FAR] with the approval of Article XVI, Chapter 310 of the Village Zoning Code.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 1
FAR zoning amendment takes effect Monday (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Village establishes a floor area ratio [FAR] with the approval of Article XVI, Chapter 310 of the Village Zoning Code.), Apr 5, 2002, p. 13
ZONING - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Beyond FAR (Floor Area Ratio) (Scarsdale Village Board unanimously approved an amendment to the Village Zoning Code that would grant variances to houses that exceed the legal floor area ratio.), Apr 12, 2002, p. 1

Co-location is best (editorial) (Inquirer discusses proposals for new playing fields at Crossway and possible relocation of the leaf transfer facility), May 10, 2002, p. 6

Alternates needed (The Scarsdale Village Board considering a request from the Planning Board to permit appointment of two alternates to the Planning Board), May 17, 2002, p. 1

Please preserve residential values near the downtown (letter) (Harvey and Miriam Levitt Flisser of Lockwood Road), Jun 21, 2002, p. 6

Music school robs neighbors of peace (editorial), Jun 21, 2002, p. 7

Coffee shop seeks change in law for sidewalk cafe (Lawyer for the Parkway Coffee Shop asks Village to amend the Village Code to allow the restaurant to offer al fresco dining), Jul 5, 2002, p. 1

Paris, Scarsdale, oui! (editorial) (The Inquirer approves of the amendment to the Village Zoning Code that would enable the Parkway Coffee Shop to have outdoor seating.), Jul 5, 2002, p. 6

Village sidewalk cafe ordinance is changed (An amendment to the year old sidewalk cafe law will allow the Parkway Cafe to have an outdoor eating area.), Jul 12, 2002, p. 1

Neighbors try to scuttle assisted living facility (Saxon Woods Road residents protest proposed Assisted Living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 1

Neighbors try to scuttle assisted living facility (continued) (Saxon Woods Road residents protest proposed Assisted Living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Nov 29, 2002, p. 26

Realm presses case for assisted living facility (A decision by the Scarsdale Zoning Board of Appeals will decide the fate of a proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 1

Realm presses case for assisted living facility (continued) (A decision by the Scarsdale Zoning Board of Appeals will decide the fate of a proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Dec 6, 2002, p. 14

Fight against assisted living facility continues, Dec 27, 2002, p. 1

Fight against assisted living facility continues (continues), Dec 27, 2002, p. 20

ZORBARON, ORAAN
On Call (Photographic essay on the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps at the Five Corners), Jun 28, 2002, p. 9

ZORNOW, ETHAN
Keep yours on the prize (photo) (Ethan Zornow wins Playstation 2 at grand opening of Eye Designs store.), Jul 19, 2002, p. 4

ZORNOW, HANNAH
Confidence, poise win points with judges at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest (photo) (continued), Apr 19, 2002, p. 11

Top honors (photo) (Hannah Zornow won first prize in the Halloween window painting contest.), Oct 25, 2002, p. 1

ZSUMNY, PETER
Bomb squad removes grenade from Garth Road, Aug 9, 2002, p. 3

ZUCKER, JODI
The Bank of New York Salutes: Reach Around the World (Kids' Base/The Little Schools holds its fourth annual dinner dance benefit, "Reach Around the World," on April 18.), May 3, 2002, p. 34

ZUCKER, JULIA
KB-LS (Kids' Base, Little School) breaks ground on expansion (photo), Apr 12, 2002, p. 11

ZUCKERMAN, JANET RIVKIN (AUTHOR)
Mothering on Mars is a challenge when you come from Venus (editorial) (Janet Rivkin on being the only woman in a family of men), May 10, 2002, p. 7

ZUKERMAN, ELAINE
Charity appoints 3 (photo) (The Cancer Cure Coalition appointed three new executives.), Dec 27, 2002, p. 2

ZULLO, LAUREN
Tiny tot meets jolly old elf (photo), Dec 13, 2002, p. 3
2002 (YEAR IN REVIEW)

2002 is quiet crime year, Jan 3, 2003, p. 5
Business comings and goings (Retail businesses more stable in 2002, with arrivals and renovations outnumbering departures.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4
Creative Cooking - The restaurant year in review: when dining out, think globally and eat locally, Jan 3, 2003, p. 8
Dubious Distinctions (editorial) (The Scarsdale Inquirer doles out Dubious Distinction Awards for 2002.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 6
Look at me now: Local grads stay successful in the sports world (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 21
Maroon and White Raiders of Scarsdale take pride in '02 (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 19
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who won recognition in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4
Scarsdale makes room for growing religious community, Jan 3, 2003, p. 10
The Year in Review (2002 brings unwelcome focus on teen drinking.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
The Year in Review (Scarsdale schools hold on to high standards.) (continued) (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 11
The Year in Review (Village slogs on with never-ending projects.) (continued) (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 3

ABATE, DIANE
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

ABBE, NANCY
A September tradition - Scarsdale Art Association fall outdoor art show celebrates 51st year (photo, illus), Sep 5, 2003, p. 13

ABEL, STANLEY
Focal Points: Does blocking telemarketing calls violate the right to free speech? (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think the U.S. will be successful in establishing a democratic government in Iraq? (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: has the "Orange Alert" caused you to make any changes in your lifestyle? (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: To what extent has the cell phone affected American society? (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

ABELSON, MATTHEW (AUTHOR)
20-somethings need a role (editorial) (Scarsdale High School graduate Matthew Abelson bemoans the lack of roles and purpose for 20-somethings in Scarsdale.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7

ABELSON, MICHELE MIRSKY (AUTHOR)
Footbridge dedicated (photo) (The Joseph W. Gleicher Memorial Foot Bridge was dedicated at the Scarsdale Library Pond on May 10.), May 23, 2003, p. 2
Neighborhood presidents list top priorities, Mar 7, 2003, p. 3
Neighbors rally to stop dumping in woods, Aug 22, 2003, p. 3
OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) community garden's in (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 22
Passions rage, accusations fly at garage meeting (Opponents of the proposed Christie Place Parking Garage packed Village Hall for a contentious meeting on February 13.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1
At term's end, praise for mayor, trustees, Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
Village is the beneficiary of bonsai bonanza (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 3

ABELSON, MICHELE MIRSKY (AUTHOR)
Beautiful Joseph Gleicher Footbridge was the work of many people (letter) (Michelle Mirsky Abelson, President, Friends of the Scarsdale Parks), May 16, 2003, p. 6

ABINANTI, TOM
Election Day is next Tuesday, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

ABORTION
Appalled by Hochberg's support of partial birth abortion (letter) (Douglas Leone of Johnson Road), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7
Ban criminalizes medically recommended procedures (letter) (Christine Lederer-Plaskett, Westchester Coalition for Legal Abortion), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6
Bush is trying to turn back the clock on women's health (letter) (Audrey G. Hochberg of Stonehouse Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
Focus of abortion debate should be morality (letter) (James Ng of Rectory Lane), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6
Partial birth abortion should not be allowed in our society (letter) (Andrew C. Hartzell Jr. of Eastwoods Lane), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7
Roe vs. Wade recognized the need for human autonomy (letter) (Roger Brandwein of Quentin Road), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

ABRAHAMS, VALERIE (AUTHOR)
WRT (Westchester Reform Temple) celebrates 50th anniversary (letter) (Valerie Abrahams), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
ABRAMS, LUCY
Fifth-graders investigate 'murder mystery' (photo), Jun 13, 2003, p. 11

ABSENTEE VOTING
Absentee ballots (Elections for representatives to the Citizens Committee will be held on November 12; absentee ballots may be picked up at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1

ACADEMY AWARDS (MOTION PICTURES)
Focal Points: What movie would be your choice for an Oscar? (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7

ACCIDENTS
Bystanders action comforted hurt pedestrian (letter) (Diane Kissner of Huntington Avenue), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
SHS (Scarsdale High School) student seriously injured in parking lot (photo) (A 16 year old Scarsdale High School student sustained serious injuries in a one car accident at the school parking lot on May 14.), May 16, 2003, p. 1
Woman struck by car on Chase Road, Sep 5, 2003, p. 1

ACCIERO, MARIA E
Focal Points: To what extent has the cell phone affected American society? (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

ACKMAN, MILTON
Katzive/Ackman (wed) (Laura Elaine Katzive and Milton Ackman were wed on October 12 at the Garrison.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 15

ACOCCELLA, MARIO
Ticket blitz angers many in downtown, July 3, 2003, p. 1

ACTIONS AND DEFENSES
Arbitrator awards patrolman Ellis $40K in McCreary case, Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
Arbitrator awards patrolman Ellis $40K in McCreary case (continued), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3
Court dismisses Chateaux suit against garage, Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Dialogue with SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) neighbors might have forestalled lawsuit (letter) (Dina and Chris Corrini of Heathcote Road), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6
Suing fans is not the answer (editorial) (Daniel Fogelman on recent legal actions taken by the Recording Industry Association of America.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 7
Town moves to dismiss lawsuit (continued) (Greenburgh deputy town attorney filed a motion to dismiss Bob Bernstein's Article 78 petition against Paul Feiner and Greenburgh.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 8
Town moves to dismiss lawsuit (Greenburgh deputy town attorney filed a motion to dismiss Bob Bernstein's Article 78 petition against Paul Feiner and Greenburgh.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 1

ADAMS, ROBERT W
Robert W. Adams (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Robert W. Adams, died on August 17, 2003. He was 75.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 15

ADLER, DONNA
Focal Points: What do you think of the American Society of Clinical Oncologists' proposed legislation to restrict cigarette advertising and tobacco exports and raise tax on cigarettes? (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 7

ADLER, ED
Focal Points: Do you think the interest in professional sports is disproportionate to their importance? (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: In view of current conditions, how do you think the United States should proceed in Iraq? (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 7

ADLEY, ATIEREYA
Scarsdale? Yes, ma'am! (Adventurous new STEP student embraces change.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1

ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAMS (EDUCATION)
2003 Advanced Placement Scholars named, Nov 21, 2003 p. 11

ADVERTISING
Adfolk: In love with newness (editorial), Jun 13, 2003, p. 7
Right-hand ice (editorial), Nov 14, 2003 p. 7
Wilson to discontinue ad some people found offensive (letter) (Ira Wilson, President, Wilson & Son Ltd.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 6

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES - SCARSDALE
A stairway to heaven - or make that a ramp (The Advisory Council on People with Disabilities advocates in the community for people with special needs.), Aug 29, 2003, p. 1

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS
Focal Points: how do you feel about the use of affirmative action in college admissions? (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7

AFRICAN AMERICANS
African-American literary tea - to kick off month long celebration (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 15

AGED
3rd-graders interview Hebrew Home seniors (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 11
The cold war (editorial) (Tips from the Inquirer on dealing with frigid temps), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
AGED (Continued)
The golden years: Elder care consultant Gilberg offers help for seniors (photo) (continued) (Loren Gilberg's company, Elder Care Consulting, provides alternatives to nursing homes.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 11
The golden years: Elder care consultant Gilberg offers help for seniors (photo) (Loren Gilberg's company, Elder Care Consulting, provides alternatives to nursing homes.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors' appeal on Realm nixed, Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
State Supreme Court will review Realm appeal (continued) (The legal battle continues over a proposed assisted living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 13
State Supreme Court will review Realm appeal (The legal battle continues over a proposed assisted living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
AGED - HOUSING
Court gives a green light to senior housing (continued) (The proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road is back on track.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 9
Court gives a green light to senior housing (The proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road is back on track.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Senior housing group to hear developer, Jun 20, 2003, p. 2
Senior housing is an uphill battle, developer tells advocates, July 3, 2003, p. 3
The slow crawl of the Realm assisted living proposal, Oct 10, 2003, p. 9
Zoning changes sought on Post (continued) (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14
AGED - SCARSDALE
Picnic kicks off Scarsdale Seniors year (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 9A
AGING
Angels of Mercy (editorial), Oct 17, 2003, p. 7
Greenacres woman ponders graceful aging (photo) (Anne Snowden Crosman's new book on graceful aging is titled "Young at Heart."), Aug 29, 2003, p. 3
Shampooing the rings of Saturn (editorial) (Reflections on aging by Steven Schnur), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7
AGREE, CHARLOTTE
Focal Points: Mark Twain said, "Everybody talks about the weather but nobody does anything about it;" how has the rainy season affected you? (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 7
AGREE, PHILIP
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the president's Thanksgiving Day visit to the troops in Iraq? (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 7
AIBEL, ANTHONY
Kids & pros make beautiful music together (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 13
AIDS (DISEASE)
Making strides in the battle against HIV/AIDS (letter) (Jean and Kenneth Wentworth of Lockwood Road), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6
AINSWORTH, LILA
Cello students from Quaker Ridge meet Yo-Yo Ma (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 10
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
Weighing in (editorial) (Marc Wollin "weighs in" on the impact of weight on aircraft safety.), May 23, 2003, p. 7
AIRLINES
Glancing Askanse: Friendlier skies (editorial), July 11, 2003, p. 7
AIR PILOTS
Focal Points: How do you feel about the arming of commercial airline pilots with guns? (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7
AIRPLANES
Weighing in (editorial) (Marc Wollin "weighs in" on the impact of weight on aircraft safety.), May 23, 2003, p. 7
AIR TRAVEL
Weighing in (editorial) (Marc Wollin "weighs in" on the impact of weight on aircraft safety.), May 23, 2003, p. 7
AJMERA, SAMIR
Focal Points: Do you think that the holiday designated as Presidents' Day has lost its significance? (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 7
AKS, MATT
Tech tricks aid teachers, inspire students - Plays wirelessly with others: McKenna's Palm database (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 10
ALBANESE, NANETTE
STAR (School Tax Relief) reminders (Applications for exemptions from real estate taxes are due at the Village Hall by June 1, 2003.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1
ALBERT, LOUISE
Albert to read at library, Oct 24, 2003, p. 2
ALCOHOL ABUSE
Keg ID law passes in the Legislature, July 18, 2003, p. 3
ALCOHOL ABUSE (Continued)
Keg law in effect (A beer keg registration law aimed at curbing underage drinking took effect November 21.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
Sobriety and school spirit expected for homecoming, Sep 19, 2003, p. 16

ALCOHOLISM
Why 21 is the right age to drink (letter) (Lisle Winston, 5th grader, Fox Meadow School), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6

ALCOHOL - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Less is better (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents not to drink and drive despite the temptation to do so during the holiday season.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6

ALDERMAN, CHARLIE
Persuasive, emotional, funny kids sweep SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 10

ALDERMAN, ELIZABETH
Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (continued) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman still mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19
Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1

ALDERMAN, PETER
Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (continued) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman still mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19
Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
Today was a bad day (editorial) (Owen Grant reflects on a friend he lost as a result of the September 11, 2001 attacks on the World Trade Center.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7

ALDERMAN, STEPHEN (DR)
Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (continued) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman still mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19
Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1

ALEMANY, ELLEN
Village is the beneficiary of bonsai bonanza (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 3

ALEMANY, JACK
Village is the beneficiary of bonsai bonanza (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 3

ALESSANDRO, JOSEPH
GOP-Dem wins (Joseph Alessandro, a registered Republican, won one of three spots in the Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
Republican runs in Democratic judge primary (continued) (Registered Republican, Joseph Alessandro, is running in the September 9 Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 17
Republican runs in Democratic judge primary (Registered Republican, Joseph Alessandro, is running in the September 9 Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1
Vote DiBella, Cacace and Friia in Democratic primary (letter) (Mark Lewis, Chair, Scarsdale Democratic Party), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6

ALFANDRE, RICK
Beautiful Joseph Gleicher Footbridge was the work of many people (letter) (Michelle Mirsky Abelson, President, Friends of the Scarsdale Parks), May 16, 2003, p. 6
Footbridge dedicated (photo) (The Joseph W. Gleicher Memorial Foot Bridge was dedicated at the Scarsdale Library Pond on May 10.), May 23, 2003, p. 2
(Photos of the recently completed cedar bridge with gazebo at the Scarsdale Library pond, built in memory of Joseph Gleicher) (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 6

ALLEN, DANIEL
Shaarei Tikvah grows and develops (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 14A

ALLEN, RUTH
Woman's Club goes Home for the Holidays (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 11

ALLEN, TERRY
Edgemont man spins tale of 'Terrible Terry' (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 3
ALLESANDRO, JOSEPH
Truth in advertising (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to vote for the three democratic candidates in the September 9 Democratic County Court Primary and not for Joseph Alessandro, a registered Republican.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6

ALOMARY, IBRAHIM
Gas prices rising (photo) (Gas prices reached a record high of $1.75 a gallon nationwide on August 26.), Aug 29, 2003, p. 4

ALPERSON, RUTH
H-B (Hoff-Barthelson) preschool program teaches kids 'good rhythm' (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 13
Hoff-Barthelson Music School opens new home (photo), Dec 19, 2003, p. 3

ALTER, JASON
Color war tops off an active summer at Camp Pathunke (photo) (continued), Aug 15, 2003, p. 2

ALTERMAN, ALAN
Software-savvy teachers bring creative challenges (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 10

ALTERMAN, ERIC
Eric Alterman: still writing about what moves him (photo) (continued), Aug 29, 2003, p. 11
New SHS (Scarsdale High School) library inaugurated as vibrant, exciting place (photo), Dec 19, 2003, p. 10
Scarsdale graduates have distinguished careers (editorial), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7

ALTIZIO, TOM
Good dogs, bad dogs and dogs that go woof (photo) (Tips for dog owners on curbing excessive barking), Aug 15, 2003, p. 3

ALTMAN, HENRY
Color war tops off an active summer at Camp Pathunke (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 1

ALTMAN, SYDNEY
Prescription for middle age: laughter (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 3

ALTZCHLER-HELDBERG, CLAUDIA (DR)
Snoring can be a danger sign, Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Snoring can be a danger sign (photo) (continued), Apr 11, 2003, p. 26

AMER-HIRSCH, WENDY (AUTHOR)
Proven strategies based on research help parents curb teen drinking (letter) (Wendy Amer-Hirsch of Barford Lane), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
Library to host seminar for writers (Hosted by Andrea Atkins, the Scarsdale Library will host a writers’ seminar on April 7), Apr 4, 2003, p. 2

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS
Robert F. Borg (photo) (Robert F. Borg received the title of master builder from the American Society of Civil Engineers.), July 25, 2003, p. 4

AMORIELLO, AUDREY
Amoriello, Tauber (photo) (Audrey Amoriello and Matthew Tauber are engaged; a May 2004 wedding is planned.), July 18, 2003, p. 11

ANANIA, GREG
Golfers Simmermacher, Schiffer and Ananis advance, May 16, 2003, p. 23

ANANIA, MATT
Golfers Simmermacher, Schiffer and Ananis advance, May 16, 2003, p. 23
ANASTAS, MIKE
Clowning, redundant oratory, petulance on display at hearings (letter) (Dr. Robert Richman of Birchall Drive), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
Garage opponents clamor for full environmental impact statement, Feb 28, 2003, p. 1

ANDERS, ELLEN
Edgewood kids respect the environment (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12

ANDERSON, DOUGLAS
Hofheimers, McKirdy are honored by WPHC (White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 4

ANDERSON, SERRIN JOYCE
Hofheimers, McKirdy are honored by WPHC (White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 4

ANDREAS, CHRISTINE
A new season at the Bendheim Performing Arts Center - CenterStage Repertory Company makes its debut (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 17

ANDRESKI, JIM
Color war tops off an active summer at Camp Pathunke (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 1

ANDREWS, DANA
Hollywood holiday; Scarsdale writer's California odyssey continues (photo) (continued), July 11, 2003, p. 15

ANGRILLI, ALBERT (AUTHOR)
As Americans we are free to express our patriotism however we wish (letter) (Albert Angrilli of Hartsdale), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6

ANNIVERSARIES
Celebrating 20 years (photo) (A ribbon cutting ceremony on July 21 at the Scarsdale Middle School tennis courts marked the 20th anniversary of the Summer Youth Tennis League program.), July 25, 2003, p. 18
A cheer for old Fox Meadow - on its 75th birthday (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
WRT (Westchester Reform Temple) celebrates 50th anniversary (letter) (Valerie Abrahams), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6

ANTIQUES
Home (photo) (Supplement), Apr 25, 2003, pp. 1A-40A

ANTEISEMITISM
Our bat mitzvah in Poland (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7
Research reveals effect of bigotry (letter) (Diane Jacobs of Wildwood Lane), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6

ANXIETY
Anxiety about world, community tumult affected the class of '03, Jun 13, 2003, p. 10

APCAR, LEN
Unique news on unique war is pondered (Len Ap car addressed the annual meeting of the Westchester Chapter of the United Nations Association in the Scott Room of the Scarsdale Public Library on May 18.), May 23, 2003, p. 3

APOSTLE, BASIL N
Focal Points: What do you think will be the major issue in the 2004 presidential election campaign? (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 7

APPAN, CHERYL (DR)
Building lifelong organizational and study skills (photo), Aug 22, 2003, p. 16A

APPELLATE COURTS
Videotape all board meetings (editorial), Sep 5, 2003, p. 7

APPOLST, RUDI-RENOIR
Friends say 'Love' is the message (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 19

ARCHITECTS
Simon Breines (dies) (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident and well known architect, Simon Breines, died on September 16, 2003. He was 97.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26
SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) hires an architect, Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) hires an architect (continued), Dec 5, 2003 p. 13

ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS
New office for Hill (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 4

ARCHITECTURE
Architect guides civic club through campus improvements (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 11
Neighbors clash over treehouse (Board meeting summary), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors clash over treehouse (continued) (Board meeting summary), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19

ARDEN, MOLLIE
That's me! (photo) (Students of Edgemont High School are pictured perusing the yearbook, Respectus.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1

ARENELLA, TONY
Alternative School director to retire after 30 years (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Alternative School Director, Tony Arenella, is retiring.), May 2, 2003, p. 9
Alternative School director to retire after 30 years (photo) (Scarsdale Alternative School Director, Tony Arenella, is retiring.), May 2, 2003, p. 1
ARENELLA, TONY (Continued)
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Master teacher (editorial) (The Inquirer praises retiring Scarsdale Alternative School English teacher and Director, Tony Arenella.), May 2, 2003, p. 6
Rodstein excited to lead A (Alternative)-School in fall (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 11
Scarsdallians lament Arenella's retirement, May 2, 2003, p. 10
Scarsdallians lament Arenella's retirement (continued), May 2, 2003, p. 11

ARMAND, ANJALE RENEE
Alice of Heathcote pens a new fairy tale and her childhood dream comes true (photo, illus), Sep 5, 2003, p. 3

ARNON, RON
Focal Points: Mark Twain said, "Everybody talks about the weather but nobody does anything about it;" how has the rainy season affected you? (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 7

ARONOW, INA
1 attacks, 1 defends at candidates' forum, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

ARONOW, JUDITH
Botanical artist wins award (Scarsdale resident, Judith Aronow, won an honorable mention in the American Society of Botanical Artists regional exhibition.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 25
Judith Aronow exhibits (Scarsdale artist, Judith Aronow, is exhibiting her botanical works through June 28 at the Lyme Art Association.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 17

ARRIGO, KATHY
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

ARSHAM, MARGERY
A dog's tale: When kids read, he's all ears (photo) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.), July 3, 2003, p. 1
A dog's tale: When kids read, he's all ears (photo) (continued) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.), July 3, 2003, p. 4

ARSHAM, MARGERY (AUTHOR)
Footbridge to be dedicated at library pond Saturday (letter) (Margery Arsham, President, Scarsdale Library Board), May 9, 2003, p. 6

ARSON
2 teens charged with arson in Hartsdale fire (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
2 teens charged with arson in Hartsdale fire (photo) (continued), Jun 6, 2003, p. 25

ART
Home (photo) (Supplement), Apr 25, 2003, pp. 1A–40A

ART - EXHIBITIONS
Art teacher in exhibit (Scarsdale resident and Edgemont School art teacher, Helen Pasternak, will have her painting, Cape Garden, featured at a juried exhibition of the National Association of Women Artists from February 7 - 28.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 17
Best in show (photo) (Sculptor Isabel Shaw, a Scarsdale resident, was awarded Best in Show at an exhibit at the Edward Hopper House Art Center.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 15
Botanical artist wins award (Scarsdale resident, Judith Aronow, won an honorable mention in the American Society of Botanical Artists regional exhibition.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 25
A journey within the heart: 'Reflections' exhibit at JCC (Jewish Community Center) explores Jewish heritage and the Israeli/New York cultural connection (illus), Oct 24, 2003, p. 23
Last chance (photo) (Alan Cayton's painting, New Lemons, won first place in the Scarsdale Art Association's annual award exhibit at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 15
Maria de Echevarria exhibit (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 19
A marriage of arts (photo) (Scarsdale artists Misook and Harry Doolittle will display their abstract art at the St. James the Less Church on February 23 following a concert.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 14
SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) art awards show (The Scarsdale Art Association will hold its annual awards exhibit at the Scarsdale Public Library from November 2-28.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 17
Seeing double (photo) (Elise Perry poses with her portrait, "The Prodigy," painted by Howard Bessen; the Scarsdale Art Association exhibit is at the Scarsdale Public Library through November 28.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 16
Shaw sculptures on exhibit (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15
The three amigas (photo) (Muscoot Farm will host an art exhibit titled, "Scenes and Seasons" on July weekends.), July 3, 2003, p. 12

ART GALLERIES, COMMERCIAL
Fine Art: A happy medium for Lee Weber (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 13
Fine Art: A happy medium for Lee Weber (photo) (continued), July 18, 2003, p. 15
ARTHUR MANOR NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
Arthur Manor reaches 74-year milestone (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 3A
Do-si-do! (photo) (The Arthur Manor and Drake Park-Edgewood Associations hosted a square dance at the Congregational Church on March 1.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 3
Edgewood parade (The Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association will celebrate Independence Day tomorrow in Davis Park.), July 3, 2003, p. 1
Give a gift of holiday safety (editorial), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7
Manorites worried about speeding, silent on other issues (letter) (John Bonanno, Co-President, Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Many contributed to the success of square dance (letter) (John Bonanno, Heather Panessa, Karen Jones, Brenda Lilly: Board of Directors, Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7

ARTISTS
Art is the catharsis for artist of the month Jessica Zaitz (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 10
Artist of the month Devin Gong: It's all about the concept (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 10
Best in Show (photo) (Resident Nina Birnbaum won best in show at the Scarsdale Art Association's 66th annual awards ceremony.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 18
Botanical artist wins award (Scarsdale resident, Judith Aronow, won an honorable mention in the American Society of Botanical Artists regional exhibition.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 25
Chelsea art world to be explored, Oct 17, 2003, p. 4
Fine Art: A happy medium for Lee Weber (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 13
Janet Langsam (Janet Langsam was presented with the 2003 Michael Newton Award by Americans for the Arts.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 4
Judith Aronow exhibits (Scarsdale artist, Judith Aronow, is exhibiting her botanical works through June 28 at the Lyme Art Association.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 17
Last chance (photo) (Alan Cayton's painting, New Lemons, won first place in the Scarsdale Art Association's annual award exhibit at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 15
Seeing double (photo) (Elise Perry poses with her portrait, "The Prodigy," painted by Howard Bessen; the Scarsdale Art Association exhibit is at the Scarsdale Public Library through November 28.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 16
'Testament in Color' (photo) (Scarsdale resident and Westchester Arts Council artist, Diane Cherr, will show her works at the Mamaroneck Artists' Guild this month.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 27

ASCHER, ROBIN SADEK
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday, Jan 10, 2003, p. 3

ASCHER, ROBIN SADEK (AUTHOR)
Concert at SHS (Scarsdale High School) will and cheer and inspire you (letter) (Robin Ascher, Vice President, Friends of Music and the Arts in the Scarsdale Schools), May 2, 2003, p. 6
Family's 'chip bowl' featured in pottery exhibit: the pots I grew up with (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 10
Family's 'chip bowl' featured in pottery exhibit: the pots I grew up with (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 11
Setoware collection at Clay Art Center (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 12

ASH, ARTHUR (AUTHOR)

ASHER, DIANA HARMON
Many Edgemont High School students take leadership initiative (letter) (Anne Gilberg, Alyson McGee, Aaron Friedman, Editors-in-Chief, Campus), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6

ASHER, DIANA HARMON (AUTHOR)
EHS Edgemont High School) needs more student leaders (editorial), Mar 14, 2003, p. 7

ASHIDA, KEIKO
New Silvermine Guild member (photo), Jan 31, 2003, p. 17

ASPISE, HAROLD B
JFK: A baby-boomer's tribute (editorial) (Harold B. Aspis reflects on President Kennedy on the fortieth anniversary of his assassination.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7

ASSAULT AND BATTERY
2 suspects charged with assault at 7-11 (Police arrested two men in connection with an assault on an Edgemont man at the Garth Road 7-Eleven on June 22.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1
Young man beaten unconscious (A 23 year old Edgemont man was assaulted by strangers on June 22 at the 7-Eleven on Garth Road.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1

ASSSELIN, BRUNO
From Edgemont to Talloires: Bruno Asselin follows his French connection (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 3

ASSSELIN, CHLOE
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 21

ASSISTANCE IN EMERGENCIES
Are we ready? (Scarsdale's preparedness for a major emergency will be discussed at the next meeting of The Scarsdale Town and Village Civic Club Education Forum.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
ASSISTANCE IN EMERGENCIES  (Continued)
When seconds count, schools are ready (continued) (A New York State Education Department law mandates defibrillators be available at schools.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 3
When seconds count, schools are ready (photo) (A New York State Education Department law mandates defibrillators be available at schools.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 1

ASTHMA
Eighth-grader leads team of walkers against asthma (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 10

ASTOR, GERALD
Edgemont man spins tale of 'Terrible Terry' (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 3

ATHLETES
Judge rules schools' soccer schedule violates Title IX, July 25, 2003, p. 1
Judge rules schools' soccer schedule violates Title IX (continued) (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 20
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) modified athletic program will be great for athletes (letter) (Raymond and Joyce Vastola of Hampton Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6

ATHLETIC FIELDS
BOE (Board of Education) OKs private funds for turf field, Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
BOE (Board of Education) OKs private funds for turf field (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 9
Fields closed (The Scarsdale Recreation Department asks residents to stay off athletic fields this time of year.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1

ATKINS, ANDREA
Library to host seminar for writers (Hosted by Andrea Atkins, the Scarsdale Library will host a writers' seminar on April 7.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 2

ATTISANI, AL
Focal Points: Should booing be permitted to interrupt theatrical and opera performances? (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7

AUDUBON SOCIETIES
Birding on the river (photo) (John Byers describes his birding experiences at the Scarsdale Library Pond and along the Bronx River Parkway paths.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12

AUGARTEN, DEBRA
Committee assignments (New village board and council members were announced at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Community mostly positive about new artificial turf field, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
Youth sports policy adopted, Feb 14, 2003, p. 1

AUGARTEN, DEBRA (AUTHOR)
Greenacres gift to be shared with other schools (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur - Ed Grossman Memorial Committee), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6

AURIGHIO, JOSEPH
Focal Points: Do you think SUV's will be the family car of the future? (photo), Aug 8, 2003, p. 7

AUSTEN, JANE
Jane Austen's appeal, 200 years later (photo) (The Literature section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club sponsored a lecture on Jane Austen on September 17.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 3

AUTHORS
Albert to read at library, Oct 24, 2003, p. 2
Alice of Heathcote pens a new fairy tale and her childhood dream comes true (photo, illus), Sep 5, 2003, p. 3
An excerpt from 'Engraved in Stone,' Sep 5, 2003, p. 3
An excerpt from 'Engraved in Stone' (continued), Sep 5, 2003, p. 8
Bestselling author feated (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 16
Celebrating her inner princess: Journalist's career takes off in royal fashion (photo) (continued) (Interview with journalist Diane Clehane, whose first book was titled: "Diana, the Secrets of her Style."), Jan 31, 2003, p. 19
Celebrating her inner princess: Journalist's career takes off in royal fashion (photo) (Interview with journalist Diane Clehane, whose first book was titled: "Diana, the Secrets of her Style."), Jan 31, 2003, p. 17
Eric Alterman: still writing about what moves him (photo) (continued), Aug 29, 2003, p. 11
Greenacres woman ponders graceful aging (photo) (Anne Snowden Crosman's new book on graceful aging is titled "Young at Heart."), Aug 29, 2003, p. 3
How little we know about our neighbors (editorial), Aug 8, 2003, p. 7
Jane Austen's appeal, 200 years later (photo) (The Literature section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club sponsored a lecture on Jane Austen on September 17.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 3
Jordan E. Goodman (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Jordan E. Goodman, published his third book, "Reading Between the Lies."), Dec 5, 2003 p. 4
Kirk Kimball (Kirk Kimball is the author of a new book, "Behold the Man: The Real Life of the Historical Jesus."), Jan 24, 2003, p. 4
AUTHORS (Continued)
Library to host seminar for writers (Hosted by Andrea Atkins, the Scarsdale Library will host a writers' seminar on April 7.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 2
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7
'Misfits' author visits SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) with message of acceptance (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 8
'Misfits' author visits SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) with message of acceptance (photo) (continued), Mar 7, 2003, p. 9

New book tells how to 'Price It Yourself,' May 9, 2003, p. 4
'Poetry in motion' moves even the coolest kids (photo) (David Zucker presented an exciting poetry program at the Edgewood School on October 3.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 10
Prescription for middle age: laughter (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 3
Protestors create a ruckus at reception for Jeanine Pirro (photo), Nov 21, 2003, p. 1
Protestors create a ruckus at reception for Jeanine Pirro (photo) (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 19
'Retournez a Paris,' travel writer urges (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 3
Rupert Holmes pulls out all the stops for new novel (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1
Rupert Holmes pulls out all the stops for new novel (photo) (continued), Sep 5, 2003, p. 17
Steiner's 'Playbook' puts business in a whole new light (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 23
Steiner's 'Playbook' puts business in a whole new light (photo) (continued), Oct 17, 2003, p. 27

Stuck in a rut? Look no further... (photograph) (Scarsdale High School alum, David Silberkleit, will be appearing at Borders on May 13 to autograph copies of his new motivational book.), May 9, 2003, p. 3

Tripets' dad tells all in 'I Sleep At Red Lights' (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 1
Tripets' dad tells all in 'I Sleep At Red Lights' (photo) (continued), July 25, 2003, p. 21

Want to write a book? Go to your local library! (photo) (continued) (The Westchester Library System's annual Book and Author Luncheon was held on April 8 at Tappan Hill.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 15

AUTISM
Article, editorial on autism raised awareness (letter) (Matt Bowman of Eastwoods Lane), Jun 20, 2003, p. 8
CHILD (Children Having Individual Learning Differences) gets NAAR (National Alliance for Autism Research) award (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13
Walking activists (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses the June 10 fund raising walk of the National Alliance for Autism Research.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6
Walking to fund autism research (photo) (continued) (The annual Westchester-Fairfield Counties Walk to raise money and awareness of Autism will be held June 8.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 25
Walking to fund autism research (photo) (continued) (The annual Westchester-Fairfield Counties Walk to raise money and awareness of Autism will be held June 8.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1

AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
Advice for speeders from people who enforce the law (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
Advice for speeders from people who enforce the law (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 20
Civility on the road, though rare, is satisfying (letter) (David Gottlieb of Edgemont), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7
Driving in your face: We need to come out from behind the tinted glasses (editorial) (Steven Schnur on automobile etiquette), May 16, 2003, p. 7
Driving to distraction; Law hasn't changed driving habits of cell phone users (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Give a gift of holiday safety (editorial), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7
It's not a game (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that a sensible speed limit would be 35 mph on Post, Mamaroneck and Heathcote Roads.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6
Road work, detours delay, disturb drivers, July 25, 2003, p. 1
Road work. detours delay, disturb drivers (continued), July 25, 2003, p. 20

AUTOMOBILE DRIVING - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Spano proposes car seat law, Jan 10, 2003, p. 9
Driving to distraction; Law hasn't changed driving habits of cell phone users (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Driving to distraction; Law hasn't changed driving habits of cell phone users (photo) (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 12
New DWI law (Police will soon be allowed to impound cars driven by persons involved in DWI arrests.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 1

AUTOMOBILE PARKING
Chateaux sues for new review of garage project, Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to village board, Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to Village Board (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 12
The decline of Scarsdale (editorial) (Andrew Edelman tackles numerous contentious issues confronting the Village.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 7
EAF (environmental assessment form) gives 'green' light to proposed Christie Place garage, Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
AUTOMOBILE PARKING (Continued)
Former parking enforcement officer issued 50-70 tickets a day (letter) (Fred Ryan of New Rochelle), July 18, 2003, p. 6
Free Parking (Parking will be free in the downtown business area during the Christmas/Hanukkah week.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1
Freightway permits (Parking permits for Freightway valid from January 1 - June 30, 2004 will be sold from November 17 - December 17.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Garage foes blast proposal (photo) (continued) (Over thirty speakers voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place Garage at a public hearing on January 28.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 26
Garage foes blast proposal (photo) (Over thirty speakers voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place Garage at a public hearing on January 28.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
Garage opponents are varied, hardworking and generous (letter) (Jean Wentworth of Lockwood Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6
Getting real (editorial) (The Inquirer bemoans the dismal downtown parking situation and suggests that residents be more open minded to the proposed Christie Place Parking Garage.), July 3, 2003, p. 6
Give a gift of holiday safety (editorial), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7
Growth requires more parking (editorial) (Jeffrey D. Gaskin asks: how can more homes be built and parking not increased?), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7
How many must speak out against garage before you take them seriously? (letter) (James F. Conlon of Hamilton Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8
Is new parking on 'lollipop circle' a good idea?, Jun 20, 2003, p. 11
Let's make parking a priority (editorial), Jun 27, 2003, p. 7
Modest development proposed for Depot Place (illus) (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 8
Mood change (editorial) (The Inquirer supports efforts by Village Trustees to implement parking management.), May 30, 2003, p. 6
New parking rules, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
New suggestions for Christie Place lot, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
The next step (editorial) (The Inquirer supports the Village's recent parking management efforts.), July 11, 2003, p. 6
No free parking - even at 8 a.m. (letter) (John Goodman of Madison Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6
Parking fines will go up April 1 (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Parking garage on Christie should be a last resort (letter) (Mitchell Kulick of Oakwood Place), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
Parking is going to get worse (editorial) (Carole Tunick asks for a fair hearing on the Christie Place Parking Garage issue.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7
Parking permits (Parking permits will be sold from May 15-June 15 or until they are sold out.), May 2, 2003, p. 1
Parking solution not 'just a can of paint' (Village Trustee Noreen Fisher dismissed effectiveness of restriping parking spaces in Village Center to a uniform width.), May 30, 2003, p. 1
Parking solution not 'just a can of paint' (Village Trustee Noreen Fisher dismisses effectiveness of restriping parking spaces in Village Center to a uniform width.) (continued), May 30, 2003, p. 13
People using village center must obey parking rules (letter) (Dan Hochvert of Woods Lane), July 11, 2003, p. 6
A plea for drivers not to park in spaces reserved for disabled (letter) (Dr. Sidney Schrieber, James Michels, Advisory Council on People with Disabilities), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6
Report shows ample parking, Feb 14, 2003, p. 1
There are dozens of unused parking spaces in downtown Scarsdale (letter) (Richard Henry Behr of Post Road), July 15, 2003, p. 6
There's not a lot of student parking at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 11
Ticket blitz angers many in downtown, July 3, 2003, p. 1
Ticket blitz angers many in downtown (continued), July 3, 2003, p. 13
Ticket blitz continues (continued) (Stepped up automobile ticketing in the Village center to continue, much to the dismay of residents.), July 11, 2003, p. 9
Ticket blitz continues (Stepped up automobile ticketing in the Village center to continue, much to the dismay of residents.), July 11, 2003, p. 1
Time to decide on garage, Gatta says, Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
Time to decide on garage, Gatta says (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 8
The top 10 reasons why we need more parking (?) (letter) (Michael Iver of Thornwood Place), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8
Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking, Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
Trustee nixes some parking suggestions, Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Trustee nixes some parking suggestions (continued), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24
Village needs more parking management, not less (letter) (Bruce Wells of Chase Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6
Village parking goals are clarified, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
Village parking goals are clarified (continued), Nov 28, 2003 p. 9
Village should keep after 'special interest law breakers' (letter) (James F. Conlon of Hamilton Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6
AUTOMOBILE PARKING (Continued)
Volunteer parking commission could undertake management (letter) (David Buchen of Circle Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6
Wasting time and money on unbuildable project (letter) (Rick Behr of Post Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6

AUTOMOBILE PARKING - FEES
Parking ticket penalties may rise (Summary of January 14 Village Board meeting), Jan 17, 2003, p. 3

AUTOMOBILES
The bill is overdue (editorial) (The Inquirer supports the Village Board decision to allow the owners of the Christie Place parking garage to charge extra for SUV's.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
Down by the river (photo) (Photo of a car overturned in the Bronx River near River Road), Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
Focal Points: Do you think SUV's will be the family car of the future? (photo), Aug 8, 2003, p. 7
Key feature of SUVs (Sports Utility Vehicles) is ability to kill other drivers (letter) (Howard Burkat of Drake Road), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
Most damaging effect of SUV's is global warming (letter) (John H. Herz of Nelson Road), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6
SUVs are wasteful, polluting and unsafe (editorial), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6

AUTOMOBILES - SAFETY MEASURES
Automobiles - Safety Measures
 Spano proposes car seat law, Jan 10, 2003, p. 9
Car-seat safety: Is your child really safe in that vehicle? (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 16A
Car-seat safety: Is your child really safe in that vehicle? (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 17A

AUTOMOBILE THEFT
New resident's car has already been stolen from Freightway (letter) (Ellen Gelboin of Sycamore Road), May 9, 2003, p. 6

AUTUMN
Back to fall, back to fun (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 4A
Hijacked by beauty, arrested by light (editorial), Dec 5, 2003 p. 7
September song (editorial) (The Inquirer muses on the unofficial end of the summer following the Labor Day weekend), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6

AWARDS
3 SHS (Scarsdale High School) seniors are merit scholars, Jun 13, 2003, p. 10
Alfred Gatta (Scarsdale Village Manager, Alfred Gatta, received the International City/County Management Association Credential Manager designation.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 4
Andrea Garry (Andrea Garry has been honored by the Westchester County Foster and Adoptive Parents' Association.), May 23, 2003, p. 4
Andrew Berg (photo) (Scarsdale resident and attorney, Andrew Berg, was appointed chairman of the New York Bar Association's tax section.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 4
Anthony Concilina (Anthony Concilina has joined Aladdin Enterprise Solutions.), May 9, 2003, p. 4
Arts grants (photo) (Jeanne and Richard Weber of Scarsdale are shown accepting an Arts Alive Individual Artist Tier Grant awarded to the Westchester Band by the Westchester Arts Council.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 4
Awards and Kudos (The Village of Scarsdale received the Pride in Public Works award.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Awards (The Scarsdale Village Board honored two police officers and a Village mechanic for their work on an emergency response incident command vehicle.), May 16, 2003, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes: The 2003 Scarsdale Bowl Award Dinner (photo) (Description and photos of the April 30 Scarsdale Bowl Award dinner honoring Corky Thompson.), May 9, 2003, p. 36
Benoit Mandelbrot (Scarsdale resident, Benoit Mandelbrot, has been awarded the Japan Prize by the Science and Technology Foundation of Japan.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 4
Best in Show (photo) (Resident Nina Birnbaum won best in show at the Scarsdale Art Association's 66th annual awards ceremony.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 18
Best in Show (photo) (Sculptor Isabel Shaw, a Scarsdale resident, was awarded Best in Show at an exhibit at the Edward Hopper House Art Center.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 15
Botanical artist wins award (Scarsdale resident, Judith Aronow, won an honorable mention in the American Society of Botanical Artists regional exhibition.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 25
Bouchier inducted into Westchester HOF (Hall of Fame) (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 17
Bouchier inducted into Westchester HOF (Hall of Fame) (photo) (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 23
Bruce Carswell (photo) (Bruce Carswell has been elected to the rank of "distinguished fellow" of the National Academy of Human Resources.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 4
Caroll DeBear (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Carol DeBear, has been elected to the Board of Directors of the New York Metro chapter of the American Society of Interior Designers.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 4
Charles L. Weinberg (photo) (Charles L. Weinberg was honored by the board of Westhab at the conclusion of his 22 years of service.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 4
CHILD (Children Having Individual Learning Differences) gets NAAR (National Alliance for Autism Research) award (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13
AWARDS (Continued)
Coldwell Banker awards (Coldwell Banker honored its top Scarsdale-Doemberg sales associates.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4
Coldwell leaders honored (Coldwell Banker honored its top Scarsdale-Doemberg sales associates.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4
Congratulations on press awards (letter) (Iris Engelmann of East Hartsdale Avenue), May 2, 2003, p. 6
Congratulations on press awards (letter) (John R. Robinson of Lee Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6
Corky Thompson to receive bowl (continued) (Mary "Corky" Treacy Thompson will be the 2003 recipient of the Scarsdale Bowl.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 9
Corky Thompson to receive bowl (photo) (Mary "Corky" Treacy Thompson will be the 2003 recipient of the Scarsdale Bowl.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
Corporate heroes (photo) (Pat Ceuthen and Mary Gilbert received corporate hero awards from Westchester Jewish Community Services.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 4
Craig Henneberry (photo) (Craig Henneberry has won a full tuition scholarship to the State Maritime College.), May 16, 2003, p. 4
Dana Goodman (Scarsdale resident and television producer, Dana Goodman, nominated for her third Daytime Emmy Award for ABC's The View), Mar 21, 2003, p. 4
Daytime Emmy winner (Scarsdale High School graduate, Dana Goodman, won a daytime TV Emmy Award for her work on The View.), May 23, 2003, p. 19
Dr. Arielle Kauvar (Dr. Arielle Kauvar was named president of the Dermatologic Society of Greater New York.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 4
Dr. Cheryl Waters (Scarsdale resident, Dr. Cheryl Waters, has been named the first Albert B. and Judith L. Gluckman professor of clinical neurology at the Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons; the professorship honors Waters' groundbreaking work in the treatment of Parkinson's Disease.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 4
Dr. Gopal Upadhya (Dr. Gopal Upadhya of Scarsdale named medical director of AREBA Casriel, Inc.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 4
Dr. Harris B. Stratynner (photo) (Dr. Harris B. Stratynner was honored at the National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 4
Dr. Marvin Moser (Dr. Marvin Moser was elected Honorary Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 4
Earl Groner (Music teacher, Earl Groner, elected president of the Eastern Division of the National Association for Music Education), Apr 4, 2003, p. 4
Edward Ryan (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Edward Ryan, will receive a doctor of humane letters degree at commencement exercises May 17 at Manhattanville College.), May 16, 2003, p. 4
EHS (Edgemont High School) Winter Athletic Awards Dinner - March 18 (photo) (Inquirer photographer Ira Toff won the Sven Sellberg Award.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 23
Elliot K. Wolk (Scarsdale resident, Elliot K. Wolk, managing director emeritus of Bear Stearns Companies, was awarded an honorary doctor of humane letters degree at Yeshiva University.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 4
Ellis Disick (photo) (Dr. Ellis Disick, lifelong Scarsdale resident, to receive a distinguished service award from the Fairfield/Westchester chapter of the Crohn's & Colitis Foundation of America.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 4
Eric Rothschild to chair bowl committee (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 4
Fisher receives top Girl Scout award (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 2
Garwin receives national award (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Garwin receives national award (photo) (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 4
George P. Lindsay (photo) (George P. Lindsay of Greenacres was elected to the management committee of Sullivan and Worcester, LL.P.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 4
Gilbert to receive award (photo) (Dennis Gilbert will receive the 2003 Brotherhood Award at the May 16 Shabbat service at Westchester Reform Temple.), May 16, 2003, p. 28
Girl Scouts take the gold and silver (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4
Gordon Hamilton (Gordon Hamilton, Scout Master of Troop 60, was awarded the Arrowmens Service Award.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 4
Grabel wins Spelvin Award (photo), Jun 13, 2003, p. 15
Harold Burson (Boston University's College of Communications has established a faculty chair in honor of Harold Burson.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 4
Henry Berman, Ronnie Gouz (photo) (Henry Berman and Ronnie Gouz have been named to "The Ten Leaders of Matrimonial and Divorce Law in Southern New York."), May 9, 2003, p. 4
Hoffheimers, McKirdy are honored by WPHC (White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 4
Honorary mention (Four Village employees have received honorary mention for exemplary service during the August blackout.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
Houlihan/Lawrence honors top producers of 2002 (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 4
James M. White (James M. White, Jr., of Scarsdale has joined Houlihan/Lawrence as a sales associate.), May 23, 2003, p. 4
AWARDS (Continued)

Janet Langsam (Janet Langsam was presented with the 2003 Michael Newton Award by Americans for the Arts.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 4
Jeffrey Osterman (Scarsdale resident, Jeffrey Osterman, has been named a partner at the law firm Weil, Gotshal & Manges.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 4
John Crittenden (John Crittenden joined the Claire D. Leone team of real estate agents in the Scarsdale office.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 4
Julia B. Fee (Julia B. Fee Real Estate was one of four businesses voted "Best of Westchester Small Business."), Jun 20, 2003, p. 4
Kerry Bianchi (Kerry Bianchi has been promoted to associate publisher/director of marketing for Time4Outdoors.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 4
Leone agents honored (photo), Jul 25, 2003, p. 4
Let's Get Ready! wins grant, July 11, 2003, p. 4
Linda Ettinger Lieberman (Linda Ettinger Lieberman will be honored by Hadassah at the 25th annual Hands of Healing luncheon on October 26.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 4
Lois Bronz (Legislator Lois Bronz was honored by the African-American Chamber of Commerce of Westchester and Rockland Counties.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 4
Lynne Wilson (Lynne Wilson will be honored by the March of Dimes on October 22.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 4
Maroon and White Awards Dinner - Tuesday, June 3, 2003 (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 23
Melvin Federbush (Scarsdale resident, Melvin Federbush, has been appointed to the board of the Westchester Holocaust Education Center.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 4
My sisters' honorees (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents are pictured being honored with leadership awards from My Sister's Place on October 16.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 14
Pat Lanza (Scarsdale resident Pat Lanza was honored by Children's Village in Dobbs Ferry.), May 23, 2003, p. 4
Pat Warnken (Real estate broker, Pat Warnken, has earned the Coldwell Banker previews property specialists designation.), May 16, 2003, p. 4
Paul Repp (Scarsdale resident, Paul Repp, was named President and Chief Executive Officer of New York City based Verizon Capital Group.), May 9, 2003, p. 4
A perennial to keep (editorial) (The Inquirer profiles Nick Cantatore, 87 year old Scarsdale resident who has worked for 33 years as a public gardens caretaker.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6
Prudential associates honored (photo), Nov 28, 2003, p. 4
Pulitzer winner to speak at TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (Pulitzer Prize winner, Nicholas D. Kristof, will address the Town and Village Civic Club on March 27.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 2
Richard Kraut (Dr. Richard Kraut, D.D.S., was appointed chairman of the department of dentistry at Montefiore Medical Center.), July 25, 2003, p. 4
Robert F. Borg (photo) (Robert F. Borg received the title of master builder from the American Society of Civil Engineers.), Jul 25, 2003, p. 4
Scarsdale High School Winter Athletic Awards Dinner - March 10 (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 24
Scarsdale to receive sensitivity award, Nov 7, 2003 p. 10
Seeing double (photo) (Elise Perry poses with her portrait, "The Prodigy," painted by Howard Bessen; the Scarsdale Art Association exhibit is at the Scarsdale Public Library through November 28.), Nov 21, 2003, p. 16
Shenwood named SHS (Scarsdale High School) scholar-athlete winner (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 25
SHS (Scarsdale High School) honored by NYSPHSAA (New York State Public High School Athletic Association) with Gold Sports Award (photo), Aug 29, 2003, p. 17
SHS (Scarsdale High School) honored by NYSPHSAA (New York State Public High School Athletic Association) with Gold Sports Award (photo) (continued), Aug 29, 2003, p. 18
Sue Neale (Scarsdale resident, Sue Neale, has been elected vice president of the Westchester Library System.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 4
Talley honored (photo) (Paulette Talley of Julia B. Fee Real Estate was honored by Rotary International.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 4
Tara Lynch (Media consultant Tara Lynch will be honored by the Volunteer Center at its awards breakfast on June 10.), May 30, 2003, p. 4
Teen center honors Detective Rich Fatigate (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 3
Thomas Martyn (Scarsdale resident Thomas Martyn is senior vice president at U.S. Trust in Greenwich, Connecticut.), July 11, 2003, p. 4
Tiger honored (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Kim Weiss, received two athletic awards upon her graduation from Mamaroneck High School.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 25
United Way awards grants to local groups, Jun 20, 2003, p. 4
AWARDS  (Continued)
William Doescher (William Doescher has been elected President of the Foundation of the Public Relations
Society for 2003.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 4
Winner's Circle (photo) (Pianists Edward and Wendy Liu of Scarsdale were honored at a Winner's Circle Recital
on February 9.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 20
Woman of the Year (photo) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin was named Woman of the Year by the Zonta Club of
Westchester.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 4

AYLES, MIKE
Facade for 17 Popham OK'd (On October 29, the Scarsdale Planning Board approved a plan for the renovation of
17 Popham Road.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

AZERAD, ELIZABETH
Passing the barre; Adult students at Scarsdale Ballet stretch themselves with jazz (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 13

BABBITT, CONNOR
Hot times and cool contests celebrate the Fourth (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 26

BABBITT, KEITH
New Scarsdale softball league vies for girls' attention, Jan 31, 2003, p. 1

BABBITT, KEITH (AUTHOR)
Sign-ups scheduled for new girls' softball program (letter) (Keith Babbitt, Mike Pritula, Marty Rolnick, Linda Sarett,
Gail Tulchin of the Scarsdale Youth Softball Association), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6

BABBITT, TAYLOR
Hot times and cool contests celebrate the Fourth (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 26

BABY BOOM GENERATION
JFK: A baby-boomer's tribute (editorial) (Harold B. Aspis reflects on President Kennedy on the fortieth anniversary
of his assassination.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7

BACCALAUREATE ADDRESSES
Commencement speaker wannabe (editorial), Jun 13, 2003, p. 7
More than merely prelude (editorial) (Steven Schnur on graduation), Jun 20, 2003, p. 7

BACHMAN, KIMBERLEE
SHS (Scarsdale High School) students help those in need (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 31A

BADALATO, ROSEMARIE
3 join Prudential (photo) (Rosemary Badalato, Rosalie Rosenberg and Harvey Brandwein have joined Prudential
Centennial Reality.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 4

BAFFI, THOMAS
Focal Points: After three months, the chief arms inspector in Iraq has failed to find any illegal weapons. Do you
think the search should continue? (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7

BAGDAN, CAITLIN
Focal Points: Do you think SUV's will be the family car of the future? (photo), Aug 8, 2003, p. 7

BAGPIPE
Peter's a piper in Greenacres (photo) (Attorney Peter Haller is passionate about his bagpipe hobby.), May 23,
2003, p. 1
Peter's a piper in Greenacres (photo) (continued) (Attorney Peter Haller is passionate about his bagpipe hobby.),
May 23, 2003, p. 8

BAIM, MALLORY
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24
member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24
Prom night sets new traditions (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 9A

BAIONE, TOM
Focal Points: Are you making preparations for the hurricane? Do you find weather forecasts reliable? (photo), Sep
19, 2003, p. 7

BAJORIN, MIMI
When seconds count, schools are ready (photo) (A New York State Education Department law mandates
defibrillators be available at schools.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 1

BAKEN, SASHA
Edgewood kids respect the environment (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12

BAKERS AND BAKERIES
Seth Greenberg whips up delectable desserts for adult school course (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 1
Seth Greenberg whips up delectable desserts for adult school course (photo) (continued), May 16, 2003, p. 8

BALANCHINE, GEORGE
Heathcote's gingerbread houses: a sweet holiday treat (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 11

BALGLIEBTER, MIKE
SHS (Scarsdale High School) students help those in need (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 31A
BALL, JUSTIN
A Chorus Line - What they did for love; SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) to present 'A Chorus Line' (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 10
SSMT's (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) 'A Chorus Line,' Aug 8, 2003, p. 1

BALLAN, FRANCINE
G'acres principal values parent power (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 1
G'acres principal values parent power (photo) (continued), July 18, 2003, p. 9
A principal farewell (photo) (Retiring Principal, Francine Ballan, is shown biding goodbye to students, staff and parents.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24
Scarsdale teachers' 'circle of life' honored (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 10

BALLAN, FRANCINE (AUTHOR)
Greenacres gift to be shared with other schools (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur - Ed Grossman Memorial Committee), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6

BALLETT, JACK
Thrash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

BALLETT, ROCOCO
Thrash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

BANDS (MUSIC)
Sky Blues on the Horizon: SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni to perform reunion concert May 10 (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 17
Sky Blues on the Horizon: SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni to perform reunion concert May 10 (photo) (continued), May 2, 2003, p. 19

BANERJEE, DEBRA
Inquirer top winner (continued) (The Scarsdale Inquirer took home 27 awards from the New York Press Association's 2002 Better Newspaper Contest.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 11

BANERJEE, DEBRA (AUTHOR)
Into the bois (editorial), July 11, 2003, p. 7

BANKERS AND BANKING
Coldwell Banker Doernberg: Congratulations to the Class of 2003 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 2A
Thomas Martyn (Scarsdale resident Thomas Martyn is senior vice president at U.S. Trust in Greenwich, Connecticut.), July 11, 2003, p. 4

BANK ROBBERIES
Kaichen pleads guilty to bank robbery charges (Pamela Kaichen has confessed to the the May 21 and 22 robberies of six banks in Westchester and Connecticut.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 1
Kaichen pleads guilty to bank robbery charges (photo) (continued) (Pamela Kaichen has confessed to the the May 21 and 22 robberies of six banks in Westchester and Connecticut.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 22
Suspect arrested 6 days after bank robbery, May 30, 2003, p. 1
Suspect arrested 6 days after bank robbery (continued), May 30, 2003, p. 13
Woman robs HSBC Bank in village center (photo) (The HSBC Bank was robbed on May 21 by a woman in her thirties; the robber fled with $31,000 in cash.), May 23, 2003, p. 1

BANKS AND BANKING
The Bank of New York Salutes: The 2003 Scarsdale Bowl Award Dinner (photo) (Description and photos of the April 30 Scarsdale Bowl Award dinner honoring Corky Thompson.), May 9, 2003, p. 36
The Bank of New York Salutes: The Annual Boards & Councills Reception (photo) (Village volunteers were honored on June 23 at the annual Boards and Councills reception.), July 3, 2003, p. 20

BARBOSA, JP
From called 'resounding success' (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School seniors created new, scaled down traditions for their June 12 prom at the Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 11
BARCZATIS, ELLI
Execution of Ethel Rosenberg changed attorney's views on death penalty (letter) (Harold Reynolds of Bradley Road), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6

BARDACK, LISA (DR)
Kids explore sensory world at health fair (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 10

BARDT-PELLERIN, ELIZABETH
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

BARNES, EDDIE MAE
Election Day is next Tuesday, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Feiner refuses to back down on liaison concept (continued), Aug 29, 2003, p. 22
Feiner wins big in Greenburgh for 7th term as town supervisor (photo), Nov 7, 2003, p. 1
Supporters back Lasser's GOP bid (GOP candidate, Jim Lasser of Edgemont, is challenging Democratic incumbent Paul Feiner for Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Jun 20, 2003, p. 1

BARON, MARK
G'Burgh (Greenburgh) 101: residents learn the basics of town government (continued), Oct 31, 2003, p. 13

BARON, MATTHEW
'Faint' spells success for friends at the Fringe (photo), Aug 8, 2003, p. 11
'Faint' spells success for friends at the Fringe (photo) (continued), Aug 8, 2003, p. 12

BARR, IVY SPIEGEL
Focal Points: How have children's books changed from those you read as a child? (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 7

BARRERA, ANTHONY
Hit and run leads to chase, DWI arrest, Jan 17, 2003, p. 5
Police officer went out of his way to help in blackout (letter) (Mary Lou Russo, Tunstall Road), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6

BART, JACK
Focal Points: Do you think the U.S. will be successful in establishing a democratic government in Iraq? (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 7

BARTH, ELIZABETH
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

BARTHOLOMEW, HELEN
Helen Bartholomew (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Helen Bartholomew, died on February 20, 2003, in Burlington, Vermont. She was 95.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 18

BARTOL, DAVID (DR)
Focal Points: In view of the current world situation, should Congress consider reinstating the draft? (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 7

BASCARINO, JAKE
Popular guy (photo) (Local children pictured with Santa Claus in downtown Scarsdale on November 29.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 1

BASEBALL
Charli the angel (photo) (Seven year old Charli Suchin caught a foul ball at a Yankees game and in the spirit of great generosity lobbed it back towards the field.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 23
Old school: 19th-century baseball comes to Scarsdale (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 1
Old school: 19th-century baseball comes to Scarsdale (photo) (continued), July 3, 2003, p. 17
Rose peddles in Scarsdale; One If By Cards celebrates opening day with Hit King (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 29
Rose peddles in Scarsdale; One If By Cards celebrates opening day with Hit King (photo) (continued), Apr 4, 2003, p. 31
A tale of two cities: Baseball's newest Hall of Famer talks about his career then and now (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 35
Vintage baseball game (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 2

BASEBALL PLAYERS
A tale of two cities: Baseball's newest Hall of Famer talks about his career then and now (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 35

BASELICE, MICHAEL
Focal Points: Would the use of recorded rather than live music affect your attendance at shows? (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 7
BASKETBALL
Guess who's back...Fermo's back...back again...tell a friend (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 22
Hilary Howard says no to Portugal, yes to California (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 21
Hilary Howard says no to Portugal, yes to California (photo) (continued), Mar 21, 2003, p. 26
Howard hopes for another shot (photo) (continued) (Profile of Scarsdale basketball star, Hilary Howard.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 39
Howard hopes for another shot (photo) (Profile of Scarsdale basketball star, Hilary Howard.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
Kids Got Game parents get to enjoy (letter) (Tegan Lee of Lyons Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
The Madness of Jessica Conte; former Scarsdale standout ready for NCAA tourney (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 21
The Madness of Jessica Conte; former Scarsdale standout ready for NCAA tourney (photo) (continued), Mar 21, 2003, p. 26
Sharp shooter; Scarsdale's Revelli honored by Stanford University hoops (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 23
Sharp shooter; Scarsdale's Revelli honored by Stanford University hoops (photo) (continued), Dec 19, 2003 p. 27
Sure shot (photo) (Whitney Davis scored her 1,000th career point for the Scarsdale Raiders on January 13.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1

BASKETBALL REFEREES
Kids Got Game parents get to enjoy (letter) (Tegan Lee of Lyons Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6

BASS, ANDY (AUTHOR)
Local references in 'Guys and Dolls' traced to Lee Eastman (letter) (Andy Bass of Boulevard), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

BASS, STEVE
Election Day is next Tuesday, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Feiner to give speakers more time (Paul Feiner modified the format of town board meetings to include a second public comment section.), July 11, 2003, p. 1
Feiner wins big in Greenburgh for 7th term as town supervisor (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
Vote on Taxter Ridge delayed until Nov. 24, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Vote on Taxter Ridge delayed until Nov. 24 (illus) (continued), Nov 14, 2003 p. 8

BAT MITZVAH
Chabad bat mitzvah club (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 18
Our bat mitzvah in Poland (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7

BATTISTONI, ROBERTO
Kids paint the town red - & orange & green & black (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 3

BAUERSFELD, ALISON
‘Print-A-Kid’ comes to elementary schools (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 11

BAUERSFELD, PENNY
New PT Council officers welcomed (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12

BAUMAN, BILLIE
On the road again (photo) (Billie and Philip Bauman and Pat Grabel participated in the Bike New York ride around the five boroughs.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 28

BAUMAN, PHILIP
On the road again (photo) (Billie and Philip Bauman and Pat Grabel participated in the Bike New York ride around the five boroughs.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 28

BAUMER, CASEY
Kids’ curiosity about new SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) buildings sparks literary ingenuity (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 11

BAYAR, JULIA Z
“Goldenswatch” - A Scarsdale designer explores the world of luxury and finds some treasures (Home Supplement) (photo), Apr 25, 2003, pp. 6A–8

BAYAR, JULIA Z (AUTHOR)
Hollywood holiday; Scarsdale writer's California odyssey continues (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 13
Hollywood holiday; Scarsdale writer's California odyssey continues (photo) (continued), July 11, 2003, p. 15

BAYLOR, RENEE
Eric Rothschild to chair bowl committee (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 4

BEALE, NOELLE
Color war tops off an active summer at Camp Pathunke (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 1

BEALL, ALLISON
Where the wild things are - your backyard (photo), Jan 31, 2003, p. 3

BEAUREGARD, CAROLE
New Choral Society to celebrate 10 years with gala (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 25

BECK, JONATHAN
Is there life after Scarsdale? Former mayor can't stay away (photo) (Former Scarsdale mayor, Mark Bench, maintains a visible presence in the Village working as a teacher's aide at the High School.), May 9, 2003, p. 1

BECKMAN, SHARI (AUTHOR)
Editorial on teens learning to drink was outrageous (letter) (Members of various community boards question Inquirer editorial "Alcohol ed" in May 23 issue.), May 30, 2003, p. 6
BEDICHEK, JANE
Neighbors rally to stop dumping in woods, Aug 22, 2003, p. 3
BEDICHEK, JANE (AUTHOR)
Old census numbers reveal a very different Scarsdale (letter) (Jane Bedichek of Kingston Road), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6
BEER
Keg law in effect (A beer keg registration law aimed at curbing underage drinking took effect November 21.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
BEGG, LORNA
IHM (Immaculate Heart of Mary) keeps a busy schedule (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 16A
BEHAVIOR
Standards for behavior set (By the fall of 2003, all Scarsdale High School students in extracurricular activities will be required to adhere to certain behavioral standards.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1
Standards for behavior set (continued) (By the fall of 2003, all Scarsdale High School students in extracurricular activities will be required to adhere to certain behavioral standards.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 9
BEHR, RICHARD HENRY
Zoning changes sought on Post (continued) (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14
Zoning changes sought on Post (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
BEHR, RICHARD HENRY (AUTHOR)
There are dozens of unused parking spaces in downtown Scarsdale (letter) (Richard Henry Behr of Post Road), July 18, 2003, p. 6
BEHR, RICK (AUTHOR)
Garage makes no sense: simple management would meet parking needs (letter) (Rick Behr of Post Road), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6
Martha's gardens: a nice idea whose time has gone (letter) (Rick Behr of Post Road), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6
Wasting time and money on unbuildable project (letter) (Rick Behr of Post Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
BEINSTEIN, HANK
Focal Points: has the "Orange Alert" caused you to make any changes in your lifestyle? (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 7
BEISER, KENNETH (AUTHOR)
What's good for schools is also good for our property values (letter) (Kenneth Beiser of Chedworth Road), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6
BEIZER, VICKI
Kids have spooky tales to tell (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 8
BEL, ELENA
There is no typical kid at Scarsdale Alternative School (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 10
BELASCO, JESSICA
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11
BELDENGREEN, GILBERT (DR)
Dr. Gilbert Beldengreen (Dr Gilbert Beldengreen has been appointed assistant clinical professor of aesthetic dentistry at New York University College of Dentistry.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4
Focal Points: Should we have the right of recall in New York State? (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 7
BELDENGREEN, JOYCE
Focal Points: How do you feel about the increasing state budget dependence on gambling revenues? (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 7
BELL, JANET
Neighborhood presidents list top priorities, Mar 7, 2003, p. 3
BELLSEY, RUTH
Coldwell Banker awards (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 4
Tops in sales (Coldwell Banker honored its top Scarsdale-Doemberg office sales associates for the third quarter.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 4
BENAMRAM, JOSH
Heathcote School (photo) (Graduates of the Heathcote School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 21A
BENCH, DOROTHY
Happy birthday, dear Edgewood: 84 years of school lore, spirit (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 10
Is there life after Scarsdale? Former mayor can't stay away (photo) (Former Scarsdale mayor, Mark Bench, maintains a visible presence in the Village working as a teacher's aide at the High School.), May 9, 2003, p. 1
BENCH, MARK
Is there life after Scarsdale? Former mayor can't stay away (photo) (continued) (Former Scarsdale mayor, Mark Bench, maintains a visible presence in the Village working as a teacher's aide at the High School.), May 9, 2003, p. 9
Is there life after Scarsdale? Former mayor can't stay away (photo) (Former Scarsdale mayor, Mark Bench, maintains a visible presence in the Village working as a teacher's aide at the High School.), May 9, 2003, p. 1
BENDER, MARGO
Remembering Ed Grossman (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 10

BENDHEIM, JOHN
Art for art's sake (photo) (Art Garfunkel performed at the JCC of Midwestchester on May 14.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8

BENDHEIM, MAXINE
Art for art's sake (photo) (Art Garfunkel performed at the JCC of Midwestchester on May 14.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8

BEN GURION, ALEX
Teen center honors Detective Rich Fatigate (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 3

BENEDETTI, EVANGELINE
Hoff-Barthelson students learn from the masters (photo) (Hoff-Barthelson students will have a master class with three members of the New York Philharmonic on May 12.), May 2, 2003, p. 17

BEN-SIMON, BOBBY
Unsightly remains (photo) (Pile of rubble at 30 Paddington Road is an eyesore since developers tore houses down without a permit.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 3

BERDON, ALLISON JILL
Berdon, Berwitz (engaged) (photo) (Allison Jill Berdan and Joshua Michael Berwitz are engaged; a November wedding is planned.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 20

BERDON, JOY
Focal Points: What do you think will be the major issue in the 2004 presidential election campaign? (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 7

BERGEN, BARRY
Replacements make it easier to let familiar faces go (photo) (Barry Bergen retired from his position as Scarsdale High School basketball coach.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 16
Replacements make it easier to let familiar faces go (photo) (continued) (Barry Bergen retired from his position as Scarsdale High School basketball coach.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 22

BERGENTHAL, VIVIAN
Focal Points: How do you think a long and protracted war in Iraq will affect life in the United States? (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7

BERGER, ERIN
The big buzz for Fall (photo) (continued) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 23A

BERGER, RENEE
Local references in 'Guys and Dolls' traced to Lee Eastman (letter) (Andy Bass of Boulevard), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

BERGER, SUSAN
Alice of Heathcote pens a new fairy tale and her childhood dream comes true (photo, illus), Sep 5, 2003, p. 3

BERGMAN, JOAN
Hoff-Barthelson Music School opens new home (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 3
Hoff-Barthelson students learn from the masters (photo) (Hoff-Barthelson students will have a master class with three members of the New York Philharmonic on May 12.), May 2, 2003, p. 17

BERKE, JOANNA
Focal Points: What are your thoughts about the 2004 presidential election? (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 7

BERKEY, ALEXANDRIA
When proposing, it pays to advertise (photo) (Dr. Peter Berkey proposed to his wife, Suzanne Evanoff, with an ad in the Scarsdale Inquirer.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 3

BERKEY, PETER DR
When proposing, it pays to advertise (photo) (Dr. Peter Berkey proposed to his wife, Suzanne Evanoff, with an ad in the Scarsdale Inquirer.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 3

BERKEY, SOFIA
When proposing, it pays to advertise (photo) (Dr. Peter Berkey proposed to his wife, Suzanne Evanoff, with an ad in the Scarsdale Inquirer.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 3

BERKOVITS, DAN
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School’s 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24

BERLIN, ROBERT
Focal Points: What do you think will be the total effect of the capture of Saddam Hussein? (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7

BERMAN, ALLAN
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

BERMAN, CELIA
Heathcote’s gingerbread houses: a sweet holiday treat (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 11

BERMAN, CHRIS
From called ‘resounding success’ (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School seniors created new, scaled down traditions for their June 12 prom at the Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 11
BERMAN, ELIZABETH ANN  
Running for SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (List of candidates running for the School Board Nominating Committee on January 20, 2004.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1

BERMAN, HENRY  
Henry Berman, Ronnie Gouz (photo) (Henry Berman and Ronnie Gouz have been named to "The Ten Leaders of Matrimonial and Divorce Law in Southern New York."), May 9, 2003, p. 4

BERMAN, ITAI  
(Itai Berman and Ella Taubenfield are pictured strolling near the Scarsdale Library Pond on a pleasant spring day.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6

BERMAN, JACOB  
That's me! (photo) (Students of Edgemont High School are pictured perusing the yearbook, Respectus.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1

BERMAN, JEFFREY  
Trustees give pool conditional support (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 8

BERMAN, RACHEL  
Focal Points: How do you feel about the California law requiring prison terms of 25 years for a third conviction, even if the offense was petty theft? (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 7

BERNSTEIN, BOB  
The 1982 legislation applies to all parkland acquisitions (letter) (Thomas Michael Rothman of Irvington), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
E'mont (Edgemont) incorporation committee presents its preliminary reports, Dec 19, 2003 p. 1
As fundraising begins, Feiner is in the lead, July 25, 2003, p. 1
G'Burgh (Greenburgh) 101: residents learn the basics of town government, Sep 12, 2003, p. 19
G'Burgh (Greenburgh) 101: residents learn the basics of town government (continued), Oct 31, 2003, p. 13
Greenburgh Town Board gives green light for greenspace, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
Lasser, Bernstein are not playing politics on Taxter Ridge (letter), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
A matter of fairness (editorial) (The Inquirer urges an end to the territorial squabble over funding for the Taxter Ridge land parcel.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
New suit filed against Feiner, July 16, 2003, p. 1
New suit filed against Feiner (continued), July 18, 2003, p. 8
Parkland legislation of 1982 was unconstitutional (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
Pitting neighbor against neighbor for political gain (letter) (Randy B. Klipstein of Dobbs Ferry), Jul 25, 2003, p. 6
Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (continued) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman still mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19
A tale of 2 towns (editorial) (The Inquirer addresses Edgemont lawyer Bob Bernstein's lawsuit against Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner.), Jul 18, 2003, p. 6
Town moves to dismiss lawsuit (continued) (Greenburgh deputy town attorney filed a motion to dismiss Bob Bernstein's Article 78 petition against Paul Feiner and Greenburgh.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 8
Town moves to dismiss lawsuit (Greenburgh deputy town attorney filed a motion to dismiss Bob Bernstein's Article 78 petition against Paul Feiner and Greenburgh.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 1
Truth is not dependent on support for Feiner (letter) (Larry Singer of Central Park Avenue), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6
Vote on Taxter Ridge delayed until Nov. 24, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Vote on Taxter Ridge delayed until Nov. 24 (illus) (continued), Nov 14, 2003 p. 8

BERNSTEIN, BOB (AUTHOR)  
The case against Feiner (editorial) (Bob Bernstein makes the case that Paul Feiner should no longer be Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 7

BERNSTEIN, BRAD  
Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman still mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1

BERNSTEIN, ELLIOT (AUTHOR)  
Does Scarsdale support preservation? (letter) (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane), Jul 3, 2003, p. 6

BERNSTEIN, ROBERT B (AUTHOR)  
BERRY, JENIFFER
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1

BERRY, JUSTIN
8th-graders meet Holocaust survivor (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 8

BERWITZ, JOSUA MICHAEL
Berdon, Berwitz (engaged) (photo) (Allison Jill Berdon and Joshua Michael Berwitz are engaged; a November wedding is planned.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 20

BESON, CLAIRE
Don't hurt the one you love (photo) (A new teen dating violence prevention bulletin board has been set up in the commons area outside the Scarsdale High School cafeteria.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 11
Survivor of teen dating violence tells tale (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 3
Survivor of teen dating violence tells tale (photo) (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 12

BESSEN, HOWARD
Seeing double (photo) (Elise Perry poses with her portrait, "The Prodigy," painted by Howard Bessen; the Scarsdale Art Association exhibit is at the Scarsdale Public Library through November 28.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 16
A September tradition - Scarsdale Art Association fall outdoor art show celebrates 51st year (photo, illus), Sep 5, 2003, p. 13

BHANSALI, PRIYANKA
From the 3rd floor to the world: SHS (Scarsdale High School) is melting pot at International Day (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 10

BIANCHI, KERRY
Kerry Bianchi (Scarsdale resident, Kerry Bianchi, has been promoted to associate publisher/director of marketing for Time4Outdoors.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 4

BICKNELL, NEIL
After a lull, community center drive will resume (photo) (continued) (The membership committee of the proposed Scarsdale Community Center is stepping up its recruitment drive after months of inactivity.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 12
After a lull, community center drive will resume (photo) (The membership committee of the proposed Scarsdale Community Center is stepping up its recruitment drive after months of inactivity.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
With 'close to 600' members, SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) seeks reassurance of support from Village Board (photo). Dec 5, 2003 p. 3
Community recreation center design is unveiled (photo) (continued), Mar 7, 2003, p. 11
Leaf regulations to be enforced, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Trustees give pool conditional support, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1

BICKNELL, NEIL (AUTHOR)
Don't swim upstream (editorial), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7

BILIK, SHIRLEY
Ticket blitz angers many in downtown, July 3, 2003, p. 1

BINDAY, ROSALYN
Jack-of-all-arts lends his charm to UWSE (United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont) (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 3
Scarsdale-Edgemont United Way campaign leads the county (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 18A

BINDER, LEONARD
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the proposed federal income tax bill? (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 7

BINDER, STEPHANIE
For the creatures (photo) (Edgewood Girl Scout Troop 1941 brought donations to the Elmsford Animal Shelter.), July 11, 2003, p. 2

BIONDI, RICHARD
Hofheimers, McKirdy are honored by WPHC (White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 4

BIRDS
Birding on the river (photo) (John Byers describes his birding experiences at the Scarsdale Library Pond and along the Bronx River Parkway paths.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12
Birds not dangerous (Reassuring information on West Nile Virus as transmitted by local birds), July 18, 2003, p. 1

BIRNBAUM, NINA
Best in Show (photo) (Resident Nina Birnbaum won best in show at the Scarsdale Art Association's 66th annual awards ceremony.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 18
Focal Points: Has the onset of war changed your views on the situation in Iraq? (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7

BIRTHDAY PARTIES
Birthday parties to remember (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 10A
Birthday parties to remember (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 12A

BISHOP, JACQUI (AUTHOR)
Feiner's town hall decision shortchanged Greenburgh citizens (letter) (Jacqui Bishop of Winding Ridge Lane), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6
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BISHOP, JACQUI (AUTHOR)  (Continued)
Old Greenburgh Town Hall site not suitable for housing (letter) (Jacqui Bishop of Winding Ridge Road), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6

BITTEN, DAVE
Suspect arrested 6 days after bank robbery, May 30, 2003, p. 1

BLACK, JORDAN
11 elected to Citizens Committee, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

BLACK, MORRIS
Durst acquitted (A Galveston County, Texas, jury acquitted former Scarsdale resident, Robert Durst, of the murder of his neighbor, Morris Black.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1

BLACKS - HISTORY
African-American literary tea - to kick off month long celebration (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 15

BLAIR, LINDA
Love and Marriage (photo) (Special section on weddings and marriage), Feb 14, 2003, pp. 1A–10A

BLAIR, MICHELLE
Film by SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad explores bulimia, Jun 6, 2003, p. 2

BLAIVAS, JERRY (DR)
Smart, savvy and stress incontinent: What's a woman to do? (photo) (Supplement), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7A

BLAKE, JONATHAN
An original approach to Hanukkah (photo) (Rabbi Jonathan Blake of Westchester Reform Temple proposes that Hanukkah be an "eight day season of giving."), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1
Hanukkah story invited reflection and enlightenment (letter) (Dr. Philip E. Schweitzer of Glenwood Road), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6

BLAKE, SHIRIN
Mercedes runs light and flips (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1

BLANCO, PAMELA
Arbitrator awards patrolman Ellis $40K in McCreary case, Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
Arbitrator awards patrolman Ellis $40K in McCreary case (continued), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3

BLANN, JIM
Focal Points: What are your thoughts about the 2004 presidential election? (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 7

BLESSING, GEORGE
Time to reconsider physical education (editorial), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6

BLITZ, NEIL
DPW (Department of Public Works) struggles to clean up, Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
Proposed 'special zones' for leaf collection are nixed (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) to get a new home on Weaver (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 5A

BLIZZARDS
Biggest blizzard since 1996 dumps 20 inches; towns dig it (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1
Biggest blizzard since 1996 dumps 20 inches; towns dig it (photo) (continued), Feb 21, 2003, p. 12

BLOCH, FAYE
From night sets new traditions (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 9A

BLOOM, BRUCE J (AUTHOR)
Adfolk: In love with newness (editorial), Jun 13, 2003, p. 7
Effective defense needs names (letter) (Bruce Bloom of Southold), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6

BLOOM, JARED
Building blocks: Raiders ready to continue winning ways, make playoffs (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 5A

BLOOMER, JANE
Focal Points: What movie would be your choice for an Oscar? (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7

BLOOMFIELD, KEITH
Focal Points: What do you think will be the total effect of the capture of Saddam Hussein? (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7

BLUM, DONALD
Focal Points: After three months, the chief arms inspector in Iraq has failed to find any illegal weapons. Do you think the search should continue? (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7

BLUM, ELLEN
Scarsdale Seniors walk at Pepsico (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 11

BLUMBERG, SETH
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

BLUME, BETTY L
Village staff not incompetent; policies are clear (letter) (Scott Frommer and Matt Rogers), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7
BLUME, BETTY L (AUTHOR)
Tax payment procedure should be clarified (letter) (William J. and Betty L. Blume, Mamaroneck Road), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6
BLUME, WILLIAM J (AUTHOR)
Tax payment procedure should be clarified (letter) (William J. and Betty L. Blume, Mamaroneck Road), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6
Village staff not incompetent; policies are clear (letter) (Scott Frommer and Matt Rogers), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7
BLUMSTEIN, JONAH
Scarsdale relays break personal records at Warwick, May 30, 2003, p. 25
BOARDMAN, JOSEPH
Emeritus Shabbat at WRT (Westchester Reform Temple) (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 28
BOARD OF APPEALS - SCARSDALE
Additions galore at board of appeals meetings (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Appeals approved six additions at the May 7 meeting.), May 23, 2003, p. 3
BOA (Board of Appeals): 1 no, the rest yes, Sep 26, 2003, p. 4
BOA (Board of Appeals) grants variances to 4 applicants, holds 5, Dec 26, 2003 p. 4
BOA (Board of Appeals) member wants better records kept, July 18, 2003, p. 1
BOA (Board of Appeals) member wants better records kept (continued), July 18, 2003, p. 9
Board mulls zoning amendments (Board to consider amending special uses, FAR regulations), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Board mulls zoning amendments (continued) (Board to consider amending special uses, FAR regulations), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24
Board of Appeals owes public an explanation on refusal to tape (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
Board of Appeals seeking official opinion (letter) (Sharon Lindsay, Chair, Board of Appeals), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6
Coming up (The Scarsdale Board of Appeals will hear the appeal of Marsha and Ben Jamil on the proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
Court OKs a new lot on Carstensen, Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
Depot plan gets conditional OK (continued) (The Scarsdale Planning Board gave conditional approval on March 5 to plans to develop Depot Place.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 11
Depot plan gets conditional OK (The Scarsdale Planning Board gave conditional approval on March 5 to plans to develop Depot Place.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
Facade for 17 Popham OK'd (On October 29, the Scarsdale Planning Board approved a plan for the renovation of 17 Popham Road.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Failure to tape BOA (Board of Appeals) deliberations could be election issue (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7
FAR change (A home at 34 Meadow Road will undergo changes to comply with FAR regulations for new construction.), May 30, 2003, p. 1
Historic homeowner gives up on restoration effort (photo) (Matthew Miller has given up on trying to restore the historic home he purchased at 972 Post Road.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1
Houses over 62 may be historic, committee says, Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
Houses over 62 may be historic, committee says (continued), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8
Just do it (editorial) (The Inquirer encourages the taping of proceedings of the Scarsdale Board of Appeals.), July 25, 2003, p. 6
Let's review FAR (editorial) (The Inquirer commends the Board of Appeals for enforcing the floor area ratio law and halting the construction of the nonconforming new house at 34 Meadow Road.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6
Neighbors' appeal on Realm nixed, Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors' appeal on Realm nixed (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 13
New swimming pools are in the works, Dec 12, 2003 p. 8
State Supreme Court will review Realm appeal (continued) (The legal battle continues over a proposed assisted living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 13
State Supreme Court will review Realm appeal (The legal battle continues over a proposed assisted living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
There's nothing clandestine about BOA (Board of Appeals) procedures (letter) (Sharon Lindsay, Chairman, Scarsdale Board of Appeals), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6
Videotape all board meetings (editorial), Sep 5, 2003, p. 7
BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW - SCARSDALE
58 Brite will fall, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) approves 20 projects at July 14 meeting, July 25, 2003, p. 3
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) approves new houses and additions, Dec 5, 2003 p. 4
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) approves new houses and additions (continued), Dec 5, 2003 p. 9
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) hears many applications in May, June, July 11, 2003, p. 8
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BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW - SCARSDALE
Continued
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) helps scale down, improve designs, Mar 14, 2003, p. 3
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) helps scale down, improve designs (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 9
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) OK’s additions and landscaping plans, Jan 24, 2003, p. 3
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) OKs additions (continued) (Discusses Board of Architectural Review meetings on March 10 and March 24), Apr 11, 2003, p. 26
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) OKs additions (Discusses Board of Architectural Review meetings on March 10 and March 24), Apr 11, 2003, p. 8
Long BAR meeting covers 45 applications, Sep 19, 2003, p. 3
Make it more Tudor, BAR says, Oct 17, 2003, p. 4
‘Match existing materials’ is BAR’s refrain (Highlights of April 14 meeting), Apr 25, 2003, p. 3
Neighbors clash over treehouse (Board meeting summary), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors clash over treehouse (continued) (Board meeting summary), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19
Neighbors’ comments influence design (photo) (Neighbors alarmed by size and appearance of proposed new home at 7 Dunham Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 3
No decision yet on lawsuit challenging SVAC (Scarborough Volunteer Ambulance Corps) relocation (Progress on the new headquarters for the Scarborough Volunteer Ambulance Corps temporarily suspended pending the outcome of litigation), May 23, 2003, p. 1
Planning board recommends 2 zoning code amendments, Oct 17, 2003, p. 4
Slow progress (editorial) (The Inquirer commends the Committee on Historic Preservation and the Board of Architectural Review for sticking to the facts in the case of the house at 972 Post Road.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6
Success, sort of, in Sherbrooke Park (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the successful efforts of the Board and local developers to reach a compromise on the property at 7 Dunham Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6
‘Technically’ caused demise of another historic house (editorial) (Josh Frankel on the demise of 58 Brite Avenue), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7
Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
When it comes to houses, old is not necessarily ‘historic’ (letter) (Daniel R. Martin of Rochambeau Drive), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6
Winfair subdivision approval is likely (RGF Development is likely to win approval for a six lot subdivision in the North Grange section of Greenacres.), May 23, 2003, p. 1

BOARD OF EDUCATION - EDGEMONT
Candidates sought for E’mont (Edgemont) school board (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 3

BOARD OF EDUCATION - SCARSDALE
3 options to fix Quaker Ridge, all are expensive, Jun 20, 2003, p. 1
3 options to fix Quaker Ridge, all are expensive (continued), Jun 20, 2003, p. 10
The 2002-03 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District’s Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 18th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 27
Board delays vote on QR (Quaker Ridge) bond project, Oct 24, 2003, p. 8
Board delays vote on QR (Quaker Ridge) bond project (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 9
BOE (Board of Education) meeting to be held at Fox Meadow (Board of Education meeting to be held on October 20 at the Fox Meadow School.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 10
BOE (Board of Education) OKs private funds for turf field, Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
BOE (Board of Education) OKs private funds for turf field (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 9
Carter, Samuelson nominated to BOE (Board of Education) (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Carter, Samuelson nominated to BOE (Board of Education) (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 8
Common elementary report card project under way (The district will be streamlining and standardizing report cards at the five Scarsdale elementary schools.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 9
Construction, turf field, SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) library occupy board, Oct 10, 2003, p. 10
Construction, turf field, SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) library occupy board (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 11
District expenses high at year end, Jan 31, 2003, p. 10
'Empathetic' Cohen gets loving sendoff, Jun 20, 2003, p. 10
Engineers say repairing QR (Quaker Ridge) not advisable, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
Engineers say repairing QR (Quaker Ridge) not advisable (continued), Oct 17, 2003, p. 10
Engineers say repairing QR (Quaker Ridge) not advisable (continued) (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 11
Folkemer fleshes out district goals (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education focused on strategic planning at its May 6 meeting.), May 9, 2003, p. 11
Folkemer fleshes out district goals (The Scarsdale Board of Education focused on strategic planning at its May 6 meeting.), May 9, 2003, p. 1
High-tech tools make learning more likely, May 2, 2003, p. 1
It's time to start a school foundation (editorial) (Irving Sloan argues for the creation of a Scarsdale education foundation.), Sep 28, 2003, p. 6
Kids open up to school board, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
BOARD OF EDUCATION - SCARSDALE

(Continued)

Kids open up to school board (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
Kids role-play tough social scenarios, but are they real enough?, Feb 14, 2003, p. 11
League gets updates on schools, village: Two new houses at Scarsdale Middle School will be ready by
Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 3
Newest curriculum to serve students' varied learning styles, Oct 24, 2003, p. 8

New Teachers, staff welcomed (Dr. Joan Weber introduced new teachers and staff members at the September 8
Scarsdale School Board meeting.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 9

Opinions examined for rebuilding QR (Quaker Ridge), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
Opinions examined for rebuilding QR (Quaker Ridge) (continued), Sep 12, 2003, p. 9
Our school board deserves appreciation (letter) (Susie Rush, President, Scarsdale PT Council), Oct 31, 2003, p. 9
Policy initially alarmed Greenacres parents, but doesn't anymore, Nov 14, 2003 p. 11
QR (Quaker Ridge) date moved (The date for the referendum on the proposed $12 million Quaker Ridge School
renovation is now December 9.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1

Running for SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (List of candidates running for the School Board
Nominating Committee on January 20, 2004.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1

SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) selected excellent candidates for school board (letter) (Debra Miller,
Chair, School Board Nominating Committee), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6

Scarsdale teachers' 'circle of life' honored (continued) (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly
hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 12
Scarsdale teachers' 'circle of life' honored (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and
newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 10

Scarsdallians lament Arenella's retirement, May 2, 2003, p. 10
Scarsdallians lament Arenella's retirement (continued), May 2, 2003, p. 11

School architect maps progress, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
School architect maps progress (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10

School board did not take advantage of low interest rates (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman of Scarsdale Taxpayer
Alert), May 30, 2003, p. 7

School board praised for 'timely dialogue' (High praise for the Scarsdale School Board for fostering yearlong
dialogue with the community on the school budget.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
School board praised for 'timely dialogue' (High praise for the Scarsdale School Board for fostering yearlong
dialogue with the community on the school budget.) (continued), Apr 4, 2003, p. 9

School board votes for $37K QR (Quaker Ridge) crawlspace analysis, Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
School board votes for $37K QR (Quaker Ridge) crawlspace analysis (continued), Nov 7, 2003 p. 11

School district committed to openness on building issues (letter) (Victoria Free Presser, Public Information Officer,
Scarsdale School District), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6

Sherwood heads school board; G'acres (Greenacres) to get new principal (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 1
Sherwood heads school board; G'acres (Greenacres) to get new principal (photo) (continued), July 3, 2003, p. 2

Standards for behavior set (By the fall of 2003, all Scarsdale High School students in extracurricular activities will
be required to adhere to certain behavioral standards.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1
Standards for behavior set (continued) (By the fall of 2003, all Scarsdale High School students in extracurricular
activities will be required to adhere to certain behavioral standards.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 9

Tax breaks enhanced for seniors/disabled (Scarsdale Village Board authorized increasing the income levels
for senior citizens and disabled people to qualify for property tax exemptions.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 3

Tax hike reduced to 8.42% from 8.85%, May 23, 2003, p. 1
Too much money? (School budget referendum has been postponed till June 3), May 9, 2003, p. 1
A true volunteer (editorial) (The Inquirer lauds Susan Cohen for her six years of service on the Scarsdale Board of
Education.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6

TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) urges BOE (Board of Education) to renegotiate contract, Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) urges BOE (Board of Education) to renegotiate contract (continued), Apr 4,
2003, p. 32

Why the secrecy on Quaker Ridge construction project? (letter) (Bob Harrison, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Sep 19,
2003, p. 6

BOARD OF EDUCATION - SCARSDALE - BUDGET

Construction plan deemed ambitious, Jun 6, 2003, p. 11
Going up (photo) (Scarsdale Board of Education president, Emily Sherwood, warned the Town and Village Civic
Club last week that school budgets would be increasing.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 9
Scarsdale school taxes may rise 9%, Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
Scarsdale school taxes may rise 9% (continued), Mar 7, 2003, p. 9
School board praised for 'timely dialogue' (High praise for the Scarsdale School Board for fostering yearlong
dialogue with the community on the school budget.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
School board praised for 'timely dialogue' (High praise for the Scarsdale School Board for fostering yearlong
dialogue with the community on the school budget.) (continued), Apr 4, 2003, p. 9
BOARD OF EDUCATION - SCARSDALE - ELECTIONS
11 elected to SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 3
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday, Jan 10, 2003, p. 3
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 9

BOARDS AND COUNCILS - SCARSDALE
The Bank of New York Salutes: The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo) (Village volunteers were honored on June 23 at the annual Boards and Councils reception.), July 3, 2003, p. 20

BOATSWAIN, BRENDA
Running for SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (List of candidates running for the School Board Nominating Committee on January 20, 2004.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1

BOKER, JOHN R
John R. Boker (dies) (John R. Boker died on April 12 at his home in Scarsdale. He was 90.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 18

BOLOGNA-LYTLE, GINA
Scarsdale teachers' circle of life' honored (continued) (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 12

BOMBS
In shock and awe (editorial), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

BONANNO, JOHN (AUTHOR)
Manorites worried about speeding, silent on other issues (letter) (John Bonanno, Co-President, Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Many contributed to the success of square dance (letter) (John Bonanno, Heather Panessa, Karen Jones, Brenda Lilly: Board of Directors, Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7

BONIFACE CIRCLE (SCARSDALE)
Celebrating bravery, courage and selflessness (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 3
Celebrating bravery, courage and selflessness (photo) (continued), Nov 14, 2003 p. 18 (Village gardener, Nick Cantatore, planted pineapple plants at Boniface Circle.) (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6

BONSIGNORE, STEPHANIE
Mercedes runs light and flips (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1

BONSIGNORE, SUSAN
Mercedes runs light and flips (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1

BOOK CLUBS
Quaker Ridge parents explore 'Girl World' cruelty, Jan 31, 2003, p. 10

BOOK FAIRS
Book fair (The Scarsdale Public Library's annual book fair will be held September 13-14; the preview day for Friends will be September 12.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1
Book fair was successful; next event is Oct. 7 (letter) (Debbie Rapaport, President, Friends of the Scarsdale Library), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
The fate of our most cherished words (editorial) (Steven Schnur muses on book fairs.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 7

BOOKNER, ILANA
For the creatures (photo) (Edgewood Girl Scout Troop 1941 brought donations to the Elmsford Animal Shelter.), July 11, 2003, p. 2

BOOKNER, SCOTT
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

BOOKS
Albert to read at library, Oct 24, 2003, p. 2
Alice of Heathcote pens a new fairy tale and her childhood dream comes true (photo, illus), Sep 5, 2003, p. 3
An excerpt from 'Engraved in Stone,' Sep 5, 2003, p. 3
An excerpt from 'Engraved in Stone' (continued), Sep 5, 2003, p. 8
Celebrating her inner princess: Journalist's career takes off in royal fashion (photo) (continued) (Interview with journalist Diane Clehane, whose first book was titled: "Diana, the Secrets of her Style.''), Jan 31, 2003, p. 19
Celebrating her inner princess: Journalist's career takes off in royal fashion (photo) (Interview with journalist Diane Clehane, whose first book was titled: "Diana, the Secrets of her Style.''), Jan 31, 2003, p. 17
Eric Alterman: still writing about what moves him (continued), Aug 29, 2003, p. 11
The fate of our most cherished words (editorial) (Steven Schnur muses on book fairs.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 7
Greenacres woman ponders graceful aging (photo) (Anne Snowden Crosman's new book on graceful aging is titled "Young at Heart.'), Aug 29, 2003, p. 3
Jane Austen's appeal, 200 years later (photo) (The Literature section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club sponsored a lecture on Jane Austen on September 17.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 3
New book tells how to 'Price It Yourself,' May 9, 2003, p. 4
BOOKS (Continued)
Prescription for middle age: laughter (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 3
Rupert Holmes pulls out all the stops for new novel (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1
Rupert Holmes pulls out all the stops for new novel (photo) (continued), Sep 5, 2003, p. 17
Shakespeare at midnight (editorial), Nov 14, 2003 p. 7
Steiner's 'Playbook' puts business in a whole new light (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 23
Steiner's 'Playbook' puts business in a whole new light (photo) (continued), Oct 17, 2003, p. 27
Triplets' dad tells all in 'I Sleep At Red Lights' (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 1
Triplets' dad tells all in 'I Sleep At Red Lights' (photo) (continued), July 25, 2003, p. 21

BORDONI, ANNE
Top Associates (photo) (Coldwell Banker honors top residential brokers for the last quarter.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 4

BORDONI, DANIEL J
Dante J. Bordoni (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Daniel J. Bordoni, died on September 28, 2003. He was 75.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 12

BORG, ROBERT F
Bridge is first of several to be restored (photo) (On May 10 a restored locust wood footbridge across the Bronx River was dedicated at a ceremony sponsored by the Garth Woods Conservancy.), May 16, 2003, p. 3
Robert F. Borg (photo) (Robert F. Borg received the title of master builder from the American Society of Civil Engineers.), July 25, 2003, p. 4

BORGES, BRUNO
A Chorus Line - What they did for love; SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) to present 'A Chorus Line' (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 10

BORNSTEIN, HAROLD
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

BOSSES, ABBYE
How many? (photo) (United Way volunteers pictured at the July 31-August 2 Scarsdale sidewalk sale.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 2

BOUCHIER, RON
Bouchier inducted into Westchester HOF (Hall of Fame) (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 17
Bouchier inducted into Westchester HOF (Hall of Fame) (photo) (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 23
Look at me now: Local grads stay successful in the sports world (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 21

BOWMAN, ANNA
Anna Bowman (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Anna Bowman, died on February 2, 2003. She was 91.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 14

BOWMAN, MATT
Article, editorial on autism raised awareness (letter) (Matt Bowman of Eastwoods Lane), Jun 20, 2003, p. 8

BOWYER, JONATHAN
Snow day (photo) (Students pictured sledding outside of Scarsdale High School on the February 7 snow day.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 11

BOXER, CARLY
Spirit of Christmas Past (photo) (Children enjoyed an old fashioned Christmas celebration at the Scarsdale Historical Society's Cudner-Hyatt House on December 7.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 2

BOYD, VALERIE
African-American literary tea - to kick off month long celebration (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 15

BOYER, CARL
Focal Points: To what extent will the rise in gasoline prices affect people's lifestyles? (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 7

BOYLE, JOHN
Advice for speeders from people who enforce the law (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 1

BOYNTON, VIRGINIA SCHOEPF
Virginia Schoepf Boynton (dies) (Virginia Schoepf Boynton, former Scarsdale resident, died on November 22, 2003, in Getzville, New York. She was 86.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 21

BOY SCOUTS
Alex Larsen (photo) (Alex Larsen was appointed junior assistant scoutmaster of Boy Scout Troop 60.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 4
Behind the scenes (photo) (Scout Government Day, held on March 26, gave boy and girl scouts a chance to learn how their local government ticks.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 32
Gordon Hamilton (Gordon Hamilton, Scout Master of Troop 60, was awarded the Arrowmens Service Award.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 4
Iraq war lends poignancy to Memorial Day ceremony (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 8
Scarsdale Boy Scout troops unite on Memorial Day, Jun 6, 2003, p. 4
Scout aids library (photo) (Troop 60 Life Scout, Nicholas Thompson, completed his Eagle Project by benefiting a Connecticut library.), May 9, 2003, p. 4
Scouting helps boys become men (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 3A
Scouts go camping (Boy Scout Troop 60 earned 31 merit badges on camping trips.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 4
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BOY SCOUTS (Continued)
Slide show (photo) (Boy and Girl Scouts watch firefighter Michael Dwyer descend on the pole at the Scarsdale Fire Department headquarters), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1

BRACCO, LORRAINE
Second-grader called ‘rising star’ by Crohn’s foundation (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 12

BRACKEN, BETH
Eskimo days (photo) (Local youths pose in front of igloo they constructed on Catherine Road.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1

BRADLEY, ALAN
Honorary mention (Four Village employees have received honorary mention for exemplary service during the August blackout.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1

BRADY, STEVEN
A main event (photo) (The Scarsdale Water Department repaired a burst pipe on Weaver Street on January 23.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 5

BRANCHE, SUSAN (DR)
Bunnies and baskets (photo) (Photos of cute kids enjoying Easter all around the Village.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 3

BRANDT, LINDSAY
Time to reconsider physical education (editorial), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6

BRANDT, SKYLAR
Beautiful at the ballet (photo) (Three Scarsdale Ballet Studio students are pictured in graceful poses.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 18

BRANDWEIN, HARVEY
3 join Prudential (photo) (Rosemary Badalato, Rosalie Rosenberg and Harvey Brandwein have joined Prudential Centennial Realty.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 4

BRANDWEIN, ROGER (AUTHOR)
Roe vs. Wade recognized the need for human autonomy (letter) (Roger Brandwein of Quentin Road), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

BRAUNSTEIN, RITA (AUTHOR)
Perfect weather, lots of energetic volunteers made E Day a success (letter) (Rita Braunstein, John Gerspach, Co-Presidents, E Club), May 16, 2003, p. 6

BRAUNSTEIN, SARA JANE
Braunstein, Weintraub (photo) (Sara Jane Braunstein and David Barrett Weintraub are engaged; a November wedding is planned.), July 3, 2003, p. 9

BRECKER, MICHAEL
Teen jazz classes at H-B (Hoff-Barthelson), Oct 31, 2003, p. 10

BREESE, RUTH N
Ruth N. Breese (dies) (Ruth N. Breese died on November 3, 2003, in Vero Beach, Florida. She was 100.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 20

BREHM, KYLE
Go with the flow (photo) (Scarsdale firefighter demonstrates water hose.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1

BREINES, SIMON
Simon Breines (dies) (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident and well known architect, Simon Breines, died on September 16, 2003. He was 97.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26

BRENNAN, DERMOT R
Bowl goes to buoyant native daughter (photo) (On April 20 the Scarsdale Bowl was presented to tireless and devoted volunteer worker, Mary "Corky" Thompson.), May 9, 2003, p. 1

BRENNAN, JOHN
John Brennan (dies) (photo) (John Brennan, a World War II veteran and long time member of Scarsdale American Legion Post 52, died on December 15, 2003. He was 85.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 28

Solemn remembrance (photo) (Photo of veteran and Legionaire John Brennan at Scarsdale’s Memorial Day ceremony.), May 30, 2003, p. 1

BRESCEA, ELIZABETH
Brescia, Davis (wed) (photo) (Elizabeth Brescia and Andrew Davis were wed on October 18, 2002, in Scarsdale.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 15

BRESLER, JUDITH
Reality Ball for Neuberger (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 20

BRETONES, JIM (AUTHOR)
Rec works: New girls’ softball league is not needed (letter), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6

BREY, CARTER
Hoff-Barthelson students learn from the masters (photo) (Hoff-Barthelson students will have a master class with three members of the New York Philharmonic on May 12.), May 2, 2003, p. 17
BRICKMAN, REBECCA
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) actors find fairy tales and friendship (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 11
Teen center honors Detective Rich Fatigate (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 3

BRIDGES
Freight oil truck hits bridge, misses gas main (photo) (A freight oil truck crashed into the side of the Popham Road Bridge on September 29.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 3

BRIDGES, RUBY
Bridges makes kids think about friendship, prejudice (photo) (Ruby Bridges, who, at age 6 in 1960 was the first Black child to attend an all white school in New Orleans, addressed Heathcote School students on March 12.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 10

BRIEANT, CHARLES L
Ex-teacher gets 5 years in prison for Internet sex, Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
Judge rules schools' soccer schedule violates Title IX, July 25, 2003, p. 1
Judge rules schools' soccer schedule violates Title IX (continued) (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 20

BRITTON, SYBIL
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 9

BROADCAST JOURNALISM
Focal Points: To what extent do you think there is editorializing in TV news? (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 7
High-stakes news requires tough decisions (photo) (Scarsdale resident and CNN news anchor, Aaron Brown, delivered a lecture at the Scarsdale Library on December 4.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3
No news (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the current state of broadcast news.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7

BRODSKY, RICHARD L
$1.48 county budget counts on sales tax hike, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
IP (Indian Point) plan is local responsibility (editorial), Feb 21, 2003, p. 7
Keg ID law passes in the Legislature, July 18, 2003, p. 3
Keg ID law in effect (A beer keg registration law aimed at curbing underage drinking took effect November 21.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
More voices raised against Indian Point (County and federal officials unite against the continued operation of the Indian Point nuclear power plant.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Passing the buck (editorial) (Inquirer addresses feud between County and State Democrats on one percent taxation increase.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6
Sales tax hike appears doomed (The State Legislature is unlikely to approve a county sales tax hike.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
True leaders are those who keep our children safe (letter) (Elissa Paykin of Lee Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
A vision for the future (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 8A

BRODY, STEVE
Focal Points: Which do you think is a more immediate threat to the United States: Iraq or North Korea? (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 7

BROGAN, JOHN
Arbitrator awards patrolman Ellis $40K in McCready case (continued), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3
Awards (The Scarsdale Village Board honored two police officers and a Village mechanic for their work in an emergency response incident command vehicle.), May 16, 2003, p. 1
Hit and run leads to chase, DWI arrest, Aug 28, 2003, p. 6
Longevity honored (photo) (The New York Conference of Mayors presented service awards for longevity to eight village employees.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 4
Woman robs HSBC Bank in village center (photo) (The HSBC Bank was robbed on May 21 by a woman in her thirties; the robber fled with $31,000 in cash.), May 23, 2003, p. 1

BROMLEY, JUDY
Driving to distraction; Law hasn't changed driving habits of cell phone users (photo) (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 12

BRONSON, WES
Raiders turn season around after slow start on ice (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 23
Scarsdale High School Winter Athletic Awards Dinner - March 10 (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 24

BRONSTEIN, LESTER
Keeping together (editorial) (The Inquirer praises local fire fighters and community members who came together in support of Temple Bet Am Shalom following a devasating fire.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
White Plains synagogue damaged by fire, congregants devastated (photo) (continued) (Reconstructionist Synagogue, Bet Am Shalom in White Plains, was heavily damaged by a fire on September 9.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19

BRONX RIVER
Birding on the river (photo) (John Byers describes his birding experiences at the Scarsdale Library Pond and along the Bronx River Parkway paths.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12
Down by the river (photo) (Photo of a car over turned in the Bronx River near River Road), Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
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BRONX RIVER (Continued)
The enemy is us (photo) (continued) (Stormwater runoff is creating pollution problems in waterways.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12
The enemy is us (photo) (Stormwater runoff is creating pollution problems in waterways.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1

BRONX RIVER CONSERVANCY
Neighbors rally to stop dumping in woods, Aug 22, 2003, p. 3

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY
Bike, Skate Sundays resume full course (The Bronx River Parkway will be closed to vehicular traffic from 10 am - 2 pm on Sundays starting May 11.), May 9, 2003, p. 2
BRP (Bronx River Parkway) lane closures, Aug 8, 2003, p. 1

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY RESERVATION
Bridge is first of several to be restored (photo) (On May 10 a restored locust wood footbridge across the Bronx River was dedicated at a ceremony sponsored by the Garth Woods Conservancy.), May 16, 2003, p. 3

BRONZ, LOIS
Dems pick Ryan for board chair (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
Lines change; fiscal crisis looms, Jan 3, 2003, p. 4
Lois Bronz (Legislator Lois Bronz was honored by the African-American Chamber of Commerce of Westchester and Rockland Counties.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 4
Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
Sales tax hike appears doomed (The State Legislature is unlikely to approve a county sales tax hike.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 1

BRONZ, LOIS (AUTHOR)
County fiscal crisis needs sales tax fix (editorial) (Lois Bronz expresses frustration with a 2003 County budget that is still very much in flux.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 7

BROSAN, BRIAN
New Counselors at SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service), Jan 10, 2003, p. 4

BROWN, AARON
High-stakes news requires tough decisions (photo) (Scarsdale resident and CNN news anchor, Aaron Brown, delivered a lecture at the Scarsdale Library on December 4.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3
Young Writers' Conference: kids practice the craft of storytelling (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 8

BROWN, AERIN
All's fair at the Scarsdale elementary schools (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 11

BROWN, ANN
Paddling for Children's Village dollars (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 21

BROWN, AUDREY
Donsky obituary brought back fond memories of a great teacher (letter) (John Goodman of Madison Road), May 23, 2003, p. 6

BROWN, BOB
APTA (American Platform Tennis Association) nationals; Scarsdale's Brown adds another title to his list (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 24

BROWN, GABBY
Girl Scouts take the gold and silver (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4

BROWN, KEVIN
Longevity honored (photo) (The New York Conference of Mayors presented service awards for longevity to eight village employees.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 4

BROWN, STEVE
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the president's Thanksgiving Day visit to the troops in Iraq? (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 7

BROWNELL, SHIRLEE
Focal Points: Do you think searchers in Iraq will find evidence of weapons of mass destruction? (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 7

BROWNOLD, JIM
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

BROYD, BETSY
New Choral Society to celebrate 10 years with gala (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 25

BRUCE, BECKY
Kids' curiosity about new SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) buildings sparks literary ingenuity (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 11

BRUMBERGER, RONI
Focus 1st: Kaminer conducts workshop before Raiders pick up 1st win (photo) (continued), Sep 12, 2003, p. 24
League leaders: Power format to test section's most dominant program (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 4A
BRUSCOE, JOE
New Scarsdale softball league vies for girls' attention, Jan 31, 2003, p. 1

BRYAN, SAM
The land is filled with stories, from China to Africa to Greenacres (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 8

BRYANT, MAX
Pumpkindergarten (photo) (Edgewood kindergarten students attended a Pumpkin Festival on October 29.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 10

BUCHEN, DAVID
Club gives thumbs up to village fiscal plan (continued) (In a report presented on March 27, The Town and Village Civic Club endorsed the $30.4 million tentative Village budget.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 3
Club gives thumbs up to village fiscal plan (In a report presented on March 27, The Town and Village Civic Club endorsed the $30.4 million tentative Village budget.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
New voices of support rise at Christie Place Garage debate, Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) meeting provided educational forum, open debate (letter) (Randy Whitestone of Sprague Road), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7
Village board adopts $30.4 M budget (continued) (Scarsdale tax payers brace themselves for a 6.96 percent increase in Village taxes in 2004.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 13
Village board adopts $30.4 M budget (Scarsdale tax payers brace themselves for a 6.96 percent increase in Village taxes in 2004.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1

BUCHEN, DAVID (AUTHOR)
How much density do we want? (letter) (David Buchen of Overhill Road), Jan 3, 2003, p. 6
New president for the Overhill Neighborhood Association (letter) (David E. Buchen of Circle Road), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6
Volunteer parking commission could undertake management (letter) (David Buchen of Circle Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6

BUCHEN, HELENE (AUTHOR)
12 years after the gulf war (editorial), Feb 21, 2003, p. 7

BUCK, HEATHER
An opera star returns to her roots (photo) (Heather Buck, acclaimed coloratura soprano, will perform in open rehearsals with the Westchester Philharmonic at her alma mater, Scarsdale High School, on March 14.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 14

BUCK, JANE
Gastronomical glee at Gourmet Galaxy's gala (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 15
New Choral Society to celebrate 10 years with gala (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 25

BUCK, JIM (AUTHOR)
Volunteerism is important Scarsdale (letter) (Walter Schwer, Jim Buck, Jeff Goodwin, Presidents, Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Companies), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6

BUCK, PEARL S
How little we know about our neighbors (editorial), Aug 8, 2003, p. 7

BUDGET - NEW ROCHELLE
New Rochelians may be unwelcome at library, May 23, 2003, p. 3

BUDGET - NEW YORK (STATE)
Lawmakers should look for root causes, quit sniping (letter) (George Latimer, Westchester County Board of Legislators), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6
At long last - a reformed, cooperative state budget process this year (letter) (Sandra Galef, 90th Assembly District), May 16, 2003, p. 6
School budget vote postponed; Senate, governor at odds, May 2, 2003, p. 1
School budget vote postponed; Senate, governor at odds (continued), May 2, 2003, p. 11
Senator Oppenheimer describes 'most unusual' veto override, Jun 13, 2003, p. 8
Time out in Albany (editorial) (Inquirer urges politicians to step up and give education the state aid it so desperately needs.), May 9, 2003, p. 6

BUDGET - SCARSDALE
$30.4 M tentative village budget raises taxes 7%, Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
$30.4 M tentative village budget raises taxes 7% (continued), Mar 21, 2003, p. 8
Budget discussions (The Village Board Trustees' Finance Committee will vote on a final budget on April 22.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
Budget released (A public hearing on the tentative 2003-04 village budget will be held on April 8.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Budget (Upcoming Finance Committee and public meetings will deal with the 2003-04 Scarsdale Village budget.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
Club gives thumbs up to village fiscal plan (continued) (In a report presented on March 27, The Town and Village Civic Club endorsed the $30.4 million tentative Village budget.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 3
Club gives thumbs up to village fiscal plan (In a report presented on March 27, The Town and Village Civic Club endorsed the $30.4 million tentative Village budget.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
BUDGET - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Just desserts (The Town and Village Civic Club report on the preliminary village budget notes an interesting source of revenue.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
Too much money? (School budget referendum has been postponed till June 3), May 9, 2003, p. 1
Village board adopts $30.4 M budget (continued) (Scarsdale tax payers brace themselves for a 6.96 percent increase in Village taxes in 2004.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 13
Village board adopts $30.4 M budget (Scarsdale tax payers brace themselves for a 6.96 percent increase in Village taxes in 2004.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1

BUDGET - UNITED STATES
Lowey blasts Bush budget, stimulus plan, Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
Lowey blasts Bush budget, stimulus plan (continued), Feb 7, 2003, p. 9

BUDGET - WESTCHESTER COUNTY (N.Y.)
$1.4B county budget counts on sales tax hike, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
$1.4B county budget counts on sales tax hike (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 8
County fiscal crisis needs sales tax fix (editorial) (Lois Bronz expresses frustration with a 2003 County budget that is still very much in flux.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 7
Westchester LWV (League of Women Voters) endorses proposed county sales tax hike, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1

BUILDING LAWS
Towns, schools would benefit from Wicks exemptions (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7

BUKATA, SUSAN (DR)
Bukata, Maslow (engaged) (photo) (Dr. Susan Bukata and Louis "Chip" Maslow II are engaged; a January 2004 wedding is planned.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 11

BULIMIA
Film by SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad explores bulimia, Jun 6, 2003, p. 2

BULLYING
If he had a hammer, he'd hammer out bullying (photo) (Folk singer Peter Yarrow performed at the Quaker Ridge School on March 19.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 11

BUNCHE, RALPH (DR)
U.N. Day program to honor Ralph Bunche, Dec 12, 2003 p. 2

BURKAT, HOWARD
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

BURKAT, HOWARD (AUTHOR)
Call him wacky (letter) (Howard Burkat of Drake Road), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6
Key feature of SUVs (Sports Utility Vehicles) is ability to kill other drivers (letter) (Howard Burkat of Drake Road), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
Village is now following a wise traditional course (letter) (Howard Burkat of Drake Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6

BURKAT, IRIS
Focal Points: To what extent will the rise in gasoline prices affect people's lifestyles? (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 7

BURKE, FRANK
Arbitrator awards patrolman Ellis $40K in McCreary case, Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
Arbitrator awards patrolman Ellis $40K in McCreary case (continued), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3

BURKE, NAN
New PT Council officers welcomed (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12

BURN, SETH
Focal Points: How do you think a long and protracted war in Iraq will affect life in the United States? (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7

BURSON, BETTE
Woman's Club goes Home for the Holidays (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 11

BURSON, HAROLD
Harold Burson (Boston University's College of Communications has established a faculty chair in honor of Harold Burson.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 4

BUSBY, SUZANNE
The loneliness of the long distance strip (photo) (Confusion reigns on the Mamaroneck Strip, where the zip code and services are Mamaroneck but the school system is Scarsdale.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 3
New Scarsdale softball league vies for girls' attention, Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
New Scarsdale softball league vies for girls' attention (continued), Jan 31, 2003, p. 26
Paddle courts in sorry shape in birthplace of the sport (letter) (Don Carlucci, Alan Linder, Jeffrey Fogelson, Jeffrey Lewis, David Golomb, Jeffrey Lenobel), May 2, 2003, p. 6
Preliminary turf report is released (Scarsdale High School could have a synthetic turf field complex by August 2004.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
Village parking goals are clarified (continued), Nov 28, 2003 p. 9
BUSH, BETSY
New Choral Society to celebrate 10 years with gala (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 25

BUSH, GEORGE W
Bush is trying to turn back the clock on women's health (letter) (Audrey G. Hochberg of Stonehouse Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
Bush regime is drunk on power (letter) (Nat Sloan of Somers), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6
Hail to the little chief (editorial) (Marc Wollin on the limited edition George W. Bush action figure.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7
Lowey blasts Bush budget, stimulus plan, Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
Lowey blasts Bush budget, stimulus plan (continued), Feb 7, 2003, p. 9
Virtual buddies (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the impact of George W. Bush's phraseology on the world wide web.), July 3, 2003, p. 7

BUSINESSMEN
Young businessman cuts a deal (photo) (Allen Kato, 9, entered into a business relationship with Learning Express at last week's Sidewalk Sale.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 3

BUS TRAVEL
Express service to Manhattan should continue (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6

BUTLER, CHARLES
Adult school attains senior citizenship (photo) (The Scarsdale Adult School celebrated its 65th anniversary with a party at Purchase College on May 4.), May 9, 2003, p. 3
Talley honored (photo) (Paulette Talley of Julia B. Fee Real Estate was honored by Rotary International.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 4

BUTLER, EMILY
Aliens living in Scarsdale were focus of fear in 1917 (photo) (Village historian, Irving Sloan, discusses anti-German sentiment in Scarsdale during World War I.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 8
Neighbors rally to stop dumping in woods, Aug 22, 2003, p. 3

BUTLER, JAMES PATRICK
Nygreen, Butler (wed) (Kristin Holiday Nygreen and James Patrick Butler were wed on October 4 at Columbia University in Manhattan.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 14
Nygreen, Butler (wed) (photo) (Kristin Holiday Nygreen and James Patrick Butler were wed on October 4 in Manhattan.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 21

BUTLER WOODS (SCARSDALE)
Neighbors rally to stop dumping in woods, Aug 22, 2003, p. 3
Woods used as dumps, Jun 13, 2003, p. 8

BYERS, JOHN
Bridge is first of several to be restored (photo) (On May 10 a restored locust wood footbridge across the Bronx River was dedicated at a ceremony sponsored by the Garth Woods Conservancy.), May 16, 2003, p. 3

BYERS, JOHN (AUTHOR)
Birding on the river (photo) (John Byers describes his birding experiences at the Scarsdale Library Pond and along the Bronx River Parkway paths.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12

BYRNE, MARGARET L
Margaret L. Byrne (dies) (Margaret L. Byrne, former teacher at the Hitchcock Presbyterian Church, died on November 19, 2003, in Navarre, Ohio. She was 81.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 18

BYRNE, MIKE
Firefighters responded with caring (letter) (Flo Sinsheimer of Murray Hill Road), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

CABLE TELEVISION
Cable TV Commission surveying residents, Jan 17, 2003, p. 4
Feiner keeps 'public' access TV a tool of his administration (letter) (Francis Sheehan of Essex Place), Apr 11, 2003, p. 6
Sheehan would have been 'too effective' on town cable board (letter) (Hal Samia of Hartsdale), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6
Supervisor 'expects to play no role' in cable TV programming (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6

CABLE TV COMMISSION - SCARSDALE
Cable TV Commission surveying residents, Jan 17, 2003, p. 4

CABRERA, MISSY
Prom night sets new traditions (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 9A

CACACE, SUSAN
Election Day is next Tuesday, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
GOP-Dem wins (Joseph Alessandro, a registered Republican, won one of three spots in the Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
Republican runs in Democratic judge primary (continued) (Registered Republican, Joseph Alessandro, is running in the September 9 Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 17
CACACE, SUSAN  (Continued)
Republican runs in Democratic judge primary (Registered Republican, Joseph Alessandro, is running in the September 9 Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1
Vote DiBella, Cacace and Friia in Democratic primary (letter) (Mark Lewis, Chair, Scarsdale Democratic Party), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6

CACCIOLA, ROCCO
Hybrid car puts brakes on gas consumption (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 3

CAHN, ANDY
8th-graders meet Holocaust survivor (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 8

CAIN, THOMAS
White Plains synagogue damaged by fire, congregants devastated (photo) (Reconstructionist Synagogue, Bet Am Shalom in White Plains, was heavily damaged by a fire on September 9.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1

CAIRO, MICHAEL
Vintage vehicle (photo) (Michael Cairo's 1948 Ford pickup street rod will be one of many vehicles displayed at Westchester County's annual car and truck show on September 28 at Playland Park.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 2

CALDAROLA, KRISTIN
Scarsdale teachers' 'circle of life' honored (continued) (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 12

CALDEIRA, CECILIA
Prom night sets new traditions (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 9A

CALENDARS
Volunteers and businesses made calendar possible (letter) (Susie Rush, President, Scarsdale PT Council), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6

CALIFANO, CLAUDIA
Focal Points: It has been suggested that trains be equipped with seat belts. What do you think? (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 7

CALIFORNIA - DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Hollywood holiday; Scarsdale writer's California odyssey continues (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 13
Hollywood holiday; Scarsdale writer's California odyssey continues (photo) (continued), July 11, 2003, p. 15

CALLARA, DONNIE
Our state, our games: Scarsdalians lead the way at silver anniversary Empires (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 20

CALORISI, RAY
In aftermath of fire, victims seek shelter, Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
In aftermath of fire, victims seek shelter (continued), Jun 13, 2003, p. 12

CAMARDA, DIEGO
Focal Points: Do you think SUV's will be the family car of the future? (photo), Aug 8, 2003, p. 7

CAMP, LINDA
New Choral Society to celebrate 10 years with gala (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 25

CAMPER, FRANCIE
Scarsdalians swim to benefit cancer research (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 18

CAMPING
Scouts go camping (Boy Scout Troop 60 earned 31 merit badges on camping trips.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 4

CAMPS
All year school? But what about camp?, Mar 14, 2003, p. 6A
Camp means volunteerism for SHS (Scarsdale High School) senior (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 9
(Camp Pathunke campers are pictured attending a matinee of "42nd Street" on July 30.) (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 2
Color war tops off an active summer at Camp Pathunke (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 1
Color war tops off an active summer at Camp Pathunke (photo) (continued), Aug 15, 2003, p. 2
Day camp guide, Mar 14, 2003, pp. 20A-26A
Follow the leader (photo) (Young Scarsdale day campers are pictured at the pool.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 1

CANALI, PAOLO
In Firenze (photo) (Ken Giddon, President of Rothman's Men's and Boy's Clothing, attended the Pitti Uomo trade show in Florence, Italy.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 4

CANCER CURE COALITION
Coalition working for cancer cure (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 5A

CANCER - FUND RAISING
Cyclist seeks help in defeating cancer through research funding (letter) (Rob Goodman, SHS '95), July 25, 2003, p. 6
Scarsdalians swim to benefit cancer research (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 18

CANDLES
Candles: light and magic (Home Supplement) (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 10A
CANELL, ELAINE
Houlihan/Lawrence honors top producers of 2002 (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 4

CANNON, JACOB
Call it beginner's luck (photo) (Young Jacob Cannon caught a carp in the Scarsdale Library Pond.), July 11, 2003, p. 3

CANTATORE, FRANK
1 attacks, 1 defends at candidates' forum, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
1 attacks, 1 defends at candidates' forum (continued), Oct 31, 2003, p. 11
Cantatore challenges Ryan for 5th District, Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
Cantatore challenges Ryan for 5th District (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 20
Election Day is next Tuesday, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Ryan, Cantatore dispute county budget strictures (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Ryan, Cantatore dispute county budget strictures (photo) (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 13
Re-elect Bill Ryan (editorial) (The Inquirer heartily endorses Bill Ryan for County Legislator in the 5th District.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6
Ryan re-elected to county board, Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
Ryan re-elected to county board (continued), Nov 7, 2003 p. 8

CANTATORE, NICK
Gardener is appreciated (letter) (Bonnie Mitchell of Colonial Road), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
A perennial to keep (editorial) (The Inquirer profiles Nick Cantatore, 87 year old Scarsdale resident who has worked for 33 years as a public gardens caretaker.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6
(Village gardener, Nick Cantatore, planted pineapple plants at Boniface Circle.) (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6

CANTOR, DAVID
Eskimo days (photo) (Local youths pose in front of igloo they constructed on Catherine Road.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1

CAPELLA, ALEXANDRA
Hot times and cool contests celebrate the Fourth (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 26
CAPELLA, ANTHONY
Hot times and cool contests celebrate the Fourth (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 26
CAPELLA, JOHN
Hot times and cool contests celebrate the Fourth (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 26

CAPERS, ALBERTHA
In aftermath of fire, victims seek shelter, Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
In aftermath of fire, victims seek shelter (continued), Jun 13, 2003, p. 12

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
Execution of Ethel Rosenberg changed attorney's views on death penalty (letter) (Harold Reynolds of Bradley Road), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6

CARACCILO, JEAN
Focal Points: Has this been a summer to remember or forget? (photo), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7

CARBON MONOXIDE
Prevent carbon monoxide poisoning (photo) (Home Supplement), Apr 25, 2003, p. 37A

CARDINAL, JAMES
Remembering the 'forgotten war' (editorial), July 25, 2003, p. 7

CARLSEN, BILLIE ANN
Focal Points: How do you feel about the arming of commercial airline pilots with guns? (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7

CARLSON, ROD
Focal Points: How long do you think the United States should maintain armed forces in Iraq? (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 7

CARLUCCI, DON (AUTHOR)
Paddle courts in sorry shape in birthplace of the sport (letter) (Don Carlucci, Alan Linder, Jeffrey Fogelson, Jeffrey Lewis, David Golomb, Jeffrey Lenobel), May 2, 2003, p. 6

CARNEY, TOM
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who won recognition in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4

CARNICELLI, EVELYN
Is village board opposed to finding out the will of the people? (letter) (Evelyn Carnicelli of Tunstall Road), Apr 11, 2003, p. 6

CARNIVALS
All's fair at the Scarsdale elementary schools (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 11
An ordinary Saturday was transformed into something special (letter) (Cynthia Samwick, Heathcote Carnival Chair), May 23, 2003, p. 6
Carnival! (The third annual Scarsdale High School carnival will be held at the school April 25-26.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
CARNIVALS (Continued)
Greenacres carnival (Greenacres to hold "One World Expo-Fair" on May 10.), May 9, 2003, p. 10
SHS (Scarsdale High School) students did a great job on the carnival (letter) (John Klemme, Scarsdale High School Principal), May 9, 2003, p. 6

CAROLS
A Scarsdale Christmas Story: Scarsdale songwriter hopes 'Christmas Blue' will be a Christmas 'evergreen,' Dec 19, 2003, p. 15

CARPANZANO, CRAIG
Focal Points: In view of current conditions, how do you think the United States should proceed in Iraq? (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 7

CARRANO, KATHLEEN
Budget is LWV (League of Women Voters) topic, Nov 14, 2003 p. 2

CARROCCIO, PAUL
Suspect arrested 6 days after bank robbery, May 30, 2003, p. 1

CARROLL, ANN
Focal Points: Do you think that the holiday designated as Presidents' Day has lost its significance? (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 7

CARROLL, FRANK
Missing Bronx girl found in Edgemont; 2 men charged, Sep 19, 2003, p. 1

CARSWELL, BRUCE
Bruce Carswell (photo) (Bruce Carswell has been elected to the rank of "distinguished fellow" of the National Academy of Human Resources.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 4

CARTER, GARY
A tale of two cities: Baseball's newest Hall of Famer talks about his career then and now (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 35

CARTER, LIANE
Walking to fund autism research (photo) (continued) (The annual Westchester-Fairfield Counties Walk to raise money and awareness of Autism will be held June 8.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 25

CARTER, MARC
Carter, Samuelson nominated to BOE (Board of Education) (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Carter, Samuelson nominated to BOE (Board of Education) (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 8
Our school board deserves appreciation (letter) (Susie Rush, President, Scarsdale PT Council), Oct 31, 2003, p. 9
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) selected excellent candidates for school board (letter) (Debra Miller, Chair, School Board Nominating Committee), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
School architect maps progress, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
School budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, E'mont (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
Sherwood heads school board; G'acres (Greenacres) to get new principal (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 1
Teachers try to regain control over elementary school day, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
Walking to fund autism research (photo) (continued) (The annual Westchester-Fairfield Counties Walk to raise money and awareness of Autism will be held June 8.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 25
Walking to fund autism research (photo) (The annual Westchester-Fairfield Counties Walk to raise money and awareness of Autism will be held June 8.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1

CARTER, MICKEY
Walking to fund autism research (photo) (continued) (The annual Westchester-Fairfield Counties Walk to raise money and awareness of Autism will be held June 8.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 25
Walking to fund autism research (photo) (The annual Westchester-Fairfield Counties Walk to raise money and awareness of Autism will be held June 8.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1

CARTON, JOHN
Hoff-Barthelson Music School opens new home (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 3

CARVIN, MISSY
Girl Scouts take the gold and silver (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4

CASELLA, MARIA
Focal Points: Is the Fourth of July still a source of patriotic fervor? (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 7

CASTRONOVO, SHAKIRA
Parents, kids bond over fun with math (April 2 was Family Math Day at the Fox Meadow School.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 10

CATALDO, JOSEPH
Subdivision still bogged down (Another frustrating round in the battle for a six lot subdivision in Greenacres took place at the Planning Board meeting on April 23.), May 2, 2003, p. 1
WinFair subdivision approval is likely (RGF Development is likely to win approval for a six lot subdivision in the North Grange section of Greenacres.), May 23, 2003, p. 1
**CAUTHEN, PAT**

Corporate heroes (photo) *(Pat Cauthen and Mary Gilbert received corporate hero awards from Westchester Jewish Community Services.)*, Nov 7, 2003 p. 4

**CAYTON, ALAN**

Last chance (photo) *(Alan Cayton's painting, New Lemons, won first place in the Scarsdale Art Association's annual award exhibit at the Scarsdale Public Library.)*, Nov 28, 2003 p. 15

A September tradition - Scarsdale Art Association fall outdoor art show celebrates 51st year (photo, illus), Sep 5, 2003, p. 13

**CECERE, JODI**

Inquirer top winner (continued) *(The Scarsdale Inquirer took home 27 awards from the New York Press Association's 2002 Better Newspaper Contest.)*, Apr 18, 2003, p. 11

**CEFOLA, ANN**

No consensus on family violence (editorial) *(David Kroenlein on domestic abuse within Scarsdale.)*, Sep 19, 2003, p. 7

**CEFOLA, ANN (AUTHOR)**

Coalition on Family Violence is 1 of Mayor Kroenlein’s achievements (letter) *(Ann Cefola, Terese Hunersen, Scarsdale Coalition on Family Violence)*, Apr 4, 2003, p. 6

**CELO**

Cello students from Quaker Ridge meet Yo-Yo Ma (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 10

**CELLULAR TELEPHONES**

Cell phone problems more mental than physical (letter) *(Seth A. Halpern of Ridgecrest East)*, Feb 7, 2003, p. 6

Driving to distraction; Law hasn’t changed driving habits of cell phone users (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1

Driving to distraction; Law hasn’t changed driving habits of cell phone users (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 12

Focal Points: To what extent has the cell phone affected American society? (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

Multitasking over mushroom omelets (editorial), Mar 7, 2003, p. 7

**CENSUS**

Old census numbers reveal a very different Scarsdale (letter) *(Jane Bedichek of Kingston Road)*, Aug 8, 2003, p. 6

**CHALCHINSKY, RACHEL L (AUTHOR)**

Police officer doing his job, albeit aggressively (letter) *(Rachel L. Chalchinsky of Mamaroneck)*, Sep 12, 2003, p. 7

**CHALMERS, RUTH (AUTHOR)**

Is every day a holiday here? (letter) *(Ruth Chalmers of Bronxville)*, Oct 3, 2003, p. 6

**CHAMBER OF COMMERCE - SCARSDALE**

Annual tree lighting *(The annual tree lighting sponsored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce will take place November 29.)*, Nov 21, 2003 p. 2

Kids paint the town red - & orange & green & black (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 3

**CHANG, ARTHUR**

Coalition on Family Violence is 1 of Mayor Kroenlein’s achievements (letter) *(Ann Cefola, Terese Hunersen, Scarsdale Coalition on Family Violence)*, Apr 4, 2003, p. 6

**CHANG, GEOFFREY**

Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (continued) *(Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman still mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks)*, Sep 12, 2003, p. 19

**CHANG, SPENCER J (AUTHOR)**

If student was unprepared, it’s not the fault of Scarsdale High School (letter) *(Spencer J. Chang of Columbia University)*, Jun 20, 2003, p. 6

**CHAO, DAVID**

Edgemont SBBC (School Board Nominating Committee) chooses Chao, Glickstein (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1

**CHARITY**

Charity drive expands *(Jane Porpora heads up a food and clothing drive to benefit needy Yonkers families.)*, Dec 19, 2003 p. 4

Focal Points: What factors impel you either to contribute or not to a particular appeal? (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 7

Generous shoppers made scouts’ food drive a success (letter) *(Stuart Krohnengold, Pack Master, Cub Scout Pack 60)*, Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

It begins at home (editorial) *(In the spirit of the upcoming Thanksgiving holiday, the Inquirer proposes philanthropic ways to express gratitude.)*, Nov 7, 2003 p. 6

Rx for excess (editorial) *(In the spirit of the Thanksgiving holiday, the Inquirer urges residents to indulge less in materialistic pursuits and more in charitable ones.)*, Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

That warm feeling (photo) *(Quaker Ridge students earned “kindness coins” by donating warm clothing to homeless Westchester residents.)*, Oct 24, 2003, p. 8

**CHARNEY, AMY EHRLICH**

Charney, Wise (wed) *(Amy Ehrlich Charney and Lewis Kemler Wise were wed on October 12 at their home in Wellfleet, Massachusetts.)*, Oct 24, 2003, p. 14
CHASE, ADELE
A cheer for old Fox Meadow - on its 75th birthday (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10

CHASEN, KEN
Farewell service (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 18

CHASE PARK (SCARSDALE)
Service with a smile (photo) (Photo of young Elizabeth Hynes in a waitress costume at the Halloween Parade in Chase Park.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Sunday in the park with jazz (photo) (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School presented a faculty/student jazz concert in Chase Park on June 8.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 2

CHATEAUX APARTMENTS - SCARSDALE
Chateaux sues for new review of garage project, Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
Chateaux sues for new review of garage project (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 20

CHATFIELD, JUNE
June Chatfield (dies) (photo) (Long time Scarsdale resident, June Chatfield, died on November 4, 2003, following a short battle with pancreatic cancer. She was 79.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 20

CHAYES, JESSICA
SHS (Scarsdale High School) senior's work to be staged (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 15
'The Last Night of Ballyhoo' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present 'The Last Night of Ballyhoo.'), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10

CHAYES, LINDA HILLMAN
Committee assignments (New village board and council members were announced at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1

CHAYES, LINDA HILLMAN (AUTHOR)
Drama Club feature brought welcome attention to school arts (letter) (Linda Hillman Chayes of Taunton Road), Apr 11, 2003, p. 6
Editorial on teens learning to drink was outrageous (letter) (Members of various community boards question Inquirer editorial "Alcohol ed" in May 23 issue.), May 30, 2003, p. 6
We cannot afford to ignore the SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) call for help (letter) (Linda Hillman Chayes, Chairman, Advisory Council on Youth), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6

CHEATING IN SCHOOL WORK
Plagiarism on the Internet: many gray areas (Article asks: where do a student's researching methods cross the line from helpful to unreliable to illegal?), Jan 17, 2003, p. 10
Plagiarism on the Internet: many gray areas (Article asks: where do a student's researching methods cross the line from helpful to unreliable to illegal?) (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 11

CHERR, DIANE
'Testament in Color' (photo) (Scarsdale resident and Westchester Arts Council artist, Diane Cherr, will show her works at the Mamaroneck Artists' Guild this month.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 27

CHESLER, BARBARA
LWV (League of Women Voters): Active at all levels of government (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 3A

CHESS
Kings of chess (photo) (The Fox Meadow chess team scored a big win at the New Castle Chess Tournament on February 9.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 11

CHI, VICTORIA
Safety poster contest winners (photo) (Pictured are the winners of the Scarsdale Recreation Department's safety poster contest.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 4

CHILD MOLESTERS
Ex-teacher caught in sex sting (photo) (continued) (Retired Seely Place School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, was arrested at the Palisades shopping center in an Internet sex sting.), May 30, 2003, p. 15
Ex-teacher caught in sex sting (Retired Seely Place School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, was arrested at the Palisades shopping center in an Internet sex sting.), May 30, 2003, p. 1
Ex-teacher pleads not guilty to sex charges, Jun 20, 2003, p. 12
Ex-teacher pleads not guilty to sex charges (continued), Jun 20, 2003, p. 13
Story on internet predators was a cautionary tale for parents (letter) (Richard P. Leavitt of Rockledge Road), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
CHILD PSYCHOLOGY
Helping children cope with fears of war and terrorism (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6A
CHILDREN
All year school? But what about camp? (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6A
An ear full of garbage (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 38A
An ear full of garbage (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 40A
Birthday parties to remember (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 10A
Birthday parties to remember (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 12A
Car-seat safety: Is your child really safe in that vehicle? (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 16A
Car-seat safety: Is your child really safe in that vehicle? (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 17A
Child Safety (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 34A
From corporate to childcare (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 29A
From corporate to childcare (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 32A
Day camp guide, Mar 14, 2003, pp. 20A–26A
Eating is a natural function... or is it? (illus), Mar 14, 2003, p. 42A
Eating is a natural function... or is it? (illus)(continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 43A
Helping children cope with fears of war and terrorism (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6A
Kids (photo) (Supplement), Mar 14, 2003, pp. 1A–43A
Safe online games for kids, Mar 14, 2003, p. 32A
Time spent together (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 34A
What to do with your toddler (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 14A
What to do with your toddler (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 15A
You're not the boss of me! Learn to cope with your preteen before power issues become a problem (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 28A
You're not the boss of me! Learn to cope with your preteen before power issues become a problem (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 29A
Yours, mine and ours: Blending two families into one isn't for the faint of heart (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 4A
Yours, mine and ours: Blending two families into one isn't for the faint of heart (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 5A

CHILDREN HAVING INDIVIDUAL LEARNING DIFFERENCES
CHILD (Children Having Individual Learning Differences) gets NAAR (National Alliance for Autism Research) award (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13

CHILDREN'S BOOKS
Focal Points: How have children's books changed from those you read as a child? (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 7
Library reading games appeal to kids' imaginative side (photo), Aug 8, 2003, p. 1
Library reading games appeal to kids' imaginative side (photo) (continued), Aug 8, 2003, p. 22

CHILDREN'S VILLAGE (DOBBS FERRY)
Carole and Paula brought kids Halloween Fun (letter) (Pat Warnken, Scarsdale Woman's Club), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
Paddling for Children's Village dollars (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 21
Pat Lanza (Scarsdale resident Pat Lanza was honored by Children's Village in Dobbs Ferry.), May 23, 2003, p. 4

CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE
Healing the trauma, Apr 18, 2003, p. 1
Workman charged in sex attack on 12-year old boy, Apr 18, 2003, p. 1

CHINESE NEW YEAR
Good food, good fortune in the Chinese New Year (editorial) (illus), Jan 31, 2003, p. 7

CHIODO, RITA (AUTHOR)
Soccer had a great season (letter) (Rita Chiudo of Woods Lane), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7

CHIROPRACTORS
An easier pregnancy, labor and birth (photo) (Supplement), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7A

CHIWOTA, RUDO (AUTHOR)
Embodying the best of Scarsdale (letter) (Rudo Chiwota of Farley Road), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6

CHOIRS (MUSIC)
All-county music makers include Scarsdale students (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 8

CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBINSON) PROPERTY (SCARSDALE)
20-somethings need a role (editorial) (Scarsdale High School graduate Matthew Abelson bemoans the lack of roles and purpose for 20-somethings in Scarsdale.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7
On the agenda (The Scarsdale Village Board will meet on January 14 to discuss the valuation of the Christie Place Lot.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
The bill is overdue (editorial) (The Inquirer supports the Village Board decision to allow the owners of the Christie Place parking garage to charge extra for SUV's.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
Board response to garage protest was democracy at work (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7
Call for 'lower temperatures' in debate (Trustee Peter Strauss seeks to mend the rift between the Village Board and the Town and Village Civic Club over the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 3
CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY (SCARSDALE) (Continued)

Call him wacky (letter) (Howard Burkaf of Drake Road), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6
Chairman appointed (Mayor Beverley Sved appointed committee chairs at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Chateaux sues for new review of garage project, Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
Chateaux sues for new review of garage project (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 20
Christie, continued (The Town and Village Civic Club will hold an open meeting on January 13 to discuss Christie Place development.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
Christie Garage will not discourage lazy behavior of parkers (letter) (Dino Venuto of Circle Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 3
Christie Place architect will revise garage plan, July 25, 2003, p. 1
Christie Place architect will revise garage plan (continued), July 25, 2003, p. 20
Christie reality check (editorial) (The Inquirer calls for less inflammatory and more objective views on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6
Civility shortage (editorial) (The Inquirer deplores the lack of civility at the March 25 Village Board meeting, which dealt with the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6
Clowning, redundant oratory, petulance on display at hearings (letter) (Dr. Robert Richman of Birchall Drive), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
Club gives thumbs up to village fiscal plan (continued) (In a report presented on March 27, The Town and Village Civic Club endorsed the $30.4 million tentative Village budget.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 3
Club gives thumbs up to village fiscal plan (In a report presented on March 27, The Town and Village Civic Club endorsed the $30.4 million tentative Village budget.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to village board, Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to Village Board (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 12
Conservation Advisory Council is not opposed to garage on Christie Place (letter) (Kay Eisenman, Chairman, Conservation Advisory Council), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6
Continue being responsive to public concerns, planing goals (letter) (Laura Fratt, President, Scarsdale League of Women Voters), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Court dismisses Chateaux suit against garage, Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
The decline of Scarsdale (editorial) (Andrew Edelman tackles numerous contentious issues confronting the Village.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 7
In denial (editorial) (The Inquirer attempts to resolve the long standing controversy over the proposed indoor parking garage at Christie Place.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
Depot plan gets conditional OK (continued) (The Scarsdale Planning Board gave conditional approval on March 5 to plans to develop Depot Place.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 11
Depot plan gets conditional OK (The Scarsdale Planning Board gave conditional approval on March 5 to plans to develop Depot Place.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
Dismayed by charges of behind-the-scene motives for staff, volunteers (letter) (Thomas Giordano of Montgomery Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
Downdizing (The Overhill Neighborhood Association urges the Scarsdale Board of Trustees to consider downsizing the proposed indoor Christie Place Parking Garage.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
Downtowns either grow in vitality or decline (letter) (Jeannie Richman of Birchall Drive), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7
EAF (environmental assessment form) gives 'green' light to proposed Christie Place garage, Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
EAF (environmental assessment form) gives 'green' light to proposed Christie Place garage (continued), Feb 7, 2003, p. 9
Garage critic is not opposed to all development on Christie Place (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer of Autenrieth Road), May 23, 2003, p. 6
Garage foes blast proposal (photo) (continued) (Over thirty speakers voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place Garage at a public hearing on January 28.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 26
Garage foes blast proposal (photo) (Over thirty speakers voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place Garage at a public hearing on January 28.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
Garage foes should remember - first offer is often the best (letter) (Carole Tunick of Meadow Road), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6
Garage funding resolution is tabled (photo) (continued) (Progress on the proposed Christie Place parking garage hit a snag at the marathon Village Board of Trustees meeting on March 25.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 8
Garage funding resolution is tabled (photo) (Progress on the proposed Christie Place parking garage hit a snag at the marathon Village Board of Trustees meeting on March 25.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
Garage makes no sense: simple management would meet parking needs (letter) (Rick Behr of Post Road), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6
Garage may go underground (Architect Stephen Tilly presented alternative designs to mitigate the impact of the proposed Christie Place indoor parking garage.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
Garage opponents are varied, hardworking and generous (letter) (Jean Wentworth of Lockwood Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6
Garage opponents clamor for full environmental impact statement, Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
Garage opponents clamor for full environmental impact statement (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 4
CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY (SCARSDALE) (Continued)

Garth Road resident offers parking suggestions (letter) (P. Margand of Garth Road), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6

Getting real (editorial) (The Inquirer bemoans the dismal downtown parking situation and suggests that residents be more open minded to the proposed Christie Place Parking Garage.), July 3, 2003, p. 6

Growth is not inevitable here (editorial) (Bruce Wells on the impact of the proposed indoor parking garage on the serenity of the Village), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7

Growth requires more parking (editorial) (Jeffrey D. Gaskin asks: how can more homes be built and parking not increased?), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7

How many must speak out against garage before you take them seriously? (letter) (James F. Conlon of Hamilton Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8

How much density do we want? (letter) (David Buchen of Overhill Road), Jan 3, 2003, p. 6

Information campaign (On February 6, the Town and Village Civic Club will meet with Mayor Kroenlein and architect Stephen Tilly to review plans for the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1

Infrastructure may fail to meet 21st century needs (letter) (A. F. Lazzara of Garth Road), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6

The Inquirer is a 'special interest group' in garage controversy (letter) (Avner Reggev of Woodland Place), Feb 14, 2003, p. 8

Irresponsible to vote for garage with land cost unknown (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6

Is the proposed garage design for Christie Place a Trojan horse? (letter) (Stuart Keith of Chateaux Circle), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6

Is village board opposed to finding out the will of the people? (letter) (Evelyn Carnicelli of Tunstall Road), Apr 11, 2003, p. 6

Leaf regulations to be enforced, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1

Let's make parking a priority (editorial), Jun 27, 2003, p. 7

Modest development proposed for Depot Place (illus), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1

Modest development proposed for Depot Place (illus) (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 8

Mood change (editorial) (The Inquirer supports efforts by Village Trustees to implement parking management.), May 30, 2003, p. 6

Neighborhood association to present forum (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4

Neighborhood presidents list top priorities, Mar 7, 2003, p. 3

Neighbors urge ban of nonresident commuters, May 16, 2003, p. 1

New board might reconsider Christie Place garage proposal, Apr 11, 2003, p. 1

New suggestions for Christie Place lot, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1

New suggestions for Christie Place lot (continued), Sep 26, 2003, p. 12

New voices of support rise at Christie Place Garage debate, Mar 14, 2003, p. 1

New voices of support rise at Christie Place Garage debate (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 8

The next step (editorial) (The Inquirer supports the Village's recent parking management efforts.), July 11, 2003, p. 6

No one is in favor of building 'behemoth' on Christie (letter) (Susan Douglass of Crane Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8

Old board unresponsive, editorial unfair (editorial), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7

Open doors, take notes (editorial) (The Inquirer bemoans the protests and lawsuits that accompany every local building proposal.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6

Parking garage is not a real issue for the community (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6

Parking garage on Christie should be a last resort (letter) (Mitchell Kulick of Oakwood Place), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6

Parking is going to get worse (editorial) (Carole Tunick asks for a fair hearing on the Christie Place Parking Garage issue.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7

Parking solution not 'just a can of paint' (Village Trustee Noreen Fisher dismisses effectiveness of restriping parking spaces in Village Center to a uniform width.), May 30, 2003, p. 1

Passions rage, accusations fly at garage meeting (continued) (Opponents of the proposed Christie Place Parking Garage packed Village Hall for a contentious meeting on February 13.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 12

Passions rage, accusations fly at garage meeting (Opponents of the proposed Christie Place Parking Garage packed Village Hall for a contentious meeting on February 13.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1

People who really want to park in village will find a way (letter) (Lika Levi of Lockwood Road), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6

Points of View: the eternal tides (editorial) (The Inquirer predicts issues that will occupy readers' emotions in 2003.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6

Removing spaces from Christie doesn't help (letter) (James F. Conlan of Hamilton Road), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6

Report shows ample parking, Feb 14, 2003, p. 1

Report shows ample parking (continued) (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 10

Residents question garage proposal at library forum (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6

Resident survey would help determine who would use the garage (letter) (Doris J. W. Escher of Post Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 8
CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY (SCARSDALE)  (Continued)
Rodeo Drive East (editorial) (The Inquirer conjectures that the lack of available parking might result in an abundance of high end stores that don’t survive on volume.), May 16, 2003, p. 6
The Scarsdale malaise (editorial) (The Inquirer’s tongue-in-cheek scenario for Scarsdale in the "not too distant future"), Jan 17, 2003, p. 6
Scarsdale’s soul lies in its modest scale and low density of village (letter) (Norma R. Roberts of Popham Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
Seeking civility (editorial) (The Inquirer praises Board members for dealing calmly with the divisive issue of an indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
Sensible projects get done here - garage is not one of them (letter) (Jeannie and Bernard Mackler of Lenox Place), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Smelly, polluting cars will destroy views, suffocate children (letter) (Megan Pacetti of Autenrieth Road), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6
SNAP (Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents) learns about Depot Place projects, Jan 17, 2003, p. 3
Special meeting (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees will hold a special meeting on February 13 on the proposed Christie Place Parking Facility.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
There are dozens of unused parking spaces in downtown Scarsdale (letter) (Richard Henry Behr of Post Road), July 18, 2003, p. 6
Time to decide on garage, Gatta says, Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
Time to decide on garage, Gatta says (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 8
The top 10 reasons why we need more parking (?) (letter) (Michael Iver of Thornwood Place), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8
Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking, Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14
Trustee nixes some parking suggestions, Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Trustee nixes some parking suggestions (continued), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24
Trustees modify Christie lot lease (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees approved three changes to the four year lease between the village and the Christie Place valet parking service.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 3
Trustees modify Christie lot lease (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees approved three changes to the four year lease between the village and the Christie Place valet parking service.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 1
Trustees should not vote for negative environmental declaration on garage (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6
TVCC to meet Feb. 6, Jan 31, 2003, p. 2
A village center everyone wants (editorial) (Bruce Wells on development projects in the Village Center), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7
Village parking goals are clarified, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
Village parking goals are clarified (continued), Nov 28, 2003 p. 9
Village should hold referendum on garage plan (letter) (Bob Harrison of Fox Meadow Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6
Village to “manage” parking (The Village Trustees Land Use Committee has met to begin addressing parking management in the Village Center.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 13
Village to “manage” parking (The Village Trustees Land Use Committee has met to begin addressing parking management in the Village Center.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
Wasting time and money on unbuildable project (letter) (Rick Behr of Post Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
Whither Christie? (Ed Morgan presented a report to the Village Board from The Town and Village Club Zoning and Planning Committee on the issue of the Christie Place Parking Garage.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
CHRISTMAS
Candlelight Celebration (photo) (The Scarsdale Woman’s Club will hold a Candlelight Celebration on December 13 at the clubhouse on Drake Road.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 15
Free Parking (Parking will be free in the downtown business area during the Christmas/Hanukkah week.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1
Heathcote’s gingerbread houses: a sweet holiday treat (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 11
Popular guy (photo) (Local children pictured with Santa Claus in downtown Scarsdale on November 29.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
Santa knows what Scarsdale children want (illus) (Local children post letters to Santa), Dec 19, 2003 p. 3
A Scarsdale Christmas Story: Scarsdale songwriter hopes ‘Christmas Blue’ will be a Christmas ‘evergreen;’ Dec 19, 2003 p. 15
Spirit of Christmas Past (photo) (Children enjoyed an old fashioned Christmas celebration at the Scarsdale Historical Society’s Cudner-Hyatt House on December 7.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 2
Village Santas delight needy kids (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
Who’s naughty and nice (editorial), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6
Women’s Club goes Home for the Holidays (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 11
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
Holiday decorations can be hazardous, Dec 12, 2003 p. 8
CHRISTMAS TREES
Annual tree lighting (The annual tree lighting sponsored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce will take place November 29.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 2
Final touch (photo) (Hannah Fuehrer is shown hanging an ornament on her family’s Christmas tree.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
Just married! (photo) (Scarsdale police officer Matthew Miraglia wed Maria Powell Miraglia at the Scarsdale Village tree lighting on November 29; Mayor Beverley Sved performed the honors.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 3
O Tannenbaum! (photo) (Nancy Frehill and Michele Gobbert are pictured untying the Christmas tree from the roof of the car.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 1

CHU, PETER
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the proposed federal income tax bill? (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 7

CHUNG, ELLIOT
A-School grads: ‘a shared community of selves’ (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School’s 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24

CHUNG, LESLIE
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) actors find fairy tales and friendship (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 11

CHURCHES
Confirmation Day (photo) (The Saint Pius X Parish celebrated Confirmation Day on April 6.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 20
Congregational Church welcomes worshippers (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 16A
Do-si-do! (photo) (The Arthur Manor and Drake Park-Edgewood Associations hosted a square dance at the Congregational Church on March 1.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 3
Fatima gets back to normal (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 14A
Friends of the fair (photo) (The Scarsdale Congregational Church will be holding a fair on November 8.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 15

CIGARETTE TAX
Focal Points: What do you think of the American Society of Clinical Oncologists’ proposed legislation to restrict cigarette advertising and tobacco exports and raise tax on cigarettes? (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 7

CINTRON, KATHERINE
Exceptional volunteer (photo) (Edgemont resident, Matthew Ruby, received the American Red Cross Exceptional Volunteer for Philanthropy Award.), Jul 17, 2003, p. 4

CIVETTA, ALLY
All’s fair at the Scarsdale elementary schools (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 11
Greenacres School (photo) (Graduates of the Greenacres School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 3, 2003, p. 22A

CIVETTA, CLAIRE
Coldwell Banker awards (photo), Jul 18, 2003, p. 4
CIVETTA, JOHN
New officers (photo) (Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 3 elected new senior fire officers.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 2

CLAESSENS, CHRISTIAN
Passing the barre; Adult students at Scarsdale Ballet stretch themselves with jazz (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 13

CLAPMAN, BARBARA
Focal Points: Does today's emphasis on security change the image of the U.S. as the land of the free? (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 7

CLAREWOOD, CARMALA GELLER-PERRY (AUTHOR)
No reason to replace town supervisor Feiner (letter) (Carmala Geller-Perry Clarewood of Hastings on Hudson), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6

CLARK, BRYANT
2 suspects charged with assault at 7-11 (Police arrested two men in connection with an assault on an Edgemont man at the Garth Road 7-Eleven on June 22.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1
Officials Prepare to Cope with War Anxieties; Village ratchets up security, Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
Road work, detour delays, disturb drivers, July 25, 2003, p. 1
Santa knows what Scarsdale children want (illus) (Local children post letters to Santa), Dec 19, 2003 p. 3
Scarsdale man, pistol whipped, robbed on street (illus), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
SHS (Scarsdale High School) student seriously injured in parking lot (photo) (A 16 year old girl sustained serious injuries in a one car accident at the Scarsdale High School parking lot on May 14.), May 16, 2003, p. 1
Suspect arrested 6 days after bank robbery (continued), May 30, 2003, p. 13
Village Santas delight needy kids (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
Web site hacked (The Village of Scarsdale web site was hacked at 2 am on March 26.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
Woman struck by car on Chase Road, Sep 5, 2003, p. 1
Young man beaten unconscious (A 23 year old Edgemont man was assaulted by strangers on June 22 at the 7-Eleven on Garth Road.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1

CLARK, LYNNE B
Clarks to chair gala (photo) (Lynne B. Clark and her husband Merrell will chair the 10th anniversary season gala of the New Choral Society of Scarsdale.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 17
New Choral Society to celebrate 10 years with gala (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 25

CLARK, MERRELL
Clarks to chair gala (photo) (Lynne B. Clark and her husband Merrell will chair the 10th anniversary season gala of the New Choral Society of Scarsdale.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 17

CLARK, PHILIP W
Music and art at St. James the Less (photo) (Trumpet player Douglas Myers will perform chamber music at St. James the Less Church on February 23.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 17

CLASS REUNIONS
Decades later SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni still cherish their grade school years (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 8

CLAYTON, MELISSA
Focal Points: What was your reaction to the power failure (photo), Aug 22, 2003, p. 7

CLEAN ENERGY
'Green' building a showcase for efficiency (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 3
'Green' building a showcase for efficiency (photo) (continued), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12
Hybrid cars put brakes on gas consumption (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 3
Hybrid cars put brakes on gas consumption (photo) (continued), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12

CLEHANE, DIANE
Bestselling author feted (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 16
Celebrating her inner princess: Journalist's career takes off in royal fashion (photo) (continued) (Interview with journalist Diane Clehane, whose first book was titled: "Diana, the Secrets of her Style.'), Jan 31, 2003, p. 19
Celebrating her inner princess: Journalist's career takes off in royal fashion (photo) (Interview with journalist Diane Clehane, whose first book was titled: "Diana, the Secrets of her Style.'), Jan 31, 2003, p. 17
Dogs need special care during dog days (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 3

CLINTON, BILL
Bill Clinton to speak to county association (Former President Bill Clinton will address Westchester County Association members on May 21.), May 2, 2003, p. 4
Bush regime is drunk on power (letter) (Nat Sloan of Somers), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6

CLINTON, HILARY RODHAM
County won't OK disaster plan (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 16
More voices raised against Indian Point (County and federal officials unite against the continued operation of the Indian Point nuclear power plant.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
More voices raised against Indian Point (County and federal officials voice opposition to the continued operation of the Indian Point nuclear power plant.) (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 9
CLOSSON, NATALIE
An original approach to Hanukkah (photo) (Rabbi Jonathan Blake of Westchester Reform Temple proposes that Hanukkah be an "eight day season of giving."), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1

COACHES (ATHLETICS)
Replacements make it easier to let familiar faces go (photo) (Barry Bergen retired from his position as Scarsdale High School basketball coach.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 16
Replacements make it easier to let familiar faces go (photo) (continued) (Barry Bergen retired from his position as Scarsdale High School basketball coach.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 22

COBERT, STUART
Cable TV Commission surveying residents, Jan 17, 2003, p. 4

COCO, DOROTHY
Call it beginner's luck (photo) (Young Jacob Cannon caught a carp in the Scarsdale Library Pond.), July 11, 2003, p. 3

COFER, BOB
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

COFER, SUZANNE
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

COFFEY, MICHAEL
Welcome to the fold (photo) (Shirley McClintock is welcomed as a new member of Trinity Lutheran Church.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 20

COHEN, ADAM
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

COHEN, BRIAN
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

COHEN, DAVID
Scarsdale-Edgemont United Way campaign leads the county (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 18A

COHEN, ELLEN
CHILD (Children Having Individual Learning Differences) gets NAAR (National Alliance for Autism Research) award (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13
Walking to fund autism research (photo) (The annual Westchester-Fairfield Counties Walk to raise money and awareness of Autism will be held June 8.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1

COHEN, GEORGE
Taffel was architect on 3 of Wright's most famous buildings (letter) (G. Estabrook Kindred, Chairman, Committee for Historic Preservation), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6

COHEN, JANICE
How many? (photo) (United Way volunteers pictured at the July 31-August 2 Scarsdale sidewalk sale.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 2
Scarsdale Seniors walk at Pepsico (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 11

COHEN, JARED
Safety poster contest winners (photo) (Pictured are the winners of the Scarsdale Recreation Department's safety poster contest.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 4

COHEN, JORDAN
Cello students from Quaker Ridge meet Yo-Yo Ma (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 10

COHEN, JULIE
CHILD (Children Having Individual Learning Differences) gets NAAR (National Alliance for Autism Research) award (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13

COHEN, MARK
CHILD (Children Having Individual Learning Differences) gets NAAR (National Alliance for Autism Research) award (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13

COHEN, SUSAN
Carter, Samuelson nominated to BOE (Board of Education) (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
'Empathetic' Cohen gets loving sendoff, Jun 20, 2003, p. 10
A true volunteer (editorial) (The Inquirer lauds Susan Cohen for her six years of service on the Scarsdale Board of Education.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6

COHN, ELLEN
New PT Council officers welcomed (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12

COHN, MITCHELL
Halloran, Cohn (engaged) (photo) (Jessica Halloran and Mitchell Cohn are engaged; a July 2004 wedding is planned.), May 30, 2003, p. 22

COLD WEATHER CLOTHING
The cold war (editorial) (Tips from the Inquirer on dealing with frigid temps), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6

COLD WEATHER CONDITIONS
The cold war (editorial) (Tips from the Inquirer on dealing with frigid temps), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
COLEMAN, ALICE SCOVELL
Alice of Heathcote pens a new fairy tale and her childhood dream comes true (photo, illus), Sep 5, 2003, p. 3
An excerpt from 'Engraved in Stone,' Sep 5, 2003, p. 3
An excerpt from 'Engraved in Stone' (continued), Sep 5, 2003, p. 8

COLEMAN, ROCHEL
'Amazing Grace' brings Martin Luther King, Jr., to life (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 10

COLETTE, SUSAN
Focal Points: Should we have the right of recall in New York State? (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 7

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNIE (DR)
'Protective' parents add to the problem of teenage drinking (letter) (Sharon Finn of Castle Walk), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6
A therapist offers suggestions on being a courageous parent (editorial), Jun 27, 2003, p. 7

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNIE (DR) (AUTHOR)
Supervised drinking is not OK (editorial), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

COLLEGE CHOICE
Love at first sight: were our reactions built on anything more substantial than sand? (editorial), May 2, 2003, p. 7

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Bachelor of prime time (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses trendy college majors.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 7
The first year's last moments (editorial) (Jessica Liebman reflects on her first year at college.), May 9, 2003, p. 7
Survey defies authentic education (editorial) (MIT student Lauren Nowierski feels Scarsdale High School's low ranking in national survey is justified.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 7

COLLET, WALTER
Success, sort of, in Sherbrooke Park (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the successful efforts of the Board and local developers to reach a compromise on the property at 7 Dunham Road.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6

COLLINS, BILLY
Poetry is new on the menu at the WLS (Westchester Library System) author lunch (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 17
Want to write a book? Go to your local library! (photo) (continued) (The Westchester Library System's annual Book and Author Luncheon was held on April 8 at Tappan Hill.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 17

COMBS, JULIA GARCIA
'Switched' - Edgemont and L.A. teens trade places on new ABC reality show (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 1
'Switched' - Edgemont and L.A. teens trade places on new ABC reality show (photo) (continued), Jun 20, 2003, p. 13

COMIOTES, JIM
Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1

COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES
More than merely prelude (editorial) (Steven Schnur on graduation), Jun 20, 2003, p. 7

COMMITTEE FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION - SCARSDALE
Does Scarsdale support preservation? (letter) (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane), July 3, 2003, p. 6
Houses over 62 may be historic, committee says, Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
Houses over 62 may be historic, committee says (continued), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8
Slow progress (editorial) (The Inquirer commends the Committee on Historic Preservation and the Board of Architectural Review for sticking to the facts in the case of the house at 972 Post Road.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6

COMMITTEE FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION - SCARSDALE
Does Scarsdale support preservation? (letter) (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane), July 3, 2003, p. 6
Houses over 62 may be historic, committee says, Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
Houses over 62 may be historic, committee says (continued), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8

'Technicality' caused demise of another historic house (editorial) (G. Estabrook Kindred, Chairman, Committee for Historic Preservation), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6

Taffel was architect on 3 of Wright's most famous buildings (letter) (G. Estabrook Kindred, Chairman, Committee for Historic Preservation), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6

'Technicality' caused demise of another historic house (editorial) (Josh Frankel on the demise of 58 Brite Avenue), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1

Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo) (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 11

Vote set on 18th century house (The Committee for Historic Preservation will meet on December 11 to consider a 1750 house at 972 Post Road.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 1

When it comes to houses, old is not necessarily 'historic' (letter) (Daniel R. Martin of Rochambeau Drive), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6

COMMUNITY CENTERS
With 'close to 600' members, SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) seeks reassurance of support from Village Board (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 3
Sectarian facilities can't fill community needs (editorial) (Irving Sloan supports the creation of the proposed Scarsdale Recreation Center.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 6

Why Scarsdale needs a community center (letter) (Anthony S. Manson of Doris Lane), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6
COMMUNITY CENTERS  (Continued)
Will history repeat itself? (editorial) (Irving Sloan discusses the controversial issue of the indoor pool/community center.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 7

COMMUTING
Express service to Manhattan should continue (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6

COMPOSERS
Friends say 'Love' is the message (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 19
Music producer Richard Martinez scores a hit with 'Frida' (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 19
Music producer Richard Martinez scores a hit with 'Frida' (photo) (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 21
A Scarsdale Christmas Story: Scarsdale songwriter hopes 'Christmas Blue' will be a Christmas 'evergreen,' Dec 19, 2003 p. 15

COMPUTER HACKERS
Web site hacked (The Village of Scarsdale web site was hacked at 2 am on March 26.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1

COMPUTERS
Broadband Boogie, Part 4: outrageous fortune (editorial), Aug 8, 2003, p. 4
Broadband boogie: To broadband or not to broadband (editorial), July 11, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 2: That is the question (editorial) (Bob Reiser on 'Broadband Boogie'), July 18, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 3: whether 'tis better (Bob Reiser on 'Broadband Boogie'), July 25, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 6: A consummation devoutly to be desired (Broadband Boogie) (editorial), Aug 22, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 7: Outrageous fortune (Broadband Boogie), Aug 29, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 8: The great enterprise (Bob Reiser on 'Broadband Boogie') (editorial), Sep 5, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 9: The undiscovered country (editorial) (Bob Reiser on 'Broadband Boogie'), Sep 12, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 10: (the last part) - Who would tardies bear? (editorial) (Bob Reiser on 'Broadband Boogie'), Oct 3, 2003, p. 4
A digital snap - Part 1: The basics (editorial) (Bob Reiser opines on the advantages of digital cameras.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 4
Focal Points: Do you think the increased use of on-line technology has strengthened or weakened personal communication? (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
One for all - multifunction printers - Part 3 (Robert Reiser on the capabilities of his multi-function printer.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 4
St. Pius X nears 50th anniversary (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 16A
Tech tricks aid teachers, inspire students - Plays wirelessly with others: McKenne's Palm database (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 10

COMPUTERS - STUDY AND TEACHING
Software-savvy teachers bring creative challenges (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 10

CONBOY, BOB
School budget vote slated for June 3; E'mont (Edgemont) keeps tax hike at 9.96%, May 30, 2003, p. 1

CONCERTS
All-county music makers include Scarsdale students (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 8
Art for art's sake (photo) (Art Garfunkel performed at the JCC of Midwestern on May 14.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8
Baroque and Beyond (Hoff-Barthelson Music School will present its 18th annual Baroque and Beyond Music Festival from March 15-23.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 14
Cello students from Quaker Ridge meet Yo-Yo Ma (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 10
Clarks to chair gala (photo) (Lynne B. Clark and her husband Merrell will chair the 10th anniversary season gala of the New Choral Society of Scarsdale.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 17
Concert at SHS (Scarsdale High School) will cheer and inspire you (letter) (Robin Ascher, Vice President, Friends of Music and the Arts in the Scarsdale Schools), May 2, 2003, p. 6
Corona Piano Trio (photo) (The Corona Piano Trio will perform at Hope Lutheran Church on January 11.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 16
H-B (Hoff-Barthelson) festival celebrates the music of our time (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 15
Hoff-Barthelson students learn from the masters (photo) (Hoff-Barthelson students will have a master class with three members of the New York Philharmonic on May 12.), May 2, 2003, p. 17
Local Halloween fun features 'Magic Garden' duo (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 23
A marriage of arts (photo) (Scarsdale artists Misook and Harry Doolittle will display their abstract art at the St. James the Less Church on February 23 following a concert.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 14
Mr. Hollander's oboe (photo) (Allan Hollander did double duty as oboe soloist and conductor at the July 31 Westchester Band concert at Chase Park.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 22
Music and art at St. James the Less (photo) (Trumpet player Douglas Myers will perform chamber music at St. James the Less Church on February 23.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 17
CONCERTS (Continued)
Performing Art: Art Garfunkel to sing at gala concert at Bendheim Performing Arts Center (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 15
SHS (Scarsdale High School) musicians’ Italian tour is transforming event (photo), Jun 13, 2003, p. 10
Simple Gifts: A singer’s Mother’s Day gift, concert to benefit the hungry (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 25
Singing to the dead (editorial), Sep 5, 2003, p. 7
Sky Blues on the Horizon: SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni to perform reunion concert May 10 (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 17
Sky Blues on the Horizon: SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni to perform reunion concert May 10 (photo) (continued), May 2, 2003, p. 19
Society’s child grows up (Acclaimed singer and composer, Janis Ian, to appear at the Bendheim Performing Arts Center at the JGC of Mid-Westchester on March 15), Mar 14, 2003, p. 17
Song recital at Woman’s Club (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, contralto Carole Buttner Maloof, will perform at the Scarsdale Woman’s Club on November 5.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 17
Sunday in the park with jazz (photo) (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School presented a faculty/student jazz concert in Chase Park on June 8.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 2
Teens rock at JCC ‘Battle of the Bands,’ Jan 31, 2003, p. 10
Violinist Rachel Lee to perform with Stamford Symphony (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 16
CONCOLINO, ANTHONY
Anthony Concolina (Anthony Concolina has joined Aladdin Enterprise Solutions.), May 9, 2003, p. 4
CONDUCT
‘Code of Conduct’ ruffled feathers, ignited concerns (letter) (Geanne Rosenberg of Rugby Lane), Nov 21, 2003 p. 6
CON EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
Women gain ground in the business world (photo) (Virginia Drachman spoke on women entrepreneurs on May 15 at Con Edison Headquarters in Rye.), May 30, 2003, p. 3
CONFERENCES
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7
CONGREGATE HOUSING
3rd-graders interview Hebrew Home seniors (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 11
Coming up (The Scarsdale Board of Appeals will hear the appeal of Marsha and Ben Jamil on the proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
Court gives a green light to senior housing (continued) (The proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road is back on track.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 9
Court gives a green light to senior housing (The proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road is back on track.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Holiday cheer, UJA (United Jewish Appeal) style (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 20
Neighbors’ appeal on Realm nixed, Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors’ appeal on Realm nixed (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 13
Senior housing is an uphill battle, developer tells advocates, July 3, 2003, p. 3
The slow crawl of the Realm assisted living proposal, Oct 10, 2003, p. 9
State Supreme Court will review Realm appeal (continued) (The legal battle continues over a proposed assisted living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 13
State Supreme Court will review Realm appeal (The legal battle continues over a proposed assisted living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
Zoning changes sought on Post (continued) (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14
CONKLING, DONNA
She will (photo) (Photo of Beverley Sved being sworn in as Scarsdale’s chief executive.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
CONLAN, JAMES F (AUTHOR)
Removing spaces from Christie doesn’t help (letter) (James F. Conlan of Hamilton Road), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6
Village should keep after ‘special interest law breakers’ (letter) (James F. Conlan of Hamilton Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6
CONLON, JAMES F (AUTHOR)
How many must speak out against garage before you take them seriously (letter) (James F. Conlan of Hamilton Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8
CONNORS, JAMES
Longevity honored (photo) (The New York Conference of Mayors presented service awards for longevity to eight village employees.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 4
CONRAD, THOMAS
A-School grads: ‘a shared community of selves’ (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School’s 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 9
CONSTANTIN, ALEX
Greenacres School (photo) (Graduates of the Greenacres School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 22A
CONSUMERS
Adfolk: In love with newness (editorial), Jun 13, 2003, p. 7

CONTE, JESSICA
The Madness of Jessica Conte; former Scarsdale standout ready for NCAA tourney (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 21
The Madness of Jessica Conte; former Scarsdale standout ready for NCAA tourney (photo) (continued), Mar 21, 2003, p. 26
Maroon and White Raiders of Scarsdale take pride in '02 (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 19

COOPERMAN, LAURA
Edgemont mulls pros and cons of becoming a village, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
COOPERMAN, LAURA (AUTHOR)
Feiner’s anger at committee was not justified (letter) (Laura Cooperman, Edgemont), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6

COPLON, SHIRLEY
Focal Points: How do you feel about the political candidacies of celebrities? (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7

CORRINI, CHRISTOPHER
Another delay for SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) new headquarters, July 18, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors sue village to stop SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) headquarters relocation (photo) (continued) (Heathcote Road residents protest proposed Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corp move to 5 Weaver Street), Mar 7, 2003, p. 13
Neighbors sue village to stop SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) headquarters relocation (photo) (Heathcote Road residents protest proposed Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corp move to 5 Weaver Street), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
No decision yet on lawsuit challenging SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) relocation (Progress on the new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps temporarily suspended pending the outcome of litigation), May 23, 2003, p. 1
SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) morale sags as lawsuit delays progress on new building (photo) (continued), Aug 22, 2003, p. 8
Transfusion needed (editorial) (The Inquirer strongly supports building new headquarters to replace the current shabby home of the Scarsdale Volunteer Corps.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6

CORRINI, CHRISTOPHER (AUTHOR)
Dialogue with SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) neighbors might have forestalled lawsuit (letter) (Dina and Chris Corrini of Heathcote Road), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6

CORRINI, DINA
Another delay for SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) new headquarters, July 18, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors sue village to stop SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) headquarters relocation (photo) (continued) (Heathcote Road residents protest proposed Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corp move to 5 Weaver Street), Mar 7, 2003, p. 13
Neighbors sue village to stop SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) headquarters relocation (photo) (Heathcote Road residents protest proposed Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corp move to 5 Weaver Street), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
No decision yet on lawsuit challenging SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) relocation (Progress on the new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps temporarily suspended pending the outcome of litigation), May 23, 2003, p. 1
SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) morale sags as lawsuit delays progress on new building (photo) (continued), Aug 22, 2003, p. 8
Transfusion needed (editorial) (The Inquirer strongly supports building new headquarters to replace the current shabby home of the Scarsdale Volunteer Corps.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6

CORRINI, DINA (AUTHOR)
Dialogue with SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) neighbors might have forestalled lawsuit (letter) (Dina and Chris Corrini of Heathcote Road), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6

COSGROVE, MARY
Paddling for Children's Village dollars (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 21

COSTELLO, KERRY
Sure shot (photo) (Whitney Davis scored her 1,000th career point for the Scarsdale Raiders on January 13.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1

COTTON, BETTY
Committee assignments (New village board and council members were announced at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1

COUNCILING
Making the most of a moment (editorial) (Marjorie R. Najac on making the most of teachable moments with adolescents.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7
New high school deans enjoy supportive community (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 10

COUNTRY CLUBS
Fenway must pay for another report on proposed reservoir, Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
Fenway must pay for another report on proposed reservoir (continued), Nov 7, 2003 p. 8
Scarsdale Inquirer Index 2003

COUNTRY CLUBS (Continued)  
SVAC’s (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) thanks Fenway Golf Club (Rise Robbins, SVAC President), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6  
Taylors, Howards SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) champs (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 13  

COURTESY  
Civility on the road, though rare, is satisfying (letter) (David Gottlieb of Edgemont), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7  
Rude taxi driver should be banned from Scarsdale (letter) (Rev. William A. Johnson of Fox Meadow Road), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6  

COURTS - WESTCHESTER COUNTY (N.Y.)  
Court gives a green light to senior housing (continued) (The proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road is back on track.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 9  
Court gives a green light to senior housing (The proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road is back on track.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1  
The slow crawl of the Realm assisted living proposal, Oct 10, 2003, p. 9  
State Supreme Court will review Realm appeal (continued) (The legal battle continues over a proposed assisted living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 13  
State Supreme Court will review Realm appeal (The legal battle continues over a proposed assisted living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1  

COUZENS, KAREN  
Focal Points: Does today’s emphasis on security change the image of the U.S. as the land of the free? (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 7  

COVER, SEAN  
Iraq war lends poignancy to Memorial Day ceremony (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 8  

COVIL, KATE  
A day at the races (photo) (New Zealand native, Rosemary Heaton, hosted a celebratory luncheon in honor of the Australian Melbourne Cup on November 5.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 20  

COVIL, ROBERT  
Pumpkindergarten (photo) (Edgewood kindergarten students attended a Pumpkin Festival on October 29.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 10  

COVIL, TAMAR  
Hot times and cool contests celebrate the Fourth (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 26  

COWAN, LOIS (AUTHOR)  
MHA (Mental Health Association) has long aided victims of domestic violence (letter) (Lois L. Cowan, Mental Health Association of Westchester), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6  
Town should do feasibility study on uses of old town hall (letter) (Lois L. Cowan, Ann Falk Kaufman, Frank MacEachron, Betsy Stem of Westchester Community College Foundation), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6  

COWEN, Z-Z  
Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7  

COWLE, JULIA  
Safety poster contest winners (photo) (Pictured are the winners of the Scarsdale Recreation Department’s safety poster contest.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 4  

COX, DORA  
SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) art awards show (The Scarsdale Art Association will hold its annual awards exhibit at the Scarsdale Public Library from November 2-28.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 17  

COYNES, SHAMUS  
Peter’s a piper in Greenacres (photo) (Attorney Peter Haller is passionate about his bagpipe hobby.), May 23, 2003, p. 1  

COYOTE  
Where the wild things are - your backyard (photo), Jan 31, 2003, p. 3  

CPR (FIRST AID)  
When seconds count, schools are ready (continued) (A New York State Education Department law mandates defibrillators be available at schools.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 3  
When seconds count, schools are ready (photo) (A New York State Education Department law mandates defibrillators be available at schools.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 1  

CRAERIN, MARJORIE H  
Marjorie H. Craerin (dies) (Marjorie H. Craerin died on April 28, 2003. She was 88.), May 16, 2003, p. 28  

CRAIG, BARBARA  
Happy 75th, Fox Meadow: young and old share school stories (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 10  

CRANDALL, LENA (AUTHOR)  
How to make Scarsdale seem more like a small hometown in Ohio (letter) (Lena Crandall of Fox Meadow Road), May 23, 2003, p. 6  

CRANE, ANN (DR)  
Childless couples need no longer suffer in silence, May 16, 2003, p. 1  
Childless couples need no longer suffer in silence (photo) (continued), May 16, 2003, p. 22; May 16, 2003, p. 29
CRANE, STEWART
Childless couples need no longer suffer in silence, May 16, 2003, p. 1
Childless couples need no longer suffer in silence (photo) (continued), May 16, 2003, p. 22; May 16, 2003, p. 29

CREATIVE WRITING
Young Writers' Conference: kids practice the craft of storytelling (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 8

CREED, BARBARA
Dancing dad debuts with daughter at JCC (Jewish Community Center of Mid-Westchester) (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 3

CRESCI, KATHY
No variance for too-big house (photo) (Construction of an enormous new house at 34 Meadow Road has been halted until zoning code issues over size can be resolved.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1

CREWS, ANDREW
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 9

CRIME
2 suspects charged with assault at 7-11 (Police arrested two men in connection with an assault on an Edgemont man at the Garth Road 7-Eleven on June 22.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1
2002 is quiet crime year, Jan 3, 2003, p. 5
Armed men rob Dunkin' Donuts (Two men wielding guns robbed the Dunkin's Donuts on Spencer Place just before closing on December 12.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1
Kaichen pleads guilty to bank robbery charges (Pamela Kaichen has confessed to the the May 21 and 22 robberies of six banks in Westchester and Connecticut.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 1
Kaichen pleads guilty to bank robbery charges (photo) (continued) (Pamela Kaichen has confessed to the the May 21 and 22 robberies of six banks in Westchester and Connecticut.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 22
Ounce of prevention (editorial) (The Inquirer responds to the recent mugging of a Greenacres resident by suggesting preventive measures.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
Scarsdale man, pistol whipped, robbed on street (illus), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Suspect arrested 6 days after bank robbery, May 30, 2003, p. 1
Suspect arrested 6 days after bank robbery (continued), May 30, 2003, p. 13
Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo) (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 11
Woman robs HSBC Bank in village center (photo) (The HSBC Bank was robbed on May 21 by a woman in her thirties; the robber fled with $31,000 in cash.), May 23, 2003, p. 1
Workman charged in sex attack on 12-year old boy, Apr 18, 2003, p. 1
Young man beaten unconscious (A 23 year old Edgemont man was assaulted by strangers on June 22 at the 7-Eleven on Garth Road.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1

CRIME PREVENTION
Ounce of prevention (editorial) (The Inquirer responds to the recent mugging of a Greenacres resident by suggesting preventive measures.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4

CRIMINALS
2 suspects charged with assault at 7-11 (Police arrested two men in connection with an assault on an Edgemont man at the Garth Road 7-Eleven on June 22.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1
2002 is quiet crime year, Jan 3, 2003, p. 5
Durst acquitted (A Galveston County, Texas, jury acquitted former Scarsdale resident, Robert Durst, of the murder of his neighbor, Morris Black.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Ex-teacher gets 5 years in prison for Internet sex, Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
Ex-teacher gets 5 years in prison for Internet sex (continued), Dec 5, 2003 p. 12
Kaichen pleads guilty to bank robbery charges (Pamela Kaichen has confessed to the the May 21 and 22 robberies of six banks in Westchester and Connecticut.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 1
Kaichen pleads guilty to bank robbery charges (photo) (continued) (Pamela Kaichen has confessed to the the May 21 and 22 robberies of six banks in Westchester and Connecticut.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 22
Missing Bronx girl found in Edgemont; 2 men charged, Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
Missing Bronx girl found in Edgemont; 2 men charged (continued), Sep 19, 2003, p. 8
Scarsdale man, pistol whipped, robbed on street (illus), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1

CRISCI, JERRY
High-tech tools make learning more likely, May 2, 2003, p. 1
High-tech tools make learning more likely (continued), May 2, 2003, p. 11
Technology update at TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) meeting, Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
Tech tricks aid teachers, inspire students - Plays wirelessly with others: McKenna's Palm database (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 10

Cristini, Silvio
Longevity honored (photo) (The New York Conference of Mayors presented service awards for longevity to eight village employees.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 4
CRITTENDEN, JOHN
John Crittenden (John Crittenden joined the Claire D. Leone team of real estate agents in the Scarsdale office.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 4

CROCKER, KAREN PAULINE
Crocker, Schlesinger (Karen Pauline Crocker and Philip Henry Schlesinger are engaged; a February 2004 wedding is planned.), July 3, 2003, p. 9

CROHN'S & COLITIS FOUNDATION OF AMERICA
Ellis Disick (photo) (Dr. Ellis Disick, lifelong Scarsdale resident, to receive a distinguished service award from the Fairfield/Westchester chapter of the Crohn's & Colitis Foundation of America.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 4
Second-grader called "rising star" by Crohn's foundation (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 12

CROSMAN, ANNE SNOWDEN
Focal Points: What factors impell you either to contribute or not to a particular appeal? (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 7
Greenacres woman ponders graceful aging (photo) (Anne Snowden Crosman's new book on graceful aging is titled "Young at Heart."), Aug 29, 2003, p. 3
Open space map goes hi-tech (illus), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12

CROSSWAY FIELD (SCARSDALE)
Board approves 2 new fields at Crossway, July 11, 2003, p. 1
Crossway field plans sent back to committee, Mar 14, 2003, p. 3

CRUZ, RICHARD
Snoring can be a danger sign (photo) (continued), Apr 11, 2003, p. 26

CUB SCOUTS
Generous shoppers made scouts' food drive a success (letter) (Stuart Krohnengold, Pack Master, Cub Scout Pack 60), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

CUDNER-HYATT HOUSE (SCARSDALE)
Open house (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society Museum shop is holding its annual open house on November 14.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 20

CUGINI, ANTHONY
Kids explore sensory world at health fair (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 10

CUGINI, GIANCARLO
Young authors (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 11

CUNNINGHAM, CAMILLE
Focal Points: Which do you think is a more immediate threat to the United States: Iraq or North Korea? (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 7

CURBS
Proposed 'special zones' for leaf collection are nixed (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 1

CURREN, BRENDAN
Look at me now: Local grads stay successful in the sports world (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 21
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 19

CURRAN, TIM
Look at me now: Local grads stay successful in the sports world (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 21

CUSICK, TOM
Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to village board, Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Distinctive voices (editorial) (The Inquirer lauds the accomplishments of outgoing Village Board Trustees, Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6
Garage foes blast proposal (photo) (Over thirty speakers voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place Garage at a public hearing on January 28.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
New board might reconsider Christie Place garage proposal, Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Nonpartisan system could use some help from residents (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Chairman, Citizens Nonpartisan Party), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8
Village election is Tuesday (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1

CYCLING
Cyclist seeks help in defeating cancer through research funding (letter) (Rob Goodman, SHS '95), July 25, 2003, p. 6
On the road again (photo) (Billie and Philip Bauman and Pat Grabel participated in the Bike New York ride around the five boroughs.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 28

DABBAR, KATIE
Bunnies and baskets (photo) (Photos of cute kids enjoying Easter all around the Village.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 3

DACHINGER, DAVID
New officers (photo) (Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 3 elected new senior fire officers.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 2
DALPINO, ALFRED
A Chorus Line - What they did for love; SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) to present ‘A Chorus Line’ (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 10

Daly, Daniel Cameron
Soley, Daly (wed) (Jill Beth Soley and Daniel Cameron Daly were wed on June 14, 2003, in New York City.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 20

DAMAST, MARILYN
Coldwell Banker awards (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 4

DANCE
Who is that masked man? 'Faustwork’ and its nutty cast of characters wows Edgewood (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 10

DANCE PARTIES
Alcohol-free high school dance declared a success (photo), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
Alcohol-free high school dance declared a success (photo) (continued), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10
Dance was a credit to kids, officials (letter) (Michelle S. Lichtenberg, President, Scarsdale High School PTA), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6

DANIEL, JOSEPH
FAR change (A home at 34 Meadow Road will undergo changes to comply with FAR regulations for new construction.), May 30, 2003, p. 1
Let’s review FAR (editorial) (The Inquirer commends the Board of Appeals for enforcing the floor area ratio law and halting the construction of the nonconforming new house at 34 Meadow Road.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6
No variance for too-big house (photo) (Construction of an enormous new house at 34 Meadow Road has been halted until zoning code issues over size can be resolved.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
Trustees seek input on zoning changes, Aug 8, 2003, p. 1

DANKNER, NOAH
Cello students from Quaker Ridge meet Yo-Yo Ma (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 10

DANNEMAN, ETHEL
Ethel Danneman (dies) (Ethel Danneman, a Girl Scout since 1917, died on August 11, 2003, at the Methodist Home in Riverdale, New York. She would have turned 99 this week.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 15

DANNETT, EMMANUEL
Village is the beneficiary of bonsai bonanza (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 3

DARAKANANDA, DARIN
From the 3rd floor to the world: SHS (Scarsdale High School) is melting pot at International Day (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 10

DARGER, JENNIFER
E’mont (Edgemont) to town: sidewalk illegal, Oct 10, 2003, p. 1

DARGER, WILLIAM
Foreign language instruction should be earlier, better (letter) (Elena Karplus of Edgemont Road), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6
What’s good for schools is also good for our property values (letter) (Kenneth Beiser of Chedworth Road), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6

DARGER, WILLIAM (AUTHOR)
We can’t afford to add Spanish (editorial), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7

DARUVALA, TOOS
Focal Points: What do you think will be the total effect of the capture of Saddam Hussein? (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7

DASILVA, EMILY
Persuasive, emotional, funny kids sweep SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 10

DASILVA, NANCY
Heathcote 5th-graders spin dramatic tales (photo) (Heathcote fifth graders entertained an appreciative audience on May 6 in “An Evening of Storytelling” at the Scarsdale Public Library.), May 9, 2003, p. 10

DATING VIOLENCE
Don’t hurt the one you love (photo) (A new teen dating violence prevention bulletin board has been set up in the commons area outside the Scarsdale High School cafeteria.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 11
Survivor of teen dating violence tells tale (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 3
Survivor of teen dating violence tells tale (photo) (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 12

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Variety of interests engage DAR (Daughters of the American Revolution) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10A

DAUR, CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL
O’Connor, Daur (wed) (photo) (Alexis Caro O’Connor and Christopher Michael Daur were wed on July 26 in Scarsdale.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 21

DAVIDSON, DORIS
3rd-graders interview Hebrew Home seniors (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 11
DAVIDSON, JESSICA
Focal Points: Which do you think is a more immediate threat to the United States: Iraq or North Korea? (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 7

DAVIDSON, JULIA
Girl Scouts take the gold and silver (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4

DAVIDSON, KATHIE
GOP-Dem wins (Joseph Alessandro, a registered Republican, won one of three spots in the Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
Republican runs in Democratic judge primary (continued) (Registered Republican, Joseph Alessandro, is running in the September 9 Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 17
Republican runs in Democratic judge primary (Registered Republican, Joseph Alessandro, is running in the September 9 Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1

DAVIS, ANDREW
Brescia, Davis (wed) (photo) (Elizabeth Brescia and Andrew Davis were wed on October 18, 2002, in Scarsdale.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 15

DAVIS, ARNOLD
Larger than life (photo) (Scarsdale resident and art dealer, Arnold Davis, was immortalized in a bronze bust by British sculptor, Anthony Hawken.), May 23, 2003, p. 20

DAVIS, BETTE
'Stuck in Snow' starring Bette Davis on location in Scarsdale (letter) (A. F. Lazzara of Garth Road), May 16, 2003, p. 6

DAVIS, CLIFFORD
Fenway must pay for another report on proposed reservoir, Nov 7, 2003 p. 1

DAVIS, GRAY
For and against (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the referendum to remove Governor Gray Davis of California.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7

DAVIS, MICKEY
Fifth-graders investigate 'murder mystery' (photo), Jun 13, 2003, p. 11

DAVIS, STEVEN
Focal Points: Would the use of recorded rather than live music affect your attendance at shows? (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 7

DAVIS, WHITNEY
Our state, our games: Scarsdalians lead the way at silver anniversary Empires (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 20
Sure shot (photo) (Whitney Davis scored her 1,000th career point for the Scarsdale Raiders on January 13.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1

DAY CARE CENTERS
From corporate to childcare (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 29A
From corporate to childcare (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 32A

DEANS (EDUCATION)
New high school deans enjoy supportive community (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 10

DEATHS
Adams, Robert W. (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Robert W. Adams, died on August 17, 2003. He was 75.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 15
Bartholomew, Helen (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Helen Bartholomew, died on February 20, 2003, in Burlington, Vermont. She was 95.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 18
Boker, John R. (dies) (John R. Boker died on April 12 at his home in Scarsdale. He was 90.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 18
Bordoni, Dante J (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Daniel J. Bordoni, died on September 28, 2003. He was 75.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 12
Bowman, Anna (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Anna Bowman, died on February 2, 2003. She was 91.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 14
Boynton, Virginia Schoepf (dies) (Virginia Schoepf Boynton, former Scarsdale resident, died on November 22, 2003, in Getzville, New York. She was 86.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 21
Breese, Ruth N. (dies) (Ruth N. Breese died on November 3, 2003, in Vero Beach, Florida. She was 100.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 20
Breines, Simon (dies) (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident and well known architect, Simon Breines, died on September 16, 2003. He was 97.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26
Brennan, John (dies) (photo) (John Brennan, a World War II veteran and long time member of Scarsdale American Legion Post 52, died on December 15, 2003. He was 85.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 28
Byrne, Margaret L. (dies) (Margaret L. Byrne, former teacher at the Hitchcock Presbyterian Church, died on November 19, 2003, in Navarre, Ohio. She was 81.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 18
Chaffield, June (dies) (photo) (Long time Scarsdale resident, June Chaffield, died on November 4, 2003, following a short battle with pancreatic cancer. She was 79.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 20
Citron, Peter Lawrence (dies) (Peter Lawrence Citron died on June 26, 2003, in his Omaha, Nebraska, home. The former Scarsdale resident was 64.), July 3, 2003, p. 13
DEATHS (Continued)

Craerin, Marjorie H. (dies) (Marjorie H. Craerin died on April 28, 2003. She was 88.), May 16, 2003, p. 28

Danneman, Ethel (dies) (Ethel Danneman, a Girl Scout since 1917, died on August 11, 2003, at the Methodist Home in Riverdale, New York. She would have turned 99 this week.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 15

Delehanty, Dorothy Leslie (dies) (Dorothy Leslie Delehanty died on December 10, 2003, at a California nursing home. She was 80.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 28

Donsky, Harry (dies) (photo) (Harry Donsky, former entertainment editor for The Scarsdale Inquirer, died on May 3, 2003, at Lawrence Hospital in Bronxville. He was 81.), May 9, 2003, p. 28

Drachman, Dr. Stanley Robert (dies) (Dr. Stanley Robert Drachman died on November 16, 2003. He was 81.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 18

Drew, Wallace T. Sr. (dies) (photo) (Former Edgemont resident, Wallace T. Drew, Sr., died at his Montecito, California, home on September 7, 2003, following a long illness. He was 85.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26

Ford, Katherine McMillan (dies) (Katherine McMillan Ford died on December 31, 2002, at her home in Shrewsbury, Massachusetts. The former Scarsdale resident and real estate broker was 99.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 18

Freiman, Fiona (dies) (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Fiona Freiman, died on February 9, 2003, due to Severe Aplastic Anemia. She was 40.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 14

Gary, Helen Warren (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Helen Warren Gary, died on March 1, 2003, of complications of lung disease; she was 87.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 18

Gersten, Anna (dies) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Anna Gersten, died on July 6, 2003. She was 105.), July 18, 2003, p. 10

Gips, William M. (dies) (Scarsdale resident, William M. Gips, died on September 23, 2003. He was 84.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 18

Giventer, Dr. Edwin B. (dies) (A memorial service for Dr. Edwin B. Giventer, who died on February 14, 2003, will be held on March 29 at the Friends Meeting House.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 20

Giventer, Dr. Edwin B. (dies) (Brooklyn College Professor emeritus, Edwin B. Giventer, died in his Scarsdale home on February 14, 2003.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 10

Goldman, Isabel Wile (dies) (photo) (Isabel Wile Goldman died on January 24, 2003 in Scarsdale. She was 104.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 20

Goodman, Edna Bentley (dies) (Edna Bentley Goodman died on April 6, 2003, in San Gabriel, California. She was 85.), May 16, 2003, p. 28

Gottbetter, Falene Simet (dies) (Falene Simet Gottbetter died on April 28, 2003, just minutes before her 60th birthday.), May 2, 2003, p. 14

Green, Alice R. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Alice R. Green, died on October 23, 2003, at Wilton Meadows in Wilton. She was 95.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 21

Gunley, Anne Lee Rittenberg (dies) (Anne Lee Rittenberg Gunley died on July 22, 2003, in Hilton Head, South Carolina. She was 75.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26

Haber, Rose (dies) (Rose Haber died peacefully in her Scarsdale home on September 15, 2003. She was 87.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26

Hall, Marvin (dies) (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Marvin Hall, died on November 5, 2003, at his home. He was 98.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 19

Harmon, Frederick W. (dies) (Frederick W. Harmon died on October 15, 2003, following a long illness. He was 88.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 21


Haywood, Joseph S. (dies) (Joseph S. Haywood of Scarsdale died on August 20, 2003. He was 76.), Aug 29, 2003, p. 10

Heming, Charles E. (dies) (Former Scarsdale Village Trustee, Charles E. Heming, died on June 6, 2003, from heart failure; he was 77.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 20

Herz, Anne (dies) (Anne Herz, a longtime Scarsdale resident, died on December 5, 2003. She was 89.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 28

Joel, Martin J. Jr. (dies) (Martin J. Joel, Jr., died in Palm Beach, Florida, on May 6, 2003, following a long illness. He was 76.), May 9, 2003, p. 28

Johnson, Katharyn (dies) (photo) (continued) (Katharyn Price Johnson, one of Scarsdale’s oldest citizens, died on February 10, 2003, at the age of 105.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 14

Johnson, Katharyn (dies) (photo) (Katharyn Price Johnson, one of Scarsdale’s oldest citizens, died on February 10, 2003, at the age of 105.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 1

Kahn, Adrienne M. (dies) (Adrienne M. Kahn of Hendersonville, North Carolina, formerly of Scarsdale, died on July 8, 2003. She was 69.), July 19, 2003, p. 10

Kahn, Robert S. (dies) (Robert S. Kahn, former Scarsdale resident, died on January 4, 2003, of a cerebral hemorrhage in Boca Raton, Florida. He was 89.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 18

Kahn, Stephen (dies) (Stephen Kahn of Scarsdale died on January 9, 2003. He was 83.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 14
DEATHS (Continued)

Keenan, Frank L. (dies) (Frank L. Keenan, of Vero Beach, Florida, died on February 28, 2003, following a brief illness. The former Scarsdale resident was 77.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 18


Kimble, Theodore David (dies) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Theodore David Kimble, died on September 5, 2003, at his home in Suquamish, Washington. He was 48.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26

Klingenstein, Paul (dies) (Paul Klingenstein died at his winter home in Sarasota, Florida after a brief illness. He was 88.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 31

Kress, Charles E. (dies) (Charles E. Kress died at his Scarsdale home on October 20, 2003. He was 79.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 21

Lane, Malcolm Victor (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Malcolm Victor Lane, died at his son's home in Holland, Michigan. He was 89.), May 2, 2003, p. 14

Lane, Susan Ruth (dies) (Susan Ruth Lane died on March 18, 2003, following a four year battle with cancer. She was 62.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 20

Lilienfield, Robert (dies) (Robert Lilienfield, a Scarsdale resident for 38 years, died at home after a battle with cancer. He was 77.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 31

Lippmann, Thomas J (dies) (Edgemont resident, Thomas J. Lippmann, died on September 5, 2003, at his home. He was 64.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 18

Locke, Lawrence Lee (dies) (Former long time Scarsdale resident, Lawrence Lee Locke, died on November 10, 2003. He was 61.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 19

Mandel, Lenard Harold (dies) (Lenard Harold Mandel died on July 11, 2003. The attorney and former Scarsdale resident was nearly 86 years old.), July 18, 2003, p. 10


McKinnon, Malcolm Angus (dies) (Malcolm Angus McKinnon, who resided in Scarsdale from 1942-1998, died on April 11 in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. He was 97.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 18

Midtbo, Harold (Dr.) (dies) (Dr. Harold Midtbo, former Scarsdale resident, died on December 16, 2002, in Colleyville, Texas. He was 91.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 18

Miller, Dr. Daniel G. (dies) (photo) (Dr. Daniel G. Miller died on May 7, 2003, at Mount Sinai Hospital in Manhattan. He was 78.), May 9, 2003, p. 28

Minerd, Russell C. (dies) (Russell C. Minerd died on April 21, 2003, in Brewster, New York. He was 50.), May 2, 2003, p. 14

Moore, Mary Adair Childress (dies) (Mary Adair Childress Moore of Brevard, North Carolina, died on July 27, 2003. The former Scarsdale resident was 94.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 12

Nelson, Thelma (dies) (Former longtime Scarsdale resident, Thelma Nelson, died on July 27, 2003. She was 92.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 12

Nygreen, Beverly Grace Holiday (dies) (photo) (Beverly Grace Holiday Nygreen of Scarsdale died on October 15, 2003, at White Plains Hospital following a battle with cancer. She was 85.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 26

Onorato, Benjamin F. (dies) (Benjamin F. Onorato, a long time Scarsdale resident, died on March 31, 2003. He was 75.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 28

Palekar, Madhukar D. (dies) (Madhukar D. Palekar died on February 9, 2003, at Saint Agnes Hospital in White Plains. He was just a few days shy of his 76th birthday.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 10

Perl, Eva (dies) (Longtime former Edgemont resident, Eva Perl, died on December 9, 2003, at her home in Anherst, Massachusetts. She was 96.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 28

Queally, Francis X. (dies) (Francis X. Queally, former Scarsdale resident, died on August 4, 2003. He was 76.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 13

Raymond, Dr. Edward A. (dies) (photo) (Dr. Edward A. Raymond died at his Scarsdale home on August 18, 2003. He was 86.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 15


Schatz, Warner S. (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Warner S. Schatz, died on December 27, 2002. He was 82.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 10

Schenck, Doris D. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Doris D. Schenck died on October 21, 2003, at her home in Southbury, Connecticut. She was 93.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 21

Scriarra, Daniel (dies) (Dr. Daniel Scriarra of Scarsdale and South Hampton died on April 1, 2003, he was 84.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 20

Smith, Emily Griffin (dies) (Emily Griffin Smith died on April 29, 2003, at her home in Key Largo, Florida. She was 82.), May 16, 2003, p. 28

Smith, Frieda Boes (dies) (Frieda Boes Smith died on October 13, 2003, in Vero Beach, Florida. She was 101.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 26

Snelling, Henry T. Jr. (dies) (Henry T. Snelling, Jr., a former Scarsdale resident, died on December 19, 2003. He was 64.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 15

Sofair, Berta (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Berta Sofair, died on April 1, 2003, at her home. She was 77.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 28
DEATHS (Continued)
Southmayd, Ina (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Ina Southmayd, died on November 10, 2003. She was 83.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 18
Speirs, John D. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, John D. Speirs, died on September 16, 2003, in Greenwich, Connecticut. He was 83.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26
Todaro, Helen M. (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Helen M. Todaro, died this past weekend while on vacation. She was 55.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 18
Villani, Ann (dies) (Ann Villani, a former Scarsdale resident, died on December 11, 2003 at her home in Amherst, Massachusetts. She was 45.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 28
Woloch, Zygfryd (dies) (Zygfryd B. Woloch died on June 17, 2003. He was 81.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 18
Worden, Lillian (dies) (Lillian Worden died at her Scarsdale home on July 26, 2003, following a brief illness. She was 86.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 10
Young, Dr. George J. (dies) (Edgemont resident, Dr. George J. Young, died on February 23. He was 85.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 26
Young, Judith A. (dies) (Judith A. Young of Hartsdale died on September 11, 2003; she was 72.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26

DEBATES AND DEBATING
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad Hemel is nat'I (national) debate champ (photo) (continued) (Daniel Hemel, Scarsdale High School Class of 2003, won first place at a national debate tournament in Atlanta.), July 11, 2003, p. 9
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad Hemel is nat'I (national) debate champ (photo) (Daniel Hemel, Scarsdale High School Class of 2003, won first place at a national debate tournament in Atlanta.), July 11, 2003, p. 1

DEBEAR, CAROL
Carol DeBear (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Carol DeBear, has been elected to the Board of Directors of the New York Metro chapter of the American Society of Interior Designers.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 4

DECAMINADA, JOE
Focal Points: What issue do you think will be the determining factor in the 2004 presidential election? (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7

DECKER, ANNA
Sherwood heads school board; G'acres (Greenacres) to get new principal (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 1
DECKER, ANNA (AUTHOR)
Editorial on teens learning to drink was outrageous (letter) (Members of various community boards question Inquirer editorial "Alcohol ed" in May 23 issue.), May 30, 2003, p. 6
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7
Vote yes on June 3 to support schools (letter) (Anna Decker, Elyse Insel, Mindy White, Joanne Wallenstein - PT Council), May 30, 2003, p. 6

DECKER, BEN
Building blocks: Raiders ready to continue winning ways, make playoffs (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 5A
Focal Points: Do you think it is very likely that a new terrorist attack will be made on the United States? (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7
SHS (Scarsdale High School) students help those in need (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 31A
SHS (Scarsdale High School) votes in Standards; board to approve final draft (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 11

DE ECHEVARRIA, MARIA
Maria de Echevarria exhibit (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 19

DEFABIO, ROSEANNE
The Year in Review (Scarsdale schools hold on to high standards.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1

DEGREES, ACADEMIC
Best of Luck College Grads (photo) (College graduates listed with their respective schools in alphabetical order) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, pp. 26A-27A

DEKIDJIEV, RIZZIE
Building blocks: Raiders ready to continue winning ways, make playoffs (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 5A

DELEHANTY, DOROTHY LESLIE
Dorothy Leslie Delehanty (dies) (Dorothy Leslie Delehanty died on December 10, 2003, at a California nursing home. She was 80.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 28

DELAUDIO, SYBIL
New film bio of Hubleys shows serious side of animation (photo) (Esteemed TV and film producer, Patty Wineapple, is in town for her 1963 Scarsdale High School reunion), Sep 19, 2003, p. 13
DELUCIA, BENJAMIN
EHS (Edgemont High School) '03: Committed to school and community (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 11A

DEMAS, CAROLE
Greenburgh Town Board gives green light for greenspace (continued), Nov 28, 2003 p. 16
Local Halloween fun features 'Magic Garden' duo (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 23

DEMAS, CAROLE (AUTHOR)
Preserve Taxter Ridge, part of the vital Hudson River ecosystem (letter) (Carole Demas of Skylight Run), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6

DEMELTIEUS, LYNN
Footbridge to be dedicated at library pond Saturday (letter) (Margery Arsham, President, Scarsdale Library Board), May 9, 2003, p. 6

DEMOCRATIC PARTY - GREENBURGH
Greenburgh Democrats send a message to supervisor (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), May 30, 2003, p. 7
Supervisor has seldom had support of Democratic Party leaders (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6

DEMOCRATIC PARTY (N.Y.)
Dems nominate 3 (Hudson Valley Democrats met in convention on September 18 to select three candidates for the State Supreme Court, Ninth Judicial District.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1

DEMOCRATIC PARTY - WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Democrats to honor McCall at dinner (Westchester County Democrats will honor H. Carl McCall at their annual dinner on March 20.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 4

DEMONSTRATIONS
Protestors create a ruckus at reception for Jeanine Pirro (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Protestors create a ruckus at reception for Jeanine Pirro (photo) (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 19
Scarsdale's opposition to Vietnam War was bellwether (Village historian, Irving Sloan, describes anti-Vietnam War protests in Scarsdale.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 14

DENNIS, DAVID
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 16

DENTISTS
Ellis Disick (photo) (Dr. Ellis Disick, lifelong Scarsdale resident, to receive a distinguished service award from the Fairfield/Westchester chapter of the Crohn's & Colitis Foundation of America.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 4
Richard Kraut (Dr. Richard Kraut, D.D.S., was appointed chairman of the department of dentistry at Montefiore Medical Center.), July 25, 2003, p. 4

DEPIETRO, STEVEN
Distinctive northern Italian cuisine at the elegant II Cigno on Weaver Street (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 16

DEPOT PLACE PROPERTY (SCARSDALE)
On the agenda (The Scarsdale Village Board will meet on January 14 to discuss the valuation of the Christie Place Lot.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
Christie, continued (The Town and Village Civic Club will hold an open meeting on January 13 to discuss Christie Place development.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
Modest development proposed for Depot Place (illus), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
Modest development proposed for Depot Place (illus) (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 8
The Scarsdale malaise (editorial) (The Inquirer's tongue-in-cheek scenario for Scarsdale in the "not too distant future".), Jan 17, 2003, p. 6
SNAP (Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents) learns about Depot Place projects, Jan 17, 2003, p. 3
A village center everyone wants (editorial) (Bruce Wells on development projects in the Village Center), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7

DEPUTY VILLAGE MANAGER - SCARSDALE
New deputy village manager is a familiar face at village hall (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steve Pappalardo, recently appointed deputy village manager.), May 2, 2003, p. 9
New deputy village manager is a familiar face at village hall (Profile of Steve Pappalardo, recently appointed deputy village manager.), May 2, 2003, p. 1

DERMIN, DAVID
Software-savvy teachers bring creative challenges (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 10

DERWIN, TAYLOR
Drama Club stages 'A Musical Fable of Broadway' this weekend (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15

DESOUSA, GREG
Sky Blues on the Horizon: SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni to perform reunion concert May 10 (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 17
DESOUSA, GREG (Continued)
Sky Blues on the Horizon: SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni to perform reunion concert May 10 (photo) (continued), May 2, 2003, p. 19

DETMER, TED
Raiders victorious over Peekskill (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 22
Raiders victorious over Peekskill (photo) (continued), Oct 31, 2003, p. 24
Starting fresh; Detmer returns with new supporting cast (photo) (Winter Sports Preview, Supplement), Dec 5, 2003 p. 2A

DEUTSCH, KATE
Deutsch, Eichel (engaged) (photo) (Kate Deutsch and Scott Eichel are engaged; a January 2004 wedding is planned.), May 16, 2003, p. 21

DEUTSCH, LISA
Kids & pros make beautiful music together (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 13

DIABETES
A park to fund a cure, Apr 18, 2003, p. 4

DIAMOND, ROBERT
Court OKs a new lot on Carstensen, Sep 19, 2003, p. 1

DIAMOND, SUSAN
Awards for flower design at woman's club (photo) ("Come Dance with Me," the garden section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club spring event, was held May 7; ribbons and prizes were awarded.), May 16, 2003, p. 20
Woman's Club goes Home for the Holidays (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 11

DIAMONDS
Right-hand ice (editorial), Nov 14, 2003 p. 7

DIAZ, DANIEL
Stairway al fresco (An exterior stairway is being constructed in the alley between Harwood Court and Popham Road.), May 9, 2003, p. 1

DIAZ, DIANA
Focal Points: What issue do you think will be the determining factor in the 2004 presidential election? (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 7

DIBELLA, ROBERT
Election Day is next Tuesday, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
GOP-Dem wins (Joseph Alessandro, a registered Republican, won one of three spots in the Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
Republican runs in Democratic judge primary (continued) (Registered Republican, Joseph Alessandro, is running in the September 9 Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 17
Republican runs in Democratic judge primary (Registered Republican, Joseph Alessandro, is running in the September 8 Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1
Vote DiBella, Cacace and Friia in Democratic primary (letter) (Mark Lewis, Chair, Scarsdale Democratic Party), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6

DIBIANCO, PHYLLIS
Plagiarism on the Internet: many gray areas (Article asks: where do a student's researching methods cross the line from helpful to unreliable to illegal?), Jan 17, 2003, p. 10

DICKERSON, THOMAS
Court gives a green light to senior housing (The proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road is back on track.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1

DIECK, CAITLIN
Beautiful at the ballet (photo) (Three Scarsdale Ballet Studio students are pictured in graceful poses.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 18

DIET
To your health (photo) (Supplement), Jan 17, 2003, p. 23

DIETZ, ANNIE
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 9

DIFALCO, DAN
(Local Youth shown playing hockey on frozen Duck Pond) (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6
DIFALCO, NICK
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 19

DIFIORE, MARC
A main event (photo) (The Scarsdale Water Department repaired a burst pipe on Weaver Street on January 23.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 5

DIGITAL CAMERAS
A digital snap - Part 1: The basics (editorial) (Bob Reiser opines on the advantages of digital cameras.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 4
A digital snap - Part 2: The choices (editorial), Dec 19, 2003 p. 4

DI LORENZO, SARAH
Focal Points: What do you think of the American Society of Clinical Oncologists' proposed legislation to restrict cigarette advertising and tobacco exports and raise tax on cigarettes? (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 7

DI PALERMO, JOSEPH
Focal Points: How long do you think the United States should maintain armed forces in Iraq? (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 7

DISCIULLO, MIKE
Inquirer top winner (The Scarsdale Inquirer took home 27 awards from the New York Press Association's 2002 Better Newspaper Contest.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1

DISCIULLO, MILES
All's fair at the Scarsdale elementary schools (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 11

DISCRIMINATION
Research reveals effect of bigotry (letter) (Diane Jacobs of Wildwood Lane), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6

DISICK, ELLIS (DR)
Ellis Disick (photo) (Dr. Ellis Disick, lifelong Scarsdale resident, to receive a distinguished service award from the Fairfield/Westchester chapter of the Crohn's & Colitis Foundation of America.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 4

DIVERSITY, CULTURAL
'Misfits' author visits SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) with message of acceptance (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 8
'Misfits' author visits SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) with message of acceptance (photo) (continued), Mar 7, 2003, p. 9

DIVING
Scarsdale swimmers, divers set for summer season (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 14

DIXON, LINDA
Scarsdale teachers' 'circle of life' honored (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 10

DIXON, MARY
Woman's Club goes Home for the Holidays (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 11

DJANG, CATHERINE
Pyramids, hieroglyphics, Sphinx: SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) Egypt museum (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 9

DJANG, CLAIRE
Kids paint the town red - & orange & green & black (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 3

DOCUMENTARY TELEVISION PROGRAMS
MTV to revisit high school dance in documentary, Aug 22, 2003, p. 1
MTV to revisit high school dance in documentary (continued), Aug 22, 2003, p. 8

DODELSON, FLORENCE (AUTHOR)
Feiner deserves re-election (letter) (Florence Dodelson of East Hartsdale Avenue), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7

DODGE BALL
Kid games for grownups (editorial) (Marc Wollin reflects on simpler times and simpler sports.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 7

DOEPPER, PEGGY
Top Associates (photo) (Coldwell Banker honors top residential brokers for the last quarter.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 4
Tops in sales (Coldwell Banker honored its top Scarsdale-Doernberg office sales associates for the third quarter.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 4

DOERNBERG, DUDLEY
'Mr. Scarsdale Real Estate' celebrates a milestone (photo) (continued) (Dudley Doernberg, a.k.a. Mr. Scarsdale Real Estate, turned 90 on March 20), Mar 28, 2003, p. 21
'Mr. Scarsdale Real Estate' celebrates a milestone (photo) (Dudley Doernberg, a.k.a. Mr. Scarsdale Real Estate, turned 90 on March 20), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1

DOERNBERG, NANETTE
'Mr. Scarsdale Real Estate' celebrates a milestone (photo) (Dudley Doernberg, a.k.a. Mr. Scarsdale Real Estate, turned 90 on March 20), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1

DOESCHER, WILLIAM
(Bill Doescher and Carolyn Mehta pictured at last Saturday's Scarsdale Historical Society Country Fair.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6
Bill Doescher (photo) (Bill Doescher of Scarsdale will take on a new role with the Public Relations Society of America.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
DOESCHER, WILLIAM (Continued)
Historical society to honor Irving Sloan (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
Love and Marriage (photo) (Special section on weddings and marriage), Feb 14, 2003, pp. 1A–10A
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who won recognition in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4
William Doescher (William Doescher has been elected President of the Foundation of the Public Relations Society for 2003.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 4

DOGS
Dogs need special care during dog days (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 3
A dog's tale: When kids read, he's all ears (photo) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.), July 3, 2003, p. 1
Good dogs, bad dogs and dogs that go woof (photo) (Tips for dog owners on curbing excessive barking), Aug 15, 2003, p. 3

DOGS - TRAINING
Good dogs, bad dogs and dogs that go woof (photo) (Tips for dog owners on curbing excessive barking), Aug 15, 2003, p. 3

DOLINS, KAREN REZNIK (DR)
Practice made perfect with addition of Dr. Karen Dolins (photo) (Dr. Karen Reznik Dolins, a sports nutritionist, has joined the team at Altheus Advanced Health and Performance Center in Rye.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 33

DOLLS
On beyond Barbie (editorial), May 9, 2003, p. 7
Hail to the little chief (editorial) (Marc Wollin on the limited edition George W. Bush action figure.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7

DOMNITZ, KEN
Focal Points: What are your thoughts about the 2004 presidential election? (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 7

DOMONKOS, JULIE
My sisters' honorees (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents are pictured being honored with leadership awards from My Sister's Place on October 16.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 14
Survivor of teen dating violence tells tale (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 3

DONAT, ELLEN
Coldwell Banker awards (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 4

DONATI, GEORGIA (AUTHOR)
Nonpartisan system team for village office is outstanding (letter) (Robert and Georgia Donati of Overhill Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6

DONATI, ROBERT (AUTHOR)
Nonpartisan system team for village office is outstanding (letter) (Robert and Georgia Donati of Overhill Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6

DONATIONS
Memorial purchase (photo) (A new defibrillator trainer was donated to the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps in memory of Dr. Raymond Miller.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 4

DONNELL, BILLY
Golfers Simmermacher, Schiffer and Ananis advance, May 16, 2003, p. 23
New York State of mind: Individual high school athletes make mark outside of section (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 20

DONOVAN, EUGENE
SHS (Scarsdale High School) votes in Standards; board to approve final draft (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 11

DONSKY, HARRY
Donsky obituary brought back fond memories of a great teacher (letter) (John Goodman of Madison Road), May 23, 2003, p. 6
Harry Donsky (dies) (photo) (Harry Donsky, former entertainment editor for The Scarsdale Inquirer, died on May 3, 2003, at Lawrence Hospital in Bronxville. He was 81.), May 9, 2003, p. 28

DOOLITTLE, HARRY
A marriage of arts (photo) (Scarsdale artists Miso0k and Harry Doolittle will display their abstract art at the St. James the Less Church on February 23 following a concert.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 14

DOOLITTLE, JACQUELINE (AUTHOR)
New names might better reflect conditions in The Grange area (letter) (Jacqueline Doolittle of Fairview Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 8

DOOLITTLE, MISOOK
A marriage of arts (photo) (Scarsdale artists Miso0k and Harry Doolittle will display their abstract art at the St. James the Less Church on February 23 following a concert.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 14
Miso0k's Miso0k designs for today's woman on the go (photo) (Supplement), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1A

DORON, GIDEON
Israeli election expert (photo) (Gideon Doron will speak at Westchester Reform Temple on February 9.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 20
DORSKY, DANIEL
Ex-teacher gets 5 years in prison for Internet sex, Dec 5, 2003 p. 1

D'ORTONA, BEN
Prom called 'resounding success' (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School seniors created new, scaled down traditions for their June 12 prom at the Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 11

DOTY, JOYCE
Awards for flower design at woman's club (photo) ("Come Dance with Me," the garden section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club spring event, was held May 7; ribbons and prizes were awarded.), May 16, 2003, p. 20

DOUGHERTY, VERONICA
Leone agents honored (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 4

DOUGLASS, CHRIS
The 2002-03 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 18th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 27

'Doctrinaire' Cohen gets loving sendoff, Jun 20, 2003, p. 10

DOUGLASS, MARTIN
Douglass qualifies to ski at state meet (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 20

DOUGLASS, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
No one is in favor of building 'behemoth' on Christie (letter) (Susan Douglass of Crane Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8

DOUKAS, JIM
Feiner's town liaison concept stirs ire among civic leaders, Aug 15, 2003, p. 1

DOWNTOWN AREA - SCARSDALE
20-somethings need a role (editorial) (Scarsdale High School graduate Matthew Abelson bemoans the lack of roles and purpose for 20-somethings in Scarsdale.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7

Call for 'lower temperatures' in debate (Trustee Peter Strauss seeks to mend the rift between the Village Board and the Town and Village Civic Club over the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 3

Christie, continued (The Town and Village Civic Club will hold an open meeting on January 13 to discuss Christie Place development.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1

Christie Garage will not discourage lazy behavior of parkers (letter) (Dino Venuto of Circle Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6

Christie Place architect will revise garage plan, July 25, 2003, p. 1

Christie reality check (editorial) (The Inquirer calls for less inflammatory and more objective views on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6

Civility shortage (editorial) (The Inquirer deprecates the lack of civility at the March 25 Village Board meeting, which dealt with the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6

Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to village board, Jan 24, 2003, p. 1

Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to Village Board (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 12

In denial (editorial) (The Inquirer attempts to resolve the long standing controversy over the proposed indoor parking garage at Christie Place.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6

Depot plan gets conditional OK (continued) (The Scarsdale Planning Board gave conditional approval on March 5 to plans to develop Depot Place.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 11

Depot plan gets conditional OK (The Scarsdale Planning Board gave conditional approval on March 5 to plans to develop Depot Place.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1

Downsizing (The Overhill Neighborhood Association urges the Scarsdale Board of Trustees to consider downsizing the proposed indoor Christie Place Parking Garage.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1

Downtowns either grow in vitality or decline (letter) (Jeanne Richman of Birchall Drive), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

EAF (environmental assessment form) gives 'green' light to proposed Christie Place garage, Feb 7, 2003, p. 1

EAF (environmental assessment form) gives 'green light' to proposed Christie Place garage (continued), Feb 7, 2003, p. 9

Facade for 17 Popham OK'd (On October 29, the Scarsdale Planning Board approved a plan for the renovation of 17 Popham Road.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

Free Parking (Parking will be free in the downtown business area during the Christmas/Hanukkah week.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1

Freight oil truck hits bridge, misses gas main (photo) (A freight oil truck crashed into the side of the Popham Road Bridge on September 28.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 3

Garage foes blast proposal (photo) (continued) (Over thirty speakers voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place Garage at a public hearing on January 28.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 26

Garage foes blast proposal (photo) (Over thirty speakers voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place Garage at a public hearing on January 28.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1

Garage foes should remember - first offer is often the best (letter) (Carole Tunick of Meadow Road), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6
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DOWNTOWN AREA - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Garage may go underground (Architect Stephen Tilly presented alternative designs to mitigate the impact of the proposed Christie Place indoor parking garage.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1

Garage opponents are varied, hardworking and generous (letter) (Jean Wentworth of Lockwood Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6

Garage opponents clamor for full environmental impact statement, Feb 28, 2003, p. 1

Garage opponents clamor for full environmental impact statement (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 4

George A. Harwood: Scarsdale pioneer (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3

Getting real (editorial) (The Inquirer bemoans the dismal downtown parking situation and suggests that residents be more open minded to the proposed Christie Place Parking Garage.), July 3, 2003, p. 6

Growth is not inevitable here (editorial) (Bruce Wells on the impact of the proposed indoor parking garage on the serenity of the Village), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7

Growth requires more parking (editorial) (Jeffrey D. Gaskin asks: how can more homes be built and parking not increased?), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7

Information campaign (On February 6, the Town and Village Civic Club will meet with Mayor Kroenlein and architect Stephen Tilly to review plans for the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1

Infrastructure may fail to meet 21st century needs (letter) (A. F. Lazzara of Garth Road), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6

Is the proposed garage design for Christie Place a Trojan horse? (letter) (Stuart Keith of Chateaux Circle), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6

Just married! (photo) (Scarsdale police officer Matthew Miraglia wed Maria Powell Miraglia at the Scarsdale Village tree lighting on November 29; Mayor Beverley Sved performed the honors.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 3

Leaf regulations to be enforced, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1

Let's make parking a priority (editorial), Jun 27, 2003, p. 7

Mercedes runs light and flips (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1

Mess continues (At the June 24 Village Board meeting, Alfred Gatta bemoaned traffic congestion at certain Village intersections.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1

Modest development proposed for Depot Place (illus), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1

Modest development proposed for Depot Place (illus) (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 8

Mod change (editorial) (The Inquirer supports efforts by Village Trustees to implement parking management.), May 30, 2003, p. 6

Neighborhood association to present forum (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4

Neighborhood presidents list top priorities, Mar 7, 2003, p. 3

Neighbors urge ban of nonresident commuters, May 16, 2003, p. 1

New suggestions for Christie Place lot, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1

New suggestions for Christie Place lot (continued), Sep 26, 2003, p. 12

New voices of support rise at Christie Place Garage debate, Mar 14, 2003, p. 1

New voices of support rise at Christie Place Garage debate (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 8

The next step (editorial) (The Inquirer supports the Village's recent parking management efforts.), July 11, 2003, p. 6

No free parking - even at 8 a.m. (letter) (John Goodman of Madison Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6

No one is in favor of building 'behemoth' on Christie (letter) (Susan Douglass of Crane Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8

Offices, yes (The Scarsdale Village Board will hold a public hearing on a proposed amendment to the Village Zoning Code regarding professional offices in the downtown area.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1

Parking garage on Christie should be a last resort (letter) (Mitchell Kulick of Oakwood Place), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6

Parking increases, Dec 5, 2003 p. 1

Parking is going to get worse (editorial) (Carole Tunick asks for a fair hearing on the Christie Place Parking Garage issue.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7

Parking solution not 'just a can of paint' (Village Trustee Noreen Fisher dismisses effectiveness of restriping parking spaces in Village Center to a uniform width.), May 30, 2003, p. 1

Passions rage, accusations fly at garage meeting (continued) (Opponents of the proposed Christie Place Parking Garage packed Village Hall for a contentious meeting on February 13.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 12

Passions rage, accusations fly at garage meeting (Opponents of the proposed Christie Place Parking Garage packed Village Hall for a contentious meeting on February 13.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1

Pay more attention to TVCC (Town and Village Education Forum) (letter) (Kevin Hirson of Chase Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6

People using village center must obey parking rules (letter) (Dan Hochvert of Woods Lane), July 11, 2003, p. 6

People who really want to park in village will find a way (letter) (Lika Levi of Lockwood Road), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6

Popular guy (photo) (Local children pictured with Santa Claus in downtown Scarsdale on November 29.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 1

Removing spaces from Christie doesn't help (letter) (James F. Conlan of Hamilton Road), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6

Report shows ample parking, Feb 14, 2003, p. 1

Report shows ample parking (continued) (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 10

Resident survey would help determine who would use the garage (letter) (Doris J. W. Escher of Post Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 8
DOWNTOWN AREA - SCARSDALE  (Continued)

Rodeo Drive East (editorial) (The Inquirer conjectures that the lack of available parking might result in an abundance of high end stores that don't survive on volume.), May 16, 2003, p. 6

The Scarsdale malaise (editorial) (The Inquirer's tongue-in-cheek scenario for Scarsdale in the "not too distant future".), Jan 17, 2003, p. 6

Scarsdale's soul lies in its modest scale and low density of village (letter) (Norma R. Roberts of Popham Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6

Seeking civility (editorial) (The Inquirer praises Board members for dealing calmly with the divisive issue of an indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6

Sensible projects get done here - garage is not one of them (letter) (Jeannie and Bernard Mackler of Lenox Place), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6

Sidewalk sale (photo) (Shoppers experienced good weather for browsing at the Scarsdale Sidewalk Sale, July 31-August 2.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 3

Signs are needed to point the way to downtown (letter) (John Goodman of Madison Road), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

Smelly, polluting cars will destroy views, suffocate children (letter) (Megan Pacetti of Autenrieth Road), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6

Stairway al fresco (An exterior stairway is being constructed in the alley between Harwood Court and Popham Road.), May 9, 2003, p. 1

There are dozens of unused parking spaces in downtown Scarsdale (letter) (Richard Henry Behr of Post Road), July 18, 2003, p. 6

Ticket blitz angers many in downtown, July 3, 2003, p. 1

Ticket blitz angers many in downtown (continued), July 3, 2003, p. 13

Ticket blitz continues (continued) (Stepped up automobile ticketing in the Village center to continue, much to the dismay of residents.), July 11, 2003, p. 9

Ticket blitz continues (Stepped up automobile ticketing in the Village center to continue, much to the dismay of residents.), July 11, 2003, p. 1

The top 10 reasons why we need more parking (?) (letter) (Michael Iver of Thomwood Place), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8

Traffic should be taken into account with SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) (letter) (Jane Stanley of Crossway), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6

Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking, Oct 3, 2003, p. 1

Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14

A village center everyone wants (editorial) (Bruce Wells on development projects in the Village Center), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7

Village is now following a wise traditional course (letter) (Howard Burkat of Drake Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6

Village needs more parking management, not less (letter) (Bruce Wells of Chase Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6

Village should keep after 'special interest law breakers' (letter) (James F. Conlan of Hamilton Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6

Volunteer parking commission could undertake management (letter) (David Buchen of Circle Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6

Wasting time and money on unbuildable project (letter) (Rick Behr of Post Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6

What's up downtown (Village Manager, Al Gatta, announced at the February 25 Village Board meeting that repair on the pedestrian bridge over the train tracks into Freightway Garage will commence in May.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1

DOYLE, JAMES

Focal Points: Should booing be permitted to interrupt theatrical and opera performances? (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7

Focal Points: What is your reaction to the president's Thanksgiving Day visit to the troops in Iraq? (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 7

DRACH, RICHARD

Freight oil truck hits bridge, misses gas main (photo) (A freight oil truck crashed into the side of the Popham Road Bridge on September 29.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 3

DRACHMAN, STANLEY ROBERT (DR)

Dr. Stanley Robert Drachman (dies) (Dr. Stanley Robert Drachman died on November 16, 2003. He was 81.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 18

DRACHMAN, VIRGINIA

Women gain ground in the business world (photo) (Virginia Drachman spoke on women entrepreneurs on May 15 at Con Edison Headquarters in Rye.), May 30, 2003, p. 3

DRAFT

Focal Points: In view of the current world situation, should Congress consider reinstating the draft? (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 7

Universal draft ensures everyone has stake in war (letter) (Neil Sullivan of Taunton Road), Jan 31, 2003, p. 7

DRAINAGE

Drainage proposals for Fairview subdivision won't save the neighborhood (letter) (Avis Walls of Fairview Road), July 3, 2003, p. 6
DRAINAGE (Continued)
Neighbors skeptical on drainage plan (Residents object to proposed housing development on Windmill Lane due to flooding concerns.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Who will take responsibility for drainage system in flooded area? (letter) (Art Lutzke of Brewster Road), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6

DRAKE PARK-EDGEWOOD ASSOCIATION
Do-si-do! (photo) (The Arthur Manor and Drake Park-Edgewood Associations hosted a square dance at the Congregational Church on March 1.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 3

DRAMA
Rupert Holmes pulls out all the stops for new novel (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1
'The Last Night of Ballyhoo' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present 'The Last Night of Ballyhoo.'), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10

DRAMATISTS
'L-O-V-E' Sorkin-style (Scarsdale playwright Joan Ross Sorkin's new play, L-O-V-E, will be performed at the Vital Theatre in Manhattan from November 6-23.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 17
Therapy in August? (Scarsdale playwright Joan Ross Sorkin's new comedy, "Therapy, New York Style," will appear off Broadway in August.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 10

DRAPER, ELISA
QR (Quaker Ridge) moms get royal treatment (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12

DREW, WALLACE T SR
Wallace T. Drew, Sr. (dies) (photo) (Former Edgemont resident, Wallace T. Drew, Sr., died at his Montecito, California, home on September 7, 2003, following a long illness. He was 85.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26

DRIVAS, IRENE (AUTHOR)
Active parental presence makes a better school (letter) (Irene Drivas of Brewster Road), Nov 21, 2003 p. 6

DRUKER, JOE (AUTHOR)
Rec works: New girls' softball league is not needed (letter), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6

DRUKER, KATIE
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 18

DRUNK DRIVING
Less is better (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents not to drink and drive despite the temptation to do so during the holiday season.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6

DUARTE, JESSICA
Is there life after Scarsdale? Former mayor can't stay away (photo) (Former Scarsdale mayor, Mark Bench, maintains a visible presence in the Village working as a teacher's aide at the High School.), May 9, 2003, p. 1

DUGGAN, HANNAH
For the creatures (photo) (Edgewood Girl Scout Troop 1941 brought donations to the Elmsford Animal Shelter.), July 11, 2003, p. 2

DUHIGG, KELLY
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24

DULIT, EVERETT P (AUTHOR)
Ombudsman is needed to mediate treehouse dispute (letter) (Everett P. Dulit, Sage Terrace), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6

DULIT, REBECCA (DR)
Running for SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (List of candidates running for the School Board Nominating Committee on January 20, 2004.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1

DUNCANSON, MICHAEL (AUTHOR)
Unique program seeks continuing community support (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Quaker Center; Michael Duncanson, Sprague Road), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7

DUNKEL, PAUL LUSTIG
Kaufman elected orchestra president (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 4

DURST, ROBERT
Durst acquitted (A Galveston County, Texas, jury acquitted former Scarsdale resident, Robert Durst, of the murder of his neighbor, Morris Black.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1

DWECK, JUDIE
Passing the barre; Adult students at Scarsdale Ballet stretch themselves with jazz (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 13

DWELLINGS
Endpaper: My dream home (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 39A

DWELLINGS - MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Move, build or renovate (photo) (Home Supplement), Apr 25, 2003, pp. 30A–31A

DWEYER, MICHAEL
Slide show (photo) (Boy and Girl Scouts watch firefighter Michael Dwyer descend on the pole at the Scarsdale Fire Department headquarters), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
EAGEL, JESS
That's me! (photo) (*Students of Edgemont High School are pictured perusing the yearbook, Respectus.*), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1

EARTH DAY
Birding on the river (photo) (*John Byers describes his birding experiences at the Scarsdale Library Pond and along the Bronx River Parkway paths.*), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12
On the Earth Day agenda: park clean-ups (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 4
Eco-savers say there's no effort too small (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 9
The enemy is us (photo) (continued) (*Stormwater runoff is creating pollution problems in waterways*), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12
The enemy is us (photo) (*Stormwater runoff is creating pollution problems in waterways*), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1
"Green" building a showcase for efficiency (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 3
"Green" building a showcase for efficiency (photo) (continued), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12
Honor your mother (editorial) (*In honor of Earth Day, the Inquirer extolls the efforts of environmentalists who labor to protect Mother Earth.*), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6
Hybrid car puts brakes on gas consumption (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 3
Hybrid car puts brakes on gas consumption (photo) (continued), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12
Open space map goes hi-tech (illus), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12
A park to fund a cure, Apr 18, 2003, p. 4
We must mend wasteful ways (editorial), Apr 18, 2003, p. 7

EASTER
Bunnies and baskets (photo) (*Photos of cute kids enjoying Easter all around the Village.*), Apr 25, 2003, p. 3

EAST HEATHCOTE NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
Neighborhood association divided over SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.) relocation (letter) (*Jeffery Watiker, Lynn Warren, Lauren Mintzer, East Heathcote Neighborhood Association*), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6
SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) hires an architect, Dec 5, 2003 p. 1

EASTMAN, LEE V
Local references in 'Guys and Dolls' traced to Lee Eastman (letter) (*Andy Bass of Boulevard*), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

EASTMAN, LINDA
Local references in 'Guys and Dolls' traced to Lee Eastman (letter) (*Andy Bass of Boulevard*), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

EATING DISORDERS
To your health (photo) (*Supplement*), Jan 17, 2003, p. 24
To your health (photo) (*Supplement*) (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 25

EBOLI, JOANNE CEA
SHS (Scarsdale High School) helpers (photo) (*Joanne Cea Eboli arranged for designer Ralph Lauren to sponsor the Scarsdale High School fashion show and fundraiser, "Express Yourself."*), Apr 4, 2003, p. 12

ECKER, MELAINA
Double-decker thrills (photo) (*Ted and Melaina Ecker take advantage of a snowy day to go sledding at the Scarsdale High School.*), Feb 14, 2003, p. 1

ECKERLE, RAY
Focal Points: In view of current conditions, how do you think the United States should proceed in Iraq? (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 7

ECKSTEIN, ALAN
Chateaux sues for new review of garage project (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 20
Court dismisses Chateaux suit against garage, Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Garage opponents clamor for full environmental impact statement, Feb 28, 2003, p. 1

ECONOMICS
Focal Points: How will the recent economic surge affect the coming presidential campaign? (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7
Glancing Askance: On beyond the tea leaves (editorial), Aug 8, 2003, p. 7

EDelman, Andrew (AUTHOR)
The decline of Scarsdale (editorial) (*Andrew Edelman tackles numerous contentious issues confronting the Village.*), Oct 24, 2003, p. 7

EDelman, Jessica
Focal Points: has the "Orange Alert" caused you to make any changes in your lifestyle? (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 7
Prom called 'resounding success' (photo) (continued) (*Scarsdale High School seniors created new, scaled down traditions for their June 12 prom at the Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.*), Jun 20, 2003, p. 11

EDGEMONT
2 perspectives on Edgemont's fledging independence movement - Second study is needed (editorial), Dec 19, 2003 p. 7
'C' is for community (theater) (editorial), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7
Edgemont mulls pros and cons of becoming a village, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
EDGEMONT (Continued)
Edgemont mulls pros and cons of becoming a village (continued), Nov 28, 2003 p. 17
Edgemont's higher taxes do not entitle it to more say (letter) (Gabriel D. Farkas of Highland Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6
E'mont (Edgemont) incorporation committee presents its preliminary reports, Dec 19, 2003 p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) incorporation committee presents its preliminary reports (continued) (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 13
E'mont (Edgemont) to town: sidewalk illegal, Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) to town: sidewalk illegal (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 13
Feiner's anger at committee was not justified (letter) (Laura Cooperman, Edgemont), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6
New pathways and repairs urgently needed in Edgemont (letter) (Bob Bernstein, President, Greenridge Civic Association), Sep 28, 2003, p. 6
Paul Feiner treated fire victims 'like family' (letter) (Harvey Gildner of South Central Avenue), July 3, 2003, p. 6
Perfect weather, lots of energetic volunteers made E Day a success (letter) (Rita Braunstein, John Gerspach, Co-Presidents, E Club), May 16, 2003, p. 6
A tale of 2 towns (editorial) (The Inquirer addresses Edgemont lawyer Bob Bernstein's lawsuit against Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner.), July 18, 2003, p. 6
Wonderful Edgemont neighbors are still missed (letter) (Harry Garten of Lynwood Road), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6

EDGEMONT COMMUNITY COUNCIL
Edgemont mulls pros and cons of becoming a village (continued), Nov 28, 2003 p. 17
G'Burgh (Greenburgh) 101: residents learn the basics of town government, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
G'Burgh (Greenburgh) 101: residents learn the basics of town government (continued), Oct 31, 2003, p. 13

EDKER, TED
Double-decker thrills (photo) (Ted and Melaina Ecker take advantage of a snowy day to go sledding at the Scarsdale High School.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 1

EDLER, DANIEL
(Camp Pathunke campers are pictured attending a matinee of "42nd Street" on July 30.) (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 2

EDLITZ, TRACY
Scarsdale PT Council looks to new school year with enthusiasm (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 14A
Scarsdale teachers' 'circle of life' honored (continued) (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 12

EDOFF, LARRY
Friends say 'Love' is the message (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 19

EDOZIE, MEZZ
Every animal has its place in kids' mural (photo) (Alcott Montessori pre-schoolers created a nature themed mural in the school's front hall.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 11

EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
Excellent essays have insight, says SAT II scorer Klemme, Feb 28, 2003, p. 11
His own petard (editorial) (The Inquirer addresses the flawed design of recent math and physics standardized tests.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6
Schools say state exams don't make the grade, Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Schools say state exams don't make the grade (continued), Jun 27, 2003, p. 25

EFFMAN, LUKAS
Persuasive, emotional, funny kids sweep SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 10

EFFMAN, RICHARD
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

EFORO, J. T.
Hot times and cool contests celebrate the Fourth (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 26

EGERMAN, JOANNE HOFHEIMER
Joined SAA (Scarsdale Alumni Association) board (Four people have joined the board of directors of the Scarsdale Alumni Association.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4

EGYPT - STUDY AND TEACHING
Pyramids, hieroglyphics, Sphinx: SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) Egypt museum (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 9

EICHEL, SCOTT
Deutsch, Eichel (engaged) (photo) (Kate Deutsch and Scott Eichel are engaged; a January 2004 wedding is planned.), May 16, 2003, p. 21

EICHLER, SUE
Scarsdale teachers' 'circle of life' honored (continued) (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 12
EISENBERG, MARTIN
My sisters' honorees (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents are pictured being honored with leadership awards from My Sister's Place on October 16.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 14

EISENBERG, REBECCA
My sisters' honorees (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents are pictured being honored with leadership awards from My Sister's Place on October 16.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 14

EISENMAN, KATHERINE
Committee assignments (New village board and council members were announced at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1

EISENMAN, KATHERINE (AUTHOR)
Conservation Advisory Council is not opposed to garage on Christie Place (letter) (Kay Eisenman, Chairman, Conservation Advisory Council), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6

EISENMAN, ROBIN
APTA (American Platform Tennis Association) nationals; Scarsdale's Brown adds another title to his list (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 24

EISLER, SAMANTHA
Chabad bat mitzvah club (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 18

EISNER, BERNIE
Scarsdale Seniors walk at Pepsico (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 11

EKMAN, GARY
Focal Points: How will the recent economic surge affect the coming presidential campaign? (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7

EKMAN, GERSHON
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

ELAN, GIL
Bonding with Israel (photo) (Lt. Col. Gil Elan spoke at Congregation Shaarei Tikvah.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 14

ELECTION DAY
Election Day is next Tuesday, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Lasser, Feiner battle over G'Burgh (Greenburgh) supervisor's role (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Lasser, Feiner battle over G'Burgh (Greenburgh) supervisor's role (photo) (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 12
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Ryan, Cantatore dispute county budget strictures (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Ryan, Cantatore dispute county budget strictures (photo) (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 13

ELECTIONS
Focal Points: How do you feel about the political candidacies of celebrities? (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: What are your thoughts about the 2004 presidential election? (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 7
Vote Row B for judges, legislator, next Tuesday (letter) (Mark Lewis, Chairman, Scarsdale Democratic Town Committee), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6

ELECTIONS - GREENBURGH
Election Day is next Tuesday, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Lasser, Feiner battle over G'Burgh (Greenburgh) supervisor's role (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Lasser, Feiner battle over G'Burgh (Greenburgh) supervisor's role (photo) (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 12
As fundraising begins, Feiner is in the lead, July 25, 2003, p. 1
As fundraising begins, Feiner is in the lead (continued), July 25, 2003, p. 10
Give Lasser a chance to improve Greenburgh (letter) (Gerald Stoughton, Robin Judson of Seely Place), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6
Lasser and Feiner differ on spending, management styles, Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Lasser and Feiner differ on spending, management styles (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 13
No reason to replace town supervisor Feiner (letter) (Camala Geller-Perry Clarewood of Hastings on Hudson), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6
Time for a change (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Jim Lasser in his bid for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6
A welcome challenge (editorial) (The Inquirer encourages the healthy competition between Paul Feiner and Jim Lasser in the election for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6

ELECTIONS - SCARSDALE
3 are nominated for village board (photo) (continued) (Mary Beth Gose, Carolyn Stevens and Peter Strauss are nominated for the Scarsdale Village Board.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 11
ELECTIONS - SCARSDALE (Continued)
3 are nominated for village board (photo) (Mary Beth Gose, Carolyn Stevens and Peter Strauss are nominated for the Scarsdale Village Board.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
11 elected to Citizens Committee, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
11 elected to Citizens Committee (continued), Nov 14, 2003 p. 26
Changes in nominating process proposed, Jun 20, 2003, p. 3
Changes in nominating process proposed (continued), Jun 20, 2003, p. 8
Election Day is next Tuesday, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Experience needed (editorial) (The Inquirer encourages residents to run for the Citizens Committee.), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6
Extend village terms (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that it is time for a hard look at term lengths, across the boards.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
It's gratifying that strong candidates are willing to serve (letter) (Mark B. Hirsch of Winslow Place), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6
Kudos to voters (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the 500 residents who showed up to the polls to elect three Village trustees and a mayor.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Persons of vision and sound judgment were chosen as village candidates (letter) (Muriel F. Hahn of Brookby Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday, Jan 10, 2003, p. 3
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 9
Village election is Tuesday (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Village election is Tuesday (continued) (photo) (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 15
Voting for Citizens candidates is way to say 'thanks' for service (letter) (Carol H. Stix of Carthage Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6

ELECTIONS - WESTCHESTER COUNTY
1 attacks, 1 defends at candidates' forum, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
1 attacks, 1 defends at candidates' forum (continued), Oct 31, 2003, p. 11
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Ryan, Cantatore dispute county budget strictures (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
Ryan re-elected to county board, Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
Ryan re-elected to county board (continued), Nov 7, 2003 p. 8

ELECTRIC POWER FAILURES
Don't increase speed limits, do explain local blackout (letter) (Lynette Wilson of Lyons Road), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6
Focal Points: What was your reaction to the power failure (photo), Aug 22, 2003, p. 7
Honorary mention (Four Village employees have received honorary mention for exemplary service during the August blackout.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
(1) Photo of Peter Keiston directing traffic during the August 14 blackout.) (photo), Aug 22, 2003, p. 5
Police officer went out of his way to help in blackout (letter) (Mary Lou Russo, Tustwall Road), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6
The silent beauty of the blackout (editorial), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7
Time stands still in blackout '03 (photo) (continued) (On August 14 the East Coast experienced the biggest blackout in history; power in Scarsdale was not restored for more than 12 hours.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 10
Time stands still in blackout '03 (photo) (On August 14 the East Coast experienced the biggest blackout in history; power in Scarsdale was not restored for more than 12 hours.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 1

ELECTRONICS
This geek has it all (editorial) (Marc Wollin on temptations at the local electronics emporium), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7

ELLIS, TERRENCE
Arbitrator awards patrolman Ellis $40K in McCreary case, Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
Arbitrator awards patrolman Ellis $40K in McCreary case (continued), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3

ELLIS, TRACY
Ellis, Williams (wed) (photo) (Tracy Ellis and Jeffrey G. Williams were wed on May 3 in White Plains.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 20

ELLMAN, MARK
Neighborhood pride (photo) (The Greenacres Neighborhood Association donated three new benches to the Greenacres School.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 11

ELSEVIER, HANS
Scarsdale Seniors walk at Pepsico (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 11

ELYACHAR, MICHELE
Focal Points: Do you think searchers in Iraq will find evidence of weapons of mass destruction? (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 7
EMANUEL, SAM
Drama Club stages 'A Musical Fable of Broadway' this weekend (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
First responders are short equipment, training, money, Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
First responders are short equipment, training, money (continued), Mar 28, 2003, p. 14
Orange alert (Westchester County government has taken steps to increase security and step up preparedness plans.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) panel reviews the village's contingency plans (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) panel reviews the village's contingency plans (photo) (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 4

EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION
Healthcote student celebration brings immigrant experience to life (photo) (Heathcote fifth graders presented an "Immigration Celebration" to the school on April 1.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 11

EMPIRE STATE GAMES (2002)
Our state, our games: Scarsdalians lead the way at silver anniversary Empires (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 20

EMPIRE STATE GAMES (2003)
Gitler skates to silver (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 13
Scarsdale's Gitler, Rapaport set for Empire State Games (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 16

EMPLOYEES - SCARSDALE
Longevity honored (photo) (The New York Conference of Mayors presented service awards for longevity to eight village employees.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 4

EMPLOYEES - SCARSDALE - RETIREMENT
The 2002-03 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 18th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 27
G'acres principal values parent power (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 1
G'acres principal values parent power (photo) (continued), July 18, 2003, p. 9
Greenacres hails 'Gay Reetz Way' at retirement party (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 8
Scarsdale teachers' 'circle of life' honored (continued) (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 12
Scarsdale teachers' 'circle of life' honored (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 10

ENERGY CONSERVATION
We must mend wasteful ways (editorial), Apr 18, 2003, p. 7

ENG, JONATHAN
Celebrating 20 years (photo) (A ribbon cutting ceremony on July 21 at the Scarsdale Middle School tennis courts marked the 20th anniversary of the Summer Youth Tennis League program.), July 25, 2003, p. 18

ENGAGEMENTS
Alfaro, Vermes (engaged) (photo) (Esther Moreno Alfaro and Elliot Spencer Vermes are engaged.), May 16, 2003, p. 21
Amoriello, Tauber (photo) (Audrey Amoriello and Matthew Tauber are engaged; a May 2004 wedding is planned.), July 18, 2003, p. 11
Berdon, Berwitz (engaged) (photo) (Allison Jill Berdon and Joshua Michael Berwitz are engaged; a November wedding is planned.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 20
Braunstein, Weintraub (photo) (Sara Jane Braunstein and David Barrett Weintraub are engaged; a November wedding is planned.), July 3, 2003, p. 9
Bukata, Maslow (engaged) (photo) (Dr. Susan Bukata and Louis "Chip" Maslow II are engaged; a January 2004 wedding is planned.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 11
Crocker, Schlesinger (Karen Pauline Crocker and Philip Henry Schlesinger are engaged; a February 2004 wedding is planned.), July 3, 2003, p. 9
Deutsch, Eichel (engaged) (photo) (Kate Deutsch and Scott Eichel are engaged; a January 2004 wedding is planned.), May 16, 2003, p. 21
Fishman, Roth (engaged) (Dena Michelle Fishman and Harry Craig Roth are engaged.), Aug 29, 2003, p. 10
Frankel, Portnoff (engaged) (Wendy Jennifer Frankel and Adam Eric Portnoff are engaged; an October 2003 wedding is planned.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 20
Gold, Moss (engaged) (photo) (Jodi Gold and Matthew Moss are engaged; a July 2003 wedding is planned.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 14
Halloran, Cohn (engaged) (photo) (Jessica Halloran and Mitchell Cohn are engaged; a July 2004 wedding is planned.), May 30, 2003, p. 22
Harrison, Ricci (engaged) (photo) (Dana Harrison and Douglas Ricci are engaged.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 14
Lupoli, Luciani (engaged) (photo) (Jene Lupoli and William Peter Luciani are engaged; a September, 2004 wedding is planned.), May 2, 2003, p. 15
Lynch, Holmgren (engaged) (photo) (Maureen Bridget Lynch and Donald James Holmgren are engaged; a March 2004 wedding is planned.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 12
ENGAGEMENTS (Continued)
Moreno, Vermes (engaged) (Esther Moreno-Alfaro and Elliot Spencer Vermes are engaged.), May 30, 2003, p. 22
Rosenzweig, Newshel (engaged) (Jessica Rosenzweig and Michael Newshel are engaged; a July 4, 2004, wedding is planned.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13
Sutherland, Warnken (photo) (Elaine Margaret Sutherland and Mark Jeffrey Warnken are engaged; a September wedding is planned.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 18
Uchitelle, Finegold (engaged) (Isabel Anne Uchitelle and Dr. Jonathan Finegold are engaged; a September wedding is planned.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 19
Warthen, Svatek (photo) (Elizabeth St. Clair Warthen and Brett Emil Svatek are engaged; a June wedding is planned.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 15

ENGELMANN, IRIS (AUTHOR)
Congratulations on press awards (letter) (Iris Engelmann of East Hartsdale Avenue), May 2, 2003, p. 6

ENGINEERS
Robert F. Borg (photo) (Robert F. Borg received the title of master builder from the American Society of Civil Engineers.), July 25, 2003, p. 4

ENGLISH LANGUAGE - STUDY AND TEACHING - FOREIGN SPEAKERS
Internationals learn about America (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 19A
Language for Living School has creative approach (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 21A
Living in American continues ESL (English as a Second Language) (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 20A

ENSLER, EVE
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who won recognition in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4

ENVIRONMENT
Edgewood kids respect the environment (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION ADVISORY COUNCIL - SCARSDALE
Conservation Advisory Council is not opposed to garage on Christie Place (letter) (Kay Eisenman, Chairman, Conservation Advisory Council), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6
Open space map goes hi-tech (illus), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12

ENVIRONMENTALISTS
Honor your mother (editorial) (In honor of Earth Day, the Inquirer extolls the efforts of environmentalists who labor to protect Mother Earth.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6

EPEL, JENNIFER
Greenacres parents are patient, not acquiescent (letter) (Meredith S. Lonner of Elm Road), Nov 21, 2003 p. 6
Inquirer top winner (The Scarsdale Inquirer took home 27 awards from the New York Press Association's 2002 Better Newspaper Contest.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1

EPEL, JENNIFER (AUTHOR)
Healing the trauma, Apr 18, 2003, p. 1

EPSTEIN, KIRA
Teen to Teen: Unique pet therapy offers love and licks (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1

ERBSEN, HEDY
Adult school attains senior citizenship (photo) (The Scarsdale Adult School celebrated its 65th anniversary with a party at Purchase College on May 4.), May 9, 2003, p. 3

ERDE, PAULETTE BERND (DR)
Paulette Bernd Erde (Dr. Paulette Bernd Erde was named Outstanding Educator of the Year of the pre-clinical faculty at SUNY Downstate Medical School.), July 25, 2003, p. 4

ERWICH, MELISSA BETH
Erwich, Kagan (wed) (Melissa Beth Erwich and Adam Bradley Kagan were wed July 12 in Harrison, New York.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 9

ESANNASON, WAYNE
Committee assignments (New village board and council members were announced at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
FAR change (A home at 34 Meadow Road will undergo changes to comply with FAR regulations for new construction.), May 30, 2003, p. 1
No decision yet on lawsuit challenging SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) relocation (Progress on the new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps temporarily suspended pending the outcome of litigation), May 23, 2003, p. 1

ESPOSITO, TERESSA
Rupert Holmes pulls out all the stops for new novel (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1

ESSAYS
Essay contest (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters is sponsoring an essay contest, "Students Inside Albany."). Jan 31, 2003, p. 10; Feb 14, 2003, p. 11
Excellent essays have insight, says SAT II scorer Klemme, Feb 28, 2003, p. 11
ESTERSON, MATTHEW
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

ETHICS
SHS (Scarsdale High School) votes in Standards; board to approve final draft (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 11

EURIE, DEBORAH
Many happy returns; two thirds of volleyball team back at SHS (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 2A
Scarsdale volleyball just points away from starting season 4-0 (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 21
Scarsdale volleyball just points away from starting season 4-0 (photo) (continued), Sep 19, 2003, p. 25

EVANOFF, SUZANNE
When proposing, it pays to advertise (photo) (Dr. Peter Berkey proposed to his wife, Suzanne Evanoff, with an ad in the Scarsdale Inquirer.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 3

EVANS, PETER
All’s fair at the Scarsdale elementary schools (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 11

EVITAR, ABRAHAM (DR)
Focal Points: Has the onset of war changed your views on the situation in Iraq? (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7

EXERCISE
To your health (photo) (Supplement), Jan 17, 2003, p. 17
To your health (photo) (Supplement) (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 25

EXHIBITIONS
Judith Aronow exhibits (Scarsdale artist, Judith Aronow, is exhibiting her botanical works through June 28 at the Lyme Art Association.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 17
Summer pleasures from the ‘olden days’ (photo) (The current exhibit at the Scarsdale Historical Society is called “In the Summertime.”), May 30, 2003, p. 17

EYE SURGERY
Doctor fixes bride’s vision in time for their wedding (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 1
Doctor fixes bride’s vision in time for their wedding (photo) (continued), July 18, 2003, p. 9

FABBRO, ADRIANA
Dancing the night away (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 12A

FABROS, CHRISTIAN
Focal Points: how do you feel about the use of affirmative action in college admissions? (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7

FACELLE, THOMAS
Iraq war lends poignancy to Memorial Day ceremony (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 8

FADER, ADELE
The loneliness of the long distance strip (photo) (Confusion reigns on the Mamaroneck Strip, where the zip code and services are Mamaroneck but the school system is Scarsdale.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 3

FAILLA, MARIA
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) actors find fairy tales and friendship (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 11

FAIRS
All’s fair at the Scarsdale elementary schools (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 11
All the school’s a stage at Heathcote’s first Renaissance Faire (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 10
An ordinary Saturday was transformed into something special (letter) (Cynthia Samwick, Heathcote Carnival Chair), May 23, 2003, p. 6
Forecast: Fair tomorrow, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
Forecast: Fair tomorrow (photo) (Juggler Will Shaw will entertain at the Scarsdale Historical Society Fair on September 20.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 2
Hard work, food and fun: a taste of colonial life (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 12
Safety fun at fire fair, Oct 10, 2003, p. 2
Spun sugar at fire fair (photo) (Professional and volunteer fire fighters kicked off Fire Prevention Month with a fire fair at Crossway Field on October 18.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 2

FALKENBERG, ED
Woman struck by car on Chase Road, Sep 5, 2003, p. 1

FALKENBERG, PATRICIA
Woman struck by car on Chase Road, Sep 5, 2003, p. 1

FALKOWITZ, STEVE
Focal Points: How do you think the image of the United States has been affected by the Iraq war? (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 7

FAMELLETTE, JUDY
Digital video helps teachers learn and kids reflect; iMovie helps teachers become pond-life experts (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 10

FAMILY VIOLENCE
Avoiding relationship violence (editorial), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7
FAMILY VIOLENCE (Continued)
Coalition on Family Violence is 1 of Mayor Kroenlein’s achievements (letter) (Ann Cefola, Terese Hunersen, Scarsdale Coalition on Family Violence), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6
MHA (Mental Health Association) has long aided victims of domestic violence (letter) (Lois L. Cowan, Mental Health Association of Westchester), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
My sisters’ honorees (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents are pictured being honored with leadership awards from My Sister’s Place on October 16.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 14
No consensus on family violence (editorial) (David Kroenlein on domestic abuse within Scarsdale.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 7

FARKAS, GABRIEL D
Edgemont higher taxes do not entitle it to more say (letter) (Gabriel D. Farkas of Highland Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6

FARMER'S MARKETS
And corn, too (photo) (Ramsey Farm in Scarsdale offers fresh cut flowers and vegetables.), July 25, 2003, p. 9

FARREN, JERILYN
Delaying kindergarten: is it a gift of a year or a hindrance? (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1
Delaying kindergarten: is it a gift of a year or a hindrance? (photo) (continued), Sep 5, 2003, p. 8
Engineers say repairing QR (Quaker Ridge) not advisable, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
Engineers say repairing QR (Quaker Ridge) not advisable (continued), Oct 17, 2003, p. 10
The feast (photo) (Quaker Ridge physical education teacher, Paul LoGuercio, supervises students at an outdoor turkey roast on November 24.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 3
Quaker Ridge parents explore 'Girl World' cruelty, Jan 31, 2003, p. 10

FASHION
Fall Fashion 2003 (photo) (Supplement), Sep 12, 2003, pp. 1A–12A

FASHION DESIGN
Fall Fashion 2003 (photo) (Supplement), Sep 12, 2003, pp. 1A–12A
Scarsdale’s Misook designs for today’s woman on the go (photo) (Supplement), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1A

FASHION SHOWS
From Polo to J. Lo, high school style mavens strut their stuff (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 8
SHS (Scarsdale High School) helpers (photo) (Joanne Cea Eboli arranged for designer Ralph Lauren to sponsor the Scarsdale High School fashion show and fundraiser, "Express Yourself."), Apr 4, 2003, p. 12

FATH ROBERT (DR)
WPHC (White Plains Hospital Center) unveils endoscopy screening center (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 4

FATIGATE, RICHARD
Alcohol-free high school dance declared a success (photo), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
Little kids learn the easy way: It’s fun to be safe (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 3
Officer Fatigate, confidant to teens, to be honored (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Officer Fatigate, confidant to teens, to be honored (photo) (continued), Nov 14, 2003 p. 26
‘Print-A-Kid’ comes to elementary schools (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 11
Survivor of teen dating violence tells tale (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 3
Teen center honors Detective Rich Fatigate (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 3
Workman charged in sex attack on 12-year-old boy, Apr 18, 2003, p. 1

FAVER, ELAINE
Focal Points: How do you feel about the California law requiring prison terms of 25 years for a third conviction, even if the offense was petty theft? (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 7

FAZIO, RICH
Scarsdale High School Winter Athletic Awards Dinner - March 10 (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 24

FEDERATED CONSERVATIONISTS OF WESTCHESTER COUNTY
FCWC (Federated Conservationists of Westchester County) head resigns, Jan 31, 2003, p. 4

FEDERBUSCH, MELVIN
Melvin Federbush (Scarsdale resident, Melvin Federbush, has been appointed to the board of the Westchester Holocaust Education Center.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 4

FEE, BARBARA
Success, sort of, in Sherbrooke Park (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the successful efforts of the Board and local developers to reach a compromise on the property at 7 Dunham Road.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6

FEE, JULIA B
Julia B. Fee (Julia B. Fee Real Estate was one of four businesses voted "Best of Westchester Small Business.")., Jun 20, 2003, p. 4

FEE, MICHAEL JOHN
Sorial, Fee (photo) (Suzanne Sorial and Michael John Fee were wed on June 28, 2003, in Livingston, New Jersey.), July 11, 2003, p. 11

FEIG, WERNER
New SHS (Scarsdale High School) library inaugurated as vibrant, exciting place (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 10
FEIGEN, GLENN
Congratulations to the Cavaliers (letter) (Gil Mason of New Jersey), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6

FEINER, PAUL J
2 perspectives on Edgemont's fledging independence movement - Second study is needed (editorial), Dec 19, 2003, p. 7
In aftermath of fire, victims seek shelter (continued), Jun 13, 2003, p. 12
An Edgemont Democrat is ready to pull the Republican lever for Lasser (letter) (Larry Singer of Central Park Avenue), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6
Back to kindergarten (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that Paul Feiner and town meeting attendees emulate kindergartners on "working and playing well with others.") Nov 21, 2003 p. 6
Biggest blizzard since 1996 dumps 20 inches; towns dig it (photo) (continued), Feb 21, 2003, p. 12
Candidates' views misrepresented (letter) (Anthony Paterno of Robin Hill Road), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6
The case against Feiner (editorial) (Bob Bernstein makes the case that Paul Feiner should no longer be Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 7
The case against Feiner (editorial) (continued) (Bob Bernstein makes the case that Paul Feiner should no longer be Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 8
CGCA (Council of Greenburgh Civic Associations) is not political, not a special interest group (letter) (Madelon K. O'Shea, Chair, Council of Greenburgh Civic Associations), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
Change just for the sake of change is not desirable (letter) (Hugh Schwartz of Sherwood Place), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
The courts will decide (editorial), Aug 22, 2003, p. 7
Edgemont mulls pros and cons of becoming a village, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
Election Day is next Tuesday, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Lasser, Feiner battle over G'Burgh (Greenburgh) supervisor's role (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Lasser, Feiner battle over G'Burgh (Greenburgh) supervisor's role (photo) (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 12
E'mont (Edgemont) to town: sidewalk illegal, Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) to town: sidewalk illegal (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 13
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) and open space legislation approved by G'burgh (Greenburgh) board, Jun 20, 2003, p. 1
Feiner: the whole truth please (editorial), July 3, 2003, p. 7
Feiner adminstration went to court against Ardsley (letter) (Richard Weiss of Ardsley), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6
Feiner deserves re-election (letter) (Florence Dodelson of East Hartsdale Avenue), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
Feiner doesn't deserve credit for Edgemont playgrounds (letter) (David Schubert of Delhi Road), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6
Feiner had a political motive in his appeal to abolish state Wicks Law (letter) (Hal Samis of North Washington Avenue), Jan 17, 2003, p. 6
Feiner has proven track record (letter) (Richard G. Liskov of Walbrooke Circle), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6
Feiner is always seeking ways to serve constituents (letter) (Madelon K. Geehern of Tanglewood Road), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
Feiner is better qualified to lead Greenburgh (editorial) (Village historian, Irving Sloan, endorses Paul Feiner for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
Feiner is criticized for his devotion to human needs (letter) (Beverly Rowe of Ohio), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6
Feiner is fulfilling obligation to get feedback from residents (editorial), Sep 26, 2003, p. 7
Feiner is helpful, responsive and maximizes tax dollars (letter) (Max Tuchman of Dobbs Ferry), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6
Feiner keeps 'public' access TV a tool of his administration (letter) (Francis Sheehan of Essex Place), Apr 11, 2003, p. 6
Feiner refuses to back down on liaison concept, Aug 29, 2003, p. 1
Feiner refuses to back down on liaison concept (continued), Aug 29, 2003, p. 22
Feiner resisted funding Edgemont playgrounds (letter) (Larry Singer of Central Avenue), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6
Feiner's anger at committee was not justified (letter) (Laura Cooperman, Edgemont), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6
Feiner's charges of political motivations are 'ridiculous' (letter) (Bob Bernstein of Hartsdale), Aug 1, 2003, p. 7
Feiner's town hall decision shortchanged Greenburgh citizens (letter) (Jacqui Bishop of Winding Ridge Lane), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6
Feiner's town hall decision stirs ire among civic leaders, Aug 15, 2003, p. 1
Feiner's town hall concept stirs ire among civic leaders (continued), Aug 15, 2003, p. 8
Feiner to give speakers more time (Paul Feiner modified the format of town board meetings to include a second public comment section.), July 11, 2003, p. 1
Feiner wins big in Greenburgh for 7th term as town supervisor (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
As fundraising begins, Feiner is in the lead, July 25, 2003, p. 1
As fundraising begins, Feiner is in the lead (continued), July 25, 2003, p. 10
G'Burgh (Greenburgh) 101: residents learn the basics of town government, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
FEINER, PAUL J (Continued)
G'Burgh (Greenburgh) 101: residents learn the basics of town government (continued), Oct 31, 2003, p. 13
G'burgh (Greenburgh) resident finds town board meeting 'inspirational' (letter) (Richard J. Garfunkel of Tarrytown), July 25, 2003, p. 6
Give Lasser a chance to improve Greenburgh (letter) (Gerald Stoughton, Robin Judson of Seely Place), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6
Greenburgh Democrats send a message to supervisor (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), May 30, 2003, p. 7
Greenburgh Town Board gives green light for greenspace (continued), Nov 28, 2003 p. 16
If Feiner really wants imput why does he stifle public comment? (letter) (Hal Samis of North Washington Avenue), Dec 12, 2003 p. 8
If you cannot be constructive, stay home! (letter) (Jean-Joseph Roman of Ardsley), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6
Indian Point (photo) (Various meetings address the safety of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan. New York.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 2
Jim Lasser congratulated for challenging Paul Feiner (letter) (Stanley Sternberg of Edgemont), Jun 20, 2003, p. 8
Lasser, Bernstein are not playing politics on Taxter Ridge (letter), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
Lasser and Feiner differ on spending, management styles, Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Lasser and Feiner differ on spending, management styles (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 13
Lasser believes in fiscal efficiency, ethics, openness (letter) (Robert Frank, Treasurer, Friends of Lasser), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6
Lasser to challenge Supervisor Feiner, Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
Lasser to challenge Supervisor Feiner (continued), Jun 6, 2003, p. 13
Liaison concept allows Feiner to ignore existing groups (letter) (Geoff Loftus of Evandale Road), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
A matter of fairness (editorial) (The Inquirer urges an end to the territorial squabble over funding for the Taxter Ridge land parcel.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
New Greenburgh Town Hall hosts first meeting of '03 (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 10
New Greenburgh Town Hall hosts first meeting of '03 (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
New pathways and repairs urgently needed in Edgemont (letter) (Bob Bernstein, President, Greenridge Civic Association), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6
New suit filed against Feiner, July 18, 2003, p. 1
New suit filed against Feiner (continued), July 18, 2003, p. 8
No problem too small or too big for Greenburgh supervisor (letter) (Timmy Weinberg, Counciwoman), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6
No reason to replace town supervisor Feiner (letter) (Carmala Geller-Perry Clarewood of Hastings on Hudson), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6
Paul Feiner is an excellent manager (letter) (Gabriel Indrieti of Irvington), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
Paul Feiner is hardworking, responsive (letter) (Norma Stroke of Old Army Road), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
Paul Feiner treated fire victims 'like family' (letter) (Harvey Gildner of South Central Avenue), July 3, 2003, p. 6
Pitting neighbor against neighbor for political gain (letter) (Randy B. Klipstein of Dobbs Ferry), July 25, 2003, p. 6
Referendum not specifically for Hart's Brook (letter) (Richard Presser of Hartsdale), Aug 1, 2003, p. 7
'Superb' Supervisor Feiner oversees the most open government around (letter) (Gert Kahn of Birchwood Lane), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6
The supervisor should apologize for insults (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6
Supervisor was responsive to citizen's concerns (Franklin R. Kaiman of Barclay Road), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6
Supporters back Lasser's GOP bid (GOP candidate, Jim Lasser of Edgemont, is challenging Democratic incumbent Paul Feiner for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 1
Supporters back Lasser's GOP bid (photo) (continued) (GOP candidate. Jim Lasser of Edgemont, is challenging Democratic incumbent Paul Feiner for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6
Supporters should not resort to dirty tricks in campaign (letter) (Emily J. S. Lasser of Glendale Road), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
A tale of 2 towns (editorial) (The Inquirer addresses Edgemont lawyer Bob Bernstein's lawsuit against Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner.), Jul 18, 2003, p. 6
Time for a change (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Jim Lasser in his bid for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6
Town moves to dismiss lawsuit (continued) (Greenburgh deputy town attorney filed a motion to dismiss Bob Bernstein's Article 78 petition against Paul Feiner and Greenburgh.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 8
Town moves to dismiss lawsuit (Greenburgh deputy town attorney filed a motion to dismiss Bob Bernstein's Article 78 petition against Paul Feiner and Greenburgh.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 1
Town should do feasibility study on uses of old town hall (letter) (Lois L. Cowan, Ann Falk Kaufman, Frank MacEachron, Betsy Stem of Westchester Community College Foundation), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6
Truth is not dependent on support for Feiner (letter) (Larry Singer of Central Park Avenue), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6
Ulterior motives suspected in Feiner's liaison proposal (letter) (Mary Tobias, Elmsford, Democratic District Leader), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
FEINER, PAUL J (Continued)
Vote on Taxter Ridge delayed until Nov. 24 (illus) (continued), Nov 14, 2003 p. 8
A welcome challenge (editorial) (The Inquirer encourages the healthy competition between Paul Feiner and Jim Lasser in the election for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
Wicks Law does not always increase project costs (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6

FEINER, PAUL J (AUTHOR)
Abolishing the Wicks law will save taxpayers money (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6
Express service to Manhattan should continue (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6
Greenburgh finds a new town hall; hopes to move in 2003 (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1A
No-fly zone must be established over Indian Point Nuclear Power Facility (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6
Paul Feiner defends record on Taxter Ridge, town budget (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6
Playgrounds a partnership between community, government (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6
Supervisor 'expects to play no role' in cable TV programming (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6
Supervisor has seldom had support of Democratic Party leaders (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
Towns, schools would benefit from Wicks exemptions (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7
Volunteers congratulated for aiding children’s hospital (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), July 25, 2003, p. 6

FEINGOLD, JOSH
Young Writers’ Conference: kids practice the craft of storytelling (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 8

FEINSTEIN, ROBERT
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

FELDMAN, AUDREY
Feldman joins Coldwell (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Audrey Feldman, has joined Coldwell Banker Doemberg.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 4

FELDMAN, KENNETH
Focal Points: Do you think it is very likely that a new terrorist attack will be made on the United States? (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7

FELDON, BARBARA
The Single Life (photo) (Actress and author Barbara Feldon will speak at the Scarsdale Public Library on March 6.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 2

FELDSHUH, TOVAH
Metamorphosis: Trevor McGinness turns Tovah into Golda (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 17
A Woman Possessed; Tovah’s inspired performance reveals a parallel world from ‘Golda’s Balcony’ (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 17
A Woman Possessed; Tovah’s inspired performance reveals a parallel world from ‘Golda’s Balcony’ (photo) (continued), Apr 11, 2003, p. 19

FELICE, WALTER
Longevity honored (photo) (The New York Conference of Mayors presented service awards for longevity to eight village employees.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 4

FELICIANO, BENIGNO
Workman charged in sex attack on 12-year old boy, Apr 18, 2003, p. 1

FENDELMAN, HELAINE
New book tells how to ‘Price It Yourself,’ May 9, 2003, p. 4

FENDELMAN, HELAINE (AUTHOR)
SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) should be welcomed anywhere (letter) (Helaine Fendelman of New York City), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6

FERMO, LINDSEY
Guess who’s back...Fermo’s back...back again...tell a friend (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 22
The Scarsdale Inquirer congratulates the Class of 2003 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 20A

FERTILIZATION IN VITRO
Childless couples need no longer suffer in silence, May 16, 2003, p. 1
Childless couples need no longer suffer in silence (photo) (continued), May 16, 2003, p. 22; May 16, 2003, p. 29

FEYER, ANDREW
Who is that masked man? ‘Faustwork’ and its nutty cast of characters wows Edgewood (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 10
FICO, TONY
Focal Points: Does blocking telemarketing calls violate the right to free speech? (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7

FIELD, SUSAN
Coldwell Banker awards (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 4
Top Associates (photo) (Coldwell Banker honors top residential brokers for the last quarter.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 4

FILANCIA, ANTHONY
Armed men rob Dunkin' Donuts (Two men wielding guns robbed the Dunkin's Donuts on Spencer Place just before closing on December 12.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1
Road work, detours delay, disturb drivers (continued), July 25, 2003, p. 20

FINE, DAVID
An original approach to Hanukkah (photo) (Rabbi Jonathan Blake of Westchester Reform Temple proposes that Hanukkah be an "eight day season of giving."). Dec 19, 2003 p. 1

FINEGOLD, JONATHAN (DR)
Uchitelle, Finegold (engaged) (Isabel Anne Uchitelle and Dr. Jonathan Finegold are engaged; a September wedding is planned.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 19
Uchitelle, Finegold (wed) (photo) (Isabel Anne Uchitelle and Dr. Jonathan Finegold were wed in Manhattan on September 13.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 18

FINELL, MELISSA
Focal Points: To what extent do you think there is editorializing in TV news? (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 7

FINES (PENALTIES)
Just desserts (The Town and Village Civic Club report on the preliminary village budget notes an interesting source of revenue.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
Parking fines will go up April 1 (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1

FINGER, CARL
Open space map goes hi-tech (illus), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12

FINGER, DOROTHY
Garage opponents clamor for full environmental impact statement, Feb 28, 2003, p. 1

FINGER, LESLIE
Sunday in the park with jazz (photo) (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School presented a faculty/student jazz concert in Chase Park on June 8.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 2

FINGERPRINTS
‘Print-A-Kid’ comes to elementary schools (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 11

FINK, LINDA
Friends of the fair (photo) (The Scarsdale Congregational Church will be holding a fair on November 8.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 15

FINKELEIN, SCOTT
Father Bill joins 'US' (University of Scarsdale) in combating teen drinking, Mar 28, 2003, p. 10

FINN, SHARON (AUTHOR)
'Protective' parents add to the problem of teenage drinking (letter) (Sharon Finn of Castle Walk), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6

FINNERMAN, BILL
Parkland legislation of 1982 was unconstitutional (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6

FIORE, CAROL
Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

FIRE
Another Fire (A fire broke out in the Brayton Road home of the Kellawon family on December 31, 2002; the home was damaged and no one was injured.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
Bet Am Shalom update (Following a devastating fire at Bet Am Shalom Synagogue in White Plains, congregants have been scrambling to maintain services and activities.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 27

FIREARMS
Focal Points: How do you feel about the arming of commercial airline pilots with guns? (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7

FIRE DEPARTMENT - GREENBURGH
2 teens charged with arson in Hartsdale fire (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
2 teens charged with arson in Hartsdale fire (photo) (continued), Jun 6, 2003, p. 25

FIRE DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE
Another Fire (A fire broke out in the Brayton Road home of the Kellawon family on December 31, 2002; the home was damaged and no one was injured.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
Behind the scenes (photo) (Scout Government Day, held on March 26, gave boy and girl scouts a chance to learn how their local government ticks.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 32
Fire fair tomorrow, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
Firefighters responded with caring (letter) (Flo Sinsheimer of Murray Hill Road), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7
Firefighters responded with speed and skill (letter) (Jill and Kurt Rosell of Forest Lane), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6
Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7
Firemen saved a watery day on Cohawney Road (letter) (Linda and Rick Gesoff of Cohawney Road), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6
FIRE DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Freight oil truck hits bridge, misses gas main (photo) (A freight oil truck crashed into the side of the Popham Road Bridge on September 29.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 3
Go with the flow (photo) (Scarssdale firefighter demonstrates water hose.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Help us unearth fire hydrants, says SFD (Scarssdale Fire Department), Feb 21, 2003, p. 3
New officers (photo) (Scarssdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 3 elected new senior fire officers.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 2
Safety fun at fire fair, Oct 10, 2003, p. 2
Slide show (photo) (Boy and Girl Scouts watch firefighter Michael Dwyer descend on the pole at the Scarsdale Fire Department headquarters), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
Transfer to fund building repair (illus) (At the Village Board meeting on October 28, trustees debated how to fund the renovation of the fire training building.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Transfer to fund building repair (illus) (continued) (At the Village Board meeting on October 28, trustees debated how to fund the renovation of the fire training building.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 11

FIRE DEPARTMENT - WHITE PLAINS
White Plains synagogue damaged by fire, congregants devastated (photo) (continued) (Reconstructionist Synagogue, Bet Am Shalom in White Plains, was heavily damaged by a fire on September 9.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19
White Plains synagogue damaged by fire, congregants devastated (photo) (Reconstructionist Synagogue, Bet Am Shalom in White Plains, was heavily damaged by a fire on September 9.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1

FIRE FIGHTERS
Keeping together (editorial) (The Inquirer praises local fire fighters and community members who came together in support of Temple Bet Am Shalom following a devastating fire.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
Spun sugar at fire fair (photo) (Professional and volunteer fire fighters kicked off Fire Prevention Month with a fire fair at Crossway Field on October 18.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 2

FIRE PREVENTION
Spun sugar at fire fair (photo) (Professional and volunteer fire fighters kicked off Fire Prevention Month with a fire fair at Crossway Field on October 18.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 2

FIRES
2 teens charged with arson in Hartsdale fire (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
2 teens charged with arson in Hartsdale fire (photo) (continued), Jun 6, 2003, p. 25
In aftermath of fire, victims seek shelter, Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
In aftermath of fire, victims seek shelter (continued), Jun 13, 2003, p. 12
Car fire on Hutch (A car caught fire on the Hutchinson River Parkway near Weaver Street on June 10.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
Keeping together (editorial) (The Inquirer praises local fire fighters and community members who came together in support of Temple Bet Am Shalom following a devastating fire.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
Synagogue relocates for High Holy Days (photo) (Following a catastrophic fire, members of Bet Am Shalom Synagogue relocated to the Performing Arts Center at Purchase College for Rosh Hashanah.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 3
White Plains synagogue damaged by fire, congregants devastated (photo) (continued) (Reconstructionist Synagogue, Bet Am Shalom in White Plains, was heavily damaged by a fire on September 9.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19
White Plains synagogue damaged by fire, congregants devastated (photo) (Reconstructionist Synagogue, Bet Am Shalom in White Plains, was heavily damaged by a fire on September 9.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1

FIREWORKS
Village fireworks was the best in 27 years (letter) (Boine Johnson of Fairview Road), July 18, 2003, p. 6

FIRST, MAIRE
Running for SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (List of candidates running for the School Board Nominating Committee on January 20, 2004.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1

FIRST, MARLENE
Young Writers' Conference: kids practice the craft of storytelling (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 8

FIRST RESPONDERS
First responders are short equipment, training, money, Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
First responders are short equipment, training, money (continued), Mar 28, 2003, p. 14

FISCH, JILL
Focal Points: How have children's books changed from those you read as a child? (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 7

FISHER, BRETT
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

FISHER, CATHERINE
Fisher receives top Girl Scout award (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 2
Girl Scouts take the gold and silver (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4
MTV to revisit high school dance in documentary (continued), Aug 22, 2003, p. 8
FISHER, GRETA
Open house (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society Museum shop is holding its annual open house on November 14.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 20
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) will honor Fisher family at gala, Jan 31, 2003, p. 4
FISHER, JAMES
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) will honor Fisher family at gala, Jan 31, 2003, p. 4
FISHER, JAN
Menorah lighting at Young Israel of Scarsdale (photo) (Governor George Pataki lit the shamash candle of the outdoor menorah at Young Israel of Scarsdale on December 23.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 15
FISHER, JENNY
Fall Sports Preview (photo) (A Supplement to the Scarsdale Inquirer), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 1A
Girl Scouts take the gold and silver (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4
FISHER, JILL
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids’ B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40
FISHER, LINDA
Art and architecture at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) get wired (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 10
Creative reshuffling abounds at school construction sites (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
FISHER, MELINDA
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) will honor Fisher family at gala, Jan 31, 2003, p. 4
FISHER, NOREEN
7% village tax hike draws no criticism (continued), Apr 11, 2003, p. 9
Board mulls zoning amendments (Board to consider amending special uses, FAR regulations), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Chairman appointed (Mayor Beverley Sved appointed committee chairs at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to village board, Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Extend village terms (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that it is time for a hard look at term lengths, across the boards.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
Garage may go underground (Architect Stephen Tilly presented alternative designs to mitigate the impact of the proposed Christie Place indoor parking garage.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
Irresponsible to vote for garage with land cost unknown (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Manorites worried about speeding, silent on other issues (letter) (John Bonanno, Co-President, Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Mood change (editorial) (The Inquirer supports efforts by Village Trustees to implement parking management.), May 30, 2003, p. 6
Neighbors urge ban of nonresident commuters, May 16, 2003, p. 1
Nominees sought (The Citizens Nominating Committee is seeking nominees for Village Trustee.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
Parking garage is not a real issue for the community (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6
Parking solution not 'just a can of paint' (Village Trustee Noreen Fisher dismissed effectiveness of restriping parking spaces in Village Center to a uniform width.), May 30, 2003, p. 1
Passions rage, accusations fly at garage meeting (Opponents of the proposed Christie Place Parking Garage packed Village Hall for a contentious meeting on February 13.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1
Permit sales update (As of this issue almost all parking permits at Freightway Garage have been sold.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 1
Rodeo Drive East (editorial) (The Inquirer conjectures that the lack of available parking might result in an abundance of high end stores that don't survive on volume.), May 16, 2003, p. 6
School budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, E'mont (Edgemont) (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) will honor Fisher family at gala, Jan 31, 2003, p. 4
At term's end, praise for mayor, trustees, Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14
Trustees modify Christie lot lease (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees approved three changes to the four year lease between the village and the Christie Place valet parking service.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 3
Trustees modify Christie lot lease (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees approved three changes to the four year lease between the village and the Christie Place valet parking service.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 1
The Year in Review (Village slogs on with never-ending projects.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
FISHER, NOREEN (AUTHOR)
Hundreds helped Raider Pride Weekend fulfill its purpose (letter) (Rip and Noreen Fisher, Co-Chairs, Raider Pride Weekend), May 23, 2003, p. 6
FISHER, RIP
BOE (Board of Education) OKs private funds for turf field (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 9
FISHER, RIP (AUTHOR)
Hundreds helped Raider Pride Weekend fulfill its purpose (letter) (Rip and Noreen Fisher, Co-Chairs, Raider Pride Weekend), May 23, 2003, p. 6
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FISHER, ROBERT P
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) will honor Fisher family at gala, Jan 31, 2003, p. 4

FISHER, ROBERT T JR
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) will honor Fisher family at gala, Jan 31, 2003, p. 4

FISHER, SAUL
Focal Points: Are you making preparations for the hurricane? Do you find weather forecasts reliable? (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 7

FISHER, ROBERT T JR
Focal Points: Should we have the right of recall in New York State? (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 7

SHS (Scarsdale High School) students help those in need (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 31A

FITSCH, RITA
Kids helping kids (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 11

FITE, ANDY
Young authors (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 11

FIX, MICHAEL
Exceptional volunteer (photo) (Edgemont resident, Matthew Ruby, received the American Red Cross Exceptional Volunteer for Philanthropy Award.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 4

FLAGS
As Americans we are free to express our patriotism however we wish (letter) (Albert Angrilli of Hartsdale), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
Display of flags appropriate when country is at war (letter) (Anthony Russo of Shawnee Road), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6
Disturbed by writer's criticism of flag display (letter) (Cathy Onorato of Brook Lane West), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6
Flags are reminder of sacrifices made for our freedom (letter) (Dan Grabel of Cohawney Road), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6
Is every day a holiday here? (letter) (Ruth Chalmers of Bronxville), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
Showing restraint in flag display is not unpatriotic (editorial), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7
Veteran finds the flags 'beautiful, consoling and patriotic' (letter) (John J. Sweeney of Boulevard), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6

FLANNAGAN, ROSE
Do-si-do! (photo) (The Arthur Manor and Drake Park-Edgewood Associations hosted a square dance at the Congregational Church on March 1.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 3

FLAXER, LINDA
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday, Jan 10, 2003, p. 3

FLIGHT
Glancing Askance: Friendlier skies (editorial), July 11, 2003, p. 7

FLOODS
New names might better reflect conditions in The Grange area (letter) (Jacqueline Doolittle of Fairview Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 8
Wake of the flood (photo) (Workmen are pictured cleaning up after a storm pipe broke at Scarsdale High School on March 12.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 3
Who will take responsibility for drainage system in flooded area? (letter) (Art Lutzke of Brewster Road), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6

FLORIDA
The return of the snowbirds (editorial) (A. F Lazzara on wintering in Florida), May 30, 2003, p. 7

FOGelman, DAN
Focal Points: Should we have the right of recall in New York State? (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 7

FOGelman, DAN (AUTHOR)
Suing fans is not the answer (editorial) (Daniel Fogelman on recent legal actions taken by the Recording Industry Association of America.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 7

FOGELSON, JEFFREY (AUTHOR)
Paddle courts in sorry shape in birthplace of the sport (letter) (Don Cartucci, Alan Linder, Jeffrey Fogelson, Jeffrey Lewis, David Golomb, Jeffrey Lenobel), May 2, 2003, p. 6

FOGELSON, JOSH
Prom night sets new traditions (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 9A

FOLEY, BILL
Unique news on unique war is pondered (Len Apcar addressed the annual meeting of the Westchester Chapter of the United Nations Association in the Scott Room of the Scarsdale Public Library on May 18.), May 23, 2003, p. 3

FOLKEMER, PAUL
Architect guides civic club through campus improvements (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 11
Common elementary report card project under way (The district will be streamlining and standardizing report cards at the five Scarsdale elementary schools.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 9

81
FOLKEMER, PAUL  (Continued)
Creative reshuffling abounds at school construction sites (photo) (continued), Sep 19, 2003, p. 16
District strives for multiculturalism in classroom learning, Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
District strives for multiculturalism in classroom learning (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 11
Folkemer fleshes out district goals (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education focused on strategic planning at its May 6 meeting.), May 9, 2003, p. 11
Folkemer fleshes out district goals (The Scarsdale Board of Education focused on strategic planning at its May 6 meeting.), May 9, 2003, p. 1
High-tech tools make learning more likely, May 2, 2003, p. 1
Newest curriculum to serve students’ varied learning styles, Oct 24, 2003, p. 8
New houses open at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo) (continued) (Classes in two new Scarsdale Middle School buildings started on December 1.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 11
Teachers try to regain control over elementary school day, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
Teachers try to regain control over elementary school day (continued), Sep 26, 2003, p. 9

FOLK MUSIC
If he had a hammer, he’d hammer out bullying (photo) (Folk singer Peter Yarrow performed at the Quaker Ridge School on March 19.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 11

FOLTMAN, BARNEY
Sherwood named SHS (Scarsdale High School) scholar-athlete winner (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 25
Smooth sailing: State competitors O’Connor, Park head up deep team (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 2A

FONTANA, RICHARD G
11 elected to Citizens Committee, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

FOOD
View from the porch: The foods of summer (editorial), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6
View from the porch: The foods of summer (editorial) (continued), Aug 8, 2003, p. 7

FOOD HABITS
Eating is a natural function ... or is it? (illus), Mar 14, 2003, p. 42A
Eating is a natural function ... or is it? (illus) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 43A

FOOD PANTRIES
Turkeys bearing candy (photo) (Girl Scout troops are pictured making centerpieces for the HOPE Food Pantry of New Rochelle.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 11

FOOTBALL
Bouchier inducted into Westchester HOF (Hall of Fame) (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 17
Bouchier inducted into Westchester HOF (Hall of Fame) (photo) (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 23
Tomorrow’s stars (photo) (Scarsdale Youth Football Association players pictured at halftime on Raider Pride Day on October 3.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1

FOOTBRIDGES
Beautiful Joseph Gleicher Footbridge was the work of many people (letter) (Michelle Mirsky Abelson, President, Friends of the Scarsdale Parks), May 16, 2003, p. 6
Bridge is first of several to be restored (photo) (On May 10 a restored locust wood footbridge across the Bronx River was dedicated at a ceremony sponsored by the Garth Woods Conservancy.), May 16, 2003, p. 3
Footbridge dedicated (photo) (The Joseph W. Gleicher Memorial Foot Bridge was dedicated at the Scarsdale Library Pond on May 10.), May 23, 2003, p. 2
Footbridge to be dedicated at library pond Saturday (letter) (Margery Arsham, President, Scarsdale Library Board), May 9, 2003, p. 6

FORAN, ALI
The big buzz for Fall (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 22A
FORAN, CAITLIN
Scarsdale volleyball just points away from starting season 4-0 (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 21
FORAN, MARISSA
The big buzz for Fall (photo) (continued) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 23A

FORBES, JAMES A JR (DR)
‘Wake Up and Dream’ (photo) (Dr. James A. Forbes, Jr., will speak at Westchester Reform Temple on January 17 in honor of Martin Luther King.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 10

FORD, KATHERINE MCMILLAN
Katherine McMillan Ford (dies) (Katherine McMillan Ford died on December 31, 2002, at her home in Shrewsbury, Massachusetts. The former Scarsdale resident and real estate broker was 99.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 18

FORECASTING
Glimpsing the future: The flavor of the year will be pomegranate (editorial), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7
FOREIGN STUDY
Studying outside the box (photo) (Meredith Levick spent four months studying in Salamanca, Spain.), July 18, 2003, p. 7

FORENSIC SCIENCES
Fifth-graders investigate 'murder mystery' (photo), Jun 13, 2003, p. 11

FORSTER, SANDRA
Feiner wins big in Greenburgh for 7th term as town supervisor (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 1

FORTUNATE, CAREN
Snoring can be a danger sign (photo) (continued), Apr 11, 2003, p. 26

FOSTER, ANN
Scarsdale teachers' 'circle of life' honored (continued) (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 12

FOSTER, SANDRA
Election Day is next Tuesday, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

FOUNDATIONS
It's time to start a school foundation (editorial) (Irving Sloan argues for the creation of a Scarsdale education foundation.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6

FOUNTAIN, HENRY
Scarsdale graduates have distinguished careers (editorial), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7

FOURTH OF JULY
Edgewood parade (The Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association will celebrate Independence Day tomorrow in Davis Park.), July 3, 2003, p. 1

Focal Points: Is the Fourth of July still a source of patriotic fervor? (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 7

Greenacres games (The Greenacres Neighborhood Association will be celebrating July 4 at the Greenacres Elementary School athletic field.), July 3, 2003, p. 1

Hot times and cool contests celebrate the Fourth (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 26

Not all pool goers watched fireworks (letter) (Robin Prywes of Fairview Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6

Patriot games (photo) (Photo of sack race at the Greenacres Association’s Fourth of July celebration), July 11, 2003, p. 1

Pool festivities (Fireworks and other celebratory activities at the Scarsdale Pool for July 4.), July 3, 2003, p. 1

Village fireworks was the best in 27 years (letter) (Boine Johnson of Fairview Road), July 18, 2003, p. 6

FOX, STEVEN
Experts in many fields to speak at adult school (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 2

FOX, SYLVIA
Focal Points: How will the recent economic surge affect the coming presidential campaign? (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7

FOX, SYLVIA (AUTHOR)
Board response to garage protest was democracy at work (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7

FOX MEADOW NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
Butler Woods (Scarsdale), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8

Garden is dedicated (photo) (On July 29 the Fox Meadow Neighborhood Association held a ceremony to dedicate its triangle garden on Harcourt Road and Church Lane.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 2

Ryan re-elected to county board, Nov 7, 2003 p. 1

FOY, JIM
Special delivery (photo) (St. John’s Hospital is expecting the birth of its 100,000 baby.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 4

FRAIOLI, CELESTE
Kids have Most fun (photo) (Nearly 200 attendees crowded in the Scarsdale Public Library’s Scott Room for Dino Day with local author, Bernard Most.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 2

FRANCE
From Edgemont to Talloires: Bruno Asselin follows his French connection (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 3

FRANK, ANNE
8th-graders meet Holocaust survivor (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 8

FRANK, CHARLOTTE
The Year in Review (Scarsdale schools hold on to high standards.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1

FRANK, ROBERT (AUTHOR)
Lasser believes in fiscal efficiency, ethics, openness (letter) (Robert Frank, Treasurer, Friends of Lasser), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6

FRANKEL, JOSH
Do Not Call Registry gets mixed reviews, July 11, 2003, p. 3

FRANKEL, JOSH (AUTHOR)
All generalities are false - including those about SUV's (letter) (Josh Frankel of Black Birch Lane), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6

Sales unaffected by FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (editorial), May 2, 2003, p. 7
FRANKEL, JOSH (AUTHOR)  (Continued)
'Technicality' caused demise of another historic house (editorial) (Josh Frankel on the demise of 58 Brite Avenue), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

FRANKEL, WENDY JENNIFER
Frankel, Portnoff (engaged) (Wendy Jennifer Frankel and Adam Eric Portnoff are engaged; an October 2003 wedding is planned.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 20
Frankel, Portnoff (wed) (Wendy Jennifer Frankel and Adam Eric Portnoff were wed on October 12 in Mamaroneck.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 21

FRANKLIN, ELLA MICHELLE
Franklin, Leitner (wed) (Ella Michelle Franklin and Brett William Leitner were wed on September 1 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13
Franklin, Leitner (wed) (Ella Michelle Franklin and Brett William Leitner were wed on September 1 in New Rochelle.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 18

FRASER, BILL (AUTHOR)
Rec works: New girls' softball league is not needed (letter), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6

FRATT, LAURA
7% village tax hike draws no criticism, Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Neighborhood pride (photo) (The Greenacres Neighborhood Association donated three new benches to the Greenacres School.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 11
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who won recognition in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4

FRATT, LAURA (AUTHOR)
Continue being responsive to public concerns, planing goals (letter) (Laura Fratt, President, Scarsdale League of Women Voters), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
LWV (League of Women Voters) needs support to continue providing voter services (letter) (Laura Fratt, President, Scarsdale League of Women Voters), Oct 31, 2003, p. 9

FREDERICK, KAREN
Summer pleasures from the 'olden days' (photo) (The current exhibit at the Scarsdale Historical Society is called "In the Summertime."), May 30, 2003, p. 17

FREDERICK, ROBERT
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) OK's additions and landscaping plans, Jan 24, 2003, p. 3

FREEDOM OF SPEECH
Focal Points: Does blocking telemarketing calls violate the right to free speech? (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7

FREHILL, NANCY
O 'Tanenbaum! (photo) (Nancy Frehill and Michele Gobbert are pictured untying the Christmas tree from the roof of the car.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 1

FREIDFERTIG, SHLOMO
5 years for 5 lots; Fairview plan OK'd, Aug 8, 2003, p. 1
5 years for 5 lots; Fairview plan OK'd (continued), Aug 8, 2003, p. 22
Planning board is failing to protect a fragile environment (letter) (Mike Melikian of Fairview Road), May 30, 2003, p. 7
Rights of 1 respected over safety of many (letter) (Mike Melikian of Fairview Road), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
Subdivision still bogged down (Another frustrating round in the battle for a six lot subdivision in Greenacres took place at the Planning Board meeting on April 23.), May 2, 2003, p. 1
Subdivision still bogged down (illus) (continued) (Another frustrating round in the battle for a six lot subdivision in Greenacres took place at the Planning Board meeting on April 23.), May 2, 2003, p. 8
Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo) (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 11
Winfair subdivision approval is likely (continued) (RGF Development is likely to win approval for a six lot subdivision in the North Grange section of Greenacres.), May 23, 2003, p. 8
Winfair subdivision approval is likely (RGF Development is likely to win approval for a six lot subdivision in the North Grange section of Greenacres.), May 23, 2003, p. 1

FREIGHTWAY GARAGE (SCARSDALE)
Freightway permits (Parking permits for Freightway valid from January 1 - June 30, 2004 will be sold from November 17 - December 17.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Mercedes runs light and flips (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
Mood change (editorial) (The Inquirer supports efforts by Village Trustees to implement parking management.), May 30, 2003, p. 6
Neighbors urge ban of nonresident commuters, May 16, 2003, p. 1
New resident's car has already been stolen from Freightway (letter) (Ellen Gelboim of Sycamore Road), May 9, 2003, p. 6
The next step (editorial) (The Inquirer supports the Village's recent parking management efforts.), July 11, 2003, p. 6
Parking permits (Parking permits will be sold from May 15 - June 15 or until they are sold out.), May 2, 2003, p. 1
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FREIGHTWAY GARAGE (SCARSDALE)  (Continued)
Permit sales update (As of this issue almost all parking permits at Freightway Garage have been sold.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 1
Two faces of Scarsdale seen in Freightway (letter) (Richard S. Toder of Rock Creek Lane), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7
Village to "manage" parking (continued) (The Village Trustees Land Use Committee has met to begin addressing parking management in the Village Center.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 13
Village to "manage" parking (The Village Trustees Land Use Committee has met to begin addressing parking management in the Village Center.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
Volunteer parking commission could undertake management (letter) (David Buchen of Circle Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6

FREIMAN, FIONA
Fiona Freiman (dies) (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Fiona Freiman, died on February 9, 2003, due to Severe Aplastic Anemia. She was 40.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 14

FREIMAN, ZIVA
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

FREYER, JAYE
Friends of the fair (photo) (The Scarsdale Congregational Church will be holding a fair on November 8.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 15

FRIEBERG, KARL
Local designer forms new partnership (Scarsdale residents to launch new upholstered furniture business), Feb 7, 2003, p. 4

FRIED, DAVID
Town moves to dismiss lawsuit (continued) (Greenburgh deputy town attorney filed a motion to dismiss Bob Bernstein's Article 78 petition against Paul Feiner and Greenburgh.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 8
Town moves to dismiss lawsuit (Greenburgh deputy town attorney filed a motion to dismiss Bob Bernstein's Article 78 petition against Paul Feiner and Greenburgh.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 1

FRIED, KAREN
Joy and tears at a different family reunion (editorial) (Colin Sullivan movingly describes a reunion of Holocaust survivors.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4

FRIEDMAN, AARON (AUTHOR)
Many Edgemont High School students take leadership initiative (letter) (Anne Gilberg, Alyson McGee, Aaron Friedman, Editors-in-Chief, Campus), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6

FRIEDMAN, DORIS
Election Day is next Tuesday, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Feiner wins big in Greenburgh for 7th term as town supervisor (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 1

FRIEDMAN, LAUREN
League leaders: Power format to test section's most dominant program (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 4A

FRIENDS OF SCARSDALE PARKS

FRIENDS OF SCARSDALE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Book fair (The Scarsdale Public Library's annual book fair will be held September 13-14; the preview day for Friends will be September 12.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1
Book fair was successful; next event is Oct. 7 (letter) (Debbie Rapaport, President, Friends of the Scarsdale Library), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
FRIENDS OF SCARSDALE PUBLIC LIBRARY (Continued)
Kerry Kennedy sees a 'reason for hope' (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 3
Literati at the Library (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 3A
Protestors create a ruckus at reception for Jeanine Pirro (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Protestors create a ruckus at reception for Jeanine Pirro (photo) (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 19
The Single Life (photo) (Actress and author Barbara Feldon will speak at the Scarsdale Public Library on March 6.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 2

FRIJA, JO ANN
GOP-Dem wins (Joseph Alessandro, a registered Republican, won one of three spots in the Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
Republican runs in Democratic judge primary (continued) (Registered Republican, Joseph Alessandro, is running in the September 9 Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 17
Republican runs in Democratic judge primary (Registered Republican, Joseph Alessandro, is running in the September 9 Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1
Vote DiBella, Cacace and Frija in Democratic primary (letter) (Mark Lewis, Chair, Scarsdale Democratic Party), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6

FRIJA, JO ANN
Vote Row B for judges, legislator, next Tuesday (letter) (Mark Lewis, Chairman, Scarsdale Democratic Town Committee), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6

FRISHMAN, WILLIAM H
Focal Points: To what extent has the cell phone affected American society? (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7
William H. Frishman (Cardiologist William H. Frishman of Scarsdale was featured on the cover of Westchester Magazine's “Best Doctors” issue.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 4

FROMMER, BRIAN
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11
The replacements: Graduation leaves 12 spots to fill (photo), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 5A

FROMMER, SCOTT (AUTHOR)
Village staff not incompetent; policies are clear (letter) (Scott Frommer and Matt Rogers), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7

FRUSHTICK, EVAN
Film extras wanted, Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
A 'Pause' in filming (photo) (Evan Frushtick's independent film, Pause, was filmed in Scarsdale and Westchester.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 27

FUCHS, DEBRA
Running for SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (List of candidates running for the School Board Nominating Committee on January 20, 2004.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1

FUEHRER, HANNAH
Final touch (photo) (Hannah Fuehrer is shown hanging an ornament on her family's Christmas tree.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1

FUHRMANN, JANET L
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday, Jan 10, 2003, p. 3

FUNARO, ROBERT
'Faint' spells success for friends at the Fringe (photo), Aug 8, 2003, p. 11

FUND RAISING
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 29th Spring Benefit Dinner (photo) (Pictured are some of the attendees at The Scarsdale Historical Society's Spring Benefit Dinner at the Fenway Golf Club on April 5.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 20
Benefit raises $631,000 for Westchester Medical Center (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 4
Bonding with Israel (photo) (Lt. Col. Gil E. Elan spoke at Congregation Shaarei Tikvah.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 14
Carole and Paula brought kids Halloween Fun (letter) (Pat Wamken, Scarsdale Woman's Club), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
'Channel One' band featured for Historical society dinner-dance, Mar 7, 2003, p. 12
David Schlakman (photo) (Scarsdale resident, David Schlakman, received Harvard University's Albert H. Gordon award in recognition of his fundraising on behalf of Harvard.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
Dinner dance gifts (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society will be offering fabulous gifts at the silent auction for its 2003 Spring Benefit Dinner.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 15

Eighth-grader leads team of walkers against asthma (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 10
Fantasy express (photo) (Lenox Hill Hospital's "Fantasy Express" benefit raised $160,000 for the pediatric department.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 14
Focal Points: What factors impell you either to contribute or not to a particular appeal? (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 7
As fundraising begins, Feiner is in the lead, Jul 25, 2003, p. 1
As fundraising begins, Feiner is in the lead (continued), Jul 25, 2003, p. 10
Gastronomical glee at Gourmet Galaxy's gala (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 15
Generous shoppers made scouts' food drive a success (letter) (Stuart Krohnengold, Pack Master, Cub Scout Pack 60), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6
Paddling for Children's Village dollars (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 21
FUND RAISING  (Continued)
Performing Art: Art Garfunkel to sing at gala concert at Bendheim Performing Arts Center (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 15
Reality Ball for Neuberger (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 20
On the road again (photo) (Billie and Philip Bauman and Pat Grabel participated in the Bike New York ride around the five boroughs.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 28
Second-grader called 'rising star' by Crohn's foundation (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 12
SHS (Scarsdale High School) helps (photo) (Joanne Cea Eboli arranged for designer Ralph Lauren to sponsor the Scarsdale High School fashion show and fundraiser; 'Express Yourself.'), Apr 4, 2003, p. 12
SHS (Scarsdale High School) students did a great job on the carnival (letter) (John Klemme, Scarsdale High School Principal), May 9, 2003, p. 6
Simple Gifts: A singer’s Mother’s Day gift, concert to benefit the hungry (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 25
They’re off (photo) (Photo of Fall Foliage 5K Run and 2.5K Walk on October 19.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
Volunteers congratulated for aiding children’s hospital (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), July 25, 2003, p. 6
Walking activists (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses the June 10 fund raising walk of the National Alliance for Autism Research.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6
Walking to fund autism research (photo) (continued) (The annual Westchester-Fairfield Counties Walk to raise money and awareness of Autism will be held June 8.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 25
Walking to fund autism research (photo) (The annual Westchester-Fairfield Counties Walk to raise money and awareness of Autism will be held June 8.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
FURNARI, DAVID
11 elected to Citizens Committee, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
GAGE, AARON
Drama Club stages ’A Musical Fable of Broadway’ this weekend (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15
GALEF, SANDRA R (AUTHOR)
At long last - a reformed, cooperative state budget process this year (letter) (Sandra R. Galef, 90th Assembly District), May 16, 2003, p. 6
GALINSKY, ELLEN
Working moms weave a girlwide web (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 3
GALLINARI, FRAN
Leone agents honored (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 4
GALLOWAY, JOHN III
Advice for speeders from people who enforce the law (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 20
Nominees sought (Qualified Scarsdale residents are invited to submit their resumes for the position of village justice and acting Village justice.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
Signs of improvement (editorial) (The inquirer welcomes the news that the Village has purchased a new sign maker.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6
Survivor of teen dating violence tells tale (photo) (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 12
Ticket blitz angers many in downtown (continued), July 3, 2003, p. 13
Workman charged in sex attack on 12-year old boy, Apr 18, 2003, p. 1
GAMBLING
Focal Points: How do you feel about the increasing state budget dependence on gambling revenues? (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 7
GANNON, JAMES
Scarsdale’s ‘Mini-me’ talks about it all from coaches to playoffs (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 23
GARAGIOLA, JOE JR
Look at me now: Local grads stay successful in the sports world (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 21
GARVEN, SEB
Greenville School (photo) (Graduates of the Greenville School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 24A
GARDELLA, RICHARD
BOA (Board of Architecture) member wants better records kept, July 18, 2003, p. 1
BOA (Board of Architecture) member wants better records kept (continued), July 18, 2003, p. 9
Court OKs a new lot on Carstensen (continued), Sep 19, 2003, p. 8
Just do it (editorial) (The Inquirer encourages the taping of proceedings of the Scarsdale Board of Appeals.), July 25, 2003, p. 6
GARDENERS
Gardener is appreciated (letter) (Bonnie Mitchell of Colonial Road), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
A perennial to keep (editorial) (The Inquirer profiles Nick Cantatore, 87 year old Scarsdale resident who has worked for 33 years as a public gardens caretaker.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6
GARDENERS (Continued)
Quiet, please (Gasoline powered leaf blowers are prohibited in Scarsdale Village from June 1-September 30.),
Jun 20, 2003, p. 1
(Village gardener, Nick Cantatore, planted pineapple plants at Boniface Circle.) (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6

GARDENING
Into the bois (editorial), July 11, 2003, p. 7
(Laura Mason and Owen Marsh pictured planting daisies on Ferncliff Road), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6
OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) community garden's in (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 22

GARDENS
Garden is dedicated (photo) (On July 29 the Fox Meadow Neighborhood Association held a ceremony to dedicate
its triangle garden on Harcourt Road and Church Lane.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 2
Martha's gardens: a nice idea whose time has gone (letter) (Rick Behr of Post Road), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6

GARDNER, JOEL
Community mostly positive about new artificial turf field (continued), Sep 26, 2003, p. 9

GARDNER, JOHN W
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who passed away in the past year), Jan 3,
2003, p. 4

GARDNER, KENT (DR)
Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (continued) (Five panelists discussed the safety of the
Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.),
Apr 4, 2003, p. 9
Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point
Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.), Apr 4, 2003,
p. 1

GAREY, HELEN WARREN
Helen Warren Gary (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Helen Warren Gary, died on March 1, 2003, of
complications of lung disease; she was 87.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 18

GARFINCKLE, ALAN
Transfer to fund building repair (illus) (At the Village Board meeting on October 28, trustees debated how to fund
the renovation of the fire training building.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

GARFUNKEL, ART
Art for art's sake (photo) (Art Garfunkel performed at the JCC of Midwestchester on May 14.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8
Performing Art: Art Garfunkel to sing at gala concert at Bendheim Performing Arts Center (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 15

GARFUNKEL, RICHARD J (AUTHOR)
G' burgh (Greenburgh) resident finds town board meeting 'inspirational' (letter) (Richard J. Garfunkel of
Tarrytown), July 25, 2003, p. 6

GARG, ARPIT
Teens question value of zero tolerance (Local teens met with County Executive Andy Spano on February 5 to
discuss underage drinking.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 1

GARLIN, JEFF
A new season at the Bendheim Performing Arts Center - CenterStage Repertory Company makes its debut
(photo) (continued), Oct 17, 2003, p. 20

GARRY, ANDREA
Andrea Garry (Andrea Garry has been honored by the Westchester County Foster and Adoptive Parents'
Association.), May 23, 2003, p. 4

GARRY, JONAH
Thrash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer
League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

GARTEN, HARRY (AUTHOR)
Wonderful Edgemont neighbors are still missed (letter) (Harry Garten of Lynwood Road), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6

GARTH WOODS CONSERVANCY
Bridge is first of several to be restored (photo) (On May 10 a restored locust wood footbridge across the Bronx
River was dedicated at a ceremony sponsored by the Garth Woods Conservancy.), May 16, 2003, p. 3
On the Earth Day agenda: park clean-ups (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 4

GARTNER, ALISON
Focal Points: How do you feel about the MTA (Metropolitan Transportation Authority) fare increases? (photo), May
9, 2003, p. 7

GARWIN, RICHARD L
Garwin receives national award (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Garwin receives national award (photo) (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 4

GASKIN, JEFFREY D (AUTHOR)
Growth requires more parking (editorial) (Jeffrey D. Gaskin asks: how can more homes be built and parking not
increased?), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7
GASKIN, TED
Celebrating bravery, courage and selflessness (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 3
They also served who came back home, Nov 14, 2003 p. 3
They also served who came back home (photo) (continued), Nov 14, 2003 p. 18

GASOLINE
Focal Points: To what extent will the rise in gasoline prices affect people's lifestyles? (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 7
Gas prices rising (photo) (Gas prices reached a record high of $1.75 a gallon nationwide on August 26.), Aug 29, 2003, p. 4

GASSLER, STEVEN
New SPD (Scarsdale Police Department) officers have varied resumes (photo), Aug 22, 2003, p. 3

GATOF, JESSICA
Heathcote student celebration brings immigrant experience to life (photo) (Heathcote fifth graders presented an "Immigration Celebration" to the school on April 1.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 11

GATTA, ALFRED
$30.4 M tentative village budget raises taxes 7%, Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
Alfred Gatta (Scarsdale Village Manager, Alfred Gatta, received the International City/County Management Association Credential Manager designation.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 4
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40
Beautiful Joseph Gleicher Footbridge was the work of many people (letter) (Michelle Mirsky Abelson, President, Friends of the Scarsdale Parks), May 16, 2003, p. 6
Biggest blizzard since 1996 dumps 20 inches; towns dig it (photo) (continued), Feb 21, 2003, p. 12
Committee assignments (New village board and council members were announced at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to Village Board, Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to Village Board (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 12
Committee to recommend that trustees support Weaver plan, Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Garage funding resolution is tabled (photo) (Progress on the proposed Christy Place parking garage hit a snag at the marathon Village Board of Trustees meeting on March 25.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
Is there life after Scarsdale? Former mayor can't stay away (photo) (continued) (Former Scarsdale mayor, Mark Bench, maintains a visible presence in the Village working as a teacher's aide at the High School.), May 9, 2003, p. 9
Is the village commingling garbage and recyclables? (letter) (Dr. Harold Sussman of Popham Road), Sep 19, 2003, p. 7
Mess continues (At the June 24 Village Board meeting, Alfred Gatta bemoaned traffic congestion at certain Village intersections.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Officials Prepare to Cope with War Anxieties; Village ratchets up security, Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
Parking fines will go up April 1 (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Parking garage is not a real issue for the community (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6
Parking increases, Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
Parking ticket penalties may rise (Summary of January 14 Village Board meeting), Jan 17, 2003, p. 3
Pay more attention to TVCC (Town and Village Education Forum) (letter) (Kevin Hirson of Chase Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
Proposed stormwater law will change homeowners' mindsets, Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
Ready for Isabel, Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
SNAP to meet, Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
Tax breaks enhanced for seniors/disabled (The Scarsdale Village Board authorized increasing the income levels for senior citizens and disabled people to qualify for property tax exemptions.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 3
Tax payment procedure should be clarified (letter) (William J. and Betty L. Blume of Mamaroneck Road), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6
Time stands still in blackout '03 (photo) (On August 14 the East Coast experienced the biggest blackout in history; power in Scarsdale was not restored for more than 12 hours.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 1
Time to decide on garage, Gatta says, Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
Time to decide on garage, Gatta says (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 8
Transfer to fund building repair (illus) (At the Village Board meeting on October 28, trustees debated how to fund the renovation of the fire training building.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Village meetings are shorter and sweeter (continued), Dec 5, 2003 p. 9
Village parking goals are clarified, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
Village to "manage" parking (The Village Trustees Land Use Committee has met to begin addressing parking management in the Village Center.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
What's up downtown (Village Manager, Al Gatta, announced at the February 25 Village Board meeting that repair on the pedestrian bridge over the train tracks into Freightway Garage will commence in May.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1

GATTA, ALFRED  (Continued)
Zoning changes sought on Post  (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1

GAUDIO, ANTHONY
Focal Points: What do you think will be the major issue in the 2004 presidential election campaign? (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 7

GAYS
Jennings to SHS (Scarsdale High School): fight bigotry, Apr 25, 2003, p. 10
Jennings to SHS (Scarsdale High School): fight bigotry (photo) (continued), Apr 25, 2003, p. 11
Rooting out bias, conscious and not (continued)  (Kevin Jennings spoke at the Scarsdale High School on March 13 on behalf of the Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 11
Rooting out bias, conscious and not (Kevin Jennings spoke at the Scarsdale High School on March 13 on behalf of the Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
Straight spouses also have feelings of betrayal, fear (letter) (Name withheld, Scarsdale), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

GEEHORN, MARGARET K (AUTHOR)
Feiner is always seeking ways to serve constituents (letter) (Margaret K. Geehem of Tanglewood Road), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6

GELB, MIKE
Youth sports policy adopted, Feb 14, 2003, p. 1

GELBOIM, ELLEN (AUTHOR)
New resident's car has already been stolen from Freightway (letter) (Ellen Gelboim of Sycamore Road), May 9, 2003, p. 6

GELDWERT, JOSEF
Judge rules schools' soccer schedule violates Title IX, July 25, 2003, p. 1

GELFMAN, PETER
Club gives thumbs up to village fiscal plan  (In a report presented on March 27, The Town and Village Civic Club endorsed the $30.4 million tentative Village budget.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
Committee picked a distinguished slate for village office (letter) (Sharon Lindsay of Mamaroneck Road), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who won recognition in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4
Time to reserve for bowl award dinner (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 2

GELFMAN, PETER (AUTHOR)
Nominators are thanked for job well done (letter) (Peter T. Gelfman, Chairman, Citizens Committee), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6

GELFOND, ALEX
Heathcote's gingerbread houses: a sweet holiday treat (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 11

GENATOWSKI, ELIZABETH
Girl Scouts take the gold and silver (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4

GENBREAU, MARGOT
A Chorus Line - What they did for love; SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) to present 'A Chorus Line' (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 10
Dancing dad debuts with daughter at JCC ( Jewish Community Center of Mid-Westchester) (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 3

GENEALOGY
Trace your family (October is family history month; the Westchester Family History Center is free and open to the public.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1

GENOVA, JAY (AUTHOR)
A therapist offers suggestions on being a courageous parent (editorial), Jun 27, 2003, p. 7
Youth outreach is here to help (editorial)  (Denial is a powerful component of substance abuse and its treatment), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7

GENSLER, MATTHEW
Focal Points: How do you feel about the California law requiring prison terms of 25 years for a third conviction, even if the offense was petty theft? (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: To what extent do you think there is editorializing in TV news? (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 7

GEOGRAPHY
The land is filled with stories, from China to Africa to Greenacres (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 8

GERBER, DEMITA
Want to write a book? Go to your local library! (photo) (The Westchester Library System's annual Book and Author Luncheon was held on April 8 at Tappan Hill.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 15

GERETY, BRIAN
Father Bill joins 'US' (University of Scarsdale) in combating teen drinking, Mar 28, 2003, p. 10

GERMAK, NICHOLAS
Top Associates (photo) (Coldwell Banker honors top residential brokers for the last quarter.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 4
GERMAK, NICHOLAS  (Continued)
Tops in sales (Coldwell Banker honored its top Scarsdale-Doernberg office sales associates for the third quarter.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 4

GERSPACH, JOHN
Edgemont SBBC (School Board Nominating Committee) chooses Chao, Glickstein (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1

GERSPACH, JOHN (AUTHOR)
Perfect weather, lots of energetic volunteers made E Day a success (letter) (Rita Braunstein, John Gerspach, Co-Presidents, E Club), May 16, 2003, p. 6

GERSTEN, ANNA
Anna Gersten (dies) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Anna Gersten, died on July 6, 2003. She was 105.), July 18, 2003, p. 10

GERSTENBLATT, JULIE
Scarsdale teachers *circle of life* honored (continued) (The May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 12

GERTNER, ALEX
Focal Points: After three months, the chief arms inspector in Iraq has failed to find any illegal weapons. Do you think the search should continue? (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7

GERTNER, LEO
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

GERTZOG, GARY
Community mostly positive about new artificial turf field, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1

GERWITZMAN, DAVID

GESOFF, LINDA (AUTHOR)
Firemen saved a watery day on Cohawney Road (letter) (Linda and Rick Gesoff of Cohawney Road), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6

GESOFF, RICK (AUTHOR)
Firemen saved a watery day on Cohawney Road (letter) (Linda and Rick Gesoff of Cohawney Road), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6

GETTLER, PAUL
Focal Points: How do you feel about the increasing state budget dependence on gambling revenues? (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: What was your reaction to the power failure (photo), Aug 22, 2003, p. 7

GEVERTZ, JOHN N
Running for SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (List of candidates running for the School Board Nominating Committee on January 20, 2004.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1

GEVERTZ, SUSAN
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Trustees give pool conditional support, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1

GIARD, JANE
Focal Points: How have children's books changed from those you read as a child? (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 7

GIDDON, KEN
In Firenze (photo) (Ken Giddon, President of Rothman's Men's and Boy's Clothing, attended the Pitti Uomo trade show in Florence, Italy.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 4

GILBERG, ANNE (AUTHOR)
Many Edgemont High School students take leadership initiative (letter) (Anne Gilberg, Alyson McGee, Aaron Friedman, Editors-In-Chief, Campus), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6

GILBERG, LOREN
The golden years: Elder care consultant Gilberg offers help for seniors (photo) (continued) (Loren Gilberg's company, Elder Care Consulting, provides alternatives to nursing homes.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 11
The golden years: Elder care consultant Gilberg offers help for seniors (photo) (Loren Gilberg's company, Elder Care Consulting, provides alternatives to nursing homes.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1

GILBERG, LORY
How many? (photo) (United Way volunteers pictured at the July 31-August 2 Scarsdale sidewalk sale.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 2

GILBERT, DENNIS
Gilbert to receive award (photo) (Dennis Gilbert will receive the 2003 Brotherhood Award at the May 16 Shabbat service at Westchester Reform Temple.), May 16, 2003, p. 28

GILBERT, MARY
Corporate heroes (photo) (Pat Cauthen and Mary Gilbert received corporate hero awards from Westchester Jewish Community Services.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 4
GILBERT, SHANE
Is there life after Scarsdale? Former mayor can't stay away (photo) (Former Scarsdale mayor, Mark Bench, maintains a visible presence in the Village working as a teacher's aide at the High School.), May 9, 2003, p. 1

GILDEN, LORRAINE
Gastronomical glee at Gourmet Galaxy's gala (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 15

GILDNER, HARVEY (AUTHOR)
Paul Feiner treated fire victims 'like family' (letter) (Harvey Gildner of South Central Avenue), July 3, 2003, p. 6

GILLIS, ED
Effects of racism explored at SHS (Scarsdale High School) holiday assembly (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 11

GILPIN, KATE
For the creatures (photo) (Edgewood Girl Scout Troop 1941 brought donations to the Elmsford Animal Shelter.), July 11, 2003, p. 2

GILPIN, TED (AUTHOR)
Girls actually have more sports choices than boys (letter) (Ted Gilpin of Forest Lane), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6

GINGERBREAD HOUSES
Heathcote's gingerbread houses: a sweet holiday treat (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 11

GINSBERG, NEIL
Alcohol-free high school dance declared a success (photo) (continued), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10


'Testimony of the Human Spirit' (photo) (Holocaust survivors share their stories in the film, 'Testimony of the Human Spirit.'), Jun 27, 2003, p. 16

GINSBERG, RHONDA
Forecast for 2d-grade class: rain, winds, tornadoes! (photo) (continued) (On February 13, Heathcote School second graders experienced the "Weather or Not" hands on science program led by Rhonda Ginsberg.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 9

Forecast for 2d-grade class: rain, winds, tornadoes! (photo) (On February 13, Heathcote School second graders experienced the "Weather or Not" hands on science program led by Rhonda Ginsberg.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1

GIORDANO, THOMAS
Time to reserve for bowl award dinner (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 2

GIORDANO, THOMAS (AUTHOR)
Dismayed by charges of behind-the-scenes motives for staff, volunteers (letter) (Thomas Giordano of Montgomery Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6

Scarsdale's nonpartisan system relies on citizen support (letter) (Evelyn Seidman, Thomas Giordano, The Procedure Committee), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6

GIPS, JOAN STERN
11 elected to SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 3

GIPS, WILLIAM M
William M. Gips (dies) (Scarsdale resident, William M. Gips, died on September 23, 2003. He was 84.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 18

GIRVEN, DEIRDRE
Focal Points: In view of current conditions, how do you think the United States should proceed in Iraq? (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 7

GISOLFI, PETER
Architect guides civic club through campus improvements (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 11

Construction well under way on SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) houses, SHS (Scarsdale High School) library, gym, Jan 17, 2003, p. 10
GISOLFI, PETER (Continued)
Engineers say repairing QR (Quaker Ridge) not advisable, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
New houses open at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo) *Classes in two new Scarsdale Middle School buildings started on December 1.*, Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
Opinions examined for rebuilding QR (Quaker Ridge), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
Opinions examined for rebuilding QR (Quaker Ridge) (continued), Sep 12, 2003, p. 9
School architect maps progress, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
School architect maps progress (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
SHS (Scarsdale High School) library expands resources for growing enrollment (illus), Aug 29, 2003, p. 1
Why the secrecy on Quaker Ridge construction project? (letter) *(Bob Harrison, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert)*, Sep 19, 2003, p. 6

GITLER, BRYAN
Gitler skates to silver (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 13
Raiders turn season around after slow start on ice (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 23
Scarsdale's Bryan Gitler helps Rockets to midget national finals (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 20
Scarsdale's Gitler, Rapaport set for Empire State Games (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 16

GIVENTER, EDWIN B (DR)
Dr. Edwin B. Giventer (dies) *(A memorial service for Dr. Edwin B. Giventer, who died on February 14, 2003, will be held on March 29 at the Friends Meeting House.)*, Mar 14, 2003, p. 20
Dr. Edwin B. Giventer (dies) *(Brooklyn College Professor emeritus, Edwin B. Giventer, died in his Scarsdale home on February 14, 2003.)*, Feb 21, 2003, p. 10

GIVNER, HOWARD
Old school: 19th-century baseball comes to Scarsdale (photo) (continued), July 3, 2003, p. 17

GIZZO, JACQUELINE
Jacqueline Gizzo *(Jacqueline Gizzo has been promoted to Vice President of the Leon Henry, Inc., brokerage division.)*, Jan 24, 2003, p. 4

GLANTZ, JOSHUA
Scarsdalians swim to benefit cancer research (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 18

GLAZER, ABIGAIL
Every animal has its place in kids' mural (photo) *(Alcott Montessori pre-schoolers created a nature themed mural in the school's front hall.)*, Nov 28, 2003 p. 11

GLASSMAN, CHARLES (DR)
Glassman to head WP (White Plains) medical staff (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 4

GLAUBERMAN, ARTHUR
Focal Points: What issue do you think will be the determining factor in the 2004 presidential election? (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 7

GLAUBERMAN, ARTHUR (AUTHOR)
Local business was considerate of customer's plowing needs (letter) *(Arthur Glauberman of Walworth Avenue)*, Dec 19, 2003 p. 6
Rec works: New girls' softball league is not needed (letter), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6

GLAZER, DAVID
Supporters back Lasser's GOP bid (photo) (continued) (GOP candidate, Jim Lasser of Edgemont, is challenging Democratic incumbent Paul Feiner for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 13

GLEICHER, JOSEPH W
Beautiful Joseph Gleicher Footbridge was the work of many people (letter) *(Michelle Mirsky Abelson, President, Friends of the Scarsdale Parks)*, May 16, 2003, p. 6
Footbridge dedicated (photo) *(The Joseph W. Gleicher Memorial Foot Bridge was dedicated at the Scarsdale Library Pond on May 10.)*, May 23, 2003, p. 2
Footbridge to be dedicated at library pond Saturday (letter) *(Margery Arsham, President, Scarsdale Library Board)*, May 9, 2003, p. 6
*(Photo of the recently completed cedar bridge with gazebo at the Scarsdale Library pond, built in memory of Joseph Gleicher)* (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 6

GLEICHER, LILLIAN
Beautiful Joseph Gleicher Footbridge was the work of many people (letter) *(Michelle Mirsky Abelson, President, Friends of the Scarsdale Parks)*, May 16, 2003, p. 6
Footbridge dedicated (photo) *(The Joseph W. Gleicher Memorial Foot Bridge was dedicated at the Scarsdale Library Pond on May 10.)*, May 23, 2003, p. 2
*(Photo of the recently completed cedar bridge with gazebo at the Scarsdale Library pond, built in memory of Joseph Gleicher)* (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 6
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) *(Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who won recognition in the past year)*, Jan 3, 2003, p. 4

GLENDON, WILLIAM
Downsizing *(The Overhill Neighborhood Association urges the Scarsdale Board of Trustees to consider downsizing the proposed indoor Christie Place Parking Garage.)*, Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
GLENDEON, WILLIAM  (Continued)
New president for the Overhill Neighborhood Association (letter) (David E. Buchen of Circle Road), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6

GLIATTA, MARY ELIZABETH
Edgewood go bragh (photo) (Edgewood School students celebrate St. Patrick's Day.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 11

GLICKSTEIN, RICHARD
Candidates sought for E'mont (Edgemont) school board (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 3
Edgemont SBBC (School Board Nominating Committee) chooses Chao, Glickstein (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1

GOBERT, MICHELE
O Tanenbaum! (photo) (Nancy Frehill and Michele Gobbert are pictured untying the Christmas tree from the roof of the car.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 1

GOCHMAN, LAUREN
Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

GOLD, DANNY (AUTHOR)
Acquisition of Taxter Ridge will benefit Edgemont (letter) (Danny Gold, Committee to Preserve Taxter Ridge), May 30, 2003, p. 6
Taxter Ridge purchase will benefit all (letter) (Danny Gold, president of the East Irvington Civic Committee to Preserve Taxter Ridge), July 18, 2003, p. 6

GOLD, JEFF
Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (continued) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman still mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19
Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1

GOLD, JODI LYNNE
Gold, Moss (engaged) (photo) (Jodi Gold and Matthew Moss are engaged; a July 2003 wedding is planned.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 14
Gold, Moss (wed) (photo) (Jodi Lynne Gold and Matthew Daniel Moss were wed on July 19 in Huntington, Long Island.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 9

GOLDBERG, ALEX
Scarsdale girls' tennis cruises to 9-0 power record (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 18

GOLDBERG, JAMIE
Kids' curiosity about new SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) buildings sparks literary ingenuity (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 11

GOLDBERG, REBECCA
Safety poster contest winners (photo) (Pictured are the winners of the Scarsdale Recreation Department's safety poster contest.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 4
Spirit of Christmas Past (photo) (Children enjoyed an old fashioned Christmas celebration at the Scarsdale Historical Society's Cudner-Hyatt House on December 7.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 2

GOLDBERG, ROSS
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11
Trash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

GOLDBERG, VICTOR
5 years for 5 lots; Fairview plan OK'd (continued), Aug 8, 2003, p. 22
Committee assignments (New village board and council members were announced at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Fenway must pay for another report on proposed reservoir, Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
Neighbors skeptical on drainage plan (Residents object to the proposed housing development on Windmill Lane due to flooding concerns.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Offices, yes (The Scarsdale Village Board will hold a public hearing on a proposed amendment to the Village Zoning Code regarding professional offices in the downtown area.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Planning board mulls taxi stand improvements, Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Planning board mulls taxi stand improvements (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 9
Subdivision still bogged down (illus) (continued) (Another frustrating round in the battle for a six lot subdivision in Greenacres took place at the Planning Board meeting on April 23.), May 2, 2003, p. 8
Who will take responsibility for drainage system in flooded area? (letter) (Art Lutzke of Brewster Road), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6
Winfair subdivision approval is likely (continued) (RGF Development is likely to win approval for a six lot subdivision in the North Grange section of Greenacres.), May 23, 2003, p. 6
Winfair subdivision approval is likely (RGF Development is likely to win approval for a six lot subdivision in the North Grange section of Greenacres.), May 23, 2003, p. 1
GOLDEN, DOROTHY
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) actors find fairy tales and friendship (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 11
GOLDEN, ELLEN J (AUTHOR)
Greenacres parents still disturbed about new policy (letter) (Ellen J. Golden of Kingston Road), Nov 21, 2003 p. 6
GOLDMAN, ALEC
Greenacres School (photo) (Graduates of the Greenacres School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 22A
Thrash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28
GOLDMAN, ISABEL WILE
Isabel Wile Goldman (dies) (photo) (Isabel Wile Goldman died on January 24, 2003, in Scarsdale. She was 104.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 20
GOLDMAN, KEVIN
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7
Young Writers' Conference: kids practice the craft of storytelling (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 8
GOLDSTEIN, MERVYN (BUD) (DR)
Love and Marriage (photo) (Special section on weddings and marriage), Feb 14, 2003, pp. 1A–10A
Trustees give pool conditional support (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 8
GOLDSTEIN, RUTH
After a lull, community center drive will resume (photo) (The membership committee of the proposed Scarsdale Community Center is stepping up its recruitment drive after months of inactivity.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
Love and Marriage (photo) (Special section on weddings and marriage), Feb 14, 2003, pp. 1A–10A
GOLDSTON, ALAN M
Focal Points: To what extent do you think there is editorializing in TV news? (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 7
GOLDWASSER, JANE
Girl Scouts take the gold and silver (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4
GOLDFRANK, JUDY
2 Scarsdale boys go 'Live from New York' on SNL (Saturday Night Live) (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 10
GOLF
Golfers Simmermacher, Schiffer and Ananis advance, May 16, 2003, p. 23
Golfers Simmermacher, Schiffer and Ananis advance (continued), May 16, 2003, p. 27
Taylors, Howards SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) champs (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 13
GOLDMAN, HOWARD
Neighborhood presidents list top priorities, Mar 7, 2003, p. 3
GOODIN, DAN ROGERS
Scher-Goodin (wed) (photo) (Gina Suzanne Scher and Dan Rogers Goodin were wed on July 31 on Mount Tamalpais in Marin County, California.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 14
GOODMAN, DANA
Dana Goodman (Scarsdale resident and television producer, Dana Goodman, nominated for her third Daytime Emmy Award for ABC's The View), Mar 21, 2003, p. 4
Daytime Emmy winner (Scarsdale High graduate, Dana Goodman, won a daytime TV Emmy Award for her work on The View.), May 23, 2003, p. 19
GOODMAN, EDNA BENTLEY
Edna Bentley Goodman (dies) (Edna Bentley Goodman died on April 6, 2003, in San Gabriel, California. She was 85.), May 16, 2003, p. 28
GOODMAN, JOHN (AUTHOR)
Donsky obituary brought back fond memories of a great teacher (letter) (John Goodman of Madison Road), May 23, 2003, p. 6
No free parking - even at 8 a.m. (letter) (John Goodman of Madison Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6
Signs are needed to point the way to downtown (letter) (John Goodman of Madison Road), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6
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GOODMAN, JORDAN E  
Jordan E. Goodman (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Jordan E. Goodman, published his third book, "Reading Between the Lies."), Dec 5, 2003 p. 4

Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

GOODMAN, MAXI  
Sidewalk sale (photo) (Shoppers experienced good weather for browsing at the Scarsdale Sidewalk Sale, July 31-August 2.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 3

GOODMAN, MEG  
11 elected to SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 3

GOODMAN, ROBERT  
Drama Club stages 'A Musical Fable of Broadway' this weekend (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15

GOODMAN, ZACH  
Maverick middle-schoolers make strong-minded CHOICE (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 10

GOODWIN, JEFF (AUTHOR)  
Volunteerism is important Scarsdale (letter) (Walter Schwer, Jim Buck, Jeff Goodwin, Presidents, Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Companies), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6

GOODWIN, JESSICA  
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1

GOODWIN, KENNETH  
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday, Jan 10, 2003, p. 3

GOODWIN, KENNETH (AUTHOR)  
Scarsdale using shotgun approach to leaf problem (letter) (Ken Goodwin of Dickel Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6

GORDON, ALAN  
Focal Points: How do you feel about the MTA (Metropolitan Transportation Authority) fare increases? (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 7

GORDON, ALEX  
Sunday in the park with jazz (photo) (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School presented a faculty/student jazz concert in Chase Park on June 8.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 2

GORDON, JAMES (DR)  
Doctor fixes bride's vision in time for their wedding (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 1

GORDON, JAMIE BECK  
Art for art's sake (photo) (Art Garfunkel performed at the JCC of Midwestchester on May 14.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8

GORDON, JULIA  
MTV to revisit high school dance in documentary (continued), Aug 22, 2003, p. 8

GORDON, LIZ  
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

GORDON, NADINE  
Art is the catharsis for artist of the month Jessica Zaitz (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 10

GORESON, GEORGE  
Celebrating bravery, courage and selflessness (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 3

GOROBETZ, JAKE  
Thrash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

GOSE, MARY BETH  
3 are nominated for village board (photo) (continued) (Mary Beth Gose, Carolyn Stevens and Peter Strauss are nominated for the Scarsdale Village Board.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 11

3 are nominated for village board (photo) (Mary Beth Gose, Carolyn Stevens and Peter Strauss are nominated for the Scarsdale Village Board.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1

Board to tackle village 'trashing' (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board addressed the issue of bulk trash pickups at the June 10 meeting.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8

Chairman appointed (Mayor Beverley Sved appointed committee chairs at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1


Committee picked a distinguished slate for village office (letter) (Sharon Lindsay of Mamaroneck Road), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6

Committee to recommend that trustees support Weaver plan, Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
GOSE, MARY BETH  (Continued)
Decades pass before her eyes as she gets ready to leave Scarsdale (letter) (Corky Thompson of Jefferson Road), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6
Forum covers broad ground (Village Board nominees faced some tough questions from the Scarsdale Neighborhood Presidents at the March 3 "Meet the Candidates Meeting" at Village Hall.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
Garage funding resolution is tabled (photo) (Progress on the proposed Christie Place parking garage hit a snag at the marathon Village Board of Trustees meeting on March 25.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
Garage may go underground (Architect Stephen Tilly presented alternative designs to mitigate the impact of the proposed Christie Place indoor parking garage.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
Living memorial (photo) (A red maple was planted at the Scarsdale Library pond in memory of Carol Hochberg, daughter of Audrey and Herb Hochberg.), May 16, 2003, p. 4
New board might reconsider Christie Place garage proposal, Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Nominators are thanked for job well done (letter) (Peter T. Gellman, Chairman, Citizens Committee), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
Nonpartisan system could use some help from residents (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Chairman, Citizens Nonpartisan Party), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8
Nonpartisan system team for village office is outstanding (letter) (Robert and Georgia Donati of Overhill Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
Persons of vision and sound judgment were chosen as village candidates (letter) (Muriel F. Hahn of Brookby Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
Village election is Tuesday (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Village election is Tuesday (continued) (photo) (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 15
Volunteers lent time, talents for the benefit of all (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Chair, Scarsdale Citizens Nonpartisan Party, 2003 Campaign Committee), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Vote for outstanding volunteers, strengthen our nonpartisan system (letter) (David M. Irwin of Quaker Center), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6
Voting for Citizens candidates is way to say 'thanks' for service (letter) (Carol H. Stix of Carthage Road), Mar 17, 2003, p. 6
GOTTBEETTER, FALENE SIMET
Falene Simet Gottbetter died (Falene Simet Gottbetter died on April 28, 2003, just minutes before her 60th birthday.), May 2, 2003, p. 14
GOTTLEB, DAVID
Hybrid car puts brakes on gas consumption (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 3
GOTTLEB, DAVID (AUTHOR)
Civility on the road, though rare, is satisfying (letter) (David Gottlieb of Edgemont), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7
GOTTLEB, MARK
Teen center honors Detective Rich Fatigate (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 3
GOULD, BONNIE
New Choral Society to celebrate 10 years with gala (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 25
GOUZ, RONNIE
Henry Berman, Ronnie Gouz (photo) (Henry Berman and Ronnie Gouz have been named to "The Ten Leaders of Matrimonial and Divorce Law in Southern New York."). May 9, 2003, p. 4
GOVERNORS
For and against (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the referendum to remove Governor Gray Davis of California.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7
GRABEL, DAN
As Americans we are free to express our patriotism however we wish (letter) (Albert Angrilli of Hartsdale), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
Focal Points: Are you making preparations for the hurricane? Do you find weather forecasts reliable? (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: What movie would be your choice for an Oscar? (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7
GRABEL, DAN (AUTHOR)
Flags are reminder of sacrifices made for our freedom (letter) (Dan Grabel of Cohawney Road), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6
Veterans appreciated anonymous act of generosity (letter) (Dan Grabel of Cohawney Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
GRABEL, PAT
Grabel wins Spelvin Award (photo), Jun 13, 2003, p. 15
On the road again (photo) (Billie and Philip Bauman and Pat Grabel participated in the Bike New York ride around the five boroughs.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 28
'Woman with guts' cycles across Cuba (photo) (Supplement), Mar 28, 2003, p. 3A
GRACE, NANCY
Bestselling author feted (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 16
GRAMMAR
Of homes, homeowners and nits (letter) (Hillel Swiller of Dickel Road), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6

GRANT, AMANDA
That warm feeling (photo) (Quaker Ridge students earned "kindness coins" by donating warm clothing to homeless Westchester residents.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 8

GRANT, OWEN (AUTHOR)
Today was a bad day (editorial) (Owen Grant reflects on a friend he lost as a result of the September 11, 2001, attacks on the World Trade Center.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7

GRANT, RITA (AUTHOR)
Residents need Spanish (letter) (Rita A. Grant of Tyler Road), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6

GRANTS-IN-AID
Let's Get Ready! wins grant, July 11, 2003, p. 4

GRANT-THOROLD, ALLISON
A day at the races (photo) (New Zealand native, Rosemary Heaton, hosted a celebratory luncheon in honor of the Australian Melbourne Cup on November 5.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 20

GRATITUDE
It begins at home (editorial) (In the spirit of the upcoming Thanksgiving holiday, the Inquirer proposes philanthropic ways to express gratitude.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
Rx for excess (editorial) (In the spirit of the Thanksgiving holiday, the Inquirer urges residents to indulge less in materialistic pursuits and more in charitable ones.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

GRAVES, MITCHELL
Fall-ing into STEP is a Scarsdale tradition (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 28A
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) student Mitchell Graves takes his Scarsdale family home (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) student Mitchell Graves takes his Scarsdale family home (photo) (continued), Apr 11, 2003, p. 11
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) takes steps to broaden scope (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 20A

GRAY, BRITTANY
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) takes steps to broaden scope (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 20A

GRAZI, KEN
Night Court; Paddlers laugh at frigid temps while everyone else heads indoors (photo) (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 22

GRAZI, RAQUEL
From Polo to J. Lo, high school style mavens strut their stuff (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 8

GRECO, TARA TOLAN
2 join Houlihan-Lawrence (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 4

GREEN, ALICE R
Alice R. Green (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Alice R. Green, died on October 23, 2003, at Wilton Meadows in Wilton. She was 95.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 21

GREENACRES NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
Greenacres games (The Greenacres Neighborhood Association will be celebrating July 4 at the Greenacres Elementary School athletic field.), July 3, 2003, p. 1
Neighborhood pride (photo) (The Greenacres Neighborhood Association donated three new benches to the Greenacres School.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 11
Patriot games (photo) (Photo of sack race at the Greenacres Association's Fourth of July celebration), July 11, 2003, p. 1

GREENBAUM, GREG
Longevity honored (photo) (The New York Conference of Mayors presented service awards for longevity to eight village employees.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 4

GREENBERG, BRIELLE
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) actors find fairy tales and friendship (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 11

GREENBERG, SETH
Seth Greenberg whips up delectable desserts for adult school course (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 1
Seth Greenberg whips up delectable desserts for adult school course (photo) (continued), May 16, 2003, p. 8

GREENBERG, WENDY MIKHAILOVICH
Wendy Greenberg (Wendy Mikhailovich Greenberg was appointed president of the board of St. Bernard's Center for Learning.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 4

GREENBURGH
The 1982 legislation applies to all parkland acquisitions (letter) (Thomas Michael Rothman of Irvington), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
Abolishing the Wicks law will save taxpayers money (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6
GREENBURGH (Continued)
Acquisition of Taxter Ridge will benefit Edgemont (letter) (Danny Gold, Committee to Preserve Taxter Ridge), May 30, 2003, p. 6
In aftermath of fire, victims seek shelter, Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
In aftermath of fire, victims seek shelter (continued), Jun 13, 2003, p. 12
Back to kindergarten (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that Paul Feiner and town meeting attendees emulate kindergartners on "working and playing well with others."), Nov 21, 2003, p. 6
Candidates' views misrepresented (letter) (Anthony Palermo of Robin Hill Road), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6
Ed'mont (Edgemont) incorporation committee presents its preliminary reports, Dec 19, 2003, p. 1
Ed'mont (Edgemont) incorporation committee presents its preliminary reports (continued) (photo), Dec 19, 2003, p. 13
Ed'mont (Edgemont) to town: sidewalk illegal, Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Ed'mont (Edgemont) to town: sidewalk illegal (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 13
Feiner: the whole truth please (editorial), July 3, 2003, p. 7
Feiner deserves re-election (letter) (Florence Dode/son of East Hartsdale Avenue), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
Feiner had a political motive in his appeal to abolish state Wicks Law (letter) (Hal Samis of North Washington Avenue), Jan 17, 2003, p. 6
Feiner has proven track record (letter) (Richard G. Liskov of Walbrooke Circle), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6
Feiner is better qualified to lead Greenburgh (editorial) (Village historian, Irving Sloan, endorses Paul Feiner for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
Feiner keeps 'public' access TV a tool of his administration (letter) (Francis Sheehan of Essex Place), Apr 11, 2003, p. 6
Feiner refuses to back down on liaison concept, Aug 29, 2003, p. 1
Feiner's charges of political motivations are 'ridiculous' (letter) (Bob Bernstein of Hartsdale), Aug 1, 2003, p. 7
Feiner's town liaison concept stirs ire among civic leaders, Aug 15, 2003, p. 1
Feiner's town liaison concept stirs ire among civic leaders (continued), Aug 15, 2003, p. 8
Greenburgh (Greenburgh) 101: residents learn the basics of town government, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Greenburgh (Greenburgh) 101: residents learn the basics of town government (continued), Oct 31, 2003, p. 13
Greenburgh (Greenburgh) copes with season's first storm (photo), Dec 12, 2003, p. 3
A green burgh (A natural history exhibit will open at the Greenburgh Nature Center on January 26.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Greenburgh should be working with businesses to help them succeed (letter) (Laura E. Wilker of Mercer Avenue), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
Greenburgh Town Board gives green light for greenspace, Nov 28, 2003, p. 1
Greenburgh Town Board gives green light for greenspace (continued), Nov 28, 2003, p. 16
Important questions on Taxter Ridge purchase remain unanswered (letter) (James Lasser, GOP candidate for supervisor), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
Lasser, Bernstein are not playing politics on Taxter Ridge (letter), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
Lasser to challenge Supervisor Feiner, Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
Lasser to challenge Supervisor Feiner (continued), Jun 6, 2003, p. 13
Liaison concept allows Feiner to ignore existing groups (letter) (Geoff Loftus of Evandale Road), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
A matter of fairness (editorial) (The Inquirer urges an end to the territorial squabble over funding for the Taxter Ridge land parcel.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
New Greenburgh Town Hall hosts first meeting of '03 (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 10
New Greenburgh Town Hall hosts first meeting of '03 (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
New town hall dedication attracts 800 residents (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 11
No problem too small or too big for Greenburgh supervisor (letter) (Timmy Weinberg, Councilwoman), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6
Parkland legislation of 1982 was unconstitutional (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
Paul Feiner defends record on Taxter Ridge, town budget (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6
Paul Feiner is an excellent manager (letter) (Gabriel Indrieri of Irvington), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
Paul Feiner is hardworking, responsive (letter) (Norma Stroke of Old Army Road), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
Preserve Taxter Ridge, part of the vital Hudson River ecosystem (letter) (Carole Demas of Skylight Run), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
Referendum not specifically for Hart's Brook (letter) (Richard Presser of Hartsdale), Aug 1, 2003, p. 7
Sheehan would have been 'too effective' on town cable board (letter) (Hal Samis of Hartsdale), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6
'Superb' Supervisor Feiner oversees the most open government around (letter) (Gert Kahn of Birchwood Lane), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6
Supervisor 'expects to play no role' in cable TV programming (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6
Supervisor has seldom had support of Democratic Party leaders (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
GREENBURGH (Continued)
A tale of 2 towns (editorial) (The Inquirer addresses Edgemont lawyer Bob Bernstein’s lawsuit against Greenburgh Town Supervisor, Paul Feiner.), July 18, 2003, p. 6
Taxter Ridge purchase will benefit all (letter) (Danny Gold, president of the East Irvington Civic Committee to Preserve Taxter Ridge), July 18, 2003, p. 6
Town should buy Taxter Ridge now while money’s available (letter) (Alice Moroney, President, Knollwood Manor Civic Association), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7
Town should buy Taxter Ridge now while money’s available (letter) (Alice Moroney, President, Knollwood Manor Civic Association), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7
Truth is not dependent on support for Feiner (letter) (Larry Singer of Central Park Avenue), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6
Ulterior motives suspected in Feiner’s liaison proposal (letter) (Mary Tobias, Elmsford, Democratic District Leader), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
Vote on Taxter Ridge delayed until Nov. 24, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Vote on Taxter Ridge delayed until Nov. 24 (illus) (continued), Nov 14, 2003 p. 8
GREENBURGH NATURE CENTER
G’burgh (Greenburgh) copes with season’s first storm (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 3
GNC (Greenburgh Nature Center) offers wide range of educational programs (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10A
A green burgh (A natural history exhibit will open at the Greenburgh Nature Center on January 26.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Where the wild things are - your backyard (photo), Jan 31, 2003, p. 3
GREENE, GERALDINE
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) actively seeks new clients, donors (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 3
Survivor of teen dating violence tells tale (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 3
Survivor of teen dating violence tells tale (photo) (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 12
GREENLAND, DREW
Scarsdale grad Drew Greenland’s book links golf and yoga (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 33
GREENVILLE COMMUNITY THEATER
'C' is for community (theater) (editorial), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7
GREENWOOD, TRUDI (AUTHOR)
SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) thanks all who helped with ‘A Chorus Line’ (letter) (Trudi Greenwood, Board Member, SSMT), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6
GRiffin, John Anthony
Mitchell, Griffin (wed) (photo) (Amy Jeannine Mitchell and John Anthony Griffin were wed May 3 in Charlottesville, Virginia.), May 9, 2003, p. 15
Grippo, Gabrielle
Healthcote harvest (photo) (A farmer at Silverman’s Farm introduces Heathcote kindergartners to the elements of a fall harvest.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 10
Groner, Earl
Earl Groner (Music teacher, Earl Groner, elected president of the Eastern Division of the National Association for Music Education), Apr 4, 2003, p. 4
Groner, Susan
New PT Council officers welcomed (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12
Groot, Rob
A-School grads: ‘a shared community of selves’ (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School’s 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24
Gross, Marvin
Congratulations to the Cavaliers (letter) (Gil Mason of New Jersey), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
Grossman, Ed
Greenacres gift to be shared with other schools (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur - Ed Grossman Memorial Committee), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who passed away in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4
Grosz, Judy
Kids’ curiosity about new SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) buildings sparks literary ingenuity (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 11
Scarsdale teachers: ‘circle of life’ honored (The May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 10
GRUBER, ELIZABETH
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 9

GUAM
A new tale of the South Pacific (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 7

GUARDINO, KAREN
Parents, kids bond over fun with math (April 2 was Family Math Day at the Fox Meadow School), Apr 11, 2003, p. 10

GUGGENHEIMER, RANDY
Historical society to honor Irving Sloan (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4

GUGICH, LEN
Focal Points: To what extent do you think there is editorializing in TV news? (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 7

GUIDEBOOKS
'Retournez a Paris,' travel writer urges (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 3

GULOTTA, STEVE
Bouchier inducted into Westchester HOF (Hall of Fame) (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 17

GUMLEY, ANNE LEE RITTENBERG
Anne Lee Rittenberg Gumley (dies) (Anne Lee Rittenberg Gumley died on July 22, 2003, in Hilton Head, South Carolina. She was 75.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26

GUPTA, JAYSHREE
Woman struck by car on Chase Road, Sep 5, 2003, p. 1

GURIAN, PHILLIP
Focal Points: In view of the current world situation, should Congress consider reinstating the draft? (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: What do you think will be the major issue in the 2004 presidential election campaign? (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the proposed federal income tax bill? (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 7

GURNY, MARC
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

GUTTENBERG, JOY
Class of '03 Goes to College (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 25A

GYMNASIUMS
Taking Shape (photo) (The new, competition sized gym at the Scarsdale High School is scheduled for completion on August 15.), May 2, 2003, p. 1

HABAD
Chabad bat mitzvah club (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 18

HABER, PAM
SHS '03: Confident about what's to come (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 8A
SHS '03: Confident about what's to come (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 3A

HABER, ROSE,
Rose Haber (dies) (Rose Haber died peacefully in her Scarsdale home on September 15, 2003. She was 87.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26

HACKEL, LISA (DR)
Childless couples need no longer suffer in silence, May 16, 2003, p. 1
Childless couples need no longer suffer in silence (photo) (continued), May 16, 2003, p. 22

HAFETZ, FREDERICK P
Ex-teacher gets 5 years in prison for Internet sex, Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
Ex-teacher gets 5 years in prison for Internet sex (continued), Dec 5, 2003 p. 12

HAHN, MURIEL F (AUTHOR)
Persons of vision and sound judgment were chosen as village candidates (letter) (Muriel F. Hahn of Brookby Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6

HALBROOK~ONES, BECKY
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) student Mitchell Graves takes his Scarsdale family home (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) student Mitchell Graves takes his Scarsdale family home (photo) (continued), Apr 11, 2003, p. 11

HALILBEGOVICH, NADJA
Effects of racism explored at SHS (Scarsdale High School) holiday assembly (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 11

HALL, MARVIN
Marvin Hall (dies) (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Marvin Hall, died on November 5, 2003, at his home. He was 98.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 19
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HALLER, LIAM
Peter's a piper in Greenacres (photo) (Attorney Peter Haller is passionate about his bagpipe hobby.), May 23, 2003, p. 1

HALLER, OLIVIA
Peter's a piper in Greenacres (photo) (Attorney Peter Haller is passionate about his bagpipe hobby.), May 23, 2003, p. 1

HALLER, PETER
Peter's a piper in Greenacres (photo) (Attorney Peter Haller is passionate about his bagpipe hobby.), May 23, 2003, p. 1
Peter's a piper in Greenacres (photo) (continued) (Attorney Peter Haller is passionate about his bagpipe hobby.), May 23, 2003, p. 8

HALLORAN, JESSICA
Halloran, Cohn (engaged) (photo) (Jessica Halloran and Mitchell Cohn are engaged; a July 2004 wedding is planned.), May 30, 2003, p. 22

HALLOWEEN
Carole and Paula brought kids Halloween Fun (letter) (Pat Warnken, Scarsdale Woman's Club), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
Dress up for Halloween? I do...(photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 11
Halloween safety (Inquirer recommends safety measures for Halloween trick or treaters.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Kids have spooky tales to tell (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 8
Kids paint the town red - & orange & green & black (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 3
Local Halloween fun features 'Magic Garden' duo (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 23
Local Halloween fun features 'Magic Garden' duo (photo) (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 25
Service with a smile (photo) (Photo of young Elizabeth Hynes in a waitress costume at the Halloween Parade in Chase Park.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST
Halloween boo-boo (The annual Halloween window painting contest will take place October 26.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
Kids paint the town red - & orange & green & black (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 3
Kiwanis thanks those who helped with contest (letter) (Suzanne Willis, Kiwanis Club of Hartsdale), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6

HALPER, NICOLE
Dancing the night away (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 12A

HALPERIN, BEN
SMS' (Scarsdale Middle School) new leaders (photo) (Photo of two of the new officers of the Scarsdale Middle School Student Organization.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 10

HALPERIN, RACHEL
Cello students from Quaker Ridge meet Yo-Yo Ma (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 10

HALPERN, SETH (AUTHOR)
Cell phone problems more mental than physical (letter) (Seth A. Halpern of Ridgecrest East), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6
The Court: 1 predator among many (editorial), July 11, 2003, p. 6
The Court: 1 predator among many (editorial) (continued), July 11, 2003, p. 7
Museum trashing connected to exploitation of Iraq's history (letter) (Seth A. Halpern of Ridgecrest East), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6

HAM, KELLEY
Newest curriculum to serve students' varied learning styles, Oct 24, 2003, p. 8

HAMBAS, MARTIE
Leone agents honored (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 4

HAMILTON, GORDON
Gordon Hamilton (Gordon Hamilton, Scout Master of Troop 60, was awarded the Arrowmens Service Award.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 4
Joined SAA (Scarsdale Alumni Association) board (Four people have joined the board of directors of the Scarsdale Alumni Association.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4
Scout aids library (photo) (Troop 60 Life Scout, Nicholas Thompson, completed his Eagle Project by benefiting a Connecticut library.), May 9, 2003, p. 4

HAMLIN, BART
Open space map goes hi-tech (illus), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12

HAMLIN, BEN
Scarsdale advances senior, freshman doubles team (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 24

HAMRA, AUTUMN
Safety poster contest winners (photo) (Pictured are the winners of the Scarsdale Recreation Department's safety poster contest.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 4

HANDELMAN, JUDY (AUTHOR)
Do whatever's necessary to help SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) relocate (letter) (Judy and Walter Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6
HANDELMAN, WALTER S
Eric Rothschild to chair bowl committee (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 4

HANDELMAN, WALTER S (AUTHOR)
Bowl dinner will be held at Lake Isle this year (letter) (Walter S. Handelman, President, Scarsdale Foundation), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
Do whatever’s necessary to help SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) relocate (letter) (Judy and Walter Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6

HANSEN, DESMONA
Scarsdale Ballet celebrates diversity among dancers (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 15

HANUKKAH
An original approach to Hanukkah (photo) (Rabbi Jonathan Blake of Westchester Reform Temple proposes that Hanukkah be an "eight day season of giving.") Dec 19, 2003 p. 1
Free Parking (Parking will be free in the downtown business area during the Christmas/Hanukkah week.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1
Hanukkah story invited reflection and enlightenment (letter) (Dr. Philip E. Schweitzer of Glenwood Road), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6
Menorah lighting at Young Israel of Scarsdale (photo) (Governor George Pataki lit the shamash candle of the outdoor menorah at Young Israel of Scarsdale on December 23.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 15

HARGRAVE, MARY
SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) art awards show (The Scarsdale Art Association will hold its annual awards exhibit at the Scarsdale Public Library from November 2-28.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 17

HARLEY, KEITH
A dog's tale: When kids read, he's all ears (photo) (continued) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.), July 3, 2003, p. 4

HARMON, ANNE P (AUTHOR)
Reliable SVAC workers deserve adequate quarters (letter) (Anne P. Harmon of Ardmore Road), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6

HARMON, FREDERICK W
Frederick W. Harmon (dies) (Frederick W. Harmon died on October 15, 2003, following a long illness. He was 88.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 21
Fred Harmon was a good neighbor (letter) (Susan Levine of Ardmore Road), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6

HARRIS, ALICE
Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo) (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 11

HARRISON, ASHLEY
A dog's tale: When kids read, he's all ears (photo) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.), July 3, 2003, p. 1

HARRISON, BOB
After a lull, community center drive will resume (photo) (continued) (The membership committee of the proposed Scarsdale Community Center is stepping up its recruitment drive after months of inactivity.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 12
Board delays vote on QR (Quaker Ridge) bond project, Oct 24, 2003, p. 8
Celebrating 20 years (photo) (A ribbon cutting ceremony on July 21 at the Scarsdale Middle School tennis courts marked the 20th anniversary of the Summer Youth Tennis League program.), July 25, 2003, p. 18
With 'close to 600' members, SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) seeks reassurance of support from Village Board (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 3
Club gives thumbs up to village fiscal plan (In a report presented on March 27, The Town and Village Civic Club endorsed the $30.4 million tentative Village budget.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
Construction plan deemed ambitious, Jun 6, 2003, p. 11
Harrison's SHS (Scarsdale High School) pool plan puts more viable plan at risk (letter) (Irwin Smoler of Spier Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7
Leaf regulations to be enforced, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Neighbors urge ban of nonresident commuters, May 16, 2003, p. 1
School board votes for $37K QR (Quaker Ridge) crawlspace analysis, Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
School budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, E'mont (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
School district committed to openness on building issues (letter) (Victoria Free Presser, Public Information Officer, Scarsdale School District), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6
Tax hike reduced to 8.42% from 8.85%, May 23, 2003, p. 1
Trustees give pool conditional support, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
Trustees give pool conditional support (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 8
Village parking goals are clarified, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1

HARRISON, BOB (AUTHOR)
Irresponsible to vote for garage with land cost unknown (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
HARRISON, BOB (AUTHOR) (Continued)
Junior Tennis League is celebrating its 20th anniversary this summer (letter) (Bob Harrison, New York Junior Tennis League), May 23, 2003, p. 6
School board did not take advantage of low interest rates (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman of Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), May 30, 2003, p. 7
School improvements should be bonded to lower tax hike (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Apr 11, 2003, p. 6
Support sought for indoor pool at the high school (letter) (Bob Harrison, Scarsdale Indoor Pool Education Fund), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
Village should hold referendum on garage plan (letter) (Bob Harrison of Fox Meadow Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6

Why the secrecy on Quaker Ridge construction project? (letter) (Bob Harrison, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6

HARRISON, DANA
Harrison, Ricci (engaged) (photo) (Dana Harrison and Douglas Ricci are engaged.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 14

HARTSFIELD
Greenburgh should be working with businesses to help them succeed (letter) (Laura E. Wilker of Mercer Avenue), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
Hartsdalian tapped as consumer watchdog (photo) (Teresa A. Santiago of Hartsdale to head the state New York Consumer Protection Board.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
Kids paint the town red & orange & green & black (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 3
Supermarket on East Hartsdale Ave. is a lost cause (letter) (Richard Leavitt of Rockledge Road), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6

HARTZELL, ANDREW C JR (AUTHOR)
Partial birth abortion should not be allowed in our society (letter) (Andrew C. Hartzell Jr. of Eastwoods Lane), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7

HARWOOD, GEORGE A
George A. Harwood: Scarsdale pioneer (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3

HARWOOD BUILDING (SCARSDALE)
George A. Harwood: Scarsdale pioneer (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3

HARWOOD PARK (SCARSDALE)
Footbridge to be dedicated at library pond Saturday (letter) (Margery Arsham, President, Scarsdale Library Board), May 9, 2003, p. 6
George A. Harwood: Scarsdale pioneer (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3
( Photo of the recently completed cedar bridge with gazebo at the Scarsdale Library pond, built in memory of Joseph Gleicher) (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 6

HASDAY, ROBERT
Focal Points: Which do you think is a more immediate threat to the United States: Iraq or North Korea? (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 7

HASSAN, CHARLIE
Thrash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

HASSAN, JEFFREY
Thrash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

HASSAN, MARC
Drama Club stages 'A Musical Fable of Broadway' this weekend (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15
Firehouse memories relindked (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7
'Luck be a lady' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present "Guys and Dolls" on November 22.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 16

HASSON, IRA
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

HASSON, LISA
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

HASTY, WOODROW WILSON

HAUPT, PETER
Fox Meadow School (photo) (Names of graduates of the Fox Meadow School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 20A

HAWKEN, ANTHONY
Larger than life (photo) (Scarsdale resident and art dealer, Arnold Davis, was immortalized in a bronze bust by British sculptor, Anthony Hawken.), May 23, 2003, p. 20
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HAWKINS, ROBERT T
Focal Points: Do you think searchers in Iraq will find evidence of weapons of mass destruction? (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 7

HAYASHI, KAZ
Heathcote harvest (photo) (A farmer at Silverman’s Farm introduces Heathcote kindergartners to the elements of a fall harvest.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 10

HAYS, TIM
As fundraising begins, Feiner is in the lead, July 25, 2003, p. 1

HAYWOOD, JOSEPH S
Joseph S. Haywood (dies) (Joseph S. Haywood of Scarsdale died on August 20, 2003. He was 76.), Aug 29, 2003, p. 10

HAZARDOUS WASTES
County bans sale of mercury and ephedra, Jun 13, 2003, p. 4

HEAD START PROGRAM (U.S.)
Teen to Teen: Unique pet therapy offers love and licks (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1

HEALTH
An ear full of garbage (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 38A
An ear full of garbage (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 40A
Bush is trying to turn back the clock on women’s health (letter) (Audrey G. Hochberg of Stonehouse Road), Nov 14, 2003, p. 4
Kids explore sensory world at health fair (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 10
To your health (photo) (Supplement), Jan 17, 2003, pp. 17–28

HEATON, ROSEMARY
A day at the races (photo) (New Zealand native, Rosemary Heaton, hosted a celebratory luncheon in honor of the Australian Melbourne Cup on November 5.), Nov 14, 2003, p. 20

HEFFNER, MICHAEL
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

HEILBRON, JANE
Happy 75th, Fox Meadow: young and old share school stories (photo), Nov 7, 2003, p. 10

HEIN, GREGORY JASON
Kravitz, Hein (wed) (photo) (Rachel Marion Kravitz and Gregory Jason Hein were wed on October 25 in Long Island City.), Nov 21, 2003, p. 21

HEINE, SETH
Focal Points: How do you think the image of the United States has been affected by the Iraq war? (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 7

HEINLEIN, TOM
Old school: 19th-century baseball comes to Scarsdale (photo) (continued), Jul 3, 2003, p. 17

HELAYEL, TENIR
Focal Points: Is the Fourth of July still a source of patriotic fervor? (photo), Jul 3, 2003, p. 7

HELTON, MARY
Hoff-Barthelson Music School opens new home (photo), Dec 19, 2003, p. 3

HEMEL, DANIEL
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11
First debate club at the high school was formed in 1928 (letter) (Irving Sloan, Village Historian), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6
Maroon and White Awards Dinner - Tuesday, June 3, 2003 (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 23
SHS (Scarsdale High School) debate team has come a long way in 38 years (letter) (Rick Newman of Wayside Lane), Jul 18, 2003, p. 6
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad Hemel is nat’l (national) debate champ (photo) (continued) (Daniel Hemel, Scarsdale High School Class of 2003, won first place at a national debate tournament in Atlanta.), Jul 11, 2003, p. 9
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad Hemel is nat’l (national) debate champ (photo) (Daniel Hemel, Scarsdale High School Class of 2003, won first place at a national debate tournament in Atlanta.), Jul 11, 2003, p. 1

HEMING, CHARLES E
Charles E. Heming (dies) (Former Scarsdale Village Trustee, Charles E. Heming, died on June 6, 2003, from heart failure; he was 77.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 20

HENDERSON, AARON
Longevity honored (photo) (The New York Conference of Mayors presented service awards for longevity to eight village employees.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 4

HENDERSON, TINA
Running for SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (List of candidates running for the School Board Nominating Committee on January 20, 2004.), Dec 26, 2003, p. 1
HENDLER, STACEY
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24

HENKIN, LAURIE
Focal Points: How do you think the image of the United States has been affected by the Iraq war? (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 7

HENKOFF, OLIVIA
Patriot games (photo) (Photo of sack race at the Greenacres Association’s Fourth of July celebration), July 11, 2003, p. 1

HENNEBERRY, DEBBIE
Cable TV Commission surveying residents, Jan 17, 2003, p. 4

HENNESSY, KATE
Edgewood kids respect the environment (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12
IHM (Immaculate Heart of Mary) keeps a busy schedule (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 16A
Kids explore sensory world at health fair (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 10

HENRY, DEBORAH EPSTEIN
Flex-time lawyers to meet, Jan 31, 2003, p. 4

HENRY, LOUIS
Focal Points: How long do you think the United States should maintain armed forces in Iraq? (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 7

HERBST, SARA
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1

HEREMA, SUSAN
Kids & pros make beautiful music together (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 13

HERMAN, CAROLINE
Pyramids, hieroglyphics, Sphinx: SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) Egypt museum (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 9

HERMAN, LAUREN
Survivor of teen dating violence tells tale (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 3
Survivor of teen dating violence tells tale (photo) (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 12

HERMAN, PETER W (AUTHOR)
Correction on name of defunct Boston railroad (letter) (Peter W. Herman of Hampton Road), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6

HERNANDEZ, RENÉ
Missing Bronx girl found in Edgemont; 2 men charged, Sep 19, 2003, p. 1

HEROLD, JACQUELINE
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

HEROLD, RACHEL
Smooth sailing: State competitors O'Connor, Park head up deep team (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 2A

HERZ, ANNE
Anne Herz (dies) (Anne Herz, a longtime Scarsdale resident, died on December 5, 2003. She was 89.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 28

HERZ, JOHN H
All generalities are false - including those about SUV's (letter) (Josh Frankel of Black Birch Lane), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6

HERZ, JOHN H (AUTHOR)
Most damaging effect of SUV’s is global warming (letter) (John H. Herz of Nelson Road), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6

HESLOP, JAMES
$30.4 M tentative village budget raises taxes 7%, Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
$30.4 M tentative village budget raises taxes 7% (continued), Mar 21, 2003, p. 8
Residents question garage proposal at library 'forum' (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6
Tax time (Taxes are due August 1 in the office of the Village Assessor, James Heslop.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 1

HEVESI, ALAN
7% village tax hike draws no criticism, Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Democrats to honor McCall at dinner (Westchester County Democrats will honor H. Carl McCall at their annual dinner on March 20.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 4
Taxes higher than anticipated (Trustee Peter Strauss predicts a slightly higher than anticipated tax hike to accommodate the new pension estimate.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1

HEWITT, BILL
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

HEWITT, OLIVIA
Focal Points: What was your reaction to the power failure (photo), Aug 22, 2003, p. 7
HIGASHI, SHINTARO
Get off me! (photo) (Scarsdale senior wrestler, Shintaro Higashi, is shown defeating Peekskill's Angel Rivera; Higashi has won every title during his 39-0 season.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
Higashi heads into home stretch before state meet (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 19
Higashi heads into home stretch before state meet (photo continued), Mar 7, 2003, p. 20

HIGHFIELD, EDWARD
A 'Pause' in filming (photo) (Evan Frushtick's independent film, Pause, was filmed in Scarsdale and Westchester.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 27

HIGH SCHOOLS
EHS (Edgemont High School) is 15th in Newsweek survey, May 30, 2003, p. 1
EHS (Edgemont High School) is 15th in Newsweek survey (continued), May 30, 2003, p. 13

HILGERT, RAY
Focal Points: How long do you think the United States should maintain armed forces in Iraq? (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 7

HILL, TIMOTHY
(Photograph on Bradley Road home of Lance Cpl. Timothy Hill, United States Marine Corps, who has been deployed to the Middle East for Operation Enduring Freedom.) (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
Timothy Hill (photo) (Lance Corporal, Timothy Hill, has been deployed to the Middle East as part of Operation Enduring Freedom.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 4

HILLMAN, DONALD S
Focal Points: To what extent do you think there is editorializing in TV news? (photo), Nov 14, 2003, p. 7

HIPPELI, RAY 'YOUNGBLOOD'
Old school: 19th-century baseball comes to Scarsdale (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 1

HIRSCH, MARK B (AUTHOR)
It's gratifying that strong candidates are willing to serve (letter) (Mark B. Hirsch of Winslow Place), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6

HIRSCHBERG, RAZY
Scarsdalians swim to benefit cancer research (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 18

HIRSCHTRITT, BARBARA
Focal Points: Do you think that the holiday designated as Presidents' Day has lost its significance? (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 7

HIRSON, KEVIN (AUTHOR)
Pay more attention to TVCC (Town and Village Education Forum) (letter) (Kevin Hirson of Chase Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6

HISTORIC BUILDINGS - SCARSDALE
Does Scarsdale support preservation? (letter) (Elliot Bernstein of Larch Lane), July 3, 2003, p. 6
Historic homeowner gives up on restoration effort (photo) (continued) (Matthew Miller has given up on trying to restore the historic home he purchased at 972 Post Road.), Dec 19, 2003, p. 8
Historic homeowner gives up on restoration effort (photo) (Matthew Miller has given up on trying to restore the historic home he purchased at 972 Post Road.), Dec 19, 2003, p. 1
Of homes, homeowners and nits (letter) (Hillel Swiller of Dicikel Road), Dec 26, 2003, p. 6
Houses over 62 may be historic, committee says, Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
Houses over 62 may be historic, committee says (continued), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8
Slow progress (editorial) (The Inquirer commends the Committee on Historic Preservation and the Board of Architectural Review for sticking to the facts in the case of the house at 972 Post Road.), Dec 19, 2003, p. 6
Vote set on 18th century house (The Committee for Historic Preservation will meet on December 11 to consider a 1750 house at 972 Post Road.), Dec 5, 2003, p. 1
When it comes to houses, old is not necessarily 'historic' (letter) (Daniel R. Martin of Rochambeau Drive), Dec 26, 2003, p. 6

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Houses over 62 may be historic, committee says, Jun 13, 2003, p. 1

HITE, KATIE
Historian to speak Tuesday (Historian Gray Williams will address the Scarsdale Historical Society on October 27 in the Scott Room of the Scarsdale Public Library.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 2

HIV (VIRUSES)
Making strides in the battle against HIV/AIDS (letter) (Jean and Kenneth Wentworth of Lockwood Road), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6

HLAWITSCHKA, JARED
Pumpkindergarten (photo) (Edgewood kindergarten students attended a Pumpkin Festival on October 29.), Nov 7, 2003, p. 10

HOCHBERG, AUDREY
Appalled by Hochberg's support of partial birth abortion (letter) (Douglas Leone of Johnson Road), Nov 21, 2003, p. 7
Hochberg, Audrey (Continued)
Living memorial (photo) (A red maple was planted at the Scarsdale Library pond in memory of Carol Hochberg, daughter of Audrey and Herb Hochberg.), May 16, 2003, p. 4
New board might reconsider Christie Place garage proposal, Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Partial birth abortion should not be allowed in our society (letter) (Andrew C. Hartzell Jr. of Eastwoods Lane), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7

Hochberg, Audrey (Author)
Bush is trying to turn back the clock on women's health (letter) (Audrey G. Hochberg of Stonehouse Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4

Hochberg, Carol
Living memorial (photo) (A red maple was planted at the Scarsdale Library pond in memory of Carol Hochberg, daughter of Audrey and Herb Hochberg.), May 16, 2003, p. 4

Hochberg, Herb
Living memorial (photo) (A red maple was planted at the Scarsdale Library pond in memory of Carol Hochberg, daughter of Audrey and Herb Hochberg.), May 16, 2003, p. 4

Hochvert, Dan (Author)
People using village center must obey parking rules (letter) (Dan Hochvert of Woods Lane), July 11, 2003, p. 6

Hoff-Barthelson School of Music
Ani Kavafian master class, Jan 31, 2003, p. 17
Baroque and Beyond (Hoff-Barthelson Music School will present its 18th annual Baroque and Beyond Music Festival from March 15-23.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 14
H-B (Hoff-Barthelson) festival celebrates the music of our time (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 15
H-B (Hoff-Barthelson) preschool program teaches kids 'good rhythm' (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 13
Hoff-Barthelson Music School expands into new building (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 19A
Hoff-Barthelson Music School opens new home (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 3
Hoff-Barthelson Music School to open Yonkers Music Academy, Aug 8, 2003, p. 22
Hoff-Barthelson offers a full suzuki program (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 38A
Hoff-Barthelson students learn from the masters (photo) (continued) (Hoff-Barthelson students will have a master class with three members of the New York Philharmonic on May 12.), May 2, 2003, p. 17
Sunday in the park with jazz (photo) (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School presented a faculty/student jazz concert in Chase Park on June 8.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 2
Teen jazz classes at H-B (Hoff-Barthelson), Oct 31, 2003, p. 10

Hoffmeister, Ed
(Ed Hoffmeister is shown juggling an umbrella and his two young children on a rainy day.) (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6

Hoffmeister, Rita
(Ed Hoffmeister is shown juggling an umbrella and his two young children on a rainy day.) (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6

Hoffmeister, Theresa
(Ed Hoffmeister is shown juggling an umbrella and his two young children on a rainy day.) (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6

Hofheimer, Gertrude
Committee assignments (New village board and council members were announced at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1

Hofheimer, Joseph
Hofheimers, McKirdy are honored by WPHC (White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 4

Hofheimer, Natalie
Hofheimers, McKirdy are honored by WPHC (White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 4

Holiday Decorations
Holiday decorations can be hazardous, Dec 12, 2003 p. 8

Hollander, Alan
Mr. Hollander's oboe (photo) (Allan Hollander did double duty as oboe soloist and conductor at the July 31 Westchester Band concert at Chase Park.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 22

Holloway, DJ
Bunnies and baskets (photo) (Photos of cute kids enjoying Easter all around the Village.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 3

Holloway, Douglas
Bunnies and baskets (photo) (Photos of cute kids enjoying Easter all around the Village.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 3

Holloway, Marcus
Bunnies and baskets (photo) (Photos of cute kids enjoying Easter all around the Village.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 3

Holmes, Liza
Rupert Holmes pulls out all the stops for new novel (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1
HOLMES, NICK
Rupert Holmes pulls out all the stops for new novel (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1

HOLMES, RUPERT
Holmes to address United Way donors (photo) (Playwright Rupert Holmes will be the featured guest at a September 20 United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont reception), Sep 12, 2003, p. 2
Jack-of-all-arts lends his charm to UWSE (United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont) (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 3
Rupert Holmes pulls out all the stops for new novel (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1
Rupert Holmes pulls out all the stops for new novel (photo) (continued), Sep 5, 2003, p. 17

HOLMES, TIM
Rupert Holmes pulls out all the stops for new novel (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1

HOLMGREN, DONALD JAMES
Lynch, Holmgren (engaged) (photo) (Maureen Bridget Lynch and Donald James Holmgren are engaged; a March 2004 wedding is planned), Dec 26, 2003 p. 12

HOLOCAUST, JEWISH (1939-1945)
8th-graders meet Holocaust survivor (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 8
Joy and tears at a different family reunion (editorial) (Colin Sullivan movingly describes a reunion of Holocaust survivors), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
Melvin Federbush (Scarsdale resident, Melvin Federbush, has been appointed to the board of the Westchester Holocaust Education Center), Apr 11, 2003, p. 4

HOLNIG, KEN
Tech tricks aid teachers, inspire students - Plays wirelessly with others: McKenna’s Palm database (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 10

HOMELAND SECURITY
Officials Prepare to Cope with War Anxieties; Village ratchets up security, Mar 21, 2003, p. 1

HOMELESS PERSONS
That warm feeling (photo) (Quaker Ridge students earned "kindness coins" by donating warm clothing to homeless Westchester residents.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 8

HOMI, AMANDA
A Scarsdale Christmas Story: Scarsdale songwriter hopes 'Christmas Blue' will be a Christmas 'evergreen,' Dec 19, 2003 p. 15

HOMOSEXUALITY
Making strides in the battle against HIV/AIDS (letter) (Jean and Kenneth Wentworth of Lockwood Road), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6

HOOFNAGLE, JAMES
Cello students from Quaker Ridge meet Yo-Yo Ma (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 10
Color war tops off an active summer at Camp Pathunke (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 1

HORMONES
To your health (photo) (Supplement), Jan 17, 2003, p. 20

HOROWITZ, JILL
Focal Points: How do you feel about the increasing state budget dependence on gambling revenues? (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 7

HORSE RACING
A day at the races (photo) (New Zealand native, Rosemary Heaton, hosted a celebratory luncheon in honor of the Australian Melbourne Cup on November 5.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 20

HOSPITALS
Benefit raises $31,000 for Westchester Medical Center (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 4
Fantasy express (photo) (Lenox Hill Hospital’s "Fantasy Express" benefit raised $160,000 for the pediatric department.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 14
Glassman to head WP (White Plains) medical staff (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 4
Hotheimers, McKirdy are honored by WPHC (White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 4
Special delivery (photo) (St. John’s Hospital is expecting the birth of its 100,000 baby.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 4
Volunteers congratulated for aiding children’s hospital (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Jul 25, 2003, p. 6
WPHC (White Plains Hospital Center) unveils endoscopy screening center (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 4

HOUSEKNECHT, CAROL
Decades later SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni still cherish their grade school years (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 8

HOUSEKNECHT, SCOTT
All’s fair at the Scarsdale elementary schools (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 11
Edgewood kids respect the environment (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12
Movin’ on up... to SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 8

HOUSES - GREENBURGH
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) and open space legislation approved by G’burgh (Greenburgh) board, Jun 20, 2003, p. 1
HOUSES - SCARSDALE
5 years for 5 lots; Fairview plan OK'd, Aug 8, 2003, p. 1
5 years for 5 lots; Fairview plan OK'd (continued), Aug 8, 2003, p. 22
58 Brite will fall, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
Additions galore at board of appeals meetings (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Appeals approved six additions at the May 7 meeting.), May 23, 2003, p. 8
Additions galore at board of appeals meetings (The Scarsdale Board of Appeals approved six additions at the May 7 meeting.), May 23, 2003, p. 3
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) approves 20 projects at July 14 meeting, July 25, 2003, p. 3
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) hears many applications in May, June, July 11, 2003, p. 8
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) OKs additions (continued) (Discusses Board of Architectural Review meetings on March 10 and March 24), Apr 11, 2003, p. 26
BAR (Board of Architectural Review) OKs additions (Discusses Board of Architectural Review meetings on March 10 and March 24), Apr 11, 2003, p. 8
BOA (Board of Appeals) grants variances to 4 applicants, holds 5, Dec 26, 2003 p. 4
Board mulls zoning amendments (Board to consider amending special uses, FAR regulations), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Board mulls zoning amendments (continued) (Board to consider amending special uses, FAR regulations), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24
Court gives a green light to senior housing (The proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road is back on track.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Court OKs a new lot on Carstensen, Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
Court OKs a new lot on Carstensen (continued), Sep 19, 2003, p. 8
The decline of Scarsdale (editorial) (Andrew Edelman tackles numerous contentious issues confronting the Village.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 7
Drainage proposals for Fairview subdivision won't save the neighborhood (letter) (Avis Wals of Fairview Road), July 3, 2003, p. 6
FAR amended to clarify exclusions, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
FAR amended to clarify exclusions (continued), Oct 17, 2003, p. 9
FAR change (A home at 34 Meadow Road will undergo changes to comply with FAR regulations for new construction.), May 30, 2003, p. 1
Historic homeowner gives up on restoration effort (photo) (continued) (Matthew Miller has given up on trying to restore the historic home he purchased at 972 Post Road.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 8
Historic homeowner gives up on restoration effort (photo) (Matthew Miller has given up on trying to restore the historic home he purchased at 972 Post Road.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1
Of homes, homeowners and nits (letter) (Hillel Swiller of Dickel Road), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6
Houses over 62 may be historic, committee says, Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
Houses over 62 may be historic, committee says (continued), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8
Let's review FAR (editorial) (The Inquirer commends the Board of Appeals for enforcing the floor area ratio law and halting the construction of the nonconforming new house at 34 Meadow Road.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6
Make it more Tudor, BAR says, Oct 17, 2003, p. 4
Neighborhood character (photo) (Daniel Joseph, the builder of a house at 37 Meadow Road, addressed numerous code violations.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors clash over treehouse (Board meeting summary), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors clash over treehouse (continued) (Board meeting summary), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19
Neighbors' comments influence design (photo) (Neighbors alarmed by size and appearance of proposed new home at 7 Dunham Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 3
New names might better reflect conditions in The Grange area (letter) (Jacqueline Doolittle of Fairview Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 8
No variance for too-big house (photo) (Construction of an enormous new house at 34 Meadow Road has been halted until zoning code issues over size can be resolved.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
No variance for too-big house (photo) (continued) (Construction of an enormous new house at 34 Meadow Road has been halted until zoning code issues over size can be resolved.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 8
Planning board is failing to protect a fragile environment (letter) (Mike Melikian of Fairview Road), May 30, 2003, p. 7
Planning board recommends 2 zoning code amendments, Oct 17, 2003, p. 4
Rights of 1 respected over safety of many (letter) (Mike Melikian of Fairview Road), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
Sales unaffected by FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (editorial), May 2, 2003, p. 7
Slow progress (editorial) (The Inquirer commends the Committee on Historic Preservation and the Board of Architectural Review for sticking to the facts in the case of the house at 972 Post Road.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6
Subdivision still bogged down (Another frustrating round in the battle for a six lot subdivision in Greenacres took place at the Planning Board meeting on April 23.), May 2, 2003, p. 1
Subdivision still bogged down (illus) (continued) (Another frustrating round in the battle for a six lot subdivision in Greenacres took place at the Planning Board meeting on April 23.), May 2, 2003, p. 8
HOUSES - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Success, sort of, in Sherbrooke Park (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the successful efforts of the Board and local developers to reach a compromise on the property at 7 Dunham Road.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6

Taffel was architect on 3 of Wright's most famous buildings (letter) (G. Estabrook Kindred, Chairman, Committee for Historic Preservation), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6

'Technicality' caused demise of another historic house (editorial) (Josh Frankel on the demise of 58 Brite Avenue), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

Trustees seek input on zoning changes, Aug 8, 2003, p. 1

Unsightly remains (photo) (Pile of rubble at 30 Paddington Road is an eyesore since developers tore houses down without a permit.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 3

Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1

Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo) (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 11

Variance approved (Discusses results of March 12 Board of Appeals meeting), Apr 11, 2003, p. 8

Vote set on 18th century house (The Committee for Historic Preservation will meet on December 11 to consider a 1750 house at 972 Post Road.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 1

When it comes to houses, old is not necessarily 'historic' (letter) (Daniel R. Martin of Rochambeau Drive), Dec 26, 2003 p, 6

Windfair held over (On March 26, the Scarsdale Planning Board adopted as complete the findings of the environmental impact statement pertaining to 21 Windmill Lane.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 8

Winfair subdivision approval is likely (RGF Development is likely to win approval for a six lot subdivision in the North Grange section of Greenacres.), May 23, 2003, p. 1

Zoning changes sought on Post (continued) (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14

HOUSING DEVELOPERS
5 years for 5 lots; Fairview plan OK'd, Aug 8, 2003, p. 1
5 years for 5 lots; Fairview plan OK'd (continued), Aug 8, 2003, p. 22
Drainage proposals for Fairview subdivision won't save the neighborhood (letter) (Avis Wals of Fairview Road), July 3, 2003, p. 6
Planning board is failing to protect a fragile environment (letter) (Mike Melikian of Fairview Road), May 30, 2003, p. 7
Winfair subdivision approval is likely (continued) (RGF Development is likely to win approval for a six lot subdivision in the North Grange section of Greenacres.), May 23, 2003, p. 8
Winfair subdivision approval is likely (RGF Development is likely to win approval for a six lot subdivision in the North Grange section of Greenacres.), May 23, 2003, p. 1
Zoning changes sought on Post (continued) (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14

HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
Neighbors skeptical on drainage plan (Residents object to proposed housing development on Windmill Lane due to flooding concerns.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Subdivision still bogged down (Another frustrating round in the battle for a six lot subdivision in Greenacres took place at the Planning Board meeting on April 23.), May 2, 2003, p. 1
Subdivision still bogged down (illus) (continued) (Another frustrating round in the battle for a six lot subdivision in Greenacres took place at the Planning Board meeting on April 23.), May 2, 2003, p. 8
Winfair subdivision approval is likely (RGF Development is likely to win approval for a six lot subdivision in the North Grange section of Greenacres.), May 23, 2003, p. 1

HOUSING - SCARSDALE

Hearings, meetings (Public hearings on three proposed amendments to the Village zoning code are scheduled for August 12.), July 11, 2003, p. 1
Senior housing is an uphill battle, developer tells advocates, July 3, 2003, p. 3
The slow crawl of the Realm assisted living proposal, Oct 10, 2003, p. 9

HOWARD, CATHERINE
11 elected to Citizens Committee, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Focal Points: Do you think searchers in Iraq will find evidence of weapons of mass destruction? (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 7

HOWARD, CIERA
For the creatures (photo) (Edgewood Girl Scout Troop 1941 brought donations to the Elmsford Animal Shelter.), July 11, 2003, p. 2

HOWARD, ED
Taylors, Howards SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) champs (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 13
HOWARD, HILARY
Hilary Howard says no to Portugal, yes to California (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 21
Hilary Howard says no to Portugal, yes to California (photo) (continued), Mar 21, 2003, p. 26
Howard hopes for another shot (photo) (Profile of Scarsdale basketball star, Hilary Howard.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 39
Howard hopes for another shot (photo) (Profile of Scarsdale basketball star, Hilary Howard.) (continued), Mar 7, 2003, p. 8
Hilary Howard says no to Portugal, yes to California (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
Taylors, Howards SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) champs (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 13

HOWE, JAMES
'Misfits' author visits SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) with message of acceptance (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 8
'Misfits' author visits SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) with message of acceptance (photo) (continued), Mar 7, 2003, p. 9

HUBERT, SEL
'Testimony of the Human Spirit' (photo) (Holocaust survivors share their stories in the film, 'Testimony of the Human Spirit'), Jun 27, 2003, p. 16

HUBLEY, FAITH
New film bio of Hubleys shows serious side of animation (photo) (continued) (Esteemed TV and film producer, Patty Wineapple, is in town for her 1963 Scarsdale High School reunion), Sep 19, 2003, p. 15
New film bio of Hubleys shows serious side of animation (photo) (Esteemed TV and film producer, Patty Wineapple, is in town for her 1963 Scarsdale High School reunion), Sep 19, 2003, p. 13

HUBLEY, JOHN
New film bio of Hubleys shows serious side of animation (photo) (continued) (Esteemed TV and film producer, Patty Wineapple, is in town for her 1963 Scarsdale High School reunion), Sep 19, 2003, p. 15
New film bio of Hubleys shows serious side of animation (photo) (Esteemed TV and film producer, Patty Wineapple, is in town for her 1963 Scarsdale High School reunion), Sep 19, 2003, p. 13

HUCHET, JACKIE
Jackie's Bistro dazzles with brilliant French food (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 13

HUCHET, JOEL
Jackie's Bistro dazzles with brilliant French food (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 13

HUFF, RYAN
Focal Points: What do you think will be the major issue in the 2004 presidential election campaign? (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 7

HUFFMAN, MARY JANE
New Choral Society to celebrate 10 years with gala (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 25

HULTBERG, WILLIAM
Father Bill joins 'US' (University of Scarsdale) in combating teen drinking, Mar 28, 2003, p. 10
Scarsdale U: warns about drug addiction (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 10

HUMAN RIGHTS
Kerry Kennedy to speak on human rights (photo) (Kerry Kennedy will speak on human rights workers at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 7.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 2

HUMAN RIGHTS DAY

HUNERSEN, TERESA
No consensus on family violence (editorial) (David Kroenlein on domestic abuse within Scarsdale.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 7
Coalition on Family Violence is 1 of Mayor Kroenlein's achievements (letter) (Ann Cefola, Terese Hunersen, Scarsdale Coalition on Family Violence), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6

HUNERSEN, WILL
Happy 75th, Fox Meadow: young and old share school stories (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 10

HUNT, CHRISTIE
A Chorus Line - What they did for love; SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) to present 'A Chorus Line' (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 10

HURRICANES
Focal Points: Are you making preparations for the hurricane? Do you find weather forecasts reliable? (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 7
Ready for Isabel, Sep 19, 2003, p. 1

HUSSEIN, SADDAM
Focal Points: What do you think will be the total effect of the capture of Saddam Hussein? (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7
Museum trashing connected to exploitation of Iraq's history (letter) (Seth A. Halpern of Ridgecrest East), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6
Officials Prepare to Cope with War Anxieties; Village ratchets up security, Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
HYATT, OLIVER
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who passed away in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4

HYATT FIELD (SCARSDALE)
Old school: 19th-century baseball comes to Scarsdale (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 1
Old school: 19th-century baseball comes to Scarsdale (photo) (continued), July 3, 2003, p. 17

HYBRID AUTOMOBILES
Hybrid car puts brakes on gas consumption (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 3
Hybrid car puts brakes on gas consumption (photo) (continued), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12

HYDRANTS
Help us unearth fire hydrants, says SFD (Scarsdale Fire Department), Feb 21, 2003, p. 3

HYLER, JON (AUTHOR)
M.I.T. student well prepared in Scarsdale (letter) (Jon Hyler, student, M.I.T.), July 3, 2003, p. 6

HYMES, KATHLEEN
Focal Points: It has been suggested that trains be equipped with seat belts. What do you think? (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 7

HYNES, ELIZABETH
Service with a smile (photo) (Photo of young Elizabeth Hynes in a waitress costume at the Halloween Parade in Chase Park.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

IAN, JANIS
Society's child grows up (Acclaimed singer and composer, Janis Ian, to appear at the Bendheim Performing Arts Center at the JCC of Mid-Westchester on March 15), Mar 14, 2003, p. 17

ICE HOCKEY
Gitler skates to silver (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 13
(Local Youth shown playing hockey on frozen Duck Pond) (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6
Scarsdale's Gitler, Rapaport set for Empire State Games (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 16

IGLOOS
Eskimo days (photo) (Local youths pose in front of igloo they constructed on Catherine Road.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1

IMAI, MIKAKO
QR (Quaker Ridge) becomes little Japan on multicultural day (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 10

INCOME TAX
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the proposed federal income tax bill? (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 7

INDIAN POINT NUCLEAR POWER PLANT (N.Y.)
County won't OK disaster plan, Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
County won't OK disaster plan (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 16
Effective defense needs names (letter) (Bruce Bloom of Southold), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6
Fallout continued over Witt report (Fallout continued this week in the wake of the Witt Report's criticism of the emergency evacuation plans in the event of a disaster at the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 16
FEMA rules that evacuation plan for Indian Point is viable, Aug 1, 2003, p. 20
Indian Point (photo) (Various meetings address the safety of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan. New York.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 2
IP (Indian Point) plan is local responsibility (editorial), Feb 21, 2003, p. 7
More voices raised against Indian Point (County and federal officials unite against the continued operation of the Indian Point nuclear power plant.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
More voices raised against Indian Point (County and federal officials voice opposition to the continued operation of the Indian Point nuclear power plant.) (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 9
A national issue (Congresswoman Sue Kelly has scheduled hearings on emergency plans at Indian Point.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
No-fly zone must be established over Indian Point Nuclear Power Facility (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6
Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (continued) (Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 9
Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
Plant's ad campaign marred by mishaps (continued) (Indian Point 2 was knocked off line due to a power outage and fire on April 21.), May 9, 2003, p. 9
Plant's ad campaign marred by mishaps (Indian Point 2 was knocked off line due to a power outage and fire on April 21.), May 9, 2003, p. 1
True leaders are those who keep our children safe (letter) (Elissa Paykin of Lee Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
INDOOR POOL EDUCATION FUND - SCARSDALE
Support sought for indoor pool at the high school (letter) (Bob Harrison, Scarsdale Indoor Pool Education Fund), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6

INDRIERI, GABRIEL (AUTHOR)
Paul Feiner is an excellent manager (letter) (Gabriel Indrieri of Irvington), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7

INFANTS
Baby's babble deciphered (editorial) (Marc Wollin on a device that translates infant babble.), May 16, 2003, p. 7

INFERTILITY
An inchoate grief (Ilene Nechamkin shares her experiences with miscarriage and infertility.), May 16, 2003, p. 22
Childless couples need no longer suffer in silence, May 16, 2003, p. 1
Childless couples need no longer suffer in silence (photo) (continued), May 16, 2003, p. 22; May 16, 2003, p. 29

INFLUENZA
Flu shots prioritized for high-risk people, Dec 26, 2003 p. 2
It's not too late to be vaccinated for flu, Jan 10, 2003, p. 2

INGERSOLL, ROBERT
Where did the GOP go wrong? (letter) (Nat Sloan, Retired SMS science teacher, Somers), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

INGRISELLI, ELIZABETH
Scarsdale girls' tennis cruises to 9-0 power record (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 18
Tech tricks aid teachers, inspire students - Plays wirelessly with others: McKenna's Palm database (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 10

INGRISELLI, FRANK
Trash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

INSEL, ELYSE (AUTHOR)
Vote yes on June 3 to support schools (letter) (Anna Decker, Elyse Insel, Mindy White, Joanne Wallenstein - PT Council), May 30, 2003, p. 6

INTERIOR DECORATION
Home (photo) (Supplement), Apr 25, 2003, pp. 1A-40A

INTERIOR DECORATORS
Local designer forms new partnership (Scarsdale residents to launch new upholstered furniture business), Feb 7, 2003, p. 4

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Glancing Askance: On beyond the tea leaves(editorial), Aug 8, 2003, p. 7
Virtual buddies (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the impact of George W. Bush's phraseology on the world wide web.), July 3, 2003, p. 7

INTERNET
Broadband Boogie, Part 4: outrageous fortune (editorial), Aug 8, 2003, p. 4
Broadband boogie: To broadband or not to broadband (editorial), July 11, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 2: That is the question (editorial) (Bob Reiser on 'Broadband Boogie'), July 18, 2003, p. 4

Commuter Computer, Part 3: whether 'tis better (Bob Reiser on 'Broadband Boogie'), July 25, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 5: Take arms against a sea of troubles (editorial), Aug 15, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 6: A consummation devoutly to be desired (Broadband Boogie) (editorial), Aug 22, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 7: Outrageous fortune (Broadband Boogie) (editorial), Aug 29, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 8: The great enterprise (Broadband Boogie) (editorial), Sep 5, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 9: The undiscovered country (editorial) (Bob Reiser on 'Broadband Boogie'), Sep 12, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 10: (the last part) - Who would fardles bear? (editorial) (Bob Reiser on 'Broadband Boogie'), Oct 3, 2003, p. 4

Ex-teacher caught in sex sting (photo) (continued) (Retired Seely Place School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, was arrested at the Palisades shopping center in an Internet sex sting.), May 30, 2003, p. 15

Ex-teacher caught in sex sting (Retired Seely Place School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, was arrested at the Palisades shopping center in an Internet sex sting.), May 30, 2003, p. 1
Ex-teacher pleads not guilty to sex charges, Jun 20, 2003, p. 12
Ex-teacher pleads not guilty to sex charges (continued), Jun 20, 2003, p. 13

Is the Internet unseating the library card? (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 12A

Is the Internet unseating the library card? (photo) (continued) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 13A

Plagiarism on the Internet: many gray areas (Article asks: where do a student's researching methods cross the line from helpful to unreliable to illegal?), Jan 17, 2003, p. 10
INTERNET (Continued)
Plagiarism on the Internet: many gray areas (Article asks: where do a student’s researching methods cross the line from helpful to unreliable to illegal?) (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 11
Safe online games for kids, Mar 14, 2003, p. 32A
Story on internet predators was a cautionary tale for parents (letter) (Richard P. Leavitt of Rockledge Road), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
Virtual buddies (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the impact of George W. Bush’s phraseology on the world wide web.), July 3, 2003, p. 7
Web site hacked (The Village of Scarsdale web site was hacked at 2 am on March 26.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1

INTERNS
Interns wanted (The Village of Scarsdale is accepting applications from undergraduates for the summer intern program in various local government departments.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1

IRAQ
Abandoning America principles (letter) (Nat Sloan of Somers), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7
An end to slavery (editorial) (The Inquirer draws comparisons between the Exodus story of Passover and the current situation in Iraq.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6
Consequences of war with Iraq will be calamitous (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
Display of flags appropriate when country is at war (letter) (Anthony Russo of Shawnee Road), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6
Focal Points: After three months, the chief arms inspector in Iraq has failed to find any illegal weapons. Do you think the search should continue? (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think the U.S. will be successful in establishing a democratic government in Iraq? (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: How long do you think the United States should maintain armed forces in Iraq? (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: In view of current conditions, how do you think the United States should proceed in Iraq? (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: What do you think the situation will be in Iraq a year from today? (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7
Focal Points: What do you think will be the total effect of the capture of Saddam Hussein? (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7
Focal Points: Which do you think is a more immediate threat to the United States: Iraq or North Korea? (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 7
Hail to the little chief (editorial) (Marc Wollin on the limited edition George W. Bush action figure.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7
Just like they do in the movies (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
Museum trashing connected to exploitation of Iraq’s history (letter) (Seth A. Halpern of Ridgecrest East), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6
Should democratic right of recall extend to Iraq? (letter), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7

IRAQ WAR, 2003-2011
Focal Points: Do you think searchers in Iraq will find evidence of weapons of mass destruction? (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Has the onset of war changed your views on the situation in Iraq? (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you think a long and protracted war in Iraq will affect life in the United States? (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you think the image of the United States has been affected by the Iraq war? (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the president's Thanksgiving Day visit to the troops in Iraq? (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 7
How war coverage has evolved (editorial) (Seymour Topping, former managing editor of The New York Times, discusses newspaper coverage of wars in which the United States has been involved.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 7
Iraq a quagmire in the making? (editorial) (Bob Filipek foresees the U.S. intervention in Iraq turning into another Vietnam.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7
Iraq war lends poignancy to Memorial Day ceremony (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 8
Now we’ve got a serious problem (editorial) (Marc Wollin on following through on the war in Iraq), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6
Officials prepare to cope with war anxieties; School district committed to safety, Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
Officials prepare to cope with war anxieties; School district committed to safety (continued), Mar 21, 2003, p. 11
Officials Prepare to Cope with War Anxieties; Village ratchets up security, Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
Officials Prepare to Cope with War Anxieties; Village ratchets up security (continued), Mar 21, 2003, p. 8
The phony war (editorial) (Steven Schnur contrasts the early days of World War II with war in Iraq.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7
In shock and awe (editorial), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7
Waging peace (editorial) (The Inquirer questions whether the outcome of the war in Iraq will ever justify the tremendous cost.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
IRWIN, DAVID M (AUTHOR)
Vote for outstanding volunteers, strengthen our nonpartisan system (letter) (David M. Irwin of Quaker Center), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6

IRWIN, JACQUELINE
Garage funding resolution is tabled (photo) (continued) (Progress on the proposed Christy Place parking garage hit a snag at the marathon Village Board of Trustees meeting on March 25.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 8
Senator to speak to TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) June 5, May 30, 2003, p. 2
Time to reserve for Bowl Award dinner (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 2

IRWIN, JACQUELINE (AUTHOR)
Nonpartisan system could use some help from residents (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Chairman, Citizens Nonpartisan Party), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8
Unique program seeks continuing community support (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Quaker Center; Michael Duncanson, Sprague Road), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7
Volunteers lent time, talents for the benefit of all (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Chair, Scarsdale Citizens Nonpartisan Party, 2003 Campaign Committee), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6

ISENEGGER, NADINE
(Camp Pathunke campers are pictured attending a matinee of "42nd Street" on July 30.) (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 2

ISHIGURI, PRISCILLA
Focal Points: Has this been a summer to remember or forget? (photo), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7

ISOLETTI, LUIGI
From Polo to J. Lo, high school style mavens strut their stuff (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 8
Prom night sets new traditions (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 9A

ISRAEL
A journey within the heart: 'Reflections' exhibit at JCC (Jewish Community Center) explores Jewish heritage and the Israeli/New York cultural connection (illus), Oct 24, 2003, p. 23
Pro-choice, Israel both have propaganda problems (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6
Teen finds danger, but also joy, in Israel (photo) (Scarsdale High School Junior, Ashley Sokol, spent a life altering five weeks in Israel in the Summer of 2002.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 3

ISSEMBERT, JULIA
Prom called 'resounding success' (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School seniors created new, scaled down traditions for their June 12 prom at the Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 11

ITALY
SHS (Scarsdale High School) musicians' Italian tour is transforming event (photo), Jun 13, 2003, p. 10

IVER, MICHAEL
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Garage foes blast proposal (photo) (Over thirty speakers voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place Garage at a public hearing on January 28.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
Residents question garage proposal at library 'forum' (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6

IVER, MICHAEL (AUTHOR)
The top 10 reasons why we need more parking (?) (letter) (Michael Iver of Thomwood Place), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8

JACKIER, ERIC
Joined SAA (Scarsdale Alumni Association) board (Four people have joined the board of directors of the Scarsdale Alumni Association.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4

JACKLER, ANN
Childless couples need no longer suffer in silence, May 16, 2003, p. 1
Childless couples need no longer suffer in silence (photo) (continued), May 16, 2003, p. 22; May 16, 2003, p. 29

JACKSON, BRIAN KEITH
African-American literary tea - to kick off month long celebration (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 15

JACKSON, LEONARD
5 years for 5 lots; Fairview plan OK'd (continued), Aug 8, 2003, p. 22
Subdivision still bogged down (Another frustrating round in the battle for a six lot subdivision in Greenacres took place at the Planning Board meeting on April 23.), May 2, 2003, p. 1

JACOBS, BERNADINE
Focal Points: What do you think will be the major issue in the 2004 presidential election campaign? (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 7

JACOBS, BILL
Cable TV Commission surveying residents, Jan 17, 2003, p. 4

JACOBS, DIANE (AUTHOR)
Research reveals effect of bigotry (letter) (Diane Jacobs of Wildwood Lane), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6
JACOBSON, SIMON
Focal Points: After three months, the chief arms inspector in Iraq has failed to find any illegal weapons. Do you think the search should continue? (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7

JACQUET, JENNIFER
Jacquet, Murray (wed) (photo) (Jennifer Jacquet and Michael J. Murray were wed on June 7 at the Greenville Community Church.), July 18, 2003, p. 11

JAFFIN, DAVID
Poetry reading (Scarsdale High School graduate, David Jaffin, will return to Scarsdale to read a selection of his poetry at the Scarsdale Library on May 20.), May 16, 2003, p. 15

JAMALI, EMMANUEL
Focal Points: How do you feel about the increasing state budget dependence on gambling revenues? (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 7

JAMIESON, LINDA
BOA (Board of Architecture) member wants better records kept (continued), July 18, 2003, p. 9

JAMIL, BEN
BOA (Board of Architecture) member wants better records kept, July 18, 2003, p. 1
Coming up (The Scarsdale Board of Appeals will hear the appeal of Marsha and Ben Jamil on the proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
Court gives a green light to senior housing (continued) (The proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road is back on track.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 9
Court gives a green light to senior housing (The proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road is back on track.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors' appeal on Realm nixed, Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors' appeal on Realm nixed (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 13
State Supreme Court will review Realm appeal (The legal battle continues over a proposed assisted living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1

JAMIL, MARSHA
BOA (Board of Architecture) member wants better records kept, July 18, 2003, p. 1
Coming up (The Scarsdale Board of Appeals will hear the appeal of Marsha and Ben Jamil on the proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
Court gives a green light to senior housing (continued) (The proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road is back on track.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 9
Court gives a green light to senior housing (The proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road is back on track.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors' appeal on Realm nixed, Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors' appeal on Realm nixed (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 13
State Supreme Court will review Realm appeal (The legal battle continues over a proposed assisted living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1

JANIAK, ANNE
Women gain ground in the business world (photo) (Virginia Drachman spoke on women entrepreneurs on May 15 at Con Edison Headquarters in Rye.), May 30, 2003, p. 3

JANIS, GREG
Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (continued) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman still mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19
Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1

JANIS, PAULA
Local Halloween fun features 'Magic Garden' duo (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 23

JAPAN
Family's 'chip bowl' featured in pottery exhibit: the pots I grew up with (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 10
Family's 'chip bowl' featured in pottery exhibit: the pots I grew up with (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 11
QR (Quaker Ridge) becomes little Japan on multicultural day (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 10
Setoware collection at Clay Art Center (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 12

JARVIS, ANNA
Motherfest (editorial) (The Inquirer provides a brief history of Mother's Day and urges residents to honor his or her mother this weekend.), May 9, 2003, p. 6

JASON, PAUL
Subdivision still bogged down (Another frustrating round in the battle for a six lot subdivision in Greenacres took place at the Planning Board meeting on April 23.), May 2, 2003, p. 1
Subdivision still bogged down (illus) (continued) (Another frustrating round in the battle for a six lot subdivision in Greenacres took place at the Planning Board meeting on April 23.), May 2, 2003, p. 8
Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brit (photo) (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 11
JASON, PAUL (Continued)
Winfair subdivision approval is likely (continued) (RGF Development is likely to win approval for a six lot subdivision in the North Grange section of Greenacres.), May 23, 2003, p. 8

JELLEN, KATE
Focal Points: Does today's emphasis on security change the image of the U.S. as the land of the free? (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 7

JENNE, MARY
Focal Points: Mark Twain said, "Everybody talks about the weather but nobody does anything about it;" how has the rainy season affected you? (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 7

JENNINGS, KEVIN
Jennings to SHS (Scarsdale High School): fight bigotry, Apr 25, 2003, p. 10
Jennings to SHS (Scarsdale High School): fight bigotry (photo) (continued), Apr 25, 2003, p. 11
Rooting out bias, conscious and not (continued) (Kevin Jennings spoke at the Scarsdale High School on March 13 on behalf of the Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 11
Rooting out bias, conscious and not (Kevin Jennings spoke at the Scarsdale High School on March 13 on behalf of the Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 1

JESSEL, PETER
Focal Points: To what extent will the rise in gasoline prices affect people's lifestyles? (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 7

JEWISH-ARAB RELATIONS
Arab-Jewish coexistence (photo) (A panel discussion on Jewish-Arab coexistence will take place on March 21 at Westchester Reform Temple), Mar 21, 2003, p. 20

JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF MID-WESTCHESTER
Art for art's sake (photo) (Art Garfunkel performed at the JCC of Midwestchester on May 14.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8
Dancing dad debuts with daughter at JCC (Jewish Community Center of Mid-Westchester) (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 3
Fresh new programs at JCC (Jewish Community Center) (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 19A
How much density do we want? (letter) (David Buchen of Overhill Road), Jan 3, 2003, p. 6
A journey within the heart: 'Reflections' exhibit at JCC (Jewish Community Center) explores Jewish heritage and the Israeli/New York cultural connection (illus), Oct 24, 2003, p. 23
Maccabi Games offer Jewish teens Olympics and more, Sep 19, 2003, p. 21
A new season at the Bendheim Performing Arts Center - CenterStage Repertory Company makes its debut (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 17
A new season at the Bendheim Performing Arts Center - CenterStage Repertory Company makes its debut (photo) (continued), Oct 17, 2003, p. 20
Performing Art: Art Garfunkel to sing at gala concert at Bendheim Performing Arts Center (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 15
Sectarian facilities can't fill community needs (editorial) (Irving Sloan supports the creation of the proposed Scarsdale Recreation Center.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 6
Teens rock at JCC 'Battle of the Bands,' Jan 31, 2003, p. 10

JEWISH-ARAB RELATIONS
Arab-Jewish coexistence (photo) (A panel discussion on Jewish-Arab coexistence will take place on March 21 at Westchester Reform Temple), Mar 21, 2003, p. 20

JIN, SHARON
Go with the flow (photo) (Scarsdale firefighter demonstrates water hose.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1

JOEL, MARTIN J JR
Martin J. Joel, Jr. (dies) (Martin J. Joel, Jr., died in Palm Beach, Florida, on May 6, 2003, following a long illness. He was 76.), May 8, 2003, p. 28

JOHNS, NINA
GNC (Greenburgh Nature Center) offers wide range of educational programs (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10A

JOHNSON, BOINE
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40
At term's end, praise for mayor, trustees, Mar 28, 2003, p. 1

JOHNSON, BOINE (AUTHOR)
Village fireworks was the best in 27 years (letter) (Boine Johnson of Fairview Road), July 18, 2003, p. 6

JOHNSON, CHRISTIE
QR (Quaker Ridge) becomes little Japan on multicultural day (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 10

JOHNSON, CINDY
Scarsdale Ballet celebrates diversity among dancers (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 15

JOHNSON, EDWARD
Katharyn Johnson is dead at age 105 (photo) (Katharyn Price Johnson, one of Scarsdale's oldest citizens, died on February 10, 2003, at the age of 105.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 1
JOHNSON, EDWARD JR
Katharyn Johnson is dead at age 105 (photo) (Katharyn Price Johnson, one of Scarsdale's oldest citizens, died on February 10, 2003, at the age of 105.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 1

JOHNSON, JANE
Katharyn Johnson is dead at age 105 (photo) (Katharyn Price Johnson, one of Scarsdale's oldest citizens, died on February 10, 2003, at the age of 105.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 1

JOHNSON, JEANETTE
The feast (photo) (Quaker Ridge physical education teacher, Paul LoGuercio, supervises students at an outdoor turkey roast on November 24.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 3

JOHNSON, KATHARYN PRICE
Katharyn Johnson is dead at age 105 (photo) (continued) (Katharyn Price Johnson, one of Scarsdale's oldest citizens, died on February 10, 2003, at the age of 105.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 14

JOHNSON, WILLIAM A (REV) (AUTHOR)
Rude taxi driver should be barred from Scarsdale (letter) (Rev. William A. Johnson of Fox Meadow Road), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6

JONES, KAREN
11 elected to Citizens Committee, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

JONES, KAREN (AUTHOR)
Many contributed to the success of square dance (letter) (John Bonanno, Heather Panessa, Karen Jones, Brenda Lilly: Board of Directors, Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7

JONES, SUSANNE
Community mostly positive about new artificial turf field (continued), Sep 26, 2003, p. 9

JONES, WHIT
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) student Mitchell Graves takes his Scarsdale family home (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) student Mitchell Graves takes his Scarsdale family home (photo) (continued), Apr 11, 2003, p. 11

JONES SUZANNE
Garage funding resolution is tabled (photo) (Progress on the proposed Christy Place parking garage hit a snag at the marathon Village Board of Trustees meeting on March 25.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1

JORDAN, DAVID
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) student Mitchell Graves takes his Scarsdale family home (photo) (continued), Apr 11, 2003, p. 11

JORDAN, TOM
Old school: 19th-century baseball comes to Scarsdale (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 1

JORDAN, VAHE C
Focal Points: Is the Fourth of July still a source of patriotic fervor? (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 7

JOSEPH, DANIEL
Neighborhood character (photo) (Daniel Joseph, the builder of a house at 37 Meadow Road, addressed numerous code violations.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1

JOSEPHSON, DECLAN
Higashi heads into home stretch before state meet (photo) (continued), Mar 7, 2003, p. 20

JOSSELSJOHN, BARBARA
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

JOURNALISM
High-stakes news requires tough decisions (photo) (Scarsdale resident and CNN news anchor, Aaron Brown, delivered a lecture at the Scarsdale Library on December 4.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3
How war coverage has evolved (editorial) (Seymour Topping, former managing editor of The New York Times, discusses newspaper coverage of wars in which the United States has been involved.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 7
Unique news on unique war is pondered (Len Apcar addressed the annual meeting of the Westchester Chapter of the United Nations Association in the Scott Room of the Scarsdale Public Library on May 18.), May 23, 2003, p. 3

JUDAISM
A journey within the heart: 'Reflections' exhibit at JCC (Jewish Community Center) explores Jewish heritage and the Israeli/New York cultural connection (illus), Oct 24, 2003, p. 23

JUDET-WEINSHEL, GABRIEL
All the school's a stage at Heathcote's first Renaissance Faire (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 10
JUDGES
GOP-Dem wins (Joseph Alessandro, a registered Republican, won one of three spots in the Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
Judge rules schools’ soccer schedule violates Title IX, July 25, 2003, p. 1
Judge rules schools’ soccer schedule violates Title IX (continued) (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 20
Judges, alas, are mortal (editorial) (Harry Reynolds discusses the extensive career trajectories of judges.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7
Nominees sought (The Judicial Qualifications Advisory Committee seeks qualified residents to apply for the position of acting village justice.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
Nominees sought (Qualified Scarsdale residents are invited to submit their resumes for the position of acting Village justice.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 1
Nominees sought (Qualified Scarsdale residents are invited to submit their resumes for the position of village justice and acting Village justice.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 1

JUDGES - ELECTION
Republican runs in Democratic judge primary (continued) (Registered Republican, Joseph Alessandro, is running in the September 9 Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 17
Republican runs in Democratic judge primary (Registered Republican, Joseph Alessandro, is running in the September 9 Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1
Truth in advertising (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to vote for the three democratic candidates in the September 9 Democratic County Court Primary and not for Joseph Alessandro, a registered Republican.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6
Vote DiBella, Cacace and Friia in Democratic primary (letter) (Mark Lewis, Chair, Scarsdale Democratic Party), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6
Vote Row B for judges, legislator, next Tuesday (letter) (Mark Lewis, Chairman, Scarsdale Democratic Town Committee), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6

JUDGES - SCARSDALE
Judge needs compassion and common sense (letter) (Stuart Weinberg of Montrose Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7

JUDICIAL QUALIFICATIONS ADVISORY COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE
Nominee sought (The Judicial Qualifications Advisory Committee seeks qualified residents to apply for the position of acting village justice.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1

JUDSON, ROBIN (AUTHOR)
Give Lasser a chance to improve Greenburgh (letter) (Gerald Stoughton, Robin Judson of Seely Place), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6

JUDY, MEREDITH
Focal Points: To what extent will the rise in gasoline prices affect people's lifestyles? (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 7

JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER
Junior League volunteers improve communities (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 5A
Little kids learn the easy way: It's fun to be safe (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 3

KABOT, IRENE
Focal Points: Do you think SUV's will be the family car of the future? (photo), Aug 8, 2003, p. 7

KADEN, TESS
Focal Points: Do you think that the holiday designated as Presidents’ Day has lost its significance? (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 7

KADIN, ELIZABETH
Focal Points: Has the onset of war changed your views on the situation in Iraq? (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7

KADISH, LAWRENCE (DR)
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) panel reviews the village's contingency plans (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) panel reviews the village's contingency plans (photo) (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 4

KAGAN, ADAM BRADLEY
Erwich, Kagan (wed) (photo) (Melissa Beth Erwich and Adam Bradley Kagan were wed July 12 in Harrison, New York. J, Aug 8, 2003, p. 9

KAGAN, JORDANA
Focal Points: Do you think the U.S. will be successful in establishing a democratic government in Iraq? (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 7

KAHAN, HILLIARY
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids’ B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

KAHN, ADRIENNE M
Adrienne M. Kahn (dies) (Adrienne M. Kahn of Hendersonville, North Carolina, formerly of Scarsdale, died on July 8, 2003. She was 69.), July 18, 2003, p. 10

KAHN, GERT (AUTHOR)
'Superb' Supervisor Feiner oversees the most open government around (letter) (Gert Kahn of Birchwood Lane), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6

120
KAHN, ROBERT S
Robert S. Kahn (dies) (Robert S. Kahn, former Scarsdale resident, died on January 4, 2003, of a cerebral hemorrhage in Boca Raton, Florida. He was 89.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 18

KAHN, STEPHEN
Stephen Kahn (dies) (Stephen Kahn of Scarsdale died on January 9, 2003. He was 83.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 14

KAICHEN, PAMELA
Kaichen pleads guilty to bank robbery charges (Pamela Kaichen has confessed to the the May 21 and 22 robberies of six banks in Westchester and Connecticut.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 1
Kaichen pleads guilty to bank robbery charges (photo) (continued) (Pamela Kaichen has confessed to the the May 21 and 22 robberies of six banks in Westchester and Connecticut.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 22
Suspect arrested 6 days after bank robbery, May 30, 2003, p. 1
Suspect arrested 6 days after bank robbery (continued), May 30, 2003, p. 13

KAIMAN, FRANKLIN R (AUTHOR)
Supervisor was responsive to citizen's concerns (Franklin R. Kaiman of Barclay Road), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6

KAITZ, STU
Maroon and White Awards Dinner - Tuesday, June 3, 2003 (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 23

KALT, IRIS
Prudential associates honored (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 4

KAMINER, JACK
Focus 1st: Kaminer conducts workshop before Raiders pick up 1st win (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 21
Focus 1st: Kaminer conducts workshop before Raiders pick up 1st win (photo) (continued), Sep 12, 2003, p. 24

KAMINSTEIN, BRUCE
My sisters’ honorees (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents are pictured being honored with leadership awards from My Sister’s Place on October 16.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 14

KAMINSTEIN, JUDY
My sisters’ honorees (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents are pictured being honored with leadership awards from My Sister’s Place on October 16.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 14

KANE, LILY
Kids paint the town red - & orange & green & black (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 3

KANE, MICHAEL
Engineers say repairing QR (Quaker Ridge) not advisable (continued), Oct 17, 2003, p. 10
Focal Points: What are your thoughts about the 2004 presidential election? (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 7

KANNER, STACY ELLEN
Kanner, Levine (wed) (photo) (Stacy Ellen Kanner and Bradley Allen Levine were wed on June 22 in White Plains.), July 25, 2003, p. 8

KANTOR, BRIAN
Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (continued) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman still mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19

KANTOR, ERIC
Schools say state exams don't make the grade, Jun 27, 2003, p. 1

KAPICA, JOHN
16 teens charged at E'mont (Edgemont) drinking party, Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
16 teens charged at E'mont (Edgemont) drinking party (continued), Feb 7, 2003, p. 13
Advice for speeders from people who enforce the law (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 20
Driving to distraction; Law hasn't changed driving habits of cell phone users (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) teens plead not guilty to drinking (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) teens plead not guilty to drinking (continued), Feb 14, 2003, p. 13
First responders are short equipment, training, money (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
G'burgh (Greenburgh) copes with season's first storm (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 3
Parents can deal more effectively than police with teen drinking problem (letter) (Rebecca Sotsky of Clarendon Place), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6
The Year in Review (2002 brings unwelcome focus on teen drinking.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1

KAPICA, JOHN (AUTHOR)
IP (Indian Point) plan is local responsibility (editorial), Feb 21, 2003, p. 7

KAPLAN, ALLAN
Focal Points: What are your thoughts about the 2004 presidential election? (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 7

KAPLAN, JEROME
Focal Points: What issue do you think will be the determining factor in the 2004 presidential election? (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 7

KAPLAN, RIKKI
Holiday cheer, UJA (United Jewish Appeal) style (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 20
KAPLAN, ZOE
Jane Austen's appeal, 200 years later (photo) (The Literature section of the Scarsdale Woman’s Club sponsored a lecture on Jane Austen on September 17.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 3

KARAMBELKAR, AALOK
Teens question value of zero tolerance (Local teens met with County Executive Andy Spano on February 5 to discuss underage drinking.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 1

KARDON, MAX
(Local Youth shown playing hockey on frozen Duck Pond) (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6

KARDON, NANCY
Yoga for the woman's soul; a journey (photo) (Supplement), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6A

KARDON, SAMMY
Focal Points: How do you feel about the political candidacies of celebrities? (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7

KARIN, DANA
A-School grads: ‘a shared community of selves' (photo) (The Scarsdale Alternative School’s 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1

KARP, JONATHAN
Rupert Holmes pulls out all the stops for new novel (photo) (continued), Sep 5, 2003, p. 17

KARP, LOUISE
Focal Points: In view of current conditions, how do you think the United States should proceed in Iraq? (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: What factors impell you either to contribute or not to a particular appeal? (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 7

KARP-ANTELL, FRAN
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 9

KARPLUS, ELENA (AUTHOR)
Foreign language instruction should be earlier, better (letter) (Elena Karplus of Edgemont Road), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6

KASNER, KAREN SPAR
Focal Points: has the "Orange Alert" caused you to make any changes in your lifestyle? (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 7

KASOV, JANE
(In honor of Saint Patrick's Day, Jane Kasov photographed a Forest Lane tree whose tangled branches resemble a Celtic knot.) (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6

KATCHIS, MARY
‘Picturing Our Past' (photo) (The County Historical Society launched a new book at a luncheon at Whitby Castle on September 28.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 2

KATCHIS, RANDALL
Julia B. Fee reports record sales and new owners (photo) (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 11A

KATEN, JOAN
Focal Points: How do you think a long and protracted war in Iraq will affect life in the United States? (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7

KATO, ALLEN
Sidewalk sale (photo) (Shoppers experienced good weather for browsing at the Scarsdale Sidewalk Sale, July 31-August 2.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 3
Young businessman cuts a deal (photo) (Allen Kato, 9, entered into a business relationship with Learning Express at last week's Sidewalk Sale.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 3

KATZ, ALEX
Reality Ball for Neuberger (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 20

KATZ, ARLENE
Committee assignments (New village board and council members were announced at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Nominees sought (The Judicial Qualifications Advisory Committee seeks qualified residents to apply for the position of acting village justice.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
Nominees sought (Qualified Scarsdale residents are invited to submit their resumes for the position of acting Village Justice.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 1
Nominees sought (Qualified Scarsdale residents are invited to submit their resumes for the position of village justice and acting Village justice.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 1

KATZ, CHRISTOPHER
Focal Points: Do you think searchers in Iraq will find evidence of weapons of mass destruction? (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 7

KATZ, FRAN
Focal Points: how do you feel about the use of affirmative action in college admissions? (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7

KATZ, JENNA
From night sets new traditions (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 9A
KATZ, JOEL
  Shenwood named SHS (Scarsdale High School) scholar-athlete winner (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 25

KATZ, JONATHAN
  Greenacres School (photo) (Graduates of the Greenacres School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 22A

KATZ, LESLYE
  Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday, Jan 10, 2003, p. 3

KATZ, LILY
  Open space map goes hi-tech (illus), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12

KATZ, NANCY
  Open space map goes hi-tech (illus), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12

KATZBERG, LAUREN
  From Polo to J. Lo, high school style mavens strut their stuff (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 8
  Seniors put a new spin on an old favorite (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 6A

KATZIVE, LAURA ELAINE
  Katzive/Ackman (wed) (Laura Elaine Katzive and Milton Ackman were wed on October 12 at the Garrison.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 15

KAUFMAN, ANN FALK (AUTHOR)
  Town should do feasibility study on uses of old town hall (letter) (Lois L. Cowan, Ann Falk Kaufman, Frank MacEachron, Betsy Stem of Westchester Community College Foundation), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6

KAUFMAN, BARBARA
  Focal Points: How long do you think the United States should maintain armed forces in Iraq? (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 7

KAUFMAN, IRVING
  Execution of Ethel Rosenberg changed attorney's views on death penalty (letter) (Harold Reynolds of Bradley Road), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6

KAUFMAN, JOSEPH
  Scarsdalians swim to benefit cancer research (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 18

KAUFMAN, JUDITH (DR)

KAUFMAN, MARTIN
  Kaufman elected orchestra president (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 4

KAUFMAN, MILICENT LEE
  Focal Points: How have children's books changed from those you read as a child? (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 7
  Kaufman elected orchestra president (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 4

KAUFMAN, SUSAN
  Jack-of-all-arts lends his charm to UWSE (United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont) (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 3

KAUVAR, ARIELLE (DR)
  Dr. Arielle Kauvar (Dr. Arielle Kauvar was named president of the Dermatologic Society of Greater New York.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 4

KAVAFIAN, ANI
  Ani Kavafian master class, Jan 31, 2003, p. 17

KAY, BILL
  $1.4B county budget counts on sales tax hike (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 8
  Cable TV Commission surveying residents, Jan 17, 2003, p. 4
  Neighborhood presidents list top priorities, Mar 7, 2003, p. 3
  Zoning change hearings close; few speak (Discussion of Scarsdale Board of Trustees meeting on August 12.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 3

KAYE, JUDITH
  The shoe on the other foot (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6

KEARSE, MICHAEL
  Focal Points: Would the use of recorded rather than live music affect your attendance at shows? (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 7

KEATING, VALERIE
  Hot times and cool contests celebrate the Fourth (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 26

KEENAN, FRANK L
  Frank L. Keenan (dies) (Frank L. Keenan, of Vero Beach, Florida, died on February 28, 2003, following a brief illness. The former Scarsdale resident was 77.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 18

KEHOE, OLIVIA
  Drama Club stages 'A Musical Fable of Broadway' this weekend (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15

KEILES, JOEL S
  Focal Points: Does blocking telemarketing calls violate the right to free speech? (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7
KEITH, RYAN
Sunday in the park with jazz (photo) (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School presented a faculty/student jazz concert in Chase Park on June 8,), Jun 13, 2003, p. 2

KEITH, STUART (AUTHOR)
Is the proposed garage design for Christie Place a Trojan horse? (letter) (Stuart Keith of Chateaux Circle), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6

KELBER, ROXANNE (AUTHOR)
Education is not he answer to teen binge drinking (letter) (Roxanne Kelber of Mamaroneck Road), May 30, 2003, p. 6

KELLNER, MICAH
Cooking for cause (photo) (Shaarei Tikvah members of all ages prepared meals to be delivered to the Sharing Community.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 18

KELLY, JOY
The land is filled with stories, from China to Africa to Greenacres (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 8

KELLY, PAT
First responders are short equipment, training, money, Mar 28, 2003, p. 1

KELLY, PATRICK
Honorary mention (Four Village employees have received honorary mention for exemplary service during the August blackout.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1

KELLY, SUE
A national issue (Congresswoman Sue Kelly has scheduled hearings on emergency plans at Indian Point.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 1

KELSTON, PETER
(Photo of Peter Kelston directing traffic during the August 14 blackout.) (photo), Aug 22, 2003, p. 5

KEMP, DAVID
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11
Maroon and White Awards Dinner - Tuesday, June 3, 2003 (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 23
Scarsdale relays break personal records at Warwick, May 30, 2003, p. 25
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 16

KENISON, EMILY
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) actors find fairy tales and friendship (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 11

KENNEDY, EDWARD
Ex-teacher caught in sex sting (Retired Seely Place School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, was arrested at the Palisades shopping center in an Internet sex sting.), May 30, 2003, p. 1

KENNEDY, JOHN FITZGERALD
JFK: A baby-boomer's tribute (editorial) (Harold B. Aspis reflects on President Kennedy on the fortieth anniversary of his assassination.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7

KENNEDY, KERRY
Kerry Kennedy sees a 'reason for hope' (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 3
Kerry Kennedy to speak on human rights (photo) (Kerry Kennedy will speak on human rights workers at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 7.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 2

KENNEDY, NICOLE
A Chorus Line - What they did for love; SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) to present 'A Chorus Line' (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 10

KENNEY, AMY
District strives for multiculturalism in classroom learning, Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Folkemer fleshes out district goals (The Scarsdale Board of Education focused on strategic planning at its May 6 meeting.), May 9, 2003, p. 1

KENT, WARNER W JR
Warner W. Kent, Jr. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Warner W. Kent, Jr., died on January 28, 2003. He was 82.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 14

KESLOW, MARC IAN
Sky Blues on the Horizon: SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni to perform reunion concert May 10 (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 17
Sky Blues on the Horizon: SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni to perform reunion concert May 10 (photo) (continued), May 2, 2003, p. 19

KESSNER, JON
8th-graders meet Holocaust survivor (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 8

KICKBALL
Kid games for grownups (editorial) (Marc Wollin reflects on simpler times and simpler sports.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 7

KIDS' BASE
Kids' B.A.S.E. celebrates birthday (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 19A

KIDS' BASE & LITTLE SCHOOL
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40
KIEDAISCH, DEBRA
Vote Row B for judges, legislator, next Tuesday (letter) (Mark Lewis, Chairman, Scarsdale Democratic Town Committee), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6

KIELY, JOHN
Focal Points: In view of current conditions, how do you think the United States should proceed in Iraq? (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 7

KILEY, JENN
Pick six: Boys and girls each look to replace starting trios (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 3A

KILIK, HOWARD
SSMT’s (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) ‘A Chorus Line,’ Aug 8, 2003, p. 1

KIM, AMY
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 18

KIM, ANDREW
Building blocks: Raiders ready to continue winning ways, make playoffs (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 5A
Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 20

KIM, SEO JIN
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

KIM, SEOJIN
From the 3rd floor to the world: SHS (Scarsdale High School) is melting pot at International Day (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 10

KIM, YOONHEE
Neighborhood pride (photo) (The Greenacres Neighborhood Association donated three new benches to the Greenacres School), Nov 7, 2003 p. 11

KIMBALL, KIRK
Kirk Kimball (Kirk Kimball is the author of a new book, "Behold the Man: The Real Life of the Historical Jesus."), Jan 24, 2003, p. 4

KIMBLE, THEODORE DAVID
Theodore David Kimble (dies) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Theodore David Kimble, died on September 5, 2003, at his home in Suquamish, Washington. He was 48.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26

KIMURA, ISA
Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

KINDERGARTEN
Back to kindergarten (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that Paul Feiner and town meeting attendees emulate kindergartners on "working and playing well with others."). Nov 21, 2003 p. 6
Delaying kindergarten: is it a 'gift of a year' or a hindrance? (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1
Delaying kindergarten: is it a 'gift of a year' or a hindrance? (photo) (continued), Sep 5, 2003, p. 8

KINDNESS
Bystanders action comforted hurt pedestrian (letter) (Diane Kissner of Huntington Avenue), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6

KINDRED, G. ESTABROOK
Committee assignments (New village board and council members were announced at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Historic homeowner gives up on restoration effort (photo) (continued) (Matthew Miller has given up on trying to restore the historic home he purchased at 972 Post Road.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 8
Houses over 62 may be historic, committee says, Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors' comments influence design (photo) (Neighbors alarmed by size and appearance of proposed new home at 7 Dunham Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 3
Residents question garage proposal at library 'forum' (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6
Slow progress (editorial) (The Inquirer commends the Committee on Historic Preservation and the Board of Architectural Review for sticking to the facts in the case of the house at 972 Post Road.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6
Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo) (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 11
Vote set on 18th century house (The Committee for Historic Preservation will meet on December 11 to consider a 1750 house at 972 Post Road.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 1

KINDRED, G. ESTABROOK (AUTHOR)
Taffel was architect on 3 of Wright's most famous buildings (letter) (G. Estabrook Kindred, Chairman, Committee for Historic Preservation), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6

KING, JOHN
New Choral Society to celebrate 10 years with gala (photo) (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 29

KING, MARTIN LUTHER, JR
'Amazing Grace' brings Martin Luther King, Jr., to life (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 10
KINGSTON, MARY ANN
Decades later SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni still cherish their grade school years (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 8
Heathcote 5th-graders spin dramatic tales (photo) (Heathcote fifth graders entertained an appreciative audience on May 6 in "An Evening of Storytelling" at the Scarsdale Public Library.), May 9, 2003, p. 10

KISSNER, DIANE
Scarsdale-Edgemont United Way campaign leads the county (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 18A
KISSNER, DIANE (AUTHOR)
Bystanders action comforted hurt pedestrian (letter) (Diane Kissner of Huntington Avenue), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6

KISSNER, ROB
Eskimo days (photo) (Local youths pose in front of igloo they constructed on Catherine Road.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1

KITCHENS
The new kitchen in your life (photo) (Home Supplement), Apr 25, 2003, pp. 14A-15A

KIWANIS CLUB
Kiwanis thanks those who helped with contest (letter) (Suzanne Willis, Kiwanis Club of Hartsdale), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6

KLAMPERT, AMANDA
A Chorus Line - What they did for love; SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) to present 'A Chorus Line' (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 10

KLAUSNER, JULIE
Funny girl Klausner is a sketch in 'Fancy' (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 19

KLEIN, CASEY
Simon Says (photo) (Casey Klein and Brian Schacter are shown rehearsing for "Brighton Beach Memoirs," the upcoming production of the drama club at the Scarsdale High School., Mar 14, 2003, p. 18
'The Last Night of Ballyhoo' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present 'The Last Night of Ballyhoo. 1 , Jan 31, 2003, p. 10

KLEIN, ELBIE
'Poetry in motion' moves even the coolest kids (photo) (David Zucker presented an exciting poetry program at the Edgewood School on October 3.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 10

KLEIN, JAY
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 9

KLEIN, JESSE
Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

KLEIN, JOSHUA
Heathcote harvest (photo) (A farmer at Silverman's Farm introduces Heathcote kindergartners to the elements of a fall harvest.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 10

KLEIN, MARK (AUTHOR)
Softball showdown between rec and SYSA (Scarsdale Youth Softball Association) will only hurt the kids (letter) (Mark Klein of Olmsted Road), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6

KLEMM, ADRIENNE
Drama Club feature brought welcome attention to school arts (letter) (Linda Hillman Chayes of Taunton Road), Apr 11, 2003, p. 6
Drama Club stages 'A Musical Fable of Broadway' this weekend (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15
Local references in 'Guys and Dolls' traced to Lee Eastman (letter) (Andy Bass of Boulevard), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6
On with the show (photo) (Adrienne Klemme directs Brighton Beach Memoirs for the Scarsdale High School Drama Club.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 17

KLEMM, JOHN
Alcohol-free high school dance declared a success (photo), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Don't hurt the one you love (photo) (A new teen dating violence prevention bulletin board has been set up in the commons area outside the Scarsdale High School cafeteria.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 11
Effects of racism explored at SHS (Scarsdale High School) holiday assembly (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 11
EHS (Edgemont High School) is 15th in Newsweek survey, May 30, 2003, p. 1
Excellence essays have insight, says SAT II scorer Klemme, Feb 28, 2003, p. 11
Kids open up to school board, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
Kids open up to school board (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
MTV to revisit high school dance in documentary, Aug 22, 2003, p. 1
Prom called 'resounding success' (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School seniors created new, scaled down traditions for their June 12 prom at the Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 11
Prom proposal spurs debate (continued) (Scarsdale High School Principal, John Klemme, announced that luxury buses would be taking the place of limousines at this year's prom.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 21
KLEMME, JOHN  (Continued)

Prom proposal spurs debate (Scarsdale High School Principal, John Klemme, announced that luxury buses would be taking the place of limousines at this year’s prom.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1

Schools say state exams don’t make the grade, Jun 27, 2003, p. 1

ShS (Scarsdale High School) student seriously injured in parking lot (photo) (A 16 year old girl sustained serious injuries in a one car accident at the Scarsdale High School parking lot on May 14.), May 16, 2003, p. 1

ShS (Scarsdale High School) votes in Standards; board to approve final draft (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 11

Sobriety and school spirit expected for homecoming, Sep 19, 2003, p. 16

Standards for behavior set (By the fall of 2003, all Scarsdale High School students in extracurricular activities will be required to adhere to certain behavioral standards.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1

KLEMME, JOHN  (AUTHOR)

Homecoming was a credit to students, community (letter) (John Klemme, Principal, Scarsdale High School), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6

Inquirer editorial sends confusing message to teens (letter) (John Klemme, Scarsdale High School Principal), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6

ShS (Scarsdale High School) students did a great job on the carnival (letter) (John Klemme, Scarsdale High School Principal), May 9, 2003, p. 6

Students and parents made prom 2003 a community celebration (letter) (John Klemme, Scarsdale High School Principal), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6

KLERER, CHRIS

Edgemont mulls pros and cons of becoming a village, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1

G’Burgh (Greenburgh) 101: residents learn the basics of town government, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

G’Burgh (Greenburgh) 101: residents learn the basics of town government (continued), Oct 31, 2003, p. 13

KLEGER, EDITH

Chateaux sues for new review of garage project (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 20

KLIGERMAN, ROBERT

Depot plan gets conditional OK (continued) (The Scarsdale Planning Board gave conditional approval on March 5 to plans to develop Depot Place.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 11

Depot plan gets conditional OK (The Scarsdale Planning Board gave conditional approval on March 5 to plans to develop Depot Place.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1

Depot Square (The Scarsdale Village Board amended the zoning code to allow expanded offices in Village center areas.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1

Facade for 17 Popham OK’d (On October 29, the Scarsdale Planning Board approved a plan for the renovation of 17 Popham Road.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

Make it more Tudor, BAR says, Oct 17, 2003, p. 4

Planning board mulls taxi stand improvements, Jan 24, 2003, p. 1

Planning board mulls taxi stand improvements (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 9

SNAP (Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents) learns about Depot Place projects, Jan 17, 2003, p. 3

SNAP (Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents) to meet, Jan 10, 2003, p. 1

Transfer to fund building repair (illus) (At the Village Board meeting on October 28, trustees debated how to fund the renovation of the fire training building.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

A village center everyone wants (editorial) (Bruce Wells on development projects in the Village Center), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7

KLINGENSTEIN, PAUL

Paul Klingenstein (dies) (Paul Klingenstein died at his winter home in Sarasota, Florida after a brief illness. He was 88.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 31

KLIPSTEIN, RANDY  (AUTHOR)

Pitting neighbor against neighbor for political gain (letter) (Randy B. Klipstein of Dobbs Ferry), July 25, 2003, p. 6

KLOCK, ANDREW

Dancing dad debuts with daughter at JCC (Jewish Community Center of Mid-Westchester) (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 3

KNIEF, RICK

Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

KNOPFLE, CLARA

8th-graders meet Holocaust survivor (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 8


KNOPP, CHRISTINE

Facade for 17 Popham OK’d (On October 29, the Scarsdale Planning Board approved a plan for the renovation of 17 Popham Road.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

KNOPP, DANA

Heathcote School (photo) (Graduates of the Heathcote School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 21A
KNOPP, DOUGLAS
Facade for 17 Popham OK'd (On October 29, the Scarsdale Planning Board approved a plan for the renovation of 17 Popham Road.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

KNOPP, NONI
Maroon and White Awards Dinner - Tuesday, June 3, 2003 (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 23

KNOX, DONALD
Remembering the 'forgotten war' (editorial), July 25, 2003, p. 7

KO, MARY ANN
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

KOCH, JUDY
Coldwell Banker awards (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 4

KOCUR, CATHERINE
Woman of the Year (photo) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin was named Woman of the Year by the Zonta Club of Westchester.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 4

KOFF, LARRY (AUTHOR)
Peace Corps still has a mission (editorial) (Larry Koff returns to Niger, where he had served in the Peace Corps 36 years earlier.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 7

KOH, KAREN
Kids paint the town red - & orange & green & black (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 3

KOIDE, SAB
In hats 'n gloves, runners compete on local streets (photo) (A cold and windy day did not deter runners in the 15 K and 4 mile races on April 6.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 3

KOKOT, AMY
Best of Luck College Grads (photo) (College graduates listed with their respective schools in alphabetical order) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, pp. 26A-27A

College Mailbag (Amy Kokot was elected into Phi Beta Kappa at Mount Holyoke College.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 11

KOKOT, EUGENE
Night Court; Paddlers laugh at frigid temps while everyone else heads indoors (photo) (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 22

KOKOT, MATTHEW
Raiders warm up with easy victory over John Jay (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 29

Scarsdale advances senior, freshman doubles team (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 24

SHS (Scarsdale High School) students help those in need (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 31A

Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 17

Young Raiders undefeated; Tennis team wins power league title with 11-0 record (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 17

KOLDERIE, PAUL
Vaughan, Kolderie (wed) (photo) (Robin Vaughan and Paul Kolderie were wed on September 20 in Arlington, Massachusetts.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13

KOMOROFF, ANDREW STEVEN
Slotnick, Komoroff (wed) (photo) (Melissa Ann Slotnick and Andrew Steven Komoroff were wed February 22 at the Lighthouse at Chelsea Piers in Manhattan.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 12

KOPP, RUSSELL
Neighbors clash over treehouse (Board meeting summary), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1

Neighbors clash over treehouse (continued) (Board meeting summary), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19

Ombudsman is needed to mediate treehouse dispute (letter) (Everett P. Dult, Sage Terrace), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6

KOREAN WAR, 1950-1953
Remembering the 'forgotten war' (editorial), July 25, 2003, p. 7

KORNFIELD, ZACH
2 Scarsdale boys go 'Live from New York' on SNL (Saturday Night Live) (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 10

KOSLOWSKY, JEFFREY
Running for SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (List of candidates running for the School Board Nominating Committee on January 20, 2004.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1

KOSTER, FRANS
'The Last Night of Ballyhoo' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present 'The Last Night of Ballyhoo.'), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10

KRAJCHIR, ADAM
Spirit of Christmas Past (photo) (Children enjoyed an old fashioned Christmas celebration at the Scarsdale Historical Society's Cudner-Hyatt House on December 7.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 2

KRAKOWER, IRA
A white alert (photo) (Scenes of Scarsdale on February 17 following the great blizzard.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 3

KRAMER, BARRY
Barry Kramer (photo) (Barry Kramer has been elected a director of the Garth Woods Conservancy.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
KRAMER, BARRY (Continued)
Focal Points: In view of the current world situation, should Congress consider reinstating the draft? (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 7
Leone agents honored (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 4

KRAMER, BRANDON
Little kids learn the easy way: It's fun to be safe (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 3

KRAMER, EVERETT
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 9
Seniors put a new spin on an old favorite (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 6A

KRATT, MICHAEL
Sunday in the park with jazz (photo) (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School presented a faculty/student jazz concert in Chase Park on June 8.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 2

KRAUS, CLIFFORD
Scarsdale graduates have distinguished careers (editorial), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7

KRAUS, ED (AUTHOR)
Feiner: the whole truth please (editorial), July 3, 2003, p. 7
Greenburgh Democrats send a message to supervisor (letter) (Ed Kraus of Central Avenue), May 30, 2003, p. 7
New York's Medicaid costs are out of control (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6
Parkland legislation of 1982 was unconstitutional (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
Pro-choice, Israel both have propaganda problems (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6
The supervisor should apologize for insults (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6
Wicks Law does not always increase project costs (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6

KRAUT, GARY LEE
'Retournez a Paris,' travel writer urges (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 3

KRAUT, RICHARD (DR)
Richard Kraut (Dr. Richard Kraut, D.D.S., was appointed chairman of the department of dentistry at Montefiore Medical Center.), July 25, 2003, p. 4

KRAVITZ, RACHEL MARION
Kravitz, Hein (wed) (photo) (Rachel Marion Kravitz and Gregory Jason Hein were wed on October 25 in Long Island City.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 21

KREINESS, DAVID
Feiner refuses to back down on liaison concept, Aug 29, 2003, p. 1
Feiner refuses to back down on liaison concept (continued), Aug 29, 2003, p. 22
The supervisor should apologize for insults (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6

KRESS, CHARLES E
Charles E. Kress (dies) (Charles E. Kress died at his Scarsdale home on October 20, 2003. He was 79.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 21

KRESSNER, ARON
Focal Points: Do you think the increased use of on-line technology has strengthened or weakened personal communication? (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7

KRESSNER, SAM
8th-graders meet Holocaust survivor (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 8

KRETSCMANN, KAREN
Prudential Centennial (Three new agents have joined the staff of Prudential Centennial Realty.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 4

KRISTOF, GREGORY
Thrash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

KRISTOF, NICHOLAS D
Kristof to speak at TVCC meeting (photo) (New York Times op-ed columnist, Nicholas D. Kristof, will address the Town and Village Civic Club on March 27 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 2
Pulitzer winner to speak at TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (Pulitzer Prize winner, Nicholas D. Kristof, will address the Town and Village Civic Club on March 27.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 2
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) meeting provided educational forum, open debate (letter) (Randy Whitestone of Sprague Road), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7

KRIZANSKI, MARILYN
'Picturing Our Past' (photo) (The County Historical Society launched a new book at a luncheon at Whitby Castle on September 28.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 2

KROENLEIN, DAVID
An exemplary mayor (editorial) (The Inquirer lauds the accomplishments of outgoing Mayor, David Kroenlein.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6
Biggest blizzard since 1996 dumps 20 inches; towns dig it (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1
KROENLEIN, DAVID (Continued)

Call for ‘lower temperatures’ in debate (Trustee Peter Strauss seeks to mend the rift between the Village Board and the Town and Village Civic Club over the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 3

Christie reality check (editorial) (The Inquirer calls for less inflammatory and more objective views on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6

Civility shortage (editorial) (The Inquirer deplors the lack of civility at the March 25 Village Board meeting, which dealt with the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6

Coalition on Family Violence is 1 of Mayor Kroenlein’s achievements (letter) (Ann Cefola, Terese Hunersen, Scarsdale Coalition on Family Violence), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6

Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to Village Board, Jan 24, 2003, p. 1

Garage foes blast proposal (photo) (continued) (Over thirty speakers voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place Garage at a public hearing on January 28.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 26

Garage foes should remember - first offer is often the best (letter) (Carole Tunick of Meadow Road), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6

Garage funding resolution is tabled (photo) (continued) (Progress on the proposed Christy Place parking garage hit a snag at the marathon Village Board of Trustees meeting on March 25.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 8

Grassroots participation is fundamental to our form of government (letter) (Gloria and Barrie Mabie of Madison Road), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6

Information campaign (On February 6, the Town and Village Civic Club will meet with Mayor Kroenlein and architect Stephen Tilly to review plans for the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1

Irresponsible to vote for garage with land cost unknown (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6

Parking ticket penalties may rise (Summary of January 14 Village Board meeting), Jan 17, 2003, p. 3

Passions rage, accusations fly at garage meeting (continued) (Opponents of the proposed Christie Place Parking Garage packed Village Hall for a contentious meeting on February 13.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 12

At term's end, praise for mayor, trustees, Mar 28, 2003, p. 1

Village election is Tuesday (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1

Village is now following a wise traditional course (letter) (Howard Burk of Drake Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6

Web site hacked (The Village of Scarsdale web site was hacked at 2 am on March 26.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1

KROENLEIN, DAVID (AUTHOR)

'02 decisions will pay off for village in '03 (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 4A

'02 decisions will pay off for village in '03 (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1A

No consensus on family violence (editorial) (David Kroenlein on domestic abuse within Scarsdale.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 7

KROENLEIN, DOROTHY

Katharyn Johnson is dead at age 105 (photo) (Katharyn Price Johnson, one of Scarsdale's oldest citizens, died on February 10, 2003, at the age of 105.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 1

KROHNENGOLD, STUART (AUTHOR)

Generous shoppers made scouts' food drive a success (letter) (Stuart Krohnengold, Pack Master, Cub Scout Pack 60), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

KROLL, SARAH

Girl Scouts take the gold and silver (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4

KRONISH, RON (DR)

Arab-Jewish coexistence (photo) (A panel discussion on Jewish-Arab coexistence will take place on March 21 at Westchester Reform Temple), Mar 21, 2003, p. 20

KUHN, BJORN

Neighbors clash over treehouse (Board meeting summary), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1

Neighbors clash over treehouse (continued) (Board meeting summary), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19

KUHN, ROBERT

Focal Points: In view of the current world situation, should Congress consider reinstating the draft? (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 7

KUKLIS, LOUISE

Focal Points: Does blocking telemarketing calls violate the right to free speech? (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7
KUKLIS, LOUISE (Continued)
Focal Points: Do you think it is very likely that a new terrorist attack will be made on the United States? (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7

KULICK, MITCHELL (AUTHOR)
Parking garage on Christie should be a last resort (letter) (Mitchell Kulick of Oakwood Place), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6

KUNZ, DEE
Woman's Club goes Home for the Holidays (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 11

KUPERBERG, DANIELLE
From Polo to J. Lo, high school style mavens strut their stuff (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 8

KURRIEN, THOMAS
Forecast for 2d-grade class: rain, winds, tornadoes! (photo) (continued) (On February 13, Heathcote School second graders experienced the "Weather or Not" hands on science program led by Rhonda Ginsberg.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 9

KUSHNER, SEYMOUR
Ex-teacher caught in sex sting (photo) (continued) (Retired Seely Place School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, was arrested at the Palsades shopping center in an Internet sex sting.), May 30, 2003, p. 15
Ex-teacher caught in sex sting (Retired Seely Place School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, was arrested at the Palsades shopping center in an Internet sex sting.), May 30, 2003, p. 1
Ex-teacher gets 5 years in prison for Internet sex, Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
Ex-teacher gets 5 years in prison for Internet sex (continued), Dec 5, 2003 p. 12
Ex-teacher pleads guilty to sex charges (continued) (Former Seely Place Elementary School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, pleaded guilty to using the internet to entice a minor to engage in sexual activities.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 15
Ex-teacher pleads guilty to sex charges (Former Seely Place Elementary School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, pleaded guilty to using the internet to entice a minor to engage in sexual activities.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
Ex-teacher pleads not guilty to sex charges, Jun 20, 2003, p. 12
Ex-teacher pleads not guilty to sex charges (continued), Jun 20, 2003, p. 13

KUSHNIR, KELLY
Focal Points: How do you feel about the political candidacies of celebrities? (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7

KUSNETZ, MARCIA
Running for SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (List of candidates running for the School Board Nominating Committee on January 20, 2004.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1

KUTIK, LUCAS
Young authors (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 11

KUTNER, ALI
Drama Club stages 'A Musical Fable of Broadway' this weekend (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15

KUTTNER, SOL (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale library is a resource worth treasuring (letter) (Sol Kutten of Post Road), July 25, 2003, p. 6

KUTZIN, MICHAEL S
School board praised for 'timely dialogue' (continued) (High praise for the Scarsdale School Board for fostering yearlong dialogue with the community on the school budget.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 9
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) meeting provided educational forum, open debate (letter) (Randy Whitestone of Sprague Road), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) urges BOE (Board of Education) to renegotiate contract, Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) urges BOE (Board of Education) to renegotiate contract (continued), Apr 4, 2003, p. 32

KUTZIN, MICHAEL S (AUTHOR)
Wartime is no time for a tax cut (editorial) (Michael S. Kutzin disputes the notion of cutting taxes in the face of enormous defense and counter terrorism spending.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7

KWITMAN, ANN
Scarsdale Seniors walk at Pepsico (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 11

KYRIAK, HELEN
11 elected to Citizens Committee, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

LABOR UNIONS
Picket at SHS (Work on the new athletic center and library at the Scarsdale High School was shut down on May 16 by a union picket line across the parking lot entrance.), May 23, 2003, p. 1

LACROSSE
Lucky No. 13; '99 Scarsdale grad Kim Wayne helped build Syracuse lax program (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 25
Lucky No. 13; '99 Scarsdale grad Kim Wayne helped build Syracuse lax program (photo) (continued), May 30, 2003, p. 28
LA CROSSE (Continued)
Spivak's back; Speedy senior leader returns to Scarsdale boys' lacrosse team (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 25
LAGAST, WILLIE
Focal Points: It has been suggested that trains be equipped with seat belts. What do you think? (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 7
LAGONEGRO, DOMINIC
Confirmation Day (photo) (The Saint Pius X Parish celebrated Confirmation Day on April 6.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 20
LAI, FLORA
Focal Points: Is the Fourth of July still a source of patriotic fervor? (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 7
LAM, MELISSA
New Counselors at SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service), Jan 10, 2003, p. 4
LAMBERT, MAUREEN
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who won recognition in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4
LAMBERT, MICHAEL
Arthur Manor reaches 74-year milestone (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 3A
LAMM, SANDI
Focal Points: Are you making preparations for the hurricane? Do you find weather forecasts reliable? (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 7
LAMPERT, SARAH
Cooking for cause (photo) (Shaarei Tikvah members of all ages prepared meals to be delivered to the Sharing Community.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 18
LANDAU, LORRAINE
Focal Points: Does today's emphasis on security change the image of the U.S. as the land of the free? (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 7
Prudential Centennial (Three new agents have joined the staff of Prudential Centennial Realty.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 4
LANDES, BETTE
Garden is dedicated (photo) (On July 29 the Fox Meadow Neighborhood Association held a ceremony to dedicate its triangle garden on Harcourt Road and Church Lane.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 2
LANDES, MILTON
Garden is dedicated (photo) (On July 29 the Fox Meadow Neighborhood Association held a ceremony to dedicate its triangle garden on Harcourt Road and Church Lane.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 2
LANDRIGAN, MARY
Skunks might have rabies; or maybe they're just babies (Reports of skunk sightings have increased all over the Village.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
LANDSBERG, SUSAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40
LAND USE
Seeking civility (editorial) (The Inquirer praises Board members for dealing calmly with the divisive issue of an indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking, Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14
LANE, JEN
Girl Scouts take the gold and silver (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4
LANE, KIM
Girl Scouts take the gold and silver (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4
LANE, MALCOLM VICTOR
Malcolm Victor Lane (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Malcolm Victor Lane, died at his son's home in Holland, Michigan. He was 89.), May 2, 2003, p. 14
'Stuck in Snow' starring Bette Davis on location in Scarsdale (letter) (A. F. Lazzara of Garth Road), May 16, 2003, p. 6
LANE, SUSAN RUTH
Susan Ruth Lane (dies) (Susan Ruth Lane died on March 18, 2003, following a four year battle with cancer. She was 62.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 20
LANG, EUGENIE
Let's Get Ready! wins grant, July 11, 2003, p. 4
LANG, KENNETH H
Court dismisses Chateaux suit against garage, Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Court OKs a new lot on Carstensen, Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
LANGEVELDT, CLAIRE (AUTHOR)
Boats, belugas and bonding await CHOICE kids in Mystic, Jun 27, 2003, p. 8
LANGSAM, JANET
Janet Langsam (Janet Langsam was presented with the 2003 Michael Newton Award by Americans for the Arts.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 4
LANZA, PAT
Pat Lanza (Scarsdale resident Pat Lanza was honored by Children's Village in Dobbs Ferry.), May 23, 2003, p. 4

LANZER, JOSH
Drama Club stages 'A Musical Fable of Broadway' this weekend (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15

LANZET, GREER
'The Last Night of Ballyhoo' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present 'The Last Night of Ballyhoo.'), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10

LANZET, JOSH
'Luck be a lady' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present "Guys and Dolls" on November 22.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 16

LAO U TARI S, VICKY
Vicky Laotaris sweeps water off a village tennis court after a summer downpour (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 6

LARSEN, ALEX
Alex Larsen (photo) (Alex Larsen was appointed junior assistant scoutmaster of Boy Scout Troop 60.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 4

LARSEN, MICHELLE
Girl Scouts take the gold and silver (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4

LARUSSO, PATRICIA
Garage opponents clamor for full environmental impact statement (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 4

LASSER, EMILY J S (AUTHOR)
Supporters should not resort to dirty tricks in campaign (letter) (Emily J. S. Lasser of Glendale Road), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6

LASSER, JAMES
An Edgemont Democrat is ready to pull the Republican lever for Lasser (letter) (Larry Singer of Central Park Avenue), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6
Candidates' views misrepresented (letter) (Anthony Palermo of Robin Hill Road), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6
Change just for the sake of change is not desirable (letter) (Hugh Schwartz of Sherwood Place), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
Edgemont mulls pros and cons of becoming a village (continued), Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
Election Day is next Tuesday, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Lasser, Feiner battle over G'Burgh (Greenburgh) supervisor's role (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Lasser, Feiner battle over G'Burgh (Greenburgh) supervisor's role (photo) (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 12
Feiner administration went to court against Ardsley (letter) (Richard Weiss of Ardsley), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6
Feiner is better qualified to lead Greenburgh (editorial) (Village historian, Irving Sloan, endorses Paul Feiner for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
Feiner is helpful, responsive and maximizes tax dollars (letter) (Max Tuchman of Dobbs Ferry), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6
Feiner refuses to back down on liaison concept, Aug 29, 2003, p. 1
Feiner refuses to back down on liaison concept (continued), Aug 29, 2003, p. 22
Feiner wins big in Greenburgh for 7th term as town supervisor (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
As fundraising begins, Feiner is in the lead, July 25, 2003, p. 1
As fundraising begins, Feiner is in the lead (continued), July 25, 2003, p. 10
Give Lasser a chance to improve Greenburgh (letter) (Gerald Stoughton, Robin Judson of Seely Place), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6
Greenburgh Town Board gives green light for greenspace, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
It's time to start a school foundation (editorial) (Irving Sloan argues for the creation of a Scarsdale education foundation.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6
Jim Lasser congratulated for challenging Paul Feiner (letter) (Stanley Sternberg of Edgemont), Jun 20, 2003, p. 8
Lasser, Bernstein are not playing politics on Taxter Ridge (letter), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
Lasser and Feiner differ on spending, management styles, Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Lasser and Feiner differ on spending, management styles (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 13
Lasser believes in fiscal efficiency, ethics, openness (letter) (Robert Frank, Treasurer, Friends of Lasser), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6
Lasser to challenge Supervisor Feiner, Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
Lasser to challenge Supervisor Feiner (continued), Jun 6, 2003, p. 13
No reason to replace town supervisor Feiner (letter) (Carma/a Geller-Perry Clarewood of Hastings on Hudson), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who won recognition in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4
Supporters back Lasser's GOP bid (GOP candidate, Jim Lasser of Edgemont, is challenging Democratic incumbent Paul Feiner for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 1
Supporters back Lasser's GOP bid (photo) (continued) (GOP candidate, Jim Lasser of Edgemont, is challenging Democratic incumbent Paul Feiner for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 13
LASSER, JAMES (Continued)  
Supporters should not resort to dirty tricks in campaign (letter) (Emily J. S. Lasser of Glendale Road), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6  
Time for a change (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Jim Lasser in his bid for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6  
A welcome challenge (editorial) (The Inquirer encourages the healthy competition between Paul Feiner and Jim Lasser in the election for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6  
The Year in Review (2002 brings unwelcome focus on teen drinking.), Jan 3, 2002, p. 1

LASSER, JAMES (AUTHOR)  
Important questions on Taxter Ridge purchase remain unanswered (letter) (James Lasser, GOP candidate for supervisor), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6

LASSER, JOSHUA MILTON  
Shah, Lasser (wed) (Amishi Shah and Joshua Milton Lasser were wed on October 18 at the Fountainhead in New Rochelle.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 14

LASSO  
A dog's tale: When kids read, he's all ears (photo) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.), July 3, 2003, p. 1  
A dog's tale: When kids read, he's all ears (photo) (continued) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.), July 3, 2003, p. 4

LATIMER, GEORGE  
County property tax to rise an average of 15%, Feb 21, 2003, p. 1  
Lines change; fiscal crisis looms, Jan 3, 2003, p. 4  
Passing the buck (editorial) (Inquirer addresses feud between County and State Democrats on one percent taxation increase.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6  
Republican runs in Democratic judge primary (Registered Republican, Joseph Alessandro, is running in the September 9 Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1  
Soda bread, anyone? (photo) (County legislators are pictured enjoying a St. Patrick's Day breakfast at Dunne's Pub in White Plains.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 2  
Women gain ground in the business world (photo) (Virginia Drachman spoke on women entrepreneurs on May 15 at Con Edison Headquarters in Rye.), May 30, 2003, p. 3

LATIMER, GEORGE (AUTHOR)  
Lawmakers should look for root causes, quit sniping (letter) (George Latimer, Westchester County Board of Legislators), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6

LATTA, TIM  
Who is that masked man? 'Faustwork' and its nutty cast of characters wows Edgewood (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 10

LAUB, ANDY  
Dancing the night away (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 12A

LAUBICH, ARNOLD  
E'mont (Edgemont) incorporation committee presents its preliminary reports, Dec 19, 2003 p. 1  
E'mont (Edgemont) incorporation committee presents its preliminary reports (continued) (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 13

LAUREN, RALPH  
SHS (Scarsdale High School) helpers (photo) (Joanne Cea Eboli arranged for designer Ralph Lauren to sponsor the Scarsdale High School fashion show and fundraiser, "Express Yourself."), Apr 4, 2003, p. 12

LAW  
Fallout continued over Witt report (Fallout continued this week in the wake of the Witt Report's criticism of the emergency evacuation plans in the event of a disaster at the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 16  
Water law passes, Mar 28, 2003, p. 1  
Wicks Law does not always increase project costs (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6

LAWTON, ELLEN  
Coldwell Banker awards (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 4  
Top Associates (photo) (Coldwell Banker honors top residential brokers for the last quarter.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 4  
Tops in sales (Coldwell Banker honored its top Scarsdale-Doernberg office sales associates for the third quarter.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 4

LAWYER, BILL  
FCWC (Federated Conservationists of Westchester County) head resigns, Jan 31, 2003, p. 4  
G'burgh (Greenburgh) copes with season's first storm (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 3

LAWYERS  
Andrew Berg (photo) (Scarsdale resident and attorney, Andrew Berg, was appointed chairman of the New York Bar Association's tax section.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 4  
George P. Lindsay (photo) (George P. Lindsay of Greenacres was elected to the management committee of Sullivan and Worcester, LL.P.), Aug 9, 2003, p. 4
LAWYERS (Continued)
Henry Berman, Ronnie Gouz (photo) (Henry Berman and Ronnie Gouz have been named to "The Ten Leaders of Matrimonial and Divorce Law in Southern New York."), May 9, 2003, p. 4
Jeffrey Osterman (Scarsdale resident, Jeffrey Osterman has been named a partner at the law firm Weil, Gotshal & Manges.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 4
Law firm expands (photo) (Jerold Ruderman's White Plains law firm, Wilson, Elser, Moskowitz, Edelman and Dicker, has expanded to include 108 attorneys.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 4
Paul Repp (Scarsdale resident, Paul Repp, was named President and Chief Executive Officer of New York City based Verizon Capital Group.), May 9, 2003, p. 4
Peter's a piper in Greenacres (photo) (Attorney Peter Haller is passionate about his bagpipe hobby.), May 23, 2003, p. 1
Peter's a piper in Greenacres (photo) (continued) (Attorney Peter Haller is passionate about his bagpipe hobby.), May 23, 2003, p. 8
The shoe on the other foot (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6
LAYNE, DAVID
Focal Points: Should booing be permitted to interrupt theatrical and opera performances? (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7
LAZAR, SAMANTHA
Dancing the night away (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 12A
LAZAR, ZOE
Prescription for middle age: laughter (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 3
LAZZARA, A. F. (AUTHOR)
Infrastructure may fail to meet 21st century needs (letter) (A. F. Lazzara of Garth Road), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6
Remembering the 'forgotten war' (editorial), July 25, 2003, p. 7
The return of the snowbirds (editorial) (A. F. Lazzara on wintering in Florida), May 30, 2003, p. 7
'Stuck in Snow' starring Bette Davis on location in Scarsdale (letter) (A. F. Lazzara of Garth Road), May 16, 2003, p. 6
LEADERSHIP
EHS (Edgemont High School) needs more student leaders (editorial), Mar 14, 2003, p. 7
We need more men in leadership positions (editorial), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7
LEAF BLOWERS
Leafblowers drown out the beautiful music of spring (letter) (Valente Salwen of Catherine Road), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6
Quiet, please (Gasoline powered leaf blowers are prohibited in Scarsdale Village from June 1-September 30.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 1
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS - SCARSDALE
1 attacks, 1 defends at candidates' forum, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
1 attacks, 1 defends at candidates' forum (continued), Oct 31, 2003, p. 11
7% village tax hike draws no criticism, Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Budget is LWV (League of Women Voters) topic, Nov 14, 2003 p. 2
Continue being responsive to public concerns, planning goals (letter) (Laura Fratt, President, Scarsdale League of Women Voters), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Essay contest (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters is sponsoring an essay contest, "Students Inside Albany."). Jan 31, 2003, p. 10
Essay contest (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters Is sponsoring an essay contest for 10th-12th graders, "Students Inside Albany."). Feb 7, 2003, p. 10
Essay contest (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters is sponsoring an essay contest for 11th and 12th graders, "Students Inside Albany."). Feb 14, 2003, p. 11
Garwin receives national award (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Garwin receives national award (photo) (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 4
It begins at home (editorial) (In the spirit of the upcoming Thanksgiving holiday, the Inquirer proposes philanthropic ways to express gratitude.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
League gets updates on issues; mayor decries low voter turnout (People don't even know the names of their immediate neighbors) (photo) (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 19
League gets updates on schools, village: Two new houses at Scarsdale Middle School will be ready by Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 3
LWV (League of Women Voters): Active at all levels of government (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 3A
LWV (League of Women Voters) needs support to continue providing voter services (letter) (Laura Fratt, President, Scarsdale League of Women Voters), Oct 31, 2003, p. 9
LWV (League of Women Voters) to examine budget, Mar 7, 2003, p. 2
School board praised for 'timely dialogue' (High praise for the Scarsdale School Board for fostering yearlong dialogue with the community on the school budget.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
We need more men in leadership positions (editorial), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS - WESTCHESTER
Keeping H2OK is subject of meeting, Mar 28, 2003, p. 2
Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (Continued) (Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 9

Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1

Westchester LWV (League of Women Voters) endorses proposed county sales tax hike, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1

LEARNING DISABILITIES

LEAVES
Collection Guidelines (The Village Engineer offers residents guidelines for leaf collection.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
Don't leaf them out (editorial) (The Inquirer criticizes the Village's new leaf collection plan, which would exclude eight 'zones' from curbside pickup.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6
DPW (Department of Public Works) struggles to clean up, Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
Leafblowers drown out the beautiful music of spring (letter) (Valerie Salwen of Catherine Road), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6
Leaf regulations to be enforced, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Of leaves and money (On May 5, the Village Board will discuss relocating the Crossway leaf transfer station to the public works facility at 25 Ramsey Road.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
Making 8 streets bear greater cost not appropriate (letter) (Rona Shamoon of Edgewood Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6
Man decrìes 'deterioration of services' (Richard Marcus decried the failure of the Village's leaf collection program at the September 23 Village Board meeting.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 3
Proposed 'special zones' for leaf collection are nixed (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
Quiet, please (Gasoline powered leaf blowers are prohibited in Scarsdale Village from June 1-September 30.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 1
Scarsdale using shotgun approach to leaf problem (letter) (Ken Goodwin of Dickel Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6
Village may drop plan to make people bag leaves, Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Village may drop plan to make people bag leaves (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 15
When did our government become so antagonistic (letter) (Susan Milmoe of Kelwynne Road), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7

LEAVITT, RICHARD P (AUTHOR)
Story on internet predators was a cautionary tale for parents (letter) (Richard P. Leavitt of Rockledge Road), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
Supermarket on East Hartsdale Ave. is a lost cause (letter) (Richard Leavitt of Rockledge Road), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6
Volunteerism has its benefits (letter) (Dick Leavitt, SVAC member, Hartsdale), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6

LEAVITT, SAMANTHA
Focus 1st: Kaminer conducts workshop before Raiders pick up 1st win (photo) (continued), Sep 12, 2003, p. 24

LEBOWITZ, DAVID
SHS (Scarsdale High School) students help those in need (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 31A

LEBOWITZ, MATT
Teen to Teen: Unique pet therapy offers love and licks (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1

LEDERER, GEORGE
Focal Points: Do you think the increased use of on-line technology has strengthened or weakened personal communication? (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7

LEDERER, JOANNE
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

LEDERER-PLASKETT, CATHERINE
Pro-choice. Israel both have propaganda problems (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6

LEDERER-PLASKETT, CATHERINE (AUTHOR)
Ban criminalizes medically recommended procedures (letter) (Christine Lederer-Plaskett, Westchester Coalition for Legal Abortion), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

LEDERMAN, HAROLD
Focal Points: How do you think a long and protracted war in Iraq will affect life in the United States? (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7

LEE, BRANDON
Prom night sets new traditions (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 9A

LEE, BRIAN K (AUTHOR)
SHS (Scarsdale High School) does an outstanding job of preparing students for college (letter) (Brian K. Lee of Yale University), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6

LEE, CHRISTINE
Friends of the fair (photo) (The Scarsdale Congregational Church will be holding a fair on November 8.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 15
LEE, DORIS
Focal Points: Do you think SUV's will be the family car of the future? (photo), Aug 8, 2003, p. 7

LEE, EDWARD
Focal Points: To what extent has the cell phone affected American society? (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

LEE, RACHEL
Violinist Rachel Lee to perform with Stamford Symphony (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 16

LEE, STEVEN
Community mostly positive about new artificial turf field, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1

LEE, TEGAN (AUTHOR)
Adult choices have consequences for Scarsdale youth (letter) (Tegan Lee of Lyons Road), May 30, 2003, p. 6
Kids Got Game parents get to enjoy (letter) (Tegan Lee of Lyons Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6

LEE, THOMAS
BOA (Board of Architectural Review): 1 no, the rest yes, Sep 26, 2003, p. 4

LEFF, BRIAN
QR (Quaker Ridge) moms get royal treatment (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12

LEFF, MADELINE
QR (Quaker Ridge) moms get royal treatment (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12

LEFKOWITZ, REBECCA
Greenville School (photo) (Graduates of the Greenville School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 24A

LEGACIES
Gift will aid Asian studies (Late philanthropist, Luella Staner, bequested $1 million to the Asian Studies Program at Purchase College.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 4

LEGISLATION
Lawmaking (The Scarsdale Village Board met on January 14 to update and clarify four local laws.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1

LEGISLATION - NEW YORK (STATE)
Abolishing the Wicks law will save taxpayers money (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6
Feiner had a political motive in his appeal to abolish state Wicks Law (letter) (Hal Samis of North Washington Avenue), Jan 17, 2003, p. 6

LEITNER, BRETT WILLIAM
Franklin, Leitner (wed) (photo) (Ella Michelle Franklin and Brett William Leitner were wed on September 1 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13
Franklin, Leitner (wed) (photo) (Ella Michelle Franklin and Brett William Leitner were wed on September 1 in New Rochelle.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 18

LEMP, PATRICIA
Healing the trauma, Apr 18, 2003, p. 1

LENST, CHRISTOPHER K
Focal Points: how do you feel about the use of affirmative action in college admissions? (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7

LENNON, KAREN BURRIS
MTV to revisit high school dance in documentary, Aug 22, 2003, p. 1

LENOBEL, ALEXANDRA
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1

LENOBEL, ALI (AUTHOR)
Prom a success, but decision-making process was insulting (letter) (Ali Lenobel of Claremont Road), Jun 20, 2003, p. 8

LENOBEL, JEFFREY
Paddle courts in sorry shape in birthplace of the sport (letter) (Don Carlucci, Alan Linder, Jeffrey Fogelson, Jeffrey Lewis, David Golomb, Jeffrey Lenobel), May 2, 2003, p. 6

LENSETH, ROBERT
Exceptional volunteer (photo) (Edgemont resident, Matthew Ruby, received the American Red Cross Exceptional Volunteer for Philanthropy Award.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 4

LENSETH, RUBY
Exceptional volunteer (photo) (Edgemont resident, Matthew Ruby, received the American Red Cross Exceptional Volunteer for Philanthropy Award.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 4

LEO, RICHARD
2 teens charged with arson in Hartsdale fire (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
2 teens charged with arson in Hartsdale fire (photo) (continued), Jun 6, 2003, p. 25
In aftermath of fire, victims seek shelter (continued), Jun 13, 2003, p. 12

LEONARD, CAROLINE
Scarsdale teachers' 'circle of life' honored (continued) (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 12
LEONE, DOUGLAS
Leone agents honored (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 4
Roe vs. Wade recognized the need for human autonomy (letter) (Roger Brandwein of Quentin Road), Nov 28, 2003, p. 6

LEONE, DOUGLAS (AUTHOR)
Appalled by Hochberg’s support of partial birth abortion (letter) (Douglas Leone of Johnson Road), Nov 21, 2003, p. 7

LEONE, KIM
Popular guy (photo) (Local children pictured with Santa Claus in downtown Scarsdale on November 29.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 1

LEPATNER, MARK
Singers, jokesters, bagpipers rule all day SHS (Scarsdale High School) performance fest (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 8

LEPE, AIMEE
Focal Points: How have children’s books changed from those you read as a child? (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 7

LERNER, BROOKE
Seniors put a new spin on an old favorite (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 6A

LERNER, JONATHAN
2 join Houlihan-Lawrence (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 4

LERNER, RALPH
Reality Ball for Neuberger (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 20

LEVENTHAL, JUDI
Seth Greenberg whips up delectable desserts for adult school course (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 1

LEVI, LIKA (AUTHOR)
People who really want to park in village will find a way (letter) (Lika Levi of Lockwood Road), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6

LEVICK, MEREDITH (AUTHOR)
Studying outside the box (photo) (Meredith Levick spent four months studying in Salamanca, Spain.), July 18, 2003, p. 7

LEVICK, MEREDITH (AUTHOR)
SHS (Scarsdale High School) votes in Standards; board to approve final draft (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 11

LEVICK, MEREDITH (AUTHOR)
Sobriety and school spirit expected for homecoming, Sep 19, 2003, p. 16

LEVICK, MEREDITH (AUTHOR)
Standards for behavior set (By the fall of 2003, all Scarsdale High School students in extracurricular activities will be required to adhere to certain behavioral standards.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1

LEVICK, MEREDITH (AUTHOR)
Teens question value of zero tolerance (continued) (Local teens met with County Executive Andy Spano on February 5 to discuss underage drinking.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 3

LEVICK, MEREDITH (AUTHOR)
Hard work, food and fun: a taste of colonial life (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 12

LEVINE, ARLENE
Gastronomical glee at Gourmet Galaxy’s gala (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 15

LEVINE, BRADLEY ALLEN
Kanner, Levine (wed) (photo) (Stacy Ellen Kanner and Bradley Allen Levine were wed on June 22 in White Plains.), July 25, 2003, p. 8

LEVINE, JACOB
Forecast for 2d-grade class: rain, winds, tornadoes! (photo) (On February 13, Heathcote School second graders experienced the “Weather or Not” hands on science program led by Rhonda Ginsberg.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1

LEVINE, JOYCE
Focal Points: Mark Twain said, “Everybody talks about the weather but nobody does anything about it;” how has the rainy season affected you? (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 7
LEVINE, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
Fred Harmon was a good neighbor (letter) (Susan Levine of Ardmore Road), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6

LEVITT, HARRIET (AUTHOR)
Griffen Avenue is a 'skating rink for cars' (letter) (Harriet Levitt of Griffen Avenue), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6

LEVY, ASHLEIGH
Color war tops off an active summer at Camp Pathunke (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 1

LEVY, ERIC
Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

LEVY, MIGS
Decades later SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni still cherish their grade school years (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 8

LEVY, SHELDON
'Luck be a lady' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present "Guys and Dolls" on November 22.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 16

SHS (Scarsdale High School) Junior visits Nita Lowey in Washington (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 10
SHS (Scarsdale High School) votes in Standards; board to approve final draft (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 11

LEW, JESSICA
From Polo to J. Lo, high school style mavens strut their stuff (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 8

LEW, PETER
Focal Points: It has been suggested that trains be equipped with seat belts. What do you think? (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 7

LEWIN, ANDREW
Focal Points: After three months, the chief arms inspector in Iraq has failed to find any illegal weapons. Do you think the search should continue? (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7

LEWIS, JEFFREY
Focal Points: Does blocking telemarketing calls violate the right to free speech? (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7

LEWIS, JEFFREY (AUTHOR)
Paddle courts in sorry shape in birthplace of the sport (letter) (Don Carlucci, Alan Linder, Jeffrey Fogelson, Jeffrey Lewis, David Golomb, Jeffrey Lenobel), May 2, 2003, p. 6

LEWIS, JONATHAN E
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday, Jan 10, 2003, p. 3

LEWIS, JONATHAN E (AUTHOR)
Give a gift of holiday safety (editorial), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7

LEWIS, MARK
Republican runs in Democratic judge primary (Registered Republican, Joseph Alessandro, is running in the September 9 Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1

LEWIS, MARK (AUTHOR)
Vote DiBella, Cacace and Friia in Democratic primary (letter) (Mark Lewis, Chair, Scarsdale Democratic Party), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6

Vote Row B for judges, legislator, next Tuesday (letter) (Mark Lewis, Chairman, Scarsdale Democratic Town Committee), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6

LEWIS, RICHARD
A new season at the Bendheim Performing Arts Center - CenterStage Repertory Company makes its debut (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 17

LEWITAS, LARRY
Focal Points: In view of the current world situation, should Congress consider reinstating the draft? (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 7

LIBRARIES
New Rochellians may be unwelcome at library, May 23, 2003, p. 3

New SHS (Scarsdale High School) library inaugurated as vibrant, exciting place (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 10

Plenty of 'Books to Share' (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 5A

LIBRARY - GREENBURGH
Feiner's town hall decision shortchanged Greenburgh citizens (letter) (Jacqui Bishop of Winding Ridge Lane), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6

Old Greenburgh Town Hall site not suitable for housing (letter) (Jacqui Bishop of Winding Ridge Road), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6

Want to write a book? Go to your local library! (photo) (continued) (The Westchester Library System's annual Book and Author Luncheon was held on April 8 at Tappan Hill.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 17

Want to write a book? Go to your local library! (photo) (The Westchester Library System's annual Book and Author Luncheon was held on April 8 at Tappan Hill.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 15

LIBRARY - NEW ROCHELLE
New Rochellians may be unwelcome at library, May 23, 2003, p. 3
LIBRARY - SCARSDALE
Albert to read at library, Oct 24, 2003, p. 2
Book fair was successful; next event is Oct. 7 (letter) (Debbie Rapaport, President, Friends of the Scarsdale Library), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
Dino Day (photo) (Renowned children's author, Bernard Most, will be the featured guest at the Scarsdale Public Library's Dino Day on April 6.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 2
District strives for multiculturalism in classroom learning (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 11
A dog's tale: When kids read, he's all ears (photo) (continued) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.), July 3, 2003, p. 4
Footbridge dedicated (photo) (The Joseph W. Gleicher Memorial Foot Bridge was dedicated at the Scarsdale Library Pond on May 16.), May 23, 2003, p. 2
Footbridge to be dedicated at library pond Saturday (letter) (Margery Arsham, President, Scarsdale Library Board), May 9, 2003, p. 6
The French Connection: SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) to sponsor lecture (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association will present a lecture titled, "Manet/Velazquez: The French Taste for Spanish Painting," on March 16 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 17
Heathcote 5th-graders spin dramatic tales (photo) (Heathcote fifth graders entertained an appreciative audience on May 6 in "An Evening of Storytelling" at the Scarsdale Public Library.), May 9, 2003, p. 10
Historian to speak Tuesday (Historian Gray Williams will address the Scarsdale Historical Society on October 27 in the Scott Room of the Scarsdale Public Library.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 2
Kerry Kennedy sees a 'reason for hope' (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 3
Kerry Kennedy to speak on human rights (photo) (Kerry Kennedy will speak on human rights workers at the Scarsdale Public Library on October 7.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 2
Kids have Most fun (photo) (Nearly 200 attendees crowded in the Scarsdale Public Library's Scott Room for Dino Day with local author, Bernard Most.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 2
Kristof to speak at TVCC meeting (photo) (New York Times op-ed columnist, Nicholas D. Kristof, will address the Town and Village Civic Club on March 27 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 2
Last chance (photo) (Alan Cayton's painting, New Lemons, won first place in the Scarsdale Art Association's annual award exhibit at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 15
Library opens at 9 (The Scarsdale Public Library will now open Monday though Saturday at 9 am.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1
Library reading games appeal to kids' imaginative side (photo), Aug 8, 2003, p. 1
Library reading games appeal to kids' imaginative side (photo) (continued), Aug 8, 2003, p. 22
Library to host seminar for writers (Hosted by Andrea Atkins, the Scarsdale Library will host a writers' seminar on April 7.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 2
Literati at the Library (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 3A
Neighborhood association to present forum (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
Poetry reading (Scarsdale High School graduate, David Jaffin, will return to Scarsdale to read a selection of his poetry at the Scarsdale Library on May 20.), May 16, 2003, p. 15
Protestors create a ruckus at reception for Jeanine Pirro (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Protestors create a ruckus at reception for Jeanine Pirro (photo) (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 19
SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) art awards show (The Scarsdale Art Association will hold its annual awards exhibit at the Scarsdale Public Library from November 2-28.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 17
Scarsdale library is a resource worth treasuring (letter) (Sol Kuttner of Post Road), July 25, 2003, p. 6
Seeing double (photo) (Elise Perry poses with her portrait, "The Prodigy," painted by Howard Bessen; the Scarsdale Art Association exhibit is at the Scarsdale Public Library through November 28.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 16
'Sign-up September' to promote libraries (September has been designated as the month to sign up for a library card.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 2
Strum fun (photo) (Guitarist Nino Sidari entertained toddlers at the Scarsdale Public Library on July 17.), July 25, 2003, p. 2
U.N. Day program to honor Ralph Bunche, Dec 12, 2003 p. 2
Unique news on unique war is pondered (Len Apcar addressed the annual meeting of the Westchester Chapter of the United Nations Association in the Scott Room of the Scarsdale Public Library on May 18.), May 23, 2003, p. 3
Village is the beneficiary of bonsai bonanza (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 3
Want to write a book? Go to your local library! (photo) (continued) (The Westchester Library System's annual Book and Author Luncheon was held on April 8 at Tappan Hill.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 17
Want to write a book? Go to your local library! (photo) (The Westchester Library System's annual Book and Author Luncheon was held on April 8 at Tappan Hill.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 15
War and peace panel at library, May 9, 2003, p. 14
War and Peace (The Scarsdale Public Library will host a public forum on the topic "Views on War and Peace" on May 18.), May 16, 2003, p. 1
LIBRARY - SCARSDALE - BOOK FAIR
Book fair (The Scarsdale Public Library's annual book fair will be held September 13-14; the preview day for Friends will be September 12.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1

LIBRARY - SCARSDALE - POND
Beautification projects improve park esthetics (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 3A
Beautiful Joseph Gleicher Footbridge was the work of many people (letter) (Michelle Mirsky Abelson, President, Friends of the Scarsdale Parks), May 16, 2003, p. 6
Birding on the river (photo) (John Byers describes his birding experiences at the Scarsdale Library Pond and along the Bronx River Parkway paths.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12
Call it beginner's luck (photo) (Young Jacob Cannon caught a carp in the Scarsdale Library Pond.), July 11, 2003, p. 3
Footbridge dedicated (photo) (The Joseph W. Gleicher Memorial Foot Bridge was dedicated at the Scarsdale Library Pond on May 10.), May 23, 2003, p. 2
Footbridge to be dedicated at library pond Saturday (letter) (Margery Arsham, President, Scarsdale Library Board), May 9, 2003, p. 6
(Itai Berman and Ella Taubenfield are pictured strolling near the Scarsdale Library Pond on a pleasant spring day.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6
Living memorial (photo) (A red maple was planted at the Scarsdale Library pond in memory of Carol Hochberg, daughter of Audrey and Herb Hochberg.), May 16, 2003, p. 4
(Photograph of the recently completed cedar bridge with gazebo at the Scarsdale Library pond, built in memory of Joseph Gleicher) (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 6

LIBRARY - WESTCHESTER
'Sign-up September' to promote libraries (September has been designated as the month to sign up for a library card.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 2

LIBSON, HELEN
Coldwell Banker awards (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 4

LICATA, LINDA
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

LICHTENBERG, MICHELLE S
Alcohol-free high school dance declared a success (photo), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
New PT Council officers welcomed (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12
Prom proposal spurs debate (continued) (Scarsdale High School Principal, John Klemme, announced that luxury buses would be taking the place of limousines at this year's prom.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 21
Prom proposal spurs debate (Scarsdale High School Principal, John Klemme, announced that luxury buses would be taking the place of limousines at this year's prom.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
Task force: keep community safe (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 29A

LICHTENBERG, MICHELLE S (AUTHOR)
Dance was a credit to kids, officials (letter) (Michelle S. Lichtenberg, President, Scarsdale High School PTA), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6
Editorial on teens learning to drink was outrageous (letter) (Members of various community boards question Inquirer editorial "Alcohol ed" in May 23 issue.), May 30, 2003, p. 6

LICHENSTEIN, DAVID
Focal Points: What was your reaction to the power failure (photo), Aug 22, 2003, p. 7

LICITRA, JEFF
Dancing the night away (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 12A

LIEB, DOUG
Focal Points: How do you think the image of the United States has been affected by the Iraq war? (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 7

LIEB, DOUGLAS
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

LIEBERMAN, AMY
Eco-savers say there's no effort too small (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 9
There is no typical kid at Scarsdale Alternative School (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 10

LIEBERMAN, LINDA ETTINGER
Linda Ettinger Lieberman (Linda Ettinger Lieberman will be honored by Hadassah at the 25th annual Hands of Healing luncheon on October 26.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 4

LIEBMAN, JESSICA (AUTHOR)
The first year's last moments (editorial) (Jessica Liebman reflects on her first year at college.), May 9, 2003, p. 7

LIEBMAN, TRACEY
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

LIFE SKILLS
Kids role-play tough social scenarios, but are they real enough? Feb 14, 2003, p. 11

LIFOFF, LARRY
Edgemont SBBC (School Board Nominating Committee) chooses Chao, Glickstein (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
LILIENFIELD, ROBERT
Robert Lilienfield (dies) (Robert Lilienfield, a Scarsdale resident for 38 years, died at home after a battle with cancer. He was 77.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 31

LILLY, BRENDA
Focal Points: What factors impel you either to contribute or not to a particular appeal? (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 7

LILLY, BRENDA (AUTHOR)
Many contributed to the success of square dance (letter) (John Bonanno, Heather Panessa, Karen Jones, Brenda Lilly: Board of Directors, Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7

LINCOLN CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
Heathcote's gingerbread houses: a sweet holiday treat (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 11

LINER, ALAN (AUTHOR)
Paddle courts in sorry shape in birthplace of the sport (letter) (Don Carlucci, Alan Linder, Jeffrey Fogelson, Jeffrey Lewis, David Golomb, Jeffrey Lenobel), May 2, 2003, p. 6

LINER, BEN
SHS (Scarsdale High School) students help those in need (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 31A
Teen to Teen: Unique pet therapy offers love and licks (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1

LINDOW, ANNA
'Switched' - Edgemont and L.A. teens trade places on new ABC reality show (photo) (continued), Jun 20, 2003, p. 1
'Switched' - Edgemont and L.A. teens trade places on new ABC reality show (photo) (continued), Jun 20, 2003, p. 13

LINDSAY, GEORGE P
George P. Lindsay (photo) (George P. Lindsay of Greenacres was elected to the management committee of Sullivan and Worcester, LL.P.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 4

LINDSAY, SHARON
Committee assignments (New village board and council members were announced at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1

LINDSAY, SHARON (AUTHOR)
Board of Appeals seeking official opinion (letter) (Sharon Lindsay, Chair, Board of Appeals), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6
There's nothing clandestine about BOA (Board of Appeals) procedures (letter) (Sharon Lindsay, Chairman, Scarsdale Board of Appeals), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6

LIPMAN, PATTI
Leone agents honored (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 4

LIPNER, DAVID
Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (continued) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman still mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19

LIPPmann, THOMAS J
Thomas J Lippmann (dies) (Edgemont resident, Thomas J. Lippmann, died on September 5, 2003, at his home. He was 64.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 18

LIPPMAN, JOSHUA (DR)
Flu shots prioritized for high-risk people, Dec 26, 2003 p. 2
It's not too late to be vaccinated for flu, Jan 10, 2003, p. 2
Mosquito control (Residents are urged to eliminate breeding grounds for mosquitoes.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1

LIPSTEIN, RICHARD G
Focal Points: How will the recent economic surge affect the coming presidential campaign? (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7
Richard G. Lipstein (Scarsdale resident Richard G. Lipstein has joined the Boyden Global Executive Search firm.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4

LIPSTEIN, RICHARD G (AUTHOR)
Decision to open schools in storm caused danger, inconvenience (letter) (Richard G. Lipstein of Crossway), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6

LISKOV, RICHARD G (AUTHOR)
Feiner has proven track record (letter) (Richard G. Liskov of Walbrooke Circle), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6

LITERATURE
Shakespeare at midnight (editorial), Nov 14, 2003 p. 7

LITOFF, LARRY
School budget vote slated for June 3; E'mont (Edgemont) keeps tax hike at 9.96%, May 30, 2003, p. 1

LITTER (TRASH)
'Menu trash' blight threatens home security (letter) (Kathleen Piaggesi of Fairview Road), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6

LITTLE LEAGUE
Girls actually have more sports choices than boys (letter) (Ted Gilpin of Forest Lane), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6
Old school: 19th-century baseball comes to Scarsdale (photo) (continued), July 3, 2003, p. 17
LIU, DANIEL
New office for Hill (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 4

LIU, EDWARD
Winner's Circle (photo) (Pianists Edward and Wendy Liu of Scarsdale were honored at a Winner's Circle Recital on February 9.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 20

LIU, PAT
Scarsdale High School Winter Athletic Awards Dinner - March 10 (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 24

LIU, WENDY
From the 3rd floor to the world: SHS (Scarsdale High School) is melting pot at International Day (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 10
Winner's Circle (photo) (Pianists Edward and Wendy Liu of Scarsdale were honored at a Winner's Circle Recital on February 9.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 20

LIVINGSTON, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
Editorial on teens learning to drink was outrageous (letter) (Members of various community boards question Scarsdale Inquirer editorial "Alcohol ed" in May 23 issue.), May 30, 2003, p. 6
Greenacres gift to be shared with other schools (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur - Ed Grossman Memorial Committee), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
Many thanks to United Way for Safe Homes initiative support (letter) (Susan Livingston, Catherine Souther, Scarsdale Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6

LO, ESTHER (AUTHOR)
Good food, good fortune in the Chinese New Year (editorial) (illus), Jan 31, 2003, p. 7

LO, VICTORIA
Dancing the night away (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 12A

LOBOSCO, EVELYN
Focal Points: How do you feel about the political candidacies of celebrities? (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7

LOCITZER, JONATHAN
Focal Points: To what extent will the rise in gasoline prices affect people's lifestyles? (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 7

LOCKE, LAWRENCE LEE
Lawrence Lee Locke (dies) (Former long time Scarsdale resident, Lawrence Lee Locke, died on November 10, 2003. He was 61.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 19

LOESSER, FRANK
Local references in 'Guys and Dolls' traced to Lee Eastman (letter) (Andy Bass of Boulevard), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

LOFTUS, BETH
Dinner dance gifts (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society will be offering fabulous gifts at the silent auction for its 2003 Spring Benefit Dinner.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 15

LOFTUS, GEOFF (AUTHOR)
Lasser, Bernstein are not playing politics on Taxter Ridge (letter) (Geoff Loftus of Evandale Road), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
Liaison concept allows Feiner to ignore existing groups (letter) (Geoff Loftus of Evandale Road), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6

LOGIUDICE, VINCENT
2 teens charged with arson in Hartsdale fire (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
Missing Bronx girl found in Edgemont; 2 men charged (continued), Sep 19, 2003, p. 8

LOGUERCIO, PAUL
The feast (photo) (Quaker Ridge physical education teacher, Paul LoGuercio, supervises students at an outdoor turkey roast on November 24.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 3

LONE, SALIM
Unique news on unique war is pondered (Len Apcar addressed the annual meeting of the Westchester Chapter of the United Nations Association in the Scott Room of the Scarsdale Public Library on May 18.), May 23, 2003, p. 3

LONGMAN, MONA
Star of the show (photo) (Mona Longman is shown carving a turkey at the Greenacres multicultural Thanksgiving celebration on November 19.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 1

LONNER, CHRIS
Open space map goes hi-tech (illus), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12

LONNER, MEREDITH
Running for SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (List of candidates running for the School Board Nominating Committee on January 20, 2004.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1

LONNER, MEREDITH S (AUTHOR)
Greenacres parents are patient, not acquiescent (letter) (Meredith S. Lonner of Elm Road), Nov 21, 2003 p. 6

LOVE, SHIRLEY
If music be the food of love...(photo) (Former Met star, Shirley Love, teaches future opera singers.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 16
LOVEJOY, SUSAN
APTA (American Platform Tennis Association) nationals; Scarsdale's Brown adds another title to his list (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 24

LOWEY, NITA M
County won't OK disaster plan (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 16
First responders are short equipment, training, money, Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
Lines change; fiscal crisis looms, Jan 3, 2003, p. 4
Lowey blasts Bush budget, stimulus plan, Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
Lowey blasts Bush budget, stimulus plan (continued), Feb 7, 2003, p. 9
More voices raised against Indian Point (County and federal officials unite against the continued operation of the Indian Point nuclear power plant.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
True leaders are those who keep our children safe (letter) (Elissa Paykin of Lee Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6

LOWEY, NITA M (AUTHOR)
Rep. Lowey adds E'mont (Edgemont) to district (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 8A

LOWIN, JOANNA
Focal Points: What do you think of the American Society of Clinical Oncologists' proposed legislation to restrict cigarette advertising and tobacco exports and raise tax on cigarettes? (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 7

LU, MICHAEL
Cello students from Quaker Ridge meet Yo-Yo Ma (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 10

LUBIN, BRADLEY
Focal Points: Does blocking telemarketing calls violate the right to free speech? (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7

LUBIN, PATTY
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday, Jan 10, 2003, p. 3

LUKE, ASHLEY
Douglass qualifies to ski at state meet (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 20
Scarsdale High School Winter Athletic Awards Dinner - March 10 (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 24

LUMICAO, OSCAR
Focal Points: How do you feel about the increasing state budget dependence on gambling revenues? (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 7

LUNDBREN, CAROLYN
Focal Points: What do you think of the American Society of Clinical Oncologists' proposed legislation to restrict cigarette advertising and tobacco exports and raise tax on cigarettes? (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 7

LUSK, DARIAN
Safety poster contest winners (photo) (Pictured are the winners of the Scarsdale Recreation Department's safety poster contest.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 4

LUTOMSKI, RAND
Focal Points: Do you think it is very likely that a new terrorist attack will be made on the United States? (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7

LUTZ, JEAN
Decades later SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni still cherish their grade school years (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 8

LUTZKE, ART (AUTHOR)
Who will take responsibility for drainage system in flooded area? (letter) (Art Lutzke of Brewster Road), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6

LUTZKE, NANCY
Dinner dance gifts (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society will be offering fabulous gifts at the silent auction for its 2003 Spring Benefit Dinner.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 15

LYDON, PAT
Focal Points: How do you feel about the MTA (Metropolitan Transportation Authority) fare increases? (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 7

LYNCH, MAUREEN BRIDGET
Lynch, Holmgren (engaged) (photo) (Maureen Bridget Lynch and Donald James Holmgren are engaged; a March 2004 wedding is planned.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 12

LYNCH, TARA
Tara Lynch (Media consultant Tara Lynch will be honored by the Volunteer Center at its awards breakfast on June 10.), May 30, 2003, p. 4

LYONS, ANNE
New PT Council officers welcomed (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12
Policy initially alarmed Greenacres parents, but doesn't anymore, Nov 14, 2003 p. 11
LYONS, ANNE (AUTHOR)
Greenacres gift to be shared with other schools (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur - Ed Grossman Memorial Committee), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6

LYONS, DOUGLAS
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

MA, YO-YO
Cello students from Quaker Ridge meet Yo-Yo Ma (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 10

MABIE, BARRIE (AUTHOR)
Grassroots participation is fundamental to our form of government (letter) (Gloria and Barrie Mabie of Madison Road), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6

MABIE, GLORIA
Running for SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (List of candidates running for the School Board Nominating Committee on January 20, 2004.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1

MABIE, GLORIA (AUTHOR)
Grassroots participation is fundamental to our form of government (letter) (Gloria and Barrie Mabie of Madison Road), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6

MACCARONE, GRACE
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

MACDONALD, BARBARA
The three amigas (photo) (Muscoot Farm will host an art exhibit titled, "Scenes and Seasons" on July weekends.), July 3, 2003, p. 12

MACDONALD, CHRISTINE
Santa knows what Scarsdale children want (illus) (Local children post letters to Santa), Dec 19, 2003 p. 3

MACEACHRON, FRANK (AUTHOR)
Town should do feasibility study on uses of old town hall (letter) (Lois L. Cowan, Ann Falk Kaufman, Frank MacEachron, Betsy Stem of Westchester Community College Foundation), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6

MACKAY, ARTHUR
State Supreme Court will review Realm appeal (The legal battle continues over a proposed assisted living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1

MACKENZIE, LINDA
Focal Points: How will the recent economic surge affect the coming presidential campaign? (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7

MACKLER, BERNARD (AUTHOR)
Sensible projects get done here - garage is not one of them (letter) (Jeannie and Bernard Mackler of Lenox Place), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6

MACKLER, JEANNIE
Residents question garage proposal at library 'forum' (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6

MACKLIN, LEO
Focal Points: has the "Orange Alert" caused you to make any changes in your lifestyle? (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 7

MAEZAWA, AKIRA
Singers, jokesters, bagpipers rule all day SHS (Scarsdale High School) performance fest (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 8

MAGNANI, JEANNETTE
Delaying kindergarten: is it a 'gift of a year' or a hindrance? (photo) (continued), Sep 5, 2003, p. 8

MAHAN, KATHLEEN
New Choral Society to celebrate 10 years with gala (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 25

MAIER, JANET
New Choral Society to celebrate 10 years with gala (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 25

MAJSAK, DAVID
Teen to Teen: Unique pet therapy offers love and licks (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1

MAKABIYAH
Maccabi Games offer Jewish teens Olympics and more, Sep 19, 2003, p. 21
Retnly, Tushman combine for 11 Maccabi track medals (photo), Aug 29, 2003, p. 17

MAKE OUR NEIGHBORHOOD SAFE FOR THE HOLIDAYS
Give a gift of holiday safety (editorial), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7

MALARKEY, SOPHIA
Teen center honors Detective Rich Fatigate (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 3
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MALCOLM, THRESHIA
From Polo to J. Lo, high school style mavens strut their stuff (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 8

MALICK, LAURA
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 9

MALINA, ANITA
Adult school attains senior citizenship (photo) (The Scarsdale Adult School celebrated its 65th anniversary with a party at Purchase College on May 4.), May 9, 2003, p. 3

MALINA, STUART
Tony nomination for SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) alum, May 16, 2003, p. 15

MALLIS, IAN
Thrash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

MALONZO, CHRISTINE
Girl Scouts take the gold and silver (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4

MALOOF, CAROLE BUTTNER
Song recital at Woman's Club (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, contralto Carole Buttner Maloof, will perform at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on November 5.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 17

MALSCH, SYDNEY
Remembering Ed Grossman (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 10

MAMARONECK
The loneliness of the long distance strip (photo) (Confusion reigns on the Mamaroneck Strip, where the zip code and services are Mamaroneck but the school system is Scarsdale.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 3

The Scarsdale Union includes Mamaroneck Strip, Oct 17, 2003, p. 3

MANCHESTER, DAVID
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

MANCINI, SAMANTHA
Hot times and cool contests celebrate the Fourth (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 26

MANCUSO, JIM
Scarsdale High School Winter Athletic Awards Dinner - March 10 (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 24

MANDEL, CAROLINE
How many? (photo) (United Way volunteers pictured at the July 31-August 2 Scarsdale sidewalk sale.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 2

MANDEL, LENARD HAROLD
Lenard Harold Mandel (dies) (Lenard Harold Mandel died on July 11, 2003. The attorney and former Scarsdale resident was nearly 86 years old.), July 18, 2003, p. 10

MANDELBROT, BENOIT
Benoit Mandelbrot (Scarsdale resident, Benoit Mandelbrot, has been awarded the Japan Prize by the Science and Technology Foundation of Japan.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 4

MANION, Verna
Focal Points: Which do you think is a more immediate threat to the United States: Iraq or North Korea? (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 7

MANN, SAM
Prom called 'resounding success' (photo) (Scarsdale High School seniors created new, scaled down traditions for their June 12 prom at the Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 1

MANSON, ANTHONY S (AUTHOR)
Why Scarsdale needs a community center (letter) (Anthony S. Manson of Doris Lane), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6

MAPS
Open space map goes hi-tech (illus), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12

MAQUES, TONY
A main event (photo) (The Scarsdale Water Department repaired a burst pipe on Weaver Street on January 23.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 5

MARANTZ, RONNIE
All the school's a stage at Heathcote's first Renaissance Faire (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 10

Delaying kindergarten: is it a 'gift of a year' or a hindrance? (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1

MARANTZ, RONNIE (AUTHOR)
Heathcote PTA made the Renaissance Faire possible (letter) (Ronne Marantz, Principal, Heathcote School), July 3, 2003, p. 6

MARCHESE, KATE
SHS (Scarsdale High School) students help those in need (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 31A
MARCH OF DIMES BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION
Lynne Wilson (*Lynne Wilson will be honored by the March of Dimes on October 22.*), Oct 10, 2003, p. 4
Mother of the Year (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 4

MARCUS, RICHARD
Man decries 'deterioration of services' (*Richard Marcus decried the failure of the Village's leaf collection program at the September 23 Village Board meeting.*), Sep 26, 2003, p. 3

MARCUS, SID
Two faces of Scarsdale seen in Freightway (letter) (*Richard S. Toder of Rock Creek Lane*), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7

MARDEN, ANNE ROBERTS
Joined SAA (Scarsdale Alumni Association) board (*Four people have joined the board of directors of the Scarsdale Alumni Association.*), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4

MARGAND, P (AUTHOR)
Garth Road resident offers parking suggestions (letter) (*P. Margand of Garth Road*), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6

MARGARITOV, STEVE
Focal Points: What movie would be your choice for an Oscar? (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7

MARGOLIN, ALAN
Focal Points: Do you think the interest in professional sports is disproportionate to their importance? (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 7

MARGOLIN, RANDI
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday, Jan 10, 2003, p. 3

MARGOLIN, STEVEN
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

MARGULIES, LOLA

MARGULIES, STEPHANIE
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

MARINELLI, LISA
Running for SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (*List of candidates running for the School Board Nominating Committee on January 20, 2004.*), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1

MARINES
(Photo of banner on Bradley Road home of Lance Cpl. Timothy Hill, United States Marine Corps, who has been deployed to the Middle East for Operation Enduring Freedom.) (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6

MARINO, JANE
Library reading games appeal to kids' imaginative side (photo), Aug 8, 2003, p. 1
Library reading games appeal to kids' imaginative side (photo) (continued), Aug 8, 2003, p. 22

MARK, JOAN
How many? (photo) (*United Way volunteers pictured at the July 31-August 2 Scarsdale sidewalk sale.*), Aug 15, 2003, p. 2

MARK, JON (AUTHOR)
Subdivision will create dangerous situation around SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (letter) (*Jon Mark of Brookby Road*), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4

MARKEL, COLIN
Thrash and win (photo) (*The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.*), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

MARKEL, NICK
Drama Club stages 'A Musical Fable of Broadway' this weekend (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15

MARKETING
Addictively refreshing (editorial) (*Marc Wollin discusses designer water brands.*), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7
Glancing Askance: Endorsement (editorial) (*Marc Wollin discusses marketing motion pictures.*), Feb 28, 2003, p. 7

MARKOWITZ, SHAYNA
'The Last Night of Ballyhoo' (photo) (*The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present 'The Last Night of Ballyhoo.'*), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10

MAROON AND WHITE
Hundreds helped Raider Pride Weekend fulfill its purpose (letter) (*Rip and Noreen Fisher, Co-Chairs, Raider Pride Weekend*), May 23, 2003, p. 6
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 23
Maroon and White Awards Dinner - Tuesday, June 3, 2003 (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 23
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 27
Scarsdale High School Winter Athletic Awards Dinner - March 10 (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 24
Sobriety and school spirit expected for homecoming, Sep 19, 2003, p. 16
Sure shot (photo) (*Whitney Davis scored her 1,000th career point for the Scarsdale Raiders on January 13.*), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
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MAROON AND WHITE (Continued)
Tomorrow's stars (photo) (Scarsdale Youth Football Association players pictured at halftime on Raider Pride Day on October 3.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1

MARRIAGE
Angels of Mercy (editorial), Oct 17, 2003, p. 7
When proposing, it pays to advertise (photo) (Dr. Peter Berkey proposed to his wife, Suzanne Evanoff, with an ad in the Scarsdale Inquirer.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 3

MARRIAGE COUNSELING
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) actively seeks new clients, donors (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 3
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) actively seeks new clients, donors (photo) (continued), Nov 7, 2003 p. 23

MARRINAN, ELIZABETH
Depot plan gets conditional OK (The Scarsdale Planning Board gave conditional approval on March 5 to plans to develop Depot Place.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
FAR change (A home at 34 Meadow Road will undergo changes to comply with FAR regulations for new construction.), May 30, 2003, p. 1

MARSH, OWEN
(Laura Mason and Owen Marsh pictured planting daisies on Ferncliff Road), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6

MARSHALL, CLAIRE
Behind the scenes (photo) (Scout Government Day, held on March 26, gave boy and girl scouts a chance to learn how their local government ticks.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 32

MARSHALL, KATE
Digital video helps teachers learn and kids reflect; iMovie helps teachers become pond-life experts (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 10

MARTIN, DANIEL R (AUTHOR)
When it comes to houses, old is not necessarily 'historic' (letter) (Daniel R. Martin of Rochambeau Drive), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6

MARTIN, JEFFREY
District expenses high at year end, Jan 31, 2003, p. 10

MARTIN, VALERIE
Poetry is now on the menu at the WLS (Westchester Library System) author lunch (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 17
Want to write a book? Go to your local library! (photo) (continued) (The Westchester Library System's annual Book and Author Luncheon was held on April 8 at Tappan Hill.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 17
Want to write a book? Go to your local library! (photo) (The Westchester Library System's annual Book and Author Luncheon was held on April 8 at Tappan Hill.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 15

MARTINEZ, RICHARD
Music producer Richard Martinez scores a hit with 'Frida' (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 19
Music producer Richard Martinez scores a hit with 'Frida' (photo) (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 21
A Scarsdale Christmas Story: Scarsdale songwriter hopes 'Christmas Blue' will be a Christmas 'evergreen,' Dec 19, 2003 p. 15

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR, DAY
Effects of racism explored at SHS (Scarsdale High School) holiday assembly (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 11
'Wake Up and Dream' (photo) (Dr. James A. Forbes, Jr., will speak at Westchester Reform Temple on January 17 in honor of Martin Luther King.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 10

MARTORANO, MAUREEN
Focal Points: What are your thoughts about the 2004 presidential election? (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 7

MARX, EVE (AUTHOR)
View from the porch: The foods of summer (editorial), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6
View from the porch: The foods of summer (editorial) (continued), Aug 8, 2003, p. 7

MARX, LEONARD
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who passed away in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4

MASI, ANTHONY
Woman robs HSBC Bank in village center (photo) (The HSBC Bank was robbed on May 21 by a woman in her thirties; the robber fled with $31,000 in cash.), May 23, 2003, p. 1

MASLOW, LOUIS II
Bukata, Maslow (engaged) (photo) (Dr. Susan Bukata and Louis "Chip" Maslow II are engaged; a January 2004 wedding is planned.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 11

MASON, GIL (AUTHOR)
Congratulations to the Cavaliers (letter) (Gil Mason of New Jersey), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6

MASON, LAURA
(Laura Mason and Owen Marsh pictured planting daisies on Ferncliff Road), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6
MASQUES
Who is that masked man? 'Faustwork' and its nutty cast of characters wows Edgewood (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 10

MASSEL, MATILDA
A stairway to heaven - or make that a ramp (The Advisory Council on People with Disabilities advocates in the community for people with special needs.), Aug 29, 2003, p. 1

MASTROMARINO, STEVE
A main event (photo) (The Scarsdale Water Department repaired a burst pipe on Weaver Street on January 23.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6

MATHEMATICS - STUDY AND TEACHING
Parents, kids bond over fun with math (April 2 was Family Math Day at the Fox Meadow School.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 10

MAYORS
From Edgemont to Talloires: Bruno Asselin follows his French connection (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 3
Mayor recaps goals, focus of village board (photo) (Scarsdale Mayor, Beverley Sved, addressed the Town and Village Civic Club Educational Forum at an informal meeting on October 2.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 3

MAYORS-SCARSDALE
An exemplary mayor (editorial) (The Inquirer lauds the accomplishments of outgoing Mayor, David Kroenlein.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6
Committee nominates Beverley Sved for mayor (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
Grassroots participation is fundamental to our form of government (letter) (Gloria and Barrie Mabie of Madison Road), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6
Is there life after Scarsdale? Former mayor can't stay away (photo) (Former Scarsdale mayor, Mark Bench, maintains a visible presence in the Village working as a teacher's aide at the High School.), May 9, 2003, p. 1
She will (photo) (Photo of Beverley Sved being sworn in as Scarsdale's chief executive.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
At term's end, praise for mayor, trustees, Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
At term's end, praise for mayor, trustees (continued), Mar 28, 2003, p. 8
Village election is Tuesday (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Village election is Tuesday (continued) (photo) (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 15

MCALLISTER, BEVERLY
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

MCALLISTER, HARMON
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

MCARLEY, CAROL
Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

MCALL, H CARL
Democrats to honor McCall at dinner (Westchester County Democrats will honor H. Carl McCall at their annual dinner on March 20.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 4

MCCARTNEY, PAUL
Local references in 'Guys and Dolls' traced to Lee Eastman (letter) (Andy Bass of Boulevard), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

MCCLINTOCK, SHIRLEY
Welcome to the fold (photo) (Shirley McClintock is welcomed as a new member of Trinity Lutheran Church.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 20
MCCORMACK, KIM
Every animal has its place in kids' mural (photo) (Alcott Montessori pre-schoolers created a nature themed mural in the school's front hall), Nov 28, 2003 p. 11

MCCORMICK, BARRY
Judge rules schools' soccer schedule violates Title IX, July 25, 2003, p. 1

MCCORMICK, EMILY
Judge rules schools' soccer schedule violates Title IX, July 25, 2003, p. 1

MCCORMICK, KATHERINE
Judge rules schools' soccer schedule violates Title IX, July 25, 2003, p. 1

MCCOURT, MAURA
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

MCCREARY, ANDREW
Arbitrator awards patrolman Ellis $40K in McCreary case, Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
Arbitrator awards patrolman Ellis $40K in McCreary case (continued), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3

MCCREARY, KATHLEEN
Arbitrator awards patrolman Ellis $40K in McCreary case (continued), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3

MCCREARY, ROBERT
Arbitrator awards patrolman Ellis $40K in McCreary case (continued), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3

MCCREERY, WILLIAM
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who won recognition in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4

MCDERMOTT, MICHAEL
Creative reshuffling abounds at school construction sites (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
New houses open at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo) (Classes in two new Scarsdale Middle School buildings started on December 1), Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
New houses open at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo) (continued) (Classes in two new Scarsdale Middle School buildings started on December 1), Dec 5, 2003 p. 11
New PT Council officers welcomed (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12

MCDONALD, CHRISTINE
After a month of rain, summer is here! (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 3
Village Santas delight needy kids (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1

MCDONALD, MICHAEL
Focal Points: How do you feel about the increasing state budget dependence on gambling revenues? (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: How will the recent economic surge affect the coming presidential campaign? (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7

MCFARLAND, CARTER
Edgewood kids respect the environment (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12

MCGEE, ALYSON (AUTHOR)
Many Edgemont High School students take leadership initiative (letter) (Anne Gilberg, Alyson McGee, Aaron Friedman, Editors-in-Chief, Campus), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6

MCGEE, PAT
Keg law in effect (A beer keg registration law aimed at curbing underage drinking took effect November 21), Nov 28, 2003 p. 1

MCGILL, MICHAEL (DR)
3 options to fix Quaker Ridge, all are expensive, Jun 20, 2003, p. 1
3 options to fix Quaker Ridge, all are expensive (continued), Jun 20, 2003, p. 10
The 2002-03 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 18th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 27
Architect guides civic club through campus improvements (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 11
Board delays vote on QR (Quaker Ridge) bond project, Oct 24, 2003, p. 8
Board delays vote on QR (Quaker Ridge) bond project (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 9
Construction, turf field, SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) library occupy board (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 11
Decision to open schools in storm caused danger, inconvenience (letter) (Richard G. Lipstein of Crossway), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6
Engineers say repairing QR (Quaker Ridge) not advisable, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
Engineers say repairing QR (Quaker Ridge) not advisable (continued) (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 11
Folkmer fleshes out district goals (The Scarsdale Board of Education focused on strategic planning at its May 6 meeting.), May 9, 2003, p. 1
High-stakes news requires tough decisions (photo) (Scarsdale resident and CNN news anchor, Aaron Brown, delivered a lecture at the Scarsdale Library on December 4), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3
Officials prepare to cope with war anxieties; School district committed to safety, Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
Officials prepare to cope with war anxieties; School district committed to safety (continued), Mar 21, 2003, p. 11
Opinions examined for rebuilding QR (Quaker Ridge), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
McGill, Michael (Dr) (Continued)
Opinions examined for rebuilding QR (Quaker Ridge) (continued), Sep 12, 2003, p. 9
Policy initially alarmed Greenacres parents, but doesn’t anymore, Nov 14, 2003 p. 11
Preliminary turf report is released (continued) (Scarsdale High School could have a synthetic turf field complex by August 2004.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 24
Preliminary turf report is released (Scarsdale High School could have a synthetic turf field complex by August 2004.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
QR (Quaker Ridge) date moved (The date for the referendum on the proposed $12 million Quaker Ridge School renovation is now December 9.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
The Scarsdale Union includes Mamaroneck Strip, Oct 17, 2003, p. 3
School architect maps progress, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
School architect maps progress (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
School budget vote postponed; Senate, governor at odds (continued), May 2, 2003, p. 11
School budget vote slated for June 3; Scarsdale cuts tax a tad, May 30, 2003, p. 1
Sherwood heads school board; G’acres (Greenacres) to get new principal (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 1
SHS (Scarsdale High School) library expands resources for growing enrollment (illus), Aug 29, 2003, p. 1
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) modified athletic program will be great for athletes (letter) (Raymond and Joyce Vastola of Hampton Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6
Snow takes schools by surprise, Mar 14, 2003, p. 10
The Year in Review (Scarsdale schools hold on to high standards.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
McGill, Michael (Dr) (Author)
Common understanding needed to address underage drinking (editorial), Jun 6, 2003, p. 7
Economy is a challenge for schools (illus) (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 21A
Economy is a challenge for schools (illus) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1A
Scarsdale schools respond to external stresses (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6A
Scarsdale schools respond to external stresses (photo) (continued) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 7A
McGinn, Audrey
Excellent essays have insight, says SAT II scorer Klemme, Feb 28, 2003, p. 11
Kids open up to school board (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
McGinness, Trevor
Metamorphosis: Trevor McGinness turns Tovah into Golda (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 17
McIntyre, Thomas
Hoff-Barthelson students learn from the masters (photo) (Hoff-Barthelson students will have a master class with three members of the New York Philharmonic on May 12.), May 2, 2003, p. 17
McIvor, Imogen
Forecast for 2d-grade class: rain, winds, tornadoes! (photo) (On February 13, Heathcote School second graders experienced the "Weather or Not" hands on science program led by Rhonda Ginsberg.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1
McIvor, Paula
A day at the races (photo) (New Zealand native, Rosemary Heaton, hosted a celebratory luncheon in honor of the Australian Melbourne Cup on November 5.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 20
Mckay, Arthur
Court gives a green light to senior housing (The proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road is back on track.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Mckenna, Emily
Persuasive, emotional, funny kids sweep SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 10
Mckenna, Peter
Tech tricks aid teachers, inspire students - Plays wirelessly with others: McKenna’s Palm database (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 10
Mckenzie, Callum
Boats, belugas and bonding await CHOICE kids in Mystic, Jun 27, 2003, p. 8
Mckinnon, Malcolm Angus
Malcolm Angus McKinnon (dies) (Malcolm Angus McKinnon, who resided in Scarsdale from 1942-1998, died on April 11 in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. He was 97.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 18
Mckirdy, Elizabeth
Hofheimers, McKirdy are honored by WPHC (White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 4
Hospital honoree (Elizabeth “Batty” McKirdy was honored on her 90th birthday at the June 10 Village Board meeting.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
McLennan, William
Zoning changes sought on Post (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
MCLEOD, KATE
Spirit of Christmas Past (photo) (*Children enjoyed an old fashioned Christmas celebration at the Scarsdale Historical Society's Cudner-Hyatt House on December 7.*), Dec 12, 2003 p. 2

MCMULLIN, KATHY
Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (continued) (*Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.*), Apr 4, 2003, p. 9
Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (*Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.*), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1

MCNULTY, MICHAEL
(Photograph of Sarah McNulty and her toddler, Michael), May 9, 2003, p. 6

MCNULTY, SARAH
(Photograph of Sarah McNulty and her toddler, Michael), May 9, 2003, p. 6

MEALS ON WHEELS PROGRAMS
It begins at home (editorial) (*In the spirit of the upcoming Thanksgiving holiday, the Inquirer proposes philanthropic ways to express gratitude.*), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
Meals on Wheels supplies food and love (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 5A

MEANEY, TOM
(Officer Tom Meaney is pictured singing the National Anthem at the Scarsdale Police's May 14 memorial service and award ceremony.) (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 5
Village Santas delight needy kids (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1

MEDICAID
New York's Medicaid costs are out of control (letter) (*Ed Krauss of Central Avenue*), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6

MEDICINE, PREVENTIVE
To your health (photo) (Supplement), Jan 17, 2003, p. 18
To your health (photo) (Supplement) (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 19

MEHTA, BAIJU
Prudential associates honored (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 4

MEHTA, CAROLYN
11 elected to Citizens Committee, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
(Bill Doescher and Carolyn Mehta pictured at last Saturday's Scarsdale Historical Society Country Fair.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6
Citizens Committee (*Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.*), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Garage opponents clamor for full environmental impact statement, Feb 28, 2003, p. 1

MEHTA, MANRATA
From the 3rd floor to the world: SHS (Scarsdale High School) is melting pot at International Day (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 10

MEHTA, RISHABH
Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7
Raiders warm up with easy victory over John Jay (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 29
Scarsdale advances senior, freshman doubles team (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 24
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 17
Young Raiders undefeated; Tennis team wins power league title with 11-0 record (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 17

MEHTA, ROHAN
OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) community garden’s in (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 22

MEIR, GOLDA
Metamorphosis: Trevor McGinness turns Tovah into Golda (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 17
A Woman Possessed; Tovah’s inspired performance reveals a parallel world from ‘Golda's Balcony’ (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 17
A Woman Possessed; Tovah’s inspired performance reveals a parallel world from ‘Golda's Balcony’ (photo) (continued), Apr 11, 2003, p. 19

MEISELMAN, BARRY
Focal Points: Do you think the U.S. will be successful in establishing a democratic government in Iraq? (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 7

MEISENBERG, HANNAH
For the creatures (photo) (*Edgewood Girl Scout Troop 1941 brought donations to the Elmsford Animal Shelter.*), Jul 11, 2003, p. 2

MELAMED, MARIELA DUJOVNE (AUTHOR)
Why we should teach Spanish in Edgemont's elementary schools (editorial), Mar 7, 2003, p. 7

MELIKIAN, MICHAEL
A Scarsdale Christmas Story: Scarsdale songwriter hopes ‘Christmas Blue' will be a Christmas 'evergreen,' Dec 18, 2003 p. 15
MELIKIAN, MICHAEL (Continued)
Winfair subdivision approval is likely (RGF Development is likely to win approval for a six lot subdivision in the North Grange section of Greenacres.), May 23, 2003, p. 1

MELIKIAN, MICHAEL (AUTHOR)
Planning board is failing to protect a fragile environment (letter) (Mike Melikian of Fairview Road), May 30, 2003, p. 7
Rights of 1 respected over safety of many (letter) (Mike Melikian of Fairview Road), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6

MELIKIAN, STEPHANIE
Planning board is failing to protect a fragile environment (letter) (Mike Melikian of Fairview Road), May 30, 2003, p. 7

MEMORIAL
Living memorial (photo) (A red maple was planted at the Scarsdale Library pond in memory of Carol Hochberg, daughter of Audrey and Herb Hochberg.), May 16, 2003, p. 4

MEMORIAL DAY
Iraq war lends poignancy to Memorial Day ceremony (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 8
Memorial Day Music Fest rescheduled (letter) (Mark Rausch, Director, Scarsdale Teen Center), May 30, 2003, p. 6
Memorial Day parade set by Legion Post 52, May 23, 2003, p. 2
Scarsdale Boy Scout troops unite on Memorial Day, Jun 6, 2003, p. 4
Solemn remembrance (photo) (Photo of veteran and Legionaire John Brennan at Scarsdale's Memorial Day ceremony.), May 30, 2003, p. 1

MEMORIAL PARK
Local Legionnaires dedicate memorial garden (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 9A

MEMORIAL RITES AND CEREMONIES
Singing to the dead (editorial), Sep 5, 2003, p. 7

MEMORIALS
Greenacres gift to be shared with other schools (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur - Ed Grossman Memorial Committee), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
Remembering Ed Grossman (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 10

MEMORIAL SERVICE
Dr. Edwin B. Giventer (dies) (A memorial service for Dr. Edwin B. Giventer, who died on February 14, 2003, will be held on March 29 at the Friends Meeting House.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 20

MENDEL, IRA
Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

MENDELSON, MICHAEL
Delaying kindergarten: is it a 'gift of a year' or a hindrance? (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1

MENELL, PHYLLIS
Tops in sales (Coldwell Banker honored its top Scarsdale-Doernberg office sales associates for the third quarter.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 4

MENER, ANDREW
SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) morale sags as lawsuit delays progress on new building (photo), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1

MENNA, MIKE
League gets updates on issues; mayor decries low voter turnout (People don't even know the names of their immediate neighbors) (photo) (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 19
Maroon and White Awards Dinner - Tuesday, June 3, 2003 (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 23
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) modified athletic program will be great for athletes (letter) (Raymond and Joyce Vastola of Hampton Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6

MENON, AKSHAY
Kings of chess (photo) (The Fox Meadow chess team scored a big win at the New Castle Chess Tournament on February 9.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 11

MENON, ANIL (DR)
Residents question garage proposal at library 'forum' (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6

MENOPAUSE
To your health (photo) (Supplement), Jan 17, 2003, p. 20

MENORAH
An original approach to Hanukkah (photo) (Rabbi Jonathan Blake of Westchester Reform Temple proposes that Hanukkah be an 'eight day season of giving.'), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1
Menorah lighting at Young Israel of Scarsdale (photo) (Governor George Pataki lit the shamash candle of the outdoor menorah at Young Israel of Scarsdale on December 23.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 15

MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION OF WESTCHESTER COUNTY
MHA (Mental Health Association) has long aided victims of domestic violence (letter) (Lois L. Cowan, Mental Health Association of Westchester), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
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MERCEIN, JENNY
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad in Stephen King movie (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 25

MERCHANTS - SCARSDALE
Autograph for the ages (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 4
Business comings and goings (Retail businesses more stable in 2002, with arrivals and renovations outnumbering departures.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4
Facade for 17 Popham OK'd (On October 29, the Scarsdale Planning Board approved a plan for the renovation of 17 Popham Road.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Fine Art: A happy medium for Lee Weber (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 13
Fine Art: A happy medium for Lee Weber (photo) (continued), July 18, 2003, p. 15
In Firenze (photo) (Ken Giddon, President of Rothman's Men's and Boy's Clothing, attended the Pitti Uomo trade show in Florence, Italy.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 4
Generous shoppers made scouts' food drive a success (letter) (Stuart Krohnengold, Pack Master, Cub Scout Pack 60), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6
How many? (photo) (United Way volunteers pictured at the July 31-August 2 Scarsdale sidewalk sale.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 2
Kids paint the town red - & orange & green & black (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 3
Local business was considerate of customer's plowing needs (letter) (Arthur Glauberman of Walworth Avenue), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6
Mother of the Year (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 4
Read All About Us! (photo) (A supplement to the Scarsdale Inquirer), Oct 31, 2003
Rodeo Drive East (editorial) (The Inquirer conjectures that the lack of available parking might result in an abundance of high end stores that don't survive on volume.), May 16, 2003, p. 6
Rose peddles in Scarsdale; One If By Cards celebrates opening day with Hit King (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 29
Rose peddles in Scarsdale; One If By Cards celebrates opening day with Hit King (photo) (continued), Apr 4, 2003, p. 31
Sidewalk sale (photo) (Shoppers experienced good weather for browsing at the Scarsdale Sidewalk Sale, July 31-August 2.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 3
Signs are needed to point the way to downtown (letter) (John Goodman of Madison Road), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6
SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) thanks all who helped with 'A Chorus Line' (letter) (Trudi Greenwood, Board Member, SSMT), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6
Stairway al fresco (An exterior stairway is being constructed in the alley between Harwood Court and Popham Road.), May 9, 2003, p. 1
Ticket blitz angers many in downtown, July 3, 2003, p. 1
Ticket blitz angers many in downtown (continued), July 3, 2003, p. 13
Time stands still in blackout '03 (photo) (continued) (On August 14 the East Coast experienced the biggest blackout in history; power in Scarsdale was not restored for more than 12 hours.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 10
Time stands still in blackout '03 (photo) (On August 14 the East Coast experienced the biggest blackout in history; power in Scarsdale was not restored for more than 12 hours.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 1
Volunteers and businesses made calendar possible (letter) (Susie Rush, President, Scarsdale PT Council), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
Wilson to discontinue ad some people found offensive (letter) (Ira Wilson, President, Wilson & Son Ltd.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 6
WRT (Westchester Reform Temple) celebrates 50th anniversary (letter) (Valerie Abrahams), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6

MERCORELLA, ANTHONY
Arbitrator awards patrolman Ellis $40K in McCreary case, Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
Arbitrator awards patrolman Ellis $40K in McCreary case (continued), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3

MERELSTEIN, MICHEL
Focal Points: What do you think the situation will be in Iraq a year from today? (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7

MERRILL, GARY
'Stuck in Snow' starring Bette Davis on location in Scarsdale (letter) (A. F. Lazzara of Garth Road), May 16, 2003, p. 6

METRO-NORTH RAILROAD
Commuters should rally for Metro-North service improvement (letter) (Ken Rilander of Brite Avenue), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6

METRO-NORTH RAILROAD - FARES
Fare increase (Fare increases expected on Metro-North Railroad.), May 2, 2003, p. 1
Focal Points: How do you feel about the MTA (Metropolitan Transportation Authority) fare increases? (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 7

MEYER, ADAM
OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) community garden's in (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 22

MEYER, LUCAS J
Neighbors urge ban of nonresident commuters, May 16, 2003, p. 1
MEYER, LUCAS J (AUTHOR)
Garage critic is not opposed to all development on Christie Place (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer of Autenrieth Road), May 23, 2003, p. 6

MEYER, MICHAEL
Focal Points: In view of the current world situation, should Congress consider reinstating the draft? (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 7

MEYERS, EMILY
Heathcote School (photo) (Graduates of the Heathcote School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 21A

MEYERS, EVAN
Night Court; Paddlers laugh at frigid temps while everyone else heads indoors (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 19
Night Court; Paddlers laugh at frigid temps while everyone else heads indoors (photo) (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 22

MEYERS, JANE
Heathcote's gingerbread houses: a sweet holiday treat (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 11

MEYERS, KIM
New PT Council officers welcomed (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12

MEZZACAPPA, JOHN
Zoning changes sought on Post (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1

MICHAEL, ROBERTA
Focal Points: Do you think the increased use of on-line technology has strengthened or weakened personal communication? (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7

MICHAELS, JAMES
Committee assignments (New village board and council members were announced at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1

MICHELS, JAMES (AUTHOR)
A plea for drivers not to park in spaces reserved for disabled (letter) (Dr. Sidney Schrieber, James Michels, Advisory Council on People with Disabilities), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6

MICHELEN, CHRISTOPHER
2 suspects charged with assault at 7-11 (Police arrested two men in connection with an assault on an Edgemont man at the Garth Road 7-Eleven on June 22.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1

MIDDLE AGE
Prescription for middle age: laughter (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 3

MIDDLE EAST
Prescription for middle age: laughter (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 3

MIDBO, HAROLD (DR)
Dr. Harold Midtbo (dies) (photo) (Dr. Harold Midtbo, former Scarsdale resident, died on December 16, 2002, in Colleyville, Texas. He was 91.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 18

MILLER, ANDY
Scarsdale High School Winter Athletic Awards Dinner - March 10 (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 24

MILLER, BERENICE
Memorial purchase (photo) (A new defibrillator trainer was donated to the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps in memory of Dr. Raymond Miller.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 4

MILLER, BILL
Garage foes blast proposal (photo) (continued) (Over thirty speakers voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place Garage at a public hearing on January 28), Jan 31, 2003, p. 26
Subdivision still bogged down (illus) (continued) (Another frustrating round in the battle for a six lot subdivision in Greenacres took place at the Planning Board meeting on April 23), May 2, 2003, p. 8

MILLER, BOB
School board praised for 'timely dialogue' (continued) (High praise for the Scarsdale School Board for fostering yearlong dialogue with the community on the school budget.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 9

MILLER, CODY
Dancing the night away (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 12A

MILLER, DANIEL G (DR)
Dr. Daniel G. Miller (dies) (photo) (Dr. Daniel G. Miller died on May 7, 2003, at Mount Sinai Hospital in Manhattan. He was 78.), May 9, 2003, p. 28

MILLER, DEBBIE
Carter, Samuelsion nominated to BOE (Board of Education) (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
School board praised for 'timely dialogue,' Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
MILLER, DEBBIE (Continued)
School board praised for ‘timely dialogue’ (High praise for the Scarsdale School Board for fostering yearlong dialogue with the community on the school budget.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1

MILLER, DEBRA (AUTHOR)
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) selected excellent candidates for school board (letter) (Debra Miller, Chair, School Board Nominating Committee), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6

MILLER, H ROBERT (AUTHOR)
World Conference is an extraordinary program (letter) (H. Robert Miller of Benedict Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6

MILLER, MATTHEW
Historic homeowner gives up on restoration effort (photo) (continued) (Matthew Miller has given up on trying to restore the historic home he purchased at 972 Post Road.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 8
Historic homeowner gives up on restoration effort (photo) (Matthew Miller has given up on trying to restore the historic home he purchased at 972 Post Road.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1
Of homes, homeowners and nits (letter) (Hillel Swiller of Dicikel Road), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6
Slow progress (editorial) (The Inquirer commends the Committee on Historic Preservation and the Board of Architectural Review for sticking to the facts in the case of the house at 972 Post Road.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6
Vote set on 18th century house (The Committee for Historic Preservation will meet on December 11 to consider a 1780 house at 972 Post Road.), Dec 6, 2003 p. 1

MILLER, RAYMOND (DR)
Memorial purchase (photo) (A new defibrillator trainer was donated to the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps in memory of Dr. Raymond Miller.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 4

MILLER, SANDY
Women gain ground in the business world (photo) (Virginia Drachman spoke on women entrepreneurs on May 15 at Con Edison Headquarters in Rye.), May 30, 2003, p. 3

MILLER, SUSAN
Art for art's sake (photo) (Art Garfunkel performed at the JCC of Midwestchester on May 14.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8

MILLKEN, JOHN
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

MILLMAN, KAREN
CHILD (Children Having Individual Learning Differences) gets NAAR (National Alliance for Autism Research) award (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13
New PT Council officers welcomed (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12
Walking activists (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses the June 10 fund raising walk of the National Alliance for Autism Research.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6
Walking to fund autism research (photo) (The annual Westchester-Fairfield Counties Walk to raise money and awareness of Autism will be held June 8.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1

MILLS, RICHARD
His own petard (editorial) (The Inquirer addresses the flawed design of recent math and physics standardized tests.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6
Schools say state exams don't make the grade, Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Schools say state exams don't make the grade (continued), Jun 27, 2003, p. 25

MILMAN, HARVEY
Fenway must pay for another report on proposed reservoir (continued), Nov 7, 2003 p. 8

MILMOE, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
When did our government become so antagonistic (letter) (Susan Milmoe of Kelwynne Road), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7

MILSTEIN, CHERYL
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

MILSTEIN, MERRIE
'The Last Night of Ballyhoo' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present 'The Last Night of Ballyhoo.'), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10

MILSTEIN, PHILIP
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

MILSTEIN, VIVIAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

MINERD, BOB
Wonderful Edgemont neighbors are still missed (letter) (Harry Garten of Lynwood Road), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6

MINERD, GLORIA
Wonderful Edgemont neighbors are still missed (letter) (Harry Garten of Lynwood Road), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6

MINERD, RUSSELL C
Russell C. Miner (dies) (Russell C. Miner died on April 21, 2003, in Brewster, New York. He was 50.), May 2, 2003, p. 14

MINGIONE, ERNEST
'Faint' spells success for friends at the Fringe (photo), Aug 8, 2003, p. 11
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MINTZER, LAUREN (AUTHOR)
Neighborhood association divided over SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.) relocation (letter) (Jeffery Watiker, Lynn Warren, Lauren Mintzer, East Heathcote Neighborhood Association), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6

MINTZER, LAWRENCE
11 elected to Citizens Committee, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Cable TV Commission surveying residents, Jan 17, 2003, p. 4
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

MIRABELLI, MARLENE
Focal Points: Do you think the increased use of on-line technology has strengthened or weakened personal communication? (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7

MIRAGLIA, MARIA POWELL
Just married! (photo) (Scarsdale police officer Matthew Miraglia wed Maria Powell Miraglia at the Scarsdale Village tree lighting on November 29; Mayor Beverley Sved performed the honors.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 3

MIRAGLIA, MATTHEW
Just married! (photo) (Scarsdale police officer Matthew Miraglia wed Maria Powell Miraglia at the Scarsdale Village tree lighting on November 29; Mayor Beverley Sved performed the honors.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 3
Parking fines will go up April 1 (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1

MISSING CHILDREN
Missing Bronx girl found in Edgemont; 2 men charged, Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
Missing Bronx girl found in Edgemont; 2 men charged (continued), Sep 19, 2003, p. 8

MITCHELL, AMY JEANNINE
Mitchell, Griffin (wed) (photo) (Amy Jeannine Mitchell and John Anthony Griffin were wed May 3 in Charlottesville, Virginia.), May 9, 2003, p. 15

MITCHELL, BONNIE
Simple Gifts: A singer's Mother's Day gift, concert to benefit the hungry (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 25

MITCHELL, BONNIE (AUTHOR)
Gardener is appreciated (letter) (Bonnie Mitchell of Colonial Road), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6

MITCHELL, ELIZABETH
Simple Gifts: A singer's Mother's Day gift, concert to benefit the hungry (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 25

MITCHELL, STOREY
Simple Gifts: A singer's Mother's Day gift, concert to benefit the hungry (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 25

MODEL, JACOB
EHS (Edgemont High School) '03: Committed to school and community (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 11A

MOLINARI, SARAH
Scarsdale swimmers, divers set for summer season (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 14

MONDSchein, MARK
Focal Points: Do you think the increased use of on-line technology has strengthened or weakened personal communication? (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7

MONGARELLA, JOE
New officers (photo) (Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 3 elected new senior fire officers.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 2

MONTALTO, FRANCO
Subdivision still bogged down (Another frustrating round in the battle for a six lot subdivision in Greenacres took place at the Planning Board meeting on April 23.), May 2, 2003, p. 1
Subdivision still bogged down (illus) (continued) (Another frustrating round in the battle for a six lot subdivision in Greenacres took place at the Planning Board meeting on April 23.), May 2, 2003, p. 8

MONTEIRO, STACY
Stunting season: Monteiro's girls continue quest for national domination (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 4A

MONToya, ESmerALDA
2 teens charged with arson in Hartsdale fire (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
In aftermath of fire, victims seek shelter, Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
In aftermath of fire, victims seek shelter (continued), Jun 13, 2003, p. 12

MONZAIN, ANDRE
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the proposed federal income tax bill? (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 7

MOONEY, CELIA
Woman's Club goes Home for the Holidays (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 11

MOORE, JEN
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) actors find fairy tales and friendship (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 11

MOORE, MARY ADAIR CHILDRESS
Mary Adair Childress Moore (dies) (Mary Adair Childress Moore of Brevard, North Carolina, died on July 27, 2003. The former Scarsdale resident was 94.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 12
MOORE, MELBA
A new season at the Bendheim Performing Arts Center - CenterStage Repertory Company makes its debut (photo) (continued), Oct 17, 2003, p. 20

MOORE, NANCY
Focal Points: What issue do you think will be the determining factor in the 2004 presidential election? (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 7

MORENO-ALFARO, ESTHER
Alfaro, Vermes (engaged) (photo) (Esther Moreno Alfaro and Elliot Spencer Vermes are engaged.), May 16, 2003, p. 21
Moreno, Vermes (engaged) (photo) (Esther Moreno-Alfaro and Elliot Spencer Vermes are engaged.), May 30, 2003, p. 22

MORETTI, CLARE
For the creatures (photo) (Edgewood Girl Scout Troop 1941 brought donations to the Elmsford Animal Shelter.), July 11, 2003, p. 2

MORGAN, ED
Christie, continued (The Town and Village Civic Club will hold an open meeting on January 13 to discuss Christie Place development.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
Garage opponents clamor for full environmental impact statement, Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
Ticket blitz continues (continued) (Stepped up automobile ticketing in the Village center to continue, much to the dismay of residents.), July 11, 2003, p. 9
Ticket blitz continues (Stepped up automobile ticketing in the Village center to continue, much to the dismay of residents.), July 11, 2003, p. 1
Time to decide on garage, Gatta says (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 8
Whither Christie? (Ed Morgan presented a report to the Village Board from The Town and Village Club Zoning and Planning Committee on the issue of the Christie Place Parking Garage.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 1

MORONEY, ALICE (AUTHOR)
Town should buy Taxter Ridge now while money's available (letter) (Alice Moroney, President, Knollwood Manor Civic Association), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7

MORRIS, JULIA
Happy 75th, Fox Meadow: young and old share school stories (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 10

MORRISON, MATTHEW
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

MORRISSEY, DANIEL
Engineers say repairing QR (Quaker Ridge) not advisable, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
Engineers say repairing QR (Quaker Ridge) not advisable (continued) (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 11

MORSE, SANDY
Adult school attains senior citizenship (photo) (The Scarsdale Adult School celebrated its 65th anniversary with a party at Purchase College on May 4.), May 9, 2003, p. 3

MORVANT, RUSSELL
2 suspects charged with assault at 7-11 (Police arrested two men in connection with an assault on an Edgemont man at the Garth Road 7-Eleven on June 22.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1
"Print-A-Kid" comes to elementary schools (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 11

MOSCATELLO, MARIEL
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11
Girl Scouts take the gold and silver (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4

MOSER, MARVIN (DR)
Dr. Marvin Moser (Dr. Marvin Moser was elected Honorary Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 4

MOSES, TRUDY
Teachers try to regain control over elementary school day, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1

MOSHINSKY, LEWIS
Focal Points: Do you think the interest in professional sports is disproportionate to their importance? (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 7

MOSKOCAF, ANNETTE
How many? (photo) (United Way volunteers pictured at the July 31-August 2 Scarsdale sidewalk sale.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 2

MOSKOWITZ, JESSICA
Kids paint the town red - & orange & green & black (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 3

MOSQUITOES
Mosquito control (Residents are urged to eliminate breeding grounds for mosquitoes.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1

MOSS, MATTHEW DANIEL
Gold, Moss (engaged) (photo) (Jodi Gold and Matthew Moss are engaged; a July 2003 wedding is planned.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 14
MOSS, MATTHEW DANIEL  (Continued)
Gold, Moss (wed) (photo) (Jodi Lynne Gold and Matthew Daniel Moss were wed on July 19 in Huntington, Long Island.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 9

MOST, BERNARD
Dino Day (photo) (Renowned children’s author, Bernard Most, will be the featured guest at the Scarsdale Public Library’s Dino Day on April 6.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 2
Kids have Most fun (photo) (Nearly 200 attendees crowded in the Scarsdale Public Library’s Scott Room for Dino Day with local author, Bernard Most.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 2
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

MOTHER’S DAY
Motherfest (editorial) (The Inquirer provides a brief history of Mother’s Day and urges residents to honor his or her mother this weekend.), May 9, 2003, p. 6
( photographic of Sarah McNulty and her toddler, Michael), May 9, 2003, p. 6
Scarsdale sports schedule wrecked a mom’s plans on Mother’s Day (letter) (Dr. Janet Rivkin Zuckerman of Marbourne Drive), May 16, 2003, p. 6
Simple Gifts: A singer’s Mother’s Day gift, concert to benefit the hungry (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 25

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS AND DIRECTORS
Lessons of love (photo) (Romantic comedy ‘Love Lessons’ gives teacher-filmmaker Jon Stahl a real life filmmaking lesson.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 17

MOTION PICTURES
Film by SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad explores bulimia, Jun 6, 2003, p. 2
Film extras wanted, Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
Glancing Askance: Coming attractions (Marc Wollin’s take on movie trailers), Dec 12, 2003 p. 7
Glancing Askance: Endorsement (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses marketing motion pictures.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 7
Lessons of love (photo) (Romantic comedy ‘Love Lessons’ gives teacher-filmmaker Jon Stahl a real life filmmaking lesson.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 17
Music producer Richard Martinez scores a hit with ‘Frida’ (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 19
Music producer Richard Martinez scores a hit with ‘Frida’ (photo) (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 21
New film bio of Hubleys shows serious side of animation (photo) (continued) (Esteemed TV and film producer, Patty Wineapple, is in town for her 1963 Scarsdale High School reunion), Sep 19, 2003, p. 15
New film bio of Hubleys shows serious side of animation (photo) (Esteemed TV and film producer, Patty Wineapple, is in town for her 1963 Scarsdale High School reunion), Sep 19, 2003, p. 13
A ‘Pause’ in filming (photo) (Evan Frushtick’s independent film, Pause, was filmed in Scarsdale and Westchester.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 27
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad in Stephen King movie (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 25

MOTKO, RICHARD
Former parking enforcement officer issued 50-70 tickets a day (letter) (Fred Ryan of New Rochelle), July 18, 2003, p. 6

MOUNTAINEERING
From a great height (editorial), Aug 1, 2003, p. 7

MOY, LAWRENCE
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

MOYLE, JOHN
Geology, poetry, at Scarsdale Adult School, Oct 3, 2003, p. 11

MUELLER, ELIZABETH
Focal Points: What do you think the situation will be in Iraq a year from today? (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7
The three amigas (photo) (Muscoot Farm will host an art exhibit titled, “Scenes and Seasons” on July weekends.), July 3, 2003, p. 12

MULDOON, COLIN
Movin’ on up... to SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 8

MULLEN, GERRY
Paddling for Children’s Village dollars (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 21

MULLER, DIANA
Reality Ball for Neuberger (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 20

MULLER, JENNY
Research reveals effect of bigotry (letter) (Diane Jacobs of Wildwood Lane), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6

MUELLER, LENDY
Sherwood heads school board; G’acres (Greenacres) to get new principal (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 1

MUELLER, ROBERTO
Reality Ball for Neuberger (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 20
MULTICULTURALISM
From the 3rd floor to the world: SHS (Scarsdale High School) is melting pot at International Day (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 10
District strives for multiculturalism in classroom learning, Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
District strives for multiculturalism in classroom learning (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 11

MUMFORD, DEBORAH
Every animal has its place in kids' mural (photo) (Alcott Montessori pre-schoolers created a nature themed mural in the school's front hall.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 11

MURAL PAINTING AND DECORATION
Every animal has its place in kids' mural (photo) (Alcott Montessori pre-schoolers created a nature themed mural in the school's front hall.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 11
Local muralist brings rooms to life (photo) (Home Supplement), Apr 25, 2003, p. 4A

MUROFF, BLANCHE
Houlihan/Lawrence honors top producers of 2002 (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 4

MURPHY, EDWARD
Awards (The Scarsdale Village Board honored two police officers and a Village mechanic for their work on an emergency response incident command vehicle.), May 16, 2003, p. 1

MURPHY, MARK
Missing Bronx girl found in Edgemont; 2 men charged, Sep 19, 2003, p. 1

MURRAY, MICHAEL
Jacquet, Murray (photo) (Jennifer Jacquet and Michael J. Murray were wed on June 7 at the Greenville Community Church.), July 18, 2003, p. 11

MUSE, JAY
Gastronomical glee at Gourmet Galaxy's gala (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 15

MUSEUMS
Museum trashing connected to exploitation of Iraq's history (letter) (Seth A. Halpern of Ridgecrest East), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6

MUSIC
Friends say 'Love' is the message (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 19
Hoff-Barthelson Music School to open Yonkers Music Academy, Aug 8, 2003, p. 22
Singers, jokers, bagpipers rule all day SHS (Scarsdale High School) performance fest (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 8
Suing fans is not the answer (editorial) (Daniel Fogelman on recent legal actions taken by the Recording Industry Association of America.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 7

MUSICALS
A Chorus Line - What they did for love; SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) to present 'A Chorus Line' (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 10
'Guys and Dolls' showed what our kids can do (Irving Sloan gives stellar review to High School Drama Club production of "Guys and Dolls."), Dec 5, 2003 p. 7
Local references in 'Guys and Dolls' traced to Lee Eastman (letter) (Andy Bass of Boulevard), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6
Seniors put a new spin on an old favorite (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 6A

MUSIC CONSERVATORY OF WESTCHESTER
Kids & pros make beautiful music together (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 13
Learn play or simply listen at the Music Conservatory (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 38A

MUSICIANS
Music producer Richard Martinez scores a hit with 'Frida' (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 19
Music producer Richard Martinez scores a hit with 'Frida' (photo) (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 21

MUSIC TEACHERS
Earl Groner (Music teacher, Earl Groner, elected president of the Eastern Division of the National Association for Music Education), Apr 4, 2003, p. 4

MUZZIO, SOFIA
From the 3rd floor to the world: SHS (Scarsdale High School) is melting pot at International Day (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 10

MYERS, DARREN
Focal Points: How do you think a long and protracted war in Iraq will affect life in the United States? (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7

MYERS, DOUGLAS
Music and art at St. James the Less (photo) (Trumpet player Douglas Myers will perform chamber music at St. James the Less Church on February 23.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 17

NACHUMI, AVI
White Plains synagogue damaged by fire, congregants devastated (photo) (continued) (Reconstructionist Synagogue, Bet Am Shalom in White Plains, was heavily damaged by a fire on September 9.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19
NADLER, MARK
New officers (photo) (Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 3 elected new senior fire officers.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 2

NAJAC, MARJORIE R
Father Bill joins US’ (University of Scarsdale) in combating teen drinking, Mar 28, 2003, p. 10

NAJAC, MARJORIE R (AUTHOR)
Making the most of a moment (editorial) (Marjorie R. Najac on making the most of teachable moments with adolescents.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7

NASSAU, DANIEL
Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

NASSAU, LAURA
The loneliness of the long distance strip (photo) (Confusion reigns on the Mamaroneck Strip, where the zip code and services are Mamaroneck but the school system is Scarsdale.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 3

NATBONY, EMILY
Hot times and cool contests celebrate the Fourth (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 28

NATHANSON, STEVE
All's fair at the Scarsdale elementary schools (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 11

NATIONAL SECURITY
Focal Points: Does today's emphasis on security change the image of the U.S. as the land of the free? (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 7

NAUGHTON, ANDREW
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

NAUGHTON, ANN
Focal Points: Would the use of recorded rather than live music affect your attendance at shows? (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 7

NAUGHTON, GINNY
Paddling for Children's Village dollars (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 21

NAUGHTON, KATHY
Leone agents honored (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 4

NEALE, SUE
The Bank of New York Salutes: The 2003 Scarsdale Bowl Award Dinner (photo) (Description and photos of the April 30 Scarsdale Bowl Award dinner honoring Corky Thompson.), May 9, 2003, p. 36
Bowl goes to buoyant native daughter (photo) (On April 20 the Scarsdale Bowl was presented to tireless and devoted volunteer worker, Mary "Corky" Thompson.), May 9, 2003, p. 1
Sue Neale (Scarsdale resident, Sue Neale, has been elected vice president of the Westchester Library System.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 4
Time to reserve for bowl award dinner (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 2

NECHAMKIN, ILENE
Hanukkah story invited reflection and enlightenment (letter) (Dr. Philip E. Schweitzer of Glenwood Road), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6

NECHAMKIN, ILENE (AUTHOR)
An inchoate grief (Ilene Nechamkin shares her experiences with miscarriage and infertility.), May 16, 2003, p. 22

NEIGHBORLINESS
How little we know about our neighbors (editorial), Aug 8, 2003, p. 7

NELSON, THELMA
Thelma Nelson (dies) (Former longtime Scarsdale resident, Thelma Nelson, died on July 27, 2003. She was 92.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 12

NELMICH, NANCY
Happy birthday, dear Edgewood: 84 years of school lore, spirit (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 10

NEW CHORAL SOCIETY
Clarks to chair gala (photo) (Lynne B. Clark and her husband Merrell will chair the 10th anniversary season gala of the New Choral Society of Scarsdale.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 17
New Choral Society to celebrate 10 years with gala (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 25
New Choral Society to celebrate 10 years with gala (photo) (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 29

NEWHOUSE, EDA
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

NEWMAN, ANITA
Coldwell Banker awards (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 4

NEWMAN, CANDISS
Teens aren't sleeping, but who's really to blame?, Feb 7, 2003, p. 10

NEWMAN, DANIEL
Seely Place School (photo) (Seely Place School graduates listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 24A
NEWMAN, RACHEL
Persuasive, emotional, funny kids sweep SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 10

NEWMAN, RICK
First debate club at the high school was formed in 1928 (letter) (Irving Sloan, Village Historian), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6

NEWMAN, RICK (AUTHOR)
SHS (Scarsdale High School) debate team has come a long way in 38 years (letter) (Rick Newman of Wayside Lane), July 18, 2003, p. 6

NEWSHEL, MICHAEL
Rosenzweig, Newshel (engaged) (photo) (Jessica Rosenzweig and Michael Newshel are engaged; a July 4, 2004, wedding is planned.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13

NEWSPAPERS
How war coverage has evolved (editorial) (Seymour Topping, former managing editor of The New York Times, discusses newspaper coverage of wars in which the United States has been involved.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 7
Unique news on unique war is pondered (Len Apcar addressed the annual meeting of the Westchester Chapter of the United Nations Association in the Scott Room of the Scarsdale Public Library on May 18.), May 23, 2003, p. 3

NEWSPAPERS - AWARDS
Inquirer top winner (continued) (The Scarsdale Inquirer took home 27 awards from the New York Press Association's 2002 Better Newspaper Contest.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 11
Inquirer top winner (The Scarsdale Inquirer took home 27 awards from the New York Press Association's 2002 Better Newspaper Contest.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1

NEWTON, ANTHONY
Corona Piano Trio (photo) (The Corona Piano Trio will perform at Hope Lutheran Church on January 11.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 16

NEW YORK (N.Y.)
Edgewood loves New York (photo) (Edgewood School third graders present a play paying homage to New York City.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 9
The return of the snowbirds (editorial) (A. F Lazzara on wintering in Florida), May 30, 2003, p. 7

NEW YORK POWER AUTHORITY
'Green' building a showcase for efficiency (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 3
'Green' building a showcase for efficiency (photo) (continued), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12

NEW YORK (STATE), LEGISLATURE, ASSEMBLY
Sales tax hike appears doomed (continued) (The State Legislature is unlikely to approve a county sales tax hike.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 9
Sales tax hike appears doomed (The State Legislature is unlikely to approve a county sales tax hike.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
Senator Oppenheimer describes 'most unusual' veto override, Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
State lawmakers document significant achievements (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 8A
A vision for the future (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 8A

NEW YORK (STATE), LEGISLATURE, SENATE
Sales tax hike appears doomed (continued) (The State Legislature is unlikely to approve a county sales tax hike.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 9
Sales tax hike appears doomed (The State Legislature is unlikely to approve a county sales tax hike.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
Women's health, graduated license bills were passed (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 8A

NEW YORK (STATE), SUPREME COURT
Dem's nominate 3 (Hudson Valley Democrats met in convention on September 18 to select three candidates for the State Supreme Court, Ninth Judicial District.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
No decision yet on lawsuit challenging SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) relocation (Progress on the new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps temporarily suspended pending the outcome of litigation), May 23, 2003, p. 1

NEW YORK (STATE) METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Focal Points: How do you feel about the MTA (Metropolitan Transportation Authority) fare increases? (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 7

NEW YORK (STATE) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Focal Points: Should we have the right of recall in New York State? (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 7

NEW YORK TELEPHONE COMPANY
Zoning changes sought on Post (continued) (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14
Zoning changes sought on Post (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
NEW YORK TIMES
Unique news on unique war is pondered (Len Apcar addressed the annual meeting of the Westchester Chapter of the United Nations Association in the Scott Room of the Scarsdale Public Library on May 18.), May 23, 2003, p. 3

NG, JAMES
From Polo to J. Lo, high school style mavens strut their stuff (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 8

NG, JAMES (AUTHOR)
Focus of abortion debate should be morality (letter) (James Ng of Rectory Lane), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6
Safe Homes, program will pit parent against parent (letter) (James Ng of Rectory Lane), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6

NG, MELISSA
Singers, jokesters, bagpipers rule all day SHS (Scarsdale High School) performance fest (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 8

NICHOLAS, EILEEN
Fantasy express (photo) (Lenox Hill Hospital's "Fantasy Express" benefit raised $160,000 for the pediatric department.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 14

NICHOLAS, JAMES
Safe Homes, program will pit parent against parent (letter) (James Ng of Rectory Lane), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6

NICHOLAS, MICAELA
Fantasy express (photo) (Lenox Hill Hospital's "Fantasy Express" benefit raised $160,000 for the pediatric department.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 14

NICHOLAS, STEPHEN
BOE (Board of Education) OKs private funds for turf field (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 9
Fantasy express (photo) (Lenox Hill Hospital's "Fantasy Express" benefit raised $160,000 for the pediatric department.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 14

NICHOLAS, STEPHEN (DR)
Fantasy express (photo) (Lenox Hill Hospital's "Fantasy Express" benefit raised $160,000 for the pediatric department.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 14

NICHOLS, RYOMA
Happy birthday, dear Edgewood: 84 years of school lore, spirit (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 10
Safety poster contest winners (photo) (Pictured are the winners of the Scarsdale Recreation Department's safety poster contest.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 4

NICHOLSON, ISABEL
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 9

NIEMANN, EDMUND
H-B (Hoff-Barthelson) festival celebrates the music of our time (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 15

NIKOLSKI, LAURIE
Unique news on unique war is pondered (Len Apcar addressed the annual meeting of the Westchester Chapter of the United Nations Association in the Scott Room of the Scarsdale Public Library on May 18.), May 23, 2003, p. 3

NOBEL, ORLY
The loneliness of the long distance strip (photo) (Confusion reigns on the Mamaroneck Strip, where the zip code and services are Mamaroneck but the school system is Scarsdale.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 3

NOBLER, SOPHIE
Edgewood kids respect the environment (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE
11 elected to Citizens Committee, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
11 elected to Citizens Committee (continued), Nov 14, 2003 p. 26
Absentee ballots (Elections for representatives to the Citizens Committee will be held on November 12; absentee ballots may be picked up at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Changes in nominating process proposed, Jun 20, 2003, p. 3
Changes in nominating process proposed (continued), Jun 20, 2003, p. 8
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Citizens Committee (The Procedure Committee invites residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
Committee picked a distinguished slate for village office (letter) (Sharon Lindsay of Mamaroneck Road), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6
NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Decades pass before her eyes as she gets ready to leave Scarsdale (letter) (Corky Thompson of Jefferson Road), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6
Experience needed (editorial) (The Inquirer encourages residents to run for the Citizens Committee.), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6
Feedback sought on proposed amendments, Sep 12, 2003, p. 3
Forum covers broad ground (continued) (Village Board nominees faced some tough questions from the Scarsdale Neighborhood Presidents at the March 3 "Meet the Candidates Meeting" at Village Hall.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 11
Forum covers broad ground (Village Board nominees faced some tough questions from the Scarsdale Neighborhood Presidents at the March 3 "Meet the Candidates Meeting" at Village Hall.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
It begins at home (editorial) (In the spirit of the upcoming Thanksgiving holiday, the Inquirer proposes philanthropic ways to express gratitude.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
'It's gratifying that strong candidates are willing to serve (letter) (Mark B. Hirsch of Winslow Place), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6
Kudos to voters (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the 500 residents who showed up to the polls to elect three Village trustees and a mayor.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Neighborhood presidents list top priorities, Mar 7, 2003, p. 3
Nominators are thanked for job well done (letter) (Peter T. Gelfman, Chairman, Citizens Committee), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
Nominators needed (The deadline for candidates for the Citizens Committee to file nominating petitions for themselves is September 30.), Sep 28, 2003, p. 1
Nominators needed (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to consider running for the Citizens Committee), Aug 29, 2003, p. 1
Nominees sought (The Citizens Nominating Committee is seeking nominees for Village Trustee.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
Nominees sought (The Citizens Nominating Committee is seeking nominees for Village Trustee.), Dec 5, 2003, p. 1
Nonpartisan system could use some help from residents (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Chairman, Citizens Nonpartisan Party), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8
Nonpartisan system team for village office is outstanding (letter) (Robert and Georgia Donati of Overhill Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
Persons of vision and sound judgment were chosen as village candidates (letter) (Muriel F. Hahn of Brookby Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
Scarsdale's nonpartisan system relies on citizen support (letter) (Evelyn Seidman, Thomas Giordano, The Procedure Committee), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
Village election is Tuesday (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Village election is Tuesday (continued) (photo) (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 15
Volunteers lent time, talents for the benefit of all (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Chair, Scarsdale Citizens Nonpartisan Party, 2003 Campaign Committee), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Vote for outstanding volunteers, strengthen our nonpartisan system (letter) (David M. Irwin of Quaker Center), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6
Voting for Citizens candidates is way to say 'thanks' for service (letter) (Carol H. Stix of Carthage Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
We need more men in leadership positions (editorial), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7
Why bother? (editorial) (The Inquirer provides explanations for new residents on Scarsdale's unique nonpartisan election system.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6
NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' PARTY - SCARSDALE
3 are nominated for village board (photo) (continued) (Mary Beth Gose, Carolyn Stevens and Peter Strauss are nominated for the Scarsdale Village Board.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 11
3 are nominated for village board (photo) (Mary Beth Gose, Carolyn Stevens and Peter Strauss are nominated for the Scarsdale Village Board.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
Committee nominates Beverley Sved for mayor (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
Nonpartisan system could use some help from residents (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Chairman, Citizens Nonpartisan Party), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8
Persons of vision and sound judgment were chosen as village candidates (letter) (Muriel F. Hahn of Brookby Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
Voting for Citizens candidates is way to say 'thanks' for service (letter) (Carol H. Stix of Carthage Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM - SCARSDALE
Civility shortage (editorial) (The Inquirer deplores the lack of civility at the March 25 Village Board meeting, which dealt with the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6
Decades pass before her eyes as she gets ready to leave Scarsdale (letter) (Corky Thompson of Jefferson Road), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6
NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Why bother? (editorial) (The Inquirer provides explanations for new residents on Scarsdale's unique nonpartisan election system.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6

NORTH, JOHN

Focal Points: Do you think SUV's will be the family car of the future? (photo), Aug 8, 2003, p. 7

NORTH KOREA

Focal Points: Which do you think is a more immediate threat to the United States: Iraq or North Korea? (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 7

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR (AUTHOR)

Thanks for coming back, DPW (Department of Public Works) (letter) (Eleanor November of Walworth Avenue), Jan 31, 2003, p. 7

NOVICH, RICHARD

Trustees give pool conditional support (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 8

NOWIERSKI, LAUREN

If student was unprepared, it's not the fault of Scarsdale High School (letter) (Spencer J. Chang of Columbia University), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6

Scarsdale High School got me on the right track (letter) (Jason Ross at Stanford University), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6

Scarsdale's flaw: sense of entitlement, not quality of teaching (letter) (Matthew Rubin), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6

SHS (Scarsdale High School) does an outstanding job of preparing students for college (letter) (Brian K. Lee of Yale University), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6

NOWIERSKI, LAUREN (AUTHOR)

Survey defies authentic education (editorial) (MIT student Lauren Nowierski feels Scarsdale High School's low ranking in national survey is justified.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 7

NOYER, CHARLES (DR)

Dr. Charles Noyer (Dr. Charles Noyer joins the Digestive Disease and Nutrition Center of Westchester.), July 11, 2003, p. 4

NUCLEAR ENERGY

Indian Point (photo) (Various meetings address the safety of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan, New York.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 2

Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

County won't OK disaster plan, Jan 17, 2003, p. 1

County won't OK disaster plan (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 16

Effective defense needs names (letter) (Bruce Bloom of Southold), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6

 Fallout continued over Witt report ( Fallout continued this week in the wake of the Witt Report's criticism of the emergency evacuation plans in the event of a disaster at the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 16

FEMA rules that evacuation plan for Indian Point is viable, Aug 1, 2003, p. 20

IP (Indian Point) plan is local responsibility (editorial), Feb 21, 2003, p. 7

More voices raised against Indian Point ( County and federal officials unite against the continued operation of the Indian Point nuclear power plant.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1

More voices raised against Indian Point ( County and federal officials voice opposition to the continued operation of the Indian Point nuclear power plant.) (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 9

A national issue (Congresswoman Sue Kelly has scheduled hearings on emergency plans at Indian Point.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 1

No-fly zone must be established over Indian Point Nuclear Power Facility (letter) (Paul J. Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6

Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (continued) ( Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 9

Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant ( Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1

Plant's ad campaign marred by mishaps (continued) ( Indian Point 2 was knocked off line due to a power outage and fire on April 21.), May 9, 2003, p. 9

Plant's ad campaign marred by mishaps ( Indian Point 2 was knocked off line due to a power outage and fire on April 21.), May 9, 2003, p. 1

True leaders are those who keep our children safe (letter) (Elissa Paykin of Lee Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6

NURSING HOMES

3rd-graders interview Hebrew Home seniors (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 11

The golden years: Elder care consultant Gilberg offers help for seniors (photo) (continued) (Loren Gilberg's company, Elder Care Consulting, provides alternatives to nursing homes.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 11
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NURSING HOMES (Continued)
The golden years: Elder care consultant Gilberg offers help for seniors (photo) (Loren Gilberg's company, Elder Care Consulting, provides alternatives to nursing homes.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1

NUSSBAUM, SARAH
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 18

NYGREEN, BEVERLY GRACE HOLIDAY
Beverly Grace Holiday Nygreen (dies) (photo) (Beverly Grace Holiday Nygreen of Scarsdale died on October 15, 2003, at White Plains Hospital following a battle with cancer. She was 85.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 26

NYGREEN, KRISTIN HOLIDAY
Nygreen, Butler (wed) (Kristin Holiday Nygreen and James Patrick Butler were wed on October 4 at Columbia University in Manhattan.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 14
Nygreen, Butler (wed) (photo) (Kristin Holiday Nygreen and James Patrick Butler were wed on October 4 in Manhattan.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 21

OBITUARIES
Adams, Robert W. (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Robert W. Adams, died on August 17, 2003. He was 75.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 15
Bartholomew, Helen (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Helen Bartholomew, died on February 20, 2003, in Burlington, Vermont. She was 95.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 18
Boker, John R. (dies) (John R. Boker died on April 12 at his home in Scarsdale. He was 90.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 18
Bordoni, Dante J (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Daniel J. Bordoni, died on September 28, 2003. He was 75.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 12
Bowman, Anna (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Anna Bowman, died on February 2, 2003. She was 91.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 14
Boynton, Virginia Schoepf (dies) (Virginia Schoepf Boynton, former Scarsdale resident, died on November 22, 2003, in Getzville, New York. She was 86.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 21
Breines, Simon (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident and well known architect, Simon Breines, died on September 16, 2003. He was 97.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26
Brennan, John (dies) (John Brennan, a World War II veteran and long time member of Scarsdale American Legion Post 52, died on December 15, 2003. He was 85.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 28
Byrne, Margaret L. (dies) (Margaret L. Byrne, former teacher at the Hitchcock Presbyterian Church, died on November 19, 2003, in Navarre, Ohio. She was 81.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 18
Chatfield, June (dies) (Long time Scarsdale resident, June Chatfield, died on November 4, 2003, following a short battle with pancreatic cancer. She was 79.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 20
Citron, Peter Lawrence (dies) (Peter Lawrence Citron died on June 26, 2003, in his Omaha, Nebraska, home. The former Scarsdale resident was 64.), July 3, 2003, p. 13
Craerin, Marjorie H. (dies) (Marjorie H. Craerin died on April 28, 2003. She was 88.), May 16, 2003, p. 28
Danneman, Ethel (dies) (Ethel Danneman, a Girl Scout since 1917, died on August 11, 2003, at the Methodist Home in Riverdale, New York. She would have turned 99 this week.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 15
Delehanty, Dorothy Leslie (dies) (Dorothy Leslie Delehanty died on December 10, 2003, at a California nursing home. She was 80.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 28
Donsky, Harry (dies) (photo) (Harry Donsky, former entertainment editor for The Scarsdale Inquirer, died on May 3, 2003, at Lawrence Hospital in Bronxville. He was 81.), May 9, 2003, p. 28
Drachman, Dr. Stanley Robert (dies) (Dr. Stanley Robert Drachman died on November 16, 2003. He was 81.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 18
Drew, Wallace T. Sr. (dies) (photo) (Former Edgemont resident, Wallace T. Drew, Sr., died at his Montecito, California, home on September 7, 2003, following a long illness. He was 85.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26
Ford, Katherine McMillan (dies) (Katherine McMillan Ford died on December 31, 2002, at her home in Shrewsbury, Massachusetts. The former Scarsdale resident and real estate broker was 99.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 18
Freiman, Fiona (dies) (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Fiona Freiman, died on February 9, 2003, due to Severe Aplastic Anemia. She was 40.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 14
Gary, Helen Warren (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Helen Warren Gary, died on March 1, 2003, of complications of lung disease; she was 87.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 18
Gersten, Anna (dies) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Anna Gersten, died on July 6, 2003. She was 105.), July 18, 2003, p. 10
Gips, William M. (dies) (Scarsdale resident, William M. Gips, died on September 23, 2003. He was 84.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 18
Giventer, Dr. Edwin B. (dies) (A memorial service for Dr. Edwin B. Giventer, who died on February 14, 2003, will be held on March 29 at the Friends Meeting House.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 20
Giventer, Dr. Edwin B. (dies) (Brooklyn College Professor emeritus, Edwin B. Giventer, died in his Scarsdale home on February 14, 2003.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 10
OBITUARIES (Continued)

Goldman, Isabel Wile (dies) (photo) (Isabel Wile Goldman died on January 24, 2003 in Scarsdale. She was 104.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 20

Goodman, Edna Bentley (dies) (Edna Bentley Goodman died on April 6, 2003, in San Gabriel, California. She was 85.), May 16, 2003, p. 28

Gottbetter, Falene Simet (dies) (Falene Simet Gottbetter died on April 28, 2003, just minutes before her 60th birthday.), May 2, 2003, p. 14

Green, Alice R. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Alice R. Green, died on October 23, 2003, at Wilton Meadows in Wilton. She was 95.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 21

Gumley, Anne Lee Rittenberg (dies) (Anne Lee Rittenberg Gumley died on July 22, 2003, in Hilton Head, South Carolina. She was 75.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26

Haber, Rose (dies) (Rose Haber died peacefully in her Scarsdale home on September 15, 2003. She was 87.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26

Hall, Marvin (dies) (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Marvin Hall, died on November 5, 2003, at his home. He was 98.), Nov 14, 2003, p. 19

Harmon, Frederick W. (dies) (Frederick W. Harmon died on October 15, 2003, following a long illness. He was 88.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 21


Haywood, Joseph S. (dies) (Joseph S. Haywood of Scarsdale died on August 20, 2003. He was 76.), Aug 29, 2003, p. 10

Heming, Charles E. (dies) (Former Scarsdale Village Trustee, Charles E. Heming, died on June 6, 2003, from heart failure; he was 77.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 20

Herz, Anne (dies) (Anne Herz, a longtime Scarsdale resident, died on December 5, 2003. She was 89.), Dec 19, 2003, p. 28

Joel, Martin J. Jr. (dies) (Martin J. Joel, Jr., died in Palm Beach, Florida, on May 6, 2003, following a long illness. He was 76.), May 9, 2003, p. 28

Johnson, Katharyn Price (d) (Katharyn Price Johnson, one of Scarsdale’s oldest citizens, died on February 10, 2003, at the age of 105.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 14

Kahn, Adrienne M. (d) (Adrienne M. Kahn of Hendersonville, North Carolina, formerly of Scarsdale, died on July 8, 2003. She was 69.), July 18, 2003, p. 10

Kahn, Robert S. (d) (Robert S. Kahn, former Scarsdale resident, died on January 4, 2003, of a cerebral hemorrhage in Boca Raton, Florida. He was 89.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 18

Kahn, Stephen (d) (Stephen Kahn of Scarsdale died on January 9, 2003. He was 83.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 14

Keenan, Frank L. (d) (Frank L. Keenan, of Vero Beach, Florida, died on February 28, 2003, following a brief illness. The former Scarsdale resident was 77.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 18

Kent, Warner W. Jr. (d) (Former Scarsdale resident, Warner W. Kent, Jr., died on January 28, 2003. He was 82.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 14

Kimble, Theodore David (d) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Theodore David Kimble, died on September 5, 2003, at his home in Suquamish, Washington. He was 48.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26

Klingenstein, Paul (d) (Paul Klingenstein died at his winter home in Sarasota, Florida after a brief illness. He was 88.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 31

Kress, Charles E. (d) (Charles E. Kress died at his Scarsdale home on October 20, 2003. He was 79.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 21

Lane, Malcolm Victor (d) (Former Scarsdale resident, Malcolm Victor Lane, died at his son’s home in Holland, Michigan. He was 89.), May 2, 2003, p. 14

Lilienfield, Robert (d) (Robert Lilienfield, a Scarsdale resident for 38 years, died at home after a battle with cancer. He was 77.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 31

Lippmann, Thomas J (d) (Edgemont resident, Thomas J. Lippmann, died on September 5, 2003, at his home. He was 64.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 18

Locke, Lawrence Lee (d) (Former long time Scarsdale resident, Lawrence Lee Locke, died on November 10, 2003. He was 81.), Nov 14, 2003, p. 19

Mandel, Lenard Harold (d) (Lenard Harold Mandel died on July 11, 2003. The attorney and former Scarsdale resident was nearly 86 years old.), July 18, 2003, p. 10


McKinnon, Malcolm Angus (d) (Malcolm Angus McKinnon, who resided in Scarsdale from 1942-1998, died on April 11 in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. He was 97.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 18
OBITUARIES

Midtbo, Harold (Dr.) (dies) (photo) (Dr. Harold Midtbo, former Scarsdale resident, died on December 16, 2002, in Colleyville, Texas. He was 91.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 18

Miller, Dr. Daniel G. (dies) (photo) (Dr. Daniel G. Miller died on May 7, 2003, at Mount Sinai Hospital in Manhattan. He was 78.), May 9, 2003, p. 28

Minerd, Russell C. (dies) (Russell C. Minerd died on April 21, 2003, in Brewster, New York. He was 50.), May 2, 2003, p. 14

Moore, Mary Adair Childress (dies) (Mary Adair Childress Moore of Brevard, North Carolina, died on July 27, 2003. The former Scarsdale resident was 94.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 12

Nelson, Thelma (dies) (Former longtime Scarsdale resident, Thelma Nelson, died on July 27, 2003. She was 92.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 12

Nygreen, Beverly Grace Holiday (dies) (photo) (Beverly Grace Holiday Nygreen of Scarsdale died on October 15, 2003, at White Plains Hospital following a battle with cancer. She was 85.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 26

Onorato, Benjamin F. (dies) (Benjamin F. Onorato, a long time Scarsdale resident, died on March 31, 2003. He was 75.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 28

Palekar, Madhukar D. (dies) (Madhukar D. Palekar died on February 9, 2003, at Saint Agnes Hospital in White Plains. He was just a few days shy of his 76th birthday.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 10

Perl, Eva (dies) (Longtime former Edgemont resident, Eva Perl, died on December 9, 2003, at her home in Amherst, Massachusetts. She was 96.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 28

Queally, Francis X. (dies) (Francis X. Queally, former Scarsdale resident, died on August 4, 2003. He was 76.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 13

Raymond, Dr. Edward A. (dies) (photo) (Dr. Edward A. Raymond died at his Scarsdale home on August 18, 2003. He was 86.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 15


Schatz, Warner S. (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Warner S. Schatz, died on December 27, 2002. He was 82.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 10

Schenck, Doris D. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Doris D. Schenck, died on October 21, 2003, at her home in Southbury, Connecticut. She was 93.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 21

Sciarra, Daniel (dies) (Dr. Daniel Sciarra of Scarsdale and South Hampton died on April 1, 2003; he was 84.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 20

Smith, Emily Griffin (dies) (Emily Griffin Smith died on April 29, 2003, at her home in Key Largo, Florida. She was 82.), May 18, 2003, p. 28

Smith, Frieda Boes (dies) (Frieda Boes Smith died on October 13, 2003, in Vero Beach, Florida. She was 101.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 26

Snelling, Henry T. Jr. (dies) (Henry T. Snelling, Jr., a former Scarsdale resident, died on December 19, 2003. He was 64.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 15

Sofair, Berta (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Berta Sofair, died on April 1, 2003, at her home. She was 77.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 28

Southmayd, Ina (dies) (photo) (Longtime Scarsdale resident, Ina Southmayd, died on November 10, 2003. She was 83.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 18

Speirs, John D. (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, John D. Speirs, died on September 16, 2003, in Greenwich, Connecticut. He was 83.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26

Todaro, Helen M. (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Helen M. Todaro, died this past weekend while on vacation. She was 56.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 18

Villani, Ann (dies) (Ann Villani, a former Scarsdale resident, died on December 11, 2003, at her home in Amherst, Massachusetts. She was 45.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 28

Wick, Ellen (dies) (Ellen Wick, a Scarsdale resident for over 60 years, died on January 12, 2003, at White Plains Hospital. She was 105.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 31

Woloch, Zygfryd (dies) (Zygfryd B. Woloch died on June 17, 2003. He was 81.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 18

Worden, Lillian (dies) (Lillian Worden died at her Scarsdale home on July 26, 2003, following a brief illness. She was 86.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 10

Young, Dr. George J. (dies) (Edgemont resident, Dr. George J. Young, died on February 23, 2003. He was 85.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 18

Young, Judith A. (dies) (Judith A. Young of Hartsdale died on September 11, 2003. She was 72.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26

O'BRIEN, JOE

Good dogs, bad dogs and dogs that go woof (photo) (Tips for dog owners on curbing excessive barking), Aug 15, 2003, p. 3

O'BRIEN, JOHN

Confirmation Day (photo) (The Saint Pius X Parish celebrated Confirmation Day on April 6.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 20

OCH, ANDREW

Super Sunday (photo) (The Super Sunday Phone-a-Thon to benefit the United Jewish Appeal was held on February 2.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 16
OCH, JANE
Super Sunday (photo) (The Super Sunday Phone-a-Thon to benefit the United Jewish Appeal was held on February 2.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 15

O’CONNOR, ALEXIS CARO
O’Connor, Daur (wed) (photo) (Alexis Caro O’Connor and Christopher Michael Daur were wed on July 26 in Scarsdale.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 21

O’CONNOR, BRIDGET
New York State of mind (photo) (continued), Jan 3, 2003, p. 21
Smooth sailing: State competitors O’Connor, Park head up deep team (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 2A
Super fly: O’Connor follows up 100 butterfly section four-peat with state three-peat (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 23

O’CONNOR, JIM
Board approves 2 new fields at Crossway, July 11, 2003, p. 1
Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to village board, Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to Village Board (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 12
Community mostly positive about new artificial turf field, Sep 28, 2003, p. 1
Extend village terms (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that it is time for a hard look at term lengths, across the boards.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
FAR amended to clarify exclusions, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
Irresponsible to vote for garage with land cost unknown (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Nominees sought (The Citizens Nominating Committee is seeking nominees for Village Trustee.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
At term’s end, praise for mayor, trustees, Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking, Oct 3, 2003, p. 1

O’CONNOR, MARY
Focal Points: Does today’s emphasis on security change the image of the U.S. as the land of the free? (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 7

O’FAOLAIN, NUALA
Poetry is new on the menu at the WLS (Westchester Library System) author lunch (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 17
Want to write a book? Go to your local library! (photo) (continued) (The Westchester Library System's annual Book and Author Luncheon was held on April 8 at Tappan Hill.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 17
Want to write a book? Go to your local library! (photo) (The Westchester Library System's annual Book and Author Luncheon was held on April 8 at Tappan Hill.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 15

OGUNLEYE, BABATUNDE
Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

O’HARA, KERRIANNE
Edgewood go bragh (photo) (Edgewood School students celebrate St. Patrick’s Day.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 11

O’HARA, KRISTIN
Edgewood go bragh (photo) (Edgewood School students celebrate St. Patrick’s Day.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 11

O’HARA, MICHAEL
Edgewood go bragh (photo) (Edgewood School students celebrate St. Patrick’s Day.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 11

O’KEEFE, DANA
Kids helping kids (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 11

OLD AGE
Shampooing the rings of Saturn (editorial) (Reflections on aging by Steven Schnur), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7

OLDER PEOPLE - CARE
The golden years: Elder care consultant Gilberg offers help for seniors (photo) (continued) (Loren Gilberg's company, Elder Care Consulting, provides alternatives to nursing homes.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 11
The golden years: Elder care consultant Gilberg offers help for seniors (photo) (Loren Gilberg's company, Elder Care Consulting, provides alternatives to nursing homes.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1

OLD SCARSDALE NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
Community mostly positive about new artificial turf field (continued), Sep 26, 2003, p. 9
Neighborhood association to present forum (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
Old board unresponsive, editorial unfair (editorial), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7
OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) community garden’s in (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 22
OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) gained members in 2002 (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 4A

O’NEILL, EDWIN
New SPD (Scarsdale Police Department) officers have varied resumes (photo), Aug 22, 2003, p. 3

ONORATO, BENJAMIN F
Benjamin F. Onorato (dies) (Benjamin F. Onorato, a long time Scarsdale resident, died on March 31, 2003. He was 75.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 28
ONORATO, CATHY (AUTHOR)
Disturbed by writer's criticism of flag display (letter) (Cathy Onorato of Brook Lane West), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6

OPDYKE, STU
AFT (American Platform Tennis Association) nationals; Scarsdale's Brown adds another title to his list (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 24

OPERA
An opera star returns to her roots (photo) (Heather Buck, acclaimed coloratura soprano, will perform in open rehearsals with the Westchester Philharmonic at her alma mater, Scarsdale High School, on March 14.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 14
Focal Points: Should boozing be permitted to interrupt theatrical and opera performances? (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7
If music be the food of love...(photo) (Former Met star, Shirley Love, teaches future opera singers.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 15

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI
Lines change; fiscal crisis looms, Jan 3, 2003, p. 4
Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
School budget vote postponed; Senate, governor at odds (continued), May 2, 2003, p. 11
Senator Oppenheimer describes 'most unusual' veto override, Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
Senator to speak to TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) June 5 (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 2

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI (AUTHOR)
Women's health, graduated license bills were passed (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 8A

ORCHESTRAS
Kaufman elected orchestra president (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 4

ORLANDO, ADOLPH
Court gives a green light to senior housing (continued) (The proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road is back on track.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 9
Court gives a green light to senior housing (The proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road is back on track.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
FAR change (A home at 34 Meadow Road will undergo changes to comply with FAR regulations for new construction.), May 30, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors' appeal on Realm nixed, Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
State Supreme Court will review Realm appeal (The legal battle continues over a proposed assisted living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
Trustees seek input on zoning changes, Aug 8, 2003, p. 1

ORLANDO, JASON
Hard work, food and fun: a taste of colonial life (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 12

ORNSTEIN, DAVID
New office for Hill (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 4

OROS, GEORGE
More voices raised against Indian Point (County and federal officials voice opposition to the continued operation of the Indian Point nuclear power plant.) (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 9

ORTNER, CHARLES B
Ortner named counsel (photo) (Scarsdale resident, attorney Charles B. Ortner, was named national legal counsel by the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences, Inc.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 4

ORTOF, EDNA
Art show this weekend (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 13

OSAG-KWAPONG, KOFI
Focal Points: To what extent will the rise in gasoline prices affect people's lifestyles? (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 7

O'SHEA, MADELON K (AUTHOR)
CGCA (Council of Greenburgh Civic Associations) is not political, not a special interest group (letter) (Madelon K. O'Shea, Chair, Council of Greenburgh Civic Associations), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6

OSTERHOUDT, CHRIS
Celebrating 20 years (photo) (A ribbon cutting ceremony on July 21 at the Scarsdale Middle School tennis courts marked the 20th anniversary of the Summer Youth Tennis League program.), July 25, 2003, p. 18

OSTERMAN, JEFFREY
Jeffrey Osterman (Scarsdale resident, Jeffrey Osterman, has been named a partner at the law firm Well, Gotshal & Manges.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 4

OTIS, MIKE
Stormwater district (District considering a regional approach to solving the problems of stormwater pollution and flooding), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1

OUTES, NUANA
Focal Points: Has the onset of war changed your views on the situation in Iraq? (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7
OVERBEY, JIM
New houses open at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo) (continued) (Classes in two new Scarsdale Middle School buildings started on December 1.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 11

OVERHILL NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
Downsizing (The Overhill Neighborhood Association urges the Scarsdale Board of Trustees to consider downsizing the proposed indoor Christie Place Parking Garage.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
New president for the Overhill Neighborhood Association (letter) (David E. Buchen of Circle Road), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6

OVERWEIGHT PERSONS
To your health (photo) (Supplement), Jan 17, 2003, p. 22

OWEN, MIKE
Home stretch (photo) (Mike Owens was the winner in the 15 K race on April 6.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1

PACETTI, MEGAN
Smelly, polluting cars will destroy views, suffocate children (letter) (Megan Pacetti of Autenrieth Road), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6

PADDLE TENNIS
Night Court; Paddlers laugh at frigid temps while everyone else heads indoors (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 19
Night Court; Paddlers laugh at frigid temps while everyone else heads indoors (photo) (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 22
Paddling for Children's Village dollars (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 21

PAGANO, KAREN
Scarsdale Ballet celebrates diversity among dancers (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 15

PAHAM, MELISSA
QR (Quaker Ridge) 5th-grader to dance lead in 'Nutcracker' (photo) (Sarah Warshowsky will play Clara in the SUNY Purchase production of 'The Nutracker.'), Dec 5, 2003 p. 10

PALEKAR, MADHUKAR D
Madhukar D. Palekar died on February 9, 2003, at Saint Agnes Hospital in White Plains. He was just a few days shy of his 76th birthday.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 10

PALMER, GEORGE
Focal Points: Should we have the right of recall in New York State? (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: What do you think the situation will be in Iraq a year from today? (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7

PANDALEON, DOROTHY
Awards for flower design at woman's club (photo) ("Come Dance with Me," the garden section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club spring event, was held May 7; ribbons and prizes were awarded.), May 16, 2003, p. 20

PANESSA, ASHLEY
For the creatures (photo) (Edgewood Girl Scout Troop 1941 brought donations to the Elmsford Animal Shelter.), July 11, 2003, p. 2

PANESSA, HEATHER (AUTHOR)
Many contributed to the success of square dance (letter) (John Bonanno, Heather Panessa, Karen Jones, Brenda Lilly: Board of Directors, Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7

PANESSA, JOE (AUTHOR)
Rec works: New girls' softball league is not needed (letter), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6

PANKOW, JULIANA
Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

PAPPALARDO, STEVE
Beautiful Joseph Gleicher Footbridge was the work of many people (letter) (Michelle Mirsky Abelson, President, Friends of the Scarsdale Parks), May 16, 2003, p. 6
Garden is dedicated (photo) (On July 29 the Fox Meadow Neighborhood Association held a ceremony to dedicate its triangle garden on Harcourt Road and Church Lane.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 2
Leaf regulations to be enforced, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
New deputy village manager is a familiar face at village hall (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steve Pappalardo, recently appointed deputy village manager.), May 2, 2003, p. 9
New deputy village manager is a familiar face at village hall (Profile of Steve Pappalardo, recently appointed deputy village manager.), May 2, 2003, p. 1
New public works superintendent had rough initiation (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
Preliminary turf report is released (Scarsdale High School could have a synthetic turf field complex by August 2004.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
Road work, detours delay, disturb drivers, July 25, 2003, p. 1

PAPPAS, KATERINA
Happy birthday, dear Edgewood: 84 years of school lore, spirit (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 10

PAQUETTE, ROBERT
Kaichen pleads guilty to bank robbery charges (photo) (continued) (Pamela Kaichen has confessed to the May 21 and 22 robberies of six banks in Westchester and Connecticut.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 22
PARADES
Edgewood parade (The Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association will celebrate Independence Day tomorrow in Davis Park.), July 3, 2003, p. 1

PARADES, CAMILLE
Leone agents honored (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 4

PARENTING
Common understanding needed to address underage drinking (editorial), Jun 6, 2003, p. 7
Driving with David (editorial) (Steven Schnur on teaching his teenaged son to drive), Jan 17, 2003, p. 6
Home alone (editorial) (The Inquirer urges parents to be more vigilant about teenage drinking.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6
Inquirer editorial sends confusing message to teens (letter) (John Klemme, Scarsdale High School Principal), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6
Multitasking over mushroom omelets (editorial), Mar 7, 2003, p. 7
Parents can deal more effectively than police with teen drinking problem (letter) (Rebecca Sotsky of Clarendon Place), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6
‘Protective’ parents add to the problem of teenage drinking (letter) (Sharon Finn of Castle Walk), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6
Rx for excess (editorial) (In the spirit of the Thanksgiving holiday, the Inquirer urges residents to indulge less in materialistic pursuits and more in charitable ones.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6
Supervised drinking is not OK (editorial), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7
A therapist offers suggestions on being a courageous parent (editorial), Jun 27, 2003, p. 7
Time spent together (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 34A

PARENTS, MICHAEL
Thrash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys’ Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

PARISER, ABBY
Decades later SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni still cherish their grade school years (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 8

PARIS (FRANCE) - DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
'Retournez a Paris,' travel writer urges (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 3

PARK, JENNIFER
Smooth sailing: State competitors O’Connor, Park head up deep team (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 2A

PARKER, ETTA
Open house (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society Museum shop is holding its annual open house on November 14.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 20

PARKING ENFORCEMENT AGENTS
Former parking enforcement officer issued 50-70 tickets a day (letter) (Fred Ryan of New Rochelle), July 18, 2003, p. 6
No free parking - even at 8 a.m. (letter) (John Goodman of Madison Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6

PARKING GARAGES
Chateaux sues for new review of garage project, Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
Chateaux sues for new review of garage project (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 20
Christie Garage will not discourage lazy behavior of parkers (letter) (Dino Venuto of Circle Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
Christie Place architect will revise garage plan, July 25, 2003, p. 1
Christie Place architect will revise garage plan (continued), July 25, 2003, p. 20
Christie reality check (editorial) (The Inquirer calls for less inflammatory and more objective views on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6
Clowning, redundant oratory, petulance on display at hearings (letter) (Dr. Robert Richman of Birchall Drive), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to Village Board, Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to Village Board (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 12
Conservation Advisory Council is not opposed to garage on Christie Place (letter) (Kay Eisenman, Chairman, Conservation Advisory Council), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6
Continue being responsive to public concerns, planning goals (letter) (Laura Fratt, President, Scarsdale League of Women Voters), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Court dismisses Chateaux suit against garage, Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
In denial (editorial) (The Inquirer attempts to resolve the long standing controversy over the proposed indoor parking garage at Christie Place.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
Dismayed by charges of behind-the-scene motives for staff, volunteers (letter) (Thomas Giordano of Montgomery Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
EAF (environmental assessment form) gives ‘green’ light to proposed Christie Place garage, Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
EAF (environmental assessment form) gives ‘green’ light to proposed Christie Place garage (continued), Feb 7, 2003, p. 9
Garage critic is not opposed to all development on Christie Place (letter) (Lucas J. Meyer of Autenrieth Road), May 23, 2003, p. 6
PARKING GARAGES  (Continued)
Garage foes blast proposal (photo) (continued) (Over thirty speakers voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place Garage at a public hearing on January 28.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 26
Garage foes blast proposal (photo) (Over thirty speakers voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place Garage at a public hearing on January 28.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
Garage foes should remember - first offer is often the best (letter) (Carole Tunick of Meadow Road), Feb 28, 2003, p. 8
Parking ticket penalties may rise (Summary of January 14 Village Board meeting), Jan 17, 2003, p. 7
Parking garage on Christie should be a last resort (letter) (Mitchell Kulick of Oakwood Place), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
Parking garage is not a real issue for the community (letter) (Susan Douglass of Crane Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8
Parking garage on Christie is a Trojan horse? (letter) (Stuart Keith of Chateaux Circle), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6
Let's make parking a priority (editorial), Jun 27, 2003, p. 7
Neighbors urge ban of nonresident commuters, May 16, 2003, p. 1
New board might reconsider Christie Place garage proposal, Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
New suggestions for Christie Place lot, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
New suggestions for Christie Place lot (continued), Sep 28, 2003, p. 12
New voices of support rise at Christie Place Garage debate, Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Parking garage packed Village Hall for a contentious meeting on February 13, (Continued), Feb 21, 2003, p. 3
Parking garage packed Village Hall for a contentious meeting on February 13, (Continued), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1
People who really want to park in village will find a way (letter) (Lila Levi of Lockwood Road), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6
Removing spaces from Christie doesn't help (letter) (James F. Conlan of Hamilton Road), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6
Report shows ample parking, Feb 14, 2003, p. 1
Rodeo Drive East (editorial) (The Inquirer conjectures that the lack of available parking might result in an abundance of high end stores that don't survive on volume.), May 16, 2003, p. 6
Scarsdale's soul lies in its modest scale and low density of village (letter) (Norma R. Roberts of Popham Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
Seeking civility (editorial) (The Inquirer praises Board members for dealing calmly with the divisive issue of an indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
Sensible projects get done here - garage is not one of them (letter) (Jeannie and Bernard Mackler of Lenox Place), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Special meeting (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees will hold a special meeting on February 13 on the proposed Christie Place Parking Facility.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
Time to decide on garage, Gatta says, Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
PARKING GARAGES  (Continued)
Time to decide on garage, Gatta says (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 8
Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking, Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14
Trustee nixes some parking suggestions, Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Trustee nixes some parking suggestions (continued), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24
Trustees modify Christie lot lease (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees approved three changes to the four year lease between the village and the Christie Place valet parking service.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 1
Trustees should not vote for negative environmental declaration on garage (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6
Two faces of Scarsdale seen in Freightway (letter) (Richard S. Toder of Rock Creek Lane), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7
A village center everyone wants (editorial) (Bruce Wells on development projects in the Village Center), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7
Village is now following a wise traditional course (letter) (Howard Burkat of Drake Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6
Village parking goals are clarified, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
Village parking goals are clarified (continued), Nov 28, 2003 p. 9
Village should hold referendum on garage plan (letter) (Bob Harrison of Fox Meadow Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6
Village should keep after 'special interest law breakers' (letter) (James F. Conlan of Hamilton Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6
Village to "manage" parking (continued) (The Village Trustees Land Use Committee has met to begin addressing parking management in the Village Center.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 13
Village to "manage" parking (The Village Trustees Land Use Committee has met to begin addressing parking management in the Village Center.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
Volunteer parking commission could undertake management (letter) (David Buchen of Circle Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6
Wasting time and money on unbuildable project (letter) (Rick Behr of Post Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6

PARKING LOTS
There's not a lot of student parking at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 11

PARKING METERS
Parking fines will go up April 1 (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Parking increases, Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
Ticket blitz angers many in downtown, July 3, 2003, p. 1
Ticket blitz angers many in downtown (continued), July 3, 2003, p. 13

PARKINSON'S DISEASE
Dr. Cheryl Waters (Scarsdale resident, Dr. Cheryl Waters, has been named the first Albert B. and Judith L. Glickman professor of clinical neurology at the Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons; the professorship honors Waters' groundbreaking work in the treatment of Parkinson's Disease.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 4

PARKS
On the Earth Day agenda: park clean-ups (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 4
Greenburgh Town Board gives green light for greenspace, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
Greenburgh Town Board gives green light for greenspace (continued), Nov 28, 2003 p. 16
A park to fund a cure, Apr 18, 2003, p. 4
Village is the beneficiary of bonsai bonanza (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 3

PARMET, LOIS
Focal Points: What do you think the situation will be in Iraq a year from today? (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7

PARRIS, SHAI-ANN
Greenacres School (photo) (Graduates of the Greenacres School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 22A

PASLEY, DARWIN
Focal Points: To what extent has the cell phone affected American society? (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

PASSARO, ROBERTO
Drama Club stages 'A Musical Fable of Broadway' this weekend (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15

PASOVER
An end to slavery (editorial) (The Inquirer draws comparisons between the Exodus story of Passover and the current situation in Iraq.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6

PASTERNAK, HELEN
Art teacher in exhibit (Scarsdale resident and Edgemont School art teacher, Helen Pasternak, will have her painting, Cape Garden, featured at a juried exhibition of the National Association of Women Artists from February 7 - 28.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 17

PATAKI, GEORGE
'E'mont (Edgemont) budget calls for 10% tax hike, Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Keg ID law passes in the Legislature, July 18, 2003, p. 3
PATAKI, GEORGE (Continued)
Menorah lighting at Young Israel of Scarsdale (photo) (Governor George Pataki lit the shamash candle of the outdoor menorah at Young Israel of Scarsdale on December 23.), Dec 28, 2003 p. 15
School budget vote postponed; Senate, governor at odds, May 2, 2003, p. 1
School budget vote postponed; Senate, governor at odds (continued), May 2, 2003, p. 11
School budget vote slated for June 3; Scarsdale cuts tax a tad, May 30, 2003, p. 1
Senator Oppenheimer describes 'most unusual' veto override, Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
Time out in Albany (editorial) (Inquirer urges politicians to step up and give education the state aid it so desperately needs.), May 9, 2003, p. 6
Too much money? (School budget referendum has been postponed till June 3), May 9, 2003, p. 1
Towns, schools would benefit from Wicks exemptions (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7
True leaders are those who keep our children safe (letter) (Elissa Paykin of Lee Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
PATERNO, ANTHONY (AUTHOR)
Candidates' views misrepresented (letter) (Anthony Paterno of Robin Hill Road), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6
PATERNOSTER, MARCO
QR (Quaker Ridge) moms get royal treatment (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12
PATRIOTISM
As Americans we are free to express our patriotism however we wish (letter) (Albert Angrili of Hartsdale), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
Flags are reminder of sacrifices made for our freedom (letter) (Dan Grabel of Cohawney Road), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6
Showing restraint in flag display is not unpatriotic (editorial), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7
Veteran finds the flags 'beautiful, consoling and patriotic' (letter) (John J. Sweeney of Boulevard), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
PATTERSON, JANET
The three amigas (photo) (Muscoot Farm will host an art exhibit titled, "Scenes and Seasons" on July weekends.), July 3, 2003, p. 12
PAUL, CASSIE
Edgewood kids respect the environment (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12
PAULIN, AMY
$1.4B county budget counts on sales tax hike, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
$1.4B county budget counts on sales tax hike (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 8
Craig Henneberry (photo) (Craig Henneberry has won a full tuition scholarship to the State Maritime College.), May 16, 2003, p. 4
Lines change; fiscal crisis looms, Jan 3, 2003, p. 4
Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
Sales tax hike appears doomed (The State Legislature is unlikely to approve a county sales tax hike.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
Woman of the Year (photo) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin was named Woman of the Year by the Zonta Club of Westchester.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 4
The Year in Review (Scarsdale Schools hold on to high standards.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
PAULIN, AMY (AUTHOR)
State lawmakers document significant achievements (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 8A
PAVIA, NANCY
High-tech tools make learning more likely, May 2, 2003, p. 1
PAYKIN, ELISSA (AUTHOR)
True leaders are those who keep our children safe (letter) (Elissa Paykin of Lee Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
PEACE CORPS (U.S.)
Peace Corps still has a mission (editorial) (Larry Koff returns to Niger, where he had served in the Peace Corps 36 years earlier.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 7
PEARCH, SIMON
Autograph for the ages (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 4
PECCHMAN, JENNIE
Heathcote School (photo) (Graduates of the Heathcote School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 21A
PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALKS
Crosswalk safety (A new state law requires motorists to slow down or stop for pedestrians in any part of a crosswalk.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
PEDESTRIANS - SAFETY
Bystanders action comforted hurt pedestrian (letter) (Diane Kissner of Huntington Avenue), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
Crosswalk safety (A new state law requires motorists to slow down or stop for pedestrians in any part of a crosswalk.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
PEDIATRICIANS
The doctor is in, thank goodness (editorial), July 18, 2003, p. 7
PEDRAZA, JOSE
Focal Points: How do you think the image of the United States has been affected by the Iraq war? (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 7
PEKAREK, DEB
Neighborhood pride (photo) (The Greenacres Neighborhood Association donated three new benches to the Greenacres School.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 11
PELISSON, GERARD
Focal Points: How do you feel about the political candidacies of celebrities? (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7
PENZER, EVE
Prom called 'resounding success' (photo) (Scarsdale High School seniors created new, scaled down traditions for their June 12 prom at the Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 1
The Scarsdale Inquirer congratulates the Class of 2003 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 20A
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
Camp means volunteerism for SHS (Scarsdale High School) senior (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 9
A plea for drivers not to park in spaces reserved for disabled (letter) (Dr. Sidney Schrieber, James Michels, Advisory Council on People with Disabilities), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6
PEOPLE WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES
Camp means volunteerism for SHS (Scarsdale High School) senior (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 9
PEPPER, ROBERT (AUTHOR)
Where gods and giants shop (editorial), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7
PEPPERS, MICHELLE
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 17
PERFORMING ARTS
Focal Points: Should booing be permitted to interrupt theatrical and opera performances? (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7
A new season at the Bendheim Performing Arts Center - CenterStage Repertory Company makes its debut (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 17
A new season at the Bendheim Performing Arts Center - CenterStage Repertory Company makes its debut (photo) (continued), Oct 17, 2003, p. 20
PERHAM, GEORGE
Facade for 17 Popham OK'd (On October 29, the Scarsdale Planning Board approved a plan for the renovation of 17 Popham Road.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
PERIODICALS
EHS (Edgemont High School) is 15th in Newsweek survey, May 30, 2003, p. 1
EHS (Edgemont High School) is 15th in Newsweek survey (continued), May 30, 2003, p. 13
PERL, EVA
Eva Perl (dies) (Longtime former Edgemont resident, Eva Perl, died on December 9, 2003, at her home in Amherst, Massachusetts. She was 96.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 28
PERL, TERRY
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) will honor Fisher family at gala, Jan 31, 2003, p. 4
PERMITS
Martha’s gardens: a nice idea whose time has gone (letter) (Rick Behr of Post Road), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6
Parking permits (Parking permits will be sold from May 15-June 15 or until they are sold out.), May 2, 2003, p. 1
Permit sales update (As of this issue almost all parking permits at Freightway Garage have been sold.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 1
PERRI, JOHN
Freight oil truck hits bridge, misses gas main (photo) (A freight oil truck crashed into the side of the Popham Road Bridge on September 29.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 3
PERRITT, WILLIAM
Behind the scenes (photo) (Scout Government Day, held on March 26, gave boy and girl scouts a chance to learn how their local government ticks.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 32
PERRY, ELISE
Seeing double (photo) (Elise Perry poses with her portrait, "The Prodigy," painted by Howard Bessen; the Scarsdale Art Association exhibit is at the Scarsdale Public Library through November 28.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 16
PERSIAN GULF WAR, 1991
12 years after the gulf war (editorial), Feb 21, 2003, p. 7
PESTICIDES
No Pesticides Day (May 3 has been declared "No Pesticides Day."), May 2, 2003, p. 4
PETTERSON, LYN
Local designer forms new partnership (Scarsdale residents to launch new upholstered furniture business), Feb 7, 2003, p. 4
PETTERSON, PETE
SHS (Scarsdale High School) students help those in need (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 31A

PETSCHEK, ALFRED
Facade for 17 Popham OK'd (On October 29, the Scarsdale Planning Board approved a plan for the renovation of 17 Popham Road.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

PEST - THERAPEUTIC USE
Teen to Teen: Unique pet therapy offers love and licks (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
Teen to Teen: Unique pet therapy offers love and licks (photo) (continued), Sep 19, 2003, p. 8

PFAFMAN, BLAISE SKYLER
Safety poster contest winners (photo) (Pictured are the winners of the Scarsdale Recreation Department's safety poster contest.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 4

PFORZHEIMER, CARL
Chairman appointed (Mayor Beverley Sved appointed committee chairs at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
With 'close to 600' members, SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) seeks reassurance of support from Village Board (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 3
Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to village board, Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Garage funding resolution is tabled (photo) (Progress on the proposed Christie Place parking garage hit a snag at the marathon Village Board of Trustees meeting on March 25.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
Houses over 62 may be historic, committee says, Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
Houses over 62 may be historic, committee says (continued), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8
Irresponsible to vote for garage with land cost unknown (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Nominees sought (The Citizens Nominating Committee is seeking nominees for Village Trustee.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
Parking is going to get worse (editorial) (Carole Tunick asks for a fair hearing on the Christie Place Parking Garage issue.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7
Parking ticket penalties may rise (Summary of January 14 Village Board meeting), Jan 17, 2003, p. 3
At term's end, praise for mayor, trustees, Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
Village board adopts $30.4 M budget (Scarsdale fax payers brace themselves for a 6.96 percent increase in Village taxes in 2004.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
The Year in Review (Village slogs on with never-ending projects.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1

PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY
Are pharmaceuticals overpriced? (editorial), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7

PHelps, CYNTHIA
Hoff-Barthelson students learn from the masters (photo) (Hoff-Barthelson students will have a master class with three members of the New York Philharmonic on May 12.), May 2, 2003, p. 17

PHiLBURT, LIZ
Plagiarism on the Internet: many gray areas (Article asks: where do a student's researching methods cross the line from helpful to unreliable to illegal?), Jan 17, 2003, p. 10

PHILLIBERT, CHRIS
Cub reporters at Heathcote want the scoop (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 11

PHiLLiPS, SARAH
Focal Points: What movie would be your choice for an Oscar? (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7

PHiLLiSPON, WESLEY
Scarsdale teachers' 'circle of life' honored (continued) (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 12

PHOTOGraPHERS
Artist of the month: Barst is photo enthusiast (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 9

PHYS iCAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Unconventional A-School gets unconventional P.E. (physical education) program (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 8

PHYSICIANS
Doctor fixes bride's vision in time for their wedding (photo), Jul 18, 2003, p. 1
Doctor fixes bride's vision in time for their wedding (photo) (continued), Jul 18, 2003, p. 9
Dr. Arielle Kauvar (Dr. Arielle Kauvar was named president of the Dermatologic Society of Greater New York.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 4
Dr. Charles Noyer (Dr. Charles Noyer joins the Digestive Disease and Nutrition Center of Westchester.), Jul 11, 2003, p. 4
Dr. Cheryl Waters (Scarsdale resident, Dr. Cheryl Waters, has been named the first Albert B. and Judith L. Glickman professor of clinical neurology at the Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons; the professorship honors Waters' groundbreaking work in the treatment of Parkinson's Disease.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 4
Dr. Edward A. Raymond (dies) (photo) (Dr. Edward A. Raymond died at his Scarsdale home on August 18, 2003. He was 88.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 15
PHYSICIANS (Continued)
Dr. Marvin Moser (Dr. Marvin Moser was elected Honorary Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 4
William H. Frishman (Cardiologist William H Frishman of Scarsdale was featured on the cover of Westchester Magazine’s “Best Doctors” issue.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 4
WPHC (White Plains Hospital Center) unveils endoscopy screening center (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 4

PHYSICISTS
Garwin receives national award (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Garwin receives national award (photo) (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 4

PIAGGESI, KATHLEEN (AUTHOR)
‘Menu trash’ blight threatens home security (letter) (Kathleen Piaggesi of Fairview Road), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6

PICHU, PETER
Sidewalk sale (photo) (Shoppers experienced good weather for browsing at the Scarsdale Sidewalk Sale, July 31-August 2.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 3

PICKETING
Picket at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (Work on the new athletic center and library at the Scarsdale High School was shut down on May 16 by a union picket line across the parking lot entrance.), May 23, 2003, p. 1

PIEKARSKI, JAMES
Scarsdale relays break personal records at Warwick, May 30, 2003, p. 25

PIEKARSKI, STEVE
Neighbors’ comments influence design (photo) (Neighbors alarmed by size and appearance of proposed new home at 7 Dunham Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 3

PIERRO, JEANNETTE
Parents, kids bond over fun with math (April 2 was Family Math Day at the Fox Meadow School.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 10

PIETROSANTI, NUNZIO
Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14

PILPEL, BOB
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

PILPEL, BOB (AUTHOR)

PINCUS, MICHAEL
Forecast for 2d-grade class: rain, winds, tornadoes! (photo) (On February 13, Heathcote School second graders experienced the “Weather or Not” hands on science program led by Rhonda Ginsberg.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1

PINN, HOWARD
Focal Points: To what extent has the cell phone affected American society? (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

PIRRO, JEANINE
DA Pirro is courteous, direct and a knockout (letter) (Neil Sullivan of Taunton Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
Pirro’s appetite for attention compromises her role (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
Protestors create a ruckus at reception for Jeanine Pirro (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Protestors create a ruckus at reception for Jeanine Pirro (photo) (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 19

PISARZ, RENEE
Prudential associates honored (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 4

PITOFSKY, CAITLIN
How many? (photo) (United Way volunteers pictured at the July 31-August 2 Scarsdale sidewalk sale.), Aug 16, 2003, p. 2

PIZZA
View from the porch: The foods of summer (editorial), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6

PLAGIARISM
Plagiarism on the Internet: many gray areas (Article asks: where do a student's researching methods cross the line from helpful to unreliable to illegal?), Jan 17, 2003, p. 10
Plagiarism on the Internet: many gray areas (Article asks: where do a student's researching methods cross the line from helpful to unreliable to illegal?) (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 11

PLANNED PARENTHOOD FEDERATION OF AMERICA
Bush is trying to turn back the clock on women’s health (letter) (Audrey G. Hochberg of Stonehouse Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4

PLANNING BOARD - SCARSDALE
5 years for 5 lots; Fairview plan OK'd, Aug 8, 2003, p. 1
5 years for 5 lots; Fairview plan OK'd (continued), Aug 8, 2003, p. 22
Court OKs a new lot on Carstensen, Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
Depot plan gets conditional OK (The Scarsdale Planning Board gave conditional approval on March 5 to plans to develop Depot Place.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
PLANNING BOARD - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Depot Square (The Scarsdale Village Board amended the zoning code to allow expanded offices in Village center areas.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
Facade for 17 Popham Ok'd (On October 29, the Scarsdale Planning Board approved a plan for the renovation of 17 Popham Road.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Fenway must pay for another report on proposed reservoir, Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
Fenway must pay for another report on proposed reservoir (continued), Nov 7, 2003 p. 8
Modest development proposed for Depot Place (illus), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
Modest development proposed for Depot Place (illus) (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 8
Neighbors' appeal on Realm nixed, Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors skeptical on drainage plan (Residents object to proposed housing development on Windmill Lane due to flooding concerns.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
New names might better reflect conditions in The Grange area (letter) (Jacqueline Doolittle of Fairview Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 8
No decision yet on lawsuit challenging SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) relocation (Progress on the new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps temporarily suspended pending the outcome of litigation), May 23, 2003, p. 1
Planning board mulls taxi stand improvements, Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Planning board recommends 2 zoning code amendments, Oct 17, 2003, p. 4
Resubdivisions keep planning board busy, Dec 12, 2003 p. 9
SNAP (Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents) learns about Depot Place projects, Jan 17, 2003, p. 3
Subdivision still bogged down (Another frustrating round in the battle for a six lot subdivision in Greenacres took place at the Planning Board meeting on April 23.), May 2, 2003, p. 1
Subdivision still bogged down (illus) (continued) (Another frustrating round in the battle for a six lot subdivision in Greenacres took place at the Planning Board meeting on April 23.), May 2, 2003, p. 8
Subdivision will create dangerous situation around SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (letter) (Jon Mark of Brookby Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
Videotape all board meetings (editorial), Sep 5, 2003, p. 7
Who will take responsibility for drainage system in flooded area? (letter) (Art Lutzke of Brewster Road), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6
Windfair held over (On March 26, the Scarsdale Planning Board adopted as complete the findings of the environmental impact statement pertaining to 21 Windmill Lane.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 8
Winfair subdivision approval is likely (continued) (RGF Development is likely to win approval for a six lot subdivision in the North Grange section of Greenacres.), May 23, 2003, p. 8
Winfair subdivision approval is likely (RGF Development is likely to win approval for a six lot subdivision in the North Grange section of Greenacres.), May 23, 2003, p. 1
Zoning changes sought on Post (continued) (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14
Zoning changes sought on Post (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1

PLATFORM TENNIS

APTA (American Platform Tennis Association) nationals; Scarsdale's Brown adds another title to his list (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 24
Jack Randall: builder of powerhouse 'parity' paddle play (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 29
Jack Randall: builder of powerhouse 'parity' paddle play (photo) (continued), Apr 4, 2003, p. 31
Night Court; Paddlers laugh at frigid temps while everyone else heads indoors (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 19
Night Court; Paddlers laugh at frigid temps while everyone else heads indoors (photo) (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 22
Paddle courts in sorry shape in birthplace of the sport (letter) (Don Carlucci, Alan Linder, Jeffrey Fogelson, Jeffrey Lewis, David Golomb, Jeffrey Lenobel), May 2, 2003, p. 6
Paddling for Children's Village dollars (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 21

PLATT, LAURA J (AUTHOR)


PLAYGROUNDS

Feiner doesn't deserve credit for Edgemont playgrounds (letter) (David Schubert of Delhi Road), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6
Feiner resisted funding Edgemont playgrounds (letter) (Larry Singer of Central Avenue), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6
Playgrounds a partnership between community, government (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6
Truth is not dependent on support for Feiner (letter) (Larry Singer of Central Park Avenue), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6

POETRY

POETRY  (Continued)
'Poetry in motion' moves even the coolest kids (photo) (David Zucker presented an exciting poetry program at the Edgewood School on October 3.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 10
Poetry reading (Scarsdale High School graduate, David Jaffin, will return to Scarsdale to read a selection of his poetry at the Scarsdale Library on May 20.), May 16, 2003, p. 15

POHL, CATHY
Teen to Teen: Unique pet therapy offers love and licks (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1

POISONOUS PLANTS
Dogs need special care during dog days (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 3

POJMAN, KEN
School architect maps progress, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1

POLAND
Our bat mitzvah in Poland (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7

POLICE-GREENBURGH
2 teens charged with arson in Hartsdale fire (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
2 teens charged with arson in Hartsdale fire (photo) (continued), Jun 6, 2003, p. 25
16 teens charged at E'mont (Edgemont) drinking party, Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
Missing Bronx girl found in Edgemont; 2 men charged, Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
Missing Bronx girl found in Edgemont; 2 men charged (continued), Sep 19, 2003, p. 8

POLICE - SCARSDALE
2 suspects charged with assault at 7-11 (Police arrested two men in connection with an assault on an Edgemont man at the Garth Road 7-Eleven on June 22.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1
Advice for speeders from people who enforce the law (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
Advice for speeders from people who enforce the law (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 20
Alcohol-free high school dance declared a success (photo), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
Alcohol-free high school dance declared a success (photo) (continued), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10
Arbitrator awards patrolman Ellis $40K in McCreary case, Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
Arbitrator awards patrolman Ellis $40K in McCreary case (continued), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3
Awards (The Scarsdale Village Board honored two police officers and a Village mechanic for their work on an emergency response incident command vehicle.), May 16, 2003, p. 1
Behind the scenes (photo) (Scout Government Day, held on March 26, gave boy and girl scouts a chance to learn how their local government ticks.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 32
Kichen pleads guilty to bank robbery charges (photo) (continued) (Pamela Kichen has confessed to the the May 21 and 22 robberies of six banks in Westchester and Connecticut.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 22
New SPD (Scarsdale Police Department) officers have varied resumes (photo), Aug 22, 2003, p. 3
Officer Fatigate, confidant to teens, to be honored (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Officer Fatigate, confidant to teens, to be honored (photo) (continued), Nov 14, 2003 p. 26
(Officer Tom Meaney is pictured singing the National Anthem at the Scarsdale Police's May 14 memorial service and award ceremony.), May 23, 2003, p. 5
Police advice (The Scarsdale Police Department offers tips for safe post-holiday shopping or returns.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
Police officer doing his job, albeit aggressively (letter) (Rachel L. Chalchinsky of Mamaroneck), Sep 12, 2003, p. 7
Police officer went out of his way to help in blackout (letter) (Mary Lou Russo, Tunstall Road), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6
'Print-A-Kid' comes to elementary schools (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 11
Scarsdale man, pistol whipped, robbed on street (illus), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) panel reviews the village's contingency plans (photo) (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 4
Village Santas delight needy kids (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
Woman robs HSBC Bank in village center (photo) (The HSBC Bank was robbed on May 21 by a woman in her thirties; the robber fled with $31,000 in cash.), May 23, 2003, p. 1

POLITICIANS
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Lasser, Feiner battle over G'Burgh (Greenburgh) supervisor's role (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Lasser, Feiner battle over G'Burgh (Greenburgh) supervisor's role (photo) (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 12
Focal Points: Should we have the right of recall in New York State? (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 7

POLLACK, BEN
Focal Points: Mark Twain said, "Everybody talks about the weather but nobody does anything about it;" how has the rainy season affected you? (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 7

POLLET, SUSAN
Republican runs in Democratic judge primary (continued) (Registered Republican, Joseph Alessandro, is running in the September 9 Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 17
Republican runs in Democratic judge primary (Registered Republican, Joseph Alessandro, is running in the September 9 Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1
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POLVERE, ELINOR
Focal Points: How do you feel about the MTA (Metropolitan Transportation Authority) fare increases? (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 7

POOL - SCARSDALE
After a month of rain, summer is here! (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 3
Call him wacky (letter) (Howard Burkat of Drake Road), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6
With ‘close to 600’ members, SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) seeks reassurance of support from Village Board (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 3
Don’t swim upstream (editorial), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7
Follow the leader (photo) (Young Scarsdale day campers are pictured at the pool.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
Harrison’s SHS (Scarsdale High School) pool plan puts more viable plan at risk (letter) (Irwin Smoler of Spier Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7
Hot times and cool contests celebrate the Fourth (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 26
Not all pool goers watched fireworks (letter) (Robin Prywes of Fairview Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6
Pool festivities (Fireworks and other celebratory activities at the Scarsdale Pool for July 4.), July 3, 2003, p. 1
Support sought for indoor pool at the high school (letter) (Bob Harrison, Scarsdale Indoor Pool Education Fund), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
Take the plunge (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to sign up for membership to the proposed Scarsdale indoor pool and community center.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6
Trustees give pool conditional support, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
Trustees give pool conditional support (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 8
Village fireworks was the best in 27 years (letter) (Boine Johnson of Fairview Road), July 18, 2003, p. 6
Why Scarsdale needs a community center (letter) (Anthony S. Manson of Doris Lane), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6
Will history repeat itself? (editorial) (Irving Sloan discusses the controversial issue of the indoor pool/community center.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 7

POPE, TED
Focal Points: Do you think searchers in Iraq will find evidence of weapons of mass destruction? (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 7

PORDER, DEBORAH
Senior housing is an uphill battle, developer tells advocates, July 3, 2003, p. 3

PORGRAPUTSON, CHARLIE
From the 3rd floor to the world: SHS (Scarsdale High School) is melting pot at International Day (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 10

PORGRAPUTSON, MARISA
From the 3rd floor to the world: SHS (Scarsdale High School) is melting pot at International Day (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 10

POROSSOFF, HAROLD
Cable TV Commission surveying residents, Jan 17, 2003, p. 4

PORPORA, AL
Dancing dad debuts with daughter at JCC (Jewish Community Center of Mid-Westchester) (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 3

PORPORA, ALEX
Safety poster contest winners (photo) (Pictured are the winners of the Scarsdale Recreation Department’s safety poster contest.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 4

PORPORA, JANE
Charity drive expands (Jane Porpora heads up a food and clothing drive to benefit needy Yonkers families.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 4

PORPORA, TORI
Dancing dad debuts with daughter at JCC (Jewish Community Center of Mid-Westchester) (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 3
Kids’ curiosity about new SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) buildings sparks literary ingenuity (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 11

PORTNOFF, ADAM ERIC
Frankel, Portnoff (engaged) (Wendy Jennifer Frankel and Adam Eric Portnoff are engaged; an October 2003 wedding is planned.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 20
Frankel, Portnoff (wed) (Wendy Jennifer Frankel and Adam Eric Portnoff were wed on October 12 in Mamaroneck.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 21

POSEY, ROBERT
Club gives thumbs up to village fiscal plan (In a report presented on March 27, The Town and Village Civic Club endorsed the $30.4 million tentative Village budget.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1

POSTERS
Safety poster contest winners (photo) (Pictured are the winners of the Scarsdale Recreation Department’s safety poster contest.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 4
POST OFFICE BUILDING - SCARSDALE
Impressionist (photo) (Little Charlie Quill and his mother draw outside the Scarsdale Post Office.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1

POTTERY - EXHIBITIONS
Family's 'chip bowl' featured in pottery exhibit: the pots I grew up with (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 10
Family's 'chip bowl' featured in pottery exhibit: the pots I grew up with (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 11
Setoware collection at Clay Art Center (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 12

POUGET-ABADIE, THOMAS
3rd-graders interview Hebrew Home seniors (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 11

POWELL, INES
The French Connection: SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) to sponsor lecture (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association will present a lecture titled, "Manet/Velazquez: The French Taste for Spanish Painting," on March 16 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 17

POWELL, JENNIFER
MTV to revisit high school dance in documentary (continued), Aug 22, 2003, p. 8

POWELL, MARIA
Just married! (photo) (Scarsdale police officer Matthew Miraglia wed Maria Powell Miraglia at the Scarsdale Village tree lighting on November 29; Mayor Beverley Sved performed the honors.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 3

PRATT, SANDRA LEE
Pratt, Siegel (wed) (photo) (Sandra Lee Pratt and David Lazar Siegel were wed on September 20 in Manchester, Vermont.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 14

PRAVDA, JACQUELINE
New high school deans enjoy supportive community (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 10

PREGNANCY
To your health (photo) (Supplement), Jan 17, 2003, p. 19

PREISER, ELLA
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) and open space legislation approved by G'burgh (Greenburgh) board, Jun 20, 2003, p. 1

PREJUDICES
Effects of racism explored at SHS (Scarsdale High School) holiday assembly (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 11

PRENDERGAST, LINDA (AUTHOR)
Community's job is to teach teens to live responsibly (letter) (Linda Prendergast, District Health Coordinator, Scarsdale Schools), Jun 13, 2003, p. 7

PRESCHOOL MUSIC
H-B (Hoff-Barthelson) preschool program teaches kids 'good rhythm' (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 13

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
Focal Points: What are your thoughts about the 2004 presidential election? (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 7

PRESIDENTS
JFK: A baby-boomer's tribute (editorial) (Harold B. Aspis reflects on President Kennedy on the fortieth anniversary of his assassination.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7

PRESIDENTS' DAY
Focal Points: Do you think that the holiday designated as Presidents' Day has lost its significance? (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 7

PRESIDENTS - ELECTION
Focal Points: What do you think will be the major issue in the 2004 presidential election campaign? (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: What issue do you think will be the determining factor in the 2004 presidential election? (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 7

PRESSER, RICHARD (AUTHOR)
Referendum not specifically for Hart's Brook (letter) (Richard Presser of Hartsdale), Aug 1, 2003, p. 7

PRESSER, VICKI
Keeping together (editorial) (The Inquirer praises local fire fighters and community members who came together in support of Temple Bet Am Shalom following a devastating fire.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6

MTV to revisit high school dance in documentary, Aug 22, 2003, p. 1

SYNAGOGUE - EXHIBITIONS
Synagogue relocates for High Holy Days (photo) (Following a catastrophic fire, members of Bet Am Shalom Synagogue relocated to the Performing Arts Center at Purchase College for Rosh Hashanah.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 3

White Plains synagogue damaged by fire, congregants devastated (photo) (continued) (Reconstructionist Synagogue, Bet Am Shalom in White Plains, was heavily damaged by a fire on September 9.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19
PRESSER, VICTORIA FREE (AUTHOR)
School district committed to openness on building issues (letter) (Victoria Free Presser, Public Information Officer, Scarsdale School District), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6

PRICE, HUGH B
African-American literary tea - to kick off month long celebration (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 15

PRICE, JONNY
Drama Club stages 'A Musical Fable of Broadway' this weekend (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15

PRICE, REBECCA
Prom called 'resounding success' (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School seniors created new, scaled down traditions for their June 12 prom at the Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 11

PRIMARIES
GOP-Dem wins (Joseph Alessandro, a registered Republican, won one of three spots in the Democratic primary for Westchester County Court Judge.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1

Truth in advertising (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to vote for the three democratic candidates in the September 9 Democratic County Court Primary and not for Joseph Alessandro, a registered Republican.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6

Vote DiBella, Cacace and Friia in Democratic primary (letter) (Mark Lewis, Chair, Scarsdale Democratic Party), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6

PRINTERS
One for all - multifunction printers - Part 3 (Robert Reiser on the capabilities of his multi-function printer.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 4

PRISONS
Focal Points: How do you feel about the California law requiring prison terms of 25 years for a third conviction, even if the offense was petty theft? (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 7

PRITULA, MIKE
New Scarsdale softball league vies for girls' attention, Jan 31, 2003, p. 1

PRITULA, MIKE (AUTHOR)
Sign-ups scheduled for new girls' softball program (letter) (Keith Babbitt, Mike Pritula, Marty Rolnick, Linda Sarett, Gail Tuchin of the Scarsdale Youth Softball Association), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6

PROCEDURE COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE
Changes in nominating process proposed, Jun 20, 2003, p. 3
Changes in nominating process proposed (continued), Jun 20, 2003, p. 8
Citizens Committee (The Procedure Committee invites residents to run for the Citizens Nominating Committee.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1

Feedback sought on proposed amendments, Sep 12, 2003, p. 3
Nominators needed (The Procedure Committee invites Scarsdale residents to consider running for the Citizens Committee), Aug 29, 2003, p. 1

Scarsdale's nonpartisan system relies on citizen support (letter) (Evelyn Seidman, Thomas Giordano, The Procedure Committee), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6

PRO-CHOICE MOVEMENT
Pro-choice, Israel both have propaganda problems (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6

PROFESSIONS
Myths of job satisfaction exploded - Part 1 (editorial), Dec 12, 2003 p. 7
Preparing for work in a new era: Part II (editorial), Dec 19, 2003 p. 7

PROMS
A happy ending (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses the new substance free, scaled down prom format for graduating seniors of Scarsdale High School.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6
Prom called 'resounding success' (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School seniors created new, scaled down traditions for their June 12 prom at the Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 11
Prom called 'resounding success' (photo) (Scarsdale High School seniors created new, scaled down traditions for their June 12 prom at the Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 11

Prom proposal spurs debate (continued) (Scarsdale High School Principal, John Klemme, announced that luxury buses would be taking the place of limousines at this year's prom.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 21

Prom proposal spurs debate (Scarsdale High School Principal, John Klemme, announced that luxury buses would be taking the place of limousines at this year's prom.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1

PROPHECIES
Glimpsing the future: The flavor of the year will be pomegranate (editorial), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7
Points of View: the eternal tides (editorial) (The Inquirer predicts issues that will occupy readers' emotions in 2003.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6

PRYWES, ROBIN (AUTHOR)
Not all pool goers watched fireworks (letter) (Robin Prywes of Fairview Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6

PSYCHOLOGISTS
Psychologist's office is a tent in Qatar (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 4
PT COUNCIL - SCARSDALE
Buy, sell and swap at Sports Swap Sept. 13, Aug 29, 2003, p. 2
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7
New PT Council officers welcomed (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12
PT Council provides relevant programming in schools (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 20A
Scarsdale PT Council looks to new school year with enthusiasm (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 14A
Volunteers and businesses made calendar possible (letter) (Susie Rush, President, Scarsdale PT Council), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
Vote yes on June 3 to support schools (letter) (Anna Decker, Elyse Insel, Mindy White, Joanne Wallenstein - PT Council), May 30, 2003, p. 6

PUBLIC PROSECUTORS
Pirro's appetite for attention compromises her role (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6

PUBLIC SAFETY BUREAU - WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Orange alert (Westchester County government has taken steps to increase security and step up preparedness plans.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1

PUBLIC WORKS - SCARSDALE
Awards and Kudos (The Village of Scarsdale received the Pride in Public Works award.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Biggest blizzard since 1996 dumps 20 inches; towns dig it (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1
Collection Guidelines (The Village Engineer offers residents guidelines for leaf collection.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
DPW (Department of Public Works) struggles to clean up, Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
Early snow challenges highway department (continued) (Scarsdale and surrounding environs were blanketed by eight inches of snow on December 5.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 3
Early snow challenges highway department (Scarsdale and surrounding environs were blanketed by eight inches of snow on December 5.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
Entering Scarsdale (The Department of Public Works is investigating new signage for entry points to the Village.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Honorary mention (Four Village employees have received honorary mention for exemplary service during the August blackout.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
Let it snow! (The Scarsdale Highway Department started clearing the snow off streets early last Saturday morning.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1
A main event (photo) (The Scarsdale Water Department repaired a burst pipe on Weaver Street on January 23.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6
Making 8 streets bear greater cost not appropriate (letter) (Rona Shamoon of Edgewood Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6
New public works superintendent had rough initiation (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
New public works superintendent had rough initiation (photo) (continued), Apr 25, 2003, p. 13
Proposed 'special zones' for leaf collection are nixed (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
Scarsdale using shotgun approach to leaf problem (letter) (Ken Goodwin of Dickel Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6
Signs of neglect (editorial) (photo) (The Inquirer deplores the shabby, unattractive and incomprehensible street signs all over the Village.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6
Thanks for coming back, DPW (Department of Public Works) (letter) (Eleanor November of Walworth Avenue), Jan 31, 2003, p. 7
Village may drop plan to make people bag leaves, Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Village may drop plan to make people bag leaves (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 15
Village meetings are shorter and sweeter, Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
Village meetings are shorter and sweeter (continued), Dec 5, 2003 p. 9
Well done (The Scarsdale Village Board honored the Public Works Department for its heroic efforts removing over 22 inches of snow resulting from the February 16-17 snowstorms.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1

PUERARO, VINCENT
Focal Points: It has been suggested that trains be equipped with seat belts. What do you think? (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 7

PUGATCH, FRANCES DRANGEL
Focal Points: To what extent do you think there is editorializing in TV news? (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 7

PULITZER PRIZES
Pulitzer winner to speak at TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (Pulitzer Prize winner, Nicholas D. Kristof, will address the Town and Village Civic Club on March 27.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 2

PURCELL, DAN
Go with the flow (photo) (Scarsdale firefighter demonstrates water hose.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1

PURVIS, LINDA
Architect guides civic club through campus improvements (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 11
Are we ready? (Scarsdale's preparedness for a major emergency will be discussed at the next meeting of The Scarsdale Town and Village Civic Club Education Forum.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
Construction plan deemed ambitious, Jun 6, 2003, p. 11
PURVIS, LINDA  (Continued)
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) panel reviews the village's contingency plans (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) panel reviews the village's contingency plans (photo) (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 4

Wake of the flood (photo) (Workmen are pictured cleaning up after a storm pipe broke at Scarsdale High School on March 12.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 3

PUSATERI, THERESA

Sidewalk sale (photo) (Shoppers experienced good weather for browsing at the Scarsdale Sidewalk Sale, July 31-August 2.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 3

QUAKERS
Scarsdale Friends Meeting: inspired to activism in many areas; historic peace church challenged by recent world events (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 16A

QUEALLY, FRANCIS X
Francis X. Queally (dies) (Francis X. Queally, former Scarsdale resident, died on August 4, 2003. He was 76.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 13

QUISELY, JULIE
11 elected to Citizens Committee, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
New PT Council officers welcomed (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12

QUILL, CHARLIE
Impressionist (photo) (Little Charlie Quill and his mother draw outside the Scarsdale Post Office.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1

QUILL, SUSAN
Impressionist (photo) (Little Charlie Quill and his mother draw outside the Scarsdale Post Office.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1

QUILTING
Passionate quilters: It's hip to be square (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 3

RABIEH, THERESE
In hats 'n gloves, runners compete on local streets (photo) (A cold and windy day did not deter runners in the 15 K and 4 mile races on April 6.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 3

RABIES
Skunks might have rabies; or maybe they're just babies (Reports of skunk sightings have increased all over the Village.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 1

RACANELLI, ROSE ELLEN
Scarsdale teachers' 'circle of life' honored (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 10

RACISM
Bridges makes kids think about friendship, prejudice (photo) (Ruby Bridges, who, at age 6 in 1960 was the first Black child to attend an all white school in New Orleans, addressed Heathcote School students on March 12.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 10
Effects of racism explored at SHS (Scarsdale High School) holiday assembly (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 11

RAFELD, CINDY
Coldwell Banker awards (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 4

RAILROADS - TRAINS
Correction on name of defunct Boston railroad (letter) (Peter W. Herman of Hampton Road), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6
Focal Points: It has been suggested that trains be equipped with seat belts. What do you think? (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 7

RAIN AND RAINFALL
After a month of rain, summer is here! (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 3
Vicky Laoutaris sweeps water off a village tennis court after a summer downpour (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 6

RAISELD, RUTH
Working moms weave a girlwide web (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 3

RAIZEN, DAVID
Another delay for SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) new headquarters, July 18, 2003, p. 1
Memorial purchase (photo) (A new defibrillator trainer was donated to the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps in memory of Dr. Raymond Miller.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 4

SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) hires an architect, Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) hires an architect (continued), Dec 5, 2003 p. 13
SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) morale sags as lawsuit delays progress on new building (photo) (continued), Aug 22, 2003, p. 8

RAIZEEN, EMILY
SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) morale sags as lawsuit delays progress on new building (photo) (continued), Aug 22, 2003, p. 8
RAIZEN, NANCY
Art for art's sake (photo) (Art Garfunkel performed at the JCC of Midwestchester on May 14.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8

RAIZEN, ROY
Art for art's sake (photo) (Art Garfunkel performed at the JCC of Midwestchester on May 14.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8

RAJAN, ANIL
Focal Points: how do you feel about the use of affirmative action in college admissions? (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7

RAJASINGHAM, RAOUL
Pumpkindergarten (photo) (Edgewood kindergarten students attended a Pumpkin Festival on October 29.), Nov 7, 2003, p. 10

RANDALL, JACK
Jack Randall: builder of powerhouse 'parity' paddle play (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 29
Jack Randall: builder of powerhouse 'parity' paddle play (photo) (continued), Apr 4, 2003, p. 31

RAPAPORT, DEBBIE (AUTHOR)
Book fair was successful; next event is Oct. 7 (letter) (Debbie Rapaport, President, Friends of the Scarsdale Library), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6

RAPAPORT, JOHN
Scarsdale High School Winter Athletic Awards Dinner - March 10 (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 24
Scarsdale's Gitler, Rapaport set for Empire State Games (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 16

RAPHAEL, FRED
Focal Points: How do you feel about the California law requiring prison terms of 25 years for a third conviction, even if the offense was petty theft? (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 7

RASTOGI, SHANTANU
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the president's Thanksgiving Day visit to the troops in Iraq? (photo), Dec 5, 2003, p. 7

RAUSCH, MARK (AUTHOR)
Memorial Day Music Fest rescheduled (letter) (Mark Rausch, Director, Scarsdale Teen Center), May 30, 2003, p. 6

RAVISHANKAR, RAJIV
Prom night sets new traditions (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 3, 2003, p. 9A

RAWANDUZ, CAMERON
Scarsdale PT Council looks to new school year with enthusiasm (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 14A

RAWDEN, JAMIE
That's me! (photo) (Students of Edgemont High School are pictured perusing the yearbook, Respectus.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1

RAY, ERIN MICHELE
Ray, Santo (wed) (Erin Michele Ray and Rod Colvin Santo were wed on October 11 in Plymouth, Michigan.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 14

RAYMOND, EDWARD A (DR)
Dr. Edward A. Raymond (dies) (photo) (Dr. Edward A. Raymond died at his Scarsdale home on August 18, 2003. He was 88.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 15

RAYNOR, CHARLOTTE
Girl Scouts take the gold and silver (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4

RAYNOR, CHARLOTTE (AUTHOR)
Greenacres gift to be shared with other schools (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur - Ed Grossman Memorial Committee), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6

RAYSOR, ROBERT
Woman struck by car on Chase Road, Sep 5, 2003, p. 1

RAZMAZAN, SHAHRAM (DR)
Special delivery (photo) (St. John's Hospital is expecting the birth of its 100,000 baby.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 4

READING
A dog's tale: When kids read, he's all ears (photo) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.), Jul 3, 2003, p. 1
A dog's tale: When kids read, he's all ears (photo) (continued) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.), Jul 3, 2003, p. 4
Shakespeare at midnight (editorial), Nov 14, 2003, p. 7

REAL ESTATE AGENTS
2 join Houlihan-Lawrence (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 4
3 join Prudential (photo) (Rosemary Badalato, Rosalie Rosenberg and Harvey Brandwein have joined Prudential Centennial Reality.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 4

An outstanding year for Prudential Centennial (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 11A
A banner year for Coldwell Banker Doernberg (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 11A
Clarks to chair gala (photo) (Lynne B. Clark and her husband Merrell will chair the 10th anniversary season gala of the New Choral Society of Scarsdale.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 17
REAL ESTATE AGENTS (Continued)
Coldwell Banker awards (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 4
Coldwell leaders honored (Coldwell Banker honored its top Scarsdale-Doernberg sales associates.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4
Couple joins Houlihan (George and Sylvia Somekh joined the Scarsdale offices of Houlihan Lawrence.), May 30, 2003, p. 4
Feldman joins Coldwell (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Audrey Feldman, has joined Coldwell Banker Doernberg.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 4
Houlihan/Lawrence honors top producers of 2002 (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 4
Houlihan/Lawrence markets distinguished properties (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 11A
John Crittenden (John Crittenden joined the Claire D. Leone team of real estate agents in the Scarsdale office.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 4
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 23
Julia B. Fee (Julia B. Fee Real Estate was one of four businesses voted "Best of Westchester Small Business."), Jun 20, 2003, p. 4
Julia B. Fee (Julia B. Fee Real Estate will be honored by the Westchester chapter of the New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4
Julia B. Fee releases 'Market Watch,' Mar 28, 2003, p. 4
Julia B. Fee reports record sales and new owners (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 11A
Leone agents honored (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 4
Leone reports a booming market (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 11A
Merritt Associates foresees 'exuberant' market (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 11A
'Mr. Scarsdale Real Estate' celebrates a milestone (photo) (continued) (Dudley Doernberg, a.k.a. Mr. Scarsdale Real Estate, turned 90 on March 20), Mar 28, 2003, p. 21
'Mr. Scarsdale Real Estate' celebrates a milestone (photo) (Dudley Doernberg, a.k.a. Mr. Scarsdale Real Estate, turned 90 on March 20), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
New office for Hill (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 4
Pat Warnken (Real estate broker, Pat Warnken, has earned the Coldwell Banker previews property specialists designation.), May 16, 2003, p. 4
Prudential associates honored (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 4
Prudential Centennial (Three new agents have joined the staff of Prudential Centennial Realty.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 4
Robin Servidio (Robin Servidio joined Houlihan Lawrence Realty.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 4
Rose Haber (dies) (Rose Haber died peacefully in her Scarsdale home on September 15, 2003. She was 87.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26
Seal to head county historical society (photo) (Susan Seal, local realtor, was elected president of the Westchester County Historical Society.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 4
Talley honored (photo) (Paulette Talley of Julia B. Fee Real Estate was honored by Rotary International.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 4
Top Associates (photo) (Coldwell Banker honors top residential brokers for the last quarter.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 4
Tops in sales (Coldwell Banker honored its top Scarsdale-Doernberg office sales associates for the third quarter.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 4
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPERS
Rights of 1 respected over safety of many (letter) (Mike Melikian of Fairview Road), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
Subdivision will create dangerous situation around SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (letter) (Jon Mark of Brookby Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
Unsightly remains (photo) (Pile of rubble at 30 Paddington Road is an eyesore since developers tore houses down without a permit.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 3
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT - SCARSDALE
Court OKs a new lot on Carstensen, Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
Court OKs a new lot on Carstensen (continued), Sep 19, 2003, p. 8
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT - SCARSDALE - HISTORY
'Mr. Scarsdale Real Estate' celebrates a milestone (photo) (continued) (Dudley Doernberg, a.k.a. Mr. Scarsdale Real Estate, turned 90 on March 20), Mar 28, 2003, p. 21
'Mr. Scarsdale Real Estate' celebrates a milestone (photo) (Dudley Doernberg, a.k.a. Mr. Scarsdale Real Estate, turned 90 on March 20), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
RECREATION CENTERS
After a lull, community center drive will resume (photo) (continued) (The membership committee of the proposed Scarsdale Community Center is stepping up its recruitment drive after months of inactivity.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 12
After a lull, community center drive will resume (photo) (The membership committee of the proposed Scarsdale Community Center is stepping up its recruitment drive after months of inactivity.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
With 'close to 600' members, SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) seeks reassurance of support from Village Board (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 3
Community recreation center design is unveiled (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
RECREATION CENTERS  (Continued)
Community recreation center design is unveiled (photo) (continued), Mar 7, 2003, p. 11
Take the plunge (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to sign up for membership to the proposed Scarsdale indoor pool and community center.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6

RECREATION DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE
Fields closed (The Scarsdale Recreation Department asks residents to stay off athletic fields this time of year.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1

Kids Got Game parents get to enjoy (letter) (Tegan Lee of Lyons Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
New Scarsdale softball league vies for girls' attention, Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
New Scarsdale softball league vies for girls' attention (continued), Jan 31, 2003, p. 26
Not all pool goers watched fireworks (letter) (Robin Prywes of Fairview Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6
Paddle courts in sorry shape in birthplace of the sport (letter) (Don Carlucci, Alan Linder, Jeffrey Fogelson, Jeffrey Lewis, David Golomb, Jeffrey Lenobel), May 2, 2003, p. 6
Rec works: New girls' softball league is not needed (letter), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6
Safety poster contest winners (photo) (Pictured are the winners of the Scarsdale Recreation Department's safety poster contest.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 4
Softball showdown between rec and SYSA (Scarsdale Youth Softball Association) will only hurt the kids (letter) (Mark Klein of Olnsted Road), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6
Youth sports policy adopted, Feb 14, 2003, p. 1
Youth sports policy adopted (continued), Feb 14, 2003, p. 10

RECYCLING (WASTE, ETC.)
'Focus Recycling' (Westchester County has published a guide to recycling titled "Focus: Recycling."), Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
Is the village commingling garbage and recyclables? (letter) (Dr. Harold Sussman of Popham Road), Sep 19, 2003, p. 7

REEDER, DOUGLAS E
Focal Points: What do you think will be the total effect of the capture of Saddam Hussein? (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7

REETZ, GAY
Greenacres hails 'Gay Reetz Way' at retirement party (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 8
Scarsdale teachers' 'circle of life' honored (The May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 10

REEVE, CHRISTOPHER
Choosing joy: How Dana Reeve copes (photo) (Dana Reeve spoke at Purchase College on March 10 at a "Life and Style" series sponsored by the Journal News.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 3

REEVE, DANA
Choosing joy: How Dana Reeve copes (photo) (Dana Reeve spoke at Purchase College on March 10 at a "Life and Style" series sponsored by the Journal News.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 3

REFAEL, SOLLY
Ticket blitz angers many in downtown, July 3, 2003, p. 1
Ticket blitz angers many in downtown (continued), July 3, 2003, p. 13

REFERENDUM
Referendum not specifically for Hart's Brook (letter) (Richard Presser of Hartsdale), Aug 1, 2003, p. 7

REFUSE AND REFUSE DISPOSAL
Neighbors rally to stop dumping in woods, Aug 22, 2003, p. 3

REFUSE COLLECTION
Board to tackle village 'trashing' (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board addressed the issue of bulk trash pickups at the June 10 meeting.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8
Board to tackle village 'trashing' (The Scarsdale Village Board addressed the issue of bulk trash pickups at the June 10 meeting.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
Who let the trash out? (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to work with the Sanitation Department on considerate disposal of bulky trash items.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
Woods used as dumps, Jun 13, 2003, p. 8

REGGEV, ABNER
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Garage foes blast proposal (photo) (Over thirty speakers voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place Garage at a public hearing on January 28.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1

REGGEV, KATIE
Singers, jokesters, bagpipers rule all day SHS (Scarsdale High School) performance fest (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 8

REGULA, AL
E'mont (Edgemont) to town: sidewalk illegal, Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) to town: sidewalk illegal (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 13
REHM, LOIS
School budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, E'mont (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1

REHM, MERLIN D
Focal Points: How will the recent economic surge affect the coming presidential campaign? (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7
Trinity marks 80 years; undergoes renovation (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 21

REIDEL, EMILY
How many? (photo) (United Way volunteers pictured at the July 31-August 2 Scarsdale sidewalk sale.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 2

REILLY, PEGGY O'CONNOR
Decades later SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni still cherish their grade school years (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 8

REINGOLD, REBECCA
3rd-graders interview Hebrew Home seniors (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 11

REISER, ROBERT (AUTHOR)
Broadband boogie: To broadband or not to broadband (editorial), July 11, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer: One for all - multifunction printers - Part 3 (Robert Reiser on the capabilities of his multifunction printer.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 2: That is the question (editorial) (Bob Reiser on 'Broadband Boogie'), July 18, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 3: whether 'tis better (Bob Reiser on Broadband Boogie), July 25, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 4: outrageous fortune (editorial) (Bob Reiser on Broadband Boogie), Aug 8, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 5: Take arms against a sea of troubles (editorial) (Bob Reiser on Broadband Boogie), Aug 15, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 6: A consumption devoutly to be desired (editorial) (Bob Reiser on Broadband Boogie), Aug 22, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 7: Outrageous fortune (editorial) (Bob Reiser on Broadband Boogie), Aug 29, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 8: The great enterprise (editorial) (Bob Reiser on Broadband Boogie), Sep 5, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 9: The undiscovered country (editorial) (Bob Reiser on Broadband Boogie), Sep 12, 2003, p. 4
Commuter Computer, Part 10: (the last part) - Who would fardles bear? (editorial) (Bob Reiser on 'Broadband Boogie'), Oct 3, 2003, p. 4
A digital snap - Part 1: The basics (editorial) (Bob Reiser opines on the advantages of digital cameras.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 4
A Digital Snap - Part 2: The choices (editorial), Dec 19, 2003 p. 4

REISMAN, BEN
Forecast for 2d-grade class: rain, winds, tornadoes! (photo) (continued) (On February 13, Heathcote School second graders experienced the "Weather or Not" hands on science program led by Rhonda Ginsberg.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 9

RELIGION
Scarsdale makes room for growing religious community, Jan 3, 2003, p. 10

REMINISCING
Into the bois (editorial), July 11, 2003, p. 7
Today was a bad day (editorial) (Owen Grant reflects on a friend he lost as a result of the September 11, 2001, attacks on the World Trade Center.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7

REPORT CARDS
Common elementary report card project under way (The district will be streamlining and standardizing report cards at the five Scarsdale elementary schools.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 9

REPORTERS AND REPORTING
Cub reporters at Heathcote want the scoop (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 11

REPP, PAUL
Paul Repp (Scarsdale resident, Paul Repp, was named President and Chief Executive Officer of New York City based Verizon Capital Group.), May 9, 2003, p. 4

REPUBLICAN PARTY (U.S.: 1854-)
Where did the GOP go wrong? (letter) (Nat Sloan, Retired SMS science teacher, Somers), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6
Where Nat Sloan went wrong (letter) (Bob Selvaggio of Rochambeau Road), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6

RESTAURANTS
Creative Cooking - The restaurant year in review: when dining out, think globally and eat locally, Jan 3, 2003, p. 8
Distinctive northern Italian cuisine at the elegant Il Cigno on Weaver Street (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 16
Jackie's Bistro dazzles with brilliant French food (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 13
'Menu trash' blight threatens home security (letter) (Kathleen Piaggesi of Fairview Road), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6

RETACCO, GALE
Leone agents honored (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 4
RETENNY, JESSICA
Hitting her stride; Retelny captures silver at state meet (photo), Jun 13, 2003, p. 25
Retelny, Tushman combine for 11 Maccabi track medals (photo), Aug 29, 2003, p. 17
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 16
RETIREMENT
Greenacres hails 'Gay Reetz Way' at retirement party (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 8
REUNIONS
A cheer for old Fox Meadow - on its 75th birthday (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
Joy and tears at a different family reunion (editorial) (Colin Sullivan movingly describes a reunion of Holocaust survivors.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
REVIELI, JOHN
Sharp shooter; Scarsdale's Revelli honored by Stanford University hoops (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 23
Sharp shooter; Scarsdale's Revelli honored by Stanford University hoops (photo) (continued), Dec 19, 2003 p. 27
REYELT, JOHN
Bouchier inducted into Westchester HOF (Hall of Fame) (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 17
REYNAL, EDWIN
Pick six: Boys and girls each look to replace starting trios (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 3A
REYNOLDS, HAROLD
BOA (Board of Architecture) member wants better records kept, July 18, 2003, p. 1
BOA (Board of Architecture) member wants better records kept (continued), July 18, 2003, p. 9
DA Pirro is courteous, direct and a knockout (letter) (Neil Sullivan of Taunton Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
Focal Points: Is the Fourth of July still a source of patriotic fervor? (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Which do you think is a more immediate threat to the United States: Iraq or North Korea? (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 7
How to make Scarsdale seem more like a small hometown in Ohio (letter) (Lena Crandall of Fox Meadow Road), May 23, 2003, p. 6
Just do it (editorial) (The Inquirer encourages the taping of proceedings of the Scarsdale Board of Appeals.), Jul 25, 2003, p. 6
REYNOLDS, HAROLD (AUTHOR)
Board of Appeals owes public an explanation on refusal to tape (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
Consequences of war with Iraq will be calamitous (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
Execution of Ethel Rosenberg changed attorney's views on death penalty (letter) (Harold Reynolds of Bradley Road), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6
Failure to tape BOA (Board of Architectural Review) deliberations could be election issue (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7
High school students should register to vote (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6
Inquirer receives Basi Bazouk Award for cruelty (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6
Judges, alas, are mortal (editorial) (Harry Reynolds discusses the extensive career trajectories of judges.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7
Just like they do in the movies (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
No sense of life going on in this ho-hum village (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), May 9, 2003, p. 6
Pirro's appetite for attention compromises her role (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
The shoe on the other foot (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6
Should democratic right of recall extend to Iraq? (letter), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7
At statue standing in the rubble (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6
Videotape all board meetings (editorial), Sep 5, 2003, p. 7
REYNOLDS, PHIL
The enemy is us (photo) (continued) (Stormwater runoff is creating pollution problems in waterways.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12
U.N. Day program to honor Ralph Bunche, Dec 12, 2003 p. 2
REYNOLDS, TODD
Friends of Music and the Arts encourages cultural awareness (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 13A
Todd Reynolds returns to SHS (Scarsdale High School), Apr 4, 2003, p. 9
REZEN, ANN-MARIE
Inquirer top winner (The Scarsdale Inquirer took home 27 awards from the New York Press Association's 2002 Better Newspaper Contest.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1
RICCI, DOUGLAS
Harrison, Ricci (engaged) (photo) (Dana Harrison and Douglas Ricci are engaged.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 14
RICE, TERRY
Court OKs a new lot on Carstensen, Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
RICH, LINDA
A-School grads: ‘a shared community of selves’ (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School’s 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24

RICHMAN, JEANNE
New voices of support rise at Christie Place Garage debate (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 8

RICHMAN, JEANNE (AUTHOR)
Downtowns either grow in vitality or decline (letter) (Jeanne Richman of Birchall Drive), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

RICHMAN, ROBERT (DR)
Clowning, redundant oratory, petulance on display at hearings (letter) (Dr. Robert Richman of Birchall Drive), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6

RICHMOND, DANIEL
No variance for too-big house (photo) (continued) (Construction of an enormous new house at 34 Meadow Road has been halted until zoning code issues over size can be resolved.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 8

RICKS, SPENCER
Seniors put a new spin on an old favorite (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 6A

RIE, JOHN JR
Court gives a green light to senior housing (The proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road is back on track.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
State Supreme Court will review Realm appeal (The legal battle continues over a proposed assisted living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1

RIELLY, MARK
Focal Points: How do you feel about the MTA (Metropolitan Transportation Authority) fare increases? (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 7

RIES, MARTIN
Focal Points: Do you think the interest in professional sports is disproportionate to their importance? (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 7

RIFKIN, ROBERT (AUTHOR)
Rec works: New girls’ softball league is not needed (letter), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6

RIGBY, SANDRA
Celebrating 20 years (photo) (A ribbon cutting ceremony on July 21 at the Scarsdale Middle School tennis courts marked the 20th anniversary of the Summer Youth Tennis League program.), July 25, 2003, p. 18

RIGGS, JERI
Passionate quilters: It’s hip to be square (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 3

RILANDER, KEN
Are we ready? (Scarsdale’s preparedness for a major emergency will be discussed at the next meeting of The Scarsdale Town and Village Civic Club Education Forum.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 1

RILANDER, KEN (AUTHOR)
Commuters should rally for Metro-North service improvement (letter) (Ken Rilander of Brite Avenue), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6

RINALDI, MIKE
Leone agents honored (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 4

RITZHO, NATHAN
Sunday in the park with jazz (photo) (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School presented a faculty/student jazz concert in Chase Park on June 8.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 2

RIVERA, ANGEL
Get off me! (photo) (Scarsdale senior wrestler, Shintaro Higashi, is shown defeating Peekskill’s Angel Rivera; Higashi has won every title during his 39-0 season.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1

ROACH, CARRIE ANN
Roach, Sliss (wed) (photo) (Carrie Ann Roach and Todd Sliss were wed on October 25 in Seaford.), Nov 21, 2003, p. 21

ROANE, JENNIFER
Focus 1st: Kaminer conducts workshop before Raiders pick up 1st win (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 21
Focus 1st: Kaminer conducts workshop before Raiders pick up 1st win (photo) (continued), Sep 12, 2003, p. 24
League leaders: Power format to test section’s most dominant program (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 4A
Scarsdale advances senior, freshman doubles team (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 24
Scarsdale girls’ tennis cruises to 9-0 power record (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 18
Sherwood named SHS (Scarsdale High School) scholar-athlete winner (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 25
SHS (Scarsdale High School) honored by NYSPHSAA (New York State Public High School Athletic Association) with Good Sports Award (photo), Aug 29, 2003, p. 17
SHS (Scarsdale High School) honored by NYSPHSAA (New York State Public High School Athletic Association) with Good Sports Award (photo) (continued), Aug 29, 2003, p. 18
ROBBINS, JASON
Is there life after Scarsdale? Former mayor can't stay away (photo) (Former Scarsdale mayor, Mark Bench, maintains a visible presence in the Village working as a teacher's aide at the High School), May 9, 2003, p. 1

ROBBINS, MARC
Love and Marriage (photo) (Special section on weddings and marriage), Feb 14, 2003, pp. 1A–10A

ROBBINS, RISE
First responders are short equipment, training, money (continued), Mar 28, 2003, p. 14
Love and Marriage (photo) (Special section on weddings and marriage), Feb 14, 2003, pp. 1A–10A
Memorial purchase (photo) (A new defibrillator trainer was donated to the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps in memory of Dr. Raymond Miller.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 4
SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) hires an architect, Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) to get a new home on Weaver (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 5A

ROBBINS, RISE (AUTHOR)
SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) thanks Fenway Golf Club (Rise Robbins, SVAC President), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6

ROBERTS, CYNTHIA
Leaf regulations to be enforced, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Neighbors urge ban of nonresident commuters, May 16, 2003, p. 1
New voices of support rise at Christie Place Garage debate (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 8
Open space map goes hi-tech (illus), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12
Ticket blitz continues (continued) (Steped up automobile ticketing in the Village center to continue, much to the dismay of residents.), July 11, 2003, p. 9

ROBERTS, CYNTHIA (AUTHOR)
Let's make parking a priority (editorial), Jun 27, 2003, p. 7
Neighborhood association to present forum (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
Parking garage is not a real issue for the community (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6
Residents question garage proposal at library 'forum' (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6
Trustees should not vote for negative environmental declaration on garage (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6

ROBERTS, NORMA R (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale's soul lies in its modest scale and low density of village (letter) (Norma R. Roberts of Popham Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6

ROBERTS, SAM
Execution of Ethel Rosenberg changed attorney's views on death penalty (letter) (Harold Reynolds of Bradley Road), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6

ROBERTS, WILLIAM (DR)
FAR amended to clarify exclusions, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
FAR amended to clarify exclusions (continued), Oct 17, 2003, p. 9
Neighbors urge ban of nonresident commuters, May 16, 2003, p. 1
New suggestions for Christie Place lot, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
New suggestions for Christie Place lot (continued), Sep 26, 2003, p. 12
Report shows ample parking, Feb 14, 2003, p. 1
Report shows ample parking (continued) (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 10
Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking, Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14
Trustee nixes some parking suggestions, Jun 27, 2003, p. 1

ROBERTS, WILLIAM (DR) (AUTHOR)
Let's make parking a priority (editorial), Jun 27, 2003, p. 7

ROBINSON, JOHN R (AUTHOR)
Congratulations on press awards (letter) (John R. Robinson of Lee Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6

ROBINSON, SALLY
Subdivision still bogged down (illus) (continued) (Another frustrating round in the battle for a six lot subdivision in Greenacres took place at the Planning Board meeting on April 23.), May 2, 2003, p. 8

ROCCA-STEIN, BEATRICE
11 elected to Citizens Committee, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
ROCCA-STEIN, BEATRICE  (Continued)
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) student Mitchell Graves takes his Scarsdale family home (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1

ROCKETS
Space odyssey (photo) (A group of Edgemont High School students launch a homemade rocket on the football field.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1

ROCKWELL, PHIL
APTA (American Platform Tennis Association) nationals; Scarsdale's Brown adds another title to his list (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 24

RODRIGUES, KAMYLLA
All the school's a stage at Heathcote's first Renaissance Faire (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 10

RODRIGUEZ, EMILIA
Walking to fund autism research (photo) (The annual Westchester-Fairfield Counties Walk to raise money and awareness of Autism will be held June 8.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1

RODSTEIN, HOWARD
Alternative School director to retire after 30 years (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Alternative School Director, Tony Arenella, is retiring.), May 2, 2003, p. 9
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24
Jeanne Cooper will be in her element as A-School English teacher (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 10
Master teacher (editorial) (The Inquirer praises retiring Scarsdale Alternative School English teacher and Director, Tony Arenella.), May 2, 2003, p. 6
Rodstein excited to lead A (Alternative)-School in fall (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 11

ROGAL, JASPER
Learn play or simply listen at the Music Conservatory (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 38A

ROGERS, MATT (AUTHOR)
Village staff not incompetent; policies are clear (letter) (Scott Frommer and Matt Rogers), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7

ROGERS, TOM
Scarsdale graduates have distinguished careers (editorial), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7

ROGLIANO, EUGENE
As Americans we are free to express our patriotism however we wish (letter) (Albert Angrilli of Hartsdale), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
Just married! (photo) (Scarsdale police officer Matthew Miraglia wed Maria Powell Miraglia at the Scarsdale Village tree lighting on November 29; Mayor Beverley Sved performed the honors.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 3
QR (Quaker Ridge) salutes veterans (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 4
Veterans appreciated anonymous act of generosity (letter) (Dan Grabel of Cohawney Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4

ROGLIANO, MARY
Just married! (photo) (Scarsdale police officer Matthew Miraglia wed Maria Powell Miraglia at the Scarsdale Village tree lighting on November 29; Mayor Beverley Sved performed the honors.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 3

ROHAN, SIVA
OSNA (Old Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) community garden's in (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 22

ROLNICK, MARTY
New Scarsdale softball league vies for girls' attention, Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
Youth sports policy adopted, Feb 14, 2003, p. 1

ROLNICK, MARTY (AUTHOR)
Sign-ups scheduled for new girls' softball program (letter) (Keith Babbitt, Mike Pritula, Marty Rolnick, Linda Sarett, Gail Tulchin of the Scarsdale Youth Softball Association), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6

ROMAN, JEAN-JOSEPH (AUTHOR)
If you cannot be constructive, stay home! (letter) (Jean-Joseph Roman of Ardsley), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6

RONDON, NICHOLAS
Hit and run leads to chase, DWI arrest, Jan 17, 2003, p. 5

ROOSEVELT, THEODORE
Where did the GOP go wrong? (letter) (Nat Sloan, Retired SMS science teacher, Somers), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

ROSE, PETE
Rose peddles in Scarsdale; One If By Cards celebrates opening day with Hit King (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 29
Rose peddles in Scarsdale; One If By Cards celebrates opening day with Hit King (photo) (continued), Apr 4, 2003, p. 31

ROSE, RANDOLPH
Greenacres gift to be shared with other schools (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur - Ed Grossman Memorial Committee), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
ROSEE, JON
Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (continued) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman still mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19

ROSELL, JILL
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday, Jan 10, 2003, p. 3

ROSELL, JILL (AUTHOR)
Firefighters responded with speed and skill (Jill and Kurt Rosell of Forest Lane), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6

ROSELL, KURT (AUTHOR)
Firefighters responded with speed and skill (Jill and Kurt Rosell of Forest Lane), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6

ROSEN, JAMIE
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

ROSEN, MICHAEL
Ticket blitz angers many in downtown, July 3, 2003, p. 1
Ticket blitz angers many in downtown (continued), July 3, 2003, p. 13

ROSENBERG, ETHEL
Execution of Ethel Rosenberg changed attorney's views on death penalty (letter) (Harold Reynolds of Bradley Road), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6

ROSENBERG, GEANNE (AUTHOR)
'Code of Conduct' ruffled feathers, ignited concerns (letter) (Geanne Rosenberg of Rugby Lane), Nov 21, 2003 p. 6

ROSENBERG, JULIUS
Execution of Ethel Rosenberg changed attorney's views on death penalty (letter) (Harold Reynolds of Bradley Road), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6

ROSENBERG, ROSALIE
3 join Prudential (photo) (Rosemary Badalato, Rosalie Rosenberg and Harvey Brandwein have joined Prudential Centennial Reality.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 4

ROSENBLATT, SARA
Focal Points: Do you think it is very likely that a new terrorist attack will be made on the United States? (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7

ROSENBLATT, THERESE (DR)
Childless couples need no longer suffer in silence, May 16, 2003, p. 1
Childless couples need no longer suffer in silence (photo) (continued), May 16, 2003, p. 22

ROSENBOOM, AMANDA
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 9

ROSENBLUM, AMANDA
Girl Scouts take the gold and silver (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4

ROSENBLUM, DAN
Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (continued) (Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 9
Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1

ROSENBLUM, RACHEL
Girl Scouts take the gold and silver (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4

ROSENTHAL, HARRY
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) panel reviews the village's contingency plans (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1

ROSENTHAL, SHARON
Contenders: Raiders look for fifth league title under Coach Rosenthal (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 3A

ROSENZWEIG, FRAN
E'mont (Edgemont) budget calls for 10% tax hike (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 13

ROSENZWEIG, JESSICA
Rosenzweig, Newshel (engaged) (Jessica Rosenzweig and Michael Newshel are engaged; a July 4, 2004, wedding is planned.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13

ROSH HASHANAH
Synagogue relocates for High Holy Days (photo) (Following a catastrophic fire, members of Bet Am Shalom Synagogue relocated to the Performing Arts Center at Purchase College for Rosh Hashanah.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 3
These days of awe (editorial), Sep 26, 2003, p. 7
ROSNER, CAITLIN
Kids' curiosity about new SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) buildings sparks literary ingenuity (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 11

ROSNER, SAM
Heathcote harvest (photo) (A farmer at Silverman's Farm introduces Heathcote kindergartners to the elements of a fall harvest.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 10

ROSS, JASON (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale High School got me on the right track (letter) (Jason Ross at Stanford University), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6

ROSS, PATRICIA LAHRMER (AUTHOR)
Marking a fateful anniversary (editorial), Sep 19, 2003, p. 7

ROSSIGNOL, MAX
Pyramids, hieroglyphics, Sphinx: SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) Egypt museum (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 9

ROSSON, JOE
New book tells how to 'Price It Yourself,' May 9, 2003, p. 4

ROTARY CLUB - SCARSDALE
Rotary Club serves young and old alike (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 5A

ROTARY CLUB - SCARSDALE - AWARDS
Talley honored (photo) (Paulette Talley of Julia B. Fee Real Estate was honored by Rotary International.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 4

ROTH, LAURIE
Focal Points: Do you think that the holiday designated as Presidents' Day has lost its significance? (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 7

ROTH, LINDA
Coldwell Banker awards (photo), Jul 18, 2003, p. 4
New office for Hill (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 4

ROTHBERG, JEFF
Night Court; Paddlers laugh at frigid temps while everyone else heads indoors (photo) (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 22

ROTHENBERG, DANIEL
Daniel Rothenberg (Daniel Rothenberg received the 2003 American Academy of Forensic Sciences Award.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 4

ROTHMAN, THOMAS MICHAEL
The courts will decide (editorial), Aug 22, 2003, p. 7
Parkland legislation of 1982 was unconstitutional (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6

ROTHMAN, THOMAS MICHAEL (AUTHOR)
The 1982 legislation applies to all parkland acquisitions (letter) (Thomas Michael Rothman of Irvington), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6

ROTHSCHILD, AMELIE
A cheer for old Fox Meadow - on its 75th birthday (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10

ROTHSCHILD, DAVID
That's me! (photo) (Students of Edgemont High School are pictured perusing the yearbook, Respectus.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1

ROTHSCHILD, ERIC
A cheer for old Fox Meadow - on its 75th birthday (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
Eric Rothschild to chair bowl committee (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 4
Time to reserve for bowl award dinner (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 2

ROTHSCHILD, SUSAN
'Testimony of the Human Spirit' (photo) (Holocaust survivors share their stories in the film, 'Testimony of the Human Spirit.'), Jun 27, 2003, p. 16

ROWE, BEVERLY (AUTHOR)
Feiner is criticized for his devotion to human needs (letter) (Beverly Rowe of Ohio), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6

ROY, NICOLE
Heathcote harvest (photo) (A farmer at Silverman's Farm introduces Heathcote kindergartners to the elements of a fall harvest.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 10

RUBBLE
Unsightly remains (photo) (Pile of rubble at 30 Paddington Road is an eyesore since developers tore houses down without a permit.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 3

RUBENSTEIN, JACOB S
Menorah lighting at Young Israel of Scarsdale (photo) (Governor George Pataki lit the shamash candle of the outdoor menorah at Young Israel of Scarsdale on December 23.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 15

RUBIN, CAMNER
From the 3rd floor to the world: SHS (Scarsdale High School) is melting pot at International Day (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 10
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RUBIN, CLIFF
Sky Blues on the Horizon: SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni to perform reunion concert May 10 (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 17
Sky Blues on the Horizon: SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni to perform reunion concert May 10 (photo) (continued), May 2, 2003, p. 19

RUBIN, DONNA
Rose peddles in Scarsdale; One If By Cards celebrates opening day with Hit King (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 29

RUBIN, JON
Sky Blues on the Horizon: SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni to perform reunion concert May 10 (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 17
Sky Blues on the Horizon: SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni to perform reunion concert May 10 (photo) (continued), May 2, 2003, p. 19

RUBIN, MARK
Rose peddles in Scarsdale; One If By Cards celebrates opening day with Hit King (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 29

RUBIN, MATTHEW (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale’s flaw: sense of entitlement, not quality of teaching (letter) (Matthew Rubin), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6

RUBIN, MILES
Scarsdallians swim to benefit cancer research (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 18

RUBINI-AKS, NANCY
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 9

RUBINOWITZ, STACEY
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids’ B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

RUBY, MATTHEW
Exceptional volunteer (photo) (Edgemont resident, Matthew Ruby, received the American Red Cross Exceptional Volunteer for Philanthropy Award.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 4

RUDERMAN, JEROLD
Law firm expands (photo) (Jerold Ruderman’s White Plains law firm, Wilson, Elser, Moskowitz, Edelman and Dicker, has expanded to include 108 attorneys.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 4

RUDIN, SCOTT
Class of ’03 Goes to College (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 3, 2003, p. 25A
From Polo to J. Lo, high school style mavens strut their stuff (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 8

RUIMY, ALEX
A-School grads: ‘a shared community of selves’ (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School’s 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24

RUIMY, KASSY
Teen center honors Detective Rich Fatigate (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 3

RUNNING
15K/4-mile runs (The Scarsdale 15K/4-mile run will be held April 6.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
In hats ‘n gloves, runners compete on local streets (photo) (A cold and windy day did not deter runners in the 15 K and 4 mile races on April 6.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 3
Hitting her stride; Retelny captures silver at state meet (photo), Jun 13, 2003, p. 25
Home stretch (photo) (Mike Owens was the winner in the 15 K race on April 6.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Pick six: Boys and girls each look to replace starting trios (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 3A
Run or walk (The Scarsdale Historical Societ will host its 23rd annual Fall Foliage Run and 18th annual Walk for Fun on October 19.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Scarsdale relays break personal records at Warwick, May 30, 2003, p. 25
They’re off (photo) (Photo of Fall Foliage 5K Run and 2.5K Walk on October 19.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1

RUNOFF
Citizenry mum on stormwater, Jan 31, 2003, p. 11
The enemy is us (photo) (continued) (Stormwater runoff is creating pollution problems in waterways.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12
The enemy is us (photo) (Stormwater runoff is creating pollution problems in waterways.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1
Proposed stormwater law will change homeowners’ mindsets, Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
Stormwater district (District considering a regional approach to solving the problems of stormwater pollution and flooding), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1

RUOTOLO, MELANI
Special delivery (photo) (St. John’s Hospital is expecting the birth of its 100,000 baby.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 4

RUSCIANO, TONY
Zoning changes sought on Post (continued) (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14
Zoning changes sought on Post (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
RUSH, DAVID
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

RUSH, SUSIE
New PT Council officers welcomed (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12
Teachers try to regain control over elementary school day (continued), Sep 26, 2003, p. 9

RUSH, SUSIE (AUTHOR)
Volunteers and businesses made calendar possible (letter) (Susie Rush, President, Scarsdale PT Council), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6

RUSSEK, JILL MAYER

RUSSO, ANTHONY (AUTHOR)
Display of flags appropriate when country is at war (letter) (Anthony Russo of Shawnee Road), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6

RUVANE-BARR, ALICE (AUTHOR)
'C' is for community (theater) (editorial), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7

RYAN, BILL
$1.4B county budget counts on sales tax hike, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
1 attacks, 1 defends at candidates' forum, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
1 attacks, 1 defends at candidates' forum (continued), Oct 31, 2003, p. 11
Cantatore challenges Ryan for 5th District, Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
Cantatore challenges Ryan for 5th District (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 20
Dems pick Ryan for board chair (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
Election Day is next Tuesday, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Ryan, Cantatore dispute county budget strictures (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Ryan, Cantatore dispute county budget strictures (photo) (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 13
Re-elect Bill Ryan (editorial) (The Inquirer heartily endorses Bill Ryan for County Legislator in the 5th District.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6
Ryan re-elected to county board, Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
Ryan re-elected to county board (continued), Nov 7, 2003 p. 8

RYAN, EDWARD
(Scarsdale resident, Edward Ryan, will receive a doctor of humane letters degree at commencement exercises May 17 at Manhattanville College.), May 16, 2003, p. 4

RYAN, FRED (AUTHOR)
Former parking enforcement officer issued 50-70 tickets a day (letter) (Fred Ryan of New Rochelle), July 18, 2003, p. 6

RYAN, KERRY
Pyramids, hieroglyphics, Sphinx: SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) Egypt museum (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 9

RYAN, WILLIAM J
County property tax to rise an average of 15%, Feb 21, 2003, p. 1
Officials Prepare to Cope with War Anxieties; Village ratchets up security (continued), Mar 21, 2003, p. 8
Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
Passing the buck (editorial) (Inquirer addresses feud between County and State Democrats on one percent taxation increase.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6
Soda bread, anyone? (photo) (County legislators are pictured enjoying a St. Patrick's Day breakfast at Dunne's Pub in White Plains.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 2

RYAN, WILLIAM J (AUTHOR)
Public safety will be an even greater priority for county in 2003 (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 8A

SAAL, JOSH
Teen center honors Detective Rich Fatigate (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 3

SACK, MARCIA
The golden years: Elder care consultant Gilberg offers help for seniors (photo) (Loren Gilberg's company, Elder Care Consulting, provides alternatives to nursing homes.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1

SACKS, ALLIE
Seniors put a new spin on an old favorite (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 6A

SACKS, IRA (AUTHOR)
Coaches on both sides failed to teach sportsmanship at Ossining game (letter) (Ira Sacks of Old Colony Road, Hartsdale), May 16, 2003, p. 6

SADEK, CONNIE
Family's 'chip bowl' featured in pottery exhibit: the pots I grew up with (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 10
SADEK, CONNIE (Continued)
Family's 'chip bowl' featured in pottery exhibit: the pots I grew up with (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 11

SADEK, NORMAN
Family's 'chip bowl' featured in pottery exhibit: the pots I grew up with (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 11

SAFE HOMES PROGRAM - SCARSDALE
Many thanks to United Way for Safe Homes initiative support (letter) (Susan Livingston, Catherine Souther, Scarsdale Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6
Safe Homes, program will pit parent against parent (letter) (James Ng of Rectory Lane), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6

SAFETY
Child Safety (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 34A

SAFETY EDUCATION
Little kids learn the easy way: It's fun to be safe (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 3

SAHGAL, NIDHI
Focal Points: What do you think of the American Society of Clinical Oncologists' proposed legislation to restrict cigarette advertising and tobacco exports and raise tax on cigarettes? (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 7

SAINT PATRICK'S DAY
Edgewood go bragh (photo) (Edgewood School students celebrate St. Patrick's Day.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 11
(In honor of Saint Patrick's Day, Jane Kasov photographed a Forest Lane tree whose tangled branches resemble a Celtic knot.) (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6
Soda bread, anyone? (photo) (County legislators are pictured enjoying a St. Patrick's Day breakfast at Dunne's Pub in White Plains.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 2

SALAMONE, RACHEL
Kids paint the town red - & orange & green & black (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 3

SALANITRO, BENEDICT
Biggest blizzard since 1996 dumps 20 inches; towns dig it (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1
Don't leaf them out (editorial) (The Inquirer criticizes the Village's new leaf collection plan, which would exclude eight 'zones' from curbside pickup.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6
Early snow challenges highway department (continued) (Scarsdale and surrounding environs were blanketed by eight inches of snow on December 5.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 3
Early snow challenges highway department (Scarsdale and surrounding environs were blanketed by eight inches of snow on December 5.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
Freight oil truck hits bridge, misses gas main (photo) (A freight oil truck crashed into the side of the Popham Road Bridge on September 29.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 3
Honorary mention (Four Village employees have received honorary mention for exemplary service during the August blackout.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
Let it snow! (The Scarsdale Highway Department started clearing the snow off streets early last Saturday morning.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1
New public works superintendent had rough initiation (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
New public works superintendent had rough initiation (photo) (continued), Apr 25, 2003, p. 13
Parking solution not 'just a can of paint' (Village Trustee Noreen Fisher dismisses effectiveness of restriping parking spaces in Village Center to a uniform width.), May 30, 2003, p. 1
A perennial to keep (editorial) (The Inquirer profiles Nick Cantatore, 87 year old Scarsdale resident who has worked for 33 years as a public gardens caretaker.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6
Ready for Isabel, Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
Scarsdale using shotgun approach to leaf problem (letter) (Ken Goodwin of Dickel Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6
Village may drop plan to make people bag leaves, Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Village may drop plan to make people bag leaves (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 15

SALANT, JENNIFER
'Last Night of Ballyhoo' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present 'The Last Night of Ballyhoo.'), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10

SALAZAR, VANESSA
Residents need Spanish (letter) (Rita A. Grant of Tyler Road), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6

SALES TAX
$1.48 county budget counts on sales tax hike, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
$1.48 county budget counts on sales tax hike (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 8
Sales tax hike appears doomed (continued) (The State Legislature is unlikely to approve a county sales tax hike.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 9
Sales tax hike appears doomed (The State Legislature is unlikely to approve a county sales tax hike.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 1

SALIS, CAROLINE
For the creatures (photo) (Edgewood Girl Scout Troop 1941 brought donations to the Elmsford Animal Shelter.), July 11, 2003, p. 2

SALISBURY, ROGER
Benefit raises $531,000 for Westchester Medical Center (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 4
SALLEY, LAWRENCE
U.N. Day program to honor Ralph Bunche, Dec 12, 2003 p. 2

SALMON, CHRISTINE
Greenville School (photo) (Graduates of the Greenville School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 24A

SALWEN, VALERIE
Focal Points: Should we have the right of recall in New York State? (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 7

SALWEN, VALERIE (AUTHOR)
Leafblowers drown out the beautiful music of spring (letter) (Valerie Salwen of Catherine Road), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6

SAMALIN, LISA
Local muralist brings rooms to life (photo) (Home Supplement), Apr 25, 2003, p. 4A

SAMIS, HAL
If you cannot be constructive, stay home! (letter) (Jean-Joseph Roman of Ardsley), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6

Towns, schools would benefit from Wicks exemptions (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7

Wicks Law does not always increase project costs (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6

SAMIS, HAL (AUTHOR)
Feiner had a political motive in his appeal to abolish state Wicks Law (letter) (Hal Samis of North Washington Avenue), Jan 17, 2003, p. 6

If Feiner really wants imput why does he stifle public comment? (letter) (Hal Samis of North Washington Avenue), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6


Sheehan would have been 'too effective' on town cable board (letter) (Hal Samis of Hartsdale), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6

SAMOLADAS, VIVI
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the proposed federal income tax bill? (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 7

SAMUELSON, CARL
Focal Points: What was your reaction to the power failure (photo), Aug 22, 2003, p. 7

SAMUELSON, JEFFREY
Carter, Samuelson nominated to BOE (Board of Education) (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Carter, Samuelson nominated to BOE (Board of Education) (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 8

Our school board deserves appreciation (letter) (Susie Rush, President, Scarsdale PT Council), Oct 31, 2003, p. 9
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) selected excellent candidates for school board (letter) (Debra Miller, Chair, School Board Nominating Committee), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6

Scarsdale school taxes may rise 9%, Mar 7, 2003, p. 1

School budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, E'mont (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1

Sherwood heads school board; G'acres (Greenacres) to get new principal (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 1

Teachers try to regain control over elementary school day, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1

SAMWICK, CYNTHIA (AUTHOR)
An ordinary Saturday was transformed into something special (letter) (Cynthia Samwick, Heathcote Carnival Chair), May 23, 2003, p. 6

SAMWICK, JASON
Hard work, food and fun: a taste of colonial life (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 12

SANDBERG, CARY
Focal Points: Should booing be permitted to interrupt theatrical and opera performances? (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7

SANDBERG, MICHAEL N
Faint spells success for friends at the Fringe (photo), Aug 8, 2003, p. 11
Faint spells success for friends at the Fringe (photo) (continued), Aug 8, 2003, p. 12

SANI, ANA
Raiders can't capitalize vs. White Plains in 1-0 loss; Soccer team rebounds from loss vs. New Rochelle (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 23

SANITATION DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE
Who let the trash out? (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to work with the Sanitation Department on considerate disposal of bulky trash items.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6

SAN MARCO, JIM
Love and Marriage (photo) (Special section on weddings and marriage), Feb 14, 2003, pp. 1A–10A

SAN MARCO, LESLEY
Love and Marriage (photo) (Special section on weddings and marriage), Feb 14, 2003, pp. 1A–10A

SANOFF, MEYER K

SANTA CLAUS
Arthur Manor reaches 74-year milestone (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 3A
SANTA CLAUS (Continued)
Popular guy (photo) (Local children pictured with Santa Claus in downtown Scarsdale on November 29.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
Santa knows what Scarsdale children want (illus) (Local children post letters to Santa), Dec 19, 2003 p. 3
Village Santas delight needy kids (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
Who's naughty and nice (editorial), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6
SANTARIELLO, JENNIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40
SANTIAGO, TERESA A
Hartsdalian tapped as consumer watchdog (photo) (Teresa A. Santiago of Hartsdale to head the state New York Consumer Protection Board.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
SANTO, JAMIE
Focal Points: It has been suggested that trains be equipped with seat belts. What do you think? (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 7
SANTO, MATT
A 'Pause' in filming (photo) (Evan Frushtick's independent film, Pause, was filmed in Scarsdale and Westchester.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 27
SANTO, PEGGY
Houlihan/Lawrence honors top producers of 2002 (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 4
SANTO, ROD COLVIN
Ray, Santo (wed) (Erin Michele Ray and Rod Colvin Santo were wed on October 11 in Plymouth, Michigan.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 14
SANTORE, PHIL
Skunks might have rabies; or maybe they're just babies (Reports of skunk sightings have increased all over the Village.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
SARETT, LINDA
New Scarsdale softball league vies for girls' attention, Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
SARETT, LINDA (AUTHOR)
Sign-ups scheduled for new girls' softball program (letter) (Keith Babbitt, Mike Pritula, Marty Rolnick, Linda Sarett, Gail Tulchin of the Scarsdale Youth Softball Association), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6
SARNOFF, STEPHANIE
Beautiful Joseph Gleicher Footbridge was the work of many people (letter) (Michelle Mirsky Abelson, President, Friends of the Scarsdale Parks), May 16, 2003, p. 6
Library opens at 9 (The Scarsdale Public Library will now open Monday though Saturday at 9 am.), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1
New Rochellians may be unwelcome at library, May 23, 2003, p. 3
Want to write a book? Go to your local library! (photo) (The Westchester Library System's annual Book and Author Luncheon was held on April 8 at Tappan Hill.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 15; Apr 18, 2003, p. 17
SASELU, CHRIS
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 20
SAT (EDUCATIONAL TEST)
Excellent essays have insight, says SAT II scorer Klemme, Feb 28, 2003, p. 11
Let's Get Ready! wins grant, Jul 11, 2003, p. 4
SATENBERG, MICHELE
Dress up for Halloween? I do... (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 11
SAWYER, BENJAMIN
Scarsdale teachers 'circle of life' honored (continued) (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 12
SAWYER, SARA
Dancing the night away (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 12A
SAYEGH, TONY
Lines change; fiscal crisis looms, Jan 3, 2003, p. 4
SCACCHI, GREG
Edgewood kids respect the environment (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12
SCARDINO, DON
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7
SCARECROWS
Scarecrow Festival (The 27th annual Scarecrow Fun Festival will take place at Crossway Field on October 19.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 2
SCARPINO, ANTHONY
Election Day is next Tuesday, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
SCARSDALE
'02 decisions will pay off for village in '03 (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 4A
'02 decisions will pay off for village in '03 (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1A
SCARSDALE (Continued)

Awards and Kudos (The Village of Scarsdale received the Pride in Public Works award.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Behind the scenes (photo) (Scout Government Day, held on March 26, gave boy and girl scouts a chance to learn how their local government ticks.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 32
Community recreation center design is unveiled (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
Community recreation center design is unveiled (photo) (continued), Mar 7, 2003, p. 11
Decades pass before her eyes as she gets ready to leave Scarsdale (letter) (Corky Thompson of Jefferson Road), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6
The decline of Scarsdale (editorial) (Andrew Edelman tackles numerous contentious issues confronting the Village.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 7
Did you know? (The Inquirer offers useful statistics about the Village.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
Embodying the best of Scarsdale (letter) (Rudo Chiwota of Farley Road), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6
Grassroots participation is fundamental to our form of government (letter) (Gloria and Barrie Mabie of Madison Road), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6
How to make Scarsdale seem more like a small hometown in Ohio (letter) (Lena Crandall of Fox Meadow Road), May 23, 2003, p. 6
No sense of life going on in this ho-hum village (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), May 9, 2003, p. 6
Scarsdale's soul lies in its modest scale and low density of village (letter) (Norma R. Roberts of Popham Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
The Scarsdale Union includes Mamaroneck Strip, Oct 17, 2003, p. 3
Web site hacked (The Village of Scarsdale web site was hacked at 2 am on March 26.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1

SCARSDALE ADULT SCHOOL
Adult school attains senior citizenship (photo) (The Scarsdale Adult School celebrated its 65th anniversary with a party at Purchase College on May 4.), May 9, 2003, p. 3
Adult School gears up for spring session, Feb 14, 2003, p. 2
Adult school plans museum, opera trips, Feb 21, 2003, p. 2
Adult School plans spring program (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 19A
Adult school term begins Sept. 29, Sep 5, 2003, p. 2
Art, food and music at the adult school, Apr 25, 2003, p. 2
Art to Investing (The Scarsdale Adult School has numerous offerings in art and business for the Spring semester.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 2
Chelsea art world to be explored, Oct 17, 2003, p. 4
Estate planning, food, gardening are topics, May 2, 2003, p. 2
Experts in many fields to speak at adult school (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 2
Geology, poetry, at Scarsdale Adult School, Oct 3, 2003, p. 11
It's back to school for adults; Music, literature, art, more at Scarsdale Adult School (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 20A
Middle East is focus at the adult school, Apr 4, 2003, p. 2
Music, books and more at adult school, Sep 26, 2003, p. 4
Residents need Spanish (letter) (Rita A. Grant of Tyler Road), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6
SAS (Scarsdale Adult School) opening Monday, Mar 7, 2003, p. 2
Seth Greenberg whips up delectable desserts for adult school course (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 1
Seth Greenberg whips up delectable desserts for adult school course (photo) (continued), May 16, 2003, p. 8

SCARSDALE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Joined SAA (Scarsdale Alumni Association) board (Four people have joined the board of directors of the Scarsdale Alumni Association.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4

SCARSDALE ART ASSOCIATION
Art show this weekend (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 13
Best in Show (photo) (Resident Nina Bimbaum won best in show at the Scarsdale Art Association's 66th annual awards ceremony.), Nov 14, 2003, p. 18
The French Connection: SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) to sponsor lecture (photo) (The Scarsdale Art Association will present a lecture titled, "Manet/Velazquez: The French Taste for Spanish Painting," on March 16 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 17
SAA (Scarsdale Art Association) art awards show (The Scarsdale Art Association will hold its annual awards exhibit at the Scarsdale Public Library from November 2-28.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 17
Scarsdale Art Association enjoys productive year (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 13A
SCARSDALE ART ASSOCIATION (Continued)
Seeing double (photo) (Elise Perry poses with her portrait, "The Prodigy," painted by Howard Bessen; the Scarsdale Art Association exhibit is at the Scarsdale Public Library through November 28.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 16
A September tradition - Scarsdale Art Association fall outdoor art show celebrates 51st year (photo, illus), Sep 5, 2003, p. 13

SCARSDALE BALLET STUDIO
Beautiful at the ballet (photo) (Three Scarsdale Ballet Studio students are pictured in graceful poses.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 18
Passing the barre; Adult students at Scarsdale Ballet stretch themselves with jazz (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 13
Scarsdale Ballet celebrates diversity among dancers (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 15

SCARSDALE BOWL (2003)
The Bank of New York Salutes: The 2003 Scarsdale Bowl Award Dinner (photo) (Description and photos of the April 30 Scarsdale Bowl Award dinner honoring Corky Thompson.), May 9, 2003, p. 36
Bowl dinner will be held at Lake Isle this year (letter) (Walter S. Handelman, President, Scarsdale Foundation), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
Bowl goes to buoyant native daughter (photo) (continued) (On April 20 the Scarsdale Bowl was presented to tireless and devoted volunteer worker, Mary "Corky" Thompson.), May 9, 2003, p. 9
Bowl goes to buoyant native daughter (photo) (On April 20 the Scarsdale Bowl was presented to tireless and devoted volunteer worker, Mary "Corky" Thompson.), May 9, 2003, p. 1
Corky Thompson to receive bowl (continued) (Mary "Corky" Treacy Thompson will be the 2003 recipient of the Scarsdale Bowl.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 9
Corky Thompson to receive bowl (photo) (Mary "Corky" Treacy Thompson will be the 2003 recipient of the Scarsdale Bowl.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
It's not too late (Reservations are being accepted for the Scarsdale Bowl Award dinner on April 30.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1
Time to reserve for bowl award dinner (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 2

SCARSDALE BOWL (2004)
Eric Rothschild to chair bowl committee (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 4

SCARSDALE CITIZENS FOR SENIOR HOUSING INC
SCSH (Scarsdale Citizens for Senior Housing): seeking senior housing (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10A
Senior housing group to hear developer, Jun 20, 2003, p. 2

SCARSDALE COALITION ON FAMILY VIOLENCE
No consensus on family violence (editorial) (David Kroenlein on domestic abuse within Scarsdale.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 7
SCFV (Scarsdale Coalition on Family Violence) works to thwart abuse (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10A

SCARSDALE COMMONS
A park to fund a cure, Apr 18, 2003, p. 4
After a lull, community center drive will resume (photo) (continued) (The membership committee of the proposed Scarsdale Community Center is stepping up its recruitment drive after months of inactivity.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 12
After a lull, community center drive will resume (photo) (The membership committee of the proposed Scarsdale Community Center is stepping up its recruitment drive after months of inactivity.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
With 'close to 600' members, SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) seeks reassurance of support from Village Board (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 3
Community recreation center design is unveiled (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
Community recreation center design is unveiled (photo) (continued), Mar 7, 2003, p. 11
Don't swim upstream (editorial), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7
Harrison's SHS (Scarsdale High School) pool plan puts more viable plan at risk (letter) (Irwin Smoler of Spier Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7
Sectarian facilities can't fill community needs (editorial) (Irving Sloan supports the creation of the proposed Scarsdale Recreation Center.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 6
Take the plunge (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to sign up for membership to the proposed Scarsdale indoor pool and community center.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6
Traffic should be taken into account with SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) (letter) (Jane Stanley of Crossway), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6
Trustees give pool conditional support, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
Trustees give pool conditional support (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 8
Why Scarsdale needs a community center (letter) (Anthony S. Manson of Doris Lane), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6

SCARSDALE & EDGEMONT FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
The door is always open at Scarsdale-Edgmont Family Counseling Service (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 18A
SCARSDALE & EDGEMONT FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE (Continued)
Family Counseling Service needs your help (letter) (Lila Stillman, President, Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6
Gastronomical glee at Gourmet Galaxy's gala (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 15
It begins at home (editorial) (In the spirit of the upcoming Thanksgiving holiday, the Inquirer proposes philanthropic ways to express gratitude.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
New Counselors at SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service), Jan 10, 2003, p. 4
SFCS offers case management for older adults (letter) (J. Donna Sullivan, Director, Older Adult Services), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) actively seeks new clients, donors (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 3
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) actively seeks new clients, donors (photo) (continued), Nov 7, 2003 p. 23
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) is offering parent workshops, Nov 21, 2003 p. 2
SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) will honor Fisher family at gala, Jan 31, 2003, p. 4
Underage drinking is topic of conference (Underage drinking is the theme of the second annual University of Scarsdale session on April 3.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 2
We cannot afford to ignore the SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service) call for help (letter) (Linda Hillman Chayes, Chairman, Advisory Council on Youth), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
Youth outreach is here to help (editorial) (Denial is a powerful component of substance abuse and its treatment), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7
SCARSDALE FAMILY SERVICE - YOUTH SERVICE PROJECT
Youth outreach is here to help (editorial) (Denial is a powerful component of substance abuse and its treatment), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7
SCARSDALE FOUNDATION
Bowl dinner will be held at Lake Isle this year (letter) (Walter S. Handelman, President, Scarsdale Foundation), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
Corky Thompson to receive bowl (continued) (Mary "Corky" Treacy Thompson will be the 2003 recipient of the Scarsdale Bowl.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 9
Corky Thompson to receive bowl (photo) (Mary "Corky" Treacy Thompson will be the 2003 recipient of the Scarsdale Bowl.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
Scarsdale Foundation's humanitarian efforts grow (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 5A
SCARSDALE GARDEN CLUB
Awards for flower design at woman's club (photo) ("Come Dance with Me," the garden section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club spring event, was held May 7; ribbons and prizes were awarded.), May 16, 2003, p. 20
SCARSDALE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 29th Spring Benefit Dinner (photo) (Pictured are some of the attendees at The Scarsdale Historical Society's Spring Benefit Dinner at the Fenway Golf Club on April 5.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 20
"Channel One" band featured for Historical society dinner-dance, Mar 7, 2003, p. 12
Corky Thompson to receive bowl (photo) (Mary "Corky" Treacy Thompson will be the 2003 recipient of the Scarsdale Bowl.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
Dinner dance gifts (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society will be offering fabulous gifts at the silent auction for its 2003 Spring Benefit Dinner.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 15
Forecast: Fair tomorrow (photo) (Juggler Will Shaw will entertain at the Scarsdale Historical Society Fair on September 20.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 2
Historian to speak Tuesday (Historian Gray Williams will address the Scarsdale Historical Society on October 27 in the Scott Room of the Scarsdale Public Library.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 2
Historical society begins era with new leadership (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10A
Historical society begins era with new leadership (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 9A
Historical society programs serve large community (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 26A
Historical society programs serve large community (photo) (continued) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 27A
Historical society's country fair (The Scarsdale Historical Society's 29th annual country fair will be held at the Cudner-Hyatt House September 20.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 13
Historical society to honor Irving Sloan (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
"In the Summertime" (The Scarsdale Historical Society's new exhibition, "In the Summertime," focuses on the more leisurely summer activities of children in the years 1840-1925.), May 9, 2003, p. 2
Kids have spooky tales to tell (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 8
Old school: 19th-century baseball comes to Scarsdale (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 1
Open house (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society Museum shop is holding its annual open house on November 14.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 20
SCARSDALE HISTORICAL SOCIETY (Continued)
Run or walk (The Scarsdale Historical Society will host its 23rd annual Fall Foliage Run and 18th annual Walk for Fun on October 19., Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Spirit of Christmas Past (photo) (Children enjoyed an old fashioned Christmas celebration at the Scarsdale Historical Society's Cudner-Hyatt House on December 7.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 2
Summer pleasures from the 'olden days' (photo) (The current exhibit at the Scarsdale Historical Society is called "In the Summertime."). May 30, 2003, p. 17
Vintage baseball game (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 2

SCARSDALE - HISTORY
In 1928, only half the class went to college, Jun 27, 2003, p. 3
Aliens living in Scarsdale were focus of fear in 1917 (photo) (Village historian, Irving Sloan, discusses anti-German sentiment in Scarsdale during World War I.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 8
Finally, the Town Club admits women - and voluntarily, too (In the second part of a two part series, Irving Sloan discusses Dr. Elizabeth Temer's ground breaking 1976 application to the Town Club, which had not previously admitted women.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 3
'Mr. Scarsdale Real Estate' celebrates a milestone (photo) (continued) (Dudley Doernberg, a.k.a. Mr. Scarsdale Real Estate, turned 90 on March 20), Mar 28, 2003, p. 21
'Mr. Scarsdale Real Estate' celebrates a milestone (photo) (Dudley Doernberg, a.k.a. Mr. Scarsdale Real Estate, turned 90 on March 20), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
Old census numbers reveal a very different Scarsdale (letter), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6
Past is Present: Belatedly but enthusiastically, Scarsdale rallies to the cause (World War II in Scarsdale, Part II) (photo), Jun 13, 2003, p. 3
Scarsdale's opposition to Vietnam War was bellwether (Village historian, Irving Sloan, describes anti-Vietnam War protests in Scarsdale.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 14
'Stuck in Snow' starring Bette Davis on location in Scarsdale (letter) (A. F. Lazzara of Garth Road), May 16, 2003, p. 6

SCARSDALE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Lawmaking (The Scarsdale Village Board met on January 14 to update and clarify four local laws.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1

SCARSDALE NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION PRESIDENTS
Forum covers broad ground (continued) (Village Board nominees faced some tough questions from the Scarsdale Neighborhood Presidents at the March 3 "Meet the Candidates Meeting" at Village Hall.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 11
Forum covers broad ground (Village Board nominees faced some tough questions from the Scarsdale Neighborhood Presidents at the March 3 "Meet the Candidates Meeting" at Village Hall.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
Manorites worried about speeding, silent on other issues (letter) (John Bonanno, Co-President, Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Neighborhood presidents list top priorities, Mar 7, 2003, p. 3
Ryan re-elected to county board, Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
Scarsdale's nonpartisan system relies on citizen support (letter) (Evelyn Seidman, Thomas Giordano, The Procedure Committee), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
SNAP (Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents) learns about Depot Place projects, Jan 17, 2003, p. 3
SNAP (Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents) provides a forum for local issues (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 4A
SNAP (Scarsdale Neighborhood Association) to meet, Jan 10, 2003, p. 1

SCARSDALE SENIORS (ORGANIZATION)
Kids open up to school board (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
Teen center honors Detective Rich Fatigate (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 3

SCARSDALE SUMMER MUSIC THEATER
A Chorus Line - What they did for love; SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) to present 'A Chorus Line' (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 10
SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) thanks all who helped with 'A Chorus Line' (letter) (Trudi Greenwood, Board Member, SSMT), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6
SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) to present 'A Chorus Line,' May 2, 2003, p. 17
SSMT's (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) 'A Chorus Line,' Aug 8, 2003, p. 1
Tony nomination for SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) alum, May 16, 2003, p. 15

SCARSDALE TEACHERS' INSTITUTE
Art and architecture at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) get wired (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 10
Digital video helps teachers learn and kids reflect; iMovie helps teachers become pond-life experts (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 10

SCARSDALE TEEN CENTER
Kids open up to school board (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
Teen center honors Detective Rich Fatigate (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 3

SCARSDALE VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS
Another delay for SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) new headquarters, July 18, 2003, p. 1
SCARSDALE VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS  (Continued)
Correction on name of defunct Boston railroad (letter) (Peter W. Herman of Hampton Road), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6
Dialoge with SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) neighbors might have forestalled lawsuit (letter) (Dina and Chris Corrini of Heathcote Road), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6
Do whatever's necessary to help SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) relocate (letter) (Judy and Walter Handelman of Mamaroneck Road), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6
It begins at home (editorial) (In the spirit of the upcoming Thanksgiving holiday, the Inquirer proposes philanthropic ways to express gratitude.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
Memorial purchase (photo) (A new defibrillator trainer was donated to the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps in memory of Dr. Raymond Miller), Feb 14, 2003, p. 4
Neighborhood association divided over SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.) relocation (letter) (Jeffy Watiker, Lynn Warren, Lauren Mintzer, East Heathcote Neighborhood Association), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6
Neighbors sue village to stop SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) headquarters relocation (photo) (continued) (Heathcote Road residents protest proposed Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corp move to 5 Weaver Street), Mar 7, 2003, p. 13
Neighbors sue village to stop SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) headquarters relocation (photo) (Heathcote Road residents protest proposed Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corp move to 5 Weaver Street), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
No decision yet on lawsuit challenging SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) relocation (Progress on the new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps temporarily suspended pending the outcome of litigation), May 23, 2003, p. 1
Open doors, take notes (editorial) (The Inquirer bemoans the protests and lawsuits that accompany every local building proposal.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
Opposition to SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) is disgraceful (editorial), July 25, 2003, p. 7
Reliable SVAC workers deserve adequate quarters (letter) (Anne P. Harmon of Ardmoro Road), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6
Scarsdale man, pistol whipped, robbed on street (illus), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) hires an architect, Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) hires an architect (continued), Dec 5, 2003 p. 13
SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) should be welcomed anywhere (letter) (Helaine Fendelman of New York City), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) to get a new home on Weaver (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 5A
SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) morale sags as lawsuit delays progress on new building (photo), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1
SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) morale sags as lawsuit delays progress on new building (photo) (continued), Aug 22, 2003, p. 8
SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) thanks Fenway Golf Club (Rise Robbins, SVAC President), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6
Transfusion used (editorial) (The Inquirer strongly supports building new headquarters to replace the current shabby home of the Scarsdale Volunteer Corps.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
Volunteerism has its benefits (letter) (Dick Leavitt, SVAC member, Hartsdale), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6
Volunteerism is important Scarsdale (letter) (Walter Schwcr, Jim Buck, Jeff Goodwin, Presidents, Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Companies), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6
A wish from a member of the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps (letter) (Priscilla Silverman of Greenacres Avenue), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6
Young man beaten unconscious (A 23 year old Edgemont man was assaulted by strangers on June 22 at the 7-Eleven on Garth Road), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1

SCARSDALE WOMAN'S CLUB
Candlelight Celebration (photo) (The Scarsdale Woman's Club will hold a Candlelight Celebration on December 13 at the clubhouse on Drake Road), Dec 5, 2003 p. 15
Carole and Paula brought kids Halloween Fun (letter) (Pat Warnken, Scarsdale Woman's Club), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
It begins at home (editorial) (In the spirit of the upcoming Thanksgiving holiday, the Inquirer proposes philanthropic ways to express gratitude.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
Jane Austen's appeal, 200 years later (photo) (The Literature section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club sponsored a lecture on Jane Austen on September 19, 2003, p. 3
Katharyn Johnson is dead at age 105 (photo) (Katharyn Price Johnson, one of Scarsdale's oldest citizens, died on February 10, 2003, at the age of 105), Feb 14, 2003, p. 1
Local Halloween fun features 'Magic Garden' duo (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 23
Philanthropy and culture are focus of Scarsdale Woman's Club (illus) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10A
Song recital at Woman's Club (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, contralto Carole Buttner Maloof, will perform at the Scarsdale Woman's Club on November 5.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 17
Survivor of teen dating violence tells tale (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 3
Survivor of teen dating violence tells tale (photo) (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 12
We need more men in leadership positions (editorial), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7
SCARSDALE WOMAN'S CLUB  (Continued)
Woman's Club goes Home for the Holidays (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 11
Woman's Club invites all to opening teas, Aug 29, 2003, p. 10

SCARSDALE WOMAN'S EXCHANGE
Woman's Exchange saw increase in sales (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 5A

SCARSDALE YOUTH SOCCER CLUB
Scarsdale kids love soccer (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 18A
SYSC (Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club) gearing up for soccer year (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 35A
Thrash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

SCARSDALE YOUTH SOFTBALL ASSOCIATION
New Scarsdale softball league vies for girls' attention, Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
New Scarsdale softball league vies for girls' attention (continued), Jan 31, 2003, p. 26
Sign-ups scheduled for new girls' softball program (letter) (Keith Babbit, Mike Pritula, Marty Rolnick, Linda Sarett, Gail Tulchin of the Scarsdale Youth Softball Association), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6
Softball showdown between rec and SYSA (Scarsdale Youth Softball Association) will only hurt the kids (letter) (Mark Klein of Omlsted Road), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6

SCHACTER, BRIAN
Drama Club stages 'A Musical Fable of Broadway' this weekend (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15
Simon Says (photo) (Casey Klein and Brian Schacter are shown rehearsing for "Brighton Beach Memoirs," the upcoming production of the drama club at the Scarsdale High School.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 18
'The Last Night of Ballyhoo' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present 'The Last Night of Ballyhoo.'), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10

SCHAEFFER, SHIRLEY
Coldwell Banker awards (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 4
New office for Hill (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 4
Top Associates (photo) (Coldwell Banker honors top residential brokers for the last quarter.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 4
Tops in sales (Coldwell Banker honored its top Scarsdale-Doemberg office sales associates for the third quarter.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 4

SCHAFER, ROBIN
EHS (Edgemont High School) is 15th in Newsweek survey, May 30, 2003, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) budget calls for 10% tax hike, Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) to town: sidewalk illegal, Oct 10, 2003, p. 1

SCHATZ, WARNER S
Warner S. Schatz (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Warner s. Schatz, died on December 27, 2002. He was 82.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 10

SCHENCK, DORIS D
Doris D. Schenck, (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, Doris D. Schenck died on October 21, 2003, at her home in Southbury, Connecticut. She was 93.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 21

SCHER, GINA SUZANNE
Scher-Goodin (wed) (photo) (Gina Suzanne Scher and Dan Rogers Goodin were wed on July 31 on Mount Tamalpais in Marin County, California.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 14

SCHIFFER, BEN
Golfers Simmermacher, Schiffer and Ananis advance, May 16, 2003, p. 23

SCHIFFHAUER, LYZETTE
Focal Points: Do you think the interest in professional sports is disproportionate to their importance? (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 7

SCHLAKMAN, DAVID
David Schlakman (photo) (Scarsdale resident, David Schlakman, received Harvard University's Albert H. Gordon award in recognition of his fundraising on behalf of Harvard.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4

SCHLICKER, BYRON
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

SCHLESINGER, LEE
Music, books and more at adult school, Sep 26, 2003, p. 4

SCHLESINGER, PHILIP HENRY
Crocker, Schlesinger (Karen Pauline Crocker and Philip Henry Schlesinger are engaged; a February 2004 wedding is planned.), July 3, 2003, p. 9
SCHMELTZER, DAVE
Retelny, Tushman combine for 11 Maccabi track medals (photo), Aug 29, 2003, p. 17

SCHNAPP, MIKE
SHS (Scarsdale High School) students help those in need (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 31A

SCHNEIDER, DREW
Quaker Ridge whiz kids rise to trivia challenge (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 10

SCHNUR, NANCIE (AUTHOR)
Greenacres gift to be shared with other schools (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur - Ed Grossman Memorial Committee), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6

SCHNUR, STEVEN
Driving with David (editorial) (Steven Schnur on teaching his teenaged son to drive), Jan 17, 2003, p. 6
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

SCHNUR, STEVEN (AUTHOR)
Angels of Mercy (editorial), Oct 17, 2003, p. 7
The doctor is in, thank goodness (editorial), July 18, 2003, p. 7
Driving in your face: We need to come out from behind the tinted glasses (editorial) (Steven Schnur on automobile etiquette), May 16, 2003, p. 7
The fate of our most cherished words (editorial) (Steven Schnur muses on book fairs.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 7
Getting wilder (letter) (Steven Schnur of Montrose Road), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6
From a great height (editorial), Aug 1, 2003, p. 7
Greenacres gift to be shared with other schools (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur - Ed Grossman Memorial Committee), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
Hijacked by beauty, arrested by light (editorial), Dec 5, 2003 p. 7
How little we know about our neighbors (editorial), Aug 8, 2003, p. 7
Love at first sight: were our reactions built on anything more substantial than sand? (editorial), May 2, 2003, p. 7
More than merely prelude (editorial) (Steven Schnur on graduation), Jun 20, 2003, p. 7
Multitasking over mushroom omelets (editorial), Mar 7, 2003, p. 7
Nearly naked power walking (editorial) (continued) (Steven Schnur on women's self images), Jun 6, 2003, p. 7
Nearly naked power walking (editorial) (Steven Schnur on women's self images), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6
The phony war (editorial) (Steven Schnur contrasts the early days of World War II with war in Iraq.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7
Shakespeare at midnight (editorial), Nov 14, 2003 p. 7
Shampooing the rings of Saturn (editorial) (Reflections on aging by Steven Schnur), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7
In shock and awe (editorial), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7
The silent beauty of the blackout (editorial), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7
Singing to the dead (editorial), Sep 5, 2003, p. 7
These days of awe (editorial), Sep 26, 2003, p. 7

SCHOENFELD, MYRON (DR)
Are pharmaceuticals overpriced? (editorial), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7

SCHOENFELD, MYRON (DR) (AUTHOR)
Myths of job satisfaction exploded - Part 1 (editorial), Dec 12, 2003 p. 7
Preparing for work in a new era: Part II (editorial), Dec 19, 2003 p. 7

SCHOENFELD, SUSAN
Julia B. Fee (Julia B. Fee Real Estate was one of four businesses voted "Best of Westchester Small Business."), Jun 23, 2003, p. 4

SCHOLARSHIPS
3 SHS (Scarsdale High School) seniors are merit scholars, Jun 13, 2003, p. 10
Craig Henneberry (photo) (Craig Henneberry has won a full tuition scholarship to the State Maritime College.), May 16, 2003, p. 4
PTA scholarships (Scarsdale High School seniors may apply for tuition assistance from the Scarsdale High School PTA Scholarship Fund.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE - EDGEMONT
Candidates sought for E'mont (Edgemont) school board (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 3
Edgemont SBBC (School Board Nominating Committee) chooses Chao, Glickstein (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE
11 elected to SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 3
Candidates needed for Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee), Oct 31, 2003, p. 10
Carter, Samuelson nominated to BOE (Board of Education) (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Carter, Samuelson nominated to BOE (Board of Education) (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 8
SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Running for SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (List of candidates running for the School Board Nominating Committee on January 20, 2004.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) selected excellent candidates for school board (letter) (Debra Miller, Chair, School Board Nominating Committee), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
SBNC's turn (The School Board Nominating Committee is seeking candidates from each elementary school district.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday, Jan 10, 2003, p. 3
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 9
We need more men in leadership positions (editorial), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7

SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
G'acres principal values parent power (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 1
G'acres principal values parent power (photo) (continued), July 18, 2003, p. 9
Sherwood heads school board; G'acres (Greenacres) to get new principal (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 1
Sherwood heads school board; G'acres (Greenacres) to get new principal (photo) (continued), July 3, 2003, p. 2

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT
E Club fills schools' funding gap (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 19A
In Edgemont, buildings near completion (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 20A
In Edgemont, buildings near completion (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1A
Edgemont Elementary PTA enhances academic program (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 19A
E'mont (Edgemont) budget calls for 10% tax hike, Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) budget calls for 10% tax hike (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 13
E'mont (Edgemont) to town: sidewalk illegal, Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) to town: sidewalk illegal (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 13
Ex-teacher caught in sex sting (photo) (continued) (Retired Seely Place School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, was arrested at the Palisades shopping center in an Internet sex sting.), May 30, 2003, p. 15
Ex-teacher caught in sex sting (Retired Seely Place School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, was arrested at the Palisades shopping center in an Internet sex sting.), May 30, 2003, p. 1
Ex-teacher pleads not guilty to sex charges, Jun 20, 2003, p. 12
Ex-teacher pleads not guilty to sex charges (continued), Jun 20, 2003, p. 13
Feiner doesn't deserve credit for Edgemont playgrounds (letter) (David Schubert of Delhi Road), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6
Feiner resisted funding Edgemont playgrounds (letter) (Larry Singer of Central Avenue), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6
Foreign language instruction should be earlier, better (letter) (Elena Karplus of Edgemont Road), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6
New facilities will greet record number of Edgemont students (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 10A
New facilities will greet record number of Edgemont students (photo) (continued) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 17A
Perfect weather, lots of energetic volunteers made E Day a success (letter) (Rita Braunstein, John Gerspach, Co-Presidents, E Club), May 16, 2003, p. 6
Playgrounds a partnership between community, government (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6
Schools say state exams don't make the grade, Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Schools say state exams don't make the grade (continued), Jun 27, 2003, p. 25
Towns, schools would benefit from Wicks exemptions (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7
Truth is not dependent on support for Feiner (letter) (Larry Singer of Central Park Avenue), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6
We can't afford to add Spanish (editorial), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7
What's good for schools is also good for our property values (letter) (Kenneth Beiser of Chedworth Road), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6
When seconds count, schools are ready (continued) (A New York State Education Department law mandates defibrillators be available at schools.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 3
When seconds count, schools are ready (photo) (A law mandated by the New York State Education Department requires defibrillators be available at schools.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
Why we should teach Spanish in Edgemont's elementary schools (editorial), Mar 7, 2003, p. 7

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - BUDGET
E'mont (Edgemont) budget calls for 10% tax hike, Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) budget calls for 10% tax hike (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 13
School budgets pass handily in Scarsdale, E'mont (Edgemont) (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
School budget vote slated for June 3; E'mont (Edgemont) keeps tax hike at 9.96%, May 30, 2003, p. 1
School budget vote slated for June 3; E'mont (Edgemont) keeps tax hike at 9.96% (continued), May 30, 2003, p. 13
SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - HIGH SCHOOL

16 teens charged at E'mont (Edgemont) drinking party, Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
16 teens charged at E'mont (Edgemont) drinking party (continued), Feb 7, 2003, p. 13
EHS (Edgemont High School) is 15th in Newsweek survey, May 30, 2003, p. 1
EHS (Edgemont High School) is 15th in Newsweek survey (continued), May 30, 2003, p. 13
EHS (Edgemont High School) needs more student leaders (editorial), Mar 14, 2003, p. 7
EHS (Edgemont High School) Winter Athletic Awards Dinner - March 18 (photo) (Inquirer photographer Ira Toff won the Sven Sellberg Award.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 23
E'mont (Edgemont) teens plead not guilty to drinking, Feb 14, 2003, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) teens plead not guilty to drinking (continued), Feb 14, 2003, p. 13
G'Burgh (Greenburgh) 101: residents learn the basics of town government, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
G'Burgh (Greenburgh) 101: residents learn the basics of town government (continued), Oct 31, 2003, p. 13
Many Edgemont High School students take leadership initiative (letter) (Anne Gilberg, Alyson McGee, Aaron Friedman, Editors-in-Chief, Campus), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6
Space odyssey (photo) (A group of Edgemont High School students launch a homemade rocket on the football field.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
Survey defies authentic education (editorial) (MIT student Lauren Nowierski feels Scarsdale High School's low ranking in national survey is justified.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 7
'Switched' - Edgemont and L.A. teens trade places on new ABC reality show (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 1
'Switched' - Edgemont and L.A. teens trade places on new ABC reality show (continued), Jun 20, 2003, p. 13
That's me! (photo) (Students of Edgemont High School are pictured perusing the yearbook, Respectus.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - HIGH SCHOOL - GRADUATION

EHS (Edgemont High School) '03: Committed to school and community (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 11A
EHS (Edgemont High School) '03: Committed to school and community (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 10A
EHS (Edgemont High School) Graduates (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 13A

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - HIGH SCHOOL - PROM

Dancing the night away (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 13A
Dancing the night away (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 12A

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - HIGH SCHOOL - SPORTS

Spring Sports Preview (photograph) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, pp. 21–24

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - NEWSPAPERS

Many Edgemont High School students take leadership initiative (letter) (Anne Gilberg, Alyson McGee, Aaron Friedman, Editors-in-Chief, Campus), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6

SCHOOLS - GREENBURGH - GRADUATION

Greenville School (photo) (Graduates of the Greenville School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 24A
Seely Place School (photo) (Seely Place School graduates listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 24A

SCHOOLS - IMMACULATE HEART OF MARY - GRADUATION

Immaculate Heart of Mary (photo) (Names of graduates of Immaculate Heart of Mary in alphabetical order) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 19A

SCHOOLS - NEW YORK (N.Y.)

School budget vote postponed, Senate, governor at odds, May 2, 2003, p. 1
School budget vote postponed, Senate, governor at odds (continued), May 2, 2003, p. 11
Time out in Albany (editorial) (Inquirer urges politicians to step up and give education the state aid it so desperately needs.), May 9, 2003, p. 6
Too much money? (School budget referendum has been postponed till June 3), May 9, 2003, p. 1

SCHOOLS - NEW YORK (STATE)

Tax hike reduced to 8.42% from 8.85%, May 23, 2003, p. 1

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE

'Amazing Grace' brings Martin Luther King, Jr., to life (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 10
Architect guides civic club through campus improvements (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 11
Back to School (A Supplement to the Scarsdale Inquirer), Aug 22, 2003, pp. 1A–44A
Common elementary report card project under way (The district will be streamlining and standardizing report cards at the five Scarsdale elementary schools.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 9
Construction, turf field, SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) library occupy board, Oct 10, 2003, p. 10
Construction, turf field, SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) library occupy board (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 11
Construction plan deemed ambitious, Jun 6, 2003, p. 11
Creative reshuffling abounds at school construction sites (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
Creative reshuffling abounds at school construction sites (photo) (continued), Sep 19, 2003, p. 16
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Decision to open schools in storm caused danger, inconvenience (letter) (Richard G. Lipstein of Crossway), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6
District expenses high at year end, Jan 31, 2003, p. 10
District strives for multiculturalism in classroom learning, Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
District strives for multiculturalism in classroom learning (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 11
Economy is a challenge for schools (illus) (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 21A
Economy is a challenge for schools (illus) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1A
Folkemer fleshes out district goals (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Education focused on strategic planning at its May 6 meeting.), May 9, 2003, p. 11
Folkemer fleshes out district goals (The Scarsdale Board of Education focused on strategic planning at its May 6 meeting.), May 9, 2003, p. 1
Greenacres gift to be shared with other schools (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nancie Schnur, Steve Schnur - Ed Grossman Memorial Committee), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
High-tech tools make learning more likely, May 2, 2003, p. 1
High-tech tools make learning more likely (continued), May 2, 2003, p. 11
It's time to start a school foundation (editorial) (Irving Sloan argues for the creation of a Scarsdale education foundation.), Sep 28, 2003, p. 6
Kids role-play tough social scenarios, but are they real enough?, Feb 14, 2003, p. 11
League gets updates on issues; mayor decries low voter turnout (People don't even know the names of their immediate neighbors) (photo) (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 19
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7
Newest curriculum to serve students' varied learning styles, Oct 24, 2003, p. 8
New PT Council officers welcomed (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12
Opinions examined for rebuilding QR (Quaker Ridge), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
Opinions examined for rebuilding QR (Quaker Ridge) (continued), Sep 12, 2003, p. 9
'Print-A-Kid' comes to elementary schools (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 11
Running for SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (List of candidates running for the School Board Nominating Committee on January 20, 2004.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
Scarsdale to receive sensitivity award, Nov 7, 2003 p. 10
The Scarsdale Union includes Mamaroneck Strip, Oct 17, 2003, p. 3
School architect maps progress, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
School architect maps progress (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
School improvements should be bonded to lower tax hike (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Apr 11, 2003, p. 6
Schools say state exams don't make the grade, Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Schools say state exams don't make the grade (continued), Jun 27, 2003, p. 25
Smells like teen spirit (photo) (Scarsdale High School's annual Junior Olympics event was held on June 16.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 8
Snow takes schools by surprise, Mar 14, 2003, p. 10
Teachers try to regain control over elementary school day, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
Teachers try to regain control over elementary school day (continued), Sep 26, 2003, p. 9
Technology update at TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) meeting, Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
Tech tricks aid teachers, inspire students - Plays wirelessly with others: McKenna's Palm database (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 10
Time out in Albany (editorial) (Inquirer urges politicians to step up and give education the state aid it so desperately needs.), May 9, 2003, p. 6
Too much money? (School budget referendum has been postponed till June 3), May 9, 2003, p. 1
When seconds count, schools are ready (continued) (A New York State Education Department law mandates defibrillators be available at schools.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 3
When seconds count, schools are ready (photo) (A law mandated by the New York State Education Department requires defibrillators be available at schools.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
Young Writers' Conference: kids practice the craft of storytelling (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 8

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - ALCOTT MONTESSORI
Every animal has its place in kids' mural (photo) (Alcott Montessori pre-schoolers created a nature themed mural in the school's front hall.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
Alternative School director to retire after 30 years (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Alternative School Director, Tony Arenella, is retiring.), May 2, 2003, p. 9
Alternative School director to retire after 30 years (photo) (Scarsdale Alternative School Director, Tony Arenella, is retiring.), May 2, 2003, p. 1
Fair weather (The Scarsdale Alternative School will hold its annual fair on May 10.), May 9, 2003, p. 1
Jeanne Cooper will be in her element as A-School English teacher (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 10
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL (Continued)
Master teacher (editorial) (The Inquirer praises retiring Scarsdale Alternative School English teacher and Director, Tony Arenella.), May 2, 2003, p. 6
Rodstein excited to lead A (Alternative)-School in fall (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 11
Scarsdalians lament Arenella’s retirement, May 2, 2003, p. 10
Stuck in a rut? Look no further... (photograph) (Scarsdale High School alum, David Silberkleit, will be appearing at Borders on May 13 to autograph copies of his new motivational book.), May 9, 2003, p. 3
There is no typical kid at Scarsdale Alternative School (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 10
Unconventional A-School gets unconventional P.E. (physical education) program (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 8

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL - GRADUATION
A-School grads: ‘a shared community of selves’ (photo) (The Scarsdale Alternative School’s 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - ATHLETIC FIELDS
BOE (Board of Education) OKs private funds for turf field, Oct 24, 2003, p. 1

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - BUDGET
LWV (League of Women Voters) to examine budget, Mar 7, 2003, p. 2
Scarsdale school taxes may rise 9%, Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
Scarsdale school taxes may rise 9% (continued), Mar 7, 2003, p. 9
School board praised for ‘timely dialogue,’ Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
School board praised for ‘timely dialogue’ (continued), Apr 4, 2003, p. 9
School budget pass handily in Scarsdale, E’mont (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
School budget vote slated for June 3; Scarsdale cuts tax a tad, May 30, 2003, p. 1
School budget vote slated for June 3; Scarsdale cuts tax a tad (continued), May 30, 2003, p. 12
A sound investment (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to support schools, children and the community by voting in favor of the school budget.), May 30, 2003, p. 6
Straitened economy poses a challenge for Scarsdale schools' budget (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 21A
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) urges BOE (Board of Education) to renegotiate contract, Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) urges BOE (Board of Education) to renegotiate contract (continued), Apr 4, 2003, p. 32
Vote yes on June 3 to support schools (letter) (Anna Decker, Elyse Insel, Mindy White, Joanne Wallenstein - PT Council), May 30, 2003, p. 6

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - CALENDAR
Volunteers and businesses made calendar possible (letter) (Susie Rush, President, Scarsdale PT Council), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - CURRICULUM
Newest curriculum to serve students' varied learning styles, Oct 24, 2003, p. 8

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - EDGEWOOD
Digital video helps teachers learn and kids reflect; iMovie helps teachers become pond-life experts (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 10
Edgewood go bragh (photo) (Edgewood School students celebrate St. Patrick's Day.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 11
Edgewood kids respect the environment (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 12
Edgewood loves New York (photo) (Edgewood School third graders present a play paying homage to New York City.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 9
Happy birthday, dear Edgewood: 84 years of school lore, spirit (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 10
Kids explore sensory world at health fair (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 10
'Poetry in motion' moves even the coolest kids (photo) (David Zucker presented an exciting poetry program at the Edgewood School on October 3.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 10
Pumpkindergarten (photo) (Edgewood kindergarten students attended a Pumpkin Festival on October 29.), Nov 7, 2003, p. 10
Scarsdale schools respond to external stresses (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6A
Scarsdale schools respond to external stresses (photo) (continued) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 7A
School architect maps progress, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
Turkeys bearing candy (photo) (Girl Scout troops are pictured making centerpieces for the HOPE Food Pantry of New Rochelle.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 11
Who is that masked man? 'Faustwork' and its nutty cast of characters wows Edgewood (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 10
Young authors (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - EDGEWOOD - FAIRS
All's fair at the Scarsdale elementary schools (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 11
Text extracted from the page...
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - GREENACRES (Continued)
Neighborhood pride (photo) (The Greenacres Neighborhood Association donated three new benches to the Greenacres School.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 11
Policy initially alarmed Greenacres parents, but doesn't anymore, Nov 14, 2003 p. 11
A principal farewell (photo) (Retiring Principal, Francine Ballan, is shown biding goodbye to students, staff and parents.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24
'Print-A-Kid' comes to elementary schools (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 11
Remembering Ed Grossman (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 10
Sherwood heads school board; G'acres (Greenacres) to get new principal (photo) (continued), July 3, 2003, p. 2
Star of the show (photo) (Mona Longman is shown carving a turkey at the Greenacres multicultural Thanksgiving celebration on November 19.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - GREENACRES - FAIRS
All's fair at the Scarsdale elementary schools (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 11
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - GREENACRES - GRADUATION
Greenacres School (photo) (Graduates of the Greenacres School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 22A
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HEATHCOTE
All the school's a stage at Heathcote's first Renaissance Faire (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 10
An ordinary Saturday was transformed into something special (letter) (Cynthia Samwick, Heathcote Carnival Chair), May 23, 2003, p. 6
Bridges makes kids think about friendship, prejudice (photo) (Ruby Bridges, who, at age 6 in 1960 was the first Black child to attend an all white school in New Orleans, addressed Heathcote School students on March 12,), Mar 14, 2003, p. 10
Cub reporters at Heathcote want the scoop (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 11
Forecast for 2d-grade class: rain, winds, tomatoes! (photo) (continued) (On February 13, Heathcote School second graders experienced the "Weather or Not" hands on science program led by Rhonda Ginsberg.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 9
Forecast for 2d-grade class: rain, winds, tomatoes! (photo) (On February 13, Heathcote School second graders experienced the "Weather or Not" hands on science program led by Rhonda Ginsberg.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1
Hard work, food and fun: a taste of colonial life (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 12
Heathcote 5th-graders spin dramatic tales (photo) (Heathcote fifth graders entertained an appreciative audience on May 6 in "An Evening of Storytelling" at the Scarsdale Public Library.), May 9, 2003, p. 10
Heathcote harvest (photo) (A farmer at Silverman's Farm introduces Heathcote kindergartners to the elements of a fall harvest.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 10
Heathcote's gingerbread houses: a sweet holiday treat (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 11
Heathcote student celebration brings immigrant experience to life (photo) (Heathcote fifth graders presented an "Immigration Celebration" to the school on April 1.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 11
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HEATHCOTE - GRADUATION
Heathcote School (photo) (Graduates of the Heathcote School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 21A
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HEATHCOTE - NEWSPAPERS
Cub reporters at Heathcote want the scoop (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 11
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HEATHCOTE - PTA
Heathcote PTA made the Renaissance Faire possible (letter) (Ronne Marantz, Principal, Heathcote School), July 3, 2003, p. 6
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL
From the 3rd floor to the world: SHS (Scarsdale High School) is melting pot at International Day (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 10
2003 Advanced Placement Scholars named, Nov 21, 2003 p. 11
Alcohol-free high school dance declared a success (photo), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
Alcohol-free high school dance declared a success (photo) (continued), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10
Artist of the month: Barst is photo enthusiast (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 9
Carnival! (The third annual Scarsdale High School carnival will be held at the school April 25-26.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
Common understanding needed to address underage drinking (editorial), Jun 6, 2003, p. 7
Community mostly positive about new artificial turf field, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
Community mostly positive about new artificial turf field (continued), Sep 26, 2003, p. 9
Creative reshuffling abounds at school construction sites (photo) (continued), Sep 19, 2003, p. 16
Dance was a credit to kids, officials (letter) (Michelle S. Lichtenberg, President, Scarsdale High School PTA), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6
Don't hurt the one you love (photo) (A new teen dating violence prevention bulletin board has been set up in the commons area outside the Scarsdale High School cafeteria.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 11
Dress up for Halloween? I do....(photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 11
Effects of racism explored at SHS (Scarsdale High School) holiday assembly (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 11
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL (Continued)

EHS (Edgemont High School) is 15th in Newsweek survey, May 30, 2003, p. 1

Essay contest (The Scarsdale League of Women Voters is sponsoring an essay contest for 10th-12th graders, "Students Inside Albany."). Feb 7, 2003, p. 10

Excellent essays have insight, says SAT II scorer Klemme, Feb 28, 2003, p. 11

Father Bill joins US (University of Scarsdale) in combating teen drinking, Mar 28, 2003, p. 10

Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

Harrison's SHS (Scarsdale High School) pool plan puts more viable plan at risk (letter) (Irwin Smoler of Spier Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7

Host family (Scarsdale Student Transfer Education Plan needs a host family for the coming school year.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 1

If student was unprepared, it's not the fault of Scarsdale High School (letter) (Spencer J. Chang of Columbia University), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6

Inquirer editorial sends confusing message to teens (letter) (John Klemme, Scarsdale High School Principal), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6

Jennings to SHS (Scarsdale High School): fight bigotry, Apr 25, 2003, p. 10

Jennings to SHS (Scarsdale High School): fight bigotry (photo) (continued), Apr 25, 2003, p. 11

Kids open up to school board, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1

Kids open up to school board (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10

M.I.T. student well prepared in Scarsdale (letter) (Jon Hyler, student, M.I.T.), July 3, 2003, p. 6

New high school deans enjoy supportive community (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 10

New parking rules, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1

Officer Fatigate, confidant to teens, to be honored (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1

Picket at SHS (Work on the new athletic center and library at the Scarsdale High School was shut down on May 16 by a union picket line across the parking lot entrance.), May 23, 2003, p. 1

From Polo to J. Lo, high school style mavens strut their stuff (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 8

Preliminary turf report is released (continued) (Scarsdale High School could have a synthetic turf field complex by August 2004.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 24

Preliminary turf report is released (Scarsdale High School could have a synthetic turf field complex by August 2004.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1

Rooting out bias, conscious and not (continued) (Kevin Jennings spoke at the Scarsdale High School on March 13 on behalf of the Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 11

Rooting out bias, conscious and not (Kevin Jennings spoke at the Scarsdale High School on March 13 on behalf of the Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 1

Safe Homes, program will pit parent against parent (letter) (James Ng of Rectory Lane), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6

Scarsdale High School got me on the right track (letter) (Jason Ross at Stanford University), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6

Scarsdale’s flaw: sense of entitlement, not quality of teaching (letter) (Matthew Rubin), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6

Scarsdale? Yes, ma’am! (Adventurous new STEP student embraces change.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1


SHS (Scarsdale High School) does an outstanding job of preparing students for college (letter) (Brian K. Lee of Yale University), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6

SHS (Scarsdale High School) junior visits Nita Lowey in Washington (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 10

SHS (Scarsdale High School) students did a great job on the carnival (letter) (John Klemme, Scarsdale High School Principal), May 9, 2003, p. 6

SHS (Scarsdale High School) student seriously injured in parking lot (photo) (A 16 year old girl sustained serious injuries in a one car accident at the Scarsdale High School parking lot on May 14.), May 16, 2003, p. 1

Snow day (photo) (Students pictured sledging outside of Scarsdale High School on the February 7 snow day.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 11

Software-savvy teachers bring creative challenges (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 10

Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, pp. 15–24

STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) seeks host family for 10th grade girl (letter) (Kathy Steves, STEP, Host Family Recruitment Chairman), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6

STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) student Mitchell Graves takes his Scarsdale family home (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1

STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) student Mitchell Graves takes his Scarsdale family home (photo) (continued), Apr 11, 2003, p. 11

STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) takes steps to broaden scope (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 20A

Teen finds danger, but also joy, in Israel (photo) (Scarsdale High School junior, Ashley Sokol, spent a life altering five weeks in Israel in the Summer of 2002.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 3

Teens aren't sleeping, but who's really to blame?, Feb 7, 2003, p. 10

'Testimony of the Human Spirit' (photo) (Holocaust survivors share their stories in the film, 'Testimony of the Human Spirit'), Jun 27, 2003, p. 16
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL (Continued)

There's not a lot of student parking at SHS (Scarsdale High School) (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 11
Todd Reynolds returns to SHS (Scarsdale High School), Apr 4, 2003, p. 9
Wake of the flood (photo) (Workmen are pictured cleaning up after a storm pipe broke at Scarsdale High School on March 12.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 3
YES (Youth Employment Service) continues to thrive at SHS (Scarsdale High School), Jan 31, 2003, p. 20A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - ALUMNI

20-somethings need a role (editorial) (Scarsdale High School graduate Matthew Abelson bemoans the lack of roles and purpose for 20-somethings in Scarsdale.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7

Alfaro, Vermes (engaged) (photo) (Esther Moreno Alfaro and Elliot Spencer Vermes are engaged.), May 16, 2003, p. 21
Ann Villani (dies) (Ann Villani, a former Scarsdale resident, died on December 11, 2003 at her home in Amherst, Massachusetts. She was 45.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 28
An opera star returns to her roots (photo) (Heather Buck, acclaimed coloratura soprano, will perform in open rehearsals with the Westchester Philharmonic at her alma mater, Scarsdale High School, on March 14.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 14

Berdan, Berwitz (engaged) (photo) (Allison Jill Berdan and Joshua Michael Berwitz are engaged; a November wedding is planned.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 20
Braunstein, Weintraub (photo) (Sara Jane Braunstein and David Barrett Weintraub are engaged; a November wedding is planned.), July 3, 2003, p. 9
Charney, Wise (wed) (Amy Ehrlich Charney and Lewis Kemler Wise were wed on October 12 at their home in Wellfleet, Massachusetts.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 14
Charney, Wise (wed) (photo) (Amy Ehrlich Charney and Lewis Kemler Wise were wed on October 12 at their country home in Wellfleet, Massachusetts.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 14

Citron recalled for exuberance, contributions (letter) (Richard Weber of Tunstall Road), Jul 11, 2003, p. 6

Cyclist seeks help in defeating cancer through research funding (letter) (Rob Goodman, SHS '95), Jul 25, 2003, p. 6

Dana Goodman (Scarsdale resident and television producer, Dana Goodman, nominated for her third Daytime Emmy Award for ABC's The View), Mar 21, 2003, p. 4
Daniel Rothenberg (Daniel Rothenberg received the 2003 American Academy of Forensic Sciences Award.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 4

Daytime Emmy winner (Scarsdale High School graduate, Dana Goodman, won a daytime TV Emmy Award for her work on The View.), May 23, 2003, p. 19

Decades later SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni still cherish their grade school years (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 8

Deutsch, Eichel (engaged) (photo) (Kate Deutsch and Scott Eichel are engaged; a January 2004 wedding is planned.), May 16, 2003, p. 21
Doctor fixes bride's vision in time for their wedding (photo), Jul 18, 2003, p. 1
Doctor fixes bride's vision in time for their wedding (photo) (continued), Jul 18, 2003, p. 9
Dorothy Leslie Delehanty (dies) (Dorothy Leslie Delehanty died on December 10, 2003, at a California nursing home. She was 80.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 28
Durst acquitted (A Galveston County, Texas, jury acquitted former Scarsdale resident, Robert Durst, of the murder of his neighbor, Morris Black.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1

Edna Bentley Goodman (dies) (Edna Bentley Goodman died on April 6, 2003, in San Gabriel, California. She was 85.), May 16, 2003, p. 28
Ellis, Williams (wed) (photo) (Tracy Ellis and Jeffrey G. Williams were wed on May 3 in White Plains.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 20

Eric Alterman: still writing about what moves him (photo) (continued), Aug 29, 2003, p. 11
Erwich, Kagan (wed) (photo) (Melissa Beth Erwich and Adam Bradley Kagan were wed July 12 in Harrison, New York.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 9

Film by SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad explores bulimia, Jun 6, 2003, p. 2
Fine Art: A happy medium for Lee Weber (photo), Jul 18, 2003, p. 13
Fine Art: A happy medium for Lee Weber (photo) (continued), Jul 18, 2003, p. 15
Flex-time lawyers to meet, Jan 31, 2003, p. 4

Frankel, Portnoff (engaged) (Wendy Jennifer Frankel and Adam Eric Portnoff are engaged; an October 2003 wedding is planned.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 20
Frankel, Portnoff (wed) (Wendy Jennifer Frankel and Adam Eric Portnoff were wed on October 12 in Mamaroneck.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 21
FRANKLIN, Leitner (wed) (photo) (Ella Michelle Franklin and Brett William Leitner were wed on September 1 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13

FRANKLIN, Leitner (wed) (photo) (Ella Michelle Franklin and Brett William Leitner were wed on September 1 in New Rochelle.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 18

Frederick W. Harmon (dies) (Frederick W. Harmon died on October 15, 2003, following a long illness. He was 88.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 21

Funny girl Klausner is a sketch in 'Fancy' (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 19

Glassman to head WP (White Plains) medical staff (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 4

Greenacres woman ponders graceful aging (photo) (Anne Snowden Crosman's new book on graceful aging is titled "Young at Heart."). Aug 29, 2003, p. 3

Hilary Howard says no to Portugal, yes to California (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 21

Hilary Howard says no to Portugal, yes to California (photo) (continued), Mar 21, 2003, p. 26

Historic homeowner gives up on restoration effort (photo) (continued) (Matthew Miller has given up on trying to restore the historic home he purchased at 972 Post Road.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 8

Historic homeowner gives up on restoration effort (photo) (Matthew Miller has given up on trying to restore the historic home he purchased at 972 Post Road.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1

Jane Wals (Jane Wals will be featured in the Teacher Appreciation section of the National Youth Leadership Forum website.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4

Join SAA (Scarsdale Alumni Association) board (Four people have joined the board of directors of the Scarsdale Alumni Association.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4

Kravitz, Hein (wed) (photo) (Rachel Marion Kravitz and Gregory Jason Hein were wed on October 25 in Long Island City.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 21

Lessons of love (photo) (continued) (Romantic comedy 'Love Lessons' gives teacher-filmmaker Jon Stahl a real life filmmaking lesson.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 19

Lessons of love (photo) (Romantic comedy 'Love Lessons' gives teacher-filmmaker Jon Stahl a real life filmmaking lesson.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 17

Lucky No. 13; '99 Scarsdale grad Kim Wayne helped build Syracuse lax program (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 25

Lucky No. 13; '99 Scarsdale grad Kim Wayne helped build Syracuse lax program (photo) (continued), May 30, 2003, p. 26

Lynch, Holmgren (engaged) (photo) (Maureen Bridget Lynch and Donald James Holmgren are engaged; a March 2004 wedding is planned.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 12

The Madness of Jessica Conte; former Scarsdale standout ready for NCAA tourney (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 21

The Madness of Jessica Conte; former Scarsdale standout ready for NCAA tourney (photo) (continued), Mar 21, 2003, p. 26

Metamorphosis: Trevor McGinness turns Tovah into Golda (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 17

Moreno, Vermes (engaged) (photo) (Esther Moreno-Alfaro and Elliot Spencer Vermes are engaged.), May 30, 2003, p. 22

New film bio of Hubleys shows serious side of animation (photo) (continued) (Esteemed TV and film producer, Patty Wineapple, is in town for her 1963 Scarsdale High School reunion), Sep 19, 2003, p. 15

New film bio of Hubleys shows serious side of animation (photo) (Esteemed TV and film producer, Patty Wineapple, is in town for her 1963 Scarsdale High School reunion), Sep 19, 2003, p. 13

A new tale of the South Pacific (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 7

Nygreen, Butler (wed) (photo) (Kristin Holiday Nygreen and James Patrick Butler were wed on October 4 in Manhattan.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 21

Peter Lawrence Citron (dies) (Peter Lawrence Citron died on June 26, 2003, in his Omaha, Nebraska, home. The former Scarsdale resident was 64.), July 3, 2003, p. 13

Poetry reading (Scarsdale High School graduate, David Jaffin, will return to Scarsdale to read a selection of his poetry at the Scarsdale Library on May 20.), May 16, 2003, p. 15

Pratt, Siegel (wed) (photo) (Sandra Lee Pratt and David Lazar Siegel were wed on September 20 in Manchester, Vermont.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 14

Psychologist's office is a tent in Qatar (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 4

Robert W. Adams (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Robert W. Adams, died on August 17, 2003. He was 75.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 15

Rosenzweig, Newshel (engaged) (photo) (Jessica Rosenzweig and Michael Newshel are engaged; a July 4, 2004, wedding is planned.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13

Scarsdale grad Drew Greenland's book links golf and yoga (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 33

Scarsdale graduates have distinguished careers (editorial), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7

Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (continued) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19

Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1.
SCHOOLS • SCARSDALE • HIGH SCHOOL • ALUMNI (Continued)
Sharp shooter; Scarsdale's Revelli honored by Stanford University hoops (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 23
Sharp shooter; Scarsdale's Revelli honored by Stanford University hoops (photo) (continued), Dec 19, 2003 p. 27
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad in Stephen King movie (photo), May 6, 2003, p. 25
Simple Gifts: A singer's Mother's Day gift, concert to benefit the hungry (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 25
Sky Blues on the Horizon: SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni to perform reunion concert May 10 (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 17
Sky Blues on the Horizon: SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni to perform reunion concert May 10 (photo) (continued), May 2, 2003, p. 19
Slotnick, Komoroff (photo) (Melissa Ann Slotnick and Andrew Steven Komoroff were wed February 22 at the Lighthouse at Chelsea Piers in Manhattan.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 12
Sorial, Fee (photo) (Suzanne Sorial and Michael John Fee were wed on June 28, 2003, in Livingston, New Jersey.), July 11, 2003, p. 11
Stuck in a rut? Look no further...(photograph) (Scarsdale High School alumnus, David Silberkleit, will be appearing at Borders to autograph copies of his new motivational book.), May 9, 2003, p. 3
Survey defies authentic education (editorial) (MIT student Lauren Nowierski feels Scarsdale High School's low ranking in national survey is justified.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 7
Sutherland, Warnken (photo) (Elaine Margaret Sutherland and Mark Jeffrey Warnken are engaged; a September wedding is planned.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 18
Sweeney, Turner (wed) (photo) (Megan Maere Sweeney and Robert Dewitt Turner were wed on September 20 in Nantucket, Massachusetts.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13
Theodore David Kimble (dies) (photo) (Former Scarsdale resident, Theodore David Kimble, died on September 5, 2003, at his home in Suquamish, Washington. He was 48.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26
Today was a bad day (editorial) (Owen Grant reflects on a friend he lost as a result of the September 11, 2001, attacks on the World Trade Center.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7
Tony nomination for SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) alum, May 16, 2003, p. 15
Uchitelle, Finegold (engaged) (Isabel Anne Uchitelle and Dr. Jonathan Finegold are engaged; a September wedding is planned.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 19
Vaughan, Kolderie (wed) (photo) (Robin Vaughan and Paul Kolderie were wed on September 20 in Arlington, Massachusetts.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13
Violinist Rachel Lee to perform with Stamford Symphony (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 16
Warthen, Svetek (photo) (Elizabeth St. Clair Warthen and Brett Emil Svetek are engaged; a June wedding is planned.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 15
Women gain ground in the business world (photo) (Virginia Drachman spoke on women entrepreneurs on May 15 at Con Edison Headquarters in Rye.), May 30, 2003, p. 3
SCHOOLS • SCARSDALE • HIGH SCHOOL • ART PROGRAM
Art is the catharsis for artist of the month Jessica Zaitz (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 10
Artist of the month Devin Gong: It's all about the concept (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 10
SCHOOLS • SCARSDALE • HIGH SCHOOL • AWARDS
3 SHS (Scarsdale High School) seniors are merit scholars, Jun 13, 2003, p. 10
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11
Sherwood named SHS (Scarsdale High School) scholar-athlete winner (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 25
SHS (Scarsdale High School) honored by NYSPHSAA (New York State Public High School Athletic Association) with Good Sports Award (photo), Aug 29, 2003, p. 17
SHS (Scarsdale High School) honored by NYSPHSAA (New York State Public High School Athletic Association) with Good Sports Award (photo) (continued), Aug 29, 2003, p. 18
SCHOOLS • SCARSDALE • HIGH SCHOOL • BASKETBALL
Guess who's back...Fermo's back...back again...tell a friend (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 22
Howard hopes for another shot (photo) (continued) (Profile of Scarsdale basketball star, Hilary Howard.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 39
Howard hopes for another shot (photo) (Profile of Scarsdale basketball star, Hilary Howard.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
Replacements make it easier to let familiar faces go (photo) (Barry Bergen retired from his position as Scarsdale High School basketball coach.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 16
Replacements make it easier to let familiar faces go (photo) (continued) (Barry Bergen retired from his position as Scarsdale High School basketball coach.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 22
Scarsdale's 'Mini-me' talks about it all from coaches to playoffs (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 23
Sure shot (photo) (Whitney Davis scored her 1,000th career point for the Scarsdale Raiders on January 13.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
SCHOOLS • SCARSDALE • HIGH SCHOOL • CHEERLEADERS
Stunting season: Monteiro's girls continue quest for national domination (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 4A
SCHOOLS • SCARSDALE • HIGH SCHOOL • CHORUS
Concert at SHS (Scarsdale High School) will cheer and inspire you (letter) (Robin Ascher, Vice President, Friends of Music and the Arts in the Scarsdale Schools), May 2, 2003, p. 6
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - CHORUS (Continued)
SHS (Scarsdale High School) musicians' Italian tour is transforming event (photo), Jun 13, 2003, p. 10

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - CLUBS
Eco-savers say there's no effort too small (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 9
SHS (Scarsdale High School) students help those in need (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 3A
Standards for behavior set (By the fall of 2003, all Scarsdale High School students in extracurricular activities will be required to adhere to certain behavioral standards.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1
Standards for behavior set (continued) (By the fall of 2003, all Scarsdale High School students in extracurricular activities will be required to adhere to certain behavioral standards.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 9

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - CODE OF CONDUCT
SHS (Scarsdale High School) votes in Standards; board to approve final draft (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 11
Standards for behavior set (By the fall of 2003, all Scarsdale High School students in extracurricular activities will be required to adhere to certain behavioral standards.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1
Standards for behavior set (continued) (By the fall of 2003, all Scarsdale High School students in extracurricular activities will be required to adhere to certain behavioral standards.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 9

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - CROSS COUNTRY
Pick six: Boys and girls each look to replace starting trios (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 3A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - DEBATE TEAM
First debate club at the high school was formed in 1928 (letter) (Irving Sloan, Village Historian), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6
SHS (Scarsdale High School) debate team has come a long way in 38 years (letter) (Rick Newman of Wayside Lane), Jul 18, 2003, p. 6
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad Hemel is nat'l (national) debate champ (photo) (continued) (Daniel Hemel, Scarsdale High School Class of 2003, won first place at a national debate tournament in Atlanta.), Jul 11, 2003, p. 9
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad Hemel is nat'l (national) debate champ (photo) (Daniel Hemel, Scarsdale High School Class of 2003, won first place at a national debate tournament in Atlanta.), Jul 11, 2003, p. 1

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - DRAMA CLUB
Drama Club feature brought welcome attention to school arts (letter) (Linda Hillman Chayes of Taunton Road), Apr 11, 2003, p. 6
Drama Club stages 'A Musical Fable of Broadway' this weekend (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15
'Guys and Dolls' showed what our kids can do (Irving Sloan gives stellar review to High School Drama Club production of 'Guys and Dolls.'), Dec 5, 2003 p. 7
'Guys and Dolls' (The Scarsdale High School Class of 2003 will present 'Guys and Dolls' on May 30 and 31.), May 30, 2003, p. 1
Local references in 'Guys and Dolls' traced to Lee Eastman (letter) (Andy Bass of Boulevard), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6
'Luck be a lady' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present "Guys and Dolls" on November 22.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 16
Seniors put a new spin on an old favorite (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 3, 2003, p. 6A
On with the show (photo) (Adrienne Klemme directs Brighton Beach Memoirs for the Scarsdale High School Drama Club.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 17
Simon Says (photo) (Casey Klein and Brian Schacter are shown rehearsing for "Brighton Beach Memoirs," the upcoming production of the drama club at the Scarsdale High School.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 18
SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) thanks all who helped with 'A Chorus Line' (letter) (Trudi Greenwood, Board Member, SSMT), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6
'The Last Night of Ballyhoo' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present 'The Last Night of Ballyhoo'), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - ECO-SAVERS CLUB
Eco-savers say there's no effort too small (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 9

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - FIELD HOCKEY
Contenders: Raiders look for fifth league title under Coach Rosenthal (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 3A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - FOOTBALL
Bouchier inducted into Westchester HOF (Hall of Fame) (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 17
Bouchier inducted into Westchester HOF (Hall of Fame) (photo) (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 23
Building blocks: Raiders ready to continue winning ways, make playoffs (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 5A
Raiders victorious over Peekskill (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 22
Raiders victorious over Peekskill (photo) (continued), Oct 31, 2003, p. 24
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - FOOTBALL  (Continued)
Tomorrow's stars (photo) (Scarsdale Youth Football Association players pictured at halftime on Raider Pride Day on October 3.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - GOLF
Golfers Simmermacher, Schiffer and Ananis advance, May 16, 2003, p. 23
Golfers Simmermacher, Schiffer and Ananis advance (continued), May 16, 2003, p. 27

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - GRADUATION
In 1928, only half the class went to college, Jun 27, 2003, p. 3
Anxiety about world, community tumult affected the class of '03, Jun 13, 2003, p. 10
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale High School Class of 2003 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, pp. 14A–15A

Class of 2003 (photo) (Names of Scarsdale High School Graduates in alphabetical order) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 4A
Graduation '03 (Special Edition Supplement to the Scarsdale Inquirer), July 3, 2003, pp. 1A–28A

Oh joyous day! (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Class of 2003 held its graduation ceremony on June 27.), July 3, 2003, p. 1

The Scarsdale Inquirer congratulates the Class of 2003 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 20A
SHS '03: Confident about what's to come (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 8A
SHS '03: Confident about what's to come (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 3A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - GYMNASIUM
Construction well under way on SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) houses, SHS (Scarsdale High School) library, gym, Jan 17, 2003, p. 10
Taking Shape (photo) (The new, competition sized gym at the Scarsdale High School is scheduled for completion on August 15.), May 2, 2003, p. 1

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - HOCKEY
Raiders turn season around after slow start on ice (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 23
Scarsdale's Bryan Gitler helps Rockets to midget national finals (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 20

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - HOMECOMING
Homecoming was a credit to students, community (letter) (John Klemme, Principal, Scarsdale High School), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6
Kids open up to school board, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
Kids open up to school board (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
MTV to revisit high school dance in documentary, Aug 22, 2003, p. 1
MTV to revisit high school dance in documentary (continued), Aug 22, 2003, p. 8

Sobriety and school spirit expected for homecoming, Sep 19, 2003, p. 16
Youth outreach is here to help (editorial) (Denial is a powerful component of substance abuse and its treatment), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - JABBERFEST
Singers, jokesters, bagpipers rule all day SHS (Scarsdale High School) performance fest (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 8

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - LACROSSE
Spivak's back; Speedy senior leader returns to Scarsdale boys' lacrosse team (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 25

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - LIBRARY
Construction well under way on SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) houses, SHS (Scarsdale High School) library, gym, Jan 17, 2003, p. 10
New SHS (Scarsdale High School) library inaugurated as vibrant, exciting place (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 10
Plagiarism on the Internet: many gray areas (Article asks: where do a student's researching methods cross the line from helpful to unreliable to illegal?), Jan 17, 2003, p. 10
Plagiarism on the Internet: many gray areas (Article asks: where do a student's researching methods cross the line from helpful to unreliable to illegal?) (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 11
SHS (Scarsdale High School) library expands resources for growing enrollment (illus), Aug 29, 2003, p. 1

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - ORCHESTRA
Concert at SHS (Scarsdale High School) will cheer and inspire you (letter) (Robin Ascher, Vice President, Friends of Music and the Arts in the Scarsdale Schools), May 2, 2003, p. 6
SHS (Scarsdale High School) musicians' Italian tour is transforming event (photo), Jun 13, 2003, p. 10

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - PROM
A happy ending (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses the new substance free, scaled down prom format for graduating seniors of Scarsdale High School.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6
Prom a success, but decision-making process was insulting (letter) (Ali Lenobel of Claremont Road), Jun 20, 2003, p. 8
Prom called 'resounding success' (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale High School seniors created new, scaled down traditions for their June 12 prom at the Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 11
Prom called 'resounding success' (photo) (Scarsdale High School seniors created new, scaled down traditions for their June 12 prom at the Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 1
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SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - PROM (Continued)
Prom night sets new traditions (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 9A
Prom proposal spurs debate (continued) (Scarsdale High School Principal, John Klemme, announced that luxury buses would be taking the place of limousines at this year's prom.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 21
Prom proposal spurs debate (Scarsdale High School Principal, John Klemme, announced that luxury buses would be taking the place of limousines at this year's prom.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
Students and parents made prom 2003 a community celebration (letter) (John Klemme, Scarsdale High School Principal), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
PTA scholarships (Scarsdale High School seniors may apply for tuition assistance from the Scarsdale High School PTA Scholarship Fund.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - PUBLICATIONS
Share your future (editorial) (The Inquirer urges graduates to share their college destinations with the newspaper since the Maroon will once again be distributing survey results only to high school seniors.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - REUNIONS
Decades later SHS (Scarsdale High School) alumni still cherish their grade school years (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 8

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - SPORTS
Coaches on both sides failed to teach sportsmanship at Ossining game (letter) (Ira Sacks of Old Colony Road, Hartsdale), May 16, 2003, p. 6
Fall Sports Preview (photo) (A Supplement to the Scarsdale Inquirer), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 1A
Hundreds helped Raider Pride Weekend fulfill its purpose (letter) (Rip and Noreen Fisher, Co-Chairs, Raider Pride Weekend), May 23, 2003, p. 6
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 23
Maroon and White Awards Dinner - Tuesday, June 3, 2003 (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 23
Maroon and White Raiders of Scarsdale take pride in '02 (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 19
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 27
Scarsdale High School Winter Athletic Awards Dinner - March 10 (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 24
Smells like teen spirit (photo) (Scarsdale High School's annual Junior Olympics event was held on June 16.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 8
Winter Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Dec 5, 2003 pp. 1A-10A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - TRACK AND FIELD
Hitting her stride; Retelny captures silver at state meet (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - TENNIS
Focus 1st: Kaminer conducts workshop before Raiders pick up 1st win (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 21
Focus 1st: Kaminer conducts workshop before Raiders pick up 1st win (photo) (continued), Sep 12, 2003, p. 24
League leaders: Power format to test section's most dominant program (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 4A
Raiders warm up with easy victory over John Jay (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 29
Scarsdale advances senior, freshman doubles team (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 24
Scarsdale girls' tennis cruises to 9-0 power record (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 18
Young Raiders undefeated; Tennis team wins power league title with 11-0 record (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 17

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - VOLLEY BALL
Many happy returns; two thirds of volleyball team back at SHS (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 2A
Scarsdale volleyball just points away from starting season 4-0 (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 21
Scarsdale volleyball just points away from starting season 4-0 (photo) (continued), Sep 19, 2003, p. 25

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - WRESTLING
Get off me! (photo) (Scarsdale senior wrestler, Shintaro Higashi, is shown defeating Peekskill's Angel Rivera; Higashi has won every title during his 39-0 season.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
Higashi heads into home stretch before state meet (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 19
Higashi heads into home stretch before state meet (photo) (continued), Mar 7, 2003, p. 20

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HISTORY
In 1928, only half the class went to college, Jun 27, 2003, p. 3

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - IMMACULATE HEART OF MARY
IHM (Immaculate Heart of Mary) focuses on development of whole child (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 9A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - KINDERGARTEN
Delaying kindergarten: is it a 'gift of a year' or a hindrance? (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1
Delaying kindergarten: is it a 'gift of a year' or a hindrance? (photo) (continued), Sep 5, 2003, p. 8

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL
8th-graders meet Holocaust survivor (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 8
Art and architecture at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) get wired (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 10
Construction well under way on SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) houses, SHS (Scarsdale High School) library, gym, Jan 17, 2003, p. 10
A 'constructive' summer for Scarsdale schools (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 8A
Creative reshuffling abounds at school construction sites (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
Creative reshuffling abounds at school construction sites (photo) (continued), Sep 19, 2003, p. 16
Economy is a challenge for schools (illus) (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 21A
Economy is a challenge for schools (illus) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1A
Eighth-grader leads team of walkers against asthma (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 10
Historical society to honor Irving Sloan (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
Kids' curiosity about new SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) buildings sparks literary ingenuity (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 11
Kids helping kids (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 11
League gets updates on schools, village: Two new houses at Scarsdale Middle School will be ready by Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 3
'Misfits' author visits SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) with message of acceptance (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 8
'Misfits' author visits SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) with message of acceptance (photo) (continued), Mar 7, 2003, p. 9
Movin' on up... to SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 8
New houses open at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo) (Classes in two new Scarsdale Middle School buildings started on December 1.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 1
New houses open at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (photo) (continued) (Classes in two new Scarsdale Middle School buildings started on December 1.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 11
Persuasive, emotional, funny kids sweep SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 10
Pyramids, hieroglyphics, Sphinx: SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) Egypt museum (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 9
School architect maps progress, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) actors find fairy tales and friendship (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 11
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) closely monitored (Scarsdale school officials are closely monitoring construction of two new houses at the Middle School.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 1
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) modified athletic program will be great for athletes (letter) (Raymond and Joyce Vastola of Hampton Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6
SMS' (Scarsdale Middle School) new leaders (photo) (Photo of two of the new officers of the Scarsdale Middle School Student Organization.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 10
Subdivision will create dangerous situation around SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (letter) (Jon Mark of Brookby Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
'Testimony of the Human Spirit' (photo) (Holocaust survivors share their stories in the film, 'Testimony of the Human Spirit'), Jun 27, 2003, p. 16
Van Gundy to speak? (Jeff Van Gundy tentatively scheduled to speak about youth sports on June 18 at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL - CHOICE PROGRAM
Boats, belugas and bonding await CHOICE kids in Mystic, Jun 27, 2003, p. 8
Jeanne Cooper will be in her element as A-School English teacher (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 10
Maverick middle-schoolers make strong-minded CHOICE (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 10
World Conference is an extraordinary program (letter) (H. Robert Miller of Benedict Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL - GRADUATION
Scarsdale Middle School Graduates (Scarsdale Middle School graduates listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 18A
Scarsdale Middle School Graduates (Scarsdale Middle School graduates listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 16A
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL - LIBRARY
Construction, turf field, SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) library occupy board, Oct 10, 2003, p. 10
Construction, turf field, SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) library occupy board (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL - STUDENT ORGANIZATION
Kids helping kids (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 11
SMS' (Scarsdale Middle School) new leaders (photo) (Photo of two of the new officers of the Scarsdale Middle School Student Organization.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 10

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
Time to reconsider physical education (editorial), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - QUAKER RIDGE
3 options to fix Quaker Ridge, all are expensive, Jun 20, 2003, p. 1
3 options to fix Quaker Ridge, all are expensive (continued), Jun 20, 2003, p. 10
Board delays vote on QR (Quaker Ridge) bond project, Oct 24, 2003, p. 8
Board delays vote on QR (Quaker Ridge) bond project (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 9
Cello students from Quaker Ridge meet Yo-Yo Ma (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 10
Engineers say repairing QR (Quaker Ridge) not advisable, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
Engineers say repairing QR (Quaker Ridge) not advisable (continued), Oct 17, 2003, p. 10
Engineers say repairing QR (Quaker Ridge) not advisable (continued) (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 11
The feast (photo) (Quaker Ridge physical education teacher, Paul LoGuercio, supervises students at an outdoor turkey roast on November 24.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 3
Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7
Historical society programs serve large community (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 26A
If he had a hammer, he'd hammer out bullying (photo) (Folk singer Peter Yarrow performed at the Quaker Ridge School on March 19.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 11
Opinions examined for rebuilding QR (Quaker Ridge), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
Opinions examined for rebuilding QR (Quaker Ridge) (continued), Sep 12, 2003, p. 9
QR (Quaker Ridge) 5th-grader to dance lead in 'Nutcracker' (photo) (Sarah Warshowsky will play Clara in the SUNY Purchase production of 'The Nutracker.'), Dec 5, 2003 p. 10
QR (Quaker Ridge) becomes little Japan on multicultural day (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 10
QR (Quaker Ridge) date moved (The date for the referendum on the proposed $12 million Quaker Ridge School renovation is now December 9.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
QR (Quaker Ridge) moms get royal treatment (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12
QR (Quaker Ridge) salutes veterans (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 10
Quaker Ridge parents explore 'Girl World' cruelty, Jan 31, 2003, p. 10
Quaker Ridge whiz kids rise to trivia challenge (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 10
School board votes for $37K QR (Quaker Ridge) crawlspace analysis, Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
School district committed to openness on building issues (letter) (Victoria Free Presser, Public Information Officer, Scarsdale School District), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6
Second-grader called 'rising star' by Crohn's foundation (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 12
Smells like teen spirit (photo) (Scarsdale High School's annual Junior Olympics event was held on June 16.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 8
That warm feeling (photo) (Quaker Ridge students earned "kindness coins" by donating warm clothing to homeless Westchester residents.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 8
Why the secrecy on Quaker Ridge construction project? (letter) (Bob Harrison, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - QUAKER RIDGE - GRADUATION
Quaker Ridge School (photo) (Graduates of the Quaker Ridge School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 22A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - SECURITY SYSTEMS
Officials prepare to cope with war anxieties; School district committed to safety, Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
Officials prepare to cope with war anxieties; School district committed to safety (continued), Mar 21, 2003, p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - SPORTS
Fall Sports Preview (A Supplement to the Scarsdale Inquirer), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 1A–10A
Scarsdale sports schedule wrecked a mom's plans on Mother's Day (letter) (Dr. Janet Rivkin Zuckerman of Marbourne Drive), May 16, 2003, p. 6
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) modified athletic program will be great for athletes (letter) (Raymond and Joyce Vastola of Hampton Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6
Youth sports policy adopted, Feb 14, 2003, p. 1
Youth sports policy adopted (continued), Feb 14, 2003, p. 10

SCHOOLS - ST. PIUS X - GRADUATION
St. Pius X (photo) (Names of graduates of St. Pius X in alphabetical order) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 19A
SCHOOL TAXES
Scarsdale school taxes may rise 9%, Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
Scarsdale school taxes may rise 9% (continued), Mar 7, 2003, p. 9
STAR (School Tax Relief) reminders (Applications for exemptions from real estate taxes are due at the Village Hall by June 1, 2003.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1

SCHOOL TAX RELIEF PROGRAM
STAR (School Tax Relief) reminders (Applications for exemptions from real estate taxes are due at the Village Hall by June 1, 2003.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1

SCHOR, EVAN
Hard work, food and fun: a taste of colonial life (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 12

SCHOZER, ADRIA
Home away from home: Scarsdale's Schozer skis slalom at Stratton School (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1; Dec 26, 2003 p. 17

SCHOZER, CHRISTINE
Home away from home: Scarsdale's Schozer skis slalom at Stratton School (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
Home away from home: Scarsdale's Schozer skis slalom at Stratton School (photo) (continued), Dec 26, 2003 p. 17

SCHOZER, MICHAEL
Home away from home: Scarsdale's Schozer skis slalom at Stratton School (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1

SCHRIEBER, SIDNEY (DR) (AUTHOR)
A plea for drivers not to park in spaces reserved for disabled (letter) (Dr. Sidney Schrieber, James Michels, Advisory Council on People with Disabilities), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6

SCHRIER, BONNIE (AUTHOR)
Rec works: New girls' softball league is not needed (letter), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6

SCHUBERT, DAVID (AUTHOR)
Feiner doesn't deserve credit for Edgemont playgrounds (letter) (David Schubert of Delhi Road), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6
Reassessment must be done, without county cooperation if necessary (letter) (David Schubert of Delhi Road), Oct 31, 2003, p. 9

SCHWALL, CINDY
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

SCHWARTZ, CARLY
Contenders: Raiders look for fifth league title under Coach Rosenthal (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 3A

SCHWARTZ, CHRIS
A day at the races (photo) (New Zealand native, Rosemary Heaton, hosted a celebratory luncheon in honor of the Australian Melbourne Cup on November 5.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 20

SCHWARTZ, ERIC
A dog's tale: When kids read, he's all ears (photo) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.,) July 3, 2003, p. 1
A dog's tale: When kids read, he's all ears (photo) (continued) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.,) July 3, 2003, p. 4

SCHWARTZ, FELICIA
Heathcote School (photo) (Graduates of the Heathcote School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 21A

SCHWARTZ, HARRY
Focal Points: Has the onset of war changed your views on the situation in Iraq? (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Mark Twain said, "Everybody talks about the weather but nobody does anything about it;" how has the rainy season affected you? (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 7

SCHWARTZ, HUGH (AUTHOR)
Change just for the sake of change is not desirable (letter) (Hugh Schwartz of Sherwood Place), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7

SCHWARTZ, JULIE
There is no typical kid at Scarsdale Alternative School (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 10

SCHWARTZ, MARGOT
Focal Points: How do you feel about the arming of commercial airline pilots with guns? (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7

SCHWARTZ, MARIE
A dog's tale: When kids read, he's all ears (photo) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.,) July 3, 2003, p. 1
A dog's tale: When kids read, he's all ears (photo) (continued) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.,) July 3, 2003, p. 4
SCHWEITZER, PHILIP E (DR)
Hanukkah story invited reflection and enlightenment (letter) (Dr. Philip E. Schweitzer of Glenwood Road), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6

SCHWER, WALTER (AUTHOR)
Volunteerism is important Scarsdale (letter) (Walter Schwer, Jim Buck, Jeff Goodwin, Presidents, Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Companies), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6

SCHWIMMER, JULES
Focal Points: After three months, the chief arms inspector in Iraq has failed to find any illegal weapons. Do you think the search should continue? (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7

SCIAPELLETTI, EMELIE
Architect guides civic club through campus improvements (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 11

SCIARRA, DANIEL (DR)
Dr. Daniel Sciarra (dies) (Dr. Daniel Sciarra of Scarsdale and South Hampton died on April 1, 2003; he was 84.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 20

SCULPTURE
Greenacres gift to be shared with other schools (letter) (Debbie Augarten, Francine Ballan, Susan Livingston, Anne Lyons, Charlotte Raynor, Nanole Schnur, Steve Schnur - Ed Grossman Memorial Committee), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
Larger than life (photo) (Scarsdale resident and art dealer, Arnold Davis, was immortalized in a bronze bust by British sculptor, Anthony Hawken.), May 23, 2003, p. 20
Shaw sculptures on exhibit (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15

SEABROOK, ANDRIA
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

SEAL, HEATHER
'Picturing Our Past' (photo) (The County Historical Society launched a new book at a luncheon at Whitby Castle on September 28.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 2

SEAL, SUSAN
'Picturing Our Past' (photo) (The County Historical Society launched a new book at a luncheon at Whitby Castle on September 28.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 2
Seal to head county historical society (photo) (Susan Seal, local realtor, was elected president of the Westchester County Historical Society.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 4

SECURITY SYSTEMS
Officials Prepare to Cope with War Anxieties; Village ratchets up security, Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
Officials Prepare to Cope with War Anxieties; Village ratchets up security (continued), Mar 21, 2003, p. 8

SEGREGATION
Bridges makes kids think about friendship, prejudice (photo) (Ruby Bridges, who, at age 6 in 1960 was the first Black child to attend an all white school in New Orleans, addressed Heathcote School students on March 12.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 10

SEIDEN, ANDREA
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

SEIDMAN, EVELYN
Changes in nominating process proposed, Jun 20, 2003, p. 3
Changes in nominating process proposed (continued), Jun 20, 2003, p. 8
Experience needed (editorial) (The Inquirer encourages residents to run for the Citizens Committee.), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6

SEIDMAN, EVELYN (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale's nonpartisan system relies on citizen support (letter) (Evelyn Seidman, Thomas Giordano, The Procedure Committee), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6

SEIFFE, DARYL
G'Burgh (Greenburgh) 101: residents learn the basics of town government, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

SEILING, ADAM
From the 3rd floor to the world: SHS (Scarsdale High School) is melting pot at International Day (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 10

SEILING, RANDOLPH
Focal Points: How do you feel about the MTA (Metropolitan Transportation Authority) fare increases? (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 7

SEILGAMAN, MALCOLM
A cheer for old Fox Meadow - on its 75th birthday (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10

SELTZER, DORYCE (AUTHOR)
They had heart (letter) (Doryce Seltzer of Brookby Road), Oct 31, 2003, p. 9

SELVAGGIO, BOB (AUTHOR)
Where Nat Sloan went wrong (letter) (Bob Selvaggio of Rochambeau Road), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6
SEPTMBER 11 TERRORIST ATTACKS, 2001

An exemplary mayor (editorial) (The Inquirer lauds the accomplishments of outgoing Mayor, David Kroenlein.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6

Anxiety about world, community tumult affected the class of '03, Jun 13, 2003, p. 10

High-stakes news requires tough decisions (photo) (Scarsdale resident and CNN news anchor, Aaron Brown, delivered a lecture at the Scarsdale Library on December 4.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3

Marking a fateful anniversary (editorial), Sep 19, 2003, p. 7

Scarsdale Synagogue: a welcoming presence (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 16A

Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (continued) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19

Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1

Singing to the dead (editorial), Sep 5, 2003, p. 7

Today was a bad day (editorial) (Owen Grant reflects on a friend he lost as a result of the September 11, 2001, attacks on the World Trade Center.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7

SEREYSKI, ANDREW

Neighborhood pride (photo) (The Greenacres Neighborhood Association donated three new benches to the Greenacres School.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 11

Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 9

SERVICE STATIONS

Gas prices rising (photo) (Gas prices reached a record high of $1.75 a gallon nationwide on August 26.), Aug 29, 2003, p. 4

SERVIDIO, ROBIN

Robin Servidio (Robin Servidio joined Houlihan/Lawrence Realty.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 4

SEWARD, STEVE

Night Court; Paddlers laugh at frigid temps while everyone else heads indoors (photo) (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 22

SEWARD, ZACHARY

Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

SEX CRIMES

Ex-teacher caught in sex sting (photo) (continued) (Retired Seely Place School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, was arrested at the Palisades shopping center in an Internet sex sting.), May 30, 2003, p. 15

Ex-teacher caught in sex sting (Retired Seely Place School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, was arrested at the Palisades shopping center in an Internet sex sting.), May 30, 2003, p. 1

Ex-teacher gets 5 years in prison for Internet sex, Dec 5, 2003 p. 1

Ex-teacher gets 5 years in prison for Internet sex (continued), Dec 5, 2003 p. 12

Ex-teacher pleads guilty to sex charges (continued) (Former Seely Place Elementary School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, pleaded guilty to using the internet to entice a minor to engage in sexual activities.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 15

Ex-teacher pleads guilty to sex charges (Former Seely Place Elementary School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, pleaded guilty to using the internet to entice a minor to engage in sexual activities.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1

Ex-teacher pleads not guilty to sex charges, Jun 20, 2003, p. 12

Ex-teacher pleads not guilty to sex charges (continued), Jun 20, 2003, p. 13

SEXUALITY AND CULTURE

Rooting out bias, conscious and not (continued) (Kevin Jennings spoke at the Scarsdale High School on March 13 on behalf of the Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 11

Rooting out bias, conscious and not (Kevin Jennings spoke at the Scarsdale High School on March 13 on behalf of the Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 1

Straight spouses also have feelings of betrayal, fear (letter) (Name withheld, Scarsdale), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

SHABAZZ, ILYASAH

African-American literary tea - to kick off month long celebration (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 15

SHAH, AMISHI

Shah, Lasser (wed) (Amishi Shah and Joshua Milton Lasser were wed on October 18 at the Fountainhead in New Rochelle.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 14

SHAMOON, RONA (AUTHOR)

Making 8 streets bear greater cost not appropriate (letter) (Rona Shamoon of Edgewood Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6

SHANAHAN, SARA

A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24
SHANDELL, JOSH
Thrash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

SHANDELL, TOM
Thrash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

SHAPIRO, BECKY
Drama Club stages 'A Musical Fable of Broadway' this weekend (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15
SHS (Scarsdale High School) musicians' Italian tour is transforming event (photo), Jun 13, 2003, p. 10
'The Last Night of Ballyhoo' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present 'The Last Night of Ballyhoo.'), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10

SHAPIRO, JEFF
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the president's Thanksgiving Day visit to the troops in Iraq? (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 7

SHAPIRO, LARRY
Cyclist seeks help in defeating cancer through research funding (letter) (Rob Goodman, SHS '95), July 25, 2003, p. 6

SHAPIRO, MATT
Seniors put a new spin on an old favorite (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 6A

SHARMA, JUNHAI
Focal Points: What movie would be your choice for an Oscar? (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7

SHAW, AMY
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24

SHAW, ISABEL
Best in show (photo) (Sculptor Isabel Shaw, a Scarsdale resident, was awarded Best in Show at an exhibit at the Edward Hopper House Art Center.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 15
Shaw sculptures on exhibit (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15

SHAW, WILL
Forecast: Fair tomorrow (photo) (Juggler Will Shaw will entertain at the Scarsdale Historical Society Fair on September 20.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 2

SHEAHAN, TIMOTHY (DR)
Psychologist's office is a tent in Qatar (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 4

SHEEHAN, FRANCIS
Back to kindergarten (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that Paul Feiner and town meeting attendees emulate kindergartners on "working and playing well with others.''), Nov 21, 2003 p. 6
Feiner to give speakers more time (Paul Feiner modified the format of town board meetings to include a second public comment section.), July 11, 2003, p. 1
Sheehan would have been 'too effective' on town cable board (letter) (Hal Samis of Hartsdale), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6

SHEEHAN, FRANCIS (AUTHOR)
Feiner keeps 'public' access TV a tool of his administration (letter) (Francis Sheehan of Essex Place), Apr 11, 2003, p. 6

SHEENBERG, ANDREW
Kids paint the town red - & orange & green & black (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 3

SHEENBERG, OLIVER
Kids paint the town red - & orange & green & black (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 3

SHERBROOKE PARK (SCARSDALE)
Success, sort of, in Sherbrooke Park (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the successful efforts of the Board and local developers to reach a compromise on the property at 7 Dunham Road.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6

SHERMAN, RACHEL
Many happy returns; two thirds of volleyball team back at SHS (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 2A

SHERMAN, RAY
(Ray Sherman is shown being buffeted by frigid winds on Chase Road.) (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6

SHERMAN, SHLOMOH
Focal Points: Does today's emphasis on security change the image of the U.S. as the land of the free? (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 7

SHERTZER, AMIT
Sunday in the park with jazz (photo) (The Hoff-Barthelson Music School presented a faculty/student jazz concert in Chase Park on June 8.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 2

SHERWOOD, EMILY
Board delays vote on QR (Quaker Ridge) bond project, Oct 24, 2003, p. 8
Board delays vote on QR (Quaker Ridge) bond project (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 9
BOE (Board of Education) OKs private funds for turf field, Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
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SHERWOOD, EMILY (Continued)
BOE (Board of Education) OKs private funds for turf field (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 9
Community mostly positive about new artificial turf field, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
Construction, turf field, SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) library occupy board, Oct 10, 2003, p. 10
Construction, turf field, SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) library occupy board (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 11
Going up (photo) (Scarsdale Board of Education president, Emily Sherwood, named the Town and Village Civic Club last week that school budgets would be increasing.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 9
Kids open up to school board (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
Kids role-play tough social scenarios, but are they real enough?, Feb 14, 2003, p. 11
League gets updates on issues; mayor decries low voter turnout (People don't even know the names of their immediate neighbors) (photo) (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 19
League gets updates on schools, village: Two new houses at Scarsdale Middle School will be ready by Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 3
New PT Council officers welcomed (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12
New SHS (Scarsdale High School) library inaugurated as vibrant, exciting place (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 10
Our school board deserves appreciation (letter) (Susie Rush, President, Scarsdale PT Council), Oct 31, 2003, p. 9
Scarsdale school taxes may rise 9%, Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
School board votes for $37K QR (Quaker Ridge) crawlspace analysis, Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
Sherwood heads school board: G'acres (Greenacres) to get new principal (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 1
Sherwood named SHS (Scarsdale High School) scholar-athlete winner (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 25
Tax hike reduced to 8.42% from 8.85%, May 23, 2003, p. 1

SHERWOOD, EMILY (AUTHOR)
A 'constructive' summer for Scarsdale schools (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 8A

SHERWOOD, MARK
Scarsdale advances senior, freshman doubles team (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 24
Sherwood have been nice, but this tough guy's gonna be OK (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 20
Sherwood named SHS (Scarsdale High School) scholar-athlete winner (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 25
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 17

SHERWOOD, NED
Sherwood named SHS (Scarsdale High School) scholar-athlete winner (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 25

SHIEH, RICHARD
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

SHIPPER, ABBY
Passionate quilters: It's hip to be square (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 3

SHIRE, ROBERT D
An easier pregnancy, labor and birth (photo) (Supplement), Mar 26, 2003, p. 7A

SHOPPING
Police advice (The Scarsdale Police Department offers tips for safe post-holiday shopping or returns.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
Where gods and giants shop (editorial), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7

SHIRIRAM, HARID
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

SHULMAN, STEVE
Night Court; Paddlers laugh at frigid temps while everyone else heads indoors (photo) (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 22

SHUTRAN, MAX
Iraq war lends poignancy to Memorial Day ceremony (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 8
Pick six: Boys and girls each look to replace starting trios (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, p. 3A

SICILIANO, MICHAEL
Advice for speeders from people who enforce the law (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
Advice for speeders from people who enforce the law (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 20
Mercedes runs light and flips (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1

SIDARI, NINO
Strum fun (photo) (Guitarist Nino Sidari entertained toddlers at the Scarsdale Public Library on July 17.), July 25, 2003, p. 2

SIDEWALKS
E'mont (Edgemont) to town: sidewalk illegal, Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) to town: sidewalk illegal (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 13
Sidewalk sale (photo) (Shoppers experienced good weather for browsing at the Scarsdale Sidewalk Sale, July 31-August 2.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 3

SIEGEL, DAVID LAZAR
Pratt, Siegel (wed) (photo) (Sandra Lee Pratt and David Lazar Siegel were wed on September 20 in Manchester, Vermont.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 14
SIEGEL, DONALD A
Greenburgh Town Board gives green light for greenspace (continued), Nov 28, 2003 p. 16

SIEGEL, DONALD A (AUTHOR)
Feiner is fulfilling obligation to get feedback from residents (editorial), Sep 26, 2003, p. 7

SIEGEL, DON (AUTHOR)
2 perspectives on Edgemont's fledging independence movement - Second study is needed (editorial), Dec 19, 2003 p. 7

SIEGEL, LISA
Walking to fund autism research (photo) (The annual Westchester-Fairfield Counties Walk to raise money and awareness of Autism will be held June 8.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1

SIEGEL, WILL
Dancing the night away (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 12A

SIGN AND SIGNBOARDS
Entering Scarsdale (The Department of Public Works is investigating new signage for entry points to the Village.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Signs are needed to point the way to downtown (letter) (John Goodman of Madison Road), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6
Signs of improvement (editorial) (The Inquirer welcomes the news that the Village has purchased a new sign maker.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6
Supporters should not resort to dirty tricks in campaign (letter) (Emily J. S. Lasser of Glendale Road), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6

SILBERKLEIT, DAVID
Stuck in a rut? Look no further... (photograph) (Scarsdale High School alum, David Silberkleit, will be appearing at Borders on May 13 to autograph copies of his new motivational book.), May 9, 2003, p. 3

SILKOWITZ, JACKIE
Focus 1st: Kaminer conducts workshop before Raiders pick up 1st win (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 21
Focus 1st: Kaminer conducts workshop before Raiders pick up 1st win (photo) (continued), Sep 12, 2003, p. 24
League leaders: Power format to test section's most dominant program (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 4A

SILMAN, ROBERT
Engineers say repairing QR (Quaker Ridge) not advisable, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
League gets updates on schools, village: Two new houses at Scarsdale Middle School will be ready by Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 3
School board votes for $37K QR (Quaker Ridge) crawlspace analysis, Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
School board votes for $37K QR (Quaker Ridge) crawlspace analysis (continued), Nov 7, 2003 p. 11

SILVERBERG, STEVEN
Neighbors sue village to stop SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) headquarters relocation (photo) (Healthcote Road residents protest proposed Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corp move to 5 Weaver Street), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
No decision yet on lawsuit challenging SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) relocation (Progress on the new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps temporarily suspended pending the outcome of litigation), May 23, 2003, p. 1

SILVERMAN, ELLIOTT
Class of '03 Goes to College (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 25A

SILVERMAN, PRISCILLA (AUTHOR)
A wish from a member of the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps (letter) (Priscilla Silverman of Greenacres Avenue), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6

SILVERSTEIN, JANNA
'Prom called 'resounding success' (photo) (Scarsdale High School seniors created new, scaled down traditions for their June 12 prom at the Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 1

SILVESTRI, SANTO
Awards (The Scarsdale Village Board honored two police officers and a Village mechanic for their work on an emergency response incident command vehicle.), May 16, 2003, p. 1
Honorary mention (Four Village employees have received honorary mention for exemplary service during the August blackout.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1

SIMMERMACHER, BILLY
Golfers Simmermacher, Schiffer and Ananis advance, May 16, 2003, p. 23

SIMMONS, VICKI
New Greenburgh Town Hall hosts first meeting of '03 (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1

SIMON, ANN ROSE
BOE (Board of Education) OKs private funds for turf field, Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
'Empathetic' Cohen gets loving sendoff, Jun 20, 2003, p. 10
Our school board deserves appreciation (letter) (Susie Rush, President, Scarsdale PT Council), Oct 31, 2003, p. 9
School architect maps progress (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
SIMON, CAROLINE
Fifth-graders investigate 'murder mystery' (photo), Jun 13, 2003, p. 11

SIMON, HENRY
A journey within the heart: 'Reflections' exhibit at JCC (Jewish Community Center) explores Jewish heritage and the Israeli/New York cultural connection (illus), Oct 24, 2003, p. 23

SIMON, TERRI
BOE (Board of Education) OKs private funds for turf field, Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
BOE (Board of Education) OKs private funds for turf field (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 9
Our school board deserves appreciation (letter) (Susie Rush, President, Scarsdale PT Council), Oct 31, 2003, p. 9

SINGER, ALISON
CHILD (Children Having Individual Learning Differences) gets NAAR (National Alliance for Autism Research) award (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13
Walking to fund autism research (photo) (The annual Westchester-Fairfield Counties Walk to raise money and awareness of Autism will be held June 8.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1

SINGER, CECILE
Women gain ground in the business world (photo) (Virginia Drachman spoke on women entrepreneurs on May 15 at Con Edison Headquarters in Rye.), May 30, 2003, p. 3

SINGER, LARRY
Candidates sought for E'mont (Edgemont) school board (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 3
School budget vote slated for June 3; E'mont (Edgemont) keeps tax hike at 9.96%, May 30, 2003, p. 1

SINGER, LARRY (AUTHOR)
An Edgemont Democrat is ready to pull the Republican lever for Lasser (letter) (Larry Singer of Central Park Avenue), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6
Feiner resisted funding Edgemont playgrounds (letter) (Larry Singer of Central Avenue), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6
Truth is not dependent on support for Feiner (letter) (Larry Singer of Central Park Avenue), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6

SINGER, RACHEL
Dancing the night away (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 12A
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 21

SINGERS
An opera star returns to her roots (photo) (Heather Buck, acclaimed coloratura soprano, will perform in open rehearsals with the Westchester Philharmonic at her alma mater, Scarsdale High School, on March 14.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 14
Society's child grows up (Acclaimed singer and composer, Janis Ian, to appear at the Bendheim Performing Arts Center at the JCC of Mid-Westchester on March 15), Mar 14, 2003, p. 17

SINSHEIMER, FLO (AUTHOR)
Firefighters responded with caring (letter) (Flo Sinsheimer of Murray Hill Road), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

SISTI, GINA
Coldwell Banker awards (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 4

SITOMER, SHEILA
Focal Points: What do you think will be the total effect of the capture of Saddam Hussein? (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7

SKIING
Douglass qualifies to ski at state meet (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 20
Home away from home: Scarsdale's Schozer skis slalom at Stratton School (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
Home away from home: Scarsdale's Schozer skis slalom at Stratton School (photo) (continued), Dec 26, 2003 p. 17
Powder patrol; Raiders lose little to graduation, have high expectations (photo) (Winter Sports Preview, Supplement), Dec 5, 2003 p. 5A
Sufian brothers tied for third in free-style rankings (photo) (Scarsdale's Sufian brothers - Andrew and Ethan - are tied for third place in the United States Ski Association's Eastern free-style B circuit.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 23
Weekend home provides Sufians with ultimate ski excitement (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 20

SKIS AND SKIING
Home away from home: Scarsdale's Schozer skis slalom at Stratton School (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
Home away from home: Scarsdale's Schozer skis slalom at Stratton School (photo) (continued), Dec 26, 2003 p. 17

SKLAROFF, JEFFREY
Benefit raises $631,000 for Westchester Medical Center (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 4

SKORUPSKY, ALEXANDRA
A journey within the heart: 'Reflections' exhibit at JCC (Jewish Community Center) explores Jewish heritage and the Israeli/New York cultural connection (illus), Oct 24, 2003, p. 23

SKUNKS
Skunks might have rabies; or maybe they're just babies (Reports of skunk sightings have increased all over the Village.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
SKYLAR, MEGAN
Popular guy (photo) (Local children pictured with Santa Claus in downtown Scarsdale on November 29.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 1

SLAIGHT, JILL
Class of '03 Goes to College (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 25A

SLANER, LOUELLA
Gift will aid Asian studies (Late philanthropist, Luella Slaner, bequested $1 million to the Asian Studies Program at Purchase College.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 4
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who won recognition in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4

SLAVEK, RUSS
Fenway must pay for another report on proposed reservoir, Nov 7, 2003 p. 1

SLEDDING
Double-decker thrills (photo) (Ted and Melaina Ecker take advantage of a snowy day to go sledding at the Scarsdale High School.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 1

SLEEP DEPRIVATION
Teens aren't sleeping, but who's really to blame?, Feb 7, 2003, p. 10

SLEEP DISORDERS
Snoring can be a danger sign, Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Snoring can be a danger sign (photo) (continued), Apr 11, 2003, p. 26

SLISS, TODD
Inquirer top winner (The Scarsdale Inquirer took home 27 awards from the New York Press Association's 2002 Better Newspaper Contest.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1
Roach, Sliss (wed) (photo) (Carrie Ann Roach and Todd Sliss were wed on October 25 in Seaford.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 21

SLOAN, IRVING
Democracy lives (editorial) (The Inquirer commends the Village Board for holding more open, visible committee meetings.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6
Focal Points: Do you think the U.S. will be successful in establishing a democratic government in Iraq? (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 7
Historical society to honor Irving Sloan (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
Research reveals effect of bigotry (letter) (Diane Jacobs of Wildwood Lane), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6
Sectarian facilities can't fill community needs (editorial) (Irving Sloan supports the creation of the proposed Scarsdale Recreation Center.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 6
Trustees give pool conditional support, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1

SLOAN, IRVING (AUTHOR)
In 1928, only half the class went to college, Jun 27, 2003, p. 3
Aliens living in Scarsdale were focus of fear in 1917 (photo) (Village historian, Irving Sloan, discusses anti-German sentiment in Scarsdale during World War I.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 8
Feiner is better qualified to lead Greenburgh (editorial) (Village historian, Irving Sloan, endorses Paul Feiner for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
Finally, the Town Club admits women - and voluntarily, too (in the second part of a two part series, Irving Sloan discusses Dr. Elizabeth Temer's ground breaking 1976 application to the Town Club, which had not previously admitted women.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 3
First debate club at the high school was formed in 1928 (letter) (Irving Sloan, Village Historian), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6
'Guys and Dolls' showed what our kids can do (Irving Sloan gives stellar review to High School Drama Club production of "Guys and Dolls."), Dec 5, 2003 p. 7
Isolationist no more: Scarsdale gears up for war in 1941 (editorial), May 9, 2003, p. 6
Isolationist no more: Scarsdale gears up for war in 1941 (editorial) (continued). May 9, 2003, p. 7
It's time to start a school foundation (editorial) (Irving Sloan argues for the creation of a Scarsdale education foundation.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6
Old board unresponsive, editorial unfair (editorial), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7
Opposition to SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) is disgraceful (editorial), July 25, 2003, p. 7
Past is Present: Belatedly but enthusiastically, Scarsdale rallies to the cause (World War II in Scarsdale, Part II) (photo), Jun 13, 2003, p. 3
Scarsdale's opposition to Vietnam War was bellwether (Village historian, Irving Sloan, describes anti-Vietnam War protests in Scarsdale.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 14
Showing restraint in flag display is not unpatriotic (editorial), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7
We need more men in leadership positions (editorial), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7
Will history repeat itself? (editorial) (Irving Sloan discusses the controversial issue of the indoor pool/community center.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 7
Women had to fight their way into the Town Club (editorial) (Irving Sloan recalls the struggle of women to gain entry into the Town Club.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 4
SLOAN, NAT
Where Nat Sloan went wrong (letter) (Bob Selvaggio of Rochambeau Road), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6
SLOAN, NAT (AUTHOR)
Abandoning America principles (letter) (Nat Sloan of Somers), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7
Bush regime is drunk on power (letter) (Nat Sloan of Somers), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6
Where did the GOP go wrong? (letter) (Nat Sloan, Retired SMS science teacher, Somers), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6
SLOTNICK, MELISSA ANN
Slotnick, Komoroff (photo) (Melissa Ann Slotnick and Andrew Steven Komoroff were wed February 22 at the
Lighthouse at Chelsea Piers in Manhattan.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 12
SMITH, BILL
EHS (Edgemont High School) is 15th in Newsweek survey, May 30, 2003, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) budget calls for 10% tax hike, Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
The Year in Review (2002 brings unwelcome focus on teen drinking.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
SMITH, EMILY
Spirit of Christmas Past (photo) (Children enjoyed an old fashioned Christmas celebration at the Scarsdale
Historical Society's Cudner-Hyatt House on December 7.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 2
SMITH, EMILY GRIFFIN
Emily Griffin Smith (dies) (Emily Griffin Smith died on April 29, 2003, at her home in Key Largo, Florida. She was
82.), May 15, 2003, p. 28
SMITH, ERICA
Spirit of Christmas Past (photo) (Children enjoyed an old fashioned Christmas celebration at the Scarsdale
Historical Society's Cudner-Hyatt House on December 7.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 2
SMITH, FRIEDA BOES
Frieda Boes Smith (dies) (Frieda Boes Smith died on October 13, 2003, in Vero Beach, Florida. She was 101.),
Oct 24, 2003, p. 26
SMITH, LUKE
Spirit of Christmas Past (photo) (Children enjoyed an old fashioned Christmas celebration at the Scarsdale
Historical Society's Cudner-Hyatt House on December 7.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 2
SMITH, MARGARET
Heathcote's gingerbread houses: a sweet holiday treat (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 11
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 9
SMITH, MARY
Another delay for SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) new headquarters, July 18, 2003, p. 1
No decision yet on lawsuit challenging SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) relocation (Progress on the
new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps temporarily suspended pending the outcome
of litigation), May 23, 2003, p. 1
SMITH, TEGAN
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 18
SMITH, TONY
Snow day (photo) (Students pictured sledding outside of Scarsdale High School on the February 7 snow day.),
Feb 14, 2003, p. 11
SMOKING
County enacts ban on workplace smoking, Mar 14, 2003, p. 4
Lighting up (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses anti-smoking measures.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 7
SMOLER, ELSIE
Club gives thumbs up to village fiscal plan (In a report presented on March 27, The Town and Village Civic Club
endorsed the $30.4 million tentative Village budget.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
Residents question garage proposal at library forum (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Dec 12, 2003
p. 6
SMOLER, IRWIN (AUTHOR)
Harrison's SHS (Scarsdale High School) pool plan puts more viable plan at risk (letter) (Irwin Smoler of Spier
Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7
SNEDEKER, KATE
Scarsdale Ballet celebrates diversity among dancers (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 15
SNELLING, HENRY T JR
Henry T. Snelling, Jr. (dies) (Henry T. Snelling, Jr., a former Scarsdale resident, died on December 19, 2003. He
was 64.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 15
SNORING
Snoring can be a danger sign, Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Snoring can be a danger sign (photo) (continued), Apr 11, 2003, p. 26
SNOWBLOWERS
Local business was considerate of customer's plowing needs (letter) (Arthur Glauberman of Walworth Avenue),
Dec 19, 2003 p. 6
SNOWSTORMS
Biggest blizzard since 1996 dumps 20 inches; towns dig it (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1
Biggest blizzard since 1996 dumps 20 inches; towns dig it (continued), Feb 21, 2003, p. 12
Decision to open schools in storm caused danger, inconvenience (letter) (Richard G. Lipstein of Crossway), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6
Early snow challenges highway department (continued) (Scarsdale and surrounding environs were blanketedy eight inches of snow on December 5.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 3
Early snow challenges highway department (Scarsdale and surrounding environs were blanketedy eight inches of snow on December 5.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
G'burgh (Greenburgh) copes with season's first storm (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 3
Griffen Avenue is a 'skating rink for cars' (letter) (Harriet Levitt of Griffen Avenue), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6
Let it snow! (The Scarsdale Highway Department started clearing the snow off streets early last Saturday morning.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1
Local business was considerate of customer's plowing needs (letter) (Arthur Glauberman of Walworth Avenue), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6
(Photo of snow blocking access to the pedestrian walkway to the Hartsdale Train Station on Walworth Avenue.) (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6
Snow takes schools by surprise, Mar 14, 2003, p. 10
Well done (The Scarsdale Village Board honored the Public Works Department for its heroic efforts removing over 22 inches of snow resulting from the February 16-17 snowstorms.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
A white alert (photo) (Scenes of Scarsdale on February 17 following the great blizzard.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 3

SOBOL, HARRIET (AUTHOR)
Committee picked a distinguished slate for village office (letter) (Sharon Lindsay of Mamaroneck Road), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6

SOBOL, THOMAS
Alternative School director to retire after 30 years (photo) (continued) (Scarsdale Alternative School Director, Tony Arenella, is retiring.), May 2, 2003, p. 9
Alternative School director to retire after 30 years (photo) (Scarsdale Alternative School Director, Tony Arenella, is retiring.), May 2, 2003, p. 1

SOCCER
Girls’s soccer history (The Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club under-11 girls travel team will compete in the New York State Snickers Open Cup Championship.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
Judge rules schools' soccer schedule violates Title IX, July 25, 2003, p. 1
Judge rules schools' soccer schedule violates Title IX (continued) (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 20
Raiders can't capitalize vs. White Plains in 1-0 loss; Soccer team rebounds from loss vs. New Rochelle (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 23

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
Scarsdale Friends Meeting: inspired to activism in many areas; historic peace church challenged by recent world events (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 16A

SOFAIR, BERTA
Berta Sofair (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Berta Sofair, died on April 1, 2003, at her home. She was 77.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 28

SOFTWARE
Coaches on both sides failed to teach sportsmanship at Ossining game (letter) (Ira Sacks of Old Colony Road, Hartsdale), May 16, 2003, p. 6
Congratulations to the Cavaliers (letter) (Gil Mason of New Jersey), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
New Scarsdale softball league vies for girls' attention, Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
New Scarsdale softball league vies for girls' attention (continued), Jan 31, 2003, p. 26
Rec works: New girls' softball league is not needed (letter), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6
Sign-ups scheduled for new girls' softball program (letter) (Keith Babett, Mike Pritula, Marty Rolnick, Linda Sarett, Gail Tulchin of the Scarsdale Youth Softball Association), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6
Softball showdown between rec and SYSA (Scarsdale Youth Softball Association) will only hurt the kids (letter) (Mark Klein of Olmsted Road), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6

SOIFER, MARCUS
Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (continued) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman still mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19
Today was a bad day (editorial) (Owen Grant reflects on a friend he lost as a result of the September 11, 2001, attacks on the World Trade Center.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7

SOKOL, ASHLEY
Focal Points: How do you feel about the arming of commercial airline pilots with guns? (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7
Teen finds danger, but also joy, in Israel (photo) (Scarsdale High School junior, Ashley Sokol, spent a life altering five weeks in Israel in the Summer of 2002.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 3
SOLDATENKO, AVITAL
Prudential associates honored (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 4

SOLDIERS
Remembering the 'forgotten war' (editorial), July 25, 2003, p. 7

SOLDER, MICHAEL
Focal Points: Has this been a summer to remember or forget? (photo), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7

SOLEY, JILL BETH
Soley, Daly (wed) (Jill Beth Soley and Daniel Cameron Daly were wed on June 14, 2003, in New York City.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 20

SOLOMON, JAY
Prom night sets new traditions (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 9A

SOLOMON, MARISSA
Heathcote School (photo) (Graduates of the Heathcote School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 21A

SOLOMON, MIKE
Golfers Simmermacher, Schiffer and Ananis advance, May 16, 2003, p. 23
New York State of mind: Individual high school athletes make mark outside of section (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 20

SOMEKH, GEORGE
Couple joins Houlihan (George and Sylvia Somekh joined the Scarsdale offices of Houlihan Lawrence.), May 30, 2003, p. 4

SOMEKH, SYLVIA
Couple joins Houlihan (George and Sylvia Somekh joined the Scarsdale offices of Houlihan Lawrence.), May 30, 2003, p. 4

SON, MIN SUN
From the 3rd floor to the world: SHS (Scarsdale High School) is melting pot at International Day (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 10

SONING, JULIA
New PT Council officers welcomed (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12

SONNEBORN, WALTER
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the proposed federal income tax bill? (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 7

SOPRANOS (SINGERS)
An opera star returns to her roots (photo) (Heather Buck, acclaimed coloratura soprano, will perform in open rehearsals with the Westchester Philharmonic at her alma mater, Scarsdale High School, on March 14.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 14

SORAVILLA, AMY
Mother of the Year (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 4

SORIAL, SUZANNE
Sorial, Fee (photo) (Suzanne Sorial and Michael John Fee were wed on June 28, 2003, in Livingston, New Jersey.), July 11, 2003, p. 11

SORKIN, AARON
Scarsdale graduates have distinguished careers (editorial), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7

SORKIN, ANDREW
Scarsdale graduates have distinguished careers (editorial), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7

SORKIN, JOAN ROSS
"Glimmer of Hope" (photo) (Scarsdale playwright, Joan Ross Sorkin, has a new play being performed off-off Broadway called Glimmer of Hope.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 19
"L-O-V-E" Sorkin-style (Scarsdale playwright Joan Ross Sorkin's new play, L-O-V-E, will be performed at the Vital Theatre in Manhattan from November 6-23.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 17
Therapy in August? (Scarsdale playwright Joan Ross Sorkin's new comedy, "Therapy, New York Style," will appear off Broadway in August.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 10

SORKING, BERNARD
Focal Points: has the "Orange Alert" caused you to make any changes in your lifestyle? (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 7

SOTSKY, JONATHAN
Focal Points: How long do you think the United States should maintain armed forces in Iraq? (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: What do you think will be the total effect of the capture of Saddam Hussein? (photo), Dec 26, 2003, p. 7

SOTSKY, REBECCA (AUTHOR)
Parents can deal more effectively than police with teen drinking problem (letter) (Rebecca Sotsky of Clarendon Place), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6

SOUTHER, CATHERINE
Election Day is next Tuesday, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Love and Marriage (photo) (Special section on weddings and marriage), Feb 14, 2003, pp. 1A-10A
SOUTHER, CATHERINE  (*Continued*)
Many thanks to United Way for Safe Homes initiative support (letter) (*Susan Livingston, Catherine Souther, Scarsdale Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol*), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6
MTV to revisit high school dance in documentary (continued), Aug 22, 2003, p. 8
At term's end, praise for mayor, trustees, Mar 28, 2003, p. 1

SOUTHER, CATHERINE  (AUTHOR)
Editorial on teens learning to drink was outrageous (letter) (*Members of various community boards question Inquirer editorial "Alcohol ed" in May 23 issue.*), May 30, 2003, p. 6

SOUTHER, MARGARET
Behind the scenes (photo) (*Scout Government Day, held on March 26, gave boy and girl scouts a chance to learn how their local government ticks.*) Apr 4, 2003, p. 32

SOUTHMAYD, INA
Ina Southmayd (dies) (photo) (*Longtime Scarsdale resident, Ina Southmayd, died on November 10, 2003. She was 83.*) Nov 21, 2003 p. 18

SPAIN
Studying outside the box (photo) (*Meredith Levick spent four months studying in Salamanca, Spain.*) July 18, 2003, p. 7

SPANGLER, STEVEN
Engineers say repairing QR (Quaker Ridge) not advisable, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
Engineers say repairing QR (Quaker Ridge) not advisable (continued), Oct 17, 2003, p. 10

SPANISH LANGUAGE - STUDY AND TEACHING
Foreign language instruction should be earlier, better (letter) (*Elena Karplus of Edgemont Road*), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6
Residents need Spanish (letter) (*Rita A. Grant of Tyler Road*), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6
We can't afford to add Spanish (editorial), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7
What's good for schools is also good for our property values (letter) (*Kenneth Beiser of Chedworth Road*), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6
Why we should teach Spanish in Edgemont's elementary schools (editorial), Mar 7, 2003, p. 7

SPANO, ANDY
$1.4B county budget counts on sales tax hike, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
Bridge is first of several to be restored (photo) (*On May 10 a restored locust wood footbridge across the Bronx River was dedicated at a ceremony sponsored by the Garth Woods Conservancy.*) May 16, 2003, p. 3
County enacts ban on workplace smoking, Mar 14, 2003, p. 4
County property tax to rise an average of 15% (continued), Feb 21, 2003, p. 2
County won't OK disaster plan, Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
County won't OK disaster plan (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 16
Indian Point (photo) (*Various meetings address the safety of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan. New York.*) Jan 3, 2003, p. 2
Officials Prepare to Cope with War Anxieties; Village ratchets up security (continued), Mar 21, 2003, p. 8
Orange alert (*Westchester County government has taken steps to increase security and step up preparedness plans.*) Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
Panelists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (*Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.*) Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
Re-elect Bill Ryan (editorial) (*The Inquirer heartily endorses Bill Ryan for County Legislator in the 5th District.*) Oct 31, 2003, p. 6
Sales tax hike appears doomed (*The State Legislature is unlikely to approve a county sales tax hike.*) Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
Soda bread, anyone? (photo) (*County legislators are pictured enjoying a St. Patrick's Day breakfast at Dunne's Pub in White Plains.*) Mar 14, 2003, p. 2
Spano proposes car seat law, Jan 10, 2003, p. 9
State lawmakers document significant achievements (photo) (*Progress Edition*) Jan 31, 2003, p. 8A
Teens question value of zero tolerance (continued) (*Local teens met with County Executive Andy Spano on February 5 to discuss underage drinking.*) Feb 14, 2003, p. 3
Teens question value of zero tolerance (*Local teens met with County Executive Andy Spano on February 5 to discuss underage drinking.*) Feb 14, 2003, p. 1
True leaders are who those keep our children safe (letter) (*Elissa Paykin of Lee Road*), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
Westchester LWV (League of Women Voters) endorses proposed county sales tax hike, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1

SPARROW, KATHY
Court OKs a new lot on Carstensen, Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
SPEECHES, ADDRESSES, ETC.
Persuasive, emotional, funny kids sweep SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 10

SPEED LIMITS
Advice for speeders from people who enforce the law (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
Advice for speeders from people who enforce the law (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 20
Don't increase speed limits, do explain local blackout (letter) (Lynette Wilson of Lyons Road), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6
It's not a game (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that a sensible speed limit would be 35 mph on Post, Mamaroneck and Heathcote Roads.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6

SPEIRS, JOHN D
John D. Speirs (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident, John D. Speirs, died on September 16, 2003, in Greenwich, Connecticut. He was 83.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26

SPERBER, ADAM
Hard work, food and fun: a taste of colonial life (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 12

SPIEGEL, JEFF
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 9

SPIEGELMAN, BEN
Thrash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

SPIEGELMAN, DAVID
Thrash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

SPIEGELMAN, SAM
Thrash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

Spiel, Seth
Focal Points: Is the Fourth of July still a source of patriotic fervor? (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 7

SPieler, Danielle
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

SPIeler, Jill
Christie Place architect will revise garage plan, July 25, 2003, p. 1
Time to reserve for bowl award dinner (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 2

Spiro, Mona
Trustees give pool conditional support, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1

SPIVAK, Jon
Spivak's back; Speedy senior leader returns to Scarsdale boys' lacrosse team (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 25

SpokeD, Judith
Corona Piano Trio (photo) (The Corona Piano Trio will perform at Hope Lutheran Church on January 11.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 16

SPOkEShIP
Coaches on both sides failed to teach sportsmanship at Ossining game (letter) (Ira Sacks of Old Colony Road, Hartsdale), May 16, 2003, p. 6
Focal Points: Do you think the interest in professional sports is disproportionate to their importance? (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 7
Girls actually have more sports choices than boys (letter) (Ted Gilpin of Forest Lane), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6
Kid games for grownups (editorial) (Marc Wollin reflects on simpler times and simpler sports.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 7
Kids Got Game parents get to enjoy (letter) (Tegan Lee of Lyons Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
Look at me now: Local grads stay successful in the sports world (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 21
New York State of mind: Individual high school athletes make mark outside of section (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 20
New York State of mind (photo) (continued), Jan 3, 2003, p. 21
Scarsdale sports schedule wrecked a mom's plans on Mother's Day (letter) (Dr. Janet Rivkin Zuckerman of Marboume Drive), May 16, 2003, p. 6
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, pp. 15–24
Steiner's 'Playbook' puts business in a whole new light (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 23
Steiner's 'Playbook' puts business in a whole new light (photo) (continued), Oct 17, 2003, p. 27
Van Gundy to speak? (Jeff Van Gundy tentatively scheduled to speak about youth sports on June 18 at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
Youth sports policy adopted, Feb 14, 2003, p. 1
Youth sports policy adopted (continued), Feb 14, 2003, p. 10

SPORTS
Coaches on both sides failed to teach sportsmanship at Ossining game (letter) (Ira Sacks of Old Colony Road, Hartsdale), May 16, 2003, p. 6
SPORT UTILITY VEHICLES

All generalities are false - including those about SUV's (letter) (Josh Frankel of Black Birch Lane), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6

Most damaging effect of SUV's is global warming (letter) (John H. Herz of Nelson Road), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6

SUVs are wasteful, polluting and unsafe (editorial), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6

SPYER, BRENDAA

Teen to Teen: Unique pet therapy offers love and licks (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
Teen to Teen: Unique pet therapy offers love and licks (photo) (continued), Sep 19, 2003, p. 8

SQUADRON, BILL

Parents, kids bond over fun with math (April 2 was Family Math Day at the Fox Meadow School.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 10

SQUARE DANCING

Many contributed to the success of square dance (letter) (John Bonanno, Heather Panessa, Karen Jones, Brenda Lilly: Board of Directors, Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7

STACY, THOMAS

Hoff-Barthelson students learn from the masters (photo) (Hoff-Barthelson students will have a master class with three members of the New York Philharmonic on May 12.), May 2, 2003, p. 17

STAFFIERI, JOHN

Woman struck by car on Chase Road, Sep 5, 2003, p. 1

STAFMAN, JEREMY

Fifth-graders investigate 'murder mystery' (photo), Jun 13, 2003, p. 11

STAHL, JON

Lessons of love (photo) (continued) (Romantic comedy 'Love Lessons' gives teacher-filmmaker Jon Stahl a real life filmmaking lesson.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 19

Lessons of love (photo) (Romantic comedy 'Love Lessons' gives teacher-filmmaker Jon Stahl a real life filmmaking lesson.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 17

STAIRCASES

Stairway al fresco (An exterior stairway is being constructed in the alley between Harwood Court and Popham Road.), May 9, 2003, p. 1

STANGER, NANCY

No variance for too-big house (photo) (Construction of an enormous new house at 34 Meadow Road has been halted until zoning code issues over size can be resolved.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1

STANLEY, JANE (AUTHOR)

Traffic should be taken into account with SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) (letter) (Jane Stanley of Crossway), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6

STASIO, MARILYN

Literati at the Library (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 3A

STATUES

At statue standing in the rubble (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6

STEEFEL, KAREN

SHS (Scarsdale High School) students help those in need (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 31A

STEETS, JIM

Indian Point (photo) (Various meetings address the safety of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan. New York.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 2

STEIN, ALEX

STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) student Mitchell Graves takes his Scarsdale family home (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1

STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) student Mitchell Graves takes his Scarsdale family home (photo) (continued), Apr 11, 2003, p. 11

STEIN, BARBARA POLLARD

Focal Points: How do you feel about the California law requiring prison terms of 25 years for a third conviction, even if the offense was petty theft? (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 7

STEIN, BEATRICE ROCCA

Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

STEIN, HARRY

Young Writers' Conference: kids practice the craft of storytelling (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 8

STEINBERG, BRUCE

Do-si-dos! (photo) (The Arthur Manor and Drake Park-Edgewood Associations hosted a square dance at the Congregational Church on March 1.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 3

STEINBERG, EVE

Do-si-dos! (photo) (The Arthur Manor and Drake Park-Edgewood Associations hosted a square dance at the Congregational Church on March 1.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 3
STEINBERG, EVE. (Continued)
Election Day is next Tuesday, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

STEINBERG, NANCY
No variance for too-big house (photo) (Construction of an enormous new house at 34 Meadow Road has been halted until zoning code issues over size can be resolved.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1

STEINER, BRANDON
Steiner's 'Playbook' puts business in a whole new light (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 23
Steiner's 'Playbook' puts business in a whole new light (photo) (continued), Oct 17, 2003, p. 27

STEINHAUSER, JAN
Quaker Ridge whiz kids rise to trivia challenge (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 10

STEINTHAL, ELISE
Many happy returns; two thirds of volleyball team back at SHS (photo) (Fall Sports Preview - Supplement), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 2A

STENGEL, ELEANOR
Focal Points: Has this been a summer to remember or forget? (photo), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7

STENGEL, RICHARD
Scarsdale graduates have distinguished careers (editorial), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7

STEPCHILDREN
Yours, mine and ours: Blending two families into one isn't for the faint of heart (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 4A
Yours, mine and ours: Blending two families into one isn't for the faint of heart (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 5A

STEPFAMILIES
Yours, mine and ours: Blending two families into one isn't for the faint of heart (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 4A
Yours, mine and ours: Blending two families into one isn't for the faint of heart (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6A

STEPFAMILIES
Yours, mine and ours: Blending two families into one isn't for the faint of heart (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 4A
Yours, mine and ours: Blending two families into one isn't for the faint of heart (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6A

STERN, BETSY (AUTHOR)
Town should do feasibility study on uses of old town hall (letter) (Lois L. Cowan, Ann Falk Kaufman, Frank MacEachron, Betsy Stem of Westchester Community College Foundation), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6

STERN, JACK
Emeritus Shabbat at WRT (Westchester Reform Temple) (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 28

STERN, SYDNEY
Do Not Call Registry gets mixed reviews, July 11, 2003, p. 3

STERNBERG, STANLEY (AUTHOR)
Jim Lasser congratulated for challenging Paul Feiner (letter) (Stanley Sternberg of Edgemont), Jun 20, 2003, p. 8

STEINBERG, STEPHEN
Nominators are thanked for job well done (letter) (Peter T. Gellman, Chairman, Citizens Committee), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
STEVEN, CAROLYN (Continued)
Nonpartisan system could use some help from residents (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Chairman, Citizens Nonpartisan Party), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8
Nonpartisan system team for village office is outstanding (letter) (Robert and Georgia Donati of Overhill Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
Persons of vision and sound judgment were chosen as village candidates (letter) (Muriel F. Hahn of Brookby Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
Transfer to fund building repair (illus) (continued) (At the Village Board meeting on October 28, trustees debated how to fund the renovation of the fire training building.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 11
Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking, Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14
Trustee nixes some parking suggestions, Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Trustee nixes some parking suggestions (continued), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24
Village election is Tuesday (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Village election is Tuesday (continued) (photo) (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 15
Volunteers lent time, talents for the benefit of all (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Chair, Scarsdale Citizens Nonpartisan Party, 2003 Campaign Committee), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Vote for outstanding volunteers, strengthen our nonpartisan system (letter) (David M. Irwin of Quaker Center), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6
Voting for Citizens candidates is way to say 'thanks' for service (letter) (Carol H. Stix of Carthage Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6

STEVES, KATHY
Book fair was successful; next event is Oct. 7 (letter) (Debbie Rapaport, President, Friends of the Scarsdale Library), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
Dinner dance gifts (photo) (The Scarsdale Historical Society will be offering fabulous gifts at the silent auction for its 2003 Spring Benefit Dinner.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 15
Do-si-do! (photo) (The Arthur Manor and Drake Park-Edgewood Associations hosted a square dance at the Congregational Church on March 1.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 3
Literati at the Library (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 3A
Neighborhood presidents list top priorities, Mar 7, 2003, p. 3
Neighborhood pride (photo) (The Greenacres Neighborhood Association donated three new benches to the Greenacres School.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 11
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) seeks host family for 10th grade girl (letter) (Kathy Steves, STEP, Host Family Recruitment Chairman), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6

STEVES, ROBERT
Architect guides civic club through campus improvements (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 11
Bowl goes to buoyant native daughter (photo) (On April 20 the Scarsdale Bowl was presented to tireless and devoted volunteer worker, Mary "Corky" Thompson.), May 9, 2003, p. 1
Do-si-do! (photo) (The Arthur Manor and Drake Park-Edgewood Associations hosted a square dance at the Congregational Church on March 1.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 3
Our school board deserves appreciation (letter) (Susie Rush, President, Scarsdale PT Council), Oct 31, 2003, p. 9
Scarsdale school taxes may rise 9%, Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
Sherwood heads school board, G'acres (Greenacres) to get new principal (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 1
Too much money? (School budget referendum has been postponed till June 3), May 9, 2003, p. 1
TVCC to meet Feb. 6, Jan 31, 2003, p. 2

STEWARD, LIZ
Eskimo days (photo) (Local youths pose in front of igloo they constructed on Catherine Road.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1

STEWARD, LORI
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

STILLMAN, LILA (AUTHOR)
Family Counseling Service needs your help (letter) (Lila Stillman, President, Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling Service), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6

STIMELL, FREDDA
Focal Points: Would the use of recorded rather than live music affect your attendance at shows? (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 7

STIX, CAROL H (AUTHOR)
Voting for Citizens candidates is way to say 'thanks' for service (letter) (Carol H. Stix of Carthage Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6

STOCKLER, BRUCE
Triplets' dad tells all in 'I Sleep At Red Lights' (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 1
Triplets' dad tells all in 'I Sleep At Red Lights' (photo) (continued), July 25, 2003, p. 21
STOCKLER, RONI
Triplets' dad tells all in 'I Sleep At Red Lights' (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 1
Triplets' dad tells all in 'I Sleep At Red Lights' (photo) (continued), July 25, 2003, p. 21

STONE, GEORGE
Julia B. Fee reports record sales and new owners (photo) (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 11A

STOPPELMANN, AARON
Heathcote School (photo) (Graduates of the Heathcote School listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 21A

STORYTELLING
Heathcote 5th-graders spin dramatic tales (photo) (Heathcote fifth graders entertained an appreciative audience on May 6 in "An Evening of Storytelling" at the Scarsdale Public Library.), May 9, 2003, p. 10
The land is filled with stories, from China to Africa to Greenacres (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 8

STOUTON, GERALD
Focal Points: What movie would be your choice for an Oscar? (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7

STOUTON, GERALD (AUTHOR)
Give Lasser a chance to improve Greenburgh (letter) (Gerald Stoughton, Robin Judson of Seely Place), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6

STRAHOFF, HARRIS B (DR)
Dr. Harris B. Stratynor (photo) (Dr. Harris B. Stratynor was honored at the National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 4

STRAUB, FRANK
White Plains synagogue damaged by fire, congregants devastated (photo) (Reconstructionist Synagogue, Bet Am Shalom in White Plains, was heavily damaged by a fire on September 9.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1

STRAUSS, BARBARA
Westchester LWV (League of Women Voters) endorses proposed county sales tax hike, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1

STRAUSS, LAURA
Adult school attains senior citizenship (photo) (The Scarsdale Adult School celebrated its 65th anniversary with a party at Purchase College on May 4.), May 9, 2003, p. 3

STRAUSS, PETER
3 are nominated for village board (photo) (continued) (Mary Beth Gose, Carolyn Stevens and Peter Strauss are nominated for the Scarsdale Village Board.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 11
3 are nominated for village board (photo) (Mary Beth Gose, Carolyn Stevens and Peter Strauss are nominated for the Scarsdale Village Board.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
7% village tax hike draws no criticism, Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Another delay for SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) new headquarters. July 18, 2003, p. 1
Budget released (A public hearing on the tentative 2003-04 village budget will be held on April 8.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Call for 'lower temperatures' in debate (Trustee Peter Strauss seeks to mend the rift between the Village Board and the Town and Village Civic Club over the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 3
Chairman appointed (Mayor Beverley Sved appointed committee chairs at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Committee picked a distinguished slate for village office (letter) (Sharon Lindsay of Mamaroneck Road), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6
Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to village board, Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Committees to recommend that trustees support Weaver plan, Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Decades pass before her eyes as she gets ready to leave Scarsdale (letter) (Corky Thompson of Jefferson Road), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6
Entering Scarsdale (The Department of Public Works is investigating new signage for entry points to the Village.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Forum covers broad ground (Village Board nominees faced some tough questions from the Scarsdale Neighborhood Presidents at the March 3 "Meet the Candidates Meeting" at Village Hall.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
Irresponsible to vote for garage with land cost unknown (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Leaf regulations to be enforced, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Living memorial (photo) (A red maple was planted at the Scarsdale Library pond in memory of Carol Hochberg, daughter of Audrey and Herb Hochberg.), May 16, 2003, p. 4
No decision yet on lawsuit challenging SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) relocation (Progress on the new headquarters for the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps temporarily suspended pending the outcome of litigation), May 23, 2003, p. 1
Nominators are thanked for job well done (letter) (Peter T. Gelfman, Chairman, Citizens Committee), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
STRAUSS, PETER (Continued)
Nonpartisan system could use some help from residents (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Chairman, Citizens Nonpartisan Party), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8
Nonpartisan system team for village office is outstanding (letter) (Robert and Georgia Donati of Overhill Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
Passions rage, accusations fly at garage meeting (Opponents of the proposed Christie Place Parking Garage packed Village Hall for a contentious meeting on February 13.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1
Persons of vision and sound judgment were chosen as village candidates (letter) (Muriel F. Hahn of Brookby Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
Proposed 'special zones' for leaf collection are nixed (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
Taxes higher than anticipated (Trustee Peter Strauss predicts a slightly higher than anticipated tax hike to accommodate the new pension estimate.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
Transfer to fund building repair (illus) (At the Village Board meeting on October 28, trustees debated how to fund the renovation of the fire training building.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Village election is Tuesday (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Village election is Tuesday (continued) (photo) (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 15
Volunteers lent time, talents for the benefit of all (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Chair, Scarsdale Citizens Nonpartisan Party, 2003 Campaign Committee), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Voting for Citizens candidates is way to say 'thanks' for service (letter) (Carol H. Stix of Carthage Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
Who let the trash out? (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to work with the Sanitation Department on considerate disposal of bulky trash items.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
STREETS - EDGEMONT
New pathways and repairs urgently needed in Edgemont (letter) (Bob Bernstein, President, Greenridge Civic Association), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6
STREET SIGNS
Signs of improvement (editorial) (The Inquirer welcomes the news that the Village has purchased a new sign maker.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6
Signs of neglect (editorial) (photo) (The Inquirer deplores the shabby, unattractive and incomprehensible street signs all over the Village.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6
STREETS - SCARSDALE
Griffen Avenue is a 'skating rink for cars' (letter) (Harriet Levitt of Griffen Avenue), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6
Mess continues (At the June 24 Village Board meeting, Alfred Gelta bemoaned traffic congestion at certain Village intersections.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Road work, detours delay, disturb drivers, July 25, 2003, p. 1
Road work, detours delay, disturb drivers (continued), July 25, 2003, p. 20
Subdivision will create dangerous situation around SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) (letter) (Jon Mark of Brookby Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
STRESS (PSYCHOLOGY)
To your health (photo) (Supplement), Jan 17, 2003, p. 21
STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS
Picket at SHS (Work on the new athletic center and library at the Scarsdale High School was shut down on May 16 by a union picket line across the parking lot entrance.), May 23, 2003, p. 1
STROKE, NORMA (AUTHOR)
Paul Feiner is hardworking, responsive (letter) (Norma Stroke of Old Army Road), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
STUDENT COUNSELORS
New high school deans enjoy supportive community (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 10
STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN
Fall-ing into STEP is a Scarsdale tradition (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 28A
Host family (Scarsdale Student Transfer Education Plan needs a host family for the coming school year.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
Scarsdale? Yes, ma'am! (Adventurous new STEP student embraces change.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN (Continued)
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) seeks host family for 10th grade girl (letter) (Kathy Steves, STEP, Host Family Recruitment Chairman), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) student Mitchell Graves takes his Scarsdale family home (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) student Mitchell Graves takes his Scarsdale family home (photo) (continued), Apr 11, 2003, p. 11
STEP (Student Transfer Education Plan) takes steps to broaden scope (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 20A
Unique program seeks continuing community support (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Quaker Center; Michael Duncanson, Sprague Road), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7

STURMAN, HOWARD
Night Court; Paddlers laugh at frigid temps while everyone else heads indoors (photo) (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 22

STURMAN, KIMBERLEY
Chabad bat mitzvah club (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 18

STURMER, SHEILA
A journey within the heart: 'Reflections' exhibit at JCC (Jewish Community Center) explores Jewish heritage and the Israeli/New York cultural connection (illus), Oct 24, 2003, p. 23

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Kids role-play tough social scenarios, but are they real enough?, Feb 14, 2003, p. 11

SUCHIN, CHARLI
Charli the angel (photo) (Seven year old Charli Suchin caught a foul ball at a Yankees game and in the spirit of great generosity lobbed it back towards the field.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 23

SUDAME, NIKHIL
Focal Points: How do you think the image of the United States has been affected by the Iraq war? (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 7

SUFIAN, ANDREW
Sufian brothers tied for third in free-style rankings (photo) (Scarsdale's Sufian brothers - Andrew and Ethan - are tied for third place in the United States Ski Association's Eastern free-style B circuit.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 23
Weekend home provides Sufians with ultimate ski excitement (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 20

SUFIAN, BARBARA BISHOP
Weekend home provides Sufians with ultimate ski excitement (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 20

SUFIAN, ETHAN
Sufian brothers tied for third in free-style rankings (photo) (Scarsdale's Sufian brothers - Andrew and Ethan - are tied for third place in the United States Ski Association's Eastern free-style B circuit.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 23
Weekend home provides Sufians with ultimate ski excitement (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 20

SUFIAN, HARRIS
Weekend home provides Sufians with ultimate ski excitement (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 20

SULLIVAN, COLIN (AUTHOR)
Joy and tears at a different family reunion (editorial) (Colin Sullivan movingly describes a reunion of Holocaust survivors.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4

SULLIVAN, DAN
Focal Points: What issue do you think will be the determining factor in the 2004 presidential election? (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 7

SULLIVAN, J DONNA
New Counselors at SFCS (Scarsdale & Edgemont Family Counseling Service), Jan 10, 2003, p. 4

SULLIVAN, J DONNA (AUTHOR)
SFCS offers case management for older adults (letter) (J. Donna Sullivan, Director, Older Adult Services), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6

SULLIVAN, JEFF
Time stands still in blackout '03 (photo) (continued) (On August 14 the East Coast experienced the biggest blackout in history; power in Scarsdale was not restored for more than 12 hours.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 10
Time stands still in blackout '03 (photo) (On August 14 the East Coast experienced the biggest blackout in history; power in Scarsdale was not restored for more than 12 hours.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 1

SULLIVAN, KATIE
Kids & pros make beautiful music together (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 13

SULLIVAN, LAURIE
Feler's anger at committee was not justified (letter) (Laura Cooperman, Edgemont), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6
Inquirer top winner (continued) (The Scarsdale Inquirer took home 27 awards from the New York Press Association's 2002 Better Newspaper Contest.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 11
Referendum not specifically for Hart's Brook (letter) (Richard Presser of Hartsdale), Aug 1, 2003, p. 7
SULLIVAN, NEIL (AUTHOR)
DA Pirro is courteous, direct and a knockout (letter) (Neil Sullivan of Taunton Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
Universal draft ensures everyone has stake in war (letter) (Neil Sullivan of Taunton Road), Jan 31, 2003, p. 7

SUMMARY, ANITA (DR)
Effects of racism explored at SHS (Scarsdale High School) holiday assembly (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 11

SUMMER
After a month of rain, summer is here! (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 3
Dogs need special care during dog days (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 3
Focal Points: Has this been a summer to remember or forget? (photo), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7
September song (editorial) (The Inquirer muses on the unofficial end of the summer following the Labor Day weekend.), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6
Summer solstice (editorial) (The Inquirer shares some positive summer thoughts on the eve of the Summer Solstice), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6
View from the porch: The foods of summer (editorial), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6
View from the porch: The foods of summer (editorial) (continued), Aug 8, 2003, p. 7

SUMMER SOLSTICE
Summer solstice (editorial) (The Inquirer shares some positive summer thoughts on the eve of the Summer Solstice), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6

SUPERMARKETS
Supermarket on East Hartsdale Ave. is a lost cause (letter) (Richard Leavitt of Rockledge Road), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6

SURANI, SHUBHAM
The feast (photo) (Quaker Ridge physical education teacher, Paul LoGuercio, supervises students at an outdoor turkey roast on November 24.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 3

SURVEYS
EHS (Edgemont High School) is 15th in Newsweek survey, May 30, 2003, p. 1
EHS (Edgemont High School) is 15th in Newsweek survey (continued), May 30, 2003, p. 13
Share your future (editorial) (The Inquirer urges graduates to share their college destinations with the newspaper since the Maroon will once again be distributing survey results only to high school seniors.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6
Survey defies authentic education (editorial) (MIT student Lauren Nowierski feels Scarsdale High School's low ranking in national survey is justified.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 7
Teachers try to regain control over elementary school day, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
Teachers try to regain control over elementary school day (continued), Sep 26, 2003, p. 9

SUSSMAN, EDNA
FCWC (Federated Conservationists of Westchester County) head resigns, Jan 31, 2003, p. 4
Indian Point (photo) (Various meetings address the safety of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan, New York.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 2
SNAP (Scarsdale Neighborhood Association Presidents) provides a forum for local issues (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 4A

SUSSMAN, EDNA (AUTHOR)
We must mend wasteful ways (editorial), Apr 18, 2003, p. 7

SUSSMAN, HAROLD (DR)
Focal Points: Has this been a summer to remember or forget? (photo), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: What do you think the situation will be in Iraq a year from today? (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7

SUSSMAN, HAROLD (DR) (AUTHOR)
Is the village commingling garbage and recyclables? (letter) (Dr. Harold Sussman of Popham Road), Sep 19, 2003, p. 7

SUTHERLAND, ELAINE MARGARET
Sutherland, Warnken (photo) (Elaine Margaret Sutherland and Mark Jeffrey Warnken are engaged; a September wedding is planned.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 18

SULZMAN, ANDREW
Jack-of-all-arts lends his charm to UWSE (United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont) (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 3

SUTZMAN, RUTH
Jack-of-all-arts lends his charm to UWSE (United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont) (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 3

SUZUKI, SEISEI
Family's 'chip bowl' featured in pottery exhibit: the pots I grew up with (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 10
Family's 'chip bowl' featured in pottery exhibit: the pots I grew up with (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 11

SVATEK, BRETT EMIL
Warthen, Svatek (photo) (Elizabeth St. Clair Warthen and Brett Emil Svatek are engaged; a June wedding is planned.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 15

SVED, BEVERLEY
Are we ready? (Scarsdale's preparedness for a major emergency will be discussed at the next meeting of The Scarsdale Town and Village Civic Club Education Forum.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
SVED, BEVERLEY  (Continued)

Board mulls zoning amendments (continued) (Board to consider amending special uses, FAR regulations), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24

Board to tackle village 'trashing' (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board addressed the issue of bulk trash pickups at the June 10 meeting.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8

Board to tackle village 'trashing' (The Scarsdale Village Board addressed the issue of bulk trash pickups at the June 10 meeting.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1

Celebrating 20 years (photo) (A ribbon cutting ceremony on July 21 at the Scarsdale Middle School tennis courts marked the 20th anniversary of the Summer Youth Tennis League program.), Jul 25, 2003, p. 18

Celebrating bravery, courage and selflessness (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 3

Celebrating bravery, courage and selflessness (photo) (continued), Nov 14, 2003 p. 18

Chairman appointed (Mayor Beverley Sved appointed committee chairs at the Apr 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1

Change of venue (editorial) (Village Board meetings are being conducted at the committee level in an efficient manner under Mayor Beverley Sved.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6

Chateaux sues for new review of garage project, Aug 1, 2003, p. 1

Christie Place architect will revise garage plan, Jul 25, 2003, p. 1


With 'close to 600' members, SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) seeks reassurance of support from Village Board (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 3

Committee nominates Beverley Sved for mayor (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1

Committee picked a distinguished slate for village office (letter) (Sharon Lindsay of Mamaroneck Road), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6

Decades pass before her eyes as she gets ready to leave Scarsdale (letter) (Corky Thompson of Jefferson Road), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6

Democracy lives (editorial) (The Inquirer commends the Village Board for holding more open, visible committee meetings.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6

Forum covers broad ground (Village Board nominees faced some tough questions from the Scarsdale Neighborhood Presidents at the March 3 "Meet the Candidates Meeting" at Village Hall.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1

Garage funding resolution is tabled (photo) (Progress on the proposed Christy Place parking garage hit a snag at the marathon Village Board of Trustees meeting on March 25.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1

Garth Road resident offers parking suggestions (letter) (P. Margand of Garth Road), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6

Grassroots participation is fundamental to our form of government (letter) (Gloria and Barrie Mabie of Madison Road), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6

Hospital honoree (Elizabeth "Betty" McKirdy was honored on her 90th birthday at the June 10 Village Board meeting.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1

Houses over 62 may be historic, committee says, Jun 13, 2003, p. 1

Is there life after Scarsdale? Former mayor can't stay away (photo) (continued) (Former Scarsdale mayor, Mark Bench, maintains a visible presence in the Village working as a teacher's aide at the High School.), May 9, 2003, p. 9

Just married! (photo) (Scarsdale police officer Matthew Miraglia wed Maria Powell Miraglia at the Scarsdale Village tree lighting on November 29; Mayor Beverley Sved performed the honors.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 19

League gets updates on issues; mayor decries low voter turnout (People don't even know the names of their immediate neighbors) (photo) (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 19

League gets updates on schools, village: Two new houses at Scarsdale Middle School will be ready by Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 3

Living memorial (photo) (A red maple was planted at the Scarsdale Library pond in memory of Carol Hochberg, daughter of Audrey and Herb Hochberg.), May 16, 2003, p. 4

Manorites worried about speeding, silent on other issues (letter) (John Bonanno, Co-President, Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6

Mayor recalls goals, focus of village board (photo) (Scarsdale Mayor, Beverley Sved, addressed the Town and Village Civic Club Educational Forum at an informal meeting on October 2.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 3

Neighborhood presidents list top priorities, Mar 7, 2003, p. 3

Neighbors urge ban of nonresident commuters, May 16, 2003, p. 1

New board might reconsider Christie Place garage proposal, Apr 11, 2003, p. 1

Nominators are thanked for job well done (letter) (Peter T. Gelman, Chairman, Citizens Committee), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6

Nonpartisan system could use some help from residents (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Chairman, Citizens Nonpartisan Party), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8

Nonpartisan system team for village office is outstanding (letter) (Robert and Georgia Donati of Overhill Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6

Old board unresponsive, editorial unfair (editorial), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7
SVED, BEVERLEY

(Continued)
Parking garage is not a real issue for the community (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6
Persons of vision and sound judgment were chosen as village candidates (letter) (Muriel F. Hahn of Brookby Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
She will (photo) (Photo of Beverley Sved being sworn in as Scarsdale's chief executive.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Ticket blitz continues (continued) (Stepped up automobile ticketing in the Village center to continue, much to the dismay of residents.), July 11, 2003, p. 9
Ticket blitz continues (Stepped up automobile ticketing in the Village center to continue, much to the dismay of residents.), July 11, 2003, p. 1
Transfer to fund building repair (illus) (continued) (At the Village Board meeting on October 28, trustees debated how to fund the renovation of the fire training building.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 11
Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking, Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
Trustees give pool conditional support, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
Village election is Tuesday (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Village election is Tuesday (continued) (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 15
Village is now following a wise traditional course (letter) (Howard Burkat of Drake Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6
Village meetings are shorter and sweeter (continued), Dec 5, 2003 p. 9
Village parking goals are clarified, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
Village parking goals are clarified (continued), Nov 28, 2003 p. 9
Village to "manage" parking (The Village Trustees Land Use Committee has met to begin addressing parking management in the Village Center.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
Volunteers lent time, talents for the benefit of all (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Chair, Scarsdale Citizens Nonpartisan Party, 2003 Campaign Committee), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Vote for outstanding volunteers, strengthen our nonpartisan system (letter) (David M. Irwin of Quaker Center), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6
Voting for Citizens candidates is way to say 'thanks' for service (letter) (Carol H. Stix of Carthage Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
The Year in Review (Village slogs on with never-ending projects.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
SVED, PAUL
Cable TV Commission surveying residents, Jan 17, 2003, p. 4
Committees assignments (New village board and council members were announced at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Just married! (photo) (Scarsdale police officer Matthew Miraglia wed Maria Powell Miraglia at the Scarsdale Village tree lighting on November 29; Mayor Beverley Sved performed the honors.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 3
SWEENEY, JOHN J
Do-si-do! (photo) (The Arthur Manor and Drake Park-Edgewood Associations hosted a square dance at the Congregational Church on March 1.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 3
Time to reserve for bowl award dinner (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 2
SWEENEY, JOHN J (AUTHOR)
Veteran finds the flags 'beautiful, consoling and patriotic' (letter) (John J. Sweeney of Boulevard), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
SWEENEY, MEGAN MAERE
Sweeny, Turner (wed) (photo) (Megan Maere Sweeney and Robert Dewitt Turner were wed on September 20 in Nantucket, Massachusetts.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13
SWEENEY, RITA
Do-si-do! (photo) (The Arthur Manor and Drake Park-Edgewood Associations hosted a square dance at the Congregational Church on March 1.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 3
SWENSON, CHRIS
Old school: 19th-century baseball comes to Scarsdale (photo) (continued), July 3, 2003, p. 17
SWIFT, CHARLIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40
SWIFT, NANCY
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40
SWILLER, HILLEL (AUTHOR)
Of homes, homeowners and nits (letter) (Hillel Swiller of Dickel Road), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6
SWILLER, WILLA
11 elected to Citizens Committee, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
SWIMMING
Scarsdale swimmers, divers set for summer season (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 14
Scarsdalians swim to benefit cancer research (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 18
Super fly: O'Connor follows up 100 butterfly section four-peat with state three-peat (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 23

SWIMMING POOLS
Call him wacky (letter) (Howard Burkat of Drake Road), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6
Don't swim upstream (editorial), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7
Support sought for indoor pool at the high school (letter) (Bob Harrison, Scarsdale Indoor Pool Education Fund), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
Take the plunge (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to sign up for membership to the proposed Scarsdale indoor pool and community center.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6
Trustees give pool conditional support, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
Trustees give pool conditional support (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 8
Will history repeat itself? (editorial) (Irving Sloan discusses the controversial issue of the indoor pool/community center.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 7

SYNAGOGUES
An original approach to Hanukkah (photo) (Rabbi Jonathan Blake of Westchester Reform Temple proposes that Hanukkah be an 'eight day season of giving.'), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1
Arab-Jewish coexistence (photo) (A panel discussion on Jewish-Arab coexistence will take place on March 21 at Westchester Reform Temple), Mar 21, 2003, p. 20
Bet Am Shalom update (Following a devastating fire at Bet Am Shalom Synagogue in White Plains, congregants have been scrambling to maintain services and activities.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 27
Bonding with Israel (photo) (Lt. Col. Gil Elan spoke at Congregation Shaarei Tikvah.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 14
Cooking for cause (photo) (Shaarei Tikvah members of all ages prepared meals to be delivered to the Sharing Community.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 18
A dog's tale: When kids read, he's all ears (photo) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.), July 3, 2003, p. 1
A dog's tale: When kids read, he's all ears (photo) (continued) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.), July 3, 2003, p. 4
Emeritus Shabbat at WRT (Westchester Reform Temple) (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 28
Farewell service (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 18
Israeli election expert (photo) (Gideon Doran will speak at Westchester Reform Temple on February 9.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 20
Keeping together (editorial) (The Inquirer praises local fire fighters and community members who came together in support of Temple Bet Am Shalom following a devastating fire.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
Liturgy and literature at M'Vakshe Derekh (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 14A
Making strides in the battle against HIV/AIDS (letter) (Jean and Kenneth Wentworth of Lockwood Road), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6
Menorah lighting at Young Israel of Scarsdale (photo) (Governor George Pataki lit the shamash candle of the outdoor menorah at Young Israel of Scarsdale on December 23.), Dec 28, 2003 p. 15
Scarsdale makes room for growing religious community, Jan 3, 2003, p. 10
Scarsdale Synagogue: a welcoming presence (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 16A
Shaarei Tikvah grows and develops (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 14A
Synagogue relocates for High Holy Days (photo) (Following a catastrophic fire, members of Bet Am Shalom Synagogue relocated to the Performing Arts Center at Purchase College for Rosh Hashanah.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 3
These days of awe (editorial), Sep 26, 2003, p. 7
Wake Up and Dream (photo) (Dr. James A. Forbes, Jr., will speak at Westchester Reform Temple on January 17 in honor of Martin Luther King.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 10
White Plains synagogue damaged by fire, congregants devastated (photo) (continued) (Reconstructionist Synagogue, Bet Am Shalom in White Plains, was heavily damaged by a fire on September 9.), Sep 9, 2003, p. 19
White Plains synagogue damaged by fire, congregants devastated (photo) (Reconstructionist Synagogue, Bet Am Shalom in White Plains, was heavily damaged by a fire on September 9.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
WRT (Westchester Reform Temple) celebrates 50th anniversary (letter) (Valerie Abrahams), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6

SYNTHETIC SPORTING SURFACES
BOE (Board of Education) OKs private funds for turf field, Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
BOE (Board of Education) OKs private funds for turf field (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 9
Community mostly positive about new artificial turf field, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
Community mostly positive about new artificial turf field (continued), Sep 26, 2003, p. 9
Preliminary turf report is released (continued) (Scarsdale High School could have a synthetic turf field complex by August 2004.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 24
Preliminary turf report is released (Scarsdale High School could have a synthetic turf field complex by August 2004.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
SZABAD, GEORGE
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who passed away in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4

SZERLIP, JEREMY
Higashi heads into home stretch before state meet (photo) (continued), Mar 7, 2003, p. 20

TABRY, MARK
Focal Points: how do you feel about the use of affirmative action in college admissions? (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7

TADDIKEN, NANCY
EHS (Edgemont High School) is 15th in Newsweek survey, May 30, 2003, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) budget calls for 10% tax hike, Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Ex-teacher caught in sex sting (Retired Seely Place School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, was arrested at the Palisades shopping center in an Internet sex sting.), May 30, 2003, p. 1
Ex-teacher pleads guilty to sex charges (continued) (Former Seely Place Elementary School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, pleaded guilty to using the internet to entice a minor to engage in sexual activities.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 15
G'Burgh (Greenburgh) 101: residents learn the basics of town government, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
School budget vote slated for June 3; E'mont (Edgemont) keeps tax hike at 9.96%, May 30, 2003, p. 1
Seely Place School (photo) (Seely Place School graduates listed alphabetically) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 24A
The Year in Review (2002 brings unwelcome focus on teen drinking.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1

TAFFEL, EDGAR
Taffel was architect on 3 of Wright's most famous buildings (letter) (G. Estabrook Kindred, Chairman, Committee for Historic Preservation), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6
Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo) (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 11

TALISH, JOEL
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

TALLEVI, LEN
District strives for multiculturalism in classroom learning, Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
District strives for multiculturalism in classroom learning (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 11

TALLEY, PAULETTE
New voices of support rise at Christie Place Garage debate (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 8
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who won recognition in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4
Talley honored (photo) (Paulette Talley of Julia B. Fee Real Estate was honored by Rotary International.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 4

TAMBUNTING, CAMILLE
Safety poster contest winners (photo) (Pictured are the winners of the Scarsdale Recreation Department's safety poster contest.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 4

TAMOLA, AMY
SHS (Scarsdale High School) student seriously injured in parking lot (photo) (A 16 year old girl sustained serious injuries in a one car accident at the Scarsdale High School parking lot on May 14.), May 16, 2003, p. 1

TANENHAUS, JEFFREY (AUTHOR)
A new tale of the South Pacific (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 7

TARNOWSKY, LILA
New Focal Points: What factors impel you either to contribute or not to a particular appeal? (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 7

TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL - SCARSDALE
Task force: keep community safe (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 29A

TATIS, CRYSTAL
Village Santas delight needy kids (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1

TATIS, JAVIER
Village Santas delight needy kids (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1

TAUBENFIELD, ELLA
(Itai Berman and Ella Taubenfield are pictured strolling near the Scarsdale Library Pond on a pleasant spring day.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6

TAUBER, MATTHEW
Amoriello, Tauber (photo) (Audrey Amoriello and Matthew Tauber are engaged; a May 2004 wedding is planned.), July 18, 2003, p. 11

TAX ASSESSMENT
Reassessment must be done, without county cooperation if necessary (letter) (David Schubert of Delhi Road), Oct 31, 2003, p. 9
TAXATION - GREENBURGH

The courts will decide (editorial), Aug 22, 2003, p. 7
Edgemont's higher taxes do not entitle it to more say (letter) (Gabriel D. Farkas of Highland Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6
Greenburgh taxes to rise by 8.5% in '04, Dec 19, 2003 p. 1
Greenburgh taxes to rise by 8.5% in '04 (continued), Dec 19, 2003 p. 12
Important questions on Taxter Ridge purchase remain unanswered (letter) (James Lasser, GOP candidate for supervisor), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
Reassessment must be done, without county cooperation if necessary (letter) (David Schubert of Delhi Road), Oct 31, 2003, p. 9

TAXATION - NEW YORK (STATE)

Lawmakers should look for root causes, quit sniping (letter) (George Latimer, Westchester County Board of Legislators), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6
New York's Medicaid costs are out of control (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6

TAXATION - SCARSDALE

7% village tax hike draws no criticism, Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
7% village tax hike draws no criticism (continued), Apr 11, 2003, p. 9
$30.4 M tentative village budget raises taxes 7%, Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
$30.4 M tentative village budget raises taxes 7% (continued), Mar 21, 2003, p. 8
Scarsdale school taxes may rise 9%, Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
Scarsdale school taxes may rise 9% (continued), Mar 7, 2003, p. 9
School board did not take advantage of low interest rates (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman of Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), May 30, 2003, p. 7
School budget vote slated for June 3; Scarsdale cuts tax a tad, May 30, 2003, p. 1
School budget vote slated for June 3; Scarsdale cuts tax a tad (continued), May 30, 2003, p. 12
School improvements should be bonded to lower tax hike (letter) (Bob Harrison, Chairman, Scarsdale Taxpayer Alert), Apr 11, 2003, p. 6
A sound investment (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to support schools, children and the community by voting in favor of the school budget), May 30, 2003, p. 6
Tax breaks enhanced for seniors/disabled (The Scarsdale Village Board authorized increasing the income levels for senior citizens and disabled people to qualify for property tax exemptions.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 3
Taxes higher than anticipated (continued) (Trustee Peter Strauss predicts a slightly higher than anticipated tax hike to accommodate the new pension estimate.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 4
Taxes higher than anticipated (Trustee Peter Strauss predicts a slightly higher than anticipated tax hike to accommodate the new pension estimate.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
Tax hike reduced to 8.42% from 8.85%, May 23, 2003, p. 1
Tax payment procedure should be clarified (letter) (William J. and Betty L. Blume of Mamaroneck Road), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6
Tax time (Taxes are due August 1 in the office of the Village Assessor, James Heslop.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
Village board adopts $30.4 M budget (continued) (Scarsdale tax payers brace themselves for a 6.96 percent increase in Village taxes in 2004.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 13
Village board adopts $30.4 M budget (Scarsdale tax payers brace themselves for a 6.96 percent increase in Village taxes in 2004.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
Village staff not incompetent; policies are clear (letter) (Scott Frommer and Matt Rogers), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7

TAXATION - UNITED STATES

Wartime is no time for a tax cut (editorial) (Michael S. Kutzin disputes the notion of cutting taxes in the face of enormous defense and counter terrorism spending.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7

TAXATION - WESTCHESTER COUNTY (N.Y.)

County fiscal crisis needs sales tax fix (editorial) (Lois Bronz expresses frustration with a 2003 County budget that is still very much in flux.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 7
County property tax to rise an average of 15%, Feb 21, 2003, p. 1
County property tax to rise an average of 15% (continued), Feb 21, 2003, p. 2
Passing the buck (editorial) (Inquirer addresses feud between County and State Democrats on one percent taxation increase.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6
Sales tax hike appears doomed (continued) (The State Legislature is unlikely to approve a county sales tax hike.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 9
Sales tax hike appears doomed (The State Legislature is unlikely to approve a county sales tax hike.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 1

TAXICAB DRIVERS - SCARSDALE

Rude taxi driver should be barred from Scarsdale (letter) (Rev. William A. Johnson of Fox Meadow Road), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6

TAXICABS - SCARSDALE

Modest development proposed for Depot Place (Illus) (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 8
Planning boardnulls taxi stand improvements, Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
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TAXICABS - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Planning board mulls taxi stand improvements (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 9
Rude taxi driver should be barred from Scarsdale (letter) (Rev. William A. Johnson of Fox Meadow Road), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6

TAXTER RIDGE PARK (GREENBURGH)
Acquisition of Taxter Ridge will benefit Edgemont (letter) (Danny Gold, Committee to Preserve Taxter Ridge), May 30, 2003, p. 6
The courts will decide (editorial), Aug 22, 2003, p. 7
Feiner is helpful, responsive and maximizes tax dollars (letter) (Max Tuchman of Dobbs Ferry), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6
Greenburgh Town Board gives green light for greenspace, Nov 28, 2003, p. 1
Greenburgh Town Board gives green light for greenspace (continued), Nov 28, 2003, p. 16
Lasser, Bernstein are not playing politics on Taxter Ridge (letter), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
A matter of fairness (editorial) (The Inquirer urges an end to the territorial squabble over funding for the Taxter Ridge land parcel.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
Parkland legislation of 1982 was unconstitutional (letter) (Ed Krauss of Central Avenue), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
Paul Feiner defends record on Taxter Ridge, town budget (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6
Preserve Taxter Ridge, part of the vital Hudson River ecosystem (letter) (Carole Demas of Skylight Run), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6
Taxter Ridge purchase will benefit all (letter) (Danny Gold, president of the East Irvington Civic Committee to Preserve Taxter Ridge), July 18, 2003, p. 6
Town should buy Taxter Ridge now while money's available (letter) (Alice Moroney, President, Knollwood Manor Civic Association), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7
Vote on Taxter Ridge delayed until Nov. 24, Nov 14, 2003, p. 1
Vote on Taxter Ridge delayed until Nov. 24 (illus) (continued), Nov 14, 2003, p. 8

TAYLOR, CHRIS
Taylors, Howards SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) champs (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 13

TAYLOR, DEVIN
Scarsdale High School Winter Athletic Awards Dinner - March 10 (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 24
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 20

TAYLOR, DON
Taylors, Howards SGC (Scarsdale Golf Club) champs (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 13

TEACHERS - EDGEMONT
Ex-teacher gets 5 years in prison for Internet sex, Dec 5, 2003, p. 1
Ex-teacher gets 5 years in prison for Internet sex (continued), Dec 5, 2003, p. 12
Ex-teacher pleads guilty to sex charges (continued) (Former Seely Place Elementary School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, pleaded guilty to using the internet to entice a minor to engage in sexual activities.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 15
Ex-teacher pleads guilty to sex charges (Former Seely Place Elementary School music teacher, Seymour Kushner, pleaded guilty to using the internet to entice a minor to engage in sexual activities.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1

TEACHERS - SCARSDALE
The 2002-03 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District’s Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 18th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 27
Art and architecture at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) get wired (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 10
Digital video helps teachers learn and kids reflect; iMovie helps teachers become pond-life experts (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 10
Is there life after Scarsdale? Former mayor can't stay away (photo) (continued) (Former Scarsdale mayor, Mark Bench, maintains a visible presence in the Village working as a teacher's aide at the High School.), May 9, 2003, p. 8
Is there life after Scarsdale? Former mayor can't stay away (photo) (Former Scarsdale mayor, Mark Bench, maintains a visible presence in the Village working as a teacher's aide at the High School.), May 9, 2003, p. 1
Jeanne Cooper will be in her element as A-School English teacher (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 10
New Teachers, staff welcomed (Dr. Joan Weber introduced new teachers and staff members at the September 8 Scarsdale School Board meeting.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 9
Remembering Ed Grossman (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 10
Scarsdale teachers 'circle of life' honored (continued) (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 12
Scarsdale teachers 'circle of life' honored (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 10
Software-savvy teachers bring creative challenges (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 10
Teachers try to regain control over elementary school day, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
Teachers try to regain control over elementary school day (continued), Sep 26, 2003, p. 9
TEACHERS - SCARSDALE - RETIREMENT

Greenacres hails 'Gay Reetz Way' at retirement party (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 8
Scarsdale teachers' 'circle of life' honored (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 10

TECHNOLOGY

Art and architecture at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) get wired (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 10
High-tech tools make learning more likely, May 2, 2003, p. 1
High-tech tools make learning more likely (continued), May 2, 2003, p. 11
Software-savvy teachers bring creative challenges (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 10
Tech tricks aid teachers, inspire students - Plays wirelessly with others: McKenna's Palm database (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 10

TEENAGE AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS

Driving to distraction; Law hasn't changed driving habits of cell phone users (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Driving to distraction; Law hasn't changed driving habits of cell phone users (photo) (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 12
Driving with David (editorial) (Steven Schnur on teaching his teenaged son to drive), Jan 17, 2003, p. 6

TEENAGERS

16 teens charged at E'mont (Edgemont) drinking party, Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
16 teens charged at E'mont (Edgemont) drinking party (continued), Feb 7, 2003, p. 13
Alcohol ed (editorial) (The Inquirer urges parents and schools to provide more honest and realistic information about alcohol consumption to teenagers.), May 23, 2003, p. 6
Common understanding needed to address underage drinking (editorial), Jun 6, 2003, p. 7
Community's job is to teach teens to live responsibly (letter) (Linda Prendergast, District Health Coordinator, Scarsdale Schools), Jun 13, 2003, p. 7
Don't hurt the one you love (photo) (A new teen dating violence prevention bulletin board has been set up in the commons area outside the Scarsdale High School cafeteria.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 11
Editorial on teens learning to drink was outrageous (letter) (Members of various community boards question Inquirer editorial "Alcohol ed" in May 23 issue.), May 30, 2003, p. 6
Education is not the answer to teen binge drinking (letter) (Roxanne Kelber of Mamaroneck Road), May 30, 2003, p. 6
High school students should register to vote (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6
Home alone (editorial) (The Inquirer urges parents to be more vigilant about teenage drinking.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6
Inquirer editorial sends confusing message to teens (letter) (John Klemme, Scarsdale High School Principal), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6
Kids open up to school board, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
Kids open up to school board (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
Kids role-play tough social scenarios, but are they real enough?, Feb 14, 2003, p. 11
Making the most of a moment (editorial) (Marjorie R. Najac on making the most of teachable moments with adolescents.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7
MTV to revisit high school dance in documentary, Aug 22, 2003, p. 1
Nothing is lost in spending one's life free of alcohol (letter) (Steven Schnur of Montrose Road), May 30, 2003, p. 6
Officer Fatigate, confidant to teens, to be honored (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Sobriety and school spirit expected for homecoming, Sep 19, 2003, p. 16
Survivor of teen dating violence tells tale (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 3
Survivor of teen dating violence tells tale (photo) (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 12
Teens question value of zero tolerance (continued) (Local teens met with County Executive Andy Spano on February 5 to discuss underage drinking.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 3
Teens question value of zero tolerance (Local teens met with County Executive Andy Spano on February 5 to discuss underage drinking.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 1
A therapist offers suggestions on being a courageous parent (editorial), Jun 27, 2003, p. 7

TEENAGERS - EDGEMONT

E'mont (Edgemont) teens plead not guilty to drinking, Feb 14, 2003, p. 1

TEENAGERS - SCARSDALE

Home alone (editorial) (The Inquirer urges parents to be more vigilant about teenage drinking.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6
Officer Fatigate, confidant to teens, to be honored (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Officer Fatigate, confidant to teens, to be honored (photo) (continued), Nov 14, 2003 p. 26
Teens aren't sleeping, but who's really to blame?, Feb 7, 2003, p. 10

TELEMARKETING

Do Not Call Registry gets mixed reviews, July 11, 2003, p. 3
Focal Points: Does blocking telemarketing calls violate the right to free speech? (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7

TELEVISION BROADCASTING

Focal Points: To what extent do you think there is editorializing in TV news? (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 7
TELEVISION BROADCASTING  (Continued)
High-stakes news requires tough decisions (photo) (Scarsdale resident and CNN news anchor, Aaron Brown, delivered a lecture at the Scarsdale Library on December 4.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 3

TELEVISION PRODUCERS AND DIRECTORS
MTV to revisit high school dance in documentary, Aug 22, 2003, p. 1
MTV to revisit high school dance in documentary (continued), Aug 22, 2003, p. 8

TELEVISION PROGRAMS
2 Scarsdale boys go 'Live from New York' on SNL (Saturday Night Live) (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 10
'Switched' - Edgemont and L.A. teens trade places on new ABC reality show (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 1
'Switched' - Edgemont and L.A. teens trade places on new ABC reality show (photo) (continued), Jun 20, 2003, p. 13

TENNIS
Celebrating 20 years (photo) (A ribbon cutting ceremony on July 21 at the Scarsdale Middle School tennis courts marked the 20th anniversary of the Summer Youth Tennis League program.), July 25, 2003, p. 18
Junior Tennis League is celebrating its 20th anniversary this summer (letter) (Bob Harrison, New York Junior Tennis League), May 23, 2003, p. 6
Scarsdale girls' tennis cruises to 9-0 power record (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 18

TENNIS CLUBS
Paddling for Children's Village dollars (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 21

TENZER, MARK
Lasser and Feiner differ on spending, management styles, Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Lasser and Feiner differ on spending, management styles (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 13
Paul Feiner treated fire victims 'like family' (letter) (Harvey Gildner of South Central Avenue), July 3, 2003, p. 6

TERNER, ELIZABETH (DR)
Finally, the Town Club admits women - and voluntarily, too (In the second part of a two part series, Irving Sloan discusses Dr. Elizabeth Terner's ground breaking 1976 application to the Town Club, which had not previously admitted women.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 3

TERRELL, WALTER
Where the wild things are - your backyard (photo), Jan 31, 2003, p. 3

TERRORISM
First responders are short equipment, training, money, Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
First responders are short equipment, training, money (continued), Mar 28, 2003, p. 14
Focal Points: Do you think it is very likely that a new terrorist attack will be made on the United States? (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7
Helping children cope with fears of war and terrorism (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6A
Plant's ad campaign marred by mishaps (Indian Point 2 was knocked off line due to a power outage and fire on April 21.), May 9, 2003, p. 1
Today was a bad day (editorial) (Owen Grant reflects on a friend he lost as a result of the September 11, 2001, attacks on the World Trade Center.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7
Wartime is no time for a tax cut (editorial) (Michael S. Kutzin disputes the notion of cutting taxes in the face of enormous defense and counter terrorism spending.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7

TERRY, DANIEL
Focal Points: Do you think the increased use of on-line technology has strengthened or weakened personal communication? (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7

TESTING
His own petard (editorial) (The Inquirer addresses the flawed design of recent math and physics standardized tests.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6
Schools say state exams don't make the grade, Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Schools say state exams don't make the grade (continued), Jun 27, 2003, p. 25

THALER, JON
New officers (photo) (Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 3 elected new senior fire officer.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 2

THANKSGIVING DAY
The feast (photo) (Quaker Ridge physical education teacher, Paul LoGuercio, supervises students at an outdoor turkey roast on November 24.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 3
It begins at home (editorial) (In the spirit of the upcoming Thanksgiving holiday, the Inquirer proposes philanthropic ways to express gratitude.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
PT Council provides relevant programming in schools (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 20A
Rx for excess (editorial) (In the spirit of the Thanksgiving holiday, the Inquirer urges residents to indulge less in materialistic pursuits and more in charitable ones.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6
Star of the show (photo) (Mona Longman is shown carving a turkey at the Greenacres multicultural Thanksgiving celebration on November 19.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
Turkeys bearing candy (photo) (Girl Scout troops are pictured making centerpieces for the HOPE Food Pantry of New Rochelle.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 11
THAW, GEOFFREY
8th-graders meet Holocaust survivor (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 8

THAYER, ANDREW (DR)
Dogs need special care during dog days (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 3

THEATER
(Camp Pathunke campers pictured attending a matinee of "42nd Street" on July 30.) (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 2
A Chorus Line - What they did for love; SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) to present 'A Chorus Line' (photo), Aug 1, 2003, p. 10
'C' is for community (theater) (editorial), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7
Drama Club stages 'A Musical Fable of Broadway' this weekend (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15
'Faint' spells success for friends at the Fringe (photo), Aug 8, 2003, p. 11
'Faint' spells success for friends at the Fringe (photo) (continued), Aug 8, 2003, p. 12
Focal Points: Should booing be permitted to interrupt theatrical and opera performances? (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Would the use of recorded rather than live music affect your attendance at shows? (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 7
Funny girl Klausner is a sketch in 'Fancy' (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 19
'Glimmer of Hope' (photo) (Scarsdale playwright, Joan Ross Sorkin, has a new play being performed off-off Broadway called Glimmer of Hope.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 19
Grabel wins Spelvin Award (photo), Jun 13, 2003, p. 15
'Guys and Dolls' (The Scarsdale High School Class of 2003 will present Guys and Dolls on May 30 and 31.), May 30, 2003, p. 1
'L-O-V-E' Sorkin-style (Scarsdale playwright Joan Ross Sorkin's new play, L-O-V-E, will be performed at the Vital Theatre in Manhattan from November 6-23.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 17
'Lucy be a lady' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present "Guys and Dolls" on November 22.), Nov 14, 2003 p. 16
Metamorphosis: Trevor McGinness turns Tovah into Golda (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 17
Rupert Holmes pulls out all the stops for new novel (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 1
Seniors put a new spin on an old favorite (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 6A
On with the show (photo) (Adrienne Klemme directs Brighton Beach Memoirs for the Scarsdale High School Drama Club.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 17
Simon Says (photo) (Casey Klein and Brian Schacter are shown rehearsing for "Brighton Beach Memoirs," the upcoming production of the drama club at the Scarsdale High School.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 16
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) actors find fairy tales and friendship (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 11
SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) thanks all who helped with 'A Chorus Line' (letter) (Trudi Greenwood, Board Member, SSMT), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6
SSMT (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) to present 'A Chorus Line,' May 2, 2003, p. 17
SSMT's (Scarsdale Summer Music Theater) 'A Chorus Line,' Aug 8, 2003, p. 1
Therapy in August? (Scarsdale playwright Joan Ross Sorkin's new comedy, "Therapy, New York Style," will appear off Broadway in August.), Aug 1, 2003, p. 10
Who is that masked man? 'Faustwork' and its nutty cast of characters wows Edgewood (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 10
A Woman Possessed; Tovah's inspired performance reveals a parallel world from 'Golda's Balcony' (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 17
A Woman Possessed; Tovah's inspired performance reveals a parallel world from 'Golda's Balcony' (photo) (continued), Apr 11, 2003, p. 19

[THE] MAROON
Share your future (editorial) (The Inquirer urges graduates to share their college destinations with the newspaper since the Maroon will once again be distributing survey results only to high school seniors.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6

[THE] SCARSDALE INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)
Be a part of the paper (editorial) (The Inquirer offers tips to publicity chairmen and readers who have news or views to share.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6
Congratulations on press awards (letter) (Iris Engelmann of East Hartsdale Avenue), May 2, 2003, p. 6
Congratulations on press awards (letter) (John R. Robinson of Lee Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6
Donsky obituary brought back fond memories of a great teacher (letter) (John Goodman of Madison Road), May 23, 2003, p. 6
The Inquirer is a 'special interest group' in garage controversy (letter) (Avner Regev of Woodland Place), Feb 14, 2003, p. 8
Inquirer receives Basi Bazouk Award for cruelty (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6
Inquirer top winner (continued) (The Scarsdale Inquirer took home 27 awards from the New York Press Association's 2002 Better Newspaper Contest.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 11
Inquirer top winner (The Scarsdale Inquirer took home 27 awards from the New York Press Association's 2002 Better Newspaper Contest.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1
[THE] SCARSDALE INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)  (Continued)
Roach, Sliss (wed) (photo) (Carrie Ann Roach and Todd Sliss were wed on October 25 in Seaford.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 21
The Scarsdale Inquirer congratulates the Class of 2003 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 20A
When proposing, it pays to advertise (photo) (Dr. Peter Berkey proposed to his wife, Suzanne Evanoff, with an ad in the Scarsdale Inquirer.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 3

[THE] SCARSDALE INQUIRER - PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Glancing Askance - Big, Bigger, Biggest (editorial) (Marc Wollin comments on the "super sizing" phenomenon.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 7

THOM, ALEX
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 21

THOMAS, LAURETTA
Focal Points: What factors impel you either to contribute or not to a particular appeal? (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 7

THOMAS, MARK
Armed men rob Dunkin' Donuts (Two men wielding guns robbed the Dunkin's Donuts on Spencer Place just before closing on December 12.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 1

THOMPSON, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

THOMPSON, ELIZABETH
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40

THOMPSON, MARY "CORKY" TREACY
The Bank of New York Salutes: The 2003 Scarsdale Bowl Award Dinner (photo) (Description and photos of the April 30 Scarsdale Bowl Award dinner honoring Corky Thompson.), May 9, 2003, p. 36
Bowl dinner will be held at Lake Isle this year (letter) (Walter S. Handelman, President, Scarsdale Foundation), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
Bowl goes to buoyant native daughter (photo) (continued) (On April 20 the Scarsdale Bowl was presented to tireless and devoted volunteer worker, Mary "Corky" Thompson.), May 9, 2003, p. 9
Bowl goes to buoyant native daughter (photo) (continued) (On April 20 the Scarsdale Bowl was presented to tireless and devoted volunteer worker, Mary "Corky" Thompson.), May 9, 2003, p. 1
Corky Thompson to receive bowl (continued) (Mary "Corky" Treacy Thompson will be the 2003 recipient of the Scarsdale Bowl.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 9
Corky Thompson to receive bowl (continued) (Mary "Corky" Treacy Thompson will be the 2003 recipient of the Scarsdale Bowl.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
It's not too late (Reservations are being accepted for the Scarsdale Bowl Award dinner on April 30.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1
Time to reserve for bowl award dinner (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 2

THOMPSON, MARY "CORKY" TREACY (AUTHOR)
Decades pass before her eyes as she gets ready to leave Scarsdale (letter) (Corky Thompson of Jefferson Road), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6

THOMPSON, MITCHELL
New high school deans enjoy supportive community (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 10

THOMPSON, NICHOLAS
Scout aids library (photo) (Troop 60 Life Scout, Nicholas Thompson, completed his Eagle Project by benefiting a Connecticut library.), May 9, 2003, p. 4

TICKETS
Former parking enforcement officer issued 50-70 tickets a day (letter) (Fred Ryan of New Rochelle), July 18, 2003, p. 6
Getting real (editorial) (The Inquirer bemoans the dismal downtown parking situation and suggests that residents be more open minded to the proposed Christie Place Parking Garage.), July 3, 2003, p. 6
The next step (editorial) (The Inquirer supports the Village's recent parking management efforts.), July 11, 2003, p. 6
No free parking - even at 8 a.m. (letter) (John Goodman of Madison Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6
People using village center must obey parking rules (letter) (Dan Hochvert of Woods Lane), July 11, 2003, p. 6
Ticket blitz angers many in downtown, July 3, 2003, p. 1
Ticket blitz angers many in downtown (continued), July 3, 2003, p. 13
Ticket blitz continues (continued) (Stepped up automobile ticketing in the Village center to continue, much to the dismay of residents.), July 11, 2003, p. 9
Ticket blitz continues (Stepped up automobile ticketing in the Village center to continue, much to the dismay of residents.), July 11, 2003, p. 1
Village needs more parking management, not less (letter) (Bruce Wells of Chase Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6

TIDBALL, LISA
CHILD (Children Having Individual Learning Differences) gets NAAR (National Alliance for Autism Research) award (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13
New PT Council officers welcomed (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12
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TIDBALL, LISA (Continued)
Walking to fund autism research (photo) (The annual Westchester-Fairfield Counties Walk to raise money and awareness of Autism will be held June 8.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
TIERNEY, LAUREN
Girl Scouts take the gold and silver (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4
TILLY, STEPHEN
Christie Place architect will revise garage plan, July 25, 2003, p. 1
Christie Place architect will revise garage plan (continued), July 25, 2003, p. 20
Garage may go underground (Architect Stephen Tilly presented alternative designs to mitigate the impact of the proposed Christie Place indoor parking garage.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
Information campaign (On February 6, the Town and Village Civic Club will meet with Mayor Kroenlein and architect Stephen Tilly to review plans for the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
Report shows ample parking, Feb 14, 2003, p. 1
Report shows ample parking (continued) (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 10
TIRSCH, ALEX
Smells like teen spirit (photo) (Scarsdale High School's annual Junior Olympics event was held on June 16.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 8
TISCHMAN, SELMA
Scarsdale Seniors walk at PepsiCo (photo), Sep 5, 2003, p. 11
TOBAS, MARY (AUTHOR)
Ulterior motives suspected in Feiner's liaison proposal (letter) (Mary Tobias, Elmsford, Democratic District Leader), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
TODARO, HELEN M
Helen M. Todaro (dies) (Scarsdale resident, Helen M. Todaro, died this past weekend while on vacation. She was 55.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 18
TODER, RICHARD S (AUTHOR)
Two faces of Scarsdale seen in Freightway (letter) (Richard S. Toder of Rock Creek Lane), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7
TOFF, IRA N
EHS (Edgemont High School) Winter Athletic Awards Dinner - March 18 (photo) (Inquirer photographer Ira Toff won the Sven Sellberg Award.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 23
Focal Points: After three months, the chief arms inspector in Iraq has failed to find any illegal weapons. Do you think the search should continue? (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Are you making preparations for the hurricane? Do you find weather forecasts reliable? (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Does blocking telemarketing calls violate the right to free speech? (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Does today's emphasis on security change the image of the U.S. as the land of the free? (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think it is very likely that a new terrorist attack will be made on the United States? (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think searchers in Iraq will find evidence of weapons of mass destruction? (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think SUV's will be the family car of the future? (photo), Aug 8, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think that the holiday designated as Presidents' Day has lost its significance? (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think the increased use of on-line technology has strengthened or weakened personal communication? (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think the interest in professional sports is disproportionate to their importance? (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Do you think the U.S. will be successful in establishing a democratic government in Iraq? (photo), May 2, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Has the "Orange Alert" caused you to make any changes in your lifestyle? (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Has this been a summer to remember or forget? (photo), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about the arming of commercial airline pilots with guns? (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about the California law requiring prison terms of 25 years for a third conviction, even if the offense was petty theft? (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about the increasing state budget dependence on gambling revenues? (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you feel about the political candidacies of celebrities? (photo), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: how do you feel about the use of affirmative action in college admissions? (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you think a long and protracted war in Iraq will affect life in the United States? (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you think the image of the United States has been affected by the Iraq war? (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: How have children's books changed from those you read as a child? (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 7
TOFF, IRA N (Continued)

Focal Points: How long do you think the United States should maintain armed forces in Iraq? (photo), July 11, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: How will the recent economic surge affect the coming presidential campaign? (photo), Nov 7, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: In view of current conditions, how do you think the United States should proceed in Iraq? (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: Is the Fourth of July still a source of patriotic fervor? (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: In view of current world situation, should Congress consider reinstating the draft? (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: How do you think the United States should proceed in Iraq? (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: What do you think will be the total effect of the capture of Saddam Hussein? (photo), Dec 26, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: What do you think will be the major issue in the 2004 presidential election campaign? (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 7
Focal Points: What do you think the situation will be in Iraq a year from today? (photo), Nov 21, 2003, p. 7

Bridges makes kids think about friendship, prejudice (photo) (Ruby Bridges, who, at age 6 in 1960 was the first Black child to attend an all white school in New Orleans, addressed Heathcote School students on March 12, Mar 14, 2003, p. 10
Jennings to SHS (Scarsdale High School): fight bigotry, Apr 25, 2003, p. 10
Jennings to SHS (Scarsdale High School): fight bigotry (photo) (continued), Apr 25, 2003, p. 11
Research reveals effect of bigotry (letter) (Diane Jacobs of Wildwood Lane), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6
Rooting out bias, conscious and not (continued) (Kevin Jennings spoke at the Scarsdale High School on March 13 on behalf of the Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 11
Rooting out bias, conscious and not (Kevin Jennings spoke at the Scarsdale High School on March 13 on behalf of the Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 1

TONKO, PAUL

Keg law in effect (A beer keg registration law aimed at curbing underage drinking took effect November 21.), Nov 28, 2003, p. 1

TOOLEY, LOWELL

Garage opponents clamor for full environmental impact statement, Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
New voices of support rise at Christie Place Garage debate, Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who won recognition in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4

TOPPING, SEYMOUR (AUTHOR)

How war coverage has evolved (editorial) (Seymour Topping, former managing editor of The New York Times, discusses newspaper coverage of wars in which the United States has been involved.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 7

TORRISI, KATIE

Quaker Ridge whiz kids rise to trivia challenge (photo), Nov 21, 2003, p. 10
TOWLE, DIANE
Walking to fund autism research (photo) (The annual Westchester-Fairfield Counties Walk to raise money and awareness of Autism will be held June 8.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 1

TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB (EDUCATION FORUM)
Architect guides civic club through campus improvements (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 11
Are we ready? (Scarsdale’s preparedness for a major emergency will be discussed at the next meeting of The Scarsdale Town and Village Civic Club Education Forum.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
Bowl goes to buoyant native daughter (photo) (continued) (On April 20 the Scarsdale Bowl was presented to tireless and devoted volunteer worker, Mary "Corky" Thompson.), May 9, 2003, p. 9
Bowl goes to buoyant native daughter (photo) (On April 20 the Scarsdale Bowl was presented to tireless and devoted volunteer worker, Mary "Corky" Thompson.), May 9, 2003, p. 1
Call for 'lower temperatures' in debate (Trustee Peter Strauss seeks to mend the rift between the Village Board and the Town and Village Civic Club over the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 3
Christie, continued (The Town and Village Civic Club will hold an open meeting on January 13 to discuss Christie Place development.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
With 'close to 600' members, SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) seeks reassurance of support from Village Board (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 3
Club gives thumbs up to village fiscal plan (continued) (In a report presented on March 27, The Town and Village Civic Club endorsed the $30.4 million tentative Village budget.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 3
Club gives thumbs up to village fiscal plan (In a report presented on March 27, The Town and Village Civic Club endorsed the $30.4 million tentative Village budget.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
Committee nominates Beverley Sved for mayor (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
Corky Thompson to receive bowl (photo) (Mary "Corky" Treacy Thompson will be the 2003 recipient of the Scarsdale Bowl.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
In denial (editorial) (The Inquirer attempts to resolve the long standing controversy over the proposed indoor parking garage at Christie Place.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
District strives for multiculturalism in classroom learning (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 11
Finally, the Town Club admits women - and voluntarily, too (In the second part of a two part series, Irving Sloan discusses the case of Korzenik et al. vs. the Scarsdale Town Club.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 3
Garage opponents clamor for full environmental impact statement, Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
Going up (photo) (Scarsdale Board of Education president, Emily Sherwood, warned the Town and Village Civic Club last week that school budgets would be increasing.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 9
Information campaign (On February 6, the Town and Village Civic Club will meet with Mayor Kroenlein and architect Stephen Tilly to review plans for the proposed Christie Place Garage.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
It begins at home (editorial) (In the spirit of the upcoming Thanksgiving holiday, the Inquirer proposes philanthropic ways to express gratitude.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
Kristof to speak at TVCC meeting (photo) (New York Times op-ed columnist, Nicholas D. Kristof, will address the Town and Village Civic Club on March 27 at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 2
League gets updates on issues; mayor decry's low voter turnout (People don't even know the names of their immediate neighbors) (photo) (continued), Nov 21, 2003 p. 19
League gets updates on schools, village: Two new houses at Scarsdale Middle School will be ready by Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 3
Mayor recaps goals, focus of village board (photo) (Scarsdale Mayor, Beverley Sved, addressed the Town and Village Civic Club Educational Forum at an informal meeting on October 2.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 3
New board might reconsider Christie Place garage proposal, Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Old board unresponsive, editorial unfair (editorial), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7
Parking solution not 'just a can of paint' (Village Trustee Noreen Fisher dismisses effectiveness of restriping parking spaces in Village Center to a uniform width.), Mar 30, 2003, p. 1
Pay more attention to TVCC (Town and Village Education Forum) (letter) (Kevin Hirson of Chase Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
Points of View: the eternal tides (editorial) (The Inquirer predicts issues that will occupy readers' emotions in 2003.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6
Pulitzer winner to speak at TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) (Pulitzer Prize winner, Nicholas D. Kristof, will address the Town and Village Civic Club on March 27.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 2
QR (Quaker Ridge) date moved
Scarsdale's nonpartisan system relies on citizen support (letter) (Evelyn Seidman, Thomas Giordano, The Procedure Committee), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
Senator to speak at TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) June 5 (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 2
Technology update at TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) meeting, Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
Time to decide on garage, Gatta says, Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB (EDUCATION FORUM) (Continued)
Time to decide on garage, Gatta says (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 8
TVCC to meet Feb. 6, Jan 31, 2003, p. 2
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) focuses on Scarsdale’s welfare (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 5A
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) focuses on Scarsdale’s welfare (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 3A
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) meeting provided educational forum, open debate (letter), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) panel reviews the village’s contingency plans (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) panel reviews the village’s contingency plans (photo) (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 4
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) urges BOE (Board of Education) to renegotiate contract, Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
Village board adopts $30.4 M budget (Scarsdale tax payers brace themselves for a 6.96 percent increase in Village taxes in 2004.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
We need more men in leadership positions (editorial), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7
Whither Christie? (Ed Morgan presented a report to the Village Board from The Town and Village Club Zoning and Planning Committee on the issue of the Christie Place Parking Garage.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
Women had to fight their way into the Town Club (editorial) (Irving Sloan recalls the struggle of women to gain entry into the Town Club.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 4
TOWN BOARD - GREENBURGH
Back to kindergarten (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that Paul Feiner and town meeting attendees emulate kindergartners on "working and playing well with others."). Nov 21, 2003 p. 6
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) and open space legislation approved by G’burgh (Greenburgh) board, Jun 20, 2003, p. 1
Feiner administration went to court against Ardsley (letter) (Richard Weiss of Ardsley). Oct 31, 2003, p. 6
Feiner’s town liaison concept stirs ire among civic leaders, Aug 15, 2003, p. 1
Feiner’s town liaison concept stirs ire among civic leaders (continued), Aug 15, 2003, p. 8
Feiner to give speakers more time (Paul Feiner modified the format of town board meetings to include a second public comment section.), July 11, 2003, p. 1
G’burgh (Greenburgh) resident finds town board meeting ‘inspirational’ (letter) (Richard J. Garfunkel of Tarrytown), July 25, 2003, p. 6
Greenburgh Town Board gives green light for greenspace, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
Greenburgh Town Board gives green light for greenspace (continued), Nov 28, 2003 p. 16
If you cannot be constructive, stay home! (letter) (Jean-Joseph Roman of Ardsley), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6
Liaison concept allows Feiner to ignore existing groups (letter) (Geoff Lofts of Evandale Road), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
TOWN HALL (GREENBURGH)
Feiner’s town hall decision shortchanged Greenburgh citizens (letter) (Jacqui Bishop of Winding Ridge Lane), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6
Greenburgh finds a new town hall; hopes to move in 2003 (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1A
New Greenburgh Town Hall hosts first meeting of ’03 (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 10
New Greenburgh Town Hall hosts first meeting of ’03 (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
New town hall dedication attracts 800 residents (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 11
Old Greenburgh Town Hall site not suitable for housing (letter) (Jacqui Bishop of Winding Ridge Lane), Dec 26, 2003 p. 6
Town should do feasibility study on uses of old town hall (letter) (Lois L. Cowan, Ann Falk Kaufman, Frank MacEachron, Betsy Stem of Westchester Community College Foundation), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6
TOWNSEND, JUDI
Focal Points: Do you think the interest in professional sports is disproportionate to their importance? (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 7
TOWN SUPERVISOR - GREENBURGH
An Edgemont Democrat is ready to pull the Republican lever for Lasser (letter) (Larry Singer of Central Park Avenue), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6
Candidates’ views misrepresented (letter) (Anthony Paterno of Robin Hill Road), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6
The case against Feiner (editorial) (Bob Bernstein makes the case that Paul Feiner should no longer be Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Paul Feiner (continued), Jun 20, 2003, p. 7
The case against Feiner (editorial) (continued) (Bob Bernstein makes the case that Paul Feiner should no longer be Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 8
CGCA (Council of Greenburgh Civic Associations) is not political, not a special interest group (letter) (Madelon K. O’Shea, Chair, Council of Greenburgh Civic Associations), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6
Change just for the sake of change is not desirable (letter) (Hugh Schwartz of Sherwood Place), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
Edgemont’s higher taxes do not entitle it to more say (letter) (Gabriel D. Farkas of Highland Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Lasser, Feiner battle over G’Burgh (Greenburgh) supervisor’s role (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Lasser, Feiner battle over G’Burgh (Greenburgh) supervisor’s role (photo) (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 12
TOWN SUPERVISOR - GREENBURGH  
(Continued)

Feiner: the whole truth please (editorial), July 3, 2003, p. 7
Feiner deserves re-election (letter) (Florence Dodelson of East Hartsdale Avenue), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
Feiner has proven track record (letter) (Richard G. Liskov of Walbrooke Circle), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6
Feiner is always seeking ways to serve constituents (letter) (Margaret K. Geerehm of Tanglewood Road), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
Feiner is better qualified to lead Greenburgh (editorial) (Village historian, Irving Sloan, endorses Paul Feiner for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
Feiner is fulfilling obligation to get feedback from residents (editorial), Sep 26, 2003, p. 7
Feiner is helpful, responsive and maximizes tax dollars (letter) (Max Tuchman of Dobbs Ferry), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6
Feiner refuses to back down on liaison concept, Aug 29, 2003, p. 1
Feiner refuses to back down on liaison concept (continued), Aug 29, 2003, p. 22
Feiner resisted funding Edgemont playgrounds (letter) (Larry Singer of Central Avenue), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6
Feiner wins big in Greenburgh for 7th term as town supervisor (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
As fundraising begins, Feiner is in the lead, July 25, 2003, p. 1
As fundraising begins, Feiner is in the lead (continued), July 25, 2003, p. 10
G'burgh (Greenburgh) resident finds town board meeting 'inspirational' (letter) (Richard J. Garfunkel of Tarrytown), July 25, 2003, p. 6
Give Lasser a chance to improve Greenburgh (letter) (Gerald Stoughton, Robin Judson of Sealy Place), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6
Important questions on Taxter Ridge purchase remain unanswered (letter) (James Lasser, GOP candidate for supervisor), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
Jim Lasser congratulated for challenging Paul Feiner (letter) (Stanley Sternberg of Edgemont), Jun 20, 2003, p. 8
Lasser and Feiner differ on spending, management styles, Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Lasser and Feiner differ on spending, management styles (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 13
Lasser believes in fiscal efficiency, ethics, openness (letter) (Robert Frank, Treasurer, Friends of Lasser), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6
Lasser to challenge Supervisor Feiner, Jun 6, 2003, p. 1
Lasser to challenge Supervisor Feiner (continued), Jun 6, 2003, p. 13
New suit filed against Feiner, July 18, 2003, p. 1
New suit filed against Feiner (continued), July 18, 2003, p. 8
No problem too small or too big for Greenburgh supervisor (letter) (Timmy Weinberg, Councilwoman), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6
No reason to replace town supervisor Feiner (letter) (Carma/Geller-Perry Clarrowood of Hastings on Hudson), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6
Paul Feiner defends record on Taxter Ridge, town budget (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6
Paul Feiner is an excellent manager (letter) (Gabriel Indrieri of Irvington), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
Paul Feiner is hardworking, responsive (letter) (Norma Stroke of Old Army Road), Oct 31, 2003, p. 7
Pitting neighbor against neighbor for political gain (letter) (Randy B. Klipstein of Dobbs Ferry), July 25, 2003, p. 6
Playgrounds a partnership between community, government (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6
'Superb' Supervisor Feiner oversees the most open government around (letter) (Gert Kahn of Birchwood Lane), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6
Supervisor has seldom had support of Democratic Party leaders (letter) (Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
Supervisor was responsive to citizen's concerns (Franklin R. Kaiman of Barclay Road), Sep 5, 2003, p. 6
Supporters back Lasser's GOP bid (GOP candidate, Jim Lasser of Edgemont, is challenging Democratic incumbent Paul Feiner for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 1
Supporters back Lasser's GOP bid (photo) (continued) (GOP candidate, Jim Lasser of Edgemont, is challenging Democratic incumbent Paul Feiner for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 13
Supporters should not resort to dirty tricks in campaign (letter) (Emily J. S. Lasser of Glendale Road), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
Time for a change (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses Jim Lasser in his bid for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6
Town moves to dismiss lawsuit (continued) (Greenburgh deputy town attorney filed a motion to dismiss Bob Bernstein's Article 78 petition against Paul Feiner and Greenburgh.) Aug 8, 2003, p. 8
Town moves to dismiss lawsuit (Greenburgh deputy town attorney filed a motion to dismiss Bob Bernstein's Article 78 petition against Paul Feiner and Greenburgh.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 1
Ulterior motives suspected in Feiner's liaison proposal (letter) (Mary Tobias, Elmsford, Democratic District Leader), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
TOWN SUPERVISOR - GREENBURGH (Continued)

A welcome challenge (editorial) (The Inquirer encourages the healthy competition between Paul Feiner and Jim Lasser in the election for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6

TOYS
On beyond Barbie (editorial), May 9, 2003, p. 7

TRACK AND FIELD - AWARDS
Retelny, Tushman combine for 11 Maccabi track medals (photo), Aug 29, 2003, p. 17

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Car fire on Hutch (A car caught fire on the Hutchinson River Parkway near Weaver Street on June 10.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
Down by the river (photo) (Photo of a car overturned in the Bronx River near River Road), Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
Freight oil truck hits bridge, misses gas main (photo) (A freight oil truck crashed into the side of the Popham Road Bridge on September 29.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 3
Hit and run leads to chase, DWI arrest, Jan 17, 2003, p. 5
Mercedes runs light and flips (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
SHS (Scarsdale High School) student seriously injured in parking lot (photo) (A 16 year old girl sustained serious injuries in a one car accident at the Scarsdale High School parking lot on May 14.), May 16, 2003, p. 1
Woman struck by car on Chase Road, Sep 5, 2003, p. 1

TRAFFIC CONGESTION
Committee to recommend that trustees support Weaver plan, Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Mess continues (At the June 24 Village Board meeting, Alfred Gatta bemoaned traffic congestion at certain Village intersections.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Road work, detours delay, disturb drivers, July 25, 2003, p. 1
Road work, detours delay, disturb drivers (continued), July 25, 2003, p. 20
Traffic should be taken into account with SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) (letter) (Jane Stanley of Crossway), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6

TRAFFIC SAFETY
Christie Garage will not discourage lazy behavior of parkers (letter) (Dino Venuto of Circle Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
Little kids learn the easy way: It's fun to be safe (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 3
Manorites worried about speeding, silent on other issues (letter) (John Bonanno, Co-President, Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
SUVs are wasteful, polluting and unsafe (editorial), Aug 22, 2003, p. 6

TRAN, MIKE
2 suspects charged with assault at 7-11 (Police arrested two men in connection with an assault on an Edgemont man at the Garth Road 7-Eleven on June 22.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1

TRASH
Is the village commingling garbage and recyclables? (letter) (Dr. Harold Sussman of Popham Road), Sep 19, 2003, p. 7
The junkman cometh (Home Supplement) (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 12A
Who let the trash out? (editorial) (The Inquirer urges residents to work with the Sanitation Department on considerate disposal of bulky trash items.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6

TRAUB, JAMES
Scarsdale graduates have distinguished careers (editorial), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7

TREE HOUSES
Neighbors clash over treehouse (Board meeting summary), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors clash over treehouse (continued) (Board meeting summary), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19
Ombudsman is needed to mediate treehouse dispute (letter) (Everett P. Dutil, Sage Terrace), Sep 19, 2003, p. 6

TREIBER, ADAM
Seniors put a new spin on an old favorite (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 6A

TRENHOLM, JOHN
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) closely monitored (Scarsdale school officials are closely monitoring construction of two new houses at the Middle School.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 1

TRENK, BENITA
Our bat mitzvah in Poland (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7

TRENK, JANA FEINER
Our bat mitzvah in Poland (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7

TRESSELLER, LAURA
Scarsdale teachers' 'circle of life' honored (continued) (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 12

TRESSLER, CLYDE
Persuasive, emotional, funny kids sweep SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) speech contest (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 10

TRETTER, SYDNEY
Second-grader called 'rising star' by Crohn's foundation (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 12
TRIVIA
Quaker Ridge whiz kids rise to trivia challenge (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 10

TSUYUKI, JOANA
New Choral Society to celebrate 10 years with gala (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 25

TUCHMAN, MAX (AUTHOR)
Feiner is helpful, responsive and maximizes tax dollars (letter) (Max Tuchman of Dobbs Ferry), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6

TULCIN, GAIL
New Scarsdale softball league vies for girls' attention, Jan 31, 2003, p. 1

TULCIN, GAIL (AUTHOR)
Sign-ups scheduled for new girls' softball program (letter) (Keith Babbitt, Mike Pritula, Marty Rolnick, Linda Sarett, Gail Tulchin of the Scarsdale Youth Softball Association), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6

TUNICK, CAROLE
Board to tackle village 'trashing' (The Scarsdale Village Board addressed the issue of bulk trash pickups at the June 10 meeting.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1

TUNICK, CAROLE (AUTHOR)
Garage foes should remember - first offer is often the best (letter) (Carole Tunick of Meadow Road), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6

Parking is going to get worse (editorial) (Carole Tunick asks for a fair hearing on the Christie Place Parking Garage issue.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7

TURNER, ROBERT DEWITT
Sweeney, Turner (wed) (photo) (Megan Maere Sweeney and Robert Dewitt Turner were wed on September 20 in Nantucket, Massachusetts.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13

TUROFF, BLAIR
The Scarsdale Inquirer congratulates the Class of 2003 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 20A

TUSHMAN, EMMA
Relentny, Tushman combine for 11 Maccabi track medals (photo), Aug 29, 2003, p. 17

TUTSON, VALERIE
'Amazing Grace' brings Martin Luther King, Jr., to life (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 10

TUTTLE, JEFF
Art and architecture at SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) get wired (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 10

TYBERG, BETH ANNE
Scarsdale? Yes, ma'am! (Adventurous new STEP student embraces change.) (photo) (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 9

TYBERG, STEPHANIE
From night sets new traditions (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 9A

TYBERG, TARA
11 elected to SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 3

Running for SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (List of candidates running for the School Board Nominating Committee on January 20, 2004.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1


TYBERG, TED
Scarsdale? Yes, ma'am! (Adventurous new STEP student embraces change.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1


TYPHOON
A new tale of the South Pacific (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 7

UCHITELLE, ISABEL ANNE
Uchitelle, Finegold (engaged) (Isabel Anne Uchitelle and Dr. Jonathan Finegold are engaged; a September wedding is planned.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 19

Uchitelle, Finegold (wed) (photo) (Isabel Anne Uchitelle and Dr. Jonathan Finegold were wed in Manhattan on September 13.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 18

UHRY, ALFRED
'The Last Night of Ballyhoo' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present 'The Last Night of Ballyhoo.'), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10

UNDERHILL, BARBARA
Paddling for Children's Village dollars (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 21

UNDERWEISER, BERNICE
Committee assignments (New village board and council members were announced at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
UNDERWEISER, ROSANNE
Slow progress (editorial) (The Inquirer commends the Committee on Historic Preservation and the Board of Architectural Review for sticking to the facts in the case of the house at 972 Post Road.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6

UNGER, LOIS
SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) morale sags as lawsuit delays progress on new building (photo) (continued), Aug 22, 2003, p. 8

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL
Holiday cheer, UJA (United Jewish Appeal) style (photo), Dec 19, 2003 p. 20
Super Sunday (photo) (The Super Sunday Phone-a-Thon to benefit the United Jewish Appeal was held on February 2.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 15

UNITED NATIONS
Maverick middle-schoolers make strong-minded CHOICE (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 10
U.N. Day program to honor Ralph Bunche, Dec 12, 2003 p. 2

UNITED NATIONS ASSOCIATION - SCARSDALE/HARTSDALE CHAPTER
Keeping H2OK is subject of meeting, Mar 28, 2003, p. 2
U.N. Day program to honor Ralph Bunche, Dec 12, 2003 p. 2
Unique news on unique war is pondered (Len Apcar addressed the annual meeting of the Westchester Chapter of the United Nations Association in the Scott Room of the Scarsdale Public Library on May 18.), May 23, 2003, p. 3
War and peace panel at library, May 9, 2003, p. 14

UNITED STATES - AIR FORCE
Psychologist’s office is a tent in Qatar (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 4

UNITED STATES - CONGRESS - HOUSE
Rep. Lowey adds E’mont (Edgemont) to district (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 8A

UNITED STATES - FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Plant's ad campaign marred by mishaps (Indian Point 2 was knocked off line due to a power outage and fire on April 21.), May 9, 2003, p. 1

UNITED STATES - FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
FEMA rules that evacuation plan for Indian Point is viable, Aug 1, 2003, p. 20
More voices raised against Indian Point (County and federal officials voice opposition to the continued operation of the Indian Point nuclear power plant.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
More voices raised against Indian Point (County and federal officials voice opposition to the continued operation of the Indian Point nuclear power plant.) (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 9

UNITED STATES - NAVY

UNITED STATES - SUPREME COURT
The Court: 1 predator among many (editorial), July 11, 2003, p. 6
The Court: 1 predator among many (editorial) (continued), July 11, 2003, p. 7

UNITED STATES - HISTORY - COLONIAL PERIOD, CA. 1600-1775
Hard work, food and fun: a taste of colonial life (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 12

UNITED STATES PRESIDENTS
JFK: A baby-boomer's tribute (editorial) (Harold B. Aspis reflects on President Kennedy on the fortieth anniversary of his assassination.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7

UNITED WAY
Holmes to address United Way donors (photo) (Playwright Rupert Holmes will be the featured guest at a September 20 United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont reception.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 2
How many? (photo) (United Way volunteers pictured at the July 31-August 2 Scarsdale sidewalk sale.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 2
It begins at home (editorial) (In the spirit of the upcoming Thanksgiving holiday, the Inquirer proposes philanthropic ways to express gratitude.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6
Jack-of-all-arts lends his charm to UWSE (United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont) (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 3
Let’s Get Ready! wins grant, July 11, 2003, p. 4
Many thanks to United Way for Safe Homes initiative support (letter) (Susan Livingston, Catherine Souther, Scarsdale Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6
Scarsdale-Edgemont United Way campaign leads the county (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 18A
United Way awards grants to local groups, Jun 20, 2003, p. 4

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
Bachelor of prime time (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses trendy college majors.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 7
Best of Luck College Grads (photo) (College graduates listed with their respective schools in alphabetical order) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, pp. 26A–27A
Class of ’03 Goes to College (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 25A
Commencement speaker wannabe (editorial), Jun 13, 2003, p. 7
Craig Henneberry (photo) (Craig Henneberry has won a full tuition scholarship to the State Maritime College.), May 16, 2003, p. 4
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES  (Continued)
Edward Ryan (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Edward Ryan, will receive a doctor of humane letters degree at commencement exercises May 17 at Manhattanville College.), May 16, 2003, p. 4
The first year’s last moments (editorial) (Jessica Liebman reflects on her first year at college.), May 9, 2003, p. 7
Love at first sight: were our reactions built on anything more substantial than sand? (editorial), May 2, 2003, p. 7

UNIVERSITY OF SCARSDALE
Father Bill joins ‘US’ (University of Scarsdale) in combating teen drinking, Mar 28, 2003, p. 10
Scarsdale U: warns about drug addiction (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 10

UPADHYA, GOPAL (DR)
Dr. Gopal Upadhyya (Dr. Gopal Upadhya of Scarsdale named medical director of AREBA Casriel, Inc.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 4

VACATION SCHOOLS
Yours, mine and ours: Blending two families into one isn’t for the faint of heart (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6A

VACCARO, LUKE
Howard hopes for another shot (photo) (continued) (Profile of Scarsdale basketball star, Hilary Howard.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 39

VACCARO, NANCY
Longevity honored (photo) (The New York Conference of Mayors presented service awards for longevity to sight village employees.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 4

VACCINATION
It’s not too late to be vaccinated for flu, Jan 10, 2003, p. 2

VACCINES
Flu shots prioritized for high-risk people, Dec 26, 2003 p. 2

VALK, SCOTT
Focal Points: What is your reaction to the president’s Thanksgiving Day visit to the troops in Iraq? (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 7

VALLALLE, PASQUALE
Focal Points: Are you making preparations for the hurricane? Do you find weather forecasts reliable? (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 7

VANDALISM
Taffel was architect on 3 of Wright’s most famous buildings (letter) (G. Estabrook Kindred, Chairman, Committee for Historic Preservation), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6
Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo) (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 11

VAN DE WATER, PETER
State Supreme Court will review Realm appeal (The legal battle continues over a proposed assisted living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1

VAN GUNDY, JEFF
Van Gundy to speak? (Jeff Van Gundy tentatively scheduled to speak about youth sports on June 18 at the Scarsdale Middle School.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1

VASTOLA, ELISABETH
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

VASTOLA, JOYCE
Class of ’03 Goes to College (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 25A

VASTOLA, JOYCE (AUTHOR)
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) modified athletic program will be great for athletes (letter) (Raymond and Joyce Vastola of Hampton Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6

VASTOLA, LIZ
Class of ’03 Goes to College (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 25A

VASTOLA, RAYMOND (AUTHOR)
SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) modified athletic program will be great for athletes (letter) (Raymond and Joyce Vastola of Hampton Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6

VAUGHAN, JOE
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad Hemel is nat'l (national) debate champ (photo) (continued) (Daniel Hemel, Scarsdale High School Class of 2003, won first place at a national debate tournament in Atlanta.), July 11, 2003, p. 9
SHS (Scarsdale High School) grad Hemel is nat'l (national) debate champ (photo) (Daniel Hemel, Scarsdale High School Class of 2003, won first place at a national debate tournament in Atlanta.), July 11, 2003, p. 1

VAUGHAN, ROBIN
Vaughan, Kolderie (wed) (photo) (Robin Vaughan and Paul Kolderie were wed on September 20 in Arlington, Massachusetts.), Sep 28, 2003, p. 13
VENUTO, DINO (AUTHOR)
Christie Garage will not discourage lazy behavior of parkers (letter) (Dino Venuto of Circle Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6

VERMES, DOUG
Greenacres halls 'Gay Reetz Way' at retirement party (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 8

VERMES, ELLIOT SPENCER
Alfaro, Vermes (engaged) (photo) (Esther Moreno Alfaro and Elliot Spencer Vermes are engaged.), May 16, 2003, p. 21
Moreno, Vermes (engaged) (photo) (Esther Moreno-Alfaro and Elliot Spencer Vermes are engaged.), May 30, 2003, p. 22

VERON, JANE
Garden is dedicated (photo) (On July 29 the Fox Meadow Neighborhood Association held a ceremony to dedicate its triangle garden on Harcourt Road and Church Lane.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 2
Time to reserve for bowl award dinner (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 2
Trustees give pool conditional support, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1

VETERANS
QR (Quaker Ridge) salutes veterans (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 10
They also served who came back home, Nov 14, 2003 p. 3
They also served who came back home (photo) (continued), Nov 14, 2003 p. 18
Veteran finds the flags 'beautiful, consoling and patriotic' (letter) (John J. Sweeney of Boulevard), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
Veterans appreciated anonymous act of generosity (letter) (Dan Grabel of Cohawney Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4

VETERANS DAY
Celebrating bravery, courage and selflessness (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 3
Celebrating bravery, courage and selflessness (photo) (continued), Nov 14, 2003 p. 18
Holiday schedule, Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
QR (Quaker Ridge) salutes veterans (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 10
Veterans appreciated anonymous act of generosity (letter) (Dan Grabel of Cohawney Road), Nov 14, 2003 p. 4
Veterans Day (Scarsdale American Legion Post 52 will hold its Veterans Day Ceremony on November 11 at Boniface Circle.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 1

VIDEO RECORDING
Board of Appeals owes public an explanation on refusal to tape (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6
Board of Appeals seeking official opinion (letter) (Sharon Lindsay, Chair, Board of Appeals), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6
Failure to tape BOA (Board of Architectural Review) deliberations could be election issue (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7
Happy 75th, Fox Meadow: young and old share school stories (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 10
Videotape all board meetings (editorial), Sep 5, 2003, p. 7

VIDEO TAPES
Videotape all board meetings (editorial), Sep 5, 2003, p. 7

VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961-1975
Scarsdale's opposition to Vietnam War was bellwether (Village historian, Irving Sloan, describes anti-Vietnam War protests in Scarsdale.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 14

VILLAGE BOARDS
48 openings on boards and councils (There are currently 48 openings on various Scarsdale Village Boards.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 11

VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE
3 are nominated for village board (photo) (continued) (Mary Beth Gose, Carolyn Stevens and Peter Strauss are nominated for the Scarsdale Village Board.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 11
3 are nominated for village board (photo) (Mary Beth Gose, Carolyn Stevens and Peter Strauss are nominated for the Scarsdale Village Board.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
7% village tax hike draws no criticism, Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
7% village tax hike draws no criticism (continued), Apr 11, 2003, p. 9
$30.4 M tentative village budget raises taxes 7%, Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
$30.4 M tentative village budget raises taxes 7% (continued), Mar 21, 2003, p. 8
48 openings on boards and councils (There are currently 48 openings on various Scarsdale Village Boards.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 11
58 Brite will fall, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
132 appointed to boards and councils, May 2, 2003, p. 3
On the agenda (The Scarsdale Village Board will meet on January 14 to discuss the valuation of the Christie Place Lot.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
Awards (The Scarsdale Village Board honored two police officers and a Village mechanic for their work on an emergency response incident command vehicle.), May 16, 2003, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes: The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo) (Village volunteers were honored on June 23 at the annual Boards and Councils reception.), July 3, 2003, p. 20
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE (Continued)
The bill is overdue (editorial) (The Inquirer supports the Village Board decision to allow the owners of the Christie Place parking garage to charge extra for SUV's.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
Board approves 2 new fields at Crossway, July 11, 2003, p. 1
Board mulls zoning amendments (Board to consider amending special uses, FAR regulations), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Board mulls zoning amendments (continued) (Board to consider amending special uses, FAR regulations), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24
Board response to garage protest was democracy at work (letter) (Sylvia Fox of Nelson Road), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7
Board to tackle village 'trashing' (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board addressed the issue of bulk trash pickups at the June 10 meeting.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 8
Board to tackle village 'trashing' (The Scarsdale Village Board addressed the issue of bulk trash pickups at the June 10 meeting.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1
Budget discussions (The Village Board Trustees' Finance Committee will vote on a final budget on April 22.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
Budget released (A public hearing on the tentative 2003-04 village budget will be held on April 8.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Budget (Upcoming Finance Committee and public meetings will deal with the 2003-04 Scarsdale Village budget.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
Call for lower temperatures in debate (Trustee Peter Strauss seeks to mend the rift between the Village Board and the Town and Village Civic Club over the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 3
Call him wacky (letter) (Howard Burkat of Drake Road), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6
Chairman appointed (Mayor Beverley Sved appointed committee chairs at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Change of venue (editorial) (Village Board meeting are being conducted in a more efficient and expedient manner under Mayor Beverley Sved.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 6
Charles E. Heming (dies) (Former Scarsdale Village Trustee, Charles E. Heming, died on June 6, 2003, from heart failure; he was 77.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 20
Chateaux sues for new review of garage project, Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
Christie Place architect will revise garage plan, July 25, 2003, p. 1
Christie Place architect will revise garage plan (continued), July 25, 2003, p. 20
Christie reality check (editorial) (The Inquirer calls for less inflammatory and more objective views on the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6
Citizenry mum on stormwater, Jan 31, 2003, p. 11
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
Civility shortage (editorial) (The Inquirer deplores the lack of civility at the March 25 Village Board meeting, which dealt with the proposed Christie Place indoor parking facility.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 6
With 'close to 600' members, SCC (Scarsdale Community Center) seeks reassurance of support from Village Board (photo), Dec 5, 2003 p. 3
Clowning, redundant oratory, petulance on display at hearings (letter) (Dr. Robert Richman of Birchall Drive), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
Committee assignments (New village board and council members were announced at the April 8 Village Board meeting.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to village board, Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to Village Board (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 12
Committee to recommend that trustees support Weaver plan, Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Crossway field plans sent back to committee, Mar 14, 2003, p. 3
Crossway field plans sent back to committee (The Inquirer commends the Village Board for holding more open, visible committee meetings.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6
Depot Square (The Scarsdale Village Board amended the zoning code to allow expanded offices in Village center areas.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
Dismayed by charges of behind-the-scene motives for staff, volunteers (letter) (Thomas Giordano of Montgomery Road), Mar 7, 2003, p. 6
Distinctive voices (editorial) (The Inquirer lauds the accomplishments of outgoing Village Board Trustees, Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6
Don't leaf them out (editorial) (The Inquirer criticizes the Village's new leaf collection plan, which would exclude eight 'zones' from curbside pickup.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6
Downsizing (The Overhill Neighborhood Association urges the Scarsdale Board of Trustees to consider downsizing the proposed indoor Christie Place Parking Garage.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
EAF (environmental assessment form) gives 'green' light to proposed Christie Place garage, Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE  

(Continued)
EAF (environmental assessment form) gives 'green light' to proposed Christie Place garage (continued), Feb 7, 2003, p. 9
The enemy is us (photo) (Stormwater runoff is creating pollution problems in waterways.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1
Extend village terms (editorial) (The Inquirer suggests that it is time for a hard look at term lengths, across the boards.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
Facade for 17 Popham OK'd (On October 29, the Scarsdale Planning Board approved a plan for the renovation of 17 Popham Road.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1
FAR amended to clarify exclusions, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
FAR amended to clarify exclusions (continued), Oct 17, 2003, p. 9
Forum covers broad ground (continued) (Village Board nominees faced some tough questions from the Scarsdale Neighborhood Presidents at the March 3 "Meet the Candidates Meeting" at Village Hall.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
Forum covers broad ground (Village Board nominees faced some tough questions from the Scarsdale Neighborhood Presidents at the March 3 "Meet the Candidates Meeting" at Village Hall.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
Garage funding resolution is tabled (photo) (continued) (Progress on the proposed Christie Place parking garage hit a snag at the marathon Village Board of Trustees meeting on March 25.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 8
Garage funding resolution is tabled (photo) (Progress on the proposed Christie Place parking garage hit a snag at the marathon Village Board of Trustees meeting on March 25.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
Garage opponents clamor for full environmental impact statement, Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
Garage opponents clamor for full environmental impact statement (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 4
Grassroots participation is fundamental to our form of government (letter) (Gloria and Barrie Mabie of Madison Road), Apr 18, 2003, p. 6
Indian Point (photo) (Various meetings address the safety of the Indian Point nuclear facility in Buchanan, New York.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 2
Infrastructure may fail to meet 21st century needs (letter) (A. F. Lazzara of Garth Road), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6
Is village board opposed to finding out the will of the people? (letter) (Evelyn Carnicelli of Tunstall Road), Apr 11, 2003, p. 6
Kudos to voters (editorial) (The Inquirer applauds the 500 residents who showed up to the polls to elect three Village trustees and a mayor.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6
Leaf regulations to be enforced, Nov 14, 2003 p. 1
Of leaves and money (On May 5, the Village Board will discuss relocating the Crossway leaf transfer station to the public works facility at 25 Ramsey Road.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
Man decry's 'deterioration of services' (Richard Marcus decried the failure of the Village's leaf collection program at the September 23 Village Board meeting.), Sep 28, 2003, p. 3
Mayor recap's goals, focus of village board (photo) (Scarsdale Mayor, Beverley Sved, addressed the Town and Village Civic Club Educational Forum at an informal meeting on October 2.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 3
Mood change (editorial) (The Inquirer supports efforts by Village Trustees to implement parking management.), May 30, 2003, p. 6
Neighbors clash over treehouse (Board meeting summary), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors clash over treehouse (continued) (Board meeting summary), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19
Neighbors sue village to stop SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) headquarters relocation (photo) (Heathcote Road residents protest proposed Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corp move to 5 Weaver Street), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors urge ban of nonresident commuters, May 16, 2003, p. 1
Neighbors urge ban of nonresident commuters (continued), May 16, 2003, p. 9
New board might reconsider Christie Place garage proposal, Apr 11, 2003, p. 1
New suggestions for Christie Place lot, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1
New suggestions for Christie Place lot (continued), Sep 26, 2003, p. 12
New voices of support rise at Christie Place Garage debate, Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
New voices of support rise at Christie Place Garage debate (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 8
The next step (editorial) (The Inquirer supports the Village's recent parking management efforts.), July 11, 2003, p. 6
Offices, yes (The Scarsdale Village Board will hold a public hearing on a proposed amendment to the Village Zoning Code regarding professional offices in the downtown area.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Old board unresponsive, editorial unfair (editorial), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7
Parking is going to get worse (editorial) (Carole Tunick asks for a fair hearing on the Christie Place Parking Garage issue.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7
Parking solution not 'just a can of paint' (Village Trustee Noreen Fisher dismissed effectiveness of restriping parking spaces in Village Center to a uniform width.), May 30, 2003, p. 1
Parking ticket penalties may rise (Summary of January 14 Village Board meeting), Jan 17, 2003, p. 3
Passions rage, accusations fly at garage meeting (continued) (Opponents of the proposed Christie Place Parking Garage packed Village Hall for a contentious meeting on February 13.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 12
Passions rage, accusations fly at garage meeting (Opponents of the proposed Christie Place Parking Garage packed Village Hall for a contentious meeting on February 13.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE  

Planning board recommends 2 zoning code amendments, Oct 17, 2003, p. 4

Proposed stormwater law will change homeowners' mindsets, Jan 10, 2003, p. 1

Sales unaffected by FAR (Floor Area Ratio) cap (editorial), May 2, 2003, p. 7

Seeking civility (editorial) (The Inquirer praises Board members for dealing calmly with the divisive issue of an indoor parking facility at Christie Place.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 6

She will (photo) (Photo of Beverley Sved being sworn in as Scarsdale's chief executive.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 1

Special meeting (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees will hold a special meeting on February 13 on the proposed Christie Place Parking Facility.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 1

Stormwater district (District considering a regional approach to solving the problems of stormwater pollution and flooding), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1

SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) morale sags as lawsuit delays progress on new building (photo), Aug 22, 2003, p. 1

SVAC's (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) morale sags as lawsuit delays progress on new building (photo) (continued), Aug 22, 2003, p. 8

Tax breaks enhanced for seniors/disabled (The Scarsdale Village Board authorized increasing the income levels for senior citizens and disabled people to qualify for property tax exemptions.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 3

Taxes higher than anticipated (continued) (Trustee Peter Strauss predicts a slightly higher than anticipated tax hike to accommodate the new pension estimate.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 4

Taxes higher than anticipated (Trustee Peter Strauss predicts a slightly higher than anticipated tax hike to accommodate the new pension estimate.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1

At term's end, praise for mayor, trustees (continued), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1

At term's end, praise for mayor, trustees (continued), March 28, 2003, p. 8

Ticket blitz continues (continued) (Stepped up automobile ticketing in the Village center to continue, much to the dismay of residents.), July 11, 2003, p. 9

Ticket blitz continues (Stepped up automobile ticketing in the Village center to continue, much to the dismay of residents.), July 11, 2003, p. 1

Time to decide on garage, Gatta says, Jan 17, 2003, p. 1

Time to decide on garage, Gatta says (continued), Jan 17, 2003, p. 8

Transfer to fund building repair (illus) (At the Village Board meeting on October 28, trustees debated how to fund the renovation of the fire training building.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

Transfer to fund building repair (illus) (continued) (At the Village Board meeting on October 28, trustees debated how to fund the renovation of the fire training building.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 11

Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking, Oct 3, 2003, p. 1

Trustee committee reviews alternatives for Christie parking (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14

Trustees give pool conditional support, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1

Trustees give pool conditional support (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 8

Trustees modify Christie lot lease (continued) (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees approved three changes to the four year lease between the village and the Christie Place valet parking service.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 3

Trustees modify Christie lot lease (The Scarsdale Board of Trustees approved three changes to the four year lease between the village and the Christie Place valet parking service.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 1

Trustees seek input on zoning changes, Aug 8, 2003, p. 1

Trustees should not vote for negative environmental declaration on garage (letter) (Cynthia Roberts of Autenrieth Road), Mar 14, 2003, p. 6

Village board adopts $30.4 M budget (continued) (Scarsdale tax payers brace themselves for a 6.96 percent increase in Village taxes in 2004.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 13

Village board adopts $30.4 M budget (Scarsdale tax payers brace themselves for a 6.96 percent increase in Village taxes in 2004.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1

Village election is Tuesday (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1

Village election is Tuesday (continued) (photo) (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 15

Village may drop plan to make people bag leaves, Oct 10, 2003, p. 1

Village may drop plan to make people bag leaves (continued), Oct 10, 2003, p. 15

Village meetings are shorter and sweeter, Dec 5, 2003 p. 1

Village meetings are shorter and sweeter (continued), Dec 5, 2003 p. 9

Village parking goals are clarified, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1

Village parking goals are clarified (continued), Nov 28, 2003 p. 9

Village should hold referendum on garage plan (letter) (Bob Harrison of Fox Meadow Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6

Village to "manage" parking (continued) (The Village Trustees Land Use Committee has met to begin addressing parking management in the Village Center.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6

Village to "manage" parking (The Village Trustees Land Use Committee has met to begin addressing parking management in the Village Center.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
Village Board - Scarsdale (Continued)

Volunteer parking commission could undertake management (letter) (David Buchen of Circle Road), May 2, 2003, p. 6

Volunteers lent time, talents for the benefit of all (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Chair, Scarsdale Citizens Nonpartisan Party, 2003 Campaign Committee), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6

Water law passes, Mar 28, 2003, p. 1

Well done (The Scarsdale Village Board honored the Public Works Department for its heroic efforts removing over 22 inches of snow resulting from the February 16-17 snowstorms.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1

What’s up downtown (Village Manager, Al Gatta, announced at the February 25 Village Board meeting that repair on the pedestrian bridge over the train tracks into Freighthay Garage will commence in May.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1

Whither Christie? (Ed Morgan presented a report to the Village Board from The Town and Village Club Zoning and Planning Committee on the issue of the Christie Place Parking Garage.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 1

Who will take responsibility for drainage system in flooded area? (letter) (Art Lutzke of Brewster Road), Jan 31, 2003, p. 6

Youth sports policy adopted, Feb 14, 2003, p. 1

Youth sports policy adopted (continued), Feb 14, 2003, p. 10

Zoning change hearings close; few speak (Discussion of Scarsdale Board of Trustees meeting on August 12.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 3

Village Board - Scarsdale - Finance Committee

Budget discussions (The Village Board Trustees’ Finance Committee will vote on a final budget on April 22.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1

Budget (Upcoming Finance Committee and public meetings will deal with the 2003-04 Scarsdale Village budget.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 1

Village Board - Scarsdale - Law Committee

Zoning changes sought on Post (continued) (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14

Zoning changes sought on Post (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1

Village Board - Scarsdale - Recreation Committee

Board approves 2 new fields at Crossway, July 11, 2003, p. 1

Village Code - Scarsdale

Martha’s gardens: a nice idea whose time has gone (letter) (Rick Behr of Post Road), Jan 10, 2003, p. 6

Village Hall (Scarsdale)

Behind the scenes (photo) (Scout Government Day, held on March 26, gave boy and girl scouts a chance to learn how their local government ticks.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 32

New deputy village manager is a familiar face at village hall (photo) (continued) (Profile of Steve Pappalardo, recently appointed deputy village manager.), May 2, 2003, p. 9

New deputy village manager is a familiar face at village hall (Profile of Steve Pappalardo, recently appointed deputy village manager.), May 2, 2003, p. 1

Videotape all board meetings (editorial), Sep 5, 2003, p. 7

Village staff not incompetent; policies are clear (letter) (Scott Frommer and Matt Rogers), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7

Villani, Ann

Ann Villani (dies) (Ann Villani, a former Scarsdale resident, died on December 11, 2003 at her home in Amherst, Massachusetts. She was 45.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 28

Villas, Ernest

Happy birthday, dear Edgewood: 84 years of school lore, spirit (photo), Jan 17, 2003, p. 10

Violinists

Todd Reynolds returns to SHS (Scarsdale High School), Apr 4, 2003, p. 9

Violinist Rachel Lee to perform with Stamford Symphony (photo), Sep 26, 2003, p. 16

Vize, John

Suspect arrested 6 days after bank robbery, May 30, 2003, p. 1

Vocational Guidance

Preparing for work in a new era: Part II (editorial), Dec 19, 2003 p. 7

Vock, Donna

Edgemont mulls pros and cons of becoming a village, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1

Edgemont mulls pros and cons of becoming a village (continued), Nov 28, 2003 p. 17

G’Burgh (Greenburgh) 101: residents learn the basics of town government, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

G’Burgh (Greenburgh) 101: residents learn the basics of town government (continued), Oct 31, 2003, p. 13

Vogel, Michael

Engineers say repairing QR (Quaker Ridge) not advisable (continued) (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 11

School board votes for $37K QR (Quaker Ridge) crawlspace analysis, Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
VOLUNTEERS

The Bank of New York Salutes: The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo) (Village volunteers were honored on June 23 at the annual Boards and Councils reception.), July 3, 2003, p. 20

Camp means volunteerism for SHS (Scarsdale High School) senior (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 9

Cyclist seeks help in defeating cancer through research funding (letter) (Rob Goodman, SHS '95), July 25, 2003, p. 6

A dog’s tale: When kids read, he’s all ears (photo) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.), July 3, 2003, p. 1

A dog’s tale: When kids read, he’s all ears (photo) (continued) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.), July 3, 2003, p. 4

Exceptional volunteer (photo) (Edgemont resident, Matthew Ruby, received the American Red Cross Exceptional Volunteer for Philanthropy Award.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 4

Hospital honoree (Elizabeth “Betty” McKirdy was honored on her 90th birthday at the June 10 Village Board meeting.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 1

Teen to Teen: Unique pet therapy offers love and licks (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1

Teen to Teen: Unique pet therapy offers love and licks (photo) (continued), Sep 19, 2003, p. 8

A true volunteer (editorial) (The Inquirer lauds Susan Cohen for her six years of service on the Scarsdale Board of Education.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6

Volunteerism has its benefits (letter) (Dick Leavitt, SVAC member, Hartsdale), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6

Volunteerism is important Scarsdale (letter) (Walter Schwer, Jim Buck, Jeff Goodwin, Presidents, Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Companies), Sep 26, 2003, p. 6

Volunteers and businesses made calendar possible (letter) (Susie Rush, President, Scarsdale PT Council), Sep 12, 2003, p. 6


Volunteers lent time, talents for the benefit of all (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Chair, Scarsdale Citizens Nonpartisan Party, 2003 Campaign Committee), Mar 21, 2003, p. 6

VORPERIAN, HARRY

Court OKs a new lot on Carstensen, Sep 19, 2003, p. 1

VOTER REGISTRATION

High school students should register to vote (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

Voter registration (Scarsdale residents who wish to vote in the March 18 Village election must register to vote by March 7.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1

VOTING

Absentee ballots (Elections for representatives to the Citizens Committee will be held on November 12; absentee ballots may be picked up at the Scarsdale Public Library.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1

For and against (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the referendum to remove Governor Gray Davis of California.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7

High school students should register to vote (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Nov 28, 2003 p. 6

Vote Row B for judges, legislator, next Tuesday (letter) (Mark Lewis, Chairman, Scarsdale Democratic Town Committee), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6

WABECK, BARBARA

Focal Points: how do you feel about the use of affirmative action in college admissions? (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7

Neighbors skeptical on drainage plan (Residents object to the proposed housing development on Windmill Lane due to flooding concerns.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1

WACHTEL, ALI

Prom called ‘resounding success’ (photo) (Scarsdale High School seniors created new, scaled down traditions for their June 12 prom at the Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 1

WACHTENHEIM, FLORIE

The 2002-03 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District’s Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 18th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 27

BOE (Board of Education) OKs private funds for turf field, Oct 24, 2003, p. 1

Construction well under way on SMS (Scarsdale Middle School) houses, SHS (Scarsdale High School) library, gym, Jan 17, 2003, p. 10

Kids open up to school board, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1

Our school board deserves appreciation (letter) (Susie Rush, President, Scarsdale PT Council), Oct 31, 2003, p. 9

WAGES - WOMEN

Women gain ground in the business world (photo) (Virginia Drachman spoke on women entrepreneurs on May 15 at Con Edison Headquarters in Rye.), May 30, 2003, p. 3

WALDMAN, ROCHELLE


WALKE, HILARY

Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7
WALKING
Eighth-grader leads team of walkers against asthma (photo), Oct 17, 2003, p. 10
Nearly naked power walking (editorial) (Steven Schnur on women's self images), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6
Run or walk (The Scarsdale Historical Society will host its 23rd annual Fall Foliage Run and 18th annual Walk for Fun on October 19.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
They're off (photo) (Photo of Fall Foliage 5K Run and 2.5K Walk on October 19.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1

WALLACE, PHIL
Scarsdale Art Association enjoys productive year (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 13A
A September tradition - Scarsdale Art Association fall outdoor art show celebrates 51st year (photo, illus), Sep 5, 2003, p. 13

WALLENSTEIN, JOANNE (AUTHOR)
Vote yes on June 3 to support schools (letter) (Anna Decker, Elyse Insel, Mindy White, Joanne Wallenstein - PT Council), May 30, 2003, p. 6

WALS, AVIS (AUTHOR)
Drainage proposals for Fairview subdivision won't save the neighborhood (letter) (Avis Wals of Fairview Road), July 3, 2003, p. 6

WALS, JANE
Jane Wals (Jane Wals will be featured in the Teacher Appreciation section of the National Youth Leadership Forum website.), Jun 6, 2003, p. 4

WALS, ROBERT
Neighborhood pride (photo) (The Greenacres Neighborhood Association donated three new benches to the Greenacres School.), Nov 7, 2003, p. 11
Neighbors skeptical on drainage plan (Residents object to proposed housing development on Windmill Lane due to flooding concerns.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1

WALSH, JAMES
Focal Points: How do you feel about the arming of commercial airline pilots with guns? (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7

WAN, TIFFANY
A-School grads: 'a shared community of selves' (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Alternative School's 24 member senior class graduated on June 20.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24

WANG, DALE
Corporate heroes (photo) (Pat Cauthen and Mary Gilbert received corporate hero awards from Westchester Jewish Community Services.), Nov 7, 2003, p. 4

WANGER, LAUREN
Doctor fixes bride's vision in time for their wedding (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 1
Doctor fixes bride's vision in time for their wedding (photo) (continued), July 18, 2003, p. 9

WAR
Consequences of war with Iraq will be calamitous (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Feb 14, 2003, p. 6
How war coverage has evolved (editorial) (Seymour Topping, former managing editor of The New York Times, discusses newspaper coverage of wars in which the United States has been involved.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 7
Just like they do in the movies (letter) (Harry Reynolds of Bradley Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
Officials prepare to cope with war anxieties; School district committed to safety, Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
Officials Prepare to Cope with War Anxieties; Village ratchets up security, Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
Officials Prepare to Cope with War Anxieties; Village ratchets up security (continued), Mar 21, 2003, p. 8
The phony war (editorial) (Steven Schnur contrasts the early days of World War II with war in Iraq.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7
Universal draft ensures everyone has stake in war (letter) (Neil Sullivan of Taunton Road), Jan 31, 2003, p. 7
War and Peace (The Scarsdale Public Library will host a public forum on the topic "Views on War and Peace" on May 18.), May 16, 2003, p. 1
Wartime is no time for a tax cut (editorial) (Michael S. Kutzin disputes the notion of cutting taxes in the face of enormous defense and counter terrorism spending.), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7

WARFARE
Focal Points: has the "Orange Alert" caused you to make any changes in your lifestyle? (photo), Feb 21, 2003, p. 7

WARNKEN, MARK JEFFREY
Sutherland, Warnken (photo) (Elaine Margaret Sutherland and Mark Jeffrey Warnken are engaged; a September wedding is planned.), Jun 27, 2003, p. 18

WARNKEN, PAT
Coldwell Banker awards (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 4
Pat Warnken (Real estate broker, Pat Warnken, has earned the Coldwell Banker previews property specialists designation.), May 16, 2003, p. 4
Tops in sales (Coldwell Banker honored its top Scarsdale-Doernberg office sales associates for the third quarter.), Nov 28, 2003, p. 4

WARNKEN, PAT (AUTHOR)
Carole and Paula brought kids Halloween Fun (letter) (Pat Warnken, Scarsdale Woman's Club), Nov 7, 2003, p. 6
WARREN, LYNN
Neighborhood association divided over SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.) relocation (letter) (Jeffery Watiker, Lynn Warren, Lauren Mintzer, East Heathcote Neighborhood Association), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6

WARSOWSKY, PRISCILLA
QR (Quaker Ridge) 5th-grader to dance lead in 'Nutcracker' (photo) (Sarah W. will play Clara in the SUNY Purchase production of 'The Nutcracker.'), Dec 5, 2003 p. 10

WARSOWSKY, RACHEL
QR (Quaker Ridge) 5th-grader to dance lead in 'Nutcracker' (photo) (Sarah W. will play Clara in the SUNY Purchase production of 'The Nutcracker.'), Dec 5, 2003 p. 10

WARSOWSKY, SARAH
QR (Quaker Ridge) 5th-grader to dance lead in 'Nutcracker' (photo) (Sarah W. will play Clara in the SUNY Purchase production of 'The Nutcracker.'), Dec 5, 2003 p. 10

WARTHEN, ELIZABETH ST. CLAIR
Warthen, Svatek (photo) (Elizabeth St. Clair Warthen and Brett Emil Svatek are engaged; a June wedding is planned.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 15

WASHBURN, PHILLIP
Washburn marks 20 years (photo), Oct 10, 2003, p. 28

WATER
Addictively refreshing (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses designer water brands.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7
Citizeny morn on stormwater, Jan 31, 2003, p. 11
Firemen saved a watery day on Cohawney Road (letter) (Linda and Rick Gesoff of Cohawney Road), Feb 21, 2003, p. 6
Proposed stormwater law will change homeowners' mindsets, Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
Rite of spring (The Village water main flushing program will commence on March 24.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 1
Stormwater district (District considering a regional approach to solving the problems of stormwater pollution and flooding), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
Water law passes, Mar 28, 2003, p. 1

WATER DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE
A main event (photo) (The Scarsdale Water Department repaired a burst pipe on Weaver Street on January 23.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 5

WATER - PIPES
Frozen pipe alert (Home maintenance tips for dealing with frigid winter weather), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1

WATER - POLLUTION
The enemy is us (photo) (continued) (Stormwater runoff is creating pollution problems in waterways.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12
The enemy is us (photo) (Stormwater runoff is creating pollution problems in waterways.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1

WATERS, CHERYL
Dr. Cheryl Waters (Scarsdale resident, Dr. Cheryl Waters, has been named the first Albert B. and Judith L. Glickman professor of clinical neurology at the Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 4

WATERWAYS - WESTCHESTER COUNTY (N.Y.)
The enemy is us (photo) (continued) (Stormwater runoff is creating pollution problems in waterways.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12
The enemy is us (photo) (Stormwater runoff is creating pollution problems in waterways.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1

WATIKER, JEFFREY (AUTHOR)
Neighborhood association divided over SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps.) relocation (letter) (Jeffery Watiker, Lynn Warren, Lauren Mintzer, East Heathcote Neighborhood Association), Oct 17, 2003, p. 6

WAX, LINDSAY
Safety poster contest winners (photo) (Pictured are the winners of the Scarsdale Recreation Department's safety poster contest.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 4

WAYNE, KIM
Lucky No. 13; '99 Scarsdale grad Kim Wayne helped build Syracuse lax program (photo), May 30, 2003, p. 25
Lucky No. 13; '99 Scarsdale grad Kim Wayne helped build Syracuse lax program (photo) (continued), May 30, 2003, p. 26

WEATHER
The cold war (editorial) (Tips from the Inquirer on dealing with frigid temps), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6
Focal Points: Mark Twain said, "Everybody talks about the weather but nobody does anything about it;" how has the rainy season affected you? (photo), Jun 27, 2003, p. 7
Forecast for 2d-grade class: rain, winds, tomatoes! (photo) (continued) (On February 13, Heathcote School second graders experienced the "Weather or Not" hands on science program led by Rhonda Ginsberg.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 9
Forecast for 2d-grade class: rain, winds, tomatoes! (photo) (On February 13, Heathcote School second graders experienced the "Weather or Not" hands on science program led by Rhonda Ginsberg.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 1
WEBB, CAROL
Hoff-Barthelson students learn from the masters (photo) (Hoff-Barthelson students will have a master class with three members of the New York Philharmonic on May 12.), May 2, 2003, p. 17

WEBER, JEANNE
Arts grants (photo) (Jeanne and Richard Weber of Scarsdale are shown accepting an Arts Alive Individual Artist Tier Grant awarded to the Westchester Band by the Westchester Arts Council.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 4

WEBER, JOAN (DR)
The 2002-03 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at 18th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 20, 2003, p. 27
'Empathetic' Cohen gets loving sendoff, Jun 20, 2003, p. 10
Is there life after Scarsdale? Former mayor can't stay away (photo) (Former Scarsdale mayor, Mark Bench, maintains a visible presence in the Village working as a teacher's aide at the High School.), May 9, 2003, p. 1
New Teachers, staff welcomed (Dr. Joan Weber introduced new teachers and staff members at the September 8 Scarsdale School Board meeting.), Sep 12, 2003, p. 9
Scarsdale teachers' 'circle of life' honored (May 19 Scarsdale School Board meeting honored newly hired and newly retired teachers.), May 23, 2003, p. 10
Sherwood heads school board; G'acres (Greenacres) to get new principal (photo) (continued), Jul 3, 2003, p. 2

WEBER, LEE
Fine Art: A happy medium for Lee Weber (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 13
Fine Art: A happy medium for Lee Weber (photo) (continued), July 18, 2003, p. 15

WEBER, RICHARD
Arts grants (photo) (Jeanne and Richard Weber of Scarsdale are shown accepting an Arts Alive Individual Artist Tier Grant awarded to the Westchester Band by the Westchester Arts Council.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 4

WEBER, RICHARD (AUTHOR)
Citron recalled for exuberance, contributions (letter) (Richard Weber of Tunstall Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6

WEB SITES
Web site hacked (The Village of Scarsdale web site was hacked at 2 am on March 26.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6

WECHSLER, ROBERT
Citizens Committee (Elections for the Citizens Nominating Committee will be held on November 12.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 1

WEDDINGS
Brescia, Davis (wed) (photo) (Elizabeth Brescia and Andrew Davis were wed on October 18, 2002, in Scarsdale.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 15
Charney, Wise (wed) (Amy Ehrlich Charney and Lewis Kemler Wise were wed on October 12 at their home in Wellesley, Massachusetts.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 14
Charney, Wise (wed) (photo) (Amy Ehrlich Charney and Lewis Kemler Wise were wed on October 12 at their country home in Wellesley, Massachusetts.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 14
Ellis, Williams (wed) (photo) (Tracy Ellis and Jeffrey G. Williams were wed on May 3 in White Plains.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 20
Erwich, Kagan (wed) (photo) (Melissa Beth Erwich and Adam Bradley Kagan were wed July 12 in Harrison, New York.). Aug 8, 2003, p. 9
Frankel, Portnoff (wed) (Wendy Jennifer Frankel and Adam Eric Portnoff were wed on October 12 in Mamaroneck.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 21
Franklin, Leitner (wed) (photo) (Ella Michelle Franklin and Brett William Leitner were wed on September 1 at Glen Island Harbour Club in New Rochelle.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13
Franklin, Leitner (wed) (photo) (Ella Michelle Franklin and Brett William Leitner were wed on September 1 in New Rochelle.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 18
Gold, Moss (wed) (photo) (Jodi Lynne Gold and Matthew Daniel Moss were wed on July 19 in Huntington, Long Island.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 9
Jacquet, Murray (photo) (Jennifer Jacquet and Michael J. Murray were wed on June 7 at the Greenville Community Church.), Jul 18, 2003, p. 11
Just married! (photo) (Scarsdale police officer Matthew Miraglia wed Maria Powell Miraglia at the Scarsdale Village tree lighting on November 29; Mayor Beverley Sved performed the honors.), Dec 5, 2003 p. 3
Kanner, Levine (wed) (photo) (Stacy Ellen Kanner and Bradley Allen Levine were wed on June 22 in White Plains.), Jul 25, 2003, p. 8
Katzive/Ackman (wed) (Laura Elaine Katzive and Milton Ackman were wed on October 12 at the Garrison.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 15
Kravitz, Hein (wed) (photo) (Rachel Marion Kravitz and Gregory Jason Hein were wed on October 25 in Long Island City.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 21
Love and Marriage (photo) (Special section on weddings and marriage), Feb 14, 2003, pp. 1A–10A
Mitchell, Griffin (wed) (photo) (Amy Jeannine Mitchell and John Anthony Griffin were wed May 3 in Charlottesville, Virginia.), May 8, 2003, p. 15
WEDDINGS (Continued)
Nygreen, Butler (wed) (Kristin Holiday Nygreen and James Patrick Butler were wed on October 4 at Columbia University in Manhattan.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 14
Nygreen, Butler (wed) (photo) (Kristin Holiday Nygreen and James Patrick Butler were wed on October 4 in Manhattan.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 21
O'Connor, Daur (wed) (photo) (Alexis Caro O'Connor and Christopher Michael Daur were wed on July 26 in Scarsdale.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 21
Pratt, Siegel (wed) (photo) (Sandra Lee Pratt and David Lazar Siegel were wed on September 20 in Manchester, Vermont.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 14
Ray, Santo (wed) (Erin Michele Ray and Rod Colvin Santo were wed on October 11 in Plymouth, Michigan.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 14
Roach, Sliss (wed) (photo) (Carrie Ann Roach and Todd Sliss were wed on October 25 in Seaforth.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 21
Scher-Goodin (wed) (photo) (Gina Suzanne Scher and Dan Rogers Goodin were wed on July 31 on Mount Tamalpais in Marin County, California.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 14
Shah, Lasser (wed) (Amishi Shah and Joshua Milton Lasser were wed on October 18 at the Fountainhead in New Rochelle.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 14
Slotnick, Komoroff (photo) (Melissa Ann Slotnick and Andrew Steven Komoroff were wed February 22 at the Lighthouse at Chelsea Piers in Manhattan.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 12
Soley, Daly (wed) (Jill Beth Soley and Daniel Cameron Daly were wed on June 14, 2003, in New York City.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 20
Sorial, Fee (photo) (Suzanne Sorial and Michael John Fee were wed on June 28, 2003, in Livingston, New Jersey.), July 11, 2003, p. 11
Sweeney, Turner (wed) (photo) (Megan Maere Sweeney and Robert Dewitt Turner were wed on September 20 in Nantucket, Massachusetts.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13
Uchitelle, Finegold (wed) (photo) (Isabel Anne Uchitelle and Dr. Jonathan Finegold were wed in Manhattan on September 13.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 18
Vaughan, Kolderie (wed) (photo) (Robin Vaughan and Paul Kolderie were wed on September 20 in Arlington, Massachusetts.), Sep 26, 2003, p. 13

WEED, DAVID
Slow progress (editorial) (The Inquirer commends the Committee on Historic Preservation and the Board of Architectural Review for sticking to the facts in the case of the house at 972 Post Road.), Dec 19, 2003 p. 6

WEINBERG, BLAKE
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

WEINBERG, CHARLES L
Charles L. Weinberg (photo) (Charles L. Weinberg was honored by the board of Westhab at the conclusion of his 22 years of service.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 4

WEINBERG, STEFAN
'Testimony of the Human Spirit' (photo) (Holocaust survivors share their stories in the film, 'Testimony of the Human Spirit.'), Jun 27, 2003, p. 16

WEINBERG, STUART
Focal Points: Has the onset of war changed your views on the situation in Iraq? (photo), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7

WEINBERG, TIMMY (AUTHOR)
No problem too small or too big for Greenburgh supervisor (letter) (Timmy Weinberg, Councilwoman), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6

WEINBERG NATURE CENTER
Where the wild things are - your backyard (photo), Jan 31, 2003, p. 3

WEINER, JULIA
Eco-savers say there's no effort too small (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 9

WEINER, LYNN
New PT Council officers welcomed (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12

WEINGARTEN, SALLY
Scarsdale SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) elections are next Tuesday (continued), Jan 10, 2003, p. 9

WEINSTEIN, LAURIE
Focal Points: Should booing be permitted to interrupt theatrical and opera performances? (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7

WEINTRAUB, DAVID BARRETT
Braunstein, Weintraub (photo) (Sara Jane Braunstein and David Barrett Weintraub are engaged; a November wedding is planned.), July 3, 2003, p. 9

WEIR, PAUL
New York State of mind (photo) (continued), Jan 3, 2003, p. 21
WEIR, PIDGE
Beautiful Joseph Gleicher Footbridge was the work of many people (letter) (Michelle Mirsky Abelson, President, Friends of the Scarsdale Parks), May 16, 2003, p. 6

WEISBART, MORT
Focal Points: Should booing be permitted to interrupt theatrical and opera performances? (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 7

WEISBERG, ANNE
The Year in Review (Village slogs on with never-ending projects.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1

WEISMAN, LYNN
Teen to Teen: Unique pet therapy offers love and licks (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
Teen to Teen: Unique pet therapy offers love and licks (photo) (continued), Sep 19, 2003, p. 8

WEISMAN, SAM
Teen to Teen: Unique pet therapy offers love and licks (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1

WEISS, ELLEN
Scarsdale graduates have distinguished careers (editorial), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7

WEISS, KIM
Tiger honored (photo) (Scarsdale resident, Kim Weiss, received two athletic awards upon her graduation from Mamaroneck High School.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 25

WEISS, RICHARD (AUTHOR)
Feiner administration went to court against Ardsley (letter) (Richard Weiss of Ardsley), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6

WEISSMAN, LISA
Coldwell Banker awards (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 4

WEISSMANN, MARA
Working moms weave a girlwide web (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 3

WEITZER, KATHI
Focal Points: How have children's books changed from those you read as a child? (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 7

WELLS, BRUCE
Cable TV Commission surveying residents, Jan 17, 2003, p. 4

WELLS, BRUCE (AUTHOR)
Growth is not inevitable here (editorial) (Bruce Wells on the impact of the proposed indoor parking garage on the serenity of the Village), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7
A village center everyone wants (editorial) (Bruce Wells on development projects in the Village Center), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7
Village needs more parking management, not less (letter) (Bruce Wells of Chase Road), July 11, 2003, p. 6

WELLS, KIMBERLY K (AUTHOR)
Avoiding relationship violence (editorial), Oct 10, 2003, p. 7

WENGLIN, BARBARA
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who won recognition in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4

WENTWORTH, JEAN
As Americans we are free to express our patriotism however we wish (letter) (Albert Angrilli of Hartsdale), Aug 15, 2003, p. 6
Display of flags appropriate when country is at war (letter) (Anthony Russo of Shawnee Road), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6
Disturbed by writer's criticism of flag display (letter) (Cathy Onorato of Brook Lane West), Aug 1, 2003, p. 6
Flags are reminder of sacrifices made for our freedom (letter) (Dan Grabel of Cohawney Road), Aug 8, 2003, p. 6
Showing restraint in flag display is not unpatriotic (editorial), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7

WENTWORTH, JEAN (AUTHOR)
Garage opponents are varied, hardworking and generous (letter) (Jean Wentworth of Lockwood Road), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6
Making strides in the battle against HIV/AIDS (letter) (Jean and Kenneth Wentworth of Lockwood Road), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6

WENTWORTH, JONATHAN
Making strides in the battle against HIV/AIDS (letter) (Jean and Kenneth Wentworth of Lockwood Road), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6

WENTWORTH, KENNETH (AUTHOR)
Making strides in the battle against HIV/AIDS (letter) (Jean and Kenneth Wentworth of Lockwood Road), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6

WERDEN, BEN
Teen center honors Detective Rich Fatigate (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 3

WESOLOWSKI, LYNN
A September tradition - Scarsdale Art Association fall outdoor art show celebrates 51st year (photo, illus), Sep 5, 2003, p. 13

WESS, ALEX
Quaker Ridge whiz kids rise to trivia challenge (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 10
WEST, JANET
Focal Points: Are you making preparations for the hurricane? Do you find weather forecasts reliable? (photo), Sep 19, 2003, p. 7

WESTCHESTER ARTS COUNCIL
Arts Council honors 'Superwoman' arts chief (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 13
'Testament in Color' (photo) (Scarsdale resident and Westchester Arts Council artist, Diane Cherr, will show her works at the Mamaroneck Artists' Guild this month.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 27

WESTCHESTER BAND
Arts grants (photo) (Jeanne and Richard Weber of Scarsdale are shown accepting an Arts Alive Individual Artist Tier Grant awarded to the Westchester Band by the Westchester Arts Council.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 4
Mr. Hollander's oboe (photo) (Allan Hollander did double duty as oboe soloist and conductor at the July 31 Westchester Band concert at Chase Park.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 22

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LegislatorS
$1.4B county budget counts on sales tax hike, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
$1.4B county budget counts on sales tax hike (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 8
Cantatore challenges Ryan for 5th District, Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
Cantatore challenges Ryan for 5th District (photo) (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 20
County fiscal crisis needs sales tax fix (editorial) (Lois Bronz expresses frustration with a 2003 County budget that is still very much in flux.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 7
County property tax to rise an average of 15%, Feb 21, 2003, p. 1
County property tax to rise an average of 15% (continued), Feb 21, 2003, p. 2
Dem pick Ryan for board chair (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Ryan, Cantatore dispute county budget strictures (photo), Oct 24, 2003, p. 1
As Election Day nears, candidates face off: Ryan, Cantatore dispute county budget strictures (photo) (continued), Oct 24, 2003, p. 13
Lines change; fiscal crisis looms, Jan 3, 2003, p. 4
More voices raised against Indian Point (County and federal officials unite against the continued operation of the Indian Point nuclear power plant.), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Panellists disagree on dangers posed by Indian Point plant (Five panelists discussed the safety of the Indian Point Energy Plant at a March 20 meeting sponsored by the Westchester League of Women Voters.), Apr 4, 2003, p. 1
Public safety will be an even greater priority for county in 2003 (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 8A
Re-elect Bill Ryan (editorial) (The Inquirer heartily endorses Bill Ryan for County Legislator in the 5th District.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6
Ryan re-elected to county board, Nov 7, 2003 p. 1
Ryan re-elected to county board (continued), Nov 7, 2003 p. 8
Vote Row B for judges, legislator, next Tuesday (letter) (Mark Lewis, Chairman, Scarsdale Democratic Town Committee.), Oct 31, 2003, p. 6
Westchester LWV (League of Women Voters) endorses proposed county sales tax hike, Nov 28, 2003 p. 1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS
Coldwell Banker awards (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 4

WESTCHESTER COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY
’Picturing Our Past’ (photo) (The County Historical Society launched a new book at a luncheon at Whitby Castle on September 28.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 2
Seal to head county historical society (photo) (Susan Seal, local realtor, was elected president of the Westchester County Historical Society.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 4

WESTCHESTER COUNTY (N.Y.)
Orange alert (Westchester County government has taken steps to increase security and step up preparedness plans.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1

WESTCHESTER JEWISH COMMUNITY SERVICES
Corporate heroes (photo) (Pat Cauthen and Mary Gilbert received corporate hero awards from Westchester Jewish Community Services.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 4
WJCS (Westchester Jewish Community Services): there when you need us (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 18A

WESTCHESTER LIBRARY SYSTEM
African-American literary tea - to kick off month long celebration (photo), Jan 10, 2003, p. 15
New Rochellians may be unwelcome at library, May 23, 2003, p. 3
Poetry is new on the menu at the WLS (Westchester Library System) author lunch (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 17
‘Sign-up September’ to promote libraries (September has been designated as the month to sign up for a library card.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 2
Sue Neale (Scarsdale resident, Sue Neale, has been elected vice president of the Westchester Library System.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 4
WESTCHESTER LIBRARY SYSTEM (Continued)
Want to write a book? Go to your local library! (photo) (continued) (The Westchester Library System's annual Book and Author Luncheon was held on April 8 at Tappan Hill.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 17
Want to write a book? Go to your local library! (The Westchester Library System's annual Book and Author Luncheon was held on April 8 at Tappan Hill.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 15

WESTCHESTER PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
An opera star returns to her roots (photo) (Heather Buck, acclaimed coloratura soprano, will perform in open rehearsals with the Westchester Philharmonic at her alma mater, Scarsdale High School, on March 14.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 14
Kaufman elected orchestra president (photo), Dec 26, 2003 p. 4

WESTHAB
A dog's tale: When kids read, he's all ears (photo) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.), July 3, 2003, p. 1
A dog's tale: When kids read, he's all ears (photo) (continued) (Children "Read with Lasso," a lovable black Labrador retriever, at a program for reluctant readers at Westhab in Elmsford.), July 3, 2003, p. 4

WEST NILE VIRUS
Birds not dangerous (Reassuring information on West Nile Virus as transmitted by local birds), July 18, 2003, p. 1

WEXLER, TINA
Focal Points: How do you feel about the arming of commercial airline pilots with guns? (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7

WHEELER, CAROL
How many? (photo) (United Way volunteers pictured at the July 31-August 2 Scarsdale sidewalk sale.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 2

WHEELER, DAVE
Do-si-do! (photo) (The Arthur Manor and Drake Park-Edgewood Associations hosted a square dance at the Congregational Church on March 1.), Mar 7, 2003, p. 3

WHEELER, DAVID
All's fair at the Scarsdale elementary schools (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 11

WHITE, ANDREW
Camp means volunteerism for SHS (Scarsdale High School) senior (photo), Sep 12, 2003, p. 9

WHITE, DEBORAH
Inquirer top winner (continued) (The Scarsdale Inquirer took home 27 awards from the New York Press Association's 2002 Better Newspaper Contest.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 11
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who won recognition in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4

WHITE, JAMES M JR
James M. White (James M. White, Jr., of Scarsdale has joined Houlihan/Lawrence as a sales associate.), May 23, 2003, p. 4

WHITE, JESSICA
SMS' (Scarsdale Middle School) new leaders (photo) (Photo of two of the new officers of the Scarsdale Middle School Student Organization.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 10

WHITE, MINDY (AUTHOR)
Vote yes on June 3 to support schools (letter) (Anna Decker, Elyse Insel, Mindy White, Joanne Wallenstein - PT Council), May 30, 2003, p. 6

WHITE, SARAH BRACEY
Arts Council honors 'Superwoman' arts chief (photo), May 9, 2003, p. 13

WHITE HOUSE (WASHINGTON, D.C.)
Garvin receives national award (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 1

WHITESTONE, RANDY (AUTHOR)
Many contributed to the success of square dance (letter) (John Bonanno, Heather Panessa, Karen Jones, Brenda Lilly: Board of Directors, Arthur Manor Neighborhood Association), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7
TVCC (Town and Village Civic Club) meeting provided educational forum, open debate (letter) (Randy Whitestone of Sprague Road), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7

WHYATT, TOM
Neighbors' appeal on Realm nixed, Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
State Supreme Court will review Realm appeal (The legal battle continues over a proposed assisted living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1

WHYTE, ARTHUR
Thrash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

WHYTE, JEFFREY
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11
WHYTE, RUDYARD  
Community mostly positive about new artificial turf field, Sep 26, 2003, p. 1

WICK, DEBORAH  
New PT Council officers welcomed (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12

WICK, ELLEN  
Ellen Wick (dies) (Ellen Wick, a Scarsdale resident for over 60 years, died on January 12, 2003, at White Plains Hospital. She was 105.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 31

WIERNICK, ROBERTA  
No Pesticides Day (May 3 has been declared "No Pesticides Day."), May 2, 2003, p. 4

WIGGAN, OZZIE  
From the 3rd floor to the world: SHS (Scarsdale High School) is melting pot at International Day (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 10

WILDER, ROBERT JR  
Senior housing group to hear developer, Jun 20, 2003, p. 2  
Senior housing is an uphill battle, developer tells advocates, July 3, 2003, p. 3

WILDLIFE  
Getting wilder (letter) (Steven Schnur of Montrose Road), Jun 27, 2003, p. 6

WILHOIT, STEPHEN  
Plagiarism on the Internet: many gray areas (Article asks: where do a student's researching methods cross the line from helpful to unreliable to illegal?), Jan 17, 2003, p. 10

WILKER, LAURA E  
Working moms weave a girlwide web (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 3

WILKER, LAURA E (AUTHOR)  
Greenburgh should be working with businesses to help them succeed (letter) (Laura E. Wilker of Mercer Avenue), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6

WILLIAMS, ALFREDA  
Election Day is next Tuesday, Oct 31, 2003, p. 1  
Feiner wins big in Greenburgh for 7th term as town supervisor (photo), Nov 7, 2003 p. 1

WILLIAMS, DEBRA  
Supporters back Lasser's GOP bid (photo) (continued) (GOP candidate, Jim Lasser of Edgemont, is challenging Democratic incumbent Paul Feiner for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 13

WILLIAMS, GRAY  
Historian to speak Tuesday (Historian Gray Williams will address the Scarsdale Historical Society on October 27 in the Scott Room of the Scarsdale Public Library.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 2

WILLIAMS, HENRY  
Young authors (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 11

WILLIAMS, JEFFREY G  
Ellis, Williams (wed) (photo) (Tracy Ellis and Jeffrey G. Williams were wed on May 3 in White Plains.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 20

WILLIAMS, LAUREN  
Supporters back Lasser's GOP bid (photo) (continued) (GOP candidate, Jim Lasser of Edgemont, is challenging Democratic incumbent Paul Feiner for Greenburgh Town Supervisor.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 13

WILLIAMS, MARY  
Woman's Club goes Home for the Holidays (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 11

WILLIS, SUZANNE (AUTHOR)  
Kiwanis thanks those who helped with contest (letter) (Suzanne Willis, Kiwanis Club of Hartsdale), Nov 7, 2003 p. 6

WILSON, IRA  
Mother of the Year (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 4  
Scarsdale Headliners (photo) (Scarsdale and Edgemont residents who won recognition in the past year), Jan 3, 2003, p. 4

WILSON, IRA (AUTHOR)  
Wilson to discontinue ad some people found offensive (letter) (Ira Wilson, President, Wilson & Son Ltd.), Nov 21, 2003 p. 6

WILSON, LYNNE  
Don't increase speed limits, do explain local blackout (letter) (Lynette Wilson of Lyons Road), Aug 29, 2003, p. 6

WILSON, MATTHEW  
Mother of the Year (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 4
WILSON, MICHAEL
Mother of the Year (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 4

WILSON, RUSH
A village center everyone wants (editorial) (Bruce Wells on development projects in the Village Center), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7

WINCHESTER, SIMON
Poetry is new on the menu at the WLS (Westchester Library System) author lunch (photo), Mar 21, 2003, p. 17
Want to write a book? Go to your local library! (photo) (continued) (The Westchester Library System's annual Book and Author Luncheon was held on April 8 at Tappan Hill.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 17
Want to write a book? Go to your local library! (photo) (The Westchester Library System's annual Book and Author Luncheon was held on April 8 at Tappan Hill.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 15

WINDELS, CATHERINE
Focal Points: Would the use of recorded rather than live music affect your attendance at shows? (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 7

WINDS
(Ray Sherman is shown being buffeted by frigid winds on Chase Road.) (photo), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6

WINEAPPLE, PATTY
New film bio of Hubleys shows serious side of animation (photo) (continued) (Esteemed TV and film producer, Patty Wineapple, is in town for her 1963 Scarsdale High School reunion), Sep 19, 2003, p. 15
New film bio of Hubleys shows serious side of animation (photo) (Esteemed TV and film producer, Patty Wineapple, is in town for her 1963 Scarsdale High School reunion), Sep 19, 2003, p. 13

WINGATE, MARGO
Garage opponents clamor for full environmental impact statement (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 4

WINGATE, RICHARD
Arthur Manor reaches 74-year milestone (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 31, 2003, p. 3A
Running for SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (List of candidates running for the School Board Nominating Committee on January 20, 2004.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1

WINSTON, DAN
Parents, kids bond over fun with math (April 2 was Family Math Day at the Fox Meadow School.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 10

WINSTON, LISLE
Why 21 is the right age to drink (letter) (Lisle Winston, 5th grader, Fox Meadow School), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6

WINTER
Frozen pipe alert (Home maintenance tips for dealing with frigid winter weather), Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
A white alert (photo) (Scenes of Scarsdale on February 17 following the great blizzard.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 3

WIRELESS INTERNET
Commuter Computer, Part 6: A consummation devoutly to be desired (Broadband Boogie) (editorial), Aug 22, 2003, p. 4

WISE, LEWIS KEMLER
Charney, Wise (wed) (Amy Ehrlich Charney and Lewis Kemler Wise were wed on October 12 at their home in Wellfleet, Massachusetts.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 14

WISE, LIZ
Maroon and White Awards Dinner - Tuesday, June 3, 2003 (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 23
Maroon and White Raiders of Scarsdale take pride in '02 (photo), Jan 3, 2003, p. 19
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 18

WISEMAN, ROSALIND
Quaker Ridge parents explore 'Girl World' cruelty, Jan 31, 2003, p. 10

WITCHEL, ALEX
Scarsdale graduates have distinguished careers (editorial), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7

WITT, JAMES LEE
County won't OK disaster plan, Jan 17, 2003, p. 1
True leaders are those who keep our children safe (letter) (Elissa Paykin of Lee Road), Jan 24, 2003, p. 6

WITTLIN, NATALEE
Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7
SHS (Scarsdale High School) students help those in need (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 22, 2003, p. 31A
Teens aren't sleeping, but who's really to blame?, Feb 7, 2003, p. 10
There is no typical kid at Scarsdale Alternative School (photo), Feb 7, 2003, p. 10

WITTLIN, PAULA
The loneliness of the long distance strip (photo) (Confusion reigns on the Mamaroneck Strip, where the zip code and services are Mamaroneck but the school system is Scarsdale.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 3

WIXTED, DAVID
'Testimony of the Human Spirit' (photo) (Holocaust survivors share their stories in the film, 'Testimony of the Human Spirit'), Jun 27, 2003, p. 16
WIXTED, EMMA
'Testimony of the Human Spirit' (photo) (Holocaust survivors share their stories in the film, 'Testimony of the Human Spirit.'), Jun 27, 2003, p. 16

WOHL, AMIEL
Focal Points: What do you think the situation will be in Iraq a year from today? (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 7

WOLFE, LITA
Focal Points: How do you feel about the California law requiring prison terms of 25 years for a third conviction, even if the offense was petty theft? (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 7

WOLFER, ERIC
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 20

WOLK, ELLIOT K
Elliot K. Wolk (Scarsdale resident, Elliot K. Wolk, managing director emeritus of Bear Stearns Companies, was awarded an honorary doctor of humane letters degree at Yeshiva University.), Jan 17, 2003, p. 4

WOLLIN, MARC (AUTHOR)
Addictively refreshing (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses designer water brands.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 7
Baby's babble deciphered (editorial) (Marc Wollin on a device that translates infant babble.), May 16, 2003, p. 7
Bachelor of prime time (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses trendy college majors.), Aug 22, 2003, p. 7
On beyond Barbie (editorial), May 9, 2003, p. 7
Commencement speaker wannabe (editorial), Jun 13, 2003, p. 7
For and against (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the referendum to remove Governor Gray Davis of California.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 7
Glancing Askance: Coming attractions (Marc Wollin's take on movie trailers), Dec 12, 2003 p. 7
Glancing Askance: Endorsement (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses marketing motion pictures.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 7
Glancing Askance: Friendlier skies (editorial), July 11, 2003, p. 7
Glancing Askance: On beyond the tea leaves (editorial), Aug 8, 2003, p. 7
Glancing Askance - Big, Bigger, Biggest (editorial) (Marc Wollin comments on the "super sizing" phenomenon.), Jan 10, 2003, p. 7
Glimpsing the future: The flavor of the year will be pomegranate (editorial), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7
Hall to the little chief (editorial) (Marc Wollin on the limited edition George W. Bush action figure.), Nov 7, 2003 p. 7
Kid games for grownups (editorial) (Marc Wollin reflects on simpler times and simpler sports.), Oct 24, 2003, p. 7
Lighting up (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses anti-smoking measures.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 7
No news (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the current state of broadcast news.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7
Now we've got a serious problem (editorial) (Marc Wollin on following through on the war in Iraq), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6
Ready, Set, Om (editorial), July 25, 2003, p. 7
Right-hand ice (editorial), Nov 14, 2003 p. 7
This geek has it all (editorial) (Marc Wollin on temptations at the local electronics emporium), Jan 24, 2003, p. 7
Virtual buddies (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the impact of George W. Bush's phraseology on the world wide web.), July 3, 2003, p. 7
Weighing in (editorial) (Marc Wollin "weighs in" on the impact of weight on aircraft safety.), May 23, 2003, p. 7

WHO'S NAUGHTY AND NICE
(Marc Wollin's take on movie trailers), Dec 12, 2003 p. 7

WOLLOCK, ZYGFRYD
Zygfryd Wolloch (dies) (Zygfryd B. Wolloch died on June 17, 2003. He was 81.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 18

WOMEN
Nearly naked power walking (editorial) (Steven Schnur on women's self images), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6
Today's Woman (photo) (Supplement), Mar 28, 2003, pp. 1A–10A

WOMEN - EMPLOYMENT
Women gain ground in the business world (photo) (Virginia Drachman spoke on women entrepreneurs on May 15 at Con Edison Headquarters in Rye.), May 30, 2003, p. 3

WOMEN - EQUAL RIGHTS
Women had to fight their way into the Town Club (editorial) (Irving Sloan recalls the struggle of women to gain entry into the Town Club.), Feb 21, 2003, p. 4

WOOD, BARBARA
Paddling for Children's Village dollars (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 21

WOOD, RILEY
Edgewood kids respect the environment (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 12

WOODWARD, KEN
New SPD (Scarsdale Police Department) officers have varied resumes (photo), Aug 22, 2003, p. 3

WORDEN, LILLIAN
Lillian Worden (dies) (Lillian Worden died at her Scarsdale home on July 26, 2003, following a brief illness. She was 86.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 10

WORKING MOTHERS
From corporate to childcare (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 29A
From corporate to childcare (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 32A
WORKING MOTHERS  (Continued)
Working moms weave a girlwide web (photo), July 25, 2003, p. 3

WORLD TRADE CENTER (NEW YORK, N.Y.)
Marking a fateful anniversary (editorial), Sep 19, 2003, p. 7
Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (continued) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman still mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 19
Sept. (September) 11 still defines the lives of the family Peter left behind (photo) (Elizabeth and Dr. Stephen Alderman mourn the loss of their son, Peter, who died in the September 11 terrorist attacks), Sep 12, 2003, p. 1

Today was a bad day (editorial) (Owen Grant reflects on a friend he lost as a result of the September 11, 2001, attacks on the World Trade Center.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 7

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918
Aliens living in Scarsdale were focus of fear in 1917 (photo) (Village historian, Irving Sloan, discusses anti-German sentiment in Scarsdale during World War I.), Apr 11, 2003, p. 8

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945
Edgemont man spins tale of 'Terrible Terry' (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 3
Isolationist no more: Scarsdale gears up for war in 1941 (editorial), May 9, 2003, p. 6
Isolationist no more: Scarsdale gears up for war in 1941 (editorial) (continued), May 9, 2003, p. 7
Past is Present: Belatedly but enthusiastically, Scarsdale rallies to the cause (World War II in Scarsdale, Part II) (photo), Jun 13, 2003, p. 3
The phony war (editorial) (Steven Schnur contrasts the early days of World War II with war in Iraq.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 7

They also served who came back home, Nov 14, 2003 p. 3
They also served who came back home (photo) (continued), Nov 14, 2003 p. 18

WORLD WIDE WEB
Virtual buddies (editorial) (Marc Wollin discusses the impact of George W. Bush's phraseology on the world wide web.), July 3, 2003, p. 7

WORMSER, PETER
Modest development proposed for Depot Place (illus), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
Planning board mulls taxi stand improvements, Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Planning board mulls taxi stand improvements (continued), Jan 24, 2003, p. 9

WRESTLING
Get off me! (photo) (Scarsdale senior wrestler, Shintaro Higashi, is shown defeating Peekskill's Angel Rivera; Higashi has won every title during his 39-0 season.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
Higashi heads into home stretch before state meet (photo), Mar 7, 2003, p. 19
Higashi heads into home stretch before state meet (photo) (continued), Mar 7, 2003, p. 20
Sherwood have been nice, but this tough guy's gonna be OK (photo), Feb 28, 2003, p. 20

WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD
58 Brite will fall, Oct 17, 2003, p. 1
Taffel was architect on 3 of Wright's most famous buildings (letter) (G. Estabrook Kindred, Chairman, Committee for Historic Preservation), Oct 10, 2003, p. 6
Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
Vandals wreck Wright-style house on Brite (photo) (continued), Oct 3, 2003, p. 11

WRIGHT, JOHN
Honorary mention (Four Village employees have received honorary mention for exemplary service during the August blackout.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 1
A main event (photo) (The Scarsdale Water Department repaired a burst pipe on Weaver Street on January 23.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 5

WUDUNN, SHERYL
Lots of talent, established and new, at conference (letter) (Anna Decker, PT Council President), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7

XIA, KANG
Corona Piano Trio (photo) (The Corona Piano Trio will perform at Hope Lutheran Church on January 11.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 16

XU, JIMMY
Drama Club stages 'A Musical Fable of Broadway' this weekend (photo), Nov 21, 2003 p. 15

YAMADA, SAORI
Safety poster contest winners (photo) (Pictured are the winners of the Scarsdale Recreation Department's safety poster contest.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 4

YANKIVER, DANIEL
Focal Points: Do you think it is very likely that a new terrorist attack will be made on the United States? (photo), Feb 14, 2003, p. 7
YARROW, PETER
If he had a hammer, he'd hammer out bullying (photo) (Folk singer Peter Yarrow performed at the Quaker Ridge School on March 19.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 11

YELLIN, ELAINE
Garden is dedicated (photo) (On July 29 the Fox Meadow Neighborhood Association held a ceremony to dedicate its triangle garden on Harcourt Road and Church Lane.), Aug 8, 2003, p. 2

YOGA
Ready, Set, Om (editorial), July 25, 2003, p. 7
Yoga for the woman's soul; a journey (photo) (Supplement), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6A

YOUNG, GEORGE J (DR)
Dr. George J. Young (dies) (Edgemont resident, Dr. George J. Young, died on February 23. He was 85.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 18

YOUNG, GERRY
G'acres principal values parent power (photo), July 18, 2003, p. 1
G'acres principal values parent power (photo) (continued), July 18, 2003, p. 9
Neighborhood pride (photo) (The Greenacres Neighborhood Association donated three new benches to the Greenacres School.), Nov 7, 2003, p. 11
Sherwood heads school board; G'acres (Greenacres) to get new principal (photo), July 3, 2003, p. 1

YOUNG, HOLLY
Alternative School director to retire after 30 years (photo) (Scarsdale Alternative School Director, Tony Arenella, is retiring.), May 2, 2003, p. 1

YOUNG, IRMA
Awards for flower design at woman's club (photo) ("Come Dance with Me," the garden section of the Scarsdale Woman's Club spring event, was held May 7; ribbons and prizes were awarded.), May 16, 2003, p. 20

YOUNG, JUDITH A
Judith A. Young (dies) (Judith A. Young of Hartsdale died on September 11, 2003; she was 72.), Sep 19, 2003, p. 26

YOUTH
You're not the boss of me! Learn to cope with your preteen before power issues become a problem (photo), Mar 14, 2003, p. 28A
You're not the boss of me! Learn to cope with your preteen before power issues become a problem (photo) (continued), Mar 14, 2003, p. 29A

YOUTH - ALCOHOL USE
16 teens charged at E'mont (Edgemont) drinking party, Feb 7, 2003, p. 1
16 teens charged at E'mont (Edgemont) drinking party (continued), Feb 7, 2003, p. 13
Alcohol ed (editorial) (The Inquirer urges parents and schools to provide more honest and realistic information about alcohol consumption to teenagers.), May 23, 2003, p. 6
Alcohol-free high school dance declared a success (photo), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
Alcohol-free high school dance declared a success (photo) (continued), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10
Common understanding needed to address underage drinking (editorial), Jun 6, 2003, p. 7
Community's job is to teach teens to live responsibly (letter) (Linda Prendergast, District Health Coordinator, Scarsdale Schools), Jun 13, 2003, p. 7
Editorial on teens learning to drink was outrageous (letter) (Members of various community boards question Inquirer editorial "Alcohol ed" in May 23 issue.), May 30, 2003, p. 6
Education is not the answer to teen binge drinking (letter) (Roxanne Kelber of Mamaroneck Road), May 30, 2003, p. 6
E'mont (Edgemont) teens plead not guilty to drinking, Feb 14, 2003, p. 1
E'mont (Edgemont) teens plead not guilty to drinking (continued), Feb 14, 2003, p. 13
Father Bill joins 'US' (University of Scarsdale) in combating teen drinking, Mar 28, 2003, p. 10
A happy ending (editorial) (The Inquirer endorses the new substance free, scaled down prom format for graduating seniors of Scarsdale High School.), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6
Home alone (editorial) (The Inquirer urges parents to be more vigilant about teenage drinking.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 6
Inquirer editorial sends confusing message to teens (letter) (John Klemme, Scarsdale High School Principal), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6
Keg ID law passes in the Legislature, July 18, 2003, p. 3
Keg law in effect (A beer keg registration law aimed at curbing underage drinking took effect November 21.), Nov 28, 2003 p. 1
Kids open up to school board, Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
Kids open up to school board (continued), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
Kids role-play tough social scenarios, but are they real enough?, Feb 14, 2003, p. 11
MTV to revisit high school dance in documentary, Aug 22, 2003, p. 1
MTV to revisit high school dance in documentary (continued), Aug 22, 2003, p. 8
Nothing is lost in spending one's life free of alcohol (letter) (Steven Schnur of Montrose Road), May 30, 2003, p. 6
Youth - Alcohol Use (Continued)
Parents can deal more effectively than police with teen drinking problem (letter) (Rebecca Sotsky of Clarendon Place), Feb 7, 2003, p. 6
'Protective' parents add to the problem of teenage drinking (letter) (Sharon Finn of Castle Walk), Apr 25, 2003, p. 6
Proven strategies based on research help parents curb teen drinking (letter) (Wendy Amer-Hirsch of Barford Lane), Jun 13, 2003, p. 6
Safe Homes, program will pit parent against parent (letter) (James Ng of Rectory Lane), Jun 20, 2003, p. 6
Scarsdale U: warns about drug addiction (photo), Apr 11, 2003, p. 10
Supervised drinking is not OK (editorial), Apr 11, 2003, p. 7
Teens question value of zero tolerance (continued) (Local teens met with County Executive Andy Spano on February 5 to discuss underage drinking.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 3
Teens question value of zero tolerance (Local teens met with County Executive Andy Spano on February 5 to discuss underage drinking.), Feb 14, 2003, p. 1
A therapist offers suggestions on being a courageous parent (editorial), Jun 27, 2003, p. 7
Underage drinking is topic of conference (Underage drinking is the theme of the second annual University of Scarsdale session on April 3.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 2
Why 21 is the right age to drink (letter) (Lisle Winston, 5th grader, Fox Meadow School), Jun 6, 2003, p. 6
Youth outreach is here to help (editorial) (Denial is a powerful component of substance abuse and its treatment), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7
Youth outreach is here to help (editorial) (Denial is a powerful component of substance abuse and its treatment), Dec 26, 2003 p. 7
Youth Employment Service - Scarsdale
Just say YES (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 11
YES (Youth Employment Service) continues to thrive at SHS (Scarsdale High School), Jan 31, 2003, p. 20A
Youth - Recreation
Adult choices have consequences for Scarsdale youth (letter) (Tegan Lee of Lyons Road), May 30, 2003, p. 6
Yu, Margaret
BOA (Board of Architectural Review): 1 no, the rest yes, Sep 26, 2003, p. 4
Yun, Hyo-Jin
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11
Zaichek, Paul
Beautiful Joseph Gleicher Footbridge was the work of many people (letter) (Michelle Mirsky Abelson, President, Friends of the Scarsdale Parks), May 16, 2003, p. 6
Zaitz, Jacob
Focal Points: What do you think of the American Society of Clinical Oncologists' proposed legislation to restrict cigarette advertising and tobacco exports and raise tax on cigarettes? (photo), Jun 6, 2003, p. 7
Zaitz, Jessica
Art is the catharsis for artist of the month Jessica Zaitz (photo), Nov 14, 2003 p. 10
Zakierski, Joe
Standards for behavior set (By the fall of 2003, all Scarsdale High School students in extracurricular activities will be required to adhere to certain behavioral standards.), Apr 18, 2003, p. 1
Zakierski, Joseph
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11
Zalantis, Katherine
Neighbors sue village to stop SVAC (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps) headquarters relocation (photo) (Healthcote Road residents protest proposed Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corp move to 5 Weaver Street), Mar 7, 2003, p. 1
Zarin, Michael
Chateaux sues for new review of garage project, Aug 1, 2003, p. 1
Chateaux sues for new review of garage project (continued), Aug 1, 2003, p. 20
Court dismisses Chateaux suit against garage, Nov 21, 2003 p. 1
Garage opponents clamor for full environmental impact statement (continued), Feb 28, 2003, p. 4
Zaubi, Chrisann
A September tradition - Scarsdale Art Association fall outdoor art show celebrates 51st year (photo, illus), Sep 5, 2003, p. 13
Zayac, Bob
The replacements: Graduation leaves 12 spots to fill (photo), Sep 5, 2003, pp. 5A
They had heart (letter) (Doryce Seltzer of Brookby Road), Oct 31, 2003, p. 9
Zeltmann, Eugene (Dr) (Author)
'Green' building a showcase for efficiency (photo), Apr 18, 2003, p. 3
'Green' building a showcase for efficiency (photo) (continued), Apr 18, 2003, p. 12
ZIMBALIST, CARA
Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7

ZIP CODES
You are what you zip (editorial) (Author humorously explores the complexities of zip code addresses.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 6

ZISSELMAN, ARNOLD
Focal Points: Has this been a summer to remember or forget? (photo), Aug 29, 2003, p. 7

ZIV, OREN
Excellent students reap SHS (Scarsdale High School) awards (photo), May 23, 2003, p. 11

ZOCK, JOSEPH
Committee sends Christie Place Garage plans to village board, Jan 24, 2003, p. 1
Crossway field plans sent back to committee, Mar 28, 2003, p. 6
Distinctive voices (editorial) (The Inquirer lauds the accomplishments of outgoing Village Board Trustees, Tom Cusick and Joseph Zock.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 6
Garage foes blast proposal (photo) (Over thirty speakers voiced opposition to the proposed Christie Place Garage at a public hearing on January 28.), Jan 31, 2003, p. 1
Garage funding resolution is tabled (photo) (Progress on the proposed Christy Place parking garage hit a snag at the marathon Village Board of Trustees meeting on March 25.), Mar 28, 2003, p. 1
Modest development proposed for Depot Place (illus), Jan 10, 2003, p. 1
Nonpartisan system could use some help from residents (letter) (Jackie Irwin, Chairman, Citizens Nonpartisan Party), Feb 7, 2003, p. 8
Parking ticket penalties may rise (Summary of January 14 Village Board meeting), Jan 17, 2003, p. 3
At term's end, praise for mayor, trustees, Mar 23, 2003, p. 1
At term's end, praise for mayor, trustees (continued), Mar 28, 2003, p. 8
Village election is Tuesday (A new mayor and three Village Trustees will be elected on March 18.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1

ZOMBEK, ETHAN
Trash and win (photo) (The under-11 boys' Scarsdale Thrashers won first place in the Westchester Youth Soccer League.), Mar 21, 2003, p. 28

ZONING
You are what you zip (editorial) (Author humorously explores the complexities of zip code addresses.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 6

ZONING - SCARSDALE
Board mulls zoning amendments (Board to consider amending special uses, FAR regulations), Jun 27, 2003, p. 1
Board mulls zoning amendments (continued) (Board to consider amending special uses, FAR regulations), Jun 27, 2003, p. 24
Board of Appeals seeking official opinion (letter) (Sharon Lindsay, Chair, Board of Appeals), Oct 24, 2003, p. 6
Coming up (The Scarsdale Board of Appeals will hear the appeal of Marsha and Ben Jamil on the proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road.), Jan 3, 2003, p. 1
Court gives a green light to senior housing (continued) (The proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road is back on track.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 9
Court gives a green light to senior housing (The proposed assisted living facility on Saxon Woods Road is back on track.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 1
Depot Square (The Scarsdale Village Board amended the zoning code to allow expanded offices in Village center areas.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
FAR change (A home at 34 Meadow Road will undergo changes to comply with FAR regulations for new construction.), May 30, 2003, p. 1
Hearings, meetings (Public hearings on three proposed amendments to the Village zoning code are scheduled for August 12.), July 11, 2003, p. 1
Let's review FAR (editorial) (The Inquirer commends the Board of Appeals for enforcing the floor area ratio law and halting the construction of the nonconforming new house at 34 Meadow Road.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 6
The loneliness of the long distance strip (photo) (Confusion reigns on the Mamaroneck Strip, where the zip code and services are Mamaroneck but the school system is Scarsdale.), Oct 17, 2003, p. 3
No variance for too-big house (photo) (Construction of an enormous new house at 34 Meadow Road has been halted until zoning code issues over size can be resolved.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 1
No variance for too-big house (photo) (continued) (Construction of an enormous new house at 34 Meadow Road has been halted until zoning code issues over size can be resolved.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 8
Offices, yes (The Scarsdale Village Board will hold a public hearing on a proposed amendment to the Village Zoning Code regarding professional offices in the downtown area.), Mar 14, 2003, p. 1
Planning board recommends 2 zoning code amendments, Oct 17, 2003, p. 4
The slow crawl of the Realm assisted living proposal, Oct 10, 2003, p. 9
State Supreme Court will review Realm appeal (The legal battle continues over a proposed assisted living facility at 25 Saxon Woods Road.), Apr 25, 2003, p. 1
Trustees seek input on zoning changes, Aug 8, 2003, p. 1
ZONING - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Whither Christie? (Ed Morgan presented a report to the Village Board from The Town and Village Club Zoning and Planning Committee on the issue of the Christie Place Parking Garage.), Dec 12, 2003 p. 1
Zoning change hearings close; few speak (Discussion of Scarsdale Board of Trustees meeting on August 12.), Aug 15, 2003, p. 3
Zoning changes sought on Post (continued) (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 14
Zoning changes sought on Post (Post Road residents protest disruptive commercial activities in their neighborhood.), Oct 3, 2003, p. 1
ZORILO, DAWN
Special delivery (photo) (St. John's Hospital is expecting the birth of its 100,000 baby.), Jun 13, 2003, p. 4
ZORNOW, ETHAN
Kings of chess (photo) (The Fox Meadow chess team scored a big win at the New Castle Chess Tournament on February 9.), Feb 28, 2003, p. 11.
ZORNOW, HANNAH
Kids paint the town red - & orange & green & black (photo), Oct 31, 2003, p. 3
Tech tricks aid teachers, inspire students - Plays wirelessly with others: McKenna's Palm database (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 10
ZORNOW, MARTHA
Focal Points: How do you feel about the arming of commercial airline pilots with guns? (photo), Apr 25, 2003, p. 7
Running for SBNC (School Board Nominating Committee) (List of candidates running for the School Board Nominating Committee on January 20, 2004.), Dec 26, 2003 p. 1
ZOUSMER, JULIA
Spring Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 4, 2003, p. 15
ZUCKER, DAVID
'Poetry in motion' moves even the coolest kids (photo) (David Zucker presented an exciting poetry program at the Edgewood School on October 3.), Oct 10, 2003, p. 10
ZUCKER, JODI
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' B.A.S.E. & Little School Casino Night, Apr 4, 2003, p. 40
ZUCKERMAN, JANET RIVKIN (DR) (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale sports schedule wrecked a mom's plans on Mother's Day (letter) (Dr. Janet Rivkin Zuckerman of Marboume Drive), May 16, 2003, p. 6
ZUCKERMAN, MATT
Tech tricks aid teachers, inspire students - Plays wirelessly with others: McKenna's Palm database (photo), May 16, 2003, p. 10
ZUCKERMAN, SCOTT
Firehouse memories rekindled (photo), Nov 28, 2003 p. 7
ZUPNICK, DAN
Focal Points: How do you think a long and protracted war in Iraq will affect life in the United States? (photo), Apr 4, 2003, p. 7
ZWEIFACH, JESSICA
Seniors put a new spin on an old favorite (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 3, 2003, p. 6A
'The Last Night of Ballyhoo' (photo) (The Scarsdale High School Drama Club will present 'The Last Night of Ballyhoo'), Jan 31, 2003, p. 10
ZYVE, CLAIRE
A cheer for old Fox Meadow - on its 75th birthday (photo), Dec 12, 2003 p. 10
ABELSON, DANIEL J (AUTHOR)
Sledding is an important outlet for youthful risk-taking (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6

ABER, ROBERT
Corn, Aber (photo) (Stacy Corn and Robert Aber were married March 13, 2005, at the Fountainhead, New Rochelle.), Apr 29, 2005, p. 21

ABINANTI, THOMAS
Feiner snubbed by committee; Greenawalt gets nod from Democrats, May 6, 2005, p. 1
Dems snub Feiner; endorse Greenawalt, Jun 3, 2005, p. 1
Paulin urges change in election law, Dec 9, 2005, p. 1

ABINANTI, THOMAS (AUTHOR)
County actions improve communities (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 11A

ABORTION
Abortion is not a 'violent act' or a 'crime against humanity' (letter) (response to 4/29/ letter by Phyllis Murray), May 6, 2005, p. 6
Are war and abortion stances related? (letter) (response to 5/6/05 letter by Melissa Chepuru), May 13, 2005, p. 6
Lederer-Plaskett is new leader for Westchester Coalition for Legal Abortion-Choice Matters (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

ABRAHAMS, VALERIE (AUTHOR)
Quaker Ridge mom feels cheated by delay, wasted money (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6

ACCIDENTS
Woman hit by truck on Popham Road, Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
Victim dies (Liselott Rothman), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Not safe enough (editorial) (discusses options for increasing pedestrian safety in downtown Scarsdale), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
Oh no! Not again! (editorial) (re pedestrian accident on Popham Road and ways to improve pedestrian safety). Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
Accident analysis (re Popham/Chase Road pedestrian accidents), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
3 more pedestrians hit by cars in village, May 20, 2005, p. 1
Another pedestrian hit by car in village center (photo), May 27, 2005, p. 1
Pedestrian accident rate higher here, Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
Village may lead county in pedestrian accidents (continued), Jun 10, 2005, p. 22
Get that poor guy out of the road! (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6
What can we do to help an injured bus driver? (letter) (re Mike Fraser), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6

ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
How Scarsdale High School can raise its ranking (editorial), Apr 29, 2005, p. 7

ACORN, GABBY

ACTIONS AND DEFENSES
Bernstein hauls Greenburgh back to court, Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
Bernstein hauls Greenburgh back to court (continued), Jan 14, 2005, p. 11
Malpractice victims deserve fair redress (editorial), Jan 21, 2005, p. 7
Jury says no to false arrest in Quaker Ridgeman's suit (photo) (re arrest of beetle collector Harry Zirlin), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
Bernstein wins; court rules villages must pay for Tatter (Ridge Park), Feb 18, 2005, p. 1
Bernstein wins: court rules villages must pay for Tatter park (continued), Feb 18, 2005, p. 13
Zirlin continues false arrest case against Scarsdale Police Department, Apr 22, 2005, p. 1
Quaker Ridgeman appeals claim, Apr 22, 2005, p. 4
Durham Road builder and village at impasse (The Village and local builder Brian Stamen are at loggerheads about the future of the 1926 Sherbrooke Park house at 8 Dunham Road), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1
Durham Road developer and village at impasse over plans (illus) (continued) (The Village and local builder Brian Stamen are at loggerheads about the future of the 1926 Sherbrooke Park house at 8 Dunham Road), Aug 5, 2005, p. 8
Village intransigence will likely result in 2 houses (letter) (comments by Brian Stamen, contractor for 8 Dunham Road), Aug 12, 2005, p. 8
Edgemont school board settles lawsuit, Sep 30, 2005, p. 1
Brown v. Board of Education: We still have a long way to go (editorial), Oct 14, 2005, p. 7
What went wrong with builder? (letter) (re 1.5 million dollar lawsuit against Edgemont School District), Oct 21, 2005, p. 6
Greenburgh seeks extension for suit, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
ADAMS, WILLIAM BERT
William Bert Adams (dies) (William Bert Adams of North Fort Myers, Florida, died February 20, 2005 at the age of 67. He was a life member of Scarsdale Fire Co. No. 1), Mar 11, 2005, p. 16

ADLER, HERBERT S
Herbert S. Adler (dies) (Herbert S. Adler of Carstensen Road, Scarsdale, and Williamstown, Massachusetts, died December 12, 2005, at White Plains Hospital. He was 63.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 23

ADLER, MARTELLE
Volunteers honored (photo) (Martelle Adler incorrectly identified as Marell Adler), July 15, 2005, p. 4

ADLEY, ATIEREYA
S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) bonds continue after graduation (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 20A
Adley is ready to S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) into her next life phase (photo), May 27, 2005, p. 10
From Night; Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 6A
The next STEP (photo) (Friends, family and faculty celebrated the graduation of Scarsdale High School's latest STEP graduate Atiereya Adley at the home of Charlotte Raynor June 23), July 1, 2005, p. 10
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 15A
STEP: Student Transfer Education Plan marks 40th year (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 20A

ADLEY, BRIDGET
The next STEP (photo) (Friends, family and faculty celebrated the graduation of Scarsdale High School's latest STEP graduate Atiereya Adley at the home of Charlotte Raynor June 23), July 1, 2005, p. 10

ADLEY, CHARLES
The next STEP (photo) (Friends, family and faculty celebrated the graduation of Scarsdale High School's latest STEP graduate Atiereya Adley at the home of Charlotte Raynor June 23), July 1, 2005, p. 10

ADLIN, ARNOLD (AUTHOR)
School and village need to find a rational tax policy (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6

ADVERTISING
In praise of ad-free holiday (editorial), Dec 2, 2005, p. 7
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Committee supports approval of Parks and Recreation Council changes (continued), July 8, 2005, p. 10
Village board makes changes in policies on youth sports, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES - SCARSDALE
52 openings to be filled on village volunteer boards and councils (includes brief descriptions of village boards and councils), Jan 14, 2005, p. 4
Advisory council applauds noll to Strauss for mayor (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
Council declares lack of progress in equal access to downtown stores, October 14, 2005, p. 1
Council declares lack of progress in equal access to downtown stores (continued), October 14, 2005, p. 11
Be considerate of the disabled (letter), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SENIOR CITIZENS - SCARSDALE
52 openings to be filled on village volunteer boards and councils (includes brief descriptions of village boards and councils), Jan 14, 2005, p. 4
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON TECHNOLOGY - SCARSDALE
52 openings to be filled on village volunteer boards and councils (includes brief descriptions of village boards and councils), Jan 14, 2005, p. 4
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON YOUTH - SCARSDALE
Youth sports issues still unresolved (editorial), Jan 7, 2005, p. 6
52 openings to be filled on village volunteer boards and councils (includes brief descriptions of village boards and councils), Jan 14, 2005, p. 4
P(arenthood) T(eacher) C(ouncil) leaders support recommendations on youth sports (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
No end in sight on kids’ sport tryout controversy (continued), June 17, 2005, p. 13
Recreation Department to assign fields without policy change, July 1, 2005, p. 1

AESTHETICS
Aesthetics should be primary factor in choosing development (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6
Aesthetics still counts in school renovation (editorial), Jun 3, 2005, p. 7

AFRICAN AMERICANS
Brown v. Board of Education: We still have a long way to go (editorial), October 14, 2005, p. 7
African-Americans also fought for freedom (editorial), Nov 10, 2005, p. 6

AGED - HOUSING
Chateaux residents are not the only citizens to consider (letter) (response to 1/28/05 editorial by Alan Eckstein), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
A great deal (editorial) (discusses the proposed development of Christie Place by the Ginsburg Development Corporation), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
Development may bring parking shortage on Christie (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7
Senior advocates disappointed by planning board housing report, Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
Seniors disappointed by planning board report (continued), Apr 1, 2005, p. 4
Plan for 5 Corners is news to trustees (re New Jersey investment company’s proposal to build 24 units of senior housing), Apr 29, 2005, p. 1
Developer’s plan for 5 Corners is news to board (continued), Apr 29, 2005, p. 8

AGED - SCARSDALE
Senior advocates disappointed by planning board housing report, Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
Seniors disappointed by planning board report (continued), Apr 1, 2005, p. 4
30-year pool perks, May 13, 2005, p. 1

AGUIRRE, ARLENE
Separated twins and their mom are moving here (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 1
A warm welcome (Scarsdale is offering the Aguirre family a temporary home. Carl and Clarence Aguirre were once conjoined twins), October 21, 2005, p. 6
Separated twins, mom moving to Scarsdale (photo) (continued), October 21, 2005, p. 8
Junior League welcomes Aguirre family to Scarsdale (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6
Privacy (for the Aguirre family) is the greatest gift (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6
Headliners 2005 (photo) (Outstanding 2005 Scarsdale residents), Dec 23, 2005, p. 4

AGUIRRE, CARL
Separated twins and their mom are moving here (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 1
A warm welcome (Scarsdale is offering the Aguirre family a temporary home. Carl and Clarence Aguirre were once conjoined twins), October 21, 2005, p. 6
Separated twins, mom moving to Scarsdale (photo) (continued), October 21, 2005, p. 8
Junior League welcomes Aguirre family to Scarsdale (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6
Privacy (for the Aguirre family) is the greatest gift (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6

AGUIRRE, CLARENCE
Separated twins and their mom are moving here (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 1
AGUIRRE, CLARENCE (Continued)
A warm welcome (Scarsdale is offering the Aguirre family a temporary home. Carl and Clarence Aguirre were once conjoined twins), October 21, 2005, p. 6
Junior League welcomes Aguirre family to Scarsdale (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6
Privacy (for the Aguirre family) is the greatest gift (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6

AIDS (DISEASE)
Complacency is dangerous when it comes to AIDS (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 7

AILO, LIZ
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

AILO, TONY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
Could it happen to me? Probably not (editorial) (discussion of the John F. Kennedy Jr. plane crash and the judicious decisions involved in flying private planes by Scarsdalian and private pilot David Buchen.), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
Could it happen to me? Probably not (editorial) (continued) (discussion of the John F. Kennedy Jr. plane crash and the judicious decisions involved in flying private planes by Scarsdalian and private pilot David Buchen.), June 17, 2005, p. 7

AIRCRAFT PILOTS
Could it happen to me? Probably not (editorial) (discussion of the John F. Kennedy Jr. plane crash and the judicious decisions involved in flying private planes by Scarsdalian and private pilot David Buchen.), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
Could it happen to me? Probably not (editorial) (continued) (discussion of the John F. Kennedy Jr. plane crash and the judicious decisions involved in flying private planes by Scarsdalian and private pilot David Buchen.), June 17, 2005, p. 7

AIRPLANE ACCIDENTS
SEE AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS

AIR - POLLUTION
Large vehicle idling is damaging children's health (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7

AISI, MAREE
2005 Maroon and White Spring Sports Awards - Tuesday, June 7 (photo) (includes listings of all award recipients), Jun 10, 2005, p. 31
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

AISI, MAREE GIMARALAI
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 15A

AKIU, YUKARI
Shopping for a good time (photo) (Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual sidewalk sale), Aug 12, 2005, p. 3

AKLOG, LISHAN (DR)
The Bank of New York Salutes: It's All About Community Impact; United Way (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 40

ALBANESE, NANETTE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
Your property's assessed value: Why you pay what you do in school taxes, Sep 2, 2005, p. 1

ALBERT, LOUISE
Writing workshop help adults find their stories (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 35A
Literary magazine to debut here (photo), Sep 9, 2005, p. 3

ALDERMAN, LIZ
Alderman benefit Saturday (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 20

ALDERMAN, NANCY
W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) is treating critical neighbors like a nuisance (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

ALDERMAN, NANCY (AUTHOR)
W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) board dismayed by some neighbors' tone (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6

ALDERMAN, PETER
Alderman benefit Saturday (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 20

ALEMANY, ELLEN
Ellen Alemany (photo) (Ellen Alemany has been named the No. 5 most important woman in banking in the country in the U.S. Banker Magazine), October 28, 2005, p. 4

ALEMANY, JACKIE
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

ALESSANDRO, JOSEPH S
Preservation of Sherbrook(e) house now in hands of Supreme Court (re 8 Dunham Road), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Dunham Road builder and village at impasse (The Village and local builder Brian Stapen are at loggerheads about the future of the 1926 Sherbrooke Park house at 8 Dunham Road), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1
ALITO, SAMUEL
Careful study of Judge Alito's decisions advised (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 8

ALLING, BOBBI
Goodbye to a very special lady (letter) (re the passing of Bobbi Alling), October 21, 2005, p. 6
Let's create a memorial for Bobbi (Alling), a Heathcote landmark (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6

ALTERMAN, NORMAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

ALVANZA, CARRIE
Scarsdale resident opens home to Katrina victims, October 28, 2005, p. 14

AMAYA, ASTRID
Ricardo Garcia (photo) (Ricardo Garcia, managing director of Eletcotics Computer Services, has been selected by the Business Council of Westchester to receive a Rising Star - Westchester's Forty Under Forty award), June 24, 2005, p. 4

AMERICAN LEGION
Veterans continue to serve their community (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 8A
Parade (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 will lead the commemoration of Memorial Day, May 30, for the 44th consecutive year), May 27, 2005, p. 1
In wars past, Scarsdalians were there (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1
Ceremony urges remembrance of living veterans as well as dead (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 3

AMERICAN RED CROSS
Edgewood custodian volunteers in Louisiana (photo), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1

AMERICAN YOUTH SOCCER ORGANIZATION
A(merican) Y(outh) S(occer) O(rganization) offers an alternative to tryouts, stratification (letter) (response to 1/7/05 editorial by Linda Hillman Chayes), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
P(arks and) R(ecreation) C(ouncil) to decide A(merican) Y(outh) S(occer) O(rganization)'s fate, Mar 4, 2005, p. 1
A(merican) Y(outh) S(occer) O(rganization) awaits its fate (continued), Mar 4, 2005, p. 13
A(merican) Y(outh) S(occer) O(rganization) should be given field time (letter), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6

ANDERS, ELLEN
Japanese councilman studies schools here (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 11
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

ANDERSON, CHARELLE
College thesis becomes a reality in village (photo) (profiles of La Denteliere At Home and La Denteliere with mother-daughter team Michelle and Charelle Anderson), Dec 16, 2005, p. 3

ANDERSON, MICHELLE
College thesis becomes a reality in village (photo) (profiles of La Denteliere At Home and La Denteliere with mother-daughter team Michelle and Charelle Anderson), Dec 16, 2005, p. 3

ANDREWS, ZELLE W (AUTHOR)
Lederer-Plaskett is new leader for W(estchester) C(oalition for) L(egal) A(bortion)-Choice Matters (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

ANIMATION (CINEMATOGRAPHY)
Film, animation move artist of the month Loughran (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 10

ANNIVERSARIES
Retired Scarsdale teacher (Hal Baron) celebrates golden anniversary (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p. 17

ANTELL, JAMIE
Seniors prepare for anti-Israel views in college (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 3

ANTONIO, ROBERT
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 14A

APCAR, DEBBIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
Spring time in Greenacres (100 Greenacres neighbors gathered at Hitchcock Church last Friday for the annual Spring Fling), May 27, 2005, p. 15

APCAR, MIKE
All the rage: Steroids are a hot national issue, but could they be here in Scarsdale? (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 23

APPEL, ROY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

APPLE, SARA
Picnic! (photo) (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps picnic at the Crossway Firehouse), Sep 16, 2005, p. 13
ARBEENY, AUDREY
Give blood (photo) (blood drive by junior class at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10

ARBOR DAY
Tree City (photo) (Amy Paulin, Jane Bedichek and Peter Strauss plant an evergreen tree at village hall April 29), May 6, 2005, p. 23

ARCHIBOLD, RAIMUNDO
S(carsdale) G(olf) C(lub) board elected (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p. 4

ARCHITECTS
Bradford Perkins (photo) (Bradford Perkins of Scarsdale will be honored by State of Israel Bonds at the annual luncheon of its architects, designers, engineers and builders division on June 22 in New York.), Jun 10, 2005, p. 4

ARENSTEIN, MICAH
(Rachel Arenstein pushes twins Micah and Noam on a swing at Scout Field) (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6
(Micah and Noam Arenstein enjoy getting sprinkled on a hot afternoon) (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6

ARENSTEIN, NOAM
(Rachel Arenstein pushes twins Micah and Noam on a swing at Scout Field) (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6

ARENSTEIN, RACHEL
(Rachel Arenstein pushes twins Micah and Noam on a swing at Scout Field) (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6

ARKY, RACHEL
Don Juan in Scarsdale: opera at St. James the Less (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 19

ART
Everyone should experience 'The Gates' in Central Park (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7
The amazing technicolor art of Diane Cherr; humor, whimsy and color infuse Cherr's cheerful vision (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 15
Students learn to look at impressionist paintings (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 10
After 25 years, still coloring outside the lines (photo) (profile of Young at Art workshops), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1
Art classes delight kids (continued), Apr 22, 2005, p. 4
Meet the artist (photo) (Heathcote School fourth and fifth graders were treated to a special tour of renowned artist Frank Stella's personal studio in Manhattan May 2 and 5.), May 13, 2005, p. 12
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) senior Robins' realistic art seeks human depth (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 12
'Always Remember Me' (photo) (Profile of Marisabina Russo, author of newly published children's book "Always Remember Me."), May 27, 2005, p. 17
Ali Birns' art reflects her evolving life (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 12
Ali Birns' evolving art (photo) (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 13

ART - EXHIBITIONS
'It's All About Things' exhibit puts fresh spin on the value of art (photo), Apr 22, 2005, p. 15
Art show winner (photo) (Scarsdale High School senior Jessica Jackson has won first place in the SUNY Purchase Performing Arts Center's annual Crafts on State show), Nov 18, 2005, p. 10

ARTHUR MANOR NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
Arthur Manor celebrates 76 years of neighborhood service (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 4A

ARTIFICIAL TURF
See SYNTHETIC SPORTING SURFACES

ARTISTS
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) artist Usher sculpts with childlike sense of wonder (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 8
The amazing technicolor art of Diane Cherr; humor, whimsy and color infuse Cherr's cheerful vision (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 15
Film, animation move artist of the month Loughran (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 10
Meet the artist (photo) (Heathcote School fourth and fifth graders were treated to a special tour of renowned artist Frank Stella's personal studio in Manhattan May 2 and 5.), May 13, 2005, p. 12
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) senior Robins' realistic art seeks human depth (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 12
'Always Remember Me' (photo) (Profile of Marisabina Russo, author of newly published children's book "Always Remember Me."), May 27, 2005, p. 17
Arts collide with science and culture in Edgewood artist-in-residence program (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 14
Edgewood artist-in-residence program a big hit (photo) (continued), Jun 10, 2005, p. 22
Local artist heeds the call of the pen (photo) (Profile of Phil Wallace, author of the newly published book "Call of the Sea."), Jun 17, 2005, p. 3
ARTISTS (Continued)
Local artist heeds the call of the pen (continued) (Profile of Phil Wallace, author of the newly published book "Call of the Sea."), June 17, 2005, p. 9
Terranova blends corporeal with spiritual to surreal effect (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 10
A living canvas (photo) (Artist Lisa Cohen decorates the arms, legs, hands, feet and faces of children in a program at the Scarsdale Public Library), July 22, 2005, p. 1
Ali Bims' art reflects her evolving life (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 12
Ali Bims' evolving art (photo) (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 13
Art show winner (photo) (Scarsdale High School senior Jessica Jackson has won first place in the SUNY Purchase Performing Arts Center's annual Crafts on State show), Nov 18, 2005, p. 10
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) artist Ayane Mizutani relishes the details (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 14
ASCHER, ROBIN (AUTHOR)
Case was passionate about educating the whole person (letter) (Tribute to Sidney Case, a Scarsdale High School performing arts teacher who passed away recently), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6
ASH, ARTHUR (AUTHOR)
Homilies for Emilys (editorial) (humorous advice for incoming college students), October 14, 2005, p. 6
ASHER, DIANA (AUTHOR)
PTSA supports Saferides, works to strengthen program (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
ASSESSMENT
See TAX ASSESSMENT
ASTORINO, ROB
Spano and Astorino have spirited debate, Nov 4, 2005, p. 1
Cut waste, says Spano opponent (continued), Nov 4, 2005, p. 10
ASTRONAUTS
Distinguished alumni honored Saturday (photo), October 28, 2005, p. 11
ASYLUM AID
Seeking asylum is not a crime (editorial), Aug 26, 2005, p. 7
ATHLETES
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) athletes commended for sportsmanship (letter), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
ATHLETIC FIELDS
"Outsiders' play a mean game of soccer at Greenacres (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6
Rec(reation Department) to assign fields without policy change, July 1, 2005, p. 1
School field use by nonresidents troubles officials, Nov 4, 2005, p. 1
School field use by guests (continued), Nov 4, 2005, p. 12
Fielding questions (editorial) (re the use of Greenacres School athletic field by nonresidents), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6
Appreciates help on field problem (letter) (re the unauthorized use of the Greenacres Elementary School field), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6
No ball playing (Scarsdale Parks and Recreation Department has closed the village's athletic fields and the fields will remain closed through February), Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
AUBREY, GREGORY
New students' club eases transition to S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 13
AUTHORS
Writer's bliss and block, novelist Isaacs shares her insights (photo) (Susan Isaacs talks about her writing career and her latest book "Any Place I Hang My Hat"), Feb 4, 2005, p. 3
Holmes to perform (at the Scarsdale Library), Mar 4, 2005, p. 1
A 'novel' twist for 'Swing' - music included (photo) (Scarsdale author, playwright, singer/songwriter and raconteur Rupert Holmes regaled a crowd at the Scarsdale Library March 7 with anecdotes from Hollywood and read (and sang) from his new novel "Swing."), Mar 11, 2005, p. 3
Ji-LI Jiang shares memories of Cultural Revolution (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p. 10
An unnatural woman; Judith Newman chronicles her journey through infertility (photo) (profile of Judith Newman, author of "You Make Me Feel Like an Unnatural Woman: Diary of a New (Older) Mother."), Apr 1, 2005, p. 11
Judith Newman (continued) (profile of Judith Newman, author of "You Make Me Feel Like an Unnatural Woman: Diary of a New (Older) Mother."), Apr 1, 2005, p. 20
Charlotte Finn (Charlotte Finn is the author of "Planning, Designing and Decorating a Room Step by Step: A How-to-Manual"), Apr 8, 2005, p. 4
Steven Schnur's latest ("The Apple Gatherer" is Scarsdale author Steven Schnur's most recent book for children), Apr 8, 2005, p. 4
(Young) Writers' conference is 'jewel in the crown' of PTA programs (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 6
Summoning the muse (photo) (Johnny Baker and Jonah Winston collaborate at the Young Writers' Conference at the Scarsdale High School), Apr 15, 2005, p. 11
Topping to discuss 'Fatal Crossroads' at Scarsdale Library (photo), Apr 29, 2005, p. 3
'Catch the Moon;' New CD and book catches 'Noggin' (photo) (Profile of Elizabeth Mitchell and the creation of her children's music CD and board book "Catch the Moon."), Apr 29, 2005, p. 15
AUTHORS (Continued)

Topping sees lessons for today in Vietnam (photo) (reminiscences by Seymour Topping whose latest novel entitled "Fatal Crossroads" is set in Vietnam), May 20, 2005, p. 3

'Always Remember Me' (photo) (Profile of Mariasbina Russo, author of newly published children's book "Always Remember Me."), May 27, 2005, p. 17

Local artist heeds the call of the pen (photo) (Profile of Phil Wallace, author of the newly published book "Call of the Sea."), Jun 17, 2005, p. 3

Rodney Rothman's "Early Bird" memoir catches a lot of attention (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 1

Rothman's "Early Bird" catches attention (illus) (continued), July 15, 2005, p. 11

Scarsdale is the setting for psychological tale of discovery (photo) (Profile of Elizabeth Benedict, author of the recently published novel "The Practice of Deceit."), Aug 5, 2005, p. 15

Is he Mr. Right or Mr. Not-on-Your-Life? (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 2

Robert Klein; the amorous busboy dishes out his own Bronx tale (photo) (Robert Klein will read from his book "The Amorous Busboy of Decatur Avenue" at the Scarsdale Library), Sep 16, 2005, p. 15

Longing for utopia in India and Vermont (photo) (Profile of Victoria Vinton and her new book "The Jungle Law."), Oct 7, 2005, p. 3

Artist or cheat? A magician's quest inspires S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate) to write a book (photo) (Profile of Karl Johnson, author of recently published "The Magician and the Cardsharp."), October 28, 2005, p. 3

Student publishes Turkish guide to U.S. life (photo) (Profile of Scarsdale High School senior Zeynep Memecan and her recently published book "Zeynep Talks About America."), Nov 4, 2005, p. 12

Storyteller brings New Orleaus to Edgewood (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 11

Konig's lies' ring true for today's moms (photo) (Profile of Susan Konig, author of recently published "Why Animals Sleep So Close to the Road and Other Lies I Tell My Children."), Dec 2, 2005, p. 3

AUTISM

Special bar mitzvah meets special needs (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 3

AUTODEOGRAPHY

Rodney Rothman's "Early Bird" memoir catches a lot of attention (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 1

Rothman's "Early Bird" catches attention (illus) (continued), July 15, 2005, p. 11

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS

See TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS

Many drivers do not slow down at pedestrian crosswalks (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6

Mystery solved on Weaver Street (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6

Parents should teach kids responsibility for their actions (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 7

Aggressive drivers are at fault (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 7

Women drivers: get off the phone or pull over! (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 6

Get tough on illegal and rude behavior (editorial), Aug 19, 2005, p. 7

The Wild Wild East (editorial) (The streets of Scarsdale are lawless!), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6

AUTOMOBILE DRIVING

Courteous driving needed downtown, June 24, 2005, p. 1

Safer driving practice needed downtown (continued), June 24, 2005, p. 9

Get tough on illegal and rude behavior (editorial), Aug 19, 2005, p. 7

The Wild Wild East (editorial) (The streets of Scarsdale are lawless!), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6

AUTOMOBILE PARKING

Terms for Christie development under review, Feb 4, 2005, p. 3

Chateaux residents are not the only citizens to consider (letter) (response to 1/28/05 editorial by Alan Eckstein), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6

The 'opposition' made the Ginsburg proposal possible (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6

Work to begin on contract with Ginsburg D(development) C(orporation) for Christie Place, Feb 25, 2005, p. 1

A great deal (editorial) (discusses the proposed development of Christie Place by the Ginsburg Development Corporation), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6

Development may bring parking shortage on Christie (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7

Mystery solved on Weaver Street (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6

Parked off-site preferable to allowing new exit from temple (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6

W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple)'s proposed entrance/exit will inconvenience neighbor (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6

Parking, drainage moved in latest Westchester Reform Temple plan, July 1, 2005, p. 1

Community Center board agrees traffic and parking are critical issues (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 7

Christie Place deal nearing completion, July 15, 2005, p. 1

Parking petition (re parking for Scarsdale Pool), July 15, 2005, p. 1
AUTOMOBILE PARKING (Continued)
Supplemental pool parking is too far away (letter), July 15, 2005, p. 6
Christie Place deal nearing completion (continued), July 15, 2005, p. 11
Committee OKs Christie sale to Ginsburg Corp., July 22, 2005, p. 1
Relocating auxiliary pool parking is not an option (photo), July 22, 2005, p. 1
Committee OKs sale of Christie Place (continued), July 22, 2005, p. 8
Village should keep its original agreement regarding pool (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 7
Scarsdale Community Center will further erode parking at outdoor pool (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 9
Parking enforcement angers Chateaux residents, Sep 16, 2005, p. 3
Getting tough (Scarsdale Police will begin strict enforcement of parking laws in school zones around all seven Scarsdale schools), Sep 23, 2005, p. 1
Overnight parking, Sep 23, 2005, p. 1

The kid you save might be your own (editorial), Oct 7, 2005, p. 7
S(carsdale) C(ommunity) C(enter) would make Boulder Brook parking problem worse (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 8
Board grants Chateaux preference for 22 spaces in Christie project, Dec 16, 2005, p. 1
It's the parking! (editorial) (comments on the recently signed agreement with the Ginsburg Development Corp. for development of the acre-and-a-half along Christie Place), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6
Board grants Chateaux preference for 22 spaces (continued), Dec 16, 2005, p. 13

AUTOMOBILES
Car jumps curb, hits man on East Parkway (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
Cool cars coming to Concours (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 11
Concours (The second Scarsdale Concours will begin at 11 a.m. this Sunday in the village center. Denis O'Leary appears as Denis O'Leary III in article), May 13, 2005, p. 1

Suspicious driver stopped on Post (photo) (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 23
Post road bomb scare was false alarm, May 20, 2005, p. 1
Cool cars (photo) (Second annual Scarsdale Concours developed by Scarsdale High School students Denis O'Leary and Evan Cygler was held May 15, 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 13
2005 Scarsdale Concours sets records (photo) (The second annual Scarsdale Concours automobile show produced by Denis O'Leary and Evan Cygler), May 27, 2005, p. 3
2nd annual Concours raised $43,600 for charity (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6
Stretch limos may not be safe (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 3
Shoeless, silent man arrested for throwing rocks at passing cars, Aug 12, 2005, p. 1

AVANTARIO, MICHELE
Is he Mr. Right or Mr. Not-on-Your-Life? (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 2

AVELLINO, LISA
'Fitness around the world' comes to E'dge wood (or calming the chattering monkey and other study tips) (photo), Jan 21, 2005, p. 11

AWARDS
Matthew Mann (Matthew Mann has received the Founders' Award from the National Order of the Arrow, Boy Scout's honor society), Feb 18, 2005, p. 4
Goldsteins to get the Open Door Award (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 14
Team building (photo) (MOBRAKS, a team of six boys, five of whom attend Scarsdale Middle School, won a first-place trophy at Westchester's second annual Lego League tournament, February 6, 2005), Mar 11, 2005, p. 11

Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Awards for Prudential (photo) (Includes names of 17 Prudential Centennial Realty agents winning awards for excellence in sales), Apr 1, 2005, p. 4
Robin Servidio (photo) (Robin Servidio, associate broker with the Scarsdale office of Houlihan Lawrence, has been awarded the certified international property specialist designation), Apr 8, 2005, p. 4
Inquirer wins 13 awards, Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
Koffler receives service award (photo), Apr 29, 2005, p. 4
Juniors win N(ew) Y(ork) P(ress) A(ssociation) award (continued), Apr 29, 2005, p. 11
Espilja wins Academic Challenge award at Westchester's second annual Lego League tournament, February 6, 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 14
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (Includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14
Student volunteers honored for service (photo) (Includes names of all honorees), May 20, 2005, p. 14
2005 Maroon and White Spring Sports Awards - Tuesday, June 7 (photo) (Includes listings of all award recipients), June 10, 2005, p. 31
Civetta honored by honor (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 25
Civetta named Raiders' Scholar-Athlete (continued), June 17, 2005, p. 26
Scarsdale honored for 'pride in public works,' October 28, 2005, p. 1
AWARDS (Continued)
Marjorie Jacobs to be honored by Scarsdale Teen Center on Dec. 4 (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 1
State honors Stock, Nov 10, 2005, p. 4
Maroon and White Fall Sports Awards - Wednesday, Nov. 9 (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 28
Record crowd at Maroon and White awards dinner (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6
Visions award (Marjorie Jacobs, former director of counseling at Scarsdale High School, is being honored by the Scarsdale Teen Center December 4.), Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
Teen center to host award breakfast Sunday (letter) (The Scarsdale Teen Center will be presenting the fifth annual Visions of Community Award to Marjorie Jacobs December 4.), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6
Dean Jacobs feted at teen center brunch (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 3
Sunday event presented a true community vision (letter) (Scarsdale Teen Center honoring Marjorie Jacobs with its fifth annual Visions of Community Award), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6
White Hat Award (photo) (Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company 3 has presented its White Hat Award to Greg de Sousa), Dec 23, 2005, p. 2
Year-end awards (editorial) (Humorous awards highlighting events in Scarsdale and Greenburgh 2005), Dec 23, 2005, p.6

AZOR, SERGE
The next STEP (photo) (Friends, family and faculty celebrated the graduation of Scarsdale High School's latest STEP graduate Allereya Adley at the home of Charlotte Raynor June 23), July 1, 2005, p. 10

BABBITT, TAYLOR
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help hurricane survivors, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help (hurricane survivors) (photo) (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 29

BACKPACKS
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) senior's invention helps students stay organized (photo), Oct 7, 2005, p. 10

BADGER, SANDIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

BAER, JOHN (AUTHOR)
President showed lack of leadership during crisis (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 10

BAER, STEPHEN
Reid, Baer (photo) (Liane Marie Reid and Stephen Baer were married May 20, 2005, at the Baer home), June 17, 2005, p. 22

BAER, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
President showed lack of leadership during crisis (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 10

BAGPIPE
Paddy's pipes (photo) (Brian Ahern of the Port Authority Police Department plays Irish tunes on the bagpipes for children at Edgewood School) (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 9

BAKER, JOHNNY
Summoning the muse (photo) (Johnny Baker and Jonah Winston collaborate at the Young Writers' Conference at the Scarsdale High School), Apr 15, 2005, p. 11

BAKER, SARAH
K(ids) B(ASE) L(ittle) S(chool) offers enriching theater experience (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8

BALDINGER, JENNIFER
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36

BALL, CHRISTINE LOUISE
Ball, Aronson (photo) (Christine Louise Ball and Chad Howard Aronson were married May 29, 2005, at Lyndhurst, Tarrytown), July 8, 2005, p. 15

BALLANTYNE, CHARLES C
Charles C Ballantyne (dies) (Charles C. Ballantyne, a member of the Scarsdale Fire Company No. 2 for many years, died February 6, 2005. He was 73.), Feb 11, 2005, p. 12

BALLOR, BARBARA
Warmus appeals: 'Fatal Attraction' murder case could be reopened, Feb 11, 2005, p. 1

BANERJEE, DEBRA
Inquirer wins 13 awards, Apr 15, 2005, p. 1

BANERJEE, DEBRA (AUTHOR)
A courageous battle with cancer (editorial) (The author pays a personal tribute to a member of her husband's family, Barun Chowdry), Feb 11, 2005, p. 7

BANKS AND BANKING
Gerry Boyle (photo) (Gerry Boyle has joined the business development board of Hudson Valley Bank), Mar 4, 2005, p. 4
Ellen Alemay (photo) (Ellen Alemay has been named the No. 5 most important woman in banking in the country in the U.S. Banker Magazine), October 28, 2005, p. 4
ScarsdaleInquirer2005

BANKS AND BANKING (Continued)
Taylor to head Hudson Valley Bank (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 4

BARANICK, ALEX
Julie B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

BARGMAN, JOANNA

BAR MITZVAH
Special bar mitzvah meets special needs (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 3

BARNES, EDDIE MAE
Town board defies Feiner on library, Jan 7, 2005, p. 1
Voters say yes to $19.8M library in Greenburgh, May 13, 2005, p. 1
Barnes, Bass back Juettner, Sheehan, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Barnes, Bass endorse Juettner and Sheehan (photo) (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 25
It takes 3 to act (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6

BARNES, EDDIE MAE (AUTHOR)
Library board thanked for work on proposal (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6

BARON, BARBARA
Retired Scarsdale teacher (Hal Baron) celebrates golden anniversary (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p. 17

BARON, HAL
Retired Scarsdale teacher (Hal Baron) celebrates golden anniversary (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p. 17

BARONE, PASQUALE
(Pasquale Barone practices tai chi in Boniface Park) (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6

BARR, MIKE
A-(lternative) School graduates are individuals (photo) (continued), June 24, 2005, p. 11

BARTOLETTI, BARBARA (AUTHOR)
Vote for state budget reform (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 6

BASEBALL
Baseball for 7th-12th graders (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 18A
Scarsdale Little League: skills and sportsmanship (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 18A
Play ball! (photo) (Scarsdale Little League held its opening day April 9), Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27
Little League may get a new field at Crossway, Dec 16, 2005, p. 3

BASKETBALL
Basketball club brought out the fans last Friday evening (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6
(Basketball) Court TV; S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) audio/visual department captures sights, sounds of games
(photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 21
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Basketball courts should be a priority at the middle school (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Volunteers will now run youth basketball program (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 9
Cohen gets dream job as Manhattan's voice (photo) (Ed Cohen is the play-by-play voice for the Manhattan
College men's and women's basketball teams on gojaspers.com.), Nov 25, 2005, p. 3
Holiday Basketball Tournament was a treat for all (letter), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6

BASKETBALL COURTS
Basketball courts should be a priority at the middle school (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6

BASS, ANDY
Negotiations with Boulder Brook unrelated to property acquisition, May 20, 2005, p. 1
Mayor says village has no interest in (Boulder Brook) stable, May 27, 2005, p. 1
Proposed community center dues to rise, July 1, 2005, p. 1

BASS, ANDY (AUTHOR)
Self-sufficiency of community center is 'highly debatable' (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6
Timing is an issue with Boulder Brook negotiations (letter) (response to 5/20/05 Inquirer article "Negotiations with
Boulder Brook unrelated to property acquisition.") , Jun 3, 2005, p. 6
Community Center would worsen dire parking shortage (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 6
Scarsdale Community Center will further erode parking at outdoor pool (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 9
S(carsdale) C(ommunity) C(enter) would make Boulder Brook parking problem worse (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 8

BASS, STEVE
Town board defies Feiner on library, Jan 7, 2005, p. 1
Furor over anonymous E'(dge)mont poll (re "Edgemont secession"), Feb 18, 2005, p. 1
Library bond issue will be decided in May, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
Voters say yes to $19.8M library in Greenburgh, May 13, 2005, p. 1
Special use permit approved by town, Aug 28, 2005, p. 1
BASS, STEVE (Continued)
Barnes, Bass back Juettner, Sheehan, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Barnes, Bass endorse Juettner and Sheehan (photo) (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 25
It takes 3 to act (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6

BASS, STEVE (AUTHOR)
Library board thanked for work on proposal (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6

BATTISTONI, TOM (AUTHOR)
Why St. Pius X School had to close (editorial), July 22, 2005, p. 6

BAUER, JULIETTE
Coldwell Banker Doernberg; (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005) (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 30

BAUERSFELD, PENNY (AUTHOR)
Parents urged to attend meeting on youth sports survey (letter), Aug 5, 2005, p. 6

BAUM, MICHAEL
(Scarsdale) High School students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

BAYLOR, RENEE
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarssdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

BEAGLE, KEVIN
Troops express gratitude for care packages, letters (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6

BEDERMAN, SHOSHANA
11 candidates (for the Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

BEDICHEK, JANE
Tree City (photo) (Amy Paulin, Jane Bedichek and Peter Strauss plant an evergreen tree at village hall April 29), May 6, 2005, p. 23
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarssdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

BEKG, MELISSA
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36

BEHRMAN, GREG
Distinguished alumni (12 Scarsdale High School alumni are the first to be selected as distinguished alumni by the Scarsdale Alumni Association), October 21, 2005, p. 1

BEIZER, WENDY GLIEDMAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

BELBUSTI, ALEX
Scouts for Hope (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11

BELBUSTI, JOHN
Scouts for Hope (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11

BELDENGREEN, GILBERT
Each child 'blossoms' in his or her own time (letter) (response to 2/25/05 letter by Bay Belem), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6

BELDENGREEN, MARGOT
Prom Night; Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 6A

BELEM, BAY
Each child 'blossoms' in his or her own time (letter) (response to 2/25/05 letter by Bay Belem), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6

BELEM, BAY (AUTHOR)
Kids should stop 'branding' others (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6

BELK, HOWARD
Howard Belk (Howard Belk has been named co-managing director of the New York City office of Siegel & Gale), Oct 7, 2005, p. 4

BELKIN, BETH (AUTHOR)
Neighbors hoping for 'honest discourse' with temple (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans) (letter) (author), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

BELKIN, ROB (AUTHOR)
Neighbors hoping for 'honest discourse' with temple (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans) (letter) (author), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

BELL, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32

BELL, JANET
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
BELL, JANET (Continued)
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

BELL, JANET (AUTHOR)
It is time to act on Quaker Ridge (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6

BELL, LARRY
Rec(reation) committee supports board approval of some P(arks and) R(creation) C(enter) changes, July 8, 2005, p. 1
S(carsdale) C(ommunity) C(enter) closes in on paid membership target (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 1

BELLINO, STEPHANIE
Library bond issue will be decided in May, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1

BENCH, DOROTHY
New principal appointed for Heathcote (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 11
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

BENCH, MARK (AUTHOR)
Freedom of expression on the Internet requires U.S. oversight (editorial), Nov 18, 2005, p. 7
S(carsdale) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) volunteers help you; help build them a new home (letter), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6

BENCHRETIT, ISABELLA
Arts collide with science and culture in Edgewood artist-in residence program (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 14

BENEDICT, ELIZABETH
Scarsdale is the setting for psychological tale of discovery (photo) (Profile of Elizabeth Benedict, author of the recently published novel "The Practice of Deceit."), Aug 5, 2005, p. 15

BENEDICT, JAMES N
James N. Benedict (photo) (James N. Benedict has joined Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy LLP as a partner in the litigation practice group.), Mar 4, 2005, p. 4

BENEDICT, TYLER
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

BENEFIT PERFORMANCES
Alderman benefit Saturday (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 20

BENEFITS (PERFORMANCES)
See BENEFIT PERFORMANCES

BENNETT, JEAN
It's now Natalie's Place (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 4

BENOWICH, ALENA
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 14A

BENSCH, CHRISTINE (AUTHOR)
Junior League welcomes Aguirre family to Scarsdale (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6

BENSON, MICHAEL
Woman hit by truck on Popham Road, Jan 21, 2005, p. 1

BENSON, ROBERT III
Pickelle, Benson (photo) (Abbe Lauren Pickelle and Robert Benson III were married April 16, 2005, in the outdoor courtyard of a Creole plantation in New Orleans.), October 21, 2005, p. 15

BERDON, BARBARA (AUTHOR)
Meals on Wheels needs some help (letter), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6

BERG, ROBERT (AUTHOR)
More dangerous than Bagdad? (letter) (re downtown pedestrian accidents), Apr 1, 2005, p. 6
Big Fish: Making the catch of a lifetime (photo), Sep 9, 2005, p. 31

BERGE, DOLORES (AUTHOR)
Many gave time to make Show House a success (letter), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6

BERGER, SUZANNE
Feiner snubbed by committee; Greenawalt gets nod from Democrats, May 6, 2005, p. 1

BERGER, SUZANNE (AUTHOR)
Dengler and Morgan were rubber stamps for Feiner (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6

BERKE, LEE
Scouts for Hope (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11

BERKE, STEVEN
Bulbs and buddies (photo) (Steven Berke and Josephine Zacharia are excited to see their daffodils planting come to life), Apr 29, 2005, p. 11
Scouts for Hope (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11

BERKVITS, LESLIE (AUTHOR)
The Scarsdale community wants its track back! (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6
BERKOVITS, SAMANTHA
Still waters run deep (photo) (Scarsdale Alternative School annual fair and car wash), May 27, 2005, p. 1
A-(ternative) School seniors graduate with tributes to their personality (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 10

BERKOWITZ, SHERRY
Walking for babies (photo) (Employees of Julia B. Fee Real Estate participated May 1 in WalkAmerica to benefit March of Dimes), May 13, 2005, p. 4

BERLIN, JILL
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

BERLIN, JOSH
Folio Per Se brings European luxury to Garth Road (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 3
Paper store on Garth (continued), Mar 18, 2005, p. 4

BERMINGHAM, AMY G (AUTHOR)
St. Pius X School borrowed money from Archdiocese (letter), July 15, 2005, p. 6

BERMINGHAM, JOHN H (AUTHOR)
Kudos to village sanitation dept. (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6

BERNSTEIN, BOB
Bernstein hauls Greenburgh back to court, Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
Bernstein hauls Greenburgh back to court (continued), Jan 14, 2005, p. 11
Bernstein wins: court rules villages must pay for Taxter (Ridge Park), Feb 18, 2005, p. 1
Bernstein wins: court rules villages must pay for Taxter park (continued), Feb 18, 2005, p. 13

Rites of spring (editorial) (re tradition of volunteering in Scarsdale and Greenburgh with praise for Barbara Jaffe and David Kreiness), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
Lots of info, but no conclusion in Edgemont report, June 24, 2005, p. 1
Bernstein owes Laubich apology (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6
Bernstein should not use personal attacks to make a point (letter), Aug 5, 2005, p. 7
Opinion piece misrepresented facts on Midway certiorari (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 8
G'(reen)burgh lawyer: Midway tax cert(iorari) 'less than $1M;' Aug 19, 2005, p. 1
E'(dge)mont public needs to know amount of Midway claim (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6
G'(reen)burgh seeks extension for suit, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
Greenburgh will hire a mediator, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

BERNSTEIN, BOB (AUTHOR)
Letter misstated reason for lack of E(dgemont) V(illage) E(xploratory) C(ommittee) recommendation (letter), July 15, 2005, p. 6
Edgemont may need to incorporate (editorial), July 29, 2005, p. 7
No suggestions offered on solving Midway certiorari crisis (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 8

BERNSTEIN, DANNY
Soccer programs join force, Aug 12, 2005, p. 1

BERNSTEIN, ELLIOT
Who's to blame for out-of-scale houses still being built (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7

BERNSTEIN, LORI (AUTHOR)
Demographer delivered wake-up call on school crowding (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7

BERNSTEIN, ROBERT (AUTHOR)
Sheehan and Juettner will be most responsive to Edgemont (editorial), Sep 9, 2005, p. 7

BERIDGE, ERIC
Adult soccer players are a major nuisance in Greenacres (letter) (response to 3/18/05 letter by Eric Berridge), Mar 25, 2005, p. 7

BERIDGE, ERIC (AUTHOR)
'Outsiders' play a mean game of soccer at Greenacres (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6

BERRY, DAVID
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

BERRY, EMILY
Congregations get together to feed the hungry (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 9

BERRY, ESTHER P
Esther P. Berry (dies) (Esther P. Berry, a 50-year resident of Scarsdale, died June 9, 2005. She was 92.), Aug 19, 2005, p. 14

BESEN, CLAIRE
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

BEVERIDGE, CATHERINE
Halloween disguises (photo) (students from Greenacres Elementary School), Nov 4, 2005, p. 3

BIANCO, DENNIS
Youth sports: What's best for our kids?, Feb 4, 2005, p. 1
BICKNELL, JUDY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
On 2 legs or 4, walk/run was fun for all (photo) (Scarsdale Historical Society's 24th annual 5K Fall Foliage Run and 2.5K Walk for Fun. Includes names of top winners of the 5K Fall Foliage Run.), October 21, 2005, p. 3

BICKNELL, NEIL
Community Center supporters rally, May 13, 2005, p. 3
Negotiations with Boulder Brook unrelated to property acquisition, May 20, 2005, p. 1
Proposed community center dues to rise, July 1, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale Community Center board agrees traffic and parking are critical issues (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 7
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
Scarsdale Community Center closes in on paid membership target (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 1

BICKNELL, NEIL (AUTHOR)
A round of applause for the founding members of Scarsdale Community Center (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
Allegations about community center are false (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6

BICYCLES
New bicycle cop making rounds in village (photo), Jan 21, 2005, p. 3

BIFFEN, NATALIE
Halloween helpers (photo) (Fox Meadow fifth graders Natalie Biffen and Lydia Roberts put on a painted pumpkin sale to benefit victims of the earthquake in Pakistan), October 28, 2005, p. 11

BILL, WENDY
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36

BILLINGS, ROBERT
Popular principal of immaculate Mary (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
Popular principal is 'on leave' from immaculate Mary (continued), Dec 2, 2005, p. 8

BINDAY, ROSALYN
The Bank of New York Salutes: It's All About Community Impact; (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 40

BING, RAENA
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo) (Raena Binn incorrectly named Rena Binn), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

BIRDS
Seasons of the heart (editorial), Mar 11, 2005, p. 7

BIRENBAU, KATIE
In the swing (photo) (Brownies and Girl Scouts take their fathers out for square dancing at Scarsdale Congregational Church), Jan 21, 2005, p. 3

BIRNS, ALI
Ali Birns' art reflects her evolving life (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 12
Ali Birns' evolving art (photo) (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 13

BISHOP, JACQUI (AUTHOR)
He's still fighting a better library (letter) (Paul Feiner), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
Bill Greenawalt is committed to real democracy (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6

BISHOP, LLOYD
Redistricting is not a solution for Quaker Ridge enrollment (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 1
Demographer delivered wake-up call on school crowding (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7
School redistricting idea must be laid to rest (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6

BLACK, ALEX F
Alex F. Black (dies) (Alex F. Black, a former Scarsdale resident, died May 15, 2005, at Carriage Hill Bethesda nursing home in Washington D.C. He was 86), June 24, 2005, p. 16

BLACKS
Blacks and Latinos routinely have worse experiences (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6

BLAIR, LINDA
Scarsdale Show House 2005 set to open in May (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 3
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50
Show house brings new glamour to an old clubhouse (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 4

BLANCK, BILL (AUTHOR)
Vote for Dengler, Morgan, Feiner (letter), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6
Feiner continued FDR's Democratic traditions (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6

BLANK, MICHAEL
Scouts for Hope (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11
BLANN, CAROL (AUTHOR)
Research reveals valid reasons for spending hike (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 7

BLANN, JIM (AUTHOR)
Research reveals valid reasons for spending hike (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 7

BLATT, JEFF
Arguments heat up before 6/15 Q(uaker) R(idge) vote, Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
Unknowns make school budgeting more complicated, Sep 30, 2005, p. 1

BLITZMAN, HOWARD
Tech(nical) committee reports on Q(uaker) R(idge), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1

BLITZ, JARED

BLITZ, NEIL
Trustee Peter Strauss likely to be 'promoted' to mayor (photo), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1

BLIZZARDS
Village bests blizzard over the weekend, Jan 28, 2005, p. 3

BLOOD DONATION
Give blood (photo) (blood drive by junior class at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10

BLOOM, DEBORAH (AUTHOR)
Greenawalt, Juettner, Sheehan: the dream ticket (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6

BLOOM, JORDAN
The puck stops here (photo) (Scarsdale Raiders varsity ice hockey team battle Fox Lane and return to the Section 1 finals for the second straight year), Mar 4, 2005, p. 1

BLUM, DONALD
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

BLUM, DONALD (AUTHOR)
Library expansion needed, but costs are too high (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 7

BLUM, MARY (AUTHOR)
Privacy (for the Aguirre family) is the greatest gift (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6

BLUM, SANDY
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

BLUMSTEIN, JONAH
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

BOARD OF APPEALS - SCARSDALE
52 openings to be filled on village volunteer boards and councils (includes brief descriptions of village boards and councils), Jan 14, 2005, p. 4
B(oard) O(f) A(ppeals) approves pools, Mar 11, 2005, p. 4
Some variances OK'd; other plans are denied, June 24, 2005, p. 4
Larger, taller, wider projects OK'd by B(oard) O(f) A(ppeals), Sep 30, 2005, p. 3

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW - SCARSDALE
Sherbrook(e) Park house 'historic' (re 1926 stone and shingle center colonial at 8 Dunham Road), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
52 openings to be filled on village volunteer boards and councils (includes brief descriptions of village boards and councils), Jan 14, 2005, p. 4
Strauss chides B(oard) O(f) A(rchitectural) R(eview) for approving plans for delaying ambulance corps H(eadq)uarters approval, Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Without further ado (editorial) (praises the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps and points out the necessity for better headquarters), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
Strauss chides B(oard) O(f) A(rchitectural) R(eview) over application delay (continued), June 17, 2005, p. 9
Scar V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) approved, June 24, 2005, p. 1
B(oard) O(f) A(rchitectural) R(eview) appreciates and respects the ambulance corps (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 6
Dunham Road builder and village at impasse (The Village and local builder Brian Stapen are at loggerheads about the future of the 1926 Sherbrooke Park house at 8 Dunham Road), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1
Dunham Road developer and village at impasse over plans (illus) (continued) (The Village and local builder Brian Stapen are at loggerheads about the future of the 1926 Sherbrooke Park house at 8 Dunham Road), Aug 5, 2005, p. 8
Village intransigence will likely result in 2 houses (letter) (comments by Brian Stapen, contractor for 8 Dunham Road), Aug 12, 2005, p. 8
Dunham Road house is back on the market (re controversial Sherbrooke Park house at 8 Dunham Road), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

Candidates sought for Edgemont school board (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

Candidates sought for Edgemont school board (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6

Dunham Road house is back on the market (re controversial Sherbrooke Park house at 8 Dunham Road), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1

Support for school board should not be blind (editorial), Jan 7, 2005, p. 6

School board does not need ‘listening’ time (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6

If ‘yes’ votes had led, would the school board be asking questions? (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6

School board seeks input on 2005-06 budget (continued), Jan 21, 2005, p. 11

Board of ed(ucation) should listen to concrete remediation experts (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6

Consensus building (editorial) (re Quaker Ridge School and the no votes on the bond issue), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6

Redistricting elementary schools should be considered (letter), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6

Battle of the schools (Part II) (continued) (re the Committee of Ten and the communist influence in the local schools. Second article in series by Irving Sloan.), Feb 25, 2005, p. 13

Information sought on Technical Review Committee (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7

Tech(nical) committee reports on Q(uaker) R(idge) R(idge), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1

S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) class sizes and G(overnment) A(ccounting) S(tandards) B(oard) are budget concerns (for B(oard) O(f) E(ducation)), Mar 25, 2005, p. 10

C(hildren) H(aving) l(ndividual) L(earning) D(ifferences) parents protest ‘discriminatory’ special ed(ucation) plan, Mar 25, 2005, p. 11

Class sizes, G(overnment) A(ccounting) S(tandards) B(oard) concern B(oard) O(f) E(ducation) (continued), Mar 25, 2005, p. 11

Board considers budget reactions, Q(uaker) R(idge) construction, Apr 8, 2005, p. 1

Enough! (editorial) (comments on Quaker Ridge school bond issue, Paul Feiner and pedestrian accidents in the village), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

Board hears responses to budget, mulls Quaker Ridge construction (continued), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10

Budget is OK’d; gap narrowed on Q(uaker) R(idge) R(idge) cost options, Apr 15, 2005, p. 1

Why won’t school board release detailed cost estimates? (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 6

B(oard) O(f) E(ducation) OKs bond; Q(uaker) R(idge) gap narrows (continued), Apr 15, 2005, p. 10

Board sets date for bond vote, adds S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) track, Apr 29, 2005, p. 1

School board deserves praise for intelligent leadership (letter), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6

Special, indeed (editorial) (comments on Scarsdale Board of Education special meeting Tuesday night whether to repair or replace deteriorating Quaker Ridge School wing), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6

New Heathcote principal named; 8 staff to retire, May 6, 2005, p. 1

Q(uaker) R(idge) bond launched; F(reedom) O(f) l(nformation) A(ct) request nixed, May 6, 2005, p. 1

B(oard) O(f) E(ducation) OKs bond, denies Harrison’s appeal (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 9

‘Padded’ school bond deserves defeat (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6

School board should open construction to competition (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6

School board rejects Harrison’s requests, May 27, 2005, p. 1

Trust the judgment of the Scarsdale school board (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6

B(oard) O(f) E(ducation) rejects Harrison’s requests (continued), May 27, 2005, p. 15

On the right track (editorial) (Comments on the proposition to the bond referendum to borrow $435,000 for the reconstruction of the track at Scarsdale High School), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6

Aesthetics still counts in school renovation (editorial), Jun 3, 2005, p. 7

Arguments heat up before 8/15 Q(uaker) R(idge) vote, Jun 10, 2005, p. 1

Don’t let the minority rule (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10

School board, administration deserves everyone’s support (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10
BOARD OF EDUCATION - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Stop second guessing and start fixing (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10
Track coach can best advise school board (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10
Board debates inspiring love of learning vs. pushing to achieve, June 24, 2005, p. 1
Amazing grace (editorial) (chronicles Emily Sherwood's six years on Scarsdale's Board of Education), June 24, 2005, p. 6
Steves, Sherwood gave outstanding service on school board (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 6
Strategic planning (continued), June 24, 2005, p. 10
Board bids Sherwood goodbye, June 24, 2005, p. 11
B(oard) (O)f (E)d(ucation) considers new firms for (Q)uaker (R)idge project, July 8, 2005, p. 1
Terri Simon to head Scarsdale school board (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 1
B(oard) (O)f (E)d(ucation) considers new firms for (Q)uaker (R)idge project (continued), July 8, 2005, p. 10
School board examines 'love of learning' goal (continued), July 8, 2005, p. 10
Known quantities (Scarsdale Board of Education hires Peter Gisolfi Associates for the upcoming Quaker Ridge construction project), July 22, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale school board gearing up for a great year (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 14A
Architect unveils new Quaker Ridge building design (illus), October 28, 2005, p. 1
More advanced math among school plans, Nov 10, 2005, p. 1
More advanced math among curriculum plans (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 13
Weber mourns teacher (Barbara McMahon); explains substitute pay, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1
B(oard) (O)f (E)d(ucation) mourns Barbara McMahon and clarifies the role of substitutes (continued), Nov 25, 2005, p. 10
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) class size to be addressed in '06-07 school budget process, Dec 16, 2005, p. 10
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) class size to be addressed in January (continued), Dec 16, 2005, p. 11
Teens talk to board of ed(ucation) about stress at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
Teens talk to board of ed(ucation) about stress at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (continued), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8
BOARD OF ETHICS - SCARSDALE
52 openings to be filled on village volunteer boards and councils (includes brief descriptions of village boards and councils), Jan 14, 2005, p. 4
BOB, JOE
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) forensics students analyze crime scene; Who killed Joe Bob? (photo), Jan 21, 2005, p. 10
BOCHNER, EMILY
In the swing (photo) (Brownies and Girl Scouts take their fathers out for square dancing at Scarsdale Congregational Church), Jan 21, 2005, p. 3
BODDGER, GEORGE C
George C. Boddiger (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident George C. Boddiger of Gaithersburg, Maryland, died January 10, 2005. He was 87.), Jan 14, 2005, p. 12
BODENHEIM, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
Delighted that Greenburgh will renovate library (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6
BOGGI, JOHN
New bicycle cop making rounds in village (photo), Jan 21, 2005, p. 3
Man arrested for stabbing his co-worker, Mar 4, 2005, p. 1
Many honored (at village board meeting), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
BOHJALIAN, SOFIA
Halloween disguises (photo) (students from Greenacres Elementary School), Nov 4, 2005, p. 3
BOMBS
Bomb threat at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
BOMB SCARES
Post road bomb scare was false alarm, May 20, 2005, p. 1
BOMB THREATS
Bomb threat at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
BONDS
PTAs think for themselves, make own decisions (letter) (response to 1/7/05 editorial by Irving Sloan), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
If 'yes' votes had led, would the school board be asking questions? (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6
Consensus building (editorial) (re Quaker Ridge School and the no votes on the bond issue), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6
Q(uaker) R(idge) librarian clarifies her opinion on bond (letter) (response to 1/14/05 article "Q(uaker) R(idge) to B(oard) (O)f (E)d(ucation): We're tired of waiting!"), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6
All school children will be affected if Q(uaker) R(idge) bond doesn't pass (letter), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
Village OKs bonds and Omnipoint lease (continued), Feb 25, 2005, p. 20
Library bond issue will be decided in May, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
Library bond issue set for May referendum (continued), Mar 11, 2005, p. 9
BONDS (Continued)
Board sets date for bond vote, adds Scarsdale High School track, Apr 29, 2005, p. 1
Quaker Ridge bond vote set for June 15 (continued), Apr 29, 2005, p. 10
Quaker Ridge bond launched; Freedom Of Information Act request nixed, May 6, 2005, p. 1
Board of Education OKs bond, denies Harrison's appeal (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 9
Scarsdalians speak out on Quaker Ridge bond vote, May 13, 2005, p. 1
Quaker Ridge bond opponent makes misleading statements (letter) (response to 5/6/05 letter by Robert Harrison),
May 13, 2005, p. 6
Scarsdalians provide feedback on Quaker Ridge bond (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 12
'Padded' school bond deserves defeat (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6
Of human cannonballs, extraterrestrials and the Quaker Ridge bond (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6
School bond issue amounts appear 'outlandish' (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6
Trust the judgment of the Scarsdale school board (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6
On the right track (editorial) (Comments on the proposition to the bond referendum to borrow $435,000 for the
reconstruction of the track at Scarsdale High School), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6
School bond tax increase is trivial; underlying issue is not (letter), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6
After study, League of Women Voters supports the Scarsdale schools bond (letter), Jun 3, 2005, p. 7
Important votes (Scarsdale bond issue and Edgemont School budget), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
Town and Village Civic Club reverses its initial opinion; endorses bond, Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
Board's secrecy on bond process is not justified (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6
Voting for bond would be fitting tribute to Farren (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6
Repair option for Quaker Ridge would be penny-wise, pound-foolish (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 8
Why I changed my mind on the Quaker Ridge School bond issue (editorial), Jun 10, 2005, p. 8
It's about safety, not saving money (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 9
Quaker Ridge bond will benefit children (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10
Arguments heat up before 6/15 Quaker Ridge bond vote (continued), Jun 10, 2005, p. 13
Inquirer headline appeared outlandish (letter) (comments on headline assigned by Scarsdale Inquirer on 5/27/05
letter by Andrew C. Hartzell.), Jun 10, 2005, p. 21
Scarsdalians vote 2,051 to 1,155 to pass Quaker Ridge bond (continued), Jun 10, 2005, p. 22
Quaker Ridge bond passes 2,051 to 1,155 (photo) (continued), June 17, 2005, p. 1
Bond opponents hope district will spend tax dollars wisely (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 8
Bond vote showed the community valued its schools (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 6
Scarsdale knows how to bond (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 6
Rebuild and renew (editorial) (advocates voting for the Transportation Bond Act on Election Day), October 28,
2005, p. 6
Vote to 'Rebuild and Renew' New York's transportation (letter) (re the Transportation Bond Act), Nov 4, 2005, p. 8
BONIFACE MEMORIAL PARK (SCARSDALE)
(Pasquale Barone practices tai chi in Boniface Park) (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6
BONISTALL, LINDSEY
Behind the headlines: Scarsdale High School graduate cracks murder case in Delaware (photo), Jun 17,
2005, p. 1
BOOK FAIRS
Book fair (Friends of the Scarsdale Public Library will have its annual book fair September 10 and 11), Aug 19,
2005, p. 1
Thanks owed many for success of library Friends' fair (letter), Sep 30, 2005, p. 6
BOOKNER, ILANA
Care packages (photo) (boxes from Girl Scout Troop 1941 to American servicemen in Iraq), Feb 4, 2005, p. 11
BOOKNER, SCOTT (DR) (AUTHOR)
Behavior was illegal, dangerous (editorial) (re the Halloween disturbance in the Edgewood neighborhood), Nov
10, 2005, p. 7
BOOKS
Writer's bliss and block, novelist Isaacs shares her insights (photo) (Susan Isaacs talks about her writing career
and her latest book 'Any Place I Hang My Hat'), Feb 4, 2005, p. 3
Scarsdale's battle of the books (Part I) (Irving Sloan discusses the Committee of Ten formed to investigate
communist influence in the local schools. First installment in series by author.), Feb 11, 2005, p. 3
Past is Present: Scarsdale's battle of the books (continued) (Part I) (Irving Sloan discusses the Committee of Ten
formed to investigate communist influence in the local schools. First installment in series by author.), Feb 11,
2005, p. 30
Battle of the books - Part II (re the Committee of Ten and the communist influence in the local schools. Second
article in series by Irving Sloan.), Feb 25, 2005, p. 3
BOOKS (Continued)
Battle of the schools (Part II) (continued) (The Committee of Ten and the communist influence in the local schools. Second article in series by Irving Sloan.), Feb 25, 2005, p. 13
Holmes to perform (at the Scarsdale Library), Mar 4, 2005, p. 1
A 'novel' twist for 'Swing' - music included (photo) (Scarsdale author, playwright, singer/songwriter and raconteur Rupert Holmes regaled a crowd at the Scarsdale Library March 7 with anecdotes from Hollywood and read (and sang) from his new novel "Swing.")., Mar 11, 2005, p. 3
Ji-Li Jiang shares memories of Cultural Revolution (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p. 10
An unnatural woman; Judith Newman chronicles her journey through infertility (photo) (Profile of Judith Newman, author of "You Make Me Feel Like an Unnatural Woman: Diary of a New (Older) Mother.")., Apr 1, 2005, p. 11
Judith Newman (continued) (Profile of Judith Newman, author of "You Make Me Feel Like an Unnatural Woman: Diary of a New (Older) Mother.")., Apr 1, 2005, p. 20
Book Sale (Scarsdale Woman's Club), Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
Charlotte Finn (Profile of Charlotte Finn, author of "Planning, Designing and Decorating a Room Step by Step: A How-to-Manual.")., Apr 8, 2005, p. 4
Steven Schnur's latest ("The Apple Gatherer" is Scarsdale author Steven Schnur's most recent book for children), Apr 8, 2005, p. 4
Topping to discuss 'Fatal Crossroads' at Scarsdale Library (photo), Apr 29, 2005, p. 3
'The 'Catch the Moon'; New CD and book catches 'Noggin' (photo) (Profile of Elizabeth Mitchell and the creation of her children's music CD and board book "Catch the Moon.")., Apr 29, 2005, p. 15
Topping sees lessons for today in Vietnam (photo) (reminiscences by Seymour Topping whose latest novel entitled "Fatal Crossroads" is set in Vietnam), May 20, 2005, p. 3
Local artist heeds the call of the pen (photo) (Profile of Phil Wallace, author of the newly published book "Call of the Sea.")., Jun 17, 2005, p. 3
Local artist heeds the call of the pen (continued) (Profile of Phil Wallace, author of the newly published book "Call of the Sea.")., June 17, 2005, p. 8
Rodney Rothman's 'Early Bird' memoir catches a lot of attention (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 1
Rothman's 'Early Bird' catches attention (illus) (continued), July 15, 2005, p. 11
Scarsdale is the setting for psychological tale of discovery (photo) (Profile of Elizabeth Benedict, author of the recently published novel "The Practice of Deceit.")., Aug 5, 2005, p. 15
Is he Mr. Right or Mr. Not-on-Your-Life? (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 2
Robert Klein; the amorous busboy dishes out his own Bronx tale (photo) (Robert Klein will read from his book "The Amorous Busboy of Decatur Avenue" at the Scarsdale Library), Sep 16, 2005, p. 15
Longing for utopia in India and Vermont (photo) (Profile of Victoria Vinton and her new book "The Jungle Law.")., Oct 7, 2005, p. 3
Artist or cheat? A magician's quest inspires S(Scarsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate) to write a book (photo) (Profile of Karl Johnson, author of recently published "The Magician and the Cardsharp.")., October 28, 2005, p. 3
Student publishes Turkish guide to U.S. life (photo) (Profile of Scarsdale High School senior Zeynep Memecan and her recently published book "Zeynep Talks About America.")., Nov 4, 2005, p. 12
Storyteller brings New Orleans to Edgewood (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 11
Konig's 'lies' ring true for today's moms (photo), Nov 4, 2005, p. 12
BORDWIN, JESSE
(Continued)
(Student publishes Turkish guide to U.S. life (photo) (Profile of Scarsdale High School senior Zeynep Memecan and her recently published book "Zeynep Talks About America.")., Nov 4, 2005, p. 12
Storyteller brings New Orleans to Edgewood (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 11
Konig's 'lies' ring true for today's moms (photo), Nov 4, 2005, p. 12
BORDWIN, JESSE
(Michelle Castaneda and Jesse Bordwin get into a Valentine mood outside Candy 'n' Cards on Spencer Place) (photo), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
BOREK, COLLEEN
'Green' design is here to stay (photo) (Scarsdale Show House 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 23
BORKENSTEIN, ANITA (AUTHOR)
Edgemont thanks United Way for scholarship gift (letter), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
Record number of scholarships in Edgemont (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6
BOULDER BROOK EQUESTRIAN CENTER
Boulder Brook now has 'friends' (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 16A
Littlest equestrienne (photo) (Bailey O'Donnell at the Scarsdale Riding Academy), May 20, 2005, p. 1
Negotiations with Boulder Brook unrelated to property acquisition, May 20, 2005, p. 1
Negotiations with Boulder Brook (continued), May 20, 2005, p. 20
Mayo says village has no interest in (Boulder Brook) stable, May 27, 2005, p. 1
Sale of Boulder Brook was never on the block (continued), May 27, 2005, p. 9
Timing is an issue with Boulder Brook negotiations (letter) (response to 5/20/05 Inquirer article "Negotiations with Boulder Brook unrelated to property acquisition.")., Jun 3, 2005, p. 6
S(Scarsdale) C(ommunity) C(enter) would make Boulder Brook parking problem worse (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 8
BOURNE, GLORIA GRAFF
Gloria Graff Bourne (dies) (Gloria Graff Bourne, a former resident of Scarsdale, Whitehouse and Rumson, New Jersey, Palos Verdes, California, St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, and most recently, Kihei, Maui, died May 11, 2005, in Maui Memorial Hospital. She was 82.), May 27, 2005, p. 21

BOVA, JOSEPH
Greenburgh will hire a mediator, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

BOWLING

BOXER, BARBARA
A timely bill (editorial) (re voting reform legislation), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6

BOXER, EVEY
Community Center reaches goal (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 1

BOYLE, GERRY
Gerry Boyle (photo) (Gerry Boyle has joined the business development board of Hudson Valley Bank), Mar 4, 2005, p. 4

BOY SCOUTS
Matthew Mann (has received the Founders' Award from the National Order of the Arrow, Boy Scout's honor society), Feb 18, 2005, p. 4
Troop 80 boy Scouts go camping (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 40A

BRACKEN, GARY
S(carsdale) G(olf) C(lub) board elected (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p.4

BRACKEN, PATRICIA M
Patricia M. Bracken (dies) (Patricia M. Bracken died June 3, 2005, at the Rosary Hill Nursing Home. She was 88.), Jun 10, 2005, p. 33

BRADLOW, JONATHAN
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36

BRADLOW, JONATHAN A (DR)
We all have tax fatigue but we must maintain our schools (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6
Have the parties switched roles? (editorial) (Part 2. See 3/25/05 for Part 1), Apr 1, 2005, p. 7
'Rational repair' of Quaker Ridge is an oxymoron (letter), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6

BRADLOW, JONATHAN A (DR) (AUTHOR)
The power of 1 in our community of schools (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 7
School bond tax increase is trivial; underlying issue is not (letter), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6

BRADLOW, LISA
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

BRADSHAW, ANGUS
Competitive cook-off leads to hiring at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo) (continued), July 22, 2005, p. 8

BRANDT, JENNY
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

BRAUT, DOUG
Village signs agreement for development of Christie Place (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 1

BRAZIL
Compassion inspires S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate) in Brazil (photo), Nov 4, 2005, p. 3
Compassion inspires S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate)'s work in Brazil (photo) (continued), Nov 4, 2005, p. 11

BREAST-CANCER
Breast cancer survivors can benefit from reconstruction (letter), October 21, 2005, p. 6

BRENNER, SUSAN
Paulin urges change in election law, Dec 9, 2005, p. 1

BRESCEA, RICHARD
S(carsdale) G(olf) C(lub) board elected (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p.4

BRESNAHAN, JOSEPHINE CALLISEN
Josephine Bresnahan Callisen (dies) (Josephine Bresnahan Callisen, a scholar of World War II and lifelong political activist, died April 16, 2005. She was 58 years old.), Apr 22, 2005, p. 18

BRIEANT, CHARLES
Jury says 'no' to false arrest in Q(uaker) R(idge) man's suit (photo) (re arrest of beetle collector Harry Zirlin), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
Zirlin continues false arrest case against S(carsdale) P(olice) D(epartment), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1
BRIGGS, DORRIT M
Dorrit M. Briggs (dies) (Dorrit M. Briggs, a longtime resident of Scarsdale, died May 20, 2005, at the Schaeffer Pavilion Nursing Home in New Rochelle after a long illness. She was 66., July 29, 2005, p. 18

BRIGHT, HARRY
Another pedestrian hit on Popham Road, July 15, 2005, p. 1

BRILLANTINO, ELIZABETH
Another woman hit crossing Popham, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1

BRITZ, PENNY
Moving Up; Fox Meadow Elementary School (Graduation Supplement. Includes a list of graduates.), July 1, 2005, p. 21A

BRODIE, ALICE
Inquirer wins 13 awards, Apr 15, 2005, p. 1

BRODMAN, HAROLD R (AUTHOR)
Supplemental pool parking is too far away (letter), July 15, 2005, p. 6

BRODSKY, JORDAN
So long, S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 10

BRODSKY, RICHARD (AUTHOR)
A review of accomplishments, challenges ahead (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 11A
Vote to ‘Rebuild and Renew’ New York’s transportation (letter) (re the Transportation Bond Act), Nov 4, 2005, p. 8

BROGAN, JOHN
Suspicious snarl traffic on Post, May 13, 2005, p. 1
Post road bomb scare was false alarm, May 20, 2005, p. 1
Village center safety needs culture change (photo), Aug 12, 2005, p. 1
Committee continues to probe downtown pedestrian safety, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1

BROMLEY, JUDY
Another pedestrian hit by car in village center (photo), May 27, 2005, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

BRONSON, MICHAEL
Victim dies (Liselott Rothman), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1

BRONSTEIN, LESTER
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help hurricane survivors, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY
$1.7M for B(ronx) R(iver) P(arkway) path, Apr 29, 2005, p. 1

BRONZ, CHUCK (AUTHOR)
Feiner’s ‘sleazy tax schemes’ harm school districts (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6

BRONZ, LOIS
Feiner snubbed by committee; Greenawalt gets nod from Democrat(s), May 6, 2005, p. 1
Dems snub Feiner; endorse Greenawalt, Jun 3, 2005, p. 1

BROVENDER, NICHOLAS
Team building (photo) (MOBRAKS, a team of six boys, five of whom attend Scarsdale Middle School, won a first-place trophy at Westchester’s second annual Lego League tournament, February 6, 2005), Mar 11, 2005, p. 11

BROVENDER, SARAH
So long, S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 10

BROWN, ANN
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

BROWN, BRIAN
School officials must act to make Greenacres school traffic safer (editorial), Nov 18, 2005, p. 7

BROWN, LIZ
Vertigo (photo) (Girl Scouts Dakota Doukas and Liz Brown get a firefighter’s eye view of the village from the bucket of the Scarsdale Fire Department’s hook and ladder), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1

BROWNIE GIRL SCOUTS
In the swing (photo) (Brownies and Girl Scouts take their fathers out for square dancing at Scarsdale Congregational Church), Jan 21, 2005, p. 3
Girl Scouting is fun and informative (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 18A
May Day retreat (letter), May 13, 2005, p. 6

BROWNIES (GIRL SCOUTS)
See BROWNIE GIRL SCOUTS

BROYD, BETSY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society’s 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

BROYD, GRAHAM
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society’s 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
BRUCKER, DAN
MTA reassures jittery commuters, July 22, 2005, p. 1

BRUSATI, ALLISON
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

BUCHDAHL, ANGELA WARNICK
Scarsdale women honored (photo) (Karen S. W. Friedman and Rabbi/Cantor Angela Warnick Buchdahl were honored for their community leadership by the Scarsdale Women's Campaign of UJA-Federation of New York May 25, 2005, at Westchester Reform Temple.), Jun 17, 2005, p. 4

BUCHEN, DAVID
Sherbrook(e) Park house 'historic' (re 1926 stone and shingle center colonial at 8 Dunham Road), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
Election Night (photo) (Scarsdale's mayor-elect Peter Strauss celebrates with new trustee Ken Rilander and reelected trustees Mary Beth Gose and Carolyn Stevens), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
Rec(reation) committee supports board approval of some P(arks and) R(ecreation) C(enter) changes, July 8, 2005, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
Trustees pass law requiring upkeep of derelict houses, July 15, 2005, p. 1
Rec(reation) committee will present new youth sports plan, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Not so fast! (editorial) (re downtown pedestrian safety issue, Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
School field use by nonresidents troubles officials, Nov 4, 2005, p. 1

BUCHEN, DAVID (AUTHOR)
The 'opposition' made the Ginsburg proposal possible (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6
Could it happen to me? Probably not (editorial) (discussion of the John F. Kennedy Jr. plane crash and the judicious decisions involved in flying private planes by Scarsdalian and private pilot David Buchen.), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
Could it happen to me? Probably not (editorial) (continued) (discussion of the John F. Kennedy Jr. plane crash and the judicious decisions involved in flying private planes by Scarsdalian and private pilot David Buchen.), June 17, 2005, p. 7

BUCHEN, ELINOR CHANTAL
Buchen, Miller (photo) (Elinor Chantal Buchen and Evan Yoneo Miller were married July 30, 2005, at the West Mountain Inn in Arlington, Vermont.), Sep 16, 2005, p. 23

BUCHEN, HELENE (AUTHOR)
What was rambling, cranky column trying to say? (letter) (response to 3/18/05 editorial by Marc Wollin), Apr 1, 2005, p. 7

BUCK, JANE
Hitchcock says good-bye to popular pastor (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 3
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

BUCK, JIM
Hitchcock says good-bye to popular pastor (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 3
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

BUDGET - GREENBURGH
Paul Feiner presents $3M capital budget, Mar 4, 2005, p. 1
Paul Feiner presents $3M capital budget (continued), Mar 4, 2005, p. 13
Stories by Inquirer reporters were clear and well written (letter), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6
Greenburgh will hire a mediator, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1
What's on the table in budget allocation mediation? (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6
Greenburgh board to hire mediator; 2006 budget discussed (continued), Nov 25, 2005, p. 12
Greenburgh gives unanimous nod to 2006 budget, Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

BUDGET - NEW YORK (STATE)
Vote for state budget reform (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 6
Proposal 1 is not real reform (editorial), Nov 4, 2005, p. 7

BUDGET - SCARSDALE
Village makes progress on 2004 priority issues (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1A
Fund balances keep tax hike to 4.38%, Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
T(own and) V(illage) C(lub) committee praises preliminary village budget, Apr 8, 2005, p. 3
Village budget garners praise, Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale budget maintains expected school excellence (letter), May 13, 2005, p. 6

BUDGET - WESTCHESTER COUNTY (N.Y.)
County passes $1.64 B budget; T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(enter) makes suggestions, Dec 16, 2005, p. 1
An objective eye (editorial), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6
BUDGET - WESTCHESTER COUNTY (N.Y.) (Continued)
Town and Village Civic Club makes suggestions on county budget (continued), Dec 16, 2005, p. 12

BUILDING
Limits on excess construction are sorely needed (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6

BUILDING DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE
New building inspector (Nunzio Pietrosanti) is making improvements (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 1
New building inspector (Nunzio Pietrosanti) is making improvements (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 11
Village makes leaving difficult (editorial), Dec 2, 2005, p. 7

BUILDING INSPECTORS
New building inspector (Nunzio Pietrosanti) is making improvements (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 1
New building inspector (Nunzio Pietrosanti) is making improvements (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 11

BUILDINGS - SCARSDALE
New digs (advancement to phase 2 of the proposed renovation and expansion of the public safety building on Post and Fenimore roads), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
Simpler plan mulled for Supply building, Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
Trustees favor revised Supply Field plan (illus) (continued), Dec 2, 2005, p. 11

BULBS
Bulbs and buddies (photo) (Steven Berke and Josephine Zacharia are excited to see their daffodils planting come to life), Apr 29, 2005, p. 11

BULLYING
Cyberbullying: technology is a tool, but not the root of the problem, Feb 11, 2005, p. 8
Cyberbully conference (continued), Feb 11, 2005, p. 9

BURROWS, MARION
Marion Burrows (dies) (Marion Burrows died December 4, 2005, at home in Scarsdale. She was 92 years old.), Dec 9, 2005, p. 26

BUSBY, SUZANNE
Greenacres neighbors speak out on traffic, fields and schools, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
Parks and Recreation Council supports ending tryouts for 4th graders, Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
Soccer programs join force, Aug 12, 2005, p. 1
Give peace a chance (editorial), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6

BUSCH, BARBARA
Barbara Busch (dies) (Barbara Busch died July 23, 2005, at her home in Scarsdale after a yearlong battle with cancer. She was 62.), July 29, 2005, p. 18

BUSES
Large vehicle idling is damaging children's health (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7

BUSH, BETSY HILLS
Betsy Hills Bush (photo) (Betsy Hills Bush has joined the Westchester Community Foundation as its new program officer.), July 22, 2005, p. 4

BUSH, GEORGE W
Have the parties switched roles? (editorial) (Part 2. See 3/25/05 for Part 1), Apr 1, 2005, p. 7
President showed lack of leadership during crisis (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 10
Bush takes the prize for worst president of the modern age (letter), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6
42 was worse (letter), Sep 30, 2005, p. 6
By almost any measure, Bush has been a disaster (letter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
Writer added to Clinton's offense (letter) (response to 9/30/05 letter by Arthur Messenger), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
Have we been had by our leaders? (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6
Do Bush critics have any ideas? (letter), October 21, 2005, p. 6
Absolution available for Bush (editorial), Dec 16, 2005, p. 7

BUSH, LAURA
Serendipitous meeting (in Central Park) (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 13

BUSH, STEVE
Scarsdale Community Center closes in on paid membership target (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 1

BUSHIN, LEAH
So long, Scarsdale Middle School (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 10

BUTLER, JOHN
Coldwell Banker Doernberg; (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005) (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 30

BUTLER FIELD (SCARSDALE)
Bids rejected for Butler Field turf, Jan 28, 2005, p. 1

BUZBEE, ELLEN
Urban schools thrive via unique music program (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 1
CABLE TELEVISION
52 openings to be filled on village volunteer boards and councils (includes brief descriptions of village boards and councils), Jan 14, 2005, p. 4
Tenzer launched school cable TV funding effort (letter), May 13, 2005, p. 6

CABLE TELEVISION COMMISSION - SCARSDALE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

CAIMES, WILLIAM JR
Memorial Day ceremony has local flavor (photo) (continued), Jun 3, 2005, p. 15

CAIMES, WILLIAM P
Memorial Day ceremony has local flavor (photo) (continued), Jun 3, 2005, p. 15

CAIN, THOMAS
Thomas CaIn appointed fire chief (photo), Sep 18, 2005, p. 1
Pros offer advice to residents: what to do when chaos rains, October 21, 2005, p. 1

CALDERON, DIANE
Scarsdale's iron woman; Diane CaldeRon to fight hemophilia through triathlons (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 25

CALDERON, LUCAS
Edgewood artist-in-residence program a big hit (photo) (continued), Jun 10, 2005, p. 22

CALENDRAS
Many collaborate on community calendar (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6

CALVERT, GEORGE E
The Rev. George E. Calvert (dies) (The Rev. George E. Calvert, a minister who became a pioneer in efforts to revitalize East Harlem by providing low-cost housing, died July 17, 2005, at his home in Andes, N.Y. He was 76.), Aug 19, 2005, p. 14

CAMMERRATA, ALEXANDER
Edgewood artist-in-residence program a big hit (photo) (continued), Jun 10, 2005, p. 22

CAMPAIGN DEBATES
Spano and Astorino have spirited debate, Nov 4, 2005, p. 1
Cut waste, says Spano opponent (continued), Nov 4, 2005, p. 10

CAMPS
Kids (photo) (Supplement), Mar 11, 2005
Sock'er! (photo) (Anton Zock gives the ball a swift kick in the right direction during the last week of camp at the Scarsdale Middle School), Aug 19, 2005, p. 8

CAMPUS, ALANNA
Compassion inspires S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate)'s work in Brazil (photo), Nov 4, 2005, p. 3
Compassion inspires S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate)'s work in Brazil (photo) (continued), Nov 4, 2005, p. 11

CANCER
Edgemont teen wins war against cancer, Jan 7, 2005, p. 1
A courageous battle with cancer (editorial), Feb 11, 2005, p. 7
A courageous battle with cancer (editorial) (The author pays a personal tribute to a member of her husband's family, Barun Chowdry), Feb 11, 2005, p. 7
Regular screenings for breast cancer save lives (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 7
Breast cancer survivors can benefit from reconstruction (letter), October 21, 2005, p. 6

CANDY
Tips from a pro (photo) (Lara Robinowitz enjoys the Spring EGGstravaganza at the Scarsdale Middle School), Apr 1, 2005, p. 8

CANNELL, ELAINE
Ten Houlihan Lawrence agents win sales awards (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 4

CANNING, JOHN
Parking, drainage moved in latest Westchester Reform Temple plan, July 1, 2005, p. 1

CANTORS (JUDAISM)
Bible story provides 'fertile' material for new opera (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 35

CAPONE, ANDREW
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 16, 2005, p. 38

CAPPPELLI, SOPHIA
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help hurricane survivors, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help (hurricane survivors) (photo) (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 29

CARDINALE, RONALD L
Ronald L. Cardinale (dies) (Ronald L. Cardinale, a teacher at Scarsdale Middle School, died March 29, 2005, after a long illness), Apr 8, 2005, p. 20

CARDOZO, CARLOS
Abuzz with preparations for Show House (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 25
CARLSEN, MELISSA
Welcome home (photo) (Sergeant and Scarsdale High School Alumnus Tim Hill was welcomed home from Iraq at a party given by his parents), Mar 25, 2005, p. 8

CARNIVALS
Carnival! (Scarsdale High School Spring Carnival will be held on Brewster Field April 29 and 30), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1
Playland West (photo) (Scarsdale High School spring carnival celebrated its fifth year), May 6, 2005, p. 12

CARPARELLI, PETER
G'reenburgh lawyer: Midway tax cert(lorari) 'less than $1M,' Aug 19, 2005, p. 1
E'dge mont public needs to know amount of Midway claim (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6

CARPARELLI, PETER (AUTHOR)
Opinion piece misrepresented facts on Midway certiorari (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 8

CARPENTER, JO
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

CARR, CHARLOTTE (AUTHOR)
S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) grateful for support of many (letter), July 22, 2005, p. 6

CARROLL, KAREN
Bill would allow pill without prescription (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 3

CARTER, JONATHAN
Special bar mitzvah meets special needs (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 3

CARTER, LIANE
Special bar mitzvah meets special needs (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 3

CARTER, MARC
Arguments heat up before 6/15 (Quaker) R(idge) vote, Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
Special bar mitzvah meets special needs (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 3
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

CARTER, MICKEY
Special bar mitzvah meets special needs (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 3

CAR WASHES
Still waters run deep (photo) (Scarsdale Alternative School annual fair and car wash), May 27, 2005, p. 1

CASE, SIDNEY
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
Sid Case dies at 66; taught performing arts at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
Arts coordinator Sid Case dies (continued), Dec 2, 2005, p. 12
Case was passionate about educating the whole person (letter) (Tribute to Sidney Case, a Scarsdale High School performing arts teacher who passed away recently), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6
Sid Case was kind, friendly, wise (letter), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6
In memoriam (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 9

CASERTA, ANN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

CASERTA, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

CASTANEDA, MICHELLE
(Michelle Castaneda and Jesse Bordwin get into a Valentine mood outside Candy 'n' Cards on Spencer Place) (photo), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6

CASTIELLO, DOMINIC
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

CASTRO, TONY
2 vying to replace Pirro as District Attorney, Nov 4, 2005, p. 1
Castro has the integrity, independence to be the best District Attorney (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 8
Castro, DiFiore vie to replace Pirro (continued), Nov 4, 2005, p. 10

CATS
Homeless cat math: 1+1+1+1=9, July 29, 2005, p. 1
Homeless cat math: 1+1+1+1=9 (photo) (continued), July 29, 2005, p. 8
Moved by story on family caring for homeless cats (letter) (response to 7/29/05 Inquirer article "Homeless Cat Math: 1+1+1+1=9"), Aug 5, 2005, p. 6
No help for cats (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 6
CECERE, JODI
Inquirer wins 13 awards, Apr 15, 2005, p. 1

CEDARBAUM, BERNARD
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

CEDARBAUM, MIRIAM
Judge Cedarbaum shares view from federal bench, May 20, 2005, p. 9

CELENTANO, PAUL
Robyn Lane to be Q(uaker) R(idge) principal (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

CELLULAR TELEPHONES
Cell phone crackdown, Jan 7, 2005, p. 1
Can you hear me? (cellular reception in Scarsdale should improve soon with plans for three new antennae nearing reality), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
Women drivers: get off the phone or pull over! (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 6
Time to improve poor cell service (letter), Aug 5, 2005, p. 6

CENTRAL PARK (NEW YORK, N.Y.)
Everyone should experience 'The Gates' in Central Park (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7
Students meet 'Gates' artists (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 10

CERBONE, CATIE
In wars past, Scarsdalians were there (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1

CERVONE, CATIE
Playland West (photo) (Scarsdale High School spring carnival celebrated its fifth year), May 6, 2005, p. 12

CESARANO, JOSEPH
New principal appointed for Heathcote (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 11

CHALMERS, RUTH JR (AUTHOR)
Inquirer opposed attacks on schools (letter) (response to the series of columns on the supposed Communist infiltration in the Scarsdale schools by Irving Sloan), Apr 15, 2005, p. 7
3 good things (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 8
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) segregated? (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE - SCARSDALE
After hours (photo) (After Hours event of the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce), Feb 11, 2005, p. 4
Chamber to present S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) scholarship (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 4
Chamber presents 2d annual scholarship (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 4
Shopping for a good time (photo) (Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual sidewalk sale), Aug 12, 2005, p. 3

CHAN, MERRY JEAN
Chan, Rees (photo) (Merry Jean Chan and Robert David Rees were married September 17, 2005, in Garrison, New York.), Sep 23, 2005, p. 17

CHANG, VIVIAN (AUTHOR)
Neighbors hoping for 'honest discourse' with temple (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans) (letter) (author), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

CHAO, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

CHAPIN, JOANNA
Abuzz with preparations for Show House (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 25

CHAPRO, KAREN
Coldwell Banker (photo) (Karen Chapro, Kathy Coleman and Alisa Kaplan have joined Coldwell Banker Doernberg in Scarsdale), Apr 15, 2005, p. 4
Junior League seeks grant to repair Wayside (Cottage) (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 3

CHARITY
A call for charity (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6
Earrings for a cause (photo) (Lucy and Libby Gross have been making jewelry to raise money for the Blythedale Children's Hospital), Aug 26, 2005, p. 4
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help hurricane survivors, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale resident opens home to Katrina victims, October 28, 2005, p. 14

CHATEAUX APARTMENTS - SCARSDALE
Chateaux residents are not the only citizens to consider (letter) (response to 1/28/05 editorial by Alan Eckstein), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
G(insburg) D(evelopment) C(orporation) proposal would benefit all (editorial), Feb 11, 2005, p. 7

CHAYES, JESSICA
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uates) take theater passion to the Edinburgh Fringe Festival (photo), July 29, 2005, p. 15
CHAYES, LINDA HILLMAN
A(merican) Y(outh) S(occer) O(rganization) offers an alternative to tryouts, stratification (letter) (response to 1/7/05 editorial by Linda Hillman Chayes), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
Chayes, Kemp nominated for school board (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
Nominees named (continued), Mar 25, 2005, p. 10
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) members are hardworking and committed (letter), Apr 1, 2005, p. 6
Board debates inspiring love of learning vs. pushing to achieve, June 24, 2005, p. 1
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
Village board makes changes in policies on youth sports, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1

CHAYES, LINDA HILLMAN (AUTHOR)
Youth sports issues still unresolved (editorial), Jan 7, 2005, p. 6

CHEERLEADING
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Pride and joy (photo) (Erika Wright and her cheerleaders provide enthusiastic support for the Scarsdale Raiders football team), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38
A winning moment (photo) (Scarsdale cheerleading coach Stacy Vuksanaj congratulates Pamela Usukumah who won a scholarship at the 57th annual Westchester County Invitational Cheerleading Competition November 28), Dec 2, 2005, p. 8
Varsity cheerleaders deserve more recognition (letter), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6

CHEFS
See COOKS

CHEN, AMY
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

CHEN, LIZ
In Kenya, new S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate) Chen's service is tangible (photo), July 22, 2005, p. 3

CHENEY, RICHARD
Have we been had by our leaders? (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6

CHEPURU, MELISSA
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1

CHEPURU, MELISSA (AUTHOR)
Abortion is not a 'violent act' or a 'crime against humanity' (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6
The kid you save might be your own (editorial), Oct 7, 2005, p. 7

CHERR, DIANE
The amazing technicolor art of Diane Cherr; humor, whimsy and color infuse Cherr's cheerful vision (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 15

CHESLER, EVAN R
Chesler elected presiding partner (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 4

CHESLER, EVAN R (AUTHOR)
Parents should teach kids responsibility for their actions (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 7

CHIANG, BELINDA
New students' club eases transition to S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 13

CHILCOVSKY, TATIANA
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

CHILD
See CHILDREN HAVING INDIVIDUAL LEARNING DIFFERENCES

CHILD CARE
'Working poor' parents need help with childcare (letter), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6

CHILD CARE COUNCIL OF WESTCHESTER
'Working poor' parents need help with childcare (letter), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6

CHILDREN
Kids (photo) (Supplement), Mar 11, 2005
After 25 years, still coloring outside the lines (photo) (profile of Young at Art workshops), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1
Art classes delight kids (continued), Apr 22, 2005, p. 4
Lucky Snow (editorial) (describes horrifying life of Chinese orphan baby girls and lengthy adoption procedures), May 6, 2005, p. 7
In Kenya, new S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate) Chen's service is tangible (photo), July 22, 2005, p. 3
Drive for youngest hurricane victims was successful (letter), Sep 30, 2005, p. 6
Operation Care Pack brings relief to displaced children (letter), Sep 30, 2005, p. 7
Officials must keep kids safe after school (letter), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6
CHILDREN HAVING INDIVIDUAL LEARNING DIFFERENCES
Scarsdale C(hildren) H(aving) l(ndividual) L(earning) D(ifferences) champions special education (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 19A
C(hildren) H(aving) l(ndividual) L(earning) D(ifferences) parents protest 'discriminatory' special education plan, Mar 25, 2005, p. 11
Special needs children should not be isolated in school (letter), Apr 1, 2005, p. 6

CHINA
Ji-Li Jiang shares memories of Cultural Revolution (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p. 10
Lucky Snow (editorial) (describes horrifying life of Chinese orphan baby girls and lengthy adoption procedures), May 6, 2005, p. 7
Chinese concerts, culture, cuisine thrill S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) musicians (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 10

CHINA - HISTORY - CULTURAL REVOLUTION, 1966-1976
Ji-Li Jiang shares memories of Cultural Revolution (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p. 10

CHRICO, LOUISA
In wars past, Scarsdalians were there (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1

CHOWDRY, BARUN
A courageous battle with cancer (editorial) (The author pays a personal tribute to a member of her husband's family, Barun Chowdry), Feb 11, p. 7

CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY (SCARSDALE)
Christie progress, Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Village makes progress on 2004 priority issues (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1A
Village did not play fair on Christie (editorial), Jan 28, 2005, p. 7
Terms for Christie development under review, Feb 4, 2005, p. 3
Chateaux residents are not the only citizens to consider (letter) (response to 1/28/05 editorial by Alan Eckstein), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
Aesthetics should be primary factor in choosing development (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6
The 'opposition' made the Ginsburg proposal possible (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6
Proposed 'monstrosity' would destroy our 'English hamlet' (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6
New kid on the dais: Kenneth Rilander (photo) (profile of Kenneth Rilander), Feb 25, 2005, p. 1
Work to begin on contract with Ginsburg Development Corporation for Christie Place, Feb 25, 2005, p. 1
Work to begin on contract with Ginsburg Development Corporation (continued), Feb 25, 2005, p. 13
A great deal (editorial) (discusses the proposed development of Christie Place by the Ginsburg Development Corporation), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
Development may bring parking shortage on Christie (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7
Christie Place deal nearing completion, July 15, 2005, p. 1
Christie Place deal nearing completion (continued), July 15, 2005, p. 11
Christie Place (editorial) (comments on the near authorizing by the village board of the development of the old Robison Lot), July 22, 2005, p. 6
Committee OKs sale of Christie Place (continued), July 22, 2005, p. 8
It's official: Trustees authorized Christie Place sale to Ginsburg, July 29, 2005, p. 1
Trustees authorize Christie Place sale (continued), July 29, 2005, p. 8
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) reports helped guide the trustees' Christie Place decision (editorial), Aug 12, 2005, p. 7
Village signs agreement for development of Christie Place (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 1
Agreement with Depot developer on agenda, Sep 23, 2005, p. 1
It's the parking! (editorial) (comments on the recently signed agreement with the Ginsburg Development Corp. for development of the acre-and-a-half along Christie Place), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6
Year of colossal change for village (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
It was a year of colossal change for village (photo) (continued) (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p.4

CHRISTMAS
Better to receive (editorial), Nov 25, 2005, p. 7
Gifts top Santa's list this year, Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
Local man defends everyone's favorite Christmas poet (illus) (re Clement Moore's "A Visit from St. Nicholas, better known as "The Night Before Christmas"), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
All the trimmings (photo) (Boughs of balsam deck the entry of 14 Harwood Court), Dec 9, 2005, p. 1

CHRISTO
Everyone should experience 'The Gates' in Central Park (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7
Students meet 'Gates' artists (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 10

CHURCH, MARY
I(mmaculate) H(eart of) M(ary) teens head to World Youth Day (photo), Aug 12, 2005, p. 18
CHURCHES

In the swing (photo) (Brownies and Girl Scouts take their fathers out for square dancing at Scarsdale Congregational Church), Jan 21, 2005, p. 3

Baptists celebrate 75th anniversary of the church (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 14A

Scarsdale Congregational Church is a welcoming place (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 14A

Trinity Lutheran Church observed 80th anniversary (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 14A

Hitchcock Church works to fulfill its mission (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 16A

St. Pius X celebrates past, looks to future (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 16A

(Our Lady of) Fatima honors families for long service, Feb 4, 2005, p. 11

Living in American program bonds international women, Mar 18, 2005, p. 4

Hitchcock says good-bye to popular pastor (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 3

Hitchcock says good-bye to popular pastor (continued), Apr 8, 2005, p. 8

An opportunity on Post Road (editorial) (The author urges the village government to purchase the Hope Lutheran Property at Murray Hill and Post roads), Sep 9, 2005, p. 8

Village should buy church property on Post (Road) (letter) (response to 9/9/05 editorial by Irving Sloan), Sep 30, 2005, p. 6

Preservation must be proactive, not reactive (editorial), Oct 7, 2005, p. 7

Come to the fair (photo) (Fair at Scarsdale Congregational Church), Nov 4, 2005, p. 21

Little drummer boy (photo) (Kenny Zhong in the role of Indian at the Scarsdale Community Baptist Church Nursery School's Thanksgiving celebration), Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

Don Juan in Scarsdale: opera at St. James the Less (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 19

CIBELLI, CASS

Ryan, Cibelli debate security, other issues at league forum (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 1

Ryan, Cibelli debate security at league forum (continued), October 21, 2005, p. 8

CIOFFI, SUSAN (AUTHOR)

Support Our Troops gears up for Valentine's Day (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6

Troops express gratitude for care packages, letters (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6

CIPRIANO, FRANK

Trustee Peter Strauss likely to be 'promoted' to mayor (photo), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1

CIPRIANO, JOE

Maroon and White Fall Sports Awards - Wednesday, Nov. 9 (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 28

CITIZENS' COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE (1950'S)

Rebutting charges of communist infiltration in the schools (3rd article in series by Irving Sloan.), Mar 11, 2005, p. 3

Rebutting charges of communist infiltration in the schools (continued) (3rd article in series by Irving Sloan.), Mar 11, 2005, p. 14

CITIZENS' NOMINATING COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE

See NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE

CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS

Japanese councilman studies schools here (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 11

CIVETTA, ALEXANDER

Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

Civetta honored by honor (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 25

Civetta named Raiders' Scholar-Athlete (continued), June 17, 2005, p. 26

CIVETTA, CLAIRE

Civetta honored by honor (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 25

CIVETTA, JOHN

Civetta honored by honor (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 25

CIVETTA, KATHLEEN

St. Pius School attracted new church members (letter), July 15, 2005, p. 6

CIVIL RIGHTS

'Faces of Liberty' at the library (photo) (continued), July 29, 2005, p. 8

CLAPMAN, BARBARA

Say YES to jobs (photo) (Annual meeting and luncheon of the Scarsdale Youth Employment Service), June 17, 2005, p. 11

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

CLARK, BRYANT

Police nab teenage fake ID suppliers, Jan 21, 2005, p. 1

Woman hit by truck on Popham Road, Jan 21, 2005, p. 1

Man arrested for stabbing his co-worker, Mar 4, 2005, p. 1

Car jumps curb, hits man on East Parkway (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
CLARK, BRYANT  (Continued)
  Yet another car hits Popham pedestrian, July 22, 2005, p. 1
CLARK, FREDERICK P
  Planning board approves temple expansion plans (re Westchester Reform Temple), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
CLARK, LYNNE
  Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont
  Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
CLARK, MERRELL (AUTHOR)
  The Citizens' Nominating Committee has outdone itself this year (letter), Feb 11, 2005, p. 7
CLARK, PETER
  Don Juan in Scarsdale: opera at St. James the Less (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 19
CLARK, RICH
  Maroon and White Fall Sports Awards - Wednesday, Nov. 9 (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 28
CLARKIN, AUDREY
  Robyn Lane to be Q(uaker) R(idge) principal (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
  The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th
  Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
CLASS SIZE
  Large class sizes at high school likely to continue next semester, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
  Class size at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool), though large, within historical range (illus) (continued), Nov 18, 2005, p. 10
  S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) class size to be addressed in '06-07 school budget process, Dec 16, 2005, p. 10
  S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) class size to be addressed in January (continued), Dec 16, 2005, p. 11
CLAY, NATHAN
  Edgewood artist-in-residence program a big hit (photo) (continued), Jun 10, 2005, p. 22
CLEANERS (COMPOUNDS)
  See CLEANING COMPOUNDS
CLEANING COMPOUNDS
  Schools should switch to child-safe cleaners (editorial), May 20, 2005, p. 7
CLERGY
  Local clergy mull lessons of Schiavo case, Apr 1, 2005, p. 3
  Local clergy mull lessons of Schiavo case (continued), Apr 1, 2005, p. 8
  Hitchcock says good-bye to popular pastor (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 3
  Hitchcock says good-bye to popular pastor (continued), Apr 8, 2005, p. 8
CLEVELAND, EDWIN I (DR)
  Dr. Edwin I. Cleveland (dies) (Dr. Edwin I. (Ned) Cleveland, a former resident of Scarsdale, died March 11 in
  Tyler, Texas. He was 81.), Mar 18, 2005, p. 13
CLINTON, BILL
  Writer added to Clinton's offense (letter) (response to 9/30/05 letter by Arthur Messenger), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
  U.S. must stay the course in Iraq, Bill Clinton tells forum (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 1
  Clinton: Stay the course in Iraq (continued), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11
  Clinton on attack politics, Democrats' agenda (continued), Nov 25, 2005, p. 15
CLINTON, HILLARY RODHAM
  A timely bill (editorial) (re voting reform legislation), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6
  Supporting the arts (photo) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin and her husband Ira Schuman are pictured with Hillary
  Rodham Clinton at the Westchester Arts Council's 40th anniversary gala in Rye Brook Nov. 19), Dec 16, 2005, p. 15
CLINTON, LUKE
  The puck stops here (photo) (Scarsdale Raiders varsity ice hockey team battle Fox Lane and return to the Section
  1 finals for the second straight year), Mar 4, 2005, p. 1
CLOTHING AND DRESS
  Children in South Bronx need warm coats, emotional support (photo), Feb 4, 2005, p. 1
  Children in South Bronx need warm coats, (and hearts) (continued), Feb 4, 2005, p. 8
  Children of South Bronx need warm coats (continued), Feb 4, 2005, p. 9
  Student publishes Turkish guide to U.S. life (photo) (Profile of Scarsdale High School senior Zeynep Memecan
CLUBS
  Habitat Club at Scarsdale High School is much appreciated (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6
COACHES (ATHLETICS)
  Rec(reation) dept. to train youth coaches, Dec 9, 2005, p. 1
  Rec(reation) department training youth coaches (continued), Dec 9, 2005, p. 11
COACHING (ATHLETICS)
A source of warmth and togetherness, Coach retires (photo) (Fox Meadow Physical Education teacher Richard Salvaterra has retired after 33 years), October 28, 2005, p. 10

COAPE-ARNOLD, DOUGLAS
Scarsdale Golf Club board elected (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p. 4

COBELL, LEAH
Alternative-School graduates are individuals (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 1

COBERT, STUART
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

COFFEE SHOPS
Kligerman gets go-ahead (illus) (The Scarsdale Village Board has approved two companion agreements with Robert Kligerman, developer of two small sites in the village center. On East Parkway a Starbucks shop will occupy most of the development.), Sep 30, 2005, p. 1

Lange’s to expand into Dunkin’ Donuts (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 1

Dunkin’ Donuts owners plead guilty, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

Owners of Dunkin’ Donuts plead guilty (continued), Nov 25, 2005, p. 9

COHEN, CHRISTINE (AUTHOR)
What was rambling, cranky column trying to say? (letter) (response to 3/18/05 editorial by Marc Wollin), Apr 1, 2005, p. 7

COHEN, DAVID
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 15A

COHEN, ED
Cohen gets dream job as Manhattan’s voice (photo) (Ed Cohen is the play-by-play voice for the Manhattan College men’s and women’s basketball teams on gojaspers.com.), Nov 25, 2005, p. 3

COHEN, GERALD
Bible story provides ‘fertile’ material for new opera (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 35

COHEN, GIDEON
Gideon Cohen (photo) (Gideon Cohen has been appointed director of sports broadcasting and marketing at IF Management Inc.), Jun 3, 2005, p. 4

COHEN, JANE
The Bank of New York Salutes: It’s All About Community Impact; United Way (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 40

COHEN, JANICE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

COHEN, JAY
The Bank of New York Salutes: It’s All About Community Impact; United Way (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 40

COHEN, JESSICA
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

COHEN, JULIE
Give blood (photo) (blood drive by junior class at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10

COHEN, LISA
Coldwell Banker Doernberg; (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005) (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 30

COHEN, STEVEN R (AUTHOR)
Children should be allowed to challenge themselves on APs (letter) (response to 5/20/05 editorial by John Klemme), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6

COLEMAN, EMMA
Scarsdale High School students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

COLEMAN, JULIS
Joy ride (photo) (Julia Coleman and Kathryn Cotter sample snow-covered slope on President’s Day), Feb 25, 2005, p. 1

COLEMAN, KATHY
Coldwell Banker (photo) (Karen Chapro, Kathy Coleman and Alisa Kaplan have joined Coldwell Banker Doernberg in Scarsdale), Apr 15, 2005, p. 4

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNEST
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District’s Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

Joy of sports competition can also be a ‘family value’ (letter) (response to 8/12/05 letter by Ernest Collabolletta), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6

Balancing family with sports time confounds some (letter) (response to 8/26/05 letter by Ernest Collabolletta), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNEST (AUTHOR)
Sports schedules interfere with family time (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 6
COMMUNITY CENTERS  (Continued)
There’s still time (to sign up for the Scarsdale Community Center), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
COMMUNITY SERVICE (EDUCATION)
See STUDENT SERVICE
COMMUTERS
MTA reassures jittery commuters, July 22, 2005, p. 1
Metro-North, MTA spokesman discuss commuter train safety plans (continued), July 22, 2005, p. 8
COMPUTERS
Lights, camera, click: Guide for the video and sound hound; Part 1, Nov 4, 2005, p. 4
Lights, camera, click: Guide for the video and sound hound; Part 2, Nov 10, 2005, p. 4
Lights, camera, click: Guide for the video and sound hound; Part 3, Nov 25, 2005, p. 4
Lights, camera, click: Guide for the video and sound hound; Part 4, Dec 9, 2005, p. 4
Lights, camera click: Guide to for the video and sound hound; Part 5 Photoshop elements, Dec 16, 2005, p. 4
COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Software will streamline student information, Sep 30, 2005, p. 10
CONCERTS
Strauss strikes up the band with Sousa (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1
Benefit concert for kids was a success, thanks to many (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6
CONDUCTORS (MUSIC)
Strauss strikes up the band with Sousa (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1
CONFERENCES
(Young) Writers’ conference is 'jewel in the crown' of PTA programs (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 6
 Summoning the muse (photo) (Johnny Baker and Jonah Winston collaborate at the Young Writers’ Conference at the Scarsdale High School), Apr 15, 2005, p. 11
CONG, DAN
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
CONKLING, DONNA
Election tally on hold; machines are impounded, Nov 10, 2005, p. 1
Voting machines (Officials checked Scarsdale’s voting machines which had been subject to impoundment), Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
CONLON, MATTHEW D
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1
Voters elect 10 to Citizens Committee, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
CONRAD, THOMAS
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District’s Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
CONSOLIDATED EDISON CO
Gas leak, supermarket fire snarl Post Road, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
CONSULTANTS
Then hire someone else (letter) (re pedestrian accidents downtown Scarsdale), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6
CONTRACEPTION
Bill would allow pill without prescription (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 3
CONTRACEPTIVES
Target pharmacists should not pass moral judgment (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 6
COOK, JENNIFER
Crash course in civil rights at the library (photo), July 29, 2005, p. 3
COOKE, JAMES
Behind the headlines: S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) gradu(ate) cracks murder case in Delaware (photo), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
COOKERY
2 contestants, all winners in high school cafeteria cook-off, July 22, 2005, p. 1
Competitive cook-off leads to hiring at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo) (continued), July 22, 2005, p. 8
COOKING
See COOKERY
COOKS
‘Pinnacle moment’ for Plates chef Karp (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 3
COOPERATION
Christians and Jews bank on cooperation to feed the hungry, Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
COPLIN, RAY
Ray Coplin hired as new S(carsdale) T(een) C(enter) director (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 4
Connecting with kids is key, says Coplin (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 1
Connecting with kids is key, says new S(carsdale) T(een) C(enter) director (continued), Aug 26, 2005, p. 4
CORBALIS, ANN MARIE
Man nabbed on child porn charge, Aug 12, 2005, p. 1

CORN, STACY
C(orn, Aber (photo) (Stacy Corn and Robert Aber were married March 13, 2005, at the Fountainhead, New Rochelle.), Apr 29, 2005, p. 21

CORNIEL, CHEMBO
Q(uaker) R(idge) fifth-graders get into a jazz groove (photo), May 27, 2005, p. 10

CORRINI, CHRISTOPHER
S(carsdale) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) headquarters approved (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
To fence or not (re Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps and Corrini property boundary), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1

CORRINI, DINA
To fence or not (re Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps and Corrini property boundary), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1

COTTER, CHRISTOPHER
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

COTTER, KATHRYN
Joy ride (photo) (Julia Coleman and Kathryn Cotter sample snow-covered slope on President's Day), Feb 25, 2005, p. 1

COUNCIL MEMBERS, CITY
See CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS

COUNSELING
Jacobs retires with a great deal of pride' (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 3
Visions award (Marjorie Jacobs, former director of counseling at Scarsdale High School, is being honored by the Scarsdale Teen Center December 4.), Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
Dean Jacobs feted at teen center brunch (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 3

COUNSELORS
Marjorie Jacobs to be honored by Scarsdale Teen Center on Dec. 4 (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 1

COUNTRY CLUBS
S(carsdale) G(olf) C(lub) board elected (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p.4

COURTS - NEW YORK (STATE)
Judge rules against St. Pius X activists, Aug 19, 2005, p. 1

COUSINS, ANDREA STEWART
Counting resumes in 35th District contest (photo) (re Nick Spano vs. Andrea Stewart Cousins), Feb 4, 2005, p. 1

COVER, SEAN
After hours (photo) (After Hours event of the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce), Feb 11, 2005, p. 4

COVIL, KATE
Volunteers from near and far find satisfaction at Scar(sdale) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 1
Scar(sdale) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) provides first-rate emergency care (continued), Aug 19, 2005, p. 11

COVIL, ROBERT
Scouts for Hope (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11

COWEN, ANN
Board considers budget reactions, Q(uaker) R(idge) construction, Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
Welcome officers (Scarsdale Parent-Teacher Council held its annual meeting and luncheon May 17, 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 13

COWEN, ANN (AUTHOR)
PTAs think for themselves, make own decisions (letter) (response to 1/7/05 editorial by Irving Sloan), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
Cafe des Artistes showcased students' talent and creativity (letter), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
Parents advised to stay in touch about preprom activities (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6
'Night on the Town' was a terrific community event (letter), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6

CRAIG, BARTON
Village to consider home maintenance law (photo) (continued), July 8, 2005, p. 4

CRANDALL, LENA (AUTHOR)
Trust the judgment of the Scarsdale school board (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6
S(carsdale) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) building fund; a great way to honor someone (letter), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6

CRASSON, MITCH
A piece of history (photo) (Fifth grade teacher Mitch Crasson brought Seth Kaller, a dealer in rare documents, to his class at Heathcote School.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 11

CRATTY, GAYLE M (AUTHOR)
Heartsong brings music therapy to local children (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6

CRAWFORD, CARMELA
Girl Scout honorees (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 12
CRAWFORD, SAMUEL
In wars past, Scarsdalians were there (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1

CREATIVE WRITING
The write stuff (photo) (Charles and Lilly Port of Scarsdale have donated a new creative writing center at Purchase College), June 17, 2005, p. 22
Writing workshop help adults find their stories (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 35A

CRIME
Police nab teenage fake ID suppliers, Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
Fake IDers nabbed (continued), Jan 21, 2005, p. 8
Warmus appeals: 'Fatal Attraction' murder case could be reopened, Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
Warmus appeals murder conviction (continued), Feb 11, 2005, p. 30
Man arrested for stabbing his co-worker, Mar 4, 2005, p. 1
Charges dismissed (against Fenton Weir), Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
Suspect arrested for Freightway headlight thefts, May 27, 2005, p. 1

Behind the headlines: S(carlsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate) cracks murder case in Delaware (photo), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Behind the headlines: S(carlsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate) cracks case (continued), June 17, 2005, p. 13
We can protect moms and kids (editorial), June 24, 2005, p. 7
Shoeless, silent man arrested for throwing rocks at passing cars, Aug 12, 2005, p. 1
Surveillance leads to drug charges for Q(uaker) R(idge) resident, Aug 26, 2005, p. 1
Dunkin' Donuts owners plead guilty, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1
Owners of Dunkin' Donuts plead guilty (continued), Nov 25, 2005, p. 9

CRIMINALS
Police nab teenage fake ID suppliers, Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
Fake IDers nabbed (continued), Jan 21, 2005, p. 8
Warmus appeals: 'Fatal Attraction' murder case could be reopened, Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
Warmus appeals murder conviction (continued), Feb 11, 2005, p. 30
Charges dismissed (against Fenton Weir), Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
Suspect arrested for Freightway headlight thefts, May 27, 2005, p. 1
Shoeless, silent man arrested for throwing rocks at passing cars, Aug 12, 2005, p. 1
Surveillance leads to drug charges for Q(uaker) R(idge) resident, Aug 26, 2005, p. 1
Dunkin' Donuts owners plead guilty, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1
Owners of Dunkin' Donuts plead guilty (continued), Nov 25, 2005, p. 9

CRISCI, JERRY
Tech(nology) article whets senior's appetite for art course (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6

CRONIN, ROSEMARY
Teachers' salaries do not correlate with quality education (letter) (response to 4/15/05 letter by Rosemary Cronin), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6

CRONIN, ROSEMARY (AUTHOR)
Taddiken and nominators deserve praise, not insults (letter) (response to 4/8/05 letter by Jack Vaughn), Apr 15, 2005, p. 7

CROSSING GUARDS
See SCHOOL CROSSING GUARDS

CROSSWALKS
Accident analysis (re Popham/Chase Road pedestrian accidents), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1

CROSSWALKS, PEDESTRIAN
See PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALKS

CROSSWAY FIELD (SCARSDALE)
The great tree 'massacre' at Crossway (photo), Jan 7, 2005, p. 3
Crossway will be recreational center of the community (letter), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
Play ball! (photo) (Scarsdale Little League field its opening day April 9), Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
Parking petition (re parking for Scarsdale Pool), JUL 15, 2005, p. 1
Relocating auxiliary pool parking is not an option (photo), July 22, 2005, p. 1
Little League may get a new field at Crossway, Dec 16, 2005, p. 3

CROUCH, W. MICHAEL
W. Michael Crouch (dies) (W. Michael Crouch, died October 24, 2005, of Sturge-Weber, a rare neurological disorder. He was 5 months old.), October 28, 2005, p. 18

CRYSTAL, LUvela P
Luella P. Crystal (dies) (Luella P. Crystal of West Palm Beach, Florida, a former Scarsdale resident for over 30 years, died December 5, 2005, in Danbury, Connecticut. She was 83 years old.), Dec 9, 2005, p. 26

CUB SCOUTS
Scouts for Hope (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11

CUCINELLA, DENNIS
Veteran worker joins engineering department (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 3
CUK, JOHN
'Night on the Town' was a terrific community event (letter), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6
Sid Case dies at 68; taught performing arts at Scarsdale High School (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
CULLEN, JAMES
Retired judge speaks out against torture, Mar 4, 2005, p. 3
CUNNINGHAM, SALLY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
CURBS
He's curbing his enthusiasm (letter) (re the new village curbs), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6
CURRAN, BRENDAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
CURRAN, DAWN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
CURRAN, TIMOTHY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
CURRICULUM CHANGE
More advanced math among school plans, Nov 10, 2005, p. 1
More advanced math among curriculum plans (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 13
CURTIS, DOUGLAS
The Bank of New York Salutes: It's All About Community Impact; United Way (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 40
CURTIS, MICHAELINE
United Way speaker predicts a deal to ease child poverty (photo), Sep 23, 2005, p. 3
The Bank of New York Salutes: It's All About Community Impact; United Way (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 40
CUSICK, CATHERINE
Private School Graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 18A
CYCLING
New bicycle cop making rounds in village (photo), Jan 21, 2005, p. 3
Night riders (photo) (Young cyclists took to the streets for Bike 'n Blade Night Saturday), July 15, 2005, p. 1
Deer racing (editorial), Sep 30, 2005, p. 7
CYGLER, EVAN
Cool cars coming to Concours (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 11
Concours (The second Scarsdale Concours will begin at 11 a.m. this Sunday in the village center: Denis O’Leary appears as Denis O’Leary Ill in article), May 13, 2005, p. 1
Cool cars (photo) (Second annual Scarsdale Concours developed by Scarsdale High School students Denis O’Leary and Evan Cygler was held May 15, 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 13
2005 Scarsdale Concours sets records (photo) (The second annual Scarsdale Concours automobile show produced by Denis O’Leary and Evan Cygler), May 27, 2005, p. 3
CYGLER, EVAN (AUTHOR)
2nd annual Concours raised $43,600 for charity (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6
CYKIERT, JEFF
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38
DAKS, DANIEL
Confident, self-aware Scarsdale Middlde School speakers sweep contest (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10
DALE, NEAL W
D’AMBROSIO, ANTHONY
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1
DANA, WILLIAM C (AUTHOR)
Officials must keep kids safe after school (letter), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6
DANCE SCHOOLS
Steffi Nessen School of Dance (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 34A
D’ANGELO, CAROL
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District’s Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
D’ANGELO, JOHN
Simpler plan mulled for Supply building, Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
DAR
See DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
2004 was a history-making year for Daughters of the American Revolution (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 8A
DAVID, FLORENCE
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help hurricane survivors, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1

DAVIS, ERNEST D
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

DAVIS, ZACHARY
Scarsdale (high) School forensics students analyze crime scene; Who killed Joe Bob? (photo), Jan 21, 2005, p. 10

DAY, EVELYN
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District’s Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

DEAN, THOMAS
In wars past, Scarsdalians were there (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1

DEANGELIS, MARIA
Students meet ‘Gates’ artists (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 10

DEANGELIS-STAHL, MARIA
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District’s Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

DEATH
A courageous battle with cancer (editorial) (The author pays a personal tribute to a member of her husband’s family, Barun Chowdry), Feb 11, 2005, p. 7

DEATHS
Adams, William Bert (William Bert Adams of North Fort Myers, Florida, died February 20, 2005 at the age of 67. He was a life member of Scarsdale Fire Co. No. 1), Mar 11, 2005, p. 16
Adler, Herbert S (Herbert S. Adler of Carstensen Road, Scarsdale, and Williamstown, Massachusetts, died December 12, 2005, at White Plains Hospital. He was 63.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 23
Ballantyne, Charles C (Charles C. Ballantyne, a member of the Scarsdale Fire Company No. 2 for many years, died February 6, 2005. He was 73.), Feb 11, 2005, p. 12
Berry, Esther P (Esther P. Berry, a 50-year resident of Scarsdale, died June 9, 2005. She was 92.), Aug 19, 2005, p. 14
Black, Alex F (Alex F. Black, a former Scarsdale resident, died May 15, 2005, at Carriage Hill Bethesda nursing home in Washington D.C. He was 86), June 24, 2005, p. 16
Boddi, George C (Former Scarsdale resident George C. Boddi of Gaithersburg, Maryland, died January 10, 2005. He was 87.), Jan 14, 2005, p. 12
Bourne, Gloria Graff (Gloria Graff Bourne, a former resident of Scarsdale, Whitehouse and Rumson, New Jersey, Palos Verdes, California, St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, and most recently, Kihei, Maui, died May 11, 2005, in Maui Memorial Hospital. She was 82.), May 27, 2005, p. 21
Bracken, Patricia M (Patricia M. Bracken died June 3, 2005, at the Rosary Hill Nursing Home. She was 88.), Jun 10, 2005, p. 33
Bresnahan, Josephine Callisen (Josephine Bresnahan Callisen, a scholar of World War II and lifelong political activist, died April 16, 2005. She was 58 years old.), Apr 22, 2005, p. 18
Briggs, Dorrit M (Dorrit M. Briggs, a longtime resident of Scarsdale, died May 20, 2005, at the Schaeffer Pavilion Nursing Home in New Rochelle after a long illness. She was 66., Jul 29, 2005, p. 18
Burrows, Marion (Marion Burrows died December 4, 2005, at home in Scarsdale. She was 92 years old.), Dec 9, 2005, p. 26
Busch, Barbara (Barbara Busch died July 23, 2005, at her home in Scarsdale after a yearlong battle with cancer. She was 62.), July 29, 2005, p. 18
Calvert, George E (The Rev. George E. Calvert, a minister who became a pioneer in efforts to revitalize East Harlem by providing low-cost housing, died July 17, 2005, at his home in Andes, N.Y. He was 76.), Aug 19, 2005, p. 14
Cardinale, Ronald L (photo) (Ronald L. Cardinale, a teacher at Scarsdale Middle School, died March 29, 2005, after a long illness), Apr 8, 2005, p. 20
Case, Sid (Art coordinator Sid Case dies (continued), Dec 2, 2005, p. 12
Case, Sid dies at 86; taught performing arts at Scarsdale HS (School) (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
(Case, Sid) Sid Case was kind, friendly, wise (letter), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6
Cleveland, Edwin I (Dr) (Dr. Edwin I. (Ned) Cleveland, a former resident of Scarsdale, died March 11 in Tyler, Texas. He was 81.), Mar 18, 2005, p. 13
Crouch, W. Michael (W. Michael Crouch, died October 24, 2005, of Sturge-Weber, a rare neurological disorder. He was 5 months old.), Oct 28, 2005, p. 18
Crystal, Luella P (Luella P. Crystal of West Palm Beach, Florida, a former Scarsdale resident for over 30 years, died December 5, 2005, in Danbury, Connecticut. She was 83 years old.), Dec 9, 2005, p. 26
Dibble, Eloise Bilyeu (Longtime Scarsdale resident Eloise Bilyeu Dibble of Wilmington, Delaware, died at home December 14, 2004. She was 94.), Jan 21, 2005, p. 14
DEATHS (Continued)
Elkin, Milton (Dr) (Milton Elkin, M.D., a world renowned radiologist, died October 31, 2005, from complications related to Alzheimer's disease. He was 89.), Nov 10, 2005, p. 16
Elliott, Catherine A (Catherine A. Elliott died May 17, 2005, at White Plains Hospital. She was 90.), May 27, 2005, p. 21
Ellis, James H (James H. Ellis of Scarsdale died suddenly May 26, 2005.), Jun 3, 2005, p. 16
Fink, Jean C (Jean C. Fink, a longtime Scarsdale resident and tireless advocate for court reform and juvenile justice, died July 14, 2005, at the Mere Point Nursing Home in Brunswick, Maine. She was 88.), July 22, 2005, p. 12
Foley, Eleanor Grace (Eleanor Grace Foley, school librarian at Immaculate Heart of Mary School in Scarsdale for 21 years, died September 20, 2005, at Hospice Savannah in Georgia.), Sep 23, 2005, p. 25
Galloway, Mary P (Mary P. Galloway, 97, of Scarsdale and Cotuit, Massachusetts, died August 9, 2005, at the Schervier Nursing Care Center in Riverdale, N.Y.), Aug 12, 2005, p. 18
Goldstein, Milton, (Dr) (Dr. Milton Goldstein, a 30-year resident of Scarsdale, died in Tucson, Arizona, February 15, 2005, at the age of 82.), Feb 18, 2005, p. 18
Hatta, Lori Kayo (photo) (Kayo Hatta, an independent filmmaker, died July 20, 2005, in a drowning accident at a friend's home in San Diego. She was 47), Aug 5, 2005, p. 10
Hawkins, John D (John D. Hawkins, of Palm Beach Gardens, Florida, previously a long time resident of Scarsdale, died November 2, 2005. He was 87.), Nov 10, 2005, p. 16
Herz, John H (John H. Herz, a resident of Scarsdale since 1954 and professor emeritus of political science at the City College and Graduate Center of the City University of New York, died on December 26, 2005. He was 97.), Dec 23, 2005, p. 14
Hochberg, Audrey, Former Assemblywoman is dead at 71 (continued), Jun 10, 2005, p. 33
Hochberg, Audrey dead at 71 (photo) (Former state Assemblywoman Audrey Hochberg died Wednesday morning, June 8, 2005, at Columbia Presbyterian Hospital in Manhattan after a long battle with uterine cancer. She was 71 years old.), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
Irish, Mary McCormack (Mary McCormack Irish, formerly of Scarsdale, died December 21, 2005, at St. Camillus Health Care Center in Stamford, Connecticut. She was 99.), Dec 23, 2005, p. 14
Kahn, Max Lewis (Max Lewis Kahn, a former Scarsdale resident, died of cancer December 6, 2005, at his home in Purchase. He was 82 years old.), Dec 9, 2005, p. 26
Kimball, Doris Fellows (Doris Fellows Kimball of Bonita Springs, Florida, formerly of Scarsdale, died September 7, 2005, at Hospice Care in Bonita. She was 89 years old.), Sep 16, 2005, p. 21
Kingsbury, Oliver (Oliver Kingsbury died August 1, 2005, at the Sweet Brook Care Center in Williamstown, Massachusetts, where he lived for the last three years. He was 103.), Aug 5, 2005, p. 10
Kramer, Judith Clayman (Judith Kramer, a resident of Scarsdale for 20 years, died January 13, 2005, at home from complications of Parkinson's disease. She was 58.), Jan 21, 2005, p. 14
Kurtz, Norman D, international expert in the built environment (photo) (Norman D. Kurtz, chairman of Flack & Kurtz Consulting Engineers, New York, died suddenly May 13, 2005. He was 69 and lived on Eton Road in Scarsdale), May 20, 2005, p. 22
LaMotta, Angela C (Angela C. LaMotta died November 8, 2005, after a battle with pancreatic cancer.), Nov 18, 2005, p. 22
Lasser, Emily, E'dg(e)mont volunteer dead at 54 from cancer (photo) (Emily Lasser died at home September 9, 2005, following a long battle with ovarian cancer. She was 54.), Sep 16, 2005, p. 21
Lopez, Benito M Jr (Former Scarsdale Board of Education president Benito M. Lopez Jr. died January 21, 2005, in Falls Church, Virginia. He was 72.), Jan 28, 2005, p. 18
Lowenthal, Max (Max Lowenthal, a former copy editor at the Scarsdale Inquirer and The New York Times, died Thursday, December 30, 2004, at his home in Pittsfield, Massachusetts. He was 85.), Jan 7, 2005, p. 12
McGill, R. Bruce (R. Bruce McGill, who originated the admissions test used by many American independent schools, died in Boston January 1, 2005. He was 84.), Jan 7, 2005, p. 12
McKenney, Shirley W (Shirley W. McKenney, who grew up in Scarsdale, died April 21, 2005, at her home in Chappaqua), Apr 29, 2005, p. 27
McMahon, Barbara Ann (Heathcote Elementary School teacher Barbara Ann McMahon of Mount Kisco died November 5, 2005. She was 55 years old.), Nov 10, 2005, p. 16
Meyer, Rita G (Rita G. Meyer, formerly of Scarsdale, died at her Sarasota, Florida, home April 2, She was 73.), Apr 15, 2005, p. 12
Mitchell, Sarah (Dr) (Sarah ("Sally") Mitchell, a resident of Scarsdale for almost 45 years, died August 10, 2005, after a brief illness. She was 83.), Aug 19, 2005, p. 14
DEATHS  (Continued)
Pachner, Charles W (Longtime Scarsdale resident Charles W. Pachner died April 3, 2005. He was 88.), Apr 8, 2005, p. 20
Rehberg, Marguerite B (Marguerite B. Rehberg, a longtime Scarsdale resident, died June 1, 2005, in San Antonio, Texas. She was 94.), Jun 10, 2005, p. 33
Rendi, Mia (Former Scarsdale resident Mia Rendi died peacefully December 18, 2005. She was 84.), Dec 23, 2005, p. 16
Rosenberg, Joan M (former Scarsdale resident Joan M. Rosenberg died December 23, 2004. She was 80.), Jan 7, 2005, p. 12
Rosenzweig, Estelle (Estelle Rosenzweig, an almost 50 year resident of Scarsdale, died March 18, 2005, in Wellesley, Massachusetts. She was 87 years old.), Mar 25, 2005, p. 16
(Roth, Rona) Mrs. Roth’s joyous classroom made kindergarten days magic (editorial) (reminiscences of Rona Roth who taught kindergarten at Fox Meadow School for two decades. Mrs. Roth passed away in October 2005.), Nov 4, 2005, p. 7
Roth, Rona (Rona Roth, longtime kindergarten teacher and former Scarsdale resident, died October 21, 2005, of a heart attack. She was 64.), October 28, 2005, p. 18
Rothman, Liselott; Victim dies, Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Sabelli, Louise (Longtime Scarsdale resident Louise Sabelli died at Sound Shore Medical Center January 3, 2005. She was 88.), Jan 14, 2005, p. 12
Seal, Nancy (Nancy Seal, a former Scarsdale resident for 61 years, died February 25, 2005, in La Jolla, California. She was 95 years old.), Mar 4, 2005, p. 12
Sherman, Lee (photo) (Lee Sherman, a 48 year resident of Scarsdale, died November 2, 2005, at Virginia Hospital Center, Arlington, Virginia. He was 86.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 23; Nov 25, 2005, p. 23
Stevenson, Laura K (Laura K. Stevenson, a resident of Scarsdale since 1954, died peacefully in her home May 7, 2005. She was 103 years old.), May 13, 2005, p. 21
Tooley, Lowell, 1923-2005 (editorial) (Tribute to the longtime village manager), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6
Tooley, Lowell dead at 81 (continued), Jan 14, 2005, p. 14
Tooley, Lowell dies; manager for 34 years (photo), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
Tutunjian, Jill Dammann (Jill Dammann Tutunjian of Boston, formerly of Scarsdale, died of ovarian cancer March 30, 2005. She was 52 years old), Apr 22, 2005, p. 18
Waters, Gwyneth (Gwyneth Waters died January 1, 2005, at her home in Scarsdale. She was 90.), Jan 7, 2005, p. 12
Weinstein, Kenny D (Kenny D. Weinstein died peacefully at home on May 10, 2005. He was 52.), May 13, 2005, p. 21
Wile, Julius (Longtime Scarsdale resident Julius Wile, a wine expert and educator, died at home December 12, 2005.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 23
In memoriam (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 9
DEBATES AND DEBATING
Spano and Astorino have spirited debate, Nov 4, 2005, p. 1
Cut waste, says Spano opponent (continued), Nov 4, 2005, p. 10
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE (UNITED STATES)
See UNITED STATES. DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
DEDERER, HENRY
"Home, Hearth and History" (photo) (How Scarsdale developed is subject of new exhibit at Scarsdale Historical Society), Nov 4, 2005, p. 15

DEER
Deer racing (editorial), Sep 30, 2005, p. 7

DEFIBRILLATORS
Home is where the heart defibrillator is (photo), Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
Home is where the heart defibrillator is (continued), Jan 21, 2005, p. 8

DEFORGE, LAURA (AUTHOR)
Neighbors hoping for 'honest discourse' with temple (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans) (letter) (author), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

DEFORGE, MICHAEL (AUTHOR)
Neighbors hoping for 'honest discourse' with temple (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans) (letter) (author), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

DEGAGLIA, JOHN
Competitive cook-off leads to hiring at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo) (continued), July 22, 2005, p. 8

DEKEYSER, CLAUDE
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

DEKIDJIEV, EMMA
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

DEKIDJIEV, RIZZIE
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

DELAWARE INDIANS
Original Scarsdalians (Dr. David Oestreicher, a leading authority on the Lenape Indians, will present a talk on Scarsdale's original inhabitants April 28 at the Scarsdale Library), Apr 15, 2005, p. 1

DELICATESSENS
Lange's to expand into Dunkin' Donuts (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 1

DELLACAVA, GERALYN
Historical society gala to honor choral society (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 2
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

DELLACAVA, RALPH
Historical society gala to honor choral society (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 2
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo) (Ralph DellaCava identified as Ralph Della Cava in article), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

DELONG, MICHAEL
Committee continues to probe downtown pedestrian safety, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1

DE LOS RIOS, PAMELA
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

DEMILIO, DAVID
Yet another car hits Popham pedestrian, July 22, 2005, p. 1

DEMITRIEUS, JAMES
S(carsdale) G(olf) C(ub) board elected (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p.4

DEMITRIEUS, LYNN
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

DEMOCRACY
Unfair tactics deceive voters, undermine democracy (letter), October 21, 2005, p. 6

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
Have the parties switched roles? (editorial) (Part i. See 4/1/05 for Part 2), Mar 25, 2005, p. 7

DEMPSEY, BRIAN
Limited options to improve safety for village pedestrians, July 29, 2005, p. 1

DENGLER, ALLEGRA
Feiner to run with 2 new candidates (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
Vote for Dengler, Morgan, Feiner (letter), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6
Supervisor race enters final weeks before primary, Sep 2, 2005, p. 1
Feiner, Dengler and Morgan should win (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6
Feiner needs Dengler and Morgan to meet goals (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6
Town and villages must share resources more effectively (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6
Hudson Group Sierra Club backs Feiner, Dengler, Morgan (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6
Incumbent candidates are experienced and qualified (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6
Dengler and Morgan were rubber stamps for Feiner (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6
Castro has the integrity, independence to be the best D(istrict) A(ttorney), Nov 4, 2005, p. 8
DENGLER, ALLEGRA (AUTHOR)
Town and villages must share resources more effectively (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6
Unfair tactics deceive voters, undermine democracy (letter), October 21, 2005, p. 6

DENTISTS
Dr. Peter Furnari (Dr. Peter C. Furnari, D.D.S. of Scarsdale Dental Group, was a visiting faculty member at the Pankey Institute for Advanced Dental Education in Key Biscayne, Florida.), Feb 18, 2005, p. 4
Dr. Carmen Schuller, DDS (Dr. Carmen Schuller will be honored Wednesday, July 27, at the Tribeca Performing Arts Center, by the SNAP student foundation), July 22, 2005, p. 4

DEPAQUALE, DAN

DESILVA, JILL
Walking for babies (photo) (Employees of Julia B. Fee Real Estate participated May 1 in WalkAmerica to benefit March of Dimes), May 13, 2005, p. 4

DESIROME, KATIE
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

DESOE, CAROL
Teachers learn what makes the stock exchange tick (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1

DE SOUSA, GREG
White Hat Award (photo) (Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company 3 has presented Its White Hat Award to Greg de Sousa), Dec 23, 2005, p. 2

DEUTSCH, MARK (AUTHOR)
Emerson's 'foolish consistency' not a problem here (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6

DEVELOPERS, REAL ESTATE
See REAL ESTATE DEVELOPERS

DEVLIN, CHARLIE
Elec Devlin to the County Court (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6

DIBACCO, DANIELLE
Troops express gratitude for care packages, letters (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6

DIBBLE, ELOISE BILYEU
Eloise Bilyeu Dibble (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident Eloise Bilyeu Dibble of Wilmington, Delaware, died at home December 14, 2004. She was 94.), Jan 21, 2005, p. 14

DIBIANCO, PHYLLIS
Teachers learn what makes the stock exchange tick (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1

DIETZ, DONNY
Middle school’s digital gallery honors Irving Sloan (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 10

DIETZ, LINDA
Teen center elects 8 adult board members, Apr 15, 2005, p. 10
Marjorie Jacobs to be honored by Scarsdale Teen Center on Dec. 4 (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 1

DIETZ, LINDA (AUTHOR)
Sunday event presented a true community vision (letter) (Scarsdale Teen Center honoring Marjorie Jacobs with its fifth annual Visions of community Award), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6

DIFALCO, NICK
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

DIFFIORE, JANET
2 vying to replace Pirro as D(istrict) A(torney), Nov 4, 2005, p. 1
Castro, DiFiore vie to replace Pirro (continued), Nov 4, 2005, p. 10
Election tally on hold; machines are impounded, Nov 10, 2005, p. 1

DILLON, ALAN
Eyewitness sought in accident on East Parkway (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

DILLON, ARIANA
Eyewitness sought in accident on East Parkway (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

DILLON, JOHN
Eyewitness sought in accident on East Parkway (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

DIPAOLO, LYNNE MICHELLE
DiPaola, Marvin (photo) (Lynn Michelle DiPaola and Christopher Matthew Marvin were married October 23, 2005, at the Central Park Boathouse in Manhattan.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 15

DIRECTORIES
New S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) alumni directory coming in Nov(ember), Sep 16, 2005, p. 8

DISABLED
Be considerate of the disabled (letter), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6

DISASTER RELIEF
Drive for youngest hurricane victims was successful (letter), Sep 30, 2005, p. 6
Operation Care Pack brings relief to displaced children (letter), Sep 30, 2005, p. 7
Edgewood custodian volunteers in Louisiana (photo), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
ScarsdaleInquirer2005

DISASTER RELIEF (Continued)
Synagogue gives shelter to hurricane evacuees (photo), October 14, 2005, p. 3
Synagogue gives shelter to hurricane evacuees (continued), October 14, 2005, p. 9
Circles of friends (photo) (Edgewood student assembly and Heathcote walk-a-thon for Hurricane Katrina victims), October 21, 2005, p. 11
SOS4EDUCATION to provide hurricane relief (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 12
Devastated district needs our help (letter), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6

DISASTERS
Tulane families escape Katrina's devastation, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Tulane families experience Hurricane Katrina disaster firsthand (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 24
Two faces of America (editorial), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6
How to do a better job next time (editorial) (Scarsdale High School alumnus' David Eisenman's e-mail to his mother after returning to California from Houston where he interviewed evacuees after Hurricane Katrina), Sep 23, 2005, p. 7

DISCIULLO, MIKE
Inquirer wins 13 awards, Apr 15, 2005, p. 1

DISTRICT ATTORNEYS
See PUBLIC PROSECUTORS

DIVING
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

DIVORCE
Civilized divorce strengthens the institution of marriage (editorial), Apr 22, 2005, p. 6

DIXON, DEVON

DIXON, GEORGE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

DIXON, MARY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
Headliners 2005 (photo) (Outstanding 2005 Scarsdale residents), Dec 23, 2005, p. 4

DNA - ANALYSIS
We can protect moms and kids (editorial), June 24, 2005, p. 7

DODGE, LISA M (AUTHOR)
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) athletes commended for sportsmanship (letter), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
Record crowd at Maroon and White awards dinner (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6
Holiday Basketball Tournament was a treat for all (letter), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6

DODICK-SPERBER, SUE
11 candidates (for the Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

DOEPPER, PEGGY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32

DOEPPER, PEGGY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society’s 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

DOERNBERG, DAVID
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

DOERNBERG, DONALD
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

DOERNBERG, DUDLEY
Woman's club fetes old-timers (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
Headliners 2005 (photo) (Outstanding 2005 Scarsdale residents), Dec 23, 2005, p. 4

DOESCHER, BILL
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society’s 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
Coldwell Banker Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

DOESCHER, LINDA BLAIR
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society’s 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

DOGS
Dogs can help finance school wing replacement (letter), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6
Local good Samaritan rescues dogs in New Orleans (photo), Nov 4, 2005, p. 1
DOHERTY, LINDA
Election tally on hold; machines are impounded, Nov 10, 2005, p. 1

DOHRENWEND, OTTO
Scarsdale's battle of the books (Part I) (Irving Sloan discusses the Committee of Ten formed to investigate communist influence in the local schools. First part in series by author.), Feb 11, 2005, p. 3
Battle of the books - Part II (re the Committee of Ten and the communist influence in the local schools. Second article in series by Irving Sloan.), Feb 25, 2005, p. 3

DOLINS, DANIEL
Holocaust survivors tell 4th graders their stories (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 8

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
See FAMILY VIOLENCE

DOMONKOS, JULIE
Bill would allow pill without prescription (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 3

DONATI, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

DONATIONS
Scarsdale families not immune from financial uncertainty (letter), Dec 16, 2005, p. 7

DONATO, ADAM
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14
A-(lternative) School graduates are individuals (photo) (continued), June 24, 2005, p. 11

DONNELL, BRIAN
2005 Maroon and White Spring Sports Awards - Tuesday, June 7 (photo) (includes listings of all award recipients), Jun 10, 2005, p. 31
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

DORNEY, BARBARA
Ice, be gone! (photo) (Barbara Dorney, manager of Tahiti Street, sprinkles salt), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1

DOUGLASS, CHRISTOPHER
New principal appointed for Heathcote (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 11
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
Douglass, retiring from S(carsdale) H(igh) S(hool), has as much vigor and passion as ever, July 1, 2005, p. 10

DOUGLASS, CHRISTOPHER (AUTHOR)
School board deserves praise for intelligent leadership (letter), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6

DOUKAS, DAKOTA
Vertigo (photo) (Girl Scouts Dakota Doukas and Liz Brown get a firefighter's eye view of the village from the bucket of the Scarsdale Fire Department's hook and ladder), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1

DOWLING, ED
Generous response to fire department drive was gratifying (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

DOWNTOWN AREA - SCARSDALE
Terms for Christie development under review, Feb 4, 2005, p. 3
(Michelle Castaneda and Jesse Bordwin get into a Valentine mood outside Candy 'n' Cards on Spencer Place) (photo), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
Not safe enough (editorial) (discusses options for increasing pedestrian safety in downtown Scarsdale), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
G(insburg) D(velopment) C(orporation) proposal would benefit all (editorial), Feb 11, 2005, p. 7
Proposed 'monstrosity' would destroy our 'English hamlet' (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6
A great deal (editorial) (discusses the proposed development of Christie Place by the Ginsburg Development Corporation), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
Car jumps curb, hits man on East Parkway (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
Q(uestion) & A(nswer): What's up with the station project? (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 3
Eyewitness sought in accident on East Parkway (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
Villagejaywalkers may be ticketed, May 6, 2005, p. 1
Mayor pledges improvements in safety in village, May 13, 2005, p. 3
Mayor pledges improvements in safety in village (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 8
Another pedestrian hit by car in village center (photo), May 27, 2005, p. 1
Courteous driving needed downtown, June 24, 2005, p. 1
Safer driving practice needed downtown (continued), June 24, 2005, p. 9
Do something! (editorial) (Comments on the many traffic accidents in downtown Scarsdale), July 1, 2005, p. 6
What's up with all the flags downtown? (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 6
Christie Place deal nearing completion, July 15, 2005, p. 1
Christie Place deal nearing completion (continued), July 15, 2005, p. 11
Committee OKs sale of Christie Place (continued), July 22, 2005, p. 8
Traffic report discussed (continued), July 29, 2005, p. 4
ScarsdaleInquirer2005

DOWNTOWN AREA - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Some suggestions for improving safety in the village center (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6
We must do better! (editorial) (re pedestrian safety in downtown Scarsdale), July 29, 2005, p. 6
Village center safety needs culture change (photo), Aug 12, 2005, p. 1
Change of culture needed to improve village safety (continued), Aug 12, 2005, p. 13
Get tough on illegal and rude behavior (editorial), Aug 19, 2005, p. 7
The Wild Wild East (editorial) (The streets of Scarsdale are lawless!), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6
Coldwell Banker Doernberg; (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005) (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 30
No choice about Popham Road lanes (photo), Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Committee continues to probe downtown pedestrian safety, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1
Parking enforcement angers Chateaux residents, Sep 16, 2005, p. 3
Committee continues to probe downtown safety (continued), Sep 16, 2005, p. 9
Agreement with Depot developer on agenda, Sep 23, 2005, p. 1
Kligerman gets go-ahead (illus) (The Scarsdale Village Board has approved two companion agreements with Robert Kligerman, developer of two small sites in the village center. On East Parkway a Starbucks shop will occupy most of the development.), Sep 30, 2005, p. 1
Kligerman gets go-ahead on downtown plans (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board has approved two companion agreements with Robert Kligerman, developer of two small sites in the village center. On East Parkway a Starbucks shop will occupy most of the development.), Sep 30, 2005, p. 3
Not so fast! (editorial) (re downtown pedestrian safety issue), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
Partnership for safety needed (continued), October 14, 2005, p. 8
All the trimmings (photo) (Boughs of balsam deck the entry of 14 Harwood Court), Dec 9, 2005, p. 1

DRAKE, JAMIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

DRAMA
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uates) take theater passion to the Edinburgh Fringe Festival (photo), July 29, 2005, p. 15

DRAWING
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) artist Ayane Mizutani relishes the details (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 14

DRESCHER, ELIANA
In the swing (photo) (Brownies and Girl Scouts take their fathers out for square dancing at Scarsdale Congregational Church), Jan 21, 2006, p. 3

DRESCHER, JONATHAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

DRUGS
Surveillance leads to drug charges for Quaker Ridge resident, Aug 26, 2005, p. 1

DRUGSTORES
Target pharmacists should not pass moral judgment (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 6

D'SILVA, CLAIRE
Moving Up; Fox Meadow Elementary School (Graduation Supplement. Includes a list of graduates.), July 1, 2005, p. 21A

DUBOW, MARCIE
Ten Houlihan Lawrence agents win sales awards (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 4

DUDLEY, KEVIN
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

DUDLEY, KYLE
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

DUDLEY, KYLE (AUTHOR)
Basketball club brought out the fans last Friday evening (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6

DUGGAN, HANNAH
Care packages (photo) (boxes from Girl Scout Troop 1941 to American servicemen in Iraq), Feb 4, 2005, p. 11

DUNCANSON, CALEB
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

DUNCANSON, MICHAEL
S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) bonds continue after graduation (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 20A

DUNFORD, SALLY
Congregations get together to feed the hungry (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 9

DUNKEL, MAIA
Is he Mr. Right or Mr. Not-on-Your-Life? (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 2
DUNKEL, PAUL LUSTIG
Opening night stars (photo) (Long-time supporters of the Westchester Philharmonic Edwin and Paula Schmerler will be honored at the Philharmonic's opening night gala on Saturday, September 24.), Sep 9, 2005, p. 28

DURST, SHIRLEY
The man in white (photo) (Author Tom Wolfe spoke at Purchase recently), Dec 2, 2005, p. 16

DUTCH
Norwegians and Dutch work fewer hours than French (letter) (response to 3/18 editorial by Marc Wollin), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

Dwellings - Maintenance and Repair
Village to hold hearing on home maintenance law (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 1
Village to consider home maintenance law (photo) (continued), July 8, 2005, p. 4
Trustees pass law requiring upkeep of derelict houses, July 15, 2005, p. 1
Derelict house law (editorial) (comments on new Scarsdale law requiring vacant properties to be maintained at minimal level), July 22, 2005, p. 6

DWINELL, DAVID C
Feiner snubbed by committee; Greenawalt gets nod from Dem(ocrat)s, May 6, 2005, p. 1
Dems snub Feiner; endorse Greenawalt, Jun 3, 2005, p. 1
Thanks for your votes, confidence (letter), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6

DWINELL, DAVID C (AUTHOR)
Thanks for your votes, confidence (letter), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6

Dwyer, Larry
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

Dwyer, Patrick
Scouts for Hope (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11

DYING
See DEATH

Eagle Scouts
Peretz achieves Eagle rank (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 4

Earrings
Earrings for a cause (photo) (Lucy and Libby Gross have been making jewelry to raise money for the Blythedale Children's Hospital), Aug 26, 2005, p. 4

Earth
Edgewood turns the world inside out (photo) (Edgewood students step inside a 20-foot high, Inflatable, hand-painted globe), Mar 25, 2005, p. 10

Earthquakes
Halloween helpers (photo) (Fox Meadow fifth graders Natalie Biffen and Lydia Roberts put on a painted pumpkin sale to benefit victims of the earthquake in Pakistan), October 28, 2005, p. 11

Easter
Innocence (photo) (Lauryn Holden in lavender dress and beribboned straw hat Easter Sunday at Hitchcock Presbyterian Church), Apr 1, 2005, p. 1

Easter egg hunts
Greenburgh Nature Center egg hunt raised $3000 for programs (letter), Apr 1, 2005, p. 6

Eckstein, Alan
Chateaux residents are not the only citizens to consider (letter) (response to 1/28/05 editorial by Alan Eckstein), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6

Eckstein, Alan (Author)
Village did not play fair on Christie (editorial), Jan 28, 2005, p. 7

Eckstein, Sandra
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

Economos, Andrea (Author)
Are war and abortion stances related? (letter) (response to 5/6/05 letter by Melissa Chepuru), May 13, 2005, p. 6
Balancing family with sports time confounds some (letter) (response to 8/26/05 letter by Ernest Collabolette), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

Edelman, Dave
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

Edelman, Rachel
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

Eelson, Arlene (Author)
In praise of ad-free holiday (editorial), Dec 2, 2005, p. 7

Edelson, David
Congregations get together to feed the hungry (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 9
EDGEMONT
Enrollment record set in Edgemont (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1A
Furor over anonymous E’(dge)mont poll (re “Edgemont secession’’), Feb 18, 2005, p. 1
What are the purveyors of the anonymous survey afraid of? (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6
Furor over anonymous E’(dge)mont poll (continued) (re “Edgemont secession’’), Feb 18, 2005, p. 11
Anonymous poll (continued), Feb 18, 2005, p. 13
Lots of info, but no conclusion in Edgemont report, June 24, 2005, p. 1
Edgemont district needs to practice fiscal restraint (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 6
Exploratory committee did great work; let’s act on it (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 6
‘Austerity’ could send E’mont down the California path (letter), July 8, 2005, p. 6
E(dgemont) V(illage) E(xploratory) C(ommittee) did not recommend that E’mont incorporate (letter), July 8, 2005, p. 6
Letter misstated reason for lack of E(dgemont) V(illage) E(xploratory) C(ommittee) recommendation (letter), July 15, 2005, p. 6
Feiner is helpful on E’(dge)mont issues (letter), July 22, 2005, p. 6
Quote on Edgemont committee was taken out of context (letter), July 22, 2005, p. 6
Edgemont system has got to go (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6
E(dgemont) V(illage) E(xploratory) C(ommittee) report should be praised, not marginalized (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6
Edgemont may need to incorporate (editorial), July 29, 2005, p. 7
The incorporation of Edgemont would be a reckless experiment (editorial), Aug 5, 2005, p. 7
E’(dge)mont board works for all; P.O. of village wouldn’t change (letter) (response to 7/29/05 letter by Jack Vaughan), Aug 12, 2005, p. 6
E(dgemont) V(illage) E(xploratory) C(ommittee) pros and cons subcommittee report was suppressed (letter) (response to 7/29/05 letter by Susan Newman), Aug 12, 2005, p. 6
Opinion piece misrepresented facts on Midway certiorari (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 8
Record number of scholarships in Edgemont (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6
There was no E(dgemont) V(illage) E(xploratory) C(ommittee) pros and cons subcommittee (letter) (response to 8/12/06 letter by Joe Weitzman), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6
Edgemont's name could change, while zip stayed the same (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 7
Lawyer discusses Midway tax certiorari (continued), Aug 19, 2005, p. 10
List of ‘pros and cons’ should be added to E(dgemont) V(illage) E(xploratory) C(ommittee) report (letter), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6
Sheehan and Juettner will be most responsive to Edgemont (editorial), Sep 9, 2005, p. 7
Let’s not have a repeat of Halloween rowdiness in E’mont (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6
EDNEY, KRISTEN
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38
EDUCATION
Is support for education waning? (editorial), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7
EDUCATION - AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
Board debates inspiring love of learning vs. pushing to achieve, June 24, 2005, p. 1
Strategic planning (continued), June 24, 2005, p. 10
Scarsdale contemplates wider educational goals (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 12A
EDUCATIONAL GOALS
See EDUCATION - AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
No Child Left Behind will impose more tests on students, Feb 4, 2005, p. 1
Bureaucracy creep (editorial), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6
No Child Left Behind will impose more tests (continued), Feb 4, 2005, p. 11
Let’s Get Ready! gets ready for a change (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 3
Let’s Get Ready! gets ready for a change (photo) (continued), Aug 26, 2005, p. 8
EDWOODZIE, CE
Give blood (photo) (blood drive by junior class at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10
EGAN, EDWARD
Fight to save St. Pius School moves to state Supreme Court, July 1, 2005, p. 1
EGGHUNTS, EASTER
See EASTER EGG HUNTS
EHLRI, JEFF
With a splash (photo) (Jeff Ehrlir and Luca Ranallo celebrate the end of eighth grade at the class pool party), June 24, 2005, p. 1
EIDELBERG, LARRY
Congregations get together to feed the hungry (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 9
EISENMAN, KATHERINE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
EISLER, DENISE
Say YES to jobs (photo) (Annual meeting and luncheon of the Scarsdale Youth Employment Service), June 17, 2005, p. 11

EISLER, LAUREN
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

EKMAN, GARY
Leaving for freshman year: a bittersweet time for parents (photo), Sep 2, 2005, p. 1

EKMAN, KATE
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

Leaving for freshman year: a bittersweet time for parents (photo), Sep 2, 2005, p. 1

ELECTIONS
A timely bill (editorial) (re voting reform legislation), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6

Yes on Proposal 1 (editorial) (re New York State budget deadline), October 28, 2005, p. 6


ELECTIONS - GREENBURGH
A vital election (editorial) (Discusses the upcoming Greenburgh primary), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6

Feiner, Juettner, Sheehan triumph in G(reen)burgh primary, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1

Feiner, Juettner, Sheehan triumph in Greenburgh Democratic primary (photo) (continued), Sep 16, 2005, p. 11

ELECTIONS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Paulin urges change in election law, Dec 9, 2005, p. 1

Paulin proposes change in state election law (continued), Dec 9, 2005, p. 16

ELECTIONS - NEW YORK (STATE)
Counting resumes in 35th District contest (photo) (re Nick Spano vs. Andrea Stewart Cousins), Feb 4, 2005, p. 1

ELECTIONS - SCARSDALE
Village election (village election Tuesday, March 15, 2005), Feb 25, 2005, p. 1

Show support for nonpartisan system on Election Day (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6

Village election (village election Tuesday, March 15, 2005), Mar 11, 2005, p. 1

Election Night (photo) (Scarsdale's mayor-elect Peter Strauss celebrates with new trustee Ken Rilander and re-elected trustees Mary Beth Gose and Carolyn Stevens), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1

Scarsdalians vote 2,051 to 1,155 to pass Q(uaker) R(idge) bond, Jun 17, 2005, p. 1

Q(uaker) R(idge) bond passes 2,051 to 1,155 (photo) (continued), June 17, 2005, p. 11

Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1

Voters elect 10 to Citizens Committee, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1

ELECTIONS - WESTCHESTER
Election tally on hold; machines are impounded, Nov 10, 2005, p. 1

Election tally on hold; machines impounded (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 8

ELECTRONICS
iGifts top Santa's list this year, Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

ELKIN, MILTON (DR)
Dr. Milton Elkin (dies) (Milton Elkin, M.D., a world renowned radiologist, died October 31, 2005, from complications related to Alzheimer's disease. He was 89.), Nov 10, 2005, p. 16

ELLING, RICHARD (AUTHOR)
Freightway stairs need repairs (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Westchester needs to do emergency evacuation drill (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6

EMPLOYEES - SCARSDALE
Catherine A. Elliott (dies) (Catherine A. Elliott died May 17, 2005, at White Plains Hospital. She was 90.), May 27, 2005, p. 21

James H. Ellis (dies) (James H. Ellis of Scarsdale died suddenly May 26, 2005.), Jun 3, 2005, p. 16

On 2 legs or 4, walk/run was fun for all (photo) (Scarsdale Historical Society's 24th annual 5K Fall Foliage Run and 2.5K Walk for Fun. Includes names of top winners of the 5K Fall Foliage Run.), October 21, 2005, p. 3

ELLIS, MARY
Girl Scout honorees (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 12

ELOQUENCE
Irresistible eloquence (editorial), October 14, 2005, p. 7

ELVING, BARBARA (AUTHOR)
Freightway stairs need repairs (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Westchester needs to do emergency evacuation drill (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6

EMPLOYEES - SCARSDALE
Catherine A. Elliott (dies) (Catherine A. Elliott died May 17, 2005, at White Plains Hospital. She was 90.), May 27, 2005, p. 21

Veteran worker joins engineering department (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 3

Women now dominate treasurer's office (photo), Sep 23, 2005, p. 3
EMPLOYEES - SCARSDALE (Continued)
New building inspector (Nunzio Pietrosanti) is making improvements (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 1
New building inspector (Nunzio Pietrosanti) is making improvements (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 11

EMPLOYEES - SCARSDALE - RETIREMENT
Retiring Heathcote principal (Ronne Marantz) specialized in values education (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
Values education is legacy of principal (continued), Mar 18, 2005, p. 8
New Heathcote principal named; 8 staff to retire, May 6, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale says hellos, farewells (photo), May 27, 2005, p. 10
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
Douglass, retiring from S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool), has as much vigor and passion as ever, July 1, 2005, p. 10
Jacobs retires 'with a great deal of pride' (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 3
Farewell to the fire chief; Felice retires after 33 years (photo), Sep 23, 2005, p. 1
Jeri Farren to retire after 16 years at Q(uaker) R(idge)
Mar 4, 2005, p. 1
Jerilyn Farren to retire from Quaker Ridge (photo) (continued)
Mar 4, 2005, p. 11
Saying goodbye (photo) (Heathcote and Quaker Ridge are both bidding farewell to their principals Ronne Marantz and Jeri Farren)
Jun 3, 2005, p. 10

ENG, WAI (AUTHOR)
Neighbors hoping for 'honest discourse' with temple (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans) (letter) (author), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

ENGAGEMENTS
Satz, Isanberg (photo) (Lindsey Satz and Jason Isanberg are engaged), Feb 11, 2005, p. 13
Panthen, Webb (photo) (Kathryn Racey Panthen and Mark McLean Webb are engaged), Mar 11, 2005, p. 16
Vittoria, Hartgers (photo) (Barbara Tracy Vittoria is engaged to Gregory Martin Hartgers.), Apr 29, 2005, p. 21
Epel, Muller (photo) (Jennifer Epel and Michael Muller are engaged), May 6, 2005, p. 27
Schneider, Schiff (photo) (Amy Loren Schneider and Scott Eric Schiff are engaged), Jun 3, 2005, p. 17
Nadbourney, Humphrey (photo) (Felicia Anne Nadbourney and Bradford Clark Humphrey are engaged), Jun 10, 2005, p. 25
Lehr, Pease (photo) (Molly Lehr and Derek Pease are engaged), June 24, 2005, p. 15; July 8, 2005, p. 15
Steinfeld, Kurtz (photo) (Dayna Steinfeld and Jason Kurtz are engaged), July 22, 2005, p. 13
Goldberg, Kugelmas (photo) (Suzanne Beth Goldberg and David Jeffrey Kugelmas are engaged), July 29, 2005, p. 13
Grodin, Goodman (photo) (Stephanie Kim Grodin and Robert Seth Goodman are engaged), Aug 5, 2005, p. 13
Sachs, Harrison (photo) (Lori Sachs and Alex Harrison are engaged), Nov 10, 2005, p. 19

ENGINEERS
Norman D. Kurtz, international expert in the built environment (dies) (photo) (Norman D. Kurtz, chairman of Flack & Kurtz Consulting Engineers, New York, died suddenly May 13, 2005, He was 69 and lived on Eton Road in Scarsdale), May 20, 2005, p. 22
Veteran worker joins engineering department (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 3

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
See ENGLISH LANGUAGE - STUDY AND TEACHING - FOREIGN SPEAKERS

ENGLISH LANGUAGE - STUDY AND TEACHING - FOREIGN SPEAKERS
Living in American program bonds international women, Mar 18, 2005, p. 4

EPAL, JENNIFER
Q(uaker) R(idge) librarian clarifies her opinion on bond (letter) (response to 1/14/05 article "Q(uaker) R(idge) to B(oard) O(f) E(ducation): We're tired of waiting!") (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 5
Inquirer wins 13 awards, Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
Epel, Muller (photo) (Jennifer Epel and Michael Muller are engaged), May 6, 2005, p. 27

ERCOLE, SUZANNE
Yet another car hits Popham pedestrian, July 22, 2005, p. 1

ERDE, ALEX
A(lternative)-School Internship: a hands-on experience (photo), Feb 4, 2005, p. 10

ERMILIO, VINCENT
Lange's to expand into Dunkin' Donuts (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 1

ERSKINE, GIL (AUTHOR)
Zoning board did the right thing (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 6

ESANNASON, WAYNE
Jury says 'no' to false arrest in Q(uaker) R(idge) man's suit (re arrest of beetle collector Harry Zirlin), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
Negotiations with Boulder Brook unrelated to property acquisition, May 20, 2005, p. 1
ESANNASON, WAYNE  (Continued)
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
Agreement with Depot developer on agenda (Owner of 8 Dunham Road has agreed not to demolish the Sherbrooke Park home), Sep 23, 2005, p. 1

ESCHER, MAX
Community effort under way to revitalize teen center (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 4
A grand opening (photo) (Scarsdale Teen Center reopened on September 15), Sep 23, 2005, p. 10

ESPIILA, GEORGINA
Esipila wins Academic Challenge award at W(estchester) C(ommunity) C(ollege), May 20, 2005, p. 14

EUROPE - TOURS
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) musicians take off-the-beaten-path European tour (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 10

EVACUATION OF CIVILIANS
Westchester needs to do emergency evacuation drill (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6

EVANS, ADAM
Gruen, Evans (photo) (Alison Gruen and Adam Evans were married July 29, 2005, at the Lighthouse at Chelsea Piers, New York City.), Aug 5, 2005, p. 13

EVANS, JENNA
Arts collide with science and culture in Edgewood artist-in residence program (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 14

EVANS, MARY BETH (AUTHOR)
Rioting by unruly gang spoiled Halloween in 1 neighborhood (editorial) (re Edgewood neighborhood), Nov 10, 2005, p. 7

EWOODZIE, CE
Costume, culture and cuisine bring the world to S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 10

EXAMINATIONS
How S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) can raise its ranking (editorial), Apr 29, 2005, p. 7

EXHIBITIONS
Local scenes are exhibit theme (letter), Apr 1, 2005, p. 6
Picture Perfect; Scarsdale couple among top photography collectors (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 15
Scarsdale couple among top collectors (photo) (continued), July 15, 2005, p. 17
Crash course in civil rights at the library (photo), July 29, 2005, p. 3
'Faces of Liberty' at the library (photo) (continued), July 29, 2005, p. 8

EXHIBITS
See EXHIBITIONS

FAILLA, MARIA
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) musicians take off-the-beaten-path European tour (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 10

FAIRS
Fair weather (photo) (Edgewood Fair last Saturday), May 13, 2005, p. 3
Come to the fair (photo) (Fair at Scarsdale Congregational Church), Nov 4, 2005, p. 21

FALK, JOHN
Eclectic Eden: A stop on Girl Scout garden tour (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 3

FALK, MARGARET
Eclectic Eden: A stop on Girl Scout garden tour (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 3

FALICK, BARRY
Warmus appeals: 'Fatal Attraction' murder case could be reopened, Feb 11, 2005, p. 1

FALOW, JAMIE
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

FAMILY
Sports schedules interfere with family time (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 6
Balancing family with sports time confounds some (letter) (response to 8/26/05 Jetter by Ernest Collabolletta), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

FAMILY VIOLENCE
Amy Paulin is leading walk to combat domestic violence (letter), October 21, 2005, p. 6

FAN, JUSTINE
Still waters run deep (photo) (Scarsdale Alternative School annual fair and car wash), May 27, 2005, p. 1

FARINA, CATERINA
Scarsdale man makes connections in Italian classrooms (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 3

FARKAS, GABRIEL D (AUTHOR)
Edgemont school tax increase is out of line (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6
Teachers' salaries do not correlate with quality education (letter) (response to 4/15/05 letter by Rosemary Cronin), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6
It's time for teachers, staff to accept some of the burden (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10
What went wrong with builder? (letter) (re 1.5 million dollar lawsuit against Edgemont School District), October 21, 2005, p. 6
FARKAS, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
Library expansion is not justified (letter), Jan 7, 2005, p. 6

FARM PRODUCE
Ramsey Farm has been a local treasure for 100 years (letter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6

FARMS
Ramsey Farm has been a local treasure for 100 years (letter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6

FARREN, JERILYN
Jeri Farren to retire after 16 years at Quaker Ridge, Mar 4, 2005, p. 1
Jeri lyn Farran to retire from Quaker Ridge (photo) (continued), Mar 4, 2005, p. 11
Scarsdale says hellos, farewells (photo), May 27, 2005, p. 10
Saying goodbye (photo) (Heathcote and Quaker Ridge are both bidding farewell to their principals Ronne Marantz and Jeri Farren), Jun 3, 2005, p. 10
Voting for bond would be fitting tribute to Farren (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6
Scarsdale knows how to bond (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 6
Saying 'we'll miss you' (photo) (Cameron Plummer and Gabrielle Hickman thank Farren on behalf of Nancy Perucchi's class, June 17, Jeri Farren Day at Quaker Ridge School), June 24, 2005, p. 10
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

FARREN, JERILYN (AUTHOR)
Quaker Ridge principal thanks Scarsdale for the memories (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 6

FASHION
Fall Fashion 2005 (photo) (Supplement), Sep 16, 2005

FATIGATE, RICHARD
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) forensics students analyze crime scene; Who killed Joe Bob? (photo), Jan 21, 2005, p. 10
Man arrested for stabbing his co-worker, Mar 4, 2005, p. 1
Car jumps curb, hits man on East Parkway (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
Suspect arrested for Freighway headlight thefts, May 27, 2005, p. 1
Surveillance leads to drug charges for Quaker Ridge resident, Aug 26, 2005, p. 1
Residents should leave policing to the professionals (letter) (response to the 12/2/05 letter by Harold Reynolds re the Halloween disturbance in the Edgewood neighborhood), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6

FAY, LEONARD
3 more pedestrians hit by cars in village, May 20, 2005, p. 1

FEE, FRANK
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

FEINER, PAUL
Town board defies Feiner on library, Jan 7, 2005, p. 1
Town board defies Feiner on library (continued), Jan 7, 2005, p. 8
G'reen)burgh town board defies Feiner on library (continued), Jan 7, 2005, p. 9
Library board asks for town supervisor's cooperation (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6
Supervisor should defer to the library board (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 7
Paul Feiner presents $3M capital budget, Mar 4, 2005, p. 1
Being supervisor means never having to say you're sorry (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7
Paul Feiner presents $3M capital budget (continued), Mar 4, 2005, p. 13
He's still fighting a better library (letter) (Paul Feiner), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
Feiner bravely 'bucked the tide' on library referendum (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7
No committee needed on imbalance, just follow the law (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7
Enough! (editorial) (comments on Quaker Ridge school bond issue, Paul Feiner and pedestrian accidents in the village), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
Feiner to run with 2 new candidates (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
Supervisor should not tolerate personal attacks (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 6
Feiner (continued), Apr 15, 2005, p. 9
Feiner snubbed by committee; Greenawalt gets nod from Demo(crat)s, May 6, 2005, p. 1
Opportunity knocks (editorial), May 13, 2005, p. 6
Dems snub Feiner; endorse Greenawalt, Jun 3, 2005, p. 1
Demo(crat)s snub Feiner; endorse Greenawalt (continued), Jun 3, 2005, p. 11
Democratic candidate for supervisor offers alternative (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 7
Feiner must learn to wait his turn (letter), July 15, 2005, p. 6
Feiner is helpful on E'dge)mont issues (letter), July 22, 2005, p. 6
Feiner files financials; familiar names listed, July 29, 2005, p. 1
Feiner's financials include familiar faces (photo) (continued), July 29, 2005, p. 11
Machiavellian tactics cause damage (editorial), Aug 12, 2005, p. 8
Feiner's 'sleazy tax schemes' harm school districts (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6
Conservationists endorse Feiner (letter), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6
FEINER, PAUL (Continued)
Vote for Dengler, Morgan, Feiner (letter), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6
Supervisor race enters final weeks before primary, Sep 2, 2005, p. 1
Feiner, Dengler and Morgan should win (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6
Feiner needs Dengler and Morgan to meet goals (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6
A vital election (editorial) (Discusses the upcoming Greenburgh primary), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6
Feiner, Greenawalt vie for Greenburgh supervisor (photo) (continued), Sep 2, 2005, p. 10
Feiner continued FDR's Democratic traditions (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6
Feiner works hard for town (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6
Hudson Group Sierra Club backs Feiner, Dengler, Morgan (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6
Feiner has been a champion of fiscal responsibility (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 7
Paul Feiner asks for your vote on Tuesday, Sept 13 (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 7
Feiner and his team are environmental leaders (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 8
Most ordinary citizens are satisfied with Feiner (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 8
Feiner's record of past service belies critics' negative claims (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 10
Feiner, Juettner, Sheehan triumph in G'(reen)burgh primary, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1
Feiner, Juettner, Sheehan triumph in Greenburgh Democracy primary (photo) (continued), Sep 16, 2005, p. 11
Feiner pledges broader outreach to all town residents (letter), Sep 30, 2005, p. 6
Mayors of all six villages in the Town of Greenburgh unite to lobby for budget fairness, October 21, 2005, p. 1
What went wrong with builder? (letter) (re 1.5 million dollar lawsuit against Edgemont School District), October 21, 2005, p. 6
Dengler and Morgan were rubber stamps for Feiner (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6
It takes 3 to act (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6
G'(reen)burgh seeks extension for suit, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
Greenburgh will hire a mediator, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1
Edgemont may see no town tax increase in '06, Dec 9, 2005, p. 1
Feiner and villages may be courting danger by filing appeal (letter), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6
FEINER, PAUL (AUTHOR)
Town of Greenburgh sets lots of goals, achieves many of them (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1A
Town supervisor is a strong supporter of Edgemont schools (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 6
Paul Feiner asks for your vote on Tuesday, Sept 13 (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 7
Feiner pledges broader outreach to all town residents (letter), Sep 30, 2005, p. 6
Westchester needs to do emergency evacuation drill (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6
It takes 3 to act (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6
No need to hire town board aide (letter), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6
FEINTUCH, MERRY
Saying goodbye (photo) (Heathcote and Quaker Ridge are both bidding farewell to their principals Ronne Marantz and Jeri Farren), Jun 3, 2005, p. 10
FEINTUCH, MERRY (AUTHOR)
PTA Scholarship Fund chairman seeks donations (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7
FELD, JON
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
FELDMAN, BETSY
Costume, culture and cuisine bring the world to S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 10
The real score (editorial) (Discusses Newsweek's ranking of the nation's best high schools), May 27, 2005, p. 6
FELDMAN, BETSY (AUTHOR)
How S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) can raise its ranking (editorial), Apr 29, 2005, p. 7
FELDMAN, MADELINE
11 candidates (for the Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
FELD, JON (AUTHOR)
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
FELDSHUH, TOVAH
Distinguished alumni (12 Scarsdale High School alumni are the first to be selected as distinguished alumni by the Scarsdale Alumni Association), October 21, 2005, p. 1
FELICE, WALTER
Farewell to the fire chief; Felice retires after 33 years (photo), Sep 23, 2005, p. 1
Fire chief Felice retires after 33 years (continued), Sep 23, 2005, p. 11
FENCES
To fence or not (re Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps and Corrini property boundary), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1
FENSTERMKE, SCOTT L (AUTHOR)
Edgemont board has not addressed oversight concerns (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 21
FENTON, PAMELA
Playland West (photo) (Scarsdale High School spring carnival celebrated its fifth year), May 6, 2005, p. 12
FESTIVALS
Baroque and Beyond is Bach! Music school celebrates 40 years of Baroque and Beyond Festival (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 17
FEYER, ANDREW
Playland West (photo) (Scarsdale High School spring carnival celebrated its fifth year), May 6, 2005, p. 12

FEYER, TOM (AUTHOR)
Recent arrivals say thanks to old-timers (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6

FIALK, MARK A (DR)
Mark A. Fialk, M.D. (photo) (White Plains Hospital Center has appointed Mark Fialk, M.D., vice president of its medical and dental staff board.), Feb 11, 2005, p. 4

FIDALGO, MARIA
The Bank of New York Salutes: It's All About Community Impact; United Way (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 40

FIELDER, DUANE (AUTHOR)
Volunteers will now run youth basketball program (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 9

FIELDER, WILSON
Topping sees lessons for today in Vietnam (photo) (reminiscences by Seymour Topping whose latest novel entitled "Fatal Crossroads" is set in Vietnam), May 20, 2005, p. 3

FIELD HOCKEY
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

FILLER, STEPHEN (AUTHOR)
Feiner and his team are environmental leaders (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 8

FINE, DAVID J (AUTHOR)
Pope John Paul was a good friend to Jews (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

FINE, DEBBIE
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids’ BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36

FINGER, CARL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

FINK, JEAN C
Jean C. Fink (dies) (Jean C. Fink, a longtime Scarsdale resident and tireless advocate for court reform and juvenile justice, died July 14, 2005, at the Mere Point Nursing Home in Brunswick, Maine. She was 88.), July 22, 2005, p. 12

In memoriam (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 9

FINK, JIMMY
Coldwell Banker Doernberg; (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005) (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 30

FINK, JIMMY (AUTHOR)
George Field Park is ideal spot for community center (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6

FINK, LINDA
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help (hurricane survivors) (photo) (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 29

FINCH, BERNARD (AUTHOR)
Opposition may ensure success (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 6

FINCH, FRANK B (DR) (AUTHOR)
Oxford Health Plan putting the squeeze on doctors and patients (letter), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6

FINCH, PHILLIS (AUTHOR)
Special needs children should not be isolated in school (letter), Apr 1, 2005, p. 6

OXFORD HEALTH PLAN putting the squeeze on doctors and patients (letter), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6

FINCH, CHARLOTTE
Charlotte Finn (Charlotte Finn is the author of “Planning, Designing and Decorating a Room Step by Step: A How-to-Manual”), Apr 8, 2005, p. 4

FIRE DEPARTMENT - GREENVILLE
Former fire commissioner is innocent, too (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6

Vote for Michael Golden for Greenville fire commissioner (letter), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6

FIRE DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE
Fire Co. No. 1 embarks on 112th year of vigilance (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 4A

Charles C. Ballantyne (Charles C. Ballantyne, a member of the Scarsdale Fire Company No. 2 for many years, died February 6, 2005. He was 73.), Feb 11, 2005, p. 12

Adams, William Bert (William Bert Adams of North Fort Myers, Florida, died February 20, 2005 at the age of 67. He was a life member of Scarsdale Fire Co. No. 1), Mar 11, 2005, p. 18

Vertigo (photo) (Girl Scouts Dakota Doukas and Liz Brown get a firefighter’s eye view of the village from the bucket of the Scarsdale Fire Department’s hook and ladder), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1

Thomas Cains appointed fire chief (photo), Sep 16, 2005, p. 1

3 captains sworn in (photo), Sep 16, 2005, p. 5

Firefighters did a marvelous job (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

Generous response to fire department drive was gratifying (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

WESTCHESTER) R(eform) T(emple) agrees not to use Bansom (Road) on holy days, Sep 23, 2005, p. 1

Fire chief Felice retires after 33 years (continued), Sep 23, 2005, p. 11
FIRE DEPARTMENT - SCARSDALE  (Continued)
Pros offer advice to residents: what to do when chaos rains, October 21, 2005, p. 1
Gas leak, supermarket fire snarl Post Road, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
White Hat Award (photo) (Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company 3 has presented its White Hat Award to Greg de Sousa), Dec 23, 2005, p. 2

FIRE ENGINES
Trucks! (photo) (Fox Meadow students Sophia and Joseph Marquez get a sneak preview of a Scarsdale Fire Engine, one of the attractions at the coming Truck Day at the Scarsdale Middle School), October 14, 2005, p. 4

FIRE FIGHTERS
Ready for duty (photo) (Scarsdale’s newest fire fighters), Dec 23, 2005, p. 5

FIRES
Officials warn against seasonal fire hazards, Dec 9, 2005, p. 3
Officials warn against seasonal fire hazards (photo) (continued), Dec 9, 2005, p. 11

FIRKINS, BRUCE
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

FISCH, KAREN (AUTHOR)
Q(uaker) R(idge) construction will benefit village (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 7
Repair is not cheaper than replacement in the long term (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 8
Seiden, Hoofnagle worked overtime to get out the vote (letter) (re the Quaker Ridge bond issue), June 24, 2005, p. 6

FISCH, MELISSA (AUTHOR)
Q(uaker) R(idge) bond will benefit children (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10

FISCHER, RONIT
The votes are in (photo) (Ronit Fischer, Rosanne Underweiser, Emily Sherwood, Terri Simon, Rita Golden and Joan Weber applaud the outcome of the Quaker Ridge bond vote), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale school board gearing up for a great year (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 14A
It (Quaker Ridge bond proposal) passed! (photo) (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8

FISCHMAN, SARI
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District’s Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

FISHER, BRIAN
Lively performers shake it up, baby, at S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 12

FISHER, CAROLYN
Many honored (at village board meeting), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

FISHER, CLAUDIA
Instruments of change (photo) (Scarsdale High School club "The practice partners" ran a practice-a-thon March 7 to 17 in which students raised money for the AsiaPacificEd Program), Mar 25, 2005, p. 11

FISHER, GRETA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society’s 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

FISHER, JILL
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids’ BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36

FISHER, NOREEN
Village makes progress on 2004 priority issues (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1A
Election Night (photo) (Scarsdale’s mayor-elect Peter Strauss celebrates with new trustee Ken Rilander and re-elected trustees Mary Beth Gose and Carolyn Stevens), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society’s 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
Rec(reation) committee supports board approval of some P(arks and) R(ecreation) C(enter) changes, July 8, 2005, p. 1
Christie Place deal nearing completion, July 15, 2005, p. 1
Village signs agreement for development of Christie Place (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 1
Halloween havoc condemned by mayor, trustees, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
iGifts top Santa’s list this year, Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

FISHER, NOREEN (AUTHOR)
Positive aspects of high school athletics celebrated (letter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
FISHER, RIP
Let the digging begin! (Installation of a synthetic turf field at Butler Field inside the track at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 21
School projects finished on time, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1

FISHER, RIP (AUTHOR)
Thanks to many for making turf field a reality, at a savings (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
Turf field at high school was a successful team effort (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6
Positive aspects of high school athletics celebrated (letter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6

FISHER, RONI (AUTHOR)
A(merican) Y(outh) S(occer) O(rganization) should be given field time (letter), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6

FISHING
Big Fish; Making the catch of a lifetime (photo), Sep 9, 2005, p. 31

FISHMAN, JOANNE WALLENSTEIN
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1
Voters elect 10 to Citizens Committee, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1

FISHOFF, HY (AUTHOR)
Feiner needs Dengler and Morgan to meet goals (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6

FITCH, TAYLOR
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 15A

FITE, EMILY
Spirit Day (photo), Apr 29, 2005, p. 8

FIX, BARBARA
Lebanese emigre urges straight talk on terror (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 3

FIX, RACHEL (AUTHOR)
What can we do to help an injured bus driver? (letter) (re Mike Fraser), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6

FLAGG, KEVIN
S(carsdale) G(olf) C(ub) board elected (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p. 4

FLAGG, TAYLOR
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

FLAWS
What's up with all the flags downtown? (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 6
Needed in village: fewer flags and more summonses (letter), July 8, 2005, p. 6
3 good things (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 8

FLANAGAN, JOHN
A grand opening (photo) (Scarsdale Teen Center reopened on September 15), Sep 23, 2005, p. 10

FLIGHT
Could it happen to me? Probably not (editorial) (discussion of the John F. Kennedy Jr. plane crash and the judicious decisions involved in flying private planes by Scarsdalian and private pilot David Buchen.), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
Could it happen to me? Probably not (editorial) (continued) (discussion of the John F. Kennedy Jr. plane crash and the judicious decisions involved in flying private planes by Scarsdalian and private pilot David Buchen.), June 17, 2005, p. 7

FLISSER, ERIC DAN (DR)
Tudisco, Flisser (photo) (Jennifer Lauren Tudisco and Or. Eric Dan Flisser were married November 5, 2005, at the Palace Hotel.), Nov 18, 2005, p. 25

FLORES, XIMENA
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

FLORIDA
Get more red in your life (editorial), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6

FLOWER, CLAIRE
Scarsdale Show House 2005 set to open in May (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 3

FLYING
See FLIGHT

FOLEY, ELEANOR GRACE
Eleanor Grace Foley (dies) (Eleanor Grace Foley, school librarian at Immaculate Heart of Mary School in Scarsdale for 21 years, died September 20, 2005, at Hospice Savannah in Georgia.), Sep 23, 2005, p. 25

FOLKEMER, PAUL
Board seeks input on '05-06 budget, Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
Visitors will critique technology in schools, October 14, 2005, p. 1
More advanced math among school plans, Nov 10, 2005, p. 1
FOOD
Gourmet Galaxy, Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
Faster food (editorial), Apr 29, 2005, p. 7
Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 23
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
Christians and Jews bank on cooperation to feed the hungry, Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
Congregations get together to feed the hungry (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 9
Generous people made food bank drive successful (letter), Nov 10, 2005, p. 6
Scouts for Hope (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11
‘Pinnacle moment’ for Plates chef Karp (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 3

FOOTBALL
What’s new is old; Youth football program returning to its roots (photo), Sep 2, 2005, p. 1
Youth football program returning to its roots (continued), Sep 2, 2005, p. 3
Youth football thanks many (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 10
Pride and joy (photo) (Erika Wright and her cheerleaders provide enthusiastic support for the Scarsdale Raiders football team), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

FORESTS AND FORESTRY
Rescued by the light (editorial), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7

FOREST PRODUCTS

FORENSICS
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(school) forensics students analyze crime scene; Who killed Joe Bob? (photo), Jan 21, 2005, p. 10

FORENSIC SCIENCES

FOREST PRODUCTS

FOREY, SYLVIA (AUTHOR)
Development may bring parking shortage on Christie (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7

FORTINO, DENISE
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

FORTUNE, BILL
Abuzz with preparations for Show House (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 25

FORUMS (DISCUSSION AND DEBATE)
Aesthetics should be primary factor in choosing development (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6
Ryan, Cibelli debate security, other issues at league forum (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 1
Ryan, Cibelli debate security at league forum (continued), October 21, 2005, p. 8
U.S. must stay the course in Iraq, Bill Clinton tells forum (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 1
Clinton: Stay the course in Iraq (continued), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11
Clinton on attack politics, Democrats' agenda (continued), Nov 25, 2005, p. 15
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) report advocates 3-year term for mayors, Dec 2, 2005, p. 1

FOX, EMILY KATE
Generous people made food bank drive successful (letter), Nov 10, 2005, p. 6

FOX, SYLVIA
Development may bring parking shortage on Christie (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7

FOX, SYLVIA (AUTHOR)
"Firefighters did a marvelous job (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

FRANCE
Reality rears its ugly head in France (editorial), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7
What was rambling, cranky column trying to say? (letter) (response to 3/18/05 editorial by Marc Wollin), Apr 1, 2005, p. 7
FRANCE (Continued)
Norwegians and Dutch work fewer hours than French (letter) (response to 3/18 editorial by Marc Wollin), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
FRANK, CINDY
Homeless cat math: 1+1+1+1=9, July 29, 2005, p. 1
FRANK, DAVID
Homeless cat math: 1+1+1+1=9, July 29, 2005, p. 1
FRANK, JARED
Homeless cat math: 1+1+1+1=9, July 29, 2005, p. 1
FRANK, JEREMY
Homeless cat math: 1+1+1+1=9, July 29, 2005, p. 1
FRANK, JOEL
Homeless cat math: 1+1+1+1=9, July 29, 2005, p. 1
FRANKEL, IRENE
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
FRANKEL, JOSH (AUTHOR)
T(own and) V(illage) C(livc) C(lub) report inconsistent with earlier report on class size (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6
Is support for education waning? (editorial), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7
School redistricting idea must be laid to rest (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6
Tech(nical) committee favors replacement over repair at Q(uaker) R(idge) (letter), Apr 1, 2005, p. 6
Quaker Ridge bond opponent makes misleading statements (letter) (response to 5/6/05 letter by Robert Harrison), May 13, 2005, p. 6
Q(uaker) R(idge) dissenters defy common sense (editorial), Jun 10, 2005, p. 7
Writer added to Clinton's offense (letter) (response to 9/30/05 letter by Arthur Messenger), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
Target pharmacists should not pass moral judgment (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 6
FRANKEL, MICKEY (AUTHOR)
Meals on Wheels needs some help (letter), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6
FRANTZ, AMBER
New principal appointed for Heathcote (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 11
FRANTZ, STEVEN
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
FRATT, LAURA
L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) promotes better government (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 3A
'Honest, courageous' civic leader (Barbara Jaffe) receives Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44
FREED, ELIZABETH (AUTHOR)
Greenburgh needs independent thinkers for board (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION
Freedom of expression on the Internet requires U.S. oversight (editorial), Nov 18, 2005, p. 7
FREEDOM OF RELIGION
Merry Christmas (editorial), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6
FREEMAN, AKIKO
A fantastic viilcultural voyage (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 3
FREEMAN, KEN
A fantastic viilcultural voyage (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 3
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate) on a fantastic viilcultural voyage (continued), Mar 4, 2005, p. 13
FREIGHTWAY GARAGE (SCARSDALE)
Still no security cameras at Freightway, Jan 14, 2005, p. 3
Freightway stairs need repairs (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6
FREIMAN, RACHEL
Instruments of change (photo) (Scarsdale High School club "The practice partners" ran a practice-a-thon March 7 to 17 in which students raised money for the AsiaPacificEd Program), Mar 25, 2005, p. 11
FRENCH
Reality rears its ugly head in France (editorial), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7
Norwegians and Dutch work fewer hours than French (letter) (response to 3/18 editorial by Marc Wollin), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
FRESH AIR FUND
Fresh Air Fund volunteers, hosts are inspirational (letter), Apr 22, 2005, p. 6
FREYER, JANE
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help (hurricane survivors) (photo) (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 29
FRIEDMAN, AMY
Final showdown (photo) *(Scarsdale girls' soccer team returned to the Section 1 finals June 7)*, Jun 10, 2005, p. 1

FRIEDMAN, KAREN S W
Scarsdale women honored (photo) *(Karen S. W. Friedman and Rabbi/Cantor Angela Wernick Buchdahl were honored for their community leadership by the Scarsdale Women's Campaign of UJA-Federation of New York May 25, 2005, at Westchester Reform Temple.)*, Jun 17, 2005, p. 4

FRIEDMAN, LAUREN
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) *(Graduation Supplement)*, July 1, 2005, p. 14A

FRIEDMAN, PAUL M (AUTHOR)
Turnover needed in independent sports group leadership (letter), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
Community Center would exacerbate existing traffic (letter), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6

FRIEMAN, JONATHAN
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

FRIENDS OF BOULDER BROOKS
Boulder Brook now has 'friends' (photo) *(Progress Edition)*, Jan 28, 2005, p. 16A

FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS - SCARSDALE
Middle school's digital gallery honors Irving Sloan (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 10

FRIENDS OF SCARSDALE PARKS
Parks group protects, enhances public spaces *(Progress Edition)*, Jan 28, 2005, p. 4A
Local scenes are exhibit theme (letter), Apr 1, 2005, p. 6
Scarsdale's secret gardens on display (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 3

FRIENDS OF SCARSDALE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Book fair *(Friends of the Scarsdale Public Library will have its annual book fair September 10 and 11)*, Aug 19, 2005, p. 1
Thanks owed many for success of library Friends' fair (letter), Sep 30, 2005, p. 6

FROMMER, BRIAN (AUTHOR)
Poor sportsmanship spoils summer fun (editorial), July 15, 2005, p. 7
Poor sports (continued), July 15, 2005, p. 8

FROSS, PHYLLIS
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

FUND RAISING
Edgemont teen wins war against cancer, Jan 7, 2005, p. 1
Edgemont teen wins war against cancer (continued), Jan 7, 2005, p. 4
Cafe des Artistes showcased students' talent and creativity (letter), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
Cafe showcased S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) talent (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 22
Gourmet Galaxy, Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
Complacency is dangerous when it comes to AIDS (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 7
Cool cars coming to Concours (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 11
Student leaders (photo) *(Students and faculty of the Scarsdale High School school government enjoy themselves at My Sisters' Place spring gala)*, Apr 29, 2005, p. 10
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) *(Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit)*, Apr 29, 2005, p. 36
Walking for babies (photo) *(Employees of Julia B. Fee Real Estate participated May 1 in WalkAmerica to benefit March of Dimes)*, May 13, 2005, p. 4
Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 23
Scarsdale's iron woman; Diane Calderon to fight hemophilia through triathlons (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 25
Still waters run deep (photo) *(Scarsdale Alternative School annual fair and car wash)*, May 27, 2005, p. 1
2005 Scarsdale Concours sets records (photo) *(The second annual Scarsdale Concours automobile show produced by Denis O'Leary and Evan Cygler)*, May 27, 2005, p. 3
2nd annual Concours raised $43,600 for charity (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6
Alcott School raises record amount (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 7
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help hurricane survivors, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help (hurricane survivors) (photo) *(continued)*, Sep 9, 2005, p. 29
Drive for Katrina survivors exceeds expectations (photo), Sep 16, 2005, p. 3
Two faces of America (editorial), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6
Circles of friends (photo) *(Edgewood student assembly and Heathcote walk-a-thon for Hurricane Katrina victims)*, October 21, 2005, p. 11
Halloween helpers (photo) *(Fox Meadow fifth graders Natalie Biffen and Lydia Roberts put on a painted pumpkin sale to benefit victims of the earthquake in Pakistan)*, October 28, 2005, p. 11
'Night on the Town' was a terrific community event (letter), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6
FUND RAISING (Continued)
S(carsdale) V(olunteer) A(mulance C(orps) building fund; a great way to honor someone (letter), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6
SOS4EDUCATION to provide hurricane relief (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 12
FUR COATS
See FUR GARMENTS
FUR GARMENTS
My first and last day in mink (editorial), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6
My first and last day in mink (editorial) (continued), Jan 28, 2005, p. 12
FURNARI, PETER (DR)
Dr. Peter Furnari (Dr. Peter C. Furnari, D.D.S. of Scarsdale Dental Group, was a visiting faculty member at the Pankey Institute for Advanced Dental Education in Key Biscayne, Florida.), Feb 18, 2005, p. 4
FURNITURE
Recent arrivals say thanks to old-timers (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6
GAGE, DENNIS
Dennis Gage (Dennis Gage, M.D. was selected to give a poster presentation of his abstract at the Obesity Society's annual scientific conference in Vancouver, B.C.), October 28, 2005, p. 4
GAINES, JASON
Seniors prepare for anti-israel views in college (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 3
GAITO, PETER F
New digs (advancement to phase 2 of the proposed renovation and expansion of the public safety building on Post and Fenimore roads), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
GALEF, BERNICE (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale resident wants answers about traffic safety (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 8
Then hire someone else (letter) (re pedestrian accidents downtown Scarsdale), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6
GALEF, SANDY (AUTHOR)
Highways bloom thanks to D(epartment) O(f) T(ransportation) (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6
GALLOWAY, FRANCES
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
GALLOWAY, JOHN H III
Man arrested for stabbing his co-worker, Mar 4, 2005, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
Shoeless, silent man arrested for throwing rocks at passing cars, Aug 12, 2005, p. 1
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
GALLOWAY, MARY P
Mary P Galloway (dies) (Mary P. Galloway, 97, of Scarsdale and Cotuit, Massachusetts, died August 9, 2005, at the Schervier Nursing Care Center in Riverdale, N.Y.), Aug 12, 2005, p. 18
GARCIA, RICARDO
Ricardo Garcia (photo) (Ricardo Garcia, managing director of Eteclonics Computer Services, has been selected by the Business Council of Westchester to receive a Rising Star - Westchester's Forty Under Forty award), June 24, 2005, p. 4
GARDENS
Scarsdale's secret gardens on display (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 3
Eclectic Eden: A stop on Girl Scout garden tour (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 3
Garden hosts thanked for 'best ever' Girl Scout tour (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 7
GARFUNKEL, ALAN
Masters medalist Garfunkel swims with competitive edge (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 21
Scarsdale C(ommunity) C(enter) closes in on paid membership target (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 1
GARFUNKEL, RICHARD
Mudslinging escalates in G’(reen)burgh, Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
Supervisor race enters final weeks before primary, Sep 2, 2005, p. 1
GARFUNKEL, RICHARD J (AUTHOR)
Feiner bravely ‘bucked the tide’ on library referendum (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7
Bush takes the prize for worst president of the modern age (letter), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6
GARSON, MILLY (AUTHOR)
Many gave time to make Show House a success (letter), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6
GARTH WOODS CONSERVANCY
Park group seeks director, Sep 23, 2005, p. 4

GARWIN, LAURA
Distinguished alumni (12 Scarsdale High School alumni are the first to be selected as distinguished alumni by the Scarsdale Alumni Association), October 21, 2005, p. 1

GASKIN, JEFFREY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
3 captains sworn in (photo), Sep 16, 2005, p. 5

GASKIN, LISA
After hours (photo) (After Hours event of the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce), Feb 11, 2005, p. 4
Benefit concert for kids was a success, thanks to many (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6

GASKIN, LISA A (AUTHOR)
Sidewalk sale a success despite the heat (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 9

GASKIN, MATTHEW
Coldwell Banker Doernberg; (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005) (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 30
(Matthew Gaskin goes with the flow on a rainy day in the village) (photo), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6

GAS LEAKAGE
Gas leak, supermarket fire snarl Post Road, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1

GASOLINE
The vision thing (editorial) (comments in view of the increasing gas prices), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6

GASOLINE STATIONS
See SERVICE STATIONS

GATTA, ALFRED
Jury says 'no' to false arrest in Q(uaker) R(idge) man's suit (photo) (re arrest of beetle collector Harry Zirlin), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
Greenacres neighbors speak out on traffic, fields and schools, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
Fund balances keep tax hike to 4.38%, Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
Plan for 5 Corners is news to trustees (re New Jersey investment company's proposal to build 24 units of senior housing), Apr 29, 2005, p. 1
No dial tone (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 1
Negotiations with Boulder Brook unrelated to property acquisition, May 20, 2005, p. 1
Timing is an issue with Boulder Brook negotiations (letter) (response to 5/20/05 Inquirer article "Negotiations with Boulder Brook unrelated to property acquisition."), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6
Rec(reation Department) to assign fields without policy change, July 1, 2005, p. 1
Another pedestrian hit on Popham Road, July 15, 2005, p. 1
Relocating auxiliary pool parking is not an option (photo), July 22, 2005, p. 1
Yet another car hits Popham pedestrian, July 22, 2005, p. 1
Village should keep its original agreement regarding pool (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 7
Dry times (village and school district stopped all automatic irrigation on publicly held land due to the lack of rainfall), Aug 12, 2005, p. 1
Village signs agreement for development of Christie Place (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 1
Sanitation department (Village Board committee discusses review of the sanitation department), Sep 16, 2005, p. 1
Agreement with Depot developer on agenda, Sep 23, 2005, p. 1
Storm zaps Scarsdale over long weekend (photo), October 14, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale honored for 'pride in public works,' October 28, 2005, p. 1
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

GAY-GETHERS, SOPHIA
2 contestants, all winners in high school cafeteria cook-off, July 22, 2005, p. 1
Competitive cook-off leads to hiring at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo) (continued), July 22, 2005, p. 8

GELFMAN, MARNIE
Students 'learn to look' at impressionist paintings (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 10

GELFMAN, PETER T (AUTHOR)
Deed restricts development of George Field Park (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 7

GENATOWSKI, ELIZABETH (AUTHOR)
Generous people made food bank drive successful (letter), Nov 10, 2005, p. 6

GENOVA, JAY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
GEOGRAPHY
A matter of latitude (editorial) (The author, Steven Schnur, follows Scarsdale's latitude around the globe), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6
It's a matter of latitude (editorial) (continued) (The author, Steven Schnur, traces Scarsdale's latitude around the globe), Dec 23, 2005, p. 9

GEORGE FIELD PARK (SCARSDALE)
George Field Park is ideal spot for community center (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6
Deed restricts development of George Field Park (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 7

GERMAK, NICK
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

GERRINGER, ERIC
Manager's assistant adjusts to downstate 'bustle' (photo), July 29, 2005, p. 3

GERSPACH, JOHN (AUTHOR)
E Day was success thanks to donors, volunteers, weather (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6

GERTNER, ALEX
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

GEVERTZ, ANN
Reservations open for bowl dinner (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 2

GEVERTZ, SUSAN
Reservations open for bowl dinner (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 2

GIAMBI, JASON
All the rage; Steroids are a hot national issue, but could they be here in Scarsdale? (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 23

GIANOPOULOS, ANASTASIOS
Dunkin' Donuts owners plead guilty, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

GIANOPOULOS, CONSTANTINE
Dunkin' Donuts owners plead guilty, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

GIAMBI, JASON
All the rage; Steroids are a hot national issue, but could they be here in Scarsdale? (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 23

GILBERG, DAVID
Gilberg grabs gold; Scarsdale golfer wins Section 1 title (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1
Section 1 champ Gilberg ready to do whatever it takes (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 27

GILBERG, LOREN (AUTHOR)
Remember your grandparents (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

GILBERG, NICOLE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

GILBERT, MICHAEL
Coldwell Banker Doernberg; (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005) (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 30

GILDESGAME, EZRA
(Alternative) School graduates are individuals (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 1

GILLEN, ROBERT
Memorial Day ceremony has local flavor (photo) (continued), Jun 3, 2005, p. 15

GILLILAND, BRITT
Prom Night; Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 6A

GILLIN, ROBERT
Parade (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 will lead the commemoration of Memorial Day, May 30, for the 44th consecutive year), May 27, 2005, p. 1

GILMAN, SARAH
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14
GILPIN, JOHN
Scouts for Hope (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11

GILPIN, KATE
Care packages (photo) (boxes from Girl Scout Troop 1941 to American servicemen in Iraq), Feb 4, 2005, p. 11

GINSBURG, MARTIN
Village signs agreement for development of Christie Place (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 1

GINSBURG DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
G(insburg) D(evelopment) C(orporation) proposal would benefit all (editorial), Feb 11, 2005, p. 7
Work to begin on contract with G(insburg) D(evelopment) C(orporation) for Christie Place, Feb 25, 2005, p. 1
Work to begin on contract with G(insburg) D(evelopment) C(orporation) (continued), Feb 25, 2005, p. 13
A great deal (editorial) (discusses the proposed development of Christie Place by the Ginsburg Development Corporation), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6

GIORDANO, THOMAS (AUTHOR)
Nonpartisan system deserves the support of Scarsdale citizens (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6

GIPS, JOAN
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

GIRLS
Lucky Snow (editorial) (describes horrifying life of Chinese orphan baby girls and lengthy adoption procedures), May 6, 2005, p. 7

GIRL SCOUT HOUSE - SCARSDALE
Vandals: you shattered the community's trust (letter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
Taubert House (The Village Board Law Committee will recommend renaming the Girl Scout House in memory of Betty Taubert.), Nov 25, 2005, p. 1
Old and new at traditional feast (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6

GIRL SCOUTS
In the swing (photo) (Brownies and Girl Scouts take their fathers out for square dancing at Scarsdale Congregational Church), Jan 21, 2005, p. 3
Girl Scouting is fun and informative (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 18A
Care packages (photo) (boxes from Girl Scout Troop 1941 to American servicemen in Iraq), Feb 4, 2005, p. 11
Spirit Day (photo), Apr 29, 2005, p. 8
Scouts win awards (photo), Jun 17, 2005, p. 4
Eclectic Eden: A stop on Girl Scout garden tour (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 3
Garden hosts thanked for 'best ever' Girl Scout tour (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 7
Girl Scout honorees (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 12
Girl Scouts: Where girls grow strong (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 40A
A collaboration that works (editorial) (Author Irving Sloan discusses the different public-private partnerships that have brought many of the community's outstanding resources through the years), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6
Taubert House (The Village Board Law Committee will recommend renaming the Girl Scout House in memory of Betty Taubert.), Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

GISOLFI, PETER
Bids rejected for Butler Field turf, Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Village OKs bonds and Omnipoint lease, Feb 25, 2005, p. 1
Tech(nical) committee reports on Q(uaker) R(idge), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
Architect unveils new Q(uaker) R(idge) building design (illus), October 28, 2005, p. 1
Architect unveils new Q(uaker) R(idge) building design (continued), October 28, 2005, p. 11

GIVNER, CHERYL
Cheryl Givner (Cheryl Givner has joined the Long Island University's M.B.A. Advisory Group for its Westchester Graduate Campus.), Oct 7, 2005, p. 4
11 candidates (for the Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

GIVNER, DYLAN
Edgewood Eskimos (photo) (Liana and Dylan Givner get cozy in an igloo they built with their father Howard), Feb 25, 2005, p. 3

GIVNER, HOWARD
Edgewood Eskimos (photo) (Liana and Dylan Givner get cozy in an igloo they built with their father Howard), Feb 25, 2005, p. 3

GIVNER, LIANA
Edgewood Eskimos (photo) (Liana and Dylan Givner get cozy in an igloo they built with their father Howard), Feb 25, 2005, p. 3

GLAJCHEN, CHERYL
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36
GLASER, JACK
Work in progress (photo) *(Jack Glaser puts a finishing touch on his Halloween painting on a Garth Road window.)*, October 28, 2005, p. 1

GLASER, KRISS (AUTHOR)
Parents' efforts to keep St. Pius School going undermined (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6

GLASS, ABE
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1

GLASSMAN, CHARLES
*(White Plains) Hospital gala (photo),* Feb 4, 2005, p. 15

GLASSMAN, DAN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

GLASSMAN, DEBBIE
*(White Plains) Hospital gala (photo),* Feb 4, 2005, p. 15

GLASSMAN, REBECCA
*(White Plains) Hospital gala (photo),* Feb 4, 2005, p. 15

GLAUBER, LENI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

GLAUBERMAN, MOLLY
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

GLEICHER, LILLIAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

GLENDON, WILLIAM R
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1

Voters elect 10 to Citizens Committee, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1

Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

GLIATTA, CHARLES
Scouts for Hope (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11

GLIATTA, CHRISTINA
Prom Night; Scarsdale High School (photo) *(Graduation Supplement),* July 1, 2005, p. 6A

GLIATTA, MARY
Spirit Day (photo), Apr 29, 2005, p. 8

GLIATTA, PAUL
Scouts for Hope (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11

GLICKSTEIN, CAROLYN
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

GLICKSTEIN, RICHARD
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

Edgemont B(oard) O(f) E(ducation) is committed to working with residents (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 5

E(dgemont) school board settles lawsuit, Sep 30, 2005, p. 1

Large settlement is bad news for E'mont taxpayers (letter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6

Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

GLICKSTEIN, RICHARD (AUTHOR)
Enrollment record set in Edgemont (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1A

Ensuring safety of all is priority of Edgemont officials (letter), Apr 22, 2005, p. 6

GLINDA, DOROTHY
Lively performers shake it up, baby, at S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 13

GLOBES
Edgewood turns the world inside out (photo) *(Edgewood students step inside a 20-foot high, inflatable, hand-painted globe),* Mar 25, 2005, p. 10

GOD
Don't blame God for the tsunami tragedy in Asia (letter), Jan 7, 2005, p. 6
GODFREY, PEGGY
Large vehicle idling is damaging children's health (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7

GODSHALL, CATHY (AUTHOR)
Taxi drivers are polite to walkers (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6

GOLDBERG, FRED
New Heathcote principal named; 8 staff to retire, May 6, 2005, p. 1

GOLDBERG, KEITH (AUTHOR)
It is time to act on Quaker Ridge (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6

GOLDBERG, LISA
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1
Voters elect 10 to Citizens Committee, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1

GOLDBERG, REBECCA
Singing love songs (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 11
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

GOLDBERG, SUZANNE BETH
Goldberg, Kugelmas (photo) (Suzanne Beth Goldberg and David Jeffrey Kugelmas are engaged), July 29, 2005, p. 13

GOLDBERG, VICTOR
Barbara Jaffe praised by friends, colleagues (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 23
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

GOLDBERG, VICTOR J
Urban schools thrive via unique music program (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 1

GOLDEN, MICHAEL
Vote for Michael Golden for Greenville fire commissioner (letter), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6

GOLDEN, MICHAEL (AUTHOR)
Former fire commissioner is innocent, too (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6

GOLDEN, RITA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
The votes are in (photo) (Ronit Fischer, Rosanne Underweiser, Emily Sherwood, Terri Simon, Rita Golden and Joan Weber applaud the outcome of the Quaker Ridge bond vote), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale school board gearing up for a great year (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 14A

GOLDMAN, SAMANTHA
Store windows glow with fall colors (photo) (Halloween Window Painting Contest. Includes listings of winners and all entrants.), October 28, 2005, p. 15

GOLDSTEIN, BUD
Goldsteins to get the Open Door Award (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 14
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

GOLDSTEIN, BUD (DR)
Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 23

GOLDSTEIN, CASSIDY
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

GOLDSTEIN, MILTON (DR)
Dr. Milton Goldstein (dies) (Dr. Milton Goldstein, a 30-year resident of Scarsdale, died in Tucson, Arizona, February 15, 2005., Feb 18, 2005, p. 18

GOLDSTEIN, RUTH
Goldsteins to get the Open Door Award (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 14
Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 23
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

GOLF
S(carsdale) G(olf) C(lub) board elected (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p.4
Gilberg grabs gold; Scarsdale golfer wins Section 1 title (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1
Section 1 champ Gilberg ready to do whatever it takes (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 27
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

GONZALEZ, ALFREDO
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
School field use by nonresidents troubles officials, Nov 4, 2005, p. 1
GOODMAN, JOHN
Q(uestion) & A(nswer): What's up with the station project? (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 3
GOODMAN, JOHN (AUTHOR)
Sledding ban is a sad comment on our society (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 7
Women drivers: get off the phone or pull over! (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 6
He's curbing his enthusiasm (letter) (re the new village curbs), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6
Policeman is needed at corner (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6
Police should have arrested the rioting kids (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6
GOODMAN, ROBERT SETH
Grodin, Goodman (photo) (Stephanie Kim Grodin and Robert Seth Goodman are engaged), Aug 5, 2005, p. 13
GOODMAN, STEVE
Lively performers shake it up, baby, at S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 12
GOODMAN, ZACHARY
Congregations get together to feed the hungry (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 9
GOODMAN, ZACKARY (ZACK)
Instruments of change (photo) (Scarsdale High School club "The practice partners" ran a practice-a-thon March 7 to 17 in which students raised money for the AsiaPacificEd Program. Zachary Goodman identified as Zach Goodman.), Mar 25, 2005, p. 11
GOODWIN, JEFF
Scarsdailians vote 2,051 to 1,155 to pass Q(uaker) R(idge) bond, Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
GOODWIN, MICHAEL
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27
GOODWIN, MICHAEL (AUTHOR)
Track coach can best advise school board (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10
GOOLJAR, JASON
Mudslinging escalates in G’reen)burgh, Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
Town support for Edgemont schools questioned (letter), Aug 5, 2005, p. 7
GOOLJAR, JASON (AUTHOR)
Library referendum expensive: Voters need more time (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 7
GOPSTEIN, DAHLIA
K(ids) B(ASE) L(ittle) S(chool) offers enriching theater experience (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8
GORDON, ALAN S (AUTHOR)
Adult soccer players are a major nuisance in Greenacres (letter) (response to 3/18/05 letter by Eric Berridge), Mar 25, 2005, p. 7
GORDON, JONATHAN
GORDON, NADINE
Terranova blends corporeal with spiritual to surreal effect (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 10
GORDON, ROB (AUTHOR)
Local radio host is outrageous (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 7
GORHAM, PATRICK (AUTHOR)
Generous response to fire department drive was gratifying (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6
GORRASSI, PHILIP
Popular principal of l(mmaculate) H(eart of) M(ary) suspended by Archdiocese (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
GOSAIN, RAHUL
Circles of friends (photo) (Edgewood student assembly and Heathcote walk-a-thon for Hurricane Katrina victims), October 21, 2005, p. 11
GOSE, MARY BETH
Committee selects Strauss for mayor, Rilander for trustee (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Candidates' petitions must be signed (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6
Committee nominates slate for village board (continued), Jan 28, 2005, p. 24
Nominating committee did a good job; could use donations (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6
Trustee Peter Strauss likely to be 'promoted' to mayor (photo), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
Incumbent trustee sees challenges ahead (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 1
Committee exercised care in choosing village candidates (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7
Incumbent village trustee sees challenges ahead (continued), Feb 18, 2005, p. 12
Village OKs bonds and Omnipoint lease, Feb 25, 2005, p. 1
Show support for nonpartisan system on Election Day (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6
Nonpartisan system deserves the support of Scarsdale citizens (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
Why vote? (editorial), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
GOSE, MARY BETH (Continued)
Election Night (photo) (Scarsdale's mayor-elect Peter Strauss celebrates with new trustee Ken Rilander and re-elected trustees Mary Beth Gose and Carolyn Stevens), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
Fund balances keep tax hike to 4.38%, Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
Trustees will work for the good of the community (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 7
He will (photo) (Mayor Peter Strauss is sworn in by Ronnie Regazzi April 4, 2005), Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
Recreation committee will present new youth sports plan, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Village board makes changes in policies on youth sports, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

GOSEN, JOHN
A tribute to John Gosen (photo) (editorial), Jan 28, 2005, p. 7

GOTTLIEB, DAVID (AUTHOR)
Errant shopping carts a hazard on Central Ave. (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6

GOTTLEB, MARK
Costume, culture and cuisine bring the world to Scarsdale High School (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 10

GOULD, BONNIE
Scarsdale Golflub board elected (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p. 4
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
Scarsdale couple recovering from their Katrina adventure (photo), October 28, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale couple recovering from Katrina (continued), October 28, 2005, p. 8

GOULD, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
Scarsdale couple recovering from their Katrina adventure (photo), October 28, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale couple recovering from Katrina (continued), October 28, 2005, p. 8

GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD
Scarsdale H(igh) S(chool) class sizes and Governmen(Accounting) S( tandards) B( oard) are budget concerns for B( oard) O( f) E(ducation), Mar 25, 2005, p. 10
Class sizes, Government Accounting Standards Board concern Board of Education (continued), Mar 25, 2005, p. 11

GRAFF, MICHELLE
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

GRAHAM, LINDA
Come to the fair (photo) (Fair at Scarsdale Congregational Church), Nov 4, 2005, p. 21

GRAIS, ED
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

GRANDPARENTS
Scarsdale H(igh) S(chool) students 'adopt grandparents' (photo), April 1, 2005, p. 11
Remember your grandparents (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

GRANT, JEFFREY (AUTHOR)
Vaughan does not tell the whole story on Edgemont budget (letter), July 15, 2005, p. 8

GRANT, KAREN (AUTHOR)
Austerity budget would be terrible to Edgemont (letter), June 3, 2005, p. 6

GRANT, STACY JO
After hours (photo) (After Hours event of the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce), Feb 11, 2005, p. 4

GRAUER, JOSHUA
Preservation of Sherbrooke house now in hands of Supreme Court (re 8 Dunham Road), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Dunham Road developer and village at impasse over plans (illus) (continued) (The Village and local builder Brian Stapen are at loggerheads about the future of the 1926 Sherbrooke Park house at 8 Dunham Road), Aug 5, 2005, p. 8
Dunham Road house is back on the market (re controversial Sherbrooke Park house at 8 Dunham Road), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1

GRAVES, EARL "BUTCH"
Distinguished alumni (12 Scarsdale High School alumni are the first to be selected as distinguished alumni by the Scarsdale Alumni Association), October 21, 2005, p. 1

GRAVES, MITCHELL
Prom Night; Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 6A
The next STEP (photo) (Friends, family and faculty celebrate the graduation of Scarsdale High School's latest STEP graduate Atiereya Adley at the home of Charlotte Raynor June 23), July 1, 2005, p. 10

GREEN, GLEN
GREEN, ROSS
Prudential Centennial is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

GREENACRES NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
Greenacres Association embraces sense of community (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 4A
Greenacres neighbors speak out on traffic, fields and schools, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
Greenacres parents speak out at meeting (continued), Mar 11, 2005, p. 14
Spring time in Greenacres (100 Greenacres neighbors gathered at Hitchcock Church last Friday for the annual Spring Fling), May 27, 2005, p. 15

GREENAWALT, BILL
Feiner snubbed by committee; Greenawalt gets nod from Democrates, May 6, 2005, p. 1
Dems snub Feiner; endorse Greenawalt, Jun 3, 2005, p. 1
Dems snub Feiner; endorse Greenawalt (continued), Jun 3, 2005, p. 11
Feiner files financials; familiar names listed, July 29, 2005, p. 1
Feiner's financials include familiar faces (photo) (continued), July 29, 2005, p. 11
Feiner's 'sleazy tax schemes' harm school districts (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6
Supervisor race enters final weeks before primary, Sep 2, 2005, p. 1
Bill Greenawalt is committed to real democracy (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6
Feiner, Greenawalt vie for Greenburgh supervisor (photo) (continued), Sep 2, 2005, p. 10
Greenawalt, Juettner, Sheehan: the dream ticket (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 10
Greenawalt would bring open government to Greenburgh (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 10

GREENAWALT, BILL (AUTHOR)
Democratic candidate for supervisor offers alternative (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 7

GREENBERG, KATHERINE
Scarsdale (High) School musicians take off-the-beaten-path European tour (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 10

GREENBERG, STEPHANIE
Prudential Centennial is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

GREENBURGH
Bernstein hauls G'burgh back to court, Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
Town of Greenburgh sets lots of goals, achieves many of them (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1A
No committee needed on imbalance, just follow the law (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7
Mudslinging escalates in G'burgh, Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
Harassment of 'dissidents' in Greenburgh is shocking (letter), Apr 22, 2005, p. 6
Voters say yes to $19.8M library in Greenburgh, May 13, 2005, p. 1
Incompetent fiscal management hurts G'burgh taxpayers (letter) (response to 6/10/05 editorial by Edward Krauss), June 24, 2005, p. 6

GREENBURGH - LAW AND LEGISLATION
New law would be 'bureaucrat's delight' (editorial), July 22, 2005, p. 7
GREENBURGH NATURE CENTER
Nature center to celebrate 30 years of education (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 5A
Greenburgh Nature Center egg hunt raised $3000 for programs (letter), Apr 1, 2005, p. 6

GREENE, GERALDINE
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
Greene, Geraldine (author)
Donations from public enable S(carsdale - Edgemont) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) to help the elderly (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 7
Greene, Ross
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Greene, Robert
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44
Greenville Community Theatre
Greenville Community Theatre: 40 years of fine plays (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 13A

GREENWOOD, TRUDI
Scarsdale Show House opens in grand style (photo) (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 8
Greengrocer, Trudi
Scarsdale Show House opens in grand style (photo) (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 8

GREEN-GRAHAM, SUZANNE (AUTHOR)
Board of Architectural Review appreciates and respects the ambulance corps (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 6

GREENLEY, FRAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
Girl Scout honorees (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 12
Congregations get together to feed the hungry (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 9

GROARK, BRIAN
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Groark, Brian (author)
Basketball club brought out the fans last Friday evening (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6
Groban, Bob
Board considers budget reactions, Quaker Ridge construction, Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
Groden, Walter
Former fire commissioner is innocent, too (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6
Grodin, Stephanie Kim
Grodin, Goodman (photo) (Stephanie Kim Grodin and Robert Seth Goodman are engaged), Aug 5, 2005, p. 13
Grogan, Mike
Gas leak, supermarket fire snarl Post Road, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
Groner, Susan
Welcome officers (Scarsdale Parent-Teacher Council held its annual meeting and luncheon May 17, 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 13
Groner, Susan (author)
Many collaborate on community calendar (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6
Old and new at traditional feast (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6
Gross, Emma
3 more pedestrians hit by cars in village, May 20, 2005, p. 1
Gross, Libby
Earrings for a cause (photo) (Lucy and Libby Gross have been making jewelry to raise money for the Blythedale Children's Hospital), Aug 26, 2005, p. 4
Gross, Lucy
Earrings for a cause (photo) (Lucy and Libby Gross have been making jewelry to raise money for the Blythedale Children's Hospital), Aug 26, 2005, p. 4
Grover, David
Benefit concert for kids was a success, thanks to many (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6
Gruber, David
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) musicians take off-the-beaten-path European tour (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 10
GRUEN, ALISON
Gruen, Evans (photo) (Alison Gruen and Adam Evans were married July 29, 2005, at the Lighthouse at Chelsea Piers, New York City.), Aug 5, 2005, p. 13

GURCIULLO, AMANDA
Community effort under way to revitalize teen center (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 4

GYMNASICS
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

HALL, ALISON
Hall, Schubert (photo) (Alison Hall and Dustin Schubert were married April 9, 2005, in Cocoa, Florida.), May 20, 2005, p. 23

HALLER, SUREN
Fight to save St. Pius School moves to state Supreme Court, July 1, 2005, p. 1

HALLOWEEN
Let's not have a repeat of Halloween rowdiness in E'mont (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6
Halloween disguises (photo) (students from Greenacres Elementary School), Nov 4, 2005, p. 3
Let's give Halloween back to the young children! (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 6
Tricks were no treat (editorial) (comments on the vandalism and rowdiness Halloween night in the Edgewood section of Scarsdale), Nov 10, 2005, p. 6
Behavior was illegal, dangerous (editorial) (re the Halloween disturbance in the Edgewood neighborhood), Nov 10, 2005, p. 7
Needed: safe, organized Halloween activity for older kids (letter), Nov 10, 2005, p. 7
Rioting by unruly gang spoiled Halloween in 1 neighborhood (editorial) (re Edgewood neighborhood), Nov 10, 2005, p. 7
Halloween havoc condemned by mayor, trustees, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
Trustees condemn Halloween mayhem (continued), Nov 18, 2005, p. 4
Message to the entitled ones: give us your names! (letter) (response to the 11/10/05 editorial by Dr. Scott Bookner on the Halloween disturbance in Edgewood), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6
Police should have arrested the rioting kids (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6
Halloween 2006 continues to disturb board (re the Halloween disturbance in the Edgewood neighborhood), Nov 25, 2005, p. 9
Penal code must be used to punish and control rioters (letter) (re recent Halloween vandalism and unruliness in Edgewood neighborhood), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6
Residents should leave policing to the professionals (letter) (response to the 12/2/05 letter by Harold Reynolds re the Halloween disturbance in the Edgewood neighborhood), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6
Letter did not accurately reflect Halloween mayhem (letter) (response to 12/16/05 letter by Richard Marcus), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6

HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST
Work in progress (photo) (Jack Glaser puts a finishing touch on his Halloween painting on a Garth Road window.), October 28, 2005, p. 1
Store windows glow with fall colors (photo) (Halloween Window Painting Contest. Includes listings of winners and all entrants.), October 28, 2005, p. 15

HANFORD, MARGARET
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
HAMM, GEORGE
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

HAMRA, JUDY
Welcome officers (Scarsdale Parent-Teacher Council held its annual meeting and luncheon May 17, 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 13

HANDELMAN, JOY
S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) bonds continue after graduation (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 20A
The next STEP (photo) (Friends, family and faculty celebrated the graduation of Scarsdale High School's latest STEP graduate Alteraya Adley at the home of Charlotte Raynor June 23), July 1, 2005, p. 10

HANDELMAN, JUDITH
W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple)'s proposed entrance/exit will inconvenience neighbor (letter), March 25, 2005, p. 6
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1
Voters elect 10 to Citizens Committee, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1

HANDELMAN, JUDITH (AUTHOR)
Temple's plan is not detrimental to the community (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7

HANDELMAN, WALTER
Urban schools thrive via unique music program (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 1
W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple)'s proposed entrance/exit will inconvenience neighbor (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

HANDELMAN, WALTER (AUTHOR)
Temple's plan is not detrimental to the community (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7

HANDELSMAN, BARBARA
Another pedestrian hit by car in village center (photo), May 27, 2005, p. 1

HANUKKAH
Kindling the lights (photo) (The Levitt family gathers to light the menorah on the second night of Hanukkah), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
Hanukkah is of major historical importance, and not only to Jews (letter), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6
Happy Hanukkah (editorial), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6

HARMON, ANN
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

HARRIELL, MARCY
Double Fantasy; Don Scardino writes and directs 'Lennon' for Broadway (photo), July 1, 2005, p. 17

HARRIS, JAMIE
Say YES to jobs (photo) (Annual meeting and luncheon of the Scarsdale Youth Employment Service), June 17, 2005, p. 11

HARRIS, JUSTIN
Playland West (photo) (Scarsdale High School spring carnival celebrated its fifth year), May 6, 2005, p. 12

HARRIS, RACHEL
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

HARRISON, ALEX
Sachs, Harrison (photo) (Lori Sachs and Alex Harrison are engaged), Nov 10, 2005, p. 19

HARRISON, DANA KATHERINE
Harrison, Ricci (photo) (Dana Katherine Harrison and Douglas Gavan Ricci were married May 6, 2005, in St. John, U.S. Virgin Islands.), Sep 9, 2005, p. 27

HARRISON, ROBERT
Enough! (editorial) (comments on Quaker Ridge school bond issue, Paul Feiner and pedestrian accidents in the village), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
Experts agree on Quaker Ridge repair estimate (editorial) (Findings of the Technical Review Committee), Apr 8, 2005, p. 7
Village budget garners praise, Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
Bob Harrison fills an important role in our community (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 6
Displeased by editor’s criticism of Harrison (letter) (response to 4/8/05 Inquirer editorial "Enough!"), Apr 15, 2005, p. 6
HARRISON, ROBERT (Continued)
Editor's note (following 5/6/05 letter "Taxpayers deserve to know scope of project" by Robert Harrison), May 6, 2005, p. 6
Q(uaker) R(idge) mom feels cheated by delay, wasted money (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6
B(oard) O(education) OKs bond, denies Harrison's appeal (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 9
Quaker Ridge bond opponent makes misleading statements (letter) (response to 5/6/05 letter by Robert Harrison), May 13, 2005, p. 6
Harrison devoted to keeping taxes down for all of us (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6
School board rejects Harrison's requests, May 27, 2005, p. 1
B(oard) O(education) rejects Harrison's requests (continued), May 27, 2005, p. 15
Arguments heat up before 6/15 Q(uaker) R(idge) vote, Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
Q(uaker) R(idge) bond passes 2,051 to 1,155 (photo) (continued), June 17, 2005, p. 11
School projects finished on time, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1
Unknowns make school budgeting more complicated, Sep 30, 2005, p. 1
HARRISON, ROBERT (AUTHOR)
Board of ed(ucation) should listen to concrete remediation experts (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6
Redistricting elementary schools should be considered (letter), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
Information sought on Technical Review Committee (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7
Why won't school board release detailed cost estimates? (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 6
Taxpayers deserve to know scope of project (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6
School board should open construction to competition (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6
Vote no on the bond issue for Quaker Ridge and track (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 7
Bond opponents hope district will spend tax dollars wisely (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 6
Teen center to host award breakfast Sunday (letter) (The Scarsdale Teen Center will be presenting the fifth annual Visions of Community Award to Marjorie Jacobs December 4.), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6
HARRISON, ROBERT (BOB)
Setting the record straight on the listening period (letter) (response to 1/28/05 letter by Robert Harrison), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6
Still no meeting with concrete remediation experts (letter), Apr 1, 2005, p. 7
HART, BRIAN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27
HART, MAUREEN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
HARTGERS, GREGORY MARTIN
Vittoria, Hartgers (photo) (Barbara Tracy Vittoria is engaged to Gregory Martin Hartgers.), Apr 29, 2005, p. 21
HARTMAN, ARLENE (AUTHOR)
Bond vote showed the community valued its schools (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 6
HARTSDALE (N.Y.)
Envies festive Scarsdale lights (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6
HARTZELL, ANDREW C JR (AUTHOR)
School bond issue amounts appear 'outlandish' (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6
Inquirer headline appeared outlandish (letter) (comments on headline assigned by Scarsdale Inquirer on 5/27/05 letter by Andrew C. Hartzell.), Jun 10, 2005, p. 21
HARWOOD PARK (SCARSDALE, N.Y.)
Pond renaming (The Village Board Law Committee will consider recommending renaming the pond preserve in Harwood Park in memory of Audrey Hochberg.), Nov 25, 2005, p. 1
HATTA, LORI KAYO
Lori Kayo Hatta (dies) (photo) (Kayo Hatta, an independent filmmaker, died July 20, 2005, in a drowning accident at a friend's home in San Diego. She was 47), Aug 5, 2005, p. 10
HAUBNER, JULIANA
Lively performers shake it up, baby, at S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 13
HAWAII
Big Fish; Making the catch of a lifetime (photo), Sep 9, 2005, p. 31
HAWKINS, JOHN D
John D Hawkins (dies) (John D. Hawkins, of Palm Beach Gardens, Florida, previously a long time resident of Scarsdale, died November 2, 2005. He was 87.), Nov 10, 2005, p. 16
HEALTH
To your health (photo) (Supplement), Jan 21, 2005
HEALTH CARE
See MEDICAL CARE
HECHT, JON
2005 Maroon and White Spring Sports Awards - Tuesday, June 7 (photo) (includes listings of all award recipients), Jun 10, 2005, p. 31
HECHT, MICHELLE
Storeowner went above and beyond (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6

HEFFNER, WILLIAM
A special anniversary (photo) (The Music Conservatory of Westchester celebrated its 75th anniversary with performances at Alice Tully Hall at Lincoln Center March 12, 2005), Mar 18, 2005, p. 17

HELLER, ARTHUR
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

HELLER, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

HELLER, FLORENCE
Synagogue gives shelter to hurricane evacuees (photo), October 14, 2005, p. 3

HELLMAN, CASEY
Students in Scarsdale gain self-worth by helping others (photo), Jan 14, 2005, p. 8

HELLMAN, KATHRYN
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

HELTON, MARY
Urban schools thrive via unique music program (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 1
Helton, Mary (dies) (photo) (Mary Helton, director emeritus of the Hoff-Barthelson School of Music in Scarsdale, died August 13, 2005, after a long illness. She was 78 years old., Aug 19, 2005, p. 14
In memoriam (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 9

HENDERSON, EMMA
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help hurricane survivors, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help (hurricane survivors) (photo) (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 29

HENDERSON, STEPHANIE
Singing love songs (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 11

HENDERSON, STEPHEN
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

HENDERSON, TINA
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help hurricane survivors, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1

HENDLER, MARC C (AUTHOR)
Local member of National Guard isheader to Iraq (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 6

HENDRICKS, ISABEL
Isabel Hendricks (dies) (Scarsdale resident Isabel Hendricks died unexpectedly at the Hebrew Home for the Aged in Riverdale. She was 81.), July 22, 2005, p. 12

HENNESSY, NORBERT (AUTHOR)
Irish and Israelis bond over soccer (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 7

HEROLD, EVE
Confident, self-aware S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) speakers sweep contest (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10

HERRERO, ELIZA

HERZ, JOHN H
John H. Herz (dies) (John H. Herz, a resident of Scarsdale since 1954 and professor emeritus of political science at the City College and Graduate Center of the City University of New York, died on December 26, 2005. He was 97.), Dec 23, 2005, p. 14

HESTER, THOMAS
Scarsdale resident opens home to Katrina victims, October 28, 2005, p. 14

HEWITT, CATHY
Welcome officers (Scarsdale Parent-Teacher Council held its annual meeting and luncheon May 17, 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 13

HEYER, WILLIAM
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 14A

HICKEY, ARTHUR JR
Ready for duty (photo) (Scarsdale's newest fire fighters), Dec 23, 2005, p. 5

HICKEY, CATHERINE (DR)
Archdiocese decides to close St. Pius X School (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 1
Fight to save St. Pius School moves to state Supreme Court, July 1, 2005, p. 1

HICKMAN, GABRIELLE
Saying 'we'll miss you' (photo) (Cameron Plummer and Gabrielle Hickman thank Farren on behalf of Nancy Perucc's class, June 17, Jeri Farren Day at Quaker Ridge School), June 24, 2005, p. 10
HILL, CARYN
Welcome home (photo) (Sergeant and Scarsdale High School Alumnus Tim Hill was welcomed home from Iraq at a party given by his parents), Mar 25, 2005, p. 8

HILL, JEFF
Welcome home (photo) (Sergeant and Scarsdale High School Alumnus Tim Hill was welcomed home from Iraq at a party given by his parents), Mar 25, 2005, p. 8

HILL, KEVIN
Welcome home (photo) (Sergeant and Scarsdale High School Alumnus Tim Hill was welcomed home from Iraq at a party given by his parents), Mar 25, 2005, p. 8

HILL, PETER
Welcome home (photo) (Sergeant and Scarsdale High School Alumnus Tim Hill was welcomed home from Iraq at a party given by his parents), Mar 25, 2005, p. 8

HILL, TIM
Welcome home (photo) (Sergeant and Scarsdale High School Alumnus Tim Hill was welcomed home from Iraq at a party given by his parents), Mar 25, 2005, p. 8

HILLAS, BARBARA DILLON (AUTHOR)
Eyewitness sought in accident on East Parkway (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

HILLMAN, DONALDS (AUTHOR)
Many drivers do not slow down at pedestrian crosswalks (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6

HINDMARCH, STEPHEN C (AUTHOR)
Parents welcome alternatives to competitive S(carsdale) Y(outh) S(occer) C(lub) (letter) (response to 2/4/05 editorial by Meredith Lonner), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6

HIRSCH, JERRY
Ten Houlihan Lawrence agents win sales awards (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 4

HIRSCH, MARK B (AUTHOR)
Do Bush critics have any ideas? (letter), October 21, 2005, p. 6

HISPANIC AMERICANS
Blacks and Latinos routinely have worse experiences (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6

Scarsdale is vibrant international community, June 17, 2005, p. 23

HISTORIC BUILDINGS
Preservation law has saved historic houses (editorial), Jan 21, 2005, p. 7

HISTORIC BUILDINGS - SCARSDALE
Historic decision (editorial) (discusses various houses in Scarsdale and weighs their historic merit), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
Preserve architectural heritage, citizen group urges (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 3

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Sherbrook(e) Park house 'historic' (re 1926 stone and shingle center colonial at 8 Dunham Road), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
Historic decision (editorial) (discusses various houses in Scarsdale and weighs their historic merit), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
Sherbrook(e) Park house 'historic' (photo) (continued) (re 1926 stone and shingle center colonial at 8 Dunham Road), Jan 14, 2005, p. 14
Preservation law has saved historic houses (editorial), Jan 21, 2005, p. 7
Preservation of Sherbrook(e) house now in hands of Supreme Court (re 8 Dunham Road), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Preservation of Dunham house is challenged (continued) (re 8 Dunham Road), Jan 28, 2005, p. 24
Preserve architectural heritage, citizen group urges (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 3

HOCHBERG, ALAN
Home is where the heart defibrillator is (photo), Jan 21, 2005, p. 1

HOCHBERG, AUDREY
Hochberg dead at 71 (photo) (Former state Assemblywoman Audrey Hochberg died Wednesday morning, June 8, 2005, at Columbia Presbyterian Hospital in Manhattan after a long battle with uterine cancer. She was 71 years old.), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
Former Assemblywoman is dead at 71 (continued), Jun 10, 2005, p. 33
Service for Hochberg (A memorial service for former Assemblywoman Audrey Hochberg will be held April 26, at Congregation Kol Ami, White Plains), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Hochberg was an inspiration to a former intern (letter), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
Hochberg was extraordinary (letter), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
Hochberg was the quintessential good government official (letter), Jun 17, 2005, p. 7
Remembering Audrey (editorial) (praise for Audrey Hochberg who passed away recently), July 1, 2005, p. 6
Pond renaming (The Village Board Law Committee will consider recommending renaming the pond preserve in Harwood Park in memory of Audrey Hochberg.), Nov 25, 2005, p. 1
In memoriam (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 9

HOCHBERG, JUDY
Picture Perfect; Scarsdale couple among top photography collectors (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 15
HOCHBERG, JUDY  (Continued)
Scarsdale couple among top collectors (photo) (continued), July 15, 2005, p. 17

HOCHMEYER, JIM
Neighbors worried about temple's plans to expand, Feb 4, 2005, p. 1

HOCHVERT, DAN
an (town and) V(illage) C(lub) reverses its initial opinion; endorses bond, Jun 10, 2005, p. 1

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

Scarsdale's nonpartisan system: a primer (editorial), Sep 2, 2005, p. 7

HOCHVERT, SUSAN S  (AUTHOR)
Many woman's club activities cut from Progress report (letter) (response to Progress Report article from 1/28/05), Feb 4, 2005, p. 7
Many gave time to make Show House a success (letter), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6

HOCKEY
Ice Hockey is a sport for life (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 18A
The puck stops here (photo) (Scarsdale Raiders varsity ice hockey team battle Fox Lane and return to the Section 1 finals for the second straight year), Mar 4, 2005, p. 1

Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

HOCKMEYER, JAMES
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1

HODGSON, CLAIRE
Spirit Day (photo), Apr 29, 2005, p. 8

HODGEMAN, JULIAN
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 15A

HODGEMAN, MYRIAM
Ten Houlihan Lawrence agents win sales awards (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 4

HODGEMAN, STEVEN
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 15A

HOFF-BARThELOn SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Music education and performance opportunities at Hoff-Barthelson (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 13A
Baroque and Beyond is Bach! Music school celebrates 40 years of Baroque and Beyond Festival (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 17

Hoff-Barthelson adds 'Love and Lullabies' (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 34A
(Hoff-Barthelson adds 'Love and Lullabies') (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 35A
Eva Erdmuthe von Estorff (photo) (Eva Erdmuthe von Estorff who had a close association with Hoff-Barthelson School of Music, died at home September 21, 2005. She was 96.), October 28, 2005, p. 18

HOFFMAN, JEFFREY
Distinguished alumni (12 Scarsdale High School alumni are the first to be selected as distinguished alumni by the Scarsdale Alumni Association), October 21, 2005, p. 1

HOFFMAN, JEFFREY  (DR)
Distinguished alumni honored Saturday (photo), October 28, 2005, p. 11

HOFEHEIMER, GERTRUDE
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

Scarsdale Seniors are an active bunch (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 44A
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

HOFEHEIMER, JOSEPH
It's now Natalie's Place (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 4

Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

HOFEHEIMER, JOSEPH  (AUTHOR)
School board, administration deserves everyone's support (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10
HOFHEIMER, NATALIE
It's now Natalie's Place (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 4

HOGAN, BRETT
In his elements (photo) (Brett Hogan at the Westchester County Swim Conference August 8), Aug 12, 2005, p. 1

HOGAN, BRIAN (AUTHOR)
Community center will be as successful as outdoor pool (letter), May 13, 2005, p. 6

HOGAN, JOE
Upstart newspaper (The Cutting Edge) delivers smart satire at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 10
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

HOLDEN, LAURYN
Innocence (photo) (Lauryn Holden in lavender dress and beribboned straw hat Easter Sunday at Hitchcock Presbyterian Church), Apr 1, 2005, p. 1

HOLIDAYS
Sports schedules interfere with family time (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 6

HOLMES, RUPERT
Holmes to perform (at the Scarsdale Library), Mar 4, 2005, p. 1
A 'novel' twist for 'Swing' - music included (photo) (Scarsdale author, playwright, singer/songwriter and raconteur Rupert Holmes regaled a crowd at the Scarsdale Library March 7 with anecdotes from Hollywood and read (and sang) from his new novel "Swing."), Mar 11, 2005, p. 3

HOLOCAUST, JEWISH (1939-1945)
Holocaust survivors tell 4th graders their stories (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 8
Holocaust survivors tell 4th graders their stories (continued), Feb 18, 2005, p. 9
Are distressing lessons on Holocaust taught too early? (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
On anniversary of death camp liberation, an old soldier keeps the memory alive (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 3
'Always Remember Me' (photo) (Profile of Marisabina Russo, author of newly published children's book "Always Remember Me."), May 27, 2005, p. 17
Holocaust litigator (Michael Zweig) is honored, Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Zweig honored for Holocaust litigation (photo) (continued), June 17, 2005, p. 13

HOLVIG, KEN
Lively performers shake it up, baby, at S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 12

HOME MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
See DWELLINGS - MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

HOMEY, KEVIN
Generous response to fire department drive was gratifying (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

HONG, ANDREW S
Andrew S. Hong (Andrew S. Hong has completed basic cadet training and earned the rank of cadet fourth class at the U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado.), Sep 30, 2005, p. 4

HOOFNAGLE, JULIE
Editor's note (following 5/6/05 letter "Taxpayers deserve to know scope of project" by Robert Harrison), May 6, 2005, p. 6
Scarsdalians speak out on Q(uaker) R(idge) bond vote, May 13, 2005, p. 1
Seiden, Hoofnagle worked overtime to get out the vote (letter) (re the Quaker Ridge bond issue), June 24, 2005, p. 6

HOOFNAGLE, JULIE (AUTHOR)
No facility is immune from infrastructure problems (letter), Apr 22, 2005, p. 6
Scarsdale knows how to bond (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 6

HORN, PAUL (DR)
Future glimpsed by T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) speaker, Dec 9, 2005, p. 1

HORRELL, AMANDA
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

HORSES
Littlest equestrienne (photo) (Bailey O'Donnell at the Scarsdale Riding Academy), May 20, 2005, p. 1

HOSPITALS
(White Plains) Hospital gala (photo), Feb 4, 2005, p. 15
Long-term financial plan needed for medical center (letter), May 13, 2005, p. 6
It's now Natalie's Place (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 4

HOUSEKNECHT, SCOTT
Robyn Lane to be Q(uaker) R(idge) principal (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1

HOUSES - SCARSDALE
Frozen pipes burst, flood unheated homes, Jan 7, 2005, p. 1
Avoiding burst pipes requires precautions (continued), Jan 7, 2005, p. 4
Sherbrook(e) Park house 'historic' (re 1928 stone and shingle center colonial at 8 Dunham Road), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
HOUSES - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Historic decision (editorial) (discusses various houses in Scarsdale and weighs their historic merit), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
Sherbrook(e) Park house "historic" (photo) (continued) (re 1926 stone and shingle center colonial at 8 Dunham Road), Jan 14, 2005, p. 14
Preservation law has saved historic houses (editorial), Jan 21, 2005, p. 7
Preservation of Sherbrook(e) house now in hands of Supreme Court (re 8 Dunham Road), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Preservation of Dunham house is challenged (continued) (re 8 Dunham Road), Jan 28, 2005, p. 24
Who's to blame for out-of-scale houses still being built (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
Village to hold hearing on home maintenance law (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 1
Village to consider home maintenance law (photo) (continued), July 8, 2005, p. 4
Derelict house law (editorial) (comments on new Scarsdale law requiring vacant properties to be maintained at minimal level), July 22, 2005, p. 6
Dunham Road builder and village at impasse (The Village and local builder Brian Stapen are at loggerheads about the future of the 1926 Sherbrooke Park house at 8 Dunham Road), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1
Dunham Road developer and village at impasse over plans (illus) (continued) (The Village and local builder Brian Stapen are at loggerheads about the future of the 1926 Sherbrooke Park house at 8 Dunham Road), Aug 5, 2005, p. 8
Village intransigence will likely result in 2 houses (letter) (comments by Brian Stapen, contractor for 8 Dunham Road), Aug 12, 2005, p. 8
Limits on excess construction are sorely needed (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6
Agreement with Depot developer on agenda (Owner of 8 Dunham Road has agreed not to demolish the Sherbrooke Park house), Sep 23, 2005, p. 1
Dunham Road house is back on the market (re controversial Sherbrooke Park house at 8 Dunham Road), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
Dunham Road house is back on the market (continued) (re controversial Sherbrooke Park house at 8 Dunham Road), Oct 7, 2005, p. 8
Village makes leaving difficult (editorial), Dec 2, 2005, p. 7
It was a year of colossal change for village (photo) (continued) (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p.4

HOUSING - SCARSDALE

A great deal (editorial) (discusses the proposed development of Christie Place by the Ginsburg Development Corporation), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
Development may bring parking shortage on Christie (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7

HOWARD, CIERA
Care packages (photo) (boxes from Girl Scout Troop 1941 to American servicemen in Iraq), Feb 4, 2005, p. 11

HOWELL, AMBER
Synagogue gives shelter to hurricane evacuees (photo), Oct 14, 2005, p. 3

HSU, MELANIE

HUANG, MATTHEW
Scarsdale High School students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14
Student computer whiz streamlines Scarsdale High School conference (photo), October 14, 2005, p. 10

HUBARD, RANDOLPH
Coldwell Banker Doernberg; (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005) (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 30

HUBERMANN, GAIL
Scarsdale Show House opens in grand style (photo) (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 8

HUBERMANN, STEPHEN
Scarsdale Show House opens in grand style (photo) (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 8

HUBERMANN, STEVE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

HUHR, SAM
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 14A

HUM, NICK
A grand opening (photo) (Scarsdale Teen Center reopened on September 15), Sep 23, 2005, p. 10

HUMPHREY, BRADFORD CLARK
Nadbourny, Humphrey (photo) (Felicia Anne Nadbourny and Bradford Clark Humphrey are engaged), Jun 10, 2005, p. 25

HUNGER
Christians and Jews bank on cooperation to feed the hungry, Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
Congregations get together to feed the hungry (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 9
HUNNAM, CHARLIE
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate) breaks into Hollywood with 'Hooligans' (photo), Sep 16, 2005, p. 15

HUNTER, JOE
Local radio host is outrageous (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 7

HUO, RAN
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

HURLEY, PATRICIA
New principal appointed for Heathcote (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 11

HURRICANES
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help hurricane survivors, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Tulane families escape Katrina's devastation, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
President showed lack of leadership during crisis (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 10
My scramble to get out of New Orleans, Sep 9, 2005, p. 24
Tulane families experience Hurricane Katrina disaster firsthand (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 24
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help hurricane survivors (photo) (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 29
Helping hands (photo) (Volunteers load cases of water and other supplies for victims of Hurricane Katrina onto a truck at village hall), Sep 16, 2005, p. 1
Drive for Katrina survivors exceeds expectations (photo), Sep 16, 2005, p. 3
Firefighters did a marvelous job (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6
Generous response to fire department drive was gratifying (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6
Our village was at its best Sunday (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6
Two faces of America (editorial), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6
How to do a better job next time (editorial) (Scarsdale High School alumnus' David Eisenman's e-mail to his mother after returning to California from Houston where he interviewed evacuees after Hurricane Katrina), Sep 23, 2005, p. 7
Drive for youngest hurricane victims was successful (letter), Sep 30, 2005, p. 6
Operation Care Pack brings relief to displaced children (letter), Sep 30, 2005, p. 7
Edgewood custodian volunteers in Louisiana (photo), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
Edgewood custodian volunteers in Louisiana (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 11
Synagogue gives shelter to hurricane evacuees (photo), October 14, 2005, p. 3
Circles of friends (photo) (Edgewood student assembly and Heathcote walk-a-thon for Hurricane Katrina victims), October 21, 2005, p. 11
Scarsdale couple recovering from their Katrina adventure (photo), October 28, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale couple recovering from Katrina (continued), October 28, 2005, p. 8
Scarsdale resident opens home to Katrina victims, October 28, 2005, p. 14
Local good Samaritan rescues dogs in New Orleans (photo), Nov 4, 2005, p. 1
Local woman rescues dogs in New Orleans (photo) (continued), Nov 4, 2005, p. 11
SOS4EDUCATION to provide hurricane relief (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 12
Devastated district needs our help (letter), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6

HURWITZ, KATHLEEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

HUTCHINSON, KORY
Surveillance leads to drug charges for Q(uaker) R(idge) resident, Aug 26, 2005, p. 1

HWANG, FRANK
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help hurricane survivors, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help hurricane survivors (photo) (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 29

ICE HOCKEY
See HOCKEY

IDENTITY THEFT
Pirro offers tips on avoiding identity theft (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 4

IDONI, TIMOTHY
Election tally on hold; machines are impounded, Nov 10, 2005, p. 1

IGLOOS
Edgewood Eskimos (photo) (Liana and Dylan Givner get cozy in an igloo they built with their father Howard), Feb 25, 2005, p. 3

INDIA
Heathcote kids tour India with 'traveling trunk' (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 11

INELLO, CATHERINE
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

INTERIOR DECORATION
Home (photo) (Supplement), Apr 22, 2005
INTERIOR DECORATION  (Continued)
Scarsdale Show House 2005 set to open in May (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 3
Abuzz with preparations for Show House (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 25
Scarsdale Show House opens in grand style (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale Show House opens in grand style (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 8
Wow! House 2005 (editorial) (Scarsdale Show House 2005 at the Scarsdale Woman’s Club), May 20, 2005, p. 6
‘Green’ design is here to stay (photo) (Scarsdale Show House 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 23
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50
Many gave time to make Show House a success (letter), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6
Show house enjoyed wonderful community support (letter), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6
Show house brings new glamour to an old clubhouse (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 4

INTERNET
Cyberbullying: tech(nology) is a tool, but not the root of the problem, Feb 11, 2005, p. 8
Cyberbullying conference (continued), Feb 11, 2005, p. 9
Mudslinging escalates in G’(reen)burgh, Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
Political mudslinging escalates over Web site (continued), Apr 1, 2005, p. 9
Man nabbed on child porn charge, Aug 12, 2005, p. 1
Virtual archives include Heathcote map, Sep 9, 2005, p. 4
Freedom of expression on the Internet requires U.S. oversight (editorial), Nov 18, 2005, p. 7
Cohen gets dream job as Manhattan’s voice (photo) (Ed Cohen is the play-by-play voice for the Manhattan College men’s and women’s basketball teams on gojaspers.com.), Nov 25, 2005, p. 3

INTERNS
Manager’s assistant adjusts to downstate ‘bustle’ (photo), July 29, 2005, p. 3

INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS
A(lternative)-School internship: a hands-on experience (photo), Feb 4, 2005, p. 10

IRAQ
Troops express gratitude for care packages, letters (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6
Local member of National Guard is header to Iraq (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 6
Iraq: U.S. should get out and stay out (editorial), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6
Citizens should actively protest administration’s ‘crimes’ (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6
Have we been had by our leaders? (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6
U.S. must stay the course in Iraq, Bill Clinton tells forum (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

IRISH
Irish and Israelis bond over soccer (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 7

IRISH, MARY MCCORMACK
Mary McCormack Irish (dies) (Mary McCormack Irish, formerly of Scarsdale, died December 21, 2005, at St. Camillus Health Care Center in Stamford, Connecticut. She was 99.), Dec 23, 2005, p. 14

IRWIN, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes: It's All About Community Impact; United Way (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 40

IRWIN, JACQUELINE
Student Transfer Education bonds continue after graduation (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 20A
The 'opposition' made the Ginsburg proposal possible (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

IRWIN, JACQUELINE (AUTHOR)
G(Insburg) D(Development) C(orporation) proposal would benefit all (editorial), Feb 11, 2005, p. 7

ISAACS, SUSAN
Writer's bliss and block, novelist Isaacs shares her insights (photo) (Susan Isaacs talks about her writing career and her latest book “Any Place I Hang My Hat”), Feb 4, 2005, p. 3

ISANBERG, JASON
Satz, Isanberg (photo) (Lindsey Satz and Jason Isanberg are engaged), Feb 11, 2005, p. 13

ISHIGURI, PRISCILLA
Congregations get together to feed the hungry (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 9

ISRAEL
Seniors prepare for anti-Israel views in college (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 3
Seniors prepare for anti-Israel views (continued), May 20, 2005, p. 20
Lebanese emigré (continued), Aug 5, 2005, p. 8
Reflections on Israel's disengagement (editorial), Sep 30, 2005, p. 7

ISRAELIS
Irish and Israelis bond over soccer (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 7

ISSEMBERG, LAUREN
Say YES to jobs (photo) (Annual meeting and luncheon of the Scarsdale Youth Employment Service), June 17, 2005, p. 11
ITALIAN LANGUAGE
Scarsdale man makes connections in Italian classrooms (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 3

JACCOM, BROOKE
A(ternative)-School grad(uate)s are individuals (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 1

JACKSON, DANIEL
Suspicious snarl traffic on Post, May 13, 2005, p. 1
Post road bomb scare was false alarm, May 20, 2005, p. 1

JACKSON, JESSICA
Costume, culture and cuisine bring the world to S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 10
Art show winner (photo) (Scarsdale High School senior Jessica Jackon has won first place in the SUNY
Purchase Performing Center's annual Crafts on Slate show), Nov 18, 2005, p. 10

JACOBS, BEN
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

JACOBS, BILL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

JACOBS, HOWARD (AUTHOR)
Library board asks for town supervisor's cooperation (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6

JACOBS, MARJORIE
Chamber to present S(arsdale) H(igh) S(chool) scholarship (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 4
New principal appointed for Heathcote (continued) (Marjorie Jacobs' name incorrectly given as Margery Jacobs),
May 6, 2005, p. 11
Say YES to jobs (photo) (Annual meeting and luncheon of the Scarsdale Youth Employment Service, Marjorie
Jacobs' name incorrectly given as Margery Jacobs.), June 17, 2005, p. 11
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th
Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
Jacobs retires 'with a great deal of pride' (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 3
Teen center will honor Dean Marjorie Jacobs (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 8
Visions award (Marjorie Jacobs, former director of counseling at Scarsdale High School, is being honored by the
Scarsdale Teen Center December 4.), Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
Teen center to host award breakfast Sunday (letter) (The Scarsdale Teen Center will be presenting the fifth annual
Visions of Community Award to Marjorie Jacobs December 4.), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6
Dean Jacobs feted at teen center brunch (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 3
Sunday event presented a true community vision (letter) (Scarsdale Teen Center honoring Marjorie Jacobs with its
fifth annual Visions of community Award), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6

JACOBS, SHARON
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29,
2005, p. 38

JACOBSON, CRAIG (AUTHOR)
Neighbors hoping for 'honest discourse' with temple (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans) (letter)
(author), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

JACOBSON, DONNA
Walking for babies (photo) (Employees of Julia B. Fee Real Estate participated May 1 in WalkAmerica to benefit
March of Dimes), May 13, 2005, p. 4

JACOBSON, HARVEY (AUTHOR)
Neighbors hoping for 'honest discourse' with temple (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans) (letter)
(author), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

JACOBSON, JESSICA (AUTHOR)
Neighbors hoping for 'honest discourse' with temple (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans) (letter)
(author), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

JACOBSON, MARCIA (AUTHOR)
Neighbors hoping for 'honest discourse' with temple (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans) (letter)
(author), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

JACOBSON, MATTHEW

JAFFE, ALISON
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community
volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

JAFFE, BARBARA
Barbara Jaffe to get bowl award (photo), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
Barbara Jaffe to get the bowl (continued), Jan 14, 2005, p. 14
Every vote counts (letter), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
Rites of spring (editorial) (re tradition of volunteering in Scarsdale and Greenburgh with praise for Barbara Jaffe
and David Kreiness), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
JAFFE, BARBARA (Continued)
Reservations open for bowl dinner (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 2
Easy to see why Barbara Jaffe chosen for bowl (letter), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6
Barbara Jaffe praised by friends, colleagues (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 23
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community
volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44
Parking, drainage moved in latest Westchester Reform Temple plan, July 1, 2005, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
Barbara Jaffe heads Scarsdale Foundation, October 21, 2005, p. 4
Headliners 2005 (photo) (Outstanding 2005 Scarsdale residents), Dec 23, 2005, p.4

JAFFE, ERIC
Barbara Jaffe to get bowl award (photo), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community
volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

JAFFE, GENEVIEVE BRACKEN
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community
volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

JAFFE, MATT
Barbara Jaffe praised by friends, colleagues (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 23

JAFFE, MATTHEW
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community
volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

JAFFE, RUTH
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community
volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

JAFFIN, JANET
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont
Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25,
2005, p. 28

JANIAK, ANNE
Anne Janiak to be inducted into Women's Hall of Fame (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
County to honor Janiak (continued), Mar 18, 2005, p. 23
Work/family: not just a woman's conflict (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 13
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community
volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44
Headliners 2005 (photo) (Outstanding 2005 Scarsdale residents), Dec 23, 2005, p.4

JAPANESE
Japanese councilman studies schools here (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 11

JAZZ
Q(uaker) R(idge) fifth-graders get into a jazz groove (photo), May 27, 2005, p. 10

JCC
see JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF MID-WESTCHESTER

JEWELRY
Earrings for a cause (photo) (Lucy and Libby Gross have been making jewelry to raise money for the Blythedale
Children's Hospital), Aug 26, 2005, p. 4
Rush on East Parkway for sparkling gifts (photo) (profile of Charlie Wong and Denis Mathews and their newly
opened jewelry store Rush at 48 East Parkway.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 4

JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF MID-WESTCHESTER
Jewish (community) C(enter) programs serve tots to adults (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 5A

JEWS
Pope John Paul was a good friend to Jews (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

JIANG, JI-LI
Ji-Li Jiang shares memories of Cultural Revolution (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p. 10

JINDANI, TANYA
In Sri Lanka, S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) senior helps kids affected by tsunami (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 10

JOGGING
Reindeer run (photo) (Justine Moscato/lo takes a pre-holiday jog with Casey Martin), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

JOHN PAUL II, POPE
Pope John Paul was a good friend to Jews (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
A memorable meeting (photo) (Brandon and Maritza Williamson met Pope John Paul II in November, 2002), Apr
15, 2005, p. 3

JOHNSON, BART
Scarsdale honored for 'pride in public works,' October 28, 2005, p. 1
JOHNSON, BOINE
Village budget garners praise, Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community
volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44
Coddwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont
Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25,
2005, p. 28

JOHNSON, CINDY
Cindy Johnson (Cindy Johnson was recently elected at the new chairman of the board of directors at St. Mary's
Healthcare System for Children.), Oct 7, 2005, p. 4

JOHNSON, KARL
Artist or cheat? A magician's quest inspires S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate) to write a book (photo) (Profile
of Karl Johnson, author of recently published "The Magician and the Cardsharp.")., October 28, 2005, p. 3

JOHNSON, ZACH
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Maroon and White Fall Sports Awards - Wednesday, Nov. 9 (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 28
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

JONAS, LAUREN
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

JONES, JOAN
Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps provides first-rate emergency care (continued), Aug 19, 2005, p. 11

JONES, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
Schools should switch to child-safe cleaners (editorial), May 20, 2005, p. 7

JONES, THELMA
Thelma Jones (Thelma Jones, M.D., founder of a holistic medical practice in Scarsdale, has been recognized as a
Pearl Honoree by Project Legacy.), October 28, 2005, p. 4

JOURNALISM
Journalism 101 (editorial), July 15, 2005, p. 6

JUDGES
Nominee needed (for acting village justice), Feb 16, 2005, p. 1
Ruderman is president of state association (photo) (Judge Terry Jane Ruderman has been sworn in as president
of the New York State Association of Women Judges), Feb 18, 2005, p. 4
Judge Cedarbaum shares view from federal bench, May 20, 2005, p. 9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
Elect Devlin to the County Court (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6
Careful study of Judge Alito's decisions advised (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 8

JUETTNER, DIANA
Town board defies Feiner on library, Jan 7, 2005, p. 1
Feiner snubbed by committee; Greenawalt gets nod from Democrats, May 6, 2005, p. 1
Voters say yes to $19.8M library in Greenburgh, May 13, 2005, p. 1
Feiner files financials; familiar names listed, July 29, 2005, p. 1
Vote for Sheehan and Juettner (letter), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6
Barnes, Bass back Juettner, Sheehan, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Greenawalt, Juettner, Sheehan: the dream ticket (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6
Incumbent candidates are experienced and qualified (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6
Sheehan and Juettner are 100% pro-choice (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6
Sheehan and Juettner will be most responsive to Edgemont (editorial), Sep 9, 2005, p. 7
Vote for Sheehan, Juettner to meet challenges ahead (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 10
Barnes, Bass endorse Juettner and Sheehan (photo) (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 25
Feiner, Juettner, Sheehan triumph in Greenburgh primary, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1
Feiner, Juettner, Sheehan triumph in Greenburgh Democratic primary (photo) (continued), Sep 16, 2005, p. 11
Successful town board candidates will work to improve town (letter), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6
Unfair tactics deceive voters, undermine democracy (letter), October 21, 2005, p. 6
Election 2005 (editorial) (endorsements of Andy Spano, Tony Castro, Bill Ryan, Tom Abinanti, Francis Sheehan
and Diana Juettner), Nov 4, 2005, p. 6
Juettner, Sheehan deserve support (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 6

JUETTNER, DIANA (AUTHOR)
Delay on library referendum will increase costs (letter), Jan 7, 2005, p. 6
Library board thanked for work on proposal (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6
Vote for Sheehan, Juettner to meet challenges ahead (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 10
Successful town board candidates will work to improve town (letter), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6

JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER
Junior Leaguers make a difference (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 5A
JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER  (Continued)
Koffler receives service award (photo), Apr 29, 2005, p. 4
Junior League welcomes Aguirre family to Scarsdale (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6
Junior League seeks grant to repair Wayside (Cottage) (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 3

JURELLER, JOHN
Greenacres neighbors speak out on traffic, fields and schools, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1

KADALA, TOM
Furor over anonymous Edgemont poll (re "Edgemont secession"), Feb 18, 2005, p. 1

KADIN, ALISON
Scarsdale High School forensics students analyze crime scene; Who killed Joe Bob? (photo), Jan 21, 2005, p. 10

KAHL, JOHN  (AUTHOR)
Parish council members support decision to close school (letter) (letter followed by Editors' note), July 8, 2005, p. 6

KAHN, GERTRUDE  (AUTHOR)
Vote for Sheehan and Juettner (letter), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6
Juettner, Sheehan deserve support (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 6

KAHN, MAX LEWIS
Max Lewis Kahn (dies) (Max Lewis Kahn, a former Scarsdale resident, died of cancer December 6, 2005, at his home in Purchase. He was 82 years old.), Dec 9, 2005, p. 26

KALLER, SETH
Museum quality (photo) (authorized edition of the Emancipation Proclamation installed at Wilson & Son Jewelers), Jan 21, 2005, p. 4
A piece of history (photo) (Fifth grade teacher Mitch Crasson brought Seth Kaller, a dealer in rare documents, to his class at Heathcote School.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 11
Local man defends everyone's favorite Christmas poet (illus) (re Clement Moore's "A Visit from St. Nicholas, better known as "The Night Before Christmas"), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
Local man defends everyone's favorite Christmas poet (illus) (continued) (re Clement Moore's "A Visit from St. Nicholas, better known as "The Night Before Christmas"), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8

KALT, IRIS
Awards for Prudential (photo) (includes names of 17 Prudential Centennial Realty agents winning awards for excellence in sales), Apr 1, 2005, p. 4

KAMNER, HALEY
Shopping for a good time (photo) (Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual sidewalk sale), Aug 12, 2005, p. 3

KANADPON, WEENA
Southeast Asian teachers visit Scarsdale (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 11

KANE, SARAH
Scarsdale High School students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

KAPICA, JOHN
Edgemont students suspended for putting together 'hit list,' Apr 15, 2005, p. 1

KAPLAN, ALISA
Coldwell Banker (photo) (Karen Chapro, Kathy Coleman and Alisa Kaplan have joined Coldwell Banker Doernberg in Scarsdale), Apr 15, 2005, p. 4

KAPLAN, ANDREA  (AUTHOR)
Revised code will better protect trees (editorial), July 8, 2005, p. 7
Involving planning board in tree code will cause burden (letter), Aug 5, 2005, p. 6

KAPLAN, DAVID
"Green" design is here to stay (photo) (Scarsdale Show House 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 23

KAPLAN, LAURA
Scarsdale High School students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

KAPLAN, LEAH
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

KAPLAN, REBECCA
A grand opening (photo) (Scarsdale Teen Center reopened on September 15), Sep 23, 2005, p. 10
Dean Jacobs feted at teen center brunch (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 3
Teen center lives (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8

KAPLAN, SOPHIE
Students 'learn to look' at impressionist paintings (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 10
KARDON, JOE
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 15A
KARDON, NANCY
Leaving for freshman year: a bittersweet time for parents (photo), Sep 2, 2005, p. 1
KARLINER, EDITH
Village center safety needs culture change (photo), Aug 12, 2005, p. 1
KAROTKIN, LIZA
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38
KARP, MATT
'Pinnacle moment' for Plates chef Karp (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 3
KASSABIAN, JENNIFER
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36
KASSIMIS, GREGORY
Metro Restaurant owners to revive Heathcote Deli, May 13, 2005, p. 4
KATCHIS, DEREK
Coldwell Banker Doernberg; (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005) (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 30
KATCHIS, RANDALL
Julia B. Fee acquires Vannier (photo), Feb 4, 2005, p. 4
Coldwell Banker Doernberg; (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005) (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 30
KATCHIS, RANDY
Benefit concert for kids was a success, thanks to many (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6
KATO, KEN
Costume, culture and cuisine bring the world to S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 10
KATUEMUTIMA, GERSON
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
KATZ, ARLENE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
Surveillance leads to drug charges for Q(uaker) R(idge) resident, Aug 26, 2005, p. 1
KATZ, ASCHER (AUTHOR)
March vote on Greenburgh Library (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6
KATZ, HALEY
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
KATZ, JONATHAN
Seventh-grader advances to national geography bee (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 12
KATZ, KUNIKO
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44
KATZ, MEGAN
In the swing (photo) (Brownies and Girl Scouts take their fathers out for square dancing at Scarsdale Congregational Church), Jan 21, 2005, p. 3
KATZ, NANCY
Reservations open for bowl dinner (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 2
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
KATZENSTEIN, LARRY (AUTHOR)
Greenawalt's campaign is pathetic, not persuasive (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 10
KAUFMAN, ANITA (AUTHOR)
School board does not need 'listening' time (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
KAUFMAN, BRIAN
KAUFMAN, SUSAN
United Way speaker predicts a deal to ease child poverty (photo), Sep 23, 2005, p. 3
The Bank of New York Salutes: It's All About Community Impact; United Way (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 40
'Home, Hearth and History' (photo) (How Scarsdale developed is subject of new exhibit at Scarsdale Historical Society), Nov 4, 2005, p. 15; Nov 4, 2005, p. 17
KAUFMAN, SUSAN  (Continued)
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

KAUNE, CAMILLA
Moving Up; Fox Meadow Elementary School (Graduation Supplement. Includes a list of graduates.), July 1, 2005, p. 21A

KAUFMAN, CHLOE
Retiring Heathcote principal (Ronne Marantz) specialized in values education (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1

KAY, BECKY
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

KAY, L WILLIAM III
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1
Voters elect 10 to Citizens Committee, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1

KAY, WILLIAM
See Also KAY, L. WILLIAM III
Reservations open for bowl dinner (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 2
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

KAY, WILLIAM (AUTHOR)
Easy to see why Barbara Jaffe chosen for bowl (letter), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6

KAYE, JUDITH S
Ruderman is president of state association (photo) (Judge Terry Jane Ruderman has been sworn in as president of the New York State Association of Women Judges), Feb 18, 2005, p. 4

KAYE, MATTHEW
Lively performers shake it up, baby, at S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 13

KAYLE, AVERY
Students 'learn to look' at impressionist paintings (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 10

KELLY, DAVID
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

KELLY, KAREN (AUTHOR)
Town support for Edgemont schools questioned (letter), Aug 5, 2005, p. 7

KELLY, MIRA
Ten Houlihan Lawrence agents win sales awards (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 4

KELLY, SCOTT
Scouts for Hope (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11

KEMP, BARBARA GUSS
Chayes, Kemp nominated for school board (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) members are hardworking and committed (letter), Apr 1, 2005, p. 6
Budget passes 1,164 to 423 in Scarsdale, May 20, 2005, p. 1

KEMP, GILES
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44
On 2 legs or 4, walk/run was fun for all (photo) (Scarsdale Historical Society's 24th annual 5K Fall Foliage Run and 2.5K Walk for Fun. Includes names of top winners of the 5K Fall Foliage Run.), October 21, 2005, p. 3

KENNEDY, ALLEN
Artist or cheat? A magician's quest inspires S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) graduate to write a book (photo) (Profile of Karl Johnson, author of recently published "The Magician and the Cardsharp."), October 28, 2005, p. 3

KENNEDY, JOHN F JR
Could it happen to me? Probably not (editorial) (discussion of the John F. Kennedy Jr. plane crash and the judicious decisions involved in flying private planes by Scarsdalian and private pilot David Buchen.), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
Could it happen to me? Probably not (editorial) (continued) (discussion of the John F. Kennedy Jr. plane crash and the judicious decisions involved in flying private planes by Scarsdalian and private pilot David Buchen.), June 17, 2005, p. 7

KENTROS, ANNA
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

KENTROS, GEORGE
Instruments of change (photo) (Scarsdale High School club "The practice partners" ran a practice-a-thon March 7 to 17 in which students raised money for the AsiaPacificEd Program), Mar 25, 2005, p. 11
KENYA
In Kenya, new S(carsdale) H(gh) S(chool) graduate Chen's service is tangible (photo), July 22, 2005, p. 3

KEPELUS, MADELYN
Picnic (photo) (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps picnic at the Crossway Firehouse), Sep 16, 2005, p. 13

KERMAN, TARAA
Coldwell Banker Doernberg; (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005) (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 30

KERMAN, WILLIAM
Battle of the books - Part II (re the Committee of Ten and the communist influence in the local schools. Second article in series by Irving Sloan.), Feb 25, 2005, p. 3

KESLER, ADAM
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

KESLER, SUSAN
Tech(nical) committee reports on Q(uaker) R(idge), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1

KESTENBAUM, ARI
Team building (photo) (MOBRAKS, a team of six boys, five of whom attend Scarsdale Middle School, won a first­place trophy at Westchester's second annual Lego League tournament, February 6, 2005), Mar 11, 2005, p. 11

KIAFFAS, GEORGE
Walking for babies (photo) (Employees of Julia B. Fee Real Estate participated May 1 in WalkAmerica to benefit March of Dimes), May 13, 2005, p. 4

KIDS BASE
New director at K(ids) BASE L(ittle) S(chool) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 19A
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36
Among Other Things: A collaboration (continued) (Author Irving Sloan discusses the different public-private partnerships that have brought many of the community's outstanding resources through the years), Sep 23, 2005, p. 8
K(ids) BASE L(ittle) S(chool) offers enriching theater experience (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8

KIELL, JOSEPH (AUTHOR)
Cost of library construction continually rising (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6
Incumbent candidates are experienced and qualified (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6

KILBRIDGE, JIMMY
All the rage; Steroids are a hot national issue, but could they be here in Scarsdale? (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 23

KILLIAN, LINDA R
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1

KILLIAN, LINDA R (AUTHOR)
Proposal 1 is not real reform (editorial), Nov 4, 2005, p. 7

KILLORAN, JAMES
Habitat Club at Scarsdale High School is much appreciated (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6

KIM, AMY
Prom Night; Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 6A
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 15A

KIM, MICHAEL R (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale must not take its good fortune for granted (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6

KIM, NINA
Prom Night; Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 6A

KIMBALL, DORIS FELLOWS
Doris Fellows Kimball (dies) (Doris Fellows Kimball of Bonita Springs, Florida, formerly of Scarsdale, died September 7, 2005, at Hospice Care in Bonita. She was 89 years old.), Sep 16, 2005, p. 21

KINDNESS
Storeowner went above and beyond (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6

KINDRED, BROTHER
See KINDRED, GEORGE ESTABROOK (BROOK)

KINDRED, GEORGE ESTABROOK (BROOK)
Sherbrooke Park house 'historic' (re 1926 stone and shingle center colonial at 8 Dunham Road), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
Kindred recognized (G. Estabrook Kindred has been awarded a certificate of appreciation by the Scarsdale Village Board.), Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

KINDRED, GEORGE ESTABROOK (BROOK) (AUTHOR)
Preservation law has saved historic houses (editorial), Jan 21, 2005, p. 7

KING, BILLIE JEAN
Sherwood and King at women's fund event (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 4
KING, BILLIE JEAN  (Continued)
Sherwood is honored (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 4

KING, JOHN
Hitchcock Church works to fulfill its mission (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 16A

KING, JOHN T (DR)
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

KINGSBURY, OLIVER
Oliver Kingsbury (dies) (Oliver Kingsbury died August 1, 2005, at the Sweet Brook Care Center in Williamstown, Massachusetts, where he lived for the last three years. He was 103.), Aug 5, 2005, p. 10

KIRKPATRICK, JOHN
Plan for 5 Corners is news to trustees (re New Jersey investment company's proposal to build 24 units of senior housing), Apr 29, 2005, p. 1

KITAY, HARVEY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

KLEIN, EASY (AUTHOR)
Village makes leaving difficult (editorial), Dec 2, 2005, p. 7

KLEIN, GEORGE (AUTHOR)
Hudson Group Sierra Club backs Feiner, Dengler, Morgan (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6

KLEIN, ROBERT
Robert Klein; the amorous busboy dishes out his own Bronx tale (photo) (Robert Klein will read from his book “The Amorous Busboy of Decatur Avenue” at the Scarsdale Library), Sep 16, 2005, p. 15

KLEIN, STEVEN
Christians and Jews bank on cooperation to feed the hungry, Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
Congregations get together to feed the hungry (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 9

KLEMMÉ, ADRIENNE
‘Night on the Town’ was a terrific community event (letter), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6

KLEMMÉ, JOHN
Let the digging begin! (Installation of a synthetic turf field at Butler Field inside the track at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 21
Student volunteers honored for service (photo) (includes names of all honorees), May 20, 2005, p. 14
The real score (editorial) (Discusses Newsweek's ranking of the nation's best high schools), May 27, 2005, p. 6
Children should be allowed to challenge themselves on APs (letter) (response to 5/20/05 editorial by John Klemm), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6

Klépp, Lori
Saying goodbye (photo) (Heathcote and Quaker Ridge are both bidding farewell to their principals Ronne Marantz and Jeri Farren), Jun 3, 2005, p. 10

KLGERMAN, ROBERT
Summer road work winding down, Aug 26, 2005, p. 1
Agreement with Depot developer on agenda, Sep 23, 2005, p. 1
Kligerman gets go-ahead (Illus) (The Scarsdale Village Board has approved two companion agreements with Robert Kligerman, developer of two small sites in the village center. On East Parkway a Starbucks shop will occupy most of the development.), Sep 30, 2005, p. 1
Kligerman gets go-ahead on downtown plans (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board has approved two companion agreements with Robert Kligerman, developer of two small sites in the village center. On East Parkway a Starbucks shop will occupy most of the development.), Sep 30, 2005, p. 3
Year of colossal change for village (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

KLINEBERG, OTTO
Rebutting charges of communist infiltration in the schools (3rd article in series by Irving Sloan.), Mar 11, 2005, p. 3

KLIPSTEIN, RANDY (AUTHOR)
Feiner's record of past service belies critics' negative claims (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 10

KNITTING
Sticks and Strings on Spencer offers pleasures of the stitch (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Pleasures of the stitch on Spencer (Place) (continued), Jan 28, 2005, p. 4

KOBER, SARA
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36

KOCH, ED
Mayor Koch shares his childhood story (photo), Apr 29, 2005, p. 11
KOCH, JUDY
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

KOFFLER, LAUREN
Koffler receives service award (photo), Apr 29, 2005, p. 4
Headliners 2005 (photo) (Outstanding 2005 Scarsdale residents), Dec 23, 2005, p.4

KOMURO, MIO
Instruments of change (photo) (Scarsdale High School club "The practice partners" ran a practice-a-thon March 7 to 17 in which students raised money for the AsiaPacificEd Program), Mar 25, 2005, p. 11
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 14A

KONIG, SUSAN
Konig's 'lies' ring true for today's moms (photo) (Profile of Susan Konig, author of recently published "Why Animals Sleep So Close to the Road (and Other Lies I Tell My Children)."), Dec 2, 2005, p. 3

KOPELOWITZ, SASHA
'It's All About Things' exhibit puts fresh spin on the value of art (photo), Apr 22, 2005, p. 15

KOPPE, HILARY (AUTHOR)
Seeking asylum is not a crime (editorial), Aug 26, 2005, p. 7

KOPPE, LAURA
Distinguished alumni (12 Scarsdale High School alumni are the first to be selected as distinguished alumni by the Scarsdale Alumni Association), October 21, 2005, p. 1

KORN, MONROE (AUTHOR)
Rebuild option costs for Quaker Ridge School are inflated (letter), Jun 3, 2005, p. 7

KOSLOWSKY, DENISE
The Bank of New York Salutes: It's All About Community Impact; United Way (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 40

KOURAKOS, LISA
Give blood (photo) (blood drive by junior class at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10

KOZLOV, ELISSA
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) gradu(ates) take theater passion to the Edinburgh Fringe Festival (photo), July 29, 2005, p. 15

KRAMER, JUDITH CLAYMAN
Judith Clayman Kramer (dies) (Judy Kramer, a resident of Scarsdale for 20 years, died January 13, 2005, at home from complications of Parkinson's disease. She was 58), Jan 21, 2005, p. 14

KRAMON, GLENN
New assignment at old paper: how the other half thinks, Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
New assignment: how the other half thinks (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 8
New assignment at old paper: how the other half thinks (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 14

KRANSDORF, LORRAINE
Scarsdale is vibrant international community, June 17, 2005, p. 23

KRAUSS, EDWARD
Incompetent fiscal management hurts G'reenburgh taxpayers (letter) (response to 6/10/05 editorial by Edward Krauss), June 24, 2005, p. 6
E(dgemont) V(illage) E(xploratory) C(ommittee) report should be praised, not marginalized (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6

KRAUSS, EDWARD R (AUTHOR)
Library delay could cost us more (editorial), Jan 14, 2005, p. 7
Being supervisor means never having to say you're sorry (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7
No committee needed on imbalance, just follow the law (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7
Tax inequities must be corrected (editorial), Jun 10, 2005, p. 7
Exploratory committee did great work; let's act on it (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 6
Feiner must learn to wait his turn (letter), July 15, 2005, p. 6
What's on the table in budget allocation mediation? (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6
Absolution available for Bush (editorial), Dec 16, 2005, p. 7

KRAUTTER, HERMINE
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

KREINESS, DAVID
Rites of spring (editorial) (re tradition of volunteering in Scarsdale and Greenburgh with praise for Barbara Jaffe and David Kreiness), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6

KRISTOF, NICHOLAS
United Way speaker predicts a deal to ease child poverty (photo), Sep 23, 2005, p. 3
KRISTOF, NICHOLAS D
The Bank of New York Salutes: It's All About Community Impact; United Way (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 40

KROELEIN, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

KROHN, DOUGLAS (DR)

KROHNENGOLD, STUART E
Stuart E. Krohnengold (Stuart E. Krohnengold was recently promoted to the position of vice president with New York Life Insurance Company.), Dec 9, 2005, p. 4

KROLL, RACHEL (AUTHOR)
'Fewer' is better at supermarket (letter), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6

KROSSMAN, CINDY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

KROUSE, MATTHEW
After hours (photo) (After Hours event of the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce), Feb 11, 2005, p. 4

Chamber to present Scarsdale High School scholarship (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 4

Piro offers tips on avoiding identity theft (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 4

KUGELMAS, DAVID JEFFREY
Goldberg, Kugelmas (photo) (Suzanne Beth Goldberg and David Jeffrey Kugelmas are engaged), July 29, 2005, p. 13

KUMARESAN, MICHAEL
Scarsdale High School students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

KURTZ, JASON
Steinfeld, Kurtz (photo) (Dayna Steinfeld and Jason Kurtz are engaged), July 22, 2005, p. 13

KURTZ, NORMAN D
Norman D. Kurtz, international expert in the built environment (dies) (photo) (Norman D. Kurtz, chairman of Flack & Kurtz Consulting Engineers, New York, died suddenly May 13, 2005. He was 69 and lived on Eton Road in Scarsdale), May 20, 2005, p. 22

KURTZMAN, ED
A fantastic viticultural voyage (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 3

KUSKIN, JEFFREY
3 more pedestrians hit by cars in village, May 20, 2005, p. 1

KUTZIN, MICHAEL
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) reverses its initial opinion; endorses bond, Jun 10, 2005, p. 1

KUTZIN, MICHAEL (AUTHOR)
Bob Harrison fills an important role in our community (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 6

Why I changed my mind on the Quaker Ridge School bond issue (editorial), Jun 10, 2005, p. 8

'Working poor' parents need help with childcare (letter), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6

KWITMAN, ANNE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

LABICK, JAMES
Scarsdale man makes connections in Italian classrooms (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 3

LACROSSE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

LADO, MARIANNE
Courts are at critical juncture L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) speaker says (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 3

LAGAPA, DEBRA
Welcome officers (Scarsdale Parent-Teacher Council held its annual meeting and luncheon May 17, 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 13

LAISE, MARIO
Trustee Peter Strauss likely to be 'promoted' to mayor (photo), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1

LAMB, MARGARET (AUTHOR)
Seeking asylum is not a crime (editorial), Aug 26, 2005, p. 7

LAMBERT, EVAN
Evan Lambert (Evan Lambert has been hired by Julia B. Fee Real Estate as executive director of business development.), June 24, 2005, p. 4

LAMBERT, MAUREEN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
LAMBERT, MAUREEN  (Continued)
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50
COLDWELL BANKER SALUTES A GALA RECEPTION CELEBRATING THE EIGHTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE SCARSDALE/EDGEMONT FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE FOR SCARSDALE RESIDENTS OF A TOTAL OF THIRTY-FIVE YEARS OR MORE (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
LAMONT, JUSTIN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

LAMOTTA, ANGELA C
Angela C. LaMotta (dies) (Angela C. LaMotta died November 8, 2005, after a battle with pancreatic cancer.), Nov 18, 2005, p. 22

LAMPERT, EMILY
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

LAMPERT, HOWARD
Parking, drainage moved in latest Westchester Reform Temple plan, July 1, 2005, p. 1

LAMPERT, ROBIN
Say YES to jobs (photo) (Annual meeting and luncheon of the Scarsdale Youth Employment Service), June 17, 2005, p. 11

LANDAU, HENRY J (AUTHOR)
"Padded" school bond deserves defeat (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6
School taxes should be used to benefit all students (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 8
Indoor Pool could be built for less (letter), July 22, 2005, p. 8

LANDBAU, JULIE (AUTHOR)
Important issues remain unaddressed on community center (letter), July 8, 2005, p. 6

LANDES, BETTE
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

LANDSBERG, SALLY
Bill would allow pill without prescription (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 3

LANE, ROBYN
Robyn Lane to be Q(uaker) R(idge) principal (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
Rybyn Lane to become principal of Quaker Ridge (continued), Jun 10, 2005, p. 13
New Q(uaker) R(idge) principal continues to pursue her passion (photo), Nov 4, 2005, p. 1
New Q(uaker) R(idge) principal values dedicated community (continued), Nov 4, 2005, p. 13

LANG, EUGENE
Historic decision (editorial) (discusses various houses in Scarsdale and weighs their historic merit), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
Preservation of Sherbrook(e) house now in hands of Supreme Court (re 8 Dunham Road), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1

LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES
Long hours for spelling cop (editorial), Dec 2, 2005, p. 7

LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES - STUDY AND TEACHING
District may implement elementary school foreign language, Feb 18, 2005, p. 9
Spanish, sil (editorial) (Spanish will be introduced to first and possibly second graders next year in Scarsdale), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6

LANIJK, GREGORY JOHN
Palmer, Lanik (photo) (Dr. Diana Alison Palmer and Gregory John Lanik were married at Plymouth Congregational Church in Belmont, Massachusetts, August 6, 2005.), October 28, 2005, p. 17

LARSEN, ALEX
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

LARSEN, MICHELLE
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

LARSEN, SHELLEY
Say YES to jobs (photo) (Annual meeting and luncheon of the Scarsdale Youth Employment Service), June 17, 2005, p. 11

LASSER, EMILY
E(dge)mont volunteer Emily Lasser dead at 54 from cancer (photo) (Emily Lasser died at home September 9, 2005, following a long battle with ovarian cancer. She was 54.), Sep 16, 2005, p. 21
In memoriam (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 9

LASSER, EMILY (AUTHOR)
What are the purveyors of the anonymous survey afraid of? (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6

LASSER, JAMES F (AUTHOR)
Schools operate under more constraints than businesses do (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6
Incompetent fiscal management hurts G'(reen)burgh taxpayers (letter) (response to 6/10/05 editorial by Edward Krauss), June 24, 2005, p. 6
LASER, JAMES F (AUTHOR)  (Continued)
E'dgemont board works for all; P.O. of village wouldn't change (letter) (response to 7/29/05 letter by Jack Vaughan), Aug 12, 2005, p. 6

LASUSA, JENNIFER
Weber mourns teacher (Barbara McMahon); explains substitute pay, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

LATIMER, GEORGE (AUTHOR)
Hochberg was the quintessential good government official (letter), June 17, 2005, p. 7
Reflections on Israel's disengagement (editorial), Sep 30, 2005, p. 7

LATINOS (UNITED STATES)
See HISPANIC AMERICANS

LATITUDE
A matter of latitude (editorial) (The author, Steven Schnur, follows Scarsdale's latitude around the globe), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6
It's a matter of latitude: Where Scarsdale lies (editorial) (continued) (author Steven Schnur follows Scarsdale's latitude around the globe), Dec 23, 2005, p. 9

LAU, KEVIN
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

LAUBICH, ARNOLD
Letter misstated reason for lack of E(dgemont) V(illage) E(xploratory) C(ommittee) recommendation (letter), July 15, 2005, p. 6
Bernstein owes Laubich apology (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6
Correcting record on pros and cons (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6
E(dgemont) V(illage) E(xploratory) C(ommittee) report should be praised, not marginalized (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6

LAUBICH, ARNOLD (AUTHOR)
E(dgemont) V(illage) E(xploratory) C(ommittee) did not recommend that E'mont incorporate (letter), July 8, 2005, p. 6
Quote on Edgemont committee was taken out of context (letter), July 22, 2005, p. 6
The incorporation of Edgemont would be a reckless experiment (editorial), Aug 5, 2005, p. 7
Edgemont's name could change, while zip stayed the same (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 7

LAUFER, TERRY GUSHNER
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

LAUMANN, JULIA
Care packages (photo) (boxes from Girl Scout Troop 1941 to American servicemen in Iraq), Feb 4, 2005, p. 11

LAUMANN, LAURA
Retiring Heathcote principal (Ronne Marantz) specialized in values education (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1

LAVI, KAREN
Spring time in Greenacres (100 Greenacres neighbors gathered at Hitchcock Church last Friday for the annual Spring Fling), May 27, 2005, p. 15

LAW - NEW YORK (STATE)
More sunshine (re New York State's Freedom of Information Law), Apr 22, 2005, p. 6

LAWS (STATUTES)
See LAW

LAWSUITS
See ACTIONS AND DEFENSES

LAWTON, ELLEN
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

LAWYER, WILLIAM
Greenburgh N(ature) C(enter) egg hunt raised $3000 for programs (letter), Apr 1, 2005, p. 6

LAWYERS
James N. Benedict (photo) (James N. Benedict has joined Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy LLP as a partner in the litigation practice group.), Mar 4, 2005, p. 4
Martin R. Pollner (photo) (Martin R. Pollner has been nominated for the 2005 Ellis Island Medal of Honor given by the National Ethnic Coalition of Organizations Foundation.), Mar 4, 2005, p. 4
Joel H. Sachs (photo) (Attorney Joel H. Sachs, a former resident of Scarsdale, has been elected president of the White Plains Bar Association), May 20, 2005, p. 4
Chesler elected presiding partner (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 4
LAZARUS, ANDY (AUTHOR)
Neighbors hoping for 'honest discourse' with temple (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans) (letter) (author), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

LAZARUS, TRACY (AUTHOR)
Neighbors hoping for 'honest discourse' with temple (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans) (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

LEADERS
Extraordinary times call for extraordinary leaders (letter), Sep 30, 2005, p. 6

LEADERSHIP
S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) peer leaders serve community, have fun (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 13
A time to be extraordinary (editorial), Sep 9, 2005, p. 8

LEAF BLOWERS
How does one clear walks without blowers? (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6
Quiet, please, Jun 3, 2005, p. 1

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS - SCARSDALE
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) promotes better government (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 3A
Lichtenberg to lead the Scarsdale L(league of) W(omen) V(oters), October 14, 2005, p. 4
Ryan, Cibelli debate security, other issues at league forum (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 1
Budget, transportation propositions on ballot, October 21, 2005, p. 8
Ryan, Cibelli debate security at league forum (continued), October 21, 2005, p. 8

LEARNING
Love of learning (editorial), July 15, 2005, p. 7

LEAVES
Mayor implores: keep leaves out of the roadway!, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

LEAVITT, LINDA
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

LEAVITT, LINDA CARPENTER (AUTHOR)
Merry Christmas (editorial), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6

LEAVITT, NICOLE
(Graduates; Scarsdale Middle School) (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement. Lists all Middle School graduates), July 1, 2005, p. 17A

LEBANESE AMERICANS
Lebanese emigre urges straight talk on terror (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 3
Lebanese emigre (continued), Aug 5, 2005, p. 8

LEBANON
Lebanese emigre urges straight talk on terror (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 3

LEDERER-PLASKETT, CATHERINE
Lederer-Plaskett is new leader for W(estchester) C(oalition for) L(egal) A(bortion)-Choice Matters (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

LEDERER-PLASKETT, CATHERINE (AUTHOR)
Sheehan and Juettner are 100% pro-choice (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6

LEDERMANN, FRANK
Ten Houlihan Lawrence agents win sales awards (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 4

LEE, DAN
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

LEE, JENNA
Halloween disguises (photo) (students from Greenacres Elementary School), Nov 4, 2005, p. 3

LEE, JIYON
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

LEE, MIRIAM
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

LEE, REBECCA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 15A

LEE, RICHARD
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

LEE, TEGAN
Reservations open for bowl dinner (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 2
LENE, TEGAN (Continued)
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

LEFKOWITZ, ANDREW
Crossway will be recreational center of the community (letter), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6

LEE, TEGAN (AUTHOR)

LEHR, MOLLY
Lehr, Pease (photo) (Molly Lehr and Derek Pease are engaged), June 24, 2005, p. 15; July 8, 2005, p. 15

LEMLE, AMY
Opposition continues to synagogue plans (re Westchester Reform Temple expansion plans), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
Packing, drainage moved in latest Westchester Reform Temple plan, July 1, 2005, p. 1
Westchester Reform Temple agrees not to use Sansom (Road) on holy days, Sep 23, 2005, p. 1
Planning board approves temple expansion plans (re Westchester Reform Temple), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1

LEMLE, AMY (AUTHOR)
Temple will respect neighborhood (editorial) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7

LEMLER, THOMAS
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

LENAPE INDIANS
See DELAWARE INDIANS

LENHAN, CATHRINE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

LENHAN, TOM
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

LENNINGER, BARBARA
Congregations get together to feed the hungry (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 9

LEONE, GAIL
Welcome officers (Scarsdale Parent-Teacher Council held its annual meeting and luncheon May 17, 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 13

LEONG, GREG
Teachers learn what makes the stock exchange tick (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1

LERNER, ELINOR
Singing love songs (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p 11
Scarsdale High School musicians take off-the-beaten-path European tour (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 10

LERNER, EZRA
Kids' BASE offers enriching theater experience (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8

LERNER, JONATHAN
Ten Houlihan Lawrence agents win sales awards (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 4

LERNER, LISA
Ten Houlihan Lawrence agents win sales awards (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 4

LERNER, ZACH
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 15A

LETIZIA, GINAMARIE
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 15A

LETTERS
A word from the ref (editorial) (offers clarification and advice for submission of letters and op eds to the Scarsdale Inquirer), Aug 5, 2005, p. 6
Dear Santa ... (photo) (Isabelle and Nicholas Logan mail their wish lists to the North Pole at the Scarsdale Post Office), Dec 16, 2005, p. 1
Gifts top Santa's list this year, Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

LEVIN, JUDY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

LEVINE, ELEANOR
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

LEVINE, JANNY
Edgemont students suspended for putting together 'hit list,' Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
LEVINE, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
Harrison devoted to keeping taxes down for all of us (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6
LEVINSOHN, KEN
After hours (photo) (After Hours event of the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce), Feb 11, 2005, p. 4
LEVITAN, MICHAEL
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
LEVITT, JAKE
Kindling the lights (photo) (The Levitt family gathers to light the menorah on the second night of Hanukkah), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
LEVITT, MASAKO
Kindling the lights (photo) (The Levitt family gathers to light the menorah on the second night of Hanukkah), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
LEVITT, SARAH
Kindling the lights (photo) (The Levitt family gathers to light the menorah on the second night of Hanukkah), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
LEVITT, STEVEN
3 more pedestrians hit by cars in village, May 20, 2005, p. 1
Kindling the lights (photo) (The Levitt family gathers to light the menorah on the second night of Hanukkah), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
LEVITT, STEVEN H (AUTHOR)
W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) is not offering compromise (editorial), Apr 8, 2005, p. 7
LEVY, DIANE (AUTHOR)
Parents advised to stay in touch about preprom activities (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6
LEVY, JANET (AUTHOR)
Varsity cheerleaders deserve more recognition (letter), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6
LEVY, JOSH
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38
LEVY, LAUREN
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38
LEVY, SHELDON
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14
On the red carpet (photo) (Amanda Stoffel and Sheldon Levy show off their prom finery at the pre-prom party at Scarsdale High School), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
LEW, ESTHER
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14
LEW, MICHAEL
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38
LEWIS, HANNAH
K(ids) B(ASE) L(ittle) S(chool) offers enriching theater experience (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8
LEWIS, JONATHAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
LEWIS, STEVEN
Memorial Day ceremony has local flavor (photo) (continued), Jun 3, 2005, p. 15
LEWIS, TIM
G'(reen)burgh lawyer: Midway tax certiorari 'less than $1M,' Aug 19, 2005, p. 1
LIBERTY
Crash course in civil rights at the library (photo), July 29, 2005, p. 3
'Faces of Liberty' at the library (photo) (continued), July 29, 2005, p. 8
LIBRARY BOARD - SCARSDALE
See LIBRARY - SCARSDALE - BOARD OF TRUSTEES
LIBRARY - GREENBURGH
Town board defies Feiner on library, Jan 7, 2005, p. 1
Delay on library referendum will increase costs (letter), Jan 7, 2005, p. 6
Library expansion is not justified (letter), Jan 7, 2005, p. 6
Town board defies Feiner on library (continued), Jan 7, 2005, p. 8
G'(reen)burgh town board defies Feiner on library (continued), Jan 7, 2005, p. 9
Library delay could cost us more (editorial), Jan 14, 2005, p. 7
Library referendum expensive: Voters need more time (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 7
Cost of library construction continually rising (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6
Library board asks for town supervisor's cooperation (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6
LIBRARY - GREENBURGH  (Continued)
March vote on Greenburgh Library (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6
Library expansion needed, but costs are too high (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 7
A transitional library or a library of tomorrow? (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6
Library bond issue will be decided in May, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
He's still fighting a better library (letter) (Paul Feiner), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
Library bond issue set for May referendum (continued), Mar 11, 2005, p. 9
Library plans include many new features (photo), Apr 29, 2005, p. 1
Library plans include many new features (continued), Apr 29, 2005, p. 26
Library board thanked for work on proposal (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6
For a new library (editorial), May 6, 2005, p. 6
Renovation would not add enough space to library (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6
Voters say yes to $19.8M library in Greenburgh, May 13, 2005, p. 1
Opportunity knocks (editorial), May 13, 2005, p. 6
$19.8M library referendum passes by 66 votes in G'burgh (photo) (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 23

LIBRARY - GREENBURGH - BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Library board asks for town supervisor's cooperation (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6
Supervisor should defer to the library board (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 7
Library board thanked for work on proposal (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6

LIBRARY - SCARSDALE
Writer's bliss and block, novelist Isaacs shares her insights (photo) (Susan Isaacs talks about her writing career and her latest book "Any Place I Hang My Hat"), Feb 4, 2005, p. 3
Holmes to perform (at the Scarsdale Library), Mar 4, 2005, p. 1
A 'novel' twist for 'Swing' - music included (photo) (Scarsdale author, playwright, singer/songwriter and raconteur Rupert Holmes regaled a crowd at the Scarsdale Library March 7 with anecdotes from Hollywood and read (and sang) from his new novel "Swing."), Mar 11, 2005, p. 3
Topping to discuss 'Fatal Crossroads' at Scarsdale Library (photo), Apr 29, 2005, p. 3
A living canvas (photo) (Artist Lisa Cohen decorates the arms, legs, hands, feet and faces of children in a program at the Scarsdale Public Library), July 22, 2005, p. 1
Crash course in civil rights at the library (photo), July 29, 2005, p. 3
'Faces of Liberty' at the library (photo) (continued), July 29, 2005, p. 8
Robert Klein; the amorous busboy dishes out his own Bronx tale (photo) (Robert Klein will read from his book "The Amorous Busboy of Decatur Avenue" at the Scarsdale Library), Sep 16, 2005, p. 15
A collaboration that works (editorial) (Author Irving Sloan discusses the different public-private partnerships that have brought many of the community's outstanding resources through the years), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6
New assignment at old paper: how the other half thinks, Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
Konig's 'lies' ring true for today's moms (photo) (Profile of Susan Konig, author of recently published "Why Animals Sleep So Close to the Road (and Other Lies I Tell My Children."), Dec 2, 2005, p. 3

LIBRARY - SCARSDALE - BOARD OF TRUSTEES
52 openings to be filled on village volunteer boards and councils (includes brief descriptions of village boards and councils), Jan 14, 2005, p. 4
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

LIBRARY - SCARSDALE - POND
Pond renaming (The Village Board Law Committee will consider recommending renaming the pond preserve in Harwood Park in memory of Audrey Hochberg.), Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

LICHTENBERG, ALEC
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Student volunteers honored for service (photo) (Includes names of all honorees), May 20, 2005, p. 14
Prom Night; Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 6A
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 14A

LICHTENBERG, MICHELLE
Lichtenberg to lead the Scarsdale L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters), October 14, 2005, p. 4
Budget, transportation propositions on ballot, October 21, 2005, p. 8
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

LICHTER, LESLIE (AUTHOR)
Neighbors hoping for 'honest discourse' with temple (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans) (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
LIEBER, MOLLY
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

LIEBERSOHN, JAKE
Playland West (photo) (Scarsdale High School spring carnival celebrated its fifth year), May 6, 2005, p. 12

LIETO, NICK
Lively performers shake it up, baby, at S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 12

LIEW, TSU-YI
New students' club eases transition to S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 13

LIGHT, DENNIS
Fight to save St. Pius School moves to state Supreme Court, July 1, 2005, p. 1

LIGHTING
Envises festive Scarsdale lights (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6

LIMOUSINES
Stretch limos may not be safe (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 3

LINDMAN, BUD
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36

LINDMAN, LINDA
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36

LINDSAY, SHARON
Reservations open for bowl dinner (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 2
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

LIPMAN, SAMANTHA
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

LISKOV, AARON (AUTHOR)
Feiner has been a champion of fiscal responsibility (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 7

LITTIG, ANN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32

LIU, EDDY
Lively performers shake it up, baby, at S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 12

LIU, WENDY
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 14A

LIVINGSTON, ALEX
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

LIVINGSTON, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
Devastated district needs our help (letter), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6

LIVING WILLS
See RIGHT TO DIE

LOBUE, ASHLEY
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Prom Night; Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 6A

LOBUE, DEBRA
Say YES to jobs (photo) (Annual meeting and luncheon of the Scarsdale Youth Employment Service), June 17, 2005, p. 11

LOCKER, ALI
My scramble to get out of New Orleans, Sep 9, 2005, p. 24

LOEB, FRANCES LEHMAN
Adult School courses address intellect, hobbies, skills (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 19A

LOEB, JOHN JR
Adult School courses address intellect, hobbies, skills (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 19A

LOEB, JOHN LANGELOTH
Adult School courses address intellect, hobbies, skills (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 19A

LOEB, KATIE
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
ScarsdaleInquirer2005

LOEB, LISA
"Catch the Moon;" New CD and book catches 'Noggin' (photo) (Profile of Elizabeth Mitchell and the creation of her children's music CD and board book "Catch the Moon."), Apr 29, 2005, p. 15

LOEHR, GERALD
Judge rules against St. Pius X activists, Aug 19, 2005, p. 1

LOFTUS, BETH
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

LOGAN, ISABELLE
Dear Santa ... (photo) (Isabelle and Nicholas Logan mail their wish lists to the North Pole at the Scarsdale Post Office), Dec 16, 2005, p. 1

LOGAN, NICHOLAS
Dear Santa ... (photo) (Isabelle and Nicholas Logan mail their wish lists to the North Pole at the Scarsdale Post Office), Dec 16, 2005, p. 1

LOIS, LEONARD
Archdiocese decides to close St. Pius X School (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 1

LONGMAN, MONA
Many collaborate on community calendar (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6

LONNER, MEREDITH
Youth sports: What's best for our kids? (letter) (response to 2/4/05 editorial by Meredith Loner), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6

LOPEZ, BENITO M JR
Benito M. Lopez Jr. (dies) (Former Scarsdale Board of Education president Benito M. Lopez Jr. died January 21, 2005, in Falls Church, Virginia. He was 72.), Jan 28, 2005, p. 18
In memoriam (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 9

LOSARDO, JOSEPH (AUTHOR)
School officials seem to have heard message on 'tax fatigue' (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 8

LOUGHRAN, KANIEL
Film, animation move artist of the month Loughran (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 10

LOUIE, JOSEPH
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help hurricane survivors, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help (hurricane survivors) (photo) (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 29

LOUISIANA
Edgewood custodian volunteers in Louisiana (photo), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1

LOVE
Love & Marriage (photo) (Supplement), Feb 11, 2005

LOVE, JENNIFER
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36

LOWENTHAL, MAX
Max Lowenthal (dies) (Max Lowenthal, a former copy editor at the Scarsdale Inquirer and The New York Times, died Thursday, December 30, 2004, at his home in Pittsfield, Massachusetts. He was 85.), Jan 7, 2005, p. 12

LOWEY, NITA
Grants sought for Harwood watercourse fix, Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

LOWEY, NITA (AUTHOR)
New chairman copes with financial difficulties (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 10A

LUBY, VICTORIA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

LUCASEY, JOE
Mudslinging escalates in G'(reen)burgh, Apr 1, 2005, p. 1

LUKE, DONALD
Scarsdale Golf Club board elected (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p.4

LUSKI, STEPHANIE
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

LUTZKE, ART (AUTHOR)
If 'yes' votes had led, would the school board be asking questions? (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6

LYONS, ANNE
Spring time in Greenacres (100 Greenacres neighbors gathered at Hitchcock Church last Friday for the annual Spring Fling), May 27, 2005, p. 15
MABIE, BARRIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

MABIE, GLORIA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

MABIE, BARBARA SHAY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

MACKENZIE, CALLUM
Radical ideas win MacKenzie the school presidency (photo), Dec 16, 2006, p. 10

MAGAZINES
See PERIODICALS

MAGRONE, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36

MAGRONE, JULIA
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36

MAGUIRE, THOMAS
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 15A

MACHATEME, RYAN
Greenacres Association embraces sense of community (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 4A

MACHATEME, SANDY
Greenacres Association embraces sense of community (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 4A

MACHATEME, UJJE
Spring time in Greenacres (100 Greenacres neighbors gathered at Hitchcock Church last Friday for the annual Spring Fling), May 27, 2005, p. 15

MAHONEY, BRIAN
Cohen gets dream job as Manhattan's voice (photo) (Ed Cohen is the play-by-play voice for the Manhattan College men's and women's basketball teams on gojaspers.com.), Nov 25, 2005, p. 3

MALARKEY, MARGARIDA
Revolution is coming to Scarsdale Teen Center (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 10

MALDONADO, LUIS
'It's All About Things' exhibit puts fresh spin on the value of art (photo), Apr 22, 2005, p. 15

MALDONADO, ROGER
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14
2005 Maroon and White Spring Sports Awards - Tuesday, June 7 (photo) (includes listings of all award recipients), Jun 10, 2005, p. 31
Prom Night; Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 6A
MALPRACTICE
Malpractice victims deserve fair redress (editorial), Jan 21, 2005, p. 7

MANDLAWITZ, LYNDA
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

MANFREDONIA, BILL
Edgemont students suspended for putting together 'hit list,' Apr 15, 2005, p. 1

MANN, GABRIELLE
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

MANN, MATTHEW
Matthew Mann (has received the Founders' Award from the National Order of the Arrow, Boy Scout's honor society), Feb 18, 2005, p. 4

MANSON, ANGELA (AUTHOR)
Quaker Ridge replacement ensures parity of preparation (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6

MANSON, ANTHONY (AUTHOR)
School officials seem to have heard message on 'tax fatigue' (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 8

MAPS
Virtual archives include Heathcote map, Sep 9, 2005, p. 4

MARANTZ, RONNE (DR)
Retiring Heathcote principal (Ronne Marantz) specialized in values education (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
Values education is legacy of principal (continued), Mar 18, 2005, p. 8
New Heathcote principal named; 8 staff to retire, May 6, 2005, p. 1
Saying goodbye (photo) (Heathcote and Quaker Ridge are both bidding farewell to their principals Ronne Marantz and Jeri Farren), Jun 3, 2005, p. 10
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
Moving Up; Heathcote Elementary School (photo) (Graduation Supplement. Includes a list of graduates.), July 1, 2005, p. 22A

MARATHON RUNNING
Spotlight on Westchester Half-Marathon; Just another manic run day (photo), October 14, 2005, p. 16

MARAVEGIA, STEVE
Metro Restaurant owners to revive Heathcote Deli, May 13, 2005, p. 4

MARCHES, JEFF
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

MARCUS, ALEXANDER
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

MARCUS, ELLIOT
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

MARCUS, RICHARD
Letter did not accurately reflect Halloween mayhem (letter) (response to 12/16/05 letter by Richard Marcus), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6

MARCUS, RICHARD (AUTHOR)
Joy of sports competition can also be a 'family value' (letter) (response to 8/12/05 letter by Ernest Collabolletta), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6
Residents should leave policing to the professionals (letter) (response to the 12/2/05 letter by Harold Reynolds re the Halloween disturbance in the Edgewood neighborhood), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6

MARGAND, P (AUTHOR)
Proposed 'monstrosity' would destroy our 'English hamlet' (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6

MARGOLIN, JIM
Post road bomb scare was false alarm, May 20, 2005, p. 1

MARINA, ROSE
Walking for babies (photo) (Employees of Julia B. Fee Real Estate participated May 1 in WalkAmerica to benefit March of Dimes), May 13, 2005, p. 4

MARINO, LUIS
Edgewood custodian volunteers in Louisiana (photo), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
Edgewood custodian volunteers in Louisiana (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 11
Circles of friends (photo) (Edgewood student assembly and Heathcote walk-a-thon for Hurricane Katrina victims), October 21, 2005, p. 11

MARION, ROBERT (DR)
Conjoined twins' doctor tells their story (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 10
MARKOWITZ, ANDREA
11 candidates (for the Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

MARMON, BETH
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

MARMON, LAWRENCE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

MAROON AND WHITE
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
2005 Maroon and White Spring Sports Awards - Tuesday, June 7 (photo) (includes listings of all award recipients), Jun 10, 2005, p. 31
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27
Maroon and White promotes school sports (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 22A
Maroon and White Fall Sports Awards - Wednesday, Nov. 9 (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 28
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38
Record crowd at Maroon and White awards dinner (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6

MARQUES, JOSEPH
Trucks! (photo) (Fox Meadow students Sophia and Joseph Marquez get a sneak preview of a Scarsdale Fire Engine, one of the attractions at the coming Truck Day at the Scarsdale Middle School), October 14, 2005, p. 4

MARQUES, SOPHIA
Trucks! (photo) (Fox Meadow students Sophia and Joseph Marquez get a sneak preview of a Scarsdale Fire Engine, one of the attractions at the coming Truck Day at the Scarsdale Middle School), October 14, 2005, p. 4

MARRIAGE
Love & Marriage (photo) (Supplement), Feb 11, 2005
Civilized divorce strengthens the institution of marriage (editorial), Apr 22, 2005, p. 6

MARRINAN, ELIZABETH
Village consultant says 1 driveway is better at W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1

MARSH, KATHARINE
Congregations get together to feed the hungry (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 9

MARSH, NANETTE
Pros offer advice to residents: what to do when chaos rains, October 21, 2005, p. 1

MARSH, OWEN
Paddy's pipes (photo) (Brian Ahem of the Port Authority Police Department plays Irish tunes on the bagpipes for children at Edgewood School) (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 9

MARSH, TINKA
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help (hurricane survivors) (photo) (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 29

MARSHALL, SARAH
Many honored (at village board meeting), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

MARET, FRED
Don Juan in Scarsdale: opera at St. James the Less (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 19

MARTIN, CASEY
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38
Reindeer run (photo) (Justine Moscastello takes a pre-holiday jog with Casey Martin), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

MARTIN, FRANK
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

MARTIN, JEFFREY
Unknowns make school budgeting more complicated, Sep 30, 2005, p. 1

MARTIN-COLLABOLLETT A, CRISTINA
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

MARTINELLI, RALPH
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

MARTING, CASEY
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

MARVIN, CHRISTOPHER MATTHEW
DiPaola, Marvin (photo) (Lynn Michelle DiPaola and Christopher Matthew Marvin were married October 23, 2005, at the Central Park Boathouse in Manhattan.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 15

MARWELL, PATRICIA (AUTHOR)
Quaker Ridge librarian clarifies her opinion on bond (letter) (response to 1/14/05 article "Quaker Ridge to Board Of Education: We're tired of waiting"), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6
MARX, BRENDAN (AUTHOR)
By almost any measure, Bush has been a disaster (letter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
MARX, EVE (AUTHOR)
Get more red in your life (editorial), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6
MASEDA, NELLY (DR)
Blacks and Latinos routinely have worse experiences (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6
MASEDA, NELLY (DR) (AUTHOR)
St. Pius parents should remember larger mission of Church (letter), Aug 5, 2005, p. 7
MASO, ZILILE
In the swing (photo) (Brownies and Girl Scouts take their fathers out for square dancing at Scarsdale Congregational Church), Jan 21, 2005, p. 3

MATHEMATICS
More advanced math among school plans, Nov 10, 2005, p. 1
More advanced math among curriculum plans (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 13

MATHEWS, DENIS
Rush on East Parkway for sparkling gifts (photo) (profile of Charlie Wong and Denis Mathews and their newly opened jewelry store Rush at 48 East Parkway.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 4

MATHEWS, JAY (AUTHOR)
A great school would be better if all students could take AP courses (editorial), June 17, 2005, p. 7

MATHEWSON, LUCA
Halloween disguises (photo) (students from Greenacres Elementary School), Nov 4, 2005, p. 3

MATTHEWS, TAYLOR
Edgemont teen wins war against cancer, Jan 7, 2005, p. 1
Edgemont teen wins war against cancer (continued), Jan 7, 2005, p. 4

MATTIS, MICHAEL
Picture Perfect; Scarsdale couple among top photography collectors (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 15
Scarsdale couple among top collectors (photo) (continued), July 15, 2005, p. 17

MATURRO, ANDREW
Accident analysis (re Popham/Chase Road pedestrian accidents), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
Villagejaywalkers may be ticketed, May 6, 2005, p. 1
Another pedestrian hit by car in village center (photo), May 27, 2005, p. 1
Another pedestrian hit on Popham Road, July 15, 2005, p. 1

MAURO, DIANE (AUTHOR)
Feiner works hard for town (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6

MAXWELL, JONATHAN
Ready for duty (photo) (Scarsdale's newest fire fighters), Dec 23, 2005, p. 5

MAYER, MICHAEL F (AUTHOR)
Iraq: U.S. should get out and stay out (editorial), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6
Elect Devlin to the County Court (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6

MAYORS
Mayors (of all six villages in the Town of Greenburgh) unite to lobby for budget fairness, October 21, 2005, p. 1
Villages form budget committee (continued), October 21, 2005, p. 13

MAYORS - SCARSDALE
Trustee Peter Strauss likely to be 'promoted' to mayor (photo), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
Trustee Peter Strauss likely to be 'promoted' to mayor (continued), Feb 11, 2005, p. 30
Colleagues pay tribute to a popular mayor (Beverley Sved), Mar 25, 2005, p. 3
Braval (editorial) (praise for outgoing Scarsdale mayor Beverley Sved), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6
Colleagues pay tribute to a popular mayor (Beverley Sved) (continued), Mar 25, 2005, p. 8
Semour Sims dies (photo) (Former Scarsdale mayor Seymour "Chuck" Sims died of a massive hemorrhage on March 26. He was 90 years old), Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
He will (photo) (Mayor Peter Strauss is sworn in by Ronnie Regazzi April 4, 2005), Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
Sved recaps highlights of her term as mayor, Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
For a 3-year term (editorial) (Urges the general membership of the Town and Village Civic Club to adopt the report by the Procedure Committee recommending increasing the term for the mayor of Scarsdale from two years to three.), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6
3-year term (The Town and Village Civic Club Education Forum voted unanimously 12/8 to accept a report recommending that the terms of Scarsdale mayors be changed from two to three years.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 1

MCALPINE, DENNIS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

MCALL, ROSS
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate) breaks into Hollywood with 'Hooligans' (photo), Sep 16, 2005, p. 15

MCCARTHY, CONNOR
Fair weather (photo) (Edgewood Fair last Saturday), May 13, 2005, p. 3
MCCLINTOCK, DREW
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

MCCLINTOCK, OLLIE (AUTHOR)
Let's give Halloween back to the young children! (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 6

MCCLURE, MARY LOU
Fund balances keep tax hike to 4.38%, Mar 25, 2005, p. 1

MCCOURT, JOSEPH
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

MCCREERY, BILL
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

MCCREERY, GAY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

MCCREERY, NANCY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

MCCREERY, SHAWN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

MCDERMOTT, MICHAEL
Robyn Lane to be Q(uaker) R(idge) principal (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1

MCFARLAND, CARTER
Moving Up; Edgewood Elementary School (photo) (Graduation Supplement. Includes a list of graduates.), July 1, 2005, p. 20A

MCGILL, MICHAEL (DR)
B(oard) O(f) E(ducation) declares Q(uaker) R(idge) gym 'emergency,' Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
Board seeks input on '05-06 budget, Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
Board of ed(ucation) should listen to concrete remediation experts (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6
No Child Left Behind will impose more tests on students, Feb 4, 2005, p. 1
Setting the record straight on the listening period (letter) (response to 1/28/05 letter by Robert Harrison), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6
Board considers budget reactions, Q(uaker) R(idge) construction, Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale searching for teachers with skill, passion and potential, Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
Let the digging begin! (Installation of a synthetic turf field at Butler Field inside the track at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 21
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
Board debates inspiring love of learning vs. pushing to achieve, June 24, 2005, p. 1
Quaker Ridge principal thanks Scarsdale for the memories (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 6
School board examines 'love of learning' as educational goal, July 8, 2005, p. 1
Unknowns make school budgeting more complicated, Sep 30, 2005, p. 1
Large class sizes at high school likely to continue next semester, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
Latest Q(uaker) R(idge) wing design includes a pitched roof, Dec 16, 2005, p. 1

MCGILL, MICHAEL (DR) (AUTHOR)
What's up with school budgets? (editorial), May 13, 2005, p. 7
Quaker Ridge: Just the facts (editorial), Jun 10, 2005, p. 7

MCGILL, PUCCI
Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 23

MCGILL, R. BRUCE
R. Bruce Mc Gill (dies) (R. Bruce McGill, who originated the admissions test used by many American independent schools, died in Boston January 1, 2005. He was 84), Jan 7, 2005, p. 12
Q(uaker) R(idge) to B(oard) O(f) E(ducation): We're tired of waiting!, Jan 14, 2005, p. 1

MCGINN, AUDREY
New principal appointed for Heathcote (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 11
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
Teachers learn what makes the stock exchange tick (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1
MCINERNEY, BILL
Village to hold hearing on home maintenance law (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 1
Village to consider home maintenance law (photo) (continued), July 8, 2005, p. 4

MCKENNEY, SHIRLEY W
Shirley W. McKenney (dies) (Shirley W. McKenney, who grew up in Scarsdale, died April 21, 2005, at her home in Chappaqua), Apr 29, 2005, p. 27

MCKINNON, F W (AUTHOR)
Where is outrage over our soaring property taxes? (letter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6

MCLAUGHLIN, DIGGITT (AUTHOR)
Let's fight Ridge Hill monstrosity (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 7

MCLAUGHLIN, FRAN
Flexibility is key (editorial), Aug 12, 2005, p. 6

MCLAUGHLIN, RAYMOND
All the trimmings (photo) (Boughs of balsam deck the entry of 14 Harwood Court), Dec 9, 2005, p. 1

MCMANUS, LAUREN
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

MCNALLY, MICHELLE
G'reenburgh lawyer: Midway tax certiorari 'less than $1M,' Aug 19, 2005, p. 1

MCNALLY, MICHELLE (AUTHOR)
Supervisor should defer to the library board (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 7
Supervisor should not tolerate personal attacks (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 6
Misinformation on E'mont budget circulated by opponents (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6
New law would be 'bureaucrat's delight' (editorial), July 22, 2005, p. 7
E'dgemont public needs to know amount of Midway claim (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6
Sheehan has always supported special permit legislation (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 9
Let's not have a repeat of Halloween rowdiness in E'mont (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6

MCNULTY, WALLY
The youngest living World War II vet(ered)an tells all (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 3
Youngest living World War II vet(ered)an (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 11

MCWHORTER, ALEXANDER GRANT
Worden, McWhorter (photo) (Deborah Monroe Worden and Alexander Grant McWhorter were married July 16, 2005, at the First Presbyterian Church in New Canaan.), Nov 18, 2005, p. 25

MEADOW, JAMIE
Local good Samaritan rescues dogs in New Orleans (photo), Nov 4, 2005, p. 1
Local woman rescues dogs in New Orleans (photo) (continued), Nov 4, 2005, p. 11

MEALS ON WHEELS
Meals on Wheels: neighbors helping neighbors (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 4A
Meals on Wheels needs some help (letter), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6

MEDALIS, JOHN
Stagg, Medalis (photo) (Nicole Stagg and John Medalis were married at Oakland Beach in Rye on August 13, 2005.), Sep 2, 2005, p. 11

MEDIATORS (PERSONS)
Greenburgh will hire a mediator, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1
Greenburgh board to hire mediator; 2006 budget discussed (continued), Nov 25, 2005, p. 12

MEDICAL CARE
Oxford Health Plan putting the squeeze on doctors and patients (letter), Dec 23, 2005, p.6

MEHTA, CAROLYN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

MEISELMAN, HEATHER
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

MEISTER, BRIAN
Troops express gratitude for care packages, letters (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6

MEMECAN, ZEYNEP
Student publishes Turkish guide to U.S. life (photo) (Profile of Scarsdale High School senior Zeynep Memecan and her recently published book 'Zeynep Talks About America.'), Nov 4, 2005, p. 12

MEMOIRS
See AUTOBIOGRAPHY
MEMORIAL DAY
Parade (Scarsdale’s American Legion Post 52 will lead the commemoration of Memorial Day, May 30, for the 44th consecutive year), May 27, 2005, p. 1
In wars past, Scarsdalians were there (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1
Memorial Day ceremony has local flavor (photo) (continued), Jun 3, 2005, p. 15

MEMORIALS
In wars past, Scarsdalians were there (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1
Memorial Day ceremony has local flavor (photo) (continued), Jun 3, 2005, p. 15

MEMORIAL SERVICE
Memorial Service (for Lowell Tooley, Scarsdale’s village manager 1961-1995, will be held 1/23/05), Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
Service for Hochberg (A memorial service for former Assemblywoman Audrey Hochberg will be held April 26, at Congregation Kol Ami, White Plains), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1

MEN
Helping men through midlife (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
Helping men through midlife crisis (continued), Apr 8, 2005, p. 13

MENDEL, MARSHA
After 25 years, still coloring outside the lines (photo) (profile of Young at Art workshops), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1
Art classes delight kids (continued), Apr 22, 2005, p. 4

MENKE, BETTY
Old-Timers reflect on changes in village (photo) (continued), Nov 18, 2005, p. 12
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

MENNA, MIKE
2005 Maroon and White Spring Sports Awards - Tuesday, June 7 (photo) (includes listings of all award recipients), Jun 10, 2005, p. 31

MENORAH
Kindling the lights (photo) (The Levitt family gathers to light the menorah on the second night of Hanukkah), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

MERCHANTS - SCARSDALE
Read All About Us! (photo) (Supplement), Nov 18, 2005
Ice, be gone! (photo) (Barbara Dorney, manager of Tahiti Street, sprinkles salt), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
Museum quality (photo) (authorized edition of the Emancipation Proclamation installed at Wilson & Son Jewelers), Jan 21, 2005, p. 4
Sticks and Strings on Spencer offers pleasures of the stitch (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Pleasures of the stitch on Spencer (Place) (continued), Jan 28, 2005, p. 4
(Michelle Castaneda and Jesse Bordwin get into a Valentine mood outside Candy 'n' Cards on Spencer Place) (photo), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
Storeowner went above and beyond (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6
Folio Per Se brings European luxury to Garth Road (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 3
Paper store on Garth (continued), Mar 18, 2005, p. 4
Car jumps curb, hits man on East Parkway (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
Landmark deli closes (The Heathcote Caterers and Deli on Palmer Avenue closed its doors for the last time on Saturday, April 30, 2005.), May 6, 2005, p. 1
Metro Restaurant owners to revive Heathcote Deli, May 13, 2005, p. 4
New at Scarsdale Woman's Exchange, Jun 10, 2005, p. 4
Auctions bring the good life at Portero (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 3
Sidewalk sale (August 4, 5 and 6), July 29, 2005, p. 1
Sidewalk sale (August 5 and 6), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1
Shopping for a good time (photo) (Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual sidewalk sale), Aug 12, 2005, p. 3
Sidewalk sale a success despite the heat (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 9
Coldwell Banker Doernberg; (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005) (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 30
Lange's to expand into Dunkin' Donuts (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 1
Council declres lack of progress in equal access to downtown stores, October 14, 2005, p. 1
Council declres lack of progress in equal access (to downtown stores) (continued), October 14, 2005, p. 11
Dunkin' Donuts owners plead guilty, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1
 Owners of Dunkin' Donuts plead guilty (continued), Nov 25, 2005, p. 9
College thesis becomes a reality in village (photo) (profiles of La Dentelliere At Home and La Dentelliere with mother-daughter team Michelle and Charelle Anderson), Dec 16, 2005, p. 3
Rush on East Parkway for sparkling gifts (photo) (profile of Charlie Wong and Denis Mathews and their newly opened jewelry store Rush at 48 East Parkway.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 4
MERKEL, STEPHEN (AUTHOR)
Sid Case was kind, friendly, wise (letter), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6

MESONES, VIRGINIA
Shopping for a good time (photo) (Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual sidewalk sale), Aug 12, 2005, p. 3
Coldwell Banker Doernberg; (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005) (photo), Aug 28, 2005, p. 30

MESSER, ARTHUR
Writer added to Clinton's offense (letter) (response to 9/30/05 letter by Arthur Messenger), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6

MESSER, ARTHUR G (AUTHOR)
After touring Q(uaker) R(idge) consultant nixes 'quick fix' (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6
42 was worse (letter), Sep 30, 2005, p. 6

METRO-NORTH RAILROAD
Overtime on overpass (photo) (progress is slow on the reconstruction of the pedestrian overpass at the Metro-North Station in Scarsdale), Jan 14, 2005, p. 3
Q(uestion) & A(nswer): What's up with the station project? (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 3
MTA reassures jittery commuters, July 22, 2005, p. 1
Metro-North, MTA spokesman discuss commuter train safety plans (continued), July 22, 2005, p. 8
Overpass progress, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1

MEYER, DOUGLAS
3 more pedestrians hit by cars in village, May 20, 2005, p. 1

MEYER, LUCAS J
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1
Voters elect 10 to Citizens Committee, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1

MEYER, RITA G
Rita G. Meyer (dies) (Rita G. Meyer, formerly of Scarsdale, died at her Sarasota, Florida, home April 2, She was 73.), Apr 15, 2005, p. 12

MEYERS, JENNIFER (AUTHOR)
Vote yes for all our children (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10

MICHAELS, NANCY (AUTHOR)
Parents advised to stay in touch about preprom activities (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6

MICHELS, JAMES ANDREW
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
Council decries lack of progress in equal access to downtown stores, October 14, 2005, p. 1

MICHELS, JAMES ANDREW (AUTHOR)
Advisory council applauds nod to Strauss for mayor (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
Be considerate of the disabled (letter), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6

MIDDLE AGE
Helping men through midlife crisis (continued), Apr 8, 2005, p. 13

MIDDLE EAST
Lebanese emigre urges straight talk on terror (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 3
Lebanese emigre (continued), Aug 5, 2005, p. 8

MIDLIFE
See MIDDLE AGE

MIDLIFE CRISIS
Helping men through midlife (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
Helping men through midlife crisis (continued), Apr 8, 2005, p. 13

MIKHAILOVICH, WENDY GREENBERG
Synagogue gives shelter to hurricane evacuees (photo), October 14, 2005, p. 3

MILLER, BILL
Packing, drainage moved in latest Westchester Reform Temple plan, July 1, 2005, p. 1
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

MILLER, DEBRA
Saying goodbye (photo) (Heathcote and Quaker Ridge are both bidding farewell to their principals Ronne Marantz and Jeri Farren), Jun 3, 2005, p. 10

MILLER, DEBRA (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale families not immune from financial uncertainty (letter), Dec 16, 2005, p. 7

MILLER, EMMA
Retiring Heathcote principal (Ronne Marantz) specialized in values education (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
MILLER, EVAN YONEO
Buchen, Miller (photo) (Elinor Chantal Buchen and Evan Yoneo Miller were married July 30, 2005, at the West Mountain Inn in Arlington, Vermont), Sep 16, 2005, p. 23

MILLER, HENRY G (AUTHOR)
Malpractice victims deserve fair redress (editorial), Jan 21, 2005, p. 7

MILLER, MARY CAROL
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

MILLER, MORGAN L (AUTHOR)
Time to improve poor cell service (letter), Aug 5, 2005, p. 6

MILLER, ROLLO
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

MILLER, WILLIAM
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

MILLIKEN, KATHERINE (KATIE)
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo) (Katherine Milliken identified as Katie Milliken), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo) (Katherine Milliken identified as Katie Milliken), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

MILSTEIN, JOSH
(Basketball) Court TV; S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) audio/visual department captures sights, sounds of games (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 21

MILSTEIN, MERRIE
Singing love songs (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p 11
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 14A

MITCHELL, ELIZABETH
'catch the Moon;' New CD and book catches 'Noggin' (photo) (Profile of Elizabeth Mitchell and the creation of her children's music CD and board book "Catch the Moon.") Apr 29, 2005, p. 15

MITCHELL, SARAH (DR)
Dr. Sarah Mitchell (dies) (Sarah ("Sally") Mitchell, a resident of Scarsdale for almost 45 years, died August 10, 2005, after a brief illness. She was 83., Aug 19, 2005, p. 14

MIZUTANI, AYANE
Scarsdale Show House 2005 set to open in May (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 3
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
Scarsdale Show House opens in grand style (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 1
'Green' design is here to stay (photo) (Scarsdale Show House 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 23
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

MONTALTO, JOSEPH
Dry times (village and school district stopped all automatic irrigation on publicly held land due to the lack of rainfall), Aug 12, 2005, p. 1

MOORE, CLEMENT
Local man defends everyone's favorite Christmas poet (illus) (re Clement Moore's "A Visit from St. Nicholas, better known as "The Night Before Christmas"), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
Local man defends everyone's favorite Christmas poet (illus) (continued) (re Clement Moore's "A Visit from St. Nicholas, better known as "The Night Before Christmas"), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8
MOORE, LINDA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 26, 2005, p. 32

MOREL, DEB
Junior League seeks grant to repair Wayside (Cottage) (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 3

MORETTI, CLARE
Care packages (photo) (boxes from Girl Scout Troop 1941 to American servicemen in Iraq), Feb 4, 2005, p. 11

MORGAN, EDWARD A
Memorial Day ceremony has local flavor (photo) (continued), Jun 3, 2005, p. 15
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1
Voters elect 10 to Citizens Committee, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

MORGAN, EDWARD A (AUTHOR)
Town and (village) C(ivic) C(lub) reports helped guide the trustees' Christie Place decision (editorial), Aug 12, 2005, p. 7

MORGAN, KEVIN
Feiner to run with 2 new candidates (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
Feiner files financials; familiar names listed, July 29, 2005, p. 1
Vote for Dengler, Morgan, Feiner (letter), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6
Supervisor race enters final weeks before primary, Sep 2, 2005, p. 1
Feiner, Dengler and Morgan should win (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6
Feiner needs Dengler and Morgan to meet goals (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6
Hudson Group Sierra Club backs Feiner, Dengler, Morgan (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6
Incumbent candidates are experienced and qualified (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6
Unfair tactics deceive voters, undermine democracy (letter), October 21, 2005, p. 6
Dengler and Morgan were rubber stamps for Feiner (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6
Vote for Morgan if you agree that issues and honesty matter (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 6

MORGAN, KEVIN (AUTHOR)
Vote for Morgan if you agree that issues and honesty matter (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 6

MORGENTHAU, JENNY (AUTHOR)
Fresh Air Fund volunteers, hosts are inspirational (letter), Apr 22, 2005, p. 6

MORRIS, LIZ
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

MORRIS, SHARON (AUTHOR)
Our village was at its best Sunday (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

MORRISSEY, SANDY (AUTHOR)
Garden hosts thanked for 'best ever' Girl Scout tour (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 7

MOSCATELLO, JUSTINE
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Many honored (at village board meeting), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38
Reindeer run (photo) (Justine Moscatello takes a pre-holiday jog with Casey Martin), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

MOSES, TRUDY
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

MOSK, ANDREA
In the swing (photo) (Brownies and Girl Scouts take their fathers out for square dancing at Scarsdale Congregational Church), Jan 21, 2005, p. 3

MOSKOWITZ, ANDREA
Congregations get together to feed the hungry (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 9

MOSKOWITZ, CAROL
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

MOTHERHOOD
An unnatural woman; Judith Newman chronicles her journey through infertility (photo) (profile of Judith Newman, author of "You Make Me Feel Like an Unnatural Woman: Diary of a New (Older) Mother."), Apr 1, 2005, p. 11
Judith Newman (continued) (profile of Judith Newman, author of "You Make Me Feel Like an Unnatural Woman: Diary of a New (Older) Mother."), Apr 1, 2005, p. 20

MOTHER'S DAY
Why mothers grieve around the world on Mother's Day (letter), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6
MOTION PICTURES
Silver screen (editorial) (re "culturally, historically, or esthetically significant films" selected by the National Film Preservation Foundation and the National Film Preservation Board to be preserved for eternity.), Feb 25, 2005, p. 7
Film, animation move artist of the month Loughran (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 10
A farewell to Yoda (editorial), May 27, 2005, p. 7
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate) breaks into Hollywood with 'Hooligans' (photo), Sep 16, 2005, p. 15
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate) breaks into Hollywood with 'Hooligans' (photo) (continued), Sep 16, 2005, p. 20
MOY, LAWRENCE
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14
MUCILLI, NICK
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
MUKAMEL, ANDREW
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 14A
MULDOON, JULIA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo) (Julia Muldoon identified as Julie Muldoon in newspaper), June 17, 2005, p. 27
Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 3A
Graduates: Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement. Lists all 2005 graduates), July 1, 2005, p. 4A
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement) (Julia Muldoon identified as Julie Muldoon In newspaper), July 1, 2005, p. 15A
MULLEN, GERRIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
MULLER, ALEX
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27
MULLER, MICHAEL
Epel, Muller (photo) (Jennifer Epel and Michael Muller are engaged), May 6, 2005, p. 27
MULLIGAN, MICHAEL
The youngest living World War II veteran tells all (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 3
MULTICULTURALISM
Greenacres celebrates diversity in schoolwide 'heritage day' (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 8
Global diversity celebrated with 'heritage day' (continued), Mar 18, 2005, p. 9
MUNGUIA, B KATHLEEN
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe. B. Kathleen Munguia incorrectly identified as B. K. Mungia.), May 6, 2005, p. 44
MUNGUIA, B KATHLEEN (AUTHOR)
Need for the teen center is as compelling as ever (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6
Easy to see why Barbara Jaffe chosen for bowl (letter), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6
Vandals: you shattered the community's trust (letter) (author's last name is incorrectly given as Mungia), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
MUNGULA, B. K.
Reservations open for bowl dinner (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 2
MURPHY, JANET
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
MURPHY, TAMMY
S(carsdale) G(olf) C(lub) board elected (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p.4
MURRAY, PHYLLIS
Abortion is not a 'violent act' or a 'crime against humanity' (letter) (response to 4/29/ letter by Phyllis Murray), May 6, 2005, p. 6
MURRAY, PHYLLIS C (AUTHOR)
Large vehicle idling is damaging children's health (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7
Why mothers grieve around the world on Mother's Day (letter), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6
New York City schools can succeed - with parents' help (letter), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6
Brown v. Board of Education: We still have a long way to go (editorial), October 14, 2005, p. 7
African-Americans also fought for freedom (editorial), Nov 10, 2005, p. 6
NELSON, MICK
S(carsdale) C(ommunity) C(enter) closes in on paid membership target (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 1
NELSON, SUE
S(carsdale) C(ommunity) C(enter) closes in on paid membership target (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 1
NEUMAN, LINDA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
NEUMAN, NANCY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50
NEWCOMB, THOMASON
Christians and Jews bank on cooperation to feed the hungry, Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
NEWHOUSE, EDA
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
On 2 legs or 4, walk/run was fun for all (photo) (Scarsdale Historical Society's 24th annual 5K Fall Foliage Run and 2.5K Walk for Fun. Includes names of top winners of the 5K Fall Foliage Run.), October 21, 2005, p. 3
Woman's club fetes old-timers (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
NEWHOUSE, EDA (AUTHOR)
Old-Timers Reception success due to dozens of helpers (letter), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6
NEWKIRK, JOHN
Memorial Day ceremony has local flavor (photo) (continued), Jun 3, 2005, p. 15
NEWMAN, ANITA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
NEWMAN, ARTHUR
11 candidates (for the Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
NEWMAN, BENJAMIN
New assistant rabbi comes home (photo), Sep 23, 2005, p. 1
New rabbi (continued), Sep 23, 2005, p. 15
NEWMAN, JUDITH
An unnatural woman; Judith Newman chronicles her journey through infertility (photo) (profile of Judith Newman, author of "You Make Me Feel Like an Unnatural Woman: Diary of a New (Older) Mother."), Apr 1, 2005, p. 11
Judith Newman (continued) (profile of Judith Newman, author of "You Make Me Feel Like an Unnatural Woman: Diary of a New (Older) Mother."), Apr 1, 2005, p. 20
NEWMAN, REBECCA
Singing love songs (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 11
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14
NEWMAN, SUSAN
E(dgemont) V(illage) E(xploratory) C(ommittee) pros and cons subcommittee report was suppressed (letter) (response to 7/29/05 letter by Susan Newman), Aug 12, 2005, p. 6
NEWMAN, SUSAN (AUTHOR)
Correcting record on pros and cons (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6
NEW ORLEANS (LA.)
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help hurricane survivors, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Tulane families escape Katrina's devastation, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
My scramble to get out of New Orleans, Sep 9, 2005, p. 24
Tulane families experience Hurricane Katrina disaster firsthand (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 24
Two faces of America (editorial), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6
Scarsdale couple recovering from their Katrina adventure (photo), October 28, 2005, p. 1
Local good Samaritan rescues dogs in New Orleans (photo), Nov 4, 2005, p. 1
Local woman rescues dogs in New Orleans (photo) (continued), Nov 4, 2005, p. 11
Storyteller brings New Orleans to Edgewood (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 11
NEWSPAPERS
Upstart newspaper (The Cutting Edge) delivers smart satire at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 10
Juniors win N(ew) Y(ork) P(ress) A(ssociation) award (continued), Apr 29, 2005, p. 11
NEWSPAPERS (Continued)
New assignment at old paper: how the other half thinks, Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
New assignment: how the other half thinks (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 8
New assignment at old paper: how the other half thinks (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 14

NEW YEAR
New Year’s resolutions in Scarsdale are pretty blah, Jan 7, 2005, p. 3
Top of the heap (editorial) (“A list, however subjective it might be, helps guide us past the chaff and toward the wheat.”), Dec 23, 2005, p. 7

NEW YORK (STATE), LEGISLATURE, ASSEMBLY
Legislative achievements in education, health care, public safety (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 10A
Achievements in education, health care, public safety (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 11A
A review of accomplishments, challenges ahead (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 11A
Amy Paulin (photo) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin has been named chairman of the New York State Assembly Task Force on People with Disabilities), Mar 11, 2005, p. 4

NEW YORK (STATE), LEGISLATURE, SENATE
New York State Legislature enacts new laws, seeks reforms (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 10A
Counting resumes in 35th District contest (photo) (re Nick Spano vs. Andrea Stewart Cousins), Feb 4, 2005, p. 1
Counting resumes in senate race (continued), Feb 4, 2005, p. 13
18 votes make Spano winner of Senate race (photo), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
Spano wins Senate seat by 18 votes (continued), Feb 11, 2005, p. 30

NEW YORK (STATE), SUPREME COURT
Fight to save St. Pius School moves to state Supreme Court, July 1, 2005, p. 1
Battle to save St. Pius School goes to court (continued), July 1, 2005, p. 4
Judge rules against St. Pius X activists, Aug 19, 2005, p. 1

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Teachers learn what makes the stock exchange tick (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1
Teachers learn what makes the stock exchange tick (continued), Aug 5, 2005, p. 2

THE NEW YORK TIMES
New assignment at old paper: how the other half thinks, Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
New assignment: how the other half thinks (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 8
New assignment at old paper: how the other half thinks (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 14

NG, JAMES
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 15A
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate) interns with county legislator Ryan (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 4

NICHOLAS, STEVE (DR)
Let the digging begin! (Installation of a synthetic turf field at Butler Field inside the track at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 21

NICOLLETTE, FRANCESCA
Archdiocese decides to close St. Pius X School (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 1

NINETEEN FIFTIES
Recalling life in the ‘olden days’ (editorial), Dec 9, 2005, p. 7

NISSANOFF, DAN
Auctions bring the good life at Portera (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 3

NISSEN, HAROLD (AUTHOR)
Village should keep its original agreement regarding pool (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 7

NOBEL, YAEL
Give blood (photo) (blood drive by junior class at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10

NOLAN, KAY
Volunteers honored (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 4

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS’ COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE
Committee selects Strauss for mayor, Rilander for trustee (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Candidates’ petitions must be signed (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6
Nominating committee did a good job; could use donations (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6
The Citizens' Nominating Committee has outdone itself this year (letter), Feb 11, 2005, p. 7
Committee exercised care in choosing village candidates (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7
Show support for nonpartisan system on Election Day (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6
Amendments to nonpartisan resolution proposed, July 1, 2005, p. 1
Candidates sought for committee, Aug 26, 2005, p. 1
Candidates sought (continued), Aug 26, 2005, p. 9
An inside look at life on the Citizens Nominating Committee (editorial), Sep 16, 2005, p. 7
Your life on the Citizens Nominating Committee (continued), Sep 16, 2005, p. 8
Nominating committee is seeking candidates, Sep 16, 2005, p. 12
NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE

(Nominees needed, Sep 23, 2005, p. 1)
(Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, Oct 28, 2005, p. 1)
(Citizens election (Includes a list of candidates for the committee), Nov 10, 2005, p. 1)
(Voters elect 10 to Citizens Committee, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1)
(Nominees sought, Dec 9, 2005, p. 1)

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' PARTY - SCARSDALE

(Candidates' petitions must be signed (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6)
(Committee exercised care in choosing village candidates (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7)
(Rilander steps up (continued), Feb 25, 2005, p. 3)

NON-PARTISAN RESOLUTION - SCARSDALE

(Committee of three appointed, Apr 1, 2005, p. 1)
(Committee proposes amendments, May 13, 2005, p. 1)
(Committee proposes amendments (continued), Jul 1, 2005, p. 2)
(Vote yes on nonpartisan amendments Nov. 16 (editorial), Nov 10, 2005, p. 6)

NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM - SCARSDALE

(Show support for non-partisan system on Election Day (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6)
(There are many reasons to support the nonpartisan system (letter), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6)
(There are many reasons to support the nonpartisan system (editorial), Sep 2, 2005, p. 7)
(Vote yes on the nonpartisan amendments Nov. 16 (editorial), Nov 10, 2005, p. 6)

NOONE, JOHN

(The youngest living World War II vet(eralen) tells all (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 3)

NOVAK, CARMELLA

(The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32)

NOVAT, MOLLY

(Formerly White 2004-05 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21)

NOVAT, SARAH

(Instruments of change (photo) (Scarsdale High School club "The practice partners" ran a practice-a-thon March 7-17 in which students raised money for the AsiaPacificEd Program), Mar 25, 2005, p. 11)

NOVEMBER, ELINOR

(The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale High School was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44)

NOVEMBER, PETER

(Elana Schlesinger and Peter November were married July 2, 2005, in Centerville, Cape Cod, Massachusetts., Sep 9, 2005, p. 27)

NOVEMBER, ROBERT

(The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale High School was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44)
(The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale High School was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44)
(Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gaia Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale)
OAKES, TOMMY (AUTHOR)
Generous response to fire department drive was gratifying (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

OBITUARIES
Adams, William Bert (William Bert Adams of North Fort Myers, Florida, died February 20, 2005 at the age of 67. He was a life member of Scarsdale Fire Co. No. 1), Mar 11, 2005, p. 16

Adler, Herbert S (Herbert S. Adler of Carstensen Road, Scarsdale, and Williamstown, Massachusetts, died December 12, 2005, at White Plains Hospital. He was 63.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 23

Ballantyne, Charles C (Charles C. Ballantyne, a member of the Scarsdale Fire Company No. 2 for many years, died February 6, 2005. He was 73.), Feb 11, 2005, p. 12

Berry, Esther P (Esther P. Berry, a 50-year resident of Scarsdale, died June 9, 2005. She was 92.), Aug 19, 2005, p. 14

Black, Alex F (Alex F. Black, a former Scarsdale resident, died May 15, 2005, at Carriage Hill Bethesda nursing home in Washington D.C. He was 86.), June 24, 2005, p. 16

Boddiger, George C (Former Scarsdale resident George C. Boddiger of Gaithersburg, Maryland, died January 10, 2005. He was 87.), Jan 14, 2005, p. 12

Bourne, Gloria Graff (Gloria Graff Bourne, a former resident of Scarsdale, Whitehouse and Rumson, New Jersey, Palos Verdes, California, St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, and most recently, Kihel, Maui, died May 11, 2005, in Maui Memorial Hospital. She was 82.), May 27, 2005, p. 21

Bracken, Patricia M (Patricia M. Bracken died June 3, 2005, at the Rosary Hill Nursing Home. She was 88.), Jun 10, 2005, p. 33

Bresnahan, Josephine Callisen (Josephine Bresnahan Callisen, a scholar of World War II and lifelong political activist, died April 16, 2005. She was 58 years old.), Apr 22, 2005, p. 18

Briggs, Dorrit M (Dorrit M. Briggs, a longtime resident of Scarsdale, died May 20, 2005, at the Schaeffer Pavilion Nursing Home in New Rochelle after a long illness. She was 66., July 29, 2005, p. 18

Burrows, Marion (Marion Burrows died December 4, 2005, at home in Scarsdale. She was 92 years old.), Dec 9, 2005, p. 26

Busch, Barbara (Barbara Busch died July 23, 2005, at her home in Scarsdale after a yearlong battle with cancer. She was 62.), July 29, 2005, p. 18

Calvert, George E (The Rev. George E. Calvert, a minister who became a pioneer in efforts to revitalize East Harlem by providing low-cost housing, died July 17, 2005, at his home in Andes, N.Y. He was 76.), Aug 19, 2005, p. 14

Cardinale, Ronald L (photo) (Ronald L. Cardinale, a teacher at Scarsdale Middle School, died March 29, 2005, after a long illness), Apr 8, 2005, p. 20

Case, Sid; Arts coordinator Sid Case dies (continued), Dec 2, 2005, p. 12

Case, Sid; Sid dies at 66; taught performing arts at S(hearsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 1

Cleveland, Edwin I (Dr) (Dr. Edwin I. (Ned) Cleveland, a former resident of Scarsdale, died March 11 in Tyler, Texas. He was 81.), Mar 18, 2005, p. 13

Crouch, W. Michael (W. Michael Crouch, died October 24, 2005, of Sturge-Weber, a rare neurological disorder. He was 5 months old.), October 28, 2005, p. 18

Crystal, Luella P (Luella P. Crystal of West Palm Beach, Florida, a former Scarsdale resident for over 30 years, died December 5, 2005, in Danbury, Connecticut. She was 83 years old.), Dec 9, 2005, p. 26


Dibble, Eloise Bilyeu (Longtime Scarsdale resident Eloise Bilyeu Dibble of Wilmington, Delaware, died at home December 14, 2004. She was 94.), Jan 21, 2005, p. 14

Ellin, Milton (Dr) (Milton Elkin, M.D., a world renowned radiologist, died October 31, 2005, from complications related to Alzheimer's disease. He was 89.), Nov 10, 2005, p. 16

Elliott, Catherine A (Catherine A. Elliott died May 17, 2005, at White Plains Hospital. She was 90.), May 27, 2005, p. 21

Ellis, James H (James H. Ellis of Scarsdale died suddenly May 26, 2005.), Jun 3, 2005, p. 16

Fink, Jean C (Jean C. Fink, a longtime Scarsdale resident and tireless advocate for court reform and juvenile justice, died July 14, 2005, at the Mere Point Nursing Home in Brunswick, Maine. She was 88.), July 22, 2005, p. 12

Foley, Eleanor Grace (Eleanor Grace Foley, school librarian at Immaculate Heart of Mary School in Scarsdale for 21 years, died September 20, 2005, at Hospice Savannah in Georgia.), Sep 23, 2005, p. 25

Galloway, Mary P (Mary P. Galloway, 97, of Scarsdale and Cotuit, Massachusetts, died August 9, 2005, at the Schervier Nursing Care Center in Riverdale, N.Y.), Aug 12, 2005, p. 18

Goldstein, Milton (Dr) (Dr. Milton Goldstein, a 30-year resident of Scarsdale, died in Tucson, Arizona, February 15, 2005, at the age of 82.), Feb 18, 2005, p. 18

Hatta, Lori Kayo (photo) (Kayo Hatta, an independent filmmaker, died July 20, 2005, in a drowning accident at a friend's home in San Diego. She was 47.), Aug 5, 2005, p. 10

Hawkins, John D (John D. Hawkins, of Palm Beach Gardens, Florida, previously a long time resident of Scarsdale, died November 2, 2005. He was 87.), Nov 10, 2005, p. 16
OBITUARIES (Continued)
Helton, Mary (photo) (Mary Helton, director emeritus of the Hoff-Barthelson School of Music in Scarsdale, died August 13, 2005, after a long illness. She was 78 years old., Aug 19, 2005, p. 14
Hendricks, Isabel (Scarsdale resident Isabel Hendricks died unexpectedly at the Hebrew Home for the Aged in Riverdale. She was 81.), July 22, 2005, p. 12
Herz, John H (John H. Herz, a resident of Scarsdale since 1954 and professor emeritus of political science at the City College and Graduate Center of the City University of New York, died on December 26, 2005. He was 97.), Dec 23, 2005, p. 14
Hochberg, Audrey, Former Assemblywoman is dead at 71 (continued), Jun 10, 2005, p. 33
Hochberg, Audrey, Former state Assemblywoman Audrey Hochberg died Wednesday morning, June 8, 2005, at Columbia Presbyterian Hospital in Manhattan after a long battle with uterine cancer. She was 71 years old., Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
Irish, Mary McCormack (Mary McCormack Irish, formerly of Scarsdale, died December 21, 2005, at St. Camillus Health Care Center in Stamford, Connecticut. She was 99.), Dec 23, 2005, p. 14
Kahn, Max Lewis (Max Lewis Kahn, a former Scarsdale resident, died of cancer December 6, 2005, at his home in Purchase. He was 82 years old.), Dec 9, 2005, p. 26
Kimball, Doris Fellows (Doris Fellows Kimball of Bonita Springs, Florida, formerly of Scarsdale, died September 7, 2005, at Hospice Care in Bonita. She was 89 years old.), Sep 16, 2005, p. 21
Kingsbury, Oliver (Oliver Kingsbury died August 1, 2005, at the Sweet Brook Care Center in Williamstown, Massachusetts, where he lived for the last three years. He was 103.), Aug 5, 2005, p. 10
Kramer, Judith Clayman (Judy Kramer, a resident of Scarsdale for 20 years, died January 13, 2005, at home from complications of Parkinson's disease. She was 58.), Jan 21, 2005, p. 14
Kurtz, Norman D. (international expert in the built environment (photo) (Norman D. Kurtz, chairman of Flack & Kurtz Consulting Engineers, New York, died suddenly May 13, 2005. He was 89 and lived on Eton Road in Scarsdale), May 20, 2005, p. 22
LaMotta, Angela C (Angela C. LaMotta died November 8, 2005, after a battle with pancreatic cancer.), Nov 18, 2005, p. 22
Lasser, Emily, E(dgin)mont volunteer dead at 54 from cancer (photo) (Emily Lasser died at home September 9, 2005, following a long battle with ovarian cancer. She was 54.), Sep 16, 2005, p. 21
Lopez, Benito M Jr (Former Scarsdale Board of Education president Benito M. Lopez Jr. died January 21, 2005, in Falls Church, Virginia. He was 72.), Jan 28, 2005, p. 18
Lowenthal, Max (Max Lowenthal, a former copy editor at the Scarsdale Inquirer and The New York Times, died Thursday, December 30, 2004, at his home in Pittsfield, Massachusetts. He was 85.), Jan 7, 2005, p. 12
McGill, R. Bruce (R. Bruce McGill, who originated the admissions test used by many American independent schools, died in Boston January 1, 2005. He was 84), Jan 7, 2005, p. 12
McKenney, Shirley W (Shirley W. McKenney, who grew up in Scarsdale, died April 21, 2005, at her home in Chappaqua), Apr 29, 2005, p. 27
McMahon, Barbara Ann (Heathcote Elementary School teacher Barbara Ann McMahon of Mount Kisco died November 5, 2005. She was 55 years old.), Nov 10, 2005, p. 16
Meyer, Rita G (Rita G. Meyer, formerly of Scarsdale, died at her Sarasota, Florida, home April 2, She was 73.), Apr 15, 2005, p. 12
Mitchell, Sarah (Or) (Sarah ("Sally") Mitchell, a resident of Scarsdale for almost 45 years, died August 10, 2005, after a brief illness. She was 83., Aug 19, 2005, p. 14
Pachner, Charles W (Longtime Scarsdale resident Charles W. Pachner died April 3, 2005. He was 88.), Apr 8, 2005, p. 20
Rehberg, Marguerite B (Marguerite B. Rehberg, a longtime Scarsdale resident, died June 1, 2005, in San Antonio, Texas. She was 94.), Jun 10, 2005, p. 33
Rendi, Mia (Former Scarsdale resident Mia Rendi died peacefully December 18, 2005. She was 84.), Dec 23, 2005, p. 16
Rosenberg, Joan M (former Scarsdale resident Joan M. Rosenberg died December 23, 2004. She was 80.), Jan 7, 2005, p. 12
Rosenzweig, Estelle (Estelle Rosenzweig, an almost 50 year resident of Scarsdale, died March 18, 2005, in Wellesley, Massachusetts. She was 87 years old.), Mar 25, 2005, p. 16
Roth, Rona (Rona Roth, longtime kindergarten teacher and former Scarsdale resident, died October 21, 2005, of a heart attack. She was 64.), Oct 28, 2005, p. 18
Sabelli, Louise (Longtime Scarsdale resident Louise Sabelli died at Sound Shore Medical Center January 3, 2005. She was 78.), Jan 14, 2005, p. 12
Seal, Nancy (Nancy Seal, a former Scarsdale resident for 61 years, died February 25, 2005, in La Jolla, California. She was 95 years old.), Mar 4, 2005, p. 12
Sherman, Lee (photo) (Lee Sherman, a 48 year resident of Scarsdale, died May 7, 2005. He was 84.), May 13, 2005, p. 21
OBITUARIES  (Continued)
Siegel, Laura Lazar (Laura Lazar Siegel died November 16, 2005, of complications related to a cerebral hemorrhage. She was 67.), Nov 25, 2005, p. 23
Sims, Seymour dies (photo) (Former Scarsdale mayor Seymour "Chuck" Sims died of a massive hemorrhage on March 26. He was 90 years old), Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
Smoler, Irwin (Longtime Scarsdale resident Irwin Charles Smoler died November 18, 2005, at New York Presbyterian Hospital. He was 82.), Dec 2, 2005, p. 24
Spencer, William C (Dr) (photo) (Dr. William C. Spencer, a former resident of Scarsdale and most recently of Greenspring Village, Springfield, Virginia, died November 2, 2005, at Virginia Hospital Center, Arlington, Virginia. He was 86.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 23; Nov 25, 2005, p. 23
Stevenson, Laura K (Laura K. Stevenson, a resident of Scarsdale since 1954, died peacefully in her home May 7, 2005. She was 103 years old.), May 13, 2005, p. 21
Theil, Leon S (Leon S. Theil, a resident of Scarsdale for 40 years, died April 27, 2005, at his home on Marco Island, Florida. He was 89.), May 6, 2005, p. 22
Tooley, Lowell dead at 81 (continued), Jan 14, 2005, p. 14
Tooley, Lowell dies; manager for 34 years (photo), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
Tutunjian, Jill Dammann (Jill Dammann Tutunjian of Boston, formerly of Scarsdale, died of ovarian cancer March 30, 2005. She was 52 years old), Apr 22, 2005, p. 18
Von Estorff, Eva Erdmuthe (photo) (Eva Erdmuthe von Estorff who had a close association with Hoff-Barthelson School of Music, died at home September 21, 2005. She was 96.), Oct 28, 2005, p. 18
Waters, Gwyneth (Gwyneth Waters died January 1, 2005, at her home in Scarsdale. She was 90.), Jan 7, 2005, p. 12
Weinstein, Kenny D (Kenny D. Weinstein died peacefully at home on May 10, 2005. He was 52.), May 13, 2005, p. 21
Wile, Julius (Longtime Scarsdale resident Julius Wile, a wine expert and educator, died at home December 12, 2005.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 23
O'BRIEN, JOHN
St. Pius X marks last graduation (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 18A
O'BRIEN, JOHN G
O'BRIEN, JOHN P
Archdiocese decides to close St. Pius X School (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 1
Fight to save St. Pius School moves to state Supreme Court, July 1, 2005, p. 1
OCH, DAN
Scarsdale's secret gardens on display (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 3
OCH, JANE
Scarsdale's secret gardens on display (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 3
OCHIMIZU, KIYOHIRO
Japanese councilman studies schools here (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 11
O'CONNOR, JIM
Sherbrook(e) Park house 'historic' (re 1926 stone and shingle center colonial at 8 Dunham Road), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
Village OKs bonds and Omnipoint lease, Feb 25, 2005, p. 1
Election Night (photo) (Scarsdale's mayor-elect Peter Strauss celebrates with new trustee Ken Rilander and re-elected trustees Mary Beth Gose and Carolyn Stevens), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
Plan for 5 Corners is news to trustees (re New Jersey investment company's proposal to build 24 units of senior housing), Apr 29, 2005, p. 1
Rec(reation) committee supports board approval of some P(arks and) R(ecreation) C(enter) changes, July 8, 2005, p. 1
Trustees pass law requiring upkeep of derelict houses, July 15, 2005, p. 1
Rec(reation) committee will present new youth sports plan, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Village board makes changes in policies on youth sports, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1
OCTOBER
Signs of the season (editorial), Sep 30, 2005, p. 6
October: A dazzling dance (editorial), Oct 7, 2005, p. 7
O'DONNELL, BAILEY
Littlest equestrienne (photo) (Bailey O'Donnell at the Scarsdale Riding Academy), May 20, 2005, p. 1
OESTREICHER, DAVID (DR)
Original Scarsdalians (Dr. David Oestreicher, a leading authority on the Lenape Indians, will present a talk on Scarsdale's original inhabitants April 28 at the Scarsdale Library), Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
OGINO, SHUN
Team building (photo) (MOBRAKS, a team of six boys, five of whom attend Scarsdale Middle School, won a first-place trophy at Westchester's second annual Lego League tournament, February 6, 2005), Mar 11, 2005, p. 11

O'HARA, KRISTIN
Spirit Day (photo), Apr 29, 2005, p. 8
Lively performers shake it up, baby, at S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo) (Kristin O'Hara incorrectly identified as Kristen O'Hara), Dec 9, 2005, p. 12

OLD SCARSDALE NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
O(ld) S(carsdale) N(eighborhood) A(ssociation) promotes social events, volunteerism (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 3A

O'LEARY, DENIS
S(carsdale) G(olf) C(lub) board elected (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p.4
Cool cars coming to Concours (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 11
Concours (The second Scarsdale Concours will begin at 11 a.m. this Sunday in the village center. Denis O'Leary appears as Denis O'Leary III in article), May 13, 2005, p. 1
Cool cars (photo) (Second annual Scarsdale Concours developed by Scarsdale High School students Denis O'Leary and Evan Cygler was held May 15, 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 13
2005 Scarsdale Concours sets records (photo) (The second annual Scarsdale Concours automobile show produced by Denis O'Leary and Evan Cygler), May 27, 2005, p. 3

O'LEARY, DENIS (AUTHOR)
2nd annual Concours raised $43,600 for charity (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6

OLIVEIRAPÉ, JAIR
Abuzz with preparations for Show House (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 25

OLIVERIO, ROBBIE
The puck stops here (photo) (Scarsdale Raiders varsity ice hockey team battle Fox Lane and return to the Section 1 finals for the second straight year), Mar 4, 2005, p. 1

OPERA
Bible story provides 'fertile' material for new opera (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 35

OPERAS
Don Juan in Scarsdale: opera at St. James the Less (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 19

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI (AUTHOR)
New York State Legislature enacts new laws, seeks reforms (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 10A

ORCE, HELENE M (AUTHOR)
Being number 1 is not worthy news? (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6

ORGANEK, JACOB AARON
Scherling, Organek (photo) (Alyson Rachel Scherling and Jacob Aaron Organek were married November 12, 2005, at the Glen Island Harbor Club in New Rochelle.), Nov 18, 2005, p. 25

O'ROURKE, MICHAEL
S(carsdale) G(olf) C(lub) board elected (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p.4

ORTIEG, BETTY MURPHY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

O'SHEA, ROD (AUTHOR)
Renovation would not add enough space to library (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6
Ridge Hill development opponents appreciate support (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6
A call for opposition to traffic-generating Ridge Hill development (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 6
Sheehan will raise town council's ethical standards (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 8
Ridge Hill project will be disastrous (letter), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6

OSWALD-CHAN, SANDRA
Weber mourns teacher (Barbara McMahon); explains substitute pay, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

OTTEN, EVELYNE (AUTHOR)
What was rambling, cranky column trying to say? (letter) (response to 3/18/05 editorial by Marc Wollin), Apr 1, 2005, p. 7

OTTEN, MICHAEL
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

PACALE, CONNOR
Memorial Day ceremony has local flavor (photo) (continued), Jun 3, 2005, p. 15

PACHNER, CHARLES W
Pachner, Charles W (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident Charles W. Pachner died April 3, 2005. He was 88.), Apr 8, 2005, p. 20
PADDY’S
Paddy’s pipes (photo) (Brian Ahern of the Port Authority Police Department plays Irish tunes on the bagpipes for children at Edgewood School (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 9

PAINTING
Students 'learn to look' at impressionist paintings (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 10

PAKISTAN
Halloween helpers (photo) (Fox Meadow fifth graders Natalie Blffen and Lydia Roberts put on a painted pumpkin sale to benefit victims of the earthquake in Pakistan), October 28, 2005, p. 11

PAKNEJAD, Tina
Edgemont students suspended for putting together 'hit list,' Apr 15, 2005, p. 1

PALERMO, ROCCO
Scouts for Hope (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11

PALLIN, KATE (AUTHOR)
Alcott School raises record amount (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 7

PALMER, DIANA ALISON (DR)
Palmer, Lanik (photo) (Dr. Diana Alison Palmer and Gregory John Lanik were married at Plymouth Congregational Church in Belmont, Massachusetts, August 6, 2005.), October 28, 2005, p. 17

PANESSA, ASHLEY
Care packages (photo) (boxes from Girl Scout Troop 1941 to American servicemen in Iraq), Feb 4, 2005, p. 11

PANTHEN, KATHRYN RACEY
Panthen, Webb (photo) (Kathryn Racey Panthen and Mark McLean Webb are engaged), Mar 11, 2005, p. 16

PAPANTONIO, MIMI
S(carsdale) N(eighborhood) A(ssociation) P(residents) unites village neighborhoods (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 3A

The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32

The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

PAPPALARDO, STEPHEN
Woman hit by truck on Popham Road, Jan 21, 2005, p. 1

Q(uestion) & A(nswer): What's up with the station project? (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 3

Let the digging begin! (Installation of a synthetic turf field at Butler Field inside the track at Scarsdale High School), Apr 6, 2005, p. 21

Plan for 5 Corners is news to trustees (re New Jersey investment company's proposal to build 24 units of senior housing), Apr 29, 2005, p. 1

Village center safety needs culture change (photo), Aug 12, 2005, p. 1

Summer road work winding down, Aug 26, 2005, p. 1

PAPPAS, ALEXA
Arts collide with science and culture in Edgewood artist-in residence program (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 14

PARADES
Parade (Scarsdale's American Legion Post 52 will lead the commemoration of Memorial Day, May 30, for the 44th consecutive year), May 27, 2005, p. 1

PARENTING
Lucky Snow (editorial) (describes horrifying life of Chinese orphan baby girls and lengthy adoption procedures), May 6, 2005, p. 7

PARENTS
New York City schools can succeed - with parents' help (letter), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6

PARENTS' AND TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIONS
PTAs think themselves, make own decisions (letter) (response to 1/7/05 editorial by Irving Sloan), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6

PARK, ALISA
Spirit Day (photo), Apr 29, 2005, p. 8

PARK, JENNIFER
Many honored (at village board meeting), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1

PARK, MARK
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

PARKING GARAGES
Still no security cameras at Freighway, Jan 14, 2005, p. 3

Terms for Christie development under review, Feb 4, 2005, p. 3

Chateaux residents are not the only citizens to consider (letter) (response to 1/28/05 editorial by Alan Eckstein), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6

The 'opposition' made the Ginsburg proposal possible (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6

Proposed 'monstrosity' would destroy our 'English hamlet' (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6

Work to begin on contract with Ginsburg Development Corporation for Christie Place, Feb 25, 2005, p. 1

A great deal (editorial) (discusses the proposed development of Christie Place by the Ginsburg Development Corporation), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
PARKING GARAGES (Continued)
Development may bring parking shortage on Christie (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7
Christie Place deal nearing completion, July 15, 2005, p. 1
Christie Place deal nearing completion (continued), July 15, 2005, p. 11
Committee OKs Christie sale to Ginsburg Corp., July 22, 2005, p. 1
Village signs agreement for development of Christie Place (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 1
Agreement with Depot developer on agenda, Sep 23, 2005, p. 1
Board grants Chateaux preference for 22 spaces in Christie project, Dec 16, 2005, p. 1

PARKS
Fox Meadow park to be restored, Jan 28, 2005, p. 8
Bernstein wins: court rules villages must pay for Taxter (Ridge Park), Feb 18, 2005, p. 1
Bernstein wins: court rules villages must pay for Taxter park (continued), Feb 18, 2005, p. 13
Deed restricts development of George Field Park (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 7

PAROUBEK, CHARLIE
Vertigo (photo) (Girl Scouts Dakota Doukas and Liz Brown get a firefighter's eye view of the village from the bucket of the Scarsdale Fire Department's hook and ladder), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1

PASCAL, KATHY
Robyn Lane to be Q(uaker) R(idge) principal (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1

PASTORS
See CLERGY

PATERNOSTER, ANNA (AUTHOR)
An investment in Q(uaker) R(idge) is an investment in our community (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6

PATROLMEN'S BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION - SCARSDALE
Home is where the heart defibrillator is (photo), Jan 21, 2005, p. 1

PATTIZ, EMMA
So long, S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 10

PAULIN, AMY
Scarsdale Seniors enjoy active program (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 8A
Amy Paulin (photo) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin has been named chairman of the New York State Assembly Task Force on People with Disabilities), Mar 11, 2005, p. 4
Tree City (photo) (Amy Paulin, Jane Bedichek and Peter Strauss plant an evergreen tree at village hall April 29), May 6, 2005, p. 23
Paulin on honor roll (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin has been named to the Center for Women Policy Studies' National Honor Roll of State Legislators in recognition of her commitment to women's human rights), Jun 3, 2005, p. 4
Hochberg dead at 71 (photo) (Former state Assemblywoman Audrey Hochberg died Wednesday morning, June 8, 2005, at Columbia Presbyterian Hospital in Manhattan after a long battle with uterine cancer. She was 71 years old.), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
Stretch limos may not be safe (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 3
Scarsdale Seniors are an active bunch (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 44A
Amy Paulin is leading walk to combat domestic violence (letter), October 21, 2005, p. 6
Amy Paulin (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin is one of 40 emerging state leaders from across the nation selected for the prestigious Toll Fellowship Program), October 28, 2005, p. 4
Paulin urges change in election law, Dec 9, 2005, p. 1
Paulin proposes change in state election law (continued), Dec 9, 2005, p. 16
Supporting the arts (photo) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin and her husband Ira Schuman are pictured with Hillary Rodham Clinton at the Westchester Arts Council's 40th anniversary gala in Rye Brook Nov. 19), Dec 16, 2005, p. 15

PAULIN, AMY (AUTHOR)
Legislative achievements in education, health care, public safety (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 10A
Achievements in education, health care, public safety (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 11A
Long-term financial plan needed for medical center (letter), May 13, 2005, p. 6
Amy Paulin is leading walk to combat domestic violence (letter), October 21, 2005, p. 6

PAZIENZA, VINCENT
Congregations get together to feed the hungry (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 9

PEALMAN, ABIGAIL
Moving Up; Fox Meadow Elementary School (Graduation Supplement. Includes a list of graduates.), July 1, 2005, p. 21A

PEALMAN, CASEY
Moving Up; Fox Meadow Elementary School (Graduation Supplement. Includes a list of graduates.), July 1, 2005, p. 21A

PEASE, DEREK
Lehr, Pease (photo) (Molly Lehr and Derek Pease are engaged), June 24, 2005, p. 15; July 8, 2005, p. 15
PEDESTRIAN ACCIDENTS
Woman hit by truck on Popham Road, Jan 11, 2005, p. 1
Another woman hit crossing Popham, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
Oh no! Not again! (editorial) (re pedestrian accident on Popham Road and ways to improve pedestrian safety), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
Enough! (editorial) (comments on Quaker Ridge school bond issue, Paul Feiner and pedestrian accidents in the village), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
Eyewitness sought in accident on East Parkway (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
Another pedestrian hit by car in village center (photo), May 27, 2005, p. 1
Pedestrian accident rate higher here, Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
Another pedestrian hit on Popham Road, July 15, 2005, p. 1
Yet another car hits Popham pedestrian, July 22, 2005, p. 1
Get that poor guy out of the road! (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6
Scarsdale resident wants answers about traffic safety (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 8
Rash of pedestrian car accidents hits Scarsdale in 2005 (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 2

PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALKS
Not safe enough (editorial) (discusses options for increasing pedestrian safety in downtown Scarsdale), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
Many drivers do not slow down at pedestrian crosswalks (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6
Another woman hit crossing Popham, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
Oh no! Not again! (editorial) (re pedestrian accident on Popham Road and ways to improve pedestrian safety), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
Accident analysis (re Popham/Chase Road pedestrian accidents), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1

PEDESTRIANS
Oh no! Not again! (editorial) (re pedestrian accident on Popham Road and ways to improve pedestrian safety), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
Village jaywalkers may be ticketed, May 6, 2005, p. 1
Yet another car hits Popham pedestrian, July 22, 2005, p. 1
Limited options to improve safety for village pedestrians, July 29, 2005, p. 1
Get that poor guy out of the road! (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6

PEDESTRIANS - SAFETY
Not safe enough (editorial) (discusses options for increasing pedestrian safety in downtown Scarsdale), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
Another woman hit crossing Popham, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
More dangerous than Baghdad? (letter) (re downtown pedestrian accidents), Apr 1, 2005, p. 6
Mayor pledges public dialogue, traffic safety, Apr 15, 2005, p. 3
Mayor pledges improvements in safety in village, May 13, 2005, p. 3
Mayor pledges improvements in safety in village (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 8
Limited options to improve safety for village pedestrians, July 29, 2005, p. 1
Traffic report discussed (continued), July 29, 2005, p. 4
Some suggestions for improving safety in the village center (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6
Village center safety needs culture change (photo), Aug 12, 2005, p. 1
Change of culture needed to improve village safety (continued), Aug 12, 2005, p. 13
The Wild Wild East (editorial) (The streets of Scarsdale are lawless!), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6
Crossing Popham legally is a feat of derring-do (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6
No choice about Popham Road lanes (photo), Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Committee continues to probe downtown pedestrian safety, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1
Committee continues to probe downtown safety (continued), Sep 16, 2005, p. 9
Then hire someone else (letter) (re pedestrian accidents downtown Scarsdale), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6
Not so fast! (editorial) (re downtown pedestrian safety issue), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
Mayor calls for partnership for downtown safety, October 14, 2005, p. 1
Partnership for safety needed (continued), October 14, 2005, p. 8

PEKAREK, DEBORAH
Spring time in Greenacres (100 Greenacres neighbors gathered at Hitchcock Church last Friday for the annual Spring Fling), May 27, 2005, p. 15
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1

PELUSO, CARL T (AUTHOR)
Aggressive drivers are at fault (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 7

PENFOLD, FERNANDA
So long, S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 10

PEPPERS, JERRY
2005 Maroon and White Spring Sports Awards - Tuesday, June 7 (photo) (includes listings of all award recipients), Jun 10, 2005, p. 31
PHYSICIANS
Cleveland, Edwin I (Dr. Edwin I. (Ned) Cleveland, a former resident of Scarsdale, died March 11 in Tyler, Texas. He was 81.), Mar 18, 2005, p. 13
Mark A. Fialk, M.D. (photo) (White Plains Hospital Center has appointed Mark Fialk, M.D., vice president of its medical and dental staff board.), Feb 11, 2005, p. 4
Dr. Richard Sweet (photo) (Richard Sweet, M.D. of Scarsdale, has been named medical director for the new Regional Stroke Center at White Plains Hospital Center.), Jun 3, 2005, p. 4
Dennis Gage (Dennis Gage, M.D. was selected to give a poster presentation of his abstract at the Obesity Society's annual scientific conference in Vancouver, B.C.), Oct 28, 2005, p. 4
Thelma Jones (Thelma Jones, M.D., founder of a holistic medical practice in Scarsdale, has been recognized as a Pearl Honoree by Project Legacy.), Oct 28, 2005, p. 4

PIANISTS
A special anniversary (photo) (The Music Conservancy of Westchester celebrated its 75th anniversary with performances at Alice Tully Hall at Lincoln Center March 12, 2005), Mar 18, 2005, p. 17

PICKELLE, ABBE LAUREN
Pickelle, Benson (photo) (Abbe Lauren Pickelle and Robert Benson III were married April 16, 2005, in the outdoor courtyard of a Creole plantation in New Orleans.), Oct 21, 2005, p. 15

PIEFRATISA, KAREN (AUTHOR)
Crossing Popham legally is a feat of derring-do (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6

PIETROSANTI, NUNZIO
New building inspector (Nunzio Pietrosanti) is making improvements (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 1
New building inspector (Nunzio Pietrosanti) is making improvements (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 11

PILOTS
See AIR PILOTS

PIRRO, JEANINE
Pirro offers tips on avoiding identity theft (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 4
2 vying to replace Pirro as District Attorney, Nov 4, 2005, p. 1
Castro, DiFiore vie to replace Pirro (continued), Nov 4, 2005, p. 10

PLANNING BOARD - GREENBURGH
Bernstein should not use personal attacks to make a point (letter), Aug 5, 2005, p. 7
Opposition to W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) expansion flares at hearing, Aug 12, 2005, p. 1

PLANNING BOARD - SCARSDALE
52 openings to be filled on village volunteer boards and councils (includes brief descriptions of village boards and councils), Jan 14, 2005, p. 4
Neighbors worried about temple's plans to expand, Feb 4, 2005, p. 1
Opposition continues to synagogue plans (re Westchester Reform Temple expansion plans), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
Planning board OK's antennas and additions, Mar 18, 2005, p. 2
W(estchester) R(estform) T(emple) neighbors urge community on board, Mar 25, 2005, p. 3
W(estchester) R(estform) T(emple) board dismayed by some neighbors' tone (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6
Senior advocates disappointed by planning board housing report, Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
Senior disappointed by planning board report (continued), Apr 1, 2005, p. 4
Village consultant says 1 driveway is better at W(estchester) R(estform) T(emple), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
Neighbors have suggestions for improving temple plans (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Aug 5, 2005, p. 5
W(estchester) R(estform) T(emple) agrees not to use Bansom (Road) on holy days, Sep 23, 2005, p. 1
W(estchester) R(estform) T(emple) agrees not to use Bansom (Road) (illus) (continued), Sep 23, 2005, p. 15
Kligerman gets go-ahead (illus) (The Scarsdale Village Board has approved two companion agreements with Robert Kligerman, developer of two small sites in the village center. On East Parkway a Starbucks shop will occupy most of the development.), Sep 30, 2005, p. 1
Lange's to expand into Dunkin' Donuts (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 1
PLANNING BOARD - SCARSDALE  (Continued)
Kligerman gets go-ahead on downtown plans (photo) (continued) (The Scarsdale Village Board has approved two companion agreements with Robert Kligerman, developer of two small sites in the village center. On East Parkway a Starbucks shop will occupy most of the development.), Sep 30, 2005, p. 3
Planning board approves 2 subdivisions, Sep 30, 2005, p. 3
Planning board approves temple expansion plans, Oct 7, 2005, p. 1

PLATFORM TENNIS
Scarsdale duo wins 12-and-under national platform tennis tourney (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 19

PLAYS
See DRAMA

PLUMMER, CAMERON
Saying 'well miss you' (photo) (Cameron Plummer and Gabrielle Hickman thank Farren on behalf of Nancy Perucci's class, June 17, Jeri Farren Day at Quaker Ridge School), June 24, 2005, p. 10

POBERESKIN, DAVID
Jury says 'no' to false arrest in Q(uaker) R(idge) man's suit (photo) (re arrest of beetle collector Harry Zirlin), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1

POEMS
Local man defends everyone's favorite Christmas poet (illus) (re Clement Moore's "A Visit from St. Nicholas, better known as "The Night Before Christmas"), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
Local man defends everyone's favorite Christmas poet (illus) (continued) (re Clement Moore's "A Visit from St. Nicholas, better known as "The Night Before Christmas"), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8

POETS
Local man defends everyone's favorite Christmas poet (illus) (re Clement Moore's "A Visit from St. Nicholas, better known as "The Night Before Christmas"), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
Local man defends everyone's favorite Christmas poet (illus) (continued) (re Clement Moore's "A Visit from St. Nicholas, better known as "The Night Before Christmas"), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8

POJMAN, KEN
Tech(nical) committee reports on Q(uaker) R(idge), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1

POLICEMEN
Policeman is needed at corner (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

POLICE - SCARSDALE
Police nab teenage fake ID suppliers, Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
New bicycle cop making rounds in village (photo), Jan 21, 2005, p. 3
Jury says 'no' to false arrest in Q(uaker) R(idge) man's suit (photo) (re arrest of beetle collector Harry Zirlin), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
Police join forces against drugs, alcohol, Apr 15, 2005, p. 3
Zirlin continues false arrest case against S(carsdale) P(olice) D(epartment), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1
Q(uaker) R(idge) man appeals claims (continued), Apr 22, 2005, p. 4
Suspicious snarl traffic on Post, May 13, 2005, p. 1
Suspicious driver stopped on Post (photo) (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 23
Suspect arrested for Freightway headlight thefts, May 27, 2005, p. 1
Many honored (at village board meeting), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Getting tough (Scarsdale Police will begin strict reinforcement of parking laws in school zones around all seven Scarsdale schools), Sep 23, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale honored for 'pride in public works,' October 28, 2005, p. 1
Election tally on hold; machines are impounded, Nov 10, 2005, p. 1
Public comment on Scarsdale police invited, Nov 25, 2005, p. 3
Police should have arrested the rioting kids (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6
Residents should leave policing to the professionals (letter) (response to the 12/2/05 Jetter by Harold Reynolds re the Halloween disturbance in the Edgewood neighborhood), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6

POLLACK, MICHAEL (AUTHOR)
Difference between Q(uaker) R(idge) repair and replacement negligible (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 6

POLLNER, MARTIN R
Martin R. Pollner (photo) (Martin R. Pollner has been nominated for the 2005 Ellis Island Medal of Honor given by the National Ethnic Coalition of Organizations Foundation.), Mar 4, 2005, p. 4
Barry Slotnick and Martin Pollner (photo) (Barry Slotnick and Martin Pollner will receive the 2005 Ellis Island Medal of Honor), May 20, 2005, p. 4

POLOCK, DAN
The puck stops here (photo) (Scarsdale Raiders varsity ice hockey team battle Fox Lane and return to the Section 1 finals for the second straight year), Mar 4, 2005, p. 1

POLLS
See PUBLIC OPINION POLLS

POLOCKOW, JAMIE
Ready for duty (photo) (Scarsdale's newest fire fighters), Dec 23, 2005, p. 5
POLSKY, MARION
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

POOL - SCARSDALE
30-year pool perks, May 13, 2005, p. 1
With a splash (photo) (Jeff Ehiri and Luca Ranallo celebrate the end of eighth grade at the class pool party), June 24, 2005, p. 1
Parking petition (re parking for Scarsdale Pool), July 15, 2005, p. 1
Supplemental pool parking is too far away (letter), July 15, 2005, p. 6
Relocating auxiliary pool parking is not an option (photo), July 22, 2005, p. 1
Village should keep its original agreement regarding pool (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 7
Scarsdale Community Center will further erode parking at outdoor pool (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 9
A collaboration that works (editorial) (Author Irving Sloan discusses the different public-private partnerships that have brought many of the community's outstanding resources through the years), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6

POPHAM, WILLIAM SHERBROOKE
In wars past, Scarsdalians were there (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1

POPULARITY
Kids should stop 'branding' others (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6
Each child 'blossoms' in his or her own time (letter) (response to 2/25/05 letter by Bay Belem), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6

PORDER, DEBORAH
Senior advocates disappointed by planning board housing report, Apr 1, 2005, p. 1

PORPRAPUTSON, CHARLIE
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

PORNOGRAPHY
Man nabbed on child porn charge, Aug 12, 2005, p. 1

PORRO, AL
Man arrested for stabbing his co-worker, Mar 4, 2005, p. 1
Charges dismissed (against Fenton Weir), Apr 8, 2005, p. 1

PORR, HARRY
Pedestrian accident rate higher here, Jun 10, 2005, p. 1

PORT, CHARLES
The write stuff (photo) (Charles and Lilly Port of Scarsdale have donated a new creative writing center at Purchase College), June 17, 2005, p. 22

PORT, LILLY
The write stuff (photo) (Charles and Lilly Port of Scarsdale have donated a new creative writing center at Purchase College), June 17, 2005, p. 22

POST OFFICE BUILDINGS - SCARSDALE
P.(ost) O.(ffice) open later, Sep 30, 2005, p. 1
Dear Santa ... (photo) (Isabelle and Nicholas Logan mail their wish lists to the North Pole at the Scarsdale Post Office), Dec 16, 2005, p. 1

POTHOLES
Pothole repairs, Mar 18, 2005, p. 1

POTTER, LYNN
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
Teachers learn what makes the stock exchange tick (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1

PRAGER, HILARY
Bill would allow pill without prescription (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 3

PREGNANCY
Bill would allow pill without prescription (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 3

PREISER, ELLA
Greenburgh will hire a mediator, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

PRESIDENTS
Bush takes the prize for worst president of the modern age (letter), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6
42 was worse (letter), Sep 30, 2005, p. 6
PRESSER, VICTORIA
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

PRIMARIES
Feiner, Juettner, Sheehan triumph in G'reenburgh primary, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1
Feiner, Juettner, Sheehan triumph in Greenburgh Democratic primary (photo) (continued), Sep 16, 2005, p. 11

PRINCIPALS, SCHOOL
See SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
New Heathcote principal named; 8 staff to retire, May 6, 2005, p. 1
New principal appointed for Heathcote (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 11

PRISONERS
Retired judge speaks out against torture, Mar 4, 2005, p. 3

PRISONS - NEW YORK (STATE)
Immoral phone contract overcharges relatives of prisoners (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 7

PRITULA, MIKE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

PRIVATE SCHOOLS
Private School Graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 18A

PROCEDURE COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE
Candidates sought for committee, Aug 26, 2005, p. 1
Candidates sought (continued), Aug 26, 2005, p. 9
T(own and) V(illage) C(v)ic C(lub) report advocates 3-year term for mayors, Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
For a 3-year term (editorial) (Urges the general membership of the Town and Village Civic Club to adopt the report by the Procedure Committee recommending Increasing the term for the mayor of Scarsdale from two years to three.), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6

PROPHECIES
Snailsdale, 2005 (editorial) (reviews Scarsdale developments 2004), Jan 7, 2005, p. 6

PTA'S
See PARENTS' AND TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIONS

PT COUNCIL - SCARSDALE
PT Council plans programs for students and parents (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 20A
Welcome officers (Scarsdale Parent-Teacher Council held its annual meeting and luncheon May 17, 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 13

PT Council announces activities for 2005-2006 (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 22A

PUBLIC OPINION POLLS
Furor over anonymous E'dge)mont poll (re "Edgemont secession"), Feb 18, 2005, p. 1
Furor over anonymous E'dge)mont poll (continued) (re "Edgemont secession"), Feb 18, 2005, p. 11
Anonymous poll (continued), Feb 18, 2005, p. 13

PUBLIC PROSECUTORS
2 vying to replace Pirro as District A(ttorney), Nov 4, 2005, p. 1
Castro has the integrity, independence to be the best D(istrict) A(ttorney), Nov 4, 2005, p. 1

PUBLIC WORKS - SCARSDALE
Sanitation department (Village Board committee discusses review of the sanitation department), Sep 16, 2005, p. 1
Pros offer advice to residents: what to do when chaos rains, October 21, 2005, p. 1
Kudos to village sanitation dept. (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6

PURCELL, DAN
3 captains sworn in (photo), Sep 16, 2005, p. 5

PURDY, JAMES
S(carsdale) G(olf) C(lub) board elected (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p.4

PURVIS, LINDA
B(oard) O(f) E(ducation) declares Q(uaker) R(idge) gymn 'emergency,' Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
Board seeks input on '05-06 budget, Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
Information sought on Technical Review Committee (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7
Tech(nical) committee report on Q(uaker) R(idge), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
Experts agree on Q(uaker) R(idge) repair estimate (editorial) (Findings of the Technical Review Committee), Apr 8, 2005, p. 7

Editor's note (following 5/6/05 letter "Taxpayers deserve to know scope of project" by Robert Harrison), May 6, 2005, p. 6

B(oard) O(f) E(ducation) considers new firms for Q(uaker) R(idge) projects, July 8, 2005, p. 1
School field use by nonresidents troubles officials, Nov 4, 2005, p. 1

QUIGLEY, JULIE (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale budget maintains expected school excellence (letter), May 13, 2005, p. 6
REGGEV, KATE  
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

REHBERT, MARGUERITE B  
Marguerite B. Rehberg (dies) (Marguerite B. Rehberg, a longtime Scarsdale resident, died June 1, 2005, in San Antonio, Texas. She was 94.), Jun 10, 2005, p. 33

REHM, LOIS  
Scarsdalians vote 2,051 to 1,155 to pass Quaker Ridge bond, Jun 17, 2005, p. 1

REID, BEN  
Coldwell Banker Doernberg; (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005) (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 30

REID, JOE  
Coldwell Banker Doernberg; (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005) (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 30

REID, LIANE MARIE  
Liane Marie Reid and Stephen Baer were married May 20, 2005, at the Baer home), June 17, 2005, p. 22

REILLY, WILLIAM  
Edgewood turns the world inside out (photo) (Edgewood students step inside a 20-foot high, inflatable, hand-painted globe), Mar 25, 2005, p. 10

REINO, ANTHONY  
Widow grateful for support from the community (letter) (re Anthony Reino who died of a heart attack December 27, 2004), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6

REINO, NIKKI VACCARO (AUTHOR)  
Widow grateful for support from the community (letter) (re Anthony Reino who died of a heart attack December 27, 2004), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6

REINWALD, CHARLES A (AUTHOR)  
Village should buy church property on Post (Road) (letter) (response to 9/9/05 editorial by Irving Sloan), Sep 30, 2005, p. 6

REISS, BERNARD (DR)  
Rebutting charges of communist infiltration in the schools (3rd article in series by Irving Sloan.), Mar 11, 2005, p. 3

REJAN, ANDREW  
Scarsdale High School students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

REMINISCING  
Recalling life in the 'olden days' (editorial), Dec 9, 2005, p. 7

RENDI, MIA  
Mia Rendi (dies) (Former Scarsdale resident Mia Rendi died peacefully December 18, 2005. She was 84.), Dec 23, 2005, p. 16

RENO, MATT  
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

REPORTERS AND REPORTING  
Stories by Inquirer reporters were clear and well written (letter), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6

REPUBLICAN PARTY  

RESNICK, SUSAN  
Ten Houlihan Lawrence agents win sales awards (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 4

RESPONSIBILITY  
Parents should teach kids responsibility for their actions (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 7

RESTAURANTS  
Metro Restaurant owners to revive Heathcote Deli, May 13, 2005, p. 4

REUNIONS  
Many reservations in for old-timers reunion (includes names of current and past members of the Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service), October 14, 2005, p. 4

REUTER, KAREN  
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
REUTER, KAREN  (Continued)
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont
Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25,
2005, p. 28
REUTER, RICK
Scarsdale Show House opens in grand style (photo) (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 8
REYMAN, DANIELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit. Danielle
Reyman incorrectly identified as Danielle Reyman.), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36
REYNA, EDWIN
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38
REYNOLDS, HAROLD
Residents should leave policing to the professionals (letter) (response to the 12/2/05 letter by Harold Reynolds re
the Halloween disturbance in the Edgewood neighborhood), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6
REYNOLDS, HAROLD (AUTHOR)
Don't blame God for the tsunami tragedy in Asia (letter), Jan 7, 2005, p. 6
A call to arms (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6
Dogs can help finance school wing replacement (letter), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6
Of human cannonballs, extraterrestrials and the Quaker Ridge bond (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6
Hochberg was extraordinary (letter), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
Immoral phone contract overcharges relatives of prisoners (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 7
Supreme Court trivia quiz (editorial), Aug 12, 2005, p. 7
Have we been had by our leaders? (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6
Vandalizing signs can have serious consequences (letter), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6
Penal code must be used to punish and control rioters (letter) (re recent Halloween vandalism and unruliness in
Edgewood neighborhood), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6
Letter did not accurately reflect Halloween mayhem (letter) (response to 12/16/05 letter by Richard Marcus), Dec
23, 2005, p. 6
RHEEL, GERI
Coldwell Banker Doernberg; (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4,
RICCI, DOUGLAS GAVAN
Harrison, Ricci (photo) (Dana Katherine Harrison and Douglas Gavan Ricci were married May 6, 2005, in St.
John, U.S. Virgin Islands.), Sep 9, 2005, p. 27
RICCIARDI, YARKA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service
(photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
RICE, TERRY
Sherbrook(e) Park house 'historic' (re 1926 stone and shingle center colonial at 8 Dunham Road), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
RICHMAN, JEANNE
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community
volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44
RICKETTS, WAYNE
Maroon and White Fall Sports Awards - Wednesday, Nov. 9 (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 28
RIGHT TO DIE
A living will statute (editorial), Apr 1, 2005, p. 6
RILANDER, KENNETH
Committee selects Strauss for mayor, Rilander for trustee (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Candidates' petitions must be signed (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6
Committee nominates slate for village board (continued), Jan 28, 2005, p.24
Nominating committee did a good job; could use donations (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6
Trustee Peter Strauss likely to be 'promoted' to mayor (photo), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
Committee exercised care in choosing village candidates (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7
New kid on the dais: Kenneth Rilander (photo) (profile of Kenneth Rilander), Feb 25, 2005, p. 1
Rilander steps up (continued), Feb 25, 2005, p. 3
Show support for nonpartisan system on Election Day (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6
Nonpartisan system deserves the support of Scarsdale citizens (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
Why vote? (editorial), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
Election Night (photo) (Scarsdale's mayor-elect Peter Strauss celebrates with new trustee Ken Rilander and re-
elected trustees Mary Beth Gose and Carolyn Stevens), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
Trustees will work for the good of the community (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 7
RILANDER, KENNETH  (Continued)
He will (photo) (Mayor Peter Strauss is sworn in by Ronnie Regazzi April 4, 2005), Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

RIOTS
Penal code must be used to punish and control rioters (letter) (to recent Halloween vandalism and unruliness in Edgewood neighborhood), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6

ROBERTS, EDGAR
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help (hurricane survivors) (photo) (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 29
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

ROBERTS, LYDIA
Halloween helpers (photo) (Fox Meadow fifth graders Natalie Biffen and Lydia Roberts put on a painted pumpkin sale to benefit victims of the earthquake in Pakistan), Oct 28, 2005, p. 11

ROBINOWITZ, LARA
P(arks and) R(ecreation) C(ouncil) supports ending 4th-grade tryouts (continued), Apr 1, 2005, p. 8

ROBINS, ANTONIA
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) senior Robins' realistic art seeks human depth (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 12
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

ROBINS, DANNY
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

ROBINS, STEVE
2005 Maroon and White Spring Sports Awards - Tuesday, June 7 (photo) (includes listings of all award recipients), Jun 10, 2005, p. 31

ROBINSON, IRWIN (AUTHOR)
Chateaux residents are not the only citizens to consider (letter) (response to 1/28/05 editorial by Alan Eckstein), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6

ROBINSON, SALLY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

ROBISON, NICHOLAS
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

ROCCA, BEATRICE (AUTHOR)
What was rambling, cranky column trying to say? (letter) (response to 3/18/05 editorial by Marc Wollin), Apr 1, 2005, p. 7

RODGERS, KENNETH W
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1
Voters elect 10 to Citizens Committee, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1

RODMAN, ALLISON
Seniors prepare for anti-Israel views in college (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 3

RODRIGUEZ, CHRIS
Coldwell Banker Doernberg; (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005) (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 30

RODSTEIN, HOWARD
A(lternative)-School graduates are individuals (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 1

ROGERS, ROBERT
Neighbors worried about temple's plans to expand, Feb 4, 2005, p. 1
W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) agrees not to use Sansom (Road) on holy days, Sep 23, 2005, p. 1

ROGLIANO, EUGENE
Election Night (photo) (Scarsdale's mayor-elect Peter Strauss celebrates with new trustee Ken Rilander and re-elected trustees Mary Beth Gose and Carolyn Stevens), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
In wars past, Scarsdalians were there (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1
Memorial Day ceremony has local flavor (photo) (continued), Jun 3, 2005, p. 15
Many honored (at village board meeting), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

ROGLIANO, MARIE
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
RODRIGUES, DANNA ANDREA
Another pedestrian hit by car in village center (photo), May 27, 2005, p. 1

ROLNICK, NICK
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

ROMITA, SANDRA
Women now dominate treasurer's office (photo), Sep 23, 2005, p. 3

ROSE, DOUGLAS
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

ROSE, MITCHELL
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) senior's invention helps students stay organized (photo), Oct 7, 2005, p. 10

JULIA B. FEE IS PROUD TO HONOR MAROON AND WHITE AND THE SENIOR VARSITY PLAYERS (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

ROSELL, JILL
Welcome officers (Scarsdale Parent-Teacher Council held its annual meeting and luncheon May 17, 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 13

ROSELL, JILL (AUTHOR)
Stop second guessing and start fixing (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10

ROSENBERG, ELLA
Greenburgh will hire a mediator, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

ROSENBERG, JACKIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32

ROSENBERG, JOAN M
Joan M. Rosenberg (dies) (former Scarsdale resident Joan M. Rosenberg died December 23, 2004. She was 80.), Jan 7, 2005, p. 12

ROSENBERG, KENNETH
Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 3A

ROSENBERG, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32

ROSENBERG, STEWART MATTISON
Varady-Rosenberg (photo) (Pamela Halsey Varady and Stuart Mattison Rosenberg were married September 4, 2005, at Whitby Castle in Rye.), Sep 30, 2005, p. 29

ROSENBLATT, MARK
Lots of info, but no conclusion in Edgemont report, June 24, 2005, p. 1
List of 'pros and cons' should be added to Edgemont Village Exploratory Committee report (letter), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6

ROSENBLATT, MARC (AUTHOR)
Edgemont budget critics rely on innuendo, not research (letter), July 8, 2005, p. 6
There was no Edgemont Village Exploratory Committee pros and cons subcommittee (letter) (response to 8/12/06 letter by Joe Weitzman), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6

ROSENBLATT, THERESA
Therese Rosenblatt (Therese Rosenblatt of Scarsdale has been elected to the board of directors of Yeshiva University's Ferkauf Graduate School of Psychology), Apr 15, 2005, p. 4

ROSENTHAL, BARBARA (AUTHOR)
Adult school has a harsh policy on course refunds (letter), Nov 10, 2005, p. 6

ROSENTHAL, EUGENIE LANG
Let's Get Ready! gets ready for a change (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 3
Let's Get Ready! gets ready for a change (photo) (continued), Aug 26, 2005, p. 8

ROSENTHAL, EUGENIE LANG (AUTHOR)
Hochberg was an inspiration to a former intern (letter), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6

ROSENTHAL, LESLEY FRIEDMAN
Lesley Friedman Rosenthal (photo) (Lesley Friedman Rosenthal has been named vice president, general counsel and secretary of Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts), Mar 18, 2005, p. 4

ROSENZWEIG, ESTELLE
Estelle Rosenzweig (dies) (Estelle Rosenzweig, an almost 50 year resident of Scarsdale, died March 18, 2005, in Wellesley, Massachusetts. She was 87 years old.), Mar 25, 2005, p. 16

ROSNER, ARI
(Ari Rosner and David Santo duke it out with balloons at the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps picnic Sunday) (photo), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

ROSNER, JORDAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

ROSOW, KYRA

ROSS, NINA
Scarsdallians vote 2,051 to 1,155 to pass Quaker Ridge bond, Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
ROSS, PATRICIA LAHRMER (AUTHOR)  
The surprises of springtime (editorial), May 27, 2005, p. 7
ROSS, SETH  
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1
ROSS, SUSAN  
11 candidates (for the Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
ROTARY CLUB - SCARSDALE  
Rotary Club makes a difference (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 8A
ROTH, LINDA  
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
ROTH, NEIL S (AUTHOR)  
All school children will be affected if Quaker Ridge bond doesn't pass (letter), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
ROTH, RONA  
Rona Roth (dies)  
(Rona Roth, longtime kindergarten teacher and former Scarsdale resident, died October 21, 2005, of a heart attack. She was 64.), October 28, 2005, p. 18
Mrs. Roth’s joyous classroom made kindergarten days magic (editorial)  
(reminiscences of Rona Roth who taught kindergarten at Fox Meadow School for two decades. Mrs. Roth passed away in October 2005.), Nov 4, 2005, p. 7
Honoring Fox Meadow teacher (letter)  
(response to 11/4/05 editorial by Ilene Nechamkin paying tribute to Rona Roth), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6
In memoriam (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 9
ROTHMAN, LISELOTT  
Woman hit by truck on Popham Road, Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
Victim dies (Liselott Rothman), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Not safe enough (editorial)  
(discusses options for increasing pedestrian safety in downtown Scarsdale), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
Another woman hit crossing Popham, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
Oh no! Not again! (editorial)  
(re pedestrian accident on Popham Road and ways to improve pedestrian safety), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
ROTHMAN, RODNEY  
Rodney Rothman’s 'Early Bird' memoir catches a lot of attention (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 1
Rodney Rothman’s 'Early Bird' catches attention (illus) (continued), July 15, 2005, p. 11
ROTHSCHILD, ERIC  
New assignment at old paper: how the other half thinks, Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
ROVER, THOMAS  
Team building (photo)  
(MOBR A KS, a team of six boys, five of whom attend Scarsdale Middle School, won a first-place trophy at Westchester's second annual Lego League tournament, February 6, 2005), Mar 11, 2005, p. 11
RUBIN, ALANA  
So long, Scarsdale Middle School (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 10
RUBIN, ANDREW  
Behind the headlines: Scarsdale High School grad(uate) cracks murder case in Delaware (photo), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Behind the headlines: Scarsdale High School grad(uate) cracks case (continued), June 17, 2005, p. 13
RUBIN, JAMIE  
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27
RUBINS, MARK  
Home is where the heart defibrillator is (photo), Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
Home is where the heart defibrillator is (continued), Jan 21, 2005, p. 8
RUDERMAN, RUDY (AUTHOR)  
Get that poor guy out of the road! (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6
Titles tell story of Wall Street (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6
RUDERMAN, TERRY JANE  
Ruderman is president of state association (photo)  
(Judge Terry Jane Ruderman has been sworn in as president of the New York State Association of Women Judges), Feb 18, 2005, p. 4
RUDIN, BEN  
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
RUDIN, BEN (AUTHOR)  
Basketball club brought out the fans last Friday evening (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6
RUDIN, BONNIE
Serendipitous meeting (in Central Park) (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 13
RUIMY, KASSY
A-(lternative) School seniors graduate with tributes to their personality (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 10
A grand opening (photo) (Scarsdale Teen Center reopened on September 15), Sep 23, 2005, p. 10
Dean Jacobs feted at teen center brunch (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 3
Teen center lives (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8
RUNNING
The race is on (annual Scarsdale 15K/4-mile run this Sunday, April 3), Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
Scherf leads Americans at Junior Worlds (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 21
Off and running (36th annual Scarsdale 15K/4 mile races April 3), Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
Runner of the Year (photo) (Jana Feiner Tenk, a Scarsdale High School sophomore, has been named the New York Road Runner of the Year among 12-14-year-olds.), Apr 15, 2005, p. 23
Spotlight on Westchester Half-Marathon; Just another manic run day (photo), October 14, 2005, p. 16
On 2 legs or 4, walk/run was fun for all (photo) (Scarsdale Historical Society's 24th annual 5K Fall Foliage Run and 2.5K Walk for Fun. Includes names of top winners of the 5K Fall Foliage Run.), October 21, 2005, p. 3
Sheinbaum continues to shine on (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 27
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38
RUNOFF
Stormwater, Mar 25, 2005, p. 8
RUSH, SUSIE
Reservations open for bowl dinner (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 2
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44
Saying goodbye (photo) (Heathcote and Quaker Ridge are both bidding farewell to their principals Ronne Marantz and Jeri Farren), Jun 3, 2005, p. 10
Stretch limos may not be safe (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 3
Many collaborate on community calendar (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6
RUSH, SUSIE (AUTHOR)
Easy to see why Barbara Jaffe chosen for bowl (letter), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6
RUSSO, ANTHONY (AUTHOR)
A time to be extraordinary (editorial), Sep 9, 2005, p. 8
Extraordinary times call for extraordinary leaders (letter), Sep 30, 2005, p. 6
RUSSO, MARISABINA
'Always Remember Me' (photo) (Profile of Marisabina Russo, author of newly published children's book "Always Remember Me."), May 27, 2005, p. 17
RUTA, SIMRAN
A living canvas (photo) (Artist Lisa Cohen decorates the arms, legs, hands, feet and faces of children in a program at the Scarsdale Public Library), July 22, 2005, p. 1
RYALL, CATHERINE
Archdiocese decides to close St. Pius X School (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 1
St. Pius X marks last graduation (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 18A
RYAN, BILL
$1.7M for B(ronx) R(iver) P(arkway) path, Apr 29, 2005, p. 1
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate) interns with county legislator Ryan (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 4
Ryan, Cibelli debate security, other issues at league forum (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 1
Ryan, Cibelli debate security at league forum (continued), October 21, 2005, p. 8
Ryan appointed (Bill Ryan has been appointed an at-large-member of the New York State Association of Counties Board of Directors.), Dec 9, 2005, p. 1
RYAN, BILL (AUTHOR)
Crises and accomplishments in the county (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 10A
RYAN-PAZIENZA, ERIN
Congregations get together to feed the hungry (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 9
SABELLI, LOUISE
Louise Sabelli (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident Louise Sabelli died at Sound Shore Medical Center January 3, 2005. She was 88.), Jan 14, 2005, p. 12
SABLE, RON (AUTHOR)
American Youth Soccer Organization will give play time to all (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
SACHS, JOEL H
Joel H. Sachs (photo) (Attorney Joel H. Sachs, a former resident of Scarsdale, has been elected president of the White Plains Bar Association), May 20, 2005, p. 4
SACHS, JOEL H (Continued)
Joel Sachs (Former Scarsdale resident Joel Sachs has been named to a new statewide task force to provide legal analysis on the implication of the recent Kelo v. New London case on eminent domain practices in New York State.), Dec 9, 2005, p. 4

SACHS, LORI
Sachs, Harrison (photo) (Lori Sachs and Alex Harrison are engaged), Nov 10, 2005, p. 19

SAFE RIDES PROGRAM - EDGEMONT
PTSA supports Saferides, works to strengthen program (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6

SAFETY
MTA reassures jittery commuters, July 22, 2005, p. 1
Metro-North, MTA spokesman discuss commuter train safety plans (continued), July 22, 2005, p. 8
Some suggestions for improving safety in the village center (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6
Village center safety needs culture change (photo), Aug 12, 2005, p. 1
Change of culture needed to improve village safety (continued), Aug 12, 2005, p. 13
Mayor calls for partnership for downtown safety, October 14, 2005, p. 1
Officials must keep kids safe after school (letter), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6

SAKAMOTO, KOICHIRO
Another pedestrian hit on Popham Road, July 15, 2005, p. 1

SALANITRO, BENEDICT
Trustee Peter Strauss likely to be 'promoted' to mayor (photo), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
No choice about Popham Road lanes (photo), Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Pros offer advice to residents: what to do when chaos rains, October 21, 2005, p. 1

SALANT, DAVID
Give blood (photo) (blood drive by junior class at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10

SALANT, JEN
Singing love songs (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 11
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 14A

SALANT, JENNIFER
Scarsdale (high) school students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14
Prom Night: Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 6A

SALANT, MATT
Confident, self-aware Scarsdale Middle School speakers sweep contest (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10

SALIS, CAROLINE
Care packages (photo) (boxes from Girl Scout Troop 1941 to American servicemen in Iraq), Feb 4, 2005, p. 11

SALLEY, COLEEN
Storyteller brings New Orleans to Edgewood (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 11

SALVATERRA, RICHARD
A source of warmth and togetherness, Coach retires (photo) (Fox Meadow Physical Education teacher Richard Salvaterra has retired after 33 years), October 28, 2005, p. 10

SAMIS, HAL (AUTHOR)
A transitional library or a library of tomorrow? (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 7
Public comment unwelcome as Democratic primary nears (letter), July 15, 2005, p. 6
Stories by Inquirer reporters were clear and well written (letter), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6

SAMOLADAS, VIVI
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

SAMUELSON, JEFF
Board seeks input on '05-06 budget, Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
Board of ed(ucation) should listen to concrete remediation experts (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6
Greenacres neighbors speak out on traffic, fields and schools, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
Enough! (editorial) (comments on Quaker Ridge school bond issue, Paul Feiner and pedestrian accidents in the village), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
Let the digging begin! (Installation of a synthetic turf field at Butler Field inside the track at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 21

SAMUELSON, JEFFREY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
SAMUELSON, JEFFREY (AUTHOR)
Many school projects are completed (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1A

SAMUELSON, WENDY
Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 23
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
Scarsdale school board gearing up for a great year (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 14A
It (Quaker Ridge bond proposal) passed! (photo) (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8

SAMWICK, MARC (AUTHOR)
Drive for youngest hurricane victims was successful (letter), Sep 30, 2005, p. 6

SANDER, HEIDE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
Show house enjoyed wonderful community support (letter), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6

SANDS, EDWARD
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

SANNO, YASUNORI
Japanese councilman studies schools here (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 11

SANTA CLAUS
Dear Santa ... (photo) (Isabelle and Nicholas Logan mail their wish lists to the North Pole at the Scarsdale Post Office), Dec 16, 2005, p. 1
iGifts top Santa’s list this year, Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
Local man defends everyone's favorite Christmas poet (illus) (re Clement Moore's "A Visit from St. Nicholas, better known as "The Night Before Christmas"), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
Disbelief suspended: Santa Claus lives on (editorial), Dec 23, 2005, p. 7

SANTIAGO, LOURDES (AUTHOR)
Greenawalt would bring open government to Greenburgh (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 10

SANTO, DAVID
(Ari Rosner and David Santo duke it out with balloons at the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps picnic Sunday) (photo), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

SARTER, JESSICA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 14A

SASTOW, GARY
Picnic! (photo) (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps picnic at the Crossway Firehouse), Sep 16, 2005, p. 13

SASTOW, GARY S (AUTHOR)
S(carsdale) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) needs financial as well as moral support of residents (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6

SATIRE
A call to arms (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6

SATZ, LINDSEY
Satz, Isanberg (photo) (Lindsey Satz and Jason Isanberg are engaged), Feb 11, 2005, p. 13

SAVIANO, JOHN
3 captains sworn in (photo), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

SAYLAK, GENEVIEVE (GENNY OR JENNY)
Singing love songs (photo) (Genevieve Saylak identified as Jenny Saylak), Mar 4, 2005, p. 11
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) musicians take off-the-beaten-path European tour (photo) (Genevieve Saylak identified as Genny Saylak), May 6, 2005, p. 10

SCARDINO, DON
Double Fantasy; Don Scardino writes and directs 'Lennon' for Broadway (photo), July 1, 2005, p. 17

SCARSDALE
New Year's resolutions in Scarsdale are pretty blah, Jan 7, 2005, p. 3
SCARSDALE (Continued)
Snaillsdale, 2005 (editorial) (reviews Scarsdale developments 2004), Jan 7, 2005, p. 6
Scarsdale must not take its good fortune for granted (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
Recent arrivals say thanks to old-timers (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6
Village makes progress on 2004 priority issues (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1A
Mayor's report: Village makes progress on 2004 priority issues (photo) (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 11A
Aesthetics should be primary factor in choosing development (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6
Proposed 'monstrosity' would destroy our 'English hamlet' (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6
He's curbing his enthusiasm (letter) (re the new village curbs), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6
Virtual archives include Heathcote map, Sep 9, 2005, p. 4
Railroad cut to be sold for $3M, Sep 30, 2005, p. 1
Preservation must be proactive, not reactive (editorial), Oct 7, 2005, p. 7
Scarsdale honored for 'pride in public works,' October 28, 2005, p. 1
Partnership with residents helps government provide best service (editorial), Dec 16, 2005, p. 7
Year of colossal change for village (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
Rash of pedestrian car accidents hits Scarsdale in 2005 (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 2
Headliners 2005 (photo) (Outstanding 2005 Scarsdale residents), Dec 23, 2005, p. 4
A matter of latitude (editorial) (The author, Steven Schnur, follows Scarsdale's latitude around the globe), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6
Year-end awards (editorial) (Humorous awards highlighting events in Scarsdale and Greenburgh 2005), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6
It's a matter of latitude: Where Scarsdale lies (editorial) (continued) (author Steven Schnur follows Scarsdale's latitude around the globe), Dec 23, 2005, p. 9
Sports Headliners 2005 (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 20

SCARSDALE ADULT SCHOOL
Adult School courses address intellect, hobbies, skills (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 19A
Rebutting charges of communist infiltration in the schools (3rd article in series by Irving Sloan.), Mar 11, 2005, p. 3
Scarsdale Adult School: You can be back to school, too (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 42A
Innovative courses ahead at adult school, October 21, 2005, p. 9
Adult school has a harsh policy on course refunds (letter), Nov 10, 2005, p. 6

SCARSDALE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Distinguished alumni (12 Scarsdale High School alumni are the first to be selected as distinguished alumni by the Scarsdale Alumni Association), October 21, 2005, p. 1

SCARSDALE ART ASSOCIATION
Artists, exhibit, socialize at S(carsdale) A(rt) A(ssociation) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 13A
Art association helped U.N. group (letter), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6

SCARSDALE ARTS COUNCIL
52 openings to be filled on village volunteer boards and councils (includes brief descriptions of village boards and councils), Jan 14, 2005, p. 4

SCARSDALE BOWL (2005)
Barbara Jaffe to get bowl award (photo), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
Barbara Jaffe to get the bowl (continued), Jan 14, 2005, p. 14
Reservations open for bowl dinner (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 2
Easy to see why Barbara Jaffe chosen for bowl (letter), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6
'Honest, courageous' civic leader (Barbara Jaffe) receives Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 1
Barbara Jaffe praised by friends, colleagues (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 23
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

SCARSDALE COMMUNITY CENTER
S(carsdale) C(ommunity) C(enter) moves closer to goal, Feb 18, 2005, p. 4
Village budget OK'd; S(carsdale) C(ommunity) C(enter) nears goal, Apr 29, 2005, p. 3
S(carsdale) C(ommunity) C(enter) is 10 members shy (continued), Apr 29, 2005, p. 4
Community Center supporters rally, May 13, 2005, p. 3
Community center will be as successful as outdoor pool (letter), May 13, 2005, p. 6
Negotiations with Boulder Brook unrelated to property acquisition, May 20, 2005, p. 1
Community Center would exacerbate existing traffic (letter), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
Proposed community center dues to rise, July 1, 2005, p. 1
Community Center would worsen dire parking shortage (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 6
S(carsdale) C(ommunity) C(enter) board agrees traffic and parking are critical issues (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 7
Important issues remain unaddressed on community center (letter), July 8, 2005, p. 6
Community Center reaches goal (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 1
Allegations about community center are false (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6
SCARSDALE COMMUNITY CENTER (Continued)
Scarsdale Community Center will further erode parking at outdoor pool (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 9
Pros and cons, October 14, 2005, p. 1
There's still time (to sign up for the Scarsdale Community Center), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

SCARSDALE - EDGEMONT FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
Family Counseling: 85 years of service (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 5A
Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 23
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgmont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
Donations from public enable S(carsdale - Edgemont) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) to help the elderly (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 7
The community needs S(carsdale - Edgemont) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice), and S(carsdale - Edgemont) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) needs you (letter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
Many reservations in for old-timers reunion (includes names of current and past members of the Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service), October 14, 2005, p. 4
Woman's club fetes old-timers (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
Old-Timers Reception success due to dozens of helpers (letter), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6
Scarsdale Woman's Club feted old-timers (photo) (continued), Nov 18, 2005, p. 9
Old-Timers reflect on changes in village (photo) (continued), Nov 18, 2005, p. 12
Counting blessings (editorial), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

SCARSDALE FOUNDATION
Scarsdale Foundation continues tradition of giving (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 4A
Scholarship aid available from (Scarsdale) foundation, Mar 18, 2005, p. 9
Barbara Jaffe heads Scarsdale Foundation, October 21, 2005, p. 4

SCARSDALE GOLF CLUB
See COUNTRY CLUBS

SCARSDALE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Historical society continues restoration, expands offerings (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 8A
Historical society gala to honor choral society (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 2
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
Historical society programs serve many schools, adults (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 25A
On 2 legs or 4, walk/run was fun for all (photo) (Scarsdale Historical Society's 24th annual 5K Fall Foliage Run and 2.5K Walk for Fun. Includes names of top winners of the 5K Fall Foliage Run.), October 21, 2005, p. 3
'Home, Hearth and History' (photo) (How Scarsdale developed is subject of new exhibit at Scarsdale Historical Society), Nov 4, 2005, p. 15
'Home, Hearth & History' at historical society (photo) (continued) (How Scarsdale developed is subject of new exhibit at Scarsdale Historical Society), Nov 4, 2005, p. 17

SCARSDALE - HISTORY
The 1950s in Scarsdale schools: boom and tumult (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 3
Scarsdale's battle of the books (Part I) (Irving Sloan discusses the Committee of Ten formed to investigate communist influence in the local schools. First part in series by author.), Feb 11, 2005, p. 3
Past is Present: Scarsdale's battle of the books (continued) (Part I) (Irving Sloan discusses the Committee of Ten formed to investigate communist influence in the local schools. First part in series by author), Feb 11, 2005, p. 30
Battle of the books - Part II (re the Committee of Ten and the communist influence in the local schools. Second article in series by Irving Sloan.), Feb 25, 2005, p. 3
Battle of the schools (Part II) (continued) (re the Committee of Ten and the communist influence in the local schools. Second article in series by Irving Sloan.),( Feb 25, 2005, p. 13
Rebutting charges of communist infiltration in the schools (3rd article in series by Irving Sloan.), Mar 11, 2005, p. 3
Rebutting charges of communist infiltration in the schools (continued) (3rd article in series by Irving Sloan.), Mar 11, 2005, p. 14
Rebutting charges of communist infiltration in the schools (fourth article in series by Irving Sloan), Apr 8, 2005, p. 8
In wars past, Scarsdalians were there (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1
Memorial Day ceremony has local flavor (photo) (continued), Jun 3, 2005, p. 15
A history of the Quaker Ridge School (Part I in a series), Jun 10, 2005, p. 3
A collaboration that works (editorial) (Author Irving Sloan discusses the different public-private partnerships that have brought many of the community's outstanding resources through the years), Sep 23, 2005, p. 8
Among Other Things: A collaboration (editorial) (continued)(Author Irving Sloan discusses the different public-private partnerships that have brought many of the community's outstanding resources through the years), Sep 23, 2005, p. 8

Of smugglers, wampum and royal patents, October 14, 2005, p. 8

When hogs were free and slaves were not (editorial), October 28, 2005, p. 7

'Home, Hearth and History' (photo) (How Scarsdale developed is subject of new exhibit at Scarsdale Historical Society), Nov 4, 2005, p. 15

'Home, Hearth & History' at historical society (photo) (continued) (How Scarsdale developed is subject of new exhibit at Scarsdale Historical Society), Nov 4, 2005, p. 17

African-Americans also fought for freedom (editorial), Nov 10, 2005, p. 6

Woman's club fetes old-timers (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 1

Scarsdale Woman's Club feted old-timers (photo) (continued), Nov 18, 2005, p. 9

Old-Timers reflect on changes in village (photo) (continued), Nov 18, 2005, p. 12

Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

Inquirer opposed attacks on schools (letter) (response to the series of columns on the supposed Communist Infiltration in the Scarsdale schools by Irving Sloan), Apr 15, 2005, p. 7

Timing is an issue with Boulder Brook negotiations (letter) (response to 5/20/05 Inquirer article "Negotiations with Boulder Brook unrelated to property acquisition."), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6

Inquirer headline appeared outlandish (letter) (comments on headline assigned by Scarsdale Inquirer on 5/27/05 letter by Andrew C. Hartzell.), Jun 10, 2005, p. 21

A word from the ref (editorial) (offers clarification and advice for submission of letters and op eds to the Scarsdale Inquirer), Aug 5, 2005, p. 6

3 good things (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 8

Be a part of the paper (editorial) (guidelines for submissions to the Inquirer), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6

Stories by Inquirer reporters were clear and well written (letter), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6

Silver screen (editorial) (re "culturally, historically, or esthetically significant films" selected by the National Film Preservation Foundation and the National Film Preservation Board to be preserved for eternity.), Feb 25, 2005, p. 7

Seasons of the heart (editorial), Mar 11, 2005, p. 7

Being number 1 is not worthy news? (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6

Faster food (editorial), Apr 29, 2005, p. 7

A farewell to Yoda (editorial), May 27, 2005, p. 7

Too much is too much (editorial), Jun 3, 2005, p. 7

Could it happen to me? Probably not (editorial) (discussion of the John F. Kennedy Jr. plane crash and the judicious decisions involved in flying private planes by Scarsdalian and private pilot David Buchen.), June 17, 2005, p. 6

Could it happen to me? Probably not (editorial) (continued) (discussion of the John F. Kennedy Jr. plane crash and the judicious decisions involved in flying private planes by Scarsdalian and private pilot David Buchen.), June 17, 2005, p. 7

We can protect moms and kids (editorial), June 24, 2005, p. 7

Graduation: a critical juncture (editorial), July 1, 2005, p. 7


Love of learning (editorial), July 15, 2005, p. 7

Get tough on illegal and rude behavior (editorial), Aug 19, 2005, p. 7

Things I didn't know existed (editorial), Aug 26, 2005, p. 7

A time to be extraordinary (editorial), Sep 9, 2005, p. 8

Summer's end (editorial), Sep 16, 2005, p. 7

How to do a better job next time (editorial) (Scarsdale High School alumnus' David Eisenman's e-mail to his mother after returning to California from Houston where he interviewed evacuees after Hurricane Katrina), Sep 23, 2005, p. 7
THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER - PERSONAL NOTES (Continued)
Bad Science (editorial), Sep 23, 2005, p. 8
Deer racing (editorial), Sep 30, 2005, p. 7
October: A dazzling dance (editorial), Oct 7, 2005, p. 7
Irresistible eloquence (editorial), October 14, 2005, p. 7
Video to die for (editorial), October 21, 2005, p. 7
Civil twilight, the leisurely drama of the setting sun (editorial), October 28, 2005, p. 7
Better to receive (editorial), Nov 25, 2005, p. 7
Village makes leaving difficult (editorial), Dec 2, 2005, p. 7
Recalling life in the 'olden days' (editorial), Dec 9, 2005, p. 7
Get more red in your life (editorial), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6
Disbelief suspended: Santa Claus lives on (editorial), Dec 23, 2005, p. 7

SCARSDALE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Preservation law has saved historic houses (editorial), Jan 21, 2005, p. 7
Trustees pass law requiring upkeep of derelict houses, July 15, 2005, p. 1
Dereelict house law (editorial) (comments on new Scarsdale law requiring vacant properties to be maintained at minimal level), July 22, 2005, p. 6

SCARSDALE NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION PRESIDENTS
S(carsdale) N(neighborhood) A(ssociation) P(residents) unites village neighborhoods (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 3A

SCARSDALE RIDING ACADEMY
Littlest equestrienne (photo) (Bailey O'Donnell at the Scarsdale Riding Academy), May 20, 2005, p. 1

SCARSDALE SENIORS (GROUP)
Scarsdale Seniors enjoy active program (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 8A
Scarsdale Seniors are an active bunch (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 44A

SCARSDALE TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL
See TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL - SCARSDALE
Parents advised to stay in touch about pre Prom activities (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6
Scarsdale Task Force helps kids stay drug free (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 17A

SCARSDALE TEEN CENTER
Expanding role for teen center (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 18A
Trustees mull gradual reduction in funding for the teen center, Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
Teen center funding to be cut gradually (continued), Feb 11, 2005, p. 30
Teen center deserves continued support (editorial), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7
Need for the teen center is as compelling as ever (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6
Teen center elects 8 adult board members, Apr 15, 2005, p. 10
Revolution is coming to Scarsdale Teen Center (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 10
Village board renews agreement with teen center (continued), July 15, 2005, p. 11
Community effort under way to revitalize teen center (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 4
Ray Coplin hired as new S(carsdale) T(een) C(enter) director (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 4
Connecting with kids is key, says Coplin (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 1
Connecting with kids is key, says new S(carsdale) T(een) C(enter) director (continued), Aug 26, 2005, p. 4
S(carsdale) T(een) C(enter) grand reopening, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
A grand opening (photo) (Scarsdale Teen Center reopened on September 15), Sep 23, 2005, p. 10
Marjorie Jacobs to be honored by Scarsdale Teen Center on Dec. 4 (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 1
Teen center will honor Dean Marjorie Jacobs (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 8
Teen center to host award breakfast Sunday (letter) (The Scarsdale Teen Center will be presenting the fifth annual Visions of Community Award to Marjorie Jacobs December 4.), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6
New students' club eases transition to S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 13
Dean Jacobs feted at teen center brunch (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 3
Sunday event presented a true community vision (letter) (Scarsdale Teen Center honoring Marjorie Jacobs with its fifth annual Visions of Community Award), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6
It was a year of colossal change for village (photo) (continued) (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 4
Teen center lives (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8

SCARSDALE VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS
S(carsdale) V olunteer A mbulance C orps is standing by to help (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 16A
Another woman hit crossing Popham, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
Close call (photo) (A 16-year old Scarsdale High School student and her 2003 Jeep ended up in a Carsten sen Road backyard Monday morning while traveling north on Post Road.), Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
S(carsdale) V olunteer A mbulance C orps headquarters approved (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
To fence or not (re Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps and Corrini property boundary), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1
3 more pedestrians hit by cars in village, May 20, 2005, p. 1
SCARSDALE VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS (Continued)
Strauss chides Board of Architectural Review for delaying ambulance corps Headquarters approval, Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Without further ado (editorial) (praises the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps and points out the necessity for better headquarters), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps approved, June 24, 2005, p. 1
Green lights ahead (editorial), June 24, 2005, p. 6
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) appreciates and respects the ambulance corps (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 6
Yet another car hits Popham pedestrian, July 22, 2005, p. 1
Volunteers from near and far find satisfaction at Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 1
(Ari Rosner and David Santo duke it out with balloons at the Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps picnic Sunday) (photo), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6
Picnic! (photo) (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps picnic at Crossway Firehouse), Sep 16, 2005, p. 13
Among Other Things: A collaboration (editorial) (continued) (Author Irving Sloan discusses the different public-private partnerships that have brought many of the community's outstanding resources through the years), Sep 23, 2005, p. 8
SCARSDALE WOMAN'S CLUB
A showcase for design at Scarsdale Woman's Club (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 8A
Many woman's club activities cut from Progress report (letter) (response to Progress Report article from 1/28/05), Feb 4, 2005, p. 7
Scarsdale Show House 2005 set to open in May (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 3
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
Book Sale (Scarsdale Woman's Club), Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50
Many gave time to make Show House a success (letter), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6
Woman's club fetes old-timers (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
Show house enjoyed wonderful community support (letter), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6
Show house brings new glamour to an old clubhouse (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 4
SCARSDALE YOUTH SOCCER CLUB
Youth sports: What's best for our kids?, Feb 4, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club gives kids a choice (editorial), Feb 4, 2005, p. 7
Parents welcome alternatives to competitive Scarsdale Youth Soccer Club (letter) (response to 2/4/05 editorial by Meredith Lonner), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
P(arks and) R(ecreation) C(ouncil) supports ending tryouts for 4th graders, Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
P(arks and) R(ecreation) C(ouncil) supports ending 4th-grade tryouts (continued), Apr 1, 2005, p. 8
Give peace a chance (editorial), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6
SCARSDALE YOUTH SOFTBALL ASSOCIATION
Scarsdale Youth Softball Association encourages K-12 girls to play softball (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 18A
SCHAFFER, ROBIN (AUTHOR)
Compromising the quality of education in Edgemont is unacceptable (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 9

SCHAGER, ANNE (AUTHOR)
Limits on excess construction are sorely needed (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6

SCHANDLER, JON B
It's now Natalie's Place (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 4

SCHAPIRO, STEVE
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

SCHARF, TARA
Final showdown (photo) (Scarsdale girls' soccer team returned to the Section 1 finals June 7), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1

SCHARTMAN, ALEX
Upstart newspaper (The Cutting Edge) delivers smart satire at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 10

SCHAPIRO, STEVE
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

SCHAPIRO, STEVE (AUTHOR)
Rescued by the light (editorial), Feb 18, 2005, p. 21
Seasons of the heart (editorial), Mar 11, 2005, p. 7
Lucky Snow (editorial) (describes horrifying life of Chinese orphan baby girls and lengthy adoption procedures), May 6, 2005, p. 7
Summer's end (editorial), Sep 16, 2005, p. 7
Deer racing (editorial), Sep 30, 2005, p. 7
October: A dazzling dance (editorial) (The author, Steven Schnur, follows Scarsdale's latitude around the globe), Dec 23, 2005, p. 7
It's a matter of latitude: Where Scarsdale lies (editorial) (continued) (author Steven Schnur follows Scarsdale's latitude around the globe), Dec 23, 2005, p. 9

SCHOENFELD, MYRON R (DR) (AUTHOR)
Have the parties switched roles? (editorial) (Part 2. See 3/25/05 for Part 1), Apr 1, 2005, p. 7
SCHOLARSHIP
Scholarship aid available from (Scarsdale) foundation, Mar 18, 2005, p. 9
Chamber to present S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) scholarship (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 4
Edgemont thanks United Way for scholarship gift (letter), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
Chamber presents 2d annual scholarship (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 4
Record number of scholarships in Edgemont (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6

SCHOLER, KAYE
Bernstein hauls G’burgh back to court, Jan 14, 2005, p. 1

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE - SCARSDALE
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) election, Jan 7, 2005, p. 1
10 new members join S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating C(ommittee), Jan 14, 2005, p. 3
Candiates sought, Feb 4, 2005, p. 1
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) members are hardworking and committed (letter), Apr 1, 2005, p. 6
School nominating group seeks candidates, Sep 30, 2005, p. 8
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) needs you, Nov 4, 2005, p. 1
Hearing Dec. 6 on School B(oard) N(ominating C(ommittee) changes, Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
11 candidates (for the Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

SCHOOL BUSES
Large vehicle idling is damaging children's health (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7

SCHOOL CROSSING GUARDS
Goodbye to a very special lady (letter) (re the passing of Bobbi Alling), October 21, 2005, p. 6
Let's create a memorial for Bobbi Alling, a Heathcote landmark (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6

SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Redistricting is not a solution for Q(uaker) R(idge) enrollment (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 1
Demographer delivered wake-up call on school crowding (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7
Is support for education waning? (editorial), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7
Redistricting is not a solution for Q(uaker) R(idge) (continued), Feb 18, 2005, p. 8
School redistricting idea must be laid to rest (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6

SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
Jerilyn Farren to retire from Quaker Ridge (photo) (continued), Mar 4, 2005, p. 11
Retiring Heathcote principal (Ronne Marantz) specialized in values education (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
Values education is legacy of principal (continued), Mar 18, 2005, p. 8
Scarsdale says helloes, farewells (photo), May 27, 2005, p. 10
Saying goodbye (photo) (Heathcote and Quaker Ridge are both bidding farewell to their principals Ronne Marantz and Jeri Farren), Jun 3, 2005, p. 10
Robyn Lane to be Q(uaker) R(idge) principal (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
Robyn Lane to become principal of Quaker Ridge (continued), Jun 10, 2005, p. 13
New Q(uaker) R(idge) principal continues to pursue her passion (photo), Nov 4, 2005, p. 1
New Q(uaker) R(idge) principal values dedicated community (continued), Nov 4, 2005, p. 13
New principal Stile brings diverse school experiences to Heathcote (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 1
New principal Stile (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 13
Popular principal of (immaculate) H(eart of) M(ary) suspended by Archdiocese (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
Popular principal is 'on leave' from (immaculate) H(eart of) M(ary) (continued), Dec 2, 2005, p. 8

SCHOOLS
Schools operate under more constraints than businesses do (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT
Enrollment record set in Edgemont (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1A
Being number 1 is not worthy news? (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6
Edgemont students suspended for putting together 'hit list,' Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
E(dgemont) H(igh) S(chool) graduates'soulful songs can build vocabulary for the SAT, Apr 22, 2005, p. 1
Compromising the quality of education in Edgemont is unacceptable (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 9
Town support for Edgemont schools questioned (letter), Aug 5, 2005, p. 7
Town supervisor is a strong supporter of Edgemont schools (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 6
No suggestions offered on solving Midway certiorari crisis (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 8
Opinion piece misrepresented facts on Midway certiorari (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 8
G’reenburgh lawyer: Midway tax cert(iorari) 'less than $1M,' Aug 19, 2005, p. 1
E‘(dgemont) public needs to know amount of Midway claim (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6
Large settlement is bad news for E'mont taxpayers (letter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
What went wrong with builder? (letter) (re 1.5 million dollar lawsuit against Edgemont School District), October 21, 2005, p. 6

SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - BUDGET
Taxes likely to rise 12.96% in Edgemont, Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
12.96% tax increase (continued), Mar 18, 2005, p. 10
Edgemont school tax increase is out of line (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6
SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - BUDGET  (Continued)
Additional cuts put E'mont budget increase at 12.2 %, Mar 25, 2005, p. 13
Grassroots effort needed to stop Edgemont 'pirates' (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
School budget vote; Edgemont taxes going up 11.29%, May 13, 2005, p. 1
Too late for 'message' (editorial), May 13, 2005, p. 6
School budget vote set for Tuesday (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 15
Edgemont school budget defeated by 7-vote margin, May 20, 2005, p. 1
Edgemont budget defeated for 1st time in 12 years (continued), May 20, 2005, p. 11
E'(d)mont board and community discuss defeated '05-06 budget, May 27, 2005, p. 1
E'(d)mont board sends budget back to voters, June 3, 2005, p. 1
Austerity budget would be terrible to Edgemont (letter), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6
Important votes (Scarsdale bond issue and Edgemont School budget), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
Misinformation on E'mont budget circulated by opponents (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6
A second chance (editorial) (Urges a yes vote when Edgemont residents will vote for a second time on the proposed 2005-06 school budget), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6
Austerity budget would be devastating for Edgemont (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 7
Research reveals valid reasons for spending hike (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 7
Compromising the quality of education in Edgemont is unacceptable (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 9
It's time for teachers, staff to accept some of the burden (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10
Edgemont board has not addressed oversight concerns (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 21
Edgemont budget OK'd on second try, Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Edgemont budget critics rely on innuendo, not research (letter), July 8, 2005, p. 6
Vaughan does not tell the whole story on Edgemont budget (letter), July 15, 2005, p. 8
Machiavellian tactics cause damage (editorial), Aug 12, 2005, p. 8
E'(d)mont 'no' turns to 'yes' on 2d time around (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - HIGH SCHOOL
Nasty or dangerous? (editorial), Apr 15, 2005, p. 6
Ensuring safety of all is priority of Edgemont officials (letter), Apr 22, 2005, p. 6
E Day was success thanks to donors, volunteers, weather (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6
SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - HIGH SCHOOL - ALUMNI
E(dgemont) H(igh) S(hool) grad(uate)'s soulful songs can build vocab(ulary) (photo) (continued), Apr 22, 2005, p. 3
SCHOOLS - EDGEMONT - HIGH SCHOOL - GRADUATION
Goodbye high school, hello life! (photo), July 1, 2005, p. 1
Graduates; Edgemont High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement. Lists all 2005 graduates), July 1, 2005, p. 10A
Where they're headed (photo) (Graduation Supplement. Lists 2005 Scarsdale and Edgemont High School graduates and the colleges and universities which they plan to attend), July 1, 2005, p. 12A
SCHOOLS - EVALUATION
Simplistic ranking of schools doesn't consider performance (editorial), May 20, 2005, p. 7
The real score (editorial) (Discusses Newsweek's ranking of the nation's best high schools), May 27, 2005, p. 6
Children should be allowed to challenge themselves on APs (letter) (response to 5/20/05 editorial by John Klemme), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6
A great school would be better if all students could take AP courses (editorial), June 17, 2005, p. 7
SCHOOLS - NEW YORK (CITY)
Children in South Bronx need warm coats, emotional support (photo), Feb 4, 2005, p. 1
Bureaucracy creep (editorial), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6
Children in South Bronx need warm coats, (and hearts) (continued), Feb 4, 2005, p. 8
Children of South Bronx need warm coats (continued), Feb 4, 2005, p. 9
Urban schools thrive via unique music program (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 1
Urban schools thrive via Education Through Music program (continued), Feb 25, 2005, p. 4
New York City schools can succeed - with parents' help (letter), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE
Sledding is an important outlet for youthful risk-taking (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
Students in Scarsdale gain self-worth by helping others (photo), Jan 14, 2005, p. 8
Students gain self-worth by helping others (continued), Jan 14, 2005, p. 9
Many school projects are completed (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1A
Many Scarsdale school projects are completed (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 20A
No Child Left Behind will impose more tests on students, Feb 4, 2005, p. 1
Bureaucracy creep (editorial), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6
No Child Left Behind will impose more tests (continued), Feb 4, 2005, p. 11
Redistricting elementary schools should be considered (letter), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
District may implement elementary school foreign language, Feb 18, 2005, p. 9
School redistricting idea must be laid to rest (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE (Continued)
Japanese councilman studies schools here (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 11
Are distressing lessons on Holocaust taught too early? (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
Rebutting charges of communist infiltration in the schools (fourth article in series by Irving Sloan), Apr 8, 2005, p. 8
Inquirer opposed attacks on schools (letter) (response to the series of columns on the supposed Communist infiltration in the Scarsdale schools by Irving Sloan), Apr 15, 2005, p. 7
Tech(nology) is thriving in all Scarsdale schools, May 13, 2005, p. 11
Tech power of 1 in our community of schools (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 7
Schools should switch to child-safe cleaners (editorial), May 20, 2005, p. 7
Aesthetics still counts in school renovation (editorial), Jun 3, 2005, p. 7
After study, League of Women Voters supports the Scarsdale schools bond (letter), Jun 3, 2005, p. 7
Scarsdale contemplates wider educational goals (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 12A
It's back to school! (photo), Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
School projects finished on time, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1
New field and new faces kick off school year (continued) (includes names of new Scarsdale teachers), Sep 16, 2005, p. 12
Software will streamline student information, Sep 30, 2005, p. 10
The kid you save might be your own (editorial), Oct 7, 2005, p. 7
Visitors will critique technology in schools, October 14, 2005, p. 1
Visitors to critique tech(nology) in Scarsdale schools (continued), October 14, 2005, p. 11
Scarsdale schools dominated by Quaker Ridge issue (continued) (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - ALCOCKET MONTESSORI SCHOOL
Alcott School raises record amount (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 7
Alcott offers program for 2-year-olds, Sep 23, 2005, p. 10
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
Alternative-School internship: a hands-on experience (photo), Feb 4, 2005, p. 10
Still waters run deep (photo) (Scarsdale Alternative School annual fair and car wash), May 27, 2005, p. 1
Alternative-School graduate is individuals (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 1
A collaboration that works (editorial) (Author Irving Sloan discusses the different public-­private partnerships that have brought many of the community's outstanding resources through the years), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL - GRADUATION
A-(lternative) School seniors graduate with tributes to their personality (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 10
A-(lternative) School graduates are individuals (photo) (continued), June 24, 2005, p. 11
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - ARTS PROGRAM
School arts programs continue to expand (photo), Feb 4, 2005, p. 10
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - BUDGET
Board seeks input on '05-'06 budget, Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
School board seeks input on 2005-06 budget (continued), Jan 21, 2005, p. 11
Proposed 2005-06 school budget may raise taxes 7.73% - or more (continued), Mar 11, 2005, p. 10
S(chool) H(igh) S(chool) class sizes and G(overnment) A(ccounting) S(tandards) B(oard) concern B(oard) O(f) E(ducation) (continued), Mar 25, 2005, p. 10
Class sizes, G(overnment) A(ccounting) S(tandards) B(oard) concern B(oard) O(f) E(ducation) (continued), Mar 25, 2005, p. 11
Board considers budget reactions, Q(uaker) R(idge) construction, Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
Board hears responses to budget, mulls Quaker Ridge construction (continued), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10
Budget is OK'd; gap narrowed on Q(uaker) R(idge) cost options, Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
Tentative budget plan garners praise (continued), Apr 15, 2005, p. 8
School budget vote; Scarsdale to raise tax levy by 7.94%, May 13, 2005, p. 1
'Too late for message' (editorial), May 13, 2005, p. 6
What's up with school budgets? (editorial), May 13, 2005, p. 7
School budget: Scarsdale to raise tax 7.94% (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 11
Budget passes 1,164 to 423 in Scarsdale, May 20, 2005, p. 1
Unknowns make school budgeting more complicated, Sep 30, 2005, p. 1
Economic unknowns (continued), Sep 30, 2005, p. 9
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - EDGEOOD
Kids under stress: Edgewood parents and teachers brainstorm, Jan 21, 2005, p. 10
'Fitness around the world' comes to E(dge)wood (or calming the chattering monkey and other study tips) (photo), Jan 21, 2005, p. 11
A special anniversary (photo) (The Music Conservancy of Westchester celebrated its 75th anniversary with performances at Alice Tully Hall at Lincoln Center March 12, 2005), Mar 18, 2005, p. 17
Edgewood turns the world inside out (photo) (Edgewood students step inside a 20-foot high, Inflatable, hand-painted globe), Mar 25, 2005, p. 10
Fair weather (photo) (Edgewood Fair last Saturday), May 13, 2005, p. 3
Arts collide with science and culture in Edgewood artist-in-residence program (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 14
SCORSED - SCARSDALE - EDGEWOOD (Continued)

Edgewood artist-in-residence program a big hit (photo) (continued), Jun 10, 2005, p. 22
Scarsdale is vibrant international community, June 17, 2005, p. 23
Circles of friends (photo) (Edgewood student assembly and Heathcote walk-a-thon for Hurricane Katrina victims),
October 21, 2005, p. 11
Rioting by unruly gang spoiled Halloween in 1 neighborhood (editorial) (re Edgewood neighborhood), Nov 10,
2005, p. 7
Storyteller brings New Orleans to Edgewood (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 11

SCORSED - SCARSDALE - EDGEDWOOD - GRADUATION

Moving Up; Edgewood Elementary School (photo) (Graduation Supplement. Includes a list of graduates.), July 1,
2005, p. 20A

SCORSED - SCARSDALE - FOX MEADOW

A source of warmth and togetherness, Coach retires (photo) (Fox Meadow Physical Education teacher Richard
Salvattera has retired after 33 years), October 28, 2005, p. 10
Honoring Fox Meadow teacher (letter) (response to 11/4/05 editorial by Ilene Nechamkin paying tribute to Rona
Roth), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6

SCORSED - SCARSDALE - FOX MEADOW - GRADUATION

Moving Up; Fox Meadow Elementary School (Graduation Supplement. Includes a list of graduates.), July 1, 2005,
p. 21A

SCORSED - SCARSDALE - GREENACRES

A tribute to John Gosen (photo) (editorial), Jan 28, 2005, p. 7
Holocaust survivors tell 4th graders their stories (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 8
Holocaust survivors tell 4th graders their stories (continued), Feb 18, 2005, p. 9
Kids should stop 'branding' others (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6
"Outsiders" play a mean game of soccer at Greenacres (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6
Greenacres celebrates diversity in schoolwide "heritage day" (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 8
Global diversity celebrated with "heritage day" (continued), Mar 18, 2005, p. 9
Students "learn to look" at impressionist paintings (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 10
Moving Up; Greenacres Elementary School (photo) (Graduation Supplement. Includes a list of graduates.), July 1,
2005, p. 23A
School field use by nonresidents troubles officials, Nov 4, 2005, p. 1
School field use by guests (continued), Nov 4, 2005, p. 12
Fielding questions (editorial) (re the use of Greenacres School athletic field by nonresidents), Nov 8, 2005, p. 6
School officials must act to make Greenacres school traffic safer (editorial), Nov 18, 2005, p. 7
Appreciates help on field problem (letter) (re the unauthorized use of the Greenacres Elementary School field),
Nov 25, 2005, p. 6
Officials must keep kids safe after school (letter), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6

SCORSED - SCARSDALE - HEATHCOTE

Values education is legacy of principal (continued), Mar 18, 2005, p. 8
Heathcote kids tour India with "traveling trunk" (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 11
New Heathcote principal named; 8 staff to retire, May 6, 2005, p. 1
New principal appointed for Heathcote (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 11
New principal Stile brings diverse school experiences to Heathcote (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 1
New principal Stile (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 13
A piece of history (photo) (Fifth grade teacher Mitch Crasson brought Seth Kaller, a dealer in rare documents, to
his class at Heathcote School.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 11

SCORSED - SCARSDALE - HEATHCOTE - GRADUATION

Moving Up; Heathcote Elementary School (photo) (Graduation Supplement. Includes a list of graduates.), July 1,
2005, p. 22A

SCORSED - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL

Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 8, 2005
Oh what fun it is to ride - but not on school grounds (photo), Jan 7, 2005, p. 1
Sledding ban is a sad comment on our society (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 7
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) forensics students analyze crime scene; Who killed Joe Bob? (photo), Jan 21, 2005,
p. 10
Bids rejected for Butler Field turf, Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) artist Usher sculpts with childlike sense of wonder (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 8
Basketball club brought out the fans last Friday evening (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students make real inroads in science through research course (photo), Feb 11, 2005,
p. 8
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students make real inroads in science through research course (continued), Feb 11,
2005, p. 9
(Basketball) Court TV; S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) audio/visual department captures sights, sounds of games
(photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 21
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL. (Continued)

Village OKs bonds and Omnipoint lease, Feb 25, 2005, p. 1

The puck stops here (photo) (Scarsdale Raiders varsity ice hockey team battle Fox Lane and return to the Section 1 finals for the second straight year), Mar 4, 2005, p. 1

Thanks to many for making turf field a reality, at a savings (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6

Film, animation move artist of the month Loughran (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 10

Students meet 'Gates' artists (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 10

Singing love songs (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 11

Close call (photo) (A 16-year old Scarsdale High School student and her 2003 Jeep ended up in a Carstensen Road backyard Monday morning while traveling north on Post Road.), Mar 11, 2005, p. 1

Habitat Club at Scarsdale High School is much appreciated (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6

Let the digging begin! (Installation of a synthetic turf field at Butler Field inside the track at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 21

All the rage; Steroids are a hot national issue, but could they be here in Scarsdale? (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 23

Costume, culture and cuisine bring the world to S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 10

Summoning the muse (photo) (Johnny Baker and Jonah Winston collaborate at the Young Writers' Conference at the Scarsdale High School), Apr 15, 2005, p. 11

Runner of the Year (photo) (Jana Feiner Trenk, a Scarsdale High School sophomore, has been named the New York Road Runner of the Year among 12-14-year-olds.), Apr 15, 2005, p. 23

Board sets date for bond vote, adds S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) track, Apr 29, 2005, p. 1


How S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) can raise its ranking (editorial), Apr 29, 2005, p. 7

Student leaders (photo) (Students and faculty of the Scarsdale High School government enjoy themselves at My Sisters' Place spring gala), Apr 29, 2005, p. 10

Juniors win N(ew) Y(ork) P(ress) A(ssociation) award (continued), Apr 29, 2005, p. 11

S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) musicians take off-the-beaten-path European tour (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 10

Playland West (photo) (Scarsdale High School spring carnival celebrated its fifth year), May 6, 2005, p. 12

Chinese concerts, culture, cuisine thrill S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) musicians (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 10

Newsweek ranking (Newsweek magazine rated Scarsdale High School the 208th best high school in the nation), May 20, 2005, p. 1

Seniors prepare for anti-Israel views in college (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 3

Parents advised to stay in touch about preprom activities (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6

Simplistic ranking of schools doesn't consider performance (editorial), May 20, 2005, p. 7

Cool cars (photo) (Second annual Scarsdale Concours developed by Scarsdale High School students Denis O'Leary and Evan Cygler was held May 15, 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 13

S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

Seniors prepare for anti-Israel views (continued), May 20, 2005, p. 20

2005 Scarsdale Concours sets records (photo) (The second annual Scarsdale Concours automobile show produced by Denis O'Leary and Evan Cygler), May 27, 2005, p. 3

The real score (editorial) (Discusses Newsweek's ranking of the nation's best high schools), May 27, 2005, p. 6

Cool cars (photo) (Second annual Scarsdale Concours developed by Scarsdale High School students Denis O'Leary and Evan Cygler was held May 15, 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 13

S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

Seniors prepare for anti-Israel views (continued), May 20, 2005, p. 20

2005 Scarsdale Concours sets records (photo) (The second annual Scarsdale Concours automobile show produced by Denis O'Leary and Evan Cygler), May 27, 2005, p. 3

The real score (editorial) (Discusses Newsweek's ranking of the nation's best high schools), May 27, 2005, p. 6

Cool cars (photo) (Second annual Scarsdale Concours developed by Scarsdale High School students Denis O'Leary and Evan Cygler was held May 15, 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 13

Children should be allowed to challenge themselves on APs (letter) (response to 5/20/05 editorial by John Klemme), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6

The Inquirer headline appeared outlandish (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6

Inquirer headline appeared outlandish (letter) (comments on headline assigned by Scarsdale Inquirer on 5/27/05 letter by Andrew C. Hartzell.), Jun 10, 2005, p. 21

On the red carpet (photo) (Amanda Stoffel and Sheldon Levy show off their prom finery at the pre-prom party at Scarsdale High School), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1

S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) athletes commended for sportsmanship (letter), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6

A great school would be better if all students could take AP courses (editorial), June 17, 2005, p. 7
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL (Continued)

Civetta honored by honor (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 25
Civetta named Raiders' Scholar-Athlete (continued), June 17, 2005, p. 26
Douglass, retiring from S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool), has as much vigor and passion as ever, July 1, 2005, p. 10
Jacobs retires 'with a great deal of pride' (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 3
2 contestants, all winners in high school cafeteria cook-off, July 22, 2005, p. 1
Competitive cook-off leads to hiring at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo) (continued), July 22, 2005, p. 8
Teachers learn what makes the stock exchange tick (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1
Drive for Katrina survivors exceeds expectations (photo), Sep 16, 2005, p. 3
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) offers many opportunities for volunteer service (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6
Turf field at high school was a successful team effort (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6
A fantastic viticultural voyage (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 3
Constitution scholar pitches civic ed(ucation) to T(own and) V(illage) C(lub), Feb 18, 2005, p. 3
Statistics on the Town of Scarsdale (Continued), Mar 4, 2005, p. 4
Large class sizes at high school likely to continue next semester, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
Radical ideas win MacKenzie the school presidency (photo), Dec 16, 2005, p. 10
Teens talk to board of ed(ucation) about stress at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (continued), Dec 16, 2005, p. 1
More advanced math among curriculum plans, Nov 10, 2005, p. 1
Teen center will honor Dean Marjorie Jacobs (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 8
Sid Case dies at 68; taught performing arts at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
Visions award (Marjorie Jacobs, former director of counseling at Scarsdale High School, is being honored by the Scarsdale Teen Center December 4.), Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
Dean Jacobs feted at teen center brunch (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 3
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) segregated? (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6
Case was passionate about educating the whole person (letter) (Tribute to Sidney Case, a Scarsdale High School performing arts teacher who passed away recently), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6
Sheinbaum continues to shine on (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 27
Old and new at traditional feast (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6
Large class sizes at high school likely to continue next semester, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
Teens talk to board of ed(ucation) about stress at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale must not take its good fortune for granted (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
Home is where the heart defibrillator is (photo), Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
A fantastic viticultural voyage (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 3
Scarsdale grad(uate) on a fantastic viticultural voyage (continued), Mar 4, 2005, p. 13
'Spectacular: Things that happen in the Town of Scarsdale' exhibit puts fresh spin on the value of art (photo), Apr 22, 2005, p. 15
Scarsdale must not take its good fortune for granted (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
Constitution scholar pitches civic ed(ucation) to T(own and) V(illage) C(lub), Feb 18, 2005, p. 3
A fantastic viticultural voyage (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 3
Welcome home (photo) (Sergeant and Scarsdale High School Alumnus Tim Hill was welcomed home from Iraq at a party given by his parents), Mar 25, 2005, p. 8
'Scared' All About Things' exhibit puts fresh spin on the value of art (photo), Apr 22, 2005, p. 15
Bresnahan, Josephine Callisen (Josephine Bresnahan Callisen, a scholar of World War II and lifelong political activist, died April 16, 2005. She was 58 years old.), Apr 22, 2005, p. 18
Tutunjian, Jill Dammann (Jill Dammann Tutunjian of Boston, formerly of Scarsdale, died of ovarian cancer March 30, 2005. She was 52 years old.), Apr 22, 2005, p. 18
Catch the Moon;' New CD and book catches 'Noggin' (photo) (Profile of Elizabeth Mitchell and the creation of her children's music CD and board book "Catch the Moon."), Apr 29, 2005, p. 15
Kenny D. Weinstein (dies) (Kenny D. Weinstein died peacefully at home on May 10, 2005. He was 52.), May 13, 2005, p. 21
Bourne, Gloria Graff (Gloria Graff Bourne, a former resident of Scarsdale, Whitehouse and Rumson, New Jersey, Palmos Verdes, California, St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, and most recently, Kihei, Maui, died May 11, 2005, in Maui Memorial Hospital. She was 82.), May 27, 2005, p. 21
Nadbourny, Humphrey (photo) (Felicia Anne Nadbourny and Bradford Clark Humphrey are engaged), Jun 10, 2005, p. 25
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - ALUMNI (Continued)

Behind the headlines: S(carsdale) H(gh) S(chool) grad(uate) cracks murder case in Delaware (photo), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1

Reid, Baer (photo) (Liane Marie Reid and Stephen Baer were married May 20, 2005, at the Baer home), June 17, 2005, p. 22

Harvard freshman Scherf All-American (Lindsey Scherf achieved the triple crown, earning three All-America honors, one in each season this academic year), June 17, 2005, p. 25

Lehr, Pease (photo) (Molly Lehr and Derek Pease are engaged), June 24, 2005, p. 15

Ball, Aronson (photo) (Christine Louise Ball and Chad Howard Aronson were married May 29, 2005, at Lyndhurst, Tarrytown), July 8, 2005, p. 15

Picture Perfect; Scarsdale couple among top photography collectors (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 15

My scramble to get out of New Orleans, Sep 9, 2005, p. 24

New S(carsdale) H(gh) S(chool) grad(uate) interns with county legislator Ryan (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 4

Let's Get Ready! gets ready for a change (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 3

New S(carsdale) H(gh) S(chool) grad(uate) breaks into Hollywood with 'Hooligans' (photo), Sep 16, 2005, p. 15

S(carsdale) H(gh) S(chool) grad(uate) interns with county legislator Ryan (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 4

New assistant rabbi comes home (photo), Sep 23, 2005, p. 1

Chan, Rees (photo) (Merry Jean Chan and Robert David Rees were married September 17, 2005, in Garrison, New York.), Sep 23, 2005, p. 17

Andrew S. Hong (Andrew S. Hong has completed basic cadet training and earned the rank of cadet fourth class at the U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado.), Sep 30, 2005, p. 4

Varady-Rosenberg (photo) (Pamela Halsey Varady and Stuart Mattison Rosenberg were married September 4, 2005, at Whitby Castle in Rye.), Sep 30, 2005, p. 29

New assignment at old paper: how the other half thinks, Oct 7, 2005, p. 1

Longing for utopia in India and Vermont (photo) (Profile of Victoria Vinton and her new book "The Jungle Law."), Oct 7, 2005, p. 3

New assignment: how the other half thinks, Oct 7, 2005, p. 8

Distinguished alumni (12 Scarsdale High School alumni are the first to be selected as distinguished alumni by the Scarsdale Alumni Association), October 21, 2005, p. 1

Pickelle, Benson (photo) (Abbe Lauren Pickelle and Robert Benson III were married April 16, 2005, in the outdoor courtyard of a Creole plantation in New Orleans.), October 21, 2005, p. 15

Distinguished alumni honored Saturday (photo), October 28, 2005, p. 11

Palmer, Lanik (photo) (Dr. Diana Allison Palmer and Gregory John Lanik were married at Plymouth Congregational Church in Belmont, Massachusetts, August 6, 2005.), October 28, 2005, p. 17

Compassion inspires S(carsdale) H(gh) S(chool) grad(uate) in Brazil (photo), Nov 4, 2005, p. 3

Compassion inspires S(carsdale) H(gh) S(chool) grad(uate)'s work in Brazil (photo) (continued), Nov 4, 2005, p. 11

Sachs, Harrison (photo) (Lori Sachs and Alex Harrison are engaged), Nov 10, 2005, p. 19

Tudisco, Flisser (photo) (Jennifer Lauren Tudisco and Dr. Eric Dan Flisser were married November 5, 2005, at the Palace Hotel.), Nov 18, 2005, p. 25

Worden, McWhorter (photo) (Deborah Monroe Worden and Alexander Grant McWhorter were married July 16, 2005, at the First Presbyterian Church in New Canaan.), Nov 18, 2005, p. 25

Sheinbaum continues to shine on (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 27

Cohen gets dream job as Manhattan's voice (photo) (Ed Cohen is the play-by-play voice for the Manhattan College men's and women's basketball teams on gojaspers.com.), Nov 25, 2005, p. 3

'Pinnacle moment' for Plates chef Karp (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 3

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - CLUBS

Instruments of change (photo) (Scarsdale High School club "The practice partners" ran a practice-a-thon March 7 to 17 in which students raised money for the AsiaPacificEd Program), Mar 25, 2005, p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - GRADUATION

Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo), (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 3A

Graduates; Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement. Lists all 2005 graduates), July 1, 2005, p. 4A

Graduation: a critical juncture (editorial), July 1, 2005, p. 7

Where they're headed (photo) (Graduation Supplement. Lists 2005 Scarsdale and Edgemont High School graduates and the colleges and universities which they plan to attend), July 1, 2005, p. 12A
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - GRADUATION (Continued)
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 1A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - PROM
Happy prom! (editorial), June 3, 2005, p. 6
On the red carpet (photo) (Amanda Stoffel and Sheldon Levy show off their prom finery at the pre-prom party at Scarsdale High School), June 17, 2005, p. 1
Prom Night; Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 6A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - PTA
Cafe des Artistes showcased students' talent and creativity (letter), March 11, 2005, p. 6

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
PTA Scholarship Fund chairman seeks donations (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HIGH SCHOOL - SPORTS
Winter Sports preview (photo) (Supplement), Dec 2, 2005
Final showdown (photo) (Scarsdale girls' soccer team returned to the Section 1 finals June 7), June 10, 2005, p. 1
2005 Maroon and White Spring Sports Awards - Tuesday, July 6 (photo) (Includes listings of all award recipients), June 10, 2005, p. 31
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27
Pride and joy (photo) (Erika Wright and her cheerleaders provide enthusiastic support for the Scarsdale Raiders football team), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
Positive aspects of high school athletics celebrated (letter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
Sheinbaum continues to shine on (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 27
Maroon and White Fall Sports Awards - Wednesday, Nov. 9 (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 28
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38
Record crowd at Maroon and White awards dinner (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6
Varsity cheerleaders deserve more recognition (letter), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6
Sports Headliners 2005 (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 20

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - HISTORY
The 1950s in Scarsdale schools: boom and tumult (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 3
Scarsdale's battle of the books (Part I) (Irving Sloan discusses the Committee of Ten formed to investigate communist influence in the local schools. First part in series by author.), Feb 11, 2005, p. 3
Past is Present: Scarsdale's battle of the books (continued) (Part I) (Irving Sloan discusses the Committee of Ten formed to investigate communist influence in the local schools. First part in series by author.), Feb 11, 2005, p. 30
Battle of the books - Part II (re the Committee of Ten and the communist influence in the local schools. Second installment in series by Irving Sloan.), Feb 25, 2005, p. 3
Battle of the schools (Part II) (continued) (re the Committee of Ten and the communist influence in the local schools. Second article in series by Irving Sloan.), Feb 25, 2005, p. 13
Rebutting charges of communist infiltration in the schools (3rd article in series by Irving Sloan.), Mar 11, 2005, p. 3
Rebutting charges of communist infiltration in the schools (continued) (3rd article in series by Irving Sloan.), Mar 11, 2005, p. 14
A history of the Quaker Ridge School (Part I in a series), June 10, 2005, p. 3

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - IMMACULATE HEART OF MARY
Immaculate Heart of Mary: a Blue Ribbon School of Excellence (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 19A
Immaculate Heart of Mary youths head to World Youth Day (photo), Aug 12, 2005, p. 18
Popular principal of Immaculate Heart of Mary suspended by Archdiocese (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
Popular principal is 'on leave' from Immaculate Heart of Mary (continued), Dec 2, 2005, p. 8

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - IMMACULATE HEART OF MARY - GRADUATION
Graduation; Immaculate Heart of Mary (photo) (Graduation Supplement. Includes a list of graduates), July 1, 2005, p. 19A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL
Science Olympians (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School hosted the 2005 Lower Hudson Valley Regional Science Olympiad Tournament), Feb 25, 2005, p. 11
Ji-Li Jiang shares memories of Cultural Revolution (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p. 10
Team building (photo) (MOBRAKS, a team of six boys, five of whom attend Scarsdale Middle School, won a first-place trophy at Westchester's second annual Lego League tournament, February 6, 2005), Mar 11, 2005, p. 11
Basketball courts should be a priority at the middle school (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6
C(hildren) H(aving) l(ndividual) L(earning) D(ifferences) parents protest 'discriminatory' special ed(ucation) plan, Mar 25, 2005, p. 11
P(arks and) R(ecreation) C(ouncil) supports ending 4th-grade tryouts (continued), Apr 1, 2005, p. 8
Confident, self-aware S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) speakers sweep contest (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10
S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) explores human rights violations worldwide (photo), Apr 29, 2005, p. 10
Middle school's digital gallery honors Irving Sloan (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 10
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL (Continued)
S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) peer leaders serve community, have fun (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 13

So long, S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 10

Sock'er! (photo) (Anton Zock gives the ball a swift kick in the right direction during the last week of camp at the Scarsdale Middle School), Aug 19, 2005, p. 8


Types lend insight (continued), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11

Lively performers shake it up, baby, at S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 12; Dec 9, 2005, p. 13

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - MIDDLE SCHOOL - GRADUATION
Graduates; Scarsdale Middle School (photo) (Graduation Supplement. Lists all graduates), July 1, 2005, p. 16A

Graduates; Scarsdale Middle School (photo) (continued) (Graduation Supplement. Lists all Middle School graduates), July 1, 2005, p. 17A

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - OUR LADY OF FATIMA
(Our Lady of) Fatima honors families for long service, Feb 4, 2005, p. 11

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - QUAKER RIDGE
Support for school board should not be blind (editorial), Jan 7, 2005, p. 6

Q(uaker) R(idge) to B(oard) O(f) E(ducation): We're tired of waiting!, Jan 14, 2005, p. 1

PTAs think for themselves, make own decisions (letter) (response to 117/05 editorial by Irving Sloan), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6

The school is broken, fix it (editorial), Jan 14, 2005, p. 7

Q(uaker) R(idge) to boards board: We're tired of waiting! (continued), Jan 14, 2005, p. 9

B(oard) O(f) E(ducation) declares Q(uaker) R(idge) gym 'emergency,' Jan 21, 2005, p. 1

If 'yes' votes had led, would the school board be asking questions? (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6

B(oard) O(f) E(ducation) declares Q(uaker) R(idge) gym an 'emergency' (continued), Jan 21, 2005, p. 8

B(oard) O(f) E(ducation) tries to reconcile with opponents on Q(uaker) R(idge), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1

Board of ed(ucation) should listen to concrete remediation experts (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6

Consensus building (editorial) (re Quaker Ridge School and the no votes on the bond issue), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6

Q(uaker) R(idge) librarian clarifies her opinion on bond (letter) (response to 1/14/05 article "Q(uaker) R(idge) to B(oard) O(f) E(ducation): We're tired of waiting!"), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6

B(oard) O(f) E(ducation) tries to reconcile with opponents on Q(uaker) R(idge) (continued), Jan 28, 2005, p. 9

Setting the record straight on the listening period (letter) (response to 1/28/05 letter by Robert Harrison), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6

T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) report inconsistent with earlier report on class size (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6

We all have tax fatigue but we must maintain our schools (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6

All school children will be affected if Q(uaker) R(idge) bond doesn't pass (letter), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6

Democracy or democracy wake-up call on school crowding (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7

Is support for education waning? (editorial), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7

Redistricting is not a solution for Q(uaker) R(idge) (continued), Feb 18, 2005, p. 8

Jeri Farren to retire after 16 years at Quaker Ridge (photo) (continued), Mar 4, 2005, p. 11

Tech(nical) committee reports on Q(uaker) R(idge) (Ridge), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1

Committee reports findings on decaying Q(uaker) R(idge) wing (continued), Mar 25, 2005, p. 10

Q(uaker) R(idge) techn(nical) committee confirmed need for replacement (letter), Apr 1, 2005, p. 6

Still no meeting with concrete remediation experts (letter), Apr 1, 2005, p. 7

Board considers budget reactions, Q(uaker) R(idge) construction, Apr 8, 2005, p. 1

Enough! (editorial) (comments on Quaker Ridge school bond issue, Paul Feiner and pedestrian accidents in the village), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

Experts agree on Q(uaker) R(idge) repair estimate (editorial) (Findings of the Technical Review Committee), Apr 8, 2005, p. 7

Board hears responses to budget, mulls Quaker Ridge construction (continued), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10

Budget is OK'd; gap narrowed on Q(uaker) R(idge) cost options, Apr 15, 2005, p. 1

Difference between Q(uaker) R(idge) repair and replacement negligible (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 6

Why won't school board release detailed cost estimates? (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 6

No facility is immune from infrastructure problems (letter), Apr 22, 2005, p. 6

Dogs can help finance school wing replacement (letter), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6

'Rational repair' of Quaker Ridge is an oxymoron (letter), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6

Q(uaker) R(idge) bond vote set for June 15 (continued), Apr 28, 2005, p. 10
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - QUAKER RIDGE (Continued)
Q(uaker) R(idge) bond launched; F(reedom) O(f) l(nformation) A(ct) request nixed, May 6, 2005, p. 1
Q(uaker) R(idge) mom feels cheated by delay, wasted money (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6
Taxpayers deserve to know scope of project (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6
B(oard) O(f) E(ducation) OKs bond, denies Harrison's appeal (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 9
Scarsdalians speak out on Q(uaker) R(idge) bond vote, May 13, 2005, p. 1
Quaker Ridge bond opponent makes misleading statements (letter) (response to 5/6/05 letter by Robert Harrison), May 13, 2005, p. 6
Scarsdalians provide feedback on Q(uaker) R(idge) bond (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 12
An investment in Q(uaker) R(idge) is an investment in our community (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6
'Padded' school bond deserves defeat (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6
School board should open construction to competition (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6
School board rejects Harrison's requests, May 27, 2005, p. 1
Of human cannonballs, extraterrestrials and the Q(uaker) R(idge) bond (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6
It is time to act on Quaker Ridge (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6
Quaker Ridge replacement ensures parity of preparation (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6
School bond issue amounts appear 'outlandish' (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 6
Send a message: we the voters are 1 community, not 7 separate schools (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 7
Q(uaker) R(idge) construction will benefit village (letter), May 27, 2005, p. 7
Scarsdale says hellos, farewells (photo), May 27, 2005, p. 10
Aesthetics still counts in school renovation (editorial), Jun 3, 2005, p. 7
Rebuild option costs for Quaker Ridge School are inflated (letter), Jun 3, 2005, p. 7
Arguments heat up before 6/15 Q(uaker) R(idge) vote (continued), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
Robyn Lane to be Q(uaker) R(idge) principal (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
A history of the Quaker Ridge School (Part I in a series), Jun 10, 2005, p. 3
After touring Q(uaker) R(idge) consultant nixes 'quick fix' (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6
Board's secrecy on bond process is not justified (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6
Voting for bond would be fitting tribute to Farren (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6
Quaker Ridge: Just the facts (editorial), Jun 10, 2005, p. 7
Q(uaker) R(idge) dissenters defy common sense (editorial), Jun 10, 2005, p. 7
Vote no on the bond issue for Quaker Ridge and track (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 7
Repair is not cheaper than replacement in the long term (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 8
School board seems to have heard message on 'tax fatigue' (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 8
School taxes should be used to benefit all students (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 8
Why I changed my mind on the Quaker Ridge School bond issue (editorial), Jun 10, 2005, p. 8
It's about safety, not saving money (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 9
Don't let the minority rule (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10
Q(uaker) R(idge) bond will benefit children (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10
Quaker Ridge residents supported work at other schools (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10
Stop second guessing and start fixing (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10
Vote yes for all our children (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10
Arguments heat up before 6/15 Q(uaker) R(idge) bond vote (continued), Jun 10, 2005, p. 13
Rybyn Lane to become principal of Quaker Ridge (continued), Jun 10, 2005, p. 13
Estimated $5M savings on Q(uaker) R(idge) repair is a fiction (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 21
Inquirer headline appeared outlandish (letter) (comments on headline assigned by Scarsdale Inquirer on 5/27/05 letter by Andrew C. Hartzell.), Jun 10, 2005, p. 21
Scarsdalians vote 2,051 to 1,155 to pass Q(uaker) R(idge) bond, Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - QUAKER RIDGE (Continued)

Saying 'we'll miss you' (photo) (Cameron Plummer and Gabrielle Hickman thank Farren on behalf of Nancy Perucci's class, June 17, Jeri Farren Day at Quaker Ridge School), June 24, 2005, p. 10

Quaker Ridge principal thanks Scarsdale for the memories (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 6

B(oard) O(ff) E(ducation) considers new firms for Q(aker) R(idge) projects, July 8, 2005, p. 1

B(oard) O(ff) E(ducation) considers new firms for Q(aker) R(idge) project (continued), July 8, 2005, p. 10

Known quantities (Scarsdale Board of Education hires Peter Gisolfi Associates for the upcoming Quaker Ridge construction project), July 22, 2005, p. 1

School projects finished on time, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1

Architect unveils new Q(aker) R(idge) building design (illus), October 28, 2005, p. 1

New Q(aker) R(idge) principal continues to pursue her passion (photo), Nov 4, 2005, p. 1

New Q(aker) R(idge) principal values dedicated community (continued), Nov 4, 2005, p. 13

Latest Q(aker) R(idge) wing design includes a pitched roof, Dec 16, 2005, p. 1

Latest Q(aker) R(idge) design includes a pitched roof (continued), Dec 16, 2005, p. 11

It (Quaker Ridge bond proposal) passed! (photo) (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8

Scarsdale schools dominated by Quaker Ridge issue (continued) (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8

SCHOOLS - SCARSDALE - ST. PIUS X

Spiritual component adds to education at St. Pius X (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 19A

Parishioners campaign to save St. Pius X School (photo), Feb 1, 2005, p. 1

A closing performance (photo) (St. Pius community continues to say goodbye to the school which is closing this month), Jun 3, 2005, p. 11

Fight to save St. Pius School moves to state Supreme Court, July 1, 2005, p. 1

Battle to save St. Pius School goes to court (continued), July 1, 2005, p. 4

St. Pius X marks last graduation (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 18A

Parish council members support decision to close school (letter) (letter followed by Editors' note), July 8, 2005, p. 6

St. Pius before court, July 15, 2005, p. 1

St. Pius School attracted new church members (letter), July 15, 2005, p. 6

St. Pius X School borrowed money from Archdiocese (letter), July 15, 2005, p. 6

Plan to save St. Pius School could succeed if given a chance (letter), July 15, 2005, p. 8

Why St. Pius X School had to close (editorial), July 22, 2005, p. 6

Judge rules against St. Pius X activists, Aug 19, 2005, p. 1

Parents' efforts to keep St. Pius School going undermined (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6

Judge rules against St. Pius X activists (continued), Aug 19, 2005, p. 11

Hard times for parochial schools (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8

SCHOOL TAXES

New rule will hike school tax beyond 7.13%, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1

Proposed 2005-06 school budget may raise taxes 7.73% - or more (continued), Mar 11, 2005, p. 10

Your property's assessed value: Why you pay what you do in school taxes, Sep 2, 2005, p. 1

Why you pay what you do in school taxes (continued), Sep 2, 2005, p. 9

SCHOR, BRYNN

Confident, self-aware S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) speakers sweep contest (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10

SCHOR, EVAN

Team building (photo) (MOBRAKS, a team of six boys, five of whom attend Scarsdale Middle School, won a first-place trophy at Westchester's second annual Lego League tournament, February 6, 2005), Mar 11, 2005, p. 11

SCHREIBER, MITCHELL

Man nabbed on child porn charge, Aug 12, 2005, p. 1

SCHROEDER, EDMUND

Urban schools thrive via unique music program (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 1

SCHUBERT, DAVID (AUTHOR)

Bernstein owes Laubich apology (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6

SCHUBERT, DUSTIN

Hall, Schubert (photo) (Allison Hall and Dustin Schubert were married April 9, 2005, in Cocoa, Florida.), May 20, 2005, p. 23

SCHULLER, CARMEN (DR)

Dr. Carmen Schuller, DDS (Dr. Carmen Schuller will be honored Wednesday, July 27, at the Tribeca Performing Arts Center, by the SNAP student foundation), July 22, 2005, p. 4

SCHULTZ, PEGGY

Community Center reaches goal (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 1
SCHEUERMANN, IRA
Supporting the arts (photo) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin and her husband Ira Schuman are pictured with Hillary Rodham Clinton at the Westchester Arts Council's 40th anniversary gala in Rye Brook Nov. 19), Dec 16, 2005, p. 15

SCHUTZBANK, DAN
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

SCHUTZBANK, DAN (AUTHOR)
Basketball club brought out the fans last Friday evening (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6

SCHWARTZ, ALYSSA

SCHWARTZ, DEAN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

SCHWARTZ, HUGH (AUTHOR)
Bernstein should not use personal attacks to make a point (letter), Aug 5, 2005, p. 7
Greenburgh needs to address land use issues (letter), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6

SCHWARTZ, RENEE
3 more pedestrians hit by cars in village, May 20, 2005, p. 1

SCHWARTZBAUM, RENÄ (AUTHOR)
Moved by story on family caring for homeless cats (letter) (response to 7/29/05 Inquirer article "Homeless Cat Math: 1+1+1+1=9"), Aug 5, 2005, p. 6

SCHWARZ, THOMAS J
The man in white (photo) (Author Tom Wolfe spoke at Purchase recently), Dec 2, 2005, p. 16

SCIENCE
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students make real inroads in science through research course (photo), Feb 11, 2005, p. 8
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students make real inroads in science through research course (continued), Feb 11, 2005, p. 9
Science Olympians (photo) (Scarsdale Middle School hosted the 2005 Lower Hudson Valley Regional Science Olympiad Tournament), Feb 25, 2005, p. 11
Bad Science (editorial), Sep 23, 2005, p. 8

SCULPTURE
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) artist Usher sculpts with childlike sense of wonder (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 8

SEAL, NANCY
Nancy Seal (dies) (Nancy Seal, a former Scarsdale resident for 61 years, died February 25, 2005, in La Jolla, California. She was 95 years old.), Mar 4, 2005, p. 12

SEELEY, STUART (AUTHOR)
Proposed town zoning change was beyond local bandwidth (editorial), Aug 19, 2005, p. 7

SEGREGATION
Brown v. Board of Education: We still have a long way to go (editorial), October 14, 2005, p. 7

SEIDEN, ANDREA (AUTHOR)
Operation Care Pack brings relief to displaced children (letter), Sep 30, 2005, p. 7

SEIDEN, SUZANNE
Seiden, Hoofnagle worked overtime to get out the vote (letter) (re the Quaker Ridge bond issue), June 24, 2005, p. 6

SEIDEN, SUZANNE (AUTHOR)
Voting for bond would be fitting tribute to Farren (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6
Scarsdale knows how to bond (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 6

SEIDMAN, EVELYN
Semour Sims dies (photo) (Former Scarsdale mayor Seymour "Chuck" Sims died of a massive hemorrhage on March 26. He was 90 years old), Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
Headliners 2005 (photo) (Outstanding 2005 Scarsdale residents), Dec 23, 2005, p.4

SEIDMAN, EVELYN (AUTHOR)
Candidates' petitions must be signed (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6
Trustees will work for the good of the community (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 7

SEIFE, DARRELL
Candidates sought for Edgemont school board (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6

SEIFE, DONNA
Edgemont thanks United Way for scholarship gift (letter), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
SEIFE, DONNA (Continued)
Record number of scholarships in Edgemont (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6

SEKINE, YUKI
Arts collide with science and culture in Edgewood artist-in-residence program (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 14

SELTZER, JENNIFER
The Bank of New York Salutes: It's All About Community Impact; United Way (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 40

SELTZER, MAX
Fair weather (photo) (Edgewood Fair last Saturday), May 13, 2005, p. 3

SELTZER, SAM
Fair weather (photo) (Edgewood Fair last Saturday), May 13, 2005, p. 3

SENIORS (OLDER PERSONS)
See AGED

SERAFIN, PATRICIA
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

SEREYSKY, ANDREW
Greenacres neighbors speak out on traffic, fields and schools, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
Spring time in Greenacres (100 Greenacres neighbors gathered at Hitchcock Church last Friday for the annual Spring Fling), May 27, 2005, p. 15
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
Appreciates help on field problem (letter) (re the unauthorized use of the Greenacres Elementary School field), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6

SHEREYSKY, BRETT
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

SERVICE STATIONS
Man arrested for stabbing his co-worker, Mar 4, 2005, p. 1

SERVIDIO, ROBIN
Ten Houlihan Lawrence agents win sales awards (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 4
Robin Servidio (photo) (Robin Servidio, associate broker with the Scarsdale office of Houlihan Lawrence, has been awarded the certified international property specialist designation), Apr 8, 2005, p. 4
Robin Servidio (photo) (Robin Servidio, associate broker with the Scarsdale office of Houlihan Lawrence, has been appointed to serve as a delegate representing the Westchester County Board of Realtors Inc. at the New York State Association of Realtors.), Dec 9, 2005, p. 4

SEWARD, ZACH (AUTHOR)
What's up with all the flags downtown? (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 6

SEYMOUR, NICOLE
Shopping for a good time (photo) (Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual sidewalk sale), Aug 12, 2005, p. 3

SFORZA-SLOCUM, LEE
A closing performance (photo) (St. Pius community continues to say goodbye to the school which is closing this month), Jun 3, 2005, p. 11

SGUERRA, JAIME
Jaime Sguerra (Jaime Sguerra of Guardian Life Insurance Company of America has been recognized by IDG's Computerworld, the "Voice of IT Management," as one of the business world's "Premier IT Leaders.), Mar 11, 2005, p. 4

SHANDELL, HEIDI
Synagogue gives shelter to hurricane evacuees (photo), October 14, 2005, p. 3

SHAPIRO, ALLAN
Reservations open for bowl dinner (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 2
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

SHAPIRO, IVY
11 candidates (for the Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

SHAPIRO, MARY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32

SHAPIRO, RACHEL
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

SHARMA, VEENA
Car jumps curb, hits man on East Parkway (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1

SHASHANK, SVATI
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36

SHAW, ARCHIBALD
Battle of the books - Part II (re the Committee of Ten and the communist influence in the local schools. Second article in series by Irving Sloan.), Feb 25, 2005, p. 3
SHAY MACDONALD, BARBARA
Headliners 2005 (photo) *(Outstanding 2005 Scarsdale residents)*, Dec 23, 2005, p.4

SHEARER, KATHRYN
Scarsdale (high) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) *(includes student names and photos)*, May 20, 2005, p. 14

SHEEHAN, FRANCIS
Feiner snubbed by committee; Greenawalt gets nod from Democrats, May 6, 2005, p. 1
Feiner files financials; familiar names listed, July 29, 2005, p. 1
Vote for Sheehan and Juettner (letter), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6
Barnes, Bass back Juettner, Sheehan, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Greenawalt, Juettner, Sheehan: the dream ticket (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6
Incumbent candidates are experienced and qualified (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6
Sheehan and Juettner are 100% pro-choice (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 6
Sheehan and Juettner will be most responsive to Edgemont (editorial), Sep 9, 2005, p. 7
Sheehan promises to work for the common good (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 7
Sheehan will raise town council’s ethical standards (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 8
Sheehan has always supported special permit legislation (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 9
Vote for Sheehan, Juettner to meet challenges ahead (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 10
Barnes, Bass endorsee Juettner and Sheehan (photo) (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 25
Feiner, Juettner, Sheehan triumph in Greenburgh Democratic primary (photo) (continued), Sep 16, 2005, p. 11
Successful town board candidates will work to improve town (letter), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6
Unfair tactics deceive voters, undermine democracy (letter), October 21, 2005, p. 6
Juettner, Sheehan deserve support (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 6

SHEEHAN, FRANCIS (AUTHOR)
Sheehan promises to work for the common good (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 7
Successful town board candidates will work to improve town (letter), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6
G’(reen)burgh candidate promises independence and hard work (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 7

SHEEHAY, JOAN
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

SHEIN, DIANE
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District’s Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

SHEINBAUM, JAMES
Sheinbaum continues to shine on (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 27

SHEINBAUM, JULIAN
Sheinbaum continues to shine on (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 27

SHELEGIAN, CONSTANCE
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District’s Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

SHELOM, MATAN
Upstart newspaper *(The Cutting Edge)* delivers smart satire at Scarsdale (high) (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 10
Scarsdale (high) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) *(includes student names and photos)*, May 20, 2005, p. 14
Chamber presents 2d annual scholarship (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 4

SHELOV, JOSH
Scarsdale (high) grad(uate) breaks into Hollywood with ‘Hooligans’ (photo), Sep 16, 2005, p. 15
Scarsdale (high) (graduate) breaks into Hollywood with ‘Hooligans’ (photo) (continued), Sep 16, 2005, p. 20

SHERA, NANCY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

SHERA, ROBERT (DR)
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

SHERBROOKE PARK (SCARSDALE)
Sherbrook(e) Park house ‘historic’ *(re 1926 stone and shingle center colonial at 8 Dunham Road)*, Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
SHERBROOKE PARK (SCARSDALE) 
(Continued)
Sherbrook(e) Park house 'historic' (photo) (continued) (re 1926 stone and shingle center colonial at 8 Dunham Road), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
Preservation of Sherbrook(e) house now in hands of Supreme Court (re 8 Dunham Road), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Preservation of Dunham house is challenged (continued) (re 8 Dunham Road), Jan 28, 2005, p. 24

SHERF, LINDSEY
Harvard freshman Scherf All-American (Lindsey Scherf achieved the triple crown, earning three All-America honors, one in each season this academic year), June 17, 2005, p. 25

SHERIDAN, JUDY
Scarsdale Show House 2005 set to open in May (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 3

SHERMAN, DAN
Scarsdale's secret gardens on display (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 3
SHERMAN, DANIEL
Give blood (photo) (blood drive by junior class at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10
Maroon and White Fall Sports Awards - Wednesday, Nov. 9 (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 28
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

SHERMAN, DIANE
Robyn Lane to be Quaker Ridge principal (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1

SHERMAN, LEE
Lee Sherman (dies) (photo) (Lee Sherman, a 48 year resident of Scarsdale, died May 7, 2005. He was 84.), May 13, 2005, p. 21

SHERWOOD, EMILY
Board of Education declares Quaker Ridge gym 'emergency,' Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
Let the digging begin! (Installation of a synthetic turf field at Butler Field inside the track at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 21
The votes are in (photo) (Ronit Fischer, Rosanne Underweiser, Emily Sherwood, Terri Simon, Rita Golden and Joan Weber applaud the outcome of the Quaker Ridge bond vote), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Amazing grace (editorial) (chronicles Emily Sherwood's six years on Scarsdale's Board of Education), June 24, 2005, p. 6
Stieves, Sherwood gave outstanding service on school board (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 6
Board bids Sherwood goodbye, June 24, 2005, p. 11
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
Community Center reaches goal (photo), July 15, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale school board gearing up for a great year (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 14A
Sherwood and King at women's fund event (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 4
Sherwood is honored (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 4
Headliners 2005 (photo) (Outstanding 2005 Scarsdale residents), Dec 23, 2005, p. 4
It (Quaker Ridge bond proposal) passed! (photo) (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8

SHERWOOD, EMILY (AUTHOR)
 Allegations about community center are false (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6

SHIEH, RICHARD
Scarsdale High School students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

SHIELDS, MATTHEW
 Give blood (photo) (blood drive by junior class at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10
Scarsdale High School students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

SHIERS, BARBARA
Barbara Shiers (photo) (Barbara Shiers has been named partner in the Estate Planning and Administration Group at Frankfurt Kumit Klein & Selz, PC.), Feb 11, 2005, p. 4

SHIMSKY, MARY JANE (AUTHOR)
Meeting on Ridge Hill development slated for Feb. 16 (letter), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
Ridge Hill development opponents appreciate support (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6
A call for opposition to traffic-generating Ridge Hill development (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 6
Ridge Hill project will be disastrous (letter), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6

SHIRE, ROBERT D (AUTHOR)
Intersection on Central Avenue is very dangerous (letter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6

SHMERLER, EDWIN
Opening night stars (photo) (Long-time supporters of the Westchester Philharmonic Edwin and Paula Schmerler will be honored at the Philharmonic's opening night gala on Saturday, September 24), Sep 9, 2005, p. 28
SHMERLER, PAULA
Opening night stars (photo) *(Long-time supporters of the Westchester Philharmonic Edwin and Paula Schmerler will be honored at the Philharmonic’s opening night gala on Saturday, September 24.)*, Sep 9, 2005, p. 28

SHOPPING
Shopping for a good time (photo) *(Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual sidewalk sale)*, Aug 12, 2005, p. 3
C红楼梦 Banker Doenberg; *(The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005)* (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 30

SHOPPING CARTS
Errant shopping carts a hazard on Central Ave. (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6

SHOPPING CENTERS
No suggestions offered on solving Midway certiorari crisis (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 8
Opinion piece misrepresented facts on Midway certiorari (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 8
G'reenburgh lawyer: Midway tax cert(iorari) 'less than $1M,' Aug 19, 2005, p. 1
E'dgemont public needs to know amount of Midway claim (letter), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6
Lawyer discusses Midway tax cert(iorari) (continued), Aug 19, 2005, p. 10

SHORE, ADIE
Welcome officers *(Scarsdale Parent-Teacher Council held its annual meeting and luncheon May 17, 2005)*, May 20, 2005, p. 13
Robyn Lane to be Q(uaker) R(idge) principal (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1

SHORE, ADIE (AUTHOR)

SHUE, KATE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

SHUTRAN, MAX
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

SIDEWALKS
Sidewalk sale (August 4,5 and 6.), July 29, 2005, p. 1
Sidewalk sale (August 5 and 6), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1
Shopping for a good time (photo) *(Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual sidewalk sale)*, Aug 12, 2005, p. 3
Sidewalk sale a success despite the heat (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 9
Coldwell Banker Doenberg; *(The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005)* (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 30

SIEGEL, DONALD (AUTHOR)
Machiavellian tactics cause damage (editorial), Aug 12, 2005, p. 8

SIEGEL, LAURA LAZAR
Siegel, Laura Lazar (dies) *(Laura Lazar Siegel died November 16, 2005, of complications related to a cerebral hemorrhage. She was 67.)*, Nov 25, 2005, p. 23

SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS
Signs of the times *(Scarsdale Village Board is selling memorabilia in form of old street name and entry signs)*, Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
Emerson's 'foolish consistency' not a problem here (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6
Who's in charge? (photo) (editorial) *(comments on the new street signs in Scarsdale)*, October 14, 2005, p. 6
'Fewer' is better at supermarket (letter), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6

SIKERSKY, KATHY
Board considers budget reactions, Q(uaker) R(idge) construction, Apr 8, 2005, p. 1

SILBERBERG, ERIC
Revolution is coming to Scarsdale Teen Center (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 10

SILFIN, IRA
P(arks and) R(ecreation) C(ouncil) to decide A(merican) Y(outh) S(occer) O(rganization)'s fate, Mar 4, 2005, p. 1

SILFIN, IRA (AUTHOR)
A(merican) Y(outh) S(occer) O(rganization) offers an alternative to tryouts, stratification (letter) *(response to 117/05 editorial by Linda Hillman Chayes)*, Jan 14, 2005, p. 6

SILKOWITZ, JACLYN
Julia 8. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) *(Graduation Supplement)*, July 1, 2005, p. 15A

SILKOWITZ, JENNIFER
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Prom Night; Scarsdale High School (photo) *(Graduation Supplement)*, July 1, 2005, p. 6A
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) *(Graduation Supplement)*, July 1, 2005, p. 15A

SILMAN, ROBERT
Tech(nical) committee reports on Q(uaker) R(idge), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
Still no meeting with concrete remediation experts (letter), Apr 1, 2005, p. 7
SILVER, SUE
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 14A; July 1, 2005, p. 15A

SILVERBUSH, SETH
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

SILVERMAN, CAROL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

SILVERMAN, ELLIOT
New principal appointed for Heathcote (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 11
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

SILVERSTEIN, MIKE
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

SIMKINS, JEN
Shopping for a good time (photo) (Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual sidewalk sale), Aug 12, 2005, p. 3

SIMKINS, MAX
Community effort under way to revitalize teen center (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 4
A grand opening (photo) (Scarsdale Teen Center reopened on September 15), Sep 23, 2005, p. 10

SIMON, ANDREW
11 candidates (for the Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

SIMON, LAUREN
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

SIMON, NANCY
Say YES to jobs (photo) (Annual meeting and luncheon of the Scarsdale Youth Employment Service), June 17, 2005, p. 11

SIMON, TERRI
B(oard) O(education) declares Q(uaker) R(idge) gym 'emergency,' Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
The votes are in (photo) (Ronit Fischer, Rosanne Underweiser, Emily Sherwood, Terri Simon, Rita Golden and Joan Weber applaud the outcome of the Quaker Ridge bond vote), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Terri Simon to head Scarsdale school board (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 1
Simon, Wachtenheim to head school board (continued), July 8, 2005, p. 10
Known quantities (Scarsdale Board of Education hires Peter Gisolfi Associates for the upcoming Quaker Ridge construction project), July 22, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale school board gearing up for a great year (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 14A
School projects finished on time, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1
Unknowns make school budgeting more complicated, Sep 30, 2005, p. 1
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
It (Quaker Ridge bond proposal) passed! (photo) (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8

SIMPSON, ALESIA
From punishment to pesto, Simpson gets acclimated (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 10
Alesia Simpson welcomed (continued), October 21, 2005, p. 11

SIMS, HERBERT
Seymour Sims dies (photo) (Former Scarsdale mayor Seymour "Chuck" Sims died of a massive hemorrhage on March 26. He was 90 years old), Apr 1, 2005, p. 1

SIMS, MIMI
Seymour Sims dies (photo) (Former Scarsdale mayor Seymour "Chuck" Sims died of a massive hemorrhage on March 26. He was 90 years old), Apr 1, 2005, p. 1

SIMS, MURRAY
Seymour Sims dies (photo) (Former Scarsdale mayor Seymour "Chuck" Sims died of a massive hemorrhage on March 26. He was 90 years old), Apr 1, 2005, p. 1

SIMS, SEYMOUR
Seymour Sims dies (photo) (Former Scarsdale mayor Seymour "Chuck" Sims died of a massive hemorrhage on March 26. He was 90 years old), Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
In memoriam (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 9

SINGER, ALISON TEPPER
Alison Tepper Singer (Alison Tepper Singer has been named acting CEO of Autism Speaks), Apr 15, 2005, p. 4
SINGER, DONALD LEE
In wars past, Scarsdalians were there (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1
Memorial Day ceremony has local flavor (photo) (continued), Jun 3, 2005, p. 15

SINGER, HANNAH
So long, S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 10

SINGER, JEFFREY (AUTHOR)
The school is broken, fix it (editorial), Jan 14, 2005, p. 7

SINGER, SARAH
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 14A

SINGER, SHAWN (AUTHOR)
Estimated $5M savings on Q(uaker) R(idge) repair is a fiction (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 21

SINGER, TERRY
Parking, drainage moved in latest Westchester Reform Temple plan, July 1, 2005, p. 1

SINGER, TERRY (AUTHOR)
Scarsdale families not immune from financial uncertainty (letter), Dec 16, 2005, p. 7

SINGER, THEODORE
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

SINGERS
E(dgemont) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate)'s soulful songs can build vocabulary for the SAT, Apr 22, 2005, p. 1

SINGSEN, MARY ELLEN
Scarsdale Seniors enjoy active program (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 8A
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

SINGSEN, MICKEY
Old-Timers reflect on changes in village (photo) (continued), Nov 18, 2005, p. 12

SINKHOLES
Sinkhole repair tested staff's mettle, Apr 29, 2005, p. 1
Mayor praises employees on sinkhole repair (continued), Apr 29, 2005, p. 8

SISENWEIN, ADAM
Coldwell Banker Doernberg; (The Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual Sidewalk Sale was held August 4, 2005) (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 30

SISTI, CHRISTINA
Paddy's pipes (photo) (Brian Ahern of the Port Authority Police Department plays Irish tunes on the bagpipes for children at Edgewood School) (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 9

SKIS AND SKIING
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

SKUNKS
Skunk was rabid, Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

SLAVERY
When hogs were free and slaves were not (editorial), October 28, 2005, p. 7

SLEDDING
Sledding is an important outlet for youthful risk-taking (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
Sledding ban is a sad comment on our society (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 7
Joy ride (photo) (Julia Coleman and Kathryn Cotter sample snow-covered slope on President's Day), Feb 25, 2005, p. 1

SLEDS
Oh what fun it is to ride - but not on school grounds (photo), Jan 7, 2005, p. 1

SLEIGHS
Oh what fun it is to ride - but not on school grounds (photo), Jan 7, 2005, p. 1
Joy ride (photo) (Julia Coleman and Kathryn Cotter sample snow-covered slope on President's Day), Feb 25, 2005, p. 1

SLISS, CARRIE
Spotlight on Westchester Half-Marathon; Just another manic run day (photo), October 14, 2005, p. 16

SLISS, TODD
Sliss commended (letter), Apr 22, 2005, p. 6
Spotlight on Westchester Half-Marathon; Just another manic run day (photo), October 14, 2005, p. 16

SLOAN, IRVING
PTAs think for themselves, make own decisions (letter) (response to 1/7/05 editorial by Irving Sloan), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
SLOAN, IRVING  (Continued)
Village budget garners praise, Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
Teen center elects 8 adult board members, Apr 15, 2005, p. 10
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society’s 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
Middle school's digital gallery honors Irving Sloan (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 10
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
Village should buy church property on Post (Road) (letter) (response to 9/9/05 editorial by Irving Sloan), Sep 30, 2005, p. 6
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1
Marjorie Jacobs to be honored by Scarsdale Teen Center on Dec. 4 (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 1
SLOAN, IRVING (AUTHOR)
Support for school board should not be blind (editorial), Jan 7, 2005, p. 6
Keep youthful volunteer motivation pure (editorial), Jan 14, 2005, p. 7
The 1950s in Scarsdale schools: boom and tumult (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 3
Scarsdale’s battle of the books (Part I) (Irving Sloan discusses the Committee of Ten formed to investigate communist influence in the local schools. First part in series by author.), Feb 11, 2005, p. 3
Past is Present: Scarsdale’s battle of the books (continued) (Part I) (Irving Sloan discusses the Committee of Ten formed to investigate communist influence in the local schools. First part in series by author.), Feb 11, 2005, p. 30
Battle of the books - Part II (re the Committee of Ten and the communist influence in the local schools. Second article in series by Irving Sloan), Feb 25, 2005, p. 3
Battle of the schools (Part II) (continued) (re the Committee of Ten and the communist influence in the local schools. Second article in series by Irving Sloan.), Feb 25, 2005, p. 13
Teen center deserves continued support (editorial), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7
Rebutting charges of communist infiltration in the schools (3rd article in series by Irving Sloan.), Mar 11, 2005, p. 3
Rebutting charges of communist infiltration in the schools (continued) (3rd article in series by Irving Sloan.), Mar 11, 2005, p. 14
Rebutting charges of communist infiltration in the schools (fourth article in series by Irving Sloan), Apr 8, 2005, p. 8
No school is an island (editorial), Apr 22, 2005, p. 7
A history of the Quaker Ridge School (Part I in a series), Jun 10, 2005, p. 3
Love of learning (editorial), July 15, 2005, p. 7
Get tough on illegal and rude behavior (editorial), Aug 19, 2005, p. 7
An opportunity on Post Road (editorial) (The author urges the village government to purchase the Hope Lutheran Property at Murray Hill and Post roads), Sep 9, 2005, p. 8
A collaboration that works (editorial) (Author Irving Sloan discusses the different public-private partnerships that have brought many of the community's outstanding resources through the years), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6
Among Other Things: A collaboration (editorial) (continued) (Author Irving Sloan discusses the different public-private partnerships that have brought many of the community's outstanding resources through the years), Sep 23, 2005, p. 8
Preservation must be proactive, not reactive (editorial), Oct 7, 2005, p. 7
When hogs were free and slaves were not (editorial), October 28, 2005, p. 7
Sunday event presented a true community vision (letter) (Scarsdale Teen Center honoring Marjorie Jacobs with its fifth annual Visions of community Award), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6
SLOTNICK, BARRY
Barry Slotnick and Martin Pollner (photo) (Barry Slotnick and Martin Pollner will receive the 2005 Ellis Island Medal of Honor), May 20, 2005, p. 4
SMITH, ANTHONY
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
SMITH, BELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50
SMITH, MARGARET (AUTHOR)
P(arent) T(eacher) C(ouncil) leaders support recommendations on youth sports (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
(Young) Writers' conference is 'jewel in the crown' of PTA programs (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 6
Scarsdale budget maintains expected school excellence (letter), May 13, 2005, p. 6
Repair option for Q(uaker) R(idge) would be penny-wise, pound-foolish (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 8
SMITH, RACHEL
SMITTLE, LAURA
Goodbye high school, hello life! (photo), July 1, 2005, p. 1
SMOLER, ELSIE
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44
Caldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

SMOLER, IRWIN CHARLES
Irwin Smoler (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident Irwin Charles Smoler died November 18, 2005, at New York Presbyterian Hospital. He was 82.), Dec 2, 2005, p. 24

SNAP
See SCARSDALE NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION PRESIDENTS

SNOW
Village bests blizzard over the weekend, Jan 28, 2005, p. 3
(Milton salt clears snow in front of Great Stuff in Scarsdale) (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6
Rescued by the light (editorial), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7
Joy ride (photo) (Julia Coleman and Kathryn Cotter sample snow-covered slope on President's Day), Feb 25, 2005, p. 1
Seasons of the heart (editorial), Mar 11, 2005, p. 7

SNOW, CELINE
Synagogue gives shelter to hurricane evacuees (photo), October 14, 2005, p. 3

SNOW, FLORENCE
Synagogue gives shelter to hurricane evacuees (photo), October 14, 2005, p. 3

SNOW, NICK
Synagogue gives shelter to hurricane evacuees (photo), October 14, 2005, p. 3

SOBOL, HARRIET
An inside look at life on the Citizens Nominating Committee (editorial), Sep 16, 2005, p. 7

SOBOL, THOMAS
Urban schools thrive via unique music program (photo), Feb 25, 2005, p. 1

SOCCER
A(merican) Y(outh) S(occer) O(rganization) offers an alternative to tryouts, stratification (letter) (response to 1/7/05 editorial by Linda Hillman Chayes), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
A(merican) Y(outh) S(occer) O(rganization) will give play time to all (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
S(arsdale) Y(outh) S(occer) C(ouncil) gives kids a choice (editorial), Feb 4, 2005, p. 7
P(arks and) R(ecreation) C(ouncil) to decide A(merican) Y(outh) S(occer) O(rganization)'s fate, Mar 4, 2005, p. 1
A(merican) Y(outh) S(occer) O(rganization) awaits its fate (continued), Mar 4, 2005, p. 13
A(merican) Y(outh) S(occer) O(rganization) should be given field time (letter), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
'Outsiders' play a mean game of soccer at Greenacres (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6
Adult soccer players are a major nuisance in Greenacres (letter) (response to 3/18/05 letter by Eric Berridge), Mar 25, 2005, p. 7
Irish and Israelis bond over soccer (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 7
Final showdown (photo) (Scarsdale girls' soccer team returned to the Section 1 finals June 7), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27
Soccer programs join force, Aug 12, 2005, p. 1
Soccer programs join forces to create Rec (Soccer) Plus (continued), Aug 12, 2005, p. 4
'Sock'er! (photo) (Anton Zock gives the ball a swift kick in the right direction during the last week of camp at the Scarsdale Middle School), Aug 19, 2005, p. 8
Recreation committee reaches resolution (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 29
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

SOFTWARE
See COMPUTER SOFTWARE

SOKOL, MIKE
Maroon and White Fall Sports Awards - Wednesday, Nov. 9 (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 28
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

SOKOLOFF, HELENA LOUISE (AUTHOR)
Disbelief suspended: Santa Claus lives on (editorial), Dec 23, 2005, p. 7

SOLDIERS
Support Our Troops gears up for Valentine's Day (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
SOLDIERS (Continued)
  Troops express gratitude for care packages, letters (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6
  A soldier remembers: Face to face with the Holocaust (editorial), May 6, 2005, p. 7

SOLOMON, BETTY JEANNE
  Warmus appeals: 'Fatal Attraction' murder case could be reopened, Feb 11, 2005, p. 1

SOLOMON, LORYN
  The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

SOLOMON, PAUL
  Warmus appeals: 'Fatal Attraction' murder case could be reopened, Feb 11, 2005, p. 1

SOLOMON, SARAH
  School arts programs continue to expand (photo), Feb 4, 2005, p. 10

SONG, MATT
  Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

SONING, JULIA (AUTHOR)
  Quaker Ridge offering tours (letter), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6

SORREL, JEROME
  Scarsdallians vote 2,051 to 1,155 to pass Q(uaker) R(idge) bond, Jun 17, 2005, p. 1

SOTIN, MILTON
  (Milton Sotin clears snow in front of Great Stuff in Scarsdale) (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6

SOUTHER, CAITLIN
  Playland West (photo) (Scarsdale High School spring carnival celebrated its fifth year), May 6, 2005, p. 12
  2005 Maroon and White Spring Sports Awards - Tuesday, June 7 (photo) (includes listings of all award recipients), Jun 10, 2005, p. 31
  Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27
  Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 1A

SOUTHER, CATHERINE
  The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

SOUTHER, CATHERINE C (AUTHOR)
  S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) members are hardworking and committed (letter), Apr 1, 2005, p. 6
  S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) athletes commended for sportsmanship (letter), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
  Holiday Basketball Tournament was a treat for all (letter), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6

SOUTHER, MARGARET
  Scarsdale duo wins 12-and-under national platform tennis tourney (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 19

SPANGLER, STEVE
  Technical committee reports on Q(uaker) R(idge), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1

SPANISH LANGUAGE - STUDY AND TEACHING
  ;Spanish, sil! (editorial) (Spanish will be introduced to first and possibly second graders next year in Scarsdale), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6

SPANO, ANDY
  Work/family: not just a woman's conflict (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 13
  Ricardo Garcia (photo) (Ricardo Garcia, managing director of Electonics Computer Services, has been selected by the Business Council of Westchester to receive a Rising Star - Westchester's Forty Under Forty award), June 24, 2005, p. 4
  Spano and Astorino have spirited debate, Nov 4, 2005, p. 1
  Cut waste, says Spano opponent (continued), Nov 4, 2005, p. 10
  Election tally on hold; machines are impounded, Nov 10, 2005, p. 1

SPANO, NICHOLAS
  Counting resumes in 35th District contest (photo) (re Nick Spano vs. Andrea Stewart Cousins), Feb 4, 2005, p. 1
  Counting resumes in senate race (continued), Feb 4, 2005, p. 13
  18 votes make Spano winner of Senate race (photo), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
  Spano wins Senate seat by 18 votes (continued), Feb 11, 2005, p. 30
  Bill would allow pill without prescription (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 3

SPEECHES, ADDRESSES, ETC.
  Confident, self-aware S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) speakers sweep contest (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10

SPELLING
  Long hours for spelling cop (editorial), Dec 2, 2005, p. 7

SPELLING BEES
  Seventh-grader advances to national geography bee (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 12
SPENCER, WILLIAM C (DR)
Dr. William C Spencer (dies) (Dr. William C. Spencer, a former resident of Scarsdale and most recently of Greenspring Village, Springfield, Virginia, died November 2, 2005, at Virginia Hospital Center, Arlington, Virginia. He was 86.), Nov 25, 2005, p. 23
Dr. William C. Spencer (photo) (dies) (Dr. William C. Spencer, a former resident of Scarsdale and most recently of Greenspring Village, Springfield, Virginia, died November 2, 2005, at Virginia Hospital Center, Arlington, Virginia. He was 86.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 23

SPERUZZI, ANN MARIE
Summer storm wreaks havoc in area (photo), July 29, 2005, p. 1

SPIELE, JILL
The next 100 years of civic leadership (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 3A
Work to begin on contract with G(insburg) D(evelopment) C(orporation) for Christie Place, Feb 25, 2005, p. 1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) reverses its initial opinion; endorses bond, Jun 10, 2005, p. 1

SPIELE, JILL (AUTHOR)
Nominating committee did a good job; could use donations (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6

SPINK, BILL
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

SPITZER, JEFFREY (AUTHOR)
Parking off-site preferable to allowing new exit from temple (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple’s expansion plans), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6
Neighbors hoping for ‘honest discourse’ with temple (re Westchester Reform Temple’s expansion plans) (letter) (author), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

SPIVAK, GABRIELLE
Playland West (photo) (Scarsdale High School spring carnival celebrated its fifth year), May 6, 2005, p. 12
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

SPIVAK, MELANIE (AUTHOR)
The Scarsdale community wants its track back! (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) offers many opportunities for volunteer service (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6
Devastated district needs our help (letter), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6

SPORTS
Sports Preview (photo) (Supplement), Apr 8, 2005
Youth sports issues still unresolved (editorial), Jan 7, 2005, p. 6
Youth sports survey may not represent mandate for change (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6
Youth sports: What's best for our kids?, Feb 4, 2005, p. 1
P(arks and) R(creation) C(ouncil) mulls sports survey results, Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
P(arks and) R(creation) C(ouncil) supports ending tryouts for 4th graders, Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
P(arks and) R(creation) C(ouncil) supports ending 4th-grade tryouts (continued), Apr 1, 2005, p. 8
No end in sight on sport tryout controversy, Jun 17, 2005, p. 3
No end in sight on kids’ sport tryout controversy (continued), June 17, 2005, p. 13
Parents urged to attend meeting on youth sports survey (letter), Aug 5, 2005, p. 6
Sports schedules interfere with family time (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 6
Joy of sports competition can also be a ‘family value’ (letter) (response to 8/12/05 letter by Ernest Collabolletta), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6
Balancing family with sports time confounds some (letter) (response to 8/26/05 letter by Ernest Collabolletta), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

SPORTSMANSHIP
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) athletes commended for sportsmanship (letter), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
Poor sportsmanship spoils summer fun (editorial), July 15, 2005, p. 7
Poor sports (continued), July 15, 2005, p. 8

SPRING
The surprises of springtime (editorial), May 27, 2005, p. 7

SRI LANKA
In Sri Lanka, S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) senior helps kids affected by tsunami (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 10

STAAAL, URSEL (AUTHOR)
Storeowner went above and beyond (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6

STABLES
Boulder Brook now has ‘friends’ (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 16A

STAGG, NICOLE
Stagg, Medalis (photo) (Nicole Stagg and John Medalis were married at Oakland Beach in Rye on August 13, 2005.), Sep 2, 2005, p. 11
STAIRS
Freightway stairs need repairs (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6

STANDARD, KENNETH G (AUTHOR)
Civilized divorce strengthens the institution of marriage (editorial), Apr 22, 2005, p. 6

STAPEN, BRIAN
Preservation of Sherbrook(e) house now in hands of Supreme Court (re 8 Dunham Road), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Dunham Road builder and village at impasse (The Village and local builder Brian Stapen are at loggerheads about the future of the 1926 Sherbrooke Park house at 8 Dunham Road), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1
Dunham Road developer and village at impasse over plans (illus) (continued) (The Village and local builder Brian Stapen are at loggerheads about the future of the 1926 Sherbrooke Park house at 8 Dunham Road), Aug 5, 2005, p. 8
Dunham Road house is back on the market (re controversial Sherbrooke Park house at 8 Dunham Road), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
Dunham Road house is back on the market (continued) (re controversial Sherbrooke Park house at 8 Dunham Road), Oct 7, 2005, p. 8

STAPEN, BRIAN J (AUTHOR)
Village intransigence will likely result in 2 houses (letter) (comments by Brian Stapen, contractor for 8 Dunham Road), Aug 12, 2005, p. 8

STAUDT, JAMES
Village signs agreement for development of Christie Place (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 1

STAWIK, HANNAH
Paddy's pipes (photo) (Brian Ahern of the Port Authority Police Department plays Irish tunes on the bagpipes for children at Edgewood School) (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 9

STEEFEL, KAREN
Give blood (photo) (blood drive by junior class at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10

STEELE, DON
Hitchcock says good-bye to popular pastor (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 3
Hitchcock says good-bye to popular pastor (continued), Apr 8, 2005, p. 8

STEGER, NANCY
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

STEIGMEIER, CAROLYN (DR)
Helping men through midlife (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
Helping men through midlife crisis (continued), Apr 8, 2005, p. 13

STEIN, JEFF (AUTHOR)
Norwegians and Dutch work fewer hours than French (letter) (response to 3/18 editorial by Marc Wollin), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

STEIN, LAURA
Singing love songs (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 11
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

STEINAU, JAMES
Instruments of change (photo) (Scarsdale High School club "The practice partners" ran a practice-a-thon March 7 to 17 in which students raised money for the AsiaPacificEd Program), Mar 25, 2005, p. 11

STEINFELD, DAYNA
Steinfeld, Kurtz (photo) (Dayna Steinfeld and Jason Kurtz are engaged), July 22, 2005, p. 13

STEINTHAL, ELISE
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

STELLA, FRANK
Meet the artist (photo) (Heathcote School fourth and fifth graders were treated to a special tour of renowned artist Frank Stella's personal studio in Manhattan May 2 and 5.), May 13, 2005, p. 12

STEMPEL, MADELINE
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

STENGEL, RICHARD
Constitution scholar pitches civic ed(ucation) to T(own and) V(illage) C(lub) (photo) (continued), Feb 18, 2005, p. 13
Distinguished alumni (12 Scarsdale High School alumni are the first to be selected as distinguished alumni by the Scarsdale Alumni Association), October 21, 2005, p. 1

STEP
see STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN
ScarsdaleInquirer2005

STERN, DAVID
Lots of info, but no conclusion in Edgemont report, June 24, 2005, p. 1

STERN, ROMNEY
Edgemont school budget defeated by 7-vote margin, May 20, 2005, p. 1

STERN, SARAH
Edgemont school budget defeated by 7-vote margin, May 20, 2005, p. 1

STERIODS
All the rage; Steroids are a hot national issue, but could they be here in Scarsdale? (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 23

STEER, AUDREY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

STEVENS, AMANDA
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

Prom Night; Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 6A

STEVENS, CAROLYN
Sherbrook(e) Park house 'historic' (re 1926 stone and shingle center colonial at 8 Dunham Road), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1

Committee selects Strauss for mayor, Rilander for trustee (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1

Candidates' petitions must be signed (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6

Committee nominates slate for village board (continued), Jan 28, 2005, p. 24

Nominating committee did a good job; could use donations (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6

Trustee Peter Strauss likely to be 'promoted' to mayor (photo), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1

Committee exercised care in choosing village candidates (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7

Show support for nonpartisan system on Election Day (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6

Incumbent trustee wants to keep what is best about Scarsdale (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 1

Nonpartisan system deserves the support of Scarsdale citizens (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6

Why vote? (editorial), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6

Keeping what's best (continued), Mar 4, 2005, p. 13

Election Night (photo) (Scarsdale's mayor-elect Peter Strauss celebrates with new trustee Ken Rilander and re-elected trustees Mary Beth Gose and Carolyn Stevens), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1

Trustees will work for the good of the community (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 7

He will (photo) (Mayor Peter Strauss is sworn in by Ronnie Regazzi April 4, 2005), Apr 8, 2005, p. 1

The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

Negotiations with Boulder Brook unrelated to property acquisition, May 20, 2005, p. 1

Timing is an issue with Boulder Brook negotiations (letter) (response to 5/20/05 Inquirer article "Negotiations with Boulder Brook unrelated to property acquisition.").Jun 3, 2005, p. 6

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

Committee continues to probe downtown pedestrian safety, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1

Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

Board grants Chateaux preference for 22 spaces in Christie project, Dec 16, 2005, p. 1

STEVENSON, LAURA K
Laura K. Stevenson (dies) (Laura K. Stevenson, a resident of Scarsdale since 1954, died peacefully in her home May 7, 2005. She was 103 years old.), May 13, 2005, p. 21

STEVES, KATHLEEN
Spring time in Greenacres (100 Greenacres neighbors gathered at Hitchcock Church last Friday for the annual Spring Fling), May 27, 2005, p. 15

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

STEVES, KATHLEEN (AUTHOR)
S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) seeks a local home for 'terrific' student (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6

STEVES, ROBERT J
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

Steve, Shenwood gave outstanding service on school board (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 6

The next STEP (photo) (Friends, family and faculty celebrated the graduation of Scarsdale High School's latest STEP graduate Atiereya Adley at the home of Charlotte Raynor June 23,), July 1, 2005, p. 10

Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1

Voters elect 10 to Citizens Committee, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1

Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
STEWART-COUSINS, ANDREA
Counting resumes in senate race (continued), Feb 4, 2005, p. 13

STILE, MARIA
New Heathcote principal named; 8 staff to retire, May 6, 2005, p. 1
New principal appointed for Heathcote (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 11
New principal Stile brings diverse school experiences to Heathcote (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 1
New principal Stile (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 13

STILLMAN, LILA
Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 23
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

STILLMAN, SUSAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32

STIX, CAROL
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

STIX, CAROL (AUTHOR)
Show support for nonpartisan system on Election Day (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6
Tech(ology) article whets senior's appetite for art course (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6

STOCK, EVELYN M
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44
Say YES to jobs (photo) (Annual meeting and luncheon of the Scarsdale Youth Employment Service), June 17, 2005, p. 11
Steves, Sherwood gave outstanding service on school board (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
State honors Stock, Nov 10, 2005, p. 4
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

STOCK, EVELYN M (AUTHOR)
There are many reasons to support the nonpartisan system (letter), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
Recalling life in the 'olden days' (editorial), Dec 9, 2005, p. 7

STOCK EXCHANGES
Teachers learn what makes the stock exchange tick (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1
Teachers learn what makes the stock exchange tick (continued), Aug 5, 2005, p. 2

STODDARD, CHLOE
Playland West (photo) (Scarsdale High School spring carnival celebrated its fifth year), May 6, 2005, p. 12

STOFFEL, AMANDA
Sc(s)carsdale H(igh) S(chool) musicians take off-the-beaten-path European tour (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 10
On the red carpet (photo) (Amanda Stoffel and Sheldon Levy show off their prom finery at the pre-prom party at Scarsdale High School), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1

STOFFER, CARLA
Playland West (photo) (Scarsdale High School spring carnival celebrated its fifth year), May 6, 2005, p. 12

STONBERG, JULIE
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1

STONE, GEORGE
Julia B. Fee acquires Vannier (photo), Feb 4, 2005, p. 4

STOPPELMAN, ED
Stretch limos may not be safe (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 3

STORMS
Summer storm wreaks havoc in area (photo), July 29, 2005, p. 1
Wild weather whips through local area (continued), July 29, 2005, p. 2
Storm zaps Scarsdale over long weekend (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 1
Pros offer advice to residents: what to do when chaos rains, October 21, 2005, p. 1
Water, water (editorial) (comments on the recent rainfall), October 21, 2005, p. 6

STORM WATER RUNOFF
See RUNOFF

STORYTELLERS
Storyteller brings New Orleans to Edgewood (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 11
STRASSBERG, MATT
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

STRAUB, FRANK
Suspicious driver stopped on Post (photo) (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 23

STRAUSS, BARBARA
Village budget garners praise, Apr 15, 2005, p. 1

STRAUSS, LAURA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

STRAUSS, LAURA (AUTHOR)
May Day retreat (letter), May 13, 2005, p. 6

STRAUSS, MELISSA
Fair weather (photo) (Edgewood Fair last Saturday), May 13, 2005, p. 3

STRAUSS, PETER
Committee selects Strauss for mayor, Rilander for trustee (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Candidates' petitions must be signed (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6
Committee nominates slate for village board (continued), Jan 28, 2005, p. 24
Nominating committee did a good job; could use donations (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6
Trustee Peter Strauss likely to be 'promoted' to mayor (photo), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
Incumbent trustee sees challenges ahead (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 1
Committee exercised care in choosing village candidates (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7
Show support for nonpartisan system on Election Day (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6
Advisory council applauds nod to Strauss for mayor (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
Nonpartisan system deserves the support of Scarsdale citizens (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
Why vote? (editorial), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
Another woman hit crossing Popham, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
Oh no! Not again! (editorial) (re pedestrian accident on Popham Road and ways to improve pedestrian safety), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
Election Night (photo) (Scarsdale's mayor-elect Peter Strauss celebrates with new trustee Ken Rilander and re-elected trustees Mary Beth Gose and Carolyn Stevens), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
Fund balances keep tax hike to 4.38%, Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
Trustees will work for the good of the community (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 7
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
He will (photo) (Mayor Peter Strauss is sworn in by Ronnie Regazzi April 4, 2005), Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
Mayor pledges public dialogue, traffic safety, Apr 15, 2005, p. 3
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
Plan for 5 Corners is news to trustees (re New Jersey investment company's proposal to build 24 units of senior housing), Apr 29, 2005, p. 1
Sinkhole repair tested staff's mettle, Apr 29, 2005, p. 1
Mayor praises employees on sinkhole repair (continued), Apr 29, 2005, p. 8
Tree City (photo) (Amy Paulin, Jane Bedichek and Peter Strauss plant an evergreen tree at village hall April 29), May 6, 2005, p. 23
Mayor pledges improvements in safety in village, May 13, 2005, p. 3
May Day retreat (letter), May 13, 2005, p. 6
Mayor pledges improvements in safety in village (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 8
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
3 more pedestrians hit by cars in village, May 20, 2005, p. 1
Mayor says village has no interest in (Boulder Brook) stable, May 27, 2005, p. 1
In wars past, Scarsdalians were there (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1
Memorial Day ceremony has local flavor (photo) (continued), Jun 3, 2005, p. 15
Strauss chides B(card of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) for delaying ambulance corps H(aedquarters) approval, Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Strauss chides B(card of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) over application delay (continued), June 17, 2005, p. 9
Proposed community center dues to rise, July 1, 2005, p. 1
Recreation committee supports board approval of some P(arks and) R(ecreation) C(enter) changes, July 8, 2005, p. 1
Trustees pass law requiring upkeep of derelict houses, July 15, 2005, p. 1
Commitee OKs Christie sale to Ginsburg Corp., July 22, 2005, p. 1
Christie Place (editorial) (comments on the near authorizing by the village board of the development of the old Robison Lot.), July 22, 2005, p. 6
 Strauss strikes up the band with Sousa (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1
STRAUSS, PETER (Continued)
Village signs agreement for development of Christie Place (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 1
Rec(reation) committee will present new youth sports plan, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Committee continues to probe downtown pedestrian safety, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1
School board makes changes in policies on youth sports, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1
A grand opening (photo) (Scarsdale Teen Center reopened on September 15), Sep 23, 2005, p. 10
Railroad cut to be sold for $3M, Sep 30, 2005, p. 1
Mayor calls for partnership for downtown safety, October 14, 2005, p. 1
Pros and cons, October 14, 2005, p. 1
Separated twins and their mom are moving here (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale honored for 'pride in public works,' October 28, 2005, p. 1
Behavior was illegal, dangerous (editorial) (re the Halloween disturbance in the Edgewood neighborhood), Nov 10, 2005, p. 7
Halloween havoc condemned by mayor, trustees, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
Mayor implores: keep leaves out of the roadway!, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1
Year of colossal change for village (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
STRAUSS, PETER (AUTHOR)
Partnership with residents helps government provide best service (editorial), Dec 16, 2005, p. 7
Partnership with residents helps government (editorial) (continued), Dec 16, 2005, p. 9
STREAMS
Grants sought for Harwood watercourse fix, Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
STREETS - SCARSDALE
Village jaywalkers may be ticketed, May 6, 2005, p. 1
Suspicious snarl traffic on Post, May 13, 2005, p. 1
Suspicious driver stopped on Post (photo) (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 23
Another pedestrian hit on Popham Road, July 15, 2005, p. 1
Yet another car hits Popham pedestrian, July 22, 2005, p. 1
Limited options to improve safety for village pedestrians, July 29, 2005, p. 1
Some suggestions for improving safety in the village center (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6
We must do better! (editorial) (re pedestrian safety in downtown Scarsdale), July 29, 2005, p. 6
Village center safety needs culture change (photo), Aug 12, 2005, p. 1
Change of culture needed to improve village safety (continued), Aug 12, 2005, p. 13
Stop! (new all-way stop signs at the intersection of Christie Place and Chase Road), Aug 19, 2005, p. 1
Summer road work winding down, Aug 26, 2005, p. 1
Crossing Popham legally is a feat of derring-do (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6
No choice about Popham Road lanes (photo), Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Intersection on Central Avenue is very dangerous (letter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
Not so fast! (editorial) (re downtown pedestrian safety issue), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
Emerson's 'foolish consistency' not a problem here (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6
Who's in charge? (photo) (editorial) (comments on the new street signs in Scarsdale), October 14, 2005, p. 6
Vandalizing signs can have serious consequences (letter), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6
STRESS (PSYCHOLOGY)
Kids under stress: Edgewood parents and teachers brainstorm, Jan 21, 2005, p. 10
Teens talk to board of ed(ucation) about stress at Scarsdale H(igh) S(chool), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
Teens talk to board of ed(ucation) about stress at Scarsdale H(igh) S(chool) (continued), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8
STUDENT COUNSELORS
Marjorie Jacobs to be honored by Scarsdale Teen Center on Dec. 4 (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 1
STUDENTS
Let's Get Ready! gets ready for a change (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 3
Let's Get Ready! gets ready for a change (photo) (continued), Aug 26, 2005, p. 8
STUDENT SERVICE
Students in Scarsdale gain self-worth by helping others (photo), Jan 14, 2005, p. 8
Students gain self-worth by helping others (continued), Jan 14, 2005, p. 9
STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN
S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) bonds continue after graduation (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 20A
Adley is ready to S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) into her next life phase (photo), May 27, 2005, p. 10
The next STEP (photo) (Friends, family and faculty celebrated the graduation of Scarsdale High School's latest STEP graduate Atiereya Adley at the home of Charlotte Raynor June 23), July 1, 2005, p. 10
S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) grateful for support of many (letter), July 22, 2005, p. 6
STEP: Student Transfer Education Plan marks 40th year (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 20A
S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) seeks a local home for 'terrific' student (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6
From punishment to pesto, Simpson gets acclimated (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 10
STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN  (Continued)
Alesia Simpson welcomed (continued), October 21, 2005, p. 11

SUBBAKRISHNA, GEETHA
11 candidates (for the Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

SUBBAKRISHNA, SUNIL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

SUFIAN, ANDREW
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

SUFIAN, ETHAN
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

SULLEN, DONNA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

SULLEN, J D
Scarsdale Seniors enjoy active program (Progress Edition), Jan 28, p. 8A

SULLEN, LAURIE
Inquirer wins 13 awards, Apr 15, 2005, p. 1

SUN, EMILY
S(carsdale) H(high) S(school) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 15A

SUNNESS, ELLEN
Westchester Reform Temple is treating critical neighbors like a nuisance (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
Planning board approves temple expansion plans (re Westchester Reform Temple), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1

SUNNESS, ELLEN (AUTHOR)
Westchester Reform Temple board dismayed by some neighbors' tone (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6

SUPREMARKETS
'Sever' is better at supermarket (letter), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6

SUPPLY FIELD (SCARSDALE)
Simpler plan mulled for Supply building, Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
Trustees favor revised Supply Field plan (illus) (continued), Dec 2, 2005, p. 11

SUPREME COURT (U.S.)
See UNITED STATES. SUPREME COURT
Careful study of Judge Alito's decisions advised (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 8
Courts are at critical juncture L( egue of) W(omen) V(oters) speaker says (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 3

SURVEYS
Youth sports survey may not represent mandate for change (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6
What are the purveyors of the anonymous survey afraid of? (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6
Parents urged to attend meeting on youth sports survey (letter), Aug 5, 2005, p. 6

SUTTON, ETHEL
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

SUZDAK, EVELYN H (AUTHOR)
Feiner, Dengler and Morgan should win (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6

SUZMAN, MICHAEL S (DR) (AUTHOR)
Regular screenings for breast cancer save lives (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 7

SVED, BEVERLEY
Village Ok's bonds and Omnipoole lease, Feb 25, 2005, p. 1
Election Night (photo) (Scarsdale's mayor-elect Peter Strauss celebrates with new trustee Ken Rilander and re-elected trustees Mary Beth Gose and Carolyn Stevens), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
Colleagues pay tribute to a popular mayor (Beverley Sved), Mar 25, 2005, p. 3
Braval (editorial) (praise for outgoing Scarsdale mayor Beverley Sved), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6
Colleagues pay tribute to a popular mayor (Beverley Sved) (continued), Mar 25, 2005, p. 8
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
Sved recaps highlights of her term as mayor, Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
SVED, BEVERLEY (Continued)
Let the digging begin! (Installation of a synthetic turf field at Butler Field inside the track at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 21
It's official: Trustees authorized Christie Place sale to Ginsburg, July 29, 2005, p. 1
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
For a 3-year term (editorial) (Urges the general membership of the Town and Village Civic Club to adopt the report by the Procedure Committee recommending increasing the term for the mayor of Scarsdale from two years to three.), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6
SVED, BEVERLEY (AUTHOR)
Village makes progress on 2004 priority issues (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1A
Mayor's report: Village makes progress on 2004 priority issues (photo) (continued) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 11A
SVED, BEVERLEY D (AUTHOR)
Help ambulance corps to help you (letter), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6
SVED, PAUL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
SVETCOV, SPENCER
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27
SWEENEY, JOHN
On anniversary of death camp liberation, an old soldier keeps the memory alive (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 3
Edgewood man can't forget the Holocaust (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 25
SWEENEY, JOHN (AUTHOR)
A soldier remembers: Face to face with the Holocaust (editorial), May 6, 2005, p. 7
SWEENEY, RITA
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
SWEET, RICHARD (DR)
Dr. Richard Sweet (photo) (Richard Sweet, M.D. of Scarsdale, has been named medical director for the new Regional Stroke Center at White Plains Hospital Center.), Jun 3, 2005, p. 4
SWIMMING
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Masters medalist Garfunkel swims with competitive edge (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 21
In his elements (photo) (Brett Hogan at the Westchester County Swim Conference August 8), Aug 12, 2005, p. 1
Appreciation for best recreation value in village (letter), Aug 12, 2005, p. 6
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38
SWIMMING POOLS
Indoor Pool could be built for less (letter), July 22, 2005, p. 6
SYNAGOGUES
Scarsdale Synagogue applies new thinking (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 14A
Shaarei Tikvah dedicated to learning, spiritual growth, community (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 16A
Neighbors worried about temple's plans to expand, Feb 4, 2005, p. 1
Balancing act (editorial) (re possible expansion of the Westchester Reform Temple), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6
Opposition continues to synagogue plans (re Westchester Reform Temple expansion plans), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
Temple's plan is not detrimental to the community (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7
Temple will respect neighborhood (editorial) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7
Neighbors continue to oppose synagogue expansion (continued) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Mar 18, 2005, p. 23
Westchester) R(form) T(emple) neighbors urge community on board, Mar 25, 2005, p. 3
Parking off-site preferable to allowing new exit from temple (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6
Temple plans will create 'catastrophic traffic problems' (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6
Westchester) R(form) T(emple) board dismayed by some neighbors' tone (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6
Westchester) R(form) T(emple)'s proposed entrance/exit will inconvenience neighbor (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6
Neighbors hoping for 'honest discourse' with temple (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans) (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
SYNAGOGUES (Continued)
Westchester Reform Temple is treating critical neighbors like a nuisance (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
Westchester Reform Temple is not offering compromise (editorial), Apr 8, 2005, p. 7
Village consultant says 1 driveway is better at Westchester Reform Temple (letter), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1
Village expert says 1 driveway is better at Westchester Reform Temple (continued), Apr 22, 2005, p. 3
Increased use from temple expansion will exceed 5 percent (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Apr 22, 2005, p. 7
Parking, drainage moved in latest Westchester Reform Temple plan, July 1, 2005, p. 1
Neighbors have suggestions for improving temple plans (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Aug 5, 2005, p. 6
Opposition to Westchester Reform Temple expansion flares at hearing, Aug 12, 2005, p. 1
Criticism of Westchester Reform Temple plans intensifies (continued), Aug 12, 2005, p. 2
Westchester Reform Temple agrees not to use Bansom (Road) on holy days, Sep 23, 2005, p. 1
Westchester Reform Temple agrees not to use Bansom (Road) (illus) (continued), Sep 23, 2005, p. 15
Planning board approves temple expansion plans (re Westchester Reform Temple), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
Synagogue gives shelter to hurricane evacuees (photo), October 14, 2005, p. 3
Synagogue gives shelter to hurricane evacuees (continued), October 14, 2005, p. 9

SYNTHETIC SPORTING SURFACES
Bids rejected for Butler Field turf, Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Village OKs bonds and Omnipoint lease, Feb 25, 2005, p. 1
Thanks to many for making turf field a reality, at a savings (letter), Mar 4, 2005, p. 6
Let the digging begin! (Installation of a synthetic turf field at Butler Field inside the track at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 21
Turf field at high school was a successful team effort (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

SZANIANSKI, EDWARD
Memorial Day ceremony has local flavor (photo) (continued), Jun 3, 2005, p. 15

TADDIKEN, NANCY
Taxes likely to rise 12.96% in Edgemont, Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
Edgemont students suspended for putting together 'hit list,' Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
Taddiken and nominators deserve praise, not insults (letter) (response to 4/8/05 letter by Jack Vaughn), Apr 15, 2005, p. 1
Edgemont budget OK'd on second try, Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Goodbye high school, hello life! (photo), July 1, 2005, p. 1
School costs could rise 13% in E'mont, Dec 16, 2005, p. 1

TADDIKEN, NANCY (AUTHOR)
Enrollment record set in Edgemont (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1A

TAFFET, NANCY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

TAI CHI
(Pasquale Barone practices tai chi in Boniface Park) (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6

TAMIR, DAVID
Circles of friends (photo) (Edgewood student assembly and Heathcote walk-a-thon for Hurricane Katrina victims), October 21, 2005, p. 11

TANKE, DAVID
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

TARTAGLIA, DOLORES
Walking for babies (photo) (Employees of Julia B. Fee Real Estate participated May 1 in WalkAmerica to benefit March of Dimes), May 13, 2005, p. 4

TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL - SCARSDALE
Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol fights substance abuse, Feb 4, 2005, p. 10

TATA, BIANCA
Prom Night; Scarsdale High School (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 6A

TATZ, ROSA
Holocaust survivors tell 4th graders their stories (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 8

TAUBERT, BETTY
Taubert House (The Village Board Law Committee will recommend renaming the Girl Scout House in memory of Betty Taubert.), Nov 25, 2005, p. 1
In memoriam (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 9

TAX ASSESSMENT
Your property's assessed value: Why you pay what you do in school taxes, Sep 2, 2005, p. 1
An interview with the village tax assessor (continued), Sep 2, 2005, p. 8
TAXATION - GREENBURGH
Taxes likely to rise 12.96% in Edgemont, Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
12.96% tax increase (continued), Mar 18, 2005, p. 10
Greenburgh approves tax changes, Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
Greenburgh approves Taxter tax changes (continued), Mar 25, 2005, p. 13
Grassroots effort needed to stop Edgemont 'pirates' (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
School budget vote; Edgemont taxes going up 11.29%, May 13, 2005, p. 1
Tax inequities must be corrected (editorial), Jun 10, 2005, p. 7
Edgemont may see no town tax increase in '06, Dec 9, 2005, p. 1

TAXATION - SCARSDALE
School and village need to find a rational tax policy (letter), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6
New rule will hike school tax beyond 7.13%, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
Proposed 2005-06 school budget may raise taxes 7.73% - or more (continued), Mar 11, 2005, p. 10
Fund balances keep tax hike to 4.38%, Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
School budget vote; Scarsdale to raise tax levy by 7.94%, May 13, 2005, p. 1
Harrison devoted to keeping taxes down for all of us (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6
School bond tax increase is trivial; underlying issue is not (letter), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6
School officials seem to have heard message on 'tax fatigue' (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 8
School taxes should be used to benefit all students (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 8
Taxes due Aug. 1, July 8, 2005, p. 1
Your property's assessed value: Why you pay what you do in school taxes, Sep 2, 2005, p. 1
An interview with the village tax assessor (continued), Sep 2, 2005, p. 8
Where is outrage over our soaring property taxes? (letter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6

TAX EVASION
Dunkin' Donuts owners plead guilty, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1
Owners of Dunkin' Donuts plead guilty (continued), Nov 25, 2005, p. 9

TAXICAB DRIVERS - SCARSDALE
Taxi drivers are polite to walkers (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6

TAXICABS - SCARSDALE
Kligerman gets go-ahead (illus) (The Scarsdale Village Board has approved two companion agreements with Robert Kligerman, developer of two small sites in the village center. On East Parkway a Starbucks shop will occupy most of the development.), Sep 30, 2005, p. 1

TAXTER RIDGE PARK (GREENBURGH)
Bernstein wins; court rules villages must pay for Taxter (Ridge Park), Feb 18, 2005, p. 1
Bernstein wins: court rules villages must pay for Taxter park (continued), Feb 18, 2005, p. 13

TAYLOR, ANITA
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) forensics students analyze crime scene; Who killed Joe Bob? (photo), Jan 21, 2005, p. 10
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER
Taylor to head Hudson Valley Bank (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 4

TAYLOR, SUSAN
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

TEACHERS - EDGEMONT
Teachers' salaries do not correlate with quality education (letter) (response to 4/15/05 letter by Rosemary Cronin), Apr 29, 2005, p. 6

TEACHERS - INDONESIA
Southeast Asian teachers visit Scarsdale (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 11

TEACHERS - SCARSDALE
A tribute to John Gosen (photo) (editorial), Jan 28, 2005, p. 7
Retired Scarsdale teacher (Hal Baron) celebrates golden anniversary (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p. 17
Scarsdale searching for teachers with skill, passion and potential, Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale seeks teachers with skills, passion (continued), Apr 8, 2005, p. 11
Ronald L. Cardinale (photo) (Ronald L. Cardinale, a teacher at Scarsdale Middle School, died March 29, 2005, after a long illness), Apr 8, 2005, p. 20
New Heathcote principal named; 8 staff to retire, May 6, 2005, p. 1
New principal appointed for Heathcote (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 11
Douglass, retiring from S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool), has as much vigor and passion as ever, July 1, 2005, p. 10
Teachers learn what makes the stock exchange tick (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1
Teachers learn what makes the stock exchange tick (continued), Aug 5, 2005, p. 2
Community effort under way to revitalize teen center (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 4
TEACHERS - SCARSDALE  (Continued)
New field and new faces kick off school year (continued) (includes names of new Scarsdale teachers), Sep 16, 2005, p. 12
A source of warmth and togetherness, Coach retires (photo) (Fox Meadow Physical Education teacher Richard Salvaterra has retired after 33 years), October 28, 2005, p. 10
Rona Roth (Rona Roth, longtime kindergarten teacher and former Scarsdale resident, died October 21, 2005, of a heart attack. She was 64.), October 28, 2005, p. 18
Mrs. Roth's joyous classroom made kindergarten days magic (editorial) (reminiscences of Rona Roth who taught kindergarten at Fox Meadow School for two decades. Mrs. Roth passed away in October 2005.), Nov 4, 2005, p. 7
Barbara Ann McMahon (Heathcote Elementary School teacher Barbara Ann McMahon of Mount Kisco died November 5, 2005. She was 55 years old.), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6
Weber mourns teacher (Barbara McMahon); explains substitute pay, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1
B(oard) O(ducation) mourns Barbara McMahon and clarifies the role of substitutes (continued), Nov 25, 2005, p. 10
Sid Case dies at 66; taught performing arts at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
Arts coordinator Sid Case dies (continued), Dec 2, 2005, p. 12
Case was passionate about educating the whole person (letter) (Tribute to Sidney Case, a Scarsdale High School performing arts teacher who passed away recently), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6
TEACHERS - THAILAND
Southeast Asian teachers visit Scarsdale (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 11
TECHNOLOGY
T(school) is thriving in all Scarsdale schools, May 13, 2005, p. 11
T(nology) article whets senior’s appetite for art course (letter), May 20, 2005, p. 6
Visitors will critique technology in schools, October 14, 2005, p. 1
Visitors to critique t(nology) in Scarsdale schools (continued), October 14, 2005, p. 11
TEENAGERS - SCARSDALE
Expanding role for teen center (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 18A
Trustees mull gradual reduction in funding for the teen center, Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
Teen center funding to be cut gradually (continued), Feb 11, 2005, p. 30
Teen center deserves continued support (editorial), Mar 4, 2005, p. 7
Teen center director resigns, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
Need for the teen center is as compelling as ever (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6
Teen center elects 8 adult board members, Apr 15, 2005, p. 10
Revolution is coming to Scarsdale Teen Center (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 10
Community effort under way to revitalize teen center (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 4
Ray Coplin hired as new S(carsdale) T(een) C(enter) director (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 4
Connecting with kids is key, says Coplin (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 1
Connecting with kids is key, says new S(carsdale) T(een) C(enter) director (continued), Aug 26, 2005, p. 4
S(carsdale) T(een) C(enter) grand reopening, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
A grand opening (photo) (Scarsdale Teen Center reopened on September 15), Sep 23, 2005, p. 10
Diverse events energize S(carsdale) T(een) C(enter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 11
New students’ club eases transition to S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 13
Teens talk to board of e(ducation) about stress at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
Teen center lives (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8
Teens talk to board of e(ducation) about stress at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (continued), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8
TELEPHONE
No dial tone (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 1
Immoral phone contract overcharges relatives of prisoners (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 7
TELEVISION
(Basketball) Court TV; S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) audio/visual department captures sights, sounds of games (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 21
TELEVISION PROGRAMS
In praise of ad-free holiday (editorial), Dec 2, 2005, p. 7
TEMPLES
Neighbors worried about (Westchester Reform) temple’s plans to expand. Feb 4, 2005, p. 1
Neighbors worried about (Westchester Reform) temple expansion (illus) (continued), Feb 4, 2005, p. 8
Balancing act (editorial) (re possible expansion of the Westchester Reform Temple), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6
Neighbors feel temple has not dealt fairly with them (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple’s expansion plans), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6
Opposition continues to synagogue plans (re Westchester Reform Temple expansion plans), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
TEMPLES  (Continued)
Neighbor expects minimal impact from W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) plans (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6
Temple's plan is not detrimental to the community (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7
Temple will respect neighborhood (editorial) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7
Neighbors continue to oppose synagogue expansion (continued) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Mar 18, 2005, p. 23
Westchester) R(eform) T(emple) neighbors urge community on board, Mar 25, 2005, p. 3
Parking off-site preferable to allowing new exit from temple (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6
Temple plans will create 'catastrophic traffic problems' (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6
W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) board dismayed by some neighbors' tone (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6
W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple)'s proposed entrance/exit will inconvenience neighbor (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6
Neighbors hoping for 'honest discourse' with temple (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) is treating critical neighbors like a nuisance (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) is not offering compromise (editorial), Apr 8, 2005, p. 7
Village consultant says 1 driveway is better at W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1
Village expert says 1 driveway is better at W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) (continued), Apr 22, 2005, p. 3
Increased use from temple expansion will exceed 5 percent (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Apr 22, 2005, p. 7
Parking, drainage moved in latest Westchester Reform Temple plan, July 1, 2005, p. 1
Neighbors have suggestions for improving temple plans (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Aug 5, 2005, p. 6
Opposition to W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) expansion flares at hearing, Aug 12, 2005, p. 1
Criticism of W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) plans intensifies (continued), Aug 12, 2005, p. 2
W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) agrees not to use Bansom (Road) on holy days, Sep 23, 2005, p. 1
W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) agrees not to use Bansom (Road) (illus) (continued), Sep 23, 2005, p. 15
Planning board approves temple expansion plans (re Westchester Reform Temple), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
It was a year of colossal change for village (photo) (continued) (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p.4

TENNIS
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

TENZER, MARK
Tenzer launched school cable TV funding effort (letter), May 13, 2005, p. 6

TENZER, MARK (AUTHOR)
Tenzer launched school cable TV funding effort (letter), May 13, 2005, p. 6
Feiner is helpful on E(dgemont issues (letter), July 22, 2005, p. 6
Most ordinary citizens are satisfied with Feiner (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 8
Envises festive Scarsdale lights (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6

TERDIMAN, JOANN
Literary magazine to debut here (photo), Sep 9, 2005, p. 3

TERRANOVA, MARK
Terranova blends corporeal with spiritual to surreal effect (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 10

TERRORISM
Lebanese emigre urges straight talk on terror (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 3

TESI, VIRGINIA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32

TESTING
No Child Left Behind will impose more tests on students, Feb 4, 2005, p. 1
Bureaucracy creep (editorial), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6
No Child Left Behind will impose more tests (continued), Feb 4, 2005, p. 11
Let's Get Ready! gets ready for a change (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 3
Let's Get Ready! gets ready for a change (photo) (continued), Aug 26, 2005, p. 8

TEST - TAKING SKILLS
Let's Get Ready! gets ready for a change (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 3
Let's Get Ready! gets ready for a change (photo) (continued), Aug 26, 2005, p. 8

THALER, NOAH
Mayor Koch shares his childhood story (photo), Apr 29, 2005, p. 11

THALER, PAT KOCH
Mayor Koch shares his childhood story (photo), Apr 29, 2005, p. 11
THANKSGIVING
Little drummer boy (photo) (Kenny Zhong in the role of Indian at the Scarsdale Community Baptist Church Nursery School's Thanksgiving celebration), Nov 25, 2005, p. 1
Old and new at traditional feast (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6
In praise of ad-free holiday (editorial), Dec 2, 2005, p. 7

THEFT
Suspect arrested for Freightway headlight thefts, May 27, 2005, p. 1

THEIL, LEON S
Leon S. Theil (dies) (Leon S. Theil, a resident of Scarsdale for 40 years, died April 27, 2005, at his home on Marco Island, Florida. He was 89.), May 6, 2005, p. 22

THOMAS, ANSU
Heathcote kids tour India with ‘traveling trunk’ (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 11

THOMAS, JOHN
In wars past, Scarsdalians were there (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1

THOMAS, LAURIE
Sticks and Strings on Spencer offers pleasures of the stitch (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Pleasures of the stitch on Spencer (Place) (continued), Jan 28, 2005, p. 4

THOMPSON, CORKY
See THOMPSON, MARY (CORKY)

THOMPSON, KADESHA
Let's Get Ready! gets ready for a change (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 3

THOMPSON, MARY (CORKY)
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

THOMPSON, OJETTA ROGERIEE
Distinguished alumni (12 Scarsdale High School alumni are the first to be selected as distinguished alumni by the Scarsdale Alumni Association), October 21, 2005, p. 1

THURM, ERIC (AUTHOR)
It's about safety, not saving money (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 9

TIERNEY, WILLIAM
S(carsdale) G(olf) C(lub) board elected (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p. 4

TISCH, ALAN
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

TOBIN, KATHERINE (AUTHOR)
Conservationists endorse Feiner (letter), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6

TODER, RICHARD
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1

TOFF, IRA
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

TOFF, RUTH
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

TOLEDO, BARBARA
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

TOLL, OLGA (AUTHOR)
Careful study of Judge Alito’s decisions advised (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 8

TOMALIN, VICTORIA
Paddy’s pipes (photo) (Brian Ahern of the Port Authority Police Department plays Irish tunes on the bagpipes for children at Edgewood School) (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 9

TOMPKINS, DANIEL D
In wars past, Scarsdalians were there (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1

TONE, DONALD
Village consultant says 1 driveway is better at W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1

TOOLEY, LOWELL
Lowell Tooley dead at 81 (continued), Jan 14, 2005, p. 14
Lowell Tooley dies; manager for 34 years (photo), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1
Memorial Service (for Lowell Tooley, Scarsdale's village manager 1961-1995, will be held 1/23/05), Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
Lowell Tooley, 1923-2005 (editorial) (tribute to the longtime village manager), Jan 21, 2005, p. 6
In memoriam (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 9
TOOLEY, MARCEIL
Lowell Tooley dies; manager for 34 years (photo), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1

Topping, Audrey
Topping sees lessons for today in Vietnam (photo) (reminiscences by Seymour Topping whose latest novel entitled "Fatal Crossroads" is set in Vietnam), May 20, 2005, p. 3
Topping sees lessons for today in Vietnam (photo) (continued) (reminiscences by Seymour Topping whose latest novel entitled "Fatal Crossroads" is set in Vietnam), May 20, 2005, p. 8

Topping, Seymour
Topping sees lessons for today in Vietnam (photo) (reminiscences by Seymour Topping whose latest novel entitled "Fatal Crossroads" is set in Vietnam), May 20, 2005, p. 3
Topping sees lessons for today in Vietnam (photo) (continued) (reminiscences by Seymour Topping whose latest novel entitled "Fatal Crossroads" is set in Vietnam), May 20, 2005, p. 8

Tori, Theresa
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32

Torrisi, Joseph L (Author)
W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) is treating critical neighbors like a nuisance (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
Increased use from temple expansion will exceed 5 percent (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Apr 22, 2005, p. 7

Torrisi, Joseph L Jr (Author)
Temple plans will create 'catastrophic traffic problems' (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6

Torture
Retired judge speaks out against torture, Mar 4, 2005, p. 3

Tostanoski-Hogan, Nancy (Author)
Community center will be as successful as outdoor pool (letter), May 13, 2005, p. 6

Totenberg, Nina
Distinguished alumni (12 Scarsdale High School alumni are the first to be selected as distinguished alumni by the Scarsdale Alumni Association), October 21, 2005, p. 1

Tours - Europe
Musicians take off-the-beaten-path European tour (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 11

Towle, Erica
Many honored (at village board meeting), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1

Town and Village Civic Club - Scarsdale
Support for school board should not be blind (editorial), Jan 7, 2005, p. 6
B(card) O(f) E(ducation) tries to reconcile with opponents on Q(uaker) R(idge), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
The next 100 years of civic leadership (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 3A
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) report inconsistent with earlier report on class size (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6
Constitution scholar pitches civic ed(ucation) to T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub), Feb 18, 2005, p. 3
Is support for education waning? (editorial), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7
Constitution scholar pitches civic ed(ucation) to T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) (photo) (continued), Feb 18, 2005, p. 13
Work to begin on contract with G(insburg) D(evelopment) C(orporation) for Christie Place, Feb 25, 2005, p. 1
Have the parties switched roles? (editorial) (Part 2. See 3/25/05 for Part 1), Apr 1, 2005, p. 7
Sved recaps highlights of her term as mayor, Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) committee praises preliminary village budget, Apr 8, 2005, p. 3
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) reverses its initial opinion; endorses bond, Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) reverses itself; endorses bond (continued), Jun 10, 2005, p. 22
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) reports helped guide the trustees' Christie Place decision (editorial), Aug 12, 2005, p. 7
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) report advocates 3-year term for mayors, Dec 2, 2005, p. 1
For a 3-year term (editorial) (Urges the general membership of the Town and Village Civic Club to adopt the report by the Procedure Committee recommending increasing the term for the mayor of Scarsdale from two years to three. ), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6
Future glimpsed by T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) speaker, Dec 9, 2005, p. 1
County passes $1.54 B budget; T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) makes suggestions, Dec 16, 2005, p. 1
3-year term (The Town and Village Civic Club Education Forum voted unanimously 12/8 to accept a report recommending that the terms of Scarsdale mayors be changed from two to three years.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) makes suggestions on county budget (continued), Dec 16, 2005, p. 12

Town Board - Greenburgh
Successful town board candidates will work to improve town (letter), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6
No need to hire town board aide (letter), Dec 16, 2005, p. 6

Toys
A call for charity (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6
TOYS  (Continued)
Team building (photo) (MOBRAKS, a team of six boys, five of whom attend Scarsdale Middle School, won a first
place trophy at Westchester's second annual Lego League tournament, February 6, 2005), Mar 11, 2005, p. 11
Better to receive (editorial), Nov 25, 2005, p. 7
Gifts top Santa's list this year, Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

TRACK AND FIELD
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21; Apr 1, 2005, p. 32
Board sets date for bond vote, adds S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) track, Apr 29, 2005, p. 1
On the right track (editorial) (Comments on the proposition to the bond referendum to borrow $435,000 for the
reconstruction of the track at Scarsdale High School), Jun 3, 2005, p. 6
Important votes (Scarsdale bond issue and Edgemont School budget), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
The Scarsdale community wants its track back! (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 6
Track coach can best advise school board (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10
Inquirer headline appeared outlandish (letter) (comments on headline assigned by Scarsdale Inquirer on 5/27/05
letter by Andrew C. Hartzell.), Jun 10, 2005, p. 21
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Woman hit by truck on Popham Road, Jan 21, 2005, p. 1
Victim dies (Liselott Rothman), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1
Not safe enough (editorial) (discusses options for increasing pedestrian safety in downtown Scarsdale), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
Another woman hit crossing Popham, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
Close call (photo) (A 16-year old Scarsdale High School student and her 2003 Jeep ended up in a Carstensen
Road backyard Monday morning while traveling north on Post Road.), Mar 11, 2005, p. 1
Oh no! Not again! (editorial) (re pedestrian accident on Popham Road and ways to improve pedestrian safety),
Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
Accident analysis (re Popham/Chase Road pedestrian accidents), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
Car jumps curb, hits man on East Parkway (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1
More dangerous than Bagdad? (letter) (re downtown pedestrian accidents), Apr 1, 2005, p. 6
Eyewitness sought in accident on East Parkway (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
Parents should teach kids responsibility for their actions (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 7
3 more pedestrians hit by cars in village, May 20, 2005, p. 1
Another pedestrian hit by car in village center (photo), May 27, 2005, p. 1
Pedestrian accident rate higher here, Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
Village may lead county in pedestrian accidents (continued), Jun 10, 2005, p. 22
Courteous driving needed downtown, June 24, 2005, p. 1
Do something! (editorial) (Comments on the many traffic accidents in downtown Scarsdale), July 1, 2005, p. 6
Another pedestrian hit on Popham Road, July 15, 2005, p. 1
Yet another car hits Popham pedestrian, July 22, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale resident wants answers about traffic safety (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 8
Intersection on Central Avenue is very dangerous (letter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
What can we do to help an injured bus driver? (letter) (re Mike Fraser), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6

TRAFFIC CONGESTION
Temple plans will create 'catastrophic traffic problems' (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans),
Mar 25, 2005, p. 6
Suspicious snarl traffic on Post, May 13, 2005, p. 1
Suspicious driver stopped on Post (photo) (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 23
A call for opposition to traffic-generating Ridge Hill development (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 6
S(carsdale) C(ommunity) C(enter) board agrees traffic and parking are critical issues (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 7

TRAFFIC SAFETY
Mayor pledges public dialogue, traffic safety, Apr 15, 2005, p. 3
Stretch limos may not be safe (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 3
Limited options to improve safety for village pedestrians, July 29, 2005, p. 1
Traffic report discussed (continued), July 29, 2005, p. 4
Some suggestions for improving safety in the village center (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6
No choice about Popham Road lanes (photo), Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale resident wants answers about traffic safety (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 8
Committee continues to probe downtown safety (continued), Sep 16, 2005, p. 9
Intersection on Central Avenue is very dangerous (letter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
TRAFFIC SAFETY (Continued)
The kid you save might be your own (editorial), Oct 7, 2005, p. 7
Mayor calls for partnership for downtown safety, October 14, 2005, p. 1
Partnership for safety needed (continued), October 14, 2005, p. 8
School officials must act to make Greenacres school traffic safer (editorial), Nov 18, 2005, p. 7

TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS
Not safe enough (editorial) (discusses options for increasing pedestrian safety in downtown Scarsdale), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
Mayor pledges improvements in safety in village, May 13, 2005, p. 3
Mayor pledges improvements in safety in village (continued), May 13, 2005, p. 8
Needed in village: fewer flags and more summonses (letter), July 8, 2005, p. 6
Stop! (new all-way stop signs at the intersection of Christie Place and Chase Road), Aug 19, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale resident wants answers about traffic safety (letter), Sep 9, 2005, p. 8
Policeman is needed at corner (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6
Not so fast! (editorial) (re downtown pedestrian safety issue), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
Vandalizing signs can have serious consequences (letter), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6

TREES
The great tree 'massacre' at Crossway (photo), Jan 7, 2005, p. 3
Tree City (photo) (Amy Paulin, Jane Bedichek and Peter Strauss plant an evergreen tree at village hall April 29), May 6, 2005, p. 23
Revised code will better protect trees (editorial), July 8, 2005, p. 7
New law would be 'bureaucrat's delight' (editorial), July 22, 2005, p. 7
Involving planning board in tree code will cause burden (letter), Aug 5, 2005, p. 6

TRENK, JANA FEINER
Runner of the Year (photo) (Jana Feiner Trenk, a Scarsdale High School sophomore, has been named the New York Road Runner of the Year among 12-14-year-olds.), Apr 15, 2005, p. 23

TRETTER, ANDREW
Man nabbed on child porn charge, Aug 12, 2005, p. 1

TRIATHLON
Scarsdale's iron woman; Diane Calderon to fight hemophilia through triathlons (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 25

TRIPODI, ANDREA
Lively performers shake it up, baby, at S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 12

TROCK, HARRIS
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

TSUNAMIS
Don't blame God for the tsunami tragedy in Asia (letter), Jan 7, 2005, p. 6
In Sri Lanka, S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) senior helps kids affected by tsunami (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 10

TUCKER, ANN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32

TUCKER, MELISSA
Retiring Heathcote principal (Ronne Marantz) specialized in values education (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1

TUCKER, SAMANTHA
Lively performers shake it up, baby, at S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 13

TUDISCO, JENNIFER LAUREN
Tudisco, Flisser (photo) (Jennifer Lauren Tudisco and Dr. Eric Dan Flisser were married November 5, 2005, at the Palace Hotel.), Nov 18, 2005, p. 25

TURETSKY, JERRY (AUTHOR)
We can protect moms and kids (editorial), June 24, 2005, p. 7

TURF, ARTIFICIAL
See SYNTHETIC SPORTING SURFACES

TURKEYS
Are we early? (photo) (flock of turkeys at Lincoln Road house), Aug 25, 2005, p. 1

TURPIN, COLLEEN
Weber mourns teacher (Barbara McMahon); explains substitute pay, Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

TUTUNJIAN, JILL DAMMANN
Jill Dammann Tutunjian (dies) (Jill Dammann Tutunjian of Boston, formerly of Scarsdale, died of ovarian cancer March 30, 2005. She was 52 years old), Apr 22, 2005, p. 18

TWILIGHT
Civil twilight, the leisurely drama of the setting sun (editorial), October 28, 2005, p. 7

TWINS
Conjoined twins' doctor tells their story (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 10
Separated twins and their mom are moving here (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 1
TWINS (Continued)
A warm welcome (Scarsdale is offering the Aguirre family a temporary home. Carl and Clarence Aguirre were once conjoined twins), October 21, 2005, p. 6
Separated twins, mom moving to Scarsdale (photo) (continued), October 21, 2005, p. 8
Junior League welcomes Aguirre family to Scarsdale (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6
Privacy (for the Aguirre family) is the greatest gift (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6

TYBERG, TARA
Adley is ready to S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) into her next life phase (photo), May 27, 2005, p. 10
The next STEP (photo) (Friends, family and faculty celebrated the graduation of Scarsdale High School's latest STEP graduate Atiereya Adley at the home of Charlotte Raynor June 23), July 1, 2005, p. 10
STEP: Student Transfer Education Plan marks 40th year (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 20A

TYBERG, TED
The next STEP (photo) (Friends, family and faculty celebrated the graduation of Scarsdale High School's latest STEP graduate Atiereya Adley at the home of Charlotte Raynor June 23), July 1, 2005, p. 10

TYBERG, THEODORE
Scarsdalians vote 2,051 to 1,155 to pass Q(uaker) R(idge) bond, Jun 17, 2005, p. 1

UNDERWEISER, IRWIN
Reservations open for bowl dinner (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 2
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

UNDERWEISER, ROSANNE
Welcome officers (Scarsdale Parent-Teacher Council held its annual meeting and luncheon May 17, 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 13
The votes are in (photo) (Ronit Fischer, Rosanne Underweiser, Emily Sherwood, Terri Simon, Rita Golden and Joan Weber applaud the outcome of the Quaker Ridge bond vote), June 17, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale school board gearing up for a great year (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 14A
It (Quaker Ridge bond proposal) passed! (photo) (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8

UGNER, ARTHUR (AUTHOR)
Give generously to Scar(sdale) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) fund (letter), Dec 9, 2005, p. 6

UNITED NATIONS WOMEN'S GUILD
Art association helped U.N. group (letter), Sep 23, 2005, p. 6

UNITED STATES. ARMED FORCES
Support Our Troops gears up for Valentine's Day (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
Welcome home (photo) (Sergeant and Scarsdale High School Alumnus Tim Hill was welcomed home from Iraq at a party given by his parents), Mar 28, 2005, p. 8
Troops express gratitude for care packages, letters (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6

UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. HOUSE
New chairman copes with financial difficulties (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 10A

UNITED STATES. CONSTITUTION
Constitution scholar pitches civic ed(ucation) to T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub), Feb 18, 2005, p. 3
Constitution scholar pitches civic ed(ucation) to T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) (photo) (continued), Feb 18, 2005, p. 13

UNITED STATES. DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
A piece of history (photo) (Fifth grade teacher Mitch Crasson brought Seth Keller, a dealer in rare documents, to his class at Heathcote School), Dec 16, 2005, p. 11

UNITED STATES. SUPREME COURT
Supreme Court trivia quiz (editorial), Aug 12, 2005, p. 7

UNITED STATES - NATIONAL GUARD
Local member of National Guard is header to Iraq (letter), June 24, 2005, p. 6

UNITED WAY
United Way: a year-round campaign (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 5A
Edgemont thanks United Way for scholarship gift (letter), Jun 17, 2005, p. 6
United Way speaker predicts a deal to ease child poverty (photo), Sep 23, 2005, p. 3
The Bank of New York Salutes: It's All About Community Impact; United Way (photo), Sep 30, 2005, p. 40

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES - GRADUATION
College & (University Graduates) (photo) (Graduation Supplement. Includes names and photographs of 2005 college graduates from Scarsdale.), July 1, 2005, p. 26A
(College & University Graduates (photo) (Graduation Supplement. Includes names and photographs of 2005 college graduates from Scarsdale.), July 1, 2005, p. 27A

UPADHYA, TIARA
Costume, culture and cuisine bring the world to S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 10
UPADHYA, TIARA  (Continued)
Many honored (at village board meeting), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1

UPADHYA KIDIIYALI
Scouts win awards (photo), Jun 17, 2005, p. 4

URSILLO, HANNAH
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

USHER, CRAIG
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) artist Usher sculpts with childlike sense of wonder (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 8
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

USUKUMAH, PAMELA
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38
A winning moment (photo) (Scarsdale cheerleading coach Stacy Vuksanaj congratulates Pamela Usukumah who won a scholarship at the 57th annual Westchester County Invitational Cheerleading Competition November 28), Dec 2, 2005, p. 8

VACCARO, LUKE
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

VALENTINE'S DAY
Support Our Troops gears up for Valentine's Day (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6

VALLARIO, EMILY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40

VANDALISM
Shoeless, silent man arrested for throwing rocks at passing cars, Aug 12, 2005, p. 1
Vandals: you shattered the community's trust (letter), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6
Tricks were no treat (editorial) (comments on the vandalism and rowdiness Halloween night in the Edgewood section of Scarsdale), Nov 10, 2005, p. 6
Behavior was illegal, dangerous (editorial) (re the Halloween disturbance in the Edgewood neighborhood), Nov 10, 2005, p. 7
Needed: safe, organized Halloween activity for older kids (letter), Nov 10, 2005, p. 7
Rioting by unruly gang spoiled Halloween in 1 neighborhood (editorial) (re Edgewood neighborhood), Nov 10, 2005, p. 7
Halloween havoc condemned by mayor, trustees, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
Trustees condemn Halloween mayhem (continued), Nov 18, 2005, p. 4
Message to the entitled ones: give us your names! (letter) (response to the 11/10/05 editorial by Dr. Scott Bookner on the Halloween disturbance in Edgewood), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6
Vandalizing signs can have serious consequences (letter), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6
Police should have arrested the rioting kids (letter), Nov 25, 2005, p. 6
Halloween 2005 continues to disturb board (re the vandalism and unruliness in the Edgewood neighborhood), Nov 25, 2005, p. 9
Penal code must be used to punish and control rioters (letter) (re recent Halloween vandalism and unruliness in Edgewood neighborhood), Dec 2, 2005, p. 6
Letter did not accurately reflect Halloween mayhem (letter) (response to 12/16/05 letter by Richard Marcus), Dec 23, 2005, p. 6

VANGUNDY, LISA
11 candidates (for the Scarsdale School Board Nominating Committee), Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

VANGUNDY, LIZA
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14

VARADY, PAMELA HALSEY
Varady-Rosenberg (photo) (Pamela Halsey Varady and Stuart Mattison Rosenberg were married September 4, 2005, at Whitby Castle in Rye), Sep 30, 2005, p. 29

VARIAN, JOHN
In wars past, Scarsdalians were there (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1

VARIAN, MICHAEL
In wars past, Scarsdalians were there (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1

VAUGHAN, JOHN (JACK)
Taddiken and nominators deserve praise, not insults (letter) (response to 4/8/05 letter by Jack Vaughan), Apr 15, 2005, p. 7
Vaughan does not tell the whole story on Edgemont budget (letter), July 15, 2005, p. 8
E'(dge)mont board works for all; P.O. of village wouldn't change (letter) (response to 7/29/05 letter by Jack Vaughan), Aug 12, 2005, p. 6
VAUGHAN, JOHN (JACK) (AUTHOR)  
Grassroots effort needed to stop Edgemont 'pirates' (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6  
Edgemont district needs to practice fiscal restraint (letter), July 1, 2005, p. 6  
Edgemont system has got to go (letter), July 29, 2005, p. 6  
Large settlement is bad news for E'mont taxpayers (letter) (author's last name incorrectly given as Vaughn), Oct 7, 2005, p. 6

VERIZON  
No dial tone (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 1

VERMES, DOUGLAS  
Give blood (photo) (blood drive by junior class at Scarsdale High School), Apr 8, 2005, p. 10  
The next STEP (photo) (Friends, family and faculty celebrated the graduation of Scarsdale High School's latest STEP graduate Aitereya Adley at the home of Charlotte Raynor June 23), July 1, 2005, p. 10

VERNON, DAI  
Artist or cheat? A magician's quest inspires S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate) to write a book (photo) (Profile of Karl Johnson, author of recently published "The Magician and the Cardsharp."), October 28, 2005, p. 3

VERON, JANE (AUTHOR)  
Honoring Fox Meadow teacher (letter) (response to 11/4/05 editorial by Ilene Nechamkin paying tribute to Rona Roth), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6

VETERANS  
The youngest living World War II vet(eran) tells all (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 3  
Youngest living World War II vet(erase) (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 11

VETERANS DAY  
Veterans Day (planned ceremonies), Nov 4, 2005, p. 1  
Ceremony urges remembrance of living veterans as well as dead (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 3

VIDEO RECORDING  
Video to die for (editorial), October 21, 2005, p. 7

VIDEO TAPES  
Film, animation move artist of the month Loughran (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 10

VIDEO TAPES - EDITING  
Video to die for (editorial), October 21, 2005, p. 7  
Lights, camera, click: Guide for the video and sound hound; Part 3, Nov 25, 2005, p. 4  
Lights, camera, click: Guide for the video and sound hound; Part 4, Dec 9, 2005, p. 4

VIETNAM  
Topping sees lessons for today in Vietnam (photo) (reminiscences by Seymour Topping whose latest novel entitled "Fatal Crossroads" is set in Vietnam), May 20, 2005, p. 3  
Topping sees lessons for today in Vietnam (photo) (continued) (reminiscences by Seymour Topping whose latest novel entitled "Fatal Crossroads" is set in Vietnam), May 20, 2005, p. 8

VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE  
Sherbrook(e) Park house 'historic' (re 1926 stone and shingle center colonial at 8 Dunham Road), Jan 14, 2005, p. 1  
Still no security cameras at Freighway, Jan 14, 2005, p. 3  
52 openings to be filled on village volunteer boards and councils (includes brief descriptions of village boards and councils), Jan 14, 2005, p. 4  
Bids rejected for Butler Field turf, Jan 28, 2005, p. 1  
Committee selects Strauss for mayor, Rilander for trustee (photo), Jan 28, 2005, p. 1  
Village did not play fair on Christie (editorial), Jan 28, 2005, p. 7  
Committee nominates slate for village board (continued), Jan 28, 2005, p. 24  
Signs of the times (Scarsdale Village Board is selling memorabilia in form of old street name and entry signs), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1  
Trustees mull gradual reduction in funding for the teen center, Feb 11, 2005, p. 1  
Teen center funding to be cut gradually (continued), Feb 11, 2005, p. 30  
Incumbent trustee sees challenges ahead (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 1  
Incumbent village trustee sees challenges ahead (continued), Feb 18, 2005, p. 12  
New kid on the dais: Kenneth Rilander (photo) (profile of Kenneth Rilander), Feb 25, 2005, p. 1  
Village OKs bonds and Omnipoint lease, Feb 25, 2005, p. 1  
Work to begin on contract with G(insburg) D(evelopment) C(orporation) for Christie Place, Feb 25, 2005, p. 1  
Rilander steps up (continued), Feb 25, 2005, p. 3  
Village OKs bonds and Omnipoint lease (continued), Feb 25, 2005, p. 20  
Incumbent trustee wants to keep what is best about Scarsdale (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 1  
Keeping what's best (continued), Mar 4, 2005, p. 13  
Teen center director resigns, Mar 11, 2005, p. 1  
New digs (advancement to phase 2 of the proposed renovation and expansion of the public safety building on Post and Fenimore roads), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1  
Colleagues pay tribute to a popular mayor (Beverley Sved), Mar 25, 2005, p. 3
VILLAGE BOARD - SCARSDALE (Continued)

Trustees will work for the good of the community (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 7

Mayor pledges public dialogue, traffic safety, Apr 15, 2005, p. 3

Plan for 5 Corners is news to trustees (re New Jersey investment company's proposal to build 24 units of senior housing), Apr 29, 2005, p. 1

Village budget OK'd; S(carsdale) C(ommunity) C(enter) nears goal, Apr 29, 2005, p. 3

Developer's plan for 5 Corners is news to board (continued), Apr 29, 2005, p. 8

Community Center supporters rally, May 13, 2005, p. 3

Mayor pledges improvements in safety in village, May 13, 2005, p. 3

Board will act soon on school zones; P(arks)R(ecreation)C(ouncil) report, May 27, 2005, p. 3

Village budget OK'd; S(carsdale) C(ommunity) C(enter) nears goal, Apr 29, 2005, p. 3

Village board summary (continued), May 27, 2005, p. 9

Many honored (at village board meeting), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1

Recreation committee supports board approval of some P(arks and) R(ecreation) C(enter) changes, July 8, 2005, p. 1

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 3

Trustees pass law requiring upkeep of derelict houses, July 15, 2005, p. 1

Committee OKs Christie sale to Ginsburg Corp., July 22, 2005, p. 1

Committee OKs Christie sale to Ginsburg Corp., July 22, 2005, p. 8

It's official: Trustees authorized Christie Place sale to Ginsburg, July 29, 2005, p. 1

Village board reaches agreements, sets fees, Aug 12, 2005, p. 4

Town and Village C(ivic) C(lub) reports helped guide the trustees' Christie Place decision (editorial), Aug 12, 2005, p. 7

Village signs agreement for development of Christie Place (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 1

Recreation committee will present new youth sports plan, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1

Recreation committee reaches resolution (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 29

Village board makes changes in policies on youth sports, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1

Village board changes youth sports policies (continued), Sep 16, 2005, p. 13

Agreement with Depot developer on agenda, Sep 23, 2005, p. 1

Kligerman gets go-ahead (illus) (The Scarsdale Village Board has approved two companion agreements with Robert Kligerman, developer of two small sites in the village center. On East Parkway a Starbucks shop will occupy most of the development.), Sep 30, 2005, p. 1

Railroad cut to be sold for $3M, Sep 30, 2005, p. 1

Mayor calls for partnership for downtown safety, Oct 14, 2005, p. 1

Storm zaps Scarsdale over long weekend (photo), Oct 14, 2005, p. 1

Halloween havoc condemned by mayor, trustees, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1

Trustees condemn Halloween mayhem (continued), Nov 18, 2005, p. 4

Kindred recognized (G. Estabrook Kindred has been awarded a certificate of appreciation by the Scarsdale Village Board), Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

Railroad cut to be sold for $3M, Sep 30, 2005, p. 1

Mayor calls for partnership for downtown safety, Oct 14, 2005, p. 1

Storm zaps Scarsdale over long weekend (photo), Oct 14, 2005, p. 1

Halloween havoc condemned by mayor, trustees, Nov 18, 2005, p. 1

Trustees condemn Halloween mayhem (continued), Nov 18, 2005, p. 4

Kindred recognized (G. Estabrook Kindred has been awarded a certificate of appreciation by the Scarsdale Village Board), Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

VINTON, KAITLIN

Paddy's pipes (photo) (Brian Ahern of the Port Authority Police Department plays Irish tunes on the bagpipes for children at Edgewood School) (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 9

VINTON, VICTORIA


VISSAS, DIMITRIS

Meet the artist (photo) (Heathcote School fourth and fifth graders were treated to a special tour of renowned artist Frank Stella's personal studio in Manhattan May 2 and 5.), May 13, 2005, p. 12

VISSAS, SOFIA

Meet the artist (photo) (Heathcote School fourth and fifth graders were treated to a special tour of renowned artist Frank Stella's personal studio in Manhattan May 2 and 5.), May 13, 2005, p. 12
VITTORIA, BARBARA TRACY
Vittoria, Hartgers (photo) (Barbara Tracy Vittoria is engaged to Gregory Martin Hartgers.); Apr 29, 2005, p. 21

VOCK, ALEX (AUTHOR)
Harassment of 'dissidents' in Greenburgh is shocking (letter); Apr 22, 2005, p. 6

VOGEL, DAVID
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo); Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

VOGEL, STUART J (AUTHOR)
Vote for Michael Golden for Greenville fire commissioner (letter); Dec 9, 2005, p. 6

VOLLEYBALL
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo); Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

VOLUNTEERS
Keep youthful volunteer motivation pure (editorial); Jan 14, 2005, p. 7

Rites of spring (editorial) (re tradition of volunteering in Scarsdale and Greenburgh with praise for Barbara Jaffe and David Kreiness); Mar 11, 2005, p. 6

Fresh Air Fund volunteers, hosts are inspirational (letter); Apr 22, 2005, p. 6

Koffler receives service award (photo); Apr 29, 2005, p. 4

Student volunteers honored for service (photo) (includes names of all honorees); May 20, 2005, p. 14

Volunteers honored (photo); July 15, 2005, p. 4

Volunteers from near and far find satisfaction at Scarsdale V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo); Aug 19, 2005, p. 1

Scarsdale V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) provides first-rate emergency care (continued); Aug 19, 2005, p. 11

Let's Get Ready! gets ready for a change (photo) (continued); Aug 26, 2005, p. 8

Volunteers will now run youth basketball program (letter); Sep 9, 2005, p. 9

Scarsdale residents find many ways to help (hurricane survivors) (photo) (continued); Sep 9, 2005, p. 29

Helping hands (photo) (Volunteers load cases of water and other supplies for victims of Hurricane Katrina onto a truck at village hall); Sep 16, 2005, p. 1

Generous response to fire department drive was gratifying (letter); Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

Our village was at its best Sunday (letter); Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) offers many opportunities for volunteer service (letter); Sep 16, 2005, p. 6

Christians and Jews bank on cooperation to feed the hungry, Oct 7, 2005, p. 1

Edgewood custodian volunteers in Louisiana (photo); Oct 7, 2005, p. 1

Congregations get together to feed the hungry (photo) (continued); Oct 7, 2005, p. 9

Edgewood custodian volunteers in Louisiana (photo) (continued); Oct 7, 2005, p. 11

Scarsdale man makes connections in Italian classrooms (photo); Dec 23, 2005, p. 3

VON DIETSCH, MAX
Ready for duty (photo) (Scarsdale's newest fire fighters); Dec 23, 2005, p. 5

VON ESTORFF, EVA ERDMUTH
Eva Erdmuthe von Estorff (photo) (dies) (Eva Erdmuthe von Estorff who had a close association with Hoff-Barthelson School of Music, died at home September 21, 2005. She was 96.); October 28, 2005, p. 18

VONICK, BOB
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo); May 13, 2005, p. 40

VOSS, JOHN
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo); June 24, 2005, p. 36

VOTER REGISTRATION
Voter registration, May 6, 2005, p. 1

VOTING
March vote on Greenburgh Library (letter); Jan 21, 2005, p. 6

Village election (village election Tuesday, March 15, 2005); Feb 25, 2005, p. 1

A timely bill (editorial) (re voting reform legislation); Feb 25, 2005, p. 6

Why vote? (editorial); Mar 4, 2005, p. 6

Every vote counts (letter); Mar 11, 2005, p. 6

Important votes (Scarsdale bond issue and Edgemont School budget); Jun 10, 2005, p. 1

Bite the bullet (editorial) (Urges a yes vote on Quaker Ridge bond proposal); Jun 10, 2005, p. 6

A second chance (editorial) (Urges a yes vote when Edgemont residents will vote for a second time on the proposed 2005-06 school budget); Jun 10, 2005, p. 6

Budget, transportation propositions on ballot; October 21, 2005, p. 8

What's in a name? (editorial); Dec 9, 2005, p. 6

Will your vote count? (editorial); Dec 9, 2005, p. 6

VOTING - MACHINES
Voting machines (Officials checked Scarsdale's voting machines which had been subject to impoundment); Nov 18, 2005, p. 1
VUKSANAJ, STACY
A winning moment (photo) (Scarsdale cheerleading coach Stacy Vuksanaj congratulates Pamela Usukumah who won a scholarship at the 57th annual Westchester County Invitational Cheerleading Competition November 28), Dec 2, 2005, p. 8

WACH, RICHARD
Congregations get together to feed the hungry (photo) (continued), Oct 7, 2005, p. 9

WACHTENHEIM, FLORENCE (FLORIE)
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
Terri Simon to head Scarsdale school board (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 1
Simon, Wachtenheim to head school board (continued), July 8, 2005, p. 10
Unknowns make school budgeting more complicated, Sep 30, 2005, p. 1
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo) (Ms. Wachtenheim identified as Florrie Wachtenheim), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

WACHTENHEIM, FLORIE
See WACHTENHEIM, FLORENCE

WALD, JASON
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

WALD, SUE
Youth sports survey may not represent mandate for change (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6

WALKER, STILT
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36

WALKING
$1.7M for B(ronx) R(iver) P(arkway) path, Apr 29, 2005, p. 1
Walking for babies (photo) (Employees of Julia B. Fee Real Estate participated May 1 in WalkAmerica to benefit March of Dimes), May 13, 2005, p. 4

WALLACE, PHIL
Local artist heeds the call of the pen (photo) (Profile of Phil Wallace, author of the newly published book "Call of the Sea."), Jun 17, 2005, p. 3
Local artist heeds the call of the pen (continued) (Profile of Phil Wallace, author of the newly published book "Call of the Sea."), June 17, 2005, p. 8

WALLACH, JOHN
Distinguished alumni (12 Scarsdale High School alumni are the first to be selected as distinguished alumni by the Scarsdale Alumni Association), October 21, 2005, p. 1

WALLBERG, NINA
Retiring Heathcote principal (Ronne Marantz) specialized in values education (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1

WALL STREET AND THE SECURITY MARKETS
Titles tell story of Wall Street (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6

WALSH, JILL
Tech(nical) committee reports on Quaker Ridge (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 1

WANG, RACHEL
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

WANG, YUE

WAR
A call to arms (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6
On anniversary of death camp liberation, an old soldier keeps the memory alive (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 3
Abortion is not a 'violent act' or a 'crime against humanity' (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6
Edgewood man can't forget the Holocaust (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 25
Are war and abortion stances related? (letter) (response to 5/6/05 letter by Melissa Chepuru), May 13, 2005, p. 6

WARD, VICTORIA
Let's Get Ready! gets ready for a change (photo), Aug 26, 2005, p. 3

WARE, MARY LEE
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36

WARE, MOLLY
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
WARHIT, BARRY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

WAR MEMORIALS
In wars past, Scarsdalians were there (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 1
Memorial Day ceremony has local flavor (photo) (continued), Jun 3, 2005, p. 15

WARMUS, CAROLYN
Warmus appeals: 'Fatal Attraction' murder case could be reopened, Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
Warmus appeals murder conviction (continued), Feb 11, 2005, p. 30

WARNKEN, PAT
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28

WARSHOWSKY, RACHEL
Singing love songs (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p 11

WASTIN, ANDRE
Topping sees lessons for today in Vietnam (photo) (reminiscences by Seymour Topping whose latest novel entitled "Fatal Crossroads" is set in Vietnam), May 20, 2005, p. 3

WATER
Stormwater, Mar 25, 2005, p. 8
Flushing time, Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
Sinkhole repair taxed staff's mettle, Apr 29, 2005, p. 1
Grants sought for Harwood watercourse fix, Dec 23, 2005, p. 1

WATER CONSERVATION
Dry times (village and school district stopped all automatic irrigation on publicly held land due to the lack of rainfall), Aug 12, 2005, p. 1

WATERHOUSE, BRADLEY
Halloween disguises (photo) (students from Greenacres Elementary School), Nov 4, 2005, p. 3

WATER LEAKAGE
Frozen pipes burst, flood unheated homes, Jan 7, 2005, p. 1
Avoiding burst pipes requires precautions (continued), Jan 7, 2005, p. 4

WATERS, DEBI
Volunteers from near and far find satisfaction at Scar(sdale) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), Aug 19, 2005, p. 1

WATERS, GWYNETH
Gwyneth Waters (dies) (Gwyneth Waters died January 1, 2005, at her home in Scarsdale. She was 90.), Jan 7, 2005, p. 12

WAYSIDE COTTAGE (SCARSDALE)
Junior League seeks grant to repair Wayside (Cottage) (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 3

WEBB, MARK MCLEAN
Panthen, Webb (photo) (Kathryn Racey Panthen and Mark McLean Webb are engaged), Mar 11, 2005, p. 16

WEBER, ALLIE
Shopping for a good time (photo) (Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce annual sidewalk sale), Aug 12, 2005, p. 3

WEBER, JOAN (DR)
Scarsdale searching for teachers with skill, passion and potential, Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
Robyn Lane to be Q(uaker) R(idge) principal (photo), Jun 10, 2005, p. 1
The votes are in (photo) (Ronit Fischer, Rosanne Underweiser, Emily Sherwood, Terri Simon, Rita Golden and Joan Weber applaud the outcome of the Quaker Ridge bond vote), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
Scarsdale school board gearing up for a great year (photo) (Back to School Supplement), Aug 26, 2005, p. 14A
It (Quaker Ridge bond proposal) passed! (photo) (2005 Year In Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8

WEB SITES
Mudslinging escalates in G'reenburgh, Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
Political mudslinging escalates over Web site (continued), Apr 1, 2005, p. 9

WEDDINGS
Corn, Aber (photo) (Stacy Corn and Robert Aber were married March 13, 2005, at the Fountainhead, New Rochelle.), Apr 29, 2005, p. 21
Hall, Schubert (photo) (Alison Hall and Dustin Schubert were married April 9, 2005, in Cocoa, Florida.), May 20, 2005, p. 23
Reid, Baer (photo) (Liane Marie Reid and Stephen Baer were married May 20, 2005, at the Baer home), June 17, 2005, p. 22
Ball, Aronson (photo) (Christine Louise Ball and Chad Howard Aronson were married May 29, 2005, at Lyndhurst, Tarrytown), July 8, 2005, p. 15
**WEDDINGS** (Continued)
Gruen, Evans (photo) (Alison Gruen and Adam Evans were married July 29, 2005, at the Lighthouse at Chelsea Piers, New York City.), Aug 5, 2005, p. 13
Stagg, Medalis (photo) (Nicole Stagg and John Medalis were married at Oakland Beach in Rye on August 13, 2005.), Sep 2, 2005, p. 11
Harrison, Ricci (photo) (Dana Katherine Harrison and Douglas Gavan Ricci were married May 6, 2005, in St. John, U.S. Virgin Islands.), Sep 9, 2005, p. 27
Schlesinger, November (photo) (Elana Schlesinger and Peter November were married July 2, 2005, in Centerville, Cape Cod, Massachusetts.), Sep 9, 2005, p. 27
Buchan, Miller (photo) (Ellenor Chantal Buchen and Evan Yoneo Miller were married July 30, 2005, at the West Mountain Inn in Arlington, Vermont.), Sep 16, 2005, p. 23
Chan, Rees (photo) (Merry Jean Chan and Robert David Rees were married September 17, 2005, in Garrison, New York.), Sep 23, 2005, p. 17
Varady-Rosenberg (photo) (Pamela Halsey Varady and Stuart Mattison Rosenberg were married September 4, 2005, at Whitby Castle in Rye.), Sep 30, 2005, p. 29
Pickelle, Benson (photo) (Abbe Lauren Pickelle and Robert Benson III were married April 16, 2005, in the outdoor courtyard of a Creole plantation in New Orleans.), Oct 21, 2005, p. 15
Palmer, Lanik (photo) (Dr. Diana Alison Palmer and Gregory John Lanik were married at Plymouth Congregational Church in Belmont, Massachusetts, August 6, 2005.), Oct 28, 2005, p. 17
Schlerling, Oganek (photo) (Alison Rachel Schlerling and Jacob Aaron Oganek were married November 12, 2005, at the Glen Island Harbor Club in New Rochelle.), Nov 18, 2005, p. 25
Tudisco, Flisser (photo) (Jennifer Lauren Tudisco and Dr. Eric Dan Flisser were married November 5, 2005, at the Palace Hotel.), Nov 18, 2005, p. 25
Worden, McWhorter (photo) (Deborah Monroe Worden and Alexander Grant McWhorter were married December 16, 2005, at the First Presbyterian Church in New Canaan.), Nov 18, 2005, p. 25
Schlerling, Oganek (photo) (Alison Rachel Schlerling and Jacob Aaron Oganek were married November 12, 2005, at the Glen Island Harbor Club in New Rochelle.), Nov 25, 2005, p. 17
DiPaola, Marvin (photo) (Lynn Michelle DiPaola and Christopher Matthew Marvin were married October 23, 2005, at the Central Park Boathouse in Manhattan.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 15

**WEINBERG, HAL**
Accident analysis (re Popham/Chase Road pedestrian accidents), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1

**WEINBERG, STUART**
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32

**WEINBERG, TIMMY**
Voters say yes to $19.8M library in Greenburgh, May 13, 2005, p. 1
Feiner files financials; familiar names listed. July 29, 2005, p. 1
Weinberg removed from G(reen)B(urgh) ballot by board of elections, Aug 5, 2005, p. 1
Weinberg removed from ballot by board of elections (photo)(continued), Aug 5, 2005, p. 11
It takes 3 to act (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6

**WEINBERG, TIMMY (AUTHOR)**
Library board thanked for work on proposal (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6

**WEINGARTEN, SALLY**
The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Kids' BASE & The Little School Seventh Annual Carnival Benefit), Apr 29, 2005, p. 36

**WEINGARTEN, SALLY (AUTHOR)**
Message to the entitled ones: give us your names! (letter) (response to the 11/10/05 editorial by Dr. Scott Bookner on the Halloween disturbance in Edgewood), Nov 18, 2005, p. 6

**WEINREB, BARBARA (AUTHOR)**
A tribute to John Gosen (photo) (editorial), Jan 28, 2005, p. 7
Long hours for spelling cop (editorial), Dec 2, 2005, p. 7

**WEINSTEIN, BRETT**
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

**WEINSTEIN, KENNY (AUTHOR)**
Kenny D. Weinstein (dies) (Kenny D. Weinstein died peacefully at home on May 10, 2005. He was 52.), May 13, 2005, p. 21

**WEINSTEIN, MICHAEL (DR) (AUTHOR)**
Displeased by editor's criticism of Harrison (letter) (response to 4/8/05 Inquirer editorial "Enough"!), Apr 15, 2005, p. 6

**WEINSTEIN, MIMI (AUTHOR)**
Displeased by editor's criticism of Harrison (letter) (response to 4/8/05 Inquirer editorial "Enough"!), Apr 15, 2005, p. 6

**WEINTRAUB, CHRIS (AUTHOR)**
'Austerity' could send E'mont down the California path (letter), July 8, 2005, p. 6
WEIR, FENTON
Man arrested for stabbing his co-worker, Mar 4, 2005, p. 1
Charges dismissed (against Fenton Weir), Apr 8, 2005, p. 1
WEIR, PIDGE
S(carsdale) G(olf) C(lub) board elected (photo), Mar 11, 2005, p.4
WEIR, SCOTT
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), June 17, 2005, p. 27
WEISFELD, ANDREW
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
WEISS, ASHLEY
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 14A
WEISS, ELIZABETH
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students make real inroads in science through research course (photo), Feb 11, 2005, p. 8
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students make real inroads in science through research course (continued), Feb 11, 2005, p. 9
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) students win awards for academic excellence (photo) (includes student names and photos), May 20, 2005, p. 14
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), July 1, 2005, p. 14A; July 1, 2005, p. 15A
WEISS, ERIC
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
WEISS, JUNE
Say YES to jobs (photo) (Annual meeting and luncheon of the Scarsdale Youth Employment Service), June 17, 2005, p. 11
WEISS, PAUL R (DR) (AUTHOR)
Breast cancer survivors can benefit from reconstruction (letter), October 21, 2005, p. 6
WEITZMAN, JOSEPH
There was no E(dgemont) V(illage) E(xploratory) C(ommittee) pros and cons subcommittee (letter) (response to 8/12/06 letter by Joe Weitzman), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6
WEITZMAN, JOSEPH M (AUTHOR)
E(dgemont) V(illage) E(xploratory) C(ommittee) pros and cons subcommittee report was suppressed (letter) (response to 7/29/05 letter by Susan Newman), Aug 12, 2005, p. 6
List of 'pros and cons' should be added to E(dgemont) V(illage) E(xploratory) C(ommittee) report (letter), Aug 26, 2005, p. 6
WELLS, BRUCE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Councils Reception (photo), July 8, 2005, p. 32
WENTWORTH, JEAN (AUTHOR)
Everyone should experience 'The Gates' in Central Park (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7
Complacency is dangerous when it comes to AIDS (letter), Apr 15, 2005, p. 7
Citizens should actively protest administration's 'crimes' (letter), October 14, 2005, p. 6
WERNER, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy 2005; The Scarsdale - Edgemont Family Counseling Service (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 40
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
WERNER, JOHN (AUTHOR)
Austerity budget would be devastating for Edgemont (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 7
WERNER, LUCY
Coldwell Banker Salutes A Gala Reception Celebrating the Eighty-Fifth Anniversary of The Scarsdale/Edgemont Family Counseling Service for Scarsdale Residents of a Total of Thirty-Five Years or More (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 28
WESTCHESTER ARTS COUNCIL
Supporting the arts (photo) (Assemblywoman Amy Paulin and her husband Ira Schuman are pictured with Hillary Rodham Clinton at the Westchester Arts Council's 40th anniversary gala in Rye Brook Nov. 19), Dec 16, 2005, p. 15
WESTCHESTER BAND
Strauss strikes up the band with Sousa (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1
WESTCHESTER COUNTY ARCHIVES
Virtual archives include Heathcote map, Sep 9, 2005, p. 4
WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS

Crisis and accomplishments in the county (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p.10A
County actions improve communities (photo) (Progress Edition), Jan 28, 2005, p. 11A
$1.7M for B(ronx) R(iver) P(arkway) path, Apr 29, 2005, p. 1
Weinberg removed from G(reen)B(urgh) ballot by board of elections, Aug 5, 2005, p. 1
Ryan, Cibelli debate security, other issues at league forum (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER

Long-term financial plan needed for medical center (letter), May 13, 2005, p. 6

WESTCHESTER WOMEN'S HALL OF FAME

Anne Janiak to be inducted into Women's Hall of Fame (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
County to honor Janiak (continued), Mar 18, 2005, p. 23
Work/family: not just a woman's conflict (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 13

WEXLER, TINA

Many honored (at village board meeting), Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) (Graduation Supplement), Jul 1, 2005, p. 14A

WHEELER, JIM (AUTHOR)

A call for charity (letter), Feb 25, 2005, p. 6

WELAN, JOYCE

Ryan, Cibelli debate security, other issues at league forum (photo), October 21, 2005, p. 1

WHITE, DEBORAH

Inquirer wins 13 awards, Apr 15, 2005, p. 1

WHITE, JESSICA

Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

WHITE, KEVIN

Playland West (photo) (Scarsdale High School spring carnival celebrated its fifth year), May 6, 2005, p. 12

WHITE, RUDYARD

The Bank of New York Salutes (photo) (Scarsdale Bowl dinner was held April 27, 2005, to honor community volunteer Barbara Little Jaffe), May 6, 2005, p. 44

WHITESTONE, RANDY (AUTHOR)

Committee exercised care in choosing village candidates (letter), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7
School officials seem to have heard message on 'tax fatigue' (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 8

WHITNEY, RACHEL

Scarsdale duo wins 12-and-under national platform tennis tourney (photo), Feb 18, 2005, p. 19

WHYTE, RUDY

Reservations open for bowl dinner (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 2

WIENER, ALEXIS

Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

WIENER, DONNA

After 25 years, still coloring outside the lines (photo) (profile of Young at Art workshops), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1
Art classes delight kids (continued), Apr 22, 2005, p. 4

WIENER, JOAN L (AUTHOR)

Neighbor expects minimal impact from W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) plans (letter), Mar 18, 2005, p. 6

WIENER, MICHAEL

The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 Kickoff (photo), Mar 25, 2005, p. 32
Scarsdale Show House opens in grand style (photo), May 13, 2005, p. 1
'Green' design is here to stay (photo) (Scarsdale Show House 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 23

WILD FLOWERS

Highways bloom thanks to D(epartment) O(f) T(ransportation) (letter), Sep 2, 2005, p. 6

WILDLIFE

Deer racing (editorial), Sep 30, 2005, p. 7

WILE, JULIUS

Julius Wile (dies) (Longtime Scarsdale resident Julius Wile, a wine expert and educator, died at home December 12, 2005.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 23

WILLIAMS, ALFREDA

Feiner snubbed by committee; Greenawalt gets nod from Dem(ocrat)s, May 6, 2005, p. 1
Dems snub Feiner; endorse Greenawalt, Jun 3, 2005, p. 1

WILLIAMS, ALFREDA (AUTHOR)

Library board thanked for work on proposal (letter), May 6, 2005, p. 6

WILLIAMS, GARY M

Gary M. Williams (photo) (Gary M. Williams, M.D., has been bestowed the title of distinguished scientist 2005 by the American Chemical Society.), Jun 10, 2005, p. 4
WILLIAMSON, BRANDON
A memorable meeting (photo) *(Brandon and Maritza Williamson met Pope John Paul II in November, 2002)*, Apr 15, 2005, p. 3

WILLIAMSON, KATIE
Welcome home (photo) *(Sergeant and Scarsdale High School Alumnus Tim Hill was welcomed home from Iraq at a party given by his parents)*, Mar 25, 2005, p. 8

WILLIAMSON, MARITZA
A memorable meeting (photo) *(Brandon and Maritza Williamson met Pope John Paul II in November, 2002)*, Apr 15, 2005, p. 3

WILLSON, LYNETTE (AUTHOR)
How does one clear walks without blowers? (letter), Feb 4, 2005, p. 6

WILSON, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

WILSON, IRA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

WILSON, LYNNE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

WILSON, MATTHEW
Museum quality (photo) *(authorized edition of the Emancipation Proclamation installed at Wilson & Son Jewelers)*, Jan 21, 2005, p. 4
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

WILSON, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

WILSON, RUSH
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40
Metro Restaurant owners to revive Heathcote Deli, May 13, 2005, p. 4
Headliners 2005 (photo) *(Outstanding 2005 Scarsdale residents)*, Dec 23, 2005, p. 4

WILSON, TONI
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society's 31st Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 15, 2005, p. 40

WINE AND WINE MAKING
A fantastic viticultural voyage (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p. 3
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(hool) grad(uate) on a fantastic viticultural voyage (continued), Mar 4, 2005, p. 13

WINGATE, PAUL
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help hurricane survivors, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help (hurricane survivors) (photo) (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 29

WINSTON, JONAH
Summoning the muse (photo) *(Johnny Baker and Jonah Winston collaborate at the Young Writers' Conference at the Scarsdale High School)*, Apr 15, 2005, p. 11

WINSTON, RACHEL
Julia B. Fee Real Estate Salutes The Scarsdale High School Class of 2005 (photo) *(Graduation Supplement)*, July 1, 2005, p. 14A

WINTER
Rescued by the light (editorial), Feb 18, 2005, p. 7
Seasons of the heart (editorial), Mar 11, 2005, p. 7

WINTERS, RONALD (AUTHOR)
Neighbors hoping for 'honest discourse' with temple (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans) (letter), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6
Neighbors have suggestions for improving temple plans (letter) *(re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans)*, Aug 5, 2005, p. 6

WISDOM, JOHN (AUTHOR)
No help for cats (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 6

WISOFF, IRENE
Adult School courses address intellect, hobbies, skills (photo) *(Progress Edition)*, Jan 28, 2005, p. 19A

WITTLIN, PAULA
Say YES to jobs (photo) *(Annual meeting and luncheon of the Scarsdale Youth Employment Service)*, June 17, 2005, p. 11

WOFFORD, HARRIS
Distinguished alumni *(12 Scarsdale High School alumni are the first to be selected as distinguished alumni by the Scarsdale Alumni Association)*, October 21, 2005, p. 1

WOHL, SHIRLEY
Holocaust litigator (Michael Zweig) is honored, Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
WOHLFARTH, DANA
K(ids) B(ASE) L(itte) S(chool) offers enriching theater experience (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8

WOLF, LESLIE
Julie B. Fes is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

WOLFE, JORI
Welcome officers (Scarsdale Parent-Teacher Council held its annual meeting and luncheon May 17, 2005), May 20, 2005, p. 13

WOLFE, TOM
The man in white (photo) (Author Tom Wolfe spoke at Purchase recently), Dec 2, 2005, p. 16

WOLFF, LAUREN
Store windows glow with fall colors (photo) (Halloween Window Painting Contest. Includes listings of winners and all entrants.), October 28, 2005, p. 15

WOLLIN, MARC
What was rambling, cranky column trying to say? (letter) (response to 3/18/05 editorial by Marc Wollin), Apr 1, 2005, p. 7
Norwegians and Dutch work fewer hours than French (letter) (response to 3/18 editorial by Marc Wollin), Apr 8, 2005, p. 6

WOLLIN, MARC (AUTHOR)
Order and Law (editorial), Jan 7, 2005, p. 7
Silver screen (editorial) (re "culturally, historically, or esthetically significant films" selected by the National Film Preservation Foundation and the National Film Preservation Board to be preserved for eternity.), Feb 25, 2005, p. 7
Reality rears its ugly head in France (editorial), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7
Faster food (editorial), Apr 29, 2005, p. 7
The new isolationists (editorial), May 13, 2005, p. 7
A farewell to Yoda (editorial), May 27, 2005, p. 7
Too much is too much (editorial), Jun 3, 2005, p. 7
Things I didn't know existed (editorial), Aug 26, 2005, p. 7
Irresistible eloquence (editorial), October 14, 2005, p. 7
Video to die for (editorial), October 21, 2005, p. 7
Better to receive (editorial), Nov 25, 2005, p. 7
Top of the heap (editorial) ("A list, however subjective it might be, helps guide us past the chaff and toward the wheat."). Dec 23, 2005, p. 7

WOLLOCH, ADAM
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

WOMEN
Today's Woman (photo) (Supplement), Apr 1, 2005,

WONG, CHARLIE
Rush on East Parkway for sparkling gifts (photo) (profile of Charlie Wong and Denis Mathews and their newly opened jewelry store Rush at 48 East Parkway.), Dec 16, 2005, p. 4

WOOD, ELIJAH
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grad(uate) breaks into Hollywood with 'Hooligans' (photo), Sep 16, 2005, p. 15

WOOD, RILEY
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help hurricane survivors, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help (hurricane survivors) (photo) (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 29

WOOD, SIMON
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

WOOD, TARA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Show House 2005 (photo), May 20, 2005, p. 50

WOOD, TREVOR
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help hurricane survivors, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Scarsdale residents find many ways to help (hurricane survivors) (photo) (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 29

WOODS (FORESTS)
See FORESTS AND FORESTRY

WORDEN, DEBORAH MONROE
Worden, McWhorter (photo) (Deborah Monroe Worden and Alexander Grant McWhorter were married July 16, 2005, at the First Presbyterian Church in New Canaan.), Nov 18, 2005, p. 25

WORKWEEK
Reality rears its ugly head in France (editorial), Mar 18, 2005, p. 7

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945
On anniversary of death camp liberation, an old soldier keeps the memory alive (photo), May 6, 2005, p. 3
A soldier remembers: Face to face with the Holocaust (editorial), May 6, 2005, p. 7
Edgewood man can't forget the Holocaust (continued), May 6, 2005, p. 25
WORLD WAR, 1939-1945  (Continued)
The youngest living World War II vet(eran) tells all (photo), Nov 10, 2005, p. 3
African-Americans also fought for freedom (editorial), Nov 10, 2005, p. 6
Youngest living World War II vet(eran) (continued), Nov 10, 2005, p. 11

WRESTLING
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21; Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

WRIGHT, ERIKA
Pride and joy (photo) (Erika Wright and her cheerleaders provide enthusiastic support for the Scarsdale Raiders football team), Oct 7, 2005, p. 1
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

WROBLESKI, DIANE
The 2004-05 Scarsdale Board of Education Salutes the District's Retirees and Long-Time Employees at the 20th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), June 24, 2005, p. 36
Teachers learn what makes the stock exchange tick (photo), Aug 5, 2005, p. 1

WYMAN, AUDREY (AUTHOR)
Let's create a memorial for Bobbi (Alling), a Heathcote landmark (letter), October 28, 2005, p. 6

YAGHOUBI, STEPHANIE
Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Nov 18, 2005, p. 38

YAMAWAKI, KEI
Singing love songs (photo), Mar 4, 2005, p 11

YANKOU, JANE (AUTHOR)
Quaker Ridge residents supported work at other schools (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10

YANKOU, TOM (AUTHOR)
Don't let the minority rule (letter), Jun 10, 2005, p. 10

YASEEN, MARC
Nominating committee candidates chosen; vote to be held Nov. 16, October 28, 2005, p. 1

2004 (YEAR IN REVIEW)
The Year in Review; Sports Headliners 2004 (photo), Jan 7, 2005, p. 24

2005 (YEAR IN REVIEW)
Year of colossal change for village, Dec 23, 2005, p. 1
Rash of pedestrian car accidents hits Scarsdale in 2005 (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 2
It was a year of colossal change for village (photo) (continued), Dec 23, 2005, p. 4
Scarsdale schools dominated by Quaker Ridge issue (continued), Dec 23, 2005, p. 8
Changes are made to youth sports, Dec 23, 2005, p. 9
Sports Headliners 2005 (photo), Dec 23, 2005, p. 20

YEWER, TABBY
Lively performers shake it up, baby, at S(carsdale) M(iddle) S(chool) (photo), Dec 9, 2005, p. 13

YOGA
'Fitness around the world' comes to E'(dge)wood (or calming the chattering monkey and other study tips) (photo), Jan 21, 2005, p. 11

YONKERS (NEW YORK)
Meeting on Ridge Hill development slated for Feb. 16 (letter), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6

YOUTH
Needed: safe, organized Halloween activity for older kids (letter), Nov 10, 2005, p. 7

YOUTH - ALCOHOL USE
Police join forces against drugs, alcohol, Apr 15, 2005, p. 3

YOUTH - DRUG USE
Police join forces against drugs, alcohol, Apr 15, 2005, p. 3

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE - SCARSDALE
Say YES to jobs (photo) (Annual meeting and luncheon of the Scarsdale Youth Employment Service), June 17, 2005, p. 11

YOUTH - SPORTS
Youth sports issues still unresolved (editorial), Jan 7, 2005, p. 6
P(arent) T(eacher) C(ouncil) leaders support recommendations on youth sports (letter), Jan 14, 2005, p. 6
Youth sports survey may not represent mandate for change (letter), Jan 28, 2005, p. 6
Youth sports: What's best for our kids?, Feb 4, 2005, p. 1
Youth sports: Parents differ on what's best (continued), Feb 4, 2005, p. 8
Turnover needed in independent sports group leadership (letter), Feb 11, 2005, p. 6
A(merican) Y(outh) S(occer) O(rganization) awaits its fate (continued), Mar 4, 2005, p. 13
A(merican) Y(outh) S(occer) O(rganization) should be given field time (letter), Mar 11, 2005, p. 6
Sports survey: P(arks and) R(creation) C(ouncil) decides to meet again (continued), Mar 18, 2005, p. 22
ScarsdaleInquirer2005

YOUTH - SPORTS  (Continued)
Parks and Recreation Council supports ending tryouts for 4th graders, Apr 1, 2005, p. 1
Parks and Recreation Council supports ending 4th-grade tryouts (continued), Apr 1, 2005, p. 8
Parents urged to attend meeting on youth sports survey (letter), Aug 5, 2005, p. 6
Give peace a chance (editorial), Aug 19, 2005, p. 6
Recreation committee will present new youth sports plan, Sep 9, 2005, p. 1
Recreation committee reaches resolution (continued), Sep 9, 2005, p. 29
Village board makes changes in policies on youth sports, Sep 16, 2005, p. 1
Village board changes youth sports policies (continued), Sep 16, 2005, p. 13
Changes are made to youth sports (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p. 9

YUGOVICH, ALICE (AUTHOR)
Goodbye to a very special lady (letter) (re the passing of Bobbi Alling), October 21, 2005, p. 6

ZACHARIA, JOSEPHINE
Bulbs and buddies (photo) (Steven Berke and Josephine Zacharia are excited to see their daffodils planting come to life), Apr 29, 2005, p. 11

ZAIDENBERG, ITAY
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

ZAMBETTI, ANDREA
Prudential Centennial Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Apr 1, 2005, p. 32

ZAMBETTI, ANNIE
Maroon and White 2004-05 Winter Awards Dinner - Monday, March 14 (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 21

ZAMBETTI, GEORGE Z JR (AUTHOR)
Basketball courts should be a priority at the middle school (letter), Mar 25, 2005, p. 6

ZAPPOLO, STEVEN
Jury says "no" to false arrest in Quaker Ridge man's suit (photo) (re arrest of beetle collector Harry Zirlin), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1

ZARAMA, FRANCO
All the rage; Steroids are a hot national issue, but could they be here in Scarsdale? (photo), Apr 8, 2005, p. 23

ZARIN, MICHAEL
Neighbors worried about temple's plans to expand, Feb 4, 2005, p. 1
Opposition continues to synagoge plans (re Westchester Reform Temple expansion plans), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1
Opposition to W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) expansion flares at hearing, Aug 12, 2005, p. 1

ZDANOFF, BONNIE
Picnic! (photo) (Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps picnic at the Crossway Firehouse), Sep 16, 2005, p. 13

ZECCHINI, GREG
Instruments of change (photo) (Scarsdale High School club "The practice partners" ran a practice-a-thon March 7 to 17 in which students raised money for the AsiaPacificEd Program), Mar 25, 2005, p. 11

ZECCHINI, MEGHAN
Retiring Heathcote principal (Ronne Marantz) specialized in values education (photo), Mar 18, 2005, p. 1

ZEHENNI, HALEEM (AUTHOR)
Neighbors feel temple has not dealt fairly with them (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6

ZEHENNI, DENISE
Neighbors feel temple has not dealt fairly with them (letter) (re Westchester Reform Temple's expansion plans), Feb 18, 2005, p. 6

ZEITLIN, NINA
Edgemont High School grad(uate)'s soulful songs can build vocabulary for the SAT, Apr 22, 2005, p. 1
Edgemont High School grad(uate)'s soulful songs can build vocabulary (photo) (continued), Apr 22, 2005, p. 3

ZELMANOWICZ, DALE
Say YES to jobs (photo) (Annual meeting and luncheon of the Scarsdale Youth Employment Service), June 17, 2005, p. 11

ZHONG, KENNY
Little drummer boy (photo) (Kenny Zhong in the role of Indian at the Scarsdale Community Baptist Church Nursery School's Thanksgiving celebration), Nov 25, 2005, p. 1

ZIELINSKI, PETER
Trustee Peter Strauss likely to be 'promoted' to mayor (photo), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1

ZIFKIN, WALTER
Holocaust litigator (Michael Zweig) is honored, Jun 17, 2005, p. 1

ZIPF, DEBORAH WEST (AUTHOR)
Lederer-Plaskett is new leader for W(estchester) C(ooncil) for L egal A(bortion)-Choice Matters (letter), Sep 16, 2005, p. 6
ZIRLIN, HARRY
Jury says 'no' to false arrest in Q(uaker) R(idge) man's suit (photo) (re arrest of beetle collector Harry Zirlin), Feb 11, 2005, p. 1
Zirlin continues false arrest case against S(carsdale) P(olice) D(epartment), Apr 22, 2005, p. 1
Q(uaker) R(idge) man appeals claims (continued), Apr 22, 2005, p. 4
It was a year of colossal change for village (photo) (continued) (2005 Year in Review), Dec 23, 2005, p.4

ZOCK, ANTON
Sock'er! (photo) (Anton Zock gives the ball a swift kick in the right direction during the last week of camp at the Scarsdale Middle School), Aug 19, 2005, p. 8

ZONING - GREENBURGH
Proposed town zoning change was beyond local bandwidth (editorial), Aug 19, 2005, p. 7
The proposed zoning change was a bad idea (continued), Aug 19, 2005, p. 8
Zoning board did the right thing (letter), Nov 4, 2005, p. 6

ZORNOW, HANNAH
Middle school's digital gallery honors Irving Sloan (photo), Jun 3, 2005, p. 10

ZUCKER, ANDREW
Scouts for Hope (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11

ZUCKER, JIM
Scouts for Hope (photo), Nov 25, 2005, p. 11

ZWEIG, MICHAEL
Holocaust litigator (Michael Zweig) is honored, Jun 17, 2005, p. 1
Zweig honored for Holocaust litigation (photo) (continued), June 17, 2005, p. 13
Headliners 2005 (photo) (Outstanding 2005 Scarsdale residents), Dec 23, 2005, p.4

ZWILLING, JOSEPH
Fight to save St. Pius School moves to state Supreme Court, July 1, 2005, p. 1
Popular principal of I(mmaculate) H(eart of) M(ary) suspended by Archdiocese (photo), Dec 2, 2005, p. 1